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PREFACE

The Federal Election Commission is publishing this legislative history
of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide to Commis-
sioners and Commission staff, the Congress, and candidates and commit-
tees affected by the Federal Election Campaign Act, easy access to the
bills, accompanying reports, and floor debates from which the law was
derived.

The material is presented in a chronological fashion, and is compre-
hensively indexed.

The legislative history was compiled, edited and indexed under the
supervision of the Office of General Counsel.

The Commission hopes that this legislative history will aid all those
affected by the Federal Election Campaign Act: of 1971 in better under-
standing and complying with the Act.
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S 3821ST SE_ION'

O

[Report No. 92-96]

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JANuAnY 28 (legislative day, JANr:ARY 96), 1971

Mr. MANSFIrLO (for himself, Mr. CA_SON, l_{r. PaSTOaE, and Mr. PrLL) intro-
duced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Com-
mittees on Finance, Commerce:. and Rules anti Administration jointly

MaY 6, 1971

Reported from the Committee ol_ Commerce by Mir. PASTOr_, with amendments

MAY 6_ 1971

Referred to tile Committees on Finance and Rules and Administration with

instructions, under authority of the order of the Senate of January 28, 19'71

[Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in italic]

A BILL
To promote fair practices in the conduct of election campaigns

/or Federal political offices, and for other puq)oses.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tires of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Federal Election Cam-

4 paign Act of 1971".

II

-i,(Star Print)
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I TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO COMMUL_ICATIONS

' S2 ACT OF 1934; LIMITATIONs: ON OAMPAIGN

3 EXPENDITURES r0R NONBROAD(JAST COM-

4 MUNICATIONS MEDIA

5 EXCEPTIOI_ TO EQUAL ._/ME /rEQUIREMENtS AND

6 CHARGE LIHITATIONS

...................... a,

U:-L'O vv_,._u.,._,,._v.,.v.,._o ._,,_u _ .t,.,.,,Jr u.to _] I

_40A_,I. IkJJk.I._.Av*.J_.L J..J.·I_kJ_i. V.I._ U%JL_J%I* _J IJJLI._ I.J_..F·_IJ.LIL I_JI.L_ ,JL%J'JLJLq] TV JL,JUL_ · _*.JA

10 ee_ *_-' '_" fcrcgo_g ..... :..... " apply........ u....... sha_ """ *,,e'_'".I,JkA,t ly IVJLIJLi

ll .se o_a .......... _ ........ by _ legallyqaahaea_-_:

..a_ · _ D.tx.a.%._lt _

13 TT_'+,,,__+,,_,,, in a ...... 1 ,,1,,,_+',,"

14 -0_ Scc_ion 3!5 (b) _ such Ae_ is a_,c:ade_ So rc_d.

15 t,.,11....

16 '2.(_ tm,,, _ .... _,. .,:,,.._4,,, _'....... s............. use ef an.y _.-.-..m,.,.,,'-:--.-

19 _ _4,.,,_+:^_ _ ,_........ _'e_ '*,,_e_ She_ ....

20 .._-..._ ,,

21 Sre. 101. (a) Section 315(a) of the Communications

22 Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 315(a)) is amendeOlby inserting

23 after "public office" in the first sentence ¢hereof _ comma and

4



I the following: "other than the offix_'eof President or Vice

2 President of the United States,".

3 (b) Section 315(b) of such Act is amended to read as

4 follows:

5 "(b) The charges made for the use of any broadcasting

6 station by any person wJlo is a legally qualified candidate for

7 any public o/flee in conniption with h,is campaign for nomina-

8 tion for election, or elec_lion, to suck office shall not exceed--

9 "(1) during t_,_ forty-five days preceding the date

:10 of a primary election and during the sixty days preeed-

:11 lng the date of a general or special election in which such

:12 person is a candidate, the lowest unit charge of the station

13 for the same amount of time during the same period; and

:14 "(2) at any other time, the charges made for eom-

15 parable use of such station by other users thereof."

16 (c) Section $12(a) of such Act is amended by striking

17 "ar" at the end of clause '(5), striking the period at the end of

18 clause (6) and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and "or",

19 and adding at the end of such section 312(a) the following

20 new clause

21 "(7) far willful or repeated failure to allow

22 reasonable acx'_essto or to permit purchase of reasonable
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I amounts of time for the use of a broadcasting station by

2 a legally qualified candidate on behalf of his candidacy.".

3 EXPENI)ITURE LIMITATIONS FOR CANDIDATES FOR

4 MAJOR ELECTIVE OFFIOES

5 Sr,C. 102. Section 315 of the Connnunicstions Act of

6 1934 is further amended by redcsignat'mg subsection (e)

7 as subsection _ (e) and by inserting immediately before

8 such subsection the following new subsections:

9 "1,_ /l _ 'lw......... ,-, _._.w/ _l -'-'"- r_r_o_ et:this _,...,._....,,..,.,""h"""'" "" t_ _"'"_ ' '

12 c.."qor_ a

13 "(c) (1) For purposes of this subsection and subsection

14 (d), the term--

15 "(A) 'Federal elective office' means the office o/

16 President, Vice President, United States Senator or

17 Representative, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner

18 to the Congress;

19 "(B) 'use of broadcasting stations by or on behalf

20 of any candidate' includes not only broadcasts advocating

21 such candidate's election, but also broadcasts urging the

22 defeat of his opponent or derogating his oppment's stand

23 on campaign issues;

24 "(C) 'legally qualified candidate' mea_ any person

25 who (1) meets the qualifications prescribed by the ap-
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I plicable laws to hold the Federol elective office for which

2 he is a candidate and (2) is eligible under applicable

3 State law to be voted for by the electorate directly or by

4 means of delegates or electors; and

5 "(D) 'broadcasting station' includes a community

6 antenna television system, and the terms 'licensee' and

7 'station licensee' when used with respect to a community

8 antenna television ,system, mean the operator of such

9 system.

10 "(2)-(A-)- No legally qualified candideJte in _ c!cct{or.

11 _ them _ pr:.mary eteet4en_- any primary, general, or

12 special election for a m_j;er Federal elective office may spend

13 for ¢he use 'of broadcasting sta,fions on behalf of his can_-

14 dacy in such election a t(_tal amount in .excess of__

15 '-q4'-)-_ "_"+".=.,.,...,:.._.by tAe .... ;'_" cas;%/%JJ_XE/_.._ J._XIJAlYJ-jJJ. J.I_q_L JLJLLLJ. J.XK;1L/JL _ _?J'_
'k' %,r _qLtk_

16 _---'at4 legally ._,,,.l:a.._l _=.r.l,._... f4_ stteh ..m.... ia .1._JL_J.JL _j[ 1.1.OL:JJ..L J. '*..'_i_L %._(._ J.IL& JL1L4L(.4.IJI_,1_ %_ zzzIjqLj _.L_ qL.s

17 1..+ :A.... _;_,_ ,.,_,,.,Aae-_-'l'-'-'· .... k ,,m,,.,. er

18 '.z-_i)-_"'"'""" i_ gr-ea_ '_'"" `_'....... ' &aer--

10 --'-_'_ ,,-_"" da,u,_¢-(49--(_ i_,..,._.__-_..... -(4-)-is: .... "_-_"_&LLALLJ,'Ld '0. ML.I .t 't,t _._3t ·

20 +_...... _ ........................... ..........

21 _,,.+^"ina........................... -............

22 ]eg.e]-__ _.._..1:..1,.+,.,_:_.-,_,o...... '""' _ t:_e ]-0e_..... a:_...ii1_(.L:JLl _LiL qgLJOU_ %j k_ JL1J JL _,J _Juk_ L'L"_'

_)J._LLtJq_J_JIJ lYqJUL4_iL JLJLE_LJLJJ.aJI_,_J.q_.lL_,J _J LJZ q_fX I.

25 _ after s_.h I_eeqh_g _ .._ eteegm_ for a st_t_

7



_

vvl,_,._ _xl_.J_,.¢ _I.A_,JJLJL _,Jt/t,t,t;_.J_ tqUJLJJ._JtXJL_l¢ _,A_..I_.,'JLJ. J. JL_-_I._UL t&JLJLLIL_AIF OL4Lk/

3 es_ total amabe_ ef _otes f_ statcv::.dce&c,_.

4 "(A) 5 cents multiplied by the estimale of resident

5 population of voting age for such office, as determined

6 by the Bureau of Census in June oirthe year preceding

7 the year in which the election is to be held; or

8 "(B) $30,000, if greater than the a:nount deter-

9 mined under subparagraph (A).

10 A legally qualified candidate for nomination for election

11 to the o]_ce o/ President may not spend a t:otal amount

12 for all primary elections held for such officein which he is

13 a candidate in excess of the limitation provided by the first

14 sentence of this paragraph.

17 '_...._;a...._ spead t.... t.h-e _ of ............ e, ............... , mwy: .,v.,. h.......l.._oth_ _-.--:.._,-,

18 sa bchalf e_ _' .... a'a .... ia .... _, ,a_,_,:,,._

l.,_$,,_y ...... g-G_et_ ,.1,,._,:,... S...... L

21 &

22 "-(4)-(3) Amomr_s spent f,or the trse of broeAcas,ing sta-

23 ti(ms on behalf of any legally qualified candi&.te for ma_

24 Federal elective office (or for nomin&fion to such office)

2.5 shaJl, for the purposes of this subsection, be de¢,m,_ have
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I been spen_; by such candidate. Amounts, spent for the use of

2 broadcasting stations by or on behalf of any legaJly cLttalified

3 candidate for the office of Vice President of the United

4 Sta.te's shall, for the purposes of this su%section, be deemed

5 to have been spent by the candidate for the office of Pres_-

6 dent of the United States with whom he is running.

7 "-{-_(4) No station licensee may make fray charge for

8 the use of such station by or on behalf of any candida,te kw

9 me_je_ Federal elective office (or for nomination to such

10 office) unless such candidate, o,r a person specifically author-

11 ized by such candidate in writhlg to do so, certifies to such li-

12 censee in writing tha,t the payment of snch charge will not

13 vk_late pa.r_graph (2) or -(¢)w, ...;.;,,1....... is ,,....r.,_.l..

14 "-(-6-)-(5) Broadcast. lng stafions_ and candidates .sh*allfile

15 with the Commission such reports at such times angelcontain-

16 lng such information as the Commissi_on shall prescribe for

17 the purpose of this subsection and, in the case _)f broadcast-

18 lng stations, subsection (d).

].9 "(d) If the Comrnassion determines that--

20 "( 1) a Stateby law--

21 "(A) has provided _ha.t a primary or other

22 election for may office ,of such State _ thc,.n

23 _,............. Ii.,,..+..... + _ ................. er ...................... , or of a political

24 subdivisi'onthereof is subject to this subsecti,on, and

2S "(B) h_s specified a limitation upon total ex-

9
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1 pendimres f(_rthe use ,ofbroadcasting stations on be-

2 half of the candidacy of each legally qualified candi-

3 date in such election, and

4 "(2) the am_).untof such limitation does not exceed

5 the amount which would be determined roi' such election

6 under subsecti(m (c) haJd such election been an election

7 for a ma/j_ Federal elective office, 'or nomination thereto,

8 then no station licensee may make axty charge for the use of

9 such station by or on behalf of _ny legally qualified candi-

10 date in suoh election ,tmles.s such candidate, or a perso_

11 specifically authorized by such candidate in writing t_odo so,

12 certifies to ,such licensee in writing that [he payment of such

13 charge will not violate such ].imitation ttpcn t-ora1 ..... .1;_.z_ [J It.ca J_ _,,ta.

14 [m'C_."

,_ w,,_ 1.... 1,,,_,., Of il,;,, sCCtlOHy fl,,, -.... ;1 ...... A

.......... ii- .... _.... _.n1,_.,1 ,d,...16 o,,_.,.."'_c^"'iaehides a .............. _, ,_........ _ ....... syS-

17 _ ...l ,_.^ t...... q;...... , ,,,,fl sst.afion tie....... ,,m,,,,

18 _ _a ...........................................

IJJCl. l.¢ IJ_JJKJ.g. uJl_JJ. JOU.'_.,JLJ. TJ_ Otk_.tt.t.

20 LIMITATIONS ON CAMPAIGN EXPENDITUItES FOR

21 NOXBROADCASTCOMMUNICATIONSMEDIA

22 Srx_. 103. (a) For purposes of this section, the term--

23 (1) "ma-j_ Federal elective ofiqce" means the office

24 of President, Vice President, United States Senator or

25 Representative, or n .... "-'_' o_ tdeqmmam Gevcrnar of.... , ...... , _ _ ! ,' _' k,lll[l; .

10
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i a Statc Delegate or Resident Commissioner to the Con-

2 gress; .....lg._ Jkl %JL

3 (2) "nonbroadcast communications medium" means

4 a_y _ of .,,,,, .... ,h.,., ,l.,.,,, k..^_._.,

_J _ _ _1_ LX UL_LaJL_(_ _.L _ JL_)J _) JL.L£_JL ka ULLJk&_ JJL_aJLX U(ZJ_JkV Jl

6 _ m-aga-,ziaesa,,.m]_ .,.._:._,-l:,,,,1.,,.,.,_m,.,,.:....

_LL_. UVJ.J-',._.L .L-IU-P..tXX_L,,_VXVJUL_O UV,L.ry VJ._)UVJULLLJ(._,LT/J.._)

8 1_,.,, ..A ......

9 l_....m'u, b-u*np .......... ,. ta_ ........ , ..... e_ ......

1.0 _ _ __ appa_ ap,-m wh:.ch thc n_mc _ a,

......... ., r ..........pa-tryis e..............,' ....v--'.,'-'",

13 _ddrcss system_, newspapers, magazines and other peri-

14 'odical publications, and billboard facilities;

15 (3) "legally qualified candidate" means any person

16 who (A) meets the qualification,_ prescribed by the appli-

17 cable laws to hold the Federal elective office for which he

18 is a candidate and (B) is eligible under applicable State

19 law to be voted for by the electorate directly or by means

20 of delegates or electors; and

21 (4) "use of any nonbroadcast communications

22 media by or on behalf of any cand,Tdate" includes not

23 only amm_nts spcnt for advocating a candidate's elec-

24 tion, but also amot_nts spent for urging the defeat of his

S 382 2

11
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1 opponent or derogating his opponenfs staad on cam-

2 paign issues.

3 (b) During the forty-five days preceding the date of

4 any primary election, and during the sixty days preceding

5 the date of any general or special election, the charges made

6 for the use of any nonbroadcast communication, medium by

7 an individual who is a legally qualified candidate for

8 Federal elective office shall not exceed the lowest unit rate

9 charged others by the person furnishing _uch medium for the

10 same amount of space.

11 -{]_-(c) No legally qualified c_ndi:d._teir tm e4eeti_

12 _ than a r ....... z ....... _. any primary, general, or

13 special election {or a ma_yr Federal elective office may spend

14 for the use of n'or_broadcast commun[ca, fions medi_ _)n ,behalf

15 of h_,s candidacy in such election _ totM amoant in excess

16 of__

17 -(4--)-{t4 ccRts .-...1.:..1:_.1 ........ . ......

·l ...................... saeh v.._,.^m_-bt

....... r ..... _ s ........ _..... ,,_ _yr o_.h or

_ _VI_JV 1 UJ-L_ 0 all. LI LHIL t/ lt_,¢ U .,.J Jr. --

21 _'-_ ,.--,_,,---,..... -(-la,-4_ if eh;usa -(4-)-isJUt ltJtJLlt ,.¢ _,._ LLaJ. L&_IL ,_¢JL_

22 :.... l:,..._.l..X

23 -{e-)-t-a +n_,,.....,.,_,,.."of a eaettlda_ fe_ ]'r.:+..a,.,.,_,.,, ,-._._...'_'+"'""_:_mat,or

25 _ _,...d'n..a ..... ....... _ _-._ ·,_....... eaaaida_s_"-'-_"'_"'"-ia ,u,,bs__vrccca:n;

12
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j ...-.1,,.-,I-|,-.- _ _..,-.-,I- ....... 1,.,-,,., _ _1.-..... *.-.,-,t- _-,-..I.,,1 ..... 1,,,.-,.,

2 si votes _ _" att legally .... _:_'...... ·l ..... eaadida_ ia atay

_s,.a_../_.,_,/uJ. aJ._) _'t._.Lzt_u_'U'li4.4,_. _&q.c_,J_Jut./a.i} xx/J.

5 _ _Ac.'_c_ sh_YAbe t4 cents mugigtiM by ',rock

7 (1) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate of resident

8 population of voting age for such o_ice, as determined

9 by the Bureau of Census in June of the year preceding

10 the year in which the election is to be held; or

11 (2) $30,000, if greater than the amount determined

12 under clause {1).

13 A legally qualified candidat e for nomination for election

14 to the o_ce of President may not spend a total amount for

15 alt primary elections held for such o_ce in which he 'is a

16 candidate in excess of the limitation provided by the first

17 sentence of this paragraph.

.,.,,, ,_ ................. ia a pr:mary .... -

20 _reside_, may spend fro' _ ',_e o_ nonbroaacas+_ ccmmuni

qL/Ot/JI.JLL4LI.LtCL_,._ _

23 tc-'_r'nc_t ,,_n..... 1.,...,_+'.._,-(-b)-:with ...... " ............. ,, ........... v,_,_, t_ ttae s ...... al

24. clccfior_ .to': sueb office,.

25 -(e)-(d) Amounts sgent for _heuse of n,o_bro'adcas_eom-

13
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1 munieafions media ,on behalf of any legally qualified can-

2 dida, e for majo_ Federal elective office (or for nomination

3 to such oftlee) shall, for the purposes of this section, be

4 deemed to have been spent by such _ndidat,_. Amounts

5 spent for the use of nonbro_dcast communica.tions media by

c; or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate f>r [he office

7 of Vice President of the United States sh,,_ll,for l:hepm_p_)ses

8 of this section, be deemed to have been spent by the candi-

9 date for the office of President of the United States with

lo wtrom he is running.

II -(q-(e) No person may make any charge for the use of

12 any nonbroadca.st communications medium 'by o_ on behalf of

13 any candidate for _ Federal elective office .'or for nomi-

14 nation to such office) unless such candid._te, or a.n individual

15 specifically authorized by such candidate in writing to do

lC; so, certifies to such person that the payment et sach charge

17 will not viola:te subseeti,on _ (c) or _ whichever is

18 ,_rw_-,,,.-,_._'":'_"h_'_Any person who furnishes Lh.eu_seo{ any non-

19 broa&as_ communications medium to _)r for the benefit of

2o any such candidate without charge therefor sh_dl be deemed.

21 to have made a contribution to suoh candidate in an amorous:

22 equal to the amount normally charged for suc.h peru:on for

23 such use. Any person Who furnishes [he use of any non,-

24 broadcast; communications medium to or for ;he benefit of

25 any such candidate at _ rate which is less ':ban the rate

14
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1 normally charged by such perso:n for such use shall b

2 deemed to have made a contribution to such candidate in a

3 amount equal to the excess of the rate normally charge,

4 over the rate charged such candidate.

5 4g')- (f) Violation of the provisions of this section is pun

6 ishable by a fine not to exceed $5,000, imprisonment for no

7 to exceed five years, or both.

8 COS_-O_-i;IVINOZNC'REAS_lY LIi_I_'ATZONrOR_VLA

9 SEC. 104. (a) For purposes of this section, the te_-

10 (1) "price index" means the annual average ovei

11 a calendar year of the Consumer Price Index (all

12 items--United States city average) published monthly

13 by ,theBureau of Labor Statisti_s; and

14 (2) "base period" means the calendar year 1970.

15 (b) Commencing immediately niter the end of 1971,

16 and after the end of each calendar year thereafter, as there

17 becomes available necessary data from the Bureau of Labor

18 Statistics of the Department of Labor, the Secretary of La-

19 bar shall determine the di_erence between the price index

20 for the immediately preceding calendar year and the price

21 index for the base period. The amount computed under sec-

22 tion 315(c)(2)(A) of the Commt_nications Act of 1934

23 (as added by section 102 of this Act)' and under section 103

24 (c) (1) of this Act shall be increased by such, per cenOtm

25 difference (excluding any fraction of a per ¢entum) and

'l 5
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1 rounded ,to the next highest cent. Each atnount so increased

2 shall be the amount in effect for the twelve me,tLs/ollowing

3 the end of such calendar year.

4 EFFEGTIVE DATE

5 _SEC.4-94,.105. This title shall take effect on _he date of

6 enactanent of _nis Act, except that--

7 (1) the amendment made by section 1D1(b) shall

8 take effect ,30 ,days after such date; and

9 (2) section 102 shall take effect on _uvh date as

10 the Federal Comm_cations C,ommia;si,onshall prescribe,

11 but _ot l_ter than 120 days after the (late of enactment

12 e_$hisAct.

13 TITLE II--CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS; DI,S-

14 CLOSURE OF F.EDERAL CAMI'AI}G_N FUNDS

15 PART A--CRIMiNAL 'CODE AI_[ENDMENTS

16 ,SEC. 201. Secti(m 591. of ,title 18, United States C_)de,

17 is anaended h) rea_l as follows:

18 "§ 591. Definitions

19 "When used in sections 597, 599, 600, 602, 608, 610,

20 and 611 of t_tis title--

21 "(a) 'election' means (1) a general, special, or

22 primaa'y election, (2) a eonventi_)n o,r caucus _)fa poiM.-

23 eal Fzrty held to nominate a candidate, (3) a prknary

24 election held for' the selection of delegates to a n_tional

_5 nominat'gg. Co_veation of a ?olitica_ party, or (4) a

16
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I prima_ election held for the expression of a preference

2 for the nomination of p,_s,or_s for election t_ the office

3 of President;

4 "(b) 'candi&_te' means an individual who seeks

5 nomination for election, or ele_i, on, to Federal office,

6 whether m' not s,uc_hindividu,al is elected, and, for p_-

7 poses of this pa,rag'rzph, aaa individu.al shah be deemed

8 to seek n,omination for election, or election, to federal

9 office, if he has (1) taken the ,action necessary under

10 the law of a State to qu,alify himself for n,omina,tion for

11 election, or election, or (2) received contributions or

12 made expenditures, or has given his consent ,for any

13 other person to receive contributions or make expendi-

14 tures, with a view lbobring_g _bout his no :min_tionfor

15 election, ,or election:, to sudh ,office;

16 "(c) ']Federal office' means the office of President

17 or Vice President (_f the United States, or Senator ,or

18 RepreSentative in, or Delegate or l_esident Cranings-

19 sioner to, _h,e Congres:s of the United States;

20 "(d) 'p,olitical comlnittee' mea_s any _dlvidttaJ,

21 committee, association, or org_miz_tion which acc_pts

22 contrlbntlon, s or makes :expenditures ,during a calendax

23 year in .an agga'egate am_ount exceeding $1,000;

24 "(e) 'contribution' means_

25 "(1) a gift, subscriptioa, loan, ,aAva_ce, or de-

17
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I posit of money or any thing of value, made for the

2 purpose of influencing the nomination for election,

3 or election, of any person to Federal office, or for

4 the purpose of influencing the results cf a, primary

5 held for the selection of delegate,_ to a n:_tional nom-

(3 inating convention of a political party or for the

7 expression of a preference fol' the nomination of

8 persons for election to the office of President;

9 "(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, ex-

10 press or implied, whether or not legally enforceable,

11 to make a contribution for such purposes;

12 "(3) a transfer of fimds between political com-

13 mittees;and

14 "(4) the payment, by any' person other than a

15 candidate or political committee, of compensation

ltJ for the personal services of another person which arc

17 rendered to such candidate or politkal commit,tee

18 without charge for any such p arpose;

19 "(f) 'expenditure' :means_

20 "(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, loan,

21 advance, deposit, or gift of money or any thing cf

22 value, made for the purpose of ir fiuenclng the

23 nomination for election, or election, of any person

2-i tO ]Federal office, or for the purpose of influencing

25 the result of a primary held. for t_e selection of

18
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I delegates to a netional n'emiua_;ingconvention of

2 pol_tieal party or for the expression of a preferenee

3 for .the rmmlnatlon of pe.vsons for eleotlon to the

4 office',ofPresident;

5 "(2) _ contract, promise, or agreement, ex-

6 press or implied, whether or not legally enforoeable,

7 to make an expenditure; and

8 "(3) a transfer of funds between political corn-

9 m;.ttees; and

10 "(g) 'person' and 'wh_)ever' mean an individual,

11 partnership, commktee, assoei,a'_on,corporation, or any

12 other organization or group of persons."

13 S_c. 202. Section 600 o£ title 18, United States Code,

14 is a_nended to read as foll:ows:

15 "§ 600. Promise of employment; or other benefit for politi-

16 cai activity

17 "Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises any empl,oy-

18 meat, posiq;i_on,eompensa.t_m, eo_traet, appointment, or

19 other benefit, provided for or made possible in whole or in

20 part by any Act of Cortgress, or any spedal COnsideration

21 in ,ob,rainingany such benefit, to any person as consideration,

22 favor, or rew_rd for any political ac_;ivityor for the support

23 of or opp_),s_tiont,o any ,mndidate or any political party in

24 eon_eet4ou with any gem_ral ,or speehl elect_on ,to any pohti-

S. 382 3
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I cai office, o¢ in c_(m_ecti,o_t wi_h any 1)14hnm'yeleotion _or

2 political oonv_tion or caueu_s held _o select c_didates fo_

3 any pohticM office, shall be fined not more than $1,000 .or

4 imprisoned n_otmo.re _:hanone year, or bo.th."

5 S_o. 203. Section 602 of title 18, U_ked States Code,

6 is aanert&ed by-

7 (a) inserting "(a)" before "Whoevei"; arrd

8 (b) adding at _he end _hereo:f the f(,ll.o:wing new

9 subsecti,on:

10 "(b) Who eyre', acting on behalf of tony ]?olkical _m-.

11 mittee (including any State or local committee of a polific_J

19. racy), directly or indirectly, intentionally _)r willfully

13 solicits, or is in a_ny maimer concern.ed in soliciting, any

14 assessment, subscription, or conbributio;a for bite use of such

15 political committee or for any political purpose whatever

16 from any officer or employee of the U_ted S:_tes (o,ther

17 _ha:n art elected officer) shall be fined not more t_han $5,003

18 or imprisoned not more than _hree years, or both."

19 SEc. 204. Section 608 of title 18, Unite,] _St_es Code,

20 is amended _ore_d as follows:

21 "§$08. Limitations on political contributions and pu:c-

22 chases

23 "(a) It 'shall be tmlawful for any person, directly or

24 indirectly, to make a contribution or contributions in an ag-

25 gregate amount in excess of $5,0'00 during: any calendar

2o
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1 year, in covnection w_ithany campaigu for nom,_,nat_onfor

2 elect_on or election to ]?ederal off'cc,_,to--

3 "(1) any political committee or caffdiid_te;

4 "(2) tw.o or more political committees substantially

5 sur g the same candidate; or

6 "(3) a ca_dMate anal on_ or more political eo,_unib-

7 tees substantially supporting the can_dida_e.

8 In computing .the aggregate limitation of this subsection,

9 contributionsand pledges made after an electionfor Federal

10 officeto discharge indeb_!ednessaccrued during the campaign

11 for such office shall be deemed to have been made in the

12 calendar year in which such indebtedness was accrued.

13 Nothing contained in this subsection shall prohibit the trans-

14 fer of contributions received by a political committee.

15 "(b) Except as provi(ted in subsection (d)--

16 "(1) it shall be unlawful for any p(_litical c'onunit-

17 tee or candidate to' sell goods, commodities, advertising,

18 or other articles, or _anyservices to anyone otlxorthan

19 political committee or candM.'ate;and

20 "(2) it shall be u.n.lawful for any p_rs_,n,other tha_,

21 a political committee or _udidate, to purchase goods,

22 oommo_Utles,advertis'mg, or ()1:herarticles or 'any serv-

23 ices from a political committee or carrdida_e.

24: "(e) Whoever _olates sub._eotion (a) or (b) of this

21
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I section shah be fined not more than $,5,000 or imprisone(t

2 not more than. five years, o,rboth.

3 "(d) Subsection (b) of _his,sectkm shall _ot apply t_,

4 a sale or purchase (1) of any lyolitica[ campZgn Pm, but--

5 ton, ba_lge, flag, e_blem, hat, banner, ,or s;,mklaxcaml_a_gIl

6 souvenir or any political campaign' l_erature c,r Im:.blica_i_)n_

7 ('but shall _pply ._osMes of a_dvertising inch_ding the sale of

8 .space in any pu'blication), for pSces: rot excee ,ding$25

9 each, (2) _ tickets W dinners, luncheons, r_tlies, a_d shn.-

10 ilar fun_ais_g activities, (3) v_ food or .driP; for a ch_ge

11 not sub,stant_allyin .excess ,of_he normal eh_e, therefor, (,r

12 (4) made in the eoume o{ _theusual and kirown buslnes_,

13 tracle, or profession _f any person ,or 'tn a norm,al ann's-

14 1,engf,h transaction, however, ,a sMe _)r purcha:',e _escr_bed in

15 paragraph (1), (2), or (3) shall be ,d,eemed a eon_Ii-

16 bt_on tmde_ s_bsection (a) 'o_this section.

17 "(e) For _he pmToses of this section, a comaq:bution

18 raadc by _he spouse or a mi_norchild of a pemvn shall be

1.9 deemeda con_;ri.'bu,ionmade by such person.

20 "(f) In .all cases of viol_t[or_sof .this secti_)nby a pal?t-

21 nersh,ip, committee, ,ass_ci'_tion,e:orperati,on, _)r _t;her orga-

22 niz_fion _)r ga'oup of persons, _he officers, ,directors, or man-

23 aging heads thereof who knowingly ;a_.d wiI_.lJhltyparfici-

24 pate in such viola,iOn shal_lbe .pUnishedas herein proviae L"

22
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1 SEc. 205. Sectio_ 609 _f title 18, Unite_d States Code,

2 is rep e_led.

3 SEC. 206. Seot,i_)n 611 o_ title 18, UrSted f_ta_es C_de_

4 _s amended to read as _ollows:

5 "§ 611. Contributions by Government contractors

6 "Whoever--

7 "(a) entering into a_y contract with the United

8 States or any dep_tmen_ or agency thereof either for

9 q_he rendi'fion of persona:l services or fiu'nishing any

10 material, supplies, or equipment to the United States

11 or any department or agency thereo f or for :selling any

12 land or building to the United States or any depart-

13 ment or agency thereof, if payment for the performs:nee

14 of such con,tract o,r payment for such material, supplies,

15 equipment, land, or bttildir_g is to be made in whole

16 ar in part from/ands appropriated by the (_ongress, at

17 .any time between the commencement of negotiations

18 for and the la_er ,of (1) the comple_ion of performance

19 under, or (2) the termination of negotiations for, such

20 contract or furnishing of materi_:l, supp_lies, equipment,

21 la_d or buildings, direcfiy or _directly makes any con-

22 trib,utlon of money or other thing of value, or promises

23 expressly or impliedly to make any such contribution,

24. to any political party, committee, or candidate for pub-

23
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I fie office or to any person for any politicsl :purpose or

2 uso;or

3 "(b) knowingly solicits any such contribution from

4 any sttch person for any such purpose dtuing any such

5 period;

6 shall be fined n_otmore than $5,000 or impris_,ned not mor_

7 than five years, or both."

8 SEc. 207. The analysis of section's of chapter 29 of title

9 18, United States Code, is amended by striking out the items

10 relating to sectior_s609 and 611, and k_serting in lieu thereof

11 the _ollowing:

"609. P_t)eMed."
"611. Contributions by Government contractors."

12 PAET ]_r---DISCLOSURE OF [FtsDERAL CAMPAIGN _UNDS

13 DEFISHTIONS

14 SrO. 251. When used in this part--

15 (a) "elecC_on"means (1) a general, special, or pti-

16 mary elect_on, (2) a convention (_rcauctls of a political

17 party held to nominate a candidate, (3) a primaxy elec-

18 tion held for the selection of delega_; to a n_ional

19 nominating convention, of a p_litie:alparty, or (4) a pti-

20 mary election held for the expression of a preference for

21 the nominati_m of persons for election _ the office of

22 Pres_den*;

23 (b) "caa_date" means an, individual who seeks

24 nomination for election, or ele(¢i_m, ta_ Federal office,

24
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1 whether or nra su& individual is elected, and, for par.

2 poses of this p,aragn[ph, ,an 'individual shall be deemedt_

3 seek nomination for election, or election, if he has (1)

4 taken the action ne,cessaxy under the law of a State, bo

5 qualify himself for nomination for election, or elecfi_m,

6 to Federal office, .or (2) receiwd contr[butlo_s or made

7 expen.ditares, .or has given hi.'s consent for any (_h'er

S person to receive contri,buti.on.s or make ex.penditares,

9 with a view to bringing about iris no.minfution for elec-

10 tlon, or election, bo ,such o_ce;

11 (c) "Federal office" means the office of President

12 or Vice President of _he United States; or _)fSenator or

13 Representative in, .or Delegate or Resident Cmnmissioner

14 _o, the Congress of the United States;

15 (d) "political committee" :means any committee,

16 association, .or orgam'.'zati(m which a,ccepts contributi_ms

17 or makes expenditures during a (_alendar year in an ag-

18 gregate am.omit exceeding $1,000;

19 (e) "contribution" means--

20 (1) a gift, sab,scfip_io.n, loan, advance, .or de-

21 posit 'of money or any *hing of value, m_de for the

22 purpose of infiuealcing the noan.ination for election,

23 or e}ocfion, af any person to Federal office or as a

24 presidential or vice-president_al elector, or for She'

25 p,uvpo_seof intluendmg the result of a primary held

25
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I for th_ _elect_onof delegates to, a national zromina_;-

2 lng converd:i,on of a political p_rty, o:c for the ex-

3 prossion of a preference for the nmnin_tion of per-

4 sons for ,elect_onto the office,ofl:res_de_Lt;

5 (2) a contract, proM'se, or agreement, v_hether

6 or n'o,t legally enforceable, _o make a oontribuq;ion

7 for any such purpose;

8 (3) a transfer of funds between political cmn-

9 mit_ees;aaa

10 (4) the paymen,t, by any person _),therthan a

11 candidate or p,olitical oommi_ttee,of eompensati_on

12 for t_hepersond services ,of _mo,*herperson which

13 are rendered to such can,ai,d_te or committee wi_hrmt

14 charge for any 'suchpm_ose;

15 (f) "expenditure"medro-

l0 (1) a purohttse, payment, disl;ribution, 1,can,

17 advance, depo,si't,or gift of money ,or any thhlg r}f

lS value, ma:defor (shepurpose ,cfinflue:acingthe n,omi-

19 nation for el,eeti,on,o,r election, of a_y person to

20 Federal ,office,or as a presidential _nd vice-presi-

21 _ential elecVor,or for the pm'pose of influencing the

22 result 'ofa primary held for the sdec'5on ,of&legates

23 to a national nomin.at_ng c,onven'ticn ,of a political

24 party, or for _he expression of a preference _or the

26
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1 nominatkm ,of persons for ,electron to the '.office,of

2 Presiden_;
/

3 (2) a coatract, promise, or agreement whether

4 or not legally enforceable, to make an expenditure;

5 and

6 (3) a transfer ,of funds between political

7 commi_ees;

8 (g) "Clerk" means the. Clerk of the House cf

9 Representatives of l_heUnited States;

10 ·(h) "Seereta_7" mea_rs the Secretary of the Senate

11 of the United States;

12 (i) "person" means an individual, partnership,

13 commit_e, association, corporation, labor organization,

14 and any other organization or group of person's; and

15 (j) "State" includes the ]District of Columbia, the

16 Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any territo .ry or

17 possession of the United States.

18 ORGANIZATION OF POLITICAL CO1?Ilk[ITTEES

19 SEC. 252. (a) Every political committee shall have a

20 ekairman and a treasurer. ]No contribution and no expendi-

21 ture shall 'be accepted or made by or on behalf of a political

22 commt'_tee at a time when there is a vacancy in the office

23 of chairman or treasurer thereof. No expenditure shall be

24 made for or on behalf of a politic_l commit,tee witt?.ut the

27
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1 authorization of its chairman or treasure:r,or their designated

2 agents.

3 (b) Every person who receives a oontrbution for a

4 political committee shall, on demand of the t:reasurer, and

5 in any event within five days after the receipt of such con-

6 tribution, render to the treasurer a detailed account thereof,

including the amount, the name and address of the person

8 making such contribution, and the date on w[ich received.

9 All funds of a politicM committee shall be segn'egated from,

10 and may not be commingled with, any pers(,na[ funds of

11 officers, members, or associates of such committee.

12 (c) It shall be the duty of the treasurer of a political

13 committee to keep a detailed and exact accounb of--

14 (1) all contributions made _(, or for such com-

15 mi,ttee;

16 (2) the full name and mailing address of every

17 person making any contribution, and the date and

18 amount thereof;

19 (3) all expenditures made by or on ,behalf of such

20 committee; and

21 (4) the full name and mailing address of every

22 person to whom any expenditure is made, and the date

23 amd amount thereof.

24 (d) It shall be the duty of the treasurer to obtain and

25 keep a receipted bill, stating the particulars, for every ex-

28
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I penditure m_de by or on ,behalf of a political committee of

2 $100 .or more in amount, and for any such exper/diture in a

3 lesser amount, if the aggrego:te amount of such expenditures

4 to the same person dating a calendar year exceeds $100..

5 The tre'asttrer shall preserve all receipted bills a_d acco.nuts

6 requiredto be kept by this section for periodsof time to be

7 detennlaed by the Secretary ,or C}erk, _s the case may be..

8 (e) Any political commif._eewhich solicits or receives

9 contributions or makes expenditures on behalf of any candi--

10 &te that is not authorized in w_ting by such ea_dldate to do

11 so shall i_clude a m)tice on tl_e{ace or front page .ofall li:tera-.

12 ture and a&ertiseanents pt_blished in connection with such

13 candidate'scampaign by such connnittee or on its behalf

14 staling that the commit:tee i.s not authorized by such canal --

15 date _d that such candidate is n_)t:responsible for the activi--

lC ties o_ such commi_ee.

17 I_F_,OISTI_TION OF POLITICAL CO_t'[!_II_TEES; STATIg3fFlgTS

18 SF,C. 253. (a) Each political eo.mmittee which antiei-

19 pates receiving contributions m' making expenditures during

20 the ealend_aryear in an aggregate .'amountexceeding $1,000

21 d/all file with the Secretary or Clerk, as the ca,se may' be,

22 a statement of organization, within ten 'days after its organi--

23 zation or, if later, ten ,days a_er the date on which it has

24 information which Causesthe committee to anticipate it will

25 receive contributions or make e_penditures in excess of

29
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1 $1,000. Each such committee in existence at t3ie d'ate of en.-

2 actment of this Act shall fi_ea statement of org_mizsJfionwith

3 ,the ,Secretary or Clerk, as the c_se may be, a_ such time as

4 tm f)rescr_bes.

5 (b) The _s_atem'ent.of_)rganizafion shall in(J,ude--

6 (1) ,the naaTreaxtd.address of the eom_i.t,tee;

7 (2) the nalnes, at,dresses, and relations.hips of a/.-

8 filiated _)r connected org_izations;

9 (3) the area, scope, or juri_l&eti,on of the eom.-

10 mit,tee;

11 (4) the nmxm, ad,dress, and poskiml of _he cus--

12 ,_dian af b_o.oksand acc,ounts;

13 (5) _he name, ad',&'ess,and l>_,siti'on_f ,o_herprin.-

14 dpal officers, including _)fficevsan,d mea_bers of the

15 fman,ce committee, if any;

16 (6) .the name, _dress, .offie,_§ought, a_d party

17_ affiliation of (A) each caadida{_owhom _he e:ommit_ee

18 is supposing, axLd (B) any other individual, ff any,

19 wkom _;he c_mmittee i,s supporting for nomin_on fo'.c

20 electi_)n, 'or deetion, to any pafblic office whatever; or,

21 if the conuni_tee is Sul_p,orting,the er_fire ti,cket of any

22 party, the. nme of _he party;

23 (7) a statemea* whether the commi';tee isa eon.-

24 tiauing one;

3O
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1 (8) the di'sp_ositionof residual funds wtfieh will be

2 made in the even_ 'of 'dissolu,t_on;

3 (9) a listing of all banks, safety deposit boxes, or

4 other repositories used;

5 (10) a statement of the reports required to be .filed

6 by the committee with State or local officers, and, if so,

7 the names, addresses, and positions of such persons; and

8 (11) such other in_o_Tnationas shall be required

9 by the Secretary or Clerk.

10 (e) Any change in. information previously submitted in

11 a statement of organization shall be reported to the Secretary

12 or Clerk, as the case may be, within a ten-day period follow-

13 _ng the change.

14 (d) Any committee: which, after having filed one or more

15 statements of organization, _sbands or determines it will no

16 longer receive contributions or ;make :expenditures during the

17 calendar year in an aggregate amount exceeding $1,000 shall

18 so notify the Secretary or Clerk, as the case may be.

19 REPORTS BY POLITICAL CO_VIMITTEES AND CANDIDAT'ES

20 SEC. 254. (a) Each treasurer of _apolitical committee

21 supporting a _ndidate or candidates for election to the

22 office of President or Vice President of the United States or

23 Sema,tor, and each candidate for election to such office, shall

24 file with th_ Secretary, and each treasurer of a political corn-

3'1
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I mittee supporting a candir}ate or candidates for ._lecfion to the

2 office of Representative in, or Delegate or Ilesi_tent Commis-

3 sioner to, the Congress of the United States, ar.d each c_ndi.-

4 date for election to'such office, shall file with [he 'Clerk, re-

5 ports of receipts and expenditures on forms to be prescribed

6 or approved by him. Such reports shall be filed on the tentlt

7 day of March, June, and September, in each yes,r, and on the

8 fifteenth and fifth days next preceding the date on which alt

9 election is held, and also by the thirty-first day of January.

10 Such reports shall be complete as of such date as the Secre.-

11 tary may prescribe, which shall not be less than five days

12 before the date of filing.

13 (b) Each report under this section shall disclose--

14 (1) the amount of cash on hsmd at the beginninG;

15 of the reporting period;

16 (2) the full ha.me and mailing address ot!each per-.

17 son who has made one or more c¢,ntribuq_ons q;oor for

18 such committee or candidate (including the purchase of

19 tickets for events such as dinners, luncheons, rallies, and.

20 similar fundraising events) within the calendar year in

21 the aggregate mount or vMue of $100 or more, together

22 with the amount and date of such contrlbations;

23 (3) the total sum of individual contributions made

24 to or for such committee or candida:le during the report-

25 ing period and not reported under paragr,_ph (2);
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1 (4) the name Ired 'address of each political commit-

2 tee or candidate from which the reporting committee or

3 the candidate received, or to which that committee or

4 candidate made, any tra_rsfer of funds, t_gether with the

5 aaxroun.,_sarrd dates e_faH such transfers;

6 (5) each loan. to or from any person w_thin the

7 calendar year in the aggregate amount :or value of $100

8 or more, together 'with the full names and lrmiling ad-

9 dresses .of the lender and endorsers, if any, and the date

10 and an_ount of such loans;

11 (6) the to.tal amount of procee& from (A) the

12 sale 'of ,tickets t_) each dinner, luncheon, rally, and (_ther

13 fundraising event; (B) mass collections made at such

14 events; and (C) sales .of iteras such as political cam-

15 paign pins, buttons, badges, flags, emblems, hats, ban-

16 ners, literature, and. similar n_aterials;

17 (7) each contxibuti'on, rebate, refund, or other re-

lS ceipt of $100 or more no; othelwcise listed under para-

19 graphs (2) through (6);

20 (8) the t_tal _snm'of all receipts by or _r such.

21 committee (_r candid.._te daring the rep_)rting period;

22 (9) the full nmne _md mailing ,address .of each

23 person to whom an expenditure 'or expenditures have

24 been m_de by such oonm_t_ee or candidate within the

25 calendar year in tingeaggregate amount or value of $100

33
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I or more, ,and the mnount, date, and purpos,_ of each suclt

2 expenditure;

3 (10) the fifil name and mailing ad,bess of eact,

4 person to whom un expenditure for pets)hal services,

5 saJaa'ies,and reimbursed exp,en,sesof $100 ,or mo_e ha_:

6 been made, md which _sn6t o_herwke rerosted, 'meh_d-

7 ing the amouat, date, and purpose of such expenditure;

8 (11) _he t_al sttm of expend!itm'esmade by such

9 committee or candidate during the calendai yeax;

10 (12) the axn_onnta_adnature of debt:_ ,_d obliga-

11 tions owed by o_ to the coanmittee, 'm such form as the

12 Secretary or Clerk may p_escfibe; a_d

13 (13) such _)t/herinformation as shall be required by

14 the Secretaxy m:Cl_erk.

15 (c) _ke reports required go be filed by subsection (a)

16 shall be cttm_utive ,dang *_e calendar year a_ whi& *hey

17 relate, but where ,_herehas been no change in an item re-

iS portedin a pre_o,us _eport during such year, only *he am,o,unt

19 deed be c_ea _orward. If _o eont'ribufi,on,s or expenditures

20 have been accepted o,r expend,ed during a caJe.n,hx year, the

21 treas_er of the political committee or candidate shall file a

22 statement I_o_h_$ effect.

23 I_EPOI_'rS BY OTITERS TITAN POLITIC_kL C01M:iVIITTEES

24 :SEc. 255. Every person (_)¢her th:_ a p_litical eom-

25 mittee ,ar can'didate) who makes coatributi(ms or expea_di-
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1 tures, oVher than by co_tribut_on to a political committee or

2 ca_ndidate, aggregating _;100 or more within a calendar year

3 shall file wiOh the Secretaxy or Clerk, as the case may be, a

4 statement containing the information required by section

5 254. Statements required by th!is section shall be filed on the

I; dates on which reports by polit:ical committees are filed, but

7 need not be cumulative.

FORMAL REQUIRElVIEI_TSRESPI_:CTIlqGREPORTS A_D

9 STATEMENTS

1o SEc. 256. (a) A report or st_tement required by this

11 paxt to be filed by a treasurer o:fa pol'_ical committee, a can-

1_ did_tc, or by any other person, _;hallbe verified by the oath or

13 affirmation of the person filing such report or statement,

14 taken before any officer authorized to administer oaths.

15 (b) A copy of a report or statement shall be preserved

16 by the person filing it for a period of time to be designated

17 by the Secretary or Clerk, as the case may be, in a published

18 regulation.

19 (c) The Secretary or Clerk may, by published regula-

20 tion of general appticab!ility, relieve any category of politi_l

21 committees of the obligation to comply with section 254 if

22 such committee (1) primarily s_pports persons seeking

23 State or local office, and does not substantially support candi-

24 date,s, and (2) does not operate inLmore than one State or

25 on a statewide basis.
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1 (d) The Secretary or Clerk, as the case may be, shall.

2 by published regulations cd general _'tppli'cability,prescribe

:3 the manner in which contributions and expen,titures in the

4 nature of debts and other contracts, agreemen];s, and prom--

5 ises to make contributions or expenditures shall be reported..

6 Such regulations shall provide that they be rep>rted in sepa-.

7 rate schedules. In determining aggregate amounts of eon-.

8 tributions and expenditures, amoun;s reported _Lsprovided ir.

9 such regulations shall not be considered until artual payment

10 is maAe.

11 lmPOttTS ON COlgqfENTION FINANO1NO

12 Sr,c. 257. Each committee or other orgsnlz;;tion wMch--.

13 (1) represents a State, or a politic_l subdivision.

14 thereof, or any group of persons, in dealing with officials

15 of a national political party with respect 1o matters in-.

16 volving a convention held in such Sta_e or political

17 subdivision to nominate a candidate for the office of

18 President or Vice President, or

19 (2) represents a national political paaty in making'

20 arrangements for the convention of such ;?arty held to.

21 m_;n_te a can_date for the office of Pres[dent or Vice

22 President,

23 shall, within sixty (lays following the end of the convert-

24 tion (but not later than twenty days ]prior to the date on

25 which presidential and vice-presidential elect;orsare chosen),
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I file with the Secretary a full and complete finandal state-

2 ment, in such form and detail as he may prescribe, of the

3 sources from which it '&_rived its funds, and the purposes for

4 which such funds were expended.

5 DUTIES OF THE SECRETAI_Y AND CLERK

6 SEC. 258. It shall be the duty of the Secretary and

7 Clerk, respectively--

8 (1) to develop prescribed forms for the making of

9 the reports and statements required Dobe filed with him

10 under this part;

11 (2) to prepare and publish a ma,nual setting forth

12 recommended uniform met]hods of bookkeeping and re-

13 porting for use by persons required to make such reports

14 and statements;

15 (3) to develop a filing, coding, and cross-indexing

16 system consonant with the pur!poses of this part;

17 (4) to make tZhereports a,nd statements filed with

18 him available for public inspection and copying during

19 regular office hours,, commencing as soon as practicable

20 but not later than the end of the second day following the

21 day during which it was received, _nd to permit copying

22 of any such report or statement by hand or by dupli-

23 eating machine, as requested by any person, at the

24 expense of such person;

25 (5) to preserve such reports and statements for a
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1 period of ten years from date of receipt, except that

2 reports and statements relating sole]_Yto candidates for

3 the House of Representatives shall be preserved for

4 only five years from the date of receipt;

5 (6) to COmpile,and main_in _ current list of all

6 statements or parts of statements pertaining to each

7 candidate;

8 (7) t_ prepare and publish an annual report includ-

9 ing compilations of (A) total reported cont:_ibutions and

10 expenditures for all candidates, political committees, and

11 other persons during the year; (B)D total amounts ex-

12 pended according to such categorie_ as he shall deter-

13 mine and broken down into candida_te, par;y, and non-

14 party expenditures on the National, Stats, and local

15 levels; (C) total amounts expended for influencing

16 nominations and elections stated separately; (D) total

17 amounts contributed according to such rategories of

18 amotmts as he shall determine and broken down into

19 contributions on the National, State, and local levels for

20 candidates and political committees; and (F,) aggregate

2:1 amounts contributed by any contributor shown to have

22 contributed the sum of $100 or more;

23 (8) to prepare and publish from time to time special

24 reports COmparing the variou_s totals and categories of
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I contlqbutions and expendkures xnade with respect to pre-

2 ceding elections;

3 (9) to prepare and publish such other reports as he

4 may deem appropriate;

5 (10) to assure wide dissemination of statistics, sum-

6 maries, and reports prepared under this title;

7 (11) to make JFromtime t_:,time audits and field in-

8 vestigations with respect to reports and statements filed

9 trader the provisions of this part, and with respect to

10 alleged failures to file any report or statement required

11 under the provisions of this part;

12 (12) to report apparent violations of law to the

13 appropriate law enforcement authorities; and

14 (13) to prescribe suitable rules and regulations to

15 carry out the provislions of tlhispart.

16 STATEMENTS FILEI) WITH CLERK O.F UNITED STATES COURT

17 SEC. 259. (a) A copy of each statement required to be

18 filed with the Secretary or Clerk by this part shall be filed

19 with the clerk of the United States district court for the ju-

20 dicial district in which is located the principal office of the

21 political committee or, in the case of a statement filed by a

22 candidate or other person, in which is located such person's

23 residence. The Secretary or Clerk may require the filing of

24 reports and statements required by this title with the Clerks
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I of other United States district courts where he determines the

2 public interest will be served thereby.

3 (b) It shall be the duty of the clerk of a United States

district court under subsection (a) --

5 (1) to receive and :maintain itt an orderly manner

6 all reports and statements required by this part to be

7 filed with such clerks;

8 (9) to preserve such reports and statements for a

9 perriod of ten years from date of receipt, e_:cept ._hat re-

10 ports and statements relating solely to candidates for the

11 ltouse of Representatives shall be preserved for only

12 five years from the date of receipt;

13 (3) to make the reports ,and 'statemei_ts filed with

14 him available for public inspection and co].)yi,ng during

15 regular _officehorn's, commencing as so'on as practicable

16 but not later than the end of th:e second day following

17 the day 'during which it was received, arLd to permit

18 copying of any such report or statement by hand or by

19 duplicating machine, as requested by any person, at _he
20

expense ,of,such person; and

21 (4) to compile and maintain a curreat list of all

22 statements or parts of statements pertaining _o each

23 candidate.

24
PRorrrBI_IO_r Or CON_RIBU_rO_S I_r NA_E Or A_O_rtER

25 SEC. 260. No person shall make a contributio,n in the

26
name of another person, and no person shall, knowingly
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1 accept a contribution made by one person in the name of

2 anoSher person.

3 PENALTY FOR VIOLAhXlONS

4 SEC. 261. Any pers(m who violates any of the provi-

5 sions of this part shall be fined not more than $1,000 or

6 'tmvrisonednot more than one year, or both.

7 STATE ]hAWS NOT' .AFFECTED

8 SEc. 262. (a) N_thing :in this part shall be deemed

9 to invalidate o.r m'_ke inapholicable _my provision of any State

10 law, except where compliance wi_h such provision of law

11 would result in a violation of a provision of this part.

12 (b) The Secretary and Clerk shall encourage, and eo-

13 operate with, the eleo_ioa officials in the several States to

14 develop procedures Which will eliminate the necessity of

15 multiple filings by penmitting the filing of copies of Federal

16 reports to satisfy tho State requirements.

17 PAI_TIAL INVAJhlDIT¥

18 SEC. 263. If _my ?rovision of this pat't, or the ap!plica-

19 tion thereof, to any person or circumstance is .held invalid,

20 the validity of the remainder of the part and tho application

21 of such provision to other persons and circumstances shall

22 not be affected thereby.

23 REPI_ALIN O (3LAUSE

24 SEC. 264. (a) The Federal C(aTupt Practices Act, 1925,

25 is repealed.
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I (b) In case of any conviction under this Act, where

2 the punishment inflicted does not include imprisomnent_ such

3 conviction shall be deemed a misdemeanor com,iction only.

4 TITLE III--TAX INCENTIVES ]FOR CC)NTRIBU-

5 TIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR FEDERAL _OFFICE

(5 INcom_ TAX cm,:m?

7 SEC. 301. (a) Subpart ALof part IV of sttbchapter A

8 of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating

9 to credits against tax) is amended by renumbering section

10 40 as 41, and by inserting after section 39 ,the following

11 new section:

12 "SEC. 40. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES Z?OR ELEC-

13 TIVE FEDERAL OFFICE.

14 "(a) GEN.m_AIJRuLE.--There shall be allowed to an

15 individual, as a credit against the tax iml)osed by this ch,ap-

l_; ter for the taxable year, an amount equal to one-half of the

17 political contributions (as defined in subseotion (c)) pay-

la merit of whick is made by such individual within the taxable

_S year.

2o "(b) Lima:amm_s.--

21 "( 1) AMomvT.--The credit allowed b,; subsection

2'2 (a) shall not exceed $20 for any taxable 5'ear.

23 "(2) APPLICATION' WITH OTB_ER Cm:Drrs.--The

24 credit allowed by subsection (a) shall not exceed the

25 amount of the tax imposed by this chapter for the tax-
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1 able year reduced by the sum of the crc:dj,tsallowable

2 under section 33 (relating; to foreign tax credit), sec-

3 ,tio_ 37 (relating ,t_ retiremer_t _eome), ,a.ndsection 38

4 (relating to invest,merit in ce_t,oimdepreciable property).

5 "(3) VrnrrmaTIo_.--The credi't allowed by sub-

6 section (a) shall be allowed Mt.h respect to any po-

7 litical contribute,on, only if s_t& political contfi_bu_ionis

8 verified in sLmhmanr_er as the Secretary or his delegate

9 shM1pr_scribe by reguh_ions.

lo "(e) Dnr_N_,_o_or POL_C_,nCo_TmBv_ms.--_'or

11 purposes of this section, the term 'political contribution'

12 means a contri'butbn or gift to--

13 "(1) 'an indiv_dnMwhose na_ne is presented for

14 dec;ion as President of the Vnit_d States, Vice Presi.dent

15 of the United St_tes, an elector for Preddent or Vice

16 President of the United States; _ Member of the Senate,

17 or a Member ,of (,or Delega._e t.a) the ltot_se of Repre-

:18 sentatives in a general or special election, in a primary

:19 election, or in a convention of _bpolitical party, for use

20 by such individual to further ,his candidacy for any such

2.1 office; or

22 "(2) a committee a_ctingir behalf of an ia_vidnal

23 or individuMs described in paragraph (1), for use by

24 such committee to further the candidacy of such indi-

25 vidual or individuals.
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I "(d) Er_cT_oN To Tx_E DEuuc_Io_ Is Ll_v or

2 Camvi_.--This section shall not a:pply :in the case of any

3 taxpayer who, for the taxable year, elects to take the deduc-

4 tion provided by section 218 (relating to deducLion for con-

5 tfibutions to candida,res for elective :Federal cmce). Such

6 election shall be made in such manner and at suda time as the

7 Secretal 7 or his delegate shM1 prescribe by regalations.

8 "(e) CRoss REr_R_C_.,--

"For disaIIowance of credit to estates _md trusts, see
section 642(a) (3)."

9 (b) The t_ble of sections for such subpart is _mended

10 by striking out

"Sec. 40. Overpaymen't_s of t,ax."

11 and inserting in lieu thereof

"Sec. 40. Contributions to candida_;es for elective Federal
office.

"Sec. 41. Overpayments of tax."

12 (c) Section 642 (a) of the Internal Rewmue Code of

13 1954 (relating to credits against tax for estates and trusts)

14 is amended by adding at the end thereof a nc,w paragraph

15 as follows:

16 "(3) POL_ICAI, CONTRmU_:CONs.--An estate or

17 trust shall not be allowed the credit against tax for

18 political contributions to candidates for elective :Federal

19 office provided by section 40.'

20 I)EDUCTIO_ IN LIEU or CI_EDIT

21 SEC. 302. (a) Part VIIi of subcMpter l_ of chap.ter :l

22 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (rel_;tirtg to addi-
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I fional :itemized 'deductions for ind:ividuals) is amended by

2 rcnumbering seot_n 218 as 219, and by inserting after

3 section 217 the following new section:

4 "SEC. 218. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR ELEC-

5 TIVE FEDERAL OFFICE.

6 "(a) ALLOW_CE OF DEDUC_IO_.--In the ease of ail

7 indivi&ml, there shall be allowed as a deduction any politic_[

8 contribution (as defined in subsection (c)) payment of

9 which iis made by such individual within the taxable yeas.

10 "(lb) LI_ITATIOIqS.--

11 "(1) AMovN'r.--The deduction under subsection

12 (a) shall not exceed $'100 for rely taxable year.

13 "(2) V_mmcATIO_..--The deduction under sub-

14 section (a) shall be allowed, with respect to any _)liti-

15 cal contribution, only if such political contribution is

16 verified in such maimer _s the Secretary or his delegate

17 shall prescribe by regulations.

18 "(c) ])I_FINITION OF POLITICAL CON_rRIBU_rlON.--

19 For ptu_poses of this section, the term 'political contribution'

20 means a oonCribution or _,_t to--

21 "(1) an individual whose name is presented for

22 elec_on s:s President ,of the United States, Vice Presi-

23 dent of the United States, an elector for President or

24 Vice President of _he United States, a Member of the

25 Senate, or a Member of (or Delegate to) the House of
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1 Representatives in a general or special e].ection, in a

2 primary election, or in a convention of a political party,

3 for use by such individual to further his candidacy for

4: any such office; or

5 "(2) a committee acting in behalf of an individual

6 or individuals described in para,graph (1), for use by

7 such committee to further the candidacy (,f such indi-

8 vldual or individuMs.

9 "(d) ELECTION TO TAKE. CREDIT IN _L[Eu OF DE-

10 vvc_mom--This section shall not apply in the case of any

11 taxpayer who, for the taxable year, elects to take the credit

12 against tax provided by section 40 (relating to credit against

13 tax for contributions to candidates for elective Federal office).

14 Such election shall be made in such manner and at such

15 time as the Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe by

16 regulations.

17 "(e) CI_OSSRm_'F_I_EI_'CE.--

"For disallowance of deduction to estates and trusts,
see section 6420)."

I8 (b) The table of sections for such part is amended by

19 striking out

"Sec. 218. Cross references."

20 and inserting in lieu thereof

"Sec. 218. Contributions to candidates for elective Federa!L
office.

"Sec. 219. Cross references."
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I (c) SectiOn 642 of the Internal Revenue Code of 195

2 (relatihg to special rules for credits and deductions for estat_

3 and mtsts) is amended by redesignating subsection (i)

4 subsection (j), and by inserting after subsection (h) a ne'

5 su.bsecti°n as follows:

6 "(i) POLI_ICXL CON_mBU_r_s.--An estate or trm,

7 shall m)t be allowed the deduction for contributions to car

8 didates for elective Federal office provided by section 2:18.

9 EFFECTIVE DATE

10 SEC. 303. The amendments made by sections 301 ant

11 302 shall apply to taxable years ending after December 31

12 1970, but only with respect to contributions or gifts pay

13 ment of which is made after such date.
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CalendarNo. 98
Ist Sess,ion No. 92-96

PROMOTIN4_ FAIR PRACTICES IN THE CONDUCT OF
ELECTION CAMPAIGNS FOR FEDERAL ELECTIVE OF-

FICES, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES

MAY6, 1971--Ordered i:o be :9rinted

Mr. P,_SXVRE,from the Commi{_tee on Commerce,
submitted the following

REPORT

together with

INDIVIDUAL SUPPLEMENTAL AND _kDDITIONAL VIEWS

[To accompany S, 382]

The Committee on Commerce to which was referred the bill (S. 382)
_o promote fair practices in the conduct of election campaigns for Fed-
eral political offices, and for other purposes, having considered the
same, reports favorably thereon with amendments and recommends
that the bill as amended do pass.

(A copy of the bill as reported by your Committee follows :)

(1)
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TEXT OF T_m BmL
CALENDAR NO. 98

S. 382, 92d Congress, let Session

[Report No. 92-96]

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STA_'ES

JANUARY 28 (legislative day, JANOAttY 26), 1971

Mr. MANSFI_:LO (for himself, Mr. CANNON, and Mr. PASTOR_) introduced the
following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committees on Finance,
Commerce, and Rules and Administration jointly

Reported by Mr. Pastore from the Committee on Commerce, with amendments
April 30, 1971

[Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in it._lic]

A Bill To promote fair practices in the conduc, t of election campaigns
for Federal political offices, and fo!: other )urposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Unil:ed
States of America in Congress assembled, That, this Azt may be cited
as the "Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971".

T_TLE I--AMENVMENTS _O COMMUNICATIONSACT o_ 1934; LIMI_:A-
TIONS ON CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES FOR NONBROADCAST CC,M ~
MUNICATIONS MEDIA

EXCEPTION TO EQUAL TIME REQUIREMENTS AXD CHARGE LIMITATIONS

"_,_ vL J.lx _/L'_ UJ.v L X_ -LXqJ U I1 TM U_

eared4....... _ e4Eeeef o._;_-, e_ ¥4ee Prc_iekm4 ¢g thc U-n4_

(b) ,Se...... e4 such _' :is a:acndcd _ -^_'_

a-s-y pe_ v_o is _ tega4ty qu_14fie4 ea_d_a4e f_ stuff, public oifiee
shall _ e-_cccd 'ohe tc ..... _ _ _ _ _ta_ for _ st_me
emeunt e_:-_m.e_ _ same +imc t,......

Sec. 101. (a) Section 315(a) of the Comm_nications Act of 193_ (_7
U.S.C. 315(a)) is amended by inserting after "pablic oj_ice" in the grst
sentence thereof a comma and the following: "other tha?&the oj_ice of
President or lZice Pres/dent of the United States,"

(b) Section 315(b) _ such Act is amended to read a_follows:
"(b) The charges ,made for the use of any broadcasting station by any

person who 'is a legally qualified cand{date for any pi_blic office in con-
nection with his campaign for nomination for election, or election, to ._uch
oj_ce shall not exceed--

"(1) duri_g the forty-five days preceding thc !late o/a primary
election and during the sixty days preced.;ng the date of a general or
special election 'in which such person is a candidate_ the lowest unit
charge of the station for the same amoto_t of time d,_ring the ._ame
period, and

"(2) at any other time, the charges made for comparable _se of
such station by other users thereof."
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(c) Section 312(a) oJ such Act is amended by striking "or" at the end
of clause (5), ,,_trikingthe period at the end of clause (6) and inserting
in lieu thereof a semicolon and "or", and adding at the end of such section
312(a) the fillowing new clause:

"(7) for willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable access to or to

permit' p_rchase of reasonable amounts of time.for the use.of a broadcasting.,,
station by a legally qualified candidate on behalf of hts can&da W.

EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS FOR CANDIDATES FOR MAJOR ELECTIVE
OFFICES

S_c. 102. Section 315 of the Communications Act of 1934 is further
amended by redesignating subsection (e) as subsection (_) (e) and by
inserting ilnmediately before such subsection the following new
subsections:

t/J. xxo SCZF. JOXJ_._IVXZ_ WJCJ._._ IJ_._Z X_J- _,TXZJ_,_UI V XJ

se_ivc_ _r G_vcrnc, r _r ..................... _ a

"(c)(1) For p_rposes of this subsection and subsection (d), the term--
"(A) 'Federal elective o._iee' means the o._ce of President, Vice

President, United States Senator or Representative, or Delegate or
Resident Commissioner to the Congress,'

"(B) 'use of broadcasting stations by or on behalf of any candidate'
includes not only broadcasts advocating such candidate's election,
but also broadcasts urging the defeat of k/s opponent or derogagng
his opponent's stand on campaign issues;

"(C) 'legally qualified candidate' means any person who (1) meets
the qualifications prescribed by the applicable laws to hold the
Federal elective oj_ce for which he is a candidate and (2) is eligible
under applicable State law to be votedfor by the electorate directly
or by means of delegates or electors; and

"(D) 'broadcasting station' inchtdes a community antenna tele-
vision system, and the terms 'licensee' an,t 'station licensee' when
used with respect to a comm_mity antenna; television system, mean
the operator of s_ch system.

"(2) {-A-}No legally qualified candidate in a_ ete_i_s _^'_-- '_'"-
p_m_ry c!cc_re_ any primary, general, or special election for a ma_

Federal elective office may spend for the use of broadcasting stations
on behalf of his candidacy in such dectiona a total amount in excess of---

tega4tff qu_.tfieet eaii4idates _e_r seek sffiec i_ _.,,_' t̂a_ pr^""_'"-_,
clce_it_ fc_ suck. o_cc; _r

· x· ,.o,1.,1.,.tx_.,,._,Jxw].

i_ ,_hieh -t,het, ol,el _embe_ of--vol,es e_s-t,f-_ Mt _ q-u-M_e_ _i-
·t*_ _ot' Scn_ ii_ _he tas_ _eeed_ etee_km for _ ':;_ tess
i-l. _.

_,..,_ ,_,,_,.,.J _t_. t_,_.L ,_,[,Jx_. k_.J./-kz] _xat_xx ,,.,,,.., . ',_,,,J*_.v,_. xa_zuxv._[Jxx,,Ju _._j ,._,.xxjxau

"(J) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate ot' resident population q/
voting age for such o_ce, as determined by the Bureau oj' Cens_ts in
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June of the year preceding the year in which the election is to be held;
or

"(B) $30,000, _y greater than the amo_tnt determined u_,der
s_tbparagraph (A ).

A legally T lalified candidate roi' nomination for election to the o_ice <_
President may not spend a total amount for all primary elections held for
s_ch qy_ce in which he is a candidate in excess of the limitation provided
by thefirst sentence o.t'this paragraph.

_ _¢__ ma-j_ elce_-e e_cc7 c.thcr '_han _ may spe_ _
·.:sc o_ t_eaadeast_g s4a4_s _ _ _f h4s ea-adietaey _ _s_Ca

...... m of _ am,sam4
d,etcrm'mcd ttadc_ paeage_h (_) with _Sl_ _ _ _ clcc,_m
f_e saeh_

"44}(3) Amounts spent for the use of broadcasting stations on behalf
of any legally qualified candidate for ma4e_ Federal elective office
(or for nomination to such office) shall, for the purposes of this sub-
section, be deemed to have been spent by such candidate. Amounts
spent for the use of broadcasting stations by or on behalf of any
legally qualified candidate for the office of Vice President of the United
States shall, for tile purposes of this subsection, be deemed to have
been spent by the candidate for the office of President of the United
States with whom he is running.

"(5)(4) No station licensee may make any charge for the use of
such station by or on behalf of any candidate for _ Federal
elective office (or for nomination to such office) unless such candid, ate,
or a person specifically authorized by such candidate in writing to do
so, certifies to such licensee in writing that the payment of such
charge will not violate paragraph (2) oe {-8_;_hiehe¥-er is appt4e_te-

"ra_r-_,,_,._Broadcasting stations and candidates shall file with the
Commission such reports at such times and containing such informa-
tion as the Commission shall prescribe for the purpose of this sub-
section and, in the case of broadcasting stations, subsection (d).

"(d) If the Commission determines that--
"(1) a State by law--

"(A) has provided that a primary or other election
for any office of such State 4¢¢ehe_ _"- _-........
............ _ ...... _ or of a political subdivision
thereof is subject to this subsection, and

"(B) has specified a limitation upon total expenditures
for the use of broadcasting stations on behalf of the
candidacy of each legally qualified candidate in such
election, and

"(2) the amount of such limitation does not exceed the
amount which would be determined for such election under
subsection (c) had such election been an election

for a maim, Federal elective office, or nomination thereto, then no
station licensee may make any charge for the use of such station by
or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate in such election unless
such candidate, or a person specifically attthorized by such candidate
in writing to do so, certifies to such licensee in writing that the pay-
ment of such charge will not violate such limitation, a-poa ;e_al e_pend, _
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_eludc_ _ eom_ a-nq_eq_na_]cvi_ion sys4eai; and _ _,erms
i14_ ea_ is4a4ie_ ticcn_co _,_-kcn _ with eespe_ _ e e__y

,_ ...... r e_saeb oj .......

LmXTATmNS ON CAMram_ r,xrr_nm_v_r_s roa _O_mtOADC_ST
CO_UU_aCATmNS _r,D_

SEC. 103. (a) For purposes of this section, the term--
(1) "ma:lot Federal elective, office" means the office of President,

Vice Preside"nt, United States Senator or Representative, or
r,._._........._.....r ol_ _._..v._....ut:_.., .... · l_ovcrn_r eg e _ Delegate or Resident
Commissioner to the Congress;

(2) "nonbroadcast communications medium" means any

r ......... P .... ea4,ie_ ...... ............... r,,-'--, .........

posit, s; ha_4bit_, b_mi_,' s_a_, lapel _-'""^-_ _'_'_ ^'_'_-'
ob-jee_ o_ wearing appa-_t tipon m...... :-the _mc o_ _ _........ _,

s_ ....... . metud4ng mobile. . ls...._m ........... _ ......... newspapers,...
magazines and other perwdwal pubhcatwns, and bzllboard fac,htzes ;

(3) legally qualified candidate means any person who (A) meets
the qualifications prescribed by the applicable laws to hold the Federal
elective o._ce for which he 'is a candidate and (B) is eligible under
applicable State law to be voted for by the electorate directly or by
means of delegates or electors; and

(4) "use of any nonbromtcast commv,nications media by or on
behalf of any candidate" inchtdes not o_ly amounts spent for advo-
cating a Candidate's election, but al_o amounts spent for urging the
defeat .of his opponent or derogating his opponent's stand on eam-
pa_gn _ssues.

(b) During the forty-five days preceding the date of any primary
election, and during the sixty days preceding the date of any general or
special election, the charges madefor the use of any nonbroadcast com-
munications medium by an individual who is a legally qualified candidate
for Federal elective o.y_ce shall not exceed the lowest unit rate charged
others by the person furnishing such medium for the same amount of space.

xCb_(c) No legally qualified candidate in _ clcction _ than
lsi4mst-y ......... } any primary, general, or special election for a ma-}oi_
Federal elective office may spe;nd for the use of nonbroadcast com-
munications media on behalf of his candidacy in such election a total
amount in excess of--

x%_ 4,4 ccnt_ mu4Optie_ _ _ _umbcr o4 -:c,*_c_ca_t f_ Mt
t_y _tua4ifie_ eandi_c4cs _o_ such since Pa _hc tas4 preceding
gemeeat......... _r s .... _q_e_ or

ia whieh _ _ i_umbcr o_ _4es cc._t f_r Mt tega4_ q4mtitied eaadi-
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.......... _ .......... k................ prccc( ,_cnatori'._½
_._e_ .... j .v_ a s_ ........ e4_ee _ suet _ t_be _mmm_ ..... m_.4

_mmbcr of _ _e_ _Ccside om,cc:

(1) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate of resident population of
voting age.for such o_ce, as determined by the Bureau of Census in
June of the year preceding the year in which the election is to be held;
or

(2) $30,000, if greater than the amount determined under clause
(1).

A legally qual.(fied candidate for nomination for election to the o_ce oj:
President may not spend a total amount fi)r all primary elections held fgr
such oj_ice in which he i._ a candidate in excess of the limitation provided
by thefirst sentence oJ this paragraph..

{4_ _ tegM4y _di_e_ ea_el4dc_tc i_ ,_ I_im_y c!ccti_ _ _mi_-
_e e ma-j_r et_et_-e ...... , o_her ............... t, may spen_ _e

....... eomm ............ _ e_ bch:_ e_ hi_ ea_4-

4aey i_ such c4e_ a _ amount _ c×ccaz ,4 _ .per ccntum e_ d_e
u %_ u_,_2 J_ 1 .l[J[ 11 l_Ju U IlUlJJ[. Y_ lull

dem, io_ _r ,u_ ot_ee_.

xCe-} ed) Amounts spent for the use of nonbroadcast communications
media on behalf of any legally qualified candidate for _ Federal
elective office (or for nomination to such office) shall, for the purposes
of this section, be deemed to have been spent by such candidate.
Amounts spent for the use of nonbroadcast communications media by
or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate for the office of Vi:'e
President of the United States shall, for the purposes of this section,
be deemed to have been spent by Cite candidate for the office of Presi-
dent. of the United States with whom he is running.

xcf-} (e) No person may make any charge for the use o1!any nonbroad-
cast communications medium by or on behalf of any candidate for
majoe Federal elective office (or for nomination to sulrh office) unless
such candidate, or an individual specifically authori ed by such
candidate in writing to do so, certifies to such person t k at the payment
of such charge will not violate subsection _.jr_'"(c) or {_t)v,'"_':_'..--,:-,-._ is
_-_:_-_'_ Any person who furnishes the use of any nonbroadcast_UlJ l,_xx,J ou_, at_ ·

communications medium to or for the benefit of any such candidate
without charge therefor shall be deemed to have made a contribution
to such candidate in an amount equal to the amount normally charged
for such person for such use. Any l)erson who furnishes the use of ally
nonbroadcast communications medium to or for the benefit of any
such candidate at a rate which is less than the rate normally charged
by such person for such use shall be deemed to have made a contribu-
tion to such candidate in an amount equal to the excess of the rate
normally charged over the race charged such candidate.

keg} (f) Violation of the provisions of this section i',s l)tmishable by
a fine not to exceed $5,000, inq)risonmcnt for not to exceed five year,
of both.

OOST-O_'-LIVIN6_I_OREaSE I:VHMIT.4.T,rO_ _OR:_IULa

SEc. IOJ. (a) For purposes of this section, the' term--
(1) "price index" means _he annual average over a calendar year

of the Consumer Price Index (all items--United States city average)
published monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistic,_; and

(2) "base period" means the calendar year 1970.
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(b) Commencing immediately after ti_e end of 1971, and after the
end of each calendar year thereafter, as there becomes available necessary'
data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor', the
Secretary of Labor shall determine the d_;fferencebetween the price index
for the immediately preceding calendar year and the price index for the
base period. The amount computed under section 315(c)(2)(A) of the
Communications Act of 1934 (as added by section I02 of this Act) and
under section 103(c)(1) of this Act shall be increased by such per centum
difference (excluding any fractior_ of a per centum) and rounded to the
next highest cent. Each amount so increased she,ll betheamount in effectfol'
the twelvemonths following the end of such calendar year.

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 404. 105. This title shall take effect on the date of enactment
of this Act, except that---

(1) the amendment made by section 101(b) shall take effect
30 days after such date; and

(2) section 102 shall take effect on such date as the Federal
Communications Commission shall prescribe, but not later than
120 days after the date of enactment oF this Act.

TITLE II--CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS; DISCLOSURE
OF FEDERAL CAMPAIGN FUNDS

PART A--CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS

SEC. 201. Section 591 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
to read as follows:

"§ 591. Definitions

"When used in sections 597, 599, 600, 602, 608, 610, and 611 of
this title--

"(a) 'election' means (1) a general; special, or primary elec-
tion, (2) a convention or caucus of a political party held to nomi-.
nate a candidate, (3) a primary election held for the selection of
delegates to a national nominating convention of a political party,
or (4) a primary election held for the expression of a preference
for the nomination of persons for electio:a to tim office of President;

"(b) 'candidate' means an individual who seeks nomination
for election, or election, to Federal office, whether or not such
individual is elected, and, for purposes of this paragraph, an
individual shall be deemed to seek nomination for election, or
election, to Federal office, if he has (1) token the action necessary
under the law of a State to qualify himself for nomination, for
election, or election, or (2) received contributions or made ex-
penditures, or has given his consent for any other person to
receive contributions or make expenditures, with a view to bring-
ing about his nomination for election, _)relection, to such office;

"(c) 'Federal office' means the office of President or Vice Presi-
dent of the United States, or Senator or Representative in, or
Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the
United States;

"(d) 'political committee' means any individual, committee,
association, or organization which accepts contributions or makes
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expenditures during a calendar year in an aggre_;ate amount ex-
ceeding $1,000;

"(e) 'contribution' means--
"(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance: or deposit of

money or any thing of value, made for thc, purpose of in-
fluencing the nomination for election, or (lection, of any
person to Federal office, or for the purpose of influencing tZhe
results of a primary held for the selection of delegates to a
national nominating convention of a political party or roi'
the expression of a preference for the nomim_tion of perso:as
for election to the office of President;

"(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or implied,
whether or not legally enforceable, 1;o mak(_ a contributi,)n
for such purposes;

"(3) a transfer of funds between political committees; and
"(4) the payment, by any person other than a condidate

or political committee, of compensation for the personal
services of another person which are rendered to such can(ti-
dat e or political committee without charg3 for any such
purpose;
"(f) 'expenditure' means--

"(1) a purchase, payment, distr.[bution, loan advance,
deposit, or gift of money or any thing of value, made for tlhe
purpose of influencing the :nomination for elec Lion, or election,
of any person to Federal office, or for the purpose of in-
fluencing the result of a primary held for ;he selection of
delegates to a national nominating convention Df a political
party or for the expression of a preference for the nomination
of persons for election to the office of President;

"(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or implied,
whether or not legally enforceable, to make an expenditure;
and

"(3) a transfer of funds between political committees; and
"(g) 'person' and 'whoever' mean an individual, partnership,

committee, association, corporation, or any other organization
or group of persons."

SEc. 202. Section 600 of title 18, United States Code_ is amended
to read as follows:

"§600. Pr_omise of employment or other benefit for political
activity

"Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises any employment, 1)o_i-
tion, compensation, contract, appointment, or other benefit, 1)rovid,_'d

for or made possible in whole or in part by any Act of Congress, Dr
any special consideration in obtaining ,my such })cnefi_, to any t)erson
as consideration, favor, or reward for any political acbivity or for the
supl)ort of or Ot)l)osition to any candidate or any political party in

connection with any general or special election to an_ l)olit!cal offi(,e,
or in connection w_th any primary election or 1)olitic_.l cDn_ ention or
caucus held to select can'didates for any political office, shall be fim_d
not more than $1,000 or iml)risoned not more than on( year, or both."

SEc. 203. Section 602 of title 18, United Sl:ates Code:, is amend_'d
by--

(a) inserting "(a)" before "Whoever"; and
(b) adding at the end thereof the following ne_v subsection:
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"(b) Whoever, acting on behalf of any political committee (in-

cluding any State or loc_a! committee of a i_olitical party), directly orindirectly, intentially or _ illfully solicits, or is in any manner concerned

in soliciting, any assessment, subscription, or contribution for theuse of such political committee or for any political purpose whatever
from any officer or employee of the Unitled States (other than an
an elected officer) shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned
not more than three years, or both."

SEC. 204. Section 608 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
to read as follows:

"§ 608, Limitations on political contributions and purchases
"(al) It shall be unlawful for any I)erson, directly or indirectly, to

make a contribution or contributions in an _Lggregate amount in excess
of $5,000 during any calendar year, in connection with ally campaign
for nomination for election or election to Federal office, to-

''(1) any political committee or candidate;
"(2) two or more political committees substantially support-

ing the same candidate; or
"(3) a candidate and one or more political committees sub-

stantially supporting the candidate.
In comp_ting the aggregate limitation of this slt_bsection, contributions
and pledges made after an election for Federal off_ce to discharge indebted-
ness accrued during the campagin for s_,ch o_ce shall be deemed to have
been made in the calendar year in which sucg indebtedness was accrued.
Nothing contained in this subsection shall prohibit the transfer of
contributions received by a political committee.

"(b) Except as provided in subsection (d)--
"(1) it shall be unlawful for any political committee or candi-

date to sell goods, commodities, adw_rtising, or other articles,
or any services to aayone other thar_ a political committee or
candidate; and

"(2) it shall be unlawful for any person, other than a political
committee or candidate, t6 purchase goods: commodities,
advertising, or other articles or any services from a political
committee or candidate.

"(c) Whoever violates subsection (a) or (b) of this section shall
be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five
years, or both.

"(d) Subsection (b) of this section shall not apply to a sale or
purchase (1) of any political campaign pin, button, badge, flag,
emblem, hat, banner, or similar campaign souvenir or any political
campaign literature or publics_tions (but shall apply to sales of ad-
vertising including the sale of space lin any publication), for prices
not exceeding $25 each, (2) of tickets to dinners_ luncheons, rallies,
and similar fundraising activities, (3) of food or drink for a charge
not substantially in excess of the normal charge therefor, or (4) made
in the course of the usual and known business, trade, or profession of
any person or in a normal arm's-length transaction, howew_r, a
sale or purchase described in paragraph (1), (2), or (3) shall be deemed
a contribution under subsection (a) of this section.

"(e) For the purposes of thJ[s section, a contribution made by the
spouse or a minor child of a person shall be deemed a contribution
made by such person.
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"(f) Ill all cases of violations of this section by a partnership,
committee, association, corporation, or other organization or group of
persons, the officers, directors, or managing heads thereof who know-
ingly and willfully participate in such violation shall be punished as
herein provided."

SEC. 205. Section 609 of title 18, United States Code, i.s repealed
SEC. 206. Section 611 of title 18, United States Code, is amended 1,o

read as follows:

"§ 611. Contributions by Government contractors
"Whoever--

"(a) entering into any contract with the United States or any
department or agency thereof either for the rendition of person?xl
services or furnishing any material, supplies, or equipment to the
United States or any department or agency thereof or for selling
any land or building to the United States or any department or
agency thereof, if payment for the performance of such contract
or payment for such material, supplies: equipment, land, or

building is to be made in whole or in part from funds appropriatedby the Congress, at any tim{. between the commencement of
negotiations for and the later of (1) the completion of performance
under, or (2) the termination of negotiations for, such contract
or furnishing of material, supplies, equipment, land or buildings,
directly or indirectly makes any contribution of money or other
thing of value, or promises expressly or impliedly to make any
such contribution, to any political party, committee, or candidate
for public office or to any person for any political purpose or use;
or

"(b) knowingly solicits any such contribution from any such
person for any such purpose during any such perigd;

shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five
years, or both"

SF.c. 207. The analysis of sections of chapter 29 of Jtle 18, United
States Code, is amended by striking out the items relating to sections
609 and 611, and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"609. Repealed."
"611. Contributions by Government contractors."

PART B--DIscLoSURE OF FEDERAL CAMPAIGN FUNDS

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 251. When used in this part--
(a) "election" means (1) a general, spec!iai, or p::imary election,

(2) a convention or caucus of a polRical party heht to nominate a
candidate, (3) a primary election held for the selection of delegates
to a national nominating conwmtion of a political party, or (4) a
primary election held for the expression of a preference for the
nomination of persons for election to thc office of President;

(b) "candidate" means an individual who seeks nomination for
election, or election, to Federal office, whether or not such indi-
vidual is elected, and, for purposes of this paragraph, an indi-
vidual shall bc deemed to seek nomination for election, or election,
if he has (1) taken the action necessary under the law of a State Lo
qualify himself for nomination for election, or election, to Federal
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office, or (2) received contributions or made expenditures, or has
given his consent for any other person to receive contributions or
make expenditures, with a view to bringing about his nomination
for election, or election, to such office;

(c) "Federal office" means the office of President or Vic_,_
President of the United States; or of Senator or Representative
in, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of thc
United States;

(d) "political committee" means any committee, association,
or organization which accepts contributions or makes expendi-
tures during a calendar year in an aggregate amount exceeding
$1,000;

(e) "contribution" means--
(1) a gift, subscription, ]loan, advance, or deposit of

money or any thing of value, made for the purpose of in-
fluencing the nomination for election, or election, of any
person to Federal office or as a presidential or vice-presiden-
tial elector, or for the purpose of influencing the result of a
primary held for the selection ¢,f delegates to a national
nominating convention of a polit;ical party, or for the ex-
pression of a preference for the nomination of persons for
election to the office of President;

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, whether or not
legally enforceable, to make a contribution for any such
purpose;

(3) a transfer of funds between political committees; and
(4) the payment, by any person other than a candidate or

political committee, of compensation for the personal services
of another person which are rendered to such candidate or
committee without ch.arge for' any such purpose;

(f) "expenditure" means--
(1) d purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance,

deposit, or gift of money or any thing of value, made for
the purpose of influencing thc nomination for election, or
election, of any person to Fedeial office, or as a presidential
and vice-presidential elector, or for the purpose of influencing
the result of a primary held for the selection of delegates to
a national nominating conwmtion of a political partly, or
for the expression of a preference for the nomination of
pelsons for election to the office of President;

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement whether or not legally
enforceable, to make an expenditure; and

(3) a transfer of funds between political committees;
(g) "Clerk" means the Clerk of the House of Representatives

of the United States;
(h) "Secretary" means the Secret_ry of the Senate of the

United States;
(i) "person" means an individual, partnership, committee,

association, corporation, ]labor organization, and any other or-
ganization or group of persons; and

(j) "State" includes the District of Columbia, the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory or possession of the
United States.
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ORaANIZATIONOr POLITICALCOMMITTSE'_

S_;c. 252. (a) Every political committee shall have ;_ chairman
and a treasurer. No contribution and no exl)enditure sh_ll be accepted
or made by or on behalf of a political committee at a ti:ne when there
is a vacancy in the office of chairman or treasurer thereof. No ex-
denditure shall be made for or on behalf of a political committee
without the authorization of its chairman or treasurer, or their desig-
nated agents.

(b) Every person who receives a contribution for a political com-
mittee shall, on demand of the treasurer, and in any ev._nt within five
days after the receipt of such contribution, render to 1,he treasurer
detailed account thereof, including the amount, the name and address
of the 1)erson making such contribution, and _he dat,_ on which re-
ceived. All funds of a political committee shall be segregated from, and
may not be commingled with, any personal funds of officers, member,;,
or associates of such committee.

(c) It shall be the duty of thc treasurer of a political committee to
keep a detailed and exact account of.--

(1) all contributions made to or for such comr_ittee;
(2) the full name and mailing address of every person making

any contribution, and the date and amount thereot;
i3) all expenditures made by or on behalf of si ch committee;

an d
(4) the full name and mailing address of every t_erson to whora

any ext)enditurc is made, and the date and amount thereof.
(d) ft shall be the duty of the treasurer 1to obta:n and keel) a

receipted bill, stating the particulars, for every expenditure made by
or on behalf of a political committee of $100 or more in amount, and
for any such expenditure in a lesser amount, if the aggregate amount
of such expenditures to the same person during fLcalend _r year exceeds
$100. The treasurer shall preserve all receipted bills and accounts
required to be kept by this section for periods of time te be determined
by the Secretary or Clerk, as the case may be.

(e) Any political committee whiclh solicits or receives contributim_s
or makes expenditures on behalf of any candidate that is not author-
ized in writing by such candidate to do so shall include a notice on the
face or front page of all literature and advertisemenl;s published in
connection with such candidate's campaign by such committee or on
its behalf stating that the committee is no_ authcrizcd by such
candidate and that such candidate is not responsible fc,r the activities
of such committee.

REGISTRATION OF POLITICAL COMMITTEES; STAq'EMENTS

SEC. 253. (a) Each political committee which anticipates receiving
contributions or making expenditures during tlae caler dar year in an
aggregate amount exceeding $1,000 shall file with the Secretary c,r
Clerk, as the case may be, a statement of organization, within ten
day,; after its organization or, if later, ten days after the date on
which it has information which causes the ¢on:mittee ;o anticipate :it
will receive contributions or make expenditures in e_:cess of $1,000.
Each such committee in existence at the date of enactment of th:is
Act shall file a statement of organization with the Sqcrctary or Clerk_
as the case may be, at such time as he prescribes.
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(b) The statement of organization shall include-
(l) the name and address of the committee;
(2) the names, addresses, and relationships of affiliated or

connected organizations;
(3) the area, scope, or jurisdiction c,f the committee;
(4) the name, address, and position of the custodian of books

and accounts;
(5) the name, address, and position of other principal officers,

including officers and members of the :finance committee, if any;
(6) the name, address, office sought;, and party affiliation of

(A) each candidate whom the committee is supporting, and (B)
any other individual, if arty, whom the committee is supporting
for nomination for election, or election, to any public office what-
ever; or if the committee is supporting the entire ticket of any
party, the name of the party;

(7) a statement whether the committee is a continuing one;
(8) the disposition of residual funds which will be made in the

event of dissolution;
(9) a listing of all banks, safety deposit boxes, or other reposi--

tories used;
(10) a statement of the reports required to be filed by the

committee with St.ate or local officer:s, and, if so, the names,
addresses, and positions of such persons; and

(11) such other information as shall be required by the Secre-
tary or Clerk.

(c) .Any change in information previously submitted in a statement
of organization shall be reported to the Secretary or Clerk, as the casc
may be, withi n a ten-day 1)eriod following the change.

(d) Any committee which, after having filed one or more statements
of organization, disbands or determines it will no longer receive coil-
tributions or make expenditures during th,-_calendar year itt an ag-
gregate amount exceeding $l,000 sh,ll sc notify the Secretary or
Clerk, as the case may be.

REPORTS BY POLITICAL COMMITTEES AND CANDIDATES

SEc. 254. (a) Each treasurer of a politic_d committee supporting a
candidate or candidates for election to the ,office of President or Vice
President of the United States or Senator, and each candidate; for
election to such office, shall file with thc Secretary, and each treasurer
of a political committee supporting a car;didate or candidates fol'
election to the office of Representative in, or Delegate or Resident
Commissioner to, the Congress of the United States, and each candi-
date for election to such of[ice, shall file with the Clerk, reports of
receil)ts and expenditures on forms to be prescribed or approved by
him. Such reports shall be filed on the tenth clay of March, June, and
September, in each year, and on the fifteenth and fifth days next
!)receding the date on which an election is held, and also by thethirty-
first day of January. Such reports shall be complete as of such date as
the Secretary may prescribe, whichshall not be less than five days
before the date of filing.

(b) Each report under this section slhall disclose--
(1) the amount of cash on hand at the beginning of the report-

ing period;
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(2) the full name and mailing address of each person who has
made one or more contributions to or for such committee or
candidate (including the purchase of tickets for events such as
dinners, luncheons, rallies, and similar fm_draising events) within
the calendar year in the aggregate amount or value of $100 or
more, together with the amount and date of such contributions;

(3) the total sum of individual contributions made to or :!or
such committee or candidate during the reportini,_ period and not
reported under paragraph (2);

(4) the name and address of each political committee or can-
didate from which the reporting committee or tae candidate zve-
ceived, or to which that committee or candidate made, any
transfer of funds, together with the amounts _md dates of all
such transfers;

(5) each loan to or from any person within the calendar year
in the aggregate amount or value of $100 or mo_e, together with
the full names and mailing addresses of the lender and endorsers,
if any, and the date and amount of such loans;

(6) the total amount of proceeds from (A) the sale of tickets
to each dinner, luncheon, rally, and other fundralsing events; (B)
mass collections made at such events; and (C) sales of items such
as political campaign pins, buttons, badges, flags, emblems, hats,
banners, literature, and similar materials;

(7) each contribution, reba;e, refund, or other receipt of $1 _0
or more not otherwise listed under paragraphs (211through (6);

(8) the total sum of all receipts by or for such committee or
candidate during the reportihg period;

(9) the full name and mailing addrcss of each person to whom
an expenditure or expenditures have been mad._ by such com-
mittee or candidate within the calendar year in the aggregate
amount or value of $100 or more, .md the amoum, date, and pur-
pose of each such expenditure;

(10) the full name and mailing address of each person to whom
an expenditure for personal services, salaries, _nd reimburssd
expenses of $100 or more has been made, and which is not other-
wise reported, including the amount, date, and l_urpose of such
expenditure;

(11) the total sum of expenditures made by such committee
or candidate during the calendar year;

(12) the amount and nature of debts and obligations owed by
or to the committee, in such form as the Secretary or Clerk
may prescribe; and

(13) such other information as shall be required by the Secre-
taw or Clerk.

(c) The reports required to be filed by subsection (a) shall be
cumulative during the calendar year to which they relate, but where
there has been no change in an item reported ina previous report
during such year, oialy the amount need be carried forward. If no
contributions or expenditures have been accepted or expended duri_g
a calendar year, the treasurer of the political committee or candidate
shall file a statement to that effect..
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REPORTS BY OTHERS THAN POLITICAL COMMITTEES

SEc. 255. Every person (other than a political committee or candi-
date) who makes contributions or expendit:ures, other than by contri-
bution to a political committee or candidate, aggregating $100 or
more within a calendar year shall file with thc Secretary or Clerk, as
the case may be, a statement containing thc information required by
section 254. Statements required by this section shall be filed on the
dates on which reports by political committees are filed, but need not
be cumulative.

FORMAL REQUIREMENTS RESPECTING REPORTS AND STATEMENTS

SEC. 256. (a) A report or statement required by this part to be filed
by a treasurer of t_ political committee, a candidate, or by ally other
person, shall be verified by thc, oath or affirmation of thc person filing
such report or statement, taken before any officer authorized to ad-
minister oaths.

(b) A copy of a report or statement ,shall be preserved by the 1)erson
filing it for a period of time to be designated by the Secretary or
Clerk, as the case may be, in _ published regulation.

(c) The Secretary or Clerk niay, by lmb[ished regulation of general
applicability, relieve any category of political committees of thc
obligation to comply with section 254 if such colnmittec (1) primarily
SUl)llorts persons seeking State or local office, and docs not Substantially
SUl)port candidates, and (2) does not operate in more than one State
or on a statewide basis.

(d) Thc Secretary or Clerk, as thc case may be, shall, by published
regulations of general applicability, prescribe the manner in which
contributions and expenditures in the nature of debts and other con-
tracts, agreements, and promiises to make contributions or exl)endi-
tures shall be reported. Such regulations shall provide that they be
reported in separate schedules. In determining aggregate amounts of
contributions and expenditures, amounts reported as 1)rovidcd in such
regulations shall not bc considered until actutd payment is made.

REPORTS ON CONVEN_IION FINANCING

SE,:. 257. Each committee or other organization which-
(l) represents ,_State, or a political subdivision thereof, or any

group of 1)ersons, in dealing with officials of a national political
1)arty with respect to matl_ers involvill_ a convention held in such
State or political subdivision to nondlmte ,_ candidate for thc
office of Presidcnt or Vice President, cr

(2) represents a national political l)arty in making arrmlge-
ments for the convention of such t,arty held to nolnint'Lte a
candi(latc for the office of Prcsident or Vice President,

shall, within sixty days following thc end ,_f thc convention (but not
later than twenty days prior to the date on which l)rcsidentia] ami
vice-presidential _electors arc choscn), file with thc Secretary a full
and complete financial statcmcnt, in such form trod detail as he may
prescribe, of the sources from which it derived its funds, mid thc Imf-
poses for which such funds were CXl)ended.
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DUTIES OF THE SECRETARY AND CLERK

SEC. 258. It shall be the duty of the Secretary and Clerk, respec-
tively-

(1) to develop prescribed forms for the making of the reports
and statements required to be filed with him under this pal t;

(2) to prepare and publish a manual setting forth recommended
uniform methods of bookkeeping and reporting for ase by person._'
:required to make such reports and statements;

(3) to develop a filing, coding, and cross-indexirg system con-
sonant with the purpose of this part;

(4) to make the repoits and statements fi[ed with him available
for public inspection and copying during regular office hours,
commencing as soon as practicable but not later than the end o:[
the second day following the day during Which it was recieved,
and to permit copying of any such report .ar state atent by hand
or by duplicating machine, as requested by any person, at the
expense of such person;

(5) to preserve such reports and statements for ELperiod of tell

years from the date of receipt, except that reports and stateme_}ti_relating solely to candidates for the House of Representati;e._
shall be preserved for only five years from 1;he date of receipt;
· (6) to compile and maintain a current list of all statements oz
parts of statements pertaining to each candidate;

(7) to prepare and publish an annual rep.orr including compila.-
tions of (A) total reported contributions arid expmLditures for all
candidates, political committees, and other persons during the
year; (B) total amounts expended according to s_ch categories
as he shall determine and broken down into candidate, party,
and nonparty expenditures on the National, St_te, and local
levels; (C) total amounts expended for influencing nominations
and elections stated separately; (D) total amoun;s contributed
according to such categories of amounts as he shall cletermine and
broken down into contributions on the National, SLate, and local
levels for candidates and Political committees; and (E) aggregate
amounts contributed by any contributor shown to have contrib-
uted the sum of $100 or more;

(8) to prepare and publish from time to time special reports
comparing the various totals and categories of con[ributions and
expenditures made with respect to preceding elections;

(9) to prepare and publish such other reports as he may deem
appropriate;

(10) to assure wide dissemination of statistics, summaries,
and reports prepared under this title;

(11) to make from time to time audits and field investigations
with respect to reports and statements filed under the provisions
of this part, and with respect to alleged failures to file any report,
or statement required under the provisions of this part;

(12) to report apparent violations of law to the appropriate
law enforcement authorities; and

(13) to prescribe suitable rules and regulations to carry out the
provisions of this part.
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STATEMENTS FILED WITH CLERK OF UNITED STATES COURT

SEc. 259. (a) A copy of each statement required to be filed with the

Secretary or Clerk by this part shall be filed with the clerk o! theUnited States district court for the judicial district in _ hich is located
the principal office of the political committee or, iii the case of a state-
ment filed by a candidate or ,other person, in which is located such
person's residence. The Secretary or Clerk may require the filing of
reports and statements required by this title with the clerks of other
United States district courts where he determines the public interest
will be served thereby.

(b) It shall be the dut_ _ of thc clerk of a United States district court
under subsection (a)--

(1) to receive _nd ,maintain in an orderly manner all rel!ortsand statements required by this part to be flied with such chirks;
(2) to preserve such reports anti statements for a period of

ten years from date of receipt, except that reports and statements
relating solely to candidates for the House of Representatives

slhall be preserved for only five years from the date of receipt!(3) to make the reports and statements filed ;; ith him available
for public inspection and copying during regular office hours,
commencing as soon as practicable but not later than the end
of the second day following the day during which it was received,
apd to permit copying of any such report or statement by hand
or by duplicating machine, as requested by any l)erson, at. the
expense of such person; and

(4) to compile and maintain a current list of all statements
or parts of statements pertaining to each candidate.

PROHIBITION OF CCNTRIBUTIONS IN NAME OF ANOTHER

SEC. 260. No person shall :make a contribution in the name of
another person, and no person shall knowingly accept a contribution
made by one person in the name of another 1)erson.

PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS

SEc. 261. Any person who violates any of the provisions of this
part shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than
one year, or both.

STATE LAWS NOT .AFFECTED

SEC. 262. (a) Nothing in this; part shall be deemed to invalidate or
make inapplicable any provision of any State law, except where com-
plianc.e with such provision of law would result in a violation of a
provision of this part.

(b) The Secretary and Clerk shall encourage, and cooperate with,
the election officials in the several States to develop procedures which
will eliminate the necessity of multiple filings by permitting the filing
of copies of Federal reports to .,satisfy the State requirements.
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PAgTIAL INVALmIT¥

SEC. 263. If any provision of this part, or tlhe application thereoF,
to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the validity of the
remainder of the part and the application of such provision to other
persons and circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

REPEALING, CLAUSE

SEc. 264. (a) The Federal Corrupt Practices Act, 1925, is repealed.
(b) In case of any conviction under this Act, where the punishment

inflicted does not include imprisonment, such conviction shall be
deemed a misdemeanor conviction only.

TITLE III--TAX INCENTIVES FOR CONTRIIIUTIONS Ti)
CANDIDATES FOR FEDERAL OFFICE

INCOME TAX CREDIT

SEc. 301. (a) Subpart A of part IV of subchs_pter A of chapter 1 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to credits against tax) is
amended by renumbering section 40 as 41, and by inserting after
section 39 the following new section:
"SEC. 40. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR ELEC-

TIVE FEDERAL OFFICE.

"(a) GENERAL RuLE.--There shall be allowed to ar individual, as
a credit against the tax imposed by this chapter for the taxable year,
an amount equal to one-half of the political contributi,)ns (as defined
in subsection (c)) payment of which is made by such individual within
the taxable year.

"(b) LmITATIONS.--
"(1) AMOUNT.--The credit allowed by subsection (ia) shall not

exceed $20 for any taxable year.
;'(2) APPLICATION WITH OTHER CREDITS.--The credit allowed

by subsection (a) shall not exceed the amount of tlae tax imposed
by this chapter for the taxable year reduced by !;he sum of the
credits allowable under section 33 (:relating to fore:[gn tax crediti,,
section 37 (relating to retirement income), and sect:.on 38 (relating
to investment in certain depreciable property).

"(3) VERIFICATION.--The credit allowed by subsection (a)
shall be allowed with respect to any political contribution, only ].f
such political contribution is verified in suclh manner as the Secre:-
taw or his delegate shall prescribe by regulations.

"(c) DErINITmN OF POLITICAL CONTRIBUTION.--F,)r purposes of
this section, the term 'political contribution' means a contribution or
gift to-

''(1) an individual whose name is presented for election as
President of the United States, Vice President of the United
States, an elector for President or Vice President of the United
States, a Member of the Senate, or a Member of (or Delegate to)
the House of Representatives irt a general or speci_d election, in a
primary election, or in a convention of a t)olitical party, for use by
such individual to further his candidacy for any such ()ffice; or
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"(2) a comnfittee acting in behalf of an individual or individuals
described itl I)aragral)h (1), for use by' such conunittee to further the
candidacy of such individual c,r individuals.

"(d) ELECTION To TAKE DEDUCTION lN LIEU OF CRzmT.--This
section s}lall not apply in the case of any taxl)ayer who, for the taxable
year, elects to take the deduction provided by section 218 (relating to
deduction for contributions to candidates for elective Federal office).
Such election shall be made iii such inanner and at such time as the
Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe by regulations.

"(c) CRoss RErEaSNCg.--
"For disallowance of credit to estates and trusts, see section 642(a) (3)."

(b) The table of sections for such subl)ar_; is amended by striking out
"Sec. 40. Overpaymcnts of tax."

and inserting in lieu thereof
"Sec. 40. Contributions to candidates tor elective Federal office.
"Sec. 41. Overpaymcnts of tax."

(c) Section 642(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating
to credits against tax for estates and trusts) is ainended by adding at
the end thereof a new lmragral)h as follows:

"(3) POLITICAL CONTRIBUT[ONS.--AB estate or trust shall ,et be
allowed the credit against tax for political contributions to caudidates
for elective Federal office provided by section 40.'

I)E1)UCTION IN LIEU OF CREDIT

SEC. 302. (a) Part VII of subehal)ter B of chapter 1 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to additional itemized deductions for
individuals) is amended by renumbering section 218 as 219, and by
inserting after section 217 the following new section:
"SEC. 218. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR ELEC-

TIVE FEDERAL OFFICE.

"(a) ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION.---In the case of all individual,
there shall be allowed as a dequction any political contribution (as
defined in subsection (c)') payment of which is made by such indiviual
within the taxable year,

"(b) LIMITATIONS.--
"(1) AMOUNT.--The deduction under subsection (a) shall not

exceed $100 for any taxable year.
"(2) VERIFICATmN.--The deduction under subsection (a) shall

be allowed, with respect to any political contribution, only if such
political contribution is verified in su(h inanner as thc Secretary
or his delegate shall prescribe by regulations.

"(c) DEFINITION OF POLITICAL CONTalBUTION.--For purposes of
this section, the t(_rm 'political contribution' means a contribution or
gift to-

''(1) an individual whose name is l)rescnted fei' election as
]?resident of the United States, Vici, President of the United
States, an elector for President or Vi(,e President of the United
States, a 5lember of th(, Senate, or a Member of (or Delegate to)
the House of Rel)resentatives in a gen(,ral or sl)ecial election, in a
primary eleetiol.,, or in a convention of a I)olitical party, for usc
by such individual to furt]her his candidacy for any such office; or
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"(2) a committee acting ill be]half of an individual or individuals
described in paragraph (1), for use by such comm:ttee to furthe,r
the candidacy of such individual or individuals.

"(d) ELECTIO_ TO TAKE CREmT In' LIEU OF DErvc'rIo_.--This
section shall not al)ply in the case of any taxpayer who, for the taxable
year, elects to take the credit against tax provided by section 40 (re-
lating to credit against tax for contributions to candidates for elective
Federal office). Such election shall be made in such manner and at such
time as the Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe by regulations.

"(e) Caoss REFERENCE.--
"For disallowance of deduction to estates and trusts, see section 642(i)."

(b) The table of sections for such part is amended 1)y striking out
"Sec. 218. Cross references."

and inserting in lieu thereof
"Sec. 218. Contributions to candidates for elective Federal office.
"Sec. 219. Cross references."

(c) Section 642 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to
special rules for credits and deductions for estates ami trusts) is
amended by redesignating subsection (i) as subsection (j), and by
inserting after subsection (h) a new subsection as follows:

"(i) POLITICAL CONTmBUTIONS.---An estate or trust shall not be
allowed the deduction for contributions to candidates for elective
Federal office provided by section 218."

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 303. The amendments made by sections 301 and 302 shai[l
apply to taxable years ending after December 31, 1970 but only witlh
respect to contributions or gifts payment of which is made after such
date.

PURPOSE OF I_EGISLATION

S. 382 is a comprehensive bill entitled "Federal Elect;ion Campaign
Act of 1971.' Title I consists of Amendments to Communications
Act of 1934; Limitations on Campaign Expenditm'es For Non-Broad-
cast Communications Media: Title II, of Criminal Code Amend-
ments; I)isclosure of Federal Campaign Funds; and Title III, Tax
Incentives For Contributions to Candidates J!or Federal Office.

Because of its comprehensive nature the bill was sim[fitaneously re-
ferred to the Committees on Commerce, Finance, and Rules and Ad-
ministration. The subject matter of Title I, o:_eom'se, is within the
primary jurisdiction of the Commerce Committee.

The purpose of Title I is twofold. It attempts to _iive candidates
for public office greater access to the media sc, that they may better
explain their stand on the issues, and thereby more fully and com-
pletely inform the voters.

Second, it attempts to halt the spiraEng cost of campaigning for
public office. Voter's' T/v_e, a report of the Twentieth Century Fund
Commission on Campaign Costs in thc Electronic [,ra, eloquently
demonstrated this fact. This problem seems to be rapi,tly increasing:.
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To accomplish its purpose, Title I, as amended, would do the fol-
lowing:

1. Make the equal opportmfities requirement of Section 315 (a)
of the Commnnications Act, as amended, inapplicable to tile use
of broadcast facilities by legally qualified candidates for Presi-
dent and Vice President ill primary and general election cam-
paigns.

2. Require that broadcast licensees charge legally qualified
candidates for any public office no more than their lowest milt
rate during the 45 days before a primarly election, and 60. days
preceding a general or special election.

8. Establish reasonable and adequate limitations on the amouut
of money that may be spent fox' use of the broadcast media and
nonbroadcast media by or on behalf of legally qualified candi-
dates fei' the offices of President, Vice President, United States
Senator or Representative, Delegate or Resident Commissioner
to the Congress (Federal elective, office) in primary, general and
special elections.

4. Required that 45 days before, a primary election and 60 day's
before a general election any person who charges a legally quali-
fied candidate for the office of Presi&mt, Vice President, United
States Senator or Representative, or Delegate or Resident Com-
missioner (Federal elective office) for space in the nonbroadcast
Communications media (newspapers, magazine, and other peri-
odical publications, and billboard facilities) do so at the lowest
unit rate charged others for the same amount of space.

5. Enable the States by law to adopt spending limitations in the
broadcast media for candidates for state and local office.

BACKGROUND AND GENERAl, l)iscussiox

Originally Section 315 was applicable to, all uses of' broadcast facil-
ities by legally' qualified candidate for any lmblic office.

In 1959 this requirement was modified to provide that appearances
by a legally quailified candidate on certain specified 1)ona fide news
type programs shall not 1)edeemed a use wir.hin the meaning of Section
315. A candidate's appearance on such a 1)rogranh therefore, no longer
reqhires that his ol)ponents be afforded an e, tua] opportunity. The Fail'-
ness Doctrine, however, continues to al)ply in all instances.

In 1960. Congress adopted Senate Joint Resolution 207 (I'ublic Law
86-677) which suspended tile equal opportunity requirement of Sec-
tion 315 with respect to nominees for President and Vice President
fei' the presidential campaign of that yeal'. As a consequence, broad-
casters were able to give substantial amounts of free time to the candi-
dates of the major parties without havin_/' to afford equal time to the
plethora of lnillOr and fringe 1)arty candidates for those offices. Again,
however, the Fairness I)octrine remains al)plical_le.

The background of these legislative, act OhS, the reasons for them,
and tlheir consequences have been discussed many times in great detail
in Connnittee documents.,

See. for example, Report to accompany S. 3637. Senate Report No. 91 751. :list
Congress, Second Session; and Hearings on S. 2876, 9Xst Congress. First Session.

60-171 0--71 2
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Congress, the Federal Communications Commission, candidates, t)o-
litical scientists, broadcasters, and the public 'dl agree that the 1959
amendments and tile 1960 suspension have served the lmblic interest.
The 1960 suspension particularly resulted in a more widely informed
electorate. One witness, Dr. Frank Stanton, President of OILS, testified
during the recent hearings on S. 389, that itl 1960 when increased free
time was made availal)le to the major candidates by susI,ension of Sec-
tion 315, our country achieved the highest percentaae of voter par-
ticipation in any Presidential election in the pa,;t half century.

Section 315(b) of the Communications Act requires that charges
made for the use of any broadcast station for any of tile purposes set
forth in Section 315 may not exceed tile charges made for comparabl, _
use of the station for other purposes. This provision was enacted in
1952 to correct an abuse by some broadcasters who wer¢ charging can-
didates for public office rates in excess of those Charged commercial ad-
vertisers for comparable time. This provision has set'; ed its purpose
as a corrective measure. Since a political candidate's broadcast require-
merits are limited in terms of weeks or a few re,ruths at best, however,
he cannot avail himself of the favorable rates available to commer-
cial advertisers who usually buy time in bulk for longer periods.

The valuable franchises given broadcasters to operate on airwaves
belonging to the people is conditioned on serving the needs and inter-
ests of the community of license. In this context requirirg broadcasters
to offer candidates for public office the same :sates given their most
favored colnmercial time buyers is nothing is more than a particulari-
zation of the broad public interest obligation incumbent on them.

During the last Congress a major effort was undertaken to halt, the
spiraling cost of campaigning for public office v_a the electronic media.
These rising costs were characterized by many as th_ most critical
barrier to informing the voters of America.

Your Committee held extensive hearings on this problem and the
testimony it. heard dramatically illustrated tile dimensions of the prolo-
leto. On(, witness, for example, testified that:

The crisis level has been reached in American campaign
spending. This unsavory dilemma, understood but not often
openly discussed by everyone in politics, is capsuled by.author
John Wale: "there is a danger that the cost of campalg'ning,
ohiefly swollen by the cost. of television, will exclude the
tonest poor. A more serious danger for American politics is

that it does not always exclude the dishonest poor."
The costs of running for lmblic office have doul)led in the

last decade. A recent survey shows that 70 percent of U.S.
Senators spent over $100,000 on their last campaign
and that 40 percent spent over $'200,000. In some states,
it can cost nearly a million dollars just to lose a Senate
primary.

Three out of every 10 Members of the Il ouse had to spend
over $60 thousand to be elected, and in hotly cent _sted races
the figm'e passed over the $100,000 ma,'k early md often.

How are financial demands of this magnitude met? How
many men of talent and interest, but not of means, are dis-
couraged from seeking office_. (See Comnfittee on Commerce
hearings on S. 2876, 91st Congress, First Session, Serial
No. 91-_9 at page 51)
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As a consequence of these hearings, and similar ones ill the Hous,
and after extensive floor debates in both Houses, the Congress passe,

legislat!on designed to give candidates greater access to the eleetronimedit_ and halt the spiraling cost for its use so that the electorat
might be better and more widely informed on candidates and issues.

That leglslatmn, S. 3637, permanently suspended the equal oppo,
tunity requirement of Section 315 for Presidential campaign.g; re
quired broadcast stations charge candidates at their own establishe4
lowest unit rate for comparable commercial time; and placed a ceilin I
on the amount of money candidates for Federal elective office, the offic
of Governor or Lieutenant Governor, or anyone on their behalf coul,
spend for radio and television time.

. . . · ( _"S. 3637 was vetoed by the Prestdent, however, in October of 19_C
During the course of Congressional efforts to override the Presiden
tim veto the minority leader of the Senate indicated that he wouh
offer comprehensive legislation in the 92nd Congress to curb the grow
ing excesses of caml)aign si)ending. ,ks a result of this proposal th
President sent the following letter to Senator Scott which was place(
in the Congressional Record during the floor debate to override th
President's veto (Volume 116, Congressional Record, page 1.8746
daily edition, November 23, 1970):

Tile 'WHITE HOUSe:.
IV_._ahh_g/on, Atom,embev 20. 15}70.

Hon. Hvoi_ SCOTT,
U.S. Se_ate,
Washb_gton, D.U.

DEAR HtrC.H: Your l)roposa][ to offer a comprehensive cami)aign re
form bill in the 92nd Congress is commendable. The Administratio:,
will, of course, work closely with you, othe,r members of the Congres
and the Governors in an effort to arrive at a bill which will deal witl
all problems of political campaigns, including spending limitations
in a direct, effective and enforceable manner. Our aim must be to pro
vide legislation which is consistent with the processes of free elections
and the maintenance of an informed electorate.

As I pointed out in my veto message of the Political Broadcast Act.
S. 3637, that bill had many shortcomini_s. These must be corrected. A
major deficiency of this legislation is that it singles out only one fornl
of campaign spending. If. indeed, there is merit in limiting cami>aig_
expenditures, the problem should be dealt with in its entirety. Tc
merely limit one form of spending could encourage candidates to spend
even more in other areas. The result might well be more expensive
rather than less expensive, political caml)algns.

Of utmost importance, new legislation nmst not discriminate against
one communication medium. It nmst also provide a meaningful meclm-
nism for enf(;rcement, as to which S. 3637 is seriously deficient.

Reform is needed in this area. But this issue need not and should
not be dealt with in a hurried and contentious fight over a veto. There
will be no nmjor elections between now and the time that Congress
can consider this legislation in the next session. Your propos'tl offers
an opportunity to do this in a delii)erate and cooi)erat ire way.

With best personal regards,
Sincerely,

RICHARI) _rlXO N.
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Early in the 92nd Congress several campai_o:n reform bills were
introduced in the Senate. S. 1, S. 382, S. 956 and S. ].121 were re-
ferred to your Committee and on February 3 hearings were an-
nounced for March 2, 3, 4 and 5.

HEARINGS

Your Committee held extensive hearings on March !).,3, 4 and 5.
Subsequently, the hearings were reopened for two additional days,
March 31 and April 1, at tile request of several minority members
of the Committee, and the Deputy Attorney General of the United
States, Richard G. Kleindienst, who wished an oppm'tur ity to present
oral testimony.

During the course of the hearings your Committee was mindful of
the objectives it had attempted to achieve in S. ;';637--wider and mm'_?
penetrating dissemination of views and issues itl an elect: on,. and limit-
lng the cost, of campaigning for public office; the l'easolts assigned by
the President for vetoing S. 3637, and reports of campaign spend-
lng in the general election campaigns of 1970. l_,xtensive testimony
was received from numerous expert witnesses on all of these matters.
Your Committee wishes to commend them for their tltoughtful and
scholarly presentations. Their testimony h'm helped the Committee
immeasurably.

Broadcasters have long urged removal of the equal oi2pol'tunity re-
quirement of Section 315 of the Commmfications Act as t_ means of
enabling them to afford more air time to significant (.andidates for
public office. The presidents of the three malor television networks
again urged that this restriction be relaxed. Mr. Jill!Lan Goodman,
president of NBC, testified that if the equal time provisi(m were re..
pealed for Presidential candidates his network will :_et aside four
prime-time half hours for appearances by the Presidmltial and Vice
Presidential candidates of the two parties to use as they choose and
without charge.

Dr. Frank Stanton testified that:

"CBS is prepared to offer next; year between Labc.r day and
Election Day eight hours of free time on the CBS Television
and Radio Networks for the major party candidates for
President and Vice President to present their views The offer
is contingent upon repeal of Section 315.

First, we would suggest that, in the opening and closing
hours of what we hope wmlld be a full eight-hour series, the
candidates present their overall views, either individually or
in joint appearances. Format would be determined in consul-
tation with the candidates, and with their agreement.

Second, the intervening six hours would be depen dent upon
developing--again in consultation with the eand!dates and
with their agreement--various formats the purpos_ of which
would be to elicit the greatest amount of information on their
attitudes toward the campaign _ssues. Some of the,;e political
broadcasts, we sincerely hope, would be ioint appearances or
back-to-back interviews so that the public could receive the
fullest opportunity to compare the nominees and 'heir posi-
tions. The objective woul.d be to broaden the base of the po-
litical dialogue and to stimulate interest in the issue s by bring-
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lng into play a wider range of informational approaches. In
this regard, as you yourself read into the record of these pro}
ceedings, in recommending the limited repeal of Section 31a
last year, this Committee stated:

Your Committee also wishes to point out that in urging
the adoption of this legislation re-pealing Section 315 as
it applies to Presidential and Vice Presidential candi-
dates, it is not enforcing ally particular format, for the
appearance of the cantdidates. Rather, complete freedom
is given to the broadcaster and the candidates to develop
specitqc program forraula fox' the appearance of candi-.
dates. The Committee feels the flexibility being given in
this legislation will permit the broadcaster and the can-
didates to innovate and experiment with various program
formats, including joint appearances. Whatever is done
should', be done as a result of discussions, negotiations
and cooperation between the candidates and the broad-
casters.

We agree wholeheartedly with these views, and they are
embraced by the plan we ttre advancing."

The Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission (re
ferred to hereafter as "FCC") also testified that Section 315 appear
to inhibit broadcasters f¥om affording free time to the major presi
dential candidates, and that some relaxation of the equal op'portunit5
requirement is warranted. The Deputy Attorney General whose testi.
mony reflected the views of the AdminiStration urged repeal of thi,
requirement for Federal elective office. ?['he Chairman of the Repub-
lican National Committee and the sp(_kesman for the Democrati(
National Committee both favored repeal of the equal opportunit5
provision.

On the question of reduced advertising rates for candidates, Mr.
Goodman stated[ that NBC agreed "with the principle that the special
public interest in the campaigm process justifies reduced rates for
political advertising." He want on to say that NBC did not agree that
any one medium should be singled out for the compulsory application
of this principle, however. Mr. Goldenson of ABC and Dr. Stanton
of CBS did not oppose a provision, thc lowest unit rate for advertising,
but said it should apply to nonbroadcast as well as broadcast media.

The FCC/favored a lowest unit rate provision for broadcasters.
The Deputy-Attorney General, and the spokesmen for the Republican
and Democratic Nat{onal Committees urged such provisions for both
media.

The views expressed by various witnesses on the question of spend-
ing limitations on the use of the media were much more diverse. With
few exceptions most witnesses including tlhe Deputy Attorney General
favored some form of limitation on campai_l spending for the media.
There was unaniimous agTeement among those witnesses that the limi-
tation must apply to both broadcast and nonbroadcast media. Differ-
ing views were expressed, however, on whether there should be one
overall spending limitation or separate ones for each of the two media
types.

Senators Scott and Mathias testifying in support of S. 956 opposed
limitations on the amounts candidates may spend chiefly on the grounds
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that if a limitation were low it tends to favor an incumbent
candidate, and if high there is an effort to reach thc high figure.
Senator Scott said he also thought there would be a possible constitu-
tional objection under the First Amendment.

Two other witnesses expressed their view that ally limitation on
media spending violates the First Amendment because it limits a can-
didate's right of expression as well as the right of those who wish to,
support him.

In considering what would be a realistic and meaningful formula
for arriving at spending limitations (m the media, your Committee had
the benefit of direct testimony of candidates in th-e 1970 general elec-i
tions regarding their expendtiures. The FCC also subm_ted prelim..
inary figures on amounts spent by candidates o:a the broadcast me(tit_..
in these elections.

These candidates agreed that with respect to the bro_Ldcast medi'_ a
total dollar amount arrived at by multiplying 7 cents by the total num-
ber of votes cast in the preceding election for the office they sough L
was adequate.

The preliminary figures of the FCC indicated that candidates sl)enL
on an average of 8 to 9 cents thnes the total numl)er of votes cast for
use on the broadcast media.

Other witnesses raised the point that a formula based on actual vot-
ers m a previous etection would "limit todays cam.paign to ,yesterdays.
performance." The point was also made that m the general electrons
of 1972, 18 year olds will be eligible to vote for candidaLes for Federal
offices, and a formula based on the number of voters in years previous
to that would not take this factor into account.

As a consequence of the testimony of these witne,_ses as well as
that of the numerous other expert witnesses who testifi._d on the legis-
lation your Committee is able to recommend a bill which in its judg-
ment will be a major step in halting the escalating costs of campaign-
lng for elective office, and enable all who seek such office to have a
better opportunity to do so.

Tut LEGISLATION

S. 382 repeals the equal opportunity requirement of Section 2,15
with respect to candidates for the office of President _nd Vice Presi-
dent in both primary and general elections. The case :for this limited
repeal has been made, and your Committee believes that Presidential
and Vice Presidential candidates will have greater opportunities to
present their views to the electorate without the inhib!tions presently
contained in Section g15. All other provisions of Section 2,15 remain
applicable to these candidates.

Your Committee also wishes to repeat that in urging the adoption
of this legislation repealing Section 315 as it applies to Presidenti_d
and Vice Presidential candidates, it is not endorsing any partieuhu.
format for the appearances of the candidates. Rather, complete free-
dom is being given to the broadcaster and candidates to develop spe-
cific program formats for the appearance of the candi(lates. The Coln-
mittee feels that the fiexibilitv being given in this le¢]slation will
permit the broadcaster and candidates to innovate _nd experiment
with various program formats, including joint appear:races. W_Latever
is done, should be clone as a result of discussion, negotiations, and
cooperation between the candidates and the broadcasters.
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It is the express intention of yom' Committee, therefore, that ca(
candidate be free to choose his own format.

Moreover, your Cmmnittee has bee:n assured by tile networks tln
in addition to the time made available i_omajor party candidates, fr_
time will also be made available on a fair basis to the candidate of all
significant third party which :might emerge, such as the States Righ
.Party in 1948 or the Progressive Parties in 1994 and 1948 or the Amc:
lcan Independent Party in 1968.

The bill also requires that 45 days preceding It primary electic
and 60 days preceding a general or spe,cial election a broadcast static
charge candidates for any public office the lowest unit c]mr,.creof th
station for the same amount of time during the same time perio(
At all other times, the charges shall not exceed the charges for corr
parable use of such station by commercial users.

Use of the lowest unit charge as the rate which broadcasters ma
charge legally qualified candidates for public office for the use c
broadcast time does no more than place the candidate on par with
broadcast station's most favored commercial advertiser. In doing sc
it makes use of each broadcaster's own commercial practices rathe
than imposing on hint an arbitrary discount rate applicable to all sta
tions without regard to their differences.

It should also be noted that in the pm'chase of broadcast time th,
candidate for public office must in almost every instance seek: ou
the broadcaster or his agent to negotiate a purchase, and in mos
cases musy pay in advance of the use of the broadcast time. Thcs
conditions rarely apply in sales; to commercial advertisers.

Th(; determination of what is a broadcasting station's lowest uni
charge can be a very complicted matter. All commercial radio and
televi,_ion stations have published rate cards which purport to state
the rates at which they sell spot: and program time. However, in man>:
instances these rate cards are merely a statement of tike highest rates
that the station can hope to receive. In actual practice the rate card
is a guide or a point of departure for the neo'otiation of rates fm
broadcast time on a sale-by-sale basis.

Broadcast time is sold to advertisers in several ways, but som¢
generalizations are possible. Broadcast time varies in cost in term,_
of the audience which it is anticipated that any particular presenta-
tion will reach. In most broadcast markets, commercial broadcast
time is sold in terms of the anticipated audience reached by the par-
ticular broadcast. This is translated into a cost-per-thousand of audi-
enee for sales purposes. Thus,the prime time (generally speaking, 7-11
P.M. in the case of TV, and conmmting time in the case of radio) of
any station (when it has its largest audience) will be its most expen-
sKve period of time. As between stations, those with the largest audi-
ences will have the highest rates. However. the volume of broadcast
time purchased may also be reflected in _Lhecost. The greater the vol-
ume the less the cost.

Most broadcasters sell advertising spot time in at least three cate-
gories---fixed time, preemptible time, and immediately preemptible
time. Although their nomenclatm'e varies somewhat their practices
are roughly comparable. Fixed time almost assures the advertiser that
his advemsement will appear at the time specified. Time sold in this
manner is the most expensive advertising lime sold which does not
involve particiI)ation in program cost. Under a preemptible sale, tim
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station may preempt tile time fei' tile advertisement for that of
another advertiser who is willing to 1)ay tile higher or fixed rate.
The station is under an obligation to g_ve m_tice to tile: advertiser
being set aside a specified period in advance of the time that the
advertisement ;vas to be broadcast. Some stations per:nit the adver-
tiser about to be preempted to retain the time by paying the higher
rate. Immediately preemi)tible time is the ('l:_eal)est of these three
categories of time sold and permits an advertisement t,) be preernpte3
without an.y requirement of notice to the advertiser.

Except m cases where other factm's, such as add_tiomtl volmne
discounts, would result in a lower cost to the camlidate, tile bill wouM
provide that the highest rate a broadcast station could charge the
candidate for fixed time for political campaign purposes would be

the prevailing ilnmediately preemptible rate. ,However, other I)ractices followed in tile sal( of bro:ulcast time f{_l'
advertising purposes involve volmne or long-t,:_rln purchases artd the
sale of time in packages, sometimes referred to els flight 1)hms or sahs
on a run-of-schedule basis. The significant factor in an2: such arrange-
merit is that tile broadcaster (within limits established in the sale cml-
tract) ]nay select tile times when tile l)urchasel"s adv('rtisements will
actually be presented, thereby l)ermitting the broadcaster to fill time
spots which might otherwise be unsold. As mi_rht be exl)(,cte(l, tin,t,
sold under such an arrangement is relatively inexpe:lsive.

In computing the lowest mtit charge for }mrl)oses of :ldministra-
tion and enforcement, it is the (%mmittee's intention that only anmunis
which the station actually receives for broadcast time are to be con-
sidered. Any commission or similar amount l)aid by tm station to :_n
advertising ao-ency or other third l)arty out of the llroceeds of the sale
of broadcast time would be deducted ill deternlining the anlount a_'t_i-
ally received l)3' ttle station.

The Committee is also persuaded that a limitation (m the length ,if
time when this most favored rate is available will l)e an im'en_Iive to
candidates to shorten the duration of their campaigns, thereby bell)-
lng to reduce canq)aign costs. Accordingly, the legMation provides
that the lowest unit rate will only be availal)le forty-kive days before
a primary election, and sixty days i)efore a general or special eh,cti,n.

The presentation of legal]y qlmlified candidates fo:' lmblic c,fllce is
·m essential part of any l/ro'_dcast licensee's obligation ti) serve t h_'
public interest, and the FCC should contimm to ('on4der the extent
to which each licensee has se_tisfied his obligation ill this regard in
connection with the renewal of his broadcast license. Certainly no
diminution in tile extent of such programming slmahl resuh t'r,,m
the enactment of this legislation.

In order to emphasize the public intm'est obligation inherent in

making broadcast time availal)le to c}},ndidates cover(:d by the spend-
ing limitation in tlle legislation, S. 38'2 contains all express provision
to this effect.

Your Committee was impressed by the unanimou,; testimony that
any provision requiring preferential advertising rates to political can-
didates should extend to the nonbroadcast as well :ts the l)roadcast
media. Trul. y: if there are overriding public interest consider'ttions in
such a provmlon it should apply to both media.

S. 382 provides, therefore, that 45 days before pf'imary elections
and 60 days before special and general elections, charges made
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for the use of nonbroadcast communications media (newspapers,
magazines and other l)eriodic l)ublications, and billboard fatalities)
by. or on })ehalf. of a legall, y qualified, candidate roi' Federal elective
office (President, Vice President, Umted States Senator or Represent-
ative, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner) shall not exceed the
lowest unit rate charged others by the l)erson furnishing such medimn
for the same amount of space.

This means that regardless of how little space is purchased, it nmy
be purchased at the sallie low rate it was sold to tt commercial adver-
iiser who may have bought it under the most favorable arrangement.

The favm'ab}e rate would alli)ly to any sale of space which would
require certification from the candidat:e or }lis representative that tile
amount charged would not exceed the candidate's si)ending }imitation
imposed by the legislation.

Your Committee did not atteml)t to extend the lowest unit charge
· · , ' q ·reqmrement in the nonbroadcast ntednlL_toState or local elective office.

'q · 2q ° ' ' · · ·

The ( omlnltee feels that P ederal .lurlsrhctmn over the broadcast media
for' this purpose rests on its interest in protecting the integrity of Fed-
eral elections, and its authority to regulate radio and television in the
public interest. In the nonbroadcast media, however, the Committee
feels this jurisdiction is based only on the former.

Reduced rates to candidates fol' use of communications media with-
out more, however, is not, in the judgment of your Committee, suffi-
cient to halt the spiralin,g costs of campaigns. X reasonable and ade-

quate spending limitation fol' the use of !he media must also be placed
on the candidates. Otherwise, any reductior_ will only be a bonanza to
those who have access to vast financial resources. Such a limitation
should, of course, realistically reflect the amounts necessary for candi-

dates--incumbents as well as opponents--to use the mediain sufficient
amounts to present their 4andidacies to the electorate fulb; and fairly.In deliberating on how best to apl)roach the problem of iolacing limi-
tations on expenditures fol' us.e of the media your Committee was
mindful of the objections raised by the President in his message ac-
companying the veto of S. 3637, i.e., that the bill was discriminatory
and plugged only one hole in the sieve because it merely placed limi-
tations on the broadcast media; his more recent statement that; he
favored limitations on campai,ml expenditures; the testimony of the
Deputy Attorney General of the United States, testifying on behalf
of the Administration who said that limitations should apply to both
the broadcast, and nonbroadeast media; and the testimony of a vast
majority of the witnesses who also favored spending limitations on
the use of the media.

Another aspect of spending limitations on which 'the Committee
deliberated at ,o'reat }en_h was the formula to be used in computing
it. Your Committee was convinced that tke total dollar amount arrived
at under any formula must be realistic in terms of today's costs for
goods and services, and that it must also be equitable for incumbents
and opponents alike.

Under the legislation, candidates for' Federal elective office could
spend for use of the broadcast media in primary_ special or general
leetions an amount equal to five cents multiplied by the estimate of
resident population of voting age for such office, as determined by the
Bureau of the Census in June of the year preceding the year in which
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the election is to be held, or $30,000 if that amount is gre_ter. Amounts
spent by a candidate for Vice President are attributable to the limi-
tation of the Presidential candidate with whom he i,; running. An
identical limitation also applies to expenditures for u_e of the non-
broadcast media.

Amounts spent on behalf of :t candidate are chargeable to his lim-
itation and the broadcast station licensee or the person furnishin_
media space must have written certification from the e,qndidate or hi_
authorized representative that the amount charged for the air time
or media space will not cause the candidate to excee_ his spendin;t
limitation.

In those instances where an individual or an organi_.aton proposes
to buy time or space to oppose a candidate or his stand on campaign
issues, the question arises whether the broadcast or adver :isement wouM
be a use on behMf of the candidate's opponent within the meanini_
of the legislation. If it is, of course, the broadcaster or media supplier
would have to have written certification from the (andidate:s op-
ponent or his representative that the charge for such _;ime would nc,t
cause him to exceed the limitation on expenditures.

Clearly the rule of reason is applicable here. Your Committee can
envision very few if any instances where it cannot :easonably and
readily be prejudged that such a broadcast or e_dvertisement would or
would not be on behalf of the opponent of the candidate being
criticized.

Any doubts, however, should be resolved in f_vor o:I a strict _ppli-
cation of the legislation, and the broadcaster or media supplier should
obtain the required certification from the candidate's _,pponent befo:ce
making the charge.

Using the formula in the bill, Presidential candidates in 1979 m_y
spend almost $7 million for use of the broacast me_lia in primary
elections and again in the general election. They may spend equal
ammmts for use of the nonbroadcast media. Attached to the Report
are figures compiled for your Committee which also show the
amounts of money which Senatorial candidates may spend on tlhe
media in ihe 1972 elections. (Appendix A)

Some of the witnesses who testified before your Committee urged
there t)e one total limitation on all media spending with discretion
left to the candidate to determine what amounts to spend on broadcast
and nonbroadcast advertising. There is merit to this contention esl)e-
ciallv since campaigns differ according to the personal style of a can-
dida}e and the area of the country in which the election is bei_g held.

On the balance, however, your Committee opted against such an
approach. Television is unquestionably the mast used media in politi-
cal campaigns, and it has been the most significant c._ntributor to _:hc
spiraling cost of these camp,signs. If candidates wer-. given complete
discretion to spend on the usc of this media your Committee was fear-
ful that in the closing months of a campaign the aivwav, es mSig:htbt-
come inundated with political broadcasts to th_ exclusion of enter-
tainment and other public interest programs.

Each limitation standing on its own is, in your Comnfittee's judg-
ment, sufficient to enable a candidate to present his candidacy, fully
and fairly in the separate media. The lowest unit rate provisions of
the legislation, and the exclusion of production co,;ts in computin,o:
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these limitations will also increase the amounts of air time and space
which candidates may buy.

1)nring the Committee hearings a question was raised whether lind-
rations oil medi_ expenditures w_°lated the First Amendment guarani,
tee of freedom of expression. Your Committee believes they do not.-
As the Supreme Court said in upholding _he disclosure provisions of
the Federal Corrupt Practices Act, B_'ro_,.gh.sa_d Uan_o_;v. United
States, 29OU.S. 534 (1934) at p. 545:

To say that (7ongress is without power to pass appropriate
legisl,?tion to safeguard Stlch alt election from the mlproper
use of money to influence the result is to deny to the nation
in a vital particular the power of self protection. Congress.
mldoubtcdly, possesses that power, asqt possesses every other
power essential to preserve the depart mcnts and institutions
of tile general govermncnt from nllpait'ment or destruction,
whether threatened by force or by corrul_tion.

and at pp. 547-8:
If it can be seen that the means adopted are really cal-

culated to .tttain the end, tile de_._ree,of their necessity, tile
extent to which they conduce to the end, the closeness of the
relationship between, the means adopted and the end to be
attained, are matters for congressional determination alone.
Stephe_tso_,v. B;nfovd. 287 U.S. 5!51,272. Congress reached
the conclusion that public disclosure of political contribu-
tions, together with the names of contributors and other de-
tails, would tend to prewmt the corrtlpt use of money to
affect elections. The verity of this conclusion reasonably can-
not be denied.

When to this is added the requiretnent contained in § 244
that the treasurer's statement shall include full particulars
in respect of expenditures, it seems plain that the statute
as a whole is calculated to discoura_;e the making and use of
contributions for purposes of corrul)t ion.

Where as here, legislation intending to preserve the purity of Fed-

eral elections by limiting spending, also has the side effect of touchingupon First Aniendment rights, the erkeria for determining its con-
stl'tutionality are the presence of alt evil which may validly be pre-
vented, a reasonable relationshi l) of the regulation to the evil, and the
relative degree of effect upon the right to speak. There is a balancing
of the limited effect upon free speech a,; against the substantiality of
an evil to the l>revention of which a regnlat'ory statute is reasonably
addressed, I(o_;;/sber# v. ,qtate Brtr. 36_;U.S. 36,50-1(1961).

'File overwhelming preponderance of the testimony before your Com-
mittee indicates the rapidly escalating cost of campaigning for public
officesposes a real and imminent threat to tile integrity of the electoral
process.

According to lToters' T6_te. the report; of' the Twentieth Century
Fund Commission on Campaign Costs in the Electronic Era, after
1952, when television emerged as a dominant form of communications
in presidential campaigns., tlie estimated cost per vote took a sharp

a See, however, Supplemental Views of Messrs. Prouty, C'rlffin, Baker, Cook and Stevens.
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upward turn. From 19 cents in 1952, the cost per vote rose to 29 cents
in 1960, and to 35 cents in 1964. In 1968 it jumped to 60 cents.

For the same periods the estimated direct' spending of national-level
rty and campaign committees rose progressively fi'om $11.6 million

n 1959; to $12.9 million ill :1956; to $19.9 n, ilhon ia 1960; and l:o
$24.8 million in 1964. In 1968 it reached $44.2 million.

And according to another source, in three recent Presidential ca,n-
paign years, the amount of money spent on newspaper ads was $4.8
million in 1956, $7.7 million in 1964, and $11.6 million in 1968.

The Twentieth Century Fund Commission's report recognized that
many factors contributed to the big rise in the cost per vote in the
1968 presidential campaign, lint concluded that no oae single facto,'
seems to have had television's explosive effect on this rise.

Simply stated people are becoming cynical because of these high
costs.

A Gallup Poll in November of last yeas' showed that 8 in 10 Ameri-
cans favor a law that would limit the total amount of money that c:m
be spent roi' or by a candidate in his campaign fol' public office.

One American interviewed by the Poll was quoted as saying, "If
you don't have a million bucks, you might as; well forget about run-
ning for political office these.days."

And more recently, an opmmn poll done for the ad;'ertising agency
Foote, Cone and Belding, released in January 1971, indicated that
65% of the adult American public wants restrictions _n political tele-
vision advertising, and an additional 9% wouht like to see T _ ca:m-
paigns limited in duration.

Since Burroughs and Uan:_on, supra, has established the right of
Congress to protect the intevrity of Federal electiors, what rema!ins
to be considered in this instanlce, is whether the limitations are reason-
ably related to the evil sought, to be remedied, i.e., the spiraling cost of
election campaigns and the atl:endant difficulty of candidates of obtain-
ing access to tim media. Yom' Committee believes they are, and its
judgment in this respect is concurred in by the great majority of the
experts who testified.

To contend that limitations would be constitutimmlly sound with
respect to candidates, but to maintain otherwise where their support-
ers are concerned, would construe the power of Congress to protect
the election process far too narrowly. Such a construction would Fer-
mit boundless ewtsion of the purpose of the legislation and in effect
render it nugatory.

The only feasible reffulatory scheme for regulating campaign spend-
lng is to snake the candidate i:,ersonally responsible fo,.-and accountable
for all money spent for him on the media, and to place a reasonable
limitation on such expenditures.

Moreover, with respect to the broadcast media, no person now has
an unrestricted right of access. As the Supreme Cour: said in 37ational
Broadeasti_g Uo. v. United ,grates. 319 U.S. 190, at p. 226. "Freedom
of utterance is abridged to many who wish tc, use the limited facilities
of radio. Unlike other modes of expression, radio inherently is not
available to all."

And conversely, the Government may vest in certain individuals a
right of access to these facilities. Red Lion Broadcqsting v. Federal
Uommunication Uommission, 359 U.S. 367 (1969); 47 U.S.C. 315(a).
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The touchstone for such actions is the public interest, convenienc
and necessity.

But limitations that are adequate and realistic are not enough_ thc
must also be workable and ent!orceable. U_der the legislation the obl
gations of the candidates and those who sell air time and media spa_

are clear and easily discharged. Significantly, the Chairman of t]Federal Communications Commission wbel I asked if the broadca,
provisions of the legislation were enforceable by the Commission al
swered in the affirmative.

Violation of these provisions by anyone--candidate, broadcastel
media supplier, or third party--is punishable by a fine not to excee
_5,000, imprisonment for not to, exceed five years, or both.

In recognition of the vise in the cost of goods and services over th

years your Committee has als() adopted a iprovision which wil! allo_tPe limitations computed under the formul,_ to be adjusted upwards a
the Consumer Price Index rises.

CONCLUSION

S. 382 is a comprehensive approach to the problem of political cam
paign reform and excessively high campaign costs. Its provision_
deal with the communications media_ campaign contributions, dis
closure and reporting requirements, and tax incentives to encourag,

the small donor to contribute to the candidate or party of his choiceIn the judgment of your Committee thc legislation represents a majo_
effort at reform in an arca:_vital to our' democratic society.

The necessity for campaign reform is now beyond question, and
transcends special or partisan interests, iIt was in this spirit that youI
Committee deliberated on the legislation it is herewith recommending
No one individual or group stands to gain or lose under S. 38_. Thc
American people do, however, because they have staked their all or
a democratic system of electing their leaders and the integrity of that

·system is now being threatened.
The principle concern of the Committee was Title I of the legisla-

tion because the subject matter of that Title was within its primary
jurisdiction.

There was, however, strong feeling expressed by some members of
the Committee that an independent Federal Elections Commission
should be created, in lieu of the SecretaIW of the Senate and the Clerk
of the House, to supervise the enforcement of this legislation. The
Committee members strongly recommend to the Committee on Rules
and Administration that they _,dve this matter very serious consider-
ation. Several members of the Committee also expressed their concern
with other provisions in Title II of the legislation, more specific_lly
regardin_ ]imitations on expenditures and contributions. A number
of amendments were offered but not adopted. It is hoped that when the
Committee on Rules and Administrations considers that Title these
members will have an opportunity to hear and testify on the pro-
visions therein.

As a I_sult of the testimony and data submitted to the Committee

during public hearings and its own consideration of the ]egislatiLon,the following amendments wer_ adopted to S. 382:
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Section 101(a) was amended to exclude candidates for the ofiqce

of President and Vice PresiderLt of the United States from tile equail
opportunities requirement of Section 315(a) of the Communication._
Act in primary campaigns as well as the general election campaign.

Originally, _. 382 only provided this exclusion for tl_e general elec-
tion. S. 956 which was also before the Committee, however, excluded
these offices for both primaries and the general election.

Tile purpose of relieving br0adcastersr' of the strictures of Sectio:a
315 is, of course, to enable them to afford time to significant candidates
without being compelled to pr?vide equal time to a plefitora of fringe
candidates. This in turn shored result in a more widely and better
informed electorate. Such was the experience under the limited sus-
pension of Section 315 for the 1960 Presidential election campaign.

The witnesses who appeared dur!_ng the hearings on S. 389 urged awider suspension than was contained in the original ]:,ill. Your Com-
mittee is persuaded by such testimony that a broader ,mspension such
as that in S. 956 would better serve the public intereqt.

Section 101(b) was amended so the requirement that a broadcast
station charge legally qualified candidates for all public offices its
lowest unit rate only applies 45 days before :_tprimary election and
60 days before a general election. At all other times the charges, made
legally qualified candidates cannot exceed the charges made fo_ccora-
parable use of such station.

The Committee believes that shortening the perio? daring which thelowest unit rate would be available to candidates _ ill be an incentive
to shortening campaign periods, thereby helping to r,Auce campaign
costs.

Section 101(c) was added in Committee. It amends Section 312(_)
of the Comnmnications Act tc provide that willful or repeated failure
by a broadcast licensee to allow reasonable access _o or to permit
purchase of reasonable amounts of time for the use of his station's
facilities by a legally qualified candidate for Federal elective office
on behalf of his candidacy shall be grounds for adverse action by
the FCC.

The duty of broadcast licensees, generally to permit; the use of their
facilities by legally qualified candidates for these public offices is in-
herent in the requirement that licensees serve the needs and interests
of the committees of license. The Federal Communications Commis-
sion has recognized this obligation in its Report a_d State_ent of

Policy Re: Comraission En Bane Progra_nming Inquiry (1960).Section 10_ _hich provides for spending !limitations' on broadcast
media by certain legally qualified candidates for public omce has been
amended in the following respects:

(1) The spending lirrlitation now applies to legally qualifiedcandidates for the offic{_sof President, Vice F'resident_ United
States Senator or Representative, or Delegate ¢.r Resident Com-
missioner to the Congress (Federal elective offic{,). Originally the
spending limitation appJied to legally qualified (andidates for the
office of President, Vice President, lJnited State_ Senator or lq;ep-
resentative, or Governor or Lieutenant Governor.

The spending limitations in Title I of the !i_gislation are in-
tended to apply separatdy but equally to broadcast and nonbroad-

cast media. Constitutional questions were rais e,d cOnCerning the
ability of Congress to place spending limitation._ on nonb:roadeast
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media on candidate,; for State offices. While the Committee does
not believe the same constiitutional[ objections would lie where tile
broadcast, media is concerned, it decided that in order to preserve
the principle of equal treatment for ti!m two media the offices of
Governor and Lieutenant Governor shrmld also be removed :front
the limitation on expenditures for the broadcast media.

It should be noted, however, that the legislation does permit
the States by law to place these as well as other State or local
offices under a spending limitation for the broadcast media.

The offices of Delegate or Resident Commissioner have been
included within the spending limitati{m. They were included in

S. 1 which was considered bv the Coin mittee,'and since,_this part,of the legislation is intend{_d' to appl 3 to Federal electi; e offices it
was felt they should also be included.

(2) The amount of the spending limitations in primary elec-
tion eampagins are now the same as those in general and special
election campaigns; and the limitation has also been made ap-
plicable to Presidential primaries.. As introduced, the spending
limitation in S. 382 for primary election campaigns was 50 per
eentum of what a candidate could spend in the general election
campaign, and there was no limitation for Presidential primaries.

In many cases the primary campaign is tantamount to the gen-
eral election. Where this is so, the :i0 per centum limitation is ob-
viously discriminatory. Accordingly, that limitation has been
delete[l, and candidates may spend up to the same amount in
primary campaigns as they may in general or special election
campaigns.

Similarly, your Committee believes tttere is no justification for
excluding candidates for nomination for the office of the Presi-
dency from the spending limitations imposed on candidates for
other Federal elective offices in primary campaigns. The limita-
tion for Presidential primaries applies to the total amount spent
for all primaries, and it is the same ammmt he may spend in the
general eloction campaign. Within that total limitation, a candi-
date may spend any amount he chooses on any individual primary.

(3) The formula for determining the spending limitation is
5 cents multiplied by the estimate of resident population of vot-
!ng age for such office, as determined by the Bureau of Census
in June of the year preceding the year in which the election is to
be held, or $30,000 if such amount is greater.

The formula in the original bill was 7 cents multiplied by the
number of votes cast for all legally qualified candidates for such
office in the last preceding election, or $20,000 if such amount
is greater.

During the course of the Committee hearings the question was
raised whether using the total number of votes cast in a preceding
election for a particular Federal office w:as a realistic criteria for
determing the amount of money a candidate might spend.

In any election the number of actual voters is always less than
the number of those who are registered or otherwise eligible to
vote, or who are of voting age. In some states this disparity is con-
siderable. Moreover, 18 year olds may now vote in Federal elec-
tions, and the criteria used in S. 382 would not take this factor
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into account, ii1 computing limitations. , for special and. general Fed-
eral elections up to and including those to be held m 1972.

In the opinion of many witnesses, to limit a candidate's expend-
itures through a formula based on previous voter turnout there-
fore lessens his capability to reach a vast reservoir of potential
supporters.

The Committee rejected the use of registered voters a'i a criteria
largely because such figures are not uniformly available for all
States. It did_ however_ replace the standard originally I)rOl)osed
with one based on the estimate of resident population of votin,_

_gee for the oftiee in question, as determined by the BOreau of the
nsus in June of the year preceding the year in which the elec-

tion is to be held.
The Bureau of'the Census currently compiles most o',?the infor-

mation necessary to implement this new standard, and the Direc-
tor has assured your Committee that the Bureau will be able to
comply fully with the requirements of the legislation.

While the new criteria_ does in the judgment, of yol: r Commit-
tee, more accurately reflect the base of potential support for can-
didates, it was apparent that the estimate of resident population
of voting age multiplied by the 7 cent figure in the original bill
would raise the dollar limitation so greatly that the concept of a
spending limitation would be illusory.

Several witnesses, including members of Congress who had re-
cently stood for election or r[_-election_in 1970, testified that the
total dollar limitation in the original bill provided realistic
amounts for use of the broadcast media. Preliminary figures
supplied the Committee by the FCC listing amounks spent by
candidates on the broadcast media in the 1970 general elections
supported their contention.

Accordingly, your Committee revised the :? cent figure down-
ward to 5 cents and raised the floor of the limitation from $20,000
to $30,000.

(4) An amendment was added for the purpose of emphasizing
the Committee's intention that certain amounts spen_: by persons
other than the candidate are attributable to his limitation. Acco:cd-
ingly "use of broadcasing st_-tions by or on behalf o f any candi-
date includes not only broadcasts advocating such candidate's
election, but also broadcasts urging the defeat, of his opponent or
derogating his opponent's stand on campaign issues."

(5) The term qegally qualified candidate' was also defined
solely for the purpose of determining the point in time when
amounts spent by or on behalf of a candidate are chargeable
against his limitation. For that purpose the term 'legally qualified
candidate' means "any person (1) who meets the qualifications
prescribed by applicable laws to hold the Federal ele(tive office for
which he is a candidate and (2) who is eligible undar applicable
State law to be voted for by the electorate directly or by means
of delegates or electorsY This definition is in no way intended to
modify or change existing ]aw in Section 315 or the FCC rules
or interpretations thereunder. It is applicable only to new Section
315(c) of the Federal Communications Act of 1§34. as amended,
and Section 103 of S. 382.
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(6') A nnmber of technical confonnitlg amendments have also
been made throughout, the Section.

Section 103 which I)rovides for si)ending limitations on nonln'oad-
cast media bv certain legally _lmtlified candidates for public office has
been amended in the following ]'espects:

(1) The spending limitation now apl)lies to candidates for the
saint elective offices as the limitation on expenditures for use of
the broadcast media (Federal eh,ctive office). The deletion of the
office of Governor or Lieutenant Govemmr. and the addition of
the office of De.legate or Resident Commissioner to the Congress
were made for the reason discussed in thc corresponding amend-
ment in Section 10fi.

(2) The dc.finition of l,mnl),'oa(}cast communications mediahas been confined to newspapers, maganines and other periodical
publications, and Ifil]board facilities.

This definition is intermeant to include publications sent out by
organizations in the regular course o:f conducting their affairs
for the purpose of infornfing or qdvising their members, stock-
holders or customers of their views on political issues or report
news thereof which may affect their interest. The Committee be-
lieves that the original definition in S. 38fi was too broad and as a
practical matter would be difficult to enforce. The Committee also
considered anti rejec'ted inclusion of direct mailings within the
defnition because the nature of tMs type of campaign advertis-
ing is so varied no workable or effective definition of direct mail-
ings that would be equitable to incumbents and opponents alike
could be formulated. Yom' Committee intends to watch activities
in this area closely for any practices which might subvert the in-.
tention of this legislation.

(3) The Committe, e added definitions of "legally qualified can-
didate'' and "use of any nonbl'oadcast commnnications media by
or on behalf of any candidate" to Section 103. These definitions
conform to their comlterparts in Section 102 and are intended to
accomplish the same purpose.

(4[) The public interest; considerations involved in requiring
that broadcast licensees charge candidates at their lowest unit
rate 45 days before primary elections, and 60 days before general
and special el[eetions are, in the judgment of your Committee,
also present in the nonbroadcast communications media.

Your Committee. therefore, has added an amendment which
provides that rates charged legally qualified candidates for
Federal elective office for space in nonbroadcast communications
media 45 davs before a primary election and 60 days before a
general or si)ecial election may no[ exceed the lowest unit rate
charged others by the person furnishing such medium for the
same amount of space.

Many of the witnesses appearing before the Committee urged
this amendment for the reasons discussed above and for the added
reason that there should be no discrimination in this regard
between the broadcast and nonbroadcast media.

(5) The amount of the spendin, o' lim!itations in primary election
campaigns are now the same as those in general and special elec-
tion campaigns, and the limitation has also been made applicable
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to Presidential primaries. Ill all respects this alr endment is thc
same as that made ill Section 102 of the ilegislation.

(6) The formula for determining the spendkg limitation ill
the nonbroadcast media is the same as the_ one for the broadcast
media, i.e., 5 cents multiplied by the estimate of resident I)Opa-
lation of voting age for the office in question, or $30,000? which-
ever is greater. Originally the formula for the nmLbroadcas_ limi-
tation was 14 cents multiplied by the total number of votes cast
for all legally qualified candidates for the office in question, or
$40,000, whichever is greater.

The, total dollar figure 'that may be spent by c_ ndidates und,?r
this formula represents ar. amc,nut which should enable all candi-
dates to present fully their candidacies to the x;oters.

(7) A number of technical conforming amend:nents have also
been made throughout the Sectio n .

Section 104 has been added bv vour Comntittee in recognition of
the general ),early rise of the pr{ce'of goods and services. Your Cora-
mittee has attempted to provide for lhis eventuality. Accordingly it
ad?ted an amendment which would enable the limitation on cara-
palgn expenditures to be adjusted upward yearly by the percentage
difference the Consumer Price Index rises from a ba,;e year of 1970.

Section 204 has been amended to provide that contributions arm
pledges made after an election for Federal office to discharge indebted-
ness accrued during the campaign are chargeaUle to the aggregate lira i-
tation on contributions in Title II for the calendar year in which the
candidate accrued the indebtedness.

SECTION-BY-SEcTIO_r A-WALYSISOr S. 382

TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1984; LIMIT. a-
TIONS ON CAk%IPAIGN I_]XPENDITURES lV()R NONBROADCAST COSI.M[lYNICA-

TIONS MEDIA

Section 101(a) exempts the use of a broad[east st_,tion's facilities
by a legally qualified candidate for President or Vice President :in
primary and general elections from the equal opportunities require-
merit of Section 315(a) of the Communica,tions Act of 1984, ,.;s
amended.

Section 101(b) limits the charges made for the use cf broadcast st,_-
tion facilities by a legally qualified candidate for any public office 45
days before primary elections, and 60 days before general elections
to the lowest unit charge of the station for the same amount of time :in
the same time period. At all other times charges to l_gally qualified
candidates could not exceed those made for comparable use of the sta-
tion's facilities.

Section 101 (c) provides thai; willful or repeated failure by a broad-
cast licensee to allow reasonable access to or to permit purchase of
reasonable amounts of time for the use of broadcasting stations by a
legally qualified candidate for Federal electiw_ office ¢,n behalf of his
candidacy, shall be grounds for revocation of his broadcast station
license under Section 312(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended.

Section 102 imposes a limitation on funds expended tor use of broad-
casting facilities (including community antenna televi_;ion systems) :in
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primary or general elections by or on behalf of legally qualified candi-
dates for President, United S{ates Senator or Representative, or Dele-
gate or Resident Commissioner to the CongreSs. Funds spent by or on
behalf of a Vice Presidential candidate are attributable to the limita-
tion of the candidiate for President with whom he is running. States
may, by law, bring candidates for State and local offices under the
broadcast expenditure limitations, subject to determination by the
FCC that certain specified qualifications are met.

The section accomplishes the foregoing by:
(i) Defining 'Federal elective office' to include the office of

President, Vice President., United States Senator or Representa-
tive, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to the Congress.

(ii) Defining _use of broadcasting stations by or on behalf of
any candidate' to include not only broadcasts advocating a candi-
date's election, but also br'oadcasts urging the defeat of his oppo-
nent or derog'ating ihis opponent's stand on campaign issues.

(iii) Definimz 'lethally qualified candidate' for the purposes of
the spending ]il'nita[ion to mean any person who meets the qual-
ifications prescribed by the applicable laws to hold the Federal
elective office for which he is a candidate, and who is eligible under
applicable State laws to be voted for by the electorate directly or
by means of delegates or electors.

· (iv) Placinff a limitation on expenditures for use of broadcast
facilities (inclUding eom_un_ty antenna television systems) by(,andidates for Federal ekctix e office of 5 cents multiplied by the
estimate of resident population of voting age for such office, as
determined by the Bureau of the Census in June of the year pre-
ceding the year in which t]he election is to be held, or $30,000 if that
amount is greater. This limitation would apply separately to pri-
mary and general elections.

(v) Providing that amounts spent for the use of broadcasting
facilities on behalf of any legally qua'lifted candidate for Federal
elective office shall be deemed to have been spent by such
eandidate_

(vi) Prohibiting the licensee of a broadcast station from mak-
ing any charge for the use of his facilities by or on behalf of any
candidate for Federal elective office unless the candidate or a per-
son authorized by him in writing certifies in writing to the li-
censee that payment of such charge will not violate the candi-
date's limitation.

(vii) Requiring broadcasting stations and candidates to file
with the Federal Commmfications Commission such reports at
such times and containing such information as the Commission
shall prescribe_

(viii) Permitting States by law to adopt limitations on expend-
itudes for the use of broadcasting fa_cilities by legally qualified
candidates for any office of such State or political subdivision if
the FCC determines that the State by law has specified a limita-
iton upon total expenditures for use of broadcasting stations on
behalf of the candidacy of each legally qualified Candidate in
such an election; and the amount of such limitation does not ex-
ceed the amount which would be determined for such election
usin_ the fornmla provided for determining the limitations upon
candidates for Federal elective office.
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Section 103 (a) defines "Federal elective office" to mean the office of
President, Vice President, IYnited States Senator or Representative or
Delegate or Resident Commissioner to the Congress.

"Nonbroadcast communications medium" is define_t to mean news-
papers, magazines and other periodical publication:_ and billboard
facilities

"Legally qualified candidate" for purposes of the spending ]imita-
tion on nonbroadeast communications media is defined to mean ally
person who meets the qualifications provided by the applicable laws
to ihold the Federal elective office for which he was a candidate and
who is eligible under applicable State laws to be voted for by the elec-
torate directly or by means of delegates or electors.

"Use of an,¥ nonbroadcast communications media 5y or on behalf
of any candidate" is defined to include not only amounts spent for
advocating a candidate's election, but also amounts spent for arging
the defeat of his opponent or derogating his opponent's stand on cam-
paign issues.

Section 103(b) limits the Charges for the use of ar y nonbroadcast
communications medium by a legally qualified candidate for FederM
elective office 45 days before primary elections, and 60 days before
general elections to the lowest unit rate charged others by the person
furnishing such medium for the same amount of space.

Section 108(c) imposes a limitation on funds spenL for the use of
nonbroadcast communications facilities in primary or general elec-
tions by or on behalf of legally qualified candidates for Federal elco,
rive office. The limitation is five cents multiplied by the estimate of
resident population of voting :age for such office, as del;ermined by the
Bureau of Census in June of the year preceding the year in which
the election is to be held, or $30,000 if that amount ]s greater. This
limitation would apply separately for primary and gcnerM elections.

Section 103 (d) provides that; amounts spent for the use of nonbroad-
cast communications medium on behalf of any legally qualified candi-
date for Federal elective office shM1 be determined to L,espent by such
candidate. Amounts spent for the use of nonbmadcast communications
medium by or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate for Vice
President shall be deemed to have been s.pen_bby the candidate for
the office of President with whom he is running.

Section 103(e) prohibits any person making any charge for the
use of any nonbroadcast communications medium by or on behalf of
any candidate for Federal elective office unless the candidate or his
representative authorized by him in writing certifieq in writing to
such person that payment for such charge will not violate the candi-
date's limitation.

Any person who furnishes the use of any nonbroadc_st communica-
tions medium for the benefit of any candidate for Federal elective
office at the rate less than the rate normally charged by such person
for such use shall be determined to have made a contribution to such
candidate in the amount equM to the eXCess of the rate normally

charged over the rate charged such candidate.Section 103(f) provides that violations of the provisions of this
section is punishable by a fine not to exceed $5,000, imprisonment not
to exceed five years, or both.
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.y ! . .. p · yy
tlle Bureau of Labor Statistics :and "base period" to mean tlle calendar
year 1970.

Section 104 (b) provides that the amounts computed under the spend-
ing limitations for broadcast al}d nonbroadcast communications mediabe increased year]ly by the p{Jrcentu m difference between the price
index for the ilnmediate preceding calendar year and tPe price index
for the base period.

Section 105 provides that the amend[ments made by Section 101 (b)
shall take effect 30 days after the date of enactment of the legishttion;
and that the amendments made by Section 102 to take effect on such
date as the Federal Communications Commission shall prescribe, but
not later than 120 days after the date o:f mmctment of the legislation.
The remainder of 1Lhetitle will take effect upon the date of enactment.

TITLE II--CRImINAL COI)E AarEm)m:NTS; DmcLosvnr_ oF
FEDERAL CAMPAIGN FUNDS

PART A--CRII_IINAL CODE AMENDMENTS

Section 9,01. (a). "elect!ion" is redefined to include primary, special
and general elections, caucuses., conventions and preference primaries.

(b) "candidate" is redefined to include those who seek nomination for
election and election to Federal office and who have complied witli
state law to qualify or who have received contributions or made ex-
penditures, direet][y or indire(_'tly, to attain nomination or election.

(e) "Federal old'ce" includes the offices of President, Vice President,
Senator, Representative in, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to
the Congress of the United States.

(d) "political ccunmittee" means any individual, committee, associa-
tion, or organizati[on which accepts contributions or makes expendi-
tures during a calendar year in an aggregate amount exceeding $1,000.

(e) "contribution" is redefined to include all transactions having any
value including promises, enforceable or not, to influence the selec-
tion of delegates to conven_5t_ms and the nomination or election of
candidates.

(f) "expenditure" is redefined to include all transactions having any
value, including premises, enforceable or not, to influence the selec-
tion of delegates to conventions, and the nomination or election of
candidates.

(g) "person" or' "wl_oever" means an individual, partnership, com-
mittee, association, corporation_ or any other organization or group
of persons.

Section 202. Nec. 600 of Title 18. U.,q.U., is amended to include any
special consideration in re_urn for political support, and to apply to
caucauses, conventions, and primary, special and general elections.

Se(.tmn 203. ,_ee. 60_ of T_tle 18. U.S.C..qs amended by adding a new

subsection so as to Iinehide P°litieal committees within the prohibitionof the section except as to elected officers.
Section 0.04._gec.608 o/Title 18. U.S.(Y., i_srewritten so as to prohibit

(a) c.ontributions in excess of $5,000'to any candidate or political corn-
mittee (in computing the aggregate liraitation contributions and
pledges nmde after an election for Federal office to discharge in-
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debtedness accrued during tile campaign for such office shall 5c
deemed to have been made i:a the calendar year ill which such in-
debtedness was accrued), (b)(1) the sale of goods, et,:. to anyone but
a political committee or candidate without its: disclosure, (b) (9) the
purchase of ally goods, etc. from anyone bw_ a political committee
without disclosure, (c) sets the penalty for violation of the section at
a $5,000 fine or 5 years imprisonment or both. (d) excludes pul'chase
or sale of certain items not ex,_eeding $'25 each and tickets to political
events and food and drink at normal charges from the prohibitions
but requires such transactions to be treated as contributions within
the section, (e) contributions from tim spouse or minor child of a
person shall be deemed a contribution from the person himself. (f) lis
a restatement of existing law on various lega_ entities.

Section 90o. Sec. 609 of 2/_t_e 18, U., .C., setting a ]nmt of $3 raft-
lion on contributions received or expenditures made by political cora-
mittees (national, interstate) iis repealed by the bill.

Section 906. Sec. 611 of Titi'e 18, U.S.C., is amende_4 to extend the
prohibition against political contributions by corporations contract-
ng wkh the government and to make thd period of time during which

such contributions are prohibited run from the comm.mcement of ne-
gotiations for a contract to _:he completion of performance or the
termination of negotiations, whichever is later.

PART B. DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL CA_,_:PAIGN F[YNI)S

Section 251. (a) "election" i,; redefined to include general, special orprimary elections, conventions, or caucuses, selection of delegates to
national conventions, national preference primaries.

(b) "¢aadidafe" is redefined to include thoss who s_ek nominatic.n
for election or election to Federal office and Who have complied[ with
state law to qualify or who have received contributions or made ex-
penditures, directly or indirectly, to attain norainatior or election.

(c) "Federal old'ce" includes the offices of President, Vice President,
Senator, Representative or.Resident Commissioner.

(d) "political committee" means any hldividual, committee, associ't-
tion, or organization which accepts contributions or makes expendi-
tures during a calendar year in excess of $1,00c,.

(e) "contribution" is redefined to include all transacti ons havirtg any
value including promises, enforceable or not, to influertce the selectic,n
of delegates to conventions and the nomi:aation or election of
candidates.

(f) "expe_iiture" is redefined to include sLll tran,_actions blaring
any value, including promises, enforceable or not. to influence thc
selection of delegates to conventions and the nominaticn or election of
candidates.

(g) "Ulerk" means the Clerk of the House of Repr_sentatiw_s.
(h) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Senate.
(i) "person" includes an individual, 19artner,hip, co:nmittee, associ-

ation, corporation, labor organization or any other organization or
group of persons.

(j) "State" includes the District of Columbia, the ,2ommonwealth
of Puerto Rico, and any territory or possession of the United States.
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Section 252. Organization of Political Uommittees
(a) Every political committee must have a chairman and a treas-

urer. Tlle committee shall not function wi_h a vacancy ill either office
and each expenditure nmst be authorized by the chairman or treasurer
or de_,fignated agents.

(b) Every 1)erson who receives a contribution for a political com-
mittee shall, on demand of the treasurer, and within 5 days ill, any
event render to the treasurer the details of the contribution--name,
address, amount, date.

(c) The treasurer is accountable for details of-
(l) all contributions,
(2) identity of contributor and the amount and date,
(3) all expenditures,
(4) identity of recipient of ex_)enditures, dqte and amount.

(d) Treasurer must ]keel) receipted bil]Is for each expenditure of
$100 or more or for bills aggregating $100 per calenda r year as per
instructions from _the Secretary or Clerk.

(e) Any political committee which solicits or l'cceives contributions
or makes expenditures on behalf of ally candidate, and is not attthorized
in writing to do so shall include a notice to _hat effect on the front page
of all literature and advertisen:tents it publishes in connection with such
candidate's campaign.

Section 253. Registration of Political Uommittees, Stateme_ts
(a) Each politiical committee which anticipates receipts or expendi-

tures exceeding SIC,000in a calender year must, within 10 days after it
is organized or 10 days after it has reason Lo believe its receipts or ex-
penditures will exceed $1,000, file a statement or organization witlh
the Secretary or Clerk.

(b) The statement shall include-
(I) name and address of the commit±ce;
(2) names., addresses, relationships? of affiliated committees;
(3) area, si?ope, jurisdiction of the committee;
(4) name, address, position of custodian of books and accounts;
(5) name, address, positions of other principal committee

officers;
(6) names, addresses, offices sought and party affiliations of

candidates or others supported by the committee:
(7) statement as _opermanency of the committee;
(8) disposition of funds ill event of dissolution;
(9) list of all banks, safety deposits, etc. used:
(10) statement of required state and local reports and identi-

ties of receivinff offices;
(11) miscelhlneous information required by the Secretary or

Clerk;
(c) Any changes ill organization data must be reported within 10

clays to the Secretary or Clerk.
(d) Any committee which has already filed one or more reports

shall notit _y the Secretary or (?lerk if it disbauds or determines it will
not receive or spend in excess of $L000.

Section 254. l?eports by Political Committees a_d Candidates.
(a) Each treasurer of a pc,litical committee supporting candidates

for President_ Vice President or Senator shall file reports with the
Secretary--
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Each candidate for President, Vice President or Senator shall file
reports with the Secretary--

Each treasurer of a political committee supporting candidates/or
Representative in, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to the Ccn-
gress of the United States shall file reports with the Clerk--

Each candidate for Representative in, or Delegate or Resident
Commissioner to the Congress of the United States shall file reports
with the Clerk--

--reports of receipts and expenditures on pre_ribed forms, which
reports shall be filed on the 10th day of March, Ju_e and Sepl_ember
in each year and on the 15th and 5th days next preceding the date of
any election, and also by the 31st day of Janu_Lry. All reports shall be
complete as of such date as the Secret_ry may prescribe_ which sh_ll
not be less than 5 days before the date of filing.

(b) Each report shall disclose-
(I) cash on hand at the beginning of the reporting period;
(2) name and address of '_eachcontributor to committee or

candidate of contributions in the aggregate of $] 00 or more per
calendar year together with details of amounts and dates;

(8) total contributions to candidates or committees and not
reported under paragraph (2);

(4) name and address of committees or candida,res from whom
the reporting committee or candidate received or to whom the
reporting committee or c:mdidate made _my transfers of funds
with amounts and dates of transfers_

(5) each loan to or from 'my person of $10_ or more per
calendar year, with names and addresses of lenders and en-
dorsers, amounts and dates;

(6) total proceeds from sales of tickets to dimers, lundaeon,s,
rallies, etc., mass collections from such events, and sales of
campaign paraphernalia;

(7) each contribution, rebate, refund or other :ceceipt of $100
or more not listed under paragraphs (21) through (6);

(8) total sum of all receipts by or for the polit;ical committee
or candidate during the reporting period;

(9) name and address of each person to whom an expenditure
was made by the committee or candidate within the calendar
year of $100 or more with amounts, dates and purposes of each
expenditure;

(10) name and address of each person to whom ,_nexpenditure
for personal services, salaries, and reimbursed expenses of $10_
or more has been made, not otherwise reported, with amounts,
dates and purposes of such ex_)enditures;

(11) total sum of exDenditures made by such committees or
candidates during the calendar year:

(12) the amount and nature of debts and obligations owed
by or to the committee as the Secretary or the Clerk may
prescribe;

(13) other data as required by the Secretary and the Clerk.

(c) Reports reouired by su_;ection (a) shall be cumulative during,.,
the relative _alendar year but where no change occurs in an ah'eady
renorted item, only the amount need be carried forward. If no con-
tributions or expenditures have been accepted or expended duriin_ ,_
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calendar year the l_reasurer of a political committee or the candidate
must file a statement to that effect.

Section 255. Reports by Others than Political Committees
Every person (other than a political committee or candidate) who

makes contributions or expenditures other r,han by to a political com-
mittee or candidate, aggregating $100 or more in a calendar year
shall file with the Secretary or Clerk a statement containing the
data :required by Section 204. All statements shall be filed on same
dates as those required :for committees but need not be cumulative.

Section 256. Formal Reguirements Respecting Reports and State-
ments

(a) All reports or statements required by this title shall be veri-
fied by oath or affirmation of the person filing.

(b) A copy of each report or statement shall be retained by the
person filing for a period to be desigmtted by the Secretary or Clerk.

(c) The Secretary or Clerk may relieve any category of politicalcommittees of the filing requirements of Section 204 if such committee

(1) primarily sm:,ports persons seekil}g state or local office and notFederal office and, (2) does not operate in more than one State or on a
statewide basis.

(d) The Secretary or Clerk shall prescribe the manner of report-
ing debts, contracts, agreements, anl I)romises to make contributions
and expenditures, in Separate schedules and such separate statements
shall not be included in determining aggregate contributions and ex-
penditures until the amounts reported therein have been paid.

Section 257. Reports on Con_ention Fina_,eing
Each committee or other or_mnization which (1) represents a state

or political subdivision thereof, or any group of persons, in dealing
with officials of a national political party involving a convention to
nominate candidates for' President or 'V_cc President_ or (2) repre-
sents a national political party in arranging for a!convention to nom-
inate Presidential or Vice Presidential candidates shall within 60
days after the end of the conwmtion bat not later than 20 days before
the date for choosing Presidential and Vice Presidential electors, file

a s!atement with the Secretary furnishing in such detail as the Sec-retary requires the sources of' its funds_' and the purposes for which
the funds were expended.

Section 258. Duties of the Secretary and the _lerk
It shall be the duty of the Secretary and the Clerk respectively---

(1) to prepare all forms and statements;
(2) to nrescribe bookkeeping and reporting methods and

regulations

(3) to develop filing, coding and cross-indexing systems:(4) to make all reports and statements filed with him available
for public inspection and copying within 48 hours of receipt;

(5) to preserve _tatem.ents for 10 years except those relatingsolely to candidates for the House of Representatives which
shall be preserved only 5, years from the date of receipt;

(6) to compile and maintain current lists of all statements;
(7) to prepare and publish annual reports and compilt_tions

of (A) total contributions and expenditures reported by candi-

60--171 0--71--_3
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.dates, committees and othms, (B) total amounts expended accord-
mg to categories he shall (tetermine and broken down to can-
didate, 1)arty and non-par W expenditures on the national, state
and local levels for candidates and committees, and (C) a:ggre-
gate amounts contributed by any contributor showr to have given
$100 or more;

(8) to publish comparisons of current total contributions; and
expenditures with those of preceding elections, from time to l:ime;

(9) to publish such other reports as he may deera appropriate;
(10) to assure wide dissen'fination of statistics, summarie,_ and

reports prepared under this Act;
(11) to make timely audits and field investigations concerning

the reports and statements ::equired to be filed and alleged failure._
to comply with the provisions of this title;

(12) to report apparent violations of l_w to appropriate law
enforcement authorities;

(13) to prescribe suitable rules and regulation_ to carry out
the provisions of this title.

Section 259. _tatements Filed with the Ulerk of the United States
Uo_rt

(a) A copy of each statement required to be filed with the _,eere-
tary or Clerk shall be filed with the Clerk of the United States Dis-
trier for the district in which is located--the principal office of the
political committee, or the residence of a candidate oI other person.

The Secretary or Clerk may require the filing of reports or state-
ments with other U.S. District Court Clerks where he Jetermines the
public interest will be served.

(b) It shall be the duty of the Clerk of the U.S. District Court--
(1) to receive and maintain all reports and statements required

under this title;
(2) to preserve such reports and statements for 10 years ex-

cept those relating solely to candidates for the Hodse of Repre-
sentatives which shall be preserved for only 5 years;

(3) to make reports and statements available for public in-
spection and copying witMn 48 hours following receipt;

(4) to compile and maintain a current list of all statements.

Section 260. Prohibition on Contributions in ;_he Naz_e of Anothe,
5 , person shall make a contrilmtion in the name of another person_

an,_ no person shall knowingly accept a contribution made by one
person in the name of another person.

Section 261. Pe_alty .for Violaz!ions
Any person who violates any of the provisions of khis title shall

be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,
or both.

Section 269. State Laws Not Affected
(a) Nothing in this title shall be deemed to invalidate any provision

of any state law, except where compliance with any such provision
of law would result in a violation of a provision of thi s title.

(b) The Secretary and Clerk shall encourage and cooperate with
the election officials in the several states to develop procedures which
will eliminate the necessity of multiple filings by l)ermitting the
filing of copies of Federal reports to satisfy the State requirements.
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Section 263. Partial Invalidity
If any provision of this tit]e, or the application thereof, to any

person or circumstance is held invalid, the validity of the remainder
of the title and the application of such provision to other persons and
circumstances shall not be affected thereby.
Section 264. Repealing Clause

(a) The Federal Corrupt Practices Act is repealed.
(b) In case of any conviction under this Act, where the punishment

inflicted docs not include imprisonment, such conviction shall[ be
deemed a misdemeanor conviction only..

TITLE III--TAx INCENTIVES FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES

FOR FEDERAL OFFICE

Section 301. Income Tax Credit
(a) The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, Subpart A of part IV

of subchapter A of Chapter I (relating to credits against tax) is
amended by renumbering Section 40 as 41 and by inserting after
Section 39 the following new section:

Section 40. Contri&,_tions to Candidates /or Elective Federal,
O_ee

(a) An individual may claim as a credit against the tax for the

taxable year an amonnt equal to one-half of the political contri-butions made ]by the individual witlhin the taxable year.
(b) The credit shall not exceed $20 for any taxable year, is

further affected by limitations on other credits and must be veri-
fied by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate.

(c) A political contribution, for purposes of this section, means
a contribution or a gift to--.

(1) an !individual whose name is presented for election as
President, Vice President, Presidential or Vice Presidential
elector or Senator or Representative, in a general or special
election, or primary election, or in a political convention., for
use by such individual to further his candidacy for such
office;or

(2) a committee acting in behalf of an individual or indi-
viduals described in paragraph (1) for use by such committee
to further the candidacy of such individual or individuals.

(d) Election to take deduction in lieu of credit.
This section shall not apply in the case of any taxpayer who,

for the taxable, year, ,elects to claim a deduction in place of a credit
for a political contributior. The election shall be made in accord-
ance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.

(3) an ,estate or trust shall not be,allowed the credit against
tax for political contributions to candidates for elective ]?ed-
eral office.

(e) Cross references to Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
Section 302. Deduction in Lieu of Credit

(a) The Internal Revenue Code of ]954, Part VII of subchap_er 3
of Chapter i (relating to additional itemized deductions for indi-
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viduals) is amended by renumbering Sections 218 and 219 and by in-
serting after Section 217 the following new section:

Section 218. Uontributiona to Uandidates for Elsctlve Federal
Offlee

(a) In the case of an individual there shall be allowed as a de-
duction any political contribution, payment of which is made by
such individual within the taxable year.

(b) The deduction shall not exceed $100 for any taxable year'
and must be verified in accordance with regulationq prescribed b?
the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate.

(c) For purposes of thi.,l section a political cont:fibution means
a contribution or gift to-

(l}. an individual whose name is presented for electioh as
Pres_clent, Wee President, Presidential or Vice Presidential
elector or Senator or Representative in a general (;r special
election, in a primary election, or in a political convention,
for use by such individual to further his can(lidacy for any
such office.

(2) a committee acting in behalf of an individual or indi-
viduals described in p_ragraph (1) for use by ,;uch committd,_
to further the candidacy of such individual ,)r individuals.

(d) Election to take credit in lieu of deducti(m.
This section shall not apply in the case of any taxpayer whc,,

for the taxable year, elects to take the credit again_,.t tax provided
by Section 40. Such election shall be made in accordance with
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate.

(b) Consists of technical amendments
(c) Section 642 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by add-

ing a new subsection to prohibit an estate or trust from taking th,_
deduction for contributions to candidates for elective Federal office.

Section 303. Effective Date. Provides that the amendraents made by
Title III shall apply to taxable years ending after December 31,
1970, but only With respect to contributiorts or gifts payment of
which is made after such date

CHANOES 1N EXISTI_kN'O LAW

In compliance with subsection 4 of tale XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, changes in existing 'law made by the bill as
reported are shown as follows (existing law in whicL no change i:s
proposed is shown in roman; existihg law proposed to, be omitted i,,s
enclosed in black brackets; new matter is shown in itf_lic):

AMENDMENTS TO THE COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 193,1

§ 312. Administrative sanctions--Revocation of station license
or construction permit

(a) The Commission may revoke any station license or construction
permit--

(1) for false statements knowingly made either in the applica-
tion or i_i any statement of fact _qf_ch may be required pursuant
to section ;{08of this title;
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(2) because of conditions coming to the attention of the Com-
mission which would warr,._nt it in refusing to grant a license or
permit on an original application;

(3) for willful or repeated failure to operate substantially as
set forth in the license;

(4) for willful or repeated violation of, or willful or repeated
failure to observe any provision of this chapter or any rule or
regulation of the Commission authorized by this chapter or by a
treaty ratified by the United States;

(5) for violation of or failure to observe any final cease and
desist order issued by the Commission under this section; [or]

(6) fox' violation of section 1804, 1848, or 1464 of Title [18.'I
18; or

(7) for willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable access to
or to permit purchase of _'easonable a_ounts of tim,e for the use
of a broadcasting station by a legally qualified candidate on be-
half of his caq_didacy.

§ 315. Candidates for public office; facilities; rules
(a) If any licensee shall permit any' person who is a legally quali-

fied candidate for any public office, other t,_an the office of President
or Vice President o/the United States, to usc a broadcasting station, he
shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that
office in the use of such broadcasting station: ProVided, That such
licensee shall have no power of censorship over the material broad-
cast under the provisior, s of this section. No obligation is imposed
upon any licensee to allow the use of its station by any such candi-
date. Appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any-

(l) bona fide newscast.
(2) bona fide news interview,

(3) bona fide new,_ documentary (if the appearance of the can-didate is incidental to the presentation of the subject or subjects
covered by the news documentary), or

(4) one-the-spot coverage of bona fide news events (including
but not limited to political conventions and activities incidental
thereto).

shall not be deemed to be use of a broadcasting station within the
meaning of this subsection. Nothing in the foregoing sentence shall
be construed as relieving broadcasters, in connection with the presen-
tation of newscasts, news interviews, news documentaries, and on--
the-spot coverage of news events, from the obligation imposed upon
them under this chapter to operate in the public interest and to af-
ford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views
on issues of public importance.

[(b) The charges made for the use of ar_y broadcasting station for
any of the purposes set forth in this section shall not exceed the
charges made fox' comparable use of such station for other purposes.]

(b) The charges made /or the use o/ a_y broadcasting station
by a_y perso_, w] w is a lega?Ty qu(tlified ca_didate for any public
o_'ce iv_ co._,nection with his campaign fo, nomination for ekction,
or electio'n, to such ol_'ce sl_all not exceed,--

(1) during the forty-five days preceding the date o/ a pti-
,mary election a,nd t,htri_ff tl_e sixty days preeedi_,g the date o/
a ge.aeral or special election i,,, which ,such perso_t ,is a candidate,
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the lowest .unit charge of the station for the same amount of
time during the same period/a_,d

(8) at any other time, the chatges made for _omparable use
of such station by other users thereof.

(c) (1) For purposes of this subsectiog and _ubsectioi_ (d),
the term--

(A ) "Federal elective office" means the o]_ce of President,, Vice
President_ United States ,Senator or Representative, or Delegate
or Resident Commissioner to the Uor_gress;

(B) "use of broadcasting statio,ns by or o_ behalf of any ca**-
didate' i_wludes not only broadcasts advocating such eandidatds
election, but also broadcasts urg'b_g the defeat of his opponent
or derogating his opponent's stand on caz_paign issues/

(U) "legally qualified ca_,didate' mea_s any t.erson who (J)
meets the qualifications prescribed by the applicable laws to hoi'd
the Federal elective o_ce for which he is a candidate and (_!)
is eligible under applicable State law to be voted for by ti,_e
electorate directly or-by z,_eana of delegates or eh;ctors; a_d

(D) "broadcasting station"_ i,_wludes,. a,communii_y,: antenW_.ol' e tele-ee,vision system, and the t_rms lwenaee and s_atz n w_ns ,
when used with respect to a community antenna televisio,a sys-
tem_ mean the operator of such system.

(_) No legally qualified ca,htidat e in a_y privu_ey, :7eneral, or spe-
cial election for a Federal elective office may spend for the use of
broadcasting statio_ on beha,_f of his candidacy in _uch eleci;ion a
total amount in excess of--

(A ) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate of resident population
of voting age for s_wh office, as determined by the Bureau of
Uensus in June of the yea'_'preceding the :year i_ which the ele_-
5on is to be held; or

(B) $30,000, if greater than the amount dete._w_i_ed .u_der
subparagraph (A ).

legally qualified candidate for nomination for elect_on to the o_ce_ President may not spend a total a_no.u.nt /o_ all primary electio_.:s
held for such office in, _'hieh he is a cct_didate _5_exees,_ o] the l_imita,-
tion provided by the first sente_._ceof thi8 parag_'aph.

(3) Amo_ts spent for the 'use of broadcasting stationers on behalf
of any legally qualified ca_didate for Federal e2ective or, ce (or for
nomination to such o_ce) shalq? for the purposes of ':his subsection!,
be deemed to have been spent b.v such candidate. Avwu_ts spent for
the use of broadcasting station, s by or on behalf of any legally qual_;-
fled candidate for the o_ce of Vice President of the United States
shall_ [or the p_.t.rpose8 Of thins,subsections, be deemed to have bee_
spent by the candidate fo_' the o_ce of President of th_ U_nited _tates
with whom he is mtn'n.i_g.

(_) zVo station licensee way make a_iq cl_arqe for the use of s_tc,_
station by or on behalf of a_t ca_,diddte for'Federai eleetive offlce
(or .for _wmination to $_tch oiler) _:,nles,_._ttch ,candidate, o_' a. ])erso._
specifically authorized by s_tch ca_,didate i,n,writing to do so. ce,4ifie._,
to such lice_see in 'av,lti,n.g tiaa? thc pa?tmei_t of suc]_ (l_a_'qe tt,i,t_not
violate pava gcapl_ (_).

(5) Broadcasting statio_ts a,,_d ca_didates sZ:all file with the Uov_-
miz.sion such reports at such times a_d co ntai_fi_,g such i_form, atfo_, as
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· the Uommission shall prescribe for the purpose of this subsection and,
i._ the case of broadcasting station,s, subsection (d) .

(d) If the Uommission detet'mines that--
,(1) a State by law-

(A) has provided that a p_gma'_y or other election for any
office of such State o7' of a political subdivision thereof is sub-
ject to thi_ subsection, a_ul

(B) has specified a limitatio_ upon total expe_ditures for
the use of broadcasting statiovz on behalf of the ca_zdizlacy of
each legally qualified candidate in such electio% a_d

(2) the amou._t of such limitation does _wt exceed the amount
which would be determined for such el_ct_on under subsection (c)
had such electio_ been an election fo, _ a Federal elective o_ce,
Or nomination thereto, then _o station licensee may make any
charge for the use of such station by or on behalf of any legally
qualified candidate .in such elect_on u_tless such candidat% or a
person specifioally authorized by such candidate in writing t,o do
so, certifies to such licensee in writing that the payment of such
charge will not violate such limitatio_z upon total expenditures.

l'(c)l(e) The Commission shall prescribe appropriate rules and
regulations to carry out Lhe provisions of th!is section.

AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 18, UNITED STATES CODE

§ 591. Definitions
l,When used in sections 597, 599, 602, 609 and 610 of this title---
[The term "election" includes t_general or special election, but does

not include a 1)rimary election or convention of a political party ;;
l,The term "candidate" me'ms an individual whose name i's pre-

sented fol' election as Senator or Representative in. or Delegate or
Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the United States. whether
or not such individual is elected;

l,The term "political committee" includes any committee, associa-
tion, or organization which accepts contributions or makes expendi-
tnres for the purpose of infiueficing or atteml)ting to influence the
election of candidates or presidential and vice presidential electors (1)
in two or more States, or (2) whether or ]tot in more than one State
if such committee., association, or organization (other than a duly or-
ganized State or local committee of a political party) is a branch or
subsidiary of a national conmdttee, association, or organization;

['Thc term "contribution" includes a gift, subscription, loan, ad-
vance, or deposit, of money, or anything oJ! value, and includes a con-
tract, promise, or agreement to make a ccntributiom whether or not
legal]ly enforceable;

l,The term "expenditure" includes a paylaent, distribution, loan, ad-
vance, deposit, or gift. of money, or anyt!-Ling of value, and includes
a contract, promise, or agreement to make an expenditm'e, whether m'
not legally enforceable;

l,The term "person" or the term "whoever" includes an individual.
imrtnershil), committee, association, cO,'l)(,vation, and any other or-
ganization or g,rout) of l)ersons;

rThe term "State" includes Territory arid possession of the United
States.]
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Whe,, used in. sections 597. 599, 600, 602, 608, 610, ._nd 611 of this
title-

(a) "election." _nea.ns (l) a general, spectral, or p:"imary ele.ctio.,_.,
(2) a co n,ention or caucws of a po?itical party ]wM to .,mni, ai._e
a candidate, (3) a prbnary electio_ field for the sdection of dele-
gates to a national _wmi_ating co_venfio_ of a I_olitical :part:y,
or (4) a p_im.ary electio_ tleld for tile expression Of a preference
for th.e _wminatio_ of ?_erso_s for election to the ol_!ce of
President;

(b) "candidate" mea, s an indi_,idual who seeks _omin.ation
for election, or election, to Federal office, whether or ¢_otsuch in-
dividual is elected? a-nd, for purposes of ti_is paraqraph., a_i,i_uti-
_idua.l shall be deemed go _eek qwmination for election, or electio_h
to Federal office, if he has (1) taken the action, _'_ecessary under
t3e law of a State to qualify himself for _wmi.natio_ for election,
or (2) received contributions or mdde expenditures, or ]_as given
his consen,t for any other person to receive co_t_gSution or make
expenditures, with a view to b_G_gin,g about his .wmi_mtion fvr
electio_, or election, to such. office;

(c) "Federal office" me(._nsthe office of Presiden._ or F'ice Pres;-
de_.t of the United States, or Se_ator o_ Repre,,ent. ative in, or
Delegate or Resident Commissioner to_ the Uongre_,'so.f the United
States;

(d) "political committee" mea_s a_.y i_divid?ml, committee, m_-
sociatlon, or orga._ization which accepts contributions or makes
expenditures duri_W a cab_ndar year in an aggregate amour_t ex-
ceeding $1,000;

(e) "contribution" mea,_.s--
(1) a gift, subscrip:_ion, loa_, ad,,ance, or dcposlt of money

or any thing of _'alue, made for the ;ourpose of in/tuencinq
the nominations, for election, or electiom of any person to Fed-
eral office, or for the :purpose of in/lue_wing the results of a
primary held for the selectiov_ of delegates to a _'lational ,twm_;-
hating convention of o:political' party or for t3 e express:;on of
a preferem,e .for tl_e ._wmim_tio, o.f persons for election, go tile
office of President;

(2) a contract, promise, or aqreement, express or implied,
whether or not legally enforceable, to wake a cgntribution .for
such purposes;

(3) a transfer of .f,_nds between poi'itical committees; and
(4) the paym, ent, b_7any person other than a candidate or

political committee, o.f compe_sation /or the personal se:,,ices
of an.ortnerperso,, wit;eh are rendered to suctl_ ca_didate or
political committee without charge for any such purpo_,_e;

(f) "expenditure" meads-
(I) a purchase, payment, distribut,:on, loa,_, adva_we, de-

posit, or gift of money or a_y thi, g of value,'made for the
purpose of infiuenciv_i the nowination for election, or dec'-
tion, of any person to Federal office, or for :_he purpose of
influencing the result of a primary _eld for t_e selection of
delegates to a national _wm,i_ati_Lq co?_,_,entionof a poi!itleol
party or for the expre,ssion of a prefere_we for :_he_mmi_ atio?,
of persons/or election to t?ie office of i%es)'deg:t :
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(_) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or implied,
whether or not i_egally enforceable, to make an expenditure;
and

(3) a transfer of funds between political committees; and
(g ) "person" and "whoever" mea_ ox_individual, partnership,

committee, association, corporation, or any other organization ov
group of persons.

§600. Promise of employment or other benefit for political
activity.

[Whoever, directly or indirectly promises any employment, posi-
tion, work, compensation, or other benefit, provided for or made
possible in whole or in part by any Act of Congress, to any person
as consideration, favor, Or re'yard for any political activity or for
the support of or opp°sition to any candidate or any political party
in any election, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
not more than one year, or both.]

Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises any employment, posi-
tion, compensation,, contract, appointment, o2 other benefit_ provided
for or made possible i_. whole or in part by any Act of Congress, or
any special consideration in obtaining any ,_uch benefit, to any person
as consideration, favor, or reward for any political activity or for the
support of or opposition, to av.y candidate or any political party in
connection with a_,q general or special electio_ to any political o_fice_
or in connection with any prima_y election or political convention or
ca_wus held to select ca_tidates for any political o_fice, shall be fi/ned
_ot more than $1,6100or im_ori_oned not more tha_ one year, or both.
§ 602. Solicitation of political contributions.

(a) Whoever, being a Senator or Representative in_ or Delegate orResident Commissioner to, or a candidate for Congress, or individual
elected as, Senator, Representative, Delegate, or Resident Corn:mis-
sioner, or an officer or eraployee of the 5 Un[ted States or any depart-
ment or agency thereof, or a person reo_iving any salary or compensa-
tion for services _rom money dexived from thc Treasury of the United
States, directly or indirectly solicits, receives, or is in any manner
concerned in soliciting or receiving, any assessment, subscription, or
contribution for any political purpose whatever, from any other such
officer, employee, or person, shall be fined not more th_n $5,000 or im-
prisoned not more than three years or both.

(b) Whoever, acting on behalf of any political committee (includ-
ing any State or lc,caf committee of a political ?a.rty), directly or in-
directly, intentionally or willfully solicits, or _s _n any m_nner con-
cerned in soiciting, any assessment, subscription, or contribution for
the use of such political committee or for a_y political purpose what-
ever from any officer or envployee of the United States (other than an
elected officer) shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not
more than three yea,rs, or both.

§ 608. Limitations on political contributions and purchases
[(a) Whoever, directly or Jindirectly, makes contributions in an

a_grega.te amount !in excess of $5,000 during.' any calendar year, o.r in
connection with any ca.mpaign for n,omina[ion or election, to or on
behMf of any candidate for an elective, Federal office, including the
offices of President of the United States a ad Presidential and Vice
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Presidential electors, or to or on be_half of any committee or ,7t.her
organization engaged in furthering, advancing, or advoca,ting thc
nomination or election of all 3, candidate for any snci:t office or the
success of any nationa.1 political party, shall be fined :act more than
$5,000 or imprisoned not re,ore than five years, or both.

['This subsection shall not apply to contributions made to or by a
State or local commi[tee or other State or local organization or to
similar committees or organizations in the District of Columbia or
in any Territory or Possession of the United States.

I,(b) Whoever purchases or buys any goods, commodities, adver-
tising, .or a.rticles of any kind or descril)tion, 'the prc_'eeds of which
or any portion thereof, directly or indirectly inures to t,he benefit
of or for any ¢a.nd,idate for a:( elective Federal office including the
offices of President of the United States, and Presidentia.l and Vice
Presidential electors or any political conmfittee or other political
organization engaged in furt.hering, advancing, or advocating the
nomination or deetion of .any candidate for any such office or the suc-
cess of any national political party, shall be fined not m_rc than $5,000
or imprisoned not more than five years, or 'both.

[;This subsection shall not interfere with tlle usual and known busi-
ness, trade, or profession of a.ny candidate.

I,(e) In all eases of violations of this section by a pa::tnership, com-mittee, association, corporati, on, or o_her organization or groiap cf
persons, t;he officers, directors, or managing heads thereof who know-
ingly and willfully participat_ in such violation, shall be punished as
herein provided.

r(d) The term "eontribut;io,n", as used in this section, shall have
the same meaning prescribed by section 591 of this title.]l

(a) It shall be unlawful f_ any person, directly or indirectly, to
make a contribution or contributions in an aggregate a_r_ountin exce,vs
of $5,000 during any calendar year, in co_nectior_ with any campaign
for _omination for election or e._ectionto Federat office, to---

(l) any political committee or candidate;
(2) two or re,ore political committees substantially supporting

the same candidate; or
(3) a candidate and o_e or _roorepolitical com_,,ittees substa_-

ticdly ,_pporting the candidate.
In computing the aggregate limitatio_ of this subsection, contribu-
tions and pledges made after an electioq_ for Federal o]_ce to discharb,e
indebtedness ac¢_u_edduring the campaign for such ol_ce sh_ll be
deemed to have been made in tlie calendar year in wl_icli,such. indebted-
_ess was accrued. Nothing contained in this s_,'bsectio,_ shall prohibit

the transfer of cont_but,ions received by a poi'itical committee.(b ) Except as.pro_:_;dedin s,[bsection (d)--
(1) it shall be unlawful for a_y political co_n/r.,_itteeor candi-

date to sell goods, commodities? advertising, or oi_her articges_ or
any set,vices to anyone otl,_er than a political com_r_ittee or candi.
date; and

(_) it shall be u_lawfu;! for a_y persov, other ;_han a political
committee or candidate, to purchase goods, comz_odities, adve.r-
rising, or other articles or any ser,_,ices .from a political com,mittee
or candidate.
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(c) Whoever .violates subsection (a) o_' lb) o.f this section shall be
#ned not moire than $5,000 or im.pr4soned ,not more than rice yea_s, or
both.

(d) _qabseetion. (b) of this section shall ,_ot apply to a sale or pur-
chase (1) of a:_y political cant,pails pin, bv,tto,, badge, flag, emblevt,
hat, banner, or similar cam.paign so uve_d.ror any political campaig_
literature or publication, s (but shall apply to sales of advertisinq in-.
eluding the sale of space in an.l/lmblica:tion), for' prices _wt exceeding
$g5 each, (_2) of ti'ckets to dim_e,'s, luncheons', _'allie8, and sbnilar fund-
_wisi_g activities, (3) of food o,' drink for ,t,cha2,ge _ot substantiall?!
in, excess of the normal cT_al'geti_erefor, or (_) made in. the tout'se of the
usual, and known business, trade, or pr'ofes.s'ion of any pe_.son,or in a
normal arm's-le_gth trai_saction, howe'r,er, a sale of purchase described
in paragraph (1), (_), or (3) shall be deemed a contJ4bution u:,,der
.wtbsection. (a) of this section.

(e) For the purposes of this sect;o_, a f'o_tribtttioJ_ made by the
,_pouseor a minor child of a peeson .shall be deemed a co, trih_ttion_made
b?!such,perso_.

(f) In all echoesof .viola,tio_s of this section, by a parh_ership, com-
i,;ttee, aasociatio_, cor]>oratlo_u o_'othe,,' or.q_i.,ation ov .qroup of per-
so,,_, the o_cers, directors, or mmmging heads thereof who k_o_cingl?t
and willfully partidpate i_ suc,h violation shall be puni._hed as herein
provided.

[§ 609, Maximum contributions and expenditures.
[No political committee shall receive contributions aggregatin_

more than $3.000,000, or make expenditures aggregating more than
_3.000,000, during any calendar year.

[For the pm'poses of this s_;_ction,any contributions received and
any expenditures made on behalf of any political committee with the
knowledge and consent, of the chairman or treasurer of such commit-
tee shall bo deemed to be received or made by such committee.

[Any violation of this section by any political committee shall be
deemed also to be a violation by fiw chairman and the treasurer of

such committee and bv any other person responsible for such violationand Shall be punishal;le l)y a fine of not mom than $1,000 or imprison-
merit, of not more than one year, or both; and, if the violation was
xk-illful, by a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment of not
more than two years, or both.]

§ 611. Contributions by [firms or individuals contracting with the
United States.J Government contractors.

t"Whover_ entering into any contrae_ with the United States or :any
depLtrtment, or a_eney thereof, either for the rendition of personal
set'v_ees or furnishing arty material, supplies, or equipment to the
lrnited State_, or any department or agency thereof, or selling :any
land or !mildin_z to the United States or any department or agency
thereof, if payment for fi_e performance of .tach contract or payment

for such material, supl>lies , equipment, land, or lmilding is to be madein whole or in part from funds appropriate(l by the Conffress, during
the period of negotiation for, or perfornmnee under such contract; or
furnishing of material, supplies, equipment, land, or buildings, directly
or indirectly makes any contribution of money or any other Ufing of
value, or promises expresdy or impliedly to make any such eontribu-
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tion, to any political party i committee, or candidate fr.r Imblic office
or to ally person fei' ally political l)Url)ose or use; or

[WVhoever knowingly solicits ally such contribution :!rom ally suclt
person or firm, for any such purl)ese during any such [eriod--

['Shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imp'risoned not nlore than
five years, or both.1

Wl_oever--

(a) entering into any contract with tl_e United Sta. tes or an?
departn_e_t or a.ge_cy tl_ereof either for thc rendition of persova_
serv_es or furnishi_g a_,y material, supplies, or eq,_il_me_t to :tl_e
U,_.ited States or a,y departmeq_,t or agency thereof or for selling
any land or buildinst to tl_e United S/ales or any department o:"
age_cy tl_ereof_ if pa!/ment for the performa_we o/sucl_ co_itrcwt
of payme_t for suclt material, s,pplie._, equ'ipment, la._d, or build-

i_g is to be made in v_'hole or in part .!rom fuvds appropriated by
the Uongress. at a,y time between the commeiwem._nt of negotia-
tions for a_d the later of (1) the compi!etion oe performa_we
u._,der, or (2) tl_e termi, atio', o.f vegotlatio,s fo_:. such cot, tract
o_' furoi._hi,_g of vmterlal, supplies, equipn_e._t, lanct or building.%

directly or indirectly makes any contribution of _o¢_ey or otherthi, g of _:alue. or promises expressly or impliedl:y to make any
such contribution., to any political party, co_r_mittee, or candidate
/or public o_ce or to avy person .for. any politi._al purp6,se or
_e ; or

(b) knowingly solicits any such contribution erom a_y suc._
person for any such purpose durinq any such peri;od;

shall be fined not more titan ,_5_000 or impriso_qed not more than fi_'e
years, or both.

FEDERAL CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT, 1925_ AS Al![ENDED*

rTITLE III.--FEDERAL CORRUPT PRACTIC]gS ACT, 19_5

[Sec. 301. This title may be cited as the "Federal Corrupt Prac-
tices Act. 1925.'

[SEc. 302. When used in this title--
[(a) The term "elect:ion" includes a general or spec! al election, but

does not include a primary election or convention of a political party;
[(b) The term "candidate" means an individual whose name :is

presented at an election fei' election as Senator or Representative in,
or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the United
States, whether or not such individual is elect,ad;

[(c) The term "political committee" includes any committee, asso-
ciation, or organization which accepts contributions or makes exl?endi-
tures for the purpose of influencing or attempting to influence the
election of candidates or presidential and vice prvsidential e!lectot_
(1) in two or more States, or (2) whether or not in more th,sm one
State if such committee, association, or organization (other than a

_Ihe Federal Corrupt Practices Act was enacted as title III, sections 301-319, of An
Act reclassifying the salaries of postmaster and employees of the pos_:al service, readju,t-
ing their salaries and compensation on an equitable basts, increasing postal rates to
provide for such readjustment, and for other purposes", approved February 2,q, 1925
(Public Law 506, 65th Cong.). Title III was amended June 25, 19_3 (Public [mw 'r9,
78th Cong.), June 20, 1947 (Public Law 101, 80th Cong.), June 25, 1948 (Public Law
722. goth Con,.i. ami October 31. 1951 (I'ublic Law 248, g2d ('ong. I. Sections .qlO-:-:l.'l
have been repealed and enacted into positive law as part o:e title 11_, United States Cc, le.
They are not shown among those sections of tho Corrupt Practices Act which would be
repealed by S. 734 as reported.
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duly organized State or local committee of a political party) is a
branch or subsidiary of a national committee, association, or
organization;

I'(d) The term "contribution" includes a gift, subscription, loan,
advance, or deposit, of money, or anything of value, and includes a
contract, promise, or agreement, whether or not legally enforceable,
to make a contribution;

[,(e) The term "expenditure" includes a payment, distribution,
loan, advance, deposit, or gift, of money, or anything of value, and
includes a contract, promise, Or agreemmtt, whether or not legally
enforceable, to make an expenditure;

['(f) The term "person" inc,ludes an individual, partnership, com-
mittee, association, corporation, and any other organization or group
of persons;

[,(g) The term "Clerk" means the Clerk of the House of Repre-
sentatives of the United States;

[,(h) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Senate of
the United States;

[,(i) The term "State" includes Territory and possession of theUnited States.

[,Src. 303. (a) Every polit!ical committee shall have a chairman
and a treasurer. No contribution shall be _ccepted, and no expendi-
ture made, by or on behalf of a political committee for the purpose of
influencing an election until such chairman and treasurer have been
chosen.

[,(b) It shall be the duty of the treasure, r of a political committee
to ,keep a detailed and exact account of__

[,(1) All contributions made to or for such committee;
[,(9) The name and address of every person making any such

contribution, and the date thereof;
[, (3) All expenditures made by or on behalf of such committee;

and

[.(4) The name and address of every person to whom any such
expenditure is made,, and the date thereof .

I'(c) It shall be the duty o.f the treasurer to obtain and keep a
recmpted bill, stating the particulars, for every expenditure by or on
behalf of a political committee exceeding $10 in amount. The treas-
urer shall preserve all receipted bills and accounts required to be kept,
by this section for a period of at least two years from the date of the
filing of the statement containing such items.

[.SEc. 304. Every l)erse, n who receives a contribution for a political
committee shall, on demand of the treasurer, and in any event within
five days after the, receipt of such contribution, render to the treasurer
a detailed account thereof, including the name and address of the
person making such contribution, and the date on which received.

[,Sg('. 305. (a) The treasurer of a political committee shall file with
the Clerk between the 1st and 10th days of March, June, and Septem-
l)er, in each year, and also between the 10th and 15th days, and on the
.Sth day. next preceding the, date on which a general election is to be
held, at which candidates arc, to be elected in two or more States, and
also on the 1st day of January, a statement contaiuing, complete as
of the day next preceding the date of filing'-

[ (i) The name and address of each person who has made a con-
tribution to or for such committee in one or more items of the
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aggregate amount or value, within the calendar yes,r, of $100 or
more, together with the amount and date of such ,_ontributfon;

1,,(2) The total sum of the contributions made to or for such
committee during the calendar year and not stated under para-
gTaph (1);

1'(3) The total sum of all contributions made to or for such
committee during the calendar year;

1,(4) The name and address of each peIson to whom an ex-
penditure in one or more items of the aggregate amount or value
within the calendar vear of $10 or more has been made by or on
behalf of such committee, and the amount, date, and purpose of
such expenditure;

1'(5) The total sum of all expenditures made by or on beha_lfof
such committee during the calendar year and not stated under
paragraph (4);

1,(6) The total sum of expenditures made by or on behalf of
such committee during the calendar year.

1,(b) The statements required to be filed by subdivi,_ion (a) shall
be cumulative during the calendar year to which they rel _te_but where
there has been no change in an item reported in a previous statement
only the amount, need be carried forward.

1,(¢) The statement filed on the 1st day of January shall cover the
preceding calendar year.

1,SEc. 306. Every person (other than a political committee) who
makes an expenditure in one or more items, other than by contribution
to a political committee, aggregating $50 or more within a cMendar
year for the purpose of influencing in two or more States the election
of candidates, shall file with the Clerk an itemized detailed statement
of such expenditure in the same manner as required ot the treasurer
of a political committee by section 305.

1,S_c. 807. (a) Every candidate for Senator shall file with the
Secretary and every candidate for Representat!ive, Delegate, or Resi-
dent Commissioner shall file with the Clerk not less than tenLnor
more than fifteen days before, and also within thirty days after, the
date on which an election is to be held, a statement containing, com-
plete as of the day next preceding the date of filing--

1,(1) A correct and itemized account o_ each contribution
received by him or by any.person for him with his knowledge or
consent, from any source, m aid or support of his candidacy for
election, or for thepurpose of influencing the result of the election,
to_ether with the name of the person who has made such con-
tribution;

1,(9) A correct and itemized accoant of each exl;enditure madeby him or by any person for him with his knowledge or consenL
in aid or support of his candidacy for election, or for the purpose
of influencing the result of the election, together with the name
of the person to whom such expenditure was made; except; that
only the total sum of expenditures for items specified in sub-
division (c) of section 309 need be stated;

1,(3) A statement of every promise or ple.dge made by him or
by any person for him with his consent, prior to the closing of
the polls on the day of the election, relative to the appoint merLt
or recommendation for appointment of any person to any public
or private position or employment for the purpo_,;e of procuring
support in his candidacy, and the name, address, _nd occupation
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of every person to whom ally such p t'omise or pledge has been
made together with the description of any such osition. If no
such promise or pledge has been made, that fact shall be specifi-
cally stated.

[(b) The statements required to be filed by subdivision (a) shall
be cumulative, but where there has been no change in an item re-
ported iii a previous statement only 'the amount need be carried
forward.

[ (c) Every candidate shall include with his first statement a report,
based upon the records of the proper State official stating the total
number of votes cast for all candidates for the office which the candi-
date seeks, at the general election next preceding the election at which
he i.sa candidate.

[SEc. 308. A statement required by this title to. be filed by a can-
didate or treasurer of _[ political committee or other person withLthe
Clerk or Secretary, as the case may ,be--

[(It) Shall be verified b the oath or affirmation of the person filingY . · ,

such statement .taken before any officer authorized to admmtster oaths;
[(b) Shall be deemed properly filed when deposited in an estab-

lished post office with'in the prescribed time. duly stamped, registered,
'md directed to the Clerk or Secretary at Washington, District of
Columbia., but in the event it is not rece.lved_ a duplicate of such state-
ment shall be promptly fled upon notice by the Clerk or Secretary of
its nonreceipt:

[(e) ShM1 be reserved by the Clerk or Secretary for a period of
two years from the date of filing, shall constitute a part of the public

records of his office, and shall be open to public inspection.[SEc. 309. (a) A candidate, in his campaign for election, shall not
make expenditures in excess of the amoun[ which he may lawfully
make under the laws of the State in which he is a candidate, nor in
excess of the amount which he may lawfidty make under the provi-
sions by this title.

[(b) Unless the laws of his State prescribe a less amount as the
m:_ximmn limit of campaign expenditures, a candidate may Intake
expend'itures up to--

I(1) The sum of $10,000 if a candidate for Senator, or the
sum of $'2,500 if a candid!ate for Representative, Delegate:, or
Resident Commimioner; or

[(2) An amount equal to the amount obtained by multiplying
three cents by the total number of votes cast at the last general
election for MI candidates for the office which the candidate seeks,
but in no event exceeding ,$25,000 if a candidate for Senator or
$5,000 if a candidate for Representative, Delegate, or Resident
Commissioner.

[(e) Money expended by a candidate to meet and discharge any
assessment, fee, or charge made or levied upon candidates by the laws
of the State in which he' resides, or expended for his necessary per-
sonal, t.mveling, or subsistence expenseS, or for stationery, postage,
writing, or printing (other than for use on bill boards or in news-
papers) for distributing letters, circulars? or posters, or for telegraph
or telephone service, shall not be included in determining whether his
exl_nditures have exceeded the sum fixed by paragraph (1) or (2)
of subdivision (b) as the limit of campaign expmlses of a candidate.
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[SEc. 314. (a) Any person who violates any of the foregoing provi-
sions of this title, except those for which a specific penalty is imposed
by sect:ions 312 and 313, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or im-
prisoned not more than one year, or bot.h.

[(b) Any person who willfully violates any of the foregoing pro-
visions of this title, except t:hose fei' which ,%speeifi: penalty is ira-
posed by sections 312 and 313, shall be fined not more ih'an $10,000 a:ad
imprisoned not more than two years.

i[SBc. 315. This title shall not limit or affect the right of any person
to make expenditures for propel' legal expenses itt contesting the
results of an election.

i£SEc. 3'16. This title shall not .be construed to annul the laws of any
State relating to the nomination or election of candidates, unless
directly inconsistent with the provisions of th:is title, or to exempt any
candidate from complying with such State laws.

][SEc. 317. If any.provision of this title or the application thereof
to any person or c'lrcumstance is ,held invalid, the validity of the
remainder of the Act and of the application of sr.ch prm;ision to
other persons and circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

[Src. 318. The following Acts and parts of Acts are hereby :ce-
pealed: The Act entitled An Act prowdmg for lcublieity of eon-
tributions made for the purpose of influencing elections at which
Representatives in tCongress are elected," approved June 25, 1910
(chapter 092, Thirty-sixth Statutes, p_[ge 892), and tlhe Acts amenda-

tory thereof, approved August 19, 1911 (chapter ,3,3,Thirty-seventh
Statutes, page 95), and August 2'3, 1912 (chapter 349, Thirty-seventh
Stat utes_ page 360); the Act entitled "An Act to prevent corrupt
practices in the election of Senators, Representatives, or Delegates in
Congress," approved October 16, 1918 (chapter 18_, Fortieth Stat-
utes, p_ge 1013); and section 83 of the Criminal Code of the United
States, approved March 4, 1909 (chapter .321, Third.y-fifth Statutes,
page 1088).

['SEc. 319. This title shall take effect thirty days after its; enact-
ment.]

DlscLosrrRzOFFErERALCz._rPzro_rFuyvs

DEFII_'ITIO_¥8

Sro. 251. When used iv. t/ds part-
(a) "election" weaas (1) a get, er'al, special, o__;,)r/m_try elect/oa,

(2) a conveation or caucus of a volitica[ party i'_eld to _wmd_te
a candidate, (3) .a p_imary eket(o_t held for the select;o_ o[ dele-
gates to a national nomh_ati_g cm_ve_tion of a ]_olitical party, o_'
(4) a prima_'y elec,tion hem for the expressio_ o! a preferevce for
the _.ominatio_ o.f perso**s for eleetio_ to the off/ce o.f )Uresidei_t :

(b ) "ca_dldate" meai, s an i_dividual who seeks ,,om,i,aiqo_, foe
electio,_, o_' electiov, to Federal o/rice, whether or vet s_teh i_di-
vidual is elected, a_.d. for purposc._ of this pa_'a.g,al_h, a, i,dirid-
ual shall be deemed to seek nomf, atlo_ .for elertio_, or election,
if he h,_ (1) taken the aetiov, vecessary ttvder t,[e gatt, of a _gtate
to qualify himself for nominatiov for election, o_' electio.n, to
Federal o7_ce, or (2) received eoi_trib.idio_s o_;v_._cleexper ditu:,_es,
or has given his co_sevt for a_y othe_· ??erson to receive contribu-
tions or ma,Ice expe_dit_tres, with a _,_e_cto brivgivg a_.out his
nomination for election, or electloT_,to s_tch offee /
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(c) "Federal office" ,mea_s the o{ficc of Presble_,t or Vice Presi-
dent of the United Ntates: or o.f _ge.ator or Representa,tive i.. of
Delegate or tCeside_t Uomm lssioner to. tIw Uongre,s'.sof tlie United
States;

(d) "political committee" means a,y committee, associatio,,, or
organization wMch a_ccept._,contrlbutio,s or 'ma,'es expenditures
during a cale_ular year in an, aggregate amottnt exceedi, g 81;000;

(e ) "contribution" meatus-
(I) a gl/t, subscription, loan, ad_'a,_we,or deposit o/mo¢wy

or a_y thi_La of _,,alue, made/'or t)'te pu._7)ose o.f infiuen_g'_g
tI_e nomination .for el.ectio_, or election,, of any perso_, to
Federal ol_ee or as a preside_ rial or _.ice-preside_tial elector,
or for the purpose of i_fiue_dng tl_e _'esalt o.f a primary held
for the selection of delegates to a .,atio,nal n.omina;ting con-
_,entio,n, of a political party, or for the expressiott of a pref-
erence for the _'w,mi_at_:o_of ?erso,,.s .for eh'etlon to the o[fice
of Presiden t;

(_) a contrac& promise, or agJ'eem,ettt, .whether or _n.ot
legally enforceable, to n_rtJ['ea co.D_;b_tio,_ for a_,y s,,wl_
purpose;

(3) a transfer o.f funds between political committees; a_d
(_) the payment, by any person other than a candidate or

political committee, of compensation for the personal ser_-
ices of another person which are rendered to such candidate
or com/m,ittee _oiti_out charge for a_y such Purpose;

(f) "expenditure" means--
(1) a purchase, payment, distrlbution, loan_ advance_ de-

posit, or gift of money or anything of _'alue, made for the
purpose of in#ue,nci_g t_e nomination for election, or elec-
tion, of any person to Federal office.,or as a presidential and
_ice-presidential elector, or .for the purpose of infiuenc'ing
the result o.f a primary held/:or t,_e selection of delegates
to a national nominating con_._ention of a political party, or
for t_e e_,pression of a preference for the nomination of per-
sons for election to the o)_ee of President;

(_).a contract, pro_aise, or agreement _t,hether or _ot
legally e_forceabte, to _.ake an expenditure: and

(3) a trans.fer o.f fu_ds between political committees /
(g) "Ulerk" _nea_s the Ui_erkof the House of Representati_es

o.f the United States:
(h) "Secretary" means t_e _eeretar?'! of the Senate of the

United States:
(i) "person" means an indi_idual, partnership, coramittee, as-

soclation, corporation, labor organization, and any other orga.
nlzation or group of persons ,'and

(j) "State" includes the District o.f Uolumbia, the Uommon-
wealth of Ptterto l?ico, and any territory or possession, of the.
United _tates.

OIgGANIZATION OF POLITICAL COMMITTEE_

S'_'_'._.5_. (a) E rery political committee sh,_U ha_,e a e_airman and
a treasurer. No co, tribution, and no expenditure shall be accepted or
made l)y or on behalf of a political committee at a time _ohen there
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is a vacancy in the office of chairw_an o__trea._u;,_erthereof.. No ex?_e_d-
iture shall be made for or on behalf of a political, cov_m.ittee ,witho_t
the authorization of its chairman or treasurer, or t,_eh_ desigf_ated
agents.

(b) Every person who receives a contrib_ttion for _ politicai_ com.-
mitres shall, on demand of the treasurer, a_ndin a,zy e.,_e_t within fi._.,e
days after the receipt of such contribution, render to the trec_s_rer a
detailed aeeoum,t thereof, i_cl_tding the a_wun_, the _arne a_d address
of the person making such cont_ib_tti_m, and tl_e da_e on. _t?hich.re-
ceived. All funds of a political committee sl_all be segregated frwn,
aqul may not be commingled with, a_.y per_,_onal f_cls of o_cers,
members, or as._ociates of such com_nittee.

(c) It shall be the duty o.f the trea._rer of _ political con, mi tree to
keep a detailed and exact account of--

(1) all contributions made to o, for s_.,ch com._ittee;
(2) the full ,_ame and mailing ddress of ez,er3, person maki_g

any contribution, and tl_e date and amo._nt thereof;
(3) all expenditures made by or on be)_alf of _':_wt_com.mittee;

and
(J) the full _a.me and mailiny address of eyeful person to

whom any expenditure is made, and the date and amount t/t_ereof.
(d) It shall be the duty of the treosurer to obtain., a_d keep a re-

ceipted bill, stating the particulars_ )_or every expenditure m_de 5y
or on behalf of a political coqwmittee of $100 or more in am.ou**t, a'._d
for any. such expenditure_ in a lesser az_ount, _f. the a$.,qregate av_o_t
of su9h expendztures to the same person during a c_dar yeaw e:x-
ceeds 8100. The treasurer shall preserve all weceipted b_l_ and accounts
required to be kept by this section for periods af time _obe dete_._rrd_ed
by the Secretary. owClerk, as the cw_emay be.

(e) An.y political committee which solicits or receive eo_t_gSuPi¢_s
or _,akes expenditures on behalf of any candidate tI_at is _wt au-
thorized in writing by such ca,_didate to do _o shall include a _ot.!:ce
on the face or front page of all literature and ad_ertisemeni_s Pzcb-
lished _ connection with s,_wh candidate's _am,pais'n by such co.m-
?_,.itteeor on it._ behalf stating that t/_e corn_wdtteeia not a._tti_n_z,ed
by s_,ch candida, re a,_d that s_wh candidate i_ not re_,'ponsib_efor _':he
activities of such committee.

_c. 253. (a) £act_ political cornmi?tee wt_h a_tieipates receiv_;ng
contribution_ o_ making ea_pendltures du_ng the cale_adax ye_:r in a_
aggregate amount exceeding $1,000 s_all ]ils _oith the Secreta._?/ or
Clerk, ag the case may be, a statement o_ orga_ization within ten days
after its organization or, if later, te_ days after tt, e date on _t_hich
it has i,.formation which ca._tses t_e commitltee to e_tlclpate it _,ill
receive contributions 07'make expe_dit.ures in exces._,Of _1,000. Eacl_
such committee in exlste_ce at tt_e date of enactm, e_t of this Act s)_all
fi_e a stateme_t o.f organization u, it)_ the Secretary or Ule_%, as the
ease mau be. at suc]_ time as ]_el,_escribes.

(b ) T_e statem e_ t of orga_iza_io_ s/_all inci!ude--
(1) the name a_d address of the committee.
(2) the names, addresses, and relation,hips o] a_liated 07'_on-

nected organizations.
(3) the area, scope, or juri:sdiction of the com.mittee :
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(4I) the name, address, and positlor,, of the custodian of books
and accoun ts;

(5) the name, address, .a,d position of other principal officers,
including o_cers a_,,d members of the finance committee, if any;

(6) the name, address, office sought, and party affiliation of
(A ) each, candidate .whov;,.the committee is supporhng, and (B)
any other individual, if any_ whom the eomn_ittee is supporting
for nomi_ation for election, or election,, to any public o/rice what-
ever; or, ff the committee is supporti,rg:j the entire ticket o] any
party, the name of the party;

(7) a statement whether the committee is a continuing one;
(8) the disposition of residual funds which will be meute in

the eyelet of dissolutio_;
(9) a listing of all banks, safety deposit boxes, or other reposi-

tories used,'
(lO) a stateme,t o.f the reports requ',.ired to be filed by the com..

mittee u,ith State or local off?cers, and, if so, the names; addresses,
and position,s of such perso'as ; and

(11) such other i_;forv_atlon as shali' be required by the Secre-.
tary or Ulerk.

(c) Any change in information previously submitted in a state-
ment of organization shall be reported to :,_heSecretary or Ulerk, as
t.he case may be, within a ten-day period following the change.

ed) Any committee which, after having filed one o_ more state-
ments or organization, disbar, is or determ,ines it will _w longer re-
ceive contributions or make expenclit_res during the calendar year in,
an aggregate amount exeeedi'ng $1,000 shall so notify the Secretary or
U_rk, aa the case ma,y be.

R_i'OR_'SBr POLX_'XeaLCOm_ZT_E_SaND CaN_Z_ArrS

S_'c. B541.(a) Each treasurer of a political committee supporting a
candidate or ca_didates for election to the o/rice of President or 'Vice
President of the United States or Senator, and each candidate for
eleqtion to such, office, shall file with the Secretary, a_d each treas-
urer of a political committee support_;ng er,candidate o_' caadid'ates
fi_r election to the Officeo.f Representative in. or Delegate or iCes&tent
Uommissioner to. the Uongress of the United States, and each candi-
date for elect;on'to such, off_ce,shall file wit_ the Ulerk, reports of re-
ceipts a,d expendiho_es on forms to be prescribed or apFroved by him.
Nuch repol.ts shall be filed on the tenth day of March, June, and Sep-
tember, in. each, year, a_d on the fifteenth and fifth, days next preced-
lng the date on which a_ election is held, a',_dalso by the thirty-first
da, q of Jai_uary. _guch reports shall be complete as of such date as the
Necretary ma.q prescribe, which shall not be less than five days before
th e elate of fih'ng.

(b ) Each. report under t.hissection shall di6.close--
(1) the amount of cash on hand at the beginning of the report-

i_g period;
(2) the full _ame a/nd _rudling add're_:sof each person who ha_

made ore or more contributions to or for such committee or can-
didate (i_wludi_g the purci_ase of ticke:ts for events such as din-
ners, luncheons, rallies, and similar fu,ndraising events) within
the calendar year in the aqgregate amount or value of $100 or
more together with the amount and date of such contributions;
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(3) the total sum o.f i_ut,ividual contributions made to 6,r fo_'
such committee or ca_didate duri_ 9' the reporting pe_god aJid fJ_ct
reported _tnder paragraph (2);

(47) the name a_d address of each polit_'al com'r.2ittee o__ca_i,d_;-
date .[ro,_. which the reporting committee or thc, caiaiidate re-
ce[ved_ o_' to whic/_ cleat comm.ittee or candidate mctde,, any i_ram._-
/er o/ fu_ds, together with the avwunts a_d dotes of ali! such
transfers;

(5) each/oa,_ to o_' from any person within the calendar year ,in
the aggregate amount or value of $.100 or more, tolether with tt_e
lull names and mailing addresses of the le_der a_[d endorsers, :_f
any, a_d the date and a,,munt o/' such loans;

(6) the total amount of Froceeds from CA) th,, sale of l_ickets
to each dinner_ lund_eon, rally, and other f_tndrai._in,g event; CB)
mass collections made at such eve,,ts; and ( U) sales o.f items sud_
c_ politiccd campaign pins, buttons, badges_ flags, em ble_s, lta_s,
banners, literature, and similar materiaL_ ;

(7) each contribution, rebate, refund, or other receipt of $1.90
or more _wt otherwise listed wnder paragraphs (_) through (6);

(8) the total sum of all receipts by or for such committee or
candidate du,ring the re porting., period;

(9) the full na_ne and mazhng address of each person to wh6,m
an expenditure or expenditu_'es have been made by such com-
mittee or candidate within the calendar year i_ the aggregate
arroo_nt or va_e of $100 or _r_ore_and the amount:, date, and In,r-
pose of each such expendltu,re ;

(I0) the full name and maib;ng address of e_h person to whelm
an, expenditure for personal services, salaries, gnd reimbursed
expenses of $I00 or more has been made_ ami which is _ot other-
wise reported, including the amount, date, a_d :ourpose e.f such
expenditure;

(11) the total sum of expenditures m,_e by such committee or
candidate during the calendar :year;

(12) the a.mo_t¢_t and nature of debts c,,nd oblilations _,_oed by
or to the committee, in such form as the _gecreta_?/ or Ule_de may
prescribe; and

(13) such other information a_ shall be requfred by t,% Sec-
retary or Ulerk.

Cc) The reports req_dred to be fikd by su_bsection (t_) shall be cumu-
lative during the calendar year to _ehieh they relate, but _t_here there
ha,s been no cha,_qe in an item reported in _ pre,ions report during
such year, o_ly the a,v,,o_t_t _eed be carried/oru, ard. If _.o contri:bu-
tio_s or expe,_ditures ha_)e been accepted or exj,_e_ded d_trinq a calendar
year. the tre¢_uver of the political eo?,mittee or candidate sho:ll #i:e a
statement to that effect.

_POl_rS _ Or_EnS rm_v POliTiCaL vo_at_'rr_s

N_'c. 255. Every person (o/her tha_,_ a poli;tical committee or candi-
date) w]_o wakes cont_'butio_.s or expertdit_!z.res, ot,_er than, by con-
trgbution to a political commzttee or candidate, all,relating $100 or
more wit_in a ca:le_,.dar year shall file qtgth, the Necr_;tary or Ulerk, as
the ease may be, a statement contai.t_i,g the in forw_atio_ req_tired by
section 25_. State,_en, ts requi,_ed by ?his section sholl be #?ed on the
dates on wh,ieh reports by political committees are #l_d, but need not be
c'um_dative.
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roRu.4L RrOv.,,'R._u._rr.sR._SPBC_r'Z,,V_RrPOB_S a_O sr,t_'_t_'r_r's

Sza. 256. (a) A report or statement req._ired by this part to be fil_
by _ treasurer of a political committee, a candidate, or by a_y ot;_
person, shall be verified by the oath or affi_w_ation o/the perso_ fili_
such report or statement, t_en before any officer authorized
_glminister oaths.

(b) A copy of a report or statement shall be preserved by the perso

I_ling it for a period of time to be designated by the Secretary or Uler:e.sthe case may be, in a Fublished regulation.
(c) The Secretary or Ulerk may, by published regulation, o/ge.ner_

applicability, relieve any category o/polit_;cal committees o/the obl_
nation to comply with section 254 if such co_r_mittee (1) p_imarily su_
ports persona seeking State or local o?_ce_and does _ot substantiall
support candidates, and (2) does not operate in more thais one Stat
or on a statewide basis.

ed) The Secretary or Ulerk, as the case may be, shall, by publishe,
regulations of general applicability, prescribe the manner in whic
contributions and expenditures in the nature of debts a_d other co_
tracts, agreements, and promises to make contributions or expenditwre

shall be reported. Such regulations shall pre,vide that they be reporteri_, separate schedules. In deter_rdning aggre,gate amounts of contribu
tiona and expenditures, amounts reported as provided in such regula
iions shall not be considered until actual payraent is made.

REPORTI_I ON GONVE_TION F_r._ANOING

Src. 257. Each committee or other organization which.--
(1) represents a State, or a political ,'ubdivision thereof, or an_

groups of persons, in deali..ag with officials of a natlonalpoliticaparty with respect to.mattt, rs insole, inn a convention held in suc],
State or political subdivisiom to _omi_ate a eand_te for the office
of Presbient or Vice President, or

(_) represents a national political party in makkuj arrw_ge-

ments for the conventio_ of such pwrtgt held to nominate a candi-date for the o_ce of Preslde_t or Vi_ President,
shall, within sixty days following the end of the con_ention (but not
later than twenty days prior to the date oa wttich presidential and
.vice-presidential electors are chosen), file wi_h the Secretary a full and
com.iPlete financkd statement, in such/orra and detail as he may ?,'e-
scrioe, of thesources/rom which it deri_ed its funds, and the purposes
/or which such funds were expended.

DUTIrS OF THE _E(_RETA.RY AND OLI_RK

Src. _58. It shall be the duty of the Secretary and Clerk,
respectively--

(1) to develop prescribed forms/or the making o/the reports
and statements required to-be filed with him under this part,'

(2) to prepare and publish a manual setting forth recommended
uniform methods of bookkeeping and reporting for use by persons
required to make such reports and statements;

(3) to de_elop a filing, coding, a_d cross-indexing system con-

sonant with the purposes of this part;($ ) to make the repo_ ts a_,_lstatements filed with him a_ailable
/or public inspection and copying during regular o/rice hours, com-
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menc_ng as soon as practicable but _ot later tha,t_ the e_sd of tl_e
second day/ol[owi_g the day during whicti_ it was .,'eceived. a_d i!o
permit copying of any such report or statement by ha_d or by
duplicafi_sg machb_e, as req_tested by at_y person, t, at the expe,se of
such person;

(5) to preserve such reports a_d statevwnts for a per;or of te_t
years from date of receipt? except tltat reports a_d stateme_,_ts ,re.
lati_g solely to candidates for the House c,f Repr_ se_tatives shall
be preserved for only fi_,e years from the date of _eceipt;

(6) to compile a_sd maintain a c_t,rrent fist of all statements or
parts of statev_e.nts pertab_ing to each ca,,,didate,

(7) to prepare and ?_tblish an annual report including com-
pilatio_s of (A) total reported contributions and expenditures
for all ca_didate_, , politlcal, committees, ? and othe_ ]wrso_s._ dttri_.q.
the year; (B ) total am osttsts expended according to s,tch catego_res
xs lse shall detelvn, i_w avd broken down in_o card;date, par,_!/, a_,_d
non-party expe_dltures on, thc National. State, 6:nd local le,'ei's.'
( U) total amounts expended for i,_fluencb;!g tsomi_tatlo,s mi,d eb,'c-
tions stated separately; (D ) total amo_tnts co_tr/b_tled aeeor'di._ig
to s_tch categories of amottt_ts as he shall dete_w_i_,e ai_d b_'oke,
down into eovt_;b_ttio_s on the National. State. a,d locai! le?'els
for ea_didates a_,d political committees; and (£) agg'rego:te
amoun ts contrib_t ted by any can tributor shown to :_are co, tributed
the sum of $100 or more;

(8) to F_epare a_d p_,blisA from time to tiff,, special repo:,ts
comparin.g the various totals and categories of c_mtributic.w_ and
expenditures made _oith respect to preceding elections;

(9) to prepare and _tblish such other reports as he may deem
a]_propriate ;

(lO) to assure wide di,sseminatio,z of s_atistics_ ,_t_ma_es? and
reports ]rrepared under this title;

(11) to make from time to time audits and fie _d i_vestigatitms
with respect to reports and statements fii!ed _nder the pro.visions
o/this part. and with respeet to alleged/ail_tres ;_ofile av$, report
or statement refuired _t,_der the provisions of thi,_ part;

(72) to report apparent violations of law to the approprlctte
law enforcement a_thorities ; avid

( L?). to prescribe suitabk rules and re_,ulations to carr_j out _he
pro vzswns o/this part.

STATEMENTS FILED WITH CLERK OF UNITED STATES COURT

_¥'. _59. (a) A copy of each statement _wquired lo be #led with
t/se Sec,crazy or Ulerk by this part shall be fi!led _citik the ekr}_ of the
U,_sired _ tate,_' d_strwt eo_trt for tls e judicial d,_strlct i,_ _c_ich is loca ted
t/_e pre'nc;pal o_ce of the pogitlcal committee or, in tJte case of a state-
merit filed by a candt!date or other per,_o_, i_ which is located such per-
son's residenc_. The Secretary or Ulerk may require t_e filing o/re?n)rts
a_d stateme_ts refit;red by 'this title _t_Tt_tl_e elerk_ of other United
States district co_txts where he deter_rdnes t)%epublic i_terest wili', be
served thereby.

(b) It shall be the duty of t/_e clerk o/ a U_Sted States disi_get
co_rt vnder subsection (a)--

(1) to receive a_d maintab, i,_ an orderly _r.a_ner al_ reports
and statements refuired by tbJs part to be filed with sueh clerks;
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(2) to presc_ve such reports a,d sta/,eme_ts for _ per;od of ts,
years from date of receipt, except that reports and ,_.tatemenls
relati,g so/ely to (:and/dates for tl_e [Iouse of fi'epresehtatives
shall be presv_ved for only' five years from, the date of receipt:

(3) to make the reports and stateme_,ts fled with him, avaUable
for public inspection, a_zd copyboy durh_g regular o_ee hours,
comme_si,ng cw soo_ as practicable bitt _wt later t/tan the e_d
of the second dasd followivg the da?/du_¥1tg whle/t it was received.
and to permit copying of any such report or statement by hard
or by duplicati_tg v_achine; as requested by a_y person, at tl_'
expel_se of _such person,; and

(-3) to compile and v_ai,ntai_r_ a curi'e"t list of all stateme,ts
or parts of statements pertai_G_g to each ca,d/date.

PROUXB_TIONOr C'ONT_ZOVTmNSl_V_'A_r. or ANOTheR

_q_'c.260. A;o pe;'son shall wake a contaCt,ut/on i_, tl, e '_am,e of an-
other person,, a;_d _to person shall knowbqlll/ accept a conhYbutlo_
made by one person, in the name of another pc,son.

aE2VALTYroy WO_AT_O_S

_%'C. 26[. A_q/ persol_ ,who _iolates an.q of the provisions of this
part shall be fi_ed _ot more than $l.O0(J or/mpr_oned not more tha_
o_te year, or both.

STATE LAWS NOT AFFE(?TBD

S_c. 262. (a) Nothing i_ this. part shall be deemed to i,nvalidate or
rr_zke inapplicable any provision of any Sta_!e law_ except w]vere corn-
pi'ia, nee with sue/t provision of law would res,_lt in a violation of a pro-
vision of tl_is pact.

(b ) The Secretary a_d Uler]c shall encourage, and cooperate with,
the eleetio_ officials in the several ,qtates to develop procedures which
will eliminate the _ecesslty of multiple filings by pervnitti_g the fili_g
of eopies of Federal reports to satisfy the State requirements.

PARTIAL INVALLOITY

;%:c. 263. If a_y provision of this part, or the application t/_ereof,
to any terso,_ or eircumsta_nce i:_ held invalid, the validity of the re-
n_ainder of the part at_l the applicaticm o] such provision to other
persons and clreumstances _,_hall_ot be affected thereby.

REPEALIN_ CLAUSE

_%.'c. 26.i. (a) 7'Ire Federal Uor_'uFt Practices Act, 19_o5, is repealed.
(b ) [_ ease of (_ny conviction _!tnder this A ct, where tl_e punl, s'hnw;_t

i_#;eted does _ot indttde i;,priso_me,_t, stleh cont,lctiem shall bc
deemed a m ;sde mean o;' con v;ctlo ;i_o_ ly.

A_:xv)_:xu's 'to 'mE Is'r_ns.xL llrw:_tm Cow ov 1954

PART IV--CREDITS AGAINST TAX

Subpart A. Credits allowable.
Subpart B. Rules for computing credit for investment in certain depreciable

property.
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Subpart A--Credits Allowable

Sec. 31. Tax withheld on wages.
Sec. 32. Tax withheld at source on nonresident alier, s and foreign corporations

and on tax-free convenant bonds.
Sec. 33. Taxes of foreign countries and possessions of the United States.

Sec. _5] Partially tax-exempt interest receiw_d by individuals.Sec. . Credits not allowed to individuals paying optional ta._ or taking stand-
ard deduction.

Sec. 37. Retirement income.
Sec. 38. Investment in certain deprecia,ble property.
See. 39. Certain uses of gasoline and lubricating oil.
Sec. 40. 'Overpayments of tax.'] Contributions to ccmcligate_ for electi,ve Fed-

eral o_cc.
Sec. 41. Overpayments ol tax.

For credit against the tax imposed by this subtitle for overpayments of tax,
see section 6401.

$ $ m fP · · ·

SEC. 40. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR ELEC-
TIVE FEDERAL OFFICE

(a) GryrRAL RuLE.--There shall be allowed to an individual, as a
credit against the tax imposed by this chapter for the taxable year, an
amount equal to one-half of the political contributions (as defined in
subsection (c)) payment of which is made by such i_lividual witl_in
the taxable year.

(b) LZ_Z_'.4TZONS.--
(1) AzzovNT.--The credit aUowed by subsection (a) shall not

exceed $20 for any taxable year.
(2) APPLICZTIONWITH OTNrr UREmy,s.--The credit allowed by

subsection (a) shall not exceed the amount of thc tax imposed by
this chapter for the taxable year reduced by the s.,_m of the credits
allowable under section 33 (relating to foreign tax credit), section
37 (relating to retirement income), and section 38 (relating to inv,_st-
ment in certain depreciable property).

(3) VERzFZCA_,/oy.--The credit allowed by suiisection (a) shall
be allowed with respect to any political contribution, only if s.,_ch
political contribution is verified in such manner as the Secretccry
or his delegate shall prescribe by regulations.

(c) Drrllv[Tzo:v or POLrTICALCONTRISVTION.--Fo_'purposes of I'.his
section, the term "political contribution" means a coatributioT_ or gift
to--

(l) an individual whose name is presented for election as Presi-
dent of the United States, Vice President of the United States, an
elector for President or Vice President of the United _ate% a
Member of the Senate, or a Member of (or Delq,ate to) the House
of Representatives in a geneq'al or special election, in a prir_.ary
election, or in a convention oj a political party, for use by ,,uch
individual tofurther his candidacy for any such q_ce; or

(2) a committee acting in behalf of an individ,_al or ir_lividuals
described in paragraph (1) for use by ._uch committee to further
the candidacy of such individual or individuals.

(d) ELrc_"_,oNTo TAKr DrDUC_ZO_Z_ Lz_'_'or C_rD_7'.--Th_;s section
shall not apply in the case of any taxpayer who, for the taxable g_ear,
elects to take the deduction provided by section 218 (re/,ating to deduction
for contributions to candidates for elective Federal o._iee). Such election
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s,_ll be made in such manner and at such _',imeas the Secretary or his
delegate shall prescribe by regula, tions.

(e) CRoss Rrr_Rr_cr.--

For disallowance ot credit to es_!ates and trusis, see section 642(a)($).

SEC. £40.] 41. OVERPAYMENTS OF TAX.
For credit against the tax imposed by thiis subtitle for overpayments of tax,

see section 6401.

SEC. 642. SPECIAL RULES FOR CREDITS AND DEDUC-
TIONS.

(a) Cn_mTs AOAI_'ST TAx.--
(1) PARTIALLY TAX-EXE_,_IPTINTEREST.--An estate or ttmst shall

be allowed the credit against tax for partially tax-exelnpt interest
provided by section 35 only iai resl_ct ,of so much of such interest
as is not properly allocable to any beneficiary under _ction 652
or 662. If the estate m' trust elects under sec_tion 171 to treat as

amortizable the premium ,an bonds with resl)ect to the interest on
which the credit is allowable under section 35, such credit
(whether allowable to the estate or trust or to thc beneficiary)
shall be reduced under section 171(a) (3).

('2) Fonsmx TAXES.--An estate or tmlst shall be allowed the
credit against tax for taxes imposed by foreign countries and

7 Ilpossessions of the L nited States, to the extent allowed by sectio

901, only.in respect of so much of the taxes described in such sec-
tion as is not prol)erly allocable under such sectiml to the
beneficiaries.

(3) POLZT_CAL CO_TRISVTIONS.--An estate or trust shall not be
allowed the credit against tax for political contributions to con-
didates.for elective Federal office provided by section _0.

(i) PozlTlcaz Co:vTR1BvTIo_s.--An estate or trust shall not be allowed
ti_e deduction .for contributions to candidates .for elective Federal o_we
provided by section 218.

['(i)](j). Cnoss Rer_:nr_xc_:s.--
(1) For disallowance of standard dedu(_tion iIi case of estates and

trusts, see section 142 (b) (4).
(2) For special rule for determining the time of receipt of dividends

by a beneficm' l'y under section 65'2 or 662, see section 116(c) (3).
$ $ $ $ $ $ *_

PART VII--ADDITIONAL ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS FOR
INDIVIDUALS

Sec. 211. Allowance of deductions.

Sec. 212. Expenses for production of income.
Sec. 213. Medical, dental, etc., expen,_s.
Sec. 214. Expenses for care of certain dependents.
Sec. 215. Alimony, etc., payments.
Sec. 216. Deduction of taxes, interest, and business depreciation by

cooperative housing corporation tenant-stockholder.
Sec. 217. Moving expenses.
Sec. 218. [Cross references.] Uo_t!4butio,,r_s to candidates for elective

Federal office.
Sec. 219. Cross references.

60-171 0--71 4
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SEC. 218. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR ELEC-

TIVE FEDERAL OFFICE

(a) ALLOWANCEOF DrDVCTXO_.---In the case oj an individual!, th_:re
shall be allowed as a deduction any political contribution (as defined
in subsection (c) ) payment of which is made b_ such i_tividual within
the taxable year.

(b) LIUIT'ATrONS.--
(1) A_ovNT'.--The deduction under subsection (a) shall not

exceed $100 for any taxable year.
(2) VER_rrCATXO_v.--The deduction u_der subsextion (a) ,qhall be

allowed, with respect to any political contributio% only if such
political contribution is verified in such manner as the Secretary
or his delegate shall prescribe by regulations.

(c) DEr_Tro_ or POL1TICAr Co.vTarsuTro_.--For purposes of tkis
section, the term "political contribution" means a con!ribution or gi,fi
to--

(l) an individual whose name is presented for _;lection a_, Pres-
ident of the United States, Vice President of the limited States,
an elector for President or Vice President of the United S_tes, a
Member of the Senate, or a Member of (or Delegate to) the House

of Representatives in a general or s_.ecial election, in a primary
election, or in a convention of a political party, for use by such
individual to further his candidacy Jar any .such oy_ce; or

(2) a committee acting in behalf of an individual or individ-
uals described in paragraph (1), for use by such cgmmittee to fur-
ther the candidacy of such individual or individuals.

(d) ELKCT_O:VTo TAK_ CREmT' I_v Lirrr or DrDrrc_'zo_v.--T_,_is s_v-
lion shall not apply in the case of any taxpayer who, for the l!axable
year, elects to take the credit against tax provided by swtion _0 (rek,,t-
zng to credit against tax for contributions to candidates fo_* elective Federal
qy_ce). Such election shall be made in such manner and at such time ,_
the Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe by regulation_:.

(e) CRoss RrrrRrNcr.--

For disallowance of deduction to estates and trusts, see section $42(i).

SEC. [218.] 219. CROSS REFERENCES.

(1) For deduction for long-term capital gains in t_e case of a tax-
payer other than a corporation, see section 1202.

(2) For deductions in respect of a deceden% see section 691.

COST ESTIMATES PURSUANT TO SECTION 252 OF THt: LEGISLATI_

Rr. OSOA_ZATIO_V Ac_ or ]_970

In accordance with Section 252 (a) of the I,egislati ve Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-510, 91st Congress) the Committee
estimates that the additional cost of the Bureau of the Census in order

for it to discharge its responsibilities under the legislation would be an
additional $100,000 for each fiscal year. This amount: is the amount
the Director of the Bureau of the Census informed your Committee
is necessary.

It is impracticable for your Committee to estimate any addiitional

cost to the FCC until the Commission adopts :rules and procedures _o
carry out its obligations under the act_ Simil,_rly it is impracticable
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at this time for your Committee to estimate additional costs for' the
Secretary of the Senate, Clerk of tPe House of Representatives, and
the clerks of the various U.S. District Courts under Title II of the

legislation_ and the Internal Revenue Service or Department of the
Treasury under Title III.

The committee is not sLware of any estimates of costs made by any
Federal agency which are different from those made by the Committee.

._GENCY COMMENTS

See Commit.tee hearin_, Serial No. 92-(;, for agency comments.

TABULATION OF VOTES CAST IN CO3t_IITTEE

Pursuant to secjtions 1_33 (b) and (d) of the Legislative Reorgani-.
z_tion Act of 1946, as amended by Public LtLw 91--510, the following is
a tabulation of votes in Committee:

1. Amendment offered by Senator Baker' to repeal the equal time
requirement of sec.tion 315 of the Communications Act and to provide
that the lowest unit charge shall apply to all legally qualified candi-
dates for pu'blic office. Rejected:_,,] 6 yeas; 7 nays.

YEAS--6

Cotton Griffin

Prouty Baker
Pearson Cook

NAYS--7

Mag_nuson Long
Pastore Moss

Hart Spong
Cannon

2. Committee amendment was offered to exclude candidates for

tlhe office of President or Vice President from operation of the (quat
time provision of section 315 for primary and general elect_ons.
Adopted: 9 yeas; 4 nays.

YEAS---9

Magnuson Moss
Pastore Spong
Hart Cotton
Cannon Pearsort

Long
NAYS--4

Prouty Balker
Griffin Cook

3. Amendment offered by 'Senator Cook to amend the provisions of
tlhe le_slation dealing with lowest unit clharge. The amendmen.t stated:
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s , ion
YEA S-- ,5

Cotton Baker
Prouty Cook
Griffin

NAYS--9

M'tgnuson Moss
Pastore Hollings
Hart Spong
Cannon Pearson
Long

4. ,Committee amendment was offered to make Lhe lowest unit
charge of a station applicable to the use of a station's facilities by
candidates 45 days before a primary election and 60 (lays before gen-
eral election. Adopted: 14 yeas; no nays.

YEAS--14.

Magnuson Spong
Pastore Cotton
Hart Prouty
Cannon Peal_on
Long Griffin
Moss Baker
Hollings Cook

5. Amendment offered by Senator Cook to raise k,rmula for eom-
puting the limitation from 5¢ to 7¢ times the estimate of resident
population of voting age for such office for broadcast e _penditures and
from 5¢ to 7_ttimes the estimate of resident population of voting age
for such office for nonbroadcast expenditures. Rejected: 7 years; 9 nays.

YEAS--7

Long ]Baker
Cotton Cook
Prouty Stevens
Griffin

NAYS--9

Magnuson Moss
Pastore Hollings
Hartke Inouye
Hart Spong
Cannon

6. Amendmen.t offered :by Senator Prouty to raise _:he formula for
computing the limitation from 5¢ to 6¢ times the estimate of resident
population of voting age for such, office for broadcast expenditures
and from 5¢ to 6¢ times the estima, te of resident population of voting
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age for such office for nonbroadcast expenditures. Rejected: 7 yeas;
10 nays.

YEAS--7

Long Baker
Cotton Cook
Prouty Stevens
Griffin

NAYS-- 10

Magnuson Moss
Pastore Holl_ngs
Hartke Inouye
Hart Spong
Cannon Pearson

7. Amendment offered by Senator Baker to allow a candidate for
]Federal office to spend any unspent portion of the amount he is au-
thorized to spend for ,the use of broadcast: communications media or
for nonbroadcast media., Rejected: 8 yeas_ 9 nays.

YEAS--8

Hartke Griffin
Cotton Baker
Prouty Cook
Pearson Stevens

NAYS_9

Magnuson Moss
Pastore Hollings
Hart Inouye
Cannon Spong
Long

8. _Motion by Senator Pastore to lay on the table an amendment
offered by. Senator .Cotton to create a Federal Elections Commission
to superwse the reposing and disclosure provisions of Title II.
Adopted: 10 yeas; 7 nays;.

YEAS--10

]Long Magnuson
Moss Pastoro
t-lollings Hartke
Inouye Hart
Spong Cannon

2_:AYS--7

Cotton Baker
Prouty Cook
Pearson Stevens
Griffin

9. 'Motion by Senator' Pastore to lay on the table an amendment
offered ,by 'Senator Baker ,to raise the ].imitation on personal eontribu-
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tions, in Title II and to provide limitations on tile ame,unts candidates
for federal elective office may expend from their personal funds or tZhe
personal funds of their immediate family in connection with their
campaign.

Adopted: 9 yeas; 8 nays.
YEAS-- 9

Magnuson Moss
Pastore Hollings
Hartke Inouye
Cannon Spong
Long

NAY--8

Cotton Baker
Prouty Cook
Pearson t{atfield
Griffin Stevens

10. Motion by Senator Pastore to lay on the table an amendment
offered by Senator Baker to strike the section dealing with limitations
on indiw'dual political contributions and approprmlely re(_esignate
the following sections.

Adopted: 11 yeas; 6 nays.
YEAS---1 1

Magnuson Moss
Pastore Ho]lings
Hartke Inouye
Hart Spong
Cannon Hatfield
Long

i'qAYS--6

Cotton Baker
Prouty Cook
Griffin Stevens

11. Motion by Senator Pastore to lay on the table an amendment
offered by Senator Baker to increase the amount on limitation of i:a-
dividual contributions ill proportion to the office.

Adopted: 10 yeas; 7 nays.
YEAS---1 0

Magnuson Long
Pastore Moss
ttartke Hollings
Hart Ino'aye
Cannon Spong

N'AYS--7

Cotton Cook
Prouty tIatfield
Griffin Stevens
Baker
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12. Motion by Senator Pastore to lay on the table an amendment
offered by Senator Baker to add a new Section 207 to prohibit with-
holding contributions from wages and salar ies.

Adopted: 11 yeas; 6 nays.
YEAS--1 1

Magnuson Past:ore
Hartke Hart,
Cannon Long
Moss Hollings
Inouye Spong
}tatfield

I_AYS--6

Cotton Baker
Prouty Cook
Pearson Stevens

13. Motion by Senator Long to order reproved S. 382, as amended.
Adopted: 18 yeas; no nays.

*YEAS--18

Magnuson Cotton
Pastore ProUty
Hartke Pearson
Hart Griffin
Cannon Baker
Long Cook
Moss Hatfield
Hollings Stevens
Inouye Spong

APPENDIX A.--SPENDING CEILING--FORMULA BASED ON ESTIMAT]ESOF RESIDENTPOPULATIONOF VOTING
AGE--1972, BUREAUOF THE CENSUSt (SENATORIAL GENERALELECTION--1972)

Amounts basedon estimates of resident
population of voting age, 1972l

Broadcast Nonbroadcast
State (5 cents) 2 (5 cents): Total

Alabama......................................................... $114,550 $114,550 $229,I00
Alaska........................................................... 30, 000 30,000 60,000
Arizona........................................................... 61,350 61,350 122,700
Arkansas.......................................................... 65,900 65, 900 131,800
California ......................................................... 711,850 711,850 1,423; 700
Colorado........................................................... 76,800 76,600 153,200
Connecticut................................................. 105,850 I05,850 211,700
Delaware....................... ................................... 30,000 30,000 60, 000
Florida ................................................................ 254,400 254;400 508,800.
Georgia.............................................................. 155,550 155,550 311,100
Hawaii4.............................................................. 50, 000 30,000 60,000
Idaho................................................................ 30,000 30,000 60, 000
I_linois............................................................... 378,150 378,150 756,300
Indiana .............................................................. 174,350 174, 350 348,700
Iowa................................................................ 94,350 94; 350 188,700
Kansas............................................................. 76,950 76,950 153,900
Kentucky......................................................... 108,850 108,850 217,700
t.ouisiana ........................................................ 117,800 117,800 235,600
Maine............................................................ 33, 100 33,100 66,200
Maryland........................................................ 135,750 135,750 271,500
Massachusetts.................................................... 197,350 197,350 394;700
Michigan......................................................... 293,750 293,750 587,500
Minnesota......................................................... 126, 150 126,150 252,300
Mississippi....................................................... 70,600 70,600 141,200

Seefootnotes at end of table, p. 76.
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APPENDIX A.--SPENDING CEILING--FORMULA BASED ON ESTIMATES OF RESIDENT FOPULATIONOF VOTII4G
AGE--1972, BUREAUOF THE CENSUS_(SENATORIAL GENERALELECTION--19_2)--Continued

Amounts basedor estimates of resident
population of voting age, 197;!

Broadcast Nonbroadcast
State (5 cents)_ ( i cents) e Tokai

Missouri......................................................... $161,100 $161,100 $322,200
Montana......................................................... 30,OO0 30,0OO 60, G00
Nebraska........................................................ 50,100 50,1OO 110,200
Nevada......................................................... 30,100 30,OO0 60, COO
New Hampshire................................................... 30,OO0 30,0OO 60, £00
New Jersey....................................................... 250,900 250,900 501,800
New Mexico..................................................... 31,650 31,650 63,300
New York ....................................................... 635,700 635,700 t, 271,400
North Carolina.................................................... 174,650 174,650 349,300
North Dakota.................................................... 30,OO0 30,0OO 60, CO0
Ohio............................................................ 358,250 358,250 716,500
Oklahoma........................................................ 39, 550 89,550 179,100
Oregon.......................................................... 73,650 73,650 147,._.0O
Pennsylvania..................................................... 406,800 406,800 813,goo
Rhode Island.................................................... 33, 550 33,550 67, ]00
SouthCarolina.................................................... ;35,750 85,750 171,500
South Dakota.................................................... :30,0OO 30,000 60,COO
Tennessee...................................................... 1:35,500 135,500 271,COO
Texas.......................................................... 379,450 379,450 758,900
Utah.............................................................. 33,700 33, 700 67, 4OO
Vermont....................................................... 30,OO0 30, 0OO 60,OO0
Virginia ......................................................... 161,600 161,600 323,200
Washington........................................................ 1:[9,050 119,050 238,100
West Virginia ..................................................... 58,750 58,750 117,500
Wisconsin........................................................ 1,17,400 147,400 294,800
Wyoming....................................................... 30,000 30,OO0 60,000

] Includespersons 18, 19,and 20 yearsof age.
2Or _0,000 if larger.

Sources: Clerk's report: "Statistics of the Presidential amJCongressionalElection of 1968." Bureau of the Census;
"Estimates of ResidentPopulationof Voting Age; November ].970and November1972."

Presidential general election (197£)--estimates o/ resident populatio_ of voti_g
ag_, I972

Broadcast (5¢) .................................................. $6, 978, 150
Nonlyroadcast (5¢) ............................................... 6, 978, 150

Total ...................................................... 13, 956, 3(_)
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF _MR. HART

The action taken by this coramittee in reporting Title I of S. 382
will, I hope, be followed by similar favorable action on the part of
the Rules and Finance Committees when they review the remaining

?les. The changes recoml_ended to the Senate in this report will move
campaign expenditure re.form a long way on the roadto giving allfederal candidates equal access to the media and removing an inequal-
ity which grows larger with each succeeding election.

But if we are really to neutralize the power of money to distort the
election process; if public office is to be w_thin the reach of not; the
rich alone; if we are to eliminate the influence, real or imagined, of
the large contributor; if we al? to remove the cynicism with which
young and old alike view today's fund raising efforts by political par-ties and candidates; if we are t:omake our political campaigns a test-
ing ground for ideas and issues rather than exercises for our money,
raisers--then I believe we must eliminate our dependence on private
contributions.

Even with all the revisions embodied in S. 389 we will not have gone
far enough. It is the source of the money which damages public con-
fidence and suggests the likelihood of favor and influence. Remove the
private money and we remove this cause for the cynicism and doubts
now so hurtful to public confidence in politics.

With the enormous increase in campaigm costs in recent years--
electronic media charges rose 70 per cent from 1964 to 1968--the press
repeatedly has called attention to what it pleases to call the "scandal"
of campaign financing. And wlhile the so-called influence of the large
contributor may be at times mor e fancied than real, every modern
administration's list of ambassadors has contained the names of cam-
paign contributors whose principal distinction appeared to be the size
of the contribution.

Most recently, columnist Charles Bartlett described what he believes
to be the influence of the insurance industry contributors on adminis-
'tration policy on no-fault automobile insurance. The text is printed
below.

Proposals to replace 'private campaign contributions with public
funds are not new. President Johnson made such a recommendation
in 1987. A year earlier, the Congress actually passed the Presidential
Election Campaign Fund Act, permitting federal taxpayers to deSig-
rtate $1 of tl_eir_income tax _)ayments to a fund for presidential
campaigns.

Taking Private money out of the political picture is the ultimate
reform. It is the one best way to insure the integrity of our political
system. I would hope that the Rules and Finance Committees, having
jurisdiction in this area, will review carefully S. 1039 and any other
measures pertinent to this issue, with this end in sight.

(77)
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(From the Pontiac Michigan Press of March 26, 197:.)

By Charles Bartlett

NO-FAULT CAR INSURANCE HITS BARRICADE OF POLITICS

WASHINGTON.--Proving once more that the pablic wil]L gain
when the _ reasury replaces the interests ill paying th(_ costs of pres:i-
dential elections, the White House has been extremely timid on the
issue of auto insurance reform.

A recent survey taken for the President showed tlaat few t,hin_Ts
irridate the consumer more than auto insurance. But Nixon forfeited
his great chance to play the reformer because he could not induce the
insurance magnates who backed him to go along.

The insurance episode is a classic instance of how campaign giving
distorts the White House viewpoint. It is a cleancut example because
Secretary John Volpe and his aides from the Transpol_ation Depart-
ment came to the White House after studying the problem for three
.years, with a firm proposal for quick national enactment of a no-fau!tt
insurance plan.

This move is offensive to two which heavily supported Nixon iii 1968
and will be needed in 1972. The plaintiff lawyers, now claiming 35 per-
cent of the total payments made to auto accident victims, naturally do
not like. Nor do many insurance executives, who fear they will face
intensified competition if auto insurance is simplified.

These groups were well represented in the White House delibers,-
tions conducted by Peter Flanigan, an aide from W:_ll Street. The
Commerce Department had done no real study of th_ situation brt
Secretary Maurice Stans, who raised $36 million for Nixon's election,
formally recommended minimal federal intervention.

This same thought emerged from a series of White tIouse meetings
to which Flanigan invited top insurance executives. Virtually the
whole industry is committed to the notion that no-fault Jnsurance is the
next step. But if the federal hand can be kept out of it, ,q,nother genera-
tion may pass before the reform spreads across the country.

Only 45 percent of those 500,000 a year who are killed or seriously
!njured in accidents receive any benefits. Total recoveries from auto
Insurance equal only one-fifth of the losses from auto accidents. One
out of every five cars on the road is not insured at all.

No-fault laws have been introduced in 21 states where they lie wait-
lng to be interred by legislators who are lawyers and :insurance men.
Even the Massachusetts' ]aw, fiz_t in the nation, was softened to leave
generous opportunities for the damage lawyers.

Nixon's deference to the states_ in the face of these circumstance%
was heavily inspired by deference to his contributors. This is why the
public must soon take the financial burden of presidential campaigns
out of private hands.

PHILrP A. HART.
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INDIVIDUAL VIEWS OF MR. COTTON

I voted to order reported from our Committee on Commerce the bill,
S. 382, as amended. Nev,.rthehJss_ I fee] compelled to file these indi-vidual views on this reported bill so as to make it clear ttmt my vote to
report to order the measure reported will not 'be construed as support-
ing all of its provisions. On the contrary, I have grave personal reser-
vations as to whethe r this reported .bill will meet effectively its stated
purpose and whether in its pres,ent form it will prove to be enforceable.
Quite frankly, I fear that S. _382,as reported 'by our Committee on
Commerce, may prove to, be a legislative proposal flying under false
colors.

As reflected in its title:, the purpose of S. 882 is '?..o promote fair
practices_ m' the conduct of election,, campaign s for _Federsl Political
offices, and.... for other purposes. Certainly, the princi, pal ob'eetive].. of
any legislative measure of thl,_ type should be fair and com_t:ttlve
elections, restoring the credibility of the elective process which has

become so eroded l_ recent years in the eyesof the public. It is my per-sona:l view that the only way this objective can be obtained realistiaally
is through periodic public disclosure and pu'blication of all campaign

contributions and expenditures both before and after an election, with-out the sham of creating artificial and arbitrary spending ceilings or
limitations on contributions. Such a disclosure mechanism would in-
sure that the voter would be fully informed in this regard prior to an
election and afford him the opportunity to cast his ballot accordingly.
Moreover, any such public disclosure ra]uirements should be coupled

with strict sanctions against a candidate for any violations. The l_ros-peet we face with S. 382 is that associated ,with the lack of effective and
en.force_ble limits on contributions and spending, which almost invari-
ably serves to drive candidates and political committees underground.

This view is supported iby the 1970 report of The Twentieth Century
Fund Task Force on financing congressional campaigns, entitled Elect-
ing Coq_gress--The Fi_t_mc4al Dilemma--which noted in part the
following:

$ * * * * * $

We believe that full public disc]osure and publication of
all campaign contributions and expend).tures are thc best dis-
ciplines available to make campaigns honest and fair. _
$ $ * * * * *

If there were full public disclosure and publication of
all. campaign contributions and expenditures during a cam-
palgn, the voteis themselves could better judge whether a
candidate has spent too much. This policy would do more
to protect the political system from unbridled spending than
legal limits on the sizq of contributions and expenditures?
$ $ . * , * *

· Eleeting Congress--:The Financial Dilemma, Report of the Twentieth Century Fund
Task Force, on Financing Congressional Campaignsl The Twientieth Century Fund, New
York, 1970, at p. 1.5.

Id. at p. 18.
(79)
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We considered recommending a $5,000 limit on individ-
ual contributions even though it might not be fully enforce-
_ble. But since we believe one of the principal challenges oJf
our electoral system is to restore its credibility with large
numbers of the Amemcan people, we were r,.luctant to recom-

mend a_'_ything that we did _ot thi_Jecould be enforcedl More-
over, we feel that unreported large contributions ar_. muchmore of a danger than large contributions that ar. publicly
reported. 3 (Emphasis supplied)

In view of the foregoing, I would hope that the elecl;orate will nol;
look upon S. 382 as a panacea for election campaign Ieform, si:ace ][

fear that this will prove not to be the case. I express ti? reserv:_tionsince I do not believe that our Committee on Commerc% a recognized

champion in preventihg deceptive practices upon the American con-sumer, would wish to be a party to any such practice with respect to
the American voter.

The late American historian James Harvey Robinson obserw_d in
the Human Uomedy_ "Political campaigns are designedly made into
emotional orgies which endeavor to distract attentmn from the real[
issues involved, and they actually paralyze what slight powers o:_
cerebration man can normally muster. ][ fear that S. 332, as rel_rted
by our Committee on Commerce, can only serve to compound thi,_
distraction and this paralysiS·

_ORRIS 'COTTON.

a Id. at p. 19.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MESSRS. PROUTY, GRI.FF][N,
BAKER, COOK AND STEVENS

INTRODUCTIOZN'

S. 382 as reported by the Committee represents another step for-
ward in our efforts to deve,lop meaningful and comprehensive legisla-
tion fol' insuring tile integrity of the election process of Federal offi-
cials. Ill the 91st Congress an extremely limited campaign reforln bill
was passed just prior to the 1970 elections. Itt vetoing that bill Presi-
dent Nixon stated in part:

S. 3637 does not limit the overall cost of campaigning. It
merely limits the amount that candidates call spend on radio
and television. In doing so, it unfairly endangers freedom of
discussion, discriminates against the broadcast media, favors
the incumbent officeholder over the oflqceseeker and gives an
unfair advantage to the famous. It raises the prospect of
more--rather than less--campaign spending. It would be
diflic_flt, in many instances impossible, to enforce and would
tend to penalize most: those who conscientiously attempt to
abide by the law.

'We recognize that S. 38_ as introduced and as reported by the Cmn-
mittee represents an attenapt to write more comprehensive election
reform legislation than the bill vetoed by the President last Con-
gress. For that reason, we voted to report the bill, but at the same
time, we recognize that a number of improvements will be necessary
if we are to achieve our goal of ,enacting a workable, meaningful. 'md
fair piece of legislation which will both insure the integrity of our
elective process and restore public confidence in our political system.

Generally, the bilFs weaknesses stem not from its innovations, but
rather from its adherence to some of tim undesirable l)rovisions of
existing law. The principal defects are as follows:

.l. Inadequacy of partial exe:mptio_' to the "egua/ time require-
me.nts" of sectio_, 315 of the Federal Oom/amnications Act.

II. Unrealist_ally low spending limitations.

III. Unduly restrictive separate media limitations.

IV. Failure to consider' legislation in entirety.

V. U_realistic limitation o_ individual co_;tributions.

VI, Failure to pro_'_ ]h_r an independent Federal Eleetix_ns
Oorr_mi_n.

(81A
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I. INADEQUACY' OF PARTIAL EXES[PTIONS _CO THE ;;EQUAL TIi_[E REQUIR]_,-

_J[ENTS" OF SECTION 315 OF THE FEDF, RAL CO_[i_[UNICAT[ONS ACT

S. 382 would create an exception to the equal time provisions of
Section 315 of the Federal Communications Act of 193.2 for Presiden-
tial and Vice Presidential candidates. The justification fol- this provi-
sion is that Section 315, contrary to its purposes, has inhibited broad-
casters from offering free time and coverage to candidates. We agree
that Section 315 has produced the wrong result, but its i:dfibiting effect
is not limited to Presidential campaigns. In the interest of increasin:g
the electorate's accessibility to candidates and issues, Section 315
should not apply to ally candidates for Federal office.

In Committee Senator Baker offered an amendment to the bill which,
if adopted, would have exempted all candidates for Federal office frora
the equal time requirement. During the hearings held _n S. 382 testi-
mony supporting such an action was received from a number of
sources. For example, in his testimony at the hearing: on March 3],
Deputy Attorney General Richard G. Kleindienst stated the following:

Several proposals have been advanced which _ould we_.[1
have the effect of ].owering the cost of these communications
services.

First, it has been suggested that Section 315_a) of the
Federal Communications Act be antended to delete the equal
time requirement for Presidential and Vice Presid_mtial can-
didates. Contrary to its purposes, Section 315 has had the
effects of discouraging broadcasters from offering' free time
and coverage and of favoring the incumbent ovel: the chal-
lenger. These effects have not, been limited to Presic ential and
Vice Presidential candidates; hence, we recommend total re-
peal, which would benefit candidates for other Federal offices
as well as those for President. and Vice President.

Vincent T. ]Vasilewski, President, National Association of Broad-
casters, in his testimony on March 5th stated the following:

We believe the capricious operation of section 315, how-
ever, makes it impossible for broadcasters to perform this
public service (providing time ill polkical c,qmpaigns')
responsibility.

Dr. Frank Stanton, President of CBS, in his testimony on 3,!arch3rd, emphasized the importance of removing tlhe inhil,iti've effe,_ts of
Section 315 in the following manner:

Central to any measures calculated to strengthea the elec-
toral process must be the improvement of the q_mlity and
quantity of information provided to the public abolt the can-
didates and the issues. The repeal of Section 315 is an impor-
tant avenue to this end, since it would provide opportunities
for greater cofitribution of free time by broadc_sters and
deeper treatment of the issues. Because section 315 requires
equal time for every candidate for an office, however insig-
nificant or frivolous his candidacy, t'he practical effect of the
law has been to deny free broadcast time to major candidates
or to force free time to be shared with fringe candidates.
This, it seems to me, is a classic case of backlash on the public
interest.
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By exempting the Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates
from the equal time requirements of Section 315, the Committee paved

t!m way for increasing the electorate's accessibility to Presidentialc,mdidates and issues in Presidential elections. The same logic which
led to this improvement ill Section 315 compels one to provide all ex-
emption from the equal time requirements to candidates for election
to the House of Representatives and the United States Senate.

II. UNREA'LISTICALL¥ LOW SPENDING LI3IITATIONS

In his veto message returning without approval S. 3637, President
,.N'ixon also stated:

The problem xvith campaign spending is not radio and
television. The problem is spending. This 'bill plugs only one
hole in a sieve.

S. 382, as introduced, represented an re;tempt to meet the P resi.-
dent criticism by including spending limitations on nonbroadcast
communications media, reduced rates for use of nonbroadcast eom-

munications media, strengthening of the .Corrupt Practices Act, amox'e complete disclosure provision, and t,.tx incentives to encourage
contributions to political candidates. On its face, S. 38'2 did represent
a more comprehensive approach for improving election campaigns.
However, as with any piece of legislation which attempts to be com-
prehensive, a num'ber of problem areas be.came apparent during the
initialhearingsonthebill

Accordingly after the Conmiittee 1net twice in Executive Session on
the bill, it _ie'cided to reopen the hearings. An additional two days of
hearings were held and testimony by Richa rd G. Kliendienst, Deputy
Attorney General, among others, gave the Com}nittee additional :facts
on which to base significant improvements in S. _382.

The first problem area addressed concerned the type of fornmla to
be used for determining spending limitations in both broadcast and
nonbroadeast communications media. Originally, S. 389 contained a
formula based on the number of votes cast in a prex, ious election..

In his testimony, Mr. Kleindienst made specific reference to the
shortcoming of the formula contained in S. 382, as introduced. He
stated:

... an appropriate formula for determining spending
limitations is one which pennits the candidates to reach al]l
eligible voters. Every effort should be made to inform them
of the candidates and the issues so that they will register, take
an active part in primaries and vote in the general election. A
formula based on actual voters in a previous election would
limit today's campaign to yesterday?s performance. Further.,
the fornm]a used for the 19_2 election would not take intq
account all persons eighteen, nineteen and twenty years old,
who were recently enfranchised by thc 1970 Voting Rights;
Act Amendments.

A formula based on registered voters siniilarly ignores the
necessity that, a democracy adequately reach all those persons;
who are eligible and who should be encouraged to participate
in our political'process.
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Prior to Mr. Kleindienst's testimony, Senator Cook had requested
the Bureau of the Census to provide him with information concert:L-
ing their capability in devel0j_]ng a base which would take into account
all eligible voters in a particular campaign. In respcnse to this re-
quest, Dr. George Brown, the Director of the Bureau of the Census,
appeared before the Committee during its second set of hearings.
He assured the Committee that the Bureau had the cal)a,bility to pro-
vide accurate estimates of the resident population of voting age cf
both States and congressional districts_ The Committee adopted the
Cook Amendment, basing the formuht on the resident polmlation of
voting age rather than relating back to the number of individuals who

acku_l_e voted in a previous election.· this amendment represented al_ improvement in the formula
to determine spending limitations, it was largely offset by the Com-
mittee reducing the other factor in the formula from 7¢ to 5¢.

As a matter of fact, it is interesting to note .that spendnig limita,-
tions have been significantly reduced since the bill was first intro-
duced. The following chart indicates how the proposed limitations
would affect Presidential candidates in the general election:

Original S. 382 as
S. 382 reported

Broadcast............................................................ 5 111,878 6, 978, 150
Nonbroadcast............................................................... I0 223,756 6, 978,150

Total............................................................... 15 335,634 13,956,330

Perhaps the most difficult aspect of this legislation is to provide an
overall ceiling which insures that the electorate has full access to perti-
nent information necessary for making an informed judgment; in :_
political campaign without enhancing the advantages for the very
wealthy or the incumbent. This difficulty stems in part from the fact
flint we have absolutely no facts and figures relating to actual expen-
ditures for political advertising on nonbroadcast communications
media.

With respect to expenditures on broadcast communications media
we do have some information. The Federal Communic_,tions Commis.-
sion requested, detailed reports from every broadcast licensee in the
country m order to determine exactly how much individual candidates
spent on the broadcast media during the 1970 election campaigr,
When Chairman Burch testified before the Committee, the Federal

Communications Commission had only preliminary data because somestations had not yet reported, lYeverthelcss, this preliminary dat,L does
support our view that since we are dealing with an issue whiich is
fundamental to having fair and effective democratic processes in our
nation, the spending limitation should be increased so that it more
closely .relates to .the actual experience (e.g., see table A following
these views). In this connection it was commendable that the Com-
mittee adopted an amendment offered by Senator Cook to provide :_
cost of living increase formula for all spending limitations, therebF
insuring that if a reasonable limitation is arriwd at it will not become
obsolete in the years to come.
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IH. UNDULY RESTRICTIVE SEPARATE :_fEDIA LIMITATIONS

Perhaps the greatest weakness arising from the spending limitations
established in the bill which we have :reported is that we have over..
structured political campaigns. S. 882 establishes separate, but identi-

cal, spending limitations for the use of broadcast and nonbroad-
cast media,;' thereby denying a candidate the option of allocating
the unused portion of one limitation to any other media form. Com-
partmentalized spending limitations ignore variances in media cov-
erage capabilities and media rates throughout the nation, and they
deprive the candidate of the. flexibility required to cope with those
variances. Such a provision is more likely to restrict the availability
of information to tile electorate than it is to reduce campaign costs.

We all recognize the dissimilarity of campaigns in one area of the
country as contrasted to other areas of the country and Mr. Philip
Stern, testifying before the Committee, perhaps best described the
situation:

While TV and radio are the most effective way of reach-
ing the voters, the conditions vary _widely from one campaign
to another, and they can also be the most inefficient and costly
way of reaching the voters. For example:

For Congressional candidates in the largest cities
(Los Angeles, New York, Chicago) TV and radio are
sopoorly targeted as to be virtually useless.

In the 4th Congressional I)istrict of Kentucky, theonly relevant TV stations are outside the District--in
Louisville, Ky. and Cincinnati, Ohio--so that in that
District, TV l"San ua%itable medium for reaching the
voters.

Even in many statewide races, such as for the United
States Senate, TV and radio are ill-suited.

In southern New Jersey, there are no TV stations;
the only way of reaching voters is via Philadelphia sta-
tions at a cost per-thousand homes four times what it
costs to reach voters in the San Francisco area.

In soufimrn Connecticut (Fairfield County), the only
relevant TV stations are in New York City, only four
percent of whose viewers live in Fairfield County, so
that the cost of reaching a thousand Connecticut homes
can be 20 times as high as in the San Francisco area.

WhaUs more, even when TV is suitable and available, not
all candidates choose to place the same reliance on it.

As the formulae in the bill are now structured, one might assume
that there is some basis for deciding that all candidates would spend
an equal amount on broadcast and nonbroadcast commmfications
media. Facts simply do not support such a conclusion. According
to the 1969 reports by the Federal 'Communications Commission and
Media Records, Inc., the following amounts were spent on broadcast
and newspaper advertisements by Presidential candidates in the 1968
general election:
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(In millions of dollars]

Other
Republicans Democrats (Wallace)

Television................................................. 9. 0 4.5 1.1
Radio..................................................... 3.6 1.6 .5

Total .......................................... 12.6 6.1 1.6

Newspaper advertisements......................................... ]. 2 1.2 .3

The 1968 Presidential race clearly demonstrates tha; candidates do
not spend equal amounts on broadcast and non-broadcast communica-
tions media.

Therefore, ill order to make spending limitations ir ore re'distic, :it
is incumbent upon the Congress either (1) to permit interchangeabi[-
ity between the two media limitations, or ('2) to devise all overall lim-
itation whereby any given candidate would retain enough flexibility
to best reach tine eligible voters of his State or his district. We should
not over-structure the political process by artificial, arbitrary or cate-
gorical limitations.

IV. FAILURE TO CONSIDER I.,EGISLATION IN ENTmE'rr

We were disappointed that the Committee ,:lid not view S. ;/82 ill
its entirety. As succinctly pointed out in the individual views of Mr.

i_Cotton, the senior Republican member of the _ommlttee:

· . . the principal objective of any legislative :neasure.of
this type should be fair and competitive electrons, r_.stormg
the creditability of the elective process which has become so
eroded in recent y,,ars in tine eyes of the public. It is my
personal view that tl:e only way this object:ire can be obtained

realistically is through periodic public disclosure and pul)-lication of all campt, ign contributions and expenditures both
before and after an election, without the sham of creating
artificial and arbitrary spending ceilings or limitations on
contributions.

Mr. Cotton goes on to point out that the very real danger of hav-
ing um'ealistic limits on contributions and spending i:s the danlzer of
candidates and political committees being fo]:ced underground.

There is definitely a close relationshi 1) between spending limita-
tions, contributions limitations, and disclosure provisions. In view of
that close relationship a more desirable apl)roach by the Senate Com-
merce Committee would have been to consider all of these aspects
and the relationships between them on their merits.

Unfortunately, the majority of the Commltttee took the position
that contributions limitations, disclosure provisions, and all other
provisions in Title II were within the exclusive jurisdiction of otLr
Committee on Rules and Administration. For that reason every amend-
ment we offered in an attempt to improve Title II ,vas tabled and
not considered on its merits, notwithstanding the fact th at-

-the bill was jointly referred without any such limitation;
--thc Comnfittee did, in fact, adopt an amendment to Title II (see

section 204, amended 18 U.S.C. 608); and
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--on similar joint referrals of other' bills, such as consumer legis-
la.tion, the .Committee has not been so _onstrained.

Similarly, the Committee did not enter into Title III--Tax Incen-
tives for Contributions to Candidates for Federal Office.

v. tyNar_L]STrC LIM]TAXaONSON rNDXVmVALCONTRmUTXONS

The bill reported out of Committee contains a provision sharply
limiting the amount ally individual may contribute to a political cam-
paign. The bill limits such co.ntributlou to $5,000 and tightens up
existing law by precluding dividing up large contributions among a
variety of political committees.

Setting aside for the moment the Constitutional questions, two ma-
jor issues must be considered in regard to thimsprovision; first, whether
any contribution ceiling is appropriate, and. second, whether the
$5,000 ceiling in S. 382 is reasonable.

lVe wholeheartedly agree with Senator Cotton that we must guard

against enacting a law in_.riting evasion rather than adherence._Assuming, however_ that the provision would be effective, the ques-
tion must be asked as to whether a $5,000 limitation is reasonable: We
must note that this amount is identical to that enacted in 1925. At he
same time, however_ we must recognize that in fact under present law
there is no limitation, lqot only can an individual give up to $5,000 to
arty number of committee,_ supporting the same candidate but also sub-
section 608(a) of Title 18, wh:.[ch normally places the limitation on
individual contributions, goes on to read:

This subsection shall not apply to contributions made to or
by a State or local committee or other State or local organi-
zation or to similar committees or organizations in the Dis-
trict of Columbia or in any Territory or Possession of the
United States.

It is interesting to note that; this de,finitive loophole was enacted
by Congress in the early 40's. In all probability its enactment ;vas re-
quired because the $5,000 limitation already had become unreason-
able.

With respect to limitations on individual contributions, we believe

that tile preferable app]_oach is to focus on the necessity for completeand honest disclosure. _lhe Twentieth (,entttrv Fund Task Force has
made the following recommendations on this issue:

We considered recommending a $5,000 limit on individual
contril)utions even though it might not be fully enforceable.
But since we believe one of the principal challenges of our
electoral system is to restore its credibility with large num-
hu's of tile American people, we were reluct,_tt to _'ecom-
reeled a_ythi,J_g that we d kl _ot thh_l' could be e_,forced.
MoreovEr, we feel that unreported large contributions are

much more of a da]lgEr than large contributions that are
publicly reported. (Emphasis supplied)

$ $ $ $ $

We recommend that limits on the size of individual con-
tributions to political committees be etintinated.
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We recommend that individuals who contrilmte more than
$5,000 in a year to federal candidates and politicM commit-
tees be required to file a report with a federal elecl;ions com-
mission listing the date, recipient, and amount cf all con-
tributions (including purchases of tickets to fund-raising
events), pledges and loans of $100 or nlore, and the aggregate
total of all contributions of less than $100. Such donors
should be required to certify that they have contributed
their own money and that they will not be reimbursed in any
way2

During the second set of hearings on S. 382, Senator Cannon raised
this important matter with the Deputy Attorney General. Mr. Klein-
dienst responded as follows:

Every candidate for President of the United States in
modern times, whether he is Democrat or Republican, has
received substantial large contributions from ind!viduals, ii
think they should be entitled to receive those.

I thint_ it should be straight forward, and fully disclosed[.
Not under the auspices of giving $5,000 to 100 (onmfittees
and having them concealed. I think fnll disclosure is the
answer here.

If the American electorate feels a candidate for President
is getting too much in large contributions from ri(h wealthy
people, they can take that into account as to whether or not

they want to vote for him. I think simplicity and straight-forwardness is probably more important here thm Lanythin,_
else.

We also would like to point out that violation of t_is $5,000 limi-
tation on political contributions carries with it a fine of not more
than $5,000 or imprisonment for not more than five years, or botl_u.
In view of this we would urge the Committee on Rules and Admin-
istration to carefully examine such provisions so as to i asure that con-
tributors are clearly on notice concerning the law. Thi_ is essential in
order to avoid placing individuals in jeopardy or inadvertently in
violation of the law without their knowledge. For example, amended
section '608 of title 18, U.S. Code, appearing in sectior 20t of S. 38'.;,',
provides in part:

Nothing contained in this subsection shall prohibit trans-
fer of contributions received by a political committee.

It is not clear in our minds whether a contributor to a political com-
mittee and to a particular candidate could be held in v}olation of this
provision if the political committee, ,wltho_tt the k,_mwledge of the
contributor, transfers his contribution to the same cal:didate placing
the unwitting contributor in violation of the law and subject to the
penalty noted above.

Finally, while we do not care to get into a lengthy discussion corL-
cerning the constitutionality of placing limitations on the amounts
that individuals can contribute to candidates of their choice, we take
cognizance of the fact that our Committee heard schohtrs who believe

_Electi_g Congress--thc Financial Dilemma, Report of the Twentieth Century Fund
Task Force on Financing Congressional Campaigns, the Twentieth Century Fund, New
York, 1970, at p. 15.
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· '_, ·

that a strict limitation on mdrvldual contributions would violate the
First Amendment of the Const/_bution.

For example, Professor Ralph Winter, of Yale Law School, in
testimony before our Committee stated the following:

. . . Any limitation on spending in political campaigns,
whether limited to spending for certain media or encom-
passing spending generally, violates the First Amendment..
This applies to ally limitation on the amount of money that
a person can contribute as an individual contribution to a
campaign.

It is my judgment that the First Amendment plainly
prohibits the setting of a legal maximum on the political
activities in which an individual may engage. This is the
case whether or not the maximum ils imposed in the name of
equalizing opportunity or whether an actual discriminatory
effect can be shown·

Even under a "balancing" test, such regulation is invalid
because there is no countervailing interest--preserving the
public peace, et cetera--to "balance" against the restriction
on speech for the restriction is imposed not to preserve some
other legitimate interest of societv but; solely for the sake
of restricting the spe_ch:"itself, for'_he sake, indeed, of affect-
lng the political outcome. But that is precisely what the
First Amendment is all about.

Sound trucks which keep people awake at 4:00 a.m. by
broadcasting political[ messages can be stopped, not because
of a governmental interest; in preventing the message but
because of the public interest in sleeping. No such non-
political or nonspeeCh interests exist in the case of legis-
lation regulating campaign expenditures.

We therefore urge the Senate Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion to carefully consider the efffects of a patently unreasonable $5_000
limitation on indi;,_'idual contributions--not because a particular figure
may favor one political party over another but rather because al][ of
us want a fair and workable law which will be observed rather than
be evaded.

VI. FAILURE TO PROVIDE FOR AN II_'DEPENDENT FEDERAL ELECTIONS

co_I_issIo_r

We have no doubt but that history will record that the most im-
portant part of this legislation relates to those provisions requiring
full and complete disclosure of all contributions to candidates for fed-
eral office and all expenditures made by such candidates both before,
during and after an election. The present law requires only minilnal
disclosure for either contributions or expenditures. As a matter of fact,

the great reliance on a device of creating multiple campaign commit-tees in the District of Columbia encourages only complete non-disclo-
sure of both contributions and expenditures.

The time has now come to provide the American voter with all of
the facts relating to campaign financing. In our democracy, it is ulti-
mately the voter who must decide the worth:iness of a particular can-
didate to serve.
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During the second phase of the hearings on _. 382_Professor I)avid
Adamany succinctly placed the problem before our Co:_mittee:

For decades the Secretary [of the Senate] and the C_erk
[of the House] have been filing officers under the existing
Federal statutes· In these decades a pattern has been cre-
ated of accepting reports without question and simply making
them available to the public. I do not believe that a change
in the statutory rules will change the deeply ingrr,ined view
that the Secretary and the Clerk are merely filing officers.
An Elections Commissions, on the other hand, because it
is freshly created, would be more likely dramatically to
alter the reporting forms effectively to o[_tain information.

It would also because of its bi-partisan compositio% be morelikely to investigate thoroughly and report; iolations in the
reports.

Professor Adamany went on to explain to the Committee the very
real and inevitable problem in relying on the Secretar 7 of the Senate
and the Clerk of the House for supervision of an effective campaign
disclosure law:

· . . the Secretary and the Clerk will find it difficult to
take firm steps in gaining compliance from incum_)ent Sena-
tors and Rel_resentativeswith whom they have had substan-
tial contact during the session and who are responsible for
their selection to their offices.

Every impulse, then, will be for the Secretary and the
Clerk to do the minimum required by a new law. An Elec-
tions Commission, on the other hand, being freshly created_
will more likely have the momentum agg.ressively to stretch
to the limits of the statutory language m the search for a
truly full disclosure of campaign recmpts and expenditures.

The concept for an independent Federal E_ections Commission lis
not ne w and it has broad based support. Among others, the Committe,e
for an Effective Congress, Common Clause, and the Americans for
Democratic Action have wholeheartedly spoken out ir support of an
independent commissiom During this Congress, two bills, S. 1 and
S. 956, have been introduced with more than a score of cosponsors,
both containing a provision for an independent Federal Elections
Commission·

During his testimony before the Committee, Deputy Attorney Gen-
eral Kleindienst confirmed the Administrations position that ;'an in-
dependent commission established by the Congress with appropriate
personnel and appropriations would do a better job than the system
that (we) now have." At that time, several members inquired as to
whether the creation of such a commission would be constitutional.
Mr. Kleindienst, in his letter to the Committee of April 8, pohlted out
that clearly a Federal Election Commission would be constitutional:

Finally, the Department is of the opin!ion that the estab-
lishment of an independent.commission to administer the
disclosure requirements would not constitute al_Lunlawful
delegation of legislative authority to the executive branch.
Presently, reports and statements undgr the Federal Corrut)t
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Practices Act (2 U.S.C. '.'244-246) and under the Federal
Regulation of Lobbying Act (2 U.S.C. 264) are filed with,
and preserved by, the Clerk of the House of Representatives
and the Secretary of the Senate. The creation of an inde-
pendent commismon would not deprive either House of its
constitutional authority under Article I, Section 5, nor would
it involve a delegation of such authority. Rather, it would
merely permit each House better to exercise its authority by
acting upon the mosr_ informed judgment.

As we have previously pointed out, legislation restoring the trust
and confidence of the American people is vitally important.

We therefore wish to underscore the recommendation in this Com

mittee report urging the_ Committee on Rules and Administratiorto give serious consideration to the proposed establishment of ar
independent Federal Elections Commission. As an editorial appear
lng in the New York Tinles of April 27, 19'71 pointed out:

* * * the G.O.P. Inembers are emphatically right in pre-
ferring an electoral comlnission with its own staff over the
growing Democratic predisposition to leave enforcement to
the Clerk of the House and the Secretary of the Senate. These
Congressimml employees have lint enforced the existing law;
they cammt be expected to do any better with a new law.

The creation of an independent Federal Elections Commission
responsible for full and comprehensive dise_[osure of campaign finan-
ces is perhaps the best way to adhieve a goal and to show the Ameriear
lmblic that we have the courage to be fair.

CO]._ICL1JSIO]_

In conclusion, we are all determined that Congress should promptl5
pass effective, meaningful, and workable election campaign legisla-
tion. In these views we have cited some of the problems which are pres-
ently contained in the bill reported by the Comlnittee. It should be
emphasized that none of these, nor other problems which may be dis-
covered, should indicate that effective and meaningful legislation is
unobtainable.

We sincerely hope that our Committee on Rules and Administration
will conduct hearings wlfich focus o21some of the problems raised in
our views. All of us should accept file chalhmge involved in develop-
lng a piece of legislation which will restore pubic confidence in our
eh;_ctive system. We hope that the views expressed herein take us one
more step toward that goal.

Wr_rSTON PaOUTY.
}IOBERT r. GmrmN.

'HOW.XeDH. BAKIng, Jr.
MAnLow W. 'CooK.
Tm) ST_vz_rs.
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TABLEA--COMPARISONBETWEENACTUALAMOUNTSSPENTON BROADCASTMEDIA BY._TATEWIDECANDIDATI"S
IN THE 1970GENERALELECTIONAND THE PERMISSIBLEBROADCASTSPENDINGLIMIrATION APPLICABLE?0

SENATORIALCANDIDATESUNDERS. 382,AS REPORTED

Highest estimated
1970expenditures

by an individual Broadcast
statewide sper ding

State candidate ceiling (S. 382) Differerce

Alaska............................................... 34, 006 3(, 000 --4, £06
Arizona.............................................. 85, 388 6], 350 -24, (,38
Arkansas_........................................... 302,803 6._,900 --236, c_03
Hawaii............................................... 64,954 3{, 000 --34, .c54
Indiana............................................. 353,012 17J,350 --178, E,62
Kansas_............................................. 104,995 7E,950 --28, (_t5
Maine i .............................................. 34,143 3.'*,100 --1,043
Massachusetts] ....................................... 291,297 19;, 350 -93,947
Minnesota_.......................................... 173,831 12E,150 -47, 681
Missouri............................................. 231,518 161,100 --70, _18
Nevada.............................................. 73,788 30, 000 -43,/88
New Jersey........................................... 391,485 25(I,900 --140, 985
New Mexico.......................................... 35,451 3I, 650 --3, I_01
New York _........................................... 1,211,243 -635, 700 --575, 943
North Dakota......................................... 71, 49t 3ll, 000 --41,491
Pennsylvania_........................................ 485,393 4(i;, 800 --78, I_93
RhodeIsland l ........................................ 131,897 3:_,550 --98, :Pt7
South Carolina l....................................... 96, 623 8!i, 750 --10,1373
South Dakota_........................................ 39,055 3(),000 --9, 055
Tennessee_.......................................... 208,172 131i,500 -72,672
Utah................................................. 115,312 33,700 --81,1112
Vermont............................................. 69,668 30,000 -39,668
Wyoming............................................. 47,596 3_),000 --17, _96

' IndicatesStatewide racefor Governor.All other figures relate to statewide racesfor U.S.S,;nate,,
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MR. GRIFFIN

In 1913 Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis noted that:

"Publicit¢_ is justly( commended as a remedy for social and
industrial diseases. Sunlight is said to. be the best disinfect-.
ant; electric light the most efficient policeman." _

In today's era of instant communications, Brandeis' statement is

doublyrelevant.The bill reported by the Coramittee makes significant strides in the

direction of full and timely disclosure. It provides the current fo:,rtheelectric light as well as [he light bulb. But, unfortunately, it doe.s not
assure that someone will be available to switch on the light.

What good is a reporting system if there is no effective agency to
police it ? As in the past_ S. 382 would continue to provide that reports
by candidates and politmal committees be filed with the Secretary of
the Senate or the Clerk of the House.

As the Twentieth Century Fund pointed out in its 1970 report on
campaign financing, the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the
House "do not have the authority, the staff, or the motivation to do
anything but accept the reports that are filed?

Furthermore, these agents of Congress, realistically speaking, are
just not in a position to investigate charges of compaign abuse--par-
ticularly in the case of charges lodged against incumbent Members of
Congress.

To leave the present regulatory set-up unchanged would surely in-
vite public criticism that; Congress is writing a law that woulq be
nothing more than a paper tiger.

If one of the principal purposes of enacting reform legislation is to
restore public confidence m the electoral process, then I submit that
in-house regulation does not aid :in achieving :it.

On the other hand, there is widespread support for creation of an
independent, bi-partisan (or nonpartisan) Federal Commission to
oversee the spending and disclosure requirements. In 1960 the Citi-
zens' Research Foundation published a report entitled "Money, Poli-
tics and Public Reporting"' by Dr. Herbert E. Alexander. In the report
it was suggested that:

There is much to commend the establishing of an inde-
pendent agency patterned, for example, upon the Civil Rights
Commission. The electoral-financial process is hardly more
sensitive an area than that of civil rights, and the strong op-
position to the latter's establishment was overcome ....

Certainly, the record of the Civil Rights Commission, particularly
in the area of voting rights, provides an excellent precedent,

Since this 1960 report was published, support for the concept of a
Federal Elections Commission has mushroomed. Both the Founda-

iL. Brandeis, What Publicity Can Do, J_arpcr's Weekly at 10 (Dec. 20, 1913).

(98)
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tion's report and the 1962 Report of tlhe President's Commission c.n
Campaign Costs called for creation of an inclepend_nt Registry of
Election Finance.

More recent proposals have also called for such a commission with
investigative as well as publicity functions. Two of the bills that were
before the Committee--S. 1, cosponsored by Senators Gravel, Brooke,
Javits, Mansfield, Moss, Muskie, Packwood, Pearson, Randolph,
Spong and Symington, and S. 956, cosponsored by Senators Scott,
Mathias_ Hatfield and Humphrey-- call for establishm.mt of 't Federal
Elections Commission.

In addition, other organizations, such as the National Committee
for an Effective Congress, have spoken out in support of the commis-
sion approach. In a statement submitted to the Hous_ Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct last De(_mber, the NCEC emphasized
that "[e]ffective reform requires, at a minimum, thc creation of :m
independent, non-partisan Federal Elections Commission insulat._d
from and protected against the political pressures of _he day. ?'

Similarly, the position of the Justice Department :md the Admin-
istration is that % commission would be insulated from outside pres-
sures and would increase the likelihood of vigorous enforcement.'_

Those who oppose establishment of such an Electi>ns Commission
say, in effect, that spending limitations, full disclosure and tougtmr
penalties as provided in the 'bill will be enough to meet the mounting
criticism against campaign spending abuses. But suel: an argument is
unrealistic. While the tighter controls on spending and disck_sure in
the bill are essential, there is no glue to hold t:he pieces together in the
absence of an effective independent, 'bi-partisan agency to monitor such
activities.

Accordingly. while I recognize other deficiencies and inadequacies in
the reported bill_ including some outlined in the supplemental views, I
believe the most glaring shortcoming is the omission o:!a Federal Elec-
tions Commission. I hope an effort to remedy this shortcoming will
succeed.

RoB_r P. GRr_I_.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MR. BAKER

In addition to the comments expressed ill the supplemental views
of Republican membm_ of the Conm_erce Committee, with which I
concurred, I would like to conmmnt on four other points with regard
to S. 382.

The flint of these is the provision requiring that broadcast and non-
broadcast media chakge candidates for federal office no more than the
lowest unit rates avai|able to any other advertiser for the same amount
of time or space during the same period for the forty-five days preced-
ing a general or special election. While it is obvious that this provision
is of considerable benefit to all candidates, and, while I can see that,
with the limits on spending provided for in S. 382, it will not obstnmt

the intent of the bill to control the _?idly increasing level of cam-
paign spending, I feel bound to say th,Lt I in the past have not favored
and do not now favor the statutory imposition of the lowest-unit-rate
concept. As I contended last year during consideration of S. 3637, in
which t; comparable provision was included, we are in effect estab-
lishing a discount for volume advertising tor those who do not adver-
tise in volume and are thus creating a discriminatory preference,.

While I am not suggesting: that my colleagues on the Committee
have succumbed to t}_e temptation '_ legislate in their own self-
interest, the fact remains that we are in fhis bill setting by law the
maximum rates which advm_ising media may charge us during our
campaigns. The effect of this proviskm is to establish a public sub-
sidy in favor of the political advertiser and I do not feel that it is
stretching the point to call it ramke-setting. Although I will no longer
oppose the bill because of this provision, I feel that I must record my
objection to the lowest-unit-rate principle and express my wish that
we could have eliminated it from the bill.

The second matter I am concerned about deals with an amendment I

offered in Committee deMing with raciMly in.flammatory advertise-merits, and which was not _(.epted. During the 1970 campaign, the
manager of a television station in. my state conveyed to me his concern
for having received an advertisement from a political candidate in a
neigh:boring state .which contained language that, in the station, man-
ager's opinion, ;vas so raciMly ]nfi.amm_tory that, if broadcast, it could
have incited mass acts of violence in his city. Upon checking with the
Federal 'Communications Commission, we learned that, under present
law (Section 315(a) of the Communications Act of 1984) licensees,
having sold time to t; candidate, are prohibited from censoring the
material broadcast in political advertisements proferred by the candi-
date, even though th_ material may be designed solely to arouse the
most .base prejudices of the communlty against the opposing candidate.
If the advertisement is refused., the licensee may be called upon to Show
cause why his license should' not be revoke_ for violating Section
3,15 (a).

It seems to me that there is no public interest in requiring licensees

to broadcast racially inflammatory material simply because such ma-terial is contained in the political comlnercia]ls of a candidate for public
office. The amendment which 'I ]have proposed would permit a licensee

(95)
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to refuse to broadcast such material subject to the sM':eguard that the
licensee would be liable for damages to a candidate for such refusal if
it can .be shown that the refusal ;vas prompted by considerations other
than concern for public health, safety and ,;velfare. I f_el strongly that
such an amendment to S. 3,82 is necessary to prevent situations such as
that which I mentioned above and others which may occur in futrxe
campaigns around the country.

The third point I wish to raise also deals with an anendment which
I raised in Committee and which was not accepted. The amendment
would prohibit the withholding or deduction of any funds from an
employee's salary, dues, fees_ assessments or other obltigati_ons for the
purpose of accumulating a fund from which politkal contributions

may be made by the withholding organ!zation. This p::ohibition would
apply to any employer or labor organiz,;tion and it wo ald extend to the
acceptance by a candidate for federal office or a politi-_al committee of
such a contrfbution. The penalty for violating the prot_ibition would be
a fine of not more than $1000 or imprisonment for not more than one
year, or both.

It is a common practice for employers and labor unions to withhold
a certain amount from an employee's salary or a m._mber's dues :[or
the purpose of influencing political campaigns. Whether or not this
practice is followed with the consent of the empio?e or the umon
member is, I believe, irrelevant. The fact is that, in such situations,
the individual is subjected to considerable and often intense pressure
to consent to making an indirect political contribution which he may
not want to make and over the direction of which he has no direct
control. I believe very strongly that every citizen of tkis country ought
to be encouraged to make political contributions, no matter how small,
to the candidate or the party of his choice. But he otLgh_ to be able to
do this with full knowledge and control of who that contribution goes
to and when. I do not see how the Congress can in good :faith consider
a far-reaching bill such as S. 38'2 which contains very strict disclosare
provisions as well as limits on contributions and lin/its on spending,
without correcting at the same time ()ne of l:he poli Lical practices in
the country which is so inherently subject to _buse.

The fourth point that I would like to mention in these additional
views also deals with an amendment which I offered in Committee
and whichwas not accepted. That amendment goes l:o another aspect
of Title li of the bill which, like the amendment I discussed above,
I feel is necessary to effective campaign reform legislation. The amend-
ment would Put a limit on the amount that a candidate or his im-
mediate family could con,tribute to his own campaign. S. 38'2 as re-
ported by the Committee contains limitations on cor tributions by in-
dividuals and limitations on spending on advertising media. To in-
tentionally omit a limitation on the amount that candidates can con-
tribute from their own personal funds to their own campaigns would,
in my opinion, be a loophole of the most heroic proI)or;ions.

I would like to reiterate that I feel that S. 382 is s, promising start.
I would hope, however, that the changes which ar_ detailed in our
supplemental views and those which iiimentioned above will be given
careful consideratiofi on the floor and will be accepted before the bill
is passed by the Senate. I think that with such changes, the measure
will become a landmark law in our efforts to reform a,nd correct abuses
irt the electoral process.

I_owAaI) H. B,,._r:, J:l'.
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ADDITIONAL VIE',WS OF MR. STEVENS

I have joined in voting to report S. 382 despite serious reservation,_
concerning Sections 101 (b) and1031 (b) of t his legislation. This sectior
would require broadcast and non-broadcast media to sell advertising
time to political candidates _t the lowest unit rate available in the
specified period before an election.

Thus, 'Sections 101(b) and 103('b) will mean that a candidate pur-
chasing prime television or radio time or buying space in the printed

media must be given the favol.:ed rate used by smaller broadcast, sta-tions, newspapers, magazines ,md other media to attract advertisers.
Instead of limiting the amount of advertising time and space which
can be used in an election, Sections 101 (b) and 103 (b) will mean that
a candidate will be able to obtain much more broadcast time or adver-
tising space because of the favored lower rate that would be imposed.

While the purpose of the bill is laudable, this section is nothing
more than a giveaway, being adopted under the guise of a limitation
on expenditures. On the contrary, because it will drastically expand
the value of the political dollar I it will increase the amount of time
or advertising space that a candidate can buy. Thus, the total amount
of television and radio paid po][itlcal time will be expanded which will

jam the air media during an election peiSod.In my ':State of Alaska, Sections 101(b) and 10_(b) will mean that
small broadcastet_ and elements of the print media, which are trying
desperately to provide our small population with modern up-toidate
news and programming services, will have to pay the penalty of ihav-
ing favorable off-peak hour and space rates based upon high frequency
utilization imposed upon them by political candidates. To survive, the
media in my state will either have to do away with such rates and
thereby lose a considerable portion of their income or be compelled
to give politicians bargain rates during prime time or in advertising
space which Call be more profitably utl'lized for other purposes.

TED STEvE_'S.
(97)
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TO PROMOTE FAIR PRAC!TICES IN THE CONDUCT OF
ELECTION CAMPAIGNS FOR FEDERAL POLITICAL
OFFICES, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES

JUNE21, 1971,,--Ordered to be printed

Mr. JORDAN of North Carolina, from the Committee on Rules and
Administration, submitted the following

REPORT

tog_;her with

SUPPLEMENTAL AND ADDITIONAL VIEWS

[To accompany S. 382]

The Committee on Rules and Administration, to which was referred
the bill (S. 382) to promote fah'practices in the coaduct of election
Campaigns for Federal politic_4 offices, and for other purposes, having
considered the same, reports favorably the?eon with additional amend-
ments and recommends that l_Zhebill as amended do pass.

(The text of S. 382 as reported by the Committee on Rules and
Administration is as follows :)

(1)
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CalendarNo. 223

¢' 382lsr Sr.zmoN _®

[Rel_rt No. 92-96]

[Report No. 92-229]

IN THESENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JANUARY28 (legislative day, JANUARY26), 1971

Mr. M__SFrp.T.,_(for himself, Mr. CANNO_,Mr. PASTOaF,and Hr. Pr_) intro-
duced the following bill; wl_k_hwas read twice and referred to the Com-
mittees on Finance, Commerce, and Rules and Admiaistration jointly

MAY 6, 1971

Reported from the Committee on Commerce by Mr. PASTO_E,with amendments

_[Av 6, 1971

Referred to the Committees on Finance and Rules and Administration with
instructions, under authority of the order of the Senate of January 28, 1971

[Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in italic]

JUNE 21, 1971

Reported by Mr. JoI_o_,N, from the Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion, with additional amendmeuts

[Omit the part in boldface brackets and insert the part in boldface type]

A BILL
To promote fair practices irt the conduct of election campaigns

for Federal politica]Loffices, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and [louse of Representa-

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

That this Act may be cited as the "Federal Election C_m-

palgn Act of 1971".

II
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TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO COMMUNICATIONS

AOT OF 1934; LIMITATIONS ON CAMPAIGN

EXPENDITURES FOR NONBROAI)CAS'.r CCM-

MUNICATIONS MEDIA

_xcErTxos TO _QVAL TI_tB RSqUI_EN'rS AND

CYfARGE 'LIMITATIONS

a .,JJ_ j..,u,v_,l &za._v ot;x&u_.,J.z_,/_t;

_,.JAXLULUZ&A'_.AU_.'-JUL*,.7 _..a._V .Le.,_.r .a

..... v .... _,;.,._ TC C_-.-,CII'_ .T,.ll .^_

use,4 _ .......... _ .....

%Itu_ ly%,' .11%_a lYA.IL%., _j AA &_..' '_.; _ ',_.3&q. I-q..va& 0 IVJ_._. _

.,ma,Tx.... 1 ..1^_-: _., _

_^11.....

m_,.._.... .,,_,.,_'_",.,.,.'_.... *,,beuse_ any ........... s

"'"':^- by any .per_cn _h_ is a t_s_ly .... ':_:-4 ---":"-,-

SEe. 101. (a) Section 315(a) of the Communic_ions

Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 315(a)) is amended _y inserting

after "public o/flee" in the first sentence thereof a ,_mma a_d

the following: ["other :than the o_ce of President or Vice

President of the United States,"'[ "other than F(_eral elec-
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tire office (az definedl in subsection (c) of this section):

Provided, That such Federal candidates are given the

maximum flexibility in the choice of program format,".

(b) Section 315(b) of such Act is amended to read as

follows:

"(b) The charges made for the use of any broadcasting

station by any person who is a legally qualified candidate for

any public o_ce in connection with his campaig n for nomina-

tion for election, or election, to such officeshall not exceed--

"(1) during the forty-five days preceding the date

of a primary eleci_ionand during the sixty days preced-

ing the date of a 9,eneral or special election in which such

person is a candidate, the lowest unit charge of the station

for the same amount of time during the same period; and

"(2) atany other time, the charges made for com-

parable use of such station by other users thereof."

(c) Section 812(a) of such Act is amended by striking

"or" at the end of clause (5), striking the period at the end of

clause (6) and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and ":or",

and adding at the end of such section 812(a) the following

new clause:

"(7) for u_illful or repeated failure to allow

reasonable aefess to or to permit purchase of reasonable

amounts of time for the use of a broadcasting station by

a legally qualified candidate on behalf of his candidacy.".

i
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EXPENI)ITqTEB LrM_ATIONS FOR CANDIDATES FOR

_AJOR BLEC_qVl_.OFrrCES

SF_. 102. Set'on 315 of ¢he Oommunlcations Act _)f

1934 is further amend_ by re_[esi,gna_ su,]_se_tion (c)

as su,bsec_ion -(4)- (e) and by im_erfi_g 'lmme_[awly before

such su_bsection _he _llowing ,new subseotiom-

,,/._ It _ Fcr e_ $]_s ,,,,_,,,,,,,4.:^_ _4,,, _^ , ·

c!cc_ivc _ meeas t_e c_ e_ Prc_cnt, _'n't,c_

....... Or ""_1' .......... , Or ......... Or .......... _C.'

"(c) (1) For purposes of this subsection and ,_bsection

(d), the term--

"(A) 'Federal elective o/rice' means the o/rice of

President, Vice President, United States Senator or

Representative, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner

to the Congress;

"(B) 'use of broadcasting stations by _r on behalf

of any candidate' includes nat only broadcasts advocating

suvh candidate's election, bu,t also broadcasts urging the

defeat of his opponent or derogating his opp_ment'sstand

on campaign issues;

"(G) 'legally qualified candidate' mean_ any person

who (1) meets the qualifications prescribed by the ap-

plicable laws to hold the Federal elective o/fi_efor which

he is _ candidate and (2) is eligible under applicable
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State law to be voted for by the electorate directly or by

means of delegates or electors; and

"(D) 'broadcasting station' includes a community

antenna television ,system, and the terms 'licensee' and

'station licensee' wi_gn used with .respect to a community

antenna, television system, mean the operator of such

system.

"(2) _ (A) Nc, legally qualified candidate in an z!cc

·,_^.....'._ t_'"-,me, _Eaa_ _ any primary, runoff'

general,.or special election for a _ Federal elective office

may spend for'the use of broadcasting s'.tations on behat[ of

his candidacy in such election a total amount in excess of--

l_.. .... ._:-.~ eleeaon.,.. _ o_

wide o_c_ i. _h _,, '_'...... · ,_'_:-----_ ---'_""mb-
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JL_LUJLJUL_V. JJ. 1Dr]E qw_q_iSqO XVJ[ i_l_.a_,_ wv JL_.l

"[(A)] (i) 5 cents.multipliedbytheestimateof

resident population o/voting age for such oi_ce, as de-

termined by the Bureau of Census in June _f the year

preceding the year in which the election is to be held; or

"[(B)] (ii) $30,000, if greater than _he amount

determined under [subparagraph (A)] ela_e (i).

A legally qualified candidate for nomination /or election

to the o_ce of President may not spend a roi!al amount

for all primary elections held for such office in which he is

a candidate in excess of the lir_itation provided i_y the first

sentence of this paragraph.

"(B) In addition to the amount which he may spend

under paragraph (2)(A) of this subsection for the use of

broadcast communications media in connection with his

campaign, a candidate for Federal ol]iee may spend for

such use any unspent portion of the amount he is author-

ized to spend for the use of nonbroadcast communications

media under section 103 of the Federal Election Cam-

paign Act of 1971.

_J LtLQJLXXX_ _E. I_JLEI;XX1L_LX_J_LEJEJ_i_ l.J &_*.J

%,,,'_.._J. JLq,'La JULI. I.*,.,L&'V _4lJlJ&_._'_,.*'._ '
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"-_4-)-(3) Amounts spent for the use of broadcasting sta-

tions on behalf of any legally qualified candidate for s_o_

Federal 'elective office (or for nomination to ,such office)

shall, for the purposes of this subsection, be deemed to have

been spent by such candidate. Amounts spent for the use of

broadcasting stations by or on behalf of any legally qualified

candidate for the office of Vice President of the United

States shall, for the pm'pos_ of. this subseotlon, be deemed

to have been spent by' the candidate for the office of Presi-

dent of the United Sl_tes with whom he is nmning.

"-(gO:(4) No station licensee may make any charge for

the use of such station by or on behalf .of any candida_ for

ma_ Federal eleeti,ve office (.or for nomination to such

office) unless such candidate, or a per_on specifically author-

ized by such candidate in writing to do so, certifies to such li-

censee in writing that the payment of such charge will not

violate p_ragraph (2) o_ _ _.l.:_.___ is ..._1:_.1^vT .u J.,*.'.LILq_ '_ 'K,/.I_ _._.ILJ.%/LqU_,Lq_,4_

'.x(_(5) Broadcasting stations and candidates shall file

with the Commi_ion such reports at such times and contain-

lng such information as the Oommission shall proscribe for

the purpose of this subse_io_ and, in the case of broa'dcast-

lng stations, s_bzection (d).

"(d) If the Conmlission determiRes that--
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"(1 ) a State by law---

'' (A) has prodded tlhata prim ' or other

election for any office of such State _,h_ '_..._.

O_...... ; or of a .political

subdivision thereof is subject to this subs_ion, and

"(B) has specified a llmi_a¢ion upon total ex-

penditures for the use of broadcasting stat!ions on be-

half of the candidacy of each legally qualified candi-

dsm in such election, and

"(2) the amount of such liimitation does not; exceed

th_ amotmt which would _ determined for such election

under subsection (c) had such election been Bmdecfion

for a __a_jo_Federal elective office, or nomination thereto,

then no station licensee may make _ay chazge for the

use of such station by or on beh_df of arty legally qualified

candidate in such election unless such candidate, or a

person specifically authorized bY such candidate in writ-

ing to do so. certifies to such licensee in wri¢ing that the

payment of such charge will not violate such lhnitation

"'_,_,,,,,,'_!oTM _ e_........ .7 ._...-._."..-.a........... eye-

, .... ,.1 ,].....,.,.,..,.,,.. fl: ...... ' t]lrnl_ L358_0t_ _Cc_.gce' WLA_I_IO'IL'IJLI&_ 4Ck,J. llwlL IVJI.I.II.J I/IL._lJtJ..l&k_ J.IL1lJ%.s.lklL&Jl_tak_

-m. trespeet m _ _mm'zmity --*_-" _-.1.--'.'..*._-- Sy't_ -- "--vv &_L[ lLJ&&*_tg.ag_l_
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LmlTA_tO_rS OWcAMr._.m_ r_xrr_Ni)x_urms rOE

_TO_-BI_O_DCASTCOMMUZCXCATIONSMm)IA

Src. 103. (a) For purposes of this section, the term--

(1) "ma-jo{,Federal elective office" means the office

of President, Vice President, United Sta_es Senator or

:Rep ti __...... _ T f ^,._- .... 4- P.........resenta ve, or ,_,, ....... oe .......................

a State Delegate or Resident Commissioner to the Con-

gress; _ a_xv..

(2) "n°nbroadcast communications medmm means

12LA_ ,_LL _L,ilA 1 lUlAL_)I&

........ 1,_.,{-2,..... ],,,-,I,,A;_c,_,.:LT,ZJ+I_,-,,,+];_,-_,l+,-,+;.........
_L_X_L_L.LV&I_J, Z_._L_tXXX_ VV X _Xx_ItV XxXXJ_a _LLt:X_JXX J.L_ VV kJJ_Lk

_ ea_ "'-_- _,,,.;^a:....i =,,+x..,.+:^-_

_'"'-_ _ other =pr,'}_s of m+y "-ts.......... ,

......^._,l _ ,....I O[!lCl'r,,._-;l^.-,-- a,-] .... +',',' ...... +^.,.,-,

m_ZZLkZ;

e{ wca upon ............................

ll"'"'l; _.:_,-.1........ _ i_½l'"" "'"'_,.^_ :..,_,.,,.,,,.... +1_,,,.,.,;"'"'°i""_J"l;"'"'l.... ,.,v.,':"'1_,.,..,.,.- -I'''*_'*'_"''_''1-,1;._

· J. JL '",J 0 0

newspapers,, magazines and other periodical publications,

and billboard facii!ities;

(3) "legally .qualified ca_didate" means any person

who (A) meets the qualifications prescribed by the appli-

cable laws to hold:the Federal elective office for which he

is a candidate and (B) is eligible under applicable ,State
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law to be voted for by the electorate directly or by means

of delegates or electors; and

(4) "use of any nonbroadca_t communications

media by or on behalf of any candidate ''_ includes not

only amounts spent for advocating a candddate's elec-

tion, but also amounts spent for urging the defeat of his

opponent or derogating his oppone_£s sta_d on cam-

paign issues.

(b) During the forty-five days preceding _he date of

any primary eleotion, and during the _cty day_ preceding

the date of any general or spedal ,election, the charges made

for the use of any nonbroadcast communications medium by

an individual who is a legally qualified candidate for

Federal elective office shall not exceed the lowe_ unit rate

charged others by the person furnishing such medium for the

same amount of space.

-(-b)-(c)(1) No legally qualified candidate in a_ clcct:.c.n

'_ha__._ _._'_c_"y _ m_y primary, runoff, gen-

eral, or special election for a m_l_ Federal elective office may

spend for the use of nonbroadcast communication_ media on

behalf of his candidacy in such election a total amount in

excess of--

_,_JLJL_ JLJLJLI.LI, VJLJL_JCL_.l_& VJUL_ · V _'_1_

ig.&,,&_,,._ e,1 j
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.......... n ......... e_ _ east for

am_ vv Aw_av VAAAW_._ _AA _&AV IA'AA.I.V M.AA I_ _A JUaa_.a_vw_.

Jl.lt t,l_Aa x,e'_& ]['-,JA _,_I¢l._e_'t_ VV&_UI.,,.,,

[(1)] (A) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate of

resident population of voting age for such office, as de-

termined by the Bureau of C_sus in June of the year

preceding the yea_, in which the election is to be held; or

[ (2)] (B) $30,000, if greater than :the amount de-

termined under [clause _(1)1 subparagraph (A).

A legally qualified candidate foe nmnination /or elee2ion

to the office of President may' not spend a total amount, foe

all primary elections held for such office in which he is a

candidate in excess of the limitation provided by the first

sentence of this paragraph.

(9.) In addition to the amount which he may spend

under this subsection for the use of nonbroadCaSt com-

48-010 0 - 71 - 2
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munications media in connection with his caz_paign, a

candidate for Federal office may spend for such use any

unspent portion of the amount he is authorized to spend

for the use of broadcast communications media under sec-

tion 315(c) of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C.

315(c)).

_jL u. u, LLLJLJL!._ T.IL q,.'uL.I.,LT. JLz 'LL(_u I_ _, Iu/.ILv./t,

x%J.I. J.J.X.,t,ILX.I:JLJ. XUJUJU,,.rJLX JJLLJL_U._XJ_i _'UJ_Lq./X UJL,Lr,.4,L.IL

JLX'%.'JI.z IJ'.IL q_,/4,1n...L%..LLI_IU _ZlJ_.JdLXXULXX_

+:..... ..1:. T.^T..1._ ' _"--":i'_'e't_ j:ll_ .... 1-, ,.,1_-:^_

X_*JAJ._U. JJJL _ E_iL.ILq,/ L4_LXJ2_'_L31_ q_Lq_,_qJ _JLJLJJL LtJJ.X.L _,Y_LJLJL'L' 1L,.,_.I_ q_/L_O

I_.L1_ I_/U,LIJJ. J. X q.,fJ.

-_e-)-(d)Amom_ts spent fo_ the use of n.orrbroa_cast com-

munications media on behalf of any le_,lly qualified can-

didate for _ Federal elective office (or for nomination

to such office) shall, for the purposes of this _,ecti.on, be

deemed to have been spent by such candidate. Amoul_ts

q)ent for the use of not,broadcast communicati%s media by

or on behalf of any legally qu'alified candidate for the office

of Vice Presiden$ of the United States shall, for .the purposes

of this.section, be deemed to have been q)ent by .the candi-

date for the office of President of the United States with

whom he is rurming.

-_(e) No person may make any charge for the use of
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any nonbroadcast comraunications' me_]Jumby or on b_h'a]f of

any candidate for m_E, Federal elective office (or for nomi-

nation to 'such office) unless such candidate, or an individual

specifically authorized by such candidate in writing to do

so, certifies to such person tha_ the paymerrt of such cMrge

will not violate subsection _ (c) _ _ w.t.'chcvcr is

,_'1,'_K1^
_rr .......... Any person, who furnishes the use of any non-

broadcast comm_mications medium to or for the 'benefit of

any .such c_ndida_te witthout charg e therefor shall 'be deemed

to have m_de a contrib_tion to such candidate in an amount

equal .to the amount normally charged by such person for

such use. Any person who furnishes the use of any non-

broadcast communications medithn to or for the benefit of

any such candidate a_ a rate which is less than the :rate'

normally charged by .such person for such use shall be

deemed to have made a contribu¢ion to such candidate in an

amount equ_l to the excess of the rate normally charged

over the rate charged such candidate.

4cg-)'(D Violation of the provisions of this section is pun-

ishable by a fine not to exceed $5,000, imprisonment for zzo_

to exceed five years, or both.

CYOST-OF-LIVING INCREASE IN LIMITATION FORMULA

Sre. 104. (a) For purposes of this section, the term--

(1) "price i_gex" means the annual average over

a calendar year of the Con_umer Price Inde_ (all
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items--United States city averag e) published monthly by

the Bureau of Labor Statistics; and

(2) "base period" means the calendar year 1970.

(b) Commencing immediately after the end of 1971,

and after the end of each calendar year thereafter, as there

becomes available necessary data from the Bureau of Labor

Statistics of the Department of Labor, the Szcretary of

Labor shall determine the di_erence between the price index

for the immediately preceding calendar year and _he price

index for the base period. The amount computed under sec-

tion 315(c)(2)(a)(i) of the Communications Act of 1934

(as added by section 102 of this Act) and under section 103

(c) (1) (A) of this Act shall be increased by such per centum

difference (excluding any fraction of a per ce_tum) and

rounded to the next highest cent. Ii]ach amount s_ increased

shall be the amount in effect for the twelve mont_s following

the end of such calendar year,,

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. _ 105. This title shall take eitect on the date of

enactment of this Act, except that-

(l) the amendment made by section 1(4 (b) shall

take effect 30 days after such date; and

(2) Section ,102 shall take effect on such date as

the Federa} 'Communications C_)mmission shall prescribe,

but not later than 120 days afl:er the date of enactment

o_ this Act,
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TITLE II CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS[; DIS-

CLOSURE 0F FEDERAL CAMPAIGN FUNDS]

[PAINT A---4_RIMIlq'AL CODE AMENDMENTS]

SEc. 201. Section 591 of title 18, 'United States Code,

is amended to read as follows:

"§591. Definitions

'q_nen used in sections 597, 599, 600, 602, [608,]

610, [and] 611, and 614 of this title

"(a) 'election' means (1) a general, special, [.'or]

primary, or runol_ election, (2) a convention or caucus

of a political party held to nominate a candidate, (3) a

prima_ election held for the selection of delegates to a

national nominating convention of a political party,

['or] (4) a primary election held for the expression of

a preference for the nomination of persons for election

to the office of [.President;] President, and (5) the

election of delegates to a constitutional convention

for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the

United States;

"(,b) 'candidate' means an individual who seeks

._om.'m_tion for eleotien, or election, to Federal office,

whether or not su,e:hindividual is elected, and, for pur-

poses of this paragraph, _n individual shall be deemed

to seek nomination for election, or election, to Federal

office, if he has (1) taken the action necessary under

1 75
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the ls;w of e; State to qualify himself for nomination for

election, or election, or (2') received contributions or

me;de expenditures, or has given his conSent for any

other person _o receive contributions or make expen_-

tures, with a view to brhl_ng _Lbouth_isn:omin&tion._or

election, or election, to such om,ce;

"(c) ']Federal office' means the office of President

or Vice President of the United States, or t_enat_r or

Representative in, or Delegate or ]_esident Commis-

sioner to, the Congress of the 'United States;

"(el) 'political committee" means any individue;1,

committee,, a.ssociation, or organization which accepts

contributions or makes expenditures .during _ calendar

year in an aggregate amount exceeding $1,000;

"(e) 'contribution' means--

"(1) e; gift, subscription , loan, adva:ace, or de-

posit of money or anythin_ of value (excel)i; a loan

of money by a national or State bank made in'

accordance with the applicable banking laws

and regulations), made for the purpose of in-

fluencing the nomination for election, (,r election,

of any person to Federal office, [or]] for the pur-

pose of influencing the results of a prime;ry held

for the selection of delegates to a nat:._.onalnom-

inating convention of a political party or for the
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expression of a preference for the nomination (ff

persons for election to the office of [President;]

President, or :for the purpose of influencing the

election of del[egates to a constitutional convert-

tion for proposing amendments to the Constitu-

tion of the U_nLitedStates;

"(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, ex-

press or implied, whether or not legally enforceable,

to make a contribution for such' purposes;

"(3) a traLnsfer of funds between political com-

mittees; and

"(4) the payment, by any person other than

a candidate or politicaJ, conunittee, of compensation

for the personal services of another person which

ave ren&_red _o such candidate or political committee

withou¢ charge for any such purpose;

"(f) 'expenditure' mean_-

"(1) a purchase, payment, distribntion, loan,

advance, deposit, or gift of money or any_.hlng of

value (except a loan of money by a national or

State bank made in accordance with the applicable

banking laws, and regulations), made for the

purpose of influencing the nomination for elec-

tion, .or election, of any person to Federal office,
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[or] for the purpose of influencing the re.suk of a

primaryheld for .the selection of delegates to a na-

tional nominating co_vention of a' political party

or for the expression of a preference for the nomi-

nation of persons for election to tZheoffic_ of [Presi-

den{ ;] Pi'esident, or for tJhe Purpose of influencing

the election of delegates to a constitutional con-

vention for proposing amendments to. the Con-

stitution of the United States;

"(2) a contract, promkse, or agreement, ex-

press o.r implied, whether or not legally _nf_roeable,

to make any expenditure; and

"(3) a transfer .of funds between polit[cal eom-

mittees; [and]

"(g} 'persan' rind 'whoever' mean a_ individual,

partnership, committee, association, corpora:ion, or any

other organization or group of [persons."] persons;

and

"(h) 'State' means each State of the United

States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth

of Puerto Rico, and any territory or possession of the

United States"

SEc. 202. Section 600 of title 18, United States Go&,

is amended to read as follows:
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"§600. Promise of emplOYment or other benefit for politi-

cal activity

"Whoever, directZ[yor indirectly, promisos any employ-

ment, position, compen_tion, ooncracs, appointmen¢, or

other benefit, provided for or made possible in whole or in

part '.by any AcS of C!ongress, or any special consideration

in obtaining any such :benefit, to any person as consideration,

favor, or rewa_: for any political aotlvity or for the support

of _r opposition to arty candidate or arty poli.tical party in

oonneotlon wiVhmy goneral ur special etectian to any poli_i-

cal office, or in connection with any prinm_ election or

poliqeal convention or caucus held to select cand_lates for

my political office, sh_sLllbe fined n_t more thma $1,000 or

imprisone_l not more th_anone year, or both."

ISle. 203. Section 602 of title 18, United States Co_e,

is amended by-

[ (a) htserting "(a)" before "Whoever"; and

[ (.b) adding at the end Vhereof the following new

subsection:

["(b) Whoever, _uydngon behalf of say political com-

mfftee (including, say State or local committee of a political

party), directly or i[ndirectly, intentionally or willfully

solicits, or is in may _mmner concerned in soliciting, _y

assessment, subscription, or contribution for .the use of such
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political committee or for any political purpos_ whatever

from any officer or employee of the United States (.other

_han an elected officer) shall be fined not more than $5,000

or imprisoned not more than tha'ee years, or l)oth."]

[SEc. 204. Secti,on 608 of title 18, United States Code,

is amended to read as follows:

£"§608. Limitations on political contributiolt._ and pur-

chases

[" (a) It shall be unlawful for any person: dJ;rectly or

in'directly, to make a contribution or c_ntributions ha an ag-

gregate axaount in excess of $5,000 daring any calendar

year, in con,nect_on wit,h ally campaign ,for no,m,in,ati_m for

election or elec_On to Federal office, W--

[" (1) any poli,tical committee 'or candSdate;

[" (2) ¢voo or more pol_tieat commiaees sttbstan-

tisJl,l,ystrpporting _he same can_date; or

[" (3) a can_ida_ an_t one or more t_ol_,ticaJ mm-

m_tteossubstan¢ially supPorti_rrgthe _m_di&L,te.

lin computing the aggregate limitation of this subsection,

contributions and pledges made after an election for Federal

office to discharge indebtedness a6srued during _he campaign

for such office shall be deemed to have been made in the

calendar year in which such iindebtedness was accrued.

N_)th;mgco_ained i,n v_s suSsecti_n shall pr(_hi:bit the trans-

fer of contriSu, fions received 'by a, pol_fi(,_l eoanmit4ee.

[" (_b) Except as provMed ia subs_tion (_).--
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[" (1) it shall be unlawful for any political commit-

tee _)r eaadi_e t_)sell goods, oommodi_'es,_al:v%_ising,

or other articles, e,r any services .to ,aayone otther IJaana

political comm.i_t_sor can,did_te; a,nd

[" (2) i¢ sha.ll be unl_wtul fqr day person, _rdaer

_han a political o0mmiCteeor ean&l_te, to pumhsse

goods, conmtotl_es, advertising, _)rother a_les or any

services .fi'oma political committee or cand_dSy_e.

["(e) W_noevervislacoesmbsectJon (a) or (b) of this

section shall be aned notmore than $5,000 or imprisoned

not more than five years, or both.

[" (d) Subsection (b) of this section shall not apply to

a sale or purchase (1) of any political campaign pin, but-

ton, badge, flag, emblem, hat, banner, or similar campaign

souveniror any politic_acampaign literature or publications

(but shall apply to sales of advertising including the sale of

space in any publication), for prices not exceeding $25

each, (2) of tickets to dinners, luncheons, rallies, and sim-

ilar fundraising activities, (3) of food or drink for a charge

not substantially in excess of the normal charge therefor:, or

(4) made in the course of the usual and known business,

trade, or profession of any person or b a normal ann's-

length transaction, however, a sale or purchase described in

paragraph (1), (2), or (3) shall be deemed a contri-

bution under subsection (a) of this section.

[" (e) For the purposes of this section,a contn'bution
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made by the spouse or a minor child of a person shall be

deemed a contribution made by such person.

[" (f) In all cases of vio]atioils of this secti(,n by a part-

nership, commit_e, _association, corporation, or other orga-

nization or group of persons, the officers:, directors, or man-

aging heads thereof who knowingly and willthlly partici-

pate in such violation shall be punished as herein

provided."]

Sec. 203. Section 608 of title 18, United States Code,

is repealed.

SEC. ['205.] 204. Section 609 of title 18, United States

Code, is repealed.

SEC. [206.] 205. Section 611 of title 18, United States

Code, is amended to read as follows:

"§ 611. Contributions by Government contractors

"Whoever-

'' (a) entering into any contract with the United

States or any department or agency ther(_)f either for

the rendition _)f personal _ervices or fu:'nishing any

material, supplies, or equipmen t fA)the United S'mtes

or any department or agency thereof or fer selling any

.land or building to the United Sta_es or any depart-

ment or agency thereof, if p_byment for She performance

of such contract orpayment for such ma,terial, supplies,

equipmen,t, land, or .building is to be m_de in whole

or in p0xt kom lam.d_ ap_o].)riated 'by the Congress, at
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any time between the commencement of negotiations

for and the later of (1) thc completion of performance

under, or (2) the termination of negotiations for, such

contract or furnishing of material, supplies, equipment.

laud or buildings, directly or indirectly makes may con-

tribution of money or ol_her tldng of value, or promises

expressly or imp][J[edlyto make any such contribution,

to any political p_xty, committee, or candidate for pub-

lie office or to any person for any political purpose or

use; or

"(b) knowingly solicits any such contribution from

any such person for any such purpose during any such

period;

shall .be fined not more Chun $5,000 or imprisoned not more

than five years, or both."

Sec. 206. Chapter 29 of title 18, United States Code,

is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

new section:

"§ 614. Extension of credit to candidates for Federal office

by certain industries

"(a) No business, the rates and charges for which are

regulated by the Ci_ql Aeronautics Board, the Federal

Communications Commission, or the Interstate Commerce

Commission, shall extend credit, for services rendered or

goods furnished to auy candidate Or to.any other person

on behalf of stle_ candidat_ _I. _a .t_e debt so created is
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secured in full by property, bond, or other security. This

section shall not apply to a use of such services or goods

by a candidate for purposes no_: related to h:[s campaign

for nomination for election, or election, to Federal office,

if the candidate so certifies in writing to that business.

"(b) Violation of the provisions of thil_ section is

punishable by a fine not to exceed $1,000, or (in the case

of an individual who intentionally violates such provi-

sions) imprisonment for not to ,exceed one y_r, or both."

[_SEC. 207. The analysis of sections of el_pter 29 of

title 18, United States Code, is amended by strking out the

items relating to sections 609 and 611, and inserting in lieu

thereof the following:

1'"609. Repealed."
["611. Contributions by Government contractom.'_

Sec. 207. The table of sections for chapter 29 of title

18, United States Code, is amended by-

(l) striking out the item relating to se_-tion 608 and

inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"608. Repealed";

(2) striking out the item relating to se _tion 609 and

inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"609. Repealed.";

(3) striking out the item relating to section 611 and

inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"611. Contributions by Government contractors."; and
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(4) adding a_Lthe end of such table the following:

"614. Extension of credil_ to candidates for Federal office by certain
industries."

[PART B--I)ISCLOSUI_E OF FEDERAL CAMPAIGN FUNDS]

TITLE III--DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL CAMPAIGN

FUNDS

DEFINITIONS

SEc. [251.] 301, When used in this part--

(a) "election" means (1) a general, special, [or]

primary, or runoff election, (2) a convention or caucus

of a political party held to nominate a candidate, (3)

a primary election held for the selection of delegates to

a national nominat, ing cortvention of a political party,

[or] (4) a primary election held for the expression of

a preference for the nomination of persons for election

to the office of [President;] President, and (5) the

election of' delegates to a constitutional convention

for. proposing amendments to the Constitution of 'the

United States;

(b) "eairdidate" means an individual who seeks

nomin_tion for de,c_tion, or eleation, to Federal office,

whether or not such individual is elected, and, for pur-

poses of ,this paragraph, an indRSdual shall be deemed to

seek nomination for election, or election, .if he bo__ (1)

t_en the tm,tion nE,_es,sary under ,the law of a State t_
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qualify himself for nomination for dec{ion, or election,

to Federal office, or (2) received contributions or made

expenditures, or has given his consent fo:: any other

person to receive contributions or make expenditures,

with a view _o bringing about his _ominatLon for elec-

tion, or election, to such office;

(e) "Federal office" means the office of President

or Vice President of the United States; or ef Senator or

Representative in, or I)eleg_ or Resident Commissioner

to, the Congress of the United. States;

(d) "political committee" means any' o>mmJttee,

association, or o_:ganlzation v/hieh accepts ._ontributi_

or makes expenditures during, a calendar y(ar in an ag-

gregate amount exceeding $1,000;

(e) "contribution" means-

(l) a gift, subscription, loan, ad_'ance, or de-

posit of money or anything of value' m_te for the

puriose of influencing the no_ation for election,

or election, of any person to Federal offi_ or as a

presidential o_ vice-presidential elector, [_] fo_ the

purpose of influencing the result of a prinmry held

for the selection of delegates to a national nominat-

ing convention of a political [party,'[' party or for

the expression of a preference for the nomination

of persons for election to the o:_ce of [President;]
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President, or for the purpose of influencing the

election of delegates to a constitutional conven-

tion for proposing amendments to the Consti-

tution of thE: United States;

(2) a cc_ntraet, promise, o_ agreement, whether

or n_)t legally enforceable, to 'make a contribution

for any such ]?urp_se;

(3) a mmsfer of funds between poUtical com-

mittees; and

(4) the payment, by any person other than a

candidate or politica:! committee, of compensation

for the personal services of another person which

are rendered to such (m.ndidate or committee without

charge for any such purpose;

(f) "expendi[ture" means-

(I) a ]o,urchase, payment, distribution, loan,

advan ce, deposit, or gift of money or anything of

value, made Jforthe purpose of 'infiuenclng the nomi-

nation for election, or election, of any person to

Federal office, ,or as a presidential and vice-presi-

dential elect,r, .or for the purpose of influencing the

result of a pr[maa'y held for the selection of delegates

to a national nom_.nating convention of .a political

['party,] party or for the expression of a preference

for the nomination of persons for election to tho

48-010 0 - ?1 - 3
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office of I'Presider_t;] President, or fvr the pur-

pose of influencing the election of delegates to a

constitutional convention, for proposi:ag amend-

ments to the Constitution. of the Unite_i States;

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement whether

or not legally enforceable, to make an expenditure;

and

(3) a transfer of funds between political

committees;

[ (g) "Clerk" means the Clerk: of the House of

Representatives of the United States;

[ (h) "Secretary" means the Secretary _)fthe Sen-

ate of the United States ;]

(g) "Comptroller General:" means the Comptroller

General of the United States;

[ (i)] (h) "person" means ar indivi[lual, parb

nership, committee, association, corporation, labor or-

ganization, and any other organization or group of

persons; and

[ (j)] (i) "State" includes the District of Colum-

bia, .the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any terri-

tory or possession of the United States.

ORGANIZATION OF POLITICAL COHMITTEES

SEC. [252.] 302. (a) Every politic_d conmfittee shall

have a chairman and a treasurer. No contributbn and no
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expon&ture shall be accepted or made by or on behalf of a

political committee at a time when :there is a vacancy in

the office of chairman or treasurer thereof. No expenditure

shall be made for or on behalf of a political committee

without the authorization of its chairman or .treasurer, or

their designated agent,a.

(b) Every persola who receives a contribution for a

political committee shall, on demand of the treasurer, and

in any event within five days after the receipt of such con-

tribution, render to the treasurer _ detailed account thereof,

including the amount, the n_ne _nd address of the person

making such contribution, and the date on which received.

All funds of a political committee shall be segregated from,

and may not be commingled with, any personal funds of

officers, members, or 'associates of such committee.

(e) It shall be t]_e duty of the treasurer of a political

committee to keep a detailed and exact account of-

(l) all contributions made to or for such com-

mittee;

(2) the full name and :mailing address of every

person making a,ny contribution, and the date and

amount thereof;

(3) ,all expenditures made by or on behalf of such

committee; 'and
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(4) the full name a_d m_'fiialg address of every

person to whom any expendi[ture is made, and the date

and amount thereoL

(d) It shall be the duty of-the treasurer t) obtain and

keep a receipted bill, stating the particulars, for every ex-

penditure made by or on behalf of a F01itical (_ommittee in

excess of $100 [or more] in amount, and f.)r any such

expenditure in a lesser amount, if the aggregate amount of

such expenditures to the same person during a calendar

year exceeds $100. The treasurer shall preserve all re-

ceipted bills and accounts required to be kept by this sec-

tion for periods of time to be determined by the [Secre-

tary or Clerk, as the case may be,] Comptroller General.

(e) Any poliVical committee which solicits or receives

contributions or makes expenditures on behalf o:!any candi-

date ,that is not authorized in writing by such candidate to do

so shall include a notice on the face or front page of :all litera-

ture and advertisements published: in connexion with such

candidate's campaign by such committee or on its behalf

sta_ing that the committee is n_)t authorized by su('Jac_ndi-

date and th_ such candidate is not, responsible for the a_tivi-

ties of such eommi,_tee.

(f) Any political committee shall include on the face

or front page of all literature and advertisements solicit-

lng funds the following notice:
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"In compliance with Federal law a report has

been (or will be} filed with the Comptroller General

of the United States showing a detailed account of

our receipts and expenditures. A copy of that report is

available at a charge from the Superintendent of

Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash-

ington, D.C. 20407."

REGISTRATION OF POLITICAL CO_IMITTEES; STATEMENTS

SEc. [253.] 303. (a) Each political committee which

anticipates receiving contributions or making expenditures

during the calendar year in an aggregate amount exceeding

$1,000 shall file with the [Secretary or Clerk, as the case

may be,] Comptroller General a statement of organiza-

tion, within ten days after its organization or, if later, ten

days after the date on which !it has information which

causes the committee to anticipate it will receive contri-

butions or make expenditures in excess of $1,000. ]Each

such committee in existence at the date of enactment of

this Act shall file a statement of organization with the

[Secretary or Clerk, as the case may be,] Comptroller

General at such time :as he prescribes.

(b) The statement of organization shall include-

(l) the nature and address of the commiCtee;

(2) the n_nes, addresses, and relationships of al-

filiated or connected organizations;
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(3) the area, scope, or jun_sdietion ' of the _m-

mittee;

(4) the name, oxldress, and N,sition of the cus-

todian of books and _counts;

(5) the nsme, address, and position of other prin-

eipal officers, including officers and members of the

fin_ce commie/cee, i_ any;

(6) _he n_ue, _utdress, office sought, and p_rty

affl]isfion of (A) each _n&date whom the committee

is supporting, and (B) any other indivi&ud, if _my,

whom ,the committee is supporting for noIr_afion for

eleo_n, or election, to any pubh'o or,ce whatever; or,

if .the comm_tee is supporting the eh:tire ticket of _uy

party, the name of the party;

(7) a statement whether the comm_$tee is _ con-:

finuing one;

{8) the disposition of residual funds which will be

made in the event of dissolution;

(9) a listing of all banks, safety deposit boxes, or

other repositories used;

(10) a statement of the reports required to be filed

by the committee with State or local officers, and, if so,

the nA,mes, addresses, and positions of such persons; end

(11) such other information as _hall be requh'ed

by the [Secretary or Clerk.] Comptroller General,
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(c) Any change in information previously submitted in

a statement of organization shall be reported to the [Secre-

tary or Clerk, as the case may be,'[ Comptroller General

within a ten-day period following the change.

· (d) Anycommitteewhich,afterhavingfiledoneormore

statements of organization, disbands or determines it will no

longer receive contrib_uttions or make expenditures during the

calendar year in an aggregate amount exceeding $1,000 shall

so notify ,the [Secretary or Clerk, as the case may be.]

Comptroller General,,

REPORTS BY POLITIOAL COHI_ITTEES AND CANDIDATES

Ssc. [254.] 304. (a) Each treasurer of a political com-

mlttee suPPorting a ,candidate or candidates for election to

[the office of President or Vice President of the United

Sta_es or Senator, and each candidate for election to such

office, shall file with the Secretary, and each treasurer of a

political committee supporting a candidate or candidates for

election to the office of Representative in, or Delegate or

Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the United

S_ates,'[ Federal office and em_h candidate for election

to such office, shall file with the [Clerk,'[ Comptroller Gen-

eral reports of'rece![pts and expenditures on forms to be

prescribed or approved by him. Such reports shall be filed

on the tenth day of March, June, and September, in each

year, and on the fifteenth and fifth days next preceding the
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da_e on which an eleotion is held, and also by the they-first

day of January. Such reports shall be complete as of such

date as the [Secretary] Comptroller General may pre-

scribe, which shall not be less than five days beJ!ore the

date of filing.

(b) Each repol%under this section shall disclose--

(1) the amOUnt of cash on hand at the beginning

of the reporting period;

(2) the full name and mailing address of e_ch per-

son who has made one or more contributions to or for

such committee or candidate (including the pur_hase of

tickets for events such as dinners, ]luncheons, ral[es, and

similar fundraising even,ts) within the calendar year in

[the] an aggregate amount or value in excess of

$100 [or more], together with _the amount a_td date

of such contributions;

(3) Vhe ,total sum of individu_l contributions made

to or for such committee or candidate during the report-

lng period snd _ot reported under parag_ph ('_I);

(4) the name and address of each political o)mmit-

See or candidate from which ,the reporting committee or

the candidate received, or to which that commi'_ee or

candidate made, any transfer of funds, together with the

amounts and dates of '_ll such tra_.sfers;

(5) each loan to or from any rer_)a within ,the
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calendar year in [[the] an aggregate amount or value

in excess of $100 [or more], together with ¢he full

names and mailing addresses of the lender and endors-

ers, if any, and the date and amount of such loans;

(6) She total amount of proceeds from (A) the

sale of tickets to e_,ch dinner, hmcheon, rally, and other

fundraising event; (B) mass ,_)lleotions made at such

ever_ts; and (C)sales of items such as politica_l cam-

paign pin s, bt_ttons, badges, flags, emblems, hats, ban-

ners,: li_rature, an'd similar nmterials;

(7) each con(xi',bution, relate, refund, or other re-

ceipt in excess of 15100 [or more] not otherwise listed

under paragraphs (2) through (6) :;

(8) the total[ sum of all receipts by or for such

commktee or candidate during the reporting period;

(9) the ful,1 name and mailing address of each

person to whom an expendi,ture or expenditures have

been made by such corrmlittee or candidate wiShin the

calendar year in [[the] an aggregate amount or value

in excess of $100 [or more], and the amount, date,

and purpose of eaA_hsuch expenditure;

(10) the full name and mailing address of each

person 'to whom an expenditure for personal services,

salaries, and reimbursed expenses in excess of $100

[or more] has bc,_n made, ,0_!rdwhich is n_t otherwise
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reported, including _he amount, date, and purpose of

such expenditure;

(11) the total sum of expenditures made by such

committee or candidate during the calendar year;

(12) the amount and nature of debts and obliga-

tions owed by or to the committee, in such form as the

[Secretary or _erk] Comptroller' General may pre-

scribe; and

(13) such other information as shall be requh'ed by

the [Secretary ,or Clerk.'] Comptroller General.

(c) The reports required to be filed by subseetio:l (ia)

shall be cumulative during the calendar year to which they

relate, but where there has been no change ill an item re-

ported in a previous report during such year, only the amount

need be carried forward. If no contributions or expenditures

have been accepted or expended during a calendar year, the

treasurer of the political committee or candidate shall file a

statement to that effect.

REPORTS BY OTHERS THAN POLITICAL CO:_MITTEES

SEc. [255.][ 305. (a) Every person (other ,than a po-

litical committee or candidate) who makes contributions or

expo_ditures, other than by contribution to a politic_] com-

mittee or candi,date, [aggregating $1£g) or more] in an

aggregate amount in excess of $100 withln a cale_nd_r year

sha_ll_e with the [Secretary or Clerk, as the case may be,]
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Comptroller General a, s_tement containing the information

required by section [_q54.1 304. Statements required by this

section shall be flied on the dates on whloh reports by

political oommlttees a,re filed, but need not be cumulative.

(b) (1) Any business, the rates and charges for which

are regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal

Communications Commission, or the Interstate Commerce

Commission, which furnishes goods or services to or for

the use of a candidate in connection with his campaign

for nomination for election, or election, to Federal office,

or to a political committee for use in connection with such

a campaign, shall file with the Comptroller General a

statement disclosing--

(A) the name of the purchaser and the name of

the candidate for the benefit of whose camoaign the

goods or services were purchased;

(B) a specific description of the goods or services

furnished and tile quantity or measure thereof, if

appropriate;

(C) any am_mnt of the price of such goods or

services not paid in advance of their being furnished

to the PUrchaser;

(D) any unp_dd balance of the price of such goods

or services as of the reporting date;

(E) a descritption o£ the type and value of any
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bond, collateral, or other security securing such un-

paid balance; and

(F) such other information as the Comptroller

General shall require by published regulation.

(2) Reports required under paragraph (1) of this sub-

section shall be filed on the dates on which reports by

political committees are filed, and sitall be cumulative. A

copy of each report required of. a business under para-

graph (1) shall be filed with the department or agency

by which such business is so regulated.

FORMAT, REQUIRE]_IENTS RESPECTING R,_POI_TS AND

STATEMENTS

SEC. [256.] 306. (a) A report or statement required

by this [patti title to be filed by a treasurer of a political

committee, a candidate, or by any other person, shall be ver-

ified by the oath or affirmation of the person filing such

report or statement, taken before any officer authorized to

administer oaths.

(b) A copy of a report or statement shall be preserved

by the person filing it for a period of time to be designated

by the [Secretary or Clerk, as the c_usemay be,] Comp-

troller General in a pu'blished regu]:ation.

(c) The [Secretary or Clerk] Comptroller General

may, by published regulation of general app]ic_bilit;y, re-

lieve any category of political committees of the obligation
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to comply with section [254] 304 if such committee (1)

primarily supports persons seeking State or local office, and

does not substantially support candidates, and (2) does not

operate in more ,than one State or on a statewide basis.

(d) The [Secretary or Clerk;as the case may be,]]

Comptroller General shall, by published regulations of gen-

eral applicability, prescribe the manner in which contribu-

tions and expenditures in the nature of debts and other

contracts, agreements, and promises to make contributions

or expenditures shall be reported. Such regulations shall

provide that they be reported in separate schedules. In

determining aggregate amounts of contributions and expendi-

tures, amounts reported as provided in such regulations shall

not be considered until actual payment is made.

REPORTS O_q CONVENTION FINANCING

SEC. [257.1] 307. ]Each committee or other orga.nlz_tion

which-

(I) represen_ts a State, or a political subdivision

thereof, or any group of persons, in dealing with officials

of a national political party with respect to matters in-

volving a convent,tion held in such State or political

subdivision to nominate a candidate for the office of

President or Vico Presiden. t, or

(2) represents a national political party in making

arrangements for the convention of such party held to
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nominate a candidate for the office of President or Vice

Prasiden$,

shall, within sixty days folk_wing the end of the cortven-

tion (but not later than twenty days prior to the date on

wklch presidential and vice-presidentia.[ electors are chosen),

file with the [.Secretary] Comptroller General a J!ull and

complete financial statement, in such form _ad detakl as ,he

may prescribe, of the sources from which it derived its funds,

and. the purposes _r which such tim& were expended.

DUTIES OF THE [.SECRETARY AND CL]_RK] COMPT]EOLLER

GENERAL

SEC. [..258.] 308. (a) It shall be the duty of thc ['Sec-

retary and Clerk, respectively] Comptroller General--

(1) to develop prescribed forms for the making of

the reports and statements required to be filed w.'.th him

under this [.part]] title;

(2) to prepare and publish a manual setting forth

recommended nni(orm methods of bookkeeping _md re-

porting for use by persons required to make such reports

and statements;

(3) to develop a filing, coding, and cross-indexing

system consonant with the purposes of this [,part-_ title;

(4) to make the reports and statements file_l with

him available for public inspection and copying dmlng

regular office hours, commencing as soon as practicable
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but not later than the end of the second day following the

day during which i[twas received, and to permit copying

of any such repo:rt or statement by hand or by dupli-

cating machine, as requested by any person, at the

expense of such person;

(5) to preserve such reports and statements for a

period of ten years from. dale of receipt, except that

reports and statements relating solely to candidates for

the House of Representatives shall be preserved for

only five years from the date of receipt;

(6) to compile and maintain a current list of all

statements or parts of statements pertaining to each

candidate;

(7) to prepare and publish an annual report, includ-

ing compilations of (A) total reported contributions and

expenditures for all candidates, political committees, and

other persons during the year; (ti) total amounts ex-

pended according to such ca'legories as he shM1 deter-

mine and broken down into candidate, pa.ay, and non-

party expenditu:res on the National, State, and local

levels; (C) total amounts expended for influencing

nominations and elections stated separately; (D) total

amo'ants contri'ls,uted according to such categories of

amounts as he shall determine and broken down into

contributions on the National, State, and local lew_ls for
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candidates and political committees; and (E) aglgegate

amounts contributed by any contributor shown to have

contributed [the sum of $100 or more]] in ext_ss of

$100;

(8) to prepare and publish fi.ora time to time special

reports comparing the various totals and categories of

contributions and expenditures made with respect to pre-

ceding elections;

(9) to prepare and publish such other report:_ as he

may deem appropriate;

(10) to assure wide dissemination of _qatistics,,sum-

maples, and reports prepared under this title;

(11) to make from time to time audits andfi_ld in-

vestiga$ions with respect to reports and statemen, is filed

under the provisions of this [part][ title, and wLth re-

spect to alleged failures to file any report or statement

required under the provisionsof this [part] title;

(12) to report a.ppare_t violations of law _) the

appropriate law enforcoment authorities; and

(13) to prescribe suitable rules and :regulati_)nsto

carry out the provisions of this [part]] title.

(b) (1) Any person who believes a violation of thi,_ title

has occurretd may file a complaint with the Comptroller

General. If the Comptroller General determines there is

substantial reason to believe such a violation has occm_ed,
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he shall expeditiously make an investigation, which shah

also include an investigation of reports and statements

filed by the complainant if he is a candidate, of the matter

complained of. Whenever in the judgment of the Comp-

tr°Her General, after affording due notice and an oppor-

tunity for a hearing, any person has engaged or is about to

engage in any acts or practices which constitute or will

constitute a violation of any provision of this title or any

regulation or order i.,_sued thereunder, the Attorney Gen-

eral on behalf of the United States shall institute a civil

action for relief, incl_ulding a permanent or temporary in-

junction, restraining order, or any other appropriate order

in the district court oJ_the United States for the district in

which the person is found, resides, or transacts business.

Upon a proper showing that such person has engaged or is

about to engage in such acts or practices, a permanent or

temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order

shall be granted with(mt bond by such court.

(2) In any action brought under paragraph (1) of this

subsection, subpenas for witnesses who are required to

attend a United States district court may run into any

other district.

(3) Any party aggrievdd by an order granted under

paragraph (1) of this subsection may, at any time within

sixty days after the date of entry thereof, file a petition

48-010 0'- 71 - 4
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with the United States Court of Appeals for the circuit in

which such person is found, resides, or transacts business,

for judicial review of such order.

(4) The judgment of the court of appeals affirming or

setting aside, in whole oran part, any such order of the dis-

trict court shall be final, subject to review by the Supreme

Court of the United States upon certiorari or certiiication

as provided in section 1254 of title 28 of the United States

Code.

(5) Any action brought trader this subsection sha](1be

advanced on the docket of the court in which filed, and put

ahead of all other actions (other than other actions

brought under this subsection).

STATE_,_r,_TSrILED Width CL_m_ or ¥ N_r_D STATESCOU_T

SEC. [259.] 309. (a) A copy _f each stater_Len_re-

qulred to be filed with the [Secretary or Clerk] Comp-

troller General by this [part] title shall be filed with

the clerk of the United States district court for the judi-

cial district in which is located the principal office of the

political committee or, in the case, 'of a statement fil_.d by a

candidate or other person, in which is located such )erson's

residence. The [Secretary or Clerk] Comptroller General

may require the filing of reports and statements required

by this title with the clerks of other United States district

courts where he determines the public interest will be served

thereby.
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(b) It shaU be the duty of the .clerk of a United States

distriot court under subsection (a)---

(1) to receive and maintain in an orderly maturer

all reports and statements required by this [part] title

'to be filed wi,th such. clerks;

(2) to preserve such repo_s and statements for a

period of ten years from date 'of receipt, except that re-

ports and statements relating solely to candidates for the

House of Represenfatives shall be ]preserved for only

five years from the date of receipt;

(3) to make tlhe reports and statements filed with

him available for public inspection and eopying during

regular office hours, commencing as soon as practicable

but not later than the' end of the second day following

the (}ay during wtdch it v/as received, and to permit

copying of any such report or statement by hand orby

duplicating machine, as requested by any person, at the

expense of such pennon; mad

(4) to compile and maintain a current list of all

statements or parts of s_ateme_ts pertaining to each

candidate.

rRommTIOS OF coN!rnmv_m_s I_ _AME OF _t_oTm_a

SF_. [260.] 310. No person shall make a contribution

in the name of another person, and no person shall know-
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ingly accept a contribution made by one person in the name

of _other person.

PElq'ALTy FOR VIOLATIONS

Sr_c. [261.] 311. Any person who violates any of the

provisions of this [part] title shall be fined not mcre than

$1,000 or imprisoned not mere than one year, or troth.

STATE LAWS NOT AFFECTED

SEc. [262.] 312. (a) Nothing in this [part] title shall

be deemed to invalidate or make inapplicable any provision of

any State law, except where complian(_ with such p::ovision

of law would result in a vi,olation of a provision of this

[part.] title.

(b) The [Secretary anti Clerk] Comptroller General

shs:_ encourage, _n_l cooperate with, the election officials

in the several States to develop procedures whi_h will

elbninate the necessity of mukiple filhlgs by permitting the

filing of copies of Federal reports to satisfy i_heState ::eqaire-

ment_.

PARTIAl, INVALIDI'rY

SEc. [263.] 313. If any provision of this [part] title,

or the application thereof, to any person or circumsmmce is

held invalid, the validity of the remainder of the [part]

title and the application of such prove[sion t_, other persons

and circumsta_cos shall not be affected thereby.
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_:_I_(_ CLAUSE

SEC. [264.] 314. (a) The Federal Corrupt Practices

Act, 1925 (2 U.S.C. §§ 241-256) is repealed.

(b) In case of a_y conviction under this [Aet,] title,

where the punishment; inflicted does not include imprison-

me_t, such conviction shall be deemed a misdemeanor con,vic-

tion only.

[TITLE III] TITLE IV--TAX INCENTIVES FOR

CONTRIBUTIOn, S TO CAI_DIDATES FOR FED-

ERAL OFFICE

_NCO_r. _X CSBDXT

SEC. [301.] 401. (a) Subpart A of ]?art IV of subchap-

ter A of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

(relating to credits against tax) is amended by renumbering

section 40 as 41, and by inserting after section 39 the fol-

lowing new section:

"SEC. 40. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR ELEC-

TIYE FED]9]RAL OFFICE.

"(a) GENERAL RULr_.--There shall be allowed to an

individual, as a credit al_inst the tax imposed by this chap-

ter for the taxable year:, an amount equa_ to one-half of the

political contributions ,Ias defined in subsection (c)) pay-

ment of which is made by such individual within the taxable

year.
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"(b) LimTX_rIONS.--

"(1) AMouN_r.--The credit allowed by sub_ecfion

(a) shall not exceed 820 for any taxable year.

"(2) ArrLmxTIoN wmi_ o_'rmR cREm_s.--'rhe

credit allowed by subsection (a) shall not excced the

amount of the tax imposed by this chapter for the tax-

able year reduced by the sum of the credits albwable

under section 33 (relating to foreign _x credit), sec-

tion 37 (relating to retirement income), and section 38

(relating to investment in certain depreci, able properly).

"(3) VEaIrIcATmN.--The credit allowed 'by sub-

section (a) shall be allowed with respect to any po-

litic,_l contribution, only if such politic_d contribution

is verified in such manner as .the Secretary or h!:s dele-

gate shall prescribe by reguNtions_

"(c) DErImTION OF POHTmXL CONTm:BUTm>r.---ZFor

purposes of Chis section, the term 'political contribution'

means a eontribu,tion or gift to-

'' (1) an _dividual whose n;_me is presented for

election as President of the United States, Vice Presid'ent

of the United States, an elect,or for President (,r Vice

President of the United Sta,tes, a Member of the Senate,

.or a Menrber of (or Delegate to) the ]louse of Repre-

sentatives in a general or special electior¥ in a primary

election, or in a convention of a political party, for use
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by such individual to further 'his candidacy for any such

office; or

"(2) a conurdttee acting i[n behalf of an individual

or individuals described iii paragraph (1), for use by

such committee t_ further the candidacy of such indi-

vidual or individus_ls.

"(d) ELECTION To TArE DBVUCTIONIN LmU OF

CREDIT.--This section shah not al_ply in the case of any

taxpayer who, for the taxable year, elects to take .the deduc-

tion provided by section 218 (relating to deduction for con-

tributiOns to candidate, s for elective Federal office). Such

election shall be made in such manner and at such time as the

Secretary or his delegate zha_l prescribe by regul_tlons.

"(e) CROSS REFERENOE.--

"For disall,o.wance of credit to estates and trusts, see
section 642(a],(3). _

(b) The t_ble of sections for such subpart is amended

by striking out

"Sec. 40. Overpayments of tax."

and inserting in lieu ¢tmreof

"Sec. 40. Contributions to candidates for elective Federal
office.

"Sec. 41. Overpayments of tax."

(c) Section 64:2 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of

1954 (relating to credits against tax for estates and trusts)

is 'amended by adding at the end thereof a new paragraph

as follows:
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"(3) POLITICAL CONTmBU_:IONS.--An estate or

trusi shall not be allowed the credit against Lax for

political contributions to candidates for elective i_'ederal

office provided by section 40."

DEDUCTION IN LIEU' OF CREDIT

SEc. [302.] 402. (a) Part VII of subchapter B of

chapter I of the Internal Revenue C_)de of 1954 (:relating

to addition,al itemized deductions for individuals) is a:xtended

by renumbering section 218 as 219, and by inserting after

section 217 the following new section:

"SEC. 218. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR ELEC-

TIVE FEDERAL OFFICE.

"(a) ALLOWANCEOF I)ErrucTIo_r.--In 'the ca,_e of an

in_tividnal, there shall :be allowed as a ded,t_ction any political

con_ributi_m (as defined in subsection (c)) paymon¢ of

which is made by such individual wh;hin the t_xab:te year.

"(b) LIM_TATIONS.--

"(1) AMov_.--The deduction m_der subsection

(a) shah not .exceed $100 for ,any taxable year.

"(2) VERIFmATION.--The deduction un,i[er su,b-

section (a) shall t)e alh)wed, wit[ respect ,_oany politi-

cal contr_bu¢ion, only if such political contribution is

verified in suoh manner as the Secretary or his tdegate

shall l_reseri,be :by regulafi_m.s.

"(e) DrrIxITro_ or POLITIC,_ CO_TmBeTION.--
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For purposes of :this section, ¢he .term 'political eontribufi_m'

means a contribution or gift _--

"(1) an indi'ddual whose name is presented for

election as President of *he Uaited States, Vice pres,i-

dent of the Uni_d _S_sJtes,an elector for Presi&n¢ or

Vice President of :the Uni'ted States, a Member of th.e

Senate, or a Me_ber _f (_)rDelegate .to) *he House of

Representatives in a general or special election, in a

primary election, or in a convention of a political party,

for use by such individual to further his candidacy for

any such office; or

"(2) a committee acting in behalf of an individual

or individuals described in paragraph (1), for use by

such committee to further the candidacy of such indi-

vidual or individuals.

"(d) ELECTION TO TAKF_C_EOIT IS LIEU OF DE-

DUCTION.--Thissection shall not apply :in the case of any

taxpayer who, for the taxable year, elects to take the credit

against tax provided by section 40 (relating to credit against

tax for contributions to candidates for elective Federal office).

Such election shall be :made in such manner and at such

time as the Secretary or his delegate shah prescribe by

regulations.

"(e) Csoss REFr_RISNCE.--

"For disallowance of deduction to estates and trusts,
see section 642(0?
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(b) The table of sections for such part is amended by

Striking out

"Sec. 218. Cross references."

and inserting in lieu thereof

"Sec. 218. Contributions to candiidates for elective Federal
office.

"Sec. 9,19. Cross references."

(c) Section 642 of the Internal l_evenue Code of 1954

(relating to special rUles for credits and deductions for estates

and trusts) is amended by redesignating subsection (i) as

subsection (j), and by inserting after subsection (h) a new

subsection as follows:

"(i) POLI_mAL CON_mBU_IO_S.--An estate or trUst

shall not be allowed the deduction for contributions to can-

didates for elective Federal office provided by section 218."

Sr,c. [303.] 403. The amendments made by sections

[301'[ 401 and [302'[ 402 shall apply to taxable years

ending after December 31, 1970, but only with respect to

contributions or gifts payment of which is made after such

date.
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BACXOROUND OF S. 382

S. 382 was introduced in the Senate on January 28, 1971, by Senator
Mansfield for himself, Senator Pastore, and Senator Cannon. It was
referred simultaneously to the Committees on Commerce, Rules and
Administration, and Finance.

The Senate issued instructions to the effect that when one of the
three committees had completed its consideration of the bill and had
fried its report with _the Senate, the remaining two committee s WoUld
be _ven an additional 45 calend ar days, running concurrently, in
which to file their respective reports,

The Committee on Commerce reported the bill, with amendments,
and anaccompanying report on May 6, 1971, whereupon itwas re,
referred, as amended, to the Committee on Rules and Administration
and the Committee on Finance.

Public hearings were held by' the SUbcommittee on Privileges and
Elections of the Committee on Rules and Administration on May 24
and 25, 1971. Subsequent executive sessions resulted in the _porting
of S. 382, with additional amendments, to tlhe Senate.

Earlier legislation, while not so broad in scope as S. 382, helped to
direct attention to the need for remedial leg/slation in the area of
camp 'algn financing.

S. 2436, which passed the Senate in 1960, and S. 2426, which was
approved by the Senate in 1961, were based upon public diScl%ure of
political contributions and expenses.

In 1967, the Senate passed S. 1880, which provided for full Public
reporting of campaign finances and offered an alternative tax credi't
or t.ax deduction to encourage citizens to support candidates and

political parties of their choice. However, the billwas not acted uponby the House of Representativ%.
In the 91st Congress, S. 734 was reported to the Senate on July 15,

1970, but no action was taken. That measure als° required detailed,
complete disclosure of all campaign finances in all elections by all
candidates and political committees.

S. 382, the Federal Election Campaig n Act of 1971, is a compre-
hensive bill which proposes sweeping changes in Federal election
laws and practices.

As introduced or'lg_.nally, the bill contained three titles: Title I---
Amendments to the Communications Act of 1934 and limitations on
expenditures for broadcast and n°nhroadcast media;title II--Criminal
cOde _mendments and discl0surePrOvisi0ns; and title III Provisions
for an alternative tax credit or dedUCtion for political contributions.

The Committee on Rules anti Adniinistratio n divided title II into
two parts and renumbered the titles. Title II of S. 382 now contains
criminal code amendments, and title III now contains disclosure pro-
visions. The title on tax incentives was renumbered from III to .IV.

(_)
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PURPOSE OF S. 382

In its report on S. 382, dated May 6, 1971 (S._Rept. 92-96) the Corn-
mittee on Commerce described the purposes of title I as follows:

The purpose of title I is twofold. It, attem!_ts to give
candidates for public office greater access to the rr/edia so that

they may better explain their stand on :!ssues, _nd therebymore fully and completely inform the rotters.
Second, it attempts to halt the spiraling cost o:_campaign-

ing for public office. Voters' Time, a report of thc Twentieth
Century Fund Commission on Campaign Costs in the
Electronie Era, eloquently demonstrated this fact. This
problem seems to be rapidly increasing.

To accomplish its purpose, title I, as amended, would do
the following:

1. Make the equal opportunities requiremen'_ of section
315 (a) of the Communications Ac_, as amended, inapplicable
to the use of broadcast facilities by legally qua[ifiE,dcandi-_,_
dates for President andVice President in primary and general
election campaigns.

2. Require that broadcast licensees charge legally quali-

fied candidates for any public office no more than theirlowest unit rate during the 45 day.s befor(, a primary election,
and 60 days preceding a general or special election.

3. Establish reasonable and adequate limitations on the
amount of money that may be spent for use of the broadcast
media and nonbroadcast media by or on behalf of legally
qualified candidates for the offices:" of President, Vice Pres-
ident, United States Senator or Representative, Delegate or
Resident Commissioner to the Congre,_s (Fed,_ral elective
office) in primary, general, and special elections.

4. Require that 45 days before a pl_mary election and
60 days before a general election_ any person wlao charges a
legally qualified candidate for the office of President, Vice
President, United States Senator or Representative, or Dele-
gate or Resident Commissioner (Federal[ elective office), for
space in the nonbroadcast communications med_a (news-

apers, magazine, and other periodical publications and bill-
oard facilities), do so at the lowest unit rate c_ arged others

for the same amount of space.
5. Enable the States by law to adopt spending limitations

in the broadcast media for candidates for State and local
office.

Title II sets forth the changes to the United Stares Code adopted
in committee and necessary for the meaningful and effective enforce-
ment of the "Federal Election Campaign Act o_ 1971." [n some instances,
language in the definitions of the Criminal Statute :is not repeated in
the definitions as they appear in title III, which sets forth disclosure
provisions.

For example, title 18 definitions of "contribution" end "expenditure"
provide an exception for loans by a national or State bank, but these
exceptions are not restated in the same definitions of title III of the
bill.
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Loans to candidates or to political committees have recently been
interpreted as contributions or expenditures. This amendment is
intended to eliminate that construction so as to permit national and
State banks to make loans pursuant to applicable banking laws and
regulations. But, candidates and political committees receiving loans
for political purposes would be :required to report them as requL_ed by
theprovisionsoftitleIII.

In consideration of substantial, almost unanimous, testimony re-
jecting limitations upon contributions, section 608 of title 18, United
States Code, is deleted from tlhe bill and its repeal from the law is
recommended.

Other sections of title II bring the District of Columbia and the
Commonwealth of Puert ° Rico, as well as U.S. territories and pos-
sessions, Withi n the scope of the bill, clarify the period of time during
which contributions by Government contractors would be prohibited,
and impose new restrictions upon any business regulated by the 'Civil
Aeronautics Board, the Federal Communications Commission, or the
Interstate Commerce Commission, in the extension of credit to candi-
dates Or political committees.

Title III represents a complete revision of the law governing
public reporting of political finances. Disclosure, if it is to be effective,
must mean total disclosure, and therefore the committee has,sought
to reach every kind of political activity. Every phase of thenominatmg

process-r, preference primaries, conventions, prunaries, runoffs,: specialand general elections, even the election of delegates to a constitutional
convention--is brought within the specific coverage of this measure.
Every candidate for nomination or election to Federal elective office,
including the offices of President, Vice President, Senator, Repre-
sentative, Delegate or Resident Commissioner, is brought within the
scope of th e bill; and political committees, whether national or local,
so long as they individually accept contributions or make expenditures
in an a_ggregate amount exceeding $1,000 during a calendar year, are
covere(l.

Political committees must be property organized, registered, and
authorized to act. All political committees, convention committees,
candidates, independent individuals, and regulated businesses under
certain circumstances, would be required to file detailed, verified,
statements with the Comptroller General of the United States and
with clerks of the U.S. district Courts.

Th'e Comptrolle r General and, to a lesser extent, the U.S. district
court clerks, are required to pro_ide comprehensive categorical data on
political committees, candidate, s, contributors, contributions and ex-
penditureS, for each and every phase of the electoral process, in the
public interest.

Title IV offers to contributors.an opportunity to claim a modest tax
credit Or tax deduction for a political contribution to a candidate or a
political committee supporting the candidate. It is anticipated that
taxpayers in lower income brackets would prefer a tax credit over a de-
duction and that, conversely, h_gher income citizens would prefer the
alternative tax deduction.

The Secretary of the TreasuEF would be required to prescribe new
income tax forms to allow these tax benefits to be claimed. A tax
credit or deduction for a political contribution is intended to encourage
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reater participation in the elective process without placing the entire
urden upon the Federal Government to underwrite the cost of politi-

cal campaigns as would be the case if direct approprie.tions were to be
taken from the Treasury to finance candidates for Federal office.

RULES COMMITTF_E AMENDMENTS

The Committee on Rules and Administration approved several
amendments to the bill, S. 382, as reported by the Commerce Com-
mittee. Some of the amendments are substantive and some are merely
for the purpose of perfecting the text for consistency or conforr_'ty.

The amendments are discussed as they relate to the various titles
and sections of the bill, as follows:
Title I, S. 382

(a) Section 315 of the Communications Act of 19:34 was amended
so as to exclude all candidates for Federal elective office, includ![ng
candidates for the Senate and House of ReDresent_tives as well
candidates for President and Vice President o_the United States from
the licensee's equal time obligation.

Included within that amendment is language which is intended to
afford to a Federal candidate "maximum flexibility in the choice of
program format." The intent of that language is to give discretion
to a candidate in the choice of program format when time is offered_
by a broadcaster to any of the candidates for that °ffice.

There was agreement between Deputy Attorney General Richard G.
Kleindienst and representatives of the broadcasting industry that the

requirement of section 315 of the Federal ComJnunications Actinhibited broadcasters from giving free time to politi.al Candidates.
The Senate Commerce Committee, recognizing' this inhibition,

exempted Presidential a_d Vice Presidential candidates from the
equal tim e requirement. In testimony before _ that committee, repre-
sentatives of the three major television networks _ssured the com-
mittee that candidates would be given maximum flexibility _dth
respect to program format.

The Committee on Rules and Administration extended the exemp-
tion as to the equal time requirement to include all candidates for
Federal office. This extension was recommended by the DePuty.
Attorney General and by individual broadcasters who testified before
the committee. Specifically, the exemption from t]ce equal time re-
quirement will apply to any broadcaster it' Federal candidates are
given the maximum flexibility in the choice of pro_:ram format.

(b) Doubt was expressed concerning the status of a "runoff" primary
election to determine the nominee of a political part_f. Since a "run-
off" or second primary is; in a sense, a continuation of the nominal;lng
process, it was contemplated that no special reference to a "runoff"
would be required. However, in consideration of d_fferences in State
laws governing primary election processes, the Committee accepted
an amendment to the bill so as to show a "runoff" election as a sepa-
rate and distinct election from all others and as deserving of all of the
rights and privileges of any other kind of election. Tais new definition
of "election" is carried, where necessary, throughout the entire text
of the bill.

(c) The Committee adopted a two-fold amendment to title i[ of
the bill which would, in essence, provide for interchangeability of
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the expenditure sums which would be permitted in the bill by or on
behalf of a candidate for broadcast or nonbroadcast media. The bill,
as reported from the Commerce Committee, sets a limitation for
broadcast media of five cents raultiplied by the estimate of resident
population of voting age for the partmular Federal office sought, and
separat e but identical limitation for nonbroadcast media.

This Rules Committee amendment would permit a candidate to
spend for broadcast media any unexpended balance of the amount
he would be permitted to spend for nonbroadcast media and, "_con-
Versely, to expend for nonbroadcast media any unexpended balance
of the amount he would be permitted to spend for broadcast media.
In essence, the amendment permits Complete interchangeability of
allowabl e expenses, pursuant to applicable formulae, for either broad-
cast or nonbroadcast media in the discretion of the candidate, or ten
cents per eligib]e voter.

The purpose of the amendment is to insure that no candidate forFederal elective office is disadvantaged by the particular structure
of the spending limitations as tlhey apply to the office he seeks.

The Committee heard testimony from the Deputy Attorney Gen-
eral, representatives of the broadcasting" industry, and individual
Senators to the effect that campaign situations vary from one part of
the country to the other. Candidates for Congress in New York City,
for example, may find that television and radio time is simply not
available for their campaigns. Therefore, those candidates would be
required to spend more on newspaper advertisements, magazine adver-
tisements, and billboard facilitJies. ConverSely, candidates in rural
areas having weekly newspapers and a Widely diffused electorate,
may be required to rely on television and radio facilities located in
neighboring states. Those candidates may be required to devote most
of their campaign funds to broadcast facilities.

Therefore, the Committee adopted the amendment permitting a
candidate to use his full allowances for broadcast communications .
media or nonbroadcast communications media at ]his discretion.

Title II, S. 38,_
(a) The term "runoff" is included within the definition of an "elec-

tion'' in order to reflect the Committee's amendment discussed
immediately above.

(b) In order to provide fullest contemplated coverage to this pro-
posed legislation, an amendment was approved to inolude within the
definitions of the terms "election," "contribution" and "expenditure,"
the election of delegates to a United States Constitutional Convention.

(¢) In 1971, indictments were sought against certain banks because
of an interpretation of existing law to the effect that a loan to a
candidate or political committee was tantamount to a contribution or
expenditure prohibited by section 610 of title 18 of the United States
Code.

Testimony received from witnesses was unanimously in favor of
the granting Of loans by national or State banks if such loans were
made pursuant to applicable banking rules and regulations. This
means that a bank should exercise sound business judgment in extend-
ing loan privileges to a political candidate or committee in the ordinary
course of business and demand, where necessary, certain security
or collateral in order to. support a reasonable expectation of pay-
ment in due course. Thru amendment was approved unanimously.
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(d) The term "State" was included in the definitions of the bill
under title 18 of the United States Code in order tc fill a previously
existing gap covering candidates, political committees, and others
with respect to the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, and territories or possessions of the United States. Title III al-
ready provides for this definition and no perfecting amendment is
necessary.

(e) Public hearings before both the Committee o:_ Rules and Ad-
ministration and the Commerce Committee brought forth almost
unanimous testimony in opposition to any limit or. political contri-
butions. Deputy Attorney General Kleindi,,nst'"° said that limits on
contributions were unrealistic, unenforceable, and probably unconsti-
tutional as a restraint upon the right of a citizen to express himself
under the First Amendment. The Chairman of the Democratic .and
Republican National Committees and of both Senatorial campaigns
committees concurred in this opinion.

·Further, the Committee is of the general opinion that the voters,
having knowledge of all sources of contributions and the nature of all
expenditures, and, having the privilege of demonstr_,ting at the polls
their approval or disapproval with respect to particular candidates or
political parties for excessive contributions received or expenditures
made, will serve as a deterrent to abuses or E,xcesses_'

The $5,000 limitation provision is therefore deleted from S. 382, and
section 608 of title 18, United States Code, would be repealed.

(/) The Committee approved an amendment to prohibit, under
title 18, United States Code, chapter 29, the extension of credit to
candidates for Federal office or political committees supporting them
b_ any business regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Boat;d, the Federal
Communications Commission, or the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, unless any debt created by the extension of such credit is secured
by property, bond, or other security.

Further, the amendment would, require any business extending s.ueh
credit to submit detailed, periodic reports to the Comptroller General
disclosing the names of the parties involved, the nature and exten.t of
services" rendered, and a description of the security provided. Addi-
tionally, a copy of such report would be required to be filed with the
Department or Agency having regulatory jurisdiction over the busi-
ness concerned.

Applying the same philosophy used for the am, mdment adopted

with respect to bank loans, this amendment would enable certainFederal regulated businesses to demand, where nectssary, certain
security or collateral in order to justify the extens.'.on of credit.

(g) An amendment was adopted deleting from the bill a proposed
prohibition of direct mail solicitation for funds :!rom government
employees. All witnesses reaffirmed that government employees have
a right to contribute to the candidate or party of their choice. The
Committee amendment therefore preserves the right of government
employees to receive material inviting political cor_tributmns.

The existing prohibitions in present law making it illegal for govern-
ment officers and employees to solicit contributions from other govern-

ment officers and employees and the ban against anyone solicitingcontributions on government property were consid,.red to be a suffi-
cient deterrent to the exercise of pressure on goverrnnent employees to
make political contributions.
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Ti_ III, $. 38_
(a) The definitions of this title covering disclosure provisions carry,

for consistency, those changes and amendments which have been
reviouSly covered by this description of amendments to titles I and

of the bill. They include the addition of a "runoff" election, the
election of delegates to a constilbutional convention, and a new defini-
tion listing the "Comptroller General" as the administrative ol_cer
responsible for receiving, compiling, assimilating, publishing, and per-
forming the other duties and obligations previously given to the
Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk ,Dfthe House under provisions
of the bfi"l, S. 382, prior to the adoption of Committee amendments.

(b) With respect to the approval by the Committee of an amend-
ment to direct the Comptroller General ami the General Accounting
Ofiqce to perform the duties set forth by pertinent sections of the bill,
it is noted that opinion was and continues t;o be divided between the
continuation of the offices of Secretary of the Senate and Clerk of the
House of Representatives to act as depositories for statements and
for other purposes, and the creation of a federal Elections Commission
to carry out those functions.

Recognizing the probable need of a Federal Elections Commission
to borrow, from time to time, competent auditors, accountants, and
investigators from GAO in order to avoid the expenditure of unneces-
sary money for salaries during nonelection years, among other reasons,
the Committee agreed that the office of the Comptroller General
which already is charged with oversight atLthority over certain gov-
ernment contracts and spendin, g, and which eraploys many experi-
enced accountants and investigators, would be preferable to the
offices of the Secretary and the Clerk·

Accordingly, the Committee approved an amendment whicTh in
every pertinent title, sectmn, or other provlmon of S. 382, cha ges
the language of the bill to reflect the Comptroller General in lieu of
the Secretary of the Senate and/or the Clerk of the House of Rep-
resentatives_

(c) Section 305 of S. 382, as amendl_d by the Rules and Adminis-tration Committee, requires the disclo,mre'by any business regulated
by CAB, FCC, or ICC of any extension of cred]_t to a political can-
dtdate or committee, with the Comptroller General. The report
would be in addition to those required raider other disclosure pro-
visions of the bill and wo,fid :set forth particulars governing names
and addresses of the parties inw_lved, descriptions of services rendered,
amounts, unpaid balances, and a description of securities posted.

(d) A minor amendment relating to the requirement that specific
information would be required[ with respect to contributions or ex-
penditures aggregating $100 or more per calendar year was approved
to change the reporting requirement so as to require specific data only
as to aggregate contributions or expenditures in excess of $100 per
calendar year. This change is intended to be reflected in every related
or pertinent title or section of I;he bill.

(e) The Committee amended th e bill to provide for the filing of a
complaint with the Comptroller General by any person who believed
that a violation of the disclosure title had _)ccurred.

The Comptroller General would be required to determine whether
there was substantial reason to believe such a violation had occurred,

48-010 0 - 71 - 5
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to make an investigation and, where justifiable, to refer to the United
States Attorney General those matters requiring fu:_ther action.

Or) In order to furnish maximum information to the public con-
cerning campaign contributions and expenditures, the Commil_tee
adopted an amendment to that section of title II which governs
the organization of political committees.

The amendment requires each political committ,_e which solicits
contributions to include on the face or front ]page of any literature or
advertisement soliciting funds a notice that repc_rts disclosing a
detailed account of receipts and expenditures would be filed with the
Comptroller General and that copies of such reports would be avail-
able at the purchaser's expense from the Superintendent of Docu-

ments in Washington, D.C. Such a notification will not only protectpotential contributors, but bill also encourage full participation by
grassroots contributors in the policies and programs enunciated by
national political action committees by insuring ftJl knowledge of
how individual contributions are spent.

SECTION-BY-SEcTION ANALYSIS OF S. 382

Tr. cIm I--AMENDMENTS TO COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1934; LlurrA-
TIONS ON CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES F.OR NONBROAI)CAST COMMUNI-
CATIONS MEDIA

Section 101(a) exempts the use of a broadcast station's facilities
by a legally qualified candidate for Federal e:[ective office in primary
and general elections from the equal opportunities requirement of
section 315(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
provided that such Federal candidates are given maximum fiexibiliity
in the choice of program format.

Section 101(b) limits the charges made for the use of broadcast s'_a-
tion facilities by a legally qualified candidate for any public office 45
days before primary elections, . and 60 days before _:ent.ral"_'elections
to the lowest Unit charge of the station for the same amount of time in
the same time period. At-all other times chmTges to legally qualified
candidates could not exceed those made for comparab!e use of the sl:a-
tion's facilities.

Section 101(c) provides that willful or repeated failure by a broad-
cast licensee to allow reasonable access or _o permit purchase of
reasonable amounts of time for the use of broadcasting stations by a
legally qualified candidate for Federal electiw_ office >n behalf of his
candidacy, shall be grounds for revocation of his bzoadcast station
license under section 312(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended.

Section 102(a) imposes a limitation on funds expended for use of

broadcasting facilities (including community ant{_nna televisionsystems) in primary or runoff, or special, or general elections by or on
behalf of legally qualified candidates for President, United States
Senator or Representative, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner _o
the Congress. Funds spent by or on behalf of a V:ce Presidential
candidate are attributable to thb limitation of the candidate for
President with whom he is running. States may, by law, bring candi-
dates for State and local offices under the broadc_st expendittrre
limitations, subject to determination by the FCC that certain specified
qualifications are met.
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The section accomplishes thc foregoing by'
(i) Defining "Federal elective office'; to include the office of

President, Vice President, United States Senator 0r Representa-
tive, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to the Congress.

(ii) Defining "use of broadcasting stations .by or on behaJf of
any candidate" to include not only broadcasts advocating a ca.nde-
date's election, but also broadcasts urging the defeat of his oppo-
nent or derogating his opponent's stand on campaign issues.

(iii) Defining 'qegally qualified candidate" for the purposes of
the spending limitation to mean any person who meets the qual-

ificationsprescribed by the applicable laws to hold the Federalelective office for which he is a candidate, and who is eligible under
applicable State laws to be voted for by the electorate directly
or by means of delegates or electors.

0v) Placing a limitation on expenditures for use of broadcast
facilities (including community antenn a television systemS]) by
candidates for Federal elective office of 5 cents multiplied by the
estimate of resident population of voting age for such office, as
determined by the Bureau of the Census in JUne of the year
preceding the year in which the election is to be held, or$30,000
if that amount is greater, this limitation would apply separately
to primary and general elections.

(v) Providing that amounts spent for the use of broadcasting
facilities on behalf of any legally qualified candidate for Federal
elective office shall be deemed to have been spent by such
candidate.

(vi) Prohibiting the licensee of a, broadcast station :from

making any charge for the use of his f?liti_es by' or on 'behalf of
any candidate for Federal elective offic.e ur/tess the candidat e or
a person authorized by him in writing certifies in writing to the
licensee that payment c,f such charge will not violat e the
candidate's limitation.

(vii) Requiring broadcasting stations and candidates to file
with the Federal Communications Commission such reports at
such times and containing such information as th e Commission
shall_rescribe.

(viii) Permitting States by law to adopt limitations on expend-

itures for the use of broadcasting fa(iihties by legally qualified
candidates for any office of such State, or political subdivision if
the FCC determmes that the State by law has specified a limita-

' ' ' ntlon upon total expenditures for use of broadcasting stations o
behalf of the candidacy of each legally qualified candidate in such
an election; and the amount of such limitation does not exceed
the amount which would be determined for such election using
the formula provided for determining the limitations upon candi-
dates for Federal elective office.

Section 102(b) provides that in addition to the amount which he
may spend under paragraph (2)(A) of this subsection for the use of
broadcast communications media in connection with his campaign, a
candidate for Federal office m_y spend for such use any unspent; por-
tion of the amount he is authori[zed to spend for the use of nonbroadcast
communications media under :section 103 of this title.
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Section 103(a) defnes "Federal elec_;ive office" to raean the office of
President, Vice President, United States Senator or Lepresentativc or
Delegate or Resident Commissioner to the Congress.

_'Nonbroadcast communications medium" !isdefined to mean news-
papers, magazines, and other periodical publications and billboard
facilities.

· "Legally qualified candidate", for. purposes of the spending limita-
tlon on nonbroadcast commumcatlons media is defined to mean _ny
person who meets the qualifications provided by the applicable l_,ws
to hold the Federal elective office for which he was a candidate _,nd
who is eligible under applicable State laws to be voted for by the elec-
torate directly or by means of delegates or electors.

"Use of any nonbroadcast communication,_ media by or on behalf
of any candidate" is defined to include not only amounts spent for
advocating a candidate's election, but also amounts spent for urging
the defeat of his opponent or derogating his opponent's stand on cam-
paign issues.

Section 103(b) limits the charges fox' the use of any nonbroadcast
communications medium by a legally qualified candidate for Federal
electiv e ofi_ce 45 days before primary elections, and 60 days before
general elections to the lowest unit rate charged others by the person
furnishing such medium for the same amount of space

Section 103(c)(1) imposes a limitation on funds spent for the use of
nonbroadcast communications facilities in primary or runoff, or special,
or general elections by or on behalf of legally qualified candidates t!or
Federal elective office. The limitation is 5 cents multiplied by the
estimate of resident population of voting age :for such office, as deter-
mined by the Burea u of CenSus in June of the ye_,r preceding the
year in which the election is to be held, or $30,000 if that amount is
greater. This limitation would apply separately for primary and
general elections.

SectiOn 103(c)(2) provides that a legally qualifieJ candidate for
nolnination for elect{on to the office of Pres:.iaent may not spend a
total amount for all primary elections held for such oJ/ice in which he
is a candidatd in excess of the limitation provided by the :first sentence
of this paragraph.

Section 103(d) provides that amounts spent for the use of nonbroad-
east communications medium on behalf of any legally qualified candi-

date for Federal elective office shall be determined to _e spent by such
candidate. Amounts spent for the use of nonbroadcast (_ommunicationsmedium by or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate for Vice
President shall be deemed to have been spen_t by the candidate for
the office of President with whom he is running.

Section 103(e) prohibits any person makdag any charge for tlhe
use of any nonbroadcast communications medium by or on behalf of
any candidate for Federal elective office unless the candidate or his
representative authorized by him in writing, certifies in writing to
suclh person that payment for such charge wall not violate the candi-
date's limitation.

Any person who furnishes the use of any nonbroadcast communica-
tions medium for the benefit of any candidate for ]?ederal elective
office at the rate less than the rate normally charged by such person
for such use shall be determined to have made a contl_bution to such
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candidat e in the amount equal to the excess of the rate normally
charged over the rate charged such candidate.

Section 103(f) provides that violations of the provisions of this
section is punishable by a fine not to exceed $5,000, imprisonment not
to exceed 5 years, or both.

Section 104(a) defnes "price index '' to mean the annual average over
a calendar year of the Corisum er Price Index published monthly by
the Bureau of Labor StatistiCS and "base period" to mean the calendar
year 1970.

Section 104(b) provides that the amounts computed under the
spending ]imitations for broadcast and nonbroadcast communications
media be increased yearly by the percentum difference between the
price index for the immediate preceding calendar year and the price
{ndexfor the base period.

Section 105 provides that the amendments made by section 101(b)
shall take effect 30 days after tZhedate of enactment of the legislation;
and that the amendments made by section 102 to take effect on such
date as the Federal Communications ComroJssion shall prescribe, but
not later than 120 days after the date of e_actment of the legislation.
The remainder of the title will take effect upon the date of enactment.

TX?LV. II--CRYMINAL CODE AMENDMENq_S

Section 201. (a) "election" is redefined to include general, special,
primary, runoff, and preference primary elections, conventiorLs Ox
caucuses, and elections of delegates to constitutional conventions,

(b) "cand_late" is redefinedVto include those who seek.n0mination
for election and election to Federal office and who have complied With
state law to qualify or who have received contributions or made ex-

,, · * . ,penditures, directly or indirectly, to attain nomination or electwn.
(c) Federal off_ce includes the offices of President, Vice President,

Senator, Representative in, or Delegate or Resident commissioner to
the Congress of the United States.

(d) "political committee" meons any individual, committee, associa-
tion, or organization which accepts contributions or makes expendi-
tures during a calendar year in an aggregate amo_int exceeding $1,000.

(e) "contribution" is redefined to include all transactions having any
value, except a loar_ of money by a national or State bank made in
accordance With applicable banking rules and regulations, inclUdling
promises, enforceaG[e or not, to influence the selection of delegate._ to
conventions and the nomination or election of candidates.

(f) "ezvenditure" is redefined to include all transactions having any
value, except a loan of money by a national or State bank mad_ in
accordance With applicable banking rules and regulations, including
promises, enforceable or not, to influence the selection of delegates
to conventions, and the nomination or election of candidates.

(g) "person" or "whoever" means an individual, partnership, com-
mittee, association, corporation, or any other organization or group
of persons.

(h) "State" means the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth

of Puerto Rico and any territoryl or possession.Section 202. Sec. 600 of Title, 18, U.S.C., is amended to include any
special consideration in return for political support and to apply to
caucuses, conventions, and prima]fy, special, and general elections.
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Section 203. Sec. 602 of Title 18, U.S.C., retains existing law.
Section 204. Sec. 608 of Title 18,. U.S.C., is repealed.
Section 205. Sec. 609 of Title 18, U.S.C., setting a limit of $3 mall-

lion on contributions received or expenditures made by political com-
mittees (national, interstate) is repealed by the bill.

Section 206(a). Sec. 611 of Title 18, U.S.C., is amended to extend the
prohibition against political contributions by corpmations contract-

g with the government and to make _he period of thxte during whichsuch contributions are prohibited run from the commencement of ne-

gotiations for a contract to the completion of pert ormance or thetermination of negotiations, _ hichever is later.
Section 206(b) prohibits any business regulated by the Civil Aero-

nautics Board, the Federal Communications CommissJon_ or the Int>_r-
state Commerce Commission, from extending credit _o candidates or
persons representing them unless any debt created thereby is secured
m full.

T_TLr III--DrscLosva_ OF FEDERAL 4_AMPAI4_N FUNDS

Section 301. (a) "eleCtion" is redefined to include general, special,
primary, runoff, and preference primary elections, conventions or
caucuses, and elections of delegates to constitutional conventions.

(b) "candidate" is redefined to include those who qeek nomination
for election or election to Federal office and who have complied with
state law to qualify or who have received contributions or made ex-
penditures, directly or indirectly, to attain nominatk,n or election.

(c) "Federal ol_ce" includes the offices of President, Vice President,
Senator, Representative or Resident Commissioner.
(d)"political committee" means _ny individual, committee, associa-

tion, or organization which accepts contributions or makes expendi-
tures during a calendar year in excess of $1,000.

(e) "contribution" is redefined to include all _:ransactions having any
value including promises, enforceable or not, to influence the selection
of delegates to conventions and the nomination or election of
candidates.

(f) "expenditure" is redefined to include all transactions havi:ag
any value, including promises, enforceable or not, to influence the
selection of delegates to conventions and the nominati >n ,or election of
candidates.

(g) "Comptroller General" means the Comptroller General of tlhe
United States.

(ih) "person" includes an individual, partnership, committee, associ-
ation, corporation, labor orgardzation or any' other organization or
group of persons.

(i) "State'! includes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, and any territory or possession of the United States.

Section 302. Organization of Political CIrrnmitteez
(a) Every political committee must have a chairman and a treasurer.

The committee shall not function with a vacancy in either office and
each expenditure must be authorized by the c_hairmar or treasurer or
designated agents.

(b) Every person who receives a contributior_ for tLpolitical com-
mittee shall, on demand of the treasurer, and within 5 days in any
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event render to the treasurer the details of the contribution--name
address, amount, date.

(c) The treasurer is accountable for details of--
(1) all contributions,
(2) identity of contributor and the amount and date,
(3) all expenditures,
(4) identity of recipient of expenditures, date and amount.

(d) Treasurer must keep receipted bills for each expenditure il
excess of $100 per calendar year :esper instructions from the Comptrolle
General.

(e) Any political committee which solicits or receives contribution
or makes expenditures on behalf of any candidate, and is not authorize
in writing to do so shall include a notice to that effect on the front pag
of all literature and advertisements it publishes in connection with suc
candidate's campaign.

(f) Political committees soliciting funds shall notify the public iall ads that it is filing with the Comptroller General accounts whic
would be available from the Superintendent of Documents.

Section 303. Registration o] Political Committees, Statements
(a) Each political committee which anticipates receipts or expend

tures exceeding $1,000 in a calendar year must, withi n 10 days after !
is organized or 10 days after lit has reason to believe its receipt,,; (
expenditures will exceed $1,000, file a statement of organization wit
the Comptroller General.

(b) The statement shall include--
(1) name and address of the committee;
(2) names, addresses, relationships, of affiliated committees;
(3) area, scope, jurisdiction of the committee;
(4) name, address, posit;ion of custodian of books and accountl
(5) name, address, positions of other principal committ¢

officers;
(6) names, addresses, offices sought and party affiliations '

candidates or others supported by the committee;
(7) statement as to permanency of the committee;
(8) disposition of funds, in event of dissolution;
(9) list of all banks, safety deposits, etc. used;
(10) statement of required state and local reports and identiti

of receiving offices;
(11) miscellaneous information required by the Comptroll

General.
(c) Any changes in organization data must be reported within

days to the Comptroller General.
(d) Any committee which has already filed one or more repot

shall notify the Comptroller General ff it disbands or determines
will not receive or spend in excess of $1,000.

Section 304. Reports by Political Committees and Candidates
(a) Each treasurer of a po]Litical committee supporting candidat

for the Federal office, shall file with the Comptroller General ret?oxof receipts and expenditures on prescribed forms, which reports shl
be filed on the 10th day of March, June, and September in each year al
on the 15th and 5th'days next preceding the date of any election, a:
also by the 31st of January..All reports shall be complete as of su
date as the Comptroller General may prescribe, which shall not
less than 5 days before the date of filing.
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The Committee fully realizes tile practical difiicu]ties inherent in
filing absolutely accurate reports of expendiJ;ures ar d contributiens
fifteen days and five days preceding an election. In the heat of a
political campaign, absolute accuracy is often impossible, yet the
electorate is entitled to full and complete disclosure particularly just
before an election. It is contemplated that all candidates and political
committees will make every effort to provide as precise an estimate
as possible if specific figures are not available.

(b) Each report shall disclose--
(1) cash on hand at the beginning of the report;lng period;
(2) name and address of each contributor to committee or

candidate of contributions in excess of $100 pe:: calendar year
together with details of amounts and dates;

(3) total contributions to candidates or comr:Littees and not
reported under paragraph (2);

(4) name and address of committees or candid_Ltes from whom
the reporting committee or candidate received ¢r to whom the
reporting committee or candidate made any transfers of funds
with amounts and dates of transfers;

(5) each loan to or from any person in excess of $100 per
calendar year, with names and addresses of h;nders and e:_-
dorsers, amounts and dates;

(6) total proceeds from sMes of tickets to dinners,, luncheons,
rallies, etc., mass collections from ,_uch events, ar d sales of can_-
paign paraphernalia;

(7) each contribution, rebate, refund or other receipt in excess
of $100 not listed under paragraphs (2) through (3);

(8) total sum of all receipts by Or for the political committee or
candidate during the reporting period;

(9) name and address of each person to whom an expenditure
was made by the committee or candidate within the calend_r
year in excess of $100 with amounts, dates, and purposes of each
expenditure;

(10) name and address of each person to whom an expenditure
for personal services, sMaries, and reimbursed exlc,enses in exce_,;s
of $100 has been made, not otherwise reported, with amount:s,
dates, and purposes of such expenditures;

(11) total sum of expenditures made by such committees or
candidates during the calendar year;

(12) the amount and nature of debts and obligations owed
by or to the committee as the Comptroll er General may prescribE;;

(13) other data as required by the ComptroUer General.
(c) Reports required by subsection (a) shall be cumulative during

the relative calendar year but where no chang.e occur_"'in an already
re_orted item, only the amount need be carried forward. If n ° Con-
tnbutions or expenditures have been accepted or expended during a
calendar year the treasurer of a political committee or the candidate
mus_ file a statement to that effect.

Section 305. Rep.otis by Others than Political Committees
(a) Every person (other than a political coramittee or candidate)

who makes contributions or expenditures other than b:F contribution
to a political committee or candidate, in excess of $10C in a calendar
year shall file with the Comptroller General a statement containing
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the data required by section 304. All statements shall be filed on samedates as those required for coramittee,_ but need not be cumulative.
(b) (1) This section requires any business which is regulated by '[he

Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal Communications Commission,
or the Interstate Commerce Commission and which furnishes goods or
services to or for a candidate or a political comnfittee supporting that
candidate to file with the Comptroller General a statement discl(_sing
in detail the names of the partles involved, a description of the goods
or services furnished, the value of such goods or services and the nature

of any bond, property, or oth_ir secfirity posted as collateral foi' thepayment of goods or services r_Jndered.
(2) A copy of each report required to be filed pursuant to subpara-

graph (1) must also be filed wi'lb the department or agency by which
the busines s is regulated.

Section 306. Formal Requirements Respecti,_g Reports and Statements
(a) All reports or statements required by this l_itle shall be verified

by Oath or affirmation of the person filing.
(b) A copy of each report or statement shall be retained by the

person filing for a period to be designated 'by the Comptroller
General.

(e) The Comptroller Genera! may relieve any category of poli6calcommittees of the filing requirE,ments °fSection 204 if such committe e
(1) primarily supports persons, seeking State or local office and not
Federal office and, (2) does not operate in more than one State or on a
sta_ewide basis.

(d) The Comptroller General shall prescl_be tihe manner of re'port,
lng debts, contracts, agreements, and promises tg mak e Contributi°ns
and expenditures, in separate schedules and such separate statement s
shall not be included in deterraining aggregate contributions and ex-
penditures until the amounts :repOrted therein have 'been paid.

Section 307. Reports on Convention Financing
Each committee or other organization wtrich (1) represents a State

political subdivision thereof, or any group of :persons, in dealing

with officials of a national political party invollvlng a ConventiOn tonominate candidates for President or Vice-Pre_ident, or (2) repre-
sents a national political party in arranging for I_.convention to :nom-
inate presidential or Vice Presidential candidates Shall within 60
days after the end of the convention but not later than 20 days before

the date for choosing Presidential and Vice-Presidential electors, filea statement with the Comptroller General furnishing in such detail
as the Comptrolle r General requires the sources of its funds and the
purposes for which the funds were expended.

Section 308. (a) Duties of the C_onptrollerGeneral
It shall be the duty of the Comptroller General respectively-

(1) to prepare all forms and statements;
(2) to prescribe bookkeeping and reporting methods and

regulations;
(3) to develop filing, coding; and cross-indexing systems;
(4) to make all reports and statements filed with him ava'flable

for public inspection and copying within 48 hours of receipt;
(5) to preserve statements for 10 years except those relating

solely to candidates for the House of Representatives which
Shall be preserved only 5 years from the date of receipt;
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(6) to compile and maintain current lists of all statements;
(7) to prepare and publish annual reports and compilations

of (A) total contributions and expenditures repo:rted by candi-
dates, committees and others, (B) total amounts ex _ended accord-
lng to categories he shall determine and broken' down to can-
didate, party and nonparty expenditures on the national, State,
and local levels for candidates and committees, _,nd (C) aggre-
gate amounts contributed by any contributor shown to have given
$100 or more;

(8) to publish comparisons of current total contributions and
expenditures with those of preceding elections, from time to time;

(9) to publish such other reports as he may deem appropriate;
(10) to assure wide dissemination of statistics, s ammaries, and

reports prepared under this Act;
(11) to make timely audits and field investigations concerning

the reports and statements required to be fi]ed and _lleged failures
to comply with the provisions of this title;

(12) to report apparent violafio.ns of lsLw to appropriate law
enforcement authorities; and

(13) to prescribe suitable rules a_d regulations to carry out
the provisions of this title.

Section 308(b) provides legal recourse for _)ersons who believe s
violation has occurred. Action would be initr_ted wi_h the Comp-
troller General and, thereafter, would proceed to the Attorney General.
Section 309. Statements Filed with the Clerk oj the Unit,_ States Court

(a) A copy of each statement required to be filed with the Comp-
troller General shall be filed with the Clerk of the United States Dis-
trict for the district in which is located--the princip_,l office of the
political committee, or the residence of a candidate or other person.

The Comptroller General may require the filing of repoi_s or state:ments with other U.S. District Court Clerks where he determines th,
public interest will be served.

(b) It shall be the duty of the Clerk of the U.S. District Court---
(1) to receive and maintain all reports and statement s required

under this title;
(2) to preserve such reports and statements for 10 years excepl;

those relating solely to candidates for the House of Representa.-
tives which shall be preserved for only 5 years;

(3) to make reports and statements available for public in--
spection and copying within 48 hours following receipt; and

(4) to compfie and maintain a current list of all statements.

Section 310. Prohibition on Contributions 'in the Name oj Another

No person shall make a contribution kL the name of another _person:
and no. person shall knowingly accept a contribution made Dy one,
person m the name of another person.

Section 311. Penalty for Violations
Any person who violates any of the provisions of this title shalJ

be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than I year:
or both.
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Section 312. State Laws Not Affected
(a) Nothing in this title shall be deemed to invalidate any provision

of any State law, except where compliance with any such provision
of law would result in a violation of a provision of this title.

(b) The ComI?troller Geners:[ shall encourage and cooperate with
the election officials in the §everal states to develop Procedures which
Will eliminate the necessity of multiple filings bY permitting the
filing of copies of Federal reports to ss;tisfy the State requirements.
Section 313. Partial Invalidity

If any provision of this title, or the application thereof, to any
person or circumstance is held invalid, the validity of the remainder
of the titl e and the application ,of such ]provision to other persons sad
circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

Section 314. Repealing Clause
(a) The Federal Corrupt Practices Act is repealed.
(b) In case of any con-_ction under this Act, where the punishment

inflicted does not include imprisonment, such conviction shall be
deemed a misdemeanor conviction only.

TI_. IV--TAx INCENTIVES FOR CONTRIBUTIOJNS TO CANDIDATES
FOR FEDERAL' OFFICE

Section 401. Income Tax CYedit

(a) The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, sub,art A of part IV
of' subchapter A of chapter 1 (relating to credits against .tax) is
amended by renumbering section 40 as 41 and by inserting after
section 39 the following new section:

Section 40. Contributions to Candidates for Elective Federal
O_e

(a) An individual may claim as a credit against the t a_lfor thetaxable year an _mount equal t(_ one-half of the political Contri-
butions made by the indiv![dual within the taxable year.

(b) The credit shall nolb exceed. $20 for any taxable year_ isfurther affected by limitations on other credits and must be veri-
fied by the Secretary of the Treasm'y er his delegate.

(c) A political contribution, for purposes of this section, means
a contribution Or a gift to--

(1) an individual whose name is presented for election as
President, Vice President, Presidential or Vice Presidential
elector or Senator or Representative, in. a general or special
election, or primary election, or in a political convention., for
use by such individual to further his candidacy for such
office; or

(2) a committee acting in behalf of an individual or indi-
viduals described in paragraph (1) for use by such committee
to further the candidacy of 'such individual or individuals.

(d): Election to take deduction _xl lieu of credit.
This section shall not apply in the case of any taxpayer who,

for the taxable year, elects to claim a deduction in place of a credit
for a political contribution. The electi On shall be made in accord-
ance withregulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.

(e) Cross references to Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
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(b) Amends table of sections.
(c) Adds a new paragraph (3) to section 642(a) of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to credits against tax roi' estates and
trusts) as follows:

(3) an estate or trust shall not be allowed the credit against
_ax for political contributions to candida'Les for elective Federal
office.

Section 402. Deduction in Lieu of Credit
(a) The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, part VII of subchapter 3

of chapter I (relating to additional itemized deductions for individuals)
is amended by renumbering sections 218 and 219 and by inserting
after section 217 the following new section:

Section 218. Contributions to Candidates for Elective Federal Office
(a) In the case of an individual there shall be sJlowed as a de-

duction any political contribution, payment of which is made by
such individual within the taxable :year.

(b) The deduction shall not exceed $100 for any taxable year
and must be verified in accordance with regulatiors prescribed by
the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate.

(c) For purposes of this section a political contribution means
a contribution or gift to-

(l) an individual whose narae is presented for election _s
President, Vice President, Presidenti:M or Vice Presidenti_l
elector or Senator or Representative in a ge:_eral or speciM
election, in a primary' election, or in a political convention,
for use by such individual to further his candidacy for any
such office.

(2) a committee acting in behalf of an individual or indi-
viduals described in paragraph (1) for use by ,tach committee
to further the candidacy of such individual or individuals.

(d) Election to take credit i.n lieu of deduction.
This section shall not apply in the case of any taxpayer who,

for the taxable year, elects to take the credit againqt tax provide d
by section 40. Such election shall be made in a._cordance with
regulations prescribed 'by the Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate.

(b) Consists of technical amendments.
(c) Section 642 of the Interrml Revenue Code is amended by adet-

lng a new subsection to prohibit an estate or trust from taking thededuction for contributions to candidates for ,eleCtive Federal office,.
Section 403. Effective date. Provides that the amendments made by

title III shall apply to taxable years ending after December 31, 1970,
but only with respect to contributions or gift,_' paym_,nt'"' of which :is
made after such date.

CHANGES 'iN' EXlS_XNG L_.,w

In compliance with subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, changes in existing law made by the bill a,s
reported are shown as follows (existing law in which no change i.s
proposed is shown in roman; existing law proposed to be omitted i.s
enclosed in black brackets; new matter i.s shown in italic)::
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AMENDMENTS TO THE COMMUNICATIONS ,ACT OF 1934

§ 312. Administrative sanctions--Revocation of station license or
construction permit

(a) The Commission may revoke any station license or construction
permit-

(l) for false statements kxlowingly made either in the applica-
tion or in any statement of fact which may be required pursuant
to section 308 of this title;

(2) because of conditions coming to the attention of the Com-
mission Whichwould warrant it in refusing to grant a license or
permit on an o_dginal application;

(3) for willful or repeated failure to oper_Lte substantially as
set forth in the license;

(4) for willful or repeated violation of, or willful or repeated
failure to observe any provision of this chapter or any rule or
regulation of the Commission authorized by this chapter or by a
treaty ratified by the United States;

(5) for violation of or failure to observe any final cease and
desist order issued b the Commission under this section ;_[or]

(6) for violation o_section 1304_ 1343, or 1464 of title [18.'1
18; or

(7) .[or willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable access to
or to permit purchase o/reasonable amounts of time for the _se
of a broadcasti_g station by a legally qualified candidate on be-
half of his cav_t*_dacy.

§ 315, Candidates for public office; facilities; rules
(a) If any licensee shall permit any person who is a legally quali-

fied candidate for any public office, other tha:a Federal elective office (as
defined in subsection (e) of this section), _rovided that such Federal candi-
dates are given the maximum fle_gbility in the choice of program format,
to use a broadcasting station, he shall afford equal opportunities to all
other such candidates for that office in the use of such broadcasting
station: Provided, That such licensee shall have no power of censor-
ship over the material broadcast under the provisions of this section.
No obligation is _lposed upon any licensee to allow the use of its
station by any such candidate. Appearance by a legally qualified
candidate on any--

(1) bona fide newscast,
(2) bona fide news interview,

(3) bona fide news documentary (if the appearance of the .can-didate is incidental to the presentatio n of th_ subject or subjects
covered by the news documentary), or

(4) on-the-spot coverage of bona fide news events (including
but not limited to political conventions and activities incidental
thereto).

shall not be deemedto be use of a broadcasting station within th e
meaning of this subsection. Nothing in the fore_o_g sentence shall
be construed as relieving broadcasters, in connection with the presen-
tation of newscasts, news interviews, news documentaries, and on-the-
spot coverage of news events, from the obligations imposed _on
them under this chapter to operate in the public interest and to
.afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views on
Issues of public importance.
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[(b) The charges made for the use of any broadca_,_ting station/or
any of the purposes set forth in this section shall not exceed tlhe
charges made for comparable use of such station for ether purposes."[

(b) The charges made for the use of any broadcastin:_ station _y a_y
person who is a legally qualified candidate for any public off_cein con-
nection with his campaign for nomination for election, or election, to
·such o_ce shall not exceed--

(1) during the forty-five days precedina the date ,_ a primary

election and d'uring the sixty (tays preceding the aate of a generalor special election in which such person isa candidate, the low,.st
unit charge of the station for the same amount of time during the
same period; and '

(2) at any other time, the charges made for canparable use of
such station by other users thereof.

(c) (1) For purposes of this subsection and subsection (d), the term---
(A) "Federal elective oy_ice'' means the oy_ce of President, Vice

President, United States Senator or Representative, or Delegate
or Resident Commissioner to the Congress;

(B) "use of broadcasting stations by or on behalf of any can-
didate'' includes not only broadcasts advc;cating .,_uchcandidate's
election, but also broadcasts urging the _feat of _is opponent or
derogating his opponent's stand on campaign ,ssues ;

(C) "legally qualified candidate" means any person who (1) me_ts
the qualifications prescribed by the applicable laws to holedthe Federal
elective o_xe for which he is a candidate and (2) _ eligible under
applicable State law to be voted for by the electorate directly or i[y
means of delegates or electors; and

· (D) "broadcasting station" includes a community antenna te_e-
ws_.on system, and the teT_ns"licensee" and "station licensee" when
used with respect to a community antenna tei!evision._ys{!em,mean t._e
operator of such system.

(2) (A) No legally, qualified candidate i_ any primary, runo_, gener(d,
or special election for a Federal elective office may spe_d for the use of
broadcasting stations on behalf of his candidacy in suck election a total
amount in excess of._

(i) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate of reside?,_tpopulation of
voting age for such oy_ce, as determined by the Bureau of Census _[n
June of the year preceding the year in which the election is to be held;
or

(ii) $30,000, if greater than the o'.mountdeteT_ni_edunder clause
(i).

A legally qualified candidate for nomiv_ation j'or elect_n to the o_ceof President may not spend a total, amount for all p: imary electiO,_s

held for such oy_ce in which he is a ca_,didate in exce_s of the limita-tion provided by thefirst sentence of this paragraph.
(B) In addition to the amount which he may spend _:nder paragraph

!2) (A) of this subsection for the use of broadcas:_communications med_a
m connection with his campaign, a candid_atefor Federal _vc.e may spewed
for such use any unspent portion of the amount t,f is authorized to spend
for the use of nonbroadcast communications men,ia under section 103 of
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971.

(3) Amounts spent for the use of broadcas?ng stations on behalf
of any legally qualified candidate for Federal el_.ctiveo_ce (or for n_-
ination to such o_e) shall, for the purposes of this subsection, bedeem_
to have been spent by such candidate. Am_yuntsspent for i:,heuse o.1broad-
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casting stations by a, on behalf of any legally qualified candidate ]or !he
offwe of Vice President of the U_ited States shall, for the purposes of tl_is
subsection, .be deemed to have bee__ spent by the candidate]or the o_ce of
President of the United States with whom he is running.

(_) No station licensee may make any chargefor the use of such station
by or on behalf of any candidate jbr Federal elective oy_ce (or]or nomina-
tion to such oj_e) unless such candidate, or a person specifically au-
thorized by such caz_idate in writing to do so, certifies to such licensee
in writing that the payment of sw_h charge will not violate paragraph (2).

(5) Broadcasting stations ar_4 candidates _hall file with the Com-
mission such report_ at such times and containing such information as
the Commission shall prescribe fo r the purpose of this subsection and,
in the case of broadcasting stations, subsectio_ (d).

(d) If the Commission determines that--
(1) a State by law-

(A) has provided that a primary or other election for any

off_ce of such State or _] a political subdivision thereof is sub-ject to this subsection, and

(B) has specified a limitation _pon total expenditures .[or
the use of broadcastin_ station_g on behalf of the candidacy of
each legally qualified candidate in s_xh election, and

(2) the amount of such limitation d_es not exceed the amountwhich would b_ determined ]or such ekction under subsection (c)
had suck election been an election ]or a _deral elective o_ice,
or nomination thereto, then no station licensee may make any

charge for the use g such station by or on !ehal] of any legally
qual_f_d candidate in sucJ_ election unless _,,uch candidate, or a
person specifically authorized by such candidate in writing to do
so, certifics to such licensee in _'riting that the payment of such
charge will not violate such limitation upon total expenditures.

[(c)'[(e) The Commission shall prescribe appropriate rules and
regulations to carry out the provisions of this section.

AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 18, UNITED STATES CODE

§ 591. Definitions
[When used in sections 597, 599, 602, 609 and 619 of this title--
[The term "election" includes a general or special election, but does

not include a primary election or conventio n of a politcal party.;
[The term "candidate" means an individual whose name is pre-

sented for election as Senator or Representative in, or Delgate or
Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the United States, whether
or not such individual is elected;

[The term "political committee" includes any committee, associa-
tion, or organization which accepts contributions or makes expendi-
tures for the purpose of influencing or attempt;lng to influence the
election of candidates or presidential and vice presidential electors (1)
in two or more States, or (2) whether or not in more than one State
if Such committee, association, or organization (other than a duly or-
ganized Stat e or local committee of a political party) is a branch or
subsidiary of a national commJittee, association, or organization;

[The term "contribution" Jincludes a gift, subscription, loan, ad-
vance, or deposit, of money, or' anything of value, and includes a con-
tract, promi.se, or agreement to make a contribution, whether or not
legally enforceable;
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[',The term "expenditure" includes a payment, distribution, loan, ,d-
vance, d_eposit or gift, of money, or anything of vahte, and includes
a contract, promise, or agreement to make an expendi Lure, whether or
not legally enforceable;

[The term "person" or the 'term "whoever '' includes an individual,
partnership, committee, association, corporation, and any other or-
ganization or group of persons,

I'The term "State" includes I erritory and possession of the United
States.]

When used in sections 597, 599, 600, 602, 6J!O,611, and 616 of this
title--

(a) "election" means (I) a general, special, pmmary, or runoff
election, (2) a convention or caucus of a political pa,ty held to nomi-
nate a candidate, (3) a primary election held for the selection o] dale-
gates to a national nominatinq convention oJ a political party,
(6) a primary election held for the expression oj a l,rejerenee ]or the
nomination of persons j or election tothe o_ice of President, and (6)
the election of delegates to a constitutional convention for proposi:g9
amendments to the Uonstitution of the United States;

(b) "candidate" means an individual who s_eks nominati_n
.for election, or election, to Federal oy_ee, whether or not such in*
dividual is elected, and, for purposes of tMs paragraph, an i_li-
vidual shall be deemed to seelc nomination for eleetion, or election,
to Federal off_ee, if he has (1) taken the action necessary un%r
the law of a State to qualO_y Mmself for nomination for election,
Or (£) received eontributiows or made expenditure% or has given
his consent for any other person to receive eontriSutions or make
expenditures, with a view to bri_ging about his nomination jot
election, or election, to such qy_ce;

(c) "Federal oBice" means the oj?ice oJ President or Vice Presi-
dent oJthe United States, or Senator or Representatize in, or Delegate
or Resident Commissioner to, the Co._ress cf the United States;

(d) "political eommittee" means any indiigdual, e,,nmittee, associ-
ation, or organization which accepts contributions o_ makes expen°'.i-
tures during a calendar year in an aggregate amount exceeding $1,000;

(e) "contribution" means--
(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advav_e, or deposit of mo_y

or any thing of value (except a loan of money by a national or
State bank made in accordance with the appliea,_le banking laws
and regulations), made for the purpose of influencing t,_e
nomination .for election, or election, of any person to Feg-
eral office,for thepurpose of infl.uencing the results of a prima?y
held for the selection of delegates to a national nominating
convention of a political party or for the expres _ion o_ a prefer-
ence .for the nomination o.f persons .for election to. the o_e oJ
President, or for the purpose o/influencing the election oj deie-
gates to a constitutional convention/or propos._ng amendments
to the Constitution of the United States.:

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, exp_'ess or implieg,
whether or not legally enforceable, to make a contribution Jor
such purposes;

(3) a transfer of.funds between political committees; and
(_,) the payment, by any person other than a candidate or

political committee, o/compensation for the _ersonal servicers
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of another person which are rendered to such candidate or
political committee wit]wut chargefor any such purpose;

(J) "expen&iture" means--
(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, de-

posit, or gift of money or any thing of wdue (except a loan of
money by a national or State bank made gn accordance with the
applicable banking laws and regulations), made for the pur-
pose o.f influencing the nomination for election, or election, of
any person to Federal oj_ice, :for the purpose of influencing
the result of a primary held for the selection of delegates to a
national nominating convention of a political party or .for the
expression of a preference .for the nomination of persons for
election to the o_ice of President, orJor the purpose of influencing
the electio_, of delegates to a constitutional convention .for pro-
posing amendments to the Constitut'_;onof the United States;

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or implied,
whether or not legaUy enforceable., tO make an expenditure;
and

(3) a transfer of funds between political committees;
(g) "person" and "whoever" mean an individual, partnership,

committee, association, corporation, or any other organization or
group of persons; and

(h) "State" means each State of the United States, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth o.f Puerto Rico, and any territory or
possession of the United States.

§600. Promise of employment or other benefit for political
activity

[Whoever, directly or indirectly promises any employment, posi-
tion, work, compensation, or other benefit, provided for or made
possible in whole or in part by any Act of Congress, to any person
as consideration, favor, or reward for any political activity or for
the support of or opposition to any candidate or any political party
in any election, shall be fined not more t!han $1,000 or imprisoned
not more than one year, or both.]

Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises any employment, posi-
tion, compensation, contract, appointment, or other benefit, provided
for or made possib_ in whole or in part by any Act of Congress, or
any special consideration in, obtaining any ._uch benefit, to any person
as consideration, favor, or reward for any political activity or for the
support of or opposition to any candidate or any political party in
connection with any general or special election to any political o[fice,
or in, connection with any primary election or politicalconvention or
caucus held to select candidates for an_t political office, shall be .fined
not more than. 81,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

[§ 608. Limitations on political contributions and purchases
[(a) Whoever, directly or itndirectly, makes contributions in an

aggregate amount !in excess of $5,000 during any calendar year, or in
connection with any campaign for n°min_,tion or election, to or on
behalf of any candidate for an elective Federal office, including the
offices of Presiden'_ of the United States and Presidential and Vice
Presidential electors, or to or on behalf of any committee or other
organization engaged in furthering, advancing, or advocating the

· nomination or election of any candidate for any such office or the
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success of any national political party, shall be fined not more than
$5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

[This subsection shall not apply to contributions made to or by a
State or local committee or other State or local organization or to
similar committees or organizations in the District of Columbia or
in any Territory or Possession of the United States.

[(b) Whoever purchases or buys any good:s, commodities, adver-
tising, or articles of any kind or description, the proceeds of which
or any portion thereof, directly or indirectly inures to the benefit

of or for any candidate for an elective Federal ottic,] including theoffices of President of the United States, and Presid,Jntial and Vice
Presidential electors or any political commiLtee or other political
organization engaged in furthering, advancing, or _dvocating the
nomination or election of any candidate for any such office or the suc-
cess of any national political party, shall be fined not more than $5,000
or imprisoned not more than five years, or bot:h.

[This subsection shall not interfere with the usual and known busi-
ness, trade, or profession of any candidate.

[(c) In all cases of violations of this section by a partnership, com-
mittee, association, corporation, or other organization or group of
persons, the officers, directors, or managing heads thereof who know-
mgly and willfully participate m such violation, shall be punished as
herein provided.

[(d) The term "contribution", as used in this section, shall have
the same meaning prescribed by section 591 of this title.]

[§ 609. Maximum contributions and expenditures
[No political committee shall receive contributions aggregating

more than $3,000,000, or make expenditures aggregabing more ths.n
$3,000,000, during any calendar year.

[For the purposes of this section, any contributions received and
any expenditures made on behalf of any political committee with the
knowledge and consent of the chairman or treasurer of such commit-
tee shall be deemed to be received or made by :such committee.

[Any violation of this section by any political committee shall be
deemed also to be a violation by the chairman and the treasurer of
such committee and by any other person responsible fo r such violation
and shall be punishable by a fine of not more than $1,C00 or imprison-
ment of not more thanone year, or both; and, if th_. violation was
willful, by a fine of not more than $10,000 or impri,;onment of not
more than two years, or both.']

§ 611. Contributions by [firms or individuals contrtLcting with the
United States.'] Government contractors

[Whoever, entering into any contract with the United States or ar_y
department or agency thereof, either for the renditlon of personal
services or furnishing any material, supplies, or eqnipment to the
United States or any department or agency 'thereof, or selling arLy
land or building to the United States or any department or agency

thereof, if payment for the performance of such contrac[ or paymentfor such material, supplies, equipment, land, or building i_ to be made
in whole or in part from funds appropriated by the Congress, during

the period of negotiation for, or performance under such contract or
furnishing of material, supplies, equipment, land, or buildings, directlyor indirectly makes any contribution of mone_ or any other thing of
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value, or promises expressly or impliedly tc, make any such contribu-
tion, to any political party, committee:, or candidate for public office
or to any person for any political purpose or use; or

[qNhoever knowingly solicits any such contribution from any such
person or firm, for any such purpose during any such period-

[Shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than
five years, or both.f!

Whoever-
(a) entering into any contract with the United States or any

department or agency thereof either for the rendition of personal
services or furv_ishing any material, supplies, or equipment to the
United States or any department or agency thereof orfor selling any
land or building to the United States or any department or agency
thereof, if payment for the performance of suck, contract or payment

for such material, supplies, equipment, la_&d,or building is to bemade

in whole or in _art from fmwls appropriated b_, the Congress, at anytime between the commencement of negot._ation_,.for and the later of
(1) the completion of perfoz_nance under, or (_) the termination of
negotiations for, such contract or .furnishing of material, suppliAss,
equipment, land or buildings, directly or indirectly makes any con-
tributio_ of mo_y or other thing of value, or promises expressly or
impliedly to make any such contribution, to any political party,
committee, or candidate for public office or to any person .for any
political purpo, e or use; or

(b) knowingly solicits any such cpnt_gbutionfrom any such per,_:on
.for any such purpose duri_! any s_ch period;

shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imp_gsoned not more than five
years, or both.

§ 614. Extension oi_ credit to candidates for Federal office by cer-
tain indm_tries

(a) No business, the rates and charqes .for which, are regulated by the
Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal'Comm.,_nications Commission, or
the Interstate Commerce Commission, shall extend credit, .for services
rendered or goods fvrnished to any candidate or to any other person on
behalf of such candidate, unless the debt so created is secured in full by
property, bond, or other security. This sectioa shall not apply to a use
of such services or goods by a candidate for purposes not related to his
campaign.for nomination for election, or election, to Federal o_e, if the
candidate so certifies in writing to that busine,ss.

(b) Violation of the provision_: of this section is punishable by a fine
not to exceed $1,000 or (in the case of an individual who intentionally
violates such provisions) imprisonment for not to exceed one year, or both.

FEDERAL CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT, 1925, AS AMENDED*

[T1TLE III.--FEDERAL CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT, 1925

[SEc. 301. This title may be cited e_sthe "Federal Corrupt Prac-
tices Act, 1925."

*The Federal Corrupt Pracl_ices Act was enacted a_ title III. sections 301-319, of "An Act reclassifying the
salaries o! postmaster and employees of the postal service, readjusting their salaries and compensation on an
equitable basis, increasing po_tal rates to provide for such readjust .meat, and for other purposes", approved
February 28, 1925 (Public Law 506, 65th Cong.). Title III was amended June o.5, 1943 (Public Law 79, 78th
Cong.), June 20, 1947 (Public Law 101, 80th Cong.), June 25, 1948 (Public Law 722, 80th Cong.), and October
31, 1951 (Public La_ 248, 82d Cong.). Sections 310-313 have been repealed and enacted into positive law as
part of title 18, United States Code. They are not shown among those sections of the Corrupt Practices Act
which would be repealed by _t. 382 as reported.
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[SEc. 302. When used in this title--
[(a) The term "election" includes a general or speci_d election, but

does not include a primary election or convention of a political party;
[(b) The term "candidate" means an individual whose name is

presented at an election for election as Senator or Representative in,
or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the C_ongress of the United
States, whether or not such individual is elected;

[(c) The term "political committee" includes any comnfittee, asso-
ciation, or organization which accepts contribut!ions or zaakes expendi-
tures for the purpose of influencing or attempting to influence the
election of candidates or presidential and vice presidential electors
(1) in two or more States, or (2) whether or :not in more than one
State if such committee, association, or organization (other than _k.
duly organized State or local committee of a political party) is a branch
or subsidiary of a national committee, association, or organization;

[(d) The term "contribution" includes a gift, subscription, loan,
advance, or deposit, of money, or anything of value, md includes _
contract, promise, or agreement, Whether or not legally enforceable,
to make a contribution;

[(e) The term "expenditure" includes a payment, distribution,
loan, advance, deposit, or gift, of money, or anything of value, and
includes a Contract, promise, or agreement, whether or not legally
enforceable, to make an expenditure;

[(f) The term "person" includes an individual, parmership, com-
mittee, association, corporation, and any other organization or group
of persons;

[(g) The term "Clerk" means the Clerk of the Hr,use of Repre-
sentatives of the United States;

[(h) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Senate of
the United States;

[(i) The term "State" includes Territory and possession of th,_
United States.

[SEc. 303. (a) Eve ry political Committee Shall have a chairma]l
and a treasurer. No contribution shall be accepted, and no expendi-
ture made, by or On behalf of a political commie:tee for the purpose of
influencing an election until such chairman and treasurer have been
chosen.

[(b) It shall be the duty of the txeasurer of a political committee
to keep a detailed and exact account of--

[(1) All contributions made to or for such committee;
[(2) The name and address of every pe]mon moking any such

contribution, and the date thereof;
[(3) All expenditures made by or on behalf of such committee;

and
[(4) The name and address of every person to whom any such

expenditure is made, and the date thereof.
[(c) It shall be the duty of the treasurer £o obta:Ln and keep a

receipted bill, stating the particulars, for every expenditure by or on
behalf of a political comn_ittee exceeding $i0 in amount. The treas-
urer shall preserve all receipted bills smd accounts required to be kept
by this section for a periodof at least two years from the date of th_
filing of the statement containing such items.

[S_c. 304. Every person who receives a contribution for a political
committee shall, on demand of the treasurer, and in any event within
five days after the receipt of such contribution, ]_ender tD the treasurer
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a detailed account thereof, including the name and address of the
person making such contribution, and the date on which received.

[S_c. 305. (a) The treasurer of a political committee shall file with
the Clerk between the 1st and 10th days of March, June, and Sep_em-
ber, in each year, and also between the 10th and 15th days, and on the
5th da_, next preceding the date on which a general election is to be
held, at which candidates are to be elected in two or more States, and
also on the 1st day of January, a statement containing, complete as

of the day next preceding the date of filing-_[(1) The name and address of each p_.rson who has made a con-
tribution to or for such committee in one or more items of the
aggregate amount or value, within the calendar year, of $100 or

more, to_ether with the amount and date of such contribu?on:[(2) The total sum of the contributions made to or for _uch
committee during the calendar year and not stated under para-
graph (1);

[(3) The total sum of v.ll contributions made to or for such
committee during the calendar year;

[(4) The name and address of each person to whom an ,ex-
penditure in one or more items of the aggregate amount or value
within the calendar year of $10 or more has been made by or on
behalf of such committee, .and the amount, (late, and purpose of
such expenditure;

[(5) The total sum of ali. expenditures made by or on behalf of
such committee during the calendar year and not stated under
paragraph(4);

[(6) The total sum of expenditures made by or on behalf of
such committee during the calendar year.

[(b) The statements }equired to be filed by subdivision (a) shallbe cumulative during the calendar year to which they relate, but wlh'.re
there has been no change in an item reported in a previous statement
only the amount need be carried forward.

[(c) The statement filed on the 1st day of January shall cover the
preceding calendar year.

[SEc. 306: Every person (other than a political committee) Who
makes an expenditure in one or more items, other than by contribution

to a political committee, aggregating $50 or more within a calendaryear for the purpose of influencing in two or more States the election
of candidates, shall file with the Clerk an itemized detailed statement
of suchexpenditure in the same manner as required of the treasurerof al po!ltical committee by section 305.

[SEc, 307. (a) EVery candidate for Senator shall file with the
Secretary and every candidate:for Representative, Delegate, or Resi-
dent Commissioner shall file witlh the Clerk not less than ten nor more
than fifteen days before, and also within thirlby days after, the
date on which an election is to be held, a statement containing, com-
plete as of the day next preceding the date of filing--

[(1) A correct and itemized account of each contribution
received by him or by apy person for him with his knowledge or
consent, from any source, in aid or support of his candidacy for
election, Or for 'the purpose of influencing the result of the
election, together with the name of the person who has made
such contribution;

[(2) A correct and itemized account of eaclh expenditure made
by him or by any person for him with his knowledge or consent
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in aid or support of his candidacy for election, or :Forthe purpo_qe
of influencing the result of' the election, together with the name
of the person to whom such expenditure was made; except that
only the total sum of expenditures for items specified in subdivision
(c) of section 309 need be stated;

1'(3) A statement of every promise or lc,ledge made by him or
by any person for him with his consent, prior tc the closing of
the polls on the day of the election, relative to the appointment
or recommendation for appointment of any person to any public
or private position or employment for the purpose of procuring
support in his candidacy, and the name, address, _nd occupation
of every person to whom any such promise or pledge has been
made together with the description of any such position. If no
such promise or pledge has been made, that fact :_hallbe specifi-
cally stated.

I,(b) The statements required to be filed by subdivision (a) shall
be cumulative, but where there has been no change in an item re-
ported in a previous statement only the amount need be carried
forward.

I,(c) Every candidate shall include with his first stat._ment a report,
based upon the records of the proper State official stating the total
number of votes cast for all candidates for the o_ce z'hich the candi-
date seeks, at the general election next preceding the election at which
he is a candidate.

I,SEc. 308. A statement required by this title to be filed by a can-
didate or treasurer of a political committee or other pemon with the
Clerk or Secretary, as the case may' be--

r(a) Shah be verified by the oath or affirmation of the person filing
such statement taken before any officer authorized to administer oaths;

I'(b) Shall be deemed properly flied when deposited in an estab-
lished post office within the prescribed time, dully stamped, registered,
and directed to the Clerk or Secretary at Washington, District )f
Columbi a, but in the event it is :not received, a duplicate of such
statement shall be promptly filed upon notice by the Clerk or Secre-
taxy of its nonreceipt;

F(c) Shall be reserved bY the Clerk or Secretary for a period of.
two years from the date of filing, shall constitute a part of the public
records of his office, and shall be op,sn to public inspection.

I,S_c. 309. (a) A candidate, in his campMgn for election, shall not
make expenditures in excess of the amount which he may lawfully
make under the laws of the State :in which he is a cs,ndidate, nor :in
excess of the amount which he may lawfully make under the provisions
by 'this title.

I,(b) Unless the laws of his State prescribe a less amount as the
maximum limit of campaign expenditures, a candidate may make
expenditures up to--

I,(1) The sum of $10,000 if a candidate for Senator, or the
sum of $2,500 if a candidate for Repre.,_entativB, Delegate, or
Resident Commissioner; or

1'(2) An amount equal to the amount obtained by multiplying
three cents by the total number of votes cast at the last general
election for all candidates for the officewh!ich the candidate seeks,
but in no event exceeding $25.,000 if a c_mdidate for Senator or
$5,000 if a candidate for Representative, Delegate, or Resident
Commiasioner_
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[(c) Money expended by a candidate to meet and discharge any
assessment, fee, or charge made or levied upon candidates by the laws
of the State in which he resides, or expended for his necessary per-
sonal, traveling, or subsistence expenses, or for stationery, postage,
writing, or printing: (other than for use on billboards or in newspapers)

for distributing lc,tters,' circulars, or posters, or for telegraph ortelephone service, shall not be: included in determining whether his
expenditures have exceeded the sum :fixed by paragraph (1) or (2)
of subdivision (b) as the limit of campaign expenses of a candidate.

$ $ $ * $ $ $

[SEc. 314. (a) Any person who violates any of the foregoing provi-
sions of this title, except those :for which a specific penalty is imposed
by sections 312 and 313, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or im-
prisoned not more than one year, or both.

r(b) Any person who willfully violates any of the foregoing pro-
visions of this title, except those for which a specific penalty m im-
PmaOSedby sections 312 and 313, shall be fined not more than $10,000 and

prisoned not more than two :years.
[SEc. 315. This title shall not; limit or affect the right of any person

to make expenditures for proper legal expenses in contesting the
results of an election.

[Sv_c. 316. This title shall not; be construed to annul the laws of any
State relating to the nomination or election of candidates, unless
directly inconsistent with the provisions of this title, or to exempt any
candidate from complying with such State laws.

]'Src. 317. If any. provision of this title or the application thereof
to any person or crrcumstance is held invalid, the validity of the
remainder of the Act and of the application of such provision to
other persons and circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

['SEc. 318. The following Acts and parts of Acts are hereby re-
pealed: The Act entitled "An Act providing for publicity of con-
tributions made for the purpose of influencing elections at which
Representatives in Congress are elected," approved June 25, 1910
(chapter 392, Thirty-sixth Statutes, page 822), and the Acts amenda-
tory thereof, approved August 19, 1911 (chapter 33, Thirty-seventh
Statutes, page 25), and August '.23, 1912 (chapter 349, Thirty-seventh
Statutes, page 360); the Act entitled "An Act to prevent corrupt
practices in the election of Senators, Representatives, or Delegates m
Congress," approved October 16, 1918 (chapter 187, Fortieth Stat-
utes, page 1013); and section 83 of the Criminal Code of the United
States, approved March 4, 1909 (chapter 321, Thirty-fifth Statutes,
page 1088).

[Src. 319. This title shall take effect thirty days after its enact-
ment.]

TtTzr III--DxsczostrRr or F_DERAL C.4_tPAto_rFmvos
DEr_VZTZO!VS

S_C. 30I. When used in this part--
(a) "election" means (1) a general, special, primary, or runoff

election, (2) a convention or caucws of a political party held to
nominate a candidate, (3) a primary election held for the selection of
delegates to a national nominating convention of a political party,
(4) a primary election held fi_r the expression of a preferenee for tt_e
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nomination of persons for election to the oy_ce of Pre._ident, and
(5) the election of delegates to a constitutional conw_ntionf o, proposing
amendments to the Constitution of the United States;

(b) "candidate" means an individual who seeks nomination for
election, or election, to Federal o_ice, whether or not such indi-
vidual is elected, and, for purposes of this paragraph, an individual
shall be deemed to seek nomination for election, or eleetio'% if he has
(1) taken the action necessary under the law ora State to qualify
himself for nomination for election, or election, i!oFederal oy_ce, or
(2) received contributions or made expenditures, or has given his
consent for any other person to receive contributionsor make expend-
itures, with a view to bringing about his nomination .for election, or
election, to such o_e;

(c) "Federal oj_ce" means the oj_iceof President or Vice President
of the United States; or of Senator or Representative in, or Delegate
or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the United States;

(d) "political committee" means any committee, association, or
organization which accepts contributions or makes expenditures
during a calendar year in an aggregate amount exceedin_l $1,000;

(e) "contribution" means--
(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit _f money or

any thing of value, made for the purpose of influencing the
nomination for election, or election, of any perso_ to Federal
o_ice or as a presidential or vice-presidential elector, for the
purpose of influencing the result of a primary heldj'or the selec-
tion of delegates to a national nominating conw_ntion of a
political party or for the expression of a prefertnce for the
nomination of persons for election to the of]ice of President, or
for the purpose of influencing the election of delegales to a con-
stitutional convention for proposing amendments to the Consti-
tution of the United States;

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, wi_etheror not legally
enforceable, to make a contribution Jor a_y such pu_'pose;

(3) a transfer of funds between political committees,' and
(_) the payment, by a_y person other than a candidate or

political committee, of compensation for the personal serv-
ices of another person which are rendered to such ca_iidate or
committee without charge for any such purpose;

(f) "expenditure" means--
(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit,

or gift of money or anything of vah_e, made for the purpose of
influencing the nomination for election, or electWn, of any
person to Federal o_ice, or as a presidential and vice-pre_.idential
elector, or for the purpose of influencing the result _f a primary
held for the selection of delegates to a national nom:inating;_ con-
ventron of a political party or for the expression of a prefer-
ence for the nomination of persons .for election to _he o_ce of
President, or for the purpose of influencing the election of dele-
gates to a constitutional convention for pre,posing ._mendments
to the Constitution of the United States;

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement wi_ether o_' not legally
enforceable, to make an expenditure; and

(3) a transfer of funds between political committees;
(g) "Comptroller General" means the ComptroUer G_neral of the

U_ited States;
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(h) "person" means an individual, partnership, committee, asso-
ciation, corporation, labor organization, and any other organization
or group of persons; and

(i) "State" includes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, and any territory or possession of the United States.

ORGANIZATION' OF POLITICAL _'OMMITTEES

SEe. 302. (a) Every political committee shall have a chairman and a
treasurer. No contribution and no expenditure shall be accepted or rn{uie
by or on behalf of a political committee at a time when there is a vacancy
in the o_ice of chairman or treasurer thereof. No. expenditure shall be
made for or on behelf of a political committee without the authorization
of its chairman or treasurer, or their designated agents.

(b) Every person who receiw_s a contribution .)for a political com-
mittee shall, on demand of the treasurer, and in any event within .five
days after the receipt of such contribution, render to the treasurer a
detailed account thereof, including the amount, the name and address
of the person making such contribution, and the date on which received.
All funds of a political committee shall be segregated from, and may not
be commingled with, any personal funds of oy'%ers,members, or associates
of such committee.

(c) .It shall be the duty of the treasurer of a political committee to
keep a detailed and exact account of-

(l) all contributions made to or for such committee;
(2) the full name and mailing address of ,every person making

any contribution, and the date and amount thereof;
(3) all expenditures made by or on behalf of such committee;

and

(4) the full name and mailing address of every person to whom
any expenditure is made, and the date and amount thereof.

(d) It shall be the duty of the :treasurer to obtain and keep a receipted
bill, stating the particulars, for every expend';ture made by or on behalf
o.f a political committee in excess of $100 in amount, and for any such
expenditure in a lesser amount, if the aggregate amount of such e_endi-
tures to thesame person during a calendar year exceeds $100. The treasurer
shall preserve all receipted bills and accounts required to be kept by this
section .for periods of time to be determined by the Comptroller General.

(e) Any political committee w,[ich solicits or receive contributions or
makes expenditures on behalf of any candidate that is not authorized in
writing by such candidate to do so shall include a notice on the face or
front page of all literature and advertisements published in connection
with such candidate's campaign by Such comm_itteeor on its behalf stating
t&at the committee is not authorized by such candidate and that such
candidate is not responsible for t_heactivities of such committee.

(.f) Any political committee s_ll include on the .face or.front page of
all literature and advertisements soliciting funds the .following notice:

In compliance with Federal law a report has been (or will be) filed
with the Comptroller General of the United States showing a detailed
account of our receipts and expenditures. A copy of that report is
available at a charge from the Superintev, dent of Documents, U.S.
uovernment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20_0_.
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REaISTR_TrO_r or POZlTICALCO_r_rIT_'EES;STA_;E_E_rTS

SEc. 303. (a) Each political committee which anti_ipates receiving
contributions or making expenditures during the cale_dar year in an
aggregate amount exceeding $1,000 shall file with the Co_ptroller General
a statement of organization, within ten (lays after its organization or, if
later, ten days after the date on which it has information which causes _ihe
committee to anticipate it will receive contributions or make expenditures
in excess of $1,000. Each such committee in existence at the date of enact-
ment of this Act shall file a statement of organization wit_ the Comptroller
General at such time as he prescribes.

(b) The statement of organization shall include-,-
(1) the name and address of the committee;
(2) the names, addresses, and relationsMps of a y_iliated or con-

nected organizations;
(8) the area, scope, or jurisdiction of the',committee;
(4) the name, address, and position of the c_stodian of books

and accounts;
(5) the name, address, and position of other principal oy_cers,

including o_cers and members oj' the finance ce_nmittee, if any;
(6) the name, address, o_ice sought, and pa,ty a_iliation of

(A) each candidate whom the committee is supporting, and (B)
any other individual, if any, whom the commitl:ee is supporting
for nomination for election, or election, to any p.,_blic oy_ce wl,_at-
ever; or, if the committee is supporting the entire ticket of any party,
the name of.the party;

(7) a statement whether the committee is a conti_uing one;
(8) the disposition of residual junds which wi!l be made in the

eeent of dissolution;
(9) a listing of all banks, safety deposit boxes, or other reposi-

tories used;
(10) a statement of the reports required to be filed by the com-

mittee with State or local oy_cers, and, if so, the iaames, addresses,
and positions of such persons; and

(I1) such other information as shall be required 5y the Comptroller
General.

(c) Any change in information previously submitted in a statement of
organization shall be reported to the Comptroller Generai within a ten-,tay
periOdfollowing the change.

(d) Any committee which, after having.filed one or _,_orestatements of
organization, disbands or determines it will no longe_ receive co_tr(,bu-
tions or make expenditures during the calendar yea7 in an aggregate
amount exceeding $1,000 shall so notify the Ca_nptrolle:_ General.

REPORTS BY POLITICAL COMMITTEES AND CA3_DIDATE$

SEc. 30_. (a) Each treasurer of a political comm:ittee supporting a
candidate or candidates for election to Federal oj_ice and each candidate
for election to such o_ice shallfile with the C(rmptroller General reports
of receipts and expenditures on forms to beprescribed or approved by klm.
Such reports shall befiled on the tenth day of March, June, and September,
in each year, and on the .fifteenth and .fifth days next preceding the date
on which an election is held, and also by the thirty-fir_t day of January.
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Such reports shall be complete as of such date as the Comptroller General

may prescribe, which shall not be less than five days before the date offiling.(b) Each report under this section shall disclose--
(1) the amount of cash on hand at the beginning bf the reporting

period;
(2) the full name and mailing address of each person whe has

made one or more contributions to orfor such committee or candidate
(including the purchase of tickets for events such as dinners, lunch-
eons, rallies, and similar fundraising ,events) within the calendar
year in an aggregate amount or'value in excess of $100, together with
the amount and date of sucJ_ contributions;

(3) the total sum of iz,xlividual contributions made to or .[or
such committee or candidate during the reporting period and not
reported under paragraph (._);

(4) the name and address of each political committee or candi-
date .from which the reporting com_,ittee or the candidate re-
ceived, or to which that committee or candidate made, any trans-
fer offunds, together laith the amounts and dates of all such transfers;

(5) each loan to or from any person within the calendar year in
an aggregate amount or value in excess of $I00, together with the
full names and mailing addresses of the lender and endorsers:, iJ
any, and the date and amount of such loans;

(6) the total amount of proceeds from (-40 the sale of tickets
to each dinner, luncheon, rally, and other fundraising event; (B)
mass collections made at such events; and (0) sales of items such
as political campaign pins, buttons, badges, flags, emblems, hats,
banners, literature, and similar materiak_;

(7) each contribution, rebate', refund, or other receipt in excess of

$100 not otherwise listed under para?riaphs (2) through (6);(8) the total sum of all receipts by or for such committee or
candidate during the reporting period;

(9) the full name and mailing addre_s of each person to whom
an expenditure or expenditures have been made by such committee
or candidate within the calendar year in an aggregate amount or
value in excess of $100, and the amount, date, and purpose of each
such expenditure;

(10) the .full name and mailing address of each person to whom
an expenditure for personal services, salaries, and reimbursed
expenses in excess of $100 las been made, and which is not other-
wise reported, including the amount, date, and purpose of such
expenditure;

(11) the total sum of expenditures made by such eommittee or
candidate during the calendair year;

(12) the amount and nature of debts and obligations owed by
-or to the committee, in such form as the Comptroller General may
prescribe; and

(13) sueh other information as shall be required by the Comptroller
General.

(c) The reports required to be filed by subsection (a) shall be cumu-
lative during the calendar year to which they relate, but where there
has been no change in an item reported in a previous report during
such year, only the amount need be carried forward..If no contribu-
tions or expenditures have been accepted or expended during a calendar
year, the treasurer of the political committee or candidate shall file a
statement to that effect.
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RrPOR_'SBY OI'HERS_'m4_r POLXTrCA.LCOMer.rTl'rES

Src. 305. (a) Every person (other than a political co_mittee or cav_gi-
date) who makes contributions or expenditures, other thaa by contribution
to a political committee or candidate, in an aggregate amount in excess of
$100 within a calendar year shall file with the Comptroller Generai_a
statement containing the information required by section 304. Statements
required by this section shall be.filed on the dates on which reports by
political committees are filed, but need not be cumulative.

(b)(1) Any business, the rates and' charges for which are regulated by
the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal Communications Commission,
or the Interstate Commerce Commission, which furnishe_' goods or services
to or for the use of a candidate in connection with his campaign for
nomination for election, or election, to Federal oy_ce, or to a political
committee for use in connection with such a campaign, shall file with the
Comptroller General a statement disclosing-

(A) the name of the purchaser and the name of the candidate for
the benefit of whose campaign the goods or service_ were purchased;

(B) a specific description of the goods or servites :furnished v,nd
the quantity or measure thereof_if appropriate;

(C) any amount of the price of such goods or se?vices not paid in
advance of their being furnished to the purchaser;

(D) any unpaid balance of the price of such goods or services a_ of
the reporting date;

(E) a description of the type and value of any bond, collateral, or
other security securing such unpaid balance; a_d

(F) such other information as the Cbmptrolier General s_all
require by published regulation.

(2) Reports required under paragraph (1) of this _,_bsection shall be
dled on the dates on which reports by political commit_ieesare .filed, and
shall be cumulative. A copy of each report required of a business u_der
paragraph (1) shall befiled with the department or agev_cyby which such
business is so regulated.

roRm4r. RrQ_rIRr_r_v_s R_S_'EeT'Z_a RrPOR_'S ._VJ_S'.rATr_'_

Sro. 306. (a) A report or statement required by th'is title to be filed
by a treasurer of a political committee, a candidate, or by any o_iher
person, shall be verified bY the oath or aj_rmation of the person fi_ing
such report or statement, taken before any qy_eer authorized to administer
oathe .

(b) A copy of a report or statement shall be preser,_ed by the person
dling it for a period of time to be designated by the Comptroller General
in a published regulation.

(c) The Comptroller General may, by published reg,,_lation of general
applicability, relieve any category of political comm,ittees of the obli-
gation to comply with section 304 if such committee (.!) primarily sup-
ports persons seeking State or local oj_ce, and does not substantially
support candidates, and (2) does not operate in more than one State
or on a statewide basis.

(d) The Comptroller General shall, by publi_,hed reg_lations of general
applicability, prescribe the manner in which contribut,ions and expendi~
tures in the nature of debts and other contracts, agreem_',nts,and promises
to make contributions or expenditures shall be reported Such regulat_:ons
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shall provide that they be reported in separate schedules. In determining
aggregate amounts of contributions and expenditures, amounts reported
as provided in such regulations shall not be considered until actual
payment is made.

REPORTS OAr COIVVENTION FINASr,ffI_r G

SEc. 307. Each committee or other organization which--
(1) re_oresents a State, or a political subdivision thereof, or' any

groups
witOfhPersons, in dealing with o_cials of a national politicalparty respect to matters involving a convention held in such

State or. 2olitical subdivision to nominate a candidate for the office
of President or Vice President, or

(B) represents a national political party in making arrange-
ments for the convention of such party held to nominate a candidate
for the oj_ice of President or' Vice President,

shall, within sixty days following the end of the convention (but not
later than twenty days prior to the date on which presidential and vice-
presidential electorsare chosen), fdle with the Comptroller General a full
and c .ompletefinancial statement, in such Jorm and detail as he may
prescribe, oj the sources from which it derived its funds, and the purposes
[or which SUChfunds were expended.

DUTIES OF THE COMPTROLLER (_E1VERAL

Sro. 308. (a) It shall be the duty of the Comptroller General--
(1) to develop prescribed forms for the making of the reports

and statements required lo be fded with him under this title;
(2) to prepare and publish a manuca_ setting forth recommended

uniform methods of bookkeeping and reporting for use by persons
required to make such reports and statements;

(3) to develop a filing, coding, and cross-indexing system con-
sonant with the purposes of this. title;

(_) to make the reports and statements filed with him available

for public inspection and cop_ing during regular office hours, com-
mencing as soon as practi4.able but not later than the end of the
second day following the day during which it was received, and to
permit copying of any such, report or statement by hand or by du~
plicating machine, as requested by any person, at the expense of
such person;

(5) to preserve such reports and statements for a period o]' ten

years from date of receipt, except that reports and statemen ts relating
solely to candidates for the House of Representatives shall be pre-
served for only five years from the date of receipt;

(6) to compile and maintain a c_rrent list of all statements or
parts of statements pertaining to each candidate;

(7) to prepare and publish an annuag report including compila-
tions of (A) total reported contributions and expenditures for all

candidates, political committees, and other persons during the year;
(B) total amounts expended according to such categories as he shall
determine and broken dou_,_ int o candidate, party, and non-party
expenditures on the Natio,aal, State, and local levels; (69 totalamounts expended for influencing nomination,q and elections stated
separately; (D) total amounts contributed according to such categories
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of amounts as he shall determine and broken down into contributions
on the National, State, and local levels for candidates and political
committees; and (E) aggregate amounts co_tributed by any contrib-
utor shouts to have contributed in excess of $100;

(8) to prepare and publish from time to time special reportscomparing tt_e various totals and categories of c( ntrib_tions and
ezpendit_res made with respect to preceding election,s;

(9) to prepare and publish such other reports ,zs he may deem
appropriate;

(10) to assure wide dissemination of statistics, s_tmmaries, and
reports prepared under this title,'

(1I) to make .from time to time audits and field investigations
'with respect to reports and statements filed under the provisions
of this title, and with respect to alleged failures t_ .file any report
or statement required under the provisions 6,f this tiJe;

(12) to report apparent violations of law to the appropriate law
enforcement authorities; and

(13) to prescribe suitable rules and regulations to carry out _ihe
provisions of this title.

(b) (1) Any person who believes a violation of this title has occurred
may file a complaint with the Comptroller General. If the Comptroiler
General determines there is substantial reason to believe such _ violation kas
occurred, he shall expeditiously make an inves_igation, which shall also
include an investigation of reports and statements filed by the complainant
iJ he is a candidate, of the matter complained of. Whenever in the judgment
of the Comptroller General, after affording due notice and an opportunity
for a hearing, any person has engaged or is about to engage in any act6 or
practices which constitute or will constitute a violation o)' any provision of
this title or any regulation or order issued thereunder, the Attorney General
on behalf of the United States shall institute a civil action for relief, in-
cluding a permanent or temporary injunction, restrain_:ng order, or any
other appropriate order in the district court of the Un_ted States for the
district in which the person is found, resides, or trgnsacts business.
Upon a proper showing that such person has engaged or is about to engage
in such acts or practices, a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining
order, or other order shall be granted without bond by such court.

(2) In any action brought under paragraph (1) of this subsection
subpenas for witnesses who are required to attend a Un.ited States district
court may run into any other district.

(3) A,ny party aggrieved by an order granted under paragraph (1) of
this subsection may, at any time within sixty days after the date of entry
thereof, file a petition with the United States Court of Appeals for the
cO'cult in which such person is found, resides, or tran_,tacts business, for
judicial review of such order.

(_) The judgment of the court of appeals affrming er setting aside, in
whole or in part, any such order of the district court shall be final, _,_ub-
ject to review by the Supreme Court of the Un_;ted States _tpon certiorari
or certification as provided in section I25_ of ts;tle 28.

(5) Any action brought under this subsection shall _e advanced on the
docket of the court in which filed, and put ahead off all ether actions (other
than other actions brought under this subsection).
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STATEMENTS FILED WITH CLERK OF UNITED STATES COURT

SEc. 309. (a) A copy of each statement required to be .filed with, the
Comptroller General by this title shall befiled with the clerk of the United
States district court for the judicial district in which is located the prin-
cipal o_ice of the political committee or, in the case of a statement filed
by a candidate or other person, in which is located such person's ,resi-
dence. The Comptroller General may require the filing of reports and
statements required by this title with the clerks of othe_ United States
district courts where he determines the public interest will be served
thereby.

(b) It shall be the .duty of the clerk of a United States district court
under subsection (a)--

(1) to receive and maintain in an orderly manner all reports and
statements required by this title to be .filed with such clerks;

(2) to preserve such reports and statements for a period of ten
years from date of receipt, except that reports and statements relating
solely to candidates for the House of Repr.esentatives shall be pre-
served for only five years from the date of receipt;

(3) to make the reports and statements filed with him available
for public inspection and copying during regular o y_ce hours,
commencing as soon as practicable but not later than the end of the
second day following the day during wh'_chit was received, and to
permit copying of any such report or statement by hand or by dupli-
cating machine, as requested' by any per,'on, a_ the expense of such
person; and

(_) to compile and maintain a current list of all statements or parts
of statements pertaining to each candidate.

PROHIBITION OF CONTRIBUTIONS IN 2tAME OF ANOTHER

SEC. 310. No person shall make a contribution in the name of another
person, and no person shall knowingly accept a contribution made by one
person in the name of another person.

PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS

SEc. 311. Any person who violates any of the provisions of this title
shall be .fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one
year or both.

STATE LAWS _roT AFFECTED

SEc'. 312. (a) Nothing in this title shall be deemed to invalidate or
make inapplicable any provision of any State law, except where com-
pliance with such provision of law would result in a violation of a pro-
vision of this title.

(b) The Comptroller General shall encourage, and cooperate with,
the election o_cials in the several States to develop procedures which
will eliminate the necessity of multiple .filings by permitting the .filing
of copies of Federal reports to satisfy the State requirements.

PARTIAL INVALI_DIT_ '

SE_'. 313. If any provision of this title, or the application thereof,
to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the validity of the re-
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mainder of the title and the application of such provision to other persons
and circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

REPEALING ffLAUSE

SEc'. 314. (a) The Federal Oorrupt Practices Act, 1925 (_ U.S.C.
§§ 241-256) is repealed.

(b) In case oJ any conviction ureter this titi!e, where the punishment
inflicted does not include imprisonment, such conviction shall be deemed
a misdemeanor convictiow only.

AMENDMENTS 'TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954
$ $ $ $ $ $ $

PART IV--CREDITS AGAINST TAX

Subpart A. Credits allowable.
Subpart B. Rules for computing credit for investment in rertain depreci_ble

property.

Subpart A--Credits Allowable

Sec. 31. Tax withheld on wages.
Sec. 32. Tax withheld at source on nonresident aliens and f_reign corporations

and on tax-free covenant bonds.
Sec. 33. Taxes of foreign countries and possessions of the United States.
Sec. 35. Partially tax-exempt interest received by individuals.
See. 36. Credits not allowed to individuals paying optional lax or taking stand-

ard deduction.
See. 37. Retirement income.
See. 38. Investment in certain depreciable property.
See. 39. Certain uses of gasoline and lubricating oil.
Sec. 40. [Overpayments of tax.]] Contribution_ to candidate,_ for elective Federal

0_ ¢8.

Sec. 41. Overpayments of tax.

For credit against the tax imposed by this subtitle for overpayment of _tax,
see section 6401.

$ $ $ $ $ $ $

SEC. 40. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR ELEC-
TIVE FEDERAL OFFICE

(a) GENEI_ALRaLr._There shall be allowed to a_ ivdividual, as a
credil against the tax imposed by this chapter for the taxable year, an
amount equal to one-half of the political contributions (as defined in
subsection (c)) payment of which is made by such individual within
the taxable year.

(b) LI_n'ATW_vS.--
(1) A_orrarT,.--The credit allowed by subsectWn (a) shall not

exceed $20 for any taxable year.
(£) APPzicz_'zo_v wx_'H o_'_R cz_EDx_'s.--The credit allowed by

subsection (a) shall not exceed the amount of the tax imposed by this
chanter for the taxable year reduced by the a,umof tt,_ credits allowableunaer section 33 (relating toforeign tax credit), s_.ction37 (relating
to retirement income), and section 38 (relating to investment in cer;_in
depreciable property).

(3) VER,r._Ica_'xo_v.--The credit allowed by s_bsection (a) shall
be allowed with respect to any political contribution, only if _uch
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olitical contribution is ver_ed in such manner as the Secretary or
delegate shall prescribe by regulations.

(c) Drr_i'ioN or PoLlT'Ie,4z_CONT._XBaTWN.---Forpurposes of this

section, the term "]_olitical contri!,ution" mean,? a contribution or gift _Io--(1) an individual whose _ame is presented:hr election as Presi-
dent of the United States, Vice President of the United States, an
elector for President or Vice President of the United States, a Member
o] the _enate, or a Member of (or Delegate to) the House of Repre-

sentatives in a general or special elect?n, in a primary election, or ina convention of a politicalparty, for use by such individual to further
his candidacy.for any such _ce; or

(2) a committee acting in behalf ?f an individual or individuals
described in paragraph (1) for use by sach committee to Jurther tke
candidacy of such individmil or individuals.

(d) E_re_'lo_r To Ta_:r Drz)ucTxo_v xN L_rrr or CRrDiT.--This sec-
tion shall not apply in the case ojfany taxpayer who,,for the taxable year,
elects to take the deduction provided by sectio_ 218 (relating to deduction

kr contributions to candid'(ztesfor elect!ye Federal offwe). Such electionshall be made in such manner and at such t_me as the Secretary or bis
delegate shall prescribe by regulations.

(e) CRoss RrrrRrNer.---
For disallowance of credit to estates and trusts, see section 692(a)(3).

SEC. [40.] 41. OVERPAYMI_NT OF TAX.
For credit against the tax imposed by this subtitle for overpayment of tax,.

see section 6401.

SEC, 642, SPECIAL RULES FOR CREDITS AND DEDUC-
TIONS,

(a) CREmTS AGAINST TAX.--'-
(1) PARTIALLYTAX-EXEMPTINTEREST.--An estate or trust shall

be allowed the credit against tax for partially tax-exempt interest
provided by section 35 only in respect o Fso much of such interest
as is not properly allocable to any beneficiary under section 652
or 662. If the estate or trust elects under section 171 to treat as
amortizable the premium on bonds with. respect to the interest on
which the credit is allowable under section 35, such credit
(whether allowable to the estate or trust or to the beneficiary)
shall be reduced under section 171(a)(3;).

(2) FOREIGN TAXEs.--An estate or ;rust shall be allowed the
credit against tax for taxes imposed by foreign countries smd

otates, to the extent allowed by sectionpossessions of the United ;'
901, only in respect of so much of the taxes described in such sec-
tion as IS not properly alk, cable under such section to the bene-
ficiaries.

(3) PoziT'xeaL co_w'Risrr_'xoNs.--An estate or trust shall not be
allowed the credit against tax for political contributions to can-
didates for elective Federal ofi_ceprovided by section _0.
$ $ $ $ $ $ $

(i) POLXTZaALCoNTR_srr_'_o_rs.--An eztate or trust shall not beallowed
the deduction for contributions to candidates for elective Federal office
provided by section _18.
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[(i)l(j). CROSS REFERENCES'--
(1) For disallowance of standard deduction in cas_ of estates and

trusts, see section 142(b)(4).
(2) For special rule for determining the time of receipt of dividenrls

by a beneficiary under section 652 or 662, see :section [16(c)(3).
$ $ $ $ $ $ $

PART VII--ADDITIONAL ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS FOR

INDIVIDUALS

Sec. 211. Allowance of deductions.
Sec. 212. Expenses for production of income.
Sec. 213. Medical, dental, etc., expenses.
Sec. 214. Expenses for care of certain dependents.
Sec. 215. Alimony, etc., payments.
Sec. 216. Deduction of taxes, interest, and business depreciation by cooperative

housing corporation tenant-stockholder.
Sec. 217. Moving expenses.
Sec. 218. [Cross references.] Contributions to candidat',esfor ele:tiw' Federal o._ce.
Sec. _19. Cross references.

SEC. 218. CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR ELEC-

TIVE FEDERAL OFFICE

(a) ArLOWA:VCr Or Drouc_'xo:v.--In the case of an (,ndividual, there
shall be allowed as a deduction any political contribution (as defined
in subsection (c) ) payment of which is made by such i_ividual with, in
the taxable year.

(b) LI_7'.4_'zors.--
(1) AMov_T._The deduction under s_,bsection (a) shall not

exceed $100 ]for any taxable year.
(2) VERzrXCA_'lo:v.--The deduction under subsec!ion (a) shall _e

allowed, with respect to any. political coz,tributio.%'_ only if s_'h
political contribution is verified in such manner (_s the Secretary
or his delegate shall prescribe by regulations.

(c) Drrx.vz_'io:v or POL,rI',_CALCo_v2'RXB_r_'W.v.--FOr ourposes of this
section, the term "political contribution" mean_,_ a coni_'ibution or g_ft
to----

(1) an individual whose name is presented ]for election as Pres-
ident of the United States, Vice Presiden:t of the United States,
an elector for President or Vice President of the United States, a
Member of the Senate, or a Member of (or Delegate to) the House
of Representatives in a general or special election, in a Primary
election, or in a convention of a political party, for use by such
individual to ]further his candidacy ]for any such office; or

(_) a committee acting in behalf of an individual or individuals
described in paragraph (1),flor use by such committee to ]further
the candidacy of such individual or individuals.

(d) El, rc_'lo.v To TAKr CI_rDX_'Z_; Lira or Drzmc_fxo_._This sec-
tion shall not apply in the case of any taxpayer who, ]for the taxable
year, elects to take the credit against tax provided by s_ction _0 (relat-
ing to credit against tax]for contributions to candidates]for elective Federal
oy_ce). Such election shall be made in such manor,er and at such time as
the Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe by regulatio_,:.

(e) CRoss R_r_rNcr.--

For disallowance of deduction to estates and trusts, see section 642(0.
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SEC. ["218.] 219. CROSS REFERENCES.
(1) For deduction for long-term capital gains in the case of a tax-

payer other than a corporation, see section 1202.
(2) For deductions in respect of a decedent, see section 691.

COST ESTIMATES PURSUANT TO SECTION 252(a) OF THE LEGISLATIVE

REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1970

Section 252(a) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 re-

quires that any committee repc_ting a bill of a public character shall
include in its accompanying r?ort ail estimate of the costs whi[chwould be incurred in effecting mmh legislation, or a statement of the
reasons compliance with this requirement is impracticable.

Pursuant to that stipulation., the Committee on Commerce stated
in its report on S. 382 (S. Rept. 92-96) as follows:

In accordance with Section 252(a) of the Legislative Reor-
anization Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-510, 91st Congress) the
ommittee estimates that the additional cost of the Bureau of

the Census in order for it to discharge its responsibilities under
the legislation would be an additional $100,000 for each fiscal
year. This amount is the amount the Director of the Bureau of
the Census informed your Committee ils necessary.

It is impracticable for 'your Committee to estimate any ad-
ditional cost to the FCC lJmtil the Commission adopts rules and
procedures to carry out its obligations under the act. Similarly
It is impracticable at this time for your Committee to estiraate

additional costs for the Secretary of the Senate, Clerk of the
House of Representatives, and the clerks of the various U.S.
District Courts under Title II of the legislation, and the Internal
Revenue Service or Department of the Treasury under Title
III.

The committee is not aware of any estimates of costs made by
any Federal agency which are different from those made by the
Committee.

The Committee on Rules and Administration has amended S. 382
by transferring from the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the
HoUse of Representatives to the Comptroller G.eneral the duties in
connection with the registration of and reporting by Political commit-
tees. Title III of the amended bill would place in that Office the
responsibilities with respect to registration cf political committees and
any reports required to be filed (1) by each candidate for Federal
for Federal office, (3) by each person who makes contributions or
expenditures in excess of $100 within any calendar year other than
by contribution to apolitical committee or candidate, and (4) by any
committee or other organization involved in arrangement for conven-
tions for national political parties.

The Comptroller General estimates that the additional costs which
would be incurred by the General Accounting Office in discharging its
responsibilities under S. 382 as amended would amount to $1.9 million
annually, and that while the amount needed would vary somewlhat

from year to year, an average of that amount would be required for
the purpose during each of the first 5 years the provisions of the bill
would be in effect.
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The Committee on Rules and Administration apprec!_ates that :_he
Comptroller General of necessity has had to base his estimate on
certain assumptions as to the nature and scope o[ the additio:aal
responsibilities which the bill Would plsce in hlis Office. The committee
has no available information which would enable it to question l_he
estims, te of costs or to consider the same Other than reasonable, con-
sidering the many intangible factors involved.

ROLLCALL VOTES IN RULES C,DMMITTF. E

In compliance with sections 133 (b) and (d) of the LegislatiLve
Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, the record of rollcall votes
in the Committee on Rules and Administratisn durh_g its considera-
tion of S. 382 is as follows:

1. Motion by Senator Cannon to lay on the table an amendment
offered by Senator Prouty to increase from 5 cents to 7 cents the
amount which when multiplied by the number of estimated popula-
tion of voting age for such office could be expended for the use of
broadcasting stations on behalf of a candidate for Federal elective
office. Rejected: 4 yeas; 4 nays.

Yeas--4 Nays--4
Mr.Jordan Mr.P'routy
Mr. Cannon Mr. Cooper
Mr. Byrd (W.Va.) Mr. Scott
Mr.Allen Mr. Griffin

2. Motion offered by Senator Prouty to increase :[rom 5 cents to
7 cents the amount which when multiplied by the number' of estimated
population of voting age for such office could be expelxded for the use
of broadcasting stations on behalf of a candidate for Federal elective
office. Rejected: 4 yeas; 5 nays.

Yeas--4 Nays--5
Mr.Prouty Mr. Jordan
Mr. Cooper Mr. Cannon
Mr.Scott Mr.Pell
Mr. Griffin Mr. Byrd (W Va.)

Mr. Allen

3. Motion offered by Senator Prouty to provide (1) thatin addition
[o the amount a candidate for Federal elective offie_ may spend for
the use of broadcast communications media, he may spend for such
use any unspent portion of the amount he is authorized to spend for tlhe
use of nonbroadcast communications media, and (2) the converse
thereof. Adopted: 4 yeas; 3 nays.

Yeas--4 Nays---3
Mr. Prouty Mr. Jordan
Mr. Cooper Mr. Cannon
Mr.Scott Mr.Pell
Mr. Griffin
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4. Motion by Senator Cannon to lay on the '_able an amendment
offered by Senator Prouty, as modified, to exempt all candidates for
Federal elective office from the equal-time amendment of the Federal
Communications Act of 1934. Rejected: 3 yeas; 6 nays.

· Yeas--3 Nays--6
Mr.Jordan Mr_Pell
Mr. Cannon Mr.Allen
Mr. B3n/d (W. Va.) Mr_ Prouty

Mr. Cooper
MI-. Scott
Mr. Griffin

5. Amendment offered by Senator Prouty, as modified, to exempt
all candidates for Federal elective office from the equal-time amend-
ment of the Federal Communications Act of 1934. Adopted: 5 yeas;
4 nays.

Yeas--5 Nays.--4
Mr.Pell Mr.Jordan
Mr. Allen Mr. Cannon
Mr. Prouty Mr. Byrd (W.Va.)
Mr. Scott Mr. Cooper
Mr. Griffin

6. Amendment offered by :Senator Prouty (on behalf of Senator
Scott) intended to protect certain federally regulated businesses from
possibly incurring uncollectable debts following political campaigns,
and to place a financial obhgatlon upon a candidate s campaign or-
ganization to back up such debt. Adopted: 5 yeas; 4 nays.

Yeas--5 Nays--4
Mr Allen Mr.Jordan
Mr. Prouty Mr. Cannon
Mr. Cooper Mr. Pell
Mr. Scott Mr. Byrd (W. Va.)
Mr. Griffin

7. Amendment offered by Senator Prouty (as modified) to require
a political committee to include on the face of aH Jits literature soliciting
funds a notice stating that it had filed a detailed, report of its receipts
and expenditures with the Comptroller General, and that copies of
that report are for sale to the public by the Superintendent of Docu-
ments. Adopted: 6 yeas; 3 nays.

Yeas--6 Nays--3
Mr.Jordan Mr. Cannon
Mr. Allen Mr. Pell
Mr. Prouty Mr. Byrd (W. Va.)
Mr. Cooper
Mr. Scott
Mr. Griffin
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APPENDIX

The following pertinent information on (1) the constitutional power
of Congress to legislate in matters of elections, (2) th e history of
Federal election laws, and (3) tlhe existing Federal laws on the subject
of campaign finances, is included as an appendix to the committee's
report on S. 382.

CONSTITUTIONAL POWER OF CONGRESS TO LEGISLATE IN MATTERS

OF ELECTIONS

Sources.--The following provisions of the Constitution determine
and circumscribe the power of Congress to legislate on the subject of
Federal elections:

Article I, Section _.--The House of Representatives shall

be composed of Members chosen every second year by thepeople of the several Stat,_s, and the Electors in each State
shall have the qualifications requisite for electors of the most
numerous branch of the State Legislature.

Amendment XVI/.--The Senate of the United States shah
be composed of two Senators from each State, elected by the
people thereof, for six years; and each Senator shall have:
one vote. The electors in each State shall have the qualifica-
tions requisite for electors of the most numerous branch of the
State Legislatures. * * *

Article II. Section 1, Clause 2.--Each State shall appoint,
in such manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a
number of electors, equal to the whole number of Senators
and Representatives to which the State may be' entitled in
the Congress: but no Senator or Representative, or person,
holding an office of trust or profit under the United States.,
shallbe appointedan Elector.

Article £, Section _[.--The times, places and manner of
holding elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be,
prescribed in each State by the Legislatur e thereof; but
the Congress may at any' time by law make or alter such

regulations, except as to the places of .,-!choosingSenators.Article I, Section 8, Clause 18._T0 make all laws which.
shall be necessary and Proper for carrying into execution the
foregoing Powers, and _,ll other powers vested by this

Constitution in the Government of the United States, or
in any Department or Officer thereof.

Article I, Section 5.--Each House shall be the Judge of
the elections, returns, and qualifications of its own Mem--
bers * * *

Amendment /.--Congress shall make no law * * *
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the pres_; or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to t)et,_l _
the government {or a redress of grievances.

(99)
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Interpretation.rain the domain of elections, the Constitution
explicitly introduces the principle of checks and balanc(_s and mutual]y
restricts the Congress and the State legislatures.

It leaves it to the States to determine the qualifications of electors
voting for congressional candidates and the manner of appointing
presidential and vice-presidential electors. Furthermore, the Con-
stitution makes the States primarily responsible for l_ws relating to
the times, places, and manner of elections fol' Senators and Repre-
sentatives.

On the other hand, Congress is given the powc,r, at anz_time, to make
or alter such laws. Only the change of places of choosing Senators Js
left outside of congressional jurisdiction. Moreover, C¢,ngress is given
the exclusive power to judge the elections, returns, and qualifications
of its Members. In addition, the "necessary and propex chmse" plac(_s
at the disposal of Congress the fullness of legislative means to make
effective the grant of specific powers (McCz_lloeh v i]4aryland, 4
Wheat. 316).

In the net result, the analysis of relevant constituti,mal provisions
shows that Congress possesses a wide range of authority to regulate
Federal elections. Aside from the powers reserved in tMs field to the
States, only the first amendment would preven_ Congr,_ss from estab-
lishing regulations that would infringe on the right of free speech and
assembly.

HISTORICAL OUTLINE OF FEDERAL ELECTION LAws

Early legislation.--The first comprehensive Federal statute dealing
with corruption in elections was adopted in 1870, when the Enforce-

ment Act (16 Stat. 44) outlawed every type of fraudulent and corruptpractice in connection With elections, specifi,_aUy forbidding false
registration, bribery, illegal voting, making false returns of votes
cast, interference in any manner with officers of election, and th._
neglect by any such officer of any duty required of him by State or
Federal law. These laws were held invalid, in part, as applied to
municipal elections in United States v. Reese (92 U.S. 214 (1876)),
but were otherwise found to be a ('onstitutional exercise of the au-
thority conferred by the Constitution with respect to bhe election of

Members of Congress. (Ex Parte Siebold, 100 U.S_ 371 (1880)).Despite these rulings of the Supreme Court, Congress in 1894 (28
Stat. 36) repealed almost all of the provisions of the Eniorcement Act.

Developments from 1907.--A new period in the history of Federal
regulations of national elections began in 1907 when Congress passed
the Tillman Act, prohibiting national banks and cor_,orations from
making contributions in connection with Federal elections (34 Stat.
814). From that time on, campaign finances stood in the forefront o:f
Federal e].ection legislation. In 1910 Congress em, cted a comprehensive
statute which required all interstate political commit_;ees to reporl;
campaign contributions and expe_ditures, identifying as their source_
all contributions of $100 or more and all expenditures o:i$10 or more.
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All other persons making direct expenditures in an amount exceeding
$50 were also required to submit such statements. Substantial penalties
were provided for the violation of the act.

In subsequent years, the statute of 1910 was amended, and in 1925
Congress passed the Corrupt Practic(.s A(.t, which, with its amend-
ments, constitutes the major .[:,art of the material of the existing Fed-
eral law dealing with campaign finances. The Tillman Act of 1!)07,

in its original form, was included in the Corrulpt Practices Act. Butin 1944, the War Labor Disputes Act extenaed the prohibition of
1907 to include certain financial activities by labor unions. This
amendment was made permanent by the Labor Management Relations
Act of 1947, and the prohibition was further extended to apply to

campaign expenditures, primary elections, and political conventionsor caucuses held to sleet candidates for elective Federal office.
In 1939, Congress enacted :'An act to prevent pernicious political

activities," which was designed primarily to prohibit active participa-
tion in politics by FederaFernpl-oyees and the use of relief funds for
political purposes (the Hatch Act). In 1940 certain provisions of
that act were extended to include State and local employees paid in
whole or in part from Federal funds. As passed, the later act included
provisions limiting annual political contributions by individuals to
$5,000 to any one political committee or in behalf of any candidate or
in connection with any campaign for Federal election, and limiting
interstate political committee, s to a maximum of $3 million in con-
tributions or expenditures in any I year.

EXmTINO FEDERAL LAW ON 'rile Sm_JECT OF 'CAMPAmN FINANCES

The Federal Corrupt Practi,5es Act ,of 1925 was enacted as title III,
sections 301-319, of "An act reclassifying the salaries of postmaster
and employees of the postal service, readjusting their salaries and
compensation on an equitable basis, increasing postal rates to provide
for such readjustment, and for other purposes."

Subsequently, the Corrupt Practices Act was split into two parts.
Sections 310-313 were repealed and enacted into positive law as sec-
tions 597, 599, and 610 of title 18, United States Code. The remaining
sections of the Corrupt Practices Act appear as sections 241-248 and
252-255 of title 2, United States Code, which has not yet been enacted
into positive law.

The Hatch Political Activities Act of 1939--"An act to prevent
pernicious political activities"--was enacted August 2, 1939 (Public
Law 252, 76th Cong.), and was subsequently amended several times.
In the present state of the law, the original sections of the Hatch Act
have become sections 594, 595, 598, 600, 601,604, 605, 608, 609, and
611 of title 18, United States Code, and appear as sections 118i, ll8k,
ll8k-1,118k-2, 118k-3, 118l, ll8m, and ll8n of title 5, United States
Code.

In addition, sections 591, 60[!:,and 612 of ;itle 18, United States Code,
relate to regulation of elections.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MR. ALLEN

While I voted to order reported from our Committee on Rules
and Administration the bill, ¢_o. 382, as amended, I feel that :it is
subject to the objection that it does not limit, the overall cost of
campaigning. While commendable in purpose and potentially effectiLve
in the hmited area of its operation, it simply does not go far enough.

The bill would limit campaign expenditures in two categories

only, (1) broadcast media ad_'ertising, ami (2) nonbroadcast mediaadvertising, such as newspapera, magazines and other periodicals, and
billboard facilities.

The limit set is 5_ for each person of voting age for such office
and each of the two categories of advertising. HOwever, the exp(,ndi-
tures are interchangeable, so that actually a limit of 10_ for each
person of voting age for such ,)ffice is provided, to be divided as the
candidate wishes between the two categories.

In most cases, the limits set are much higher than those set by
S. 3637 which passed during the 91st Congress but was vetoed by
the President and his veto sustained.

In the President's veto m_!ssage, he said that S. 3637 did not
limit the overall cost of campaigning. Neither does S. 382.

He also said in his message:
The problem with campaign spending is not radio and televi-

s!on; the problem is spending. This bill plugs only one hole in a
sieve.

Candidates who had and wanted to spend large sums of money.
could and would simply shift their advertising out of radio and
tel6vision into other media_magazincs, newspapers, billboards,
pamphlets, and direct mail. There would be no restriction on the

amount they could spend in these imedia. ,Hence, nothing in this bill wouht mean leas campaign spending.
In fact, the bill might tend to increase rather than decrease the

total amount that candidates spend in their campaigns. It is a

fact of political life that in many Congressional districts andStates a candidate can rea,_h more voters per dollar through radio

and TV than any other means of communication. Severely'l:!mit-
lng the-use of TV and radio in these areas would only forc,_ the
candidate to spend more by requiring him to use more expensive
techniques.

By restricting the amount of ti[me _ candidate can obtain on
television and radio, this legislation would severely limit, the
ability of many candidates to get their message to the greatest
number of the electorate. The people deserve to know more, not
less, about the candidates and where they stand.

These same criticisms apply to S. 382 except that nonbroadea_t
media advertising has now been limited along with radio and TV.

The President seemingly favor_ an overall limitation on..expendi-
tures, and with' this position I agree.

(to3)
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The bill places no limit on expenditures ?r ma_s mailings, forhandbills, brochures, printing, WATS lines, tdephones, postage, st_-
tionety, automobiles, trucks, telegrams, campaign headquarters (state
and various local ones), unlimited campaign workers, _irplane rentals
and tickets, buses, trains (special and regular), campaign newspapers,
movie theatre film advertisements, campaign staffs, public relation
firms, production expenses for broadcasts, public opinioll polls, paiid
campaigners and poll watchers, novelties, bumper siickers, sample
ballots.

I feel that an overall limit should be placed on the total amount of
campaign contributions and expenditures that a candi&_te may recehre

or spend. ,I would feel that a limit of 10_ or less per per._on of voting age for an
office should be set for all expenditures not limited by the broadcast
and nonbroadcast media advertising limitations.

Total contributions that might be received could thus be limited to
20_ or less per person of voting age for such office. Th:is limitation on
the total amount of contributions would probably be more effective
than merely adding the 10_ or less limitation for all expenses other
than media advertising. I would also feel that the c_ndidate's own

expenditures should be treated as contributions to the campaign.I submit that there is even greater need to limit _,xpenditure for
non._nedia advertising than for media advertising. Media advertising
is open and aboveboard and available for all to see. Overuse of media
advertising might even be counter-productive if the electorate fei!t
that the candidate was overspending in that field. The nonmedia
expenditures would not be as apparent to the public but could be as
effective and as expensive. It would be in the field ot, mmmedia e_:-
penditures that irregularities, or corrupt practices or abuses, if any,

might be more likely to occur. A limit should be placed on nonmediaexpenditures, and I plan to offer an amendmerLt provi iing for such a
limit.

JA_E_ g. ALLEN.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MR. CANNON

From the time when I was first elected to the Senate in 1958, I
have been attempting to bring about comprehensive and effective
improvements in Federal election laws, and especially those pertaining
to campaign contributions and expenditures and the public disclosure
of all political finances.

I have iiltroduced and supported remedial legislation during each
Congress since 1959. Some bills were passed by the Senate--S. 2436
in 1960; S. 2426 in 1961; and S. 1880 in 1967---but none was acted
upon by the House of RepresentativeS.

In 1971, S. 382 was introduced with recommendations much broader
in scope than those of previous proposals. It affects the communica-
tions media, public disclosure provisions, and tax incentives. The
Commerce Committee held public hearings and gave careful considera-
tion to the bill in executive se._sions_' before reporting the measure to
the Senate. The Committee on Rules and Administration thereafter
held additional public hearing,_ prior to adopting additional amend-
ments and ordering the bill to be reported.

In my judgment, the bill, S. 382, as reported by the Commerce

Committee on May 6, 1971, and by the Committee on Rules andAdministration, contains substantial and necessary improvementa- in
the overall campaign procedures as they relate to candidates for
Federal elective office and should eliminate the loopholes and weak-
nesses of existing law.

However, I believe some of the amendments go too far and will
either create new outlets for excessive expenditures or impose inordi-
nate reporting burdens upon po]litical committees and certain regulated
businesses. Accordingly, I am expressing my concern over and dis-
approval of particular changes in the bill, with the hope that per-
fecting amendmentS will be adopted by the Senate. ·

1. Section 101(a) of the bill was amended so as to exclude from the
operation of section 315(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, not
only candidates for the Offices of President and Vice President of the
United States, but all candidates for Federal elective office, including
candidates for the U.S. Senate and the House of Representatives.

The amendment may create too many problems relative to broad-
casters who may wish to offer free time to congressional candidates,
particularly with respect to candidates for the House, and especially
in those States having large numbers of congressional districts. It is
conceivable that a broadcaster could select candidates in certain areas
and districts of a given State over those in other areas and districts
for the privilege of receiving free time. Obviously, candidates not
directly benefiting from such a choice could suffer damage because of an
inability to obtain equal free time in their districts for adequate ex-
posure to the public. Furthermore, the amendment provides that all
such Federal candidates must be given "maximum flexibility in the
choice of program format." This provision is ambiguous, vague, E,nd
uncertain in such degree as to cast doubt upon its intent and its value.
Additionally, the bulk of testimony related to presidential candidates
only.

(105)
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I hope the Senate will give this amendment its careful consideration
so that it may be either clarified and made definitely equitable in
application or struck from the bill.

2. Section 102(2)(b) of the bill was amended so as to permit a

candidate to spend foi' the use of broadcast media any _nspent portionof the amount he is authorized to spend for nonbroad _ast media, and
section 103(a)(2) of the bill was amended so as to permit, a candidate
to spend for the use of nonbroadcast media any unspent portion of the
amount he is authorized to spend for broadcast media_

In effect, notwithstanding the efforts of the Commerce Committa_e
to set definite and distinct limitations on expenditures by a candidaLe
for broadcast and nonbroadcast media, this amendment allows
Federal candidates to double their purchases of television or tad:lo
time or, conversely, to double their expenditures for newspaper or
periodical advertisements or for billboards. ·

The Commerce Committee made every effort to determine the
amounts a candidate should reasonably need in order to obtain fair and

adequate exposure to the public for broadcast and nonbroadcast med?
without overburdening the viewing public, and any (_ange in tho._edeterminations especially a change which doubles th,_ fair amounts,
renders the limitation meaningless. Limitations origirally set by the
Commerce Committee were considered to be adequate for candidate
exposure. Based upon 1970 election statistics, this amendment wou:[d
permit doubling of expenditures and nullify the value o[ the limitation.

The Senate should either reject this amendment or reduce the total
limit on expenditures for those media covered by the bill.

3. Section 206 of the bill was amended to prohibit the extension of
credit to any candidate or other person on behalf of the candidate by
any business regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Boacd, the Federal
Communications Board, or the Interstate Commerce Commission, un-
less any debt so created is secured in full by p:coperty, bond, or other
security.

Further, section 305 of the bill is amended so as to r_quire that any
such regulated business which extends credit must file detailed reporks
with the Comptroller General and with the department or agency
by which such business is regulated.

This amendment was politically inspired.'It reflects tlhe fact that
one of the National Committees carries a very heavy debt, some
of which was incurred for expenses owed to regulated industries.
It further reflects the economic fact that candidates who are not
independently wealthy or supported by individuals or groups who have
wealth, will not be able to post security in full in (,rder to obtain
credit for those kinds of services which are vit:sdly necessary to every
candidate in presenting his views and programs to the voters of this
Nation.

This certainly must be referred to as the "rich man's" or "fat cat"
amendment. Otherwise, one must be ignorant ¢,f the economic facts of
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life. Moreover, it implies that regulated industries have not and ;viii
not exercise reasonable prudence in the ordinary course of business;
that credit may be extended without any evidence of ability to pay
debts or reasonable expectation that debts will be repaid in due
course. This amendment would bar or curt_dl the normal or bona fide
use of a credit card unless security in full is posted.

Further, the amendment requires any regulated business which ex-
tends credit, even if security :is provided, to file numerous detailed
reports with the Comptroller General and elsewhere, which are not
required to be filed by any other person or organization which makes
a political contribution or expenditure to candidates or political com-
mittees. I point out also that the extensio_ of credit, in tile ordinary
course of business, is not a contribution or expenditure within the
purview of this bill, but, unfortunately, could be so construed if this
amendment is accepted by the Senate.

In my considered judgment, the amendment is arbitrary and dis-
criminatory as to candidates, imposes onerous and expensive account-
lng responsibilities upon regulated businesses, is unnecessary, and
should be rejected by the Senate.

4. Section 302 of the bill was amended by adding a new subsection
(f) which requires any political committee to include in any written
solicitation for funds a notice stating that it would file with the Comp-
troller General a report showing a detailed account of receipts and
expenditures, and, further, that copies of those accounts would be
available to the public from the Superintendent of Documents at the
cost of the person ordering the copies.

This amendment seems at first glahce t(_ have: some merit because
it calls for specific disclosure by committees soliciting funds. But, all
political committees are required by section 304 of the bill to submit
reports to the Comptroller General on the 10th day of March, June,

and September in each year _}nd also by the 31st day of January.Also, reports must be filed by ,:ach committee on the 15th day before
an election and on the fifth day before an election. Not only must
each of those reports be filed with the Comptroller General, but
copies must be filed with the clerk of the 'U.S. ,district court for the
district in which is located the principal office of the committee.
Pursuant to the bill, each of the reports must be made available for
public inspection and for copyiLng at public expense. The Comptroller
General must publish annual reports, special reports, other reports
which he may deem to be appropriate and assure wide dissemination
of statistics, summaries, and all reports prepared in accordance with
the bill.

Therefore, it ought to be clear that the public would be provided

with total information concer,,fing all receipts and expenditures per-taining to political committee._, without this additional burdensome,
expensive, and superfluous am.endment. I hope it will be rejected.

HowaaI) W. CANNIng.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MR. PELL

Basic reform of campaign finance practices in Federal elections is
long overdue. Indeed, without effective reform, a fu,ther erosion of
public confidence in the integrity Of the Federal elective process is
inevitable.

But confidence in the elective process will not be maintained ar
restored by campaign finance legislation thai; gives the appearance
of reform without the substance. Such legislation, in fact, could well
lead to increased public skepticism.

It is for this reason that I am particularly opposed to the liberaliza-
tion of campaign expenditure limitations adopted by the Committee
on Rules and Administration during the consideration of S. 382.

The bill as referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration
limited such expenditures to 5 cents per person of voting age, with _m
additional 5 cents per person of voting age permitte_ for ca.mpaign
expenditures in other media. The reported bill, b:: permitting a
merger of these two limits, would allow in effect an expenditure of up
to 10 cents per person of voting age for broadcast media campaign
expenditures if candidates elect to concentrate their campaign funds
on television and radio.

This combined limit is so liberal that it would permit a nationwide
inundation of political broadcasts in the final weeks before an election.
I believe the separate limitation on broadcast an([ nonbroadcast
media should be restored.

Second, the committee adopted, an amendment prohibiting the
extension of credit to candidates or political committees by businesses
regulated by the FFC, ICC, or CAB, unless the debt is secured in
full by bond, property, or other security.

I believe this is an unnecessary and unwise proviskon that would
result primarily in increasing the adwmtage already held by well-
financed candidates for Federal elective office.

In application, the provision would even deny to _, candidate the
routine and normal use of a travel credit; card. The affected industries,
I believe, are capable of managing their extension of credit to candi-
dates or political committees without the rigid and inflexible re-
quirement imposed by this provision.

CLAI BOt_NE PELL.

0o8)
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MR. SCOTT

The Committee on Rules and Administration has made some sig-
nificant improvements in S. 38,2, the Federal Elections Campaign Act
of 1971. As previously reported by tlhe Commerce Committee, the
bill contained several provisions which had originally appeared in S.
956, my own campaign reform bill. These changes dealt, for the most
part, with political broadcasting and advertising. As now reported,
S. 382 reflects some of the suggestions I offered to the Rules Com-
mittee in testimony on May 25, 1971.

First, the committee adopted an amendment to give candidates
maximum flexibility in campaign spending by providing interchange-
ability between the broadcast, and nonbroadcast expenditure limits.
This new provision takes into account the great variances in style
associated with political campaigns, not to mention geographical
considerations. Furthermore, the adoption of this overall spending
limit makes the bill less of an "incumbent's bill", since relatively
unknown challengers would now be allowed greater, and essential,
access to the broadcast media; and the new spending formula would
not unfairly discriminate against broadcasters, since they could
continue to receive their fair share of the market.

Second, the committee unanimously agreed to repeal the existing
law which, at least on paper, has purported to limit individual political
contributions to $5,000. This limit has proven totally unenforceable
since it was enacted several decades ago. And, because of the law's
unenforceability, it has seriously undermined public confidence in
political campaigns. Accordingly, the committee felt, and I heartily
concur, that full reporting and disclosure, rather than arbitrary and
meaningless limitations on contributions, is a better way to curb
potential abuses or excesses.

Third, the committee agreed to invest the Comptroller General
with the authority to monitor campaign spending. As the clhief
executive officer of the General Accounting ()ffice, technically an
arm of Congress, he can use the vast resources of his Agency to provide
the public with accurate and timely information as to "who is giving

how much to whom and when?" I must note here, with some amuse-
ment, that former Senator Joseph Clark and I offered an amendment
to the Election Reform Act of 1967 which did designate the Comp-
troller General as the custodian of campaign ,;pending statements,
instead of vesting such authority with the Clerk of the House and the
Secretary of the Senate. Not only did the Rules Committee reject

,the amendment during an executive session, but on September 12,
1967, it was defeated on the Senate floor by a vote of 30 to 56.

Now that the committee has decisiv_.ly vindicated my earlier
position, I intend to go one step further. While I do believe that the
GAO possesses the requisite manpower and expertise, I am fearful
that giving them authority to, investigate complaints and to report
violations might be burdensome and uncomfortable. Therefore, I
hope to present to the Senate an amendment which would create a

(109)
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fully independent and autonomous body to handle this function. Tl_e
GAO would still play an active and integral role in the information
accumulation and dissemination process, but it would be denied actm_l
decisionmaking powers at the command level. This power would li.e
solely with the new, independent body.

And finally, although I did not testify on this particular point, S. 382
now contains a provision setting forth a procedure by which citizens
can file complaints against candidates if there is a suspicion of a
violation. First appearing in S. 956, this section also permits actions
against complainants (to deter frivolous complaints), and outlines the
way in which a suspected violation is handled., all the way up to an
expedited court hearing. This is the one provision in the bill that will
enable the public to get a better look at the investigs,tive process to
be used against suspected violators of the law.

During my appearance before the colnmittee, I also indicated theft
I had undertaken a study of political campaign debts to federally
regulated industries. My interest in this subject is not new, but it ws,s
fired by the outrageous information which surfaced after the 1968

residential campaign. Dr. Herbert Alexander, one cf the Nation's
ading authorities on campaign spending, outlined this problem in

the March 1970 issue Fortune magazine:

True to the old political saying--that winners pay their
bills, and losers negotiate--severa_ of 1968's los,_rs settled
their debts by negotiation rather than by full payment.

The McCarthy campaign was about $1,300,000 in the hole

ba_lthe time it ended. McCarthy's financial managers paidbills of $400 or less in full, and negotiated setfiement of
larger debts--a step that created an awkward situation for
some creditors. Many of these large bills---for hctel rooms,
car rental, telephone service, and air travel--wer._ tendered
by publicly owned corporations, some of them in regulated
industries. When a corporation agrees to settle a politician's
bill for less than full value, it is in effect making _m indirect
campaign contribution. Even when the company is forced
to take what it can get in order to avoid a larger loss, the
settlement can be difficult to explain to stockholders or to
various regulatory bodies. Some substantial amcunts were
involved in the McCarthy settlements. Various McCarthy
committees owed A.T. & T. $305,000 for telephone service,
but wound up paying only $75,000. American Airlines, which
was owed $285,459, got $141,903.

Knowing that the Congress was likely to consider a campaign reform
bill in 1971, and realizing that there might also be a tew 1972 presii-
dential contenders, I wanted to see if there waR; a way to control this
problem. First, however, it was necessary to determine how wide-
spread the practice was, so I wrote a letter to the General Accounting
Office asking them to investigate:

APt:IL 19, 1971.
Hon. ELMER B. STAATS,

Comptroller General of the Un_ted States,
General Accountiny Offtce,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. COMPTROLLER GENERAL: You may know that I have
sponsored legislation this year to reform our archaic campaign spend-
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ing laws. If this effort succeeds, the public is entitled, at the very
least, to accurate and time]y information pertaining to Federal
candidates and to those who aid them.

In the interest of full reporting and disclosure of all forms of cam-
paign assistance, direct or indirect, I am concerned that some of the
industries regulated by independent agencies of the U.S. Government,
by their billing procedures or other practices, may inadvertently be
contributing to the election campaigns of ]_ederal candidates. Specifi-
cally, I am referring to the air carriers regulated bv the Civil Aero-
nautics Board, the wire (and perhaps electronic) ' communications
regulated by the F_deral Communications Commission, and the
surface carriers regulated by _he Intersta_;e Commerce Commission.
I recall several instances in which candidal;es who incurred debt with
one or more of these federally regulated industries negotiated their
debt downward to a substantially reduced figure after the elections.

To say the least, such dubious practices on the part of these industriesreflect a rather dull sense of business a,_umen, not to mention a
questionable code of ethics. Furthermore, there is also the distinct

ossibility of setting bad precedent and encouraging corruption.
e that as it may, there remains the very delicate question a,_ to

whethe.r or not this type of activity is in the public interest since it
may constitute an unlawful corporate contribution. Equally impor-
tant to the public is the fact that special treatment for political
candidates, in this case an indirect Federal subsidy, has never been
authorized by the Congress and the President.

Suggested remedies might include either actual or estimated pre-
payment of bills, special authority for limited periods of either' :free
or reduced-rate services, provisions for allowing candidates to liquidate
debts over extended periods with low interest payments, or perhaps
the depositing of funds in special escrow accounts. However, in
order to considqr these or otlher suggestions, we will need a t;reat
deal more information than is now readily available on the subject
of candidates' debts.

In its deliberations on campaign reform, I am hopeful that Con-
gress will address itself to this particular problem. As such, I respect-
fully request you to provide :me with a complete accounting of all
outstanding debts and negotiated settlements associated with these
or other industries under Government regulation in the course of
.Federal political campaigns from 1962 to the present. The year 1,962
is no arbitrary choice. It will yield atleast a 9-year history: whether
or not a significant pattern emerges. It will s;lso include the last
tw ° presidential campaigns and elections, each of which dealt ac-
knowledged serious blows to our major political parties--the Repub-
licans in 1964, and the Democrats in 1.968. In other words, I seek to
examine this problem in the clearest light and the fullest scope.

In my view, any industry which is federally regulated and/or fed-
erally subsidized ought to account fully to the public for all its under-
takings, especially when political campaigns are i'nvolved. It is
absolutely imperative that the public interest prevail in such matters.

I do not believe that federally governed industries willingly or inten -
tionally aim to lose money on political candidates. Nor do I believe
that there is any collusion or conspiracy on the part of political
candidates to defraud federally governed industries. And as much as
I realize that substantially more than 59 percent of all political
candidates are unsuccessful in their bids for public office, I do recog-
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nize that there is usually no consciou_,_or deliberate intent to lose
an election.

Some may interpret my intentions here as either mo rbidly punitive
or unabashedly partisan. In anticipation of such charges, I want to
make it clear that I seek only to air the problem, which plagues
virtually every candidate, and to assist in bringing about some
solutions. I seek not to penalize past practices; rather, I see this as an
opportunity to conduct an independent, nonpartisan inquiry which
may serve to halt a potentially habitual and dangerous trend for the
future. We must prevent the recurrence of any such activity. The
integrity of political candidates rises far above party hLbels.

The few instances to which I referred in this letter are serious
enough to warrant full congressional study witlh a view toward either
corrective legislation or supplementary administrat:ive regulation.
Your assistance and recommendations in th:ia efforl_ will be mo,_t
appreciated.

With good wishes,
Sincerely,

(Signet[) HuGI_ Sco?T,
iU'.S. Senator.

By May 25, 1971, I had some feedback on my request, and I
relayed it to the Rules Committee when I testified:

In the course of my study of campaign financing, I became
aware of certain practices which are, at the very least,
questionable. I, for one, simply do not ascribe to the old

political saying that winners pay their bil_s and h)sers nego-tiate. To learn of the extent of such practices, especially as
they relate to federally regulated industl_es, I have asked
the General Accounting Office to provide me with a detailed
study of all the outstanding debts and negotiated settle-
ments since 1962. The results of the GAO inquiry haven't
yet come irl, but I have learned ths,t the agencies _mpposedlY
regulating thes e industries don't even keep such records. At
the minimum, we must require them to do so. lkfy interest
in this practice has generated a great deal of support from
some sectors, the airlines in particular. They are usually the
ones ]eft holding the bag for unsuccessful candidates. I know
of one airline which is carrying outstanding debts from
political candidates and parties of over $1 million. Similarly,
there are at ]east $1.5 million in outstanding telephone bil]s.
In order to curb such practices, I intend to offer an amend-
ment requiring any candidate or political committee to
negotiate a binding contract, backed up by a bor.d or other
security, w_th the provider of the service. Such contracts
wi]] also be included in the candidate's :filing reports. For
the public's protection, for the candidate's pro_ction and
the businessman's protection, such action is essen _ial.
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On June 3, 1971, the committee adopted my amendment to protect
federally regulated businesses from incurring possibly uncoUectable
debts following political campaigns, and to place a financial obligation
upon a candidate's campaign organization to back up such debt. This
amendment, I believe, is a big: step toward fiscal responsibility for
political candidates. For the first time, common carriers will be given
the enabling authority to prevent some of the abuses that were so
prevalent in 1968.

Readers of my letter to the General Accounting Office, or my
amendment, surely cannot, in good faith impugn my motives. Accord-
ing to the New York Times., however, a member of the Senate
Democratic policy committee isaid that "a prohibition on political
credit would benefit the 'fat cats' who can afford to finance a campaign
on a cash-and-carry basis, at the expense of the poor party or candi-
date who cannot."

Am I to infer from that comment that the Senate Democratic policy
committee favors, for example,, free rides _n airplanes for political
candidates? Present laws, as I read them, clearly forbid such practices.
A closer reading of my amendment will yield no "cash-and-carry"
requirement; rather, as in the case of a bank loan, the debt created by
such credit must be secured. That, is all it asks of the candidate. Surely,
this kind Of requirement poses no hardships.

If, however, my colleagues wish to propose alternatives, such as
properly justified limited or indirect subsidies to candidates, I am
prepared to consider them, My bill, S. 956, does contain special
reduced-rate mailing privileges for candidates, so the concept is not
a new one for me.

Following the adoption of my amendment by the committee, I
detected an oversight in tlhe language which I hope to correct on the
Senate floor. On a strict reading of the amendment, the use of credit
cards might, inadvertently, be prohibited, especially when the service
involved is for the candidate'S personal use. I intend, therefore, to offer
a clarifying amendment which would exempt their use. Other technical
amendments have also been brought to my attention, and I intend to
offer them at the appropriate time.

If the avowed purpose of S. 3;82is "to promote fair practices in the
conduct of election campaigns for Federal political offices," thnI_ !
deem absolutely essential the retention of this amendment to prohibit
the extension of unsecured credit to political candidates. There is
no "right to rook" anybody in a political campaign. To incur debts
and refuse to pay them simply forces others, against their will, to
make up the contributions, perhaps in unintended violation of the
election laws.

HUGH SCOTT,.

48-010 0 - 71 - 8
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MESSRS. PROUTY, COOPEF,,
AND SCOTT

IN'rRODUCTION

S. 382 as amended should be promptly enacted. It r_presents effec-
tive, meaningful, and workable' election campaign ref>rm legislation
which is long overdue.

The committee met the challenge involvedin develo[,ing a meaning-
ful piece of legislation which will restore public corLfidence in our
election process. The importance of meeting the chall,_nge cannot be
overemphasized, because by its very nature, campaign reform legisla-
tion can become bogged down in partisan polities.

The committee carefully considered all parts of S. 382 and adopted
amendments which made this campaign reform me_sure stronger,
more workable, and more meaningful. As amended S. 382 will restore
public confidence in the integrity of the election proces _.

We cannot afford to procrastinate. Democracy succeeds only where
citizens have faith and trust in their Government _nd its elected
officials. The turbulent 1960's should have convinced us all that
millions of our citizens have lost faith in our democratic process.
Prompt enactment of S. 382 as araended can be the most effective
method for restoring to the public the confidence necessary for
democracy to work.

The committee considered all aspect_ of S. 382. The deliberations
were bo_h long and thoughtful We are certain that we speak for eveiy
member of the committee when we state that all of us intend to do
everything humanly possible to see that during this session of Con-
gress there will be a Federal Elections Clampaign Act cf 1971. We are
in complete agreement with the commit;tee report and in these views
we merely intend to providesome background and elaborate on the
contents of S. 382 as amended.

BACKGROUND

The Federal Corrupt Practice s Act of 1925 has prob_Lbly been worse
than having no law regulating ]_ederal elections. It is full of loopholes
and, in effect, provides neither tlhe candidates not the public with any
guidance or information concerning the election process.

On its face it appears to require disclosure of campaign contributions
and expenditures.

Or_ its face it appears to limit individual contributions to $5,000.
On its face it appears to place an overall limit on the amount of

money that candidates could spend in a campaign.
All of these, appearances of regulation, are an illusion. Campaign

committees formed in the District of Cctumbia or any territory of the
United States are not required to report, contributions or expenditures
made on the behalf of a candidate for Federal office. [ndividuals are
not limited to $5,000 contributions because an individual can give
$5,000 to 5,000 separate committees supporting the s_me candidate.

(114)
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There is no overall limitation on the amount that a candidate can spend
in a campaign because committees working on the candidate's behalf
are not affected by the overall limitation. In fact, the Federal Corrupt
Practices Act of 1925 is a shame. It is a dangerous sham because over
th e years it has created an illusi.on of regularJion of the Federal elective
process. As an illusion it has retarded meaningful reform in an area
that particularly needs reform. It has provided an easy excuse for pre-
serving the status quo.

During the 1960's Congress made some attempts to reform our elec-
tion campaign laws. For the most part those attempts resembled il-
lusions more than reality because all the bills with the exception of
S. 3637 in the last Congress were pa.,_sed by only one body of the
Congress.

In 1969 Congress did pass S. 3637 which would have limited cam-
paign expenditures on radio and television. In vetoing that bill Presi-
dent Nixon stated, in part:

S. 3637 does not limit the overall cost of campaigning.
It merely limits the amount that candidates can spend on
radio and television. In doing so, it unfairly endangers freedom
of discussion, discriminates against the broadcast media,
favors the incumbent officeholder over the officeseeker and
gives an unfair advantage to the famous.

The President called upon Congress to enact comprehensive and
meaningful reform of our laws governing Federal elections.

Had S. 3637' become law) there can. be no question but that. the
pressure for meaningful overall effective reform would not have today
existed.

S. 382 was considered in part by the Commerce Committee. This
committee considered the bill in its entJirety and adopted a number of
amendemnts. It is ()ur judgment that history may record the enact-
ment of S. 382 as amended as a most significant piece of legislation,
because it goes to the very heart of our democratic process. The
importance of this legislation compels us to discuss in detail the
various titles of the bill.

TITLE I--LIMITATIONS ON CAMPAIGN SP:_NDING AND POLITICAL
ADVERTISEMENT CHAt_GES

All elected public officials are keenly aware of the fact that political
campaigns cost more today than they did in the past. Some have
argued that the communications mediLa is the primary reason that
campaign costs have increased. Quite frankly, there is no clear eviden ce
to substantiate this fact. It should be noted that enactment of S. 382
as amended will provide us with detailed facts and figures concerning
all campaign spending. Title ]iii of the bill calls for complete and
full disclosure of all expenditures.

Title I was extensively considered by the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee. However, mimerous wilLnesses who appeared before the com-
mittee contributed valuable testimony relating to the provisions of
title I. Recognizing the interrelationship between title I and the other
titles of the bill, the committee carefully considered all of the provi-
'_ions contained in title I.

In general, title I represents an effort to lower campaign expendi-
tures. This is an admirable gcal with which everyone can agree.
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Differences arise in determining which iis the best method for loweri'ag

campaign costs without depriving th_ voter of the opportunity ofmaking an intelligent choice. This latter consideration is particularly
important if we are to insure against enacting legislation which favors
incumbent officeholders who are generally better known and better
able to "make news". We believe that title I as amended represents
an effective and realistic way for lowering campaign ._osts. There sxe
four distinct elements that are designed to lower the cost of political
campaigns:

1. Repeal of the equal time requirements of section 315 oj _ihe
Federal Communications Act in order to encourage broadcasters
to provide additional free time to all Federa,_candidates. _

2. The requirement that the communicatic,ns medi._ c]_argepolitiA_al
candidates at the "lowest unit rate".

3. Limiting the reduced rate to _5 days preceding a primary
election and 60 days preceding a general election, thereby encour-
aging shorter campaigns.

4. Limiting candidates' expenditures on the communicatie_s
media while preserving campaign flexibility.

Section 315 Exemptions

The committee heard considerable testimony from broadcasters
to the effect that the equal time requirement of se(.,tion 315 of the
Federal Communications Act inhibits broadcasters from providing
political candidates with free time. Under the "equal _ime requl:_e_
ment" if a broadcaster grants one candidate free time, he must by
law provide all other candidates for the same office with precisely
the same amount of time. In most elections there are cnly two or three
serious candidates. The views of those serious candicates are seldom
heard on free radio or television time because a mlmber of fringe
candidates or potential candidates are waiting in the wings to dema:ad
precisely the same amount of time given to serious candidates. The
net result of the equal time requirement has been "no time offered".

The Senate Commerce Committee recognized the inhibiting effects
of the equal time requirement of section 315. The bill _s reported from
that committee repeals the equal time provision but only for preside_n-
tia] and vice-presidential candidates. Testimony befor_ this committee
clearly shows that the exemption should extend to a!l candidates for
Federal office. In his testimony before the committee, Deputy
Attorney General Richard Kleindienst urged the committee to extend
the exemption:

We agree that section 315 has produced the wrong results,
but these are not limited to presidential and vice-presiden-
tial candidates. They are equally applicable to candidates
for other Federal offices. Every argument supporting limited
repeal supports total repeal. The fairness doctrine enforced
by the Federal Communications Commission will afford all
candidates access to broadcasting facilities on an equitable
basis. We urge total repeal of section 315.

I Senator Cooper wishes to note that in committee he voted against extending th _repeal of the equal time
provision to a//Federal candidates.
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The president of the Mutual Broadcasting System, Mr. Victor
Diehm, supported the Deputy Attorney General's position.

* * * by its present lartguage S. 382 would repeal the

equal opportunity provision of section 315 of the Communi-cations Act for presidentia], and vice-presidential candidates.
Extension of this policy to all Federal office"_seekers would
permit coverage of all serious candidates to a much greater
extent than is now possible,.

It should be pointed out that the public interest standard
and ali other applicable considerations bearing on a broad-
cast licensee stewardship of the airways always remain in
full force. Abuse, if it should occur, coulq be readily redressed.

Stations freed from the threat of great swarms of Candi-
dates appearing for a variety of reasons would be able to con-
centrate coverage On a bona fide candidate to the benefit of
the public.

While I feel complete repeal of this il[l-named equal
opportunity section of the Communications Act would be
appropriate, certainly it should be removed at least for those
offices with which this legislation deals--the Federal offices.

The committee heard testimony from the president of the North
Carolina Association of Broadcasters, Mr. RichaId Barron, reem-
phasizing the need for repealing the equal time requirements for all
Federal candidates.

First, we agree with the provisions of the bill that would
call for the repeal of section 315(a) of the Federal Com-
munications Act to delete the equal time requirement for
presidential and vice-presidential candidates.

We recommend, however:, that the bill be expanded in this
regard so as to delete the equal time requirements for all
candidates.

We agree with Deputy Attorney General Richard G. Klein-
dienst in his testimony of March 31 that section 315 "Con-
trary to its purposes, has had the effects of discouraging
broadcasters from offering fi_ee time and coverage."

This is also in accord with Dr. Frank Stanton of CBS when
he stated that "Because section 315 requires equal time for
every candidate for an office, however insignificant or frivo-
lous his candidacy, the practical effect of the law has been to
deny free broadcast time to major candidates or to force free
time to be shared with fringe candidates."

"Therefore, we recommend the repeal of section 315(a)
and its equal time requirements for a/1 candidates."

The following considerations convinced the committee that the
equal time requirement should be removed for all Federal candidates.
Free time if given to political candidates would reduce the costs of
campaigns. Broadcasters have been unanimous in claiming that the
equal time requirements of sectiion 315 inhibit them from providing
free tim e. The FCC studies confirms the fact that very little free
time is provided. Consequently:, incumbents who tend to be better
known and have an ability to "make news" are presently in a much
better position than nonincumbents. Therefore, the committee re-
moved the equal-time requirement for all Federal candidates.
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Reduce Media Charges

The committee retained those parts of the bill r._ported by the
Senate Commerce Committee requiring the commurdcations media bo
charge political carLdidates at the "lowest unit rate." History has
demonstrated that candidates for political office are charged more fDr
the same amount of space or time than major adveriisers. While we
do not have any definitive facts as to the differences between "lowest
unit rate" and the amount being charged poli_ical carLdidates, we are
hopeful that an overall reduction in campaign costs will occur as a
result of this legislation.

Encouragement oJ Shorter Campaigns

The committee retained the provision added by the Senate Com-
merce Committee limiting the "lowest, unit rate" requirement to i5
days preceding a primary election and 60 days preceding a general
election. Everyone agrees that political campaigns tend to be too
long. We are hopeful that the 45- and 60-day provisions will encourage
shorter campaigns.

Spending Limitations

The committee retained a limitation on candidate _pending for the
communications media. The committee was concerned that the bill
as reported from the Senate Commerce Committee contained separate
but identical limitations for broadcast and nonbroad(ast communica-
tions media. The committee hearings brought out the danger inhere,nt
in such rigid structure contained in _he limitations.

The Senate Commerce Committee report recognized the diffi-
culties in having separate but identical spend!ing limi;ations.

Some of the witnesses who testified before you:._ committee
urged there be one total limitation on all media spending
with discretion left to the candidate to dete:_mine what
amounts to spend on broadcast and nonbroadcast adver-
tising. There is merit to this contention especially since
campaigns differ according to the personal sty!e of a can-
didate and the area of the country in which th_ election is
being held.

On the balance, however, your committee opted against
such an approach. Television is unquestionably the most used
media in political campaigns, and !ithas been the most signifi-
cant contributor to the spiraling cost of these campaigns.

If candidates were given complete discretion to spend on theuse of this media your committ_e was fearful that in the
closing months of a campaign the airwaves might become
inundated with political broadcasts to the exclusion of enter-
tainment and other public interest programs. (S. Report 92-
96, p. 30).

Deputy Attorney General Richard Kleindienst addressed that
particular reason in the following manner:

We think the economic facts of life in the broadcasting
industry and the long-term self-interest of broadcasters will
adequately protect the public from any real pos,,_ibility of an
inundation of the air by political advertiseme_tts. We also
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believe that compartmentalized sp.ending,limitations ignore
differences in candidates and variances m media coverage
capabilities and media rates throughout the Nation. Candi-

dates should have the flexibility to structure their campaignsto produce the most efficient and eff¢.ctive communication
with the electorate.

In all candor, it is extremely difficult to establish any limitation
without having complete and aJccurate facts concerning existing cam-
paign practices and expenditures. Under the present law, candidates
are not required to disclose their exact expenditures. Consequently,

Congress has nothing upon which to base a realistic limitation. Ne_*er-theless, we are convinced that some limitation is necessary in ord_r to
curb campaign costs.

The committee did have before it preliminary expenditure figures
for radio and television during the 1.970 campaign. Those figures
indicated that had the separate broadcast spending limitation been
in effect during the 1970 campaign, statewide candidates in nearly
half the States would have violated the law. _ Had the separate limi-
tation proposed by the Commerce Committee been in effect in 1968,
the amount that the President of the United States had spent on radio
and television would have been cut in half.

This committee concluded 1;hat it wou_d be extremely risky to
arbitrarily set an unrealistically low spending limitation. The ow_rall
intent of S. 382 is to restore the confidence of the American public in
the election process. An unrealistic spending limitation for radio and
television would simply mean that the American public would be
deprived of being fully informed about a candidate and the issues.
This fact coupled with the fact that a limitation was placed on non-
broadcasg communications spending without having a single fact
indicating how much candidate,s_' had spent on nonbroadcast media in
the past. We have no sure way of knowing whether candidates spend
twice as much for newspaper advertisements as they do for television
advertiserhent_. We have no detailed information concerning the
amount of money candidates spend for billboard facilities. We have
no detailed information about the amount of money that candidates
spend for advertisements in magazines and other publications. Never-
theless, the bill as reported to. this committee set a limitation on
nonbroadcast spending of 5 cents times the resident population of
voting age.

We were faced with the impossible task of guessing how much money
is spent by political candidates in the nonbroadcast communications
media. We were placed in this position beca_ase at present there is no
effective disclosure law or agency to compile nonbroadcast communica-
tions spending.

We believe that the committee amendment which, in effect, placed
an overall spending limitation on communication,,_ media goes a long
way toward insuring that gn effective spending limitation is workable.
However, we do want to emphasize that the information concerning
spending patterns on the communications media is today very limited.

How much spending is enough to insure truly democratic elections
and how much is too much are at this poin; in history impossible, to
determine. An even greater risk iis inherent in making binding decision
for the future.

l See tabl_ _, page 9% Senate Commerce Con_littee report on S. '_:_, Rep_. No. 92-96
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In examining campaign spending on television, we suspect that the
report by the FCC on campaign spending in 1970 h as considerable
significance. In all candor, however, none of us at this time know what
significance it has. For example, the FCC report indi,_ated_'+'_'that total
political spending for radio and television advertising reached $50.3
million including $2.7 million by minor parties. This represented an
increase of 57 percent over the last comparable figure for 1966. De-
spite the increase the actual number of political broadcasting hours
declined sharply to 7,535 from the 1966 total of 11,499 hours.

We can only conclude from that statistic that television time was
more expens!ve in 1970 than 1966. As a matter of fac_, it would seem
to indicate that a political candidate could get nearly twice as much
time for his dollar in 1966 than he could in 1970 Certainly this
statistic seems to put to bed any doubts that might have existed as
to whether or not the committee proposes a strict spending limitation.

We must not lose sight of the fact that S. 382 contemplates perma-
nent legislation. It is not a bil_ enacted merely for the next election.
A recent article in the June 10th edition of the Washi_lgton Post gives
some indication as to the escalation of media advertising costs, In
the Washington, D.C., area alone_ media ad vertisini,_ costs rose 8.8
percent between April 1970 and Apri_ 1971. The arLicle went on to
point out that this was a smaller increase than t]:_eaverage 1(].8,
percent rise in media costs over the previous 5 years. Of all media
costs, television rates rose the sharpest. Over the pa_,_t6 years in
Washington, D.C., television rates rose 80.2 Percent. 'This far oat-
strips any future adjustments which may be raade in the formula as a
result of the cost-of-living increase provision contained in the bill.

Reluctantly, we must conclude that for all practical purposes She
lowest unit rate requirements contained in the bill s_em meaningless.

Title I continues to be the only part of S. 382 which runs the risk
of eroding rather than strengthening our democratic process.

TITLE II--CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS

Corporations , labor unions, and banks are prohibit;ed from making
contributions to candidates for Federal office. The purpose of the
prohibition is to protect the integrity of the election process. Naturally,
effective enforcement of this prohibition has been dil_cult because of
the lack of effective disclosure requirements.

This committee carefully examined all of the criminal code pro-
visions relating to Federal elections. A number of changes were made
in existing law which will significantly help restore public confidence.

Specifically the committee amended the Criminal Code with
respect to the following:

1. Made lawful bona fide bank loans to politiccd candidates;
2. Expanded the definition oJ political contribution and polit_ical

expenditure;
3. Eliminated unregulated polit_ical committees;
_. Repealed the limitation on ,the amount of ir_tiv_dual contribu-

tions;
5. Eliminated the maximum liraitation on the amount of money

any ()ne political committee can handle; ,_nd
6. Prohibited unsecured debts by political candidates for certain

regulated industries.
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Bank Loa,_

First, in section 201 the definition of contribution and expenditure
was modified so as to permit candidates for Federal office to obtain
bona fide bank loans. Under the present law a bank is prohibited from
making a contribution or expenditure to a political candidate. In the
future, banks will continue to be prohibited from making contributions

or expenditures to political candidates. However_ the committee clari-fied the law so that ordinary bank loans could be obtained. The reason
for this change is obvious. No one wants a Federal election law Which,
in effect, says that only the very wealthy can run for elective office. As
a practical matter, it is often necessary for a candidate to bom_ow
money in order to defray immediate and pressing campaign expenses.
Under the present law, there w[Lsa real danger in permitting even bona
fide loans to political candidates because in the absence of an effective
disclosure law it would be Very easy for a bank making a loan never to
Collect it. S. 382, as amended, h_s rigid and effective disclosure require-
ments. All bona fide loans made to political candidates must be re-
ported. The candidate must continue to report his loan until it is fully
repaid.

Define Contributions and Expenditures

Second, it should be noted that the definitions of "contribution"
and "expenditure" include "anything of vMue". This would mean tlhat
contributions in the form of fG_ilities, equipment, supplies, personnel,
advertising or personal or other services ,_ithout a charge, or at a charge
which is below the usual charge jor such items, is considered as a con-
tribution or expenditure to or on behalf of the candidate for Federal
office. Since section 301 of title III contains an identical definition, all
such donated services are not only subject to criminal code provisions
but also must be disclosed Under the provisions of title III.

Elimination o] Unregulated Politi, cal Committees

Third, the committee eliminate d the serious loophole in present
law which has the effect of pem3aitting political committees organized
in the District of Columbia or U.S. territories to escape all provisions
of the law. Specifically, the committee ter_nated the existence of the
unregulated District of Columbia Committee by adding the following
definition of "State" to 18 U.S.C. 591 ::

"State" means each Sl_ate of the United States, the
District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
and any territory or possession of the United States.

Contribution Limitations

Fourth, the committee carefully examined the desirability of having
a limitation on individual contributions. The committee rejected
placing a limitation on individual contributions for three reasons:

(1) Such a limitation probably is unconstitutional;
(2) Such a limitation is completely unworkable; and
(3) Full disclosure makes such a limitation unnecessary.
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Prof. Ralph Winter, of Yale Law School, stated the following:

It is my judgment that the :first amendment plainly
prohibits the setting of a legal maximum on tile political
activities in which an individual may engage. :['his is the
case whether or not the maximum is imposed in the name
of equalizing opportunity or whether an actual discrim-
inatory effect can be shown.

Even if such a limitation were constitutional, it clearly would be
unworkable. Section 204 of S. 382 as originally int::oduced, would
have limited individual contributions to an aggregate amount of
$5,000, whether given directly or indirectly to a political candidate.
Not, only would the $5,000 limitation have invited ew_sion of the law
by encouraging backroom cash contributions but also it would have
created a situation whereby both the contributor and the candidate
could have inadvertently violated the law. Such a _fituation would
arise whenever an individual gave $5,000 to a particular candidate
and any additional money to an organization or com:mittee which in
turn made any contribution to the same candidate. Deputy Attorney
General Richard G. Kleindienst in testifying before the committee
succinctly summed up the problem:

Further, the proposed section would impose f_lony sanc-
tions for aggregate contributions exceedi_Lg the limitation in
any amount, and regardless of the intent of the contributor.
In view of the perplexing array of politica]i committees which
solicit campaign contributions, inadvertent vielations are
likely and intentional violations may easily be made to appear
inadvertent. Such a proscription would be virtually impos-
sible for the Department to enforce and the public would be
deluded if it believed otherwise.

Moreover, it was recognized that full and complete disclosure really
solves the problem of large contributions. Under the new disclosure
provisions contained in title H the public will know exactly how a
candidate's campaign is financed. Since the qisclosure provisions re-
quire reports 15 days and 5 days before an election, the voter will be
in a position to make a judgement at the polls concerning the effect of
large individual contributions to a political candidate.

Recognizing that the present limitation on imdividcal contributic.ns
is merely a sham, the committee adopted an amendmmt which would
repeal 18 U.S.C. 608.

Limitations o_ Committee Receipts

Fifth, under the present law it is unlawful for any political com-
mittee to collect or expend more than $3 million. This 1925 require-
ment was also subject to easy evasion. National and interst_te
political committees simply created other committee% none of which
received the limitation. As a practical matter, the national committ._,es
of both major political parties received and spent far in excess of $3
million. Since they also will be requh_ed to :make full and complete
disclosure, 18 U.S.C. 608 is repealed.
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Unwarranted a,nd Une,olleetable Debts

Finally, a very significant change in title ]ii is the committee
amendment prohibiting airlines, telephone companies, and other
federally regulated businesses from extending unsecured credit to
political candidate m We were shocked to learn that these regulated
industries have been unable to collect large sums of money from
candidates for Federal office. The comlnittee amendment insures t]hat

these corporations will not be placed jLna situation of inadvertentlymaking unlawful contributions 'Lopoliti,_al candidates of what amounts
to debt forgiveness. It also protects the public which uses the services
of such regulated industries, for ultimately users must pay higher
rates because of the bad debtsJ

TITLE III--PROVISIONS FOR FULL AND COMPLETE DISCLOSURE OF ALL

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 3_ND EXPENDITURES

A recent article in Parade J._1agazi_,e contained a headline "The
Nation's Worst Scandal." The article concluded as follows:

As things now stand, large segments of the educated
public are losing faith in the too high cost of democracy.
They suspect that the oil lobby, the labor lobby, the doctors'
lobby, the postal lobby, the people with the money and the
clout again and again exercise undue influence upon the
Nation's legislators, confronting them time sitter time with a
conflict of interest and an almost perennial debt of gratitude
which must be paid off in special-interest legislation.

As we pointed out in the beginning of these views "democracy
succeeds only where citizens have faith and ;rust in their Government
and its elected officials." All the witnesses before the committee
acknowledge that under the present law' there is 'widespread dissatis-
faction in the political process. Sidney Hi. Scheuer, the chairman of the
National Committee for an Effective CongTess, summarized some of
the publicity which has created an atmosphere of distrust and lack of
confidence in the democratic process:

In the 1970 campaign alone, countless newspapers and
magazines appeared with such glaring headlines as: "Unseen
Fund Raisers, Financing Lobbyists," ': 'False Front' Cam-
paign Funds: How They Work, Campaign Spending Viola-
tions Found," "Bank PAC Funds Data Surfaced After Vote,"
"Five Political Funds Don't; Report Aid"

It makes little differenc_e that not all these stories concern
clear-cut violations of the law, that, many on][y demonstrate
the enormous size of the loop.holes in that law. Each instance
stokes the fires of public cymcmm a_ad the common suspicion.
of widespread wrongdoing. As a i'esul;, the reputation of
politics and all politicians suffers.

The lack of accurate information concerning campaign financing
generates this type of publicity. Every witness before the committee
urged a change in the present law, which actually discourages dis-
closures. A respected Twentieth Century _ und Task Force on Financ-

t For a more detailed discussion of this amendment see the additional viov_a of Mr. Scott.
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ing Congressional Campaigns in its 1970 report entitled "Electing
Congress--The Financial Dilemma':' came to the following conclusion:

We believe that full public disclosure and publication of
all campaign contributions and expenditures ar,J· tlhe best
disciplines available to make campaigns honest and fairJ

:_ $ $ $ $

If there were full public disclosure and publication of all
campaign contributions and expenditures during a campaign,
the voters themselves could better judge whether _ candidate
has spent too much. This policy would do more to protect the
political system from unbridled spending then legal limits on
the size of contributions and expenditures2

$ $ $ $ $

In this modern age where mass communications have created an
information rich public, the present ineffective disclcsm'e laws have
the effect of shrouding Federal campaign financing in unhealthy and
unwarranted secrecy. The lack of complete and full disclosure erodes
competence in the entire elective process and if allowed to continue
would only serve to generate pressures against our democratic form of
government.

There are five basic considerations in deveh)ping a meaningful dis-
closure law:

1. Determining who are required to make periodiz reports;
2. Determiwing what such reports should include'
3. Determining when such reports should befiled'
_. Determining the agency o/government entrusted with therespon-

sibility/or administering the disclosure law; and
5. Insuring the widest possible dissemination of reports made

under the disclosure law.

Who Are Required To Make Periodic Re2ort_

On its face the Federal Corrupt Practices Act cf 1925 requires
disclosure. However, we have pointed out that law is fraught with
loopholes. Committees organized solely within a State supporting a

particular candidate do not have to report. Committees organized in
the District of Columbia or any U.S. territory are freed from report-
ing. Consequently most contributions and exper ditures m any
political campaign go completely unreported.

Recognizing that only full and complete di[sclosurc v_ill restore the
confidence of the American people, the committee requires ew_ry
candidate and every committee _supporting a candidate to file a re-
port (section 304). In addition individuals who maxe contributions
or expenditures other than by contribution to a political commit_;ee
or candidate must file a report if the contribution or expenditures
exceeds $100 (section 305). A specific provision is _lso included to
require any business regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Board, the
Federal Communications Commission, or the Interstate Commerce
Commission to file a report if it extends to a political candidate or
political committee any credit.

x "Electing Congress--The Financial Dilemma", report of the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force,
on Financing Congressional Campaigns, the Twentieth Century Fund, New Yo:k 1970, at p. 15.

2 Id. at p. 18.
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What Reports Should Include

The committee included language in. the bill requiring as compre-
hensive a report as possible. Candidates and committees must report
in detail all contributions and expenditures. It is the committee's in-
tention that committees supporting more than one candidate should

itemize with specificity contributions made to each candidate.Every committee is required to have a (,hairman and a treasurer.
The treasurer has the duty of maintaining the names and addresses
of each contributor of more than $100.

The committee is oonfident that candidates and committees will be
able to work out procedures to :insure that they will be able to provide
the detailed information necessary under the act.

When Reports Should Be Filext

Any disclosure law has very little affect on the election process if it
is filed after elections. Therefore, the commit_Lee determined that
reports should be filed on the 10th day of March, June, and September
in each year. In election years there is the additional requirement that
reports be filed 15 days Prior to an election and again 5 days prior to an
election. This provision is included so that the voters will be in a posi-
tion to judge for themselves the method of financing a particular cam-
paign. The committee fully realizes the practical difficulties inherent
in filing absolutely accurate reports of expenditures and contributions
fifteen days and five days preceding, an clection._l In the heat of a
political campaign, absolute accdracy _s often impossible, yet the elec-
torate is entitled to full and complete disclosure particularly just before
an election. It is contemplated that all candidates and political com-
mittees will make every effort to provide as precise and realistic an
estimate as possible if specific figure s are not available.

In election years there is also the additional requirement that candi-
dates and committees file a report on January 31. Generally a sufficient
period of time will have passed between election day and January 31
to insure the absolute accuracy of this report.

Responsibility .for Administering the Disclosure Law

We are pleased that the committee Changed title III so as to remove

the responsibility of administering the disclosure law from the O?rkof the House and the Secretary of the Senate. The Senate Comm_,rce
Committee recognized the difficulty in entrusting the responsibility
to these officials when it stated the following in its report:

The principal concern of the committee was title I of the
legislation because the subject matcer of that title was
within its primary jurisdiction.

There was, however, strong feeling expressed by some mem.-
bers of the committee that an independent Federal Elections
Commission should be created, in lleu of the Secretary of the,
Senate and the Clerk of the House, to supervise the enforce-
merit of this legislation. The committee members strongly
recommend to the Committee on Rules and Administration
that they give this matter very serious consideration * * *
[S. Rept. 92-96, p. 33.]
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Herbert Alexander, the director of tlhe Citizens Research Founda-
tion, and a leading authority on campaign financing, testified before
the committee in favor of establishment of art indepe_ndent elections
commission. We are persuaded by Mr. Alexander's te_stimony:

A succession of policy statements and reporbs of com-
missions and task forces has recommended a single joint
repository in the. Federal Government to which political fund
reports would be made. This was the recommendation of--

The President's Commission on Campaign Costs,
Financing Presidential Campaigns (1962)

The Committee on Economic Development, Financ-
ing a Better Election System (1968)

The Twentieth Century Fund Task For(e, Electing
Congress (1970)

The Association of the Bar of the City of New York,
Congress and the Public Trust (1970)

All these groups contained individuals bringing varied and
extensive experience in political finance and its study, and
all proposed the establishment of a single agency to replace
the Clerk of the House and the Secretary of the Senate as the
repository of political fund reports. In 1966, and again in
1967, the Subcommittee on Elections of 1;he Horse Admin-
istration Committee proposed that a Federal Elections
Commission be established for this purpose. Ir 1967 the

Senate rejected an amendment offered in floor debate to
establish a single repository, but it received iml;ressive bi-
partisan support.

A major reason for creating a Federa] Elections Com-
mission is to isolate the repository as much as po;ssible from
political pressures * * *

The committee did entrust this responsibility with the Comptroller
General of the United States in lieu of the i_lerk of the House or
Secretary of the Senate. This is an improvement o_er the origin_l
provisions of the bill. However, we doubt tha_ it goe_; f_r enough in
order to completely restore public confidence iin the election process.
The Comptroller General and the General Accountirg Office are in
the legislative branch of Government. Their prime responsibility is
to the Congress of the United States.

In placing the Comptroller General in the position of administering
a campaign disclosure law, we are placing upon him the impossib]_e

burden of deciding whether or not his "empi[oyers" have compliedwith the law, The integrity and thoroughness of the Comptroll_,r
General and the Genera] Accounting Office is beyond question. We
must consider that his effectiveness in conducting investigations and
studies for individual Members of Congress could be impaired if he
were placed into the position of questioning the completeness of a
disclosure by a Member or a committee supporting a ]dember.

As a matter of fact one of the campaign reform bills introduced in
this Congress, S. 1121, contained a title placing re.;ponsibility" for
administering the disclosure provisions in the otlice of the Comptroller
General. The Comptroller General of the United States, Elmer 1_,.
Staats, in his letter of May 25, 1971 to the Chairmar_ of the Senate
Commerce Committee, Senator Warrerl G. Magnuson, strongly op-
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posed being given this responsibility. Specifically the Comptroller
General stated:

* * * It is the position of the General Accounting Office that
we should not be given the responsilbility for any audit, investiga-
tive and enforcement duties l_n connecltion with campaign fund
reporting. We consider that the effectiwmess of our Office depends
in large measure upon a reputation for independence of action and
objectivity of view. Not only must we remain free from political

influence, but we must zea]Lously avoid being placed in a _)ositionin which we might be subject to criticism, whether justifieaor not,
,_ that our actions and _decisions are prejudiced or influenced by

political considerations. We are, therefore, apprehensive of any
measure that might plaCe us in abposition where we might be
subject to such criticism, tlhe inevitable result of which would be
a diminution of congressional ami public confidence in ()ur
integrity and objectivity.

Because our relationship to the Congress closely resembles tha_ of
principal and agent, we especially wish _o aV_rl being placed in tt_e
anomalous situation of having to investigate and report on our pri_xi-
pa/. Over the years this Office has had frequent and recm_ing
associations with many of the various commilbtees of the Congress
as well as with many of the individual members thereof. ()ur
relationship has been most, harmonious. However, we are fearful
that the relationship, would be severely impaired were we required
to investigate, inqmre into, and report on individual members of
the Congress concerning ctunpaign funds and expenditures.

We agree that there is a need for legislation relating to the dis-
closure and financing of Federal election campaign costs, but
strongly recommend that t?e admJmistration of ai_vlegislati0n in
this area not be placed in the General Accounting umce.

We are convinced that the establishment of an independent Federal
Elections Commission insures the gre_ates_bpublic confidence. Nat-
urally, the Comptroller General and the General AccoUnting Office

could continue to provide the support _,nd service; necessary for carry-
ing out the disclosure law. However, the creation of an independent
commission would place policy decisikons in a body isolated from
employer employee relationships.

Widest Possible Disseminatio_ of Reports

Herbert Alexander, in test!flying before the committee, stated:

Public reporting of campaign and political financies con-
sists of two elements: disclosure and publicity. Disclosure
is only a first step; the larger purpose is to inform the public
about sources of funds and categories of expenditures.

The committee has attempted to insure the widest dissemination
of the material obtained under the di,'mlosure law. The candidate, or
political committee must not only file a report with the Attorney
General but als° with the. clerk of the district court in his State or
congressional district. The clerk of the district court is required to
maintain the report s and make them available to the public (section
309). In addition, the Comptroller General is given the responsi-
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bility to prepare and publish, annual reports and compilations. Those
reports must include a breakdown of total contributions and expendi-
tures reported by candidates, committees, and others. The total
amount must be broken down into specific categories. Individual
contributors giving the aggregate more than $100 must be identified
by name and address.

To further protect the public, the committee adopted an amend-
ment which will require political committees soliciting contributions
to carry the following notificatiofi letting the publ:ic know how to
obtain a copy of the report they have filed.

In compliance with Federal law a report has heel} (or willbe) filed with the Comptroller General of the U:aitcd States
showing a detailed account of our receipts and expenditures.
A copy of that report is available at a charge from the Super-
intendent of Documents, U.S Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C.

We are convinced that such a notification will make absolutely
certain that individuals living in remote areas of the country know the
activities of political committees Operating largely in Washington,
D.C. Once such knowledge is readily available, we are confident that
many existing committees will take full advantage of involving as
many of their contributors as possible in the decisionmaking proce_,;s.

CONCLUSION

We sincerely hope that the Members of the other body will pro_[de
tax incentives in order to encourage political[ contributions. We are
certain that ff it were possible for revenue raeasureq to originate in
the Senate, that our colleagues would share our concern that political
contributions be encouraged from as broad a base as possible.

S. 382 as reported is a long overdue piece of legislation. Its prorrtpt
enactment is imperative.

WINSTON _'RO UT¥,

Jou:N SHERMAN COOPER,
HUGH Scorer.

O
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CalendarNo. 223

$ 382lST Sv.ssIoN
O

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

J vL_r 8, 1971.

Ordered to lie on the table, and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by' Mr. P_A_SO_ t,o S. 382, a bill to

promo_te fair practices in the conduct of _leoti(m campaigms

for better p,ol[tical offices, and _foro.thcr purposes, viz:

1 On page 28, s_ke liaes 14 m:td 15, sad insert in lieu

2 thereof ,the following:

3 (g) "Commission" mea.ns the Federal Elections Corn-

4 mi:ssion;

5 On page 30, line 1:3, strike "C'omp_t:roller General" smd

6 insert in lieu thereof "Commis'sioa".

7 On page 31, line 2, strike "Comptroller General" and

8 insert ia lieu thereof '"Federal E,le,ot_o_sCommi,ssi,on".

9 On page 31, line 13, strike "CompS;roller General '' and

10 insert in lieu thereof "Commimdon".

Amdt. No. 238
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I On page 31, lines 20 and 21, strike "Comptroller Gert-

2 eral" and insert in lieu thereof "ConunJssion".

3 On page 31, line 21, strike "he" and insert in liea

4 thereof "k".

5 On page 32, line 25, strike "Compiroll.er General" and

6 insert in lieu thereof "Oomn_ssion".

7 On page 33, lille 3, strike "Comptroller General" fred

8 insert in licu thereof "Comlnission".

9 On page 33, line 10, strike "Comptroller General" and

10 ir_sert in lieu thereof "Commission".

11 On page 33, lines 21 and 22, strike "Comptroller Gert-

12 eral" and insert in lieu thereof "Oommission".

13 On page 33, line 23, strike "him" and insert; in lieu

14 thereof "it".

15 On page 34, line 3, strike "Comptroller General" and in..

16 sert in lieu [hereof "Commission".

17 On page 36, line 7, strike :'Comptroller 'general" andl

18 insert in lieu thereof "Commission".

19 On page 36, line 10, strike "Comptroller 4TM "_eneral and

20 insert in lieu thereof "Commission".

21 On page 37, line 1, strike "Comptroller General" and

22 insert in lieu thereof "Commission".

23 On page 37, line 12, strike "Comp,irdler ' ,"(;renmal and

24 insert in lieu thereof "Commission".

25 On page 38, lines 3 and 4, strike "Comptroller General''

26 and insert in lieu thereof "Commission".
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1 On page 38, lines 21 _nd 22, strike "Comptroller Gen-

2 eral" and insert in lieu thereof "Connnis.sien".

3 On page 38, line 23, strike "Comptroller General" and

4 insert in lieu thereof "C(>mmis.sion''.

5 On page 39, line 6, strike "Comptroller General" and

6 insert in lieu thereof "(_ommission".

7 On page 40, line 6, ._,_rike"C_)mptroller General" and

8 insert in lieu thereof "Commission".

9 On page 4(), lines 10 an_d 11, strike "COMPTROLLER

10 GENERAL" and insert in lieu thereof "COMMISSI01_Y'.

11 On page 40, line 13, strike "Comptroller General" and

12 insert in lieu thereof "Commission",

13 On page 40, line 15, stril;e "him" and insert in l!ieu

14 therefor "it".

15 On page 40, line 24, se;rike "him" and insel_ in lieu

16 ttrereof "k".

17 On page 41, line 18, strike "he" and insert in lieu

18 thereof "it".

19 On page 41, line 24, strike "he" and insert in lieu

20 thereof "it".

21 On page 42, line 9, strike "he" a_d ]_sert in lieu thereof

22 "it".

23 On page 42, line 23, strike "C,omlptroller" and insert

24 in lieu thereof "Commission".

25 On page 42, lirre 24, strike "General".
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1 On page 42, tine 24, s_rike "Comptroller General" and

2 insert in lieu .thereof "Commiss,ion".

3 On page 43, line 1, s_fike "he" and insert in lie;L

4 t,hereof '""1_5 .

5 On page 43, lines 4 and 5, strike "Comptroller General"

6 and insert in lieu Vhereof"Commission".

7 On page 44, lines 16 and 17, ,strike "Comptroller Gen-.

8 eral" and insert 'linlieu thereof "C'ommiss[on"o

9 On page 44, line 22, s_rike "'"_romp troller _eneral" and

10 insert in lieu thereof "Commission".

11 On page 44, line 25, strike "he'" and insert in lieu

12 thereof 'Sf'.

13 On page 45, between lines 2:1 and '22, insert the follow-

1_[ lng:

15 FEDEI_AL E _r, _LEC IION _> COd/[]dlSSIO_[

16 Sa_. 310. (a) There is hereby crea,ted _ commission

17 go be known as the ]Federal Elections Commission, which

18 shall be composed of five members, n.ot more I.han three of

19 whom shall be members of the same polkicx[ party, who

20 shall be appointed by the President, by and wi;h the advice

'! 2121 and consent of the Senate. One of rite original members shall

22 be appointed for a term of two years, one for a term of four

23 years, one for a tem_ of six years, one for a lenn of eight

24 years, and one for a_term of ten years, beginning from t]he

25 date of enactment of this Act, but their successors shall be
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I appointed for terms of ten years each, except that any indi-

2 vidual chosen to fill a vacancy shall 1)e,appointed only for the

3 unexpired term of the member whom he shall succeed. The

4 President slm]l designate one member to serve as O'hainnan

5 of the Commission and one member to serve as Vice Chair-

6 man. The Vice Chairman sh_,filact as Chairman in the

7 absence or disa.bility of the ChaJmtan or in the event of

8 vacancy in thoJtoffice.

9 (b) A vaoancy in the Commission shall no,t impair the

l0 right of the rem*aining members to exercise all the powers

11 of the Commission and three members thereof shall-c_m-

12 sfitute e[quorum.

13 (c) The Commission shall have an official seal Which

14 shall be judicially no.ticed.

15 (d) The Commission shall at the cl:ose of each fiscal

16 year report to _he ©ongrcss a.nd t_)the President concern-

17 lng the action i,t has taken; the names, salaies, and duties

18 of all individuals in its employ and the money it has dis-

19 bursed; aad shall make such further reports on the matters

20 within its jurisdiction and such recommendations for fur-

21 ther legislation as may appear desirable.

22 (e) Members of the Oommk,sionshs_l.1,while serving on

23 the business of the Co_mni,ssior_,be ent;tl,ed _soreceive corn-

24 pen'sation at a rate fixed by the Directo.r of ,the Office of

25 M'an,agementand Budget, bat ao.t in excess of $100 per .day,
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1 including tra.veltime; a.nd 'while so selwkag _wa.y from their

2 homes or regula,r places of business they may be allowed

3 _;ravel experLs.es, including per diem in lieu .of subsistence,

4 ms au,thorized by section 5703 of title 5, Unked Sta_tes Code.

5 (f) The principal office of t.t:teColnmissio_Lshall be in

6 or nea,r the Dist,rict of Columbia, b.u4 i,t may meet or exercise

7 any or M1 its powers at any other place.

8 (g) All officers, agents, attorn_eys, and empleyees of

9 the Commi_ssion shall be subjec,t to die provis,io::ls of section

10 9 of the Ac_t of Augusi 2, 19o,), as amended (the tta:tch

11 Act), notwlths,tanding any exemption co_ta]ned in such

12 section.

13 (h) The Commission skall app(_int an Executive Direc-

14 tor without regard to the pro_%ions of ti!tlc 5, Unked States

15 Code, governing appointments in tJae competitive service, to

16 serve _ the ]pleasure of the Commission. Th_ Executive

17 Dh'ect_orshah be responsible for thc &dministrative opera,tion,s

18 of the C:ommission and shall perform such other duties as

19 may be delegated or _ssigned to him from tim e, to time by

Comm:;ssion. ttowcvcr, the C_o;n-20 regulaiions or orders of the TM "'_:'

21 mission shall not delegate the making of regula;tions rega_d-

22 ing elections to the Executive Direct;or.

23 (i) The Ckainnan of the CorLmlissic,nshall appoint and

24 fix the compensa,tion of such personnel as it is d¢emed neccs-

25 saxy to fulfi}l the duties of the Comlnksion in accordance with

26 the provisiol_s of title 5, United TM ,_it;_tes Code.
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1 (j) The Commission may obtain the services of experts

2 and consultants in accordance wifil section 3109 of tit]:e 5,

3 United States Code.

4 (k) Section 5316 c,f ti:fie 5, Unil:ed States Code, is

5 amended by. ad.ding at ,the end ,thereof the following new

6 paragraph:

7 "(131) Executive ]Director, Federal Elections Corn-

S mission."

9 On page 45, line 23, strike "SEc. 310." and insert in

10 lieu thereof "SEc. 311."

11 On page 46, line 4, strike "Src. 311." and insert in

12 lieu thereof "SEC. 312."

13 On page 46, line 8, strike "SEc. 31'2." and insert iii lieu

14 thereof "SEc. 313."

15 On page 46, :line 13, strike "Comptroller General':' and

16 insert in lieu thereof "Commiission".

17 On page 46, line 20, strike "S_:c. 313." and irrsert in lieu

18 thereof "SEc. 314."

19 On page 47, line 2, strike "Sro. 314." and insert in lieu

2¢ thereof "Sr, c. 315."
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CallendarNo.223

8 382lsT S_ssio_r

''_ ' ' _ I_HE UNI[]t_,I) STATESIN THE SEN A ]_E OF'' '_ : r_r_

,ICT_,,'20 (legisl:_tivc (1,_y, .Iv_,v 1.9), 1971

Ordered to lit; all t,he ta.ld4; and to he, printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. Stoic to S. 382, a bill to pro-

mote fair practices in the conduct of election campaigns for

Federal political offices, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 30, line 2, strike "and".

2 On page 30, line 3, before thc period insert the for

3 lowing: "and the name and qddrcs_, of, and office sought by,

4 each candidate on whose behalf such expenditure was made".

5 On page 35, line 20, strike "and".

6 On page 35, line 21, before the semicolon insert "and the

7 name and address of, and office sought by, each candidate on

8 whose behalf such expenditure was made".

Amdt. No.263;
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CalendarNo. 223

S 3821sTSESSION

IN TIIE SENATE OF THE li NIIED k,__

JULY 20 (legislative day, Ju[,Y 19), 1971

Ordered to lie on tile table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. t_ouTY to S. 382, a bill to

promote fair practices in the cm_duct of election, campaigns for

Federal political offices,and for otherpurposes, viz:

1 On page 30, line 23, before "Ai:_y"insert ''_( 1)"

2 On page 31, between lines 7 a_:td8, insert the following:

3 (2) (A) The Comptroller General shall compile and

4 furnish to the Public Printer, not later th'an the last day

5 of March of each year, an annual report for each political

6 committee which has filed,a rep_)rt with him under this title

7 during the period from March 10 of the preceding calendar

8 year through January 31 of the year in which such annual

9 report is made available Vo the pablic Printer. Each such

10 annual report shall contain--

_dt. 1%.264
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I (i) a copy of the statenqtentof organi_:ationof the

2 political committee required under section 303, together

3 with any amendments thereto; and

4 (ii) a copy of each report filed by such committee

5 under section 304 from March ]0 of the preceding year

6 through Janum3_ 31 of the year in which tl:e annual re-

% port is so furnished to the Public Prin_er.

8 (B) The Public Printer shall m_ke copies of such annu'al

9 reports available for sale _o the public by the Superintendent

10 of Documents _s soon as pra,cticable after they a_rereceived

11 from t:he Comptroller General.
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CalendarHo.223

s S 382lST SESSION
O

IN THE SE_A_E OF THE UNITED STA.TES

JuLY 20 (legislative day, Ju'_¥ 19), 1971

Ordered to lie on thc _bh, and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. MA_:rUASto S. 382, a bill

to promote fair practices in the .onducl: of election cam-

pMgns for Federal political ofifces_an,d for other purposes,
ViZ '

I On page 4, line 21, before the semicolon insert the fol_

2 lawing: "and includes the use of closed circuit television for

3 such purposes".

Amdt. No. 269
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CalendarNo.223

S 382lsT SEssm_'

/

IN THE SENATE OF TItE UNITED STATES

JrrLr 20 (leg'islatirc day, JcLr 19), 1971

Ordered to .lie on thc table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. 3l_q_.mxs _(_S. 382, a bill to

promote fair praotices in the conduct oi election ca.mpaig_s

for Federal political officc_and f(,r other pm2oses, viz:

1 On page 4, line 22, strike "(C)" and insert "(D)"

2 On page 4, between lines 21 and 22 insert t::m:following:

3 "(C) 'central campaign committee' _r.caaas_apolit-

4 ical committee (as defined in scct:ion 301 (d) of thc

5 Federal Elections Campaign Act of 1971) designated in

6 writing by a candidate as his agent for the Furposc of the

7 certification of broadcast and nonbrcadc.ast media expert-

8 ditures, and no candidate shall so designa::c more than

9 one snch committee."

10 On page 5, line 3, strike "(1)]" and insert "{E)"

Amdt. No. 270
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] Oil page 7 lines 16 and 17 strikc out "a person specifi-

2 cally aul_horizedby such ca,ndidate in wrking 1>odo so," a,nd

3 insert in lieu thereof the following: "the treasurer of his cen-

4 tral campa,ign commit,teee".

5 On page 13 lines 3 and 4 strike rmt "an individual speeifi-

6 tally authorized by sucll candidate in writing to do so," and

7 insert, iii lieu thereof the following: "tile ;;rcasltrer of his cen-

8 tral campaign committee (as defined l}y section 315 (c) (1)

9 (C) of thc CommunicatiolLsAct ()f] 934)"
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CalendarNo.223

S 382IST SESsxoN
(!

S I A.FI_:SIN r,l.HLiqSES;ATE''_ OF TIIE [Nlrl_:I)Vr ._ _ r ,,

JuLy _0 (legislative day, Jt:r.¥ 19), 1971

Ordered _.o lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. MATHIAStO.S. 3.89, a bill to

promote fair practices in the conduct of election campaigns

for Federal political offices and :for other pm_poses,vlz' On

page 7, beginning with line 25_ strike down through line 20

on pao'e 2 and substitute in lieu flwrcof'

:f' "(d) if a State hy law and expressly---

'),_ "( 1.) has provided that a.primary, or other ,,<he-'

:1 tion for any office of such Sta.te or of a political sub-

4 division thereof is su])jeot t() this subsection, and

5 "(2) has specified a limitation upon t()(al ex-

(i penditm'es for the use of broadcasting stmion._on l_e-

7 ha.Ifof the candidacy of each legally qualified can(If

S date in such election, and

_) "(3) has provided i_t any such law a,n un-

Amdt.No.273
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I equivocal expression of intent t,) be bound by the

'2 provisions of this section, a,ndL

::' "(4) hms stipula.ted that the amcun_t;of such

4 limitati(m shall not. exceed tlheamount which would

:; be determ,ined for such election under subsection

(; (3) had such electionbeen an election for a Fed-

7 eral elective officeor nomination thereto;

s then no station licensee may make any ctmr_:efor thc usc

f_ of such station by or on behalf of _..nylegally qualified

1o candida.re in such election unless such cm_didate, or a per-

11 son specifically authorized by such candidale in writing

12 to do so, certifies to such licensee in writing that the pay-

13 ment of such charge will not viohtc such limitation.".
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CalendarNo.223

S 382ls_r SESsio_

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JuLY 20 (legislative day, JcTLy 19), 1971

Ordered to lie on the table and to be i)rinted

AMENI)MENT .,
lmended to be propo,sed by Mr. MATmAS to S. 382, a bill to

promote fair practices in the conduct of election campaigns

for Federal political offices, and for other puq)oses, viz:

i On page 6, strike lines 9 throu;_h 13 and insert in lieu

2 thereof the following:

3 "For the purposes of computing the limitation I)r(>vided

4 by the first sentence of this paragraph in com_ection with a

5 Presidential primary election, the re._ident population of v()t-

6 lng age for the office of President shall be held and considered

7 to be the entire popu}ation of voti_kgage for suelRoffice within

8 the State in which such primary election is conducted.

9 Amounts spem by or on behalf of a_'_ycandidate for nolnina-

10 fion for election to su& office h't connection with his primary

Amd), No. 272
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i campaign in any State shall not c×cccd si:ch linti_ation lTcl'

2 that State."

3 On page 11, strike lines 19 tln'ough 23 and insert in lion

4 thereof the following:

5 "For the purposes of computing the, limitalion provided

(; by the first sentence of this paragraph in connection with a

7 Presidential primary election, the resident population of vet-

8 ing age for the office of President shall be held and considered

9 to be ;he enm'e resident population of voting age for such

10 office within the State in which such prhnary election is c_m-

l 1 ducted. Amounts spent by or on bcha,lf of any candidate for

12 nomina,tion for election to such office in connection with hi,_;

13 primary camp,aign in a,ny State Shall not exceed such limita.-

14 tion for tha_;:State."
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CalendarNo.223
921) COSIGRESS

S. 382

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Jm,Y 20 (legislative dgy, ,Jm,¥ 19)_ 1971

Ordered to ii(, on the t.M)le ,'md.to be printe_

AMENDMENTS;
Intended to be proposed by Mr. 3IAT_^S to S. 382, a })ill to

promote fa,ir practices in the conduct of election campaigns

for Federal political offices, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On Pgge 14, line 22, strike "30" and insert :inlieu thereof

2 "60".

3 On page 14, line 25, strike "12()' and insert in lieu

4 thereof "60".

Amdt. No. 275
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Calendu'No.22:3

S 382lsT SEssw_

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED c,TATg_

JULY 9,0 (legislative day, Jvl,_: 19), 1971

Ordered to lie on the table and to be prin, ted

AMENDMENTS
Intended ta be pro]Dosed by Mr. ]MATHIAS to S. 382:, a bill

to promote fair l)ractices in :the conduct of election cam-

paigns for Federal political ofti(:es,and for o_er purposes,

viz:

1 On rage 22, strike out lines 9 and 10 and insort in ]lieu

2 thereof tho following:

3 "SEc. 203. Section 608 of _ti_le18, United States (k,de,

4 is amended tq read as follows:

5 "'§ 608. Limitations on contributions by candidate

6 "' (a) No (_ndidate :fornomination for eIection, or elec-

T tion, to Federal office may make expenditures from ihis per-

8 sonal funds, or the personal funds 'of his imme[!iate family, in

Amdt. No. 277
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1 connection with his campaign for such nomin,_tian or elec-.

2 tion in excess of--

3 "'(1) $50,000, in the case ot! a candidate for th_

4 office of President or Vice Presiden¢;

5 "'(2) $35,000, in the case of'a candidate f_r the

6 officeof Sena_r; or

7 "'(3) $25,000, in the case oia c_ndidate for the

8 office of Representative, or Delegate or Resident Com-

9 missioner to the Congress.

10 "' (b) ]For purposes of this section, "irmnediate family"

11 means a candidate's spouse, and any child, p_ren¢, grand-

12 parent, brother, or sister of the candi&_te, and the spouses

13 of such persons.

1_ "' (c) Violation of the provisions of this section is pun-

15 ishable by a fine not to exceed $1,000,:iimprison.ment for

16 no_ to exceed _ne year, or both.'"

17 On page 24, strike out the matter between lines 17 and

18 18 and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"608. Limitgtions on con_;ributions by a candidw_e.";
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CalendarNo. 223

S 382lSTSmsm_v
e

IN THE SENATE OF T _HL UNITED STATES

JuLy 20 (legislt_t, ivc day, J u_' 19), :1971

Olxlered _o lie tm the table a.d to be prhrted

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. M,_AS to S. 382, a bill to

promote fair practices in l_he conduct of electi[on c_npaigns

for Federal political offices, and _or o,ther purposes, viz:

i On page 24, line 9, st_[ke the closing (luotalJon ma_cks.

2 On page 24, immediately before line 14, insert the fol-

3 lowing:

4 "(c) (1) No person shall compromise or ,_ettle a.ny debt

5 incurred by a candidate, '_.politi!cal committee, or any per_,_)n

6 acting on bohalf of such o_mdidate or committee, for goods or

7 services purchased or used in coImec_ie_nwith rite campaign of

8 such candidate, or in connection with oaly election, _!orless

9 than its full value.

10 "(2) Violation of the prOvi,sions of tiffs section is puIfish-

11 able by a fine not to exceed $1,000. implqsonraent for' not to

12 exceed one yeoJr, or both."

Amdt. No.278
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CalendarNo.1223

S 38218T SESSION
0

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JuLY _9 (legislative day, Jvl. Y 19), 1971

Ordered Co lie Oll ti:re table and to be prin,t, ed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by ]_[r. MA_HAS to S. 382, a bill to

promote fair practice, in the conduct of election ca_npaig_s

for Federal pol_tJical offices, an(]. for other purposes, viz: On

page 28, strike lines 20 through '.)2 and insert in lieu thereof

the following:

i (i) "State" means each State of the Unil;ed States, the

2 District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, aud

3 any territory or posses.si(m of the United State_,_.

Amdt. No.280
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CalendarNo. 223

S 1821STSESSION

IN THE SENATE OF '])HE UNITEI) L rA_ES

JuLY 90 (legislative; clay, ,JULY 19), 11)71

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. MA_TmAS to S. 382, a bl]ll

to promote fair practices in tho conduot of election cam-

l)aigns for Federal political offices, and for other purposes,

viz:

1 On page 29, line 6, before the period, insert a comma and

2 the following: "and no such expenditure shall be made tmless

3 such committee is registered with the Comptrolier General

4 in accordance with the provisions of section 303".

Amdt. No. 281
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CalendarNo.223

S 382hsT S_sxo N
o

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED S PATE_:,

JuLY 20 (legisL'_tive day, J'_L¥ 1._), 1971

Ordered to lie on the: table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by' }_[r.MAT_nASto S. 389, a bill to

pr(nnote fair practices in 'the conduct of election campaigns

for Federal political offices, and. for other purposes, viz:

I. On page 29, line 11, after "address" insert the follow-

2 lng: "(occupation and the principal place of business, if

3 any)".

4 On page 29, line 20, after "address" insert the lfollow-

5 lng: "(occupation and the pEncipal place of business, if

6 any)".

7 On page 30, line 1, :after "address" insert the :follow-

S lng: "(occupation and the principal place of business, if

9 any) ".

Amdt. No. 282
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1 On page 34, line 9, after address; insert the follow-

2 ing: "(occupation and the princil?al place oJ! business, if

3 any)".

4 On page 35, llne 3, after "addresses" insert the follow-

5 lng: "(occupations and the principal places _[ business, if

6 any)".

7 On page 35, llne 16, after "address" insert the follow-

8 lng: "(occupation and the principal place ot! business, if
J

9 any)".

10 On page 35, line 22, after "address" insel, the follow-

11 ing: ,, (occupation and the principal place of business, if

12 any) ".
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Calendar223

$ 382lST SESSION
$

IN THE SENATE OF TltE UNITED k:,TATE;' S

JvI,Y f_O (legislative day, Jvl,Y 19)_, 1971

·Ordered to lie on tlhe table and to be primed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be prop,o,sed by Mr. MATt_IAS to 'S. 382, a bill to

promote fair practices iin the condt_c,t of election campaigns

for Federal political offi:ccs, and ]!or other purposes, viz:

1 On page 32, line 20, after "rep(,sitories", insert a corn:ma

2 and "and afl transfer agems."

3 On page 36, line 8, strike "and".

4 On page 36, between lines 8 and 9, insert the following:

5 "(13) the transfer from a_:lybank or other deposi-

6 tory of more than 10 percent of tlc;e amount reported

7 under paragrap h (1) of this stlbsection to any person,

8 including thc amount so transferred and the name and

9 address of the bank or other depository fi'om which it

Amdt. No. 283
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I was transferred and the person to whom i; was trans-

2 ferred; and".

3 On page 36, hne 9, strike "(13)", and insert in lieu

4 thereof" (14) ".

5 On page 36, line 15, after the period, inset; the follow-

6 lng: "If more than one transfer of funds, to which paragraph

7 (13) of subsection (b) of this section applies, occurs between

8 the date on which a repo,rt under this section was last filed and

9 the date .on wkich such a report is next due, the treasurer of

10 the political committee whose funds are so ¢mnsferred, shall

11 report such transfers within twenty-four hours after each

12 transfer after the first such transfer occurs".
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CalendarNo.:223

S 382IST SESSION
· t

_ - r _ _ i,-_TTrlaU_ D 01'1__r11 lj'_MrIN THZESENAlE 0I; THE LJ_t.tr, c_l:_.ln,_,

JuLY 20 (legislative day, ,Jl'v],¥1D), 1971

Ordered to lie on the tabh_and to be prin,tcd

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. M?,TnIAS t,:_S. 382, a bill toi

promote fair practices in the conduct of election campaigns

for Federal political ofiices, and for ,t,her pm'poses, viz:

I On page 36, line 8, ,,_trikethe s,emicoh)nand thc wo,rd

2 "and" and insert in lieu there,_f: "and a c,_ntinuous reporting

3 (_fthc,ir del)ts and obligations after tl_celect,ionat such periMs

4 as thc Comptroller General inay require until such dd:,ts a:ad

5 obligations are extinguishedl; and"

Amdt.No.286
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CalendarNo.223

S 3821STSESSION
· '

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATE_._

JuLY 20 (legis]ati[ve day, ,,Jvi,Y 19), 1971

Ordered :_o lie on the table and ,to be prin,ted

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. MA.rrII:rSSt0 S. 382, a bill to

promote fair praeticos in the conduct of election eamp,aigns

for Federal political office:s,and 'for other purposes, viz:

i On page 41, line 7, beginning wi.th "receipt", strike

2 through line 10 'and inSe_ in ]tieu thereof ':'rece!ipt;".

3 On page 45, line 7, beginning with "receipt," strike

4 through line 10, and insert in lieu thereof "receiipt;".

5 On page 45, line 3, afl:er "orderly" h'lsert l!he following:

6 "and uniform".

Amdt. No.288
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CahndarNo.223

$ 382lST SESSION
· '!

IN THE SENATE OI?THE UNITED STATES

JULY' 20 (legislat![ve day, ,,lvi,Y 19), 1971

Ordered :to lie on the table and to be prin,ted

AMENDMENT
Intended to be prop(_sed by' Mr. MAmnIAS to S. 382, a bill to

promote fair practices in t;he conduct of election campaiigns

for Federal pol_itiealoffices, and for other purposes, viz: 0n

page 52, after line 17, add 1;hefollowing:

1 'I1[I LE V---CAMPA IGN MAIL

2 SHORTTiTLtq

3 Sl_c. 50i. This title m:kv be cited as the "Congressional

4 Cmnpa,ign Ma,il Act".

5 m_rINITI()NS

6 SEC. 502. As used irt this title--

7 (1) "Federal office"means the officeof Sena,tor,or

8 Representative in, or l)elegate or Resident Commissioner

9 to the Congress;

Amdt.No.291[
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I (2) "major party candidate" means--

2 (A) the legally qualifiedcandidal:eofa.political

3 party whose candidate in the next, preceding general

4 election for the same Federal officereceived at least

5 30 per centum of the total number of votes cas,; fc,l'

6 all cmldi&tes for such office;or

7 (B) any legally qualifiecl can&date for dec-

8 tion to a Federal office,who is not afflli_ted witZha

9 political party and who was a candidate for the

10 same office in the nex; preceding general election

11 for such office and who received at least 30 percerLt

12 of the total number o.f votes cast in such elec_io:a

13 for all candida,res for such office;

14 (3) "minor party c,andidate"' meats any legMly

I5 qualified candidate for election to Federal! office who is

16 not a major party candidate;

17 (4) "State" means each _ofthe United States, the

18 District of Columlfia, and the Con_monwealth of Puerto

19 Rico; and

20 (5) "campaign mail" means campaign literature

21 mailed by a candidate for n.olnination for election, or

22 election, to Federal office in connection wit& his cam-

23 paign for nomination or election.

24= I1ATES

25 Sr_c. 503. On and after the first day of J_muary follow-

26 lng the da,re of enactment of this Act, ca.mpail,mmail which
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I is mailed in accordance with section 504 o:f this tifie and

2 regulations promulgated by the Postal Service to carry out

3 the provisions of this title (and ;he Postal Service is au-

4 thorized t_ promulgate such regulations).--

5 (1) ,_hall be considered matter re.ailed by a qaal-

6 ified nonprofit orgasfization under section 4452 (b) of

7 title 39, United States Code, as such section existed on

8 August 11, 1970; and

9 (2) may be m,_iled at: the .salne r_Ltesof postage

10 that any such org_mization is authorized to re'ail matter

Il under such section or section 362'6 of such title, as

12 enacted by section 2 of the PostM Reorganization Act.

13 ]3LIGIBILIT_

14 Sr.c. 504. (a) A m_qiorparty candidate iina general or

15 speciM election shall be eligible to mail a number of pieces of

16 .campaSgn mail equM to two times file number of persons rog-

17 istered to vote in the S{_te in whidl he seeks election, in the

18 case of a c,'mdid:_tefor election as Setmtor or as Delegate or

19 Resident Commi}ssionerto file Congress, or in the di:;trict in

20 which he seeks election in the c_mseof a c_mdidate fin'ejection

21 as a Member of the House of Representatives.

22 (b) A minor party cmtdida.te in a. general or special

23 election shall be eligible 1_,omaS1a number of pieces of cam-

24 paign mail equal to the namber of persons registered to vote

25 in the State in whid_ he seeks election, in the ca,seof a can-
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1 didate for election as Senator or as belegate or Resident:

2 Commksioner to the Congress, or in the districL in which he

3 seeks election, in the case of a (;a.ndidate :for election as s,

4 Member of the House of R cpresenmtiw_s.

5 (c) Any candidate for nomination for election to Fed-

6 eral office shall be eligible to mail a nuinber of ])ieces of cam-.

7 paJgn mail equal to-

8 (1) two times the number of persons registered to

9 vote in the State in which ibc seeks such r:omination, irt

10 the case of a candidate for nomin&tion for election as

11 'Senator or as Delegate or Resident Comm!issioner Vo,the

12 Congress, or in the district in which he seeks su'ch

13 nomination, in the case of a ca_tdi&[te for nomination fo:c

14 eleet_on as a Menfber of the tIouse of Representatives, if

15 such candidate secures the signatures of such pemon_

16 equal to 5 per centum of such number; or

17 (2) the number of persons registered to vote in th,_

18 _tate in which he seeks such Iromination, in the case of

19 a candidate for nomination for election as Sena_r, or as

20 Delegate or Resident C.ommissioner to the Congress, o:r

21 in the district in which he seeks such nomination, in the

22 case of a ca.ndiel_te for nomination for election as a Mere-

23 her of the House of Representatives, if such candidatr_

24 secures the signatures of such persons equal to 3 per

25 centum of such number.
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1 (d) (1) The Postal Se.rv_'cemay erLter into contracts ar

2 other arrangements with l_Zhe_:overnment of any State or 17o-

3 litical subdivisio.n thereof ii'norder to obtS4n informatl, an as to

4 the number of pel_sons registered in .any S_te or district, and

5 to verify signatures obtained by candidates for the purposes

6 ,of sa'bsection (e}.

7 (2) In the event tbst; the mxm:ber of persons registered

8 to v_te in any St;ate ar district is unavaSlable to the Postal

9 Service, the number of persons registered $o ,vote in such

10 _State or district Shall be held _nd considered _:o:be 150 per

11 centum of the total num,:ber of vo_es cast in the next preceding

12 general deotion k r _ll c_m,dLidatesfor the office which a cmadi-

13 d_te for Federal office is seeking.
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CalendarNo.223

s S 3821ST SEssIOlq

IN TIII_ SEN,\TE (}17 TI]'E U NI 1El) S 1A rES

,IvLY 20 (legislative d,_y, ,]c[.y 1[_), 1971

Ordered 'to lie on tl:,e table and to be, p]'in,t,,,l

AMENFDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. ]¥IATI_tASto S. 382, a bill _o

promote fair practices in the _ondut_t of election campaigns

for Federal political ol[ticcs, and for other purposes, v!iz:

1 On page 3, line 23, before ':']'_ason'_l)le" the :first time

2 tha,t it appears in stwh line ins(:,rt: "non-diserinfi,ato_ T and"'.

3 On page 3, line 25, m'iike "candidacy", and insert: "can-

4 didacy; or for willful ()r repealed f'fihn'e 1o charge in a non-

5 discriminatory :md rea:_on,fi)l,?,maimer for thc use of a

6 broadcasting station".

Amdt. No.293
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D 388 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD ---DAILY DIGEST July 20, 1971

$x million funding for the terrestrial electric power William A. Goffe, of Oklahoma, to be a judge of rhe
development program; U2;. Tax Court. p*u,26,,a

(2) Modified Gravel amendment appropriating an Record Votes: ]Fourrecord votes were taken today.additional $2.3 million for purpose of nuclear power-
plant safety research; vo.,, 26036, 26060, 26067, 26101

(3) Dole amendment barring funds for acquisition Adjournment: Seaate met at 1o a.m. and adjourned at
of a fee simple interest in land for construction and 4:48 p.m. Pag,_26192-26m
development of nuclear waste facilities; and

(4) Modified Gravel amendment No. 255, increas- Comm/ttee Meeti'ngs
lng by $_.2million, to a total of $2.029 billion, funds for APPROPRIA'YIO];_[S_HEW
"operating expenses," and earmarking $3I million of
such. funds for controlled thermonuclear diffusion re- Committee on dppropriations: Labor-HEW Subcorn-
search and development; and role:teecor_tinued iaearings on fiscal 1972 budget esti-

Rejected: mates for the Del:artrnent of Health, Education, and
(x) By 37 yeas to 57 nays, modified Graw:t amend- Welfare, receiving testimony in behalf of funds for l:he

ment No. 26% canceling for fiscal year 1972presently National Institute,_,of Health from its Director, Dr.
planned CANNIKIN underground nuclear test to be Robert Q. Marstoc.
conducted in October at Amchitka, Alaska; and Hearings continae tomorrow.

(2) By 29 yeas to 64 nays, Stevens amendment pro- MILITARY CONSI_UCTION AUTHORIZATIONS

viding that the detonation of underground nuclear te:_t Committee on ,&med Services:Subcommittee on Mill-
CANNIKIN be delayed until the end of fiscal ye_r
1972or until the completion of the SALT talks, tar, C_nstruction, :_nexecutive session, marked up aM

apl?roved for full committee consideration S. I531, fiscal
S. 215o, Senate companion measure, was indefinitely 1972 authoriz:afion:, for military construction.postponed; P..°, 2606_-26_0

National Guard technicians: Senate took from the COMMITTEE BUSINESS
calendar, passed without amendment, and sent to the Committee on Commerce: Committee, i_n executive
House S.2296,establishing ceiling of 53,xoothe number session, ordered favorably reported the following bills:
of National Guard technicians which may be employecl S, i437, to anacmdthe Airport and Airway Develop-
at any one time beginning in fiscal year 1973; and ment and Revenue Act relative to preservation of funds

P,g.s 2601V-26016 and prioritia_ foJ: airport and airway programs
(an_ended);

Tariff: Senate took from the calendar, passed with S. 1275, to araenc[ the maritime lien provisions of the
amendments and returned to hhe House H.R. 459%to Shiv Mortgage Act of :t92o(amended);
provide for permanent duty free treatment of calcined I-[.R. 918i, _:obring the Northwest Fisheries Act of
bauxite, bauxite ore, aluminum hydroxide and oxide, 195oas amended; into accord with two new protocols
andcertain other items. P,g,_ 2601:s-26o14 wh!ch amend tke International Convention for the
Federal Election Compaign Practices: Senate lai,] No::thwest Atlantic Fisheries; and
down and made its pending business S. 382, to promote S. x273,to extend until June 3o, i973, the fish research
fair practices in the conduct of election campaigns for and experimentation program, and authorize appropri-
Federal political offices. _',,u_,26_9_ a6cns therefor.

Also. committee approved proposed prospectus for
I_resident's Messages_Reports: Senate received the construction of I)cpar:tment of Transportation Corn-
following two messages from the President: pli_nce Test ]_'ac!ilityat East Liberty, Ohio; and xo4

(x) Transmitting report of the National Capital norainations irt fi:reNational Oceanic and Atmospheric
Housing Authority for the fiscal year :t97o--referrecl Ad:ninistratio:n_rec:ived by the Senate on July 19.
to Committee on the District of Columbia; and a*

(2) Transmitting Third Annual Report on the Ad- SUGAR ACT AMIE;NDMENTS
ministration of. the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act Committee ott F_nanc,.: Committee, in executive ses-
of 1968--referred to Committee on Commerce. sion, ordered favorably reported with amendments H.R.

v°,. 26056 8865,proposed Sugar Act Amendments of 197I.
Nominations: Senate received the nominations of CUi3A

Frank P. Sanders, of Maryland, to be an Assistant Sec- Committee on Foreign Relations: Committee met irt
retary of the Navy; exe:utivesessionto receivea briefingon U.S.policy

Rush Moody, Jr., of. Texas, to be a member of the toward Cuba from the following Department of State
Federal Power Commission; and witnesses: Chark:s A. Meyer, Assistant Secretary for
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July 20, 19 71 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD ..-- ,_EN,iYE 26105
Mr. President, I ask xnanimous consent the law officer, been 'under ator from Nevada _Mr. BIBLE), the Sen-

that the joint resolut on may be made greater stress that under which ator from Alaska ( E[r. GRAVEL), and the
part of my remarks, he must operate To the old cx4mes Senator from Ney' York (Mr. JAVITS)

There being no objection, the joint withwhich long had to live, there were added _Ls cosponsors of S. 18:)9, a
resolution was ordere( to be printed in have been added ones such a,s rio- bill to permit vis iiors from designated
the RECORD, as follows lent protest with resultant riots and countries to enter ;he united States for

S.J. REs. 134 general of all forms of prop- a period of up to 9( days without obi;sin-

Joint resolution to auth rlze and direct the erty and of the law-abiding lng a visitor's visa.
President to procla n September 12 citizens. It is time that we s. ::aTt
through 19, 1971, to "American Field- honor the who day after day At the request oJ iYIr. Moss, the Sella-
Service Week" alffdnight after is on the bea_ pro- tor from Illinois (Mr. STEVENSON),The
Whereas the American qeld Service, origi- tecting our socic from its domestic Senator from. Indi_ na (Mr. HARTKE), the

nally founded as a vounteer ambulance enemies. At times this man must Senator fror. a Co]llleeticut (Mr. RIBI-
corps to the French ar hies in 1914, per- have wondered anyone really knew COFF), the Senatoi from California (Mr.
formed with great sacrific_ and distinction its that he was td or if anyone really CRANSTON), tlle SeI a,tor from New Jersey
task of transporting sul_plies and carrying
the wounded in World War I and later in eared that he risking his life and (Mr. CASE), the Se] ator from Idaho (Mr.
World War II and in 1946,1created an tnterna- well-being in that the rest of us CHURCH), the Sen Ltor from Minnesota
tional education program _or high school stu- might continue 10 enjoy our ordered (Mr. MONDALE), th Senator from 1V.£aine
dents; / liberty. The time come to give this (Mr. MUSICIE), th, Senatofc from Mtn-

Whereas the aim of t_e American Field lone man our support and tell him nesota (Mr. HUM ,_tREY)', the Senator
Service international scliolarshlp programs that we are _m; that the st]._aggle from Washington Mr. MAG_USON), and
is to promote underste nding, friendship, against crime e struggle of ELl1of us; the Senator from I_ _w York (Mr. J^VITS),
and knowledge between _he peoples of the that we fully the .,mcrifices were added as cosp ,nsors of S. 2971, a bill
world by arranging an aterchange of sec- that he is making, to provide for the rare, housing, educa-
ondary school students etween the United
States and other countri_ · Mr. President, I _ope that many of my tion, training, am adoption of certain

Whereas this is the tw _nty-fifth annlver- colleagues will v41th me in cc_;pon- or'phs,ned children _[n Vietnam.
saw of the American Field Service interna- soring this joint I intend to s. :,.2s_
tional scholarship prograr, is which have given solicit these at the earliest
over fifty-nine thousand _';udents from every possible date. For information of the At the request ¢ _ Mr. McGOVERN, the
continent the opportunit , to broaden their Senate, I ask consent that my Senator from IndJ ina (Mr. BAYH), was
knowledge of other cult, res and gain new joint resolution be at this point added as a eospom )r.of S. 2231, a bill to
insights into their own t , the end that the in the RECORD. require the appro_ _tations be made spe-
peoples of all nations wil benefit from their
enriched understanding; There being no objection, the joint eifieally to the Central Intelligence

Whereas thousands of voluntary Workers resolution was to be printed in Agency. S.._;2S 8
hx communities throug lout the United the I_ECORD, aS OWS:
States and in over sixt_ countries of the S.J. : 135 At the request of Mr. GRIFFIN, the

world work together to i_aplement this prl- EesoZved by the anti House o] Senator from Sou ;h Dakota (M:r. Mc-
vateiy sponsored, non. political activity Representatives of :lie Uniteg ,'{tates ol GOVERN) was adde, l as a cosponsor of S.
which serves as an extraordinary model of America in Co_ assembled, That the 2258, the Motor rehicle Air Pollution
international cooperation; and President is and requested to Control Accelerati, ri Act.

Whereas high tribute should be paid to the issue annually a clamation designating s. 2285
American Field Service fcr fostering a seer- one day of each to be determined .by
ice of such worldwide nportance, in the the President, as Law Officers At the request of Mr. GRIFFIN, the Seu-
hope that thereby the oal of permanent Appreciation Day", calling 'upon the ator from Ohio (Mn TAFT) was added as
peace so prevalent in a] our minds today, people of the States and interested a cosponsor of S. 2'285, the bill _o repeal
can eventually be achiev_ i: Now, therefore, groups and to observe such excise taxes on pas;enger automobiles.
be it day with appropriate 2e:remonies and activ- s.z. _ES. _9

l_esoZveg by tl_e Senate Iud House o/ Rep- tries.
resentatives of tl_c United States o! America At the request of Mr. HARTKE, the Sen-
in Congress assembleg, 2 sat the' President ai_r from Iowa Oir. HUSHES) and the
is authorized and directe l to proclaim the ADDITIONAL ( OF ]_,ILLS Senator from Illir ois (Mr. STEVENSON)
period beginning Septenc )er 12, 1971, and AND JOINT were added as c)sponsors of Senate
ending September 19, 1_71, as "American s. o_? Joint Resolution '9, the Equal Rights
Field Service Week," and to call upon the
citizens of the United States, especially At the request Mr. MONI_ALE, the ._mendment.
schools and other educational institutions Senator from (Mr. MCGEE) s.J. lES. 126
and organizations, to ob;erve such period was added as a of S. :[0]:'1, the At the request ( Mr. EAGLETON, the
with appropriate ceremories and activities. Clean Lakes Act of 971. Senator from Ne, Jersey (Mr. WXL-

s. ,H LI:aMS) was addec as a cosponsor of

ByMr. TOWER: Atthe r..PrARsoN, theSen- Senate Joint Res( ution 126, the Na-
S.J. Res. 135. A jot: t resolution to ator from Missouri EAGLETOr_) was tionai Volunteer !;lood Donor Month

authorize and request he President to added as a cos of S. 1311, the resolution.
issue annually a procla_ ration designat- Newsmen's Privilege -- --

lng 1 day of each ye _r as "National s. _ es ADDITIONAL _ '.DSPONSOR __F')' A
Law Officers Appreciatio _Day." Referred
to the Committee on th( Judiciary. At the request of lqlr. EAGLETON', the CONCURREB RESOLUTION

Senator from a (Mr. BAzn) was s. co_ azs. _x
LAW OFFICERS APPRE(IATION DAY added as a of S. 1603, a bill to

Mr. TOWER. Mr. Pr,_sident, I intro- provide y Coun- At the request f Mr. MONnaLE, the
duce for appropriate r_ferenee a joint cil for the and for Senator from Mict igan (Mr. HART) was
resolution which would establish 1 day other purposes, added as a cosporsor of Senate Con-

current Resolution 21, to suspend milt-
each year as "National l,aw Officers Ap- s. _ _9
preciation Day." I belie te that it is al- tary aid to Pakistan
together fitting and pror _r that we have At the request of i FON0, _he Sen- _ _, .
I day set aside in whi _h we can pay ator from Massachus( _ts (Mr. KENNEDY),
proper respect and appr clarion to those the Senator from Island (Mr. FF. DI/:RAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
persons in our country who daily risk PELL), the Senator Nevada (Mr. OF 1971--AMENDMENTS
their lives in the fight; ainst crime so CANNON), the from Alaska (Mr. a_,x_._xm_r _o. _ss
that we may live secure] in our homes. STEVENS), the from New Jer- (Ordered to be printed and to lie on
These men bear the br_ t of the criti- sey (Mr. CASE), the from Ore- the table.)
eism of society and the valence, both or- gon (Mr. HATFIELD). the Sena_;or from Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, I send to
ganized and unorganize(, that is all too Utah (Mr. BENNETt)' the Senator from the desk an amendment to the Federal
prevalent inour Nation )day. Montana (Mr. MET( the Senator Elections Campaign Act of 1971 and ask

At no other time in _ur history has from Nebraska (M,' IRUSKA), _;he Sen- that it be printed and held at the desk.
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The purpose of this amendment is to istration I had an _nqendment adopted by return or with the form obtained at the
require political committees which sup- a vote 6 to 3, which would reqhire all or-. po,_b office---would receive a Federal cer-
port more than one candidate for elec- ¢anizations soliciting politi,al (;ontl4bu.. tificateof registration.
tion to itemize in their reports the ex- tions to alnx the following notification on My amendment to S. 382 does not elim-
penditures made in behalf of each in- their requests fox' contributions, lna_,e State registratior, laws. Persons can
divid.ualcandidate. In compliance with Federal law a repot'; register through the Internal Revenue

As presently worded, the bill requires has beezx (or will be] flied with the Comptrol- Iger'Tice only if they are also eligible to
committees to disclose only the amount, les General of the 'Unitecl Sta:es showing a re_'Jster under applicable State laws. I do
date and purpose of expenditm-es ill ex.. detailed account of our receipt_ and expendi.. YIOI; view the Federal voter registration
cess of $100 and the names of the per.- tures. A cc_py of that report is available at _ amcndrnent as abridging the rights of
sons to whom payments were made. But charge :[rom the Superintendent of Decu-. any State. The amendment is designed to

ments, tLS. Government Printing Office, mai.:e Federal registration a convenienceit does not hold political committees to Washin_:ton, D.C.
tile same requirement which is imposed rather than a hindrance.
on all other groups; namely, to repor_ Subsequent to the adoption of my In the election of 1968, 40 percent of
"the name of the candidate fox' the bene._ amendment by th_ committee, I was in-. th_ American electorate did not vote. I
fit of whose campaign the goods or' serv:- formed by legislative council that in or-. bel[:._ve tile Federal voter registration
ices were purchased." der to clarify the authority f_r the Public qmendraent is an important first step in

I believe this is essential informatio_:x Printer to make a charge for such docu-, the direction of true mliversal suffrage
which, if not provided, could vitiate the ments language should be in;Iuded in the in :me United States.
whole reporting requirement. Candidates bill to that effect. My amendment simply Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
could .evade the purpose of the act by clarifies that point, seni that my amendment to S. 382 be
simply channeling a large share of their There being no objection, the amend- pri/ted in the Rscoam

campaign spending through party com._ ment was o:rdered to be printed in the S?here being no objection, the amend-
mittees, This has been done in the past. REcOm),as follows me[Lt was ordered to be printed in the

Under this bill, the committees would .%r_Er_r_:_N-t, No. 2_;4 ]._E.20RD. as follows:

not be required to disclose how much of on p_ge 30, line 23, before "Any" insert AMENDMENT NO. 266

what they spent went fei' tile benefit of -(1)". "0n page 52, after line 17, add the for
candidate X or candidate Y. Nor would On page 31, between lines 7 and 8, insert lowing:
the candidates themselves have to report the following:

"'2) (A) _:he Co:nptroller General shall TIq'LE V---REGISTRATION OF FEDERAL
that information since they are responsi- compile and furnish to the Public Printer VOTERS
ble only for what they personally spend, not later than the last day of March cd REGISTRATIONFOAMS
not what is spent ::n their behalf, each year, an allnua] report for each political SEc. 5,)1. (a) Thc Secretary shall prepare,

The net result then is that the public committee wlhieh has filed a report with in 2ansultatlon with the Attorney General
would never have a full accounting of him uno!er this title durlIkg th_ period from and the election officials of the various
how much a candidate spent to be March 10 of the preceding _:alen_lar year Stat_s, a standard form which may be used
elected, through January 3:_ of the y_ar in which to :_gtst;er to vote in Federal elections by

such annual report is made awAtable to the any citizen who is qualified to :register for
One of the purposes of- this bill is to Public t_'rinter. Each such annual report shall vet. rig in such elections. Two copies of such

enlist public pressure as a means of hold- contain-- ferns, shall be included with each income tax
lng campaign spending within reasonable "(i) a copy of the statemenl of organiza- retu :n mailed to a taxpayer by the Internal
bounds. That can only work where the tion of the political committee required un- ttewnue Service and additional copies of
public has all the facts and that is what. der section 31)3. to_ether with an_ amend- sue:: form shall be available at any Internal
my amendment seeks to provide, ments thereto; and Revenue Service office. The Secretary shall

"(ii) a copy of each report liled by such ent _: Into arrangements with the Postmaster
In requiring political committees to committee under section 304 fleer, Marctl lC Ger:eral under which additional copies of

itemize expenditures for each candidate, of the preceding year thro_ugh January 31 of such form shall be available in each Post
it is recognized that some spending will the year :m which _he annual report is so Oi_ic._. The Secretary shall undertake to
be for the entire slate of candidates as a furnished to the Public Printer. not: J y persons Who do not receive such forms
slate. I assume the Cornptl_oller General "(B) The Public STinter shall make copies by :_mil of their right to register to vote by
or the Federal Elections Commission, as of such annual reports availa_zle for sale to usin] such forms. Such notification shall be
the case may be, will provide for such the public by the Superintendent of Dqcu- by public advertisement or such other means

mcnts as _,>on as practicable after they are as may be effective. Where appropriate,
situations in its reporting regulations, received 'f:coro the Comptroller General." such notification and such forms shall be in

When I proposed this amendment at _X_E_nMENT NO. 2_ S F,ngl[sh and in the predominant non-English
the Rules Committee hearing, I was as-
sured that it was the intent of the corn- (Ordered to be printed a::_d to lie on lang.mge used in an area.(b) Any person who elects to register for
mittee to require such itemized commit-- the table.) voting in Federal elections using the form
tee reports. I am hopeful, therefore, that Mr. ]:f0MPHRt_Y. Mr. I:resident, in pro_[ded under subsection (a) shall corn-
the manager of the bill will support this the next few days the Se_ate will be plete such form and sign It. The completed
amendment which will remove any ques- corr_ideriag S. 382, the Federal Elections fen, shall be returned to the Internal Reve-
tion about the meaning of this section. Campaig_l Act of 1971. hue Service and such person shall be regis-

' I am now announcing my intention to tered tx) vote in Federal elections in the State
AI_IENDMENTNO. 264 amend this important legisMtion, and I in which lie resides, Ih accordance with such

proc.._dures as may be prescribed by the See-
(Ordered to be printed and to lie on now offer the amendment Jor printing, ret_y, if snch person is otherwise qualified

the table.) At the appropriate time, I wi 1 call up the to vote ia such Federal election.
Mr. PROUTY'. MI'. President, I am sure Federal 'voter registration amm_dment (,._, The Secretary shall issue to any per-

that all of us look forward to the forth- to S. 3S2 which will enable all citizens son registered to vote in Federal elections
coming consideration of S. 332, The Fed- of the United Sta;es to reglster to vote und(r this section a certificate of registration
eral Elections Campaign Act of 1971. in Federal elections at tht_ time they whDh shall be held and considered to be

As a ranking member of both the Sen- complete their Federal inc(,me tax re- prir__a facie evidence of such registration.
ate Commerce Committee, and tile Corn- turns. _'OTrCETO STATEELECTIONO}'FICSALS

mittee on Rules and Administration I The Iil_erllal Revenue Service reaches s:_. 502. (a) Under such regulations as the
have become deeply involved in the de- 95 perc_.q>.t of the Anler[eau people each Secr,;tary may prescribe, there shall be fur-
velopment of what I believe to be a most year. It is als org_.nization which has a rdsi',;d to the appropriate election officials of
significant piece of legislation. I sincere- reputatio_ for responsibility, efficiency, any State all necessary and appropriate in-

formation regarding persons registered under
ly hope that all Members of this body and coD fidentiality which are necessary section 501 to vote in Federal elections held
will give careful consideration to all the for the proper functioning of a l_ational in _uch State. On and after the time such
provisions contained ill S. 382. voter registration program, i_xfc_mation has been so furnished to the

Today, Mi'. President, I send to the desk Those persons who do not fde a Federal appropriate election officials of any State in
a techifical amendment to S. 382, and tax retmn would be able ;o obf;ai_l a the ¢ase of any person, such person shall be
ask that it be printed ilnmediately Icl voter regi;_tration form from their local deexc, ed to have met all the requirements lee

regis:ration for voting in Federal elections
lowing my remarks, post off, ce. A]ll persons who register under held in such State. Any such registration

In the Comnfitteeon Rules andAdmin- this opi:ionat program--witi:x their tax I'or _ocing shall continue in effect for the
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same period of time it would have been in tory remarks to S. 956, the Scott-Mathias There would be difficulty, I admit, in
effect had such person registered under the bill. However, to demonstrate now my defining such a group as "major" or
applicable State law. sincere desire to have tough and corn- "minor" candidate, ttowever, S. 956 con-

(b) Registration under this section of any prehensive reform legislation, I ]have gained such a definition in the franking
persc_n for voting in Federal elections held
in any State shall constitute valid registrao gone over S. 382 with amost careful eye. privilege section of the bLll. And the FCC
tion for voting in elections held in such State I would like to tell the Members of the would have to make certain anyhow what
other than Federal elections whenever the Senate of the difficulties which I eneoun- it meant by ,'major" if it wanted to give
laws of such State so provide, tered in S. 382; and, I plan to introduce guidance to its licensees under the pres-

PROHIBITIONOF NATIONALREGISTRY amendments Where I feel it is appro- ently drafted, bill ss to the extent of
SEC. 503. NO national registry of persons priate to do so. permissible exclusions of candidates.

shall be compiled or maintained from infor- S. 382 is divided into four distinct and Lf these guidelhle:; under the present
mation derived under this title, independent titles; title I deals with 315(a) as applied to Federal elections

_EPO_TDY THE SECRETARY broadcast media and nonbroad(:ast me- would not now apply to S. 382, a licensee
sec. 504. The Secretary shall report to the dia; title II covers tlhe criminal code could discriminate as to charges under

Congress one year from the date of enact- amendments; title III handles the re- the bill.
ment of this Act with respect to registration porting and disclosure sections of the A candidate for Federal office rtmning
of voters under this title together with any bill; and title IV cove_ amendmel.uts to tmder the purview of S. 382 could :have
recommendations he may have, including the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. ][will three possible charges given to him by a
recommendations for additional legislation, proceed to talk about each title separate- licensee within the stated 105-day period
for the more effective admtnistrati.on of voter ly, excluding any comments on title IV. prior to election. The station can giveregistration under this title.

SEC.505. (a) The provisionsof section (11) TITLEX._:EDIA the candidate free time, charge lower
(c) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 shall CONCEPTOFFAIRNESS than lowest trait cost, or the lowest unit
apply to false registration under this title Section 315(a), the section in t.lheCom- cost. Section 101(b) page 3, line 9, speaks
and other fraudulent acts and conspiracies munications Act which puts a legislative of the licensee being prohibited duringin connection with this title, this period from exceeding the lowest

(b) Whenever the Attorney General has mandate on licensees to treat all candi-
reason to believe that a State or political dates similarly and equally in the alloca- unit cost. Strictly construed, this does
subdivision is denying or attempting to deny tion of free time has become bu_'den- not prohibit giving charges lower than
to any person the right to vote in any elec- some to both the broadcast sgatio:_ and thelowest unit cost.
tlon in violation of this title, he may in- the candidate. The :major candidates I have been told by the committee that
stltute for the United States, or in the name cannot get on the air to publicly if one is granted a clharge which is lowerof the United States, an action in a district
court of the United States, in accordance with expose their views unless the broad- than _he lowest unit cost, that the new
section 1391 through 1393 of title 28, United cast station decides tx) treat equally all charge would then become the new lowest
States Code, for a restraining order, a pre- other candidates---minor, fringe, and unit cost and all candidates charged
llmlnary or permanent Injunction, or such even casual candidates would take part higher than this rate would get a pro-
other order as he deems appropriate. An in the gratuity. This spirit of fairness rated refund in the excess amount. This
aotion under this section shall be heard and and equality is in keeping with the ].egis- interpretation cannot be derived by read-
determined by a court of three Judges In lative intentions of 315(a) as weLlaswith lng the bill or the appropriate hearings.
accordance with the provisions of section court decisions interpreting this section. Such an interpretation is quite unrea-228_ of title 28 of the United States Code and senable and indeed stretched. The matter
any appeal shall be to the Supreme Court. This legislative objection of no:ndis- of the refund is not mentioned at all in

(c) Any person who deprives, or attempts crimination among the candidates was the bill and on the merits, it could cause
_o deprive, any other person of any right built into 315(a)'sprornulgated rules and innumerable problems for a candidate
secured by the first section of this title shall regulations. -For instance, regulations in his spending plans within the bill'she fined not more than $5,000, or imprisoned clearly prohibit discrimination among
not more than five years, or both. candidates with regard to charges and ceiling.

REGTJLATIONS access. Section 315(a) speaks of afford- There would be, i.t seems to me. only
SEC.506. The Secretary shall prescribe such lng "equal opportunities" to all c;mdi- two prohibitions or guidelines for sta-tions in. their charges and treatment of

regulations as may be necessary to carry out dates, candidates. ]Mrst, the station would be
the provisions of this title. The broadcast station often avoided prohibited trader threat of revocation of

DEFINITIONS the above problem by not granl_ing free its license--section 101(b), page 3, line
SEC. 507. ASused in this title, the term_ time to any candidate. This, as we know, 22, and the following of the drafted bill_
(1) "State" means each of the United though a decisionbasedperhaps on good ;from "willful or repeated failures to

Scates, the District of Columbia, and the business judgment, w,'_ not in the best allow reasonable access or to permit rea-Commonwealth of Puerto Rico;
(2) "Federal election" means any general, interests of the electorate nor was it ful- sonable amounts of time." Note that this

special, or primary election held for the pus- filling the licensee'sobligation within the section mentions any access; thus, if a
pose of nominating any candidate for elec- political process. Everyone--including candidate is ready, willing, and able to go
tion, or electing any candidate, as President, the broadcast industry--has recognized on the media, the lic,ensee could not then
Vice President, presidential elector, Senator, the need for change. The indu:stry and prevent his entry within the normal rules
Representative, or Delegate or Resident Corn- the Congress have both agreed ,an legis- and customs of the broadcast industry.
missioner to the Congress; and lation which would give the broadcast However, this would not prevent him

(3) "Secretary" means the Secretary of industry the opportunity--and the, dis- from discirminating as to charges. Sec-
the Treasury or his delegate, cretion--to give only "major" candidates ond, the fairness doctrine_scction 315

AMENDMENTSNOS.267THROUGH293 free access. (a) would still apply, guaranteeing that
(Ordered to be printed and to lie on S. 382 attempts to solve the dilemma by the station would treat ali issues equally

the table.) taking Federal electio:ns out of the pur- tuld fairly. :510twithstanding these two
COMMENTSON S. 382--CAMPAIGNREFORM view of 135(a). I question this legis'iative recognized prohibitions, unless this lat-
Mr. MATHIAS.Mr. President, themat- approach, ter doctrine is stretched to apply to

ter of campaign reform will soon con- If you take Federal electior,s out of char=ocs and the matter of free time, the
front us all. S. 382 has been reported out 315(a), the question arises as to whether licensees could still discriminate in both
of the Rules Committee and awaits con- those rules, regulations, court de,,:[sions these areas.
sideration by the Senate. I have thor- and ancillary laws would still apply to Even ff the committee would clear up
oughly reviewed and studied the bill; I those now exempt Federal elections in through amendments the matter of the
think the bill has the laudable objective order to guarantee the concept of equal- meaning of 2lowest unit cost, this would
of restoring to the American people con- ity and fairness among the "ma' ".]or can- only take care of the problem of dis-
fidence and credibility in the electoral didates. The FCC was unwilling to con- crimination as to charges lower than the
process. The committees dealing with the jecture whether these guidelines would in lowest unit cost and not cover discrimi-
legislation have done a commendable job fact apply. It Would _,;eem to me that a nation in the area of free time.
in view of the constitutional hurdles and more direct route and one which would At this thne, I am planning to offer
the complexity of the problem, give the station less discretion and oppor- amendments which will prohibit m_der

I do not wish to speak generally about ttmity would be to simply exem. pt minor the threat of revocation of license the dis-
the need for campaign reform, for I Federal candidates from this application crimination as to free time by a licensee
made my feelings clear in the introduc- of section 315(a). by amending subsection (7) on page 3 of
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the bill to this effect. This would also provisi(m..--a section (C) or (3) as the pears irt section 102, page 4, line 17, and
remedy in part what I consider to be a ease may be, whiah wo_fid ir:elude in the the following, and section 103(a) (4),
most umvise delegation of power to the alternative the candidate who spends or pa_;e 10, line 3, and the following.
FCC. Congress should begin to use its pen accepts contributions, or acquiesces the "7?he use of broadcast stations by m' on
rather than its power to delegate its au- spending or contributing in _ehalf of his bekalf of any candidate," the definition
thority to achieve recognized public candidacy, sta;;s, includes--giving the FCC discre-
policy. I agree that a candidate should be a tien to add criteria--First, amounts

I understand there might be some at-. candidate for the purposes el' the spend- sport advocating a candidate's election,
tempt to delete this entire subsection il_g ceiling only when he perfmms "the see,md, amounts spent urging defeat of
(7). If such an objective is aecomplished_ last act" of noncandidacy as distin- one's opponent, or third, amounts spent
a move which I will aggressively oppose, guished from the reporting and disclo- dercgat:[ng his opponent's stand on cam-
I will offer an amendment annexed to the sure section which should co./er "his first paten issues. Note that the definition
previous subsection, hoping to accom- act," so 1:o speak. However, as icresently eonlemplates advertisements both by
plish the same objective, drafted, 'file loophole is much too big, candidate and on behalf of the candi-

S. 956, in its title III, atl;empts to codify ¢t_ Alfx;P;A:C_ICSO;_TitE SPENDING CEILIi_'6 (Jlats.

tile fairness doctrine in order to assure its I said in my introductory remarks to The latter requirement dealing with
application to campaign reform legisla-. S. 956, as,well as before the Commer.ce campaign issues is most objectionable.
tion. Perhaps a similar 'move might be Committee hearings on S. 9,56, that Let me cite a hypothetical example on
considered by the committee, spending ceilings a::e basically unenforce- how this becomes a real problem. Sup-

COVERAGE--FEDERALELECTIVEOFFICE able, arbitrary, and unccnsti[uiional. 13os_a group wants to put on the air an
Section 102 deals with the spending S. 382 confirms that view. As drafted, I advertisement urging support for airpoi-

limitationof candidates for Federal of- feelstrongly that S. 382 willmost likely kitten legislation.The group goes to the
/ice.It should be noted that unlike the be dragged through the cour;s to the dis- broadcast station and firstshows the ad
reporting and disclosure title,the first advantage ol_campaign reform, :{ndere~ to ';gelicensee who in turn determines
two titlesexclude coverage of the party ate a prosecutorial nightmare for the whe;her the advertisement comes with-
conventions, caucus and so forth. It is Federal Government. in one of the three criteria]mentioned
omission is understandable, however, we As we know, S. 382 setsfo/th spending above. The ad, for sake of example,
should make itelear--a caveat should be eeilings for all candidates to Federal makes :._omention of any candidate's
made--that Congress willfillthe void if office./%.sdrafted _;hoseceilifigsare 0.05 ns.r]ein an effortto elect or defeat a

particular candidate. The question then
the omission isabused, cent times the number of r_sident pop- becomes isitderogation of a candidate's

COYER&GE--TI_IECANDIDATE u!ation in that pclitica[suk division for

Subsection (c) of section 102, page 4, the nonbroadcast media ar d a sin]ilar stand on some campaign issue? Ecology
linei2 and the following, as well as sec- 0.05 cent spending limitat:on for the will presumably be an inherent issuein the elections to come.
tion 103(a) (3), page 9, iine 21, and the bro'4dcast media. The Bules Com- _][helicenseewould then make a deter-
following defines"legallyqualifiedcandi-, mittee added an amendnlent which mir.ation--under the spirit of reason-
date." Unless a candidate comes within would make these figures iaterchange- ablegess as pronounced by the Con]-
this legislativedefinition,he is free to able; thu_smakins' the spending ceiling merce Committee hearings--as to wheth-
spend as much as he wants and is ex- 10 cent_{fei'both broadcast media and el'lhe ad is in derogation of some can-
eluded from the spending limitationsof nonbroadcast media, allowing the can- didate's stand. If he decides it is, he
the bill. didate to choose h3w he want_ to divide wo_;]dthen callthe candidate who would

The definition,as presently drafted, his k'noneyamong the two. I imagine this pre:;'lmablybenefitfrom such a viewing
has two parts: First,that the candidate will become a major ame]ldment for and ask for eertiftcation.The candidate
qualifyunder Federal law.--inthe case of debate on the Senate floor.I only hope would then have to view the advertise-
the officeof Senator, this merely means thai;the amounts derived %Mll be based ment to see whether it would be worth
that he be 30 years of age and a natural- more on the public's interesl and recog- attributing the costs of the ad to his
izedcitizen;and second, he qualify under nized da fa on campaign c)sts, rather spending ceiling.If it is not wet,th the
applicable State law. This is patently not than on political considerations, candidate's certification, the pollution
enough. As drafted, both provisions omit However, my concern is with the me- fighlers are precluded from expressing
any affil_mative actions by the candidate, chanies of 'the spending ceilh]g--how t]heir views. The situation becomes ]udi-
and only contemplate the passive, more broadcast media and nonbroadcast me- crous when this group becomes the pur-
formal acts of qualifying oneself for dis charges are attributed t) each can- chaser in behalf of the candidate which
candidacy, didate, set the loveest unit cost scheme in the

There might be situations in which a The two sections in both tt_e broadcast first place---under the present committee
candidate could not as yet qualify under media and nonbroadcast media sections into]proration of the bill.
State law, though clearly a candidate in which are of concern to me are the deft- And if the candidate eertifies, the

the eye of both the public and himself, nitions of "use of broadcast stations by group's ad is viewed as an advertisement
Take the State law which requires for or on behalf of any candidate" and the associated with that candidate and
instance a period of days to follow from appropriate certification sections. The chaiged the lowest unit eost for the
time of registration to the time in which former form.s the perimete:' and basis viewing, If the ad is not considered a
he formally qualifies as a candidate under for the latter, In other worts, il' an ad- parTcular campaiglx issue, it can go on
applicable State law. Does that mean that vertisement or media presentation comes the air with normal commercial charges
during those preceding' days, the candi- within this klefinition, according to the and subject to the normal customs and
date can have a "Roman carnival" with interpretation by the eommittee, it can- regu:ations of the industry.
regard to campaign expenditures? Ob- not be viewed unless it reccJ,ves certifi- Ur,der present interpretation by the
vious]y, if allStates allowed write-in can- cation by some candidate and thus the corrmittee, if an applicant or candidate
didates, this would not be a serious prob- cost_s of that prese:ltation ar_ attributed is dissaLisfied with a decision by the
leto for then every inchoate candidate to that candidate's spending' ceiling, broaflcast station, he may appeal to the
would qualify under "applicable State In. addition the definition becomes tile FCC for a final ruling on the matter.
law." However, we cannot control nor basis for eligibility for lowest unit cost TLc above example highlights the se-
predict changes in State elections laws; charges by a licensee, rio u_ problems which I believe most
thus, it would be wise to close this omis- Again, Z[feel the bill is uncl mr as to the would have with this bill.
sion. process of certification. A clo_e reading of The bill violates the public's right of

The FCC has in if_ __.gu!ations a deft- the bill with regard to the :ertification free expression and free association
nition of candidate which .is broader process could raise other meanings than which our Constitution guarantees. A
than the one 'c"ontained irl-_. 382 and those derived by the commi;tee. I hope grou_ can no longer independently ex-
one which might cover the above ex- the committee, through appropriate pre_,itself on an issue related to a cam-
ample;. However, it could be argued quite amendments, will make clear its inten- pai_n unless they associate themselves
persuasively, I think, that this congres- ticns, with a particular candidate for purposes
sionally declared definition supercedes Thus, this definition's inten; and mean- of certification and receive certification
the regulatory one. lng is of immense signficance. Let ,,Is by $ candidate. If both are not. consented

I recommend that we add a third take a look :at this definition as it ap- to, t'-_e expression is completely forbidden.
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This, to me, is repugnant to America's In other words if it does not appear is responsible for the reporting and dis-
ideals of freedom, the right to free ex- that the purchaser is controlled by the closm'e of the candidate's contributions
pression and unabated participation in candidate or is attempting to influence and expenditures. A central campaign
the electoral process, tile election of a candidate, he shoul[d not committee will be required in both titles

It strips groups of any independence, be governed by the certification provi- to ackdeve these objectives. This concept
It encourages--it directs--groups to be sions. If this is the intent of the commit- was introduced in S. 956, the Scott-Ma-
dependent upon a candidate. Independ- tee and the Congress, it certainly :ts not thias bill and. is again, I believe, needed
ence of views is discouraged, dependence clear in the present bill., for sound campaigrt reform legislation.
fostered. We all know how dependency in I believe the above problenrs can be SCOPEOFMEDIA
the political arena breeds obligations and resolved within the framework of the bill Section 102, on page 5, line 3 and the
inhibition of expression. The bill dis- as drafted. And to this end, I am plan- following outlines the coverage of the bill
courages the open discussion of sub- ning to make the following amendments, for purposes of the broadcast media. The
stantive issues and controversy and en- I will offer amendments to change the definiLion clearly omits the use of closed
courages fireside Wall Street ads to in- definition of "use of broadcast time" to circuit television. This, I believe, is a
fiuence one's candidacy. Noninvolvement make it limited to the criteria o:[ "influ- possible loophole. We have no way of
and ignorance can easily be its by- encing" the outcome of an election. The forecasting the use of such a medimn.
product, word "influencing" has an apl:,ropriate I understand that to put such media

I find the bill tampering and upsetting reference in the definition of "contribu- under the jurisdiction of the FCC, at this
the delicate balance of first amendment tion" in title III. It would seem logical time, a,ould be questionable. Its authority
rights and the right of the Federal Gov- if one gives to another to influence his over certain kinds o:[ cable television are
ernment to legislate for the general wel- candidacy that amount, or value, thereof, currently in dispute,. Thus to avoid[ the
fare. The harm created by the bill, quite should be reported and disclosed as well jurisdictional question--at least until the
frankly, exceeds the harm attempted to as attributed toward ;his spending ceil- FCC's lines of authority are ,clearly
be corrected. I doubt whether the first lng if that "giving" was in the form. of a drawn--the closed circuit TV question
amendment permits statutory authoriza- purchase of time or space. The amend- could be adequately handled in the bill by
tion for one person to determine whether ment would exclude any refe::'ence to amending section 101's definition o:_ the
agroup or an individual can express their "campaign issue" and the dangerous au- "use of broadcast ;stations" to include
political views in such forms as news- thority given to the broadcast media and this medium. I plan to offer such an
papers, magazines, billboard facilities, nonbroadcast media in this area. amendment.
and other periodicals as contemplated by This amendment would clear up the PRES_DENT_ALELEeTm_S
S. 382.

The bill gives to the local broadcast issue of negative campaigning for only Section 102--page 6, line 9 and the
stations, the FCC and sellers, in the non- if the ad is viewed to influence an elec- following--and section 103(c) (1), page
broadcast media, enormous and danger- tion should it come within the certifica- 11, line 19 and the following deals with
ous powers to interpret the intent of Con- tion rule. the spending limitations for presidential
gress. This is another example of "dele- This still does not dispense with all the primaries. Tile language reasonably con-
gation run wild." A station for example first amendment problems for still the strued is interpreted to mean that a
would on a case by case approach decide candidate could control those ads which president calculates how much he can
what ad is considered to be related to a are intended to influence his election. I spend in any one primary by first deter-
particular campaign, whether it is major do believe my amendment is a useful and mining how much he can legally spend
campaign issue or an issue which is in workable compromise.. Quite frankly, I in the Nation--which is $0.05 times the
derogation of a particular candidate's do not believe that the Congress can en- number of resident population. Taking
stand. Do we want to delegate ._uch au- act a constitutionally sound bill on spend- this figure, he can then divide that
thority? I for one do not. In addition, this lng limitations. I have felt this way since amount by as many primaries as he
delegation of judicial functions to the cosponsoring S. 956 and my feelings wishes to enter. He may spend ii; all in
FCC raises some serious constitutional were made even more distinct while one State's primary or enter three, 10,
issues, studying the mechanics of S. :382. or 50.

The bill at the same time gives too One area which the bill omits and The language in general is fairly vague
much authority to us--the prospective which should be considered by the full and should be tightened up. For instance,
candidates, for the candidates would in Senate, is the matter of injunctive relief when it refers to the "resident popula-
essence control---in the strictest sense of by the candidate. What is the remedy if tion," for the purposes of this section, is
that word--the political and quasi-politi- another candidate who watches t]_e ex- it talking about resident Democrats or
cai expression during 105 days prior to penses of his opponent,--a fact which Republicans, or the resident population
the election. This, I believe is an unrea- should be expected under this legisla- of the entire State? I have proceeded on
sortable power to bestow upon us. I can tion--discovers that he will soon exceed the assumption of the latter interpreta-
imagine interest groups running around his limit by a certain expenditur'e? 'What tion.
from one candidate to another in an can he do? As drafted, the bill affords no This approach, I believe, discourages
atmosphere of prior censorship and prior relief. We should seriously consider in- broad base participation by all States
restraint in an attempt to guarantee stat. lng a provision similar to t.ha_ con- and ,;heir respective citizens. The Con-
certification. The public's right to know tained in title III for iinjunctive relief to gress should[ declare a policy that it
should not be curtailed by what the can- any aggrieved party, desires more presidential primaries, and
didatewants to tell. PREDICTABILITYOF ArJ?HORIZED]PER:SON that it desires more citizens of more

The only safeguards for the public to In both the broadcast media---section States to have a realistic opportunity to
assure equality and nondiscrimination by 102, page 7, lines 16 and 17--and the non- determine tile party nominee for' PresS-
the licensee in these instances are the broadcast media--section 103, page 13, dent. It is unfair for a presidential
fussy area of the "fairness doctrine" lines 3 and 4--the candidate or"a ]person aspirant to ,choose to enter one State's
and the test of reasonableness as pro- specifically authorized" is given authority primary to the exclusion of another and
nounced by the committee--a test which to certify for purposes of cost attribu- · yet use that State','; population base for
is found nowhere within the language of tion withi_t the spending ceiling. This the purpose of spending ceilings in the
the bfil. Congress must set forth explicit person should not be one merely "auth- primary of his choice.
guidelines as to its intent and objectives orized" by the candidate, for' i.hat; per- An amendment will be offered, which
within the bill. son may vary from candidate to candi- will limit the amount a president can

It seems to me that if an advertisement date, but rather should be a pred:tetable spend to $0.05 times the estimated num-
does not specifically mention or reason- person easily ascertained by the appro- ber of resident population of eaclh Stateably refer to a candidate eithel in sup-
port of his candidacy or in derogation priate Federal authority and the broad-, in which the candidate enters a pri-
of his opponent, then that advertisement cast station seeking certificatio:a, mary. This mnendment would not be
should be able to be viewed and be sub- I will offer amendments to make this; limiting a candidate's choice but rather
ject to the ordinary charges and process person one who will be registered witL encouraging him to go into more pri-
or exclusion and inclusion practiced by the appropriate Federal authority and maries which in the end will result in a
the broadcast and nonbroadcast industry, correspond to the person in title III who more responsive system of nominating a
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president. In the general election, no media. Nonetheless, an attempt must be be given to the actions of candidates; a
similar restrictions would be applied and made within a realistic framework to responsibility which would be overbear-
the presidential nominee may spend as create such a parity, in_: to the candidates. I believe it would
much as he wants within the established Several parts of the bill come to mind[ be a lot more realistic to create a joint
ceiling in each State or geographical which fail to meet this cequirement, criminal responsibility and I hope the
region. Firstly, as we know there is nothing in committee would consider such an

PROBLEM OF STATESOVEREIGNTIES the nonbroadcast media which is equiv-, ar_.endment.

Section 102--page 7, line 25, and the alent to the fairness doctrine and related[ _OTI:_CAT_ON BY NONB_OADCAST_IEDIA

following---of the broadcast section pro- nondiscriminatory principles as they :['here is nothing in the bill as drafted.
rides thatif theFederal Communications appear in the broadcast m_dia section, as it pertains to nonbroadcast media,
Commission makes certain findings as to The nonbroadcast media seller is virtual-, which would require the sellers of non-
the applicability of State law then that ly free to discriminate; the hill makes no brc,adcast media to notify the FCC of
State's candidates will come within the attempt to remedy the problem_ any certifcation or even keep appropri-
purview of the bill as it pertains to Ii- In the broadcast media, [fa licensee ate records. Such is not the case-for the
censees' certification and spending ceil- charges lower than lowest tnit cost, ac-. broadcast media sellers, for the FCC has
ings. I have no objection to the laudable cording to the intent of th,; committee, extensive regulations for bookkeeping
objection of lmiformity and permissive that new rate then. becomes ;he new low-. and notification procedures.
compliance with Federal law, but I do est unit cost, and a refund _; given to ali I will offer an amendment 'which will

find constitutionally suspicious the con- candidates, :making all canc[idates equal make mandatory similar notifications by
cept of a Federal agency--in this case before the licensee;. In the ronbroadcast nonbroadcast media when it ,_ells goods
the FCC--determining the applicability media, free space, goods,, or services or a an([ services under the certification sec-
of State law. This should be left to the reduction below the lowest unit cost ia tion of the bill. It can certainly be argued
States and their judicial process. I can equivalent to a contributJon--a term that if the seller of the nonbroadeast
see States and their governments resent- which is meaningless for there are, media wants to partake in Federal elec-
lng this preemption enough not to at- no limitations' on contributions--only tions--an act which is purely permissive
tempt to make uniform their election spending. In the nonbroaccast media, in nature--he then must comply with all
laws. The need for uniformity is clearly reductions in cost are discouraged and ]'elated Federal regulations.
outweighed by constitutional protection yet the favored candidate can benefit
of State sovereignty in the area of judi_ from a gift which ts not attributed to his EfFECTiVEDATE
cial affairs, spending ceiling. In the broadcast media The bill as presented to the floor ree-

l plan to introduce an amendment section, presumably free time and reduc- om_nends the effective date for title I to
be 30 days after enactment in the case

which attempts to remedy this by pro- tions in cost are encouraged, of section 101Cb) and 120 days for sec-
viding that the State must specifically An amendment will be offered which tion 10_'!. Such a variance dismisses the
declare its intention in the State legisla- will attempt to solve this particular dis- equality of importance between the two,
ture to come within the Federal law. In parity without getting into any consti- and the, 120-day stipulation i:; too long
addition, the Commission's determina- tutional problems of jurisdic';ion over the for purposes of guaranteeing coverage
tion would be omitted making the act, nonbroadcastmed[a. If the nonbroadcast of the next election.
completely permissive in nature on be- media charges one candidate less than I will offer an amendment to make
half of the State. the other---or giw._s one candidate free bot_ 60 days.

NONBROADCAST MEDIA COVERAGE: space, goods, or services,_nd not the
DIRECT MAILING other, the amendment _rill provide TITLE II: CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS

that .the amount saved by the candidate BAN_:LOANS
It should be noted'that direct mailings shall be considered a contribution and Section 201--page 16, line 15 and the

are omitted from the spending' ceiling in expenditure and attributed toward his following--defines "contributions" for
the nonbroadcast media section. There ceiling limitaton. Thus, if ca adidates are the purposes of this criminal title. A
are sound reasons for its omission. One treated differently by a nonbroadcast bank loan is properly exempt from the
statewide mailing, for example, could eat media seller, then _he favored treatment term "contribution." This is in keeping
up the entire nonbroadcast media ceiling, should rightfully be considered a con- with recent court decisions, as well as
Also, it would be easy to avoid the appli- tribution and an expenditure and at- policy decisions which attempt to en-
cation of ceilings by receiving large do- tributed toward the spending limitation, cout-age candidates to seek money from
nations of stamps. And, as previously This is a means of gaining equality recognized and established money insti-
mentioned, a limit on direct mailings among the candidates without con- tutions. After all, the more money avail-
would really aggravate the constitutional trolling the nonbroadcast media. The able: through banks, the less thc candi-
question of free expression, latter is free to charge and treat the date has to go to "other" sources with

I plan to propose a franking amend- candidates as it chooses; however, the their obligatow attachments.
ment similar to the one offered in S. candidate must take the con';equences. I_owever, loans should not be exempt
956, for all candidates in varying degu-ees The second inequality is more patent, from contributions, if they are given
at reduced rates. If a cost-free franking Violation of sections dealing with the out of the ordinary course of business,
privilege amendment is offered to all broadcast media is 10 year3 or $1,000. For instance, if the bank alters its ordi-
candidates rather than a reduced rate For the nonbroadcast media it is 5 years nary customs and regulations and gives
privilege which I prefer, I would then or $5,000 or both. This unequal treat- money 'to a candidate the preference
offer an amendment to have the direct ment becomes unworkable when you con- over another, such a loan should be con-
mailings included in the nonbroadcast sider the present interehan_eability of sidered a contribution. An amendment
media coverage, for then, statewide the spending limitations fo? broadcast will be offered to add the words "in the
mailings would be free and all others media and nonbros.dcast media. As pres- ordinary course of business" after the
should be attributed to the spending ceil- ently drafted, if one exceeds the spend- word "regulations" which appears onlng.

lng limit, he could say with impunity pages 16 and 17, lines 20 and 22, re-
EQUALITYBETWEEN THE BROADCASTMb:DIA that he violated that section which has spectively.

SECTIONS AND NONBROADCASTMEDIA the lesser penalty. Tats amendment is offered in an at-
tempt to prohibit discrimination toward

It is absolutely imperative that we Two amendments will be offered. One any candidate in a Federal election by
treat alike broadcast media and non- will make both sanctions equal to the any banking institution. We must makebroadcast media. This was one of the
President's requests; it is a fair and nonbroadcast media violatioas--subs¢c- all necessary efforts to assure this ob-
equitable principle to guide the bill. And tion (f)---the other will instant in both_ jeer:ye of equality throughout the entire
I believe if not done, the bill will fail the qualification of "knowingly and will- legk,;lation. This is another amendment
to meet constitutional requirements. I, ingly." This will take the sanction out of offe::ed to achieve this objective.
of course, recognize the difficulty of corn- the "malum prohibitum" are:aa and into COLLATERAL

plete equal treatment under the law, due those criminal sts.tutes whch require Section 206 on page 23 creates a new
to constitutional and jurisdictional prob- intent and knowledge by the violator, sect:on to protect those service businesses
lems of Federal law over nonbroadcast If this is not done, a strict liability would who_e rates are regulated by the Fed-
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eral Government. The committee at- Tiffs I feel is inadequate. It is. ira- asset of any candidate. The value a can-
tempts to protect those businesses which portant that the publJLc and the regu- didate places on such men is directly
provide transportation and public serv- lating agency fully recognize and under- linked to the extraordinary costs of po-
ices to candidates by requiring full col- stand an individual','; affiliation and litical campaigns and the need to ex-
lateral for prospective services. This is a financed ties with a candidate. IJ_merely pertly manage funds to obtain maxi-
.laudable policy in light of numerous one's name and box office address or mum results. These financial demands
and large unpaid bills in all these areas, even a nonbusiness mailing address ap- have too often bred abuses.
However, I feel it is equally important pear on a form 5 days prior to an elco- One particular abuse is not covered by
to protect the other providers of services tieD, there is hardly enough time for S. 382. The rapid transfers of fund'; in
by offering an amendment prohibiting all anyone interested in reporting to the any c_mpaign coupled with the increased
others from compromising a debt for less public to get a complete and accurate use o_ credit; facilities permit a pyra-
than its face value. This would assure picture of the candidate's financial affil- raiding of credit and hence of purchas-
that those who deal with a federally reg- iations. It is for these reasons that ]i will lng power which might significantly af-
nlated industry would not be put on a offer an amendment which will require feet tize relative pc,sture of candidates
safer, higher level of protection, than that each person's principal place of in any one election. Although.it is ira-
those who do not. business and occupation appeaJ_' on the possible to equalize financial positions of

CONTRIBUTIONLIiVIITATIONS appropriate reporting forms, candidates, nor prevent the manipula-
S. 956 contained what I believe to be EXPENDITURESIN BEHALFOF A POIATICAL tied ¢_f money to one's benefit, it is im-

a section necessary in any campaign re- COmmITTEe pe,rtant that the public know what the
form legislation. It reenacted section Section 302(e)(3) as well as 302(d) candidate is doing with the moneys re-
608 of title 18 of the United States Code require the treasurer of a politic:al eom- ceived.
in the area of contribution limitations mittee to keep a detailed account of all S. 382 as drafted does not disclose and
to limit the amount of money a candidate expenditures by such political commit- repori, ali the possible transfers, which
by himself or through his family, can give teb or in behalf of such committee. This might occul' during a campaign. Sec-
to influence his candidacy. In the case latter provision is to cover those indi- tion 303(b) subsection (9) should in-
of a presidential election, the limitation viduals who buy services for a candidate, chide a listing of ali transfer agents as
was $50,000; in a senatorial election, In addition, since this expenditure by the well s.s the now required banks, safety
$35,000: and an election held for the donor would be considered a cont-ldbu- deposit boxes or other repositories.
office of representative, delegate, or res- tion for purposes of the spending cci.lings, Such an amendmen_ will be offered.
ident commissioner, the limitation was it is important to have a cross-check. Subsection (b)(1) of section 304, the
$25,000. However, when page 35 requires expend- section deali:ag with reports by politi-

I intend to reintroduce this concept as itures to be reported to the Commission cal committees, in _ddition should con-
an amendment to S. 382. or the GAO, as the case may be, it _[eaves tain some provision to alert the Com-

I feel a candidate should not be able out this essential "in behalf of such ,-,om- mission or the GAO, as the case may be,
to buy off any election in his behalf. Men mittee" language and only refers to ex- of rapid transfers of money. The defini-
and women elected to Federal office must penditures by such committee. The de- tied of co:nt_bution and expendi-
be elected and chosen by their constitu- tailed list kept by the committee of these ture in title III contain provisions which
eney and not by themselves, type expenditures is useless unless it is include transfers between political corn-

Although I realize it is impossible to properly reported and disclosed to, the mittecs. However, the problem arises
equalize all candidates before the public, Commission. when there is a tra:asfer between banks
I feel strongly that a deep pocket should On page 35, line 18, I plan to offer an or a nonpolitical committee.
not be a license to serve the public. If amqndment to insert the word,'; "or in An amendment will be offereel to re-
our Government is to represent all of behalf of such committee." This; will as- quire reporting of all transfers, their re-
America and its diversified economic in- sure reporting of the same expenditure cipients and amounts which are more
terests, we must assure that not only the information as is required to be kept by than 10 percent of the amount of cash
rich have an opportunity to ser_/e, the treasurer, in each reporting period. In addition, if

A more plenary view on this subject An additional matter comes to mi:ad in the 10-percent transfer occurs more
appeared in my introductory remarks to talking about this disclosure provision than once during the reporting period, it
S. 956. as it relates to expenditures, lit Jisnot would then have to be reported within

_ITLE III. REPORTINGANDDISCLOSURE clear whether this section cover:', thc de- 24 hours to the appropriate Federal
Title III is the most important part of tailed reporting of services performed agency.

the 1971 campaign reform. It deals with by multiservice corporations. If, for ex- []ONTIIIB1JTION._IN EXCESSOF$100
the public's right to know. It guarantees ample, X, a multifaceted corporation, S. 382 requires only the reporting of
responsive government as well as an alert does $10,000 worth of business fc,r a can- contributions to the Federal agency
and well-informed public. And, it is for didate in the area of printing, advertis- which are "in excess" of $100. Reliable
these reasons, title III must be compre- lng, mailings, and so forth, would these data presented at the healqngs as well
hensive and tough, enttmerated services be listed separately as published in numerous reports, indi-

with their respective costs or a:ou2d the cate that by requiring reports in excess
DRVINIr_ONOF STATE report only indicate the bulk amount of of $100 you omit a substantial number of

The first amendment which I feel is $10,000 and generally state the puL'poses $100 contributions.
necessary is perfecting in nature. Title II for the expenditure? It would seem logical that a person
and title III'have two different defini- In other words, doe,,; the word "each" would write a check: or give cash in the
tions of "State." One appears on page 18, on line 35 refer to the aggregate expendi- amount of $100 rather than in the
lines 19 through 22; the other on page 28, ture of each expenditure within: the ag- amout-_t of $101. Thi,; is a serious loophole
lines 20 through 22. It can be argued gregate? Section 302(d) requires such which I feel must be filled. I will offer an
that the second definition's reference is a detailed report. This again is the sec- arnenSment 1_odelete the Words "in ex-
inclusive and the "State" is limited in tion requiring merely that the tre:_surer cess" to achieve the above objective of
definition to the District of Columbia, keep certain data available for inspec- including those $100 contributions.the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, tion. However, it is questionable whether
and so forth. This drafting oversight the same amount of detail is required CONTINUOUSREPOWrSAFTERELEC'£1ON
Should be corrected so no problen_ could in the reporting section. Subsection 12 of section 304 on page 36
be raised as to the jurisdiction of the bill. S. 956 contained such specificity and requires the reporting of all debts and

An amendment will be offered to it seems to me it would be good policy obligr, tiol_s owed by or to the committee.
change this latter definition to conform to again make it part of this legislation. This is a laudable objective. However, the
with the definition on page 18. If this situation is not covered by the bill, obligation by the candidate should extend

FULLREPOgT_NGAN_ DISCLOSURE I hope the committee will make the ap- beyor, d the election. The public should
Throughout the bill, the name and propriate amendments, know whether a debt has been fully paid

address of a donor, seller, agent, and R'RANSFERS or' whether it lingers on unsatisfied. The
so forth, is required on some report. As we all know, in _Lheclose :canks of repor:ing of the debt is only half of the
Accordingly, one may list his name political campaigns tile adroit and able oblige tion owed.
and box ofi_ce and satisfy the law. camp_ign treasurer is a most valuable I will offer _n amendment which will
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add a provision to subsection 12 requiring election. In both, the (;omrxission or the privilege for all candidates at reduced
such continuous reporting of debts and GAO, as the case may be, will dissemi-, rates. This amendment was Contained in
obligations to the _ppropriate Federal nate the condensed version to the appro- $. 956 and has been adequately explained
agency trail1 they are completely extin- pilate recipients. In both, the expense,s in the introductory remarks 'Lo that bill.
guished, will be incurred by the Fecera] Govern- The amendment serves the objective

CEUTSALcA_r_mu CO_XT_E_ mont. of providing the means for all candidates
As noted earlier in the remarks asso- PR_;SERVATIONOF RE(OarS to have equitable access to the public;

elated with title I of this bill, I intend to Sections 308 and 309 contain provisions and is a realistic way of reducing cam-
offer an amendment to that title creating for preservation of the records reported paign costs.
a Central Campaign Committee for the to the Commission or the GAO, as the Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
purpose of making predictable that per- case may be, and the clerk of the U.S. sent that the full text of the amend-
son who along with the candidate, is per- district courts. In both a distinction is ments :referred to above be printed in the
mitred to certify to costs attributed to the made between I_;ouse races and other RrcoR_ at this time.
candidate's ceiling. Federal elections. Information pertain- rhere being no objection, the amend-

In title III I will offer an amendment lng to House elections are :_reserved for ments were ordered to be printed in the
which will expand the duties of this corn- 5 years--in all others the period of pres- R_;coR_, as follows:
mittee and in so doing make both titles ervation is 10. I feel this iistinction is AMENDMENTNO. 267'
work hand in hand. An amendment will unnecessary and unreasoncble in light on page 4, line 5, strike "(e)" and insert
be offered in section 304 (a)--page 33, of the equality of the harm and the pro- "(r)".
line 21 and following; the section which tection afforded _;he public intended in on page 8, line 20, strike the c;osing quo-
sets forth the requirements of the reports all Federal elections, We cannot put tatlon :harks.On page, between lines 20 and 21, insert
for political committees. The amendment those elections to the House of Repre- th,: foUowing:
will require all contributions and ex- sentatives on a lesser plane of exposure ' (e) ,One wtao willfully and knowingly vlo-
penditures for a particular candidate to than all others, laths the provisions of subsection (c) or (d)
he submitted to the Commission through I will offer an amendment to enable all of this section shall he punished by a fine
his central campaign committee. This records in all Federal elections to-be not to exceed $5,000 or imprisonment for a
would have the effect of centralizing the preserved for 10 :years. QuJte frankly, I peliod not to exceed five years, or both. The
reporting procedure of the candidate, as would prefer such reports to be preserved pre,visions of sections 501 through 503 of this
well as providing an effective check for in perpetuity. This would not be ira.- Ac_;shall not apply to violations of suel_

practical considering the modern subsection.
On page 31, strike lines 19 through 21 and

all other political committees operating methods oil recordation. 'if offered, I insert in lieu thereof:in the candidate's behalf.
The Central Campaign Committee would support such an amendment; how- _l') one who willfully and knowingly vio_

would then logically be those people ever, I feel this prior amenCment at this lates the provisions of this section shall be
designated by the candidate who would point is a realistic compromise, punished by a fine not to exceed $5,000 or
be certifying costs for purposes of spend- In addition, S. 382 does not direct the imprisonment of not more than five years,
ing ceilings and would be reporting all district courts throughout the United or both.
contributions and expenditures. Such a States to preserve and maintain these ....
centralization and predictability is ab- reporls in a unifc, rm manner. In conso-- AMENDMrNrNO. 268
solutely essential if we are to have a nance with other amendments to this On page 4. strike ox_t lines 17 through 21
meaningful, enforceable, and workable legislation, it is again neces;;ary to make and insert in lieu thereof the fonowing:·"(B) 'use of' broadcasting stations by or
reform bill. predictable and uniform relc ores filed for on behalf of any candidate' mean,'; any broad-

public disclosure. Alth. ougl'L the report cast made for the purpose of infiuencifig the
PURCHASER'ANDttUSER" itself'would be un[form, there is nothing nomination for election, or election, of any

Section 305 in the presently drafted to direct unffomnity of organization. By legally qualified candidate to Federal elective
bill contains reporting requirements for adding the words "and uniform" in sec-. om,:e ilx which any individual is identitied
those other than a political committee, tion 3'09(b) (1), page 45, line 3, we would ex_llcitly or lmplictly, as a candidate for such
Among those listed are those businesses accomplish this objective, om_e,

On page 10, strike out lines 2: through 8
whose rates are regulated by the ICC, INDEPENDENTCOMMISSION and insert in lieu thereof the following:
FCC, or CAB. Section (h) (1) (A) requires I strongly believe that if '_e are going (i) "use of any nonbroadcast communica-
the name of the purchaser and the candi- to have a workable and real.istic scheme tions medium by or on behalf of a candidate"
date for the benefit whose campaign, the of reporting and disclosing campaign ac-. means any use of a nonbroadcast commnni-
services or goods were purchased. The tivities, it must be coordinated and df-, cat ons _edium for the purpose of lnfiuenc~
"user" of such goods and services has rooted by an independent Federal ina the nomination for election, or election,
been omitted. It is possible, it seems to agency---a nonpolitical entity. :£ find if of afiy legally qualified candidate to Federalelective office which identifies, explicitly or

me, for the purchaser and the candidate such duties were given to the Congress; implicitly, any individual as a candidate for
to be a different person that the user of through each Chamber's clerks, it would[ _uch omce.
such goods and services. This is in keep- defeat the entire objective of the bill..
lng with other provisions which enable The GAO, is a u,';eful com])ronlise, but; AIVlENDMENTNO. 269
acts"in behalf of"a candidate, quite frankly we cannot afford to corn- cn page 4, line 21, before the semicolon

I will offer an amendment which will promise in this essential element of the. insert the following: "and includes the use of
insert the word "user" in section 305(b) legislation. GAO as an arm of the Con- closedcircuit television for suclh purposes'L

(1) (A) on page 34, line 14 and following, gross would still be tainted with suspicion
PROrEanrscLosraE by 'the public and subjected to possible AMENDMENTNO. 27(}

Title III of S. 382 sets forth a compre- cohtrol._; by the Congress. Cn page 4. line 22, strike "(C)" and insert
hensive and somewhat complex arrange- I will offer an amendment to establish "(E )".

OP- page 4, between lines 21 anct 22 insert
ment for the reporting of facts during an Independent Eiteetion Co:_amissi0n; i_ the foUowing:

an election for Federal office. However, will be similar to the version as intro- "'c) 'central campaign commiLtee' means
there is little or nothing which guaran- duced in S 956. a p.)litical committee (as defined in Section
tees exposure of these facts to the pub- S. 382 which has the GAC performing 301 id) of the Federal Elections Campaign
lic and without this necessary ingredient these services, does not give this Federal Act of 1(.171) designated In writing by a can-
the reporting becomes a mere academic agency any subpena authori _y--:a/xeces- did_Lte a.a his agent for the purpose of the
exercise, ruer.ia expenditures, and no eanciidate shallI will offer an amendment which will sary investigatory power. Tlc.is should be certification of broadcast and nonbroadcast

considered ii[ the Senate, in Irly view, un- so designate more than one such committee."
offer two methods of remedy for this tack wisely decides to retain the GA() as the On page 5, line 3, strike "(D)" and insertof public exposure. The amendment
would require the reports to be published coordinating Federal agency, "(E)".
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD and in TITLEV On page 7, lines 16 and 17, strike out "aper, on speeiitcally authorized by -_;uchcandl-
papers of general circulation within the I am proposing to add a uew title to dat_, in writing to do so," and insert in lieu
POlitical jurisdiction representing the the bill which would create a franking thereof the following:
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"the treasurer of 'his central campaign been an election for a Federal elective office, poll. Mcat committee, or any person acting
committee", or nomination thereto; on behalf of such candidate or committee,

On page 13, lines 3 and 4, strike out "an then no station licensee'may make any charge for goods or services purchased or used in
individual specifically authorized by such for the use of such station by or on behalf connection with the campaign of sucl_ can-
candidate in writing to do so," and insert in of any legally qualified candidate in such didate, or in connection with any election.
lieu thereof the following: election unless such candidate, or a person for less than Its full value.

"the treasurer of his central campaign speclfically authorized by such candidate In "(2) Violation of the provisions of this
committee (as defined by section 315(c) (1) writing to do so, certifies to such licens.ee in section is punishable by a fine not to exceed
(C) of the Communleatio_xs Act of 1934)". writing that the payment of such cll:E_rg,_wlll $1,000, imprisonment for not to exceed one

not violate such limitation." year, or both."
AMENDlV_ENT NO. _-71 .....

On page 5, line 2 before the semicolon in- AMENDMENT No. 274 AMENDMEN2CNO. 279
sert the following: "or (3) has publicly an- On page 13, strike lines 7 through 18, and On page 26, between lines 14 and 15 insert
noUnced his candidacy for such office or has insert in lieu thereof the following: "A the following:
knowledge or Information that any other per- copy of sucll certification shall be forwarded "(e) 'central campaign committee' means
son or political committee has received.con- within 24 hours of its receipt by the person a political committee designated in writing
tributions or made expenditures for the pur- furnishing such services, 'to the Coraptroller by a c:_ndidate as his agent for reporting
pose of bringing about his nomination for General. Any person who furnishes the use contributions and expenditures to the Comp-
election, or election, to such an office and has of any nonbroadcast communications me- troller General and no candidate shall so
not notified that person or political commit- dium to or for the benefi_ of any s_:_ch can- designate more than one such committee;".
tee in writing to cease receiving such eon- dldate at a rate which is less than the rate On page 26, line 15, strike "(e)" and ln-
trlbutions or making such expenditures", normally charged by such person for such sert in lieu thereof: "(f)".

On'page 10, llne 2 before the semicolon in- nsc shall accord the same rate to s,ll other On page 27, line 15, strike "(f)" and in-
sert a comma and the following: "or (C) has candidates for the same office and shall be sert in }leu thereof: "(g) %
publicly announced his candidacy for such deemed to have made a contributlo_L to such On page 28, line 14, strike "(g)" and In-
office or who has knowledge or information candidate in an amount equal to the excess sert in lieu thereof: "Ch)".
that any other person or political committee of the rate normally charged over the rate On page 28, line 16, strike "(h)" and in-
has received contributions or made expendi- charged such candidate. Any such contrl- sert in lieu thereof: "(i)".
tures for the purpose of bringing _bout his button shall be deemed to be an expenditure On page 28, line 20, strike "(i)" and la-
nomination for election, or election, to such by the candidate and shall be cou_ted to- serf in lleu thereof: "(j) %
an office and has not notified that person or wards the expendlt_e limitations o! para- On page 33, line 21, after "office" insert:
political committee in writing to cease receiv- graph (1) of subsection (c) of this section". "through his or her* central campaign
lng such contributions or making such ex- committee"
penditures". AMENDMENTNO.275 ---

On page 14, line 22, strike "30" and insert in AMENDMENt NO. 280
AI_XENDMENTNO. 272 lieu thereof "60". On page 28, strike lines 20 through 22 and

On page 6, strlke lines 9 through 13 and On page 14, line 25, strike "120" a]:Ld!insert insert iix lleu thereof _he following:
lnsel% in lieu thereof the following: "For the in lieu thereof "60'. (t) "State" means each State of the United
purposes of computing the limitation pro- States, the District of Columbia. the Com-
vlded by the first sentence of this paragraph AMENDMENTNO. 276 monwealth of Puerto Rico. and any territory
In connection with a Presidential primary
election, the resident population of voting On page 16, line 20, insert after l:he word or possession of the___United States.
age for the office of President shall be held "regulations," the following: "and, in the
and considered to be the entire population of ordinary course of business". AMENDMENtNO. 281
voting age for such office within the State in On page 17, line 22, insert after the 'word On page 29, line 6, before the period, insert
which such primary election is conducted. "regulations," the following: "and[ in the a comma and the following: "and no such
Amounts spent by or on behalf of any candi- ordinary course of business", expenditure shall be made unless such com-mlttee is regi.,;tered with the Comptroller
date for nomination for election to such office General tn accordance '_lth the provisions of
in connection with his primary campaign in AMENDMENT NO. 277 section 303".
any State shall not exceed such limitation for On page 22, strike out lines 9 and 1,Dand ---
that State. insert in lieu thereof the following'.: AMENDMEN_ NO. 9-62

On page 11, strike lines 19 through 23 and SEc. 203. Section 608 of title 18,, EInlted On page 29, line 11, after "address" insert
insert In lieu thereof the following: "For the States Code, is amended to read as follows: the following: "Coccupatlon and the princi-
purposes of computing the limitation pro- "§ 608. Limitations on 'contributions by pal place of business, if any)".
vided by the first sentence of thls paragraph candidate On page 29, line 20, after "address" insert
in connection with a Presidential primary "(a) No candidate for nomination for elec- the following: "(occupation and the princi-
election, the resident population of voting tlon, or election, to Federal office r_.ay make pal place of business, If any)'.
age for the office of President shall be held expenditures from his personal funds, or the On page 30, line 1, _fter "address" insert
and considered to be the entire resident personal funds of his immediate fa.mily, in the following: "(occupation and the prinei-
population of voting age for such office within connection with his campaign for such nora- pal place of business, if any) ".
the State in which such primary _election is ination or election in excess of-- On page 34, line 9, :_fter "address" insert
conducted. "(1) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for the, following: "(occupation and the princi-

Amounts spent by or on behalf of any can- the office of President or Vice President; pal place of business, If any) %
didate for nomination for election to such "(2) $35,000 in the case of a candi:date for On page 35, line 3, :_fter "address" insert
office In connection with his primary cam- the office of Senator; or the roi}owing: "(oceup,_tions and the prinei-
paign in any State shall not exceed such lim-
itation for that State". "(3) $25,000 in the case of a candiLdate for pal places of business, if any) ".

the office of Representative, or Delegate or On page 35, line 16, after "address" insert
l_esident Commissioner to the Congress. the, roi:owing: "(oCcupation and the prlnci-

AMENDMENT NO. 273 "(b) For purposes of this section, "immedi- pal place of business, if any)".
On page 7, beginning with line 25 strike ate family' means a candidate's spouse, and On page 35, line 22, after "address" insert

down through line 20 on page 2, and substi- any child, parent, grandparent, brother, or the fol:owing: "(occupation and the princi-
tute inlieu thereof: sister of the candidate, and the spou_es of pal place of business, if any)%

"(d) if a State by law clearly and ex- suctlpersons.
pressly "(e) Violation of the provisions of this AMENDMENTNO.283

"(1) has provided that a primary or other section is punishable by a fine not to exceed On p_ge 32, line 20, after "repositories", in-
election for any office of such State or of $1,000 imprisonment for not to exceed one serta comma _nd "and all transfer agents."
a political subdivision thereof is subject to year, or both." On p,agee 36, line 8, strike "and".
thls subsection, and On page 24, strike out the matter between On page 36, between lines 8 and 9, insert

"(2) has specified a limitation .upon total lines 17 and 18 and insert in lieu thereof the the following:
expenditures for the use of broadcasting following: "608. Limitations on cont]_ibuMons "(13'/ the transfer from any bank or other
stations on behalf of the candidacy of each by a candidate."; depository of more than 10 percent of thelegally qualified candidate in such election,

.... amoun_ reported under paragraph (1) of this
and AMENDIVIENTl_lo. 278 subsection to any person, including the"(3) has provided in any such law an
unequivocal expression of intent to be bound On page 24, line 9, strike the closing amoun_ so transferred and the name and ad-
by the provisions of this section, and quotation marks, dress cf the bank or other depository from

"(4) has stipulated that the amount of On page 24, immediately before line 14, which it was transferred and the person to
such limitation shall not exceed the amount insert the following: whom it was transferre_d; and".
which would be determined for such elee- (c) "(1) No person shall compromise or On page 36, line 9, strike "(13)", and insert
tion under subsection (3) had such election Settle any debt incurred by a candidate, a in lieu thereof "(14)".
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On page 36, line 15, after the period, insert election to such office or /or election of standing to show in court that the commit-

the following: Presidential eleeto:cs, tee is a political committee required to ob-
"If more than one transfer of funds, to (2) Reports of all other candidates for secve the restrictions bearing on other po-

which paragraph (13) of subsection Cb) of Federal elective office shall be published in a litieal committees (both) regarding the
this section applies, occurs between the date manner to be prescribed by tae Comptroller anount that can be legally contributed to
on which a report under this section was last General. but such publication shall be as these committees and regarding the manner
filed and the date on which such a report is broad as practicable, in which and the amount thesE: committee_
next due, the treasurer of the political com- , can legally spend in behalf of a candidate. In
mittee whose funds are so transferred, shall - Judging whether such a committee Is ill
report such transfers within 24 hours after AMENDMtENT NO. q90 fa:t a political committee thc court may
each transfer after the first such transfer Following the last ti$1e of ';his bill, insert consider, among other things, its organiza-
OCcurs". the following new tltle: tional history, the geographic distribution of

' LIMITATIONS .Iq POLITIC._L CONTRIBU- it., expenditures, and the degree to which its
AMENDMENT NO. 284 TI'NS, EXPEi_tDITURES AND PUl%- St:md on ttxe issue suggests to the voter a

On page 34, line 14, strike "in excess of CHASES choice of candidates.

$100" and insert in lieu thereof: "of $100 ia) (1) No person, (_ther than a political , id) (1) No political committee or eandt,.
date may sell any goods, commodities, ad,.or more", committee or a candidate, may make con- -

· , vertising, articles, or services to any person
tributioni_ directly or lndirec;ly during any ot_er than a political committee or candi,.

AMENDMENTNo. 285 calendar year in an aggregete amount in dste. No person other than a political com.-On page 35, line 18, after "committee' in- excess of
n_ttee or candidate may purchase any goods,

serf: "or on behalf of such committee", iA) $25,000 to any candidate for the offk_e commodities, advertising, articles, or service:_
· · of President, in conneetion '_lth his cam.. from a political committee or a candidate.

AMENDMENTNO. 286 paigns for nomination for election, and cleo- (2) 2Phis subsection shall not apply to a
On page 36, line 8, strike the semicolon tion to such office; sa: e or purchase---

and the word "and" and insert in lieu there- CB) $15,000 to any candidate for the office iA) of any political compaign pin, button,
of: "and a continuous reporting of their of Senator iii connection with his campaigns badge, flag. emblem, hat, banner, or similar
debts and obligations after the election at for noraination for election, and election, to campaign souvenir or any political campaign
such periods as the Comptroller General may such ofiqce; literature or publications (but shall apply
require until such debts and obligations are CC) $5,000 to any candidat. _ for the office 'to sales of advertising including the sale o:_
extinguislled; and" of Representative or Delegate or Resident sp_ce in any publication), for prices not

, Commission to the Congress, in (_vnnection exceeding $25 each;
AMENDMENT NO. 287 with his campalgm_ for nomiration for elec_ (B) tickets to political events or gather-

On page 37, line 14, before "purchaser", ti.n, and elcction, to such office, inl:s;
insert "the user and the". (2) Amounts contributed to a political CC) of food or drink for a charge not sub.

-, coxnmitte_. · which make contllbutlons to or st/:ntlally in excess of the normal charge
AMENDMENT NO. 288 expenditures on be_aalf of onl_ one candidate therefor; or

On page 41, line 7, beginning with shall be held and considered to be contribrg-, iD) made in the course of the usual ami
"receipt", strike through line 10 and insert ti.ns to such candidate. Amounts contributed known business, trade, or profession of any
in lieu thereof "receipt;". to the candidate of any party fox' the office pe._son or which Is a normal arm's-length

On page 45, line ?, beginning with of Vice l_resident shall be he!d and consld-, transaction between persons, or a transactioh
"receipt," strike through line 10, and insert ered to be contributions to the candidate between a candidate and his spouse, child or
in lieu thereof "receipt;". of the same party for the office of Preslden't, parent.

On page 45. line 3, after "orderly" insert (3) Indirect contributions are defined e_ {e) In all cases of Violations of this section
the following: "and uniform", the transfer of funds from a c .nor to a caE.-, by a partnership, committee, association, cor,-

. didate tlirough .ns or more other person;3, potation, or other organization or group of
AMEi'IDi_,iENTNO. 289 including member.'; of the conor's famlly_ persons, the officers, directors, or managing

On page 44, between lines 13 and 14 insert without a fair market returh t_ thc donor for he_ds thereof who knowingly and willfully
the following : the mofie_ thus e_pended. When such in- pacticlpate in such violation shall be puh.-

"Cc) Reports required under sections 304. direct c_)ntributions are made. in a way to isred as herein provided.
305, and 307 shall be published, in a form conceal the origin of the cont;ributlons, any if) Any candidate adjudged guilty of th_.'
to be developed by the Comptroller General citizen ettgible to vote in t',le election ia wiling receipt of funds in violation of thi:3
under section 308(a) (2) which shall reduce which the receiving candidate is standing or provision shall be fined not more than $5,000
as much as possible the volume of reported any public prosec'ator itt ary jurisdiction or imprisoned for not more than five years,
materials, but retain such information as which the receiving candidate wlll represen:_, or both. A contributor who violates this sec.-

may seek a court injunction ::equlring such tion shall be fined an amount, not tax-de.-
may accurately reflect the _rue levels of all indirect contributions to be _messed against ductible, twice aa large as the amount blt
contributions to and expenditures by candi- the origin.al donor and count ed toward his wE ich he exceeded his limit and shall be sub..
dates and political committees, in the Con- limit. If such action is not taken aaid a donor ject to imprisonment for no more than one
gressional Record next published after such exceeds his limit without relund from the year.
reports are made available for public inspec- candidate, beginning on the day of the elec ....
tion and copying under section 308(a) (4). tion in which the candidate 1_ standing the. AMENDMENT NO. 291
However, if there is no Congressional Record
published on any of the four days following donor is subject to criminal irosecutlon for On page 52, after line 17, add the follow.
the date on which such reports are made any contributions he has m_de under the tnt::
available for public inspection and copying, meaning of 'this act that exc._ed his lawft:_l TITLE V--CAMPAIGN MAIL

Ii,mit· If a person through whom such con-
then a Congressional Record containing such tributtons have bee:a channeled willingly aid- SHORT TITLE
reports shall be published on the fifth day I;EC. 501. This title may be cited as the,
following such date. ed the original contributor to 4_xcec,d lxls law-

"id) Reports published pursuant to the ful limit, he too shall be subj_ct to criminal "Congressional Campaign Mail Act".
prosecution. DEFINITIONS

provisions of section 308(c) shall be pub- Cb) In addition to the llmlt set forth inllshed by and at the expense of the Comp- qEC. 502. As used in this title--
troller General in the next issue of a news- section ia) no person, other than a political (1) "Federal office" meagre the office of
paper of general circulation following the committee, may make aggretate contrlbu- Senator. or'Representative in, or Delegate or
publication of such reports in the Congres- ti.ns to any political committee organized to Re:ddent Commissioner to the Congress;
sional Record. Such publlcatlon shall be ac- support two or more candidate_ or any num- (2) "major party candidate" means_
cording to the following specifications: bet of such committees in excess of $10,000. iA) the legally qualified candidate of a

(1) ia) Reports for a candidate for the Nor may any,tach person specify how his con. political party whose candidate in the next
House of Representatives shall be published tribution to a political commit;es supporting preceding general election for the same Fed-
in the two newspapers of largest general two or more candidates shottld be appor.- oral office received at least 30 percent of the
publication within the Congressional district ti.ned among the candidates the committee 'total number of votes cast for all candidates
in which he is a candidate, is supporting. All such eontrlb_ltions must be :[or such office; or

deposited in the committee's generitl fund to CB) any legally qualified candidate for elco-
(b) Reports for a candidate for the United be dispensed at the eommitt/e's judgment, tio:x to a Federal office who is not atlillatedStates Senate shall be published in the five

newspapers of largest general circulation Cc) A committee that is exl,end[ng funds with a political party and who was a candi-
withln the State in which he is a candidate, with the substantiaii purpose o_ affecting the date for the same office in the next preceding

Cc) Reports made with respect to a can- election or defeat of a candidate shall bo get.oral election for such office and who re-
didate for election to the Presidency shall considered a political commlt';ee under the ceived at least 30 percent of the total hum-
be furnished to such a hewspaper in each meaning of this Act. even if i; is ostensibly ber of votes cast in ouch election for all
State in which the candidate's name appears organized to support an is sut. Any citizen ca_:didates for such office;
on the official ballot for the expression of a eligible to w)te in the election that is al-. (3) ":minor party candidate" means any
preference for the nomination of persons for legedly influenced by such a committee ha.,_ legally ,qualified candidate for election to
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Federal office who is not a major party can- trier is nnavailable to 'the Postal Service, On page 42, line 24, strike "Comptroller
dldate; the number of persons registered tc v¢_e in General" and insert in lieu thereof "Corn-

(4) "State" means each of the United such State or district shall be held s,nd con- ml.ssio_".
States, the District of Columbia, and the sidered to be 150 percent, of the total hum- On page 43, line 1, strike "he" and insert
Cominonwealth of Puerto Rico; and bet of votes cast in the next preeed!mg gen- in lieu 'thereof "it".

(5) "campaign mail" means campaign lit- eral election for all candidates for the office On page 43, lines 4 and 5, strike "Comp-
erature mailed by a candidate for nomination which a candidate for Federal office is seek- troller General" and insert in lieu thereof
for election, or election, to Federal office in lng. "Commission".
connection with his campaign for nomina- On page 44, lines 16 and 17, strike "Comp-
tton or election. AMENDMENT NO. 292 troller General _' and insert in lieu thereof

RATES On page 28, strike lines 14 and 15, and "Commission".
SEC. 503. On and after the first day of insert in lieu thereof the following: On page 44, line 22, strike "Comptroller

January following the date of enactment of (g) '_Commission" means the Federal General" and insert in lieu thereof "Com-
this Act, campaign mail which is mailed in Elections Commission; mission".
accordance with section 504 of this title and On page 30, line 13, strike "Comp- On page 44, line 25, strike "he" and insert
regulations promulgated by the Postal Serv- troller General" and insert in lieu thereof in lieu thereof "it".
ice to carry out the provisions of this title "Commission". Gn page 45, between lines 21 and 22,
(and the Postal Service is authorized to pro- On page 31, line 2, .,;trlke "Comptroller insert the following:
mulgate such regulations)-- General" and insert in lieu thereof "Fed- FEDERALELECTIO]_$CON,MISSION

(1) shall be considered matter mailed by a eral Elections Commission'. SEC. 310. (a) (1) There is hereby created
qualified non-profit organization under sec- On page 31, line 13, strike ."Comp- a commission to be known as the Federa!
tion 4452(b) of title 39, United States Code, troller General" and insert in lieu. thereof Elections Commission (referred to hereafter
as such section existed on August 11, 1970_ "Commission". in this Act as "Commission"), which shall be
and On page 31, lines 20 and 21, strike "Comp- composed of five members, who shall be ap-

(2) may be mailed at the same rates of troller General" and insert in lieu ttxereof pointed by the President, by and with the
postage that any such organization is au- "Commission". advice amd consent of tlae Senate.
thorized to mail matter under such section On page 31, line 21, strike "he" arLd insert (2) A person may not be appointed to the
or section 3626 of such title, as enacted by in lieu thereof "it". Commission--
section 2 of the Postal Reorganization Act. On page 32, line 25, strike "Comp- (A) if at tlxe time of his appointment

ELIGXBXLITY troller General" and insert in lieu: thereof he was not a member of a major political
"Commission'.

SEC.504. (a) A major party candidate in On page 33, line :3, strike "Comp- party, or
a general or special election shall be eligible troller General" and Insert in lieu thereof (B) If his appointment results in more

' than three persons from his party being
to mail a number of pieces of campaign mail "Commission". members of the Commission. For purposes
equal to two times the number of persons On page 33, line 10, strike "Comp-
registered to vote in the State in which he troller General" and insert in lieu thereof of this paragraph, the term "major political

party," means a natLonal political party
seeks election, in the case of a candidate for "Commission". whose candidate for President received either
election as Senator or as Delegate or Rest- On page 33, lines 21 and 22, strike "Comp'
dent Commissioner to the Congress, or in troller General" and insert in lieu tl_ereof the, largest or 'the next largest popular vote
_he district in which he seeks election, in "Commission". in the preceding presidential election.
the case of a candidate for election as a On page 33, line 23, strike "him" and in- (3) One of tihe original members shall be
l_Iember of the House of Representatives. sert in lleu thereof "it". appointed for a term of two years, one for a

(b) A minor party candidate in a gen- On page 34, line 3, strike "Comp- term of four years, one for a term of six
eral or special election shall be eligible to troller General" and insert in lieu thereof years, one for a term of eight years, and
mail a number of pieces of campaign mail "Commission". one for a term of ten years beginning from
equal to the number of persons registered On page 36, line ?, strike "Comp- the effective date of this title, but 'their
to vote in the State in which he seeks elec- troller General" and In.,;ert in lieu thereof successors shall be appointed for terms of
tion, in the case of a candidate for election "Commission". ten years each, except, that any individual
as Senator or as Delegate or Resident Corn- On page 36, line 10, strike "Comp- chosen to fill a vacancy shall be appointed
missioner to the Congress, or in the district troller General" and insert in lieu thereof only for the unexpired term of the member
in which he seeks election, in the case of "Commission" whom he shall succeecL The President shall
a candidate for election as a Member of the On page 37, line 1, strike "Comp- designate one member to serve as Chairman
House of Representatives. troller General" and insert in lieu tixereof of the Commission, and one member to _,;erve

(e) Any candidate for nomination for "Commission" as Vice Chairman. The Vice Chairman shall
election to Federal office shall be eligible to On page 37, line 12, strike Comp- act as Chairman in the absence or disability
mall a number of pieces of campaign mail troller General" and insert in lleu thereof of the Chairman or in the event of a vacancy
to equalto-- "Commission" in that office.

(1) two times the number of persons reg- On page 38, lines 3 and 4, strike "Comp- (b) A vacancy in the Commission shall not
istered to vote _n the State in which he troller General" and insert in lieu thereof impair the right of the remaining members
eeel_s such nomination, in the case of a "Commission" to exercise all the powers of-the Commission.
candidate for nomination for election as On page 38, _ines 21 and 22, strike "Comp- (c) The Commission shall have an official
Senator or as Delegate or Resident Corn- troller General" and insert in lieu thereof seal which shall be judicially noticed.
missioner to the Congress, or in the district "Commission" (d) The Commissior_ shall at the close of
in which he seeks such nomination, in the On page 38, line _,,'3, strike "Comp- each fiscal year report 1;o the Congress and to
case of a candidate for nomination for elec- troller General" and insert in lieu thereof the President concerning the action it has
tion as a Member of the House of Represent- "Commission" taken; the names, salaries, and duties of all
atlves, if such candidate secures the signa- On page 39, line 6, strike "Comp- individuals in its employ and the moneys it
tures of such persons equal to 5 percent of troller General" and insert in lieu thereof has disbursed; and shall make such further
such number; or "Commission" reports on the matters within its Jurisdiction

(2) the number of persons registered to On page 40, line 6, strike "Comp:_roller and such recommendations for further leg-
vote in the State in which he seeks such General" and insert in lieu thereof "Corn- lslation as may appear desirable.
nomination, in the case of a candidate for mission". (e) (_) Members of the Commission shall,
nomination for election as Senator, or as On page 40, lines 10 and 11, strike "COMP- while serving on the business of the Corn-
Delegate or Resident Commissioner to the TROLLER GENERAL" and insert in lieu mission, be entitled to recelve compensa-
Congress, or in the district in which he thereof "COMMISSION". tion at a rate fixed lJy the Director of the
seeks such nomination, in the case of a On page 40, line 13, strike "Comp_rolle_ Office of Management and Budget, but not
candidatae for nomination for election as a General" and insert in lieu thereof "Corn- exceeding $100 per day, including travel time;
Member of the House of Representatives, if mission", and, while so serving away from their homes
such candidate secures the signatures of On page 40, line 15, strike "him" a_d in- or :regular places of business, they may be al-
such persons equal to 3 percent of such sert in lieu thereof "it". lowed travel expenses, Including per diem in
number. On page 40, line 24, strike "him" and in- lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section

(d) (1) The Postal Service may enter into sert in lieu thereof "It". 5703 of title 5. United States Code.
contracts or other arran§emerrts with the On page 41, line 18, .,;trike "he" and in- (2) The Commission shall, in accordance
government of any State or political sub- sert in lieu thereof "it". with chapter 51 of title 5, United States Code.
division thereof in order to obtain informa- On page 4.l, line 24, strike "he" and in- and subchapter III of chapter 53 of title 5,
tion as to the number of persons registered serf in lieu thereof "it". United States Code, appoint and fix the eom-
in any State or district, and to verify sig- On page 42, line 9, strike "he" cud insert pensat_on of an Executive Director and such
natures obtained by candidates for the pur- in lieu thereof "it". other officers, agents, attorneys, and employ-
poses of subsection (c). On page 42, line 23, strike "Comptroller" ecs as it deem.'; necessary to assist it in the

(2) In the event that the number of per- and insert in lieu thereof "Commission". performance of its functions.
sons registered to vote in any State or dis- On page 42, line 24, qtrlke "Gener_d." (3) the Executive Director shall be the
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chief administrative officer of the Commis- (i) For the purpose of an7 audit or In- income people, were ntroduced 9.month.,;
sion. lie shall perform his duties under the vestigatio:a provided for in _aragraph (11) a_o, mental health care benefits were
direction and supervision of the Commission, of subsection (k) cC this secti(,n or in sectior_ absent.and the Commission may delegate any of its 308(b)_ tile provisions of see';iotas 9 and 10
functions, other than the making of regula- of the Federal Trade Corem ss(on Act (15 Tl_.e absence of t lese benefits in the
tionstohlm. U.S.C. 49, 50) are hereby mad_ applicable to proposal would be c mprehensible if our

(f) The principal office of the Commission ' the jurisdicMon, pawers, and duties of the present system was t _king care of mental[
shall be in or near tlre District of Columbi% Commission, or any officer designated by i_ health care needs b, tter than it is other
but it may meet or exercise any or all of its except _hat the attendance of a witness may problems. Yet the opposite is true,
power at any other place, not be required outside of the State where Indicators of perfo] a_ance, such as the

(g) Ali officers, agents, attorneys, and em- he is fouud, resides, or tran:mcts business, number of people c, vered by insurance,ployees of the Commission, shall be subject and the product(oD of eviden:e may not be
extent of coverage, and propol-Lion 01_

to the provisions of sections 7324 and 7325 required outside tixe State w:aere such evi- those needing help vho aretreated, allof title 5, United States Code, notwithstand- dence is l-'ept.
ing any exemption contained therein. On page 45, lir.e 23, strike "See. 310/* sh0w that if any pa: ; of our ihealth care

(h) It shall be the duty of the Corem(s- and insert (ri.lieu thereof "Se(...311." system demands in n'ovement, it is in
sion_ On p-Igc 46, line 4, strike "Sec. 311." and mental health. A ood illustration is

(1) to develop prescribed forms for the insert in i[ieu thereof "Sec. 312." that tile Director oi the National Insti..
making of the reports and statements re- On page 46, line 8, strike "Sec. 312." and tuLe on Mental Heal ;h tells us that onlyquired by this title; ilLsert i:a lieu thereof "See. 31:;."

(2) to prepare and publish a manual set- On page 46, line 13, strik( "Comptroller 5 percent of the el ildren who require
ting forth recommended uniform methods of General" and insert in lieu ';hereof "Corn- treatment for emoti nal disturbances or
bookkeeping and reporting for use by persons mission", mental illness recei_; it.
required to make reports and statements re- On page 46, line 20, strike ' Sec. 313." and rhe administratic l's stance would be
quired by this title: insert in iieu therecf "Sec. 314." easier to understand if the problem were

(3) to develop a filing, coding, and cross- On page 47, line 2, strike "See. 314." and not so serious. But ] 0 one can deny the
indexing system consonant 'with the purposes insert in Hen thereof "Sec. 315." sifmificance of men al illness.
of this title;

(4) to make reports and statements filed AMENOMENT NO. _93 One out of 10 An er(cans suffers pain
and anguish as a res ult of some form oilwith it available for public inspection and On page 3, line 23, before "r_asonable" the

copying during regular office hours within first time that it appears in such line in- mental or emotional illness.
24 hours after filing and to make copying sert: "non-diserimiaatory and". :Fifteen to thirty _,ercent of the work
facilities available; On page 3, line 25, strike "c_,ndidaey", and force is seriously h: ,nd(capped by cmo-

(5) to preserve such reports and state- insert: "cs_ndidaey; or for willful or repeated ticnal :problems.
ments for a period of ten years from date of failure to chaxge in a non-iiscriminatoriF One-fourth of err ployee absenteeism
receipt; and reasonable manner for the use of a is based on emotional factors.

(6) to prepare and publish, within ten broadcasting station" ;_ixty-five to eight5 percent of the peo-
working days after the thirty-first day of

January and the tenth days of March, June, _<_cURrE'---'----- pl(! separated from j )bs are dropped forand September of each 5,ear, and withi_x THE ttE ALTH r¥ ACT-- pe::sonal rather thai technical or ec0-
three calendar days after the due dates of AM]gIN )MEN_ heroic reasons.
the reports required to be filed on the Personal factors account for nine
fifteenth and fifth days preceding an elec- AMEND_I_ _? -NO. 2ss tenttls of industrial :_ccidents.

tion, summaries of the respective reports re- (Ordered to be pr nted an d referred t,') ::ts total annual dr _in on the economy
ce(red which shall contain, in addition to tlle Committee on ]_inance.) has been estimated ab over $20 billion.such other information as the Commission
may determine, compilations disclosing the :ffiENT_kLHEALTIt CARE B_NEFITS '['he American peo]fie realize the mag-
total receipts and expenditures appearing in Mr. ]_().SS. Mr. _resident, as a resul5 nitude of the probleiL Asked to identify
each report by categories of amouuts as the of the dedicated anl[ thouglltfu), work of those areas in which they felt the Gev-
commission shall determine, and shall also counties,'; people cver ye_,_ of time, ernment should be m )re active, those re-
include the full name and address and mental illness has [tlnlost attained the spending in a recent aational poll placed
amount of contribution of each person, listed lJublic concern and lnderstanding it de,- :me ntal health third, following only air
alphabetically, shown to have contributed the serves and needs. ¥_e are nearly to the an_ water pollution control.sum of $100 or more; and such summaries

point where an i ldividu_d can seek We could accept the Department's
shall be grouped according to candidates and psychiatric help _i:tlxout people thinking thinking if the probl_ m were going away.parties;

(7) to prepare and publish an annual re_ he is "crazy." In saort, mental health The facts show otherwise. The attitudes
port including compilations of (A) total re- hopefully will be de¢lt with in the sam(; and behavior of the n,entally ili may lead
ported contributions and expenditures for ali way as physical h,;alth in the not so 'to divorce, disharm(nious family reis-
candidates, political committees, and ether distant future. Un:'ortunalely, because tionships, excessive gambling, prom(s-
persons during the year; (B) total amounts Of receixt actions by the present admin- cuity, alcoholism, dr_g abuse, or crime.
expended according to such categories as the istration, the futur_ of the;e important We are all too awar of the growth ofCommission shall determine and broken
down into candidate, party, and nonparty and beneficial devel )pment,,; is m doubt, these problems.
expenditures; (C) total amounts contributed II1 his message to Congress on health The position taken _y those who sup-
according to such categories of amounts as care la,_t Februaw, ,he Pre,;ident exaln., port the National lIeslth Insurance Part-
the Commission shall determine; and (D) (ned in detail the p_oblems of our medi-, nership Act would riake more sense if
aggregate amounts contributed by any con.- cal delivery system. He stated we were mental and physical t iealth were not cori-

tributor shown to have contributed the sum facing a "massive c:[isis," a]_d tlaat good netted. However, all tl .e work Clone in thisof $100 or more during any calendar year;
(S) to prepare and publish from time to care had become icc _ca:_ce and too field has demonstrat_ d how totem'elated

time special reports comparing the various expensive for ln;_12 _; nonexistent for th(; different kindsof llnesses are. We ali
totals and categories of contributions and . seine. He cited the m _d for great change,,; know from common experience physi-
expenditures made with respect to preceding in that system to iii ;ute de_ent care fo]' oleg(esl problems are often the result of
elections; all. But, the Preside: .t failed to mention mental disorders, and ;hat sickness or ac-

(9) to prepare and publish such other re- the whole area of _ental i_ealth, as il! cidents many times c ,use emotional dif-
ports as it may deem appropriate; it were not an inte _'al par; of our Sa-, :ficulties.

(10) to assure wide dissemination of sum-.
mar(es and reports; tion's well-being, ti recent study of a arge group of peo-

(11) to make from time to time audits The l)cpartmen:;, i Health, Education, ple shows this interr _lationship, and at
a'nd field investigations with respect to re- and WeHare issue( this May a white the same time sugge ts how our health
ports and statements filed under the pro_ paper entit!cd "Tow_ rd a Comprehensive (;are system can wor: more effiectively.
visions of this title, and with respect to Health Policy for t]e 1970's." The De- Where outpatient lC;ychiat_ic referral
alleged failures to file any report or state- partment chose t_ lescribe the health wa:; available, utilizat )nor medicalserv-
ment required under the provisions of this policy as comprehen; ive, yet nothing was; ice:; was markedly red iced. Fifty-six per-title;

discussed concem:in_ mentsl illness. (:eft of those enrol$ d in this prepaid
(12) to report suspected violations of law Not unexpectedly, _hen the President's; group practice progra a made fewer visits

ties;tX)theandappropriate law enforcement authori_ health care plans. I _e National Health to the internal medici _e department and
(13) to prescribe rules and regulations to Insurance Partners xip Act, and the 48 percent had fewer laboratory proced-

carry ou_ the provisions of this title. Family Health In:m: ance Plan for low-. ures performed. Sev ._al other studies
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The last publiely-r leased HUD review that Urban East has ac( >mplished very little island_; near the mt of 'the gulf---the
slapped the Atlanta I%i del Cities agency on in stimulating Straits of HOrlnl/z. _oth Iraq and Saudi
the wrist for failing to ndit its 28 operating The report said the specific res:pon- Arabia have interes in in=proving t:heir
agencies, sibility "is variably :rpreted by our in-

So HUDtook the buI] by the horns and in- formants." respec-;ive pos_.tions ; they also
spected accounting rec )rds of six agencies. Some described it as t stop-gap organiza- spend :_olne time ting with each other.
It found "certain deficJ moles" in two of the tion designed to aid flividual families in KuwaR. a small st: with a big purse,
six "which we believe _ou!c/ have been de- arranging for new housi g. is quietly using influence to insure
leered by regular on-s_ monitoring of fiscal Urban East told the academic evaluators greater pclit_cal st ['Oilily in the lower
transactions." that its broad responsib :ities ineludad court- Al'lib gulf.

Without ideniifyino_ he errant agencies, seling families with le difficulties :tn ,exist- Ten small entiti_ ;. occupy the rest of
HUDsaid its reviews _ :losed: ing housing. . of management in t.l-mAr.{b side of the gulf, but their slrta!]-

"(1) Ineligible expe dilutes; (2) lack of housing projects, d, ,eloping feasih, ility
documentation to supi _rt expenditures; (3) studies for housing aiding rest- ness i; aceompani _d by longsta:nding
improper or no bank reconciliations; (4) dents in applying for ,using assist.'tnce un- tribal :ix'ah'ies and 1: for being
checks not countersign :l by two'officers; (5) der low-interest federal programs and ]ocat- lulable to rea. son ethel'. Oman has
use of petty cash as a ource from which to lng sponsors for new on designated been illdependent r some time and, in-
borrow money, and {6) urchase orders an/or tracts, deed, had rela with the United
contracts not avai!abl, for inspection." But like other age _ies invoh,ed in the States in the 1830', Oman laces

Needless to sa5', HU , recommended that no-go housing effort, East's role was a south Yemeni _ Chinese-inspired
Model Cities "give prl rity" to monitoring described by Urban officials as revolt at its bact door. Bahrein, an
fiscal activities of its perating agencies. "fuzzy" and its ability hous-

Another snafu in cc rdination, according tng "remained at a level of in- island which refin_ and produces oil, is
to the federal auditors, avolved Model Cities' adequacy." also seeking illdc l(ience, and Qatar, a
failure to document fol _w-up action it takes smaller producer oil, is expected to
to correct deficiencies tncovered in evalua- follow. The remaining Trueiai
tion reports. THE PEi:t; GULF States, so-called b 2ause of the treaty

Yet another section )f the audit reveals relationship with England since the

the Model Cities agenc has not bothered to LEEobtain copies of the s ministrative policies HON. ·H. HAMILTON lSS0's, are, with w degrees of en-
thusiasm, lg the possibilJ, ty of

of its various operatin f iagencies. OF [Alga joining together a federation whichThe auditors said 11{del Cities should re-
view the administratix policies and proee- IN THE HOUSE OF t tile British seek to before, they

(lures of the operating _ encies "and take ex- Wednesday, ,_[y 21, 1971 depart at the end 1971. Recently, six
eeption to any cost v:hi is in excess of those of the Trucial Stab ratified a federation
costs allowed by (Mode iCities') own admin- Mr. HAMILTON l_[r. Speaker, the constitution but may be more
lstrative policy." Persian Gulf could ecome an increas- changes before the leave. Indeed,

Another eyebrow-rai_ ._r was failure of the ingly important fo: the United States old family feuds tribal leaders
l_odel Cities agency to oeument the basis on in the next decad,. Without ra,,qical and the between ric:h oil
which contractors are ;leered or consultant changes in the U.S. icl and natural gas sheikhdoms and very poor fishing
feesModelPaid.cities,the aud noted, awarded con- priorities and new discow_rk_ of commturities threa such a conglom-
tracts to nine consulti _g firms. Not a word energy deposits, the States will, eration before it into being.
was found tn the con_ "act files to indicate in the late 1970's early 1980's, :have ¥Vhether all states will be able
how many other prosp ctive contractors--if to import more than _ third of its (:,il l[rom to stand alone to be seen.. The
any--were considered, tle basis on which the the Persian Gulf ac _ording to a 8rate revolutionary forc{ in the Arab world
winners were chosen how the fees were Department These est:imates, are becoming inc vocal lind
decided, however, never the nearly 90 dominant. If c:hange and massive

The auditors said he city purchasing percent dependency Western :Europe education are given to the entire
agent advised them t at the city does not and Japan on e :East oil.
require bids for profess:cnal services, population of area, tribal leaders,

But they added: "ire believe, however, Unfortunately, ; time of increased kings and sultans will be overthrown.
that in any HUD-assis ed program the con- potential im of the oil deposits For th{; United St tes there is only the
sultant services contr_ :t files should, as a in the gulf corres with a time of role of providirtg te assistance and
minLaum, include th following informa- increased potential instability, acquairtting itself the problems of
tton: The correct British to end its the region. In David Hold-

(l) An explanation ¢[;how the amount of fig leaf of in the lower gulf en's article is useful. It follows:
compensation or reimt drsement to be paid area will have on an :area
was determined. THE PERSIAN GI)'LF: T]E_J Barrxs}{ RAJ

(2) Identification of ,,ach prospective con- that has changed tle politically c,ver
tractorconsidered, the last century. (By Holden)

When Sir Alec Do' glas-Home, the British
(3) Summary of bids nd proposals, if ,ny, Many of the dorrr rival:des Foreign Secretary, the House of Corn-

received, that could bring whole gulf area mons in March all permanent British
(4) Justification for on-competitive pro- to the brink of a p of violent 'up- forees in the I £_ulf would be wlth-

eurement of contract _brvices and reasons heaval were documented irt an drawn b.y the lng of 1972 he slgmded
for selection of the co tractor or Justifica- excellent article David Holden en- the end of thetion for selection of o taer than the lowest )ortant vestige of the
bidder in competitive ,_ocurement. titled "The Gulf: After the nineteenth Pax Britannica and

Singled out for spec _1 attention by the British Raj," which in the ,July opened the door to could be a major,
and possibly , reconstruction of the

auditors was James S.: ;pbinson, doing busl- 1971 issue of For Affairs. ' Middle Eastern mat_'
ness as Urban East Hou _ng Consultant. The two major of the rJ[valries Ever since Britatn_signed her first ArabianUrban East, no longErl under contract, re- in the area are
eeived $144,569, lnclud _g $30,000 for "con- gulf and e,thrtic: treaty with the SultSn of Muscat in 1798 in

the Persians or are mostly on a successful atteml_ to close the Gulf' to
sultant and contract se] _es."'What concerned the l ditors was the ab- the north side an( ._Arabs on th,,'; south Frertch aaval forces[ during the Napoleonic
sence of any cost brea_ )wn to justify $30,- side of the gulf; an [ the inhabitants of wars;, a "special relal[onship" has existed be-
000 for consultant arc ontract services, the area are both and Sunni[ l_[us- tween Britain and Ithe territories around

:in a classic piece ol ,ureaucratie under- lime, the two largesl sects in Islam. The the Gulf. In Persia as Iran was generally
statement, the auditor: iommented, "We be- Arab side of the is predomina:n:tly known until after he Second World War,

the :British establisl ,d a sphere of interest so
lieve, however, that e' a though this eon- Sunni, except for of the lower gulf, important to them s an answer to Russia's
tract is being phased c _ that the operating and Iraq and Iran largely Shi['i. Lmperial designs up, n India that for a time
agency should furnis: the (Model Cities In an area of :_tates, there are in the nineteenth entury there were two
agency) some evidence f the reasonableness four major gulf each of which separate British dip] )rustic missions in Teh.of the value of service: rendered."

Here's what an Atlar t Urban Observatory iS trying to kind ol gl:eat' ran--one appointed by the British Govern-
housing study had to _ r about Urban East: presence or infiue as the British ment in India and _ ae other from the Lon-

"The role of Urban _t in housing devel- leave. Iran sees increasing in,ll_a~ don Foreign Office. On the Arab shore ofthe Gult the relatio] ship was for many dec-
opment Is something an enigma from in- bility on the Arab of the gu]if ;lind ades more arbitrary nd more tenuous, heing
formation and evalua as derived from our in order to protect :position, she J[n- based essentially aport the exercise of
Informants. Most of informants agree dicates that she reclaim three sraall Britain's maritime ,ower over a number of
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As in case of the Mc, !lellan resolution, JEWISH r>axGRaa'_,).u :tlr ,*¥ Sovx_:'r I,.,,m tile Senate completeq its business today,
tile Bridges amendn: mt was unani- T,) ^ ^rs it stand in adjournn_ent until 9:45 a.m,
mgusly and overwheln ingly adopted itl Moscow.--The Soy _t gox ermncnt has tonlorrow. 1

the Senate--by the vi Le of 76 to 0 oil drastically reduced Je_ ish cmigrai.ion to Is- The PRESIDING q)FFICER. WithoutJune 3, 1953. Twenty ther members of rael. cutting %he nmlP: _r c.' d:,ily depur(ures objecl_( u, it is so or(]ered.irom an _bven_ge of 3r, to 5
tile Senate, absent for he vote, recorded unotiicial Soviet sot 'ce,' bl mind thc new ' 'I
thenlselves that day in favor o5 tile rcs¢ric[ions C)ll Al'il') ci il,ic]::ll ati(i Oll u 1)ti- ORDER FOR RECOqlNITION OF SEN-.
provision, reaucratic snarl that d veh,l>Cd all,:q' (qnil-ra- ATOiIS MAGNU_ON, JACKSON,,Long after the passi, Ils of the Koreall tion WaS greatly inert; scd in lX_[arch.

war had subsided, sec ,ion 105 lived Oll Tile Soviet Union's . rah allies were up,qct -AND SYMINGTOll TOMOI_I_OW
]n tl]'_ annual approl ciation bill as a over the increased fir v r>! 1]_lSSiall J(_wJsh i\._1'. IWttD of West [Virginia. Mr. Prcsi-.
silent relninder of a birgone era. It was elnigranl% fearing ih y \_(,l'< 8wclling the dc.t, I ask unani14ous consent that,
never discussed itl the Senate or House n,nks or Israeli mil/ia y tulils. /11_er the recognition[of the two leaders

. The inf,Jrmants said thc low lexel of emi- tllldcr _1;,; standing c_'der torrlorrow, thereports, and it was rat ely mentioned i!l Era.Lieu i:. likely Ii) toni nth m til ibc (}c:'_art-
tile l'9or debates. NmT, at last it has meat _hlt{ handles ih, e,_i.:.r::nls is rc:,rqa- fO!lO\_iti;; Senators 4e recognized, each
l)assed quietly from tltc scene, and al- nized b) take care (ff he _,._c. £or re,t, to exceed 15 ]ninutes, and in the

lnost no one mourns its loss. Meanwhile, Jewi:dt ollrce:3 rcp:_:'tc:l [lx_:.t order .Cared: Mes.sr_. MAGNUSON, JACK--
I ask unanimous eon.'ent that the table the Jews who do gel nt ;:re being required SON', a;id SYMINGTOIq. [

be printedintheRECOR . to pay 4.000 rui_l,,s.- _,tA.IO at the official Tile PI%ESIDING IpFFICER. Without;
There being no obi _etion, the table rate--for exit visa p_ _s}:(,rt and rcnuneia-, eL iee_irm, it is sO orde['ed.

was ordered to be print 'd in the RECORD, ' glen of Soviet citizen hip And one source !said the governInent i: Bow c )llfiscatillg tik(l

as lollows: deposits (:ff Jewish el dar:mt:; in the state OigDEP_ FOR TRANqACTION OF ROU.-
L[GISI_ATIV[HISTORYOF SECT )N 105 OF PAST STARE sl_vingk program, whi h t.tk¢s 10 per ccnb TINE 1ViORNINGI BUSINESS TO.-

DEPARTMENTAPPROPIATIONACIS of alls_lar/es.
"We have managed ,. far, and we ;viii not MOl%ROW

........................ let that stop us," sa: one Jewish source. Mi'. ]BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pi'esi-
Fiscal Publ Ill March tile Sovic go_cr:m_ent allowed dcllt, ][ask unanimoas consent that a5
year Bill La Oatesigned Section Jewish emigration to increa;e from 83 to
.................. 1,500 a month followi _gJewish dcmonstra- tile conclusion of thl_ order recogniziBg

(9 lions in Moscow and ]t(:rmdionM criticism S('nators on tolnorrol;, there be a pel'iOd]972...... It,R.9272....
1911._ II.It.17675 _ 9i-41 0ct.-2ii 1970 115 o1' I.he Lrml of 10 J¢w:; vho pill nned I,o }iiJack for tit,' transactioll iff routine morning]9/I] .. H.R.17964 ... 91-15 Dee. 24, 1969 lw,
1955 H.It.17577. 91141 AuR. 9, 19fi8 It*', a plane t., gcc to I,:r;_el. })W;ill{ 'S. with statelr ents linlited there-
1968 II.lC103,1! .. 90 13 Nov. 8,19(,] ll_', ill to 3 1;linutcs, fO1 not to exceed 30
lpli/ . . H.ILII_ll'_ . 89 79 Nov. 8, 1966 [i)!_ IIIilIU[CS.
19 {, Il.ii.8619 89 Ii; S,pt. 2, 1965 lib ' g _ · '
!9t,5.. H.IL11134 _._ 88 52 Au_.31, 1961 1,'> ];E ILl, AL ELECTIONS CAMPAIGN Tilt' PRESIDING _)FFICEg. Without
!%' . H/;.7063 __ . 88 24 'cc 30,1953 I0_ ACT OF 1971 objection, it is so orde :ed.
1963...... };.R.1258(! 87 84 _cl. 18,1962 105
1962....... H.R.737!..... 87.26 :_e,t 21,1961 105 _¥lr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, ][
t911 H.R.1166r.... 8667 Aug. 31.1960 105 move _,hat the Senate tin'It to tile con[-.
195" HR 7343 86 84 July l_, 19:,9 105
19'9 . }{.R.12428 85 4] Juile 30 _9_a ':.:.; ,sideration of Calendar No. _>23,S. 382, so OF_DEI_ TO LAY UIrFINISIIED BUSI-
19qg..... II.iL611" . 85 4'J ham 11,,957 1(1:, that it may become the pending business. NESS BEFORE q[tlE SENATE TO1951.... H.R1(,'17 84-6C June20,1956 llO
19'.,_ . _.R. SS02...... 84 :_ Ju,y 7,19,_5 110 'rile PRESIDING OF:_'ICER (Mt'. MORROW
1955. _ H.R.8067..... 83 47 July 2.1954 110 CASE), The bill will be st_ted by title. Mr. BYl_D of West Virginia. Mr. Presi-
!954......H.R.4974 _ ?'t19 Aug.5,1953 lll The ASSISTANT LEGISLATXVE CLERK..A dent, 2[ask unanimc_sconsentthat, at
....................... bill (S. 382) to p::'omote fair practices irt the conclusion of the transaction of rou-

,a,. _,';;0n the conduct of election c:_mpaigns for tine morning busine_ s on tomorrow, the
' Federal political offices, and for other Chair lay before th1 Senate the unfin-

RUSSIA DENIES JE' 'ISH EXO1DUS purposes, is:md business.
The Pi{ESIDII';G OFI,'IC?2R. The quos.- The PRESIDING )FFICER. Without

Mr. PROXMIRE. M _. President, the tion is on agreeing to the motion of the objection, it is so ordl red.
Government of the S)viet Union has Senator :[rom Montana.
taken another step to ;abotage the So- The nlotion was agreed tc and the Sen.-

vier Jews' struggle for reedom. Accord- ate proceeded to consider lhe bill which QUoRul_[ CALL
ing to last night's Was dngton Star, the had been reported with alrendments.
numbe- of Soviet Jew; leaving Russia Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Pre_;ident, a par.- Mt'. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi-
dropped from an avera:,_e of 36 a day to liamentary inquiry, d(.n[, there will be n further votes to-
an average of five a day. 'The PlgESIDING OFFICER. The Sen.- day.

The Soviets are selling freedom. In atorwillstateit. I suagest the abse ce of a quorum. I
ordc' to ]cave tile Jew; must pay 4,000 Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Prcsldent, what is hope that it will be he last quorum call
rubles or $4.440--3 yea s' wages for the the pending business? oI tlle day.
averv-'e working man-- for tile required The PRESIDING OF_'ICER. The Tile PRESIDING _FFICER. The clerk
doc.m_ents, pending business is S. 382. the Federal will call tile roll.

This is just one mcr( step by the So- Election.,; Campaign Act of 1971. The second assist nt legislative clerk
viers in their campaign to persecute the Mr. PASTORE. Mt'. Preddcnt, I sug- proceeded to call the :'o11.
Jewish population in t lat country. Al- vest the absence of a quoru:n. Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres°
though the Soviet Un on is trying to The PlgI3'SIDII'IG OFPICEP,. Tile cleft r ident, I ask unanimoas consent that tile
convince the world tha it, does not dis- will call the roll. order for tile quom,r_ call be rescinded!.
crimi:,ate against Sovie Jewry, tlle facts The second assistant let_islative clerk The P_ESiDING DFFICER. Without
prove differently. As 1¢ 2g as tile world proceeded to call the roll. objection, it is so ord, red.
sits back and idly wat( _es. the Russian Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr President, I ask , -
©ovcrmL, ent will con [nue its "anti- unanimous consen_ that the order for the

J(_wi,<h" campaign. Th _body must do quorum call be rescinded. PROG _AA{everythin_ in its power t. assist the So- The PRESIDING ()FPICI2tt _Mr. Mr. BYRD of Wes t Virginia. Mr. Prea_
vier Jews' move towar( iTcedom. C^SE), Without o pjeciion, ii is so ordered, ident, the program !or tomorrow is as

I a'_kum_nimous con_ mt that the arti- f¢llo_.: The Senate rill convene at 9:45

a.ln.cie lrom ti_e l_;vening Star be printed ORDER_ FOR ADJ URNMENT UNTIL
m tl,e I_ECOIlIL 9:45lA'v? Foll.3v, mg the rec gnition of the twolcader-, under the _anding order, theTh(,re being no objc_:tion, the article

was ordered to be prinb d in the RECO_U, Mr. BYRD oS _Ve_( Vi Maia. Mr. Pres- f¢llowmg Senators _ill be recognized in
a._follows: ident. I ask unanimo]u, o _sent that when t.l,e order stated, eac for not to exce(d
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sharing legislation, and will resume consideration Bills Referred: S'_andryHcmse-passed bills were referred
tomorrow, to appropriate committees.

By unanimous consent, S. 986, requiring minimum
disclosure standards for written consumer products
against defect, was referred to the Committee on the

Jo/nt CommitteeMeetings Judiciary until October z5, x97x. p°,,, 26408, 26440

ECONOMIC REVIEW Bills Held at 12}esk: By unanimous consent, H.R. 4762,

Joint Economic Committee: Committee resumed hear- VA medical information exchange, and H.J. Res. 3, cre-
ings to review midyear economic conditions, having as ating Joint O:}mmittee on the Environment, were
its wimesses lohn Kenneth Galbraith, professor of eco- ordered to be held at the desk. .ag, 26392
nomics, Harvard University; Homer Jones, former vice Measure Passed::

president, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; and Appalachian regional development: By 88 yeas to
Franco Modigliani, professor of economics, MIT. 2 nays, Senate passed S. 23z7, authorizing funds for the

Hearings continue tomorrow, extension of the Public Works and Economic Develop-
ment Act and of the Al:palach_an regional development
program, after adopting Gravel amendment authoriz-
ing $5oo,ooo to continue: through June 3o, x973, the Fed-

Wednesday,July 21, 1971 eral Fiield Committee for Development ]Planning in
Alaska for the purpose of planning economic develop-

Senate ment programs in coop,2ration with that State.
/ , Pa_e_ 26427-26434

ChamberAction Federal Election Campaign Practices: Senate began
consideration of S. 382, to promote fair practices in the

Routine Proceedings, pages 26322-26392 conduct of election campaigns for Federal elective office,

Bills Introduced: i2 bills and two resolutions were and by' unanimous consent, the bill is considered as
introduced, as follows: S. 23z9-233o; S.J. Res. x36; and having been an:tended :in the form as reported by theCommittee on Rules and Administration, and as thus
S. Com. Res. 35. Page 26325

amended will be treated as original text for purpose of
Bills Reported: Reports were made as follows: further amendment. Pending at adjournment was

S.389, private bill (S. Rept. 92-274); Pastore amendment in the nature of a substitute.
S.J, Res. xos, to designate x97x as the "Year of World

Minority Language Groups" (S. Rept. 92-275); Also by unanimous consent, it was agreed that, during
S. Con. Res. 35, favoring suspension of x3 deportation the further consideration of this bill, debate thereon

cases under the Immigration and Nationality Act will be limited to ]6 hours, with 3o minutes on any ger-
mane amendment thereto, with the: exception of an

(S. Rept. 92-276 );
S.J.,Res. x32, to extend the duration of copyright pro- amendment to be offered by Senator I)ominick and two

tection in certain cases (S. Rept. 92-277); amendments to be: offezed by Senator Prouty, on each

H.R. 5208, to authorize funds for procurement of yes- of which there Will be a 3-hour debate limitation, and
sels and other Coast Guard facilities for fiscal year z972, on an amendment to be offered by Senator Fannin and

with :amendments (S. Rept. 9:[-278); one to be offered !:,y SerJator Stevens, on each of which

S. 733, creating an additional judicial district in the there will be a 2-hour time limitation. It was further
State of Louisiana (S. Rept. 92-279); agreed that during the consideration of thi.; measure it

S. :[866, private bill, with an amendment (S. Rept. will be :in order for the leadership to have laid before the
92_a8o); Senate for its inmlediate consMeratkm any legislation

S. :33 o, permitting the retirement of U.S. judges with agr_eed upon by the joint leadership.
long periods of service (S. Rept. 92-281); _ Pages26392-26403

S. :'072, to exempt until December 3% I97x from spe-_ Emergency Loan Guarantees: Senate began consider-
cific l?rovisions of Egg Products Inspection Act, plants ation of S. 23o8, to authorize Federal guaranteed loans
which are unable to acquire pasteurization equipment to private enteq:,rises, adop'ting, by 56 yeas to 36 nays,
with an amendment (S. Rept. 92-282); and motion to table motion to recommit the bill Itothe Com-

x97o Annual Report of Judiciary Subcommittee on mittee ,an Bankiing:. Housing and Urban Affairs, with
Antitrust and Monopoly, with individual views (S. Rept. instructions that it: be reported back by July 29, x97x.
92-283)o Pages 26324-26325 Pages 26403.-26427, 26434-26440

¢_'_XVIZ--DD 2_--P_ 88
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JVNE 29, 1971. FEDE_AL ELF, CTION CAMPAIGN sk_ll be.. deemed to have made a oontributioxl
Hon. WILLIAM P. ] 0GERS, ACr_ ' OF 1971 to such candidate la alt amount equal to
The Secretary o! l late, t_) excess of the amount usually charged for
Washington, D.U. AJ_EN1)MENrS NOS. 295 TH1OIJGH se0 Su,_h goods or services over 'the amoam;

Dram Ma. Szcar elY: On June 7 a State De- (Ordered to be printed Ired to lie o:a charge6_ such candidate.
partment spokem .an told the press that the the table.) "(e) Violation of the provisions of thh;
United States mpport for Thai troops in ]_[r. BELLMEN submitted six amend- section is punishable by a fine not to exceed
Laos began as a .strum authorized by Pres- ments inLended to be proposed by him to $5:000."
ldent Kennedy, tl iai the troops are in Laos On page 24, between lines 17 and 18, strike
at the request of _he Prime l_finister of Laos the bill iS. 382) tx) promote fair practices th; item relating to section 608 of title 18,

in the conduct of election campaigns for mated States Code, and insert in lieu there-
and that United _tates financing of these
troops is "fully consistent with all pertinent Federal :political offices, add for other of the following:
legislation." As C1]airman of the Subcommit- purP0ses_ "608. Limitation upon certain campalgu
tee onUnited Stat_s Security Agreements and AME_DM£NTS NOS. _lOl THaOUCH SOS AND S_O expenditures.";.
Commitmenta Ahead, I am interested in ob- Tltlq,OUG H 314

tainlng backgrouSd information and dora- SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF ME. ALLEN
mentation relevar_ to these assertions by the (Ordered to be printed and to lie on While I voted to order reported from our
Department's spol_esman, tile. table.) C<,mmittee on Rules and Administration th_;

In this connection we would appreciate Yr. PACKWOOD submitted 10 amend., bE l, S. 382, as amended, I feel that it is sub-
your furnishing tJ_e Subcommittee with the ments intended to be proposed by him J_:t to the objection that it does not limit
following Informal ion. to the bill iS. 382), supra, the overall cost of campaigning. While com-

mendable in purpose and potentially effec-(1) A descriptic n of the specific decisions &MENDI_IENTNO. }06
taken by Preside xt Kennedy to authorize tire in the limited area of its operation, lb
United States fun( ling of Thai troops in Laos, (Ordered to be printed and to lie on sllnply does not go far enough.
and of the subs;quent actions taken by the table.) the bill would limit campaign expendi-
United States diilomatic and military au- Mr. ALLEN. Mi'. President, I submit an tures in two categories only, (1) broadcast
thoritles to imple dent such decisions, amendment to S. 382, and ask unanimous media advertising, and (2) nonbroadcast

m ;die advertising, such as newspaper-';,
(2) An explans ;ion of the funding pro- consent that the amendment be printed m_gazines and other periodicals, and bill-

cedure used to pr, vide financial support for at tills point ii1 tPie RECORI,. bcard facilities.
Thai troops pursu nt to President Kennedy's I also ask unanimous consent that cer.- The limit set is 54 for each person of vet-
original authorize, ;on.

(3) A descriptida of Prime Minister Sou- tain supplemental views relating to the lng age for such office and each of the two
vanna Phouma's ri quest for Thai troops, in- bill, p_sented by me, be printed in the categories of advertising. However, the ex-
cluding answers ;o the following specific RECORD. penditures are interchangeable, so that ac-
questions: There being no 0bjectiorL, the amend.- tually a limit of 104 for each person of vot-ing age for such office is Provided, to be di-

a. When was th Prime Minister's request ment and material were ordered to be vi, ted las the candidate wishes between the
(or requests) mad_ _. pr.rated in the RECOR0, as follows: two categories.

b. In what form _as the request made? AMENDI_IENT NO. )06 In most cases, the Limits set are muc]a

c. To whom an, to what government or Gn page 15, line 8, insert "608," before higher than those set by S. 363'/ wt_lc]a
governments was i addressed? "610". pt.ssed during the 91st Congress but was

d. What speetfi( ally did the Prime Mln- On page 22, strike lines 9 an l 10, and insert vetoed by the President and his veto sas-
laterrequest? in lieu thereofthe following: rained.

e. What did the Prime Minister's request Sec. 20'3. Section 608 of t.tle 18, United In the President's veto message, he said
say with regard t_ arrangements for finan- States Code, is amended to r._ad as follows: that S. S637 did not limit the overall cost cf
clal support and ublicity concerning Thai "§ 608. Limitation upon certain campai.ml campaigning. Neither does S. 382.
troops? expendit ares He also said in his message:'_rhe problem with campaign spending is

f. _rhat respons was glve,1 to the Prime "(a) No candida';e shall make or authorkae not radio and television; the problem ls
Minister by the person, government or gev- expenditures on behalf of hi_ candidacy, .er s_ending. This bill plugs only one hole in a
ernments to whore'.he request was addressed? to Influence the outcome of the election :in si,;ve.

(4) An explanatl>n of how Souvanna's re- which he is a candidate, for g)ods or services "Candidates who had and wanted to spend
quest relates to th, various mldertakings of otlxer than.broadc_st communications media large sums of money, could and would sim-
the Royal Leo Go_.ernment in the Geneva (as regulated by section 315(,;) of the Corn-
Agreements of 1962 munications Act of 1934) an, 1 nonbroadcast ply shift their advertising out of radio andtelevision into other media--magazines,

(5) A detailed e:'planation of any discus- communications media (as reglrlated by sec- newspapers, billboards, pamphlets, and di-
alerts, arrangement and agreements, formal lion 103 of the F.;deral Election Campai[ill rect mail. There would be no restriction on
or Informal, invo _iug the United States Act of 19q l) in excess of-- the amount they could spend in these media.
Government and _ e Royal Las Government "(1) l(I cents n:.ultiplied l:y the estimate "Hence, nothing in this bill would mcan
or the Governmen of Thailand relative to of resident population of voting :_ge for the le_s campaign spending.
past or present Ur, ted States financing and office for which he seeks nomiaatkon for elec- "In fact, the bill might tend to increase
support for Thai I 'sops in Laos. lion or to which he seeks ele,tlon, as deter- rather than decrease the total amount that

(6) An ldentiflc tion of tile departments mined by the Bureau of the _ensus in Jmxe e_,ndldates spend in their campaigns. Iris a
or agencies which have provided funds for 0f th_ year preced_.ng the year in which the fact of political life that in many Congre.s-
support of each of the various programs lnl- election is to be held; or signal districts and States a candidate can
volving ThaI troops in Laos. "(2) $60,000, If greater th:m the amount reach more voters per dollar through radJo

Because the abow, request is relevant to the determined under clause (1). and TV than any other means of eommunica-
Senate's considera on of pending leglsla it) No person may make any charge for tlon. Severely limiting the use of TV and
tion having teds wJ :h United States expendi- goods or services (other than these regu- radio '.m these aree. s would only force the
lures in Laos, we v )uld respectfully request luted by section 315 (c) of the Communica- cf,ndidate to spend more by requiring him !o
that tile informatfi be provided at earliest lions Act of 1934 (relating to broadcast corn- u:'.-emore expe:,_sive techniques.
opportunity, munications media) or by se_:tion 103 of the "By restricting the amount of time a can-

Sincerely, Federal Election Campaign _qct of 1971 (re- didate ca_ obtain on televisic:_ and radio.
:ua_ SY;x_Nozo_, lath_g to certain :xonbroadeast eommm_ica- this legislation would severely limit the abil-

Chairrnan, Szi_: 'ommittee on U.S. Seca- lions media)) furnished to ,)r ell behalf of ity of many candidates to get 'ti_eir message
r_ty Agreem uts and Commitments a candidate in connection w!tll his campaiga t¢, the greatest number of the electorate. The
Abroad. for nomination for election, or electiol!, Ull- p,mple deserve to know more, not less, abous

less such candidate, or an individual author- the candidates and where they stand."
Mr. SYMINGT )N. Mr. President, this lzed by sucll candidate to dc so, certifies to These same criticisms apply to S. 382 ex-

is getting to be q.tite an interesting de- such person that t:xe paymenl of such charge copt that nonbroadcast media advertising
velopment. When there was a crisis In will not violate subsection ia). Any persou h_s been limited along with radio and TV.
the British Goverament in 1936, a story who furnlshes such goods or services to or The President seemingly favors an overall
was around that Sir Winston Churchill for the benefit of a candidate without charge limitation on expenditures and with this
suggested the Eli g use tile King's men. tlxerefor shall be deemed t(, have made a position I agree.
If, in accordance ,vith press reports, the contribution to such candldale In an amount The bill places _o limit on expenditures

equal to the amount normL!ly charged by for mass mailings, for handbills, brochures,
CIA is conduetir; a war in Laos, we such per'._on for such goods ,)r services. Aay printfug, WATS lines, telephones, postage,
might call them the President's men, person who furnishes such g_-ods or services campaign headquarters (state and various
people operating not only without the to or for the benefit of a candidate at a charge local ones), unlimited campaign workers, ai::-
approval of Congr ;ss, but also without its which is less than. the charge usually made p:.ane :rentals and tickets, buses, trains (spe-
knowledge, by such person f_r such leeds or services rial and regular), campaign newspapers,
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movie theatre film advertisements, campaign tarred group the members of which may enactment of restrictive legislation, add
staffs, public relation firnLs, production ex- very well not qualify under the usual another factor which is sure to accelerate
penses for broadcasts, public opinion pulis, volume and space criteria. In this s_nse, the trend toward the consolidation of
pald campaigners and poll watchers, novel-
ties. bumper stickers, sample ballots, we are creating a discriminator._, prat- communications media.

i fee' that an overall limit should be placed erence. In many parts of Alaska and in other
on the total amount of campaign contribu- While I joined in voting to report S. rural areas throughout the Nation, the
tions and expenditures that a candidate may 389_, which I believe to be an important collapse of small broadcast and print
receive or spend, step forward in Federal campaign re- media 'would result in. the termination of

I would feel that a limit of 10c or less per form, I am strongly opposed to the eon- all sources of information, not just the
person ut voting age for an office should he copt of lowest umt pricing. One of the end of a healthy competition between
set for all expenditures not limited by the
broadcast and nonbroadcast media advertis- primary purposes of 8. 382 is to !limit different sources. Again, one of the basic
ing limitations, political campaign expenditures. This is premises of our democracy would be Yin-

Total contributions that might be received the eTtect of other sections of the bill. lated since the citizenry in these areas
could thus be limited to 20c or less per per- However, since sections: 101(b) and 103 would not have the information nec'es-
son of voting age for such office. This limita- (b) would drastically increase the value sary to make the type of informed deci-
tion on the total amount of contributions Of the political dollar during th e specified sions upon which the ideological health
would probably be more effective than mere- periods, this laudable goal would be par- of ()ur Nation is so heavily dependent. In
ly adding the 10c or less limitation for all
expenses other than media advertising. I tially thwarted. This is so because the addition, in places like Alaska where ac-
would also feel that the candidate's own ex- amount of time and _dvertising space cass to weather data and public service
penditures should be treated as contributions which a candidate could purchase with a information is so important to the safety
to the campaign, specific amount of money would lm sub- of the people, the collapse of the commer-

I submit that there is even greater need to stantially increased. Thus, these provi- rial media would mean that Federal,
limit expenditure for nonmedia advertising stuns are nothing more than a giveaway State, and local governments would have
than for media advertising. Media advertising within the overall context of a :[imita- to provide all such essential informa-
is open and aboveboard and available for all
to see. Overuse of media advertising might tion on political expendiitures. If s,_tions tion. This would be most costly and un-
even be counter-productive if the electorate i01(b) and 103(b) are enacted, the necessary, especially in view of the will-
felt that the candidate was overspending in broadcast and nonbroadcast media will ingness of the commercial media to dis-
that field. The nonmedia expenditures would be jammed during election time wi.th po- seminate public service information pro-
not be as apparent to the public but could be litical advertisements that do nol; meet vided that governmental regulation does
as effective and as expensive. It would be in the usual lowest unit pricing criteria, not deprive them of the economic where-
the field o£ nonmedia expenditures that ir- In addition to thwarting one of the withal to do so.
regularities, or corrupt practices or abuses, if
any, might be more likely to occur. A limit major purposes of S. 382, these provisions Mr. President. I be'.(ieve that the con-
should be placed on nonmedta expenditures, would have an extremely adverse ecu- siderations wi, ich I have referred to
and I plan to offer an amendment providing nomic impact on small broadcasters _rnd today are compelling reasons for 'the
for such a limit, elements of the plant media. This ira- elimination of the lowest unit pricing

JAMES B. ALLEN. pact would result from the fact that sec- concept from S. 382, wlfich, as amended
AMElqDI_.qENTNO. 307 tioILs 101(b) and 103(b) would compel by the Committees on Commerce and

(Ordered to be printed and to lie on many elements of the media to give poll- Rules, is indeed an important statement
the table.) ticians bargain rates during prime time of Political campaign reform. Accord-

COMPARABLEUNIT RATE AMENDMENT or in advertising space which could be ingly, I ask the Members of this body to

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, today I more profitably utilized if allocated to act favorably on the amendment which
am introducing an amendment to S. 382, other customers. In order to surviw:, some I have j fist described.
to promote fair campaign practices in components of the media would find. it I ask unanimous consent that the
Federal elections, which is designed to necessary to abandon lowest unit prie- amendment be printed at this point in
prevent political candidates from reap- lng altogether. In many instances, the the CONGRESSIONAL Rrcosm In addition,
lng an economic windfall because of the loss of income incurred by those radio :[ also request that the rate schedule of
lowest unit rate provisions of this legis- and television stations, newspapers, :and _ertain broadcast and nonbroadcast
lation, magazines which decide to retain lowest :media in my State be printed in order to

Specifically, my amendment would unit pricing would be just as great as documefit further the contentions which
alter section 101(b), which deals with for those which abandonit. :[ have made today.
broadcast media, by eliminating the re- In my State of Alaska, which has many There being no objection, the amend-
quirement that such media charge politi- small broadcasters and elements of the ment and material were ordered to be
cal candidates for Federal elective office print media, the economic consequences ;l)rinted in the l,_rcoaD, as follows:
their lowest unit rate during the 45-day of sections 101(b) and ][03(b) wouldl be AMENDMENT NO. 207

period preceding a primary election and specially acute. The Alaska media is do- on page 3, line 14, strike out "amount of
the 60-day period preceding a special or lng its best to provide our small popula- 1rime" and insert in lieu thereof "class and
general election and by substituting in tion with modern, quality news and pro- I,.mount of time and same frequency of use".
lieu thereof a requirement that such graming services; however, they are do- On page 10, linc 6, strike out "amount of
candidates be assessed the rates charged lng so on what often amounts to a shoe- _pace." and insert in lieu thereof "class a_d
for the "same class and amount of time string budget. To impose additional eco- i_mount of space and same frequency of use".

and same frequency of use" during the nomic burdens on an industry which is KWK0 FM STEREO, 102.1 MHZ--COMMERCIAL
specified periods. Similarly, my amend- now beleaguered by high taxes and other ANNOUNCEWI[NTS
ment would change section 103(b), which problems would result in the collapse of
deals with nonbroadcast media, by elimi- some broadcasters, newspapers, _uad Weeklyrates 6 12 lS 24 30
sating the lowest unit pricing require- other publications.' This would be most

ment and substituting a requirement unfortunate, l minute:
that candidates be assessed the rate On a nationwide basis, the failure of AAA.............. 5.50 5.00 4.85 4.60 4.35 4.10
charged others by the person furnishing some media elements would result :in _bhe ^^ ............... ¢ 25 4.oo s. s0 3.60 3.4o 3 20ROg.............. _l.00 ...... 3.60 3.40 3.20 ......
such medium for the "same class and increasing aggregation ,Df communion- _i;mintte:
amount of space and same frequency of tions resources in a few individuals and AAA............. _L50 4.00 3.90 S.70 3.50 S. 20

AA ................ 3.25 3.00 2.SO 2.SO 2.50 2.30
use" during the time periods stipulated corporations. This type of aggregation is R0S................ _.5O....... 2.4O 2.SO 2.20 ......
in the bill. foreign to one of the basic tenets of our

As presently written, sections 101(b) democracy; that is, that our citizens ISweek 26week 52wuek
and 103(b) would require that a oasdi- should be exposed to many idea:_ .and £_rnedra_e:
date purchasing prime television and points of view from which the best ideas 1minute............ 3.80 3.50 3.00
radio time or buying space in the printed will ultimately emerge. Over the years, _,_minute......... 2.75 2.60 2.10
media be provided the same preferential we have seen an alarming decrease :in

Notes:AAh: MondaythroughFriday,7 to 9 a.m.and 5 to
rates that the media now gives its volume the number of newspapers which serve r. p.m. Saturdayand Sunday, 9 a.m. to I1 p.m. AA: Monday
customers in order to attract additional the various cities of this Nation. T:bls t_r0ughFrida?,9 a.m. to 5p.m. R0S: Mondaythr0,gh Sunday
advertising. Thus, these provisions would decrease is due to many factors. I do not _ a.m.to I a.m. ER:Earnedrate s baaedon a m nmum13weekSCheduh;withnoleasthan3 announcementsperweek.Ail'time
give volume advertising rates to a pre- want to see the Congress, through tile iaR0S between7 a.m. a,d ll p.m.
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KBYR--ANCHORAGE,SINGLERATE CARDNO. l, JAN. 1, 1971 KNIK--t-"M ANCHORAGE--SINGLERATE CAR} NO. 2, Fr(quency discounts:

JUNE 1, 197[ 208 times, use6 plan weekly rates.
426 times, use12 plan weekly rates.

Timesper week (seconds) AAA _ AA 2 A s 7ROtimes, use 18plan weekly rates.
- Times per week (seconds) AAA AA A 1,040times, use24 plan weekly rates:
1 Time: ..................

63...................... 12.50 lI.DO 9,50 [time:
30 ........................ tO.DO 9.00 8.50 60...................... 9.60 7.00 5.00

3 lime: 30...................... 7.70 5.60 4.00 KENI RADIO,POSTOFFICEBOX1160, ANCHORAGE,ALASKA
6J ......................... [?.iX) 10;50 5.00 3 times-
3.J.......................... 9. 50 8.50 8. 00 68..................... 8. 20 6.00 4. 4e (Local ratecard _'o.8, effective Aeg. 1, 1969)

6- '{ime: 30...................... 6.60 4.80 3.50 ......
6;,' lt. 50 10.00 8.50 6 thaes:
33 ......................... 9.00 8.00 7.58 60...................... 7.40 5.40 4100 ]'_ !_ l0 5

12 Time: 30..................... 5.90 4.30 3.2:0 Times hour hour hour minutes mil{utes
60 ............................ I0.00 8.50 7.00 12 times: ................................
3) ........................... 8. DO 7.00 6.50 60 ...................... 6.20 4.80 3.68

18-TLme: 38 .................... 5.O_) 3.80 2.80 1.............. $100 S55 $35 $25 $2J
60 ........................ _.... 9. 00 7. 50 6.00 18 times: 26 .............. 85 50 30 22 i_{r.
33 ............................ 7.00 6.00 5.50 60 ....................... 5.80 4.40 3.60 uZ............. 75 42 25 18 i5

24 --TLme: 30 ................... 4.60 3. 50 2. 49 _
60 ............................ 8.00 6.50 5.00 74 times:
30 ............................ 6.00 5. DO 4.50 60 ....................... 5.20 4.00 2.80

30 ....................... 4. 20 3. 20 2. 20 PRIME TIME--AAA, MONDAY THROUGHPR'lakY 6 A.M. Aha
4-6 P,M.--SATURDAY 10 A.M.-6 P.M. SUNDAY 12 I_iO01'l-

t Class AAA time: Monday to Friday, 6 to 9 a.m. and 3 to 7 .........................
p.m. Saturday, 9 to 7 p.m., Sunday 12 noonto 7 p.m, NOTES ,L P.M.

-'ClassAA time: Mondayto Friday,9 a.m. to 3 p.m.Saturday, Time segments: ..............
6 to 9 a.m. Sunday, 6 a.m. to 12 noon. Class AAA time:

aClass A time: Monday to Sunday, 7 p.m. to 12 midnight. Monday 'koFriday,6 b) 9 a.m. aK 3137 p,rn, 60 secondminimum--weekly: 30-secondminimum--weekh':
ClassB time: All remaining times. Saturday,9 a.m.to 7 a.m. 3for S25.50,at $8.50. 3 for 521, at $7.

Note: 10 seconds 50 percent of compar3bie minute rate, Sunday,12 noonto 7 p.m. 10for _0, at $8. 10for $65,at $6.50.
excludingA and B rates. FtinimUm charge$4. ClassAA time: 20for $150,at $7.50. 20for $120, at $6.Monday'to Friday,9 3.m. to 3 p.m.

Saturday, 6 to 9 a.m.
ALL ANNOUNCEMENTSCOMBIHE FOR FREQUENCY Sunday, 6 a.m. to 12 leon.

Class A time: Mondayt(_Sunday. 7 p.m. to 12 midnight. PREFERREDTI,',_E AA,9 A.M. 4 P.,'_q.

DISCOUNTS ClassB tLme: All rentairdngtimes. 60.secondminimum--weekly:ROS:UseAA rates,
[Total audienceplan, ?_ AAA, _._AA.I 3 for $22.50at $7.50.

B fates available ou req_esL 10for $70 at $7.
----- 10seconds--50 percent of comparableicinute rate, excluding 20 for $130at $6 50.

60 30 A and R rate.';.Minimum charge$2. 30 secondminimunl---weekty:
seconds seconds Ali announcementscombine fol' frequer cy discounts. 3 for $18 at $6.

....................... 10 for $55 at S5.50.

Plan 1:-12 per week (each)..... _........ 9 7. 2,5 Total audienceplan 60' _0 20 for $100at $5.
Plan 2--18 per week (each) ................. 8 6.25 (,_'.AAA_nd i _AA) Per week ,_econds seconds
Plan 3--24 per week (each) ............... 7 5.25 ...................... BEST TIME AVAILABLEA,_';:OUNC.E_'{E,'{TS

........ I_an 1..... 17. 5. 50 4. _ 60 .seconcl minimum--S5.50; e_ch--6 p.m. ts 6 a_m.
Nets: Annual discounts: 20_ times, use 6 plan weekly rates; Plan 2............... 18 5. 10 4. O0 30 .seco_l minLmuan--$4.b0 each--6 p.m. to 6 a.m.

426 times, use {.2 plan weekly rates: 780 tim,es, use 18 plan Plan3 ............. 24 4.60 3.70 t0.second identification announcements--minimum l0 q:cts
weekly rates; 1,040times, uss 24 pla. weekly rates....... ]0 percent et applicable 60-secondrate.

ALASKA BROADCASTINGSYSTEM_GENERALRATI CAR{), KTVA*TV, C:HANr,EL 11

..................... I ............ I 13Programs 26 52 Spot an_uncement_ 26 52 104 156 260

60 minutes: 60 seconds:
A................................ $300.60 $250.00 $200.00 A............................... $80.00 $7,_.00 $70.00 %5.00 %0.00 S55.00 $50.00
B................................ 225.00 187.50 150.00 B................................. 60. 00 56. 25 52. 50 48. 75 45. DO 41.25 37. 50
C................................ 150._ 125. 00 1DO.DO C.......................... _ ...... 40,00 3L50 35.00 32.50 30.00 27.50 25.0,9

30 minutes: 30 seconds:
A_............................... ?00. 00 150. 00 115.00 /L .............................. 48. e0 4[.DO 42.00 39.00 _.00 33.00 30.00
B................................ 150. DO 112.50 86.25 B................................ 36. 00 33.75 31.50 29. 25 27.00 24. 75 22. 50
C............................... 100.00 75, DO 57.50 C............................... 24.£_ 2;',50 21.00 19.50 18.00 16.50 IS. C0

15minutes: 20_econds:
A................................ 150.O0 125. 00 95.00 A................................. 40. 00 3i. 50 35. DO 32.50 30. 00 27. 50 25. DO
B................................ 112.50 95.25 71.25 B................................. 30.00 2L. DO 26.25 24,50 22.50 20.50 18.75
C............................... 75.DO 62.50 47.50 C................................. 20. 00 llL 75 17. 50 16. 25 15.00 13. 75 12.50

5 minutes: I0 _ecends:
A................................ 109. O0 80. DO 70.DO A................................ 32.00 3(. DO 28. 00 26. 00 24. DO 22. O0 20. (JO
B................................ 75.00 60. DO 52.50 B................................ 24. C0 2L 50 21.00 !9.50 18.00 16.50 15.00
C................................ 50.00 40,00 35.00 C............................... 16.£0 15.00 14. DO 13.00 12.00 11._0 10.Ce

_OTES

Time classiF,:ations: Weekly Rate:
A--7. p.m. to 10 p.m. daily. 3 ti nes 104 rate.

p.m. to I0 30 p.m Sunday. 5 ti ne$156 rate.

B-5b p.m.to 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. to 11p.m. daily. 10times 260 rate.p.m. to 6 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. Sunday.
C-Aliother times.

}<,YAK(RATE CARD NO. 4, EFFECTIVEAPR. I, 1971) ...................... _i0's .... 30's 60's 30's

.............. Weekly AA rates:
60'S 30's 25times .......................... 7.50 6.50 W,_ekfyB rates:

20 times ......................... 9.00 8.00 25 times ....................... 4.DO 3.00
........... 15 times .......................... 10.50 9,50 20 times......................... 4.50 3.50

10 times .......................... 12.00 11.00 15 times ......................... 5.00 4.00
Wc,-.k_yAA,A rates: 5 times ar tess ................... 13.50 12. 50 7.0times ......................... 6. 00 5. 09

25 times ......................... 9.00 7.50 Weekly A rates: 5 times or less ................... 7.00 6.0,9
20 flees ......................... 10.50 9.DO 25 tim_ .......................... 5.00 4.00 _ ._
15times......................... 12.00 10.50 20 times .......................... 5.50 4.50
1Otimes ......................... 13.50 IL00 15time_{.......................... ti.00 5.00 Note: Total audience p{_n (various tieres) 4 tim_ a tiny.10 time_{......................... 7,00 6.00 A-AAA time: 60 seconds (129 mo) 56.60; 313s<conds (120 mo)
5 times or {ess ................... 15.00 13.50 5 times or less ................... 8.00 7.09 $!,,60.
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]u gy °1, 19 71 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -.- SENATE 26353
I_FRB RADIO--OPEN RATES EFFECTtVr JUNE 15, 1970 "B" time (6 p.m. to 6 a.m.) RETAILER'S !PACKAGES

SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS Specified ROS
Time and number 5 7 20 30

60 second .................... $4.50 _. 00 per day da?s days deys devs
"A" time (6 a,m. to 6 p.m.) 30 second .................... 3.50 3. 00 ............. :............. '

. 20 second .................... 2. 75 2. 50
.... 30 second:

Specified ROS Programs: 60 minute, $85; 30 minute, $60; 15 minute, $35; 5 (2 "A "3 "B") ..... $70 $95 $250 $350
i0 minute, $26; 5minute, $16. 8 (4 "A," 4 "B") ........ 1]0 150 360 530

..................................... Specia,s:4 10-minute remotes Odthin 2 days), $75; 4:-hour 60 second:
remote from business, $Z25; daily 2-minute feature (5 times), 5 (2 "A "3 "B") ....... 95 140 350 520

60 second .................... $6.00 $5.50 $40 per week; daUy 5-mir.ute feature (5 times), $5Dpet week; 8(4 A, 4 B ) ....... 150 215 550 8-_O
30 second.............. 5.00 4.50 CBS News, half sponsorship, $240Der month; CBS News, full
20 second...... - 4.00 3. 50 sponsorship, M00 per month, Discounts: 3 month conr.ract, 5 ...............................

percent; 6 month contract, 1.0percent. No_e: Local retailers only--Spots ROS--;I_ discounts.

MIDNIGHT SUN BROADCASTERS,INC. KFARFAIRBANKS,ALASKA,

Number of timl_s

1. 13 26 52 104 'i._ ...... 26_ ...... -3{[ ......... S_5

1 hour........................................... $90,75 $87.00 t[_3,40 $81.70 $76.35 $72.60 $68.92 $_65.20 $6!. 90
) _hour.......................................... 58,20 5A.45 50.80 49.15 $,3.40 41.70 40. 05 30.30 82.65
]_ hour .......................................... 34. 65 32.65 31. O0 28.90 27.25 25.60 23.55 21.90 [8. l5
5 minutes ........................................ 21.90 19. 80 18, 05 17.35 15.30 14,50 13.65 10. 75 9.90
1 minute .................. : ...................... lO. 25 8.60 7.25 5. 70 5.60 5, 30 5. 00 4.65 4.2_
30 seconds ....................................... 5.95 5. 25 5.O0 4. 75 4. 65 4.50 4. 35 4.00 3.70

................ L.....

SPOT PACKAGERATES--RIJ;NOF SCHEOUI.El

MINUTES 30 SECONDS
....................................................

10perwe.'k ............................................................. $57.00 l0 perweek............................................................. $47.53
15 per week............................................................. 84.00 15 per week ............................................................. 63.75
20 per week ............................................................. t06. 00 20 per week ................................................................ SO. 03
25 per weok ............................................................. 125.00 25 per week _.............................................................. 10_.75
30 per week........................................................ : .... 139.50 30 per week ................................................................ '_,20.GD
35 per week ............................................................. 147.O0 35 per week ................................................................. 1_). 53
50 in 10 days............................................................ 198.00 50 ir_10 days.............................................................. i7_.§0

Note: l0 seconds,.)ots--10 per day at $25._inimum ut 5 per day _t $15. _Spe:iat times are 20 percent additior_L Al__pots2re Dreemptib}eior specialevent=-.

KINY-TV-*CNANNEL8, JUNE_.U,NBC, ABC,EFFECTIVE:APRIL t, 197(

Times--

I 26 52 104 IS6 260 1 26 52 104 156 260

C!a_sAA: 7:00-I0;00 p.m. daiiy: I minute ................ $;'7.00 _3.00 $22.00 $20.00 $18.00 $17.£,3
l _hour.................. $84. O0 $72. 00 $60. O0 ........................... 30 seconds ................ ] 1, 00 14. 00 13. 00 1_.00 It. 00 10. 00
;:., hour .................. 51.00 48.00 45.00 .............................. 20 seconds ................ ]4._ I:!.00 11.00 10.00 9.00 8.00
r_ hour ................. 42.00 39,00 36.00 ............................. 10 seconds ................ IL00 10.00 9.00 3.00 7.50 7.00

Class A: 6:(_--7;00 p.m. daily 10:00--t0:30 p.m. dolly: 1 minute ................ ;!0.00 l& 00 17. 00 15. 00 14. 00 12.O0
I hour .................. 63.00 54.00 45.00 30 seconds ............... 17.00 ll. O0 10.00 9.00 8.00 7.59
Lhour ................. 38.00 36.00 34.00 ............................ 20 :;econds................ ]9.00 9.00 IL00 7.50 7.00 6.50
!._ hour ................. 32.00 29.00 '27. O0 ............................ 10 seconds .............. tLO0 7.00 6.5Q 6.00 5.50 5. O0

Class B: 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. daily 10:30 to 12:00 midnight daily: I n]inute ................ ]5.00 Ia.00 13.00 12.00 11.00 9.00
t hour .................. 50. O0 43. O0 36. O0 .............................. 30 :seconds................ g. 00 8. 50 8.00 7.00 6.50 6.00
.t_ hour .................. 30. 00 29.00 27.00 .............................. 20 _econds ................ 8.O0 7. O0 ti. 50 6.0D 5.50 5. OO
_ hour_' ................ 25. O0 23. O0 22. O0 .............................. 10 seconds ................ _. O0 _. 50 5.00 4.50 4.00 3. 50

Class C: AHother times: I minute .................. 1i. 00 lo. 00 9.00 lt.O0 7.00 6.00
lhour .................. 38.00 34.00 31.00 .............................. 30 _conds .............. LSO _,.O0 5.50 5.00 4.50 4.00
:; hour ................. 22.00 21.00 19.O0 .............................. 20 seconds ................ _i.50 b. OO 4.50 xl. 00 3.50 3.0{)
._hour ................. 16.O0 14. O0 13.00 .............................. 10 seconds ............... ,l, 50 4.00 3.50 _;.00 2.50 2. C0

P_ckageplan:::
Short term packages: Radio (must run in 3 day

KINY-RADIO, 800 KHZ; JUNEAU,ALASKA; NBC, ABC, EFFECTIVE;APRIL 1, 19/0 period), run of station:
...................................... lO tc 30 sec.ROS spots ...................... 132,

20 to 30 sec. RO5spots..................... 60
Times-- 30 to 30 sec. ROSspots...................... 7_

l0 to 60 sec. ROS spots...................... 53
1 13 26 52 104 156 :?60 20 t_ 60 sec.ROSspots...................... IOd

30 to 60 sec. ROi spots...................... 1.30
Short term packages:Televisiou (must run in 3 day

Speci0edtime: period) ClassAA time:
1 hour........................ $50.00 $48.00 $46.00 $45.00 $42.00 $40,00 $3[L00 10to 30 see.AA spots................... lf_0
_ hour ....................... 32.00 30.00 28.00 27.00 75.00 23.00 2;?.00 20 to 30 sec. AA spots ..................... 19J
' _hour ....................... 19.00 18.00 17.O0 16.00 15.00 14. 00 13.00 30 to 30 sec. AA spots ....................... 22.1
5 minutes ..................... 12.00 11.00 10.00 9.50 8. 50 g. 00 7.50 10 to 60 sec. AA spots ....................... 200
1 minute ...................... 6.50 6.00 5.50 5.00 4.50 4.25 4.00 20 to 60 sec. AA spots ....................... 270
30 seconds .................... 4. O0 3. 75 3.50 3.25 3, 25 3. (X) 2. 75 30 to 60 sec. AA spots ....................... 310
10 seconds .................... 2.00 .........................................................................

.............................................................. Note: 3 plan ecrns 104 times rat,;; 5 plan, earns 156 limes
rs:e; [0 p au, _aros 260 times rate.

KJNO RADIO, JUNEAU--RETAIL RATE CARD EFFECTIVEJAN. l, 1970, RAlES NET TO STATION

30 15 10 5 1 30 30 15 10 5 1 30
Numberof times I hour minutes minutes minutes minutes minute seconds Number o! times I hour minutes minu',es minutes minutes minute seconds

3,000............................................................ _.. 20 $1.55 156............. $43.0() $31,00 $14._5 $11.00 $7.00 $3.75 $2.75
2,000............................................................ 2. 60 1.70 104.............. 17. 50 33, 00 15. 00 12. 50 8. 75 3.80 2. 80
1,500............................... : ............................. 2.70 1.85 52 .............. 49. 75 34, 25 17. 50 13.25 9. 25 4.00 2. $5
I,U0§............................................................. 2.85 2. 05 26 .............. 52 50 35, 25 18.50 13. 50 9.80 4, 25 3.10
624................................. $10.00 $9.05 $5.50 3.15 2.20 13.............. 1i7.01) 37.00 19.00 14.25 10.00 4.35 3.20
3t2 ............. $39.00 $28.50 12.50 9.50 6.00 3.40 2.50 ! ............... 60.00 40.00 22.50 16.00 10.50 4.45 3.30
260........... ,, 40.50 30.00 13.25 10.00 6.35 3.65 2.65

CXVII .1658--Part 20
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26354 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -- SENATE July 21, 19 7.l
SPOT PACKAGES KFQDRADIC, ANCHORAGEALASKA COMBINATIONPACKAGES

60 30 10 House- Drive-
seconds seconds seconds Drive wife housewife-

time time Weekly and dura,,ion other Cost
6-10a 10a-3p Olher

300 adswithin l-month 810.00 516.00 ]_60'ndseco Yearly(weekly) duration 3-7p 7-9a tiraeperiod. 1C:
150ads within 1-month 429.00 314.00 rate, 60 seconds.............. _ 580

period. (1 to 19): 30 seconds........... ( 2-.5-3 60
100ads within 1-month 314.00 220.00 60 seconds.............. 10.00 3.50 6.15 2{:

period. 30 seconds............. 7.50 6.40 5.10 60 seconds ............. } 145
50 ads within 1-month 170.50 121.O0 260 (20 to 29): 30 seconds.............. $ 4 10 6 110

period. 60 secorlds............ 9. OD 7. 60 6. O0 3[:
25 ads within Z-month 90.75 63.25 30 seconds............. 6. 70 5.70 4.50 60 seconds............. _ ]98

period. 500 (30 to 39): 30 seconds............... ) 6-15-9 ]5015 ads within 2-week 59.50 43.O0 60 seconds............. 8.50 7, 20 5.70
period. 30 seconds............. 6.40 5.40 4. zO

1,000(40 or more): Note: [0 secondsis 50percent of minute.60 seconds............. 7. 50 6. 40 5. O0

30 secouds............. 5. 60 & 80 3.75 PROGRAMS

Note: Specified takes next higher rote (lJJ seconds is 50 30 I5 5
percent of minule) (Saturday and SundaI takahousewife ime). Ynady 1hour minutes minutes minutes

1............... 125.00 75. 00 50 20
5;:..............112.50 67.50 45 18

MIDNIGHT SUN BROADCASTERS,IN(;., KFAR TV (CHANNEL2) F_IRBANKS(NBC -ABC)EFFECTIVENOV. 1, 1969

CLASS AA: 7-10 P,M. DAILY CLASS B: 5.-6P.I/1. DAILY AND 10:30-12 MIDNIGHT DALLY

1 time 26 times 52 times 104times 155times 260limes 1time 26 times 52 times 104 times 156 times 260 times

1 hour.................... $168 $144 $120...............................1 hour................... S101 $86 $72 ...............................
J_ hour ................... 102 96 90 ............................... _ hour .................... 61 58 54 ..............................
_:_hour................... 84 78 72 ................................ }_ hour ................... 5:) 47 43 ..............................
I minute.................. 55 46 44 $39 $36 $33 1 minuls ................... 30 28 26 $23 $21 _19
30 seconds................ 33 28 26 23 22 20 :10S_Olds ................. 18 17 16 14 13 11
20 seconds................ 28 23 22 20 [8 17 20 secolds ................. 15 14 13 12 11 10
10seconds................ 22 19 17 16 14 13 10secolds,_.L ......... 13 t2 11 10 9 8

CLASS A: 6-7 P.M. DALLYAND 10-10:30 P.M. DAILY gLASS C: ALL OTHER TIMES

1 hour ............=....... $126 $108 $90 .............................I hour................... _7 $58 $48 ................................
3'_hour ................... 77 72 68 ........................... 3':_houl ................... 41 38 36 ..............................
,_ hour................... 63 59 54 ........................... _ hom ................. 34 31 29 ........................
lminute.................. 41 35 33 $29 $27 $25 1 minu'e................ 21 19 17 $15 $13 $lt
30seconds................ 25 21 20 17 16 14 30seconds................ 13 11 10 9 8 7
20seconds................ 20 17 16 14 13 12 20seconds................. 11 10 9 8 7 5
10seconds................ 16 14 13 12 1t 10 10seconds................. 9 8 7 6 5 4

Note 3.plan--earns lO,i.time ra e; 5-1)lan--earna155-tSmerate;10-pJan--earns 260-time rute.

KTVF 11, FAhRBANKS,ALASKA--EF¢£CTIV[ SEPT.Z, ]970

CLASS"A" (7 TO 10:30 P.M. DA.ILY)

Number ol times Numberof times

I 26 52 [04 156 260 1 26 52 104 15G 260

SPOTANNOUNCEMENTS CLASS"C" (ALL OTHERTt;_IES)

60 seconds............................................ 40 35 32 30.O0 2g.00 25.0O 60 seconds .............................. 20 18 16 14.CiO 13.gO i;. 09
30 seconds .............................................. 24 21 19 18.00 17,00 15.00 30 sec)nds ...................................... 12 10 9 8. CO 7.50 ]. ru0
10 seconds .............................................. 16 14 12 10.O0 9.00 8. O0 10 seconds............................... 8 7 6 5. 50 5. CO _. 50
60 seconds............................................... 30 27 24 22.00 21.00 19.00
30 seconds........................................... 18 16 14 13.O0 12.DO 10.O0
10 seconds................................................ 12 11 10 9.00 8. 00 7. 00

hole: There is a $10chargefor 60-secondannouncementsdone live or on videotape in cfudio.

PROGRAMS

Class "A" (Number el times) Class "B" and "C" (Number of times)

1 26 52 Studi(_charga 1 ;::6 t,32

5 minutes...................................................... 50 40 35 15 35 24 20
15minutes..................................................... 75 60 50 20 45 36 30
30minutes..................................................... 120 100 80 30 75 E,0 50
69minutes..................................................... 180 150 125 40 110 90 75
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J_[y 21, 1971 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -.-SEN/_TE 26355
MIDNIGHT SUN BROADCASTERS,INC., KENI-TV(CHANNEL2), ANCHORAGE(NEIC:-ABC),EFFECTIVENOV.I. 1969

CLASSAA:7 TO10 P.M.DALLY CI.AS$ B: 5 TO 6 P.M. AIID 10:30 TO 12 MIDNIGHT DALLY

I time 26limes 52 times 104times 156times 260times t tiros 2_ times 52 times IO_;times 156times 260t_me_

1 hour.................... $280 $240 $200 .............................. I hour ..................... $168 $144 $120 .............................
3,:_Imur................... 170 160 150 )3 hour.................... 102 9G 90 ...............................
.J_hour................... 140 130 120 .............................. _.; hour.................... 84 78 72 ..............................
I minute.................. 101 87 83 $75 $70 $65 _,minute................... 58 54 51 $47 _43 $39
30 seconds................ 61 52 5_ 45 42 39 30 seconds................. 34 32 30 27 25 23
20 seconds................ 51 44 42 38 35 33 20 seconds................. _) 27 26 24 22 20
10seconds................ 40 35 33 30 28 26 10 seconds.................. _ 22 21 19 17 16

CLASSA: 6 TO 7 P.M. AND 10 TO 10:30 P.M. DALLY CLASSC: ALL OYHERTIMES

1 hour .................... $210 $180 $150 .............................. I hour ...................... _112 $96 $80 ..............................
,_ hour ................... 128 120 113 .............................. _ I_our..................... 60 64 60 ...............................
,].lhour ................... ]05 98 90 .............................. _r_ hour ................... 56 52 48 .............................
1minute .................. 76 66 63 $57 $53 $49 I r_inute .................. 37 34 31 $27 $24 $29
30seconds ................ 45 39 38 33 31 29 30 seconds ................. 22 20 18 16 14 12
20 seconds ................ 38 33 31 28 27 25 20 imconds ................ 19 17 16 14 12 13
10 seconds................ 30 26 25 23 21 20 10 _econds................ 15 14 _3 11 lO

I_lote:3 plan--Earns 104-timerah;; 5 plan-- Earus156-Umerate; lO plan--Earns 2BO-timerale.

MIDNIGHT SUI'4BROADCASTERS,INC.--KFAR-TV (CHANNEL 2) FAll{BANES (NBC-ABC)

(National rate card No.B, effective Aug. l, 1!)69)

CLASSAA; 7-10 P.M. DALLY CLASS B: 55 P.M. AND 10:30-12 MIDNIGHT DAILY

I time 26 times 52 times 104times 156 times 260times ] time 26 Limes 52 limes 104 times 156times 260 times

I hour .................... $168 $144 $120 .............................. _1he,ur .................... SlOt $86 $72 ..............................
)-,_hour................... 102 g6 90 _'_ _our.................... 61 58 54 ..............................
!_ hour ................ -',. 84 78 72 .............................. !_; _our .................... 50 47 43 .............................
I minute.................. 55 46 44* $39 _ $33 I n_,inute................... 30 28 26 $23 $21 $19
30 seconds ................ 33 28 26 23 22 20 30 =_econds.................. 18 17 16 14 13 ti
20 seconds ................ 28 23 22 10 18 17 20 seconds ................ 15 14 13 12 tt to
lO seconds................ 22 19 17 16 14 13 10 seconds................ 13 12 11 10 9 8

CLASSA: 6-7 P.M. AND 10-10:30 P.M. DALLY m:P,_ASSC: ALL OTHERTIMES

1 hour .................... $126 $108 $90 .............................. 1 hour ..................... $07 $58 $48 ...............................
_ hour ................... 77 72 68 .............................. ,_ hour.................... 41 38 36
_:_hour ................... 63 59 54 .............................. ,z4'hour.................... 34 31 29 ...............................
i minute .................. 41 35 33 $29 $27 $25 I minute ................... 21 19 17 $15 $13 $11
30seconds................ 25 21 20 17 1,= 15 30 ,,econds................. 13 ll 10 9 8 7
20 seconds................ 20 17 16 14 13 12 20 seconds.................. 11 10 9 8 7 5
lOseconds ................ 16 14 13 12 11 10 10 ssconds................... 9 8 7 6 5 4

Note: 3-plan--earns 104-time rate. 5-plan-*eams 15G-timerste; 10-plan--earns 260-time late;
3 ste,tionbuy earns ]5-1_._l_centdis:cunt.

MIDNIGHTSUN 8ROADCASTF_RS,INC.--KINY-T'¢ (CHANNEL8) JUHEAU(NB: ABC)

(National ratecard No.8, effective Aug.1, 1969)

Class AA: 7 to 10 p.m. Daily CLASS IS: 5 TO ._ P.M. AND 10:30 TO 12 hiIDNIGHT DALLY

I time 26 times 52 times 104 times 156 times 260 ti_s I time 26times 52 times 104 times 156times 260 times

I hour. ................... $84.00 $72.00 $60.00 .............................. I hour ...................... $50.00 $4'1.00 $36. O0 ..............................
_hour ................... 51.00 48.00 45.00 .............................. !._hour ..................... 31.00 29.00 27.00 ..............................
_ hour ................... 42.00 39.00 36.00 .............................. ,Lihour ..................... 2%00 23.00 22.00 .............................
1 minute .................. 27.00 23.00 22.00 $20.00 $18.00 $17.00 I minute .................... 1LO0 14.00 t3.00 SILO0 $11.00 S9.0;_
30seconds................ 17.00 14.00 13.00 12.00 11.00 10.00 30seconds................. ,9.00 t_,5_ 8.00 _00. 6.59 6.0._
20 seconds ................ 14.O0 12.O0 lt. O0 10.O0 9. O0 8. O0 20 seconds ................. B. 00 7. O0 6.50 tLO0 5. 50 5.0;_,
10 seconds ................ 11. O0 tO,O0 9. O0 8.O0 7. 50 7.O0 10 seconds ................ L 00 5. 50 5. O0 _. 50 4. O0 3. %

CLASSA: 6 TO7 P.M. AND 10 TO 10:30 P.M. DALLY CLASSC: ALL OTHER TIMES

I hour ..................... $63. O0 $54. O0 $45. O0 .............................. 1 hour. ................... $31LO0 $24, O0 $31. O0 ..............................
? hour_... ................ 38.O0 36.00 34. O0 .............................. ,_5hou_ ................... 2',!.O0 21, O0 19. O0 ..............................
,_hour ................... 32.00 29.00 27.00 .............................. _ hot,ir................... 111.O0 14,00 13,00 ...............................
minute.................. 20.00 18.00 17.00 $15.00 $14.00 $12.00 I minute ................... 1!.00 10,00 9,,00 $8.00 $7.00 $6.00

30 seconds ................ ]2. O0 ! !. O0 lO. O0 9. 00 8. O0 7.50 30 secnnds ................ 6. 50 6,00 5. 50 5. O0 4. 50 4. O0
20seconds................ 10.O0 9. O0 8. O0 7.50 7.00 6.50 20 seconds................. 5. 50 5. 00 4.50 4. O0 3. 50 3. O0
10seconds................ 8.00 7.00 6.50 6.00 5.50 5.00 10 seconds................. _1.50 4,00 3,50 3.00 2.50 2.00

Nola: 3 plan_Earu,'_10_ktimerat_ 5 plan--Earns 156-timerate; 10plan--Earns 260-timerate;
3 stat un buy earns 15-percentdi_unt.
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MIDNIGHT SUN BROADCASTERS,INC.--2 STATION COMBINATIONWEEKLY SPOTPACKAGE: KENI-TV (CHANNEL2) ANCHOR;GE(NBC-ABC) AND KFAR-TV (CHANNEL 2) FAIRBANI(._;
,INBC-ABC)

(National rate card No. 8, effectivo Aug. I, 1969)

CLASSAA: 7-10 P.M. DAILY CLASS B: 5-6 P.M. AND 10:30-12 MIDNIGHT DAILY

1 time 3 times 5 times 10 trees I time 3 times 5 t_mes lO timen

60 seconds ............................ $131.50 $93.50 $86. 50 $7_).00 60 secolds ............................ $72.00 $56.00 $50.00 $45.00
30seconds............................ 79.00 56.00 52,0O 47.50 30 secm,ds................. ........... 43.00 33.50 30.50 30.00
20 seconds............................ 66.50 47.50 43,O0 40.50 20 secol_ds............................ 36.00 29.00 26.00 23.50
10 seconds ............................ 52. O0 38.0O 34, 00 31.50 10 secollds ............................ 30. 00 23. 50 20, 50 19. 00

CLASSA: 6-7 P.M. AND 10-10:30 P.M. [)ALLY CL_,SSC: ALL OTHERTIMES

60seconds............................ $98.00 $70.O0 _5.0O $59.50 60 secmids.. .......................... $50.00 $36,00 $3_1.50 $26.00
30 seconds............................ 59.50 41.50 38.50 36.00 30 secm_ds............................ 30.50 21.50 19.00 16.00
20 seconds............................ 48.50 34.O0 32,50 29.50 20 secmlds.............................. 26.O0 19.O0 16.O0 12,50
10 seco nds ............................ 3B. 00 28. 50 26.00 24.50 I0 saco_lds............................ 20. 50 14.50 12. 50 10.0L}

MIDNIGHT SUN BROADCASTERS,INC.--3 STATION COMBINATION WEEKLYSPOTPACKAGE:KENI-T'/(CHANNEL 2) ANCHORAI;E(NBC-ABC); KFAR-TV (CHANNEL2) FAIRBANKS(NEC-
ABC); KINY-TV (CHANNEL8) JUFEAU(NBC-ABC)

(National ratecar:l No.S,effective Aug. 1.1969)

CLASSAA: 7 TO 10 P,M DAILY

CLASS AA: 7 TO 10 P.M. DAILY CLASS B: 5 TO 6 P.M. AND 10:30 TO 12 MIDNIGHT DALLY

! time 3 times 5 Limes 10times 1 time 3 times 5 times 10 times

60 seconds ............................ $147.00 $105.50 $97.00 $119.00 60 seconds ............................. $80.O0 $63.00 $57.00 $5009
30seconds............................ 89.50 63.00 5g.65 53.50 30 seconds............................. 48.50 37.50 :ia..50 30 50
20seconds............................ 75.00 70.50 4E;.50 45.O0 20 seconds............................. 41.00 32.50 29.50 26.50
10 seconds ............................ 59. 00 42. 50 38. 50 35. 50 10 seco nds ............................. 33.00 26.00 23. 00 21.00

CLASSA: 6 TO 7 P.M. AND 10 TO 10:30 P.M. DALLY CLASSC: ALL OTHERTIMES

60 seconds ............................ $110. 00 $79.00 $73.00 _56. 59 60 seccnds ............................. $57.00 $41.00 $35. 50 $30.00
30 seconds ............................ 66. 50 47.00 43.50 10. 50 30 secc nds ............................. 34.50 25.00 21, 50 18.50
20 seconds ............................ 54. 50 39.00 36.50 33. 50 20 seco nds ............................ 29.50 21.00 18.50 14.50
10 seconds ............................ 43.50 32.50 29.50 27. 00 lO seccnds ............................. 23.50 16.00 14.00 11.00

FAIRBANKS DALLY NEWS-MINER DISPLAY ADVERTISING NONCONTRACTDISPLK( RATES TOURISTGUIDE
RATES,REVISEDNOV. 1, 1970

Church services, benefits, rummage slles, Net z GJ'oss
Neti Gross charitable entertainments, commlmnity

enterprises ............................. $2.25 $2.50
Cash advertising: Professionalsportsev ;nts,

transientamusementsaod the like ........ 2. 70 3.00 ['er inch per edition....................... $2.70 $3:.00
Openrate, without contract............... $2.70 $3.00 Politicalad_ertising........................ 2.70 3.00

All political advertisin_ cash with copy. i Net rates apply only when accountis current and paynent
is receivedno later than the 15th of the following month.

COLORRATES

ANNUAL CONTRACTSFOR MINIMUM WEEKLYSPACE Extra charges

Per column inch Net L. Gross

Net Gross I color and black:
ratel rate Full pageor less.................... $54.00 $G0.00 PROGRESSEDITION

Ooubletruck......................157.50 175.
2 colors nodblack:

At feast 2 incheseach o! 50 weeks.......... $2.34 $2.60 Full pageor tess.................... 103.50 115.00 Net L Gruss
At least 6 incheseach of 50 weeks.......... 2. 25 2. 50 Double truck ....................... 211.50 235.00
At feast 12 incheseach of 50 weeks......... 2.205 2. 45 3 colors and black:
At teast3Oinchaseachof SOweeks......... 2.151 2.39 Fullpageor less.................... 153.00 170. O0 fab[cid:
At least60 incheseachof 50 weeks......... 2. 115 2.35 Double truck....................... 346.50 3115.00 Double truck......................... $630 _00
At least 120incheseach of 50 weeks........ 2. 061 2. 29 Full page............................ 324 2,60
At least 189incheseach of 50weeks........ 2.025 2. 25 _:_page.............................. 252 250
At least 350 inches each of 50 weeks ........ 1.9B9 2. 21 TABLOID SECTI0NS _ page .............................. 180 200
At least 500 incheseach of 50 weeks........ 1. 953 2. 17 IA full tabloid page is the equivalent cf one-half of a standard _:_page.............................. 99 Il0
At least 750 incheseach of 50 weeks........ 1. 917 2.13 page in the Daily News-Miner. The :ormat for tabloid pages _,_page............................. 54 60

is tour columns that are wider thaLI conventional coInmns,
thus addiog extra sp_cein width to _!achcolumn inch. Space
in tabloid sections is chargedasfolio vs:]

ANNUAL CONTRACTSFORYEARLYBULK SPACEWITH AND NOTES

WITHOUT MONTHLYMINIMUM SPACE Tabloid Contract advertisers: Advertisers having annua!conlracts for
Basic space inches display space in the Daily News-Miner will be charged at their

350 inches within 12 months............... $2.637 $2.93 establishedcontract rate, plus $1 per inch (gross) for advertising
With at least 20 incheseverymonth.........2. 529 2.81 'tabloid: in the Progressedition.
750 inches within 12 monff,s ............... 2. 53B 2. 82 Double Truck .................................. 180 Progress edition color: Color in the Progress edition will be
With at least45 inchesevery month......... 2. 439 2. 71 Full Page...................................... 92 chargedat the rate shownon this card, piu.<;$21.50foreachcolor.
1.250 incheswithin 12months.............. 2.43 2.70 3._.Page....................................... 69 This color charge applies alike to contract and noncontract.
With at least 75 inches e,,'efy mouth ......... 2. 34 2.60 ,]_ Page..................................... 46 advertisers.
2,500 ioches withio 12 months.............. 2. 331 2. 59 _ Page...................................... 23 PREPRINTS (INSERTS)

Wi!h at least 150 inches every month ........ 2.25 2. 50 l<, Page........................................ IP/_ Preprints are charged at r:: advertisers gloss rata or $500.
5,000 incheswithin 12months.............. 2. 241 2. 49 __6 Page...................................... 6 whichever is greater. Numberof column inci_esis computedbyWith at least 300 incheseverymonth........ 2. 16 2. 40
10.O00incheswithin 12months............. 2.151 2. 39 measuring to the nearest Column width by Lnchesdeep limes
With at least 600inches everymonth........ 2.07 2, 30 Note: Space in ail tabloid sections will be charged as shown numberof pages.

above to both contract and noecontra¢tadvertisers.
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FORYOURCONVENIENCEUSETHIS HANDY SCALEOF NET COSTS IN PLANNING YOUR ADVERTISINGINVESTMENT

Average Average Average Average
or nr Total or or Total

mtn{mum minimum Total ahnua{ minimum minimum Total annual
weekly monthly onnua{ sp weekly monthly annual space

Form of conlract netcost netcost net cost (inChacees) Net rate Form of con![tacit nat cost net cost net cost (inches) Net rate

2 inchesweekly ...................... $4,68 $18.72 $234.00 100 $2.34 2,500 inchesannoally.................. $116.55 $485,83 $5,827.50 2,500 2.331
fi inches weekly...................... 113.50 154.00 675.00 300 2.25 60 inchesweekly...................... t126.90 z528.75 6,345.00 3,000 2.115
350 inches with 20 inchesmonthly...... 17.70 i 50.58 885.15 350 2. 529 5,000inchesw!th 300 in_hosmOp,they_., t62. 00 i 648.00 10,800.00 5, 000 2. 16
350 inches annually................... ]8. 45 76.91 922.95 350 2. 637 5,000 inchesannually.................. 233.44 933.75 11,205. 00 5. 000 2.241
12inches weekly ..................... 226.46 ri05.84 1,323.00 600 2.205 120inchesweekly ..................... 1247.32 _1,483.92 12 366.00 6,000 2.061
750 incheswith 45 inchesmonthly...... 36,59 1109, 76 I, 829.25 750 2, 439 ZEe.,inchesweekly ..................... 1382.73 _t, 594.69 191136,25 9,450 2. 025
750 inches annuaily................... 38.07 158.63 1,903.50 750 2,538 10,000incheswith 600 inchesm( nthly... 414, 00 _1,242.00 20 700.00 10,000 2.07

1,250 incheswith 75inches monthly.... 58.50 1175.50 2,925. 00 11,250 2. 34 10,000inchesanmJally................. 430,20 t, 792.50 211510.00 10,000 2. 151],250 aamually....................... 60.75 253.12 3, 037.50 ,250 2, 43 350 inchesweekly ..................... r 685.65 r 2, 742.60 34 282.50 17,500 1.989
30 inches weekly.............. : ...... '64.53 6258.12 3,226.50 1.500 2.151 500inches weekly..................... 1976.5013, 906.00 48' g25.00 25,000 1.953
2,500 incheswith ]50 inchesmonthly... 112.50 8337.50 5,625.00 2,500 2.25 75[ inchesweekiy ............... :-.-11, 437.5015, 750.00 711;_75.00 37,500 1.917

LDenotesminimum weekly or monthly cost. Other figures are average cost per week or per month.

TUNDRA TIMES ADVERTISINGRATES DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES--EFFECTIVE NOV. I, 1969 ANCHORAGEDAILY NEWS,ANCHORAGE,ALASKA

Reg.display ads: $2 per columninch. RETAIL STOREADVERTISINGRATES,EFFECTIVEMAY 1, 1971
BusineSsdirectory: $1.50per column inch. per uclummninch
Half page: $67.50.
Full page: $128. Per columninch
Classified: 35cents perline: 1st insertion; 25 cents thereatta r Open--without cOntract............................. $3.00
Legal advertising: 25 cents per line: Zst insertion; 20 cents Wednes-

thereafter. ANNUAL CONTRATCSFOR WEEKLYSPAI:;E Daily Sunday day
DISPLAY ADVERTISINGRATES

Opera-Without contract..... $1.31 $2.10 _2.25
At least 4 incheseachef 50 weeks.................. 2. 32

Per inch At least 8 incheseachof 5uweeks.................. 2. 20
At least 15 incheseachof 50weeks.................. 2.12 ANNUAL CONTRACTSFORWEEKLYSPACE
At least 3_0inches eachof 50weeks................. 2.05

Monthly rates: At least 60 incheseach of 50weeks................. 1.98
10inches...................................... $2.70 At least 100 incheseachof 50 weeks................. 1.92 Percolumn inch

20incheS...................................... 2.60 Atleest 172 incheseachof 50weeks..* ............... 1.88
30 inches...................................... 2. 50 At least 344 incheseach of 50 weeks................. 1.84 Wednes-
40 inches.............................. : ....... 2.40 At least 500 incheseachut 50 weeks................. 1.80 Dally Sunday day
50 inches...................................... 2. 30 At least 750inches eachof 50 weeks................. 1.76
60 inches...................................... 2.20 At least 1,O00inches eachut 50 weeks............... 1.72
70 inches...................................... 2.10 At least 1,500incheseach of 50 weeks............... 1.68 At lust-
80 incheS...................................... 2. 00 4 incheseach_ 50

weeks ............... $1.05 $1,80 _:1.95
ANNUAL CONTRACTSFORBULKSPACE,WlTtl ANU $ incheseach of 50

Note: Monthly rates will be determined by the number of weeks............... 1.00 1.65 1.80
inches used durmg the month. WITHOUTMINIMUM MONTHLYSPACE {.5inchaseach of 50

weeks................ 95 1.55 1.72
Double truck rates: Onefull column, 16inches, will be added 300 incheswithin l year............................ IL2.65 30 incheseach of 50

to two pageslot a total of 176 inches tot a double buck ad. With at least 15 inchesevery month.............. 2.55 weeks................. 91. 1..45 L 65
Nat onal advertising rate: Per line, $0.20. 500 incheswithin I year............................ 2.54 60 incheseach of 50

Political and propaganda: Cash with Copy, this is required With at least 30 inchesevery month.............. 2.45 weeks................ 87 1.35 !. 56
by U.S, PublicLaw 722.Chargedat normal display fate. 1,000inches within 1year.......................... 2,44 I00 inctles each of 50

With at least60 inchesevery month.............. 2.35 weeks................ 84 1.25 L 48
SOUTHEASTALASKA EMPIRE 1,500 incheswithin 1 year.......................... 2. 34 172incheseach of 50

With at least90 inchesevery month............. 2. 25 weeks................ 80 1.15 1. 37
Guaranteedposition charge: 10 percenL 2,500 incheswithin l year......................... 2.24 350 incheseach of 50
Repeatad discount--Ads 42 inchesor larger may be repented With at least 150 inchesevery n_,nth............ 2.16 weeks................. 75 1.10 1.24

I time at half the earned rate within the samebilling period it 3,500 incheswithin 1year......................... 2.15 500 inciseseach of 50
no changesin copy are made. With at least 210 incheseverymonth......... _.,. 2. 07 weaks................. 71 1.07 1.21

Business directory listin_g--2 incheS, 3 times a week, 6 5000 inches within 1 year.......................... 2.68 750 incheseach of 50
months cOntract,$25 per month. With at least 300 inchesevery month..... _........ 2. 02 weeks................ 67 1.05 1.19

Preprint insert charges.--30 perceot of earned rate plus $_0 10,000incheswithin 1year.............. _.......... 2,03 1.,000}nchas eachof 50
handling fee figuredon a full pageminimum, lusert must show With at least 600 inchesevery month............. 1.95 weeks................ 63 1.03 1.17
"Supplement to S. E. Alaska Empire ' in upper r ght hand 15 000incheswithin 1 year.......................... ' 1.96 1,500 incheseach of 50

With at least 900 nhcesevery month.............. / '1.89corner of supplement front page. weeks................ 60 1..00 I. 16
Save--A big 5 cent per col. inch. A 5 cent per inch discount 25,000 riches with n I year......................... 1.90 Per page(21" X8 columns)_ 1;'6.40 302.40 327.60

With at least 1,500inchesevery month........... /' 1.83 168.O0 277.20 302.40
may be taken if paid by 10th of month following hilling date 35000 incheswithin 1year.......................... , 1.84unless an unpaid balance is due. 159.60 260.40 288.96

Adveitising rates open rate {2.60 per col. inch Nation&l line With at east2,100 richesevery month............ _. 1.79 152.88 243. 60 277.20
fa!e: 19cper agate line. 146.16 226.80 262.08

Contract rates--Daily COntract rate 4 col. inch minimum ]41,12 210.00 248.64
(Per col. inch) $1.55. MONTHLY EARNEDRATES WITHOUT CONTRACY--I_OR 134.40 193.20 230.16

TOTAL SPACEUSED IN ] CALENDARYEAii 126.00 184.80 208.32
119. 28 179.76 203.28

YEARLY CONTRACT BULK RATES--FOR SEASONAL Up to 30 inches--Open rate ......................... :_t. 00 ]12. 66. 176. 40 199. 92
ADVERTISERS Billed 3Oto 299 inches ........................ _.......... ',!.65 105. 84 173.04 196.56

300 to 499 inches .................................. ,'!.50 100.80 168.00 194.88
Column inches rate 500 to 999 inches.................................. 2.40

1,200 to 2,999 fichesper year.................... $1.85 1,000 to1,749 inches............................... ,_I.30
3,000 ta 5,999inchesper year.................... 1.75 1,750to 2,999 }nches............................... ,_!.20 COMBINATION PAGE RATES
6,000 to 8,999 inchesper year.................... 1.65 * 3,000to 4,999inches............................... 2. t0
9,000 to 10000 inchesper year........... ........ 1.55 5,000 inchesor more............................... _L00
Fu pageor more week y........................ 1.35 Sundayand

Wednesday/ Wednesday I other Any 2 days
YEARLY CONTRACT RATES ON MONTHLY BAStS--FOR EXTRA CHARGESFOR COLOR Sunday or Dud 1other weekday in 7 except

CONSISTANTADVERTISERS Sundak/ weekdayin except Wednesdayor
Billed Black and ] color; fid minimum: Wednesday same week Wednesday Sunday

Column inches rate Up to 1 page.................................. _5. 00
25 to 99....................................... $1.95 Doubletruck .................... ,.............. !C.00
100 to 249 ..................................... 1.85 Black and two co{ors; 70 ifich minimum: $574.63 _59. 65 $433.80 {321. Y9
250 to 499...................................... 1.75 Upto I page.................................. 1.10.00 523.73 (,25.05 405.03 303.61
500 to 749..................................... {..65 Douh{e truck ................................. Iii,0.00 492.01 401.69 376.74 285.88
750 to849 ..................................... 1..55 Black and 3 co}ors; 70 inch minimum: 462.27 381.70 352.04 271.40
Full page or more weekly ........................ 1.35 Up to I pegs ................................. 1{5_.00 428.85 358.1.0 327.84 256.43,Doub{etruck .................. ,..., ......... * 240.00 394.34 335.08 307.23 242.67

Front page2d sec.. 2cols. by 5 inches anly; fiat ...... _0.00 355.50 306.10 283.38 225. 72
20 percent discount granted to char{table and nonprofit Legal and public notices; I_r line.................... 30 311..18 273.09 253.62 205.89o6gaoizatiana.
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EXTRACHARGESFORCOLORAD/ERTISEMENT to get back part of his due,,; if he does
Sundayand

Wedoesd_y/ WedneMay 1 other An)! 2 days AdgitJonaJnot agree with the union leader's choice
Sundayor and 1 other weekday in i except 1color and block ............................. $25.00 Of candidates. This remedy is expensive,

Sunday/ weekdayin except Wednesdayor 2colors and block............................ 40.00 Inadequate, and, in reality; impractical..
Wednesday same week Wednesday Sunday 3 colorsand hlack............................ 55.00 T:__ecost of such a law suit, even in the

Note: Theserates apply to standard col3rs only. Special inks nl_.ture of a class action, would be many$306.48 $259.05 $235.99 $190._ may be ordered at additional cost upon notice of at least l
295.30 245.20 220.19 176.66 month prior to publication dote. Advertise will be billed for the times that of the dues paid. The remedy
283.38 231,84 204.42 162.30 difference in cost of specinlly ordered inksover standard inks. is fine, in theory; in reality, it is non-
270.13 220.08 192.20 15o.08 Coloradvertiaing copyand proof releasedeadlineis 24 hours in erJstent.advanceof regular deadlines.

Mr. President, my amendment is of
xSame full page andpublished 2 days in 7-day period with SOLID ADVERTISIHGSECTIONS pa_tcular importance in today's societynocopychangeonsecond run exceptdate ofsale and storenours.

To qualify for discount, combination running dates must bo The following diseounh, from contract rates will be allowed where the political funds controlled by
specified on original order, 50 percent of combination linage when (1) 75 percent of the copy is in ne_vspaperoffice 10 fun
counts toward fulfillment of annual contracts for weekly space, daysbefore publication,aid (2) complete copy is in 5 full days a large union coupled with the impact

before publication. 01_today's sophisticated com:munica_ions

ANNUAL CONTRACTSFORBULKSPACE,WITHANDWITHOUT media could reverse the outcome of an
MINIMUM MONTHLYSPACE Number Discouutelection. My amendment would not halt

Inches oft ab Inches applicable a tmion from engaging in legitimate
bil_ed pages billed (percent) political activities involving particuls,r'Wednes-

Within 1 year Daily Sunday day ifsues or legislation. The unions, like
Number of full ocher organizations, have a right to en-.pages:

300inches ................. $1.25 $1.90 $2.05 4 ............ 672 S 56O 5 gage in activities which 'will further
With at least 15 inches 6............ 1,00S 12 840 7 h;githnate goals and objectives of their

every month ........... 1.20 1.76 1,91 8............ 1,344 16 1,120 10
500inches ................. 1.19 1.75 1.90 10........... 1,680 20 1,400 10 ntembers. This is the job which is as-.

Withatleast30inches s:gned to the union by the employees ii;
everymonth........... 1,15 1.66 t,85 represents. However, it is not the job oJ_

1,000inches................ 1.14 1.65 1.84 _ETAIL HI-F{ (ROLL-FEDPFEPRINTS)
With at least60 inches t:ae Xabor union to use dues money ,,vhicl:t

every month........... 1.10 1.59 1.78 Billing ai regnlar black and white rate_, it; often collected involuntarily ullder a
1,500inches................ 1.09 1.58 1.77

With at lesst 9Oinches PREPRINTINSERT_ union, security agreement for the selec-.
everymontb ........... 1.00 1.52 1.71 tLon of officeholders. My amendmew_

2,500inches................ 1.04 1.51 1.70
· With at least 150 inches Daily Sunday Wednesday VtOUld[ only preclude the use by a labor

every month........... t.00 1.47 1.64 orgau_ization or any other group or pec..
3,500 inches................. 99 1.46 I. 63

With at least 210 inches S pase tabloid (4 full size son of moneys collected from employees
every month............ 96 1.42 1.57 pages)..................... $4oo $500 lido who are required to pay dues, fees, crc

5,000inches................. 95 1.41 1.56 12 pagetabloid (6 full size
Withat least 300 inches pages) ..................... 600 750 1,200 assessments as a condition of employ.-

every month............ 93 1.34 1.47 16 page tabloid (8 full size rflent,
10,000 inches ................ 92 1.33 1.46 pages).................... 600 I 000 1,600 The net effect of my amendment wouldWith at least 600 inches

every month............ 90 1.24 1.39 IC_ to allow all union members to eon-
15000inches................ 89 1.24 1.38 POLITICAL ADVERTIi;ING tribute or not contribute to the political

With at least 900inches
every month............ 87 1.17 1.32 Reguar Cemnerc al r_tes apply. Set as display advertising cause of their choosing. This would beonly. Must state "paid political adw_rtisement" and bear

25,0_{nches ................ 66 1.16 1,31 signature and information as pre,cT/ted by State election _;ccomplished without dilution of legiti-With at least 1.500inches
every mouth............ 84 1.11 1.28 statutes. Payment must be made in full n advance. Inate union political influence.

35,000 inches................ 84 1. It 1.26 The amendment is a fair and equitable
With at least 2,100 inches AMENDIvIEIq'J['No. axu _olution to the serious problem of abuse

everymonth............ S0 1.05 1.24 (Ordered to 130printed and to lie on of individual political lights. I hope ray40.000inches................ 80 1.05 1.24
With at least 2,500inches the table.) colleagues in the Senate will support

every month.......... 72 1.02 1.20 Mr. DOMTNICK. Mr. President, I send ,';uch. necessary legislation.60,000 inches................ 64 1.02 1.20
With at least 4,000 inches to the qesk an amendmeut to S. 382, the

every month ............ 60 .98 t.16 Federal Election Campaiim Act of 1971,
Per page (21"X8 co{umns).. 210.00 219. 20 344.40

201.60 295.66 320.88 and ask that it be printed. This amend-
199.92 294.00 319.20 ment is aimed at correcting what I view EMERGENCY LC iN GUARANTEE
193.20 278. 88 310.80 AC"I' F 1971
191.52 277.20 209.12 as a great infringement cn the rights of
184.80 26L12 299.04individual union mernber._ in the United A.'_rNO_ZNr _o. 3o9
183.12 265.44 297.36 States--the use of union dues funds by (Ordered to be p:'inted and to lie on176. 40 255.36 287.28
174.72 253.68 285.60 labor' organizw_ions for political put- ;he table.)
168.09 246.96 275.52 poses. E.'_IERGENCY LOANS FCR U.S, BUSINESS AND166. 32 245. 28 273. 84
161.28 238.56 263.76 Direct use of union dues money for AGRICELTURE

159.60 236.88 262.08 supporting presidential, senatorial, or Nil:. McGOVERN. Mr. President, the/56, 24 225.12 246.96
154.56 223.44 245.28 congressional candidates in campaigns proposed Federal guarantees of a $2 10i:L-
151.20 210.00 233.52 is now illegal under title 18, section 610, }ion loan to the Lo kheed Corp. gral:h-149.52 208.32 231.84
146.16 196.56 221.76 of the United States (;ode. However, Lcally demonstrate the abuse of the

144.48 199.88 220.08 labor leaders can and do use dues money American taxpayer _hich is perpetrated
14].12 ]86.48 215.04 in State and local elections; and, as we for the benefit of th, oft-decried but s_ill141.12 186.48 215. 04
134.40 176.40 208.32 all know, it is quite simple to get arotmd flourishing military industrial colnp, lex,
134.40 176.40 208.32 this law by setting up a separate corn- in thewords of Joh_ Kenneth Galbraith,120.96 171.36 201.60
107.52 171.36 210.60 mittee to support political candidates, the loan guarantee at issue represent
100.80 164.64 194.88 This is frequently accomplished with nothing so much a "socialism for the

only the thinnest veil of _tisguise. rich."
i_.0_THLYEARNEDRATESWITHOUTCONTRACIFORTOTAL When this happens, the individual Approval of these :uarantees will corn-

SPACEUSEDIN1CALEriDARMONTH union ·member from whom these funds mit this Oovernme: t to acc vigorously
- are obiained has no choice of how the to protect a misme _aged corporations

Wedges- moneys are to be used. The choice of profits, many of whi, hhave, been accrued
Daily Sunday day financially sup:porting p_n'ticular candi- from bungled Govelinment contracts. It

dates is that of union leaders, not the will insure the prof ts of tile 24 major
up to30_nches............. _1.31 $2.10 $2.25 individual union membel s. banks which have p]ended so touchingly30 to 299 inches ............ 1.16 1.85 l. 99
300 to 499 inches ........... 1.09 1.75 1.87 The individual member is often pu_ in for these guarantees, But it will also con-
5001o999}nches........... 1.05 1.68 1.80 the po:sit/on of contributing to the sup- tinue this Nation's sad neglect of _;he1,000 to 1,749 inches ........ 1, 00 I. 61 1.72
1,730to 2.999inches......... 96 1.53 1.65 port cji a candidate with whom he does needs of small bus[ness, millority-rLLn

3.c00 to 4.999 inches ......... 91 1.47 1.57 not agree. The only remedy availabh; _o enterprise, and snl_ll farms. And the
5,000and up inches.......... 87 1.40 1.50 a union member is to bring a law ;suit gnawing question w?.ether Lockheed c,s.n
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ever be a solvent, stab: e company under collateral for loans for .lockheed for the and merchants .,_uffering from the
the present managem_ nt in the present C-5A. Should the comp: my go bankrupt--- ht credit. There
economy would be igmired, an eventuality which should never be are now more 10,000 small busl-

It is clear that the Federal Govern- dismissed when dealir ,, with this corn- nesses across the which are in
ment has no business n bailing out big pany--it is highly unlil ely that the Gov- danger of collapsiI in this time of
business. Just this sot ', of intert_q, ning ernment will be able tc recover its funds, infiation-reces,_ion, of this bill
of business .and govern] tent warps policy And Lockheed does n ,t even say t]hat may clinch the of these corn-
decisions to the extent ;hat the interests this $250 million 1 all it needs to corn- panies, for banks again be encour-
of the taxpaying citizer; are ignored. The plete the Tri-Star pro :ram, leaving the aged to corporations, which
integrity of the Fed rs1 Government door open for future van applications, are protected by the t, rather
should not be compro nised by rushing The one appealing 'gument the pro- than to small which are at
into the breach every ime a .major cot- ponents of this measm e have put forth _he mercy of an marketplace.
poration flounders, is the protection of 31,( 00 Lockheed jobs This :Nation to address it-

However unpleasanl such a policy of through the guarantee (,f these loans, But self to the issue of quality of the life
loan guarantees appe: rs when consid- a better way to protect these jobs would we all share. .decide now wheth-
ered in the abstract, i becomes odious be to ,have the compa: Ly declare bank- er as a matter of na tonal policy we will
in the sordid case of th Lockheed Corp. ruptcy, reorganize, an( rid itself 'of the show preference the assembly line
This company has bee: living off Gov- present catastrophic n anagement. One over the small shop corporate agricul-
ernment contracts for le last 20 years, advantage of capitalis: a is that an in- lure over the farm, ehainstores
during which time it has not built a efficient company tha _ (mnnot oiperate over neighborhood The re-
successful large commc rcial airplane, profitably must change! or go under. But ,sources of this would be appro-

Lockheed has to its ;redit one of the Congress is now asked to prevent '_his priately and spent aiding the
most egregious abuses of a public eon- alternative from arisi:_g. Under such zmaH businessman small farmer,
tract in recent history the C-5A cargo, bankruptcy proceedings; :most of Lock- _nd the all of
plane. The C-5A contract was awarded heed's job openings weald remain. And '_'hom are ted against by the
to Lockheed because th company delib- it is difficult to take seri _usly the admin- structtu'e of our and economic
erately underbid by 10 )ercent the sum istration's interest in !,roviding job.,: in :_ystem. Two of loan guar-
required to complete t] contract, mis- light of the recent veto )fa public works antees would go a Ion; way toward help-
leading the Defense D, partment. Lock- bill that would have es ablished 2,)0,000 Jag the little man in economy.
heed went on to pile u! a $2 billion cost jobs in the constructiol industry. Surely, our values and our sense of
overrun, while the unit cost of the C-5A Perhaps, though, we ,, lould look :at the justice have not so perverted that
skyrocketed from $23 n illion to $60 mil- situation through the e: es; of Locldl_d's we hasten to prop Lockheed with its
lion apiece. And the Ge rural Accounting competitors, and their m_ployees. Both many failures and emonstrable irre-
Office recently reportei that the giant McDonnell-Douglas a_ d Boeing; are r.ponsibfiity in lng with public
cargo plane was unable to perform up to under great financial pi'e,mure, and wiU moneys, while We the sturdy
requirements, undoubtedly be at an m flair competitive entrepreneur who st Lnds alone in in-

Lockheed has also ecorded smalle r disadvantage if Lockhe _d gets its loan clustry, agriculture, id commerce. The
violations of the p_ )lic trust. The guarantees. Shall this C overnmeni; then economic deck is stac_ stolidly againstguarantee loans for the other two corn- the individual, and bill simply puts
Cheyenne helicopter pre gram, which was panies to protect their j )bs? Or shaU we z,nother ace up the sl of large ocr-
scheduled to have been ieployed by now, restrict ourselves to inspiring the profits porations. I implore body to spurnis still in the research :md development

of only one company :n the field? In the attempt to Government the
stage due to the comlc any's underesti- either case the result _'o iht be an under- rJandmaiden of big iness.
malign of cost and tecanical problems, mining of any element of free enter- The amendmept I am introduc-
A severe overrun has al so been incurred prise left in the aircraft industry, t_ag would at least the same open
on the SRAM rockel motor, which An attempt has been Sade to obscure l_and to our farmers _d small business-
according to the GAO i_; still technically the purpose of the 1egis [aliGn by a.,;king men. For those 'who to provide as-deficient. Both program s had fixed price for $2 billion in loan g_ arantees, oaten- s:Jstance to our maj, corporations---
contracts which were renegotiated to sibly for any large bust kess which is in deemed "major" of their size---
Lockheed's advantage.

None of this is surprlsing considering similar trouble. That ¢ _es not change ii. should not be to recognizethe fact that this legisl; lion is designed that we should also p: help to the
the recent disclosure b_ a former Lock- to save Lockheed. It corn o_mds the harm small businessman farmer who, in
heed executive of the rs: _pant inefficien- that will be done by thi: measure, ihow- the aggregate, the major un-
ey and corporate irresp msibility within ever, by opening the (iGor for future derpinning of our
the company. For this is but a partial guaranteed loans to fu;ure Lockheeds, Thus, in the name economic jus-
presentation of the mas,, of evidence that Earlier we were present_ d with the pc,s- tics, any Senator who supports the bill
does not merely cloud Lc ;kheed's reputa- sibility of saving one co_npany; now we I_ffore us should no difficulty in
tion but which indicts he company for see that the Federal G_vernment ks to supporting this
extreme incompetence nd mismanage- become the lifeguard fol' all companies. Mr. President, I unanimous con-
ment, Thus, I oppose this me _sure. The Gov- sent that the text of amendment that

The corporate pie ure does not ernment should not be itl the business 0f ! am introducing printed in 'the
brighten when we turf to the specific helping giant corporati_ins to continue R_CO_D at this point.
project in question--th, L-1011 or Tri- their incompetence. The iob issue which There being no the amend-
Star commercial jet. L¢ 2kheed has had has been raised concerns ne, but is not so ment was ordered to printed in the
$400 mi!lion in loans u _tll now for the serious as Lockheed wou] i have us think R_:cor.D, as follows:
project. The banks haw refused further when compared with the [angereusDree- 309

loans without Federal _ aarantees. They edents which would be s_ ;. This measum_
apparently recognize tl at their money is one way to hasten th_ disappearance On page 2, line 14, the followlu_;:"In the case of of loans to
is bound to be misalloca sd and misspent of free enterprise in t lis count_i' as fa:v_r_owners or :s of small busi-
if they grant the loan:. And they can mammoth, inefficient, ar t Governmen_,- nesses under section 4(a), 3). the Board may
further see that even iJ the Tri-Star is subsidized companies ake over the delegate it_; to and grant
finally completed, the c( mpany only has landscape, or deny loan der this Act to the
110 firm orders for coral mrcial sale, well However, because the: _atter has pro-. Farmers Home Adminis or the Small
under the 300-plus mar which must be greased to the iqoor of ti e Senate, I am Bc.slness Administration."
reached for the compa_ to break even asking for some measu e of economic On page 3. line 11, the followln[;
on the project, justice by introducing an amendment to ne,_paragraph:

No bank would surv e if it loaned establish an equal $2 bfi[ion amotm, t of "(3) The requirements of clause (I)(A)
'.money under such eircinnstances. And loan guarantees for small businesses and of tiffs section shall not )ply in the case

of a loan guarantee to s owner or
why should the Federal Government farmers, pr(_prletorof a small iness within the
make the loan? This _overnment has Just as Lockheed fa_ _s problems-- definition of section 3, U: States Code
already put up $500 raft.ion in assets as mostly of its own making- -many farmel_ s3:',."
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LOT_) has agreed to c_)sponsor the Saxbe..

On page 7, line 25, strike oat "$2,000,000,- of New York, vice 'ohn F. McGohey, Church amendment Isuspending Ameri[.
000" and insert in lieu thereof "$4,000,000,- retired_

0o0'. Albert V. Bryan, Jl , of Virginia, to be can aid to Pakistan qntil adequate reli,_f
.....! UM. district ju,lge, _astel_ district of measm-es are mldertaken in East Paki--

ADDITIONAL CC SPONSORS OF Virginia, vice a new }osition created by start. In agreeing _o cosponsor this
AMEND]/IENTS Public :Law 91--272, approved June 2, amendment the Senator from Colorado

AMEND1V_Elg'NO.X59 1970. stated: !
Malcolm M. Lucas, )f California, to be It appears that West _akistan is more con-.

At the request of ] ir. SAXrE, the Sen- U.S. district judge, '_ent:al district of corned with milltary _easures against East
ator from Alaska (M:. S_rvmvs) and the California, vice a nelv position created r'akistan, and is tlnln_erested or incompe..
Senator from Color ,do (Mr. ALLO_rT) by Public Law 91-272, approved June 2, tent regarding the d_sperate business of
were added as cost msors of amend- 1970_ _lleviating the suffering of Eaat Pakistan.
ment No. 159, intern ed to be proposed Lawrence T. Lydict:, of California, to we cannot control the actions of the West
to S. 1657, the Intern: ;tonal Security As- be U.S. district judge; central district of ]?akistan government, bu_ we should insLsCthat American aid be Used to alleviate the

sistance A_C,__Q_1971, California, vice Thru morLd Clarke, de- suffering, not Intensify it.
AMENDMENT NO. 23S ceased

At the request of Mr. Praaso_, the Herbert F. MlUTay, of Maryland, to be Mr. President, I am aware that Paki--
Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BAKrg) ILS. district judge f)r lhe district of stan may have been instrurnental in ar-
was added as a cosponsor of amendment Marylaaxd, vice Rosze C. Thomsen, re- _anging the Kissinger trip to China. I
No. 238, intended to be proposed to S. tired_ hope that we were not required to pay
382, a bill to establish a Federal Elections Spencer M. _,filiardS, of California, to too high a price for'. Pakistan's role in
Commission. _ be U.S. district judg_ northern district this affair.

a_r.,qr_r_ r No. 245 of California, vice a new rosition created Mr. President, I invite the attentio:a
by Public Law 91-272_ approved June 2, of Senators to further press accounts o:a

atorAt fromtherequeStTennesseOfi ir.(Mr.BAKrmBaocx)theSen-was1970. / Pakistan and ask unanimous consent
added as a cosponsc of amendment No. Joseph H. Young, _f _:aryland, to be that the articles be printed in theU.S. district judge for the District of llECORm
245, intended to be ,roposed to S. 2201, Maryland, vice R. D0rsev Watkins, re- There being no objection, the articX,sa bill to amend the sm'vicemen's group
life insurance progn n to extend conver- tiring. ! were ordered to be printed in the R_com),
sion privileges and insurance coverage William H. q.qmber'S, cf Cormectieut, as follows:
from 120 days to I ear after discharge to be U.S. circuit judge, second circuit, 'From the Washington! Evenlng SCar', July
or release from acti_ duty or active duty vice Robert P. Anderson, retired. 2o, 19711
for training. David :Luke Norma_, of the District :_ENG,_L_ADVOCATESOF PEACE'WAt_NEDfi.sour

of Columbia, to be an ]tkss:.stant Attorney COL_SOSATm_
' " General, vice Jerris Leontrd. (By Henry S. Bradsher)

NOTICE CONCEIR _ING NOMINA- At the indicated time and place per- DACCA,EASTPAKisTAzv.--Kondukar Maha-
TION BEFORE _ HE COMMITTEE sons in_erested [n the hearing may make burbur Rahman does not sleep at horne any
ON THE JUDICIt RY such representations ias may be peril- :r_ore. It is unsafe.

nent. i He moves about warily during the day-
':ime. At night he hides in the home of one

Mr. EASTLAND. _r. President, the The subcommittee consists of the Sen- 2riend or another. He is afraid of be!ag
following nomination have been referred ator from Arkansas (Mr. M:eCLrLn_N_, :nur d,ered,
to and are now pendi lg before the Cpm- the Senator from i Iqebraska (Mr. 1;_ahmau is a member of the peace com-
mittee on the Judicis 'y: HRUSI4:A), and irtyself _ls :hairman. cntttee at Jhikarga, cha, a smatl town near

l_odney Doane BeI nett, Jr., of Mary- the Indian border on the road to Calcutta.
land, to be an exan iner in chief, U._. _""-------_ Peace committees have been established e.il
Patent Office, vice Isaac C. Stone, NOTICE OF HEARINGS BY SUB- )ver East Pakistan since the army crack-
resig-ned. COMMI?rEE ON LABOR down to collaborate wi_h martial law au-

thorities.
Brereton Sturtevar ;,of Delaware, to be Mr. WI/LLIAMS. Mr_ President, I wotdd Rahman said he had received a threaten-

an examiner in chief U.S. Patent Office, like to armounce that ;;the Subcommittee lng letter signed by the East Pakistan Cern-
vice George A. Corec] i, resigned, on Labor will hold public hearings begin- mun_st party warning a_ains,: collaboration.

On behalf of the COmmittee on the Ju- ning July 27, 1971, ini room 4232 of the Two peace committee chairmen in nearby
dietary notice is herel}y given to all per- New Senate OfficeBuil'dir_g to receive the. villages have beer_ killed, he said. il[o's
sons interested in th;se nominations to testimony of persons who have partici- wormed.
file with the committ,_e, in writing, on or pared in private per_:ioll plans of pti- _T_r_ OF _'._m_c
before Wednesday, _uly 28, 1971, any ,/ate industry and wh_ Jot valious rea-. To the south, at Khulna, the top civil
representations or o[jections they may sons have not received:the pension bene-, official for the southw_stern part oil ]_:sst

wish to present concerning the above fits they believed the_ would receive. Pakistan, Commissioner Hasan Zaman. hasnominations, with a further statement received an unsigned le iter warning him _o
whether it is their intmtion to appear at quit working for the aartial law rog.me
any hearing which ncay be scheduled. NOTICE OF HEAl:lINGS OF THE or he would be killed. Ti:; chief police officialfor the area also was ti reatened, t_o_h live

SELECT COMMITTEE ON EQUAL behi:ad armed guarcls.
EDUCATIONAL O]_POB, TUNITY The clandestine radio the "Bangla Desh

NOTICE OF HEARING Mr. MONDALE. Mr l_resident, in ac-. government," now--exil_ opponents of rulefrom. X,Vest Pakistan, fre, _en:]y reports 'ex-
Mr. EASTLAND. _ir. President, on cordance with the re_ui_'ements of sec-. ecutions" of peace com_ _ittee 'men_bers _.;_d

behalfoftheCommitteeontheJudiciary, tion Ill(a) of the LigJslative Reorga* other alleged enemies pi the East Pakisiani
I desire to give notice that a public hear- nization Act of 1970, I announce that people.
ina has been scheduled for Wednesday, the Select Committee o]1 Equal Educa.- While peace committe_ memLers are al;mid
July 28, 1971, at 10:30 a.m.,in room 2228, tional Opportunity wi_ hold hearings on of assassinanon, residen:s of a nunqber of
New Senate Office Bldlding, on the fol- July 27, 28, arid 29, I )71, at 10 a.m. in vnlages say they are af 'aid of peace c,_n_.-
lowing nominations: rooms 1318, 1202, and }-.308 New Senate mittee members as well s the army.

Paul Benson, of N,_rth Dakota, to be Office Building respect rely cn urban ed- ._CCUSXTm_>L'_D_
U.S. district judge J >r the district of ucation in the black )mmunity. The peace committee n,embers are accused
North Dakota, vice Ronald N. Davis, __._.... ___ of using theb positions lo even old political.
retiring, scoresand for common gingsterism.

C. Stanley Blair, ! Maryland, to be ADIDITIONAL S_ ATEMENTS According to some romtnent Bengali
U.S. district judge )'r the district of -- leaders, tike nlost discre( ired _nd disrepnt~SUSPF, NSION Ot?] MERICAN Ail) able men came forwar( after the initial

Maryland, vice a ne_ >osition created by TO PAKI ;q'AN bloodshed in March and _pr'il to offec their
Public Law 91-272, tpproved June 2, servmes to the army. "Ti_ey are peop].e who
1!)70. Mr. _;AXBE. Mr'. hesident, I take would do c,nything for .money or a piano

Charles L. Brieant, 'r., of New York, to great pleasure in am dancing that the ticket to Geneva", one Ie:tder said,
be U.S. district judg_ southern district senior Senator from oorado (_r..._.t_ Many members are lit/cians v:ho were
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wiped out when AIujib .r l_ahman's Awami the assumption is th: the villagers :are army agent. He was al so determined that :his
League got 72 percent o: the vote llllast De- likely to be as much fear of a:[ld op- platoon will execut_ any soldier taken
cember's elections in East Pakistan. The posed to Vier Cong bands as the j)r:isoner, but none hive been-captured alive

League is now banned Ld Ralmlan is await- governnient's agents e. yet.
ina trial for treason. Here, however, law authorities from 'The largest action h is unit has participated

President A. M. Yah . Xlian has said by- West Pakistan seem to a_ilane that un,der- in was all ambnsh t]_at he and other local
elections will be held t fill the National As- grmmd assassins re eat the feeling.,; of '.:'e:;idents believe kill_:d more tllan 20 Paki-
sembly seals of Awan League members the common people d the v'ay to i_top ;tam. soldiers in April.
whom the gbvernmen' thinks guilty of them is to hring re on the people, lit was ;after that firt -fight tllat he retread:ed
crinles. 'Io India, where rte w[; housed and cared for

GOVERrZ.XiEN a*l._s [From the Washington July 2'1, 1'.)71] )y the Indian army From the battles he

So far _l_e governmei is kilown to have REeELS I_{OWEFREE: Iiq PaKXSrA_ watched at the bord _r, tie confirmed ]?aki-;tan's allegation tlieL Indian artillery _,nd
won over only about 20 _ ' 160 Awaml League {By Lee ::nortars often fire ac:'os,'; the border in sup-
members of the Nations Assembly. It hopes D._ccA.--The leader waited mltil _ort of guerrilh, at_ acks on _he Pakistan
to pressure more into ( enouncing MnJibur two foreign reporters ha bt_n in the village arm},.
Rahnlan, thus reducing i s embarrassment at for about 10 minutes he appeared Since returning to East Pakistan, his pla-
the lack of local suppo: C and limiting the from behind a house, bat followed _x>on has been relativ _ly inactive considering
number of by-elections, by a young nlan carryir a rifle, ttleir freedom of mow meat in a generally un-

Peace committee metal ers apparently hope He h,_.d agreed to the on the con- defended countrysid_
to win the by-elections .nd resume the po- ditiou that neither llis nor the name They ambushed an _rmy truck and believe
litical roles from which the voters dumped of the village he now lyes in be reported, they wo_nded one sol Jer. Most recently, they
them in the free election: _ec. ?. He appeared to be so of his safety raided a police s_;atio: and captured 13 rifles

The organizer of the pE _ce committees was that no security guards were posted on the aqthout suffering or: lfllcting any casuall:ies
Kb;raja Khairuddin, an _ld politician who muddy road the report_ walked to, re:ach after the scurry'fled.
got only 20 percent oJ the vote against him. The deputy platoc _ leader says that his
"Sheikh MuJib" In Kha: lddin's old Dacca The Pakistan governm said the only slg- unit has not suffered my _asualties since tl_c
constituency iii Decembe nificant Liberation (Mutkl Fauj) war began and thai n , ode has deserted from

Khairuddin explahied at the peace corn- guerrilla elenlenis for Ess'; l?ak- his conlnland.
mittees are suppc6ed to rovide communlca- istan's independen¢_ from :!;anctu- He, was retice:(lt a _ ol_t future plans, bat
lion between the people: ,d the government, aries across the Indian making hit- made it clear that : is meu will use thfir

FORAIIN6 AUX] .IARIES fi'Ad-run raids, dynamite and nlill/PS to cut roads in an cf-
They are raising their _ wn armed auxnia- Tile guerrilla, who is :)uty leader .0f a fort to further limit the movement of the

ries, he said. platoon of 37 men, conceded that
Khairuddln estimated t Lenumber of peace almost all 1 and weapor:s come army which relies o L its jeeps and trucks

committee members kill`` I in the last two from India and that he ionce took his unit and rarely ventures ato the countryside.
months at between 300 an, i 400. into India after ambush e,f army Ill addition to h[ :assing the army andpolice, she guerrilla want to as._ssinate

He has been and goes around svldiers that lie knew u ld bring reprisals.
Dacca with a carload men. However, he says _hat his band ha.s ]yeen tnelnber:_ of tile Pea e Committees--groul)s

The officer directing ci affairs iii Bast living iii the sanle ominantly Moslem of local people who work with the arnly
Pakistan, Maj. Gen. Hao Ali Khan, village since it returned India June 29 and often decide fo_ the army which local
said the number of peace members ay_d intends to stay well Pakistan. _-illagers are reliable _nd wliich should be
killed was only only 20 of them His men avoid the roads some 5 arre_;_ed or shot.
were important leaders, miles from their base the daytime, Repor',:s of Peace £ nmittee members be-

But both a sampling several areas and but otherwise they move the g_._errilla ing killed are conimo tlaroughout East Pal_-
impressions of observers suggest Khal- said. The night belongs _hem and in the is_ari. The de._uty pit _oon leader's men have
ruddin and right and was trying day, they have no fear Lg sot- caught and murdered one.
to playdown the problem, diem in the paddies al:_d Jute Their victim had _rdered the murder of

In Jessor district, who Jhikargacha is fields of this low-lying It ad. _wo men and, bY tk .' guerrilla leader's ac-
located, 421 committee were re- They get no pay, but _ receive couiit.Uon.,was not lmpr¢ )ared for their retrlbu-
ported killed in recent In Khulna stoney from across the )ordex which they
district, 33 reportedly killed, use to pay for food. the guerrlilla ex- Hi: asked for an h ur to say good-bye to

These districts probably higher than plained, is not paid from hou:_ to his ,notlter and :after that time had elapsedhouse picking 'up voluntl he emerged from t: e house and faced a
average tolls, but still the to- He said the local farine :_up- "people's court" the g_errillas had hastily
tal seems high. porting his men ant, happy to have assenlblfd by wakinl up several neighbor_.

LITTLE I_liE.tNIN[ SEEN them In the village, dents of a nearby The unsurprlsing erdict was guilty and

Gen. Furman said ever'y Bengali village said later that resented giving the guerrillas led hi 1 about a mile to tile
working for or with the ovenlment in a np scarce food, but that preferred the malu road, where %1 ey shot him anti lcf_
prominent position has a threaten- guerrillas to the army. his body by the roadsl lc.
lng letter. Therefore, he the let- All of the platoon's ers are veterans of Like the Pakistan a 'my, the guerrillas have
ters have little meanin would be the Bengali regiments of Pakista_ army. given themselves the )ower of life and death.

more friglltening if more selective. The deputy leader for 21 years as a The lea(lex remarked that lie had spent _he
This did not sound like kind of rea- noncommissioned ofl_cer he retired a last night nnsuccessi :ll_j looking for another

sorting with which Mahaburbur year ago. Peace Committee me: iber who is marked for
Tahman would agree, there was no He said that seven had assassination.
chance to go back and it out on him. regular military and 30 are He believes in the _ ut:tawed Awami League

Unable to spread forces around students recruited locally the Pakistan of Sheikh l_ujubur lq _hman which won Pak-
enough to protect all peace :ommittee mom- army struck and the civil _ ar began March 25. istan's first national fiection last December.
bets. as well as all bridges other lmpor- The platoon operates ldependently, 'but He see_ the guerrilI movement as the mili-
tant points in the proviu( _, the army has has frequent contact _ another 'pla'_oon tary army of the Aw nli_ League and is con-
tried to protect them terror, of roughly equal size tha lives in a nearby fident that the Awa ii League will become

There have been retaliatory kill- village, the rullilg party _'he] E_st Pakistan wins it_
lags of villagers where ,'ace comnfittee They receiveno military independence.
members have been this anthorities, but send .'n reports of their Hc spvke nnemoti ilally about his guer-
could not be directly it followed actions by runner across border to guer- rills activities and I is view of the future,
logistically from the raced policy of pre dlctll_g that he wi ulct not have to live in
holding an area responsible His men have sten light mac:hlne East Pakistan's viUag_ _ for long.
for anything that goes in it. gmls and adequate of ammi::ni_;ion, So far, the guerrll] _ leader has run a lei-

dynamite and mines, th guerrilla leader surely, relatively pain ess underground resist-
aEMLWXSCFa_T Or said. He added they no shori ag,_ of ance strugglesince .M rch25.

The pattern of local of niedtclne. Most observers her do not sl_are his con-
the central authority to sleep away At the moment he is _t interested In _,lctlon that the civil war will end soot,. His
from home In order to assassination finding new recruits and _ to rely for platoop is likely to _ _e much more fight!ag
is reminiscent of Vietnam. ultimate victory on large aumbers o,:_ guer- before tilere will be a hance that his goal ,yin

The tests of security is whether rillas now training iii ia. He nxaintains be aohievecL
the village headmen or fore advisers can that 200,000 win shortly _ove across the
sleep in their own border to attack the army in his sector, 'but P_sisrar: REBELf; BLAT ]C)ACCAPOWER PLANTS

But for all the atrocities Vietnam, the that figure seems exaggerat[,d. D_cca, Easz Ps_ ST,_N.--East Pakistani

Saigon government has followed the He is suspicious of and explahled rebels carrying auto] tatic weapons stormed
practice of retaliating agat asr the villag- that if a man arrived in village wanting ;hre,_ power plants in )acrs and blasted them
ers when the headman gets There to enlist, he would be as a Pakistau out of c)mmission, dying major industrial
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until today when the _ashlngton Post in "need" (recent at::emp_ _ by the Office of Edu- trator er Veterans' .affairs to establish
its lead editorial reco_rnized the import cation *z) target funds on the lowest raceme lind carry out a prog :am of exchange of
and potential impact _tf this measure, students have not yet had much effect-- raedical information and House Joint

The Post's highly favorable editorial is largely because hardly Iany :new funds havebeen available)..& strident may be turned t_esolution 3, to establish a Joint Cora-
encouraging to me an_ I commend it to down for aid at one col] ege, although aneAgh- raittee on the Envi]onment, when re-
Senators who will so4n be considering boring college would _ lye b_en able to gtv_ ¢eived from the Hol se, be held at tile
this historic measure, him money--if he had only known. Colleges desk.

Mr. President, I unanimous con- az well as sudents aJ unhappy with the This has been clear ,d all around.
sent that this be printed in the uncertainty. Some ha_ made efforts to en- The PRESIDING _)FFICER. Witho'_t
i{ECORD, courage low-inoome st dent_ to apply, only objection, it is so ore -'red.

to find they did r_ot h we a_ y funds bo offer
There being no the editorial them. Many college r ;cruller,rs believe low-

was ordered to be in the RECORg, income students would work much harder in
as follows: high school if they cou d be assured of funds ]_'EDERAL ELECTIONS CAMPAIGN

[From the July 21, 1971] for college. ACT OF 1971
The Nlxon adrainis ratlozL has also em-

Am for EDUCATION braced t:he principle o studmt 'aid but the The ACTING PRESIDENT pro toni.-
With little fanfare the Senate Committee administration's stude2 _t aid proposal, more lcore. Under the previous order, the Chair

on Labor and Public last week re- complex and less gener_ ,us than the PeA1Bill, lays before the Senate S. 382, which the
ported out a higher etlon bill which-- has not been enthusiastically received, or clerk will state by title.
if it were funding would even well understood, on Capitol Hill. We The second assistant legislative clerk
lay a firm new for federal support believe the grant provl signs of the Pell Bill read as follows:
for higher education, by Senator are superior, partly be muse they are easier
Pell, it would (1) establt a student grant to comprehend and seer _ less likely to burden A b:tll (S. 382) to promote fair practices
program which would lower the Iow income students ith heavy debt. i_ the conduct of election campaigns for
barriers to higher facing young Another Important ftature of the Poll Bill Federal political offices, and for other pur..
people from low and income is a substantial progr{_m of aid to higher p)ses.
families, and (2) give financial education Institutions _hat enroll recipients The Senate proceeded to consider t_e

of the proposed grantsl A co::lege, university

theaidtOcosttheofCOllegeSeducatlngand bear or vocational school w_uld receive a "cost of bill, which had been reported from the
come groups, instruction allowance' for each federally Committee on Commerce and from the

The proposed student program would aided student it ercrolle_l. A wiry small college Committee on Rules and Administration
depart from present legisL by lntrodnc- would receive $500 for i each federally aided gith amendments.
lng the principle of ent student, while laxger ones would receive Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I sug-.
aid: I.e., anyone falling urder the bill's deft- lower amounts ranging down to $100 per gest the absence of a quorum.
nltlon of "needy" and would be federally aided student; The ACTIlqIG PRESIDENT pro tern-
entitled to a federal t. Any student in The "cost of Iz_truc_ion" provision recog- p_re. The clerk will call the roll.
good standing at an college, un]- nlzes that no student Pays his own way and The second assistant legislative clerk:
verslty or vocational school that the federal government has an obllga-
would be eligible for a equal to $1,400 lion, if it. is adding to enrollzaent by passing proceeded to call the roll.
a year minus a de- out student aid, 1;o heap co]leges meet the Mr, MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
pending on family assets, number costs imposed by the extra students. The u:aanimous consent that the order for
of children and so forth, student whose program would constitute a major form of tile quorum call be rescinded.
family's resources were meager tc permit federal a_.d to higher educatl)n institutions, The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
them to make any would[ receive not unlike the Green Bill now under con- S rEvE:_qsolq). Without objection, it is so
the full $1,400 from the a stu- sideration in the House. ]_ut unlike the order¢_l.
dent whose family contribute $800 (_reen Bill, which glve_ lnst:tutlons federal
would receive $600, and forth, money for every studeht eh:oiled, the Poll _UNANIMOUS-CONSENTAGREER_ENT

It should be noted that the bill does not Bill would channel thq aid ';oward lnstitu- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President. if I
guarantee everyone the to go to college, tiGriS bearing the heaviest bu._den of educat- may have the attention of the Sehate, I
Decisions about who shouh be admitted and lng low income student_. This type of aid has should like to state that, last evening, a
what constitutes "good sta are left to been called a "bribe" ,to open educational

institutions of higher atlon themselves, gates to the poor. We _refer to _hlnk of it series of negotiations were can. ted on ia
but once admitted to status every- as an incentive to s.ct lnlthe national Interest. the office of the distinguished Republican
one would have a right t ald if he The particular cost o_ Instruction formula leader, to see whether an agreement
show a need. The principle _ to in the PeA1 Bill could be Improved. The could be arrived at by means of which a
student aid strikes us as bo Just, present version is excessively favorable to ti:me limitation could be agreed upon to
although iS will be to implement, small colleges. UnfortUnately, the average a.,sure the final disposition of the pend-

Post-secondary educatl, has become, small college, like the amily farm, is prob- ilqg business. If such an agreement could
rightly or wrongly, a necessity for a ably an uneconomic anachronism more
dignified, well-paying passp<,rt into worthy of fond nostalfia th_n rescue with be reached then it was--and still is--the
the mainstream of Ameri( life. But the federal funds. Moreorer, tht Poll formula, intention of the leadership to lay the
passports are issued among the which gives colleges a fi:_t su_L for each aided pending business aside and call up the
rich and the Ix)or. In any group of student (rather tiaan _ percentage of the bill reported by the Committee on Bank-
high school graduates : roughly equal aid granted) may encm rage colleges to take lng, Housing, and Urban Affairs, S. 2308,
"ability" (as measured by _igh school grades in sever_l marginally need_' students in a bill to authorize emergency loan guar-
or test scores) one finds a _ pro- preference to one extre_ely needy one. antees to major business enterprises.
portion receiving, higher among Basically, however, tte Pell Bill. is a good On the basis of the negotiations carriel
upper than lower income The real In- one. It is our hope that it will pass the Sen-
equality is even greater, course, because ate and that its passage will Jar the HoUse or_ at that time--in which I did not par-
low-income students less chance of out of its current dead:ock and enable pas- ticipate except indirectly, but the dis-
finishing high school and chance of scor- sage of a major new hil her education act in tinguished deputy majority leader acting
lng well on conventional even if their this session, for me did--an agreement was arrived
true ability is high. at which, of course, is subject to affirma-

In recen_ years federal ._ aid pro- tion by tile Senate as a whole.
grams have grown rapidly, and many low- CONCLUSION (,F MORNINC_ [f the agreement is entered into, I
income students have to college who BUSIN ESS think _t would allow us to carry on GU::
would not have made the govern- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, is business in an orderly and expeditiou:_
meut money. But current are stUl there further mornin_ business? way, with the rights of all Senators beingfar f.rom adequale. The Oppor-
tunity Grant program been meagerly The ACTING :PRESIDENT pro tern- protected fully.
funded by the requests pore. Is there further morning business? :[ should like at this time to ask the
far exceed available Moreover, the If not, morning busiaeas Js closed, di:_tinguished deputy majority leader to
program seems virtually to maxi- -- pl'eSeil/; to the Senate the unai1/mous-.
mize the uncertainty the student, co,qsen_ request which was worked out
Funds axe allotted to accordance ORDER TO HOLD i _ILL AND JOINT la,,;t evening and which is subject to this
wfth a formula that bears relation to RESOLUTION Ar THE DESK body's approval.needs and some states are to fill a far
higher proportion of than others. Mr. MANSFIELD. ! _[r. President, I ask Mr. BYRD of west Virgule. Mr. Presi-.
Within states, funds are del out by college unanimous Consent t_ at H.:_. 4762, a bill deal, I ask unanimous consent that dur..
student aid officers fferent views of to extend the authori y of the Adminis- ing the further consideration of S. 382,,
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the so-called Pedel_l elections campaign Mr. SPONG. The distinguished Sena- Vermont that that can and will be done.
bill, the bill be considered as having been tot from New Jersey (Mr. CASE) and I For that reason I do so designate the
amended in the form as reported by the have considered the introduction of an Sermtor from Vermont, as I have indi-
Committee on Rules and Administl2tion, amendment which may be ruled non- cared.
and that the bill as thus amended be germane. It concerns public disclc,sure Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, reserv-
treated as original text for the purpose fo_ judges, Members of Congress, and lng the right to object, ! would like to
of further amendments: that it be or- others, address an inquiry to the Senator from
dered, and that it be in order, immediate- We would prefer that this be consid- West Virginia. It is my understanding
ly, for the distinguished Senator from ered after a hearing by the proper com- that the limitation on time and also the
Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORr) to offer a mittee. The chairman of the subcom- procedure as contained in the unanimous
substitute for the entire bill; provided mlttee, the distinguished Senator :[rom consent request apply only to S. 3_.
further, that it shall be in order at any Nevada (Mr. CANNON), has been busy Mr. BYRD of West'Virginia. The Sena-
time during the consideration of S. 382 with hearings on this bill. We xx,ould tot is precisely correct. At the direction
for the majority leader or his designee to prefer that hearings on the me_mre of the distinguished majority leader, it
have laid before the Senate for its imme- which the distinguishc_i Senator :_rom was made to do so.
diate consideration any of the following: New Jersey (Mr. CAsg) and I haw_ intro- Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, such

S. 2308, the emergency loan guarantee duced, be held before bringing It to the limitations do not in any way apply to
bill. Senate. the exceptions, at least to the bills or to

The HEW appropriation bill. Nevertheless, we believe that our pro- the matters which were c?ntained in the
The Department of Transportation ap- posal relates to the legislation now be- request?

propriation bill. fore us, regardless of any ruling, and[ we Mr. BYRD of West virginia. Mr. Presi-
The public works appropriation bill. are hopeful that early hearings cant be dent. would the Senator clarify his ques-
The Appalachian regional development held on our measure, tion?

bill. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, 11would Mr. WEICKER. I refer specificaUy to
The Sugar Act. be happy to assure the distinguished the matters which the Senator referred
Or other measures as agreed upon by Senator from Virginia that we, would to, botlh the loan bill, S. 2308, and the

the majority leader and the minority schedule hearings on his proposal, variOUs appropriationz bills.
leader, and proceed with the considera- His proposal is similar to one _a'hich Mr. BYRD of West Virginia_ Mr. Presi-
tion of any one of them until final dis- the Senate acted on before, several years dent, may I say that the limitation on
position thereof, or at the discretion of ago. I offered that as an amendment, to time that has been proposed at the df-
the majority leader; provided further, require full disclosure on the part,0f Sen- rection of the majority leader deals c_nly
that the debate on S. 382 be limited to ators, the judiciary, the executive, and with S. 382, the Federal Elections Cam-
16 hours, the time to be equally divided legislative branches. It passed the Sen- paign bill.
between t_he majority and minority lead- ate. I think that we should hold heal_mgs Mr. WEICKER. I thank the Senator
ers or t_eg designees, and that debate on on the bill and I would not like to see it from West Virginia.
any al_ aYnent be limited to 30 minutes, tied to this bill when we have the oppor- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is $2_ere
the timex; be equally divided between tunity to make some headway in tlhe field objection to the request of the Senator
the movePoI such amendment and the of election reform, from West Virginia? The Chair hears
majority leader or his designee, with the So, I would be willing to assure the none, and it is so ordered.
exception as to time for debate of the Senator that ! will schedule hearJings The unanimous-consent agreement is
following amendments: sometime after the recess, at an early as follows:

An amendment by the distinguished date in the fall, and give him hearings Ordered, That, effective on Wednev_lay,
Senator from Colorado (Mr. I)OMINICK), .on the proposal. July 21, 1971, during t:ae further con._idera-
on which there would be 3 hours, equally Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, I thank the tion of S. 382, to promote fair practices in
divided. Senator from Nevada. I share his wish the conduct of election campaigns for Fed-

Two amendments by the distinguished that we move forward with this legisla- era1 political offices, and for other pm-poses,
Senator from Vermont (Mr. PROUTY), tion. On that basis I have no objection the bill be considered as having beenamended in the form as reported by the Corn-
on each of which there would be 3 hours, to the agreement. I again thank the mittee on Rules and Administration, and
equally divided. Senator from Nevada. that the bill as thus amended.be treated as

One amendment by the distinguished Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, would the original text for the purpose of further
Senator from Arizona (Mr. FANNXN), on distinguished assistant majority' leader amendment, and that It be in order lmmedl-
which there would be 2 hours, equally yield? ately for the Senator from Rhode Island 4Mr.
divided. Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi- Pastorel to offer a substitute for the entirebill.

One amendment by the distinguished dent, I yield to the distinguished m:inor- troy, fed/urther, That it shall be in order
Senator from Alaska (Mr. STsWNS), on ity leader, at any timeduring the consideration of S. 382
which there would be 2 hours, equally Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, II woulcl for the Majority Leader or his designee to
divided, reserve the right to object and, of course, have laid before the Senate for its immediate

Provided fm'ther, that no amendment I will not object. I rise for the purpose consideration any of the following bins: (1)
not germane shall be received, and that of saying that I am in favor of the mmni- s. :_308_Cal. 264; (2) the Appalachian Re-
no motion to table the amendment in the mous-consent request. It was worked out gional Development Bill; (3) H.R. 9667.Transportation and Related Agencies Appro-
nature of a substitute by the distin- very carefully andwith great considera- priatlonBlll; (4)LaborHEWApproprla_ions,
guished Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. tion for the concerns of many Selmtors. and (5) the Public Works Appropriation Bill.
PASTORE), shall be in order; provided It has been possible to have it accepted or other hills agreed upon by the Majority and
finally, that the majmqty and minority by the good wiU of a number of Senators Minority Leaders, and proceed with the con-
leaders or their designees may allot time having different concenas as to various sideration of any one of them until theF are
under their control, for debate of the bill, bills, disposed of, or at the discretion of the ]gtajor-
to any Senator on any amendment, mo- I would like to indica'_e now that it is lty Leader.

Providecl lurther, That debate on S. 382
tion, or appeal, with the exception of a my intention to designate as manager of be Umlted to 16 hours to he equally divided
motion to lay on the table, the bill on this side of the aisle the dis- by the Majority and Minority Leaderz or

Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, reserving tinguished Senator from Vermont (Mr. their designees, and debate on any amend-
the right to object, I wonder if the dis- l_owY), the ranking minority member meat to the hill be limited to 30 minutes
tinguished deputy majority leader would of the Committee on Rules and Adminis- to be equally divided and controlled by the
answer a question for me. If this is tration, with the understanding that he mover ofthe amendment and the l_'_Jority
agreed to, it would require the unani- would work out allocathms of time with Leader or his designee with the exception
mous consent of the Senate for any non- the distinguished ranking minority as to time for debate on the following_.mendment: three hours on an amend-
germane amendment to be subsequently member of the Committee on Commerce, ment to be offered by the Senator from colo-
offered; is that correct? the Senator from New Hampshire (Mr. rado (Mr. Domtnick); three hours cat each

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. That is COTTON). of two amendments to be designated by the
correct. I unde_tand from the Senator from Senator from Vermon't (Mr. Prouty); two
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hours on an amendment to be offered, by the "(A) 'Federal else Live office' rleans the office lions an behalf of the candidacy of eaelq_
Senator from Arizona (Mr. Fannin); and of President, Vice President, United States legally qualified candidate in such election,
two hours on an amendment to be offered by' Senator or Representative, or Delegate or ant
the Senator from Alaska (Mr. Stevel_s). Resident Commissioner to the Congress; "(2) the amount of such limitation qoes

Providedjurther, That no amendment not "(B) 'use of broadcasting st_.tlons by or on no'; exceed the amount which would be de-.
germane shall be received, and that no mo- behalf of any cand.idate' lncr_des not only term/ned for such election under subsection.
lion to table the substitute amendment to broadcasts advocati.ag such candidate's elec- (c} had such election been an election for a
be offered by the Senator from Rhode Is- lion, but also broadcaSts urglng the defeat Federal elective office, or nomination thereto,
land (l_ir. Pastore) shall be in order. Provideg of his opponent or derogating isis opponent's th4_.n no station licensee may make any'
/urther, That time for debate of the bill stand on campaign issues; charge :for the use of such station by or on
may be yielded by the Leaders or their desig- "CC) 'legally qualified can, iidat;e' means behalf of any legally qualified candidate in
ness on any pending amendment, motion any person who (1) meets the qualifications such election unless such calldtdate, or a
(except a motion to table), or appeal. (July prescribed by the applicable la_vs to hold the person specifically authorized by such can-
21, 1971) Federal elective office for whicla he is a can- dtcate in writing to do so, certifies to such

The PRESIDING OFFICER. In ac- dldate and (2) is eligible unler applicable ltc':nsee in writing that the payment of such
cordance with the unanimous consent State law to be voted for by the electorate charge will not violate such llmltation."directly or by means of delega':es or electors; LI_IITATIONS OF CAMPAIGNEXPENDITTJRI_S_OS
agreement, the bill is considered a:_ hay- and /qONBROADCASTCOMMU/qlCATIO._TS_/LEDIA

lng been amended in the form as re- "iD) 'broadcastin.g station' Includes a eom- t;Ec. 103. (a) For purposes of this section.
ported by the Committee on Rules and munlty antenna *_elevision sy:_tem, and the tht, term_
Administration, and as thus amended terms 'licensee' and 'station _icensee' when (I) "Federal elective office" means the of-
the bill will be treated as original text for used with respect to a comm_tnity antenna ficc_ of President, Vice President, United
the purpose of further amendment, television :_ystem, mean the operator of such Stifles fIenator or Representative, or Delegate

The text of the bill as amended and system, or Resident Commission to the Congress;
being treated as original text for put- "(2) CA) No legally qualified candidate in 12) "nonbroadcast communications me-

any prima:fy, runoff, general, cr special etec- diura" means newspapers, magazines and
pose of further amendment is as fol- tion for a Federal elective or, ce may spend other perlodlcal publications, and billboard
lOWS: for the use of broadcasting siatio_as on be- facilities;

S. 382 half of his candidacy in such etectlon a total 13) "legany qualified candidate" means
Be it enacted by tlze Senate and House o! amount in excess of--- an:/ person who (A) meets the qualifications

Representatives o! the United States o! (t) 5 ce,als multiplied by the estimate of prE,scribed by the applicable laws to hold the
America in Congress assembled, That this resident population of voting age for such Federal elective office for which he is a can-
Act may be cited as the "Federal Fi_ection office, as deterraine_! by the B_reau of Cen- dicates and (B) is eligible under applicable
Campaign Act of 1971". sus in June of the year preceding the year St_.te law to be voted for by the electorate
TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO CO1V[MUN/- in which the electhm is to be held; or directly or by means of delegate_ or electors;

CATIONS ACT OF 1934; LIMITATIONS (ii) $30,000, if greater tha_ the amount and
ON CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES FOR determined under clause el) t4) "use of any nonbroadcast communica-
NONBROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS A legally cAuallfied candidate f_r nomination tioas media by or on behalf of any candl-
MEDIA for election to the omce of President may not date" includes not only amounts spent for

EXCEFrION TO EQUAL TIME REQUIREMENTS AND spend a total amount for all primary elec- advocating a candidate's electi,m, but also
CHaStE _X_rrATXO_:S tlons held for such. office in 'yhtch he is a amounts spent for urging the 0.'_efeat of his

candidate in excess of the limitation pro- opponent or derogating his oppol_ent's stand
SEC. 101. (a) Section 315(a) of the Corn- vided by the first sentence of tats paragraph, on campaign issues.

munications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 315(a) ) is lb) During the forty-five days preceding
amended by inserting after "public office" "(B) In addition to the ameunt which hemay spend, under paragraph (2) (A) of this th(, date of any primary election_ and during
in the first sentence thereof a comma and su_ection for the use of bIoadcast como th_. sixty days preceding the date of any
the following: "other than Federal elective munications media In connectlou with his general or special election, the charges made
office (ss defined in subsection (c) of' this :_or the use of any nonbroadcast communi-
section): Provided, That such Federal candi- Campaign, a candidate for Fed,;ral office mayspend for such use any unspent portion of cations medium by an individual who is s
dates are given the maximum flexibility in the amount he is authorized tc spendfor the legally qualified candidate for Federal elec-
the choice of program format,", tiv-_ office shall not exceed the lowes_ unit

(b) Section 315(b) of such Act is amended use of nonbroadcas_ communications media rate charged others by the person furnishingunder section 103 of the Federal Election
to read as follows: such medium for the same amount of space.

"(b) The charges made for the use of any Campaign Act of 1971. _c) (1) No legally qualified candidate in
broadcasting station by any person who is a "(3) Amounts silent for the use of broad- an_r primary, runoff, general, or special cleo-

casting stations on behalf cf any legally tloa for a Federal elective office may spend
legally qualified candidate for any public qualified candidate for Federal elective of- for the use of nonbroadcast communications
office In connection with his campaign for rice (or for nomina_;ion to suc_ office) shall, media on behalf of his candidacy in such
nomination for election, or election, to such for the purposes of this sabsection, be ele.-tion a total amount in excess of--office shall not exceed--

"(1) during the forty-five days preceding deemed to have been spent b_ such candi- (A) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate of
date. Amounts spent for the use of broad- resident population of voting age for such

the date of a primary election and during the casting stations by or on behali of any legally office, as determlnated by the Bureau of Cen-
sixty days preceding the date of a general qualified candidate for the office of Vice su_ in June of the year preceding the year in
or special election in which such perr_n is a President of *the United States shall, for the which tlhe election is to be held; or
candidate, the lowest unit charge of the sta- purposes of this subsection, _e deemed to (B) $30,000, if greater than 'the amount
lion for the same amount of time during have been spent b7 the cane:idols for the determkued under subparagraph (A).the same period; and office of l_*esident of the Unlt_d States with

"(2) at any other time, the charge-_, made whom he is running. A legally qualified candidate for nomtna-
for comparable use of such statlou by other "(4) No station licer_see _ay make any tlo:_ for election to the office of President may
users thereof." charge for the use of such station by or on not spend a total amount for all primary

(c) Section 312(a) of such Act is amended behalf of any candidate for F,._deral elective ete,:tions held for such office in which he is a
by striking "or" at the end of clau._e (5), office (or for nomination to such Office) un- car_didate in excess of the limitation provided
striking the period at the end of clause (6) less such candidate, or a persian specifically by the _irst sentence of this paragraph.
and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon aut_aorized by such candidate in writing to (2) In addition to the amount which he
and "or", and adding at the end o_ such do so, certifies to .';uch licensee in writing ma7 spend under this subsection for the use
section 312(a) the following new clause: that the payment of such charge will not vlo- of nonbroadcast communications media in

"(7) for wlllful or repeated failure to al- late paragraph (2). cor nect_on with his campaign, a candidate
low reasonable access to or to permit pnr- "(5) Broadcastins_ stations and candidates _or Federal office may spend for sucl_ use any
chase of reasonable amounts of time l'or the shall file with the Commissio_. such reports un_;pent portion of the amount be is author-
use of a broadcasting station by a legally at such time.,._ and containing .';uch informa- l_l to spend for the use of broadcast eom-
qualified candidate on behalf of his candi- lion as the Commission shall prescribe for munications media under section 315(c) of
dacy.", the purpo_e of th_. snbsectio_ and, in the the Communications Act of 1934 C47 U.S.C.
EXPENDITURESL_iV_ITATIO_SFOR CANDIDATESFOR case of broadcasting stations, s'_bsection ed). 315 (c)).

]_AJOR ELECTIVE OFFICES "ed) If the Commission determines that_ ed) Amounts spent for the use of non-
SEc. 102. Section 315 of the Communica- "(1) a State by law_ broadcast communications media on behalf

lion6 Act o! 193_ is further amended by re- "(A) has provided, that a primary or other of any legally qualified candidate for Federal
designating subsection (c) as subsection (e) election for any office of such State or of a elective office (or for nomination to such of-
and by inserting immediately before, such political sn:bdivlsion thereof is _ub]ect to this rice) shall, for the purposes of this section, be
subsection the following new subsections, subsectimL and deemed to have been spent by such candl-

"(c_ (1) For purposes of this subsection "(B) ha_; specified: a limitati_n upon total date. Amounts spent for the use of nonbroad-
ed), the term-- expenditures for the use of broxdca_ting eta- cas_ communications media by or on behalf
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of any legally qualified candidate for the of- nominating convention of a political pasty, "(h) 'State' means each State of t_he United
rice of Vice President of the United States (4) a primary election held for the exp:re_s'ion l_tates, the District of 0olumbla, the (_om-
shall, for the purposes of this section, be of a preference for the nomination of ]per- l'nonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any terri-
deemed to have been spent by the candidate sons for election to the office of President, and _ry or posse_lon of the United States."
for the office of President of the United States (5) the election of delegates to a co_.astitu- SEc, 202. Section 600 of title 18, United
with whom he is running, tional convention for proposing amendments I_tates Code, is amended to read as follow,.s:

(e) No person may make any charge for to the Constitution of the United States; '§ 600. Promise of employment or other ben-
the use of any nonbroadcast communications "(b) 'candidate' means an individ_Lal who efit for political activity
medium by or on behalf of any candidate seeks nomination for election, or election, "Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises
for Federal elective office (or for nomination to Federal office, whether or not such ln¢ll_vi- _my employment, position, compensation.
to such office) unless such candidate, or an dual is elected, sad, for purposes of this para- J_'ontract. appointment, or other benefit, pro-
individual specifically authorized by such graph, an individual shall 'be deemed ,_o _ek rifled for or made pc6sible in while or in
candidate in writing to do so, certifies to nomination for election, or election, to Fed- part by ;al_y Act of Congress, or any special
such person that the payment of such charge eral office, if he has (1) taken the action eonsider;_tion in obtaini:ag any such benefit,
will not violate subsection (c). Any person necessary under the law of a State to qu:_lify to any perso n as consideration, favor, or re-
who furnishes the use of any nonbroadcast · himself for nomination for election, or elec- ware}, for any political activity or for 'the
communications medium to or for the bene- tion, or (2) received contributions or made _upport 0f or opposition to any candid2te or
fit of any such candidate without charge expenditures, or has given his consent for any political party in connection with any
therefor shall be deemed to have made a any other person to receive contributior,.,; or general or special election to any political
contribution to such candidate in an amount make expenditures, with a view to bringing office, or in connection with any primary
equal to the amount normally charged by about his nomination for election, or electiion, election or political convention or caucus
such person for such use. Any person who to such office; held to select candidates for any political of-
furnishes the use of any nonbroadcast corn- "lc) 'Federal office' means the omce of rice, shatl be fined not more than $I,000 or
munications medium to or for the benefit President or Vice President of the Uni,ted imprisor_ed not more than one year, or
of any such candidate at a rate which is States, or Senator or Representatiw: in, or both."
less than the rate normally charged by such Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Sec. 203. Section 608 of title 18, United
person for such use shall be deemed to have Congress of the United States; States Code, is repealed.
made a contribution to such candidate i,_ "(d) 'political committee' means any in- S_c. 204. Section 609 of title 18. United
an amount equal to the excess of the rate dividual, committee, association, or organiza- States Cod:e, is repealed.
normally charged over the rate charged such tion which accepts contributions or makes . SEc. 205. Section 611 cf title 18, United
candidate, expenditures during a calendar year ha an S_ates Code. is amended to read as follows:

(f) Violation of the provisions of this aggregate amount exceeding $1,000; "§ 611. Contributions by Government con-
section is punishable by a fine not to exceed "(e) 'contribution' means_ tractors
$5,000, imprisonment for not to exceed five "il) a gift, subscription, lo_n, adwEmce, or "Whoever--
years, or both. deposit of money or anything of val'ae (ex- "ia) entering into any cont.'act with tile

COST-OF-LIVING INCREASEIN LIMITATION cept a loan of money by a national or State United States o_r any department or agency
_oaziULa bank made ha accordance with the apl)llcable thereof either for the rendition of personal

SEC. 104. la) For purposes of this section, banking laws and regulations), made fc_' the services or furnishing any material, supplies.
the term--- purpose of influencing the nomlnatiorL for or equipment to the United States or any de-

(l) "price index" means.the annual aver- election, or election, of any person to Pc_teral partment or agency thereof or for selling
age over a calendar year of the Consumer office, for the purpose of influencing th,_ re- any land or building to the United States or
Price Index (all items---United States city suits of a primary held for the selec:tlon of any department, or agency thereof, if pay-
average) published monthly by the Bureau delegates to a national nominating eonven- meat fez' the l_rformance of such contract
of Labor Statistics; and tion of a political party or for the expression or payment for such material, supplies.

(2) "base period" means the calendar of a preference for the nomination of persons equipment, land, or building is to be made
year 1970. for election to the office of President. or for in whole or in ]part from funds approprlat-

(b) Commencing immediately after the the purpose of influencing the election of ecl by thc Congress, as e_y time between the
end of 1971, and after the end of each cai- delegates to a constitutional convention for commencement of negotiations for and the
endar year thereafter, as there becomes avail- proposing amendments to the Constitution later of (1) the completion of performance
able necessary data from the Bureau of Labor of the United States; under, or (2) _;he termination of negotia-
Statistics of the Department of Labor. the "i2) a contract, promise., or agreement:, ex- tions for, such contract or furnishing of ma-
Secretary of Labor shall determine the differ, press or implied, whether or not legally eh- terial, supplies, equipment land or build-
ence between the price index for the tm* forceable, to make a contribution for such lngs, _irectly or indirectly makes any
mediately preceding calendar year and the purposes; contribution of money or other thing of
price index for the base period. The amount "(3) a transfer of funds between pol'.itical value, or promises expressly or impliedly to
computed under section 315(c) (2) (a) ii) of committees; and make a_ay such contribution, to any politi-
th Communications Act of 1934 (as added "(4) the payment, by any person other cai party, comn_ittee, or candidate for pub-
.by section 102 of this Act) and under sec- than a candidate or political committee, of lic office or to any person for any political
tion 103(c)(1)(A) of this Act shall be in- compensation 'for the personal servlce,,i of purpose or use; or
creased by such per centum difference lex- another person which are rendered to such "lb) ki,-owingly solicits any such contri-
eluding any fraction of a per centum) and candidate or political committee, without button from any such person for any such
rounded to the next highest cent. Each charge for any such purpose; purpose durhag any such period;
amount so increased shall be the amount In "if) 'expenditure' means-- shall be fined not more than $5,000 or lin-
effect for the twelve months following the "(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, prisoned not more thart five years, or both."
end of such calendar year. loan, advance, deposit, or gift of _roney or Sec. 2(_L Chapter 29 of title 18, United

]$FFECTVEDATE any_Iling of value (except a loan o:f money States Code, is amended by adding at the
SEc. 105. This title shall take effect on by a national or State bane made in ac,_ord- end thereof the following new section:

ance with the applicable banking l_ws and "§ 614. Extension of credit to candidates for
the date of enactment of this Act, except regulations), made for .the purpose of In-that-- :Federal office by certain industries

fluencing the nomination _or electi_, or "(a) _o business, the rates and charges for
(1) the amendment made by section 101 election, of any person to Federal office, for which are regulated by the Civil Aeronautics

(b) shall take effect 30 days after'such date; the purpose of influencing the res'_lt of a Board, the Federal Communications Corn-and
primary held for the selection of delegates _lssion, or the Interstate Commerce Corn-

(2) Section 102 shall take effect on such to a national nominating convention of a mission, shall extend credit, for services
date as the Federal Communications Corn- political party or for the expression of a rendered or go_ls furnished to any candidate
mission shall prescribe, but not later than preference for the nomination of per.sot,.,; for or to any Other person on behalf of such
120 days after the date of enactment of this election to the office of President, or for the candidates unless the debt so created is se-Act.

purpose of influencing the election .of dele- cured in full by property, bond, or other se-
TITLE II--CRIMiNAL CODE AMENDMENTS gates to a constitutional convention for .pro- cnrity, This section shall not apply to a use

Sic. 201. Section 591 of title 18, United posing amendments to tile Constitutl(m of of such service or goods by a candidate for
States Code, is amended to read as follows: the United States; purposes not related to his campaign for
"§ 591. Definition "(2) a contract, promise, or ag_,_eement, nomination for election, or election, to Fed-

express or implied, whether or not legally era] ol_,ce, if tl_e candidate so certifies in
"When used In sections 597, 599, 600, 602, enforceable, to make any expenditure; and writing to that business.

610, 611, and 614 of this title--- "(3) a tra_mfer of funds betweel,,t politl- "(b) Violation of the provisions of this
"la) 'election' means (1) a general, special, cal committees; section is punishable by a fine not to exceed

primary, or runoff election, (2) a convention "(g) 'person' and 'whoever' mean an indi- $1,000. or lin the case of an individual who
or caucus of a political party held to noml. vldual, partnership, committee, association, Intentionally violates such provision) lin-
hate a candidate, (6) a primary election held corporation, or any other organiz_,tlon or prisonment for not to exceed one year, or
_or the section of delegates to a national group of persons; and both."
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Sec. 207. The table of sections for chapter (f) '_expenditure" means--, oil its behalf stating that the committee l_

29 of title 18, United States Code. is amended (1) a purchase, payment;, distribution, not authorized by such Candidate and tha,t
by-- loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or retch candidate is not responsible for the

(1) striking out the item relating to sec- anything of value, made for the purpose of activities of such committee.
tiOn 608 and inserting in lieu thereof the influencing the nomination ::or election, or (f) Any political committee shall include
following: election, of any person to Fed._ral office, or as on the face or front page of all literature and
"608. Repealed."; a presidential and vlce-presilentlal elector, a_lvertisements soliciting funds the following

(2) striking out the item relating to sec- or for the purpose of influencing the result notice:

tion 609 and inserting in lieu thereof the of a primary held for the selection of dele- "In compliance with Federal law a repoI$
following: gates to a national nominatin:; convention of h_Lsbeen (or will be) filed with the Comptrol-
"609. Repealed_"; a political party or for the ,xpresslon of a le._ General of the United States showing a

(3) striking out the item relating to sec- preference for the nominatior_ of persons for dE,tailed account of our receipts and expendi-
tion 611 and inserting in lieu thereof the election to the office of Preslclent, or for the tr_es. A copy of that report is available at a
following: purpose of influencing the election of dele- charge from the Superintendent of Docu~

gates to a constitu_tonal convention for pro- ments, U.S. Government Printing Office,
"61L Contributions by Government con- posing amendmenr_ to the Constitution of Washington, D.C. 20402."

tractors."; and the United States;
(4) adding at theend of such ta,bte the fei- (2) a contract, promise, or agreement REGISTRATION OF POLITICAL COMMITTEES;lowing: "614. Extension of credit to candi, STATEMENTS

dates for Federal office t_carte_n industries. _ whether or not Icgally enforceable, to make
an expendlture; and ' Szc. 303. (a) Each political committee

which anticipates receiving contributions er
TITLE III--DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL (3) a trarrsfer of funds between political m_king expenditures during the calendarCAMPAIGN FUNDS committees;

year in an aggregate amount exceeding $1,-
D'_Vn_ITIONS (g) "Comptroller General" rqeang the 000 shall file with the Comptroller General a

SEC. 301. When used in this part--- Comptroller General of the Uaited States; st;_tement of organization, within ten days
(a) "election" means (1) a general, special, (h) "person" moans an individual, partner- after its organization or, if Iater, ten days

· ship, committee, aesoclatior, corporation, after the date on which it has informatlo_
primary, or runoff election, (2) a convent[an labor organization, and any ¢,ther organlza- which causes the committee to anticipate it
or caucus of a political party held to noml- tlon or group of persons; and will receive contributions or make expendl-
nato a candidate, (3) a primary election held (i) "State" includes the Dis';rict of Colum- tures in excess of $1,000. Each such com-
for the selection of delegates to a national bla, the Cozmnonwealth of l_;erto Rico, and m tree in existence at the date of enactment
nominating(4)a primaryC°nventi°nelectionheld°fa forP°lltlca'ltheexpres-party'anYstates.terril_omyor i'osseesion _f the United of this Act shall file a statement of organlza-
sion of a preference for the nomination of ti¢,n with the Comptroller General at such
persons for election to the office of President, ORC_N_TION Ol POLITICAL COMMITTEES ti_ne as he prescribes.
and (5) the election of delegates to a constt- SEC. 302. (a) Every political committee (b) The statement of organization shall
tutlonal convention for proposing amend- shall have e_ chairman and _, treasurer. No in_'lude_
monte to the Constitution of the United contribution and no expenditure shall be (1) the name and address of the commit-
States; accepted or made by or on bei_alf of a polit- tec;

(b) "candidate" means an individual who lcal committee at a time when there is a (2) t:he names, addresses, and relationship;s
seeks nomination for. election, or elec'tlon, to vacancy In [;he office of chai:man or treas- of affiliated or connected organizations;
Federal office, whether or not such Individual urer thereof. No expenditure shall be made (3) the area, scope, or Jurisdiction of th,_
is elected, and, for purposes of this para- for or on behalf of a political comm!ttee committee;
graph, an individual shall be deemed to seek without t;ae authoilzatlon of its chairman or (4) the name, address, and position of th,;
nomination for election, or election, if he treasurer, or their designated agents, custodian of books and accounts;
has (1) taken the action necessary under the (b) Every person who receives a contribu- (5) the name, address, and position of
law of a State to qualify himself for nomina- tlon for a political commltte_; shall, on de- oilier principal officers, including officers and
tion for election, or election, to Federal office, mand of the treasurer, and in any event m,;mbers of the finance committee, if any;
or (2) received contributions or made ex- within five days after the r,;eelpt of such {6} the name, address, office sought, and
penditures, or has given his consent for any contribution, render to the treasurer a de- party affiliation of (A) each candidate whom
other person to receive contributions or make tailed account thereof, includJJlg the amount, th_ committee is supporting, and (B) any
expenditures, with a view to bringing about the name and address of the person making oilier individual, ff any, whom the commit.,
his nomination for election, or election, to such contribution, and the date on which tec is supporting for nomination for election,
such (,fi[ce; recelvecL All funds of a pollt:.cal committee or election, to any public office whatever; or,

(c} "Federal office" means the office of shall be segregatec[ from, ant may not be if the committee is supporting the entiro
President or Vice President of the United commingled with, any per_mal funds of ticket of any party, the name of the party;
States; or of Senator or Representative in, or officers, members, cr associate_; of such corn- (7) a statement whether the committee h;
Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the mittee, a continuing one;
Congress of the United States; . (c) It _hall be the duty oI' the treasurer (8) the disposition of residual funds which

(d) "political committee' means any corn- of a political committee to keep a detailed will be made In the event of dissolution;
mittee, association, or organization which and exact a_:count of-- (9) s_ listing of all banks, safety deposI_,
accepts contributions or makes expenditures (1) all contributions made to or for such bo_es, or other repositories used;
during a calendar year in an aggregate committe_; Il0) a statement of the reports required
amo_mt exceeding $1,000; (2) the full name and mailing address of to be filed by thecommittee with State o_

(e) "contribution" means-- every per,.on making any contribution, and lc<_al officers, and, if so, the names, ad..
(1} a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or the date _mCt amount thereof; dresses, and positions of such persons; and

del_osit of money or anything of value, made (3) all ext_nditures made _y or on behalf _,11) such other i_fformation as shall b_
for the purpose of influencing the nomina- of such committee; and required by the Comptroller General.
tion for election, or election, of any person (4) the fvJl name and mailing address of lc) Any change in Information previously
to Federal office or as a presidential or vice- every person to whom any ._xpenditure is su_>mitted in a statement of organization
presidential elector, for the purpose of in- made, and the dat_; and amount thereof, shall be reported to the Comptroller Genera[
fiuenctng the result of a primary held for the (d) It shall be the duty oi the treasurer wi;hin a ten-day period following the change.
selection of delegates to a national nomlnat- to obtain and keep a receipted bill, stating ,id) Any committee which, after having
lng convention of a political party or for the particulars, for every exp, mdlture made fil_,d one or more statements of organization,
the expression of a preference for the noml- by or on behalf of a political con_,nittee in dk, bands or determines it will no longer re-.
nation of persons for election to the office of excess of $100 in amount, ami for any such ceive contributions or make expenditure.,;
President, or for the purpose of influencing expenditure in a lesser amoun:, if _he aggre- during the calendar year in an aggregate
the election of delegates to a constitutional gate amount of such expenditures to the ar_ount exceeding $1,000 shall so notify the
convention for proposing amendments to the same person during a calendar year exceeds Comptroller General.
Constitution of the United States; $100. The treasurer shall preserve all re- _EP0aTS BY POLITICALCOMMITTEESAND

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, celpted bills and accounts r_qnired to be CANDIDATES
whether or not legally enforceable, to make kept by this section for perk,ds of time to ,BEC. 304. (a) Each treasurer of a political
a contribution for any such purpose; be determined by _;he Comptroller General. committee supporting a candidate or can-.

(3) a transfer of funds between political (e) Any political committee wl_tch solicits diciates for election to Federal office and each.
committees; and or receiv_ contributions or makes expendi- candidate for election to such office, shall

(4) the payment, by any person other than tures on behalf of any candidate that is not fil_ with the Comptroller General reports of
a candidate or political committee, of corn- authorized in writing by such candidate to receipts and expenditures on forms to be_
pensation for the personal services of another do so shall include a notice _,n the face or prt_scribed or approved by him. -_uch report_
person which are rendered to such candidate front page of all literature _md advertise, shl_ll be filed on the tenth day of March,
or committee without charge for any such merits published in connection with such Ju:le. and September, in each year, and on
purpose; candidate's campaig n by such committee or th_.· fifteenth and fifth days next preceding
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the d_e on which an election is held, and of $100 within a calendar year shall file.' with (2) represents a national political party in
also by the thirty-first day of January. Such the Comptroller General a statem,.,_nt con.. making _rrangements for the convention of
repo-CS shall be complete as of such date taining the information required b'y scq:tion such party held to nominate a candidate for
a.,. the Comptroller General may prescribe, 304. Statements required by this section, shal:t the office of President or Vice President,
which shall not be less than five days before be filed on the dates on which reports bi, shall within sixty day.,; following the end Gl
the date of filing, political committees are filed, but need not the convention (but not later than twenty

(b) Each report under this seclion shall be cumulative, days prior to the date on which presidential
discloge--- (b) (1) Any business, the rates and} and vice-presidential electors are cho.'{en),

(I) the amount of cash on hand at the charges for which are regulated by _he, Clv£i file wit tx,Comptroller General a full and corn-
beginning of the reporting period; Aeronautics Board, the Federal Communica., plete financial statement, in such form and

(2) the lull name and mailin5 address of lions Commission. or the Interstate Com.. detail as he may prescribe, of the sources
each person who has made one or more merce Commission, which furnishes goods or from w'hich it derived its funds, and the pur-
contributions to or fo_ such committee or services to or for the use of a candidate in poses Ior whlc]5 such funds were expended.
candidate (including tl_e purchase of tickets connection with his campaign for nomina..
for events such as dinners, luncheons, ral- tion for election, or election, to Federal n_rr_Es' OF THE. COI_[PTROLLERGENERA?-
lies, and similar fundralsing events) within office, or to a political committee for use in SEC. 308. (a) It shall be the duty of the
the calendar year in an aggregate amount connection with such a campaign, ;shall file Comptroller General--
or value in excess of $100, together with the with the Comptroller General a statemen'_ (1) to develop prescribed forms for the
amount and date of such contributions; disclosing-- makin_ of the reports and statements re-

(3) the total sum of individual contribu- (A) the name of the purchaser and th,m quired to be filed with him under this title;
tiGriS made(to or for such committee or name o'f the candidate for the benefit of (2) -$o prepare and publish a manual set-

whose campaign the goods or services were ting forth reoommended uniform methods'
candidate _t_ring the reporting period and
x_k)t repor_tlnder paragraph (2); ' purchased; of boc>kkeeping and reporting for use by

thC)name and address of each political (B) a specific description of the gelds ocr persons :required to make such reports and
co_a_r candidate from which the re- services furnished and the quantity or raeas- ;statements;
porting committee or the candidate re- ute thereof,'if appropriate; (3) _o develop a filing, coding, and cross-
celved, or to which that committee or can- (C) any amount of the price of such goods indexing system consonant with the put.or services not paid in advance of their being poses e f this title;
dldate made, any transfer of funds, together,
with the amounts and dates of all such trane- furnished to the purchaser; (4) Lo make the reports and statements

(D) any unpaid balance of the price of filed _.iti_ him. available for public lnspec-
fern; such goods or services as of the reportin{{ lion and copying during regular office hours,

(5) each loan to o_ from any person within
the calendar year in an aggregate amount or date; commencing a.,{soon E_spracticable but not
value in excess of $100, together with the full (E) a description of the type and value of later t._an the end of the second day follow-
names and mallin{ '_ of the lender any bond, collateral, or other sec'arlty se- lng the day during which it was re'ceived,
and endorsers, if any, and the date and curing such unpaid balance; and and to permit copying of any such report or(F) such other irfformatlon as the Comp- statement by hand or by duplicating ma-
amount of such loans; troller General shall require by publlsh_i chine, as requested by any person, at the

(6) the total amount of proceeds from (A) regulation, expanse of such person;
the sale of tickets to each dinner, luncheon, (2) Reports required under paragrap]_ (1) (5) to preserve such reports and state-
rally, and other fundraising event; (B) mass of this subsection shall be filed on '_he dates merits for a period of ten years from date
collections made at such _vents; and (C) on which reports by political committees are of receipt, except that reports and state-
sales of items such as political campaign pins, filed, and shall be cumulative. A copy of eac]x merits relating solely to candidates for the
buttons, badges, flags, emblems, hats, ban- report required of a business uric[er para- House of Representatives shall be preserved
nets, literature, and similar materials; graph (1) shall be filed with the department for only five years from the date of receipt;

(7) each contribution, rebate, refund, or or agency by which such business is so (6) to compile and. maintain a current
other receipt in excess of $100 not otherwise regulated, list of all statements ,ar parts of statements
listed under paragraphs (2) through (6);

(8) the total sum of all receipts by or for FORMAL REQUIREMENTS RESPECTINGR_PORTS pertaining to each candidate;AND STATEMENTS (_) to prepare and publish an annual re-
such committee or candidate during the re-
porting period; SEC. 306. (a) A report or state:ment re- port including compilations of (A) to$_] re-

(9) the full name and mailing address of qulred by this title to be filed by a treasurer ported contributions and expenditures for
each person to whom an expenditure or ex- of a political committee, a candida, lc, or by all candidates, political committees, and oth-
penditures have been made by such com- any other person, shall be verified by the er persons during the year; (B)total amounts
mittee or candidate within the _ calendar oath or affirmation of the person filing such expensed according to such categories as he
year in an aggregate amount or value in report or statement, taken before any officer shall determine and broken down into can-
excess of $100, and the amount, date, and authorized to administer oaths, didate, party, and nonparty expenditures(b) A copy of a report or statem.ent shall on. the, National, Stat_, and local levels; (C)
purpose of each such expenditure; be preserved by the person filing it for a total amounts expended for influencing nom-

(10) the full name and 'mailing address period of time to be designated by tl_e Comp- lnatlons and elections stated separately; (D)
of each person to whom an expenditure for troller General in a published regW._atton, total amounts contributed according to such
personal services, salaries, and reimbursed (c) The Comptroller General may, by categories of amounts as he shall determine
expenses in excess of $100 has been made, and published regulation of general applicability, and broken down int_) contributions on the
which is not otherwise reported, including relieve any category of political committees Natior_al, State, and local levels for
the amount, date, and purpose of such of the obligation to comply with section 304 candidates and political committees; and (E)
expenditure; if such committee (I) primarily supports aggregate ambunts contributed by any con-

(11) the total sum of expenditures made persons seeking State or local office, and does tributor shown to have contributed in excess
by such committee or candidate during the not _ubstantlally support candidates,, and 'of $100;
calendar year; (2) does not operate in more than one Stats (8) to prepare and publish from time to

(12) the amount and nature of debts and or on a statewlde basis, ti,ne Sl_ctal reports comparing the various
obligations owed by or to the committee, in (d) The Comptroller General shall, by totals and categories of contributions and
such form as the Comptroller General may published regulations of general applicabil.- expenditures made with respect to preced-
prescribe; and lty prescribe the manner in which contribu- lng elections;

(13) such other information as shall be tlons and expenditures in the nature of debts (9) to prepare and publish such other re-
required by the Comptroller General. and other contracts, agreements, a:ad pror_- ports as he may deem appropriate;

(c) The reports required to be filed by ises to make contributions or expenditures (10) tx) assure wide, dissemination of sta-
subsection (a) shall be cumulative during shall be reported. Such regulatB>ns shall tistlcs summaries, and reports prepared un-
the calendar year to which they relate, but provide that they be reported in. separate der this title;
where there has been no change in an Item schedules. In determining aggregate amounts (11) to make froth, time to time audits
reported in a previous report during such of contributions and expenditures, amounts and field investlgatio:as with respect; to re-
year, only the amount need be carried for- reported as provided in such regulation,,; shall ports and statements filed under the provt-
ward. If no contributions or expenditures not be considered until actual p_yment is sions of this title, and with respect to alleged
have been accepted or expended during a cai- made. failures to file any report or statement re-
endar year, the treasurer of the political REPORTSON CONVENTIONFINANCING q_fired under the provisions of this title
committee or candidate shall file a statement SEC. 307. Each committee _r other orga- (12] i_ report apparent violations of law
to that effect, nizatlon which-- to the appropriate law enforcement author-

REPORTS BY OTHERS THAN POLITICAL (1) represents a State, or a poli':ical sub- flies; and
COMMITTEES division thereof, or any group of persons, in (13) to prescribe suitable rules and regu-

SEC. 305. (a) Every person (other than a dealing with officials of a nationak political lationa to carry out the provisions off this
political committee or candidate) who makes party with respect to matters involving a title.
contributions or expenditures, other than convention held in such State or politics! (b) (1) Any person who believes a violation
by contribution to a political committee or subdivision to nominate a candidate for the of this title has occurred may file a corn-
candidate, in an aggregate amount in excess office of President or Vice President, or plaint with the Comptroller General. If the
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Comptroller General determines there ts sub. (4) to compile and maintain a current llst "(1) an individual whose name s pre.
stanttal reason to believe such a violation of all statements or parts of smtements per- sented :_or election as President of the '_nited
has occurred, he shall expeditiously make an tainlng to each candidate. States, Vice President of the United S,a les
investigation, which shall also include an an elector for President or Vice Prestden, oJinvestigation of reports and statements filed PROHI_r_ION OF CONTRI_WTIONS IN
by the complainant if he is a candidate, of NA_ OF ANOTI_rES th,; United States, a Member of the Senate

or a Member of (or Delegate to) the House
the matter complained of. Whenever in the SEC. 310. No person shall mskea contrlbu- of Representatives in a general or special
Judgment of the Comptroller General, after tlon in the name of another person, and election, in a primary election, or in a con..
affording due notice and an opportunity for no person shall knowingly accE_pt a contribu-
a hearing, any person has engaged or is lion made by one person in the name of ventlon of a political party, for use by such
about to engage in 'any acts or practices another person, individual to further his candidacy for anySll,_'h office, or
which constitute or will constitute a viola- PENALTY FOR VIOLAT::ONS "(2) a cm._mlttee acting in behalf of ar

lion of any provision of this title or any SEC. 311. Any person who _iolates any of individual or indivlduals'descrllyed in para-
regulation or order Issued thereunder, the the provisiorbs of this title shall be fined not grf.ph (1), for use by such committee to fur-
Attorney General on behalf of the United more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more th(_r the candidacy oi such individual oz
States shall institute a civil action for relief, than one year, or bcth. Individuals.
including a permanent or temporary injunc-
tion, r_straining order, or any other appro- STATE LA,rS Noir AFFECTED "(d) ELECTION TO TAKE D_.DuC'rlON IN Lnsu

OF CREDIT.--This section shall not apply In
priate _r_der injtl_e district court of the SEC. 312. (a) Nothing in this title shall thc case of any taxpayer who, for the taxable
United States' f_r the district tn which the be deemed[ to invalidate or m_ke inappllca- yel,r, elects to take the deduction provided
person is frrkmd, resides, or transacts busl- ble any provision of any Sta_e law, except by section 218 (relating to d_.duction foz
ness. Upon a proper showing that such per- where compliance v_th such p:'ovislon of law contributions to candidates for elective Fed-
son has engaged or is about to engage in would result In a violation of a provision of eral office). Such election shall be made lu
such acts or practices, a permanent or tern- this title, such manner and at such time as the Sec-

porary injunction, restraining order, or other (b) Th,_ Comptroller General shall eh- ret_ry or his delegate shah _)rescribe b_
order shall be granted without bond by such courage, and cooperate with the election retulatlons.
court, officials in the several Stat_;s to develop ';(e) ,CRoss REFEaENCE.--

(2) In any action brought tinder para- procedures which wnl elimim_te the neces- 'For disallowance of credit to estates and
graph (I) of this subsection, subpenas for slty of multiple filings by permitting the trusts, ,'ce section 642(a)(3)."
witnesses who are required to attend a filing of copies of'Federal reports to satisfy lb) The table of sectim_s for smmh subpari
United States district court may run into the State requirements, is umended by striking out
any other district. PARTIAL INVALIDIT'[ ' Sec. 40. Overpayments of tax."'(3) Any party aggrieved by an order
granted tinder paragraph (1) of this subsec- S_c. 313. I:1: any provision o, this title, or and inserting _m lleu thereof
tion may, at any time within sixty days after the appllcatk)n thereof, to any person or cir- ' Sec. ,10. Contrfbutiong to candidates fo!
the date of entry thereof, file a petition with cunmtance i,,_ held invalid, the validity of ele_'tive Federal orifice.
the United States Court of Appeals for the the remainder of tlle title and the appllca- 'Sec.,ti. Overpayments of tax."
circuit in which such person is found, re- tlon of such provlsl.on to other persons and (c) Section 642(a) of the Internal Reve-
sides, or transacts business, for Judicial re- circumstances shall not be aff_cte(i thereby, un,; Code of 1954 (relating to credits againsi
_lew of such order. REPEAl.lNG CLAUSr. tax for estates and trusts) is amended b_

ad¢ilng at the end thereof a new paragraph
(4) The Judgment of the court of _ppeais SEC. 314. (a) The [Federal Coxrupt Practices :_ollows:

affirming or setting aside, in whole or in p,mrt, Act, 1925 2 U.S.C. t§ 241-256) is repealed, as,,(3) PoLrrIcAL CONTarsUTIONS.--An estate
any such order of the district court shall be (b) I_ case of any convicti, m under this or trust shall not be allowed the credll
final, subject to review by the Supreme Court title, where the punishment inflicted does agslnst tax for political contributions tc
of the United States upon certiorari or cer- not include imprisonment, such conviction car didates for elective Federal office providedtification as provided in section 1254 of title shall be deemed a misdemearor conviction
28 of the United States Code. only. by section 40."

(5i Any action brought under this sub- DEDUCTION I1_/ LIEU OF CREDIT
section shall be advanced on the docket of TITLE IV--TAX INCENTIVE:_ FOR CON-
the court in which filed, and put ahead of TRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR FED- S_c. 402. (a) Part VII of subchapter B Gl
all other actions (other than other actions ERAL OFI_.fCE chapter I of the Internal Revenue Code Gl

1955 (relating to additional itemized deduc-
brought trader this subsection). L,_COM_: TAX Car_l'C tiGriS for individuals) is amended by Tenure-

STATEMENTS FILED WITH CLERK OF UI_IT_D SEC. 401. (_) Subl)art A of p;_rt IV of sub- ber ng section 218 as 219, and by lnsertin 8
STA_ES COURT chapter A of chapter 1 of the Internal Rev- aft_;r section 217 the following new section:

SEC. 309. (a) A copy of each statement re- enue Code of 1954 (relating to credits against "SE:. 2IS. CO_TP_UTIONS TO CA_orvA_S POS
quired to be filed with the Comptroller Gert- tax) is amended by renumbermg section 40 ELEC_rvvE FEDERAL OFFICE.
eral by this title shall be filed _th the clerk RS 41, and by inserting after _,ectlon 39 the "(a) ALLOW_-_CE Or I_DUCTIC,_.--In the
of the United States district court for the following new section: ca_; of an individual,, there shall be allowed
judicial district in which is located the prin- "SEc. 40. CO}_TRIBU_IONS TO CANDn)ATES FOR as i, deduction any political contribution (a_
cipal office of the political committee or, in I_.LECTIV]"_FEDERAL OFFICE defined in subsection (c)) payment of which
the case of a statement filed by a candidate "(a) G_ERAL R_rLE.--There shall be al- is TRade by such individual within the tax-
or other person, in which is located such per- lowed to an individual, as a credit against abl,; year.
son's residence. The Comptroller General the tax imposed by this chapter for the tax- "(b) LIMITATIONS.--
may require the filing of reports and state- able year, an amoun_ equal to one-half of the "(1) lkMOUNT.--The deduction tinder sub-
merits required by this title with the clerks political contributions (as defiILed In subsec- section (a) shall not exceed $100 for any
of other United States district courts where tion (c)) payment ¢,f which ts made by such taxable year.
he determines the public interest will be individual within the taxable year. "_2) VFm_rmATION.--The deduction unde_
served thereby. "(b) LI_x_LTXO_S.-- sub_ection (a) shall be allowed, with respect

(b) It shall be the duty of the clerk of a "(I) AMom_T.--The credit all.owed by sub- to :my political contribution, o,My if such
United States district court under subsac- section (a) shall no_; exceed $20 for any tax- political contribution is verified in such
tion (a)_ able year. manner .as the Secretary or his delegate shall

(1) to receive and maintain in an orderly "(2) APPLICATION WITH OT_ER CREDITS._ pre.,;cribe by regulations.
manner all reports and statements required The credit allowed by subsection (a) shall "'_c) r)EFINrrIoN OF POLITICAL CONTRIBU-
by this title to be filed with such clerks; not exceed the amount of the t_x imposed by Tiom--For purposes of this section, the term

(2) to preserve such reports and state- this chapter for the taxable year reduced by 'polttical contribution' means a contribution
merits for a period of ten years from date the s_rm of the credits allowable under sec- or gift t(Y---

of receipt, except that reports and state- lion 33 (relating to foreign ta_: credit), sec- "i1) an individual whose name is pre-
ments relating solely to candidates for the tion 37 (relating to :retirement income), and sero:ed for election as President of the United
House of Representatives shall be preserved section 38 (relating to investment ia certain Stales, Vice President of the United States,
for only five years from the date of receipts; depreciable property), an elector for President or Vice President of

(3) to make the reports and statements "(3) VESCFrCATION.--The credit allowed by the United States, a M[ember of the Senate,
filed with him available for public lnspec- subsection (a} shall be allowed wlti_ respect or _ Member of (or Delegate to) the House
lion and copylng during regular office hours, to any political contribution, only' if such of _;_epresentatives in a general or special
commencing as soon as practicable but not political contributio_ is verified in st_ch elec;lon, in a primary election, or tn a con-
later than the end of the second day follow- manner as _he Secre,;ary or his ,lelegate shall veniion of a political party, for use by such
lng the day during which It was received, prescribe b:7 regulations, individual to further his candidacy for any
and to permit copying of any such {report "(c) DEi_NrrION OF POLITICAL CONTRIBU- such office; or

or statement by hand or by duplicating ma- TION.--For purposes of this section, the term "(2) a committee acting in behalf of an
chine, as requested by any person, at ti2e ex- 'political ccntribution' means a contrlbutiozx Individual or individuals described in para-
pense of such person; and or gift to-- graph (1' , for use by such committee to fur-
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ther the candidacy of such individual or candidate, the lowest unit charge o:[the sta- the payment of such charge 'will not violate
individuals, tion for the same amount of time during th, s paragraph (2).

"(d) ELECTION TO TAKE CREDIT XN LIEU OP same period; and "(5) Broadcasting s_J_ations and candidates
DEDUCTXON.--This section shall not apply in "(2) at any other time, the charges made shall file with the Commission such reports
the case of any taxpayer who, for the taxable for comparable use of such station by ,other at such _imes and containing such informa-
year, elects to take the credit against tax users thereof." tlon aa 'the Commission shall prescribe for
provided by section 40 (relating to credit (c) Section 312(a) of such Act is amended the purtx)se of this subsection and. in the
against tax for contributions to candidates by striking "or" at the end of el:_use (5), case oi broadc_sting stations, subsection (d).
for elective Federal office). Such election striking the period at the end of clause (6) "(d) If the Commission determines that--
shall be made in such manner and at such and inserting in lieu thereof a semicololx and "(1) a State by law-
time as the Secretary or his delegate shall "or", and adding at the end of such section "(A) llas provided t:hat a primary or other
pre_cribe by regulations. 312(a) the following new clause election for any office of such State or of a

"(e) CROSS REFERENCF.-- "(7) for willful or repeated failure to allow political subdivision thereof is subject to
"For disallowance cf deduction to estates reasonable access to or to permit Purchase cf this subsection, and

and trusts, see secttun 642(i)." reasonable amounts of time for the use of a "(B) has specified a limitation upon total
(b) The table of sections for such part is broadcasting station by a legally qualified expenditures for the use of broadcastin[, st,a-candidate on behalf of his candidacy.", tions on behalf of the candidacy of each

amended by striking out
"Sec. 218. Cross references." EXPENDITURELIMITATIONS :FOECANDIDATESFOR legally qualified candidate in such election,and

axial inserting in lieu thereof MAJOR ELECTIVE OFFICES "(2) the amount of such limitation does
"Sec. 218. Contributions to candidates for SEC. 102. Section 315 of the Commlmica- not exceed the amount which would be deter-

elective Federal office, tlons Act of 1934 is further amended by re- mined for such election under subsection
"Sec. 219.'Cross references." designating subsection (c) as subsection (e) (c) had such election been an election for a
(c) Sectioa 642 of the Internal Revenue and by inserting immediately beiore suc:_ Federal elective office, or nomination thereto,

Code of 19,_4 (relating to special rules for subsection the following new subsectlons: then no station licensee may make any
credits and deductions for estates and trusts) "(c) (1) For purposes of this subsE,_ti_n charge for the use of such station by or on
Is amended by redesignating subsection (t) and subsection (d), the term-- behalf of any legally qualified candidate in
as subsection (j), and by inserting after sub- "(A) 'Federal elective office' meatus the such election unless such candidate, or a per-
section (h) a new subsection as follows: office of President, Vice President, United eon specifically authorized by such candidate

"i i) POLITICAL CONTIllBUTIONS.--An estate States Senator or Representative, or Del,egate in wrl_ing to do so, certifies to such licensee
or trust shall not be allowed the deduction or Resident Commissioner to the Congress; in writing that the payment of such charge
for contributions to candidates for elective "(B) 'use of broadcasting station:.,'; by or on will not violate such limitation."
Federal office provided by section 218." behalf of any candidate' includes not only

broadcasts advocating such candtds,te's else- LX:MITA,TIONSON CAMPAIGNEXPENDITURES FOR
Z_FEcTrvE DaTE tlon, but also broadcasts urging the defeat NONEROADC2,ST COMMUNICATIONS 1M:EDIA

SEC. 403. The amendments made by sec- of his opponent or derogating his opponent's SEC, 103. (all For purposes of this section,
tlons 401 and 402 shall apply to taxable years stand on campaign Issues; the term--
ending after December 31, 1970, but only "(C) 'legally qualified candidate' means (1) "Federal elective office" means the of-
with respect to contributions or gifts pay- any person who (1) meets the quallficatiorus flee c.f President, Vice President, United
merit of which is made after such date. prescribed by the applicable laws tc holLd the States Senator or Representative. or r)ele-

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I Federal elective office for which he is a can- gate or Resident Commissioner to tile Con-
didate and (2) Is eligible under applicable gress;

yield the time on the bill which has been State law to be voted for by the elec'_oral_ (2) "nonbroadcast communications medi-
assigned to me to the Senator from directly or by means of delegates ol_ electors; tun" means newspapers, magazines and other
Rhode Island, the manager of the pend- and periodical publications, and billboard _,:acili-
lng bill. "(D) 'broadcasting station' includes a corr[- ties;

aMENDMENT NO. 308 munity antenna television system, and the (3) "legally qualified candidate" means

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, in fur- terms 'licensee' and 'station licensee' when any peIT_n who (A) meets the qualific_ttons
therance of the unanimous-consent used with respect to a community antenna prescribed by the applicable laws to hold

television system, mean the operator of such the Federal elective office for which he is a
agreement, I send to the desk on behalf system, candidate ,,and (B) i,,_ eligible under appli-
of myself and also the Senator from "(2) No legally qualified candidate in any cable State law to be voted for by the elec-
Georgia (Mr. TALMADGE), the Senator primary, runoff, general, or specla'l election torate directly or by means of delega,ces or
from Montana (Mr. MANSFIELD), and the for a Federal elective office may spend for the electo,_s; and
Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON), an use of broadcasting stations on behalf of his (4) "use of any nonbro_dcast communica-
amendment in the nature of a substitute, candidacy in such election a total amount in tions media by or on behalf of any can-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The excess of-- dtdate" includes not only amounts spent for
"(A) 5 cents multiplied by the ec,timata of advocating a candidate's election, but also

amendment will be stated, resident population of voting age for such _mounts spent for urging the defeat of his
The amendment in the nature of a office, as determined by the Bureau of Census opponent or derogating his opponent's stand

substitute reads as follows: in June of the year preceding the year J.n on campaign issues.
Strike out all after the enacting clause and which the election is to be held; c,r (b) During the forty-five days preceding

insert in lieu thereof the following: "(B) $30,000, if greater than the amount the date of any primary election, and dur-
"That this Act may be cited as the "Federal determined under subparagraph iA) · lng the sixty days preceding the date of any

Election Campaign Act of 1971'.' A legally qualified candidate for nomination general or special election, the charges made
TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO COMMUNI- for election to the office of President may not for the use of any nonbroadcast communica-

CATIONS ACT OF, 1934; LIMITATIONS spend a total amount for all primary elec- tlons m_lum by an individual who is a legal-
ON CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES FOR tlons held for such office in which he is a ly qualified candidate for Federal elective of-
NONBROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS candidate tn excess of the limitation pro~ rice shall not exceed tlle lowest unit rate
MEDIA ¥ided by the first sentence Of this paral_aph, charged others by the person furnishing, such

"(3) Amounts spent for the use of broa_i- medium for the same amount of space.
EXCEPTION TO EQUAL TIME REQUIREMENTS AND casting stations on behalf of any legally (c) No legally qualified candidate 1_ anyCI_AEGE LIMITATIONS

SEC. 101. (a) Section 315(a) of the Corn- qualified candidate for Federal el_,'tive office primary, runoff, general, or special electl_(or for nomination to such office) shall, for for a Federal elective office may spend IoI_
munications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 315(a)) the purposes of this subsection, be deemt,_l the use of nonbroadcast cornmunlcatl_a_3
la amended by inserting after "public office" to have been spent by such _ndldate. media on behalf of his candidacy_ In s_ch
in the first sentence thereof a comma and Amounts spent for the use of broadcasting election a total amount in excess of'
the following: "other than the office of Pres. stations by or on behalf of any lega,lly quali. (l) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate of
ldent or Vice President of the United S_ates,". fled candidate for the office of Vice President resident population of voting age for such

(b) Section 315(b) of such Act is amended of the United States shall, fo r the purposes office, as determined by the Bureau of Cch-
to read as follows: of this subsection, be deemed to have been sus in June of the year preceding the year in

"ih) The charges made for the use of any spent by the candidate for the offic!,' of Presi- which t:be election is to be held; or
broadcasting station by any person who is dent of the United States with whom he i_ (2) $30,000, If greater than the amount
a legally qualified candidate for any public running, determl:aed under clause (1).
office in connection with his campaign for "(4) No station licensee may make arLy A legally qualified candidate for nomination
nomination for election, or election, to such charge for the use of such station by or c.n for election to the office of President may not
office shall not exceed_ behalf of any candidate for Feder_d elect, lye spend a total amount for ali primary elec-

"(1) during the forty-five days preceding office (or for nomination to such office) 'unless tlons held for such office In which he is a
the date of a primary election and during the such candidate, or a person speclfical!.y au- candidate in excess of the limitation provided
sixty days preceding the date of a general or thorlzed by such candidate in writing to do by the first sentence of this paragraph.
special election in which such person is a so, certifies to such licensee in writing that (d) ,_mount$ spen_; for the use of non-
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broadcast communications media on behalf . "(a) 'el,_tlon" means (1) S, general, spe- "(3) a transfer of fund_-between politica'.l
of any legally qualified candidate for major rial, primary, or runoff election, (2) a con- committees;
Federal elective office (or for nomination to ventlon or caucus of a polltl, ml party held "(g) 'person' and 'whoever' mean an lndt..
such office) shaH, for the purposes of this to nominate a candidate, (3) m,primary elco- ritual, partnership, committee, association,
section, be deemed to have been spent by tion held for the s,.qeetlon of delegates to a corporation, or any other organization or
such candidate. Amounts spent for the use national nominating convent:on of a poll- group of persons; and
of nonbroadcast communications media by tlcal party, {4) a primary election held for "(hi 'State' means each State of the
or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate the expression of a preference for 'the noml- United States, the District of Columbia, the
for the office of Vice President of the United nation of persons for election to the office Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any ter-.
States shall, for the purposes of this section, of President, and (5) the election of dele- ritory or possession of the United States."
be deemed to have been spent by the candl- gates to a constitutional convention for _;Ec. ,_'02. Section 600 of title 18, United
date for the office of President of the United proposing amendments to thi_ Constitution St_.tes ([:ode, Is amended to read as foqows:

States with whom he is running, of the United States; "§ 600. Promise of employment or other be_m-
(c) No person may make any charge for "(bi 'candidate ' :means an Individual who fit for political activitythe use of any nonbroadcast communications seeks nomination for election, or e?.eetlon, to

'Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises
medium by or on behalf of any candidate for Federal office, whether or not s'lch individual an]r employment, position, compensation,
Federal elective office (or for nomination to Is elected, and,, fox purposes of this para- coi_tract, appointment, or other benefit, pro-
such office) unless such candidate, or an in- graph, an individual shall be deemed to seek vided for or made possible in whole or in paxtdivldual specifically authorized by such can- non_ination for election, or election, to Fed-

by any Act of Congress, Or any special con-
didate In writing to do so, certifies to such eral office, If he has (1) tak..'n the action sid_ration in obtaining any such ,benefit, to
person that the payment of such charge will necessary under the law of a S';ate to qualify any person as consideration, favor, or rewardnot violate subsection (c). Any person who himself for n.omina_;ion for election, or elec-

for any political activity or for th_ support of
furnishes the use of any nonbroadcast corn- lion, or (2) received contrlbu';tons or made or opposition to any candidates c,r any polit-
munieations medlum to or for the benefit of expenditures, or has given hls c)nsent for any ical. par_:y in connection with an_ general or
any such candidate without charge therefor other person to receive contrib_Ltions or make . special election to any political office, or In
shall be deemed to have made a contribu- expenditures, with a view to ]_rlnglng about co_nect_'.on with any primary election or po-
tion to such candidate in an amount equal his nomination lor electlon, ¢,r election, to litital convention or caucus held to select
to the amount normally charged for such auchoffice; candidates for any political office, shall be
person for such use. Any person who fur .... (c) 'Federal office' means the office of fim_d not more than $1,000 or imprisoned notnishe_ the use of any nonbroadcast corn- Pre,,;ident or Vice :._resident (,f the United
municatlons medium to or for the benefit of States, or Senator _r Representative in, or more than one year, or both."
any such candidate at a rate which is less Delegate or Reside_tt Commis:;ioner to, the SEc. 203. Section 608 of title 18, United
than the rate normally charged by such per- Congress of the United States; States Code, is repealed._ze. 204. Section 609 of title 18, United
son for such use shah be deemed to have "(d) 'political comsnittee' means any in- .
made a contribution to such candidate, in an dlvidual, committee: association, or organize- States Code, is repealed.
amount equal to the excess of the rate nor- ton which accepts contributions or makes S_c. 205. Section 611 of title 18, United
really charged over the rate charged, such expenditures during a calendar year in an States Code, ls amended to read as follows:
candidate, agg,'egate amount exceeding $1,000; "§ {;11. Contributions by Government con-

(f) Vdolatfon of the provisions of this sec- "(e) 'co,atrlbutim_' means-- tractors
lion is punishable by a fine not to exceed "(1) a gLft, subscription, loan, advance, or "Whoever--
$5,000, imprisonment for not to exceed five deposit of money or anything of value (ex- "(a) entering into any contract with the
years, or both. cepta loan oi money by a national or Stats Un, ted States or any department or agency

COST-OF-L/ViNO INCREASEIN LIMITAT:iON bank made in. accordance with the applicable thereof either for the rendition of personal
FORMULA banking laws and regulations), made for the sera,ices or furnishing any material, supplies,

SEC. 104. (a) For purposes of this section, purpose of influencing the n(,mtnatton for or equipment to the United States or any de-
the term-- election, or election, of any parr;on to Federal pertinent or agency thereof or fox' selling any

(1) "price index" means the annual aver- office, for the purpose of influencing the re- lani or 'building to the United States or any
age over a calendar year of the Consumer sults of a primary held for the selection of department or agency thereof, if payment
Price Index (all items--United States city delegates to a national nominating convert- for the performance of such contract or pay-
average) published monthly by the Bureau of lion of a political party or for lhe expression me]it for such material, supplies, equipment,
Labor Statistics; and of a preference for tim nominal.on of persons lant, or building is to be made in whole or

(2) "base period" means the calendar year for election to the office of PrEsident, or for in part from funds appropriated 'by the Con-
1970. the purpo.'_ .of influencing t]ce election of gre_, at any time between the commence-

(bi Commencing immediately after the delegates to a constitutional cvnvention for merit of negotiations for and the latex' of
end of 1971, and after the end of each calen- proposing amendments to the Cor_stltution (1) the. completion of performance under, or
dar year thereafter, as there becomes avail- of the United States; (2) the termination of negotiations for, such
able necessary data from the Bureau of Labor "(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, ex- contract or furnishing of material, supplies,
Statistics of the Department of Labor, the press or implied, whether or not legally equipment, land or buildings, directly or in-
Secretary of Labor shall determine the' dlf- enforceable, to make a contribution for such din/oily makes any contribution of montey
ference between the price index for the lin- purposes; or other thing of value, or promises ex-
mediately preceding calendar year and the "(3) a _:ansfer of funds between political _pr_isly or implledly to make any such con-trikution, to any political party, committee,
price index for the base period. The amount committee.';; _md or candidate for public office or to any per-
computed under section 315(c) (2) (A) of the "(4) the paymen'_, by any perSOn other
Communications Act of 1934 (as added by than a candidate or political ,_omrOlttee, of son for any political purpose or use; or
section 102 of this Act) and under section compensation for the personal .,ervtoes of an- "(bi knowingly solicitS any such con-
103 (c) (1) of this Act shall be lncrea.,_ed by other person which, are rendered to such trikution from any such person for any such
such per eentum difference (excluding any candidate or political committee without purpOSe during any such period;
fraction of a per centum) and rounded to the charge for any such purpose; shall be fined not more than $5,000 or lm-
next highest cent. Each amount so increased ,,(fi 'expenditure' means--- prl.,oned not more than five years, or both."
shall be the amount in effect for the twelve "(1) a pm'chase, payment, distribution, Ssc. 206. The table of sections for chapter
months following the end of such calendar loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or 29 of title 18, United States Code, is amended
year. anything o_ value (except a loa_ of money by by--

_FF_Crxv_ nST_ a national or ;State bank made in accordance (_) striking out the item relating to sec-
SEC. 105. This title shall take effect on the with the applicable banking laws and regu- tlor. 608 and inserting in lieu 'thereof the

date of enactment of this Act, except that-- lations), made for the purpose of influencing following:
(1) the amendment made by section 10I the nomination for election, cr election, of "6011. Repealed.";

(bi shall take effect 30 days after such date; any person to l_ederal office, fo: the purpose (2) sr[king out the item relating to sec-
and of influencing the rehult of a primary held lion. 609 and inserting in lieu thereof the

(2) sectlou 102 shall take effect on such for the selection of delegates _o a national following:
date as the Federal Communications Corn- nominating convention of a political party or "609. Repealed."; and
mission shall prescribe, but not later than for the expression of a preference for the ('0 striking out the item relating to see-
120 days after the date of enactment of this nomination, of penn)ns for election to the Clot. 611 and inserting in lieu thereof the fol-
Act. office of President, or for 'the purpose of in- low.rig:

TITL!_', II--CRIMINAL CODE A_M'ENDMEHTS fiuencing 'the election of delegs les to a con- "61:. Contributlons by Government contrac-
stltutiona[ convention for proposing amend- t.ors."

S_c. 201. Section 591 of title 18, Efnlted merits to th_'_ Constitution oJ' the United CAMPAIGN FUNDS
States Code, is amended to read as follows: States;
"§ 591; Definitions. "(2) a contract, promise, or a_eement, ex- D_FZNrr_o_'S

"When used In sections 597, 599, 600, 602, press or implied, whether or not legally eh- S_:c. 301. When used in this tltle_
610, §l.l, and 614 of this titlz-- forceable, to make any expenditure; _nd (_,) "election" means (1) a general, :,_pecial,
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primary, or runoff election, (2) a convention labor organization, and any other organhza- (2) the names, addresses, and relation-
or caucus of a political party held to noml- tlon or group of persons; and ships of affiliated or connected organizations;
natea candidate, (3) a primary election held (1) "State" includes the District of Colum- (13) the area, scope, or Jurisdiction of the
for the selection of delegates to a national bia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Ritco, and committee;
nominating convention of a political party, -any territory or possession of the United (4) the name, address, and position of

(4) a primary election held for the ex- States. She custodian of books and accounts;
pression of a preference for the nomination OnCANXZATXO_OF PoLrrxcAL COM_rrEES (5) the name, address_ and position of
of persons for election to the office of Presi- other principal officers, including officers and
dent, and (5) the election of delegates to a SEC. 302. (a) Every political committee members of the finance committee, if any;
constitutional convention for proposing shall have a chairman and a treasurer.. No (6) the name, address, office sought, and
amendments to the Constitution of the contribution and no expenditure shall be ac- party affiliation of (A) each candidate whom
United States; cepted or made by or on behalf of a !political tlhe committee is supporting, and lB) any

lb) "candidate" means an individual who committee at a time when there is a vacancy other individual, ff any, whom the commit-
seeks nomination for election, or election, in the office of chairman or treasurer thereof, tee is supporting for nomination for election,
to Federal office, whether or not such lndi- No expenditure shall be made for or on be- or electton, to any public office whatever; or,
_ldual is elected, and, for purposes of this half of a political committee without the ii the committee is supporting the entire
paragraph, an individual shall be deemed to authorization of its chairman or trca_;urer, or ticket cf any party, the name of the party;
seek nomination for election, or election, if their designated agents, i?) a statement whether the committee
he has (l) taken the action necessary under (b) Every person who receives a contribu- ia a continuing one;
the law of a State to qualify himself for tion for a political committee shalL, on de- (8) the dist_vsition of residual funds
_ominatlon for election, or election, to Fed- maud of the treasurer, .and in any event which will be nlade in the event of dissolu-
eral office, or (2) received contributions or within five days after the receipt of such tion;
made expenditures, or has given his consent contribution, render to the treasurer a de- (9) a listing of all banks, safety deposit
for any other person to receive contribu- tailed account thereof, including the amount, boxes, or other repositories used;
$1ons or make expenditures, with a view to the name and address of the person making (10) a statement of the reports required
bringing about his nomination for election, such contribution, and the date on Which to be filed by _he committee with State or
or election, to such office; received. All funds of a political co_m'lttee local officers, and, if so, the names, addresses,

(c) "Federal office" means the office of shall be segregated from, and may' not be and positions of such persons; and
President or Vice President of the United commingled with, any personal funds o1: of- (11) such other information as shall be
States or of Senator or Representative in, ricers, members, or associates of such ¢:om- required by the Comptroller General.
or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the mittee. (c) Any change in information previously
Congress of the United States; (c) It shall be the duty of the tressllrer of -submit_ed In a statement of organization

(d) "political committee" means any corn- a political committee to keep a detailed and shall be reported to the Comptroller General
mittee, association, or organization which exact account of-- within l_ ten-day period following the
accepts contributions or makes expenditures il) all contributions made ta or Jfor such change
during a calendar year in an aggregate committee; (d) Any committee which, after having
amount exceeding $I,000; (2) the full name and mailing address of filed one or more statements of organization,

(e) "contribution" means--- every person making any contribution, and disbands or determines it will no longer re-
(l) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or the date and amount thereof; ceive contributions or make expenditures

deposit of money or anything of value, made (3) all expenditures made by or o_a behalt during the calendar year in an aggregate
for the purpose of influencing the nomina- of such committee; and amounz exceeding $1,000 shall so notif_ the
lion for election, or election, of any person (4) the-full name and mailing aqdress ol Comptroller General.
to Federal office or as a presidential or vice- every person to whom any expendltm_e la REPORTSBY iPOLITICALCOMMITTEES &N:D
presidential elector, for the purpose of infiu- made, and the date and ani0unt thereof. CANOn_A_S

encing the result df a primary held for the (d) It shall he the duty of the t:reasurer Szc. 304. (a) Each treasurer of a l_)lttical
selection of delegates to a national nominat- to obtain and keep a receipted bill, stating committee supporting a candidate or can-
ing COnvention of a political party or for the particulars, for every expendituxe tnade didates for election to l.,'ederal office and each
the expression of a preference for the nomi- bY or on behalf of a political conmaittee in. candidate for election to such office, shall
nation of persons for election to the office excess of $100 In amount, and for any such file with the Comptroller General reports of
of President, or for the purpose of tnfiuene- expenditure in a lesser amount, if the aggre- receipts and expenditures on forms to be
lng the election of delegates to a constltu- gate amount of such expenditures to the, prescribed or approved by him. Such reports
tional convention for proposing amendments same person during a calendar year exceeds; shall be filed on the tenth day of .March,
to the Constitution of the United States; $100. The treasurer shall preserve, all re- June, and September, in each year, and on

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, ceipted bills and accounts required to be kept; the fifteenth and fifth days next preceding
whether or not legally enforceable, to make by this section for periods of time to bi: de- the date on which an election is held, and
a contribution for any such purpose; termlned by the Comptroller General. alm_ by the thirty-first day of January. Such

(3) a transfer of funds between political (e) Any political committee whicl:, soliciti_ reports shall t_ compl_,te as of such date as
committees; and or receives contributions or makes expe,ndl., the, Comptroller Ger_ral may prescribe,

(4) the payment, by any person other than tures on behalf of any candidate that i_ not; which shall nol; be less than five days before
a can/lidate or political committee, or corn- authorized in writing by such candidate to the date of filing.
pensation for the personal services of another do so shall include a notice on the face or (b) Each report under this section shall
person which are rendered to such candi- front page of all literature and advertise., disclose--.
date or committee wiihout charge for any merits published In connection wJith ;such. il) th_.; amount of cash on hand at. the
such purpose; candidate's campaign by such committee or beginning of the reporting period;

if) "expenditure" means_ on its behalf stating that the comJ:nittee i!_ (2) the full name a:ad mailing address of
(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, not authorized by such candidate and thai; each person who has made one or more

loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or such candidate is not responsible for the, contributions to or for such committee or
anything of value, made for the purpose of activities of such committee, candidate iincluding the purchase of tickets
'influencing the nomination for election, or REGISTRATIONOF POLITICALCOMMI_.[TI/:ES; for events such as dinners, luncheons, faf-
election, of any person to Federal office, or STATEMENTS lies, and similar fundraising events) within
as a presidentia: and vlce-presidential elec- SEC. 803. ia) Each political co:mmlttee the calendar year in :an aggregate amount
tor, or for the purpose of influencing the
result of a primary held for the selection of which anticipates receiving contributions or cr value in excess of $100, together with
delegates to a national nominating con- making expenditures during the calendar the amount and date of such contributions;
vention of a political party or for the expres- year in an aggregate amount exceeding (3) the total sum o1.'individual contribu-
sion of a preference for the nomination of $1,000 shall file with the Comptroller Gen.. tions made to or for such committee or can-
persons for election to the office of Presl- eral a statement of organization, within ten. didate during 'the re_)rting period and not
dent, or for the purpose of influencing the days after its organization or, if later, ten. reported under paragraph (2);
election of delegates to a constitutional con- days after the date on which it has infor.. (4) the name and address of each politl-
vention for proposing amendments to the matlon which causes the committee to an-. cal committee or candidate from which the
Constitution of the United States; tlcipate it will receive contributions or make_ reporting committee or the candidate re-

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement expenditures in excess of $1,000. Each such. ceived, or to which that committee or can-didate made, any tran._;fer of funds, together
whether or not legally enforceable, to make committee in existence at the date c,f enact-, wlth the amounts and dates of all such trans-
an expenditure; and ment of this Act Shall file a statement oil /'ers;

(3) a transfer of funds between political organization with the Comptroller General (5) each loan to or from any person within
committees; at such time as he prescribes, the, calendar year in an aggregate amount or

(g) "Comptroller General" means the (b) The statement of organization shall value in excess of $I00, together with the full
Comptroller General of the United States; include--- names and mailing addresses of the lender

ih) "person" means an individual, part- il) the name and address of the com.. and endorsers, if any, and the date and
nership, committee, association, corporation, mittee; amoun*_ of such loans;
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(6) the total amount of proceeds :from (A) lees to make contributions or expenditures (10) to assure wide dissemination of

the sale of tickets to each dinner, luncheon, shall be reported. Such regulations shall pro- statistics, summaries, and re,ports prepared
rally, and other fundralslng event; (B) mass vlde that they be reported in separate sched- under this title;
collections made at such events; and (C) ules, In determining aggregate mounts of (Il.) to make from tlme to time audits and
sales of Items such as political campaign contributions and expenditures, amounts re- field investigations with respect to reports
pins, buttons, badges, flags, emblems, hats, ported as provided in such regulations shall and :_tatements filed under the provis]om,; of
banners, literature, and similar materials; not be considered until a<tual payment is this title, and with respect to alleged failures

(7) each contribution, rebate, refund, or made. _o file any report or statement required un-
other receipt in excess of $100 not other- R_?OEI.TSON CONVENTIO_fFINANCING der the provision of this title;
wise listed under paragraphs (2) through (l_t) to report apparent violations of ]taw
(6); SEC. 307, Each committee or c,ther organl- bo the appropriate law enforcement authozi-

(8) the total sum of all receipts by or for zatlon_,hleh-- tles; and

(1) represents a State, or a political sub_ (1_) to prescribe suitable rules and regu-
portingSUchcommitteeperiod;or candidate during the re- dlvlslon thereof, or any gro ap of persons, in iations to carry out the provisions of this

(9) the full name and mailing address of dealing with officials of a national political _itle.
each person to whom an expenditure or ex- party wttlx respect to matters involving a (b) (I) Any person who believes a viola-
penditures have been made by such corn- co_ventton held tn such state or political _lon of this title has occurred :may file a com-
mittee or candidate within the calendar year subdivision to nc_nlnate a candidate for the alalnt with the Comptroller General. If the
In an aggregate amount or value in excess office of Presiden'_ or Vice P:_esident, or C_omptroller General determines there 1$ sub-
of $100, and the amount, date, and purpose (2) represents a national political party in _tantlal reason to believe such a violation has
of each such expenditure; making arrangements for the convention of _ccuzwed, he shall expeditiously make an in-

(lO) the full name and mailing address of such l_ty held to nomlnat._ a candidate for _estigatlon, which shall also Include an in-
each person to whom an expenditure for the office of Pre,,_ldent or Vice ].'resident, _estigation of reports and statements filed
personal services, salaries, and reimbursed shall, within sixty days following the end of by the complainant if he Is a c_mdidate, of tl_e
expenses in excess of $100 has been made, the convention {but not l_ter bhan twenty matter complained of, Whenever In the Judg-
and. which is not otherwise reported, in- days prior to the date on which presidential :_ent of the Comptroller General, after af-
cluding the amount, date, and purpose of and vlc:-presldenttal elects)rs are chosen), fording due notice and an opportunity for
such expenditure; file with the Comptroller G,_neral a full and _ hearing, any person has engsged or is about

(11) the total sum of expenditures made complet,_ _inancial statement, In such form _ engage in any acts or practices which con-
by such committee or candidate during the and detail as he raay prescrl')e, of the sources ;_titute or will constitute a violatlon of any
calendar year; from whictx it derived Its funds, and the pur- i)rovtslon of this title or any regulation or

(12) the amount and nature of debts and poses for which such fund:; were expended, order issued thereunder, the Attorney Gert-
obligations owed by or to the committee, in D_[ES OF THE COMPTROI,LERGENERAL ,_'ral on behalf of the United States shall in-
such form as the Comptroller General may
prescribe; and. SEC. 308, (a) It shall be the duty of the stitute a civil action for relief, lncludin,_ ai_ermanent or temporary Injunction, restrain-

(13) such other information as shall be Comptroller Gene,roi-- :rig order, or any other appropriate order :_n
required by the Comptroller General. (1) t_) develop prescribe! forms for the ':he district court of the United States for

(c) The reports required to be filed by making of the reports an(t statements re- 'she district in which the person is found, re-
subsection (a) shall be cumulative during qulred to be filed, with him under this title; :;Ides, or transacts business. 'Upon a proper
the calendar year to which they relate, but (2) to prepare and publish a manual set- _howing that such person ha_5 engaged or is
where there has been no change in an item ting forth :recommended uniform methods of ._bout to engage in such acts or practices, a
reported in a previous report during such bookkeeping and reporting f_r use by persons permanent or temporary Injunction, re-
year, only the amount need be carried for- required, to make such re]_orts and state_ :;training order, or other order shall be gra:%t-
ward, If no contibutions or expenditures have ments; _;d without bond by such court.
been accepted or expended during acalen- (3) to develop a filing, c(_ling, and cr_ss- (2) In any action brought under para-
dar year, the treasurer of the political corn- lndexlng system consonant with the put- graph (1) of this subsection, subpenas for
mittee or candidate shall file a statement poses of this title; '_itnesses who are required to attend a Unl_:e_i

(4) tx> make the reports and statements ;States district court may run Into any other
to that effect, filed with t_im available for public inspection district.

REPORTS BY OTHERS THAN POLIqC[CAL and copying during regular (,ffice hours, corn- (3) Any party aggrieved by an order grant-
COmmITTEES menclng _ soon as practicable but not later c_l under paragraph (1) of this subsection

SEC. 305. Every person (other than a polltl- than the end of the second cay following the may, at any time within sixty days after the
cai co.mmlttce or candidate) who makes con- day during which it was received, and to date of entry thereof, file a petition with the
trlbutions or expenditures, other than by permit copying of any such ret_)rt or state- 17nited States Court of Appeals for the tlr-
contribution to a political committee or merit by hand or by duplicating machine, as cult in which such person is found, resides,
candidate, in an aggregate anhount in excess requested by any person, al; the expense of ()r transacts business, for Judicial review of
of $100 within a calendar year shall file such person; :_uch order.

with the Comptroller General a statement (5) to preserve such reports and state- (4) The Judgment of the court of appeals
containing the information required by ments for a period of ten years from date of :_ffirming or setting aside, in whole or in part
section 304. Statements required by this sec- receipt, except that reports and statements any such order of the district court shall he
tion shall be fled on the dates on which relating solely to candidates for the House of final, subject to review by the :Supreme Cou:_t
reports by political committees are filed, but Representatives shall be pr-_served for only of the United States upon certiorari or cer-
need not be cumulative, five years from the date of r.-ceipt; _ificatlon as provided in section 1254 of title

FORMAL REQUIREMENTS RESPECTING REPORTS (6) to compile and maintain a current list 1¢8of the United States Code.
AND STATEMENTS O:[ all statements or parts of statements per- (5) Any action brought under thls sub-

raining to each candidate; .,ectlon shall be advanced on the docket of
SEc. 306. (a) A report or statement re- (7) to prepare and publish an annual re- 1he court in which filed, and put ahead of all

quired by this title to be filed by a treasurer port including compilations of (A) total re- other actions (other than other actions
of a political committee, a candidate, or by ported contributions and expend_.tures for all brought under this subsection).
any other person, shall be verified by the candidal_s, political committees, and other
oath or affirmation of the person filing such persons during the year; (B) total amounts STATEMENTSFILEDWITH CLERK OF UNITEr)
report or statement, taken before any officer expended according to such categories as he STATES COURT
authorized to administer oaths, shall determine and broken down into candi- SEC. 30g. (a) A copy of each statement re-

(b) A copy of a report or statement shall date, party, and nonparty expenditures on quired to be filed with the Co.'nptroller Gen-
be preserved by the person filing it for a the National, State, and 1,_cal levels; (C) eral by this title shall be filed with the clerk
period of time to be designated by the Comp- total amounts ex_ended for influencing nom- (,f the United States district court for the
troller General in a published regulation, lnations and elections st_.ted separately; Judicial district in which is located the prin-

(C) The Comptroller General may, by pub- (D) total amounts contribu:ed according to (lpal office of the political committee or, in
lished regulation of general applicability, re- such categories of amounts es he shall deter- the case of a statement filed by a candidate
lieve any category of political comr_dttees of mine and broken down into contributions on ¢r otlher person, in which is located such
the obligation to comply with section 304 if the National, Sta';e, and loc_d levels for can- person's residence. The Comptroller General
such committee (1) prlmarfiy SUpl_)rts per- didates and political comn_iCtees; and' (E) may require the filing of reports and sta';e-
sons seeking State or local offÉce, and does aggregate amounts contributed by any con- _aent.,; required by this title with the clerks
not substantially support candidates, and tributor shown to have contributed in excess (_f ortner United States district courts where
(2) does not operate in more than one State of. $100: Le determines the public interest will be
or on a statewide basis. (8) to prepare and publi,,h from time to served thereby.

time special reports comps:lng the various (b) It shall be the duty of the clerk of a
(d) The Comptroller General s.hall, by totals and categories of contributions and l_nlted States district court under subsectiou

published regulations of general aloplicabil- expenditures made with respect to preceding (a)--
ity, prescribe the manner in which contribu- elections; (1) to receive and maintain in an orde:rly
$Aon.sand expenditures in the nature o_ debts (9) to prepare and publis_ such other re- taanner all reports and statements required
and other contracts, agreements, and prom- ports a_ he may deem appr)prizte; by this title to be filed with such clerks;
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(2) to preserve such reports and state- The PRESIDING OFI_iCER. The clerk Mr. SPAREk_IAN anl grah_ful to the

ments for a period of ten years from date of Will call the roll deputy leader for at clarification.
receipt, except that reports and statements The legislative'clerk proceeded to call Mr. CRANSTON _r. President, I askrelating solely to candidates for the House
of Representatives shall be preserved for only the roll. unanimous consent [so that ! may have
five years from the date of receipt; Mr. SPARKlVI_ d_. Mr. President, I ask two staff member,,; ol the floor during the

(3) to make the reports and statements unanimous cons,_nt that the order for consideration of thJ_ measure, with the
filed with him available for public inspec- the quorum call _e rescinded, understanding that _ey will not remain
tion and copying during regular omce hours, The PRESIDIJ _G OFFICER. Without in the Chamber duri lg rollcall votes_
commencing as soon as practicable but not objection, it is so ordered. Mr. BYRD of Wes Virginia. Mr. Presi-
later than the end of the second day follow-
ing the day during which it was received, ]'_Vl_G: OF _E FLOOR dent, reserving the ight to object--and
and to permit copying of any such report 1Vir. SPARKM_ dY. Mr. President, I ask, I shall not object;-- would like to state
or statement by hand or by duplicating ma- unanimous cons?nt that we may lmve that I will have t_ object if such re-
chine, as requested by any person, at the ex- additional staff ilmembers on the floor quests continue to b_ made, except on the
pense of such person; and from the CommStee on Banking,, Hous- par_ of Senators wl _0 have leading as-

signments in co:an, etlon with the bill
(4) to compile and maintain a current list ing and Urban _ffairs during the con- before the Senate; ] do not object to theof all statements or parts of statements per- sideration of thi S measure.

taining to each candidate. 1VIr.BYRD of ._Vest Virginia. lV_:.Px_si- requests thus far m de--with the stipu-
_o_s_o_ oF co_r_rxo_s ,N NA._E OF dent, reserving _,t_e right to object, _.hat lation that those s afl people who are

ASOT,_ER i given the privilege o: the floor stay seateds_c. 310. No person shall make a contribu- was the request?_
tion in the name of another person, and no Mr. SPARKM_N. I asked un-4nimou_ and be quiet; else, 1 fr. President, I shallhave to ask the Cl air to call them to
person shall knowingly accept a contrlbu- consent that w_, may have ad41itional
tlon made by one person In the name of an- staff members fr_m the committee on the order.
other person, floor during th}_ consideration of the }_Ir. SPARKM_N.._r. President, again

_N_LTr FOa VXOLArXO_S measure. Ii I invite the attenllion of the Senator
s£c. 311. Any person who violates any of 1V[r.BYRD of West Virginia. Would the from West Virgi_ta i_othis: I fully agree

the provisions of this title shall be fined not Senator limit th_ number of staff mem- with his statement, and may I say that
more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more bors? !t · those who have macro requests do have a

than one year, or both. Mr. SPARKM_lV. I will limit it to el ght. vital interest in the legislation.
Sr_T_ LAWS_O_ _Fr_n Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I hav_ nc, Mr. BYRD of _ est Virginia. Yes. !

sec. 312. (a) Nothing in this title shall be objection, understand that.
deemed to Invalidate or make inapplicable The PRESIDI qG OFFICER. Without l.V/r. SPARt_. I also suggest that,
any provision of any State law, except where objection, it is so ordered, insofar as it may b_ practicable, while a
compliance with such provision of law would Mr. TAFT. M_, President, I ask unan.. Member of the Se .late may have two
result in a violation of a provision of this imous consent t] at I may have two staff ,,,_aff members here not more than one
title, members on the floor during th_: debate of them shotfid sit ( a the floor with him,(b) The Comptroller General shall en-
courage, and cooperate with, the election of- on S. 2308. and the other shoul I probably stay in the
ficials in the several States to develop pro- The PRESID] _O OFFICER. Is there re_'_r of the Chambe. I should think that
cedures which will eliminate the necessity objection? would be satisfact_x i'.
of multiple filings by permitting the filing Mr. BYRD of' Vest Virginia. l_r. Presi- Mr. BYRD of ¥ est Virginia. II' the
of copies of Federal reports to satisfy the dent, reserving _he right to object_--ani[ Senator will yield fi :rther, Mr. President,
State requirements. I do not intendt_ object--would t:he ,_en- I would hope that those Senators who

P_R_L_L_,'_vAn_mr_ ator make it clear that those staff mem-, have asked for add I;ional staff members
sec. 313. If any provision of this title, or bors will not re,hain on the floor durin_ to have the privilel e of the floor would

the application thereof, to any person or rollcall votes? _. supply the names :,f those staff mom-
circumstance is held invalid, the validity of Mr. TAFT. I _ertainly will do that. bors to the Sergean' at Arms, so that the
the remainder of the title and the applica- Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. No objec- order may be precis _lyand appropriately
tlon of such provision to other persons and tion. implemented.
circumstances shall not be affected thereby. The PRESIDi NG OFFICER. _W._,thoug ]Mfr.SPARKlvIAN That is with respect

ar_r-_L_sG CL_eS_ objection, it is , ordered, to the individua_l ,mators rather than

S_c. 314. (a) the Federal Corrupt Prac- Mr. WEICKER. Mr. Presidenl;, I ask the committee?
t ices Act, 1925 (2 U.S.C. _§241-256) is re- unanimous consent that I may be per.. Mx. BYRD of ¥7, _t Virginia. No.pealed.

(b) In case of any conviction under this mitted to havf two staff member,,', on Mr. SPARI<_IAN}_I thank the Senator.
title, where the punishment inflicted does the floor during the debate on this moas.. Mr. BYRD of We_t Virginia. Mr. ]_'esi-
not include imprisonment, such convic- ure, provided ICy will not be on the dent, ff I may a_k[the Senator to yield
tion shall be deemed a misdemeanor convic- floor during an rollcall votes, one additional time]---
tion only. Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. No objec., Mr. SPARKM_N}Yes, indeed.

Mr. BYRD of _'est Virginia. Mr.

TC_ tion.

EMERGENCY GUARANTEE The PRESIDING OFFICER. With-. President, I !hope hat it is the m_der-
out objection, it is so ordered, standing of the Ser ieant at Arms--and if

Mr. SPARKM _N. Mr. President, a :par.. it is not clear, I a,,;k :manimous cor_ent---
Mr. MANSFI_r,r) _Lr. President, I ask llamentary inql fry, and I would[ like ti) that stuff member,, c)f committees which

unanimous consent that the pending direct the inq_ _-y to the distirtgulshed have no jurisdicti _ over the me_sure
business be laid asi Le temporarily and Senator from '_ est Virginia, as I presenl; being considered a_ ia particular time are
that the Senate turn ;o the consideration it to the Chair. not included in ihs; regulation which al-
of Calendar No. 264 S. 2308. The PRESI )ING OFFICER. The lows up to four st_ [ members of any one

The PRESIDING _3FFICER. The bill Senator will sta e it. committee to roma _ on the floor at anywill be stated by titl_
The legislative ele:]k read as follows: Mr. SPARI_ AN. As I unde_;tand it, one time witho'x unammous consent

we have a stand ng rule, informal[ though being granteq.
A bill (S. _308) to authorize emergency it may be, that staff members generally The PRESLDIJ_ OFFICER. Without

loan guarantees to _caJor business enter- do not remain )n the floor during roll., objection, it is so _I ered.
prises, call votes. Is th: t correct? 1VIr.SPARKMt_ Mr. President, I ask

The PRESIDING DFFICER. Is there Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres.. unanimous conseni that there be printed
objection to the req_test of the Senator ident, ff I may 'espond, the unanimous.- in the R_.coP_ at tl s point a section-by-
from Montana? Th( Chair hears none, consent agreem ,ut that was entered into seetio,n summary oi _. 2308, the bill under
and it ii so ordered, at the beginnin; of the session _it_t re.. consideration, andl i invite the attention

The Senate procei lcd to consider the spect to staff pe 'sonnel not remaining on of Senators to tiff summary when they
bill. the floor of t_,; Senate during a roll.- have an opporttmi_ to read it.

_OR_] CALL call vote was m_ de to apply only lo c]!erk_ There being n( objection, the :mm-
Mr. SPARKlVIAN. 1 ir. President, ! sug- of Senators but not to clerks of commit., mary was ordered _) be printed in the

gest the absence of a uorum, tees. Rr, co_, as follo_vs:
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constantly seeking sugge tlons forbetter ways chised by archaic requirements of regis- Nation would have a truly universal voter
to achieve energy secur ty with all possible tration and residence that should long registration system for all elections. Our
fairness to all. But ener :y security ts, to my since have gone the way of the poll tax. of democracy deserves no less.mind, an overriding co_ slderatlon for those system
like myself, who have ' _xe formal responsi- Statistics demonstrate the appalling A detailed description of the plan fol-
bility that you not be cold and dark and record of voter participation that Ameri- lows:
powerless through ener y shortage, ca has compiled in recent :years. Only 61 S_M_,RV OF UNIVERSAL VOTERREGISTRATIO:_I

In his recent energy n _ssage the President percent of our eligible voters actually AMENDMENT

announced that the De artment of the In- went to the polls in the ] 968 presiden- 1. A new agency--the Universal Voter
terior would establish _ five-year advance tial dectiOn. Forty-seven :trillion people R_gistration Administration (UVRA)---will
schedule for off-shore oB and gas leasing. The stayed home, at a time _hen the win- b, established in the Census Bureau. UVRA
Department of the Inter .or has advised that ner--l%esident Nixon--was receiving wLll be authorized to organize and adrnin-
there are several likely !crespects for natural
gas and oil off the East dleast, including one only 31 million w)tes. Incre iible as it may Ister a program of universal voter registra-
off ]._ew England, if sui'able environmental seem, h_df again as many people stayed tl_n for all Federal elections, and to assist

states In their registration for state and local
safeguards are provided. :_ere you might have away from the polls and voted for the elections.
an ultimate answer to a ,etter fuel situation man who is our President 2. A computer center at UVRA will be
in New England. Indeeq, :it is fair to sa:_ that, of all _tablished to compile voter rolls on com-

As you balance the env ronmental Implies- th.e great democracies of the Western put, er tapes. The information compfied wi:Ll
tions with your fuel nee( _ you should recog- World, the voting record of America is _: the name, address, zip code, party destg-
nize that the alternative may be an ever-in-
creasing flow of shtp-bor :e oil. In 1969 there probably t:he worst. In 1970 in Britain, nation, date of birth and local precinct c.f
were approximately 525,01 0 tanker and tanker 72 percent of the eligible -oters went to lr dlviduals registering to vote.
barge entries into seacoas ports of the United the polls, and they called it one of the 3. Individuals will register through po_,;tc_.rd voter registration forms, to be mailezl
States, of which 1.244 we e into the Portland lowest turnouts in history, the lowest tc UVRA. Where appropriate, bLlingual forms
Maine, harbor alone. Een the most con-. since 1935, the c;_use of th_ Labor Party wu be, available. The cards will be postage
servative estimates indl( _te this volume of defeat,. In the most recent elections in free and will be of the type 'which allows
oil-bearing traffic may .se to over 750,000 other democratic nations, the turnout visual scanning by computers to read the
entries by 1975. hasJoeen even hi;_her--75 percent in Ire- i_formatlon. The post card form will tx)n-

Each of these vessels i a pollution hazard, land, 76 percent in Canada. 80 percent in rain a llne for the signature of the individual
and an accident to Just o m large tanker may France, 87 percent in Germany, 89 per- w:shing to register, and the penalty for fraud
cause an oil spUl much _ :eater than the eh- cent in Sweden and Denmark. w_ll be printed on the card. The post cardtire amount involved 1: the blow-,out off
San_a Barbara. As a speci: c case in point, Jus% At the same time, however, we know forms will be wldely available, in all post

oflces and wlll also be available to private
two months before the d maging Santa Bar- that Americans who are :,'egk,;tered are voter registration groups.
bara occurrence, the tanl er Keo broke up off Americans who vote. In the 1968 Presi- 4. To avoid objections based on potenti_d
Massachusetts because d r hull failure and dential election, 89 percenl of the voters infringements of the right of privacy, UVRA

· spilled 210,000 barrels el volatile #4 oil, far who were registered actual!y went to the Information will not be available to any othermore oil than was lost in the California mis-
fortune, polls and cast their ballots The' heart of Fl_deraX agency, and UVRA will not draw o:a

Our way of life wants a.ore than adequate the problem, therefore, is t:.ae inadequate Information collected for other purposes byother Federal data centers such as the Inter-
energy on a day-to-day )asls. We want our system of voter registration that now m.1 Revenue Service or the Social Security
energy to be consistent qlth the quality of bars millions of our citizens from par- Admin'_stratton. The UVRA system will be
life we seek to achieve. We want It secure ticipatio'.a iin the most bas:c right of all u_ed for voter registration and no other pur-
from external disruptio _ over wh:tch our in our democratic society--the right to pose. ]individuals not wishing to register
country has no control. V'e want it at a rea- vote. Jtu_t as the enactmeat of the 18_ tlarough UVRA will still be able to register
sortable cost and without xeesslve concentra- year-old vote lasl: year marked a signifi- t_roug'a state and local election offices.tlon of private economic, ontrol.

We Americans do not _ave to ch¢_ose be- cant milestone in broaderdng the base UVRA registration will close approxlmatelr
tween adequate energy _nd clean air and Of the electorate, so if believe the next ao days before primary or general elections.
water. Both are necessa y and will be at- major mUestone must be comprehensive At that time, the UVRA will compile lists of

re;lstered voters by local precincts, and for-
talned; but we will have some troublesome reform in ,our voter registration proce- ward the lists to the appropriate state or
yearn of transition in effe:ting th_se parallel dures, local election officials. Simply by having his
objectives. The sys_m of universal _ oter regLstra- n_,me on the list, any person will therebr

In energy as in every o ;her field, problems tion I pn)pose would be based on a simple be aut:horlzed to vote in Federal election, s.
come with progress. But )regress ha:_ solved post eat'd :method and C0,TlpU.ter tech- Sta, tes will be able to supplement and up-far more than it created. ] have only to think
back: to the kerosene lax _p, the wc_dburn- nology. :Et would be adrrl_a_stered by a date the lists in advance of the election.$. UV'i_A will be authorized to publiciz,_
lng stove and the horse-, rawn plow to find new agency to be established in the cen- tu lists at appropriate intervals, so that in-
reassurance. Today's enel ,,y problems are a SI_S Bureau. Any citizen could register to di_iduals may make changes and addltior_;.
grea_ challenge. But we c our country have vote simply by filling in _is name, ad- ?. UVRA will be authorized to inform in-
met and surmounted gres; challenges before, dress, arid date of birth Gl2 a post card dl_iduals of the location of their local polling
one of the first being the _stablishment of a form and mailing it to th_ new agency, places.
sturdy society in New Ex ;land. You have a Merely by :filling out his aldress on the _. UVRA will be authorized to conduct a
great tradition. The first teps in surmount- form, tl_e citizen would determine his m,_dia campaign to inform voters of the newlng a great challenge in ( _r democratic sys-
tem are to understand ar I to consult about voting residence. There would be no re- re_:lstration program, and to encourage vet-
the problems with whic_ we must grapple, quirement of residence f)r a specific er:_ to register early and spread the computer
I hope these remarks haw made a small con- period of time. At a single _troke, there_ load evenly throughout the year._. Use of the UVRA list will be mandatory
1;ribution to that end. fore, the system would do Lway not only fo:: all Federal elections and optional for

with burdensome registration require- State and local elections. If state and local
ments, but also with unfair residence re-. officials decide to use the UVRA lists for state

UNifVERSAL VOTER REGISTRATION quireznents that operate to bar voters in and local elections, they may not delete any.-
AMENDMENT TO FEDERAL ELEC- almost every State. one from the list for failure to meet other
TION CAMPAIGN ACT With the assisiance of computers, the qualifications.

i0. The UVRA Is authorized to request in.-
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, next irfformation would be storei, divided ac-. formation from the states on persons 18 or

week, during the debate on S. 382, the cording to election district, and made older who have died in the state since the
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, available by the Census Agency to aPpror la.,t report, as well as other appropriate In..
I intend to introduce an amendment to priate State and local electi)n officials, as fo:'matlon directly related to the purpose o_
establish a system of universal voter rog~ the official list of eligible v:_ters, voter registration.
istration for the Nation. Use of the new voter rel,,istration list

In. large measure, the dismal turnout would be mandatory in Fed._ral elections, _E
of American voters on election day is the and optional for _%ate and local elections. RFLATIONS BETWq_ N THE UNITED

result of the fact that the path to the I believe_ l'lowew.% that the simplicity, ._TATES AND[tED CHINA
polls is too often an obstacle course for efficiency, and c(_st saving; of the sys- Mr. TOWER. Mr. ]['resident, the sub-.
the voter, instead of the incentive to total tern would lead _o its rapid acceptance je,;t of Red China an[1 the proper rela-.
participation it ought to be. Each year, for State and l(x:al electiolts as well, so tions between the United States and thai;
tens of millions of citizens are diisfran- that within a brief period of time, the power have been much in the news lately.
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Mr. MANSFIELD. q' Mr. President, a hope for peace..'he hope _ there, candidate, wtfich are already required

Thursday, July 15, the President of the While there are risk ;, the hope ILsgood, under the provisions of S. 382.
United States annoum ed to the Nation and we should wish _he President every While existing law :forbids corporations
that an invitation had been extended to success on this mosl important venture from making loans or advances to a can-
him to visit China sore crime before May of his entire term of )ffice. didate in connection with his campaign
1972. for Federal office, that provision has not

The invitation follow d his initiative in generally been interpreted to preclude
sending his personal a riser in national ADDITIONAL C( _PONSOR_, OF the extension of credit by an air carrier,
security affairs, Mr. tenry Kissinger, A RESO] [JTION for example, to a :passenger or by a corn-
quietly to Peking to di cuss questions of municat.ions business to a subscriber.
Sino-United States reh tions. SZSATZnr_o:,wms X4S However, the practic31 effect of such ex-

I must'say, Mr. Presi( ent, that the par- At the request o] Mr. TUNN:gY, the tensions of credit is to create a debt. If
ticular annomacement caught me as it Senator from Minne:;ota (Mr. Mondale) the candidate char_es communications
did many others, by con Lplete surprise. In and the Senator fr( m New Yo:rk (Mr. or transportation services used in his
retrospect, however, it is a development JAWTS) were added a cosponsors of Sen-. campaign and fails to pay the bill, he
which follows logically from the course ate Resolution 145, _ rging the Voice of has, in effect received an involuntary
which the President h_,s been pursuing, America to broadcas in Yiddish to the campaign contribution. The purpose of
to my personal knowled_ :e, since February Soviet Union. the prohibition contained in the amend-
1969. It is not unrelate to the progres- ment is to insure tlmt certain regulated
sive drawdoWn of U.S. )rces from vier- business will not be :placed in a position
nam. Nor is it unrelated the Nixon doc- EMERGENCY LO N GUARANT]EE of unla_-fully, tmavoldably, and unin-
trine of a lowered milit Lry profile in the ACT_AMI NDMENT' tentionally subsidizing political cam-
Western Pacific. It is, r oreover, in a dj- A_ESD_ZN ' so. 322 paign expenses.

This revised anaendment represents a
rect line of policy desce] t with the easing (Ordered to be prt ated and _:_ lie on significant technical improvement; overof trade and travel rest cictions with the the table.)
Chinese People's Rep_ blic which has Mr. M_,T.ER submi ;ted an amendmeni, the amendment o]_ginally adopted by the
taken place under the )resent adminis- intended to be propom xl by him to the bill Rules Committee. Further background
tration. (S. 2308) to authori,.e emergency loan on the amendment itself is provided In

This unprecedented _ iplomatic initia- guarantees to major usiness ent_:rprises, my additional views on pages 109 through
tive is, however, an ex ormous advance 113 of Senate :Report No. 92-229. In those
over these other measm es. This journey views, I deemed "absolutely essential the

retention of this amendment to prohibit
for peace, as the Preside it has termed it, THE FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN the extension oil unsecured credit toconstitutes a quantum Leap forward in ACT OF 1971_AMENDMENTS
the Nation's diplomacy, it is an initiative political candidates." Information which
which should not only _ applauded, in a_zsDMrx_'r _o. 3_,x has been collected at my request now
my judgment, but supp ,rt for it should (Ordered to be printed and to li!_on. the more than justifies that comment.
be underscored by an ar _iculation of the table.) Specifically, I _sked the General Ac-
sentiment of the Congre _s. Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I am today cotmting Office for a complete account*

To that end, Mr. Pre., ident, I send to submitting an amendment to S. 382, the ing of _]1 outstanding debts and negoti-
the desk on behalf of the minority leader Federal Elections Campaign Act of 1971. ated settlements ass(_lated with certain
and myself, a Senate co:leurrent resolu- I ask unanimous consent that the amend- federaily regulated businesses in the
tion and ask that it be i cad and remain ment be printed and ordered to lie on the course of past political campaigns. The
at the desk temporarily, table pending consideration of S. 382 by compilation of data is nearly complete

The PRESIDENT pr, tempore. The the Senate. sad it reveals whal; I consider to be
concurrent resolution w_ be stated. The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With- clearly and totally unacceptable cam-

The assistant legislati_ clerk read the out objection, it is so Ordered. paign practices by both political parties,
concurrent resolution, a., [ollows: Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President_, this not to mention the Federal common car-

S. Cos. R_s 36 amendment is designed as a substitut_ for riers themselves.
_esoZve_ by the $enat (the Itouse o! a provision already included in S. 382 The information compiled speaks for

which would prohibit the extension of itself-over $2.1 million in outstandingl_eprese_tatives coneurrin , That the Preal-
dent of the United States _e and is hereby unsecured credit, by certain federally airline bills and nearly $400,000 in out-
commended for his outstanding initiative in regulated industries, to candidates for standing telephone bills. I think it is
furtherance of the foreign relations of the Federal office. This revised language takes; about Lime that we political candidates
United States and world pe__e by deciding to into account the additional tectmical adhered to the fi scgJl responsibility and
undertake "a Journey for pmce' to the Peo- advice and assistance provided by the accountability st_mdards which we set
ple's Republic of China. Civil Aeronautics Board, the Pederal for others, be it the Pentagon or the

_esoZve_, !urt_er, by _e Senate (t_e Communications Commission, the Inter- Pe_mCentrai.House o! l_epresentatives e _ncurrtng) , That
the Congress offer and doe hereby offer 1_ state Commerce Commission, and the De- There are those who have said that this
full faith and support to ;he President In partment of Justice. amendment is not necessary--that these
carrying out the purposes ¢ f his Journey. As rewritten, my amendment would businesses are fully capable of handling

· ,-he PRESIDENT pro .empore. With- still forbid the granting of un;secured their oven transactions. To hold such an
credit to candidates by certain industries, opinion .is to be completely unaware ofout objection, the concu: rent resolution

(S. Con. Res. 36) will received and But it would permit normal credit card the realities. Let us look at the problem
will lie at the desk. transactions so long as routine safe- as outlined by the General Telephone &

(The concurrent reso ;ion was sub- guards are in accompaniment. Farther- Electronics Corp., tile Nation's second
more, to avoid placing the full burden of largest telephone t_emdce with companies

sequently referred to the Committee on compliance on the business, the candi- operating in 34 States. In his July 2, 1971,
Foreign Relations.) date would be required to identify him- letter to me, the corporation's executive

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Pre sident, I con- self as such before engaging in a trans- vice president for te:lephone operations,
gratulate the distingul _hed majority action. And in order to allow for some James J. Clerkin, Jr. said:
leader on initiating this c, recurrent reso- degree of flexibility, the independent The GTE operating companies support In
lution, in which I am glal to join. agencies involved here would be ,em- principle the requirement of Section 206

I feel that the majority )f the Senate-- powered to promulgate additional regu- that the charges for t_lephone service ren-
dered candidates be fully secured. As you

perhaps all the Senate--_n reading the lations, within 90 days, to carry out the are aware from statistics recently furnistted
concurrent resolution wilt wish to corn- provisions of the amendment. Wmally, the Federal Communications Commission,
mend the President on a: aost important reports of the transactions would hence- the telephone carriers have suffered financial
foreign policy decision, o:_e which offers forth be contained in the report_'_ of the losses in recent yes_s on account of uncol-
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lectlble debss due the carriers from political Mr. Pre,_ldent, I ask unanimous con- pho,_e
committees. We agree that regulated car- sent to have prilated in the RECORD sev- Amount number
rlers should be protected against involun- el'al documents relating to the indebted-
tory financing of political campaigns.

The basic problem here arises from the in- ness of politica:t cand/da_;es to certain UJ,itedTelephoneC0.of indiana:
ability of the carriers to obtain sufi[teiently federally regulated businesses, and the Kennedy Campaign Headquar-
large advance deposits from political custom- amendment I have just submitted, ters--Finalbill.June 13,1968;
ers. In setting the amount of advance de- There being no objection, the material writtenoff,Feb.13, 1969..... 15.42 317-872-4601Do........................ 15.04 317-8724301
posits in the past, the carriers have been was ordered to be printed :_ the RECORD, Hix0ncampaignheadquarters--
seriously handicapped by the difficulties in as follows: Finalbill, July7, 1968;

writtenoff,Nov.13,1968...... $78.26 219-722-2171
Justifying deposits sufficient to cover all U:NITEDUTimIrr_s,][NC', WailaceCampaignHeedquarters--
charges to be incurred In the future by such Kansas Cirri, Mc., Jul_l 1, 1971. Finalbill,Nov.19,1968;
political customers, while remaining with- Mr. KELLY E. {_RIFFITPI. writtenoff,June25, 1969:..... 5.38 219-244-6405
in the limits of Section 202 (a) of the Corn- Chic/, Domestic .Rates Divi_to_ tot Ct_ie/, McCarthyCampaignHeadquar.ters--Finalbill Junen. 1968;
munications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. Section Co_'_o_z Carrier Bureau, Federal Corlt- written0fi, July22, 1968....... 18.89 219-244-76:._6
202 (a), which in general prohibits unjust or munications Commissio.% Washington, Do........................ 18.64 219-244-7627
unreasonable discrimination among cus- D.C. McCarthyCampaignHeadquart-
tomers. Dg_u_ _/[L GRIFFITH: Enclosed is the in- ers--Finalbill, June25,1968;writtenelf,July11,1968....... 5.97 219-267-2§96

l=_-'oposed Section 206 would malta clear formation requested in Gent;roi Accounting NuwJerseyTelephoneCo.:
that the carriers are entitled to obtain full Office letter of May 12, 197L and June 10, NewJ_rsey NixonNowCorp.--
security in advance for communications 1971 insofar as we are able to comply. Finalbill,June5, 1968;writtenoff Sept,5, 1968....... 23.26 201-827-69'79
charges to be incurred by or on behalf of Our records are not In form needed for UnitedTelephoneC0.of Oho:
political candidates, expedien_ l'etrteval of this information as Citizenst0r Robert[. Cecile--

It is important to note again, for add/- they are not categorized by class of account. Finalbill,Nov. 6,1968;writtenoff,May28,1969...... 85.32 513-592-1_8
tional emphasis, that current :Federal Therefore, each account had to be examined Citizensf0rHowardMetzenbaum--
Communications Commission law forbids and evaluated to ,determine _ 11 fell wlthin Finalbill,Jan.8, 1971;

the category "carapalgn del)ts" (telephone writtenoff,Feb.19, 1971...... i0. 47 513-225-4010
"unjust or unreasonable discrimination" service). We assume that this term (cam- UtJitedTelephoneC0.et the West:NebraskansforKennedy--Both
or "undue or unreasonable prejudice or patch debt) is ira.tended to cover bills for removedMay15,1968;both
disadvantages" in "charges, practices, telephone services to candid_tes during the written0fi,Apr.8, 1969....... 180.35 308-632-6194
classifications, regulations, facilities, or campaign period which were :_ot paid in full. 2.!)5 308-63_--6312:
services for or in connection with like We have supplied the reqltested informs-
communication service." tlon for the General Electtcn in the years

The Justice Department has ampli- 1968 and 1970 provided that the candidate's GTE Sgavxcz CooP.,name, which will include such accounts as Washington, D.C., July 16, 1971.
fled further, and supported, the need for Citizens for , is a part oC the billed ac- R_' 9330.
this amendment. Associate Deputy At- count. There are undoubtedl:r accounts that _:r. BEN W_,PLE,
torney General Wallace H. Johnson, in the very name shows some political affiliation Secretary, Federal Communicati!onz Commie-
S letter to me on July 2, 1971, said: but nothing would indicate support for a sion, Wagh_ngton,, D.C.

Existing law prohibits corporations from particular candidate. Due to, the time and D_*_ MR. SECRETARY= This letter is being
making, and candidates, committees or otb- cost involved we did not attempt to identify written in response to the lett;ers from the
ers from accepting loans, advances or other and research these various crganizatlons to _ief, Domestte Rates Division of the Corn-
contributions tn connection with campaigns determine tf they supported local, state, or mission's Common Carrier Bureau, dated
_or nomination Dr election to Federal office federal candidate_, and who; candidates if May 24 and July 7, 1971, to t/_e Executive
(18 U.S.C. 610). This provision has never been they did happen to fall irto the federal V,,ce President and General Counsel of GTE
construed, however, to prohibit the furnish- classification. _;rvice Corporation, Mr. Theodore F. Brophy.
lng of goods or services on personal credit It would be an insurmountable task to Mr. Brophy is presently out of the country,
in the normal course of business, provide the reque.,_ted infor_.atlon from our and I am responding in accordance with Mr.

When airlines, telephone companies and records for primary, elections We will only be Brophy's letter to the Commission of July 9,
other regulated businesses extend credit for able to accomplh_h this if sup)lied with a list 1971.
services rendered to a candidate in connee- of Primary candidates by year for each of our We are requested by the Commission to
lion with his campaign, the transaction is. operating territories. The information we ftLrnislx on behalf of the GTE telephone
very similar to a loan of money. If the debS could then supply wuuld be subject to the operating companies certain information
created by the extension of credit is not limitations for General Elections as discussed concerning uncontrollable accounts. Attach-
paid, the practical effect ts the same as that above, meet No. 1 to Mr. Brophy's letter of June 25,
of a cash c_npaign contribution. According- The policies of the United Telephone Sys- 1971, Indicated that the companies' books re-
ly, the amendments are consistent with both tern Companies with respect to billing and fi,.,cted no current outstanding debts for tale-
existing law and the purposes of S. 382. collection procedures of pol:tical campatgn p]_one service incurred by Federal candidates

bad debts are not different _han any other la. the 1968 and 1970 campaigns and further
Interstate Commerce Commission bad debt. When delinquent accounts develop, tr.dlcated that election uncoilectibles for

Chairman George Stafford has offered service l_ discontinued in accordance with years 1968-70 aggregated $75,189.75. Wlth
his views on the amendment. In a July filed tariffs and collection procedures begin, reference to these uncolleetibles, Mr.
16, 1971, letter to me, Chairman Stafford Specific administrative procedures vary Brophy's letter of July 9 stated that, "al-
wrote: slightly from one United Company to another thougt[ our operating telephone companies

but each company makes every reasonable h_ve written off as uncollectible the cam-
This amendment would reinforce the In- effort to collect all amounts due. Where the paign debts referred to in item 3 of that

terstate Commerce Act and past CorrLmission known cost of collection exceeds the possible letter, they are still making every effort ta
rulings on the extension of credit. Seetion recovery the coll_,'tion procedure ls distort- collect the unpaid amounts."
222 (c) of the Aet prohibits carriers from tinned. The attachment to this letter lists "in-
knowingly and willfully permitting any per- This tnformatioa ls submltted in accord- formation by billing party and by candidate
son to obtain transportation subject to the
Act for less than the applicable rate. If ante with your telephone agreement of fc.r all campaign debts for telephone service

June 23 to extend the due date to July 1, written off as uncollectible in the years 196_,
a carrier fraudulently tries to evade the re- li,69 and 1970", as requested in the July 7
quirements of this section, It can be fined 1971.
up to $500 for an initial offense and up to Sincerely, letter. Efforts have been made by the Service
$2,000 for subsequent offenses. The Code F_AN:r R. VENTU_&. O_rporation to confirm from c_mpany rec-o_ls the accuracy of the data submitted
of Federal Regulations prescribes the maxi- h,.'rewith, although counsel is informed that
mum number of days that a carrier may POLITICALCAMPAIGNllEBTS c_rtaln contemporaneous records regarding
extend credit (see 49 CFR 1320-1324). This these accounts are no longer oval!able,
Commission has stated that the extension of I_ons Oertaln discrepancies between the aggre-
credit to shippers is* the exception and not An_unt aumbe_ g_.te figures submitted on June 25 and the
the rule, and carriers must not extend crud- It _mlzed figures sul_nltted herewith resu_:t
it as a matter of course but only when as- from deletlon of: (i) several accounts re-
sured of payment. The Commission permits UnitedTelephoneCo.ofFlorida: lating to candidates for State office whic:_
carriers to extend credit only when assured WallaceCampaignHeadquarters-- w,_re included in the original compilation;
of payment, and that is the mate object of Rnal bill,De_ 16, 19ti8; (it) one account with a balance of less thanwrittenoff,Mar.i9, 1969;
the amendment under consideration, collectedinfull, Feb.18,[971.. _G.23 813-763-4677one dollar, as to which no confirmation was
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attempted; (iii) two accounts as to which than $300 each where the customer be- :[ trust that the attachment suppli_ the
payment has in fact been received; (iv) one lleves that the bills have been paid, and we additional inform_Ltion that you require.
acoount with a balance of $25.65 which now have been unable to reconcile the customer's :Respectfully submitted.
appears to not be a political account; and accounts and the companies' accounts in the _ILLIAM IV[ALONE,
(v) two 1968 accounts with balances of less ttme available. Resident Attorney.

POLITICAL CAMPAIGN DEBTS OF GENERALTELEPItONECOMPANIES

Number Number
of Amount GeneralTelephone of Amount GeneralTelephone

Incurred by accounts owed Co.of-- Incurred by accounts owed Co.of--

McCarthy for President Headquarters........... 9 $328.55 Midwest Citizens for Ken_r,edy........................... 1 _19.98 upstate New York.
Do...................................... 25 1,108.49 Northwest. Kennedy headquarteru........................ 4 505.13 California.
Do....... ._............................. 27 6, 380.06 Indiana. VIVA Kennedy................................ 2 241,15 Do.
Do..................................... 12 42,185.34 California. DemocraticCampaignfor Kemledy............. I 196.17 Do.

Humphrey for President....................... I 8.98 . Do. Oregonfor Kennedy............................ 4 65.97 Northwest.
Humphrey Campaignfor President............. 47 1,211.42 Pennsylvania. Womenfor Nixon................................ ! 59.65 Kentucky.
Muskie Campaignfor President. ............... 5 177.22 Do. Ohio Citizensfor Nixon......................... 1 498.30 Ohio.
fiumphrey-Muskie............................ I 10.0] Florida. Lake City, S.C.RepublicanEeudquarters........ ! 84.09 Southeast.

Do...................................... 2 41.24 Upstate,NewYork. Myrtle Reach,S.C, RepublicanParty............ I 32.53 Do.
Humphrey-Muskie--Demooratic National Corn- 2 36. 72 Do. WallaceCampail,n Headquarters................. 1 9. 47 Illinois.

mittee. Wallacefor President.......................... ] 100.00 California.
Do...................................... 2 100.86 Kentucky. Tunney for $ene_:e_ ...................... I 36.85 Do.
DO...................................... 25 731.30 Pennsylvania. MuskegonVolue$:eers-forPhil_p I:larl:i... ...... I 163.27 Michigan.
Do...................................... 6 99.53 Northwest. RalphT.$mithlP,_rSeaate] .................... 9 200.72 Illinois.
Do...................................... I 317.35 Michigan. __eLovingoodlorCongressE ................... 14g.06 Florida.
0o...................................... 5 569.05 California. Spe(razo lor Coogress........................ :l,214.60 California.

Humphrey-Meskie--Democraf Headquarters..... 3 263.87 Do. LaFo]lettefor Congressl ....................... 455.13 Do.
Humphrey-Muskie--Democratic National Cum- i 32.65 Southwest. _ Dan Chandlerfor Coni_ress.................... 1[,323.12 Kentucky.

mittee. '.. O'Oell for Congressz.......................... '1,152.91 NorthwesL
Humphrey-Muskie Campaign--black............ ] 44.98 Southeast. Wally Turner for Congress..................... 654.86 Do.
Humphrey-Muskie--Democratic National Cam- 5 118.l0 Ohio. McQuarry for Congress........................ 306.40 Do.

mittee. Thorn for Congv_,ss............................ 441.07 Do.
Do...................................... 3 43.45 Southwest. Hayden for Congress.......................... 490.52 California.

Humphrey-Muskie--Venango CountyDemocratic I Il. 53 Pennsylvania.
Committee. Tntal indebtednessto gr_nerah_ystem................ 6_,386.14

Kennedyfor President........................ 35 l, 931.41 Northwest.
Do...................................... 2 335.39 California.
Do...................................... 14 3 328.44 Do.
Do...................................... 15 ' 570.43 Midwest.

JBi ngowed from 1910campaigns;all otherfigures aref[om 1968campaigns

N_w Yox_r, N.Y., These are believed to be very few in number lC will be noted that it is policy to grant
June 22, 1971. and involve more nominal amounts, zq,- credit to political c_ndidates prior to nomt-

_ERAL COMMUNICATIONS CowrMIS_Olg, promptly as possible, after the strl[ke is set;- nation only w]_en the account is guaranteed
Washington, D.C. tied, a supplemental report will be submitted by the national l_litical party or by a rank,
Attention: Mr. Kelley E. Griffith, Chief, Do- on these other accounts, prominent businessman, or other lndtvldual

mestic Rates Division. While the interest of Senator Scott is in sponsor with sufficient responsibility to aS-
(_ENTLEI_gEN: Information onpolittcal cam- political campaign debts, our records con- sure payment. As the result of experience

paign obligations is attached for your trans- tain no identification to segragate political on 1968 campaign debf_, policy is to be tight-
mittal to Senator Scott as requested in your from personal traffic. For members oi the ened for services rendered prior to nomina-
letter dated May 24. Congress, it ts therefore necessary *_o list all tion. Thereafter any granting of credit is to

Because of the strike of Western Union present outstandings billed for personal ac,'- be, in the name of and at the request of the
employees called on June 1, this information count or in excess of allowances even though national political lmrty.
is of necessity confined to the more recent only a small portion of the balance, !1' any, It is regretted that complete information
better known situations subject to ready may have been incurred In connection wit:h cannot be included in this report. As soon
identification. Every effort has been made political activity, as the strike :is settled, we shall be able to

to include the major accounts which would Along similar lines, the obligations of State complete our tnve.,_tigation and will rush the
be of interest to Senator Scott. There are Committees may have been incurred to _.- additional data '_o you as promptly as
undoubtedly other unpaid balances which nance in part the campaigns of Congr_donid possible.
can be identified by employees experienced candidates. Available information has there- Yours very l_uly,
in their particular ledgers. Also there may fore been included in the report on the_;e A.I. C_T.gN,
be other write-offs prior to 1968 campaigns, accounts. Vic_; President and Comptroller.

SCHEDULEI

OUTSTANDINGACCOUNTS,AS AT JUNE i[5, 1971

Amount Amount
Account of debt Datesincurred Account of debt Datesincur'ed

McCarthyfor P[esident, Washington,D.C............ $14,485.41 May to September1968. DemocraticNati _nalCommil_e_,'/fa._;hington,D.C.... $109,820. 13 June 1968to lu ne1969.
Rockefeller for President, Washington,D.C.......... 5, ]90. 52 May to July 1966. January and February
5'uskie ElectionCommittee Washington D.C........ 5,907.34 November1970. 1970.
I nos Citizensfor Nixon,Ch cago, II.............. 809.49 November 1968. December1970and May
Hoellen for Congress,Chicago,III................... 17.40 Do. 1971.
Republican National Committee Washington,D.C..... 2, 607.21 Mamh to May 1971. United Democratsfor Humphrey,Washin_on D.C.... 3], 01l. 33 April to November 1968.
Un ted Repubican Fund(I .), Chicago,Ill ........... 724.71 February 1970. Citizens for Humphrey-MuskiE,Washingtort,D.C..... 5%479.86 May to November 1968.

Humphreyfor President,Wa_shingfon,D.C........... 190.55 June fo November1968.
DemocraticNatk, nal Commi_.tee(111.)Ch/cago,In..... l, 396.25 November1968.
RepublicanState:Committee(l_ich.) Laesing,Mich... l, 221.95 1970.

SCHEDULEII

WRITEOFFSOF CAMPAIGN OEBT,_

Name Amount ofdebt Date iscurred Date of writnoff

New York State DemocraticCommittee,New YOrk,N.Y...................................................... $2,903.911 July 1966fo Februaq_1968................. May 1970.
RalfertylorU.S. Senator San Francisco,Calif............................................................... 550.85 November1968........................... Octoberl969.
Harold F..Stassen,Madson,NJ .................................................................... _...... ], 484. ;'(] I:ebruary [o April 1968.................... May 1970.
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SCHEDULEIII

$_'TLEMENTS F0R LESSTHA_ AMOUNT DUE

Amount of Settlement

Name debt Datesincurred Cate Amours

KennedyIor President,Washington,D.C................................ $30,690.46 Mayand June 196_...................... July 1969................................ $15,395.23

AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH Co., June 17, 19'/1, we are enclosing data for the after collected as a result of continuing col-
Now Yor_, N.Y., July 7, 1971. years 196B. 1969, and 1970 wlth respect to Ic_,_tlon efforts are credited to the reserve

Mr. BEaNARD STRASSBURG, the amounts "written off as uncollectible." account.
Chic/, Common Carrier Bureau, Federal Corn- The term "writ'ten off as uncollectible"

munieations Commission, Wash,ington, means that, in acix)rdance wLth the F.C.C.- the remainder of the information, as
D.C. prescribed Uniform System o:_ Accounts, we Specified in the revised GAO request trans-

D_.R ME. STRASSBURO: This is in reply to have charged our reserve foe uncollectible m:,tted with your June 21, 1971, letter, i_
your letters of May 24, 1971, and June 21, accounts wlth amc, unts whlch are lmpractl- being processed and we expect It to be avail-
1971 (file 9330), which enclosed copies of cable of collection An amouat Is not con- able by August 2, 1971.

letters from the General Accounting Grace sldered to be impracticable of collection if you have any questions regarding the
(GAO) requesting that we obtain and fur- until after significant collect;Ion effort has attached information, we shall be glad to
nish certain information regarding political been made. Howew_r, we do not consider any di..muss them at your convenience.campaign debts owed to the telephone corn- such amount as written off in the sense of
panles, discharging the debtor; nor do we dtscon- ,qlncerely.

In accordance with our initial reply of tinue collectlon efforts. All amounts there- D.E. EMERSO/%

ACCOUNTSOF CANDIOATESFOR F_DERALOFFICE

CLASSIFIED_"WRITTEN-OFFAS ¢NCOLLECTAg.E" 0URING THE YEAR i170

Date of
Companyand billing name Name of candidate Federalomc_ involved entry Amount

New England--Nothing to report.
Southern New England--Nothing to report.
New York: B. Terry ................................................. McCarthy .................. President............... ,, .......... Apr. 9, 1970 17.!)

New Jersey--Nothing to report.
Pennsylvania:

CitizensComm. for Humphrey.......................................... tlumphrey ............................... do............................ Jan. l, 9170 60.;!
Gerald Segal ............................................................... do ................................... do ............................. Jan. 22 1970 189.9

Do..................................................................... do.............................. . .......... do............................ do_'...... 17.,I
Do..................................................................... do.................................. de............................. Jan. 4,1970 105.I1

Ally. Cnty. Rep. Comm.................................................. Nixon-Agnew............................ do............................. Jan. 8, 1970 24.11
Reecefor U.S.Senate.................................................. Reece.............................. Senator............................ July 27, 1970 14. ,1
Ally, Cnty, Rep.Corem................................................. Nixon.............................. President........................... Jan. 8, 1970 1,026.!i

Do..................................................................... do................................... do............................. Jan. 21, 1970 25.6

Total .............................................................................................................................................. i, 470.]:

C. & P. Co.--Nothing to report.
C. & P.,Maryland--Nothing to report.
C. & P.,Virginia--Nothing to report.
C. & P. WestVirginia--Nothing to report.
Unabe to locate billing party(bi s returned party unknown.)
SouthernBell--Fred Steele, in careo_Mrs. Funderburke....................... S_eele............................. Representative...................... Feb. 23,1970 126.90

SouthCentral:
McCarthy for President.................................................. McCarthy............................ Prasident........................... Jan. 2,1970 79. 35

Do...................................................................... do................................... do.................................. do....... 62.69
0o..................................................................... do................................... do............................. Feb. 23,1970 I. 44;
Oo..................................................................... do................................... do............................. May 26,1970 187.45

Kentuckiansfor Rockefeller.............................................. Rockefeller............................... do............................. Jan. 2,1970 144.59

Total....................................................................................................................................................... 475. 5,_'

Ohio:
Ohio Committeefor G.C. Wallace, American IndependentParty, Inc......... Wallace............................ President.......................... Jan. 6,1970 44.3]
McGovernfor PresidentCommittee........................................ McGovern............................... do................................... do........ 3(],
Wallacefor PresidentCommittee........................................ Wallace................................. do................................... do....... 16.6_

Total........................................................................................................................................................ 61.34

Cincinnati Bell--Nothing to report.
Michigan--Nnthing to report.
Indiana--McCarthy tor President............................................. McCarthy.......................... President........................... Dec. 12,1970 51.2(]

Wisconsin--Nothing to'report.

illinois: Rockefeller CampaignHqtrs., OaronCreelDouglass,Chmn............... Rockefeller............................... do............................. June 22,1970 l, 173.52

Northwestern:
McCarthyfor President.................................................... McCarthy................................ do............................... 1970 .92
Oemocratsfor McCarthy.............................................. do do 1970 65.3U
McCarthyfor President..................................... :..: .... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1970 124.3(]

Total ........................................................................................................................................................ 190. 52

Southwestern: Breeding for Senator .......................................... Breeding ........................... Senator ............................. Jan. 29,1970 321.68

Mountain: Nothing to report.
PacificNorthwest:

BuffaloNational Party........................................................................................................................... August 1970 573.18
GfadySanders........................................................... Sander_............................ Representatiw_...................... Dec. 1970 8. 30

Total......................................................................................................................................................... " 581.48

Footnotes at end of table,
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ACCOUNTSOF CANDIDATES FORFEDERALOFFiCE--Continued

CLASSIFIED_ "WRITTEN-OFF AS UNCOLLECTABLE"DURINGT:tlE YEAR 1970--Continued

Da!ieot
Companyand billing name Nameof candidate Federalc ffice involved entry Amount

Pacific:
Bob Moss............................................................ Humphrey.......................... President ............................ Jan. 12,1970 31.67
Kennedy Tour......................................................... Kennedy ................................ do ............................ Jan. 9,1970 18.97
Kennedy for Presklent ...................................................... do .................................. do....L...' .......................... do ....... 4. 55

DO................................................................... do................................... do ................................... do....... 35.05
Kennedyfar President, CampaigoCommittee.................................. do........................ ........... do.. ' Apr. 6,1970 27.38

Do.................................................................... do................................... do .................................. do....... 6. 20
Do.................................................................... do .................................. do .................................. do........ 10. 18
Do.................................................................... do .................................. do .................................. do ........ 4.19
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do ................................. do.... :.. 22. 69
Do .................................................................... do .................................. do .................................. do ....... 30. 26

Kennedy Jor President Committee ...................... d..................... do.................................. de .................................. do........ 10. 06
Kennedy for President Campaign Committee ................................... do.................................. do ............................. Mar. 9,1970 37.51
Kennedy for President Committee .................................................................................. do ......... _..................... Mar. 18, 197U 3.07
Kennedy tor President Campaign Committee ................................... do.................................. do ............................. Apr. 6, t970 34.{:0
Kennedy for President...................................................... do.................................. do............................. Jan. 17,1970 38.55

Do .................................................................... do .................................. de: ............................. Jan. 13, 1970 31.60
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. de....... 17.79
Do .................................................................... do ................................... do .............................. Jan. 21,1970 46.31
Do.................................................................... do .................................. do ............................. : ....de ....... 42. 05

Pat Dugan.......................................................... :. Nixen................................... do............................. Jar_. 16,1970 35.59
McCarthy for President ................................................. McCarthy................................ do ............................ Jan. 13, 1970 5, 7.)3. 59
Robert McLane..' ...................................................... Brown....... .' ..................... $.enatolr........................... July 18,1970 g. 78
Brad Hill.................................................................. do ................................... do ............................ Sept. 21,1970 .63
William Malone ....................................................... Cranston.__: ............................ do ............................ Aug. 3, 1970 7.64
John Mayfield, Jr...................................................... Mayfield ................................. do ............................ Sept. 14, 1.970 12. 81

Do.................................................................... de.................................. de ................................. de....... 1.75
tvan J. McLean....................................................... Murphy................................. do ............. : ............... Sprit. 3,1970 7. 86
Clifford Young ........................................................ Cohelan ............................ 6'epre_.=nfative...................... Sept. 24, 1970 37. 17
James E. Peterson ..................................................... Detlums......... : ....................... do ................................. do ........ 74

Total ................................................................................................................................................ 6 268. 64

New England:
Atty. John Holland,c/o McCarthy tm PresideuL ........................... McCarthy ........................... President ....................... Dee. 24, 1969 55. 17

Do................................................................... do .................................. do................................ do....... 39. _9
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do................................ do....... 29. 54
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do....... 30.05
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do................................. do....... 29.64
Do.................................................................... do .................................. do.................................. do....... 30. 10
D_ ................................................................... do .................................. do.................................. do....... 56.99
Do.................................................................... do .................................. do............................. Dec 4, ]98.9 343.12
Do.................................................. :................. do.................................. do................................. do....... 385.39
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do....... 367. 62
Do.................... ; ............................................... do.................................. do.................................. de....... 260.81
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do....... 666.86
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do............................ tidy. 10, 1969 196.88
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do....... 78. 49
De........ ·............................................................ do.................................. do................................. do....... 74.50
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do....... 103.92
Do....... ·............................................................. do................................... do ................................. do ....... 112.28
Do.................................................................... do................................... do .................................. do ........ 85. 55
Do._.: ................................................................ do .................................. do .................................. do ....... 54. 79
Do.................................................................... do................................... do ................................... do....... t27.87
Do.................................................................... do ................................... do................................. do ....... 178.67
Do................ _................................................... do................................... do............................... do....... 171.29
Do.................................................................... do ................................... do ................................... do....... 10E. 72
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do ............................. ecl 24,1969 22.07
Do........................................... .' ........................ do .................................... do............................... do....... 25.91
Do.................................................................... do ............... -.................... do....... : .......................... do ........ 26.2l
Do.................................................................... do .................................. do .................................. do ....... 24.45
Do.................................................................... de................................... do................................... do ....... 2Z. 73
Do........ : ........................................................... do .................................. do ................................. do ....... ?4.09
Do.................................................................... de................................... do................................. do ....... 25.26
Do.............................................. ...................... do................................... do ................................. do ....... 21.57
Do.................................................................... do ................................... do ................................. do ....... 22. 58
Do.................................................................... do................................... do................................. do....... 20. 26
Do........................................ '.......................... ..do .................................. do................................ do ....... 26.77
Do.................................................................... do .................................. do .................................. do ....... ,"3.89
Do.................................................................... do ................................... do.................................... do....... 26.57
Do.................................................................... do .................................. do.................................... do........ 23.g9
Do.................................................................... do................................... do..................................... do........ 22.2g
Do.................................................................... do ................................... do .................................... do........ 15.3,_
Do.................................................................... do ............................... ..._do .................................... do ........ 31.69
Do.................................................................... do................................... do ............................... Sept. 16, 1969 208.0h
Do .................................................................... do ................................... do .................................... do ....... 1,607. }'2
Do.................................................................... do ......... ·.......................... do............................... Nov, 10, 1969 18.01
Do.................................................................... do................................... do ................................ SepL 24, 1969 5[. 11
Do.................................................................... do.................................... do..................................... do....... 26.9_
Do.................................................................... do................................... do...................................... do....... 270.94
Do.................................................................... do................................... do ..................................... do ....... 5:}.13
De .................................................................... do................................... do .................................... de ....... 3,1.56
Do............................................................. _...... do.................................. do .................................. do ....... 294.71
Do.................................................................... do .................................. de ............................... de ..... 283.83
Do.................................................................... do .................................. do .................................. do ....... 110. 20
Do.................................................................... do................................... do .................................... do ....... 176.13
Do.................................................................... do................................... de ................................... do ....... 175. 98
Oo.._: ................................................................ do...... :............................ do ............. ..................... do ....... 89, 14
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do .................................. do....... 100. 72
Do.................................................................... do................................... do .................................. do....... 102.27
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do....... 100.25
De.................................................... ................ do.................................. do ............................ Nov, 10, 1969 l'J. 72

Total ....................................................................................................................... ........................ 7, 710.50

Southern New England--Nothing to report.
NeWYork--Nothing to report.
New lersey--Nothing to report.
Pennsylvania:

C tizens for McCarthy ....................................................... do............................ President ............................ Feb. Il, 1969 3]. 05
Do.................................................................... do .......... =....................... do.............................. Jan. 17,1969 13.65
Do.................................................................... do.................................. do.............................. Mar. 17, 1969 822.22

Ally. Cnty. Republican Comm........................................... Nixon................................... do.............................. Dec. 19,1969 12.51

Total ...................................................................................................................................................... ' 879.43
:

Footnotes at end of table.
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Date of
Company and billing name Name of candidate federn :oils:e involved entry Amount

C & P Co,: Wallacefor President............................................ Wallace............................ President........................... Nov. 1969, 227.59

C & P, Maryland--Nothing to report.
C & P, Virginia--Nothing to report.
C & P, WestVirginia--Nothing to report,
Southern Bell:

Zimmermanfor U.S.Senate................................................ Zimmerman........................ Senator............................. Feb. ]l, 1969 66_00
Wallacefor President--State Headquarters................................. Wallace............................. PresidenL........................... May 6, 1969 305.75

Total....................................................................................................................................................... 371.75

South Central:
McCarthy for President................................................... McCa.rth!!........................... PresidenL........................... SepL 15,1969 155.05

Do...................................................................... oo.................................. do.............................. Oct. 1, 1969 202.45

Total........................................................................................................................................................ 357.50

Ohio--Nothing to report.
Cincinnati Bell--Nothing to report.
Michigan: Gary Frink for Congress........................................... Frink ............................. Representa':ive...................... Jan. 16,1969 1,247.57

Indiana.'
McCarthyfor President................................................... McCarthy........................... President............................ Dec. 1969 1, 026.b;_

Do...................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do....... 190.O0
DO........................................................................ do.................................. do................................... do....... 282.90
Do....................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do....... 28._)
Do...................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do....... 240._
Do......................................... ;............................. do.................................. do................................... do....... 606.16
Do..; ................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do....... 176.98
Do..................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do....... 28.0_.
Do...................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do....... 24.45
Do....................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do....... 90.96
-Do...................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do....... 29.15
Do....................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do........ 22.6 l
Do..................................................................... do..... ............................. do................................... do....... 26.35
Do..................................................................... do............................... ._.do ................................... do........ 41.17
Do........................................................................ do.................................. do................................... do....... 216.40
Do..................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do....... 299.68
Do...................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do....... 240.20
Do..................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do........ 1,184. 46
Do...................................................................... do .................... -.............. do ................................... do ....... 239. 05
Do....................................................................... do.................................. do.................................... do....... 60.6_
Do...................................................................... do .................................. do ................................... do ....... 7, 073. 85
Do...................................................................... do .................................. do ................................... do ........ 787.4g
Do............................... '-...................................... do................. =................ do................................... de....... 1,254.77
Do...................................................................... do................................... do................................... do........ 79l. 7t
Do..................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do....... 245.00
Do...................................................................... do .................................. do .................................. do ........ 18, 113.75
Do....................................................................... do .................................. do ................................... do ....... 8t2.27
Do................................................. :..................... do................................... do............ : ...................... do....... 599.6[
Do...................................................................... do .................................. do .................................. do ....... 156.6:3
Do...................................................................... do .................................. do ................................... do........ S36.74
Do....................................................................... do .................................. do .................................. do ....... 642.]2
Do............................................... : ..................... do .................................. do ................................... do....... 404.70
DO..................................................................... do .................................. do................................... do ........ 445.41
Do .............................................. ;....................... do ................................... do................................... do....... 1. 858. 54)
Do..................................................................... do................................... do ................................... do....... 450.4:?
Do...................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do....... 25.96
Do..................................................................... _do.................................. do................................... do........ ]3t. 6[
Do................................ : ..................................... do.................................. do................................... do....... 141.l 5
Dn....................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do....... 492.99
Do..................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do........ 25.95
Do..................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do....... 147.1.4
Dn...................................................................... do................................... do................................... do....... 147.l._.
Do...................................................................... do.................................. do................................... do........ 147.l._
Do...................................................................... do ................................... do .................................. do....... 147. t4
DO...................................................................... do ......................... _........ do ................................... do ........ 147.14
Do..................................................................... do ................................... do.................................. do ....... t47. ! ¢
Do...................................................................... do ................................. do.................................. do ........ 147. 14
Do..................................................................... dn .................................. do.................................. do ....... [47.1.4
Do...................................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do ....... [47.14
Do...................................................................... do.................................. dn................... , .............. do....... 62). 75
Do...................................................................... de.................................. do.................................. dn....... 6)5.00
DO....................................................................... do.................................... do.................................. do....... 6)5.00
Do..................................................................... do................................... do.................................. do....... 6[5.00
Do.................. : ................................................... do.................................. do.................................. do....... 635:00
Do...................................................................... do_................................. do.......... : ....................... do....... 615.00
Do...................................................................... de.................................. do.................................. do....... 615.00
Do..................................................................... do.................................. do........ _........................ do....... 620.89
DO.................................................................... .._do .................................. do.................................. do....... 2, 265. 0<)

--o .....
Total.............................................................................. ...................................................................... 48,399.65

Wisconsin--Nothingto report,
Illinois--Nothing to reporL
Northwestern:

McCarthyfor PresJdenL.................................................. McCarthy........................... President............................ 196g 85.0I}
Do.................................................................... do................................... do.............................. 1969 76.62
Do..................................................................... do................. ' .................. do............................. 1969 [39. )[

Democratafor McCarthy...................................................... do................................... do............................. 1969 36.8,1
McCarthy Headquartare...................................................... do.................................... do............................. 1969 5,334.3:)

Total....................................................................................................................................................... 5, 67t. 90

Southwestern---Nothingto report.
Mountain--Nothing to report,

Footnotes at end of table.
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ACCOUNTSOF CANDIDATESFOR FEDERALOFFiCE--Continued

CLASSIFtEDI "WRITTEN-OFF AS UNCOLLECTABLE"DURINGTIHEYEAR 1970--Continued

Date ot
Companyand billing name Name of candidate Federalc ffice Involved entry Amount

Pacific Northwest--Nothing to report.
pacific:

Californians for Humphrey, Inc.......................................... Humphrey........................... Presid_n ............................ Sept. 15,1969 20 71
Sam Keitfi................................................................. do.............. . ..... do.............................................. Fei). 7,1969 22.39
Nixon-AgnewCampaign................................................ Nixon................................. do
N[xnn-Agnew.............................................................. do.............................. '=do"i ........................... Feb, $, 1969 10.92
Nixon-Agnew CampaignComm............................................... do.................................. do:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Jar,. 31,1969 .42Feb. 17,1969 1.25
Nixon-Agnew Campaign..................................................... do................................ do Ma" 2] 1969 23.45
Nixon-Agnew CampaignCamm ............ do ' ' do .............................. ' '......................................................................................................... do....... 34.98

Do.................................................................... do................................. do.............................. Spet,]5, t969 47,78
DemocraticNational Comm. for Muskie....................... _.......... Muskie.................................. do............................... Mar, [9, ]969 34.99

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:......................... '. :.---::--.- ..................................................... . .................................. do:= ..:.:.::::::':::::::::=::: DmZ.t0' 1969 256.02
r_cuarmy tar rres_aen[...................................................... on................................. do................................... do.'. ..... 105.77

Do.................................................................... do............................ do
McCarthy for PresidentCamm............................................... do.................. - - - ' ..... do" ........................... De(;. 5,1969 234.67Nov. 28,1969 179.69
RichardDentine............................................................ do.................. ' ............ do" ':' ......................... Oct. 28,1969 67.23
Agnew-Nixon Campaign................................................ Agnew................. :-::::':: :'"_'ice Presic]en{--..'.':ZZZ."Z"::"'Z-

Do..................................... * .............................. do................................... do ................... :.:...:.:..: Me¥' 28,1969 3.0828,1969 2]. 99
[iiBroad ............................................................. Cranston............................ Senator ..... Feb 19 1969 1. 63

Do.................................................................... do........................ ,.......... do.'.':...:.:.::":":7':-:-:' Feb: 7:1969 .55[Jo
.................................................................... ne................................... do.................................... do........ 55

Do.................................................................... do................................. do................................... do....... I. 01
Do.................................................................. ,.do ................................... do............................... Feb. 17,1969 .71

.................................................................... ae................................... do.................. , ................. do........ 68
Do.................................................................... do................................... do.............................. Julv 11,1969 6.67o .................................................................... do................................... do.................................. .'.do....... 3.19
Do.................................................................... do................................... do................. =........... Feb. 12,1969 .28
Do.................................................................... do................................... do............................ :. Apt*. 11,1969 33.35

Rafierty for U.S.Senate................................................ Rafferty................................. do.......... , Mar. 4,1969 ]. 48
Do.................................................................... de .................................. do........ ::::::::::::::::::::::: Aul,. 19,1969 26.59

Total .......................................................................... I, 267.91................................................................................

New England--Nothing to report.
Southern New England--Nothing to report.
[NewYork:

J. A. Scheuer......................................................... Scbeuer............................. Repreaentative.................... Sept.29,1968 _. 44
J. E. Reanick.................... , ..................................... Kesnick................................... do.............................. SepL27,1968 s 2. 50

Total ...... ................................................................... 2.94................................................................................

New Jersey--Nothlng to report.
Pennsylvania--Nothing to report.
C. & P. Co.--Nothing to report.
C, & P.,Maryland--Nothing te report.
C. & P., Virginia--Nothing to report.
C. & P, West Virginia--Nothing to report.
Southern Be --Ncth ng to reporL
South Central:

Untied Democratsfor Humphrey........................................ Humphrey....................... PresideoL
Nashville VolunteersWATSfor McCarthy........... ................. McCarthy........................ .':': ...... do...: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Nov. ]5,1968 22..63..... Nov. 8,1968 I,_L84

Total .................................................... --................................................................................................. 38,47

Nothing to report. - =:--:
Cincinnati Bell--Nothing to report.

Michigan: McCarthyfor PresidentHeadquarters............................... McCarlhy............................ Pn._idenL............................. Nov, 27,1968 7.53
Indiana--Nothing to reporL ----_
Wisconain--Nothing to reporL
Illinois--Nothing to reporL

Northwestern: McCarthyfor President....................................... McCarthy............................. Pre_idenl............................ 1968 2.18
Southwestern.'

McCarthyfor Presldent........................................ McCarthy........................... President............................. Dec. 3,1968 20. 57
YoungAmericans, Inc...................................... :.:.'.'"::' Wallace................................. do............................... Dec. 4,1968 52.75

Total ............................................ -- 73. 32...........................................................................................................

Mountain--Nothing to report.
Pacific Northwest--Nothing to report.
Pacific:

Serrelle & Winner Humphreu ,...:.,._, _.... - .................................................... _ J ........................... rl,ff_luunt ............... UeC 4 1968
_(enn_y ¥_rPa,gn .................................................... _ennedy................................. do............... :Z=..:::::::::: sepi 20' 1968 2033

.............................................................. aa................................... do............................... July' 151]968 ).9

WilfiaDO_-i__:_,e_.......................................................... do................................... do................................ Aug. 5 1968 ]i9
Kennedy'for President*........................................................................................... do .uu............ -.................. Rug 26 1968 40........................................................................................ on............................. Aug. 27 1968 41
M. Conley, Kennedyfor Pres.................................... do do June 27' 196_
KennedyHeadquarters........ ' ............. do................................... d-' ............................ - ., ._:: 30· ' ................................................................................ u.............................. Rug, ZU l_t_ 47McCarthyfor PresidentH trs

Do q .................... - ...................... McCarthy.................................. do............................... Oct. 10:]968 47

MDi!_JM_A°_:i_iri?hpq:Liii:ii''!i-" !!l?ii!!i!i:i:;!ii!!iii'iiiiiii!!!!iiii!ii!iiii!!ii!!!!iiiiii!!iiidiiiiii iiiiiiiiii!iiiii!ii!iiiiiii! iiiill i! iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiii'i iiii ii_i': iil iiii 2452029'63635Hqtrs ...................................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 149
McCarthytar President............................................ do.... de
McCarthy_tar PresidentHqtrs............................. :...:'::..'...'.":do...'.':: ......................................... de.............................. Oct. 7,1968 :[89Nov. 11,1968 74
,, rrD_:........................ _ .......................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::: do............................... Oct. 10,1968 58rla y _aro uo ............. - ...................................... .'......................................................... u ...................................... nO..........................
McCarthyfor Presmdent...................................................... do................................... do.................... Z.Z-:: Oct. 15,1968 77
McCarthytar PresidentCampaign................. do. . do ..... . . Oct. 2,1968 _.02............................................................................................ Sept. 5, 1968 :120Do o..... ='--= .......................................................... d ............................... do,.................................. do....... 276
Northern Cahlorma McCarthyfor PresmdentCampaignHqtrs ..................... do................................... do............................ :... Sept. 26, 1969
C_n,_,rRMcCarthyfor PresidentjrCampaign............................................ do................................... do................................ Aug. 15 1968 241]:89
_l]r_ob_'r_sr°wn, ...................... ?............................ Brown.............. ................ Representative........................ Aug. 27,1_. 27

............................................................ Kuchel............................... Senator............................ Sept.20,1968 30
Total.................... --

....................................................................................................................................... 2, 254

As of July 7 1971,
Baances of less than $1 are written-off automatically 30 daysfollow ng fi I without collection effort.

a Balancesof lessthan $10are written-off automatically followingsecondroutine/etter requestingpayment.
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UNrrED Am LINES, plied to the account. Lltigat:.on for the bal- In response to your letter dated May 14, 1971,
C_ieago, Ill., June 14, 197I. anco of $28,961.03 was settl_,'d lu MaJ'ch of (1) Ali outstanding campaign debts ill..

Re Information on Political Campaign Debts. 1971 for $22,500.90. Approximately $1,525.90 c'lrred by candidates for Federal office from
Mr. ALLAN CRAIG, Of the balance wan for charges of question- 1 )62 to the present consmt of a charge ,>J_
Director, Bureau of Accounts and Statistics, able recoverability. If the cass had been pur- $L285.20 for two charter trips from Charlotte,

Civ/l Aeronautics Board, Wasktngton, sued to Judgment, attorneys fees could have l_orth Carolina to Washington, D.C. via Blue..
D.C. been _ or approximately $9,000.00, leaving a field, West Virginia and Beckley, West Vic..

Dw_a Sm: In response to your letter of net to United of approximately $18,,300.00, g[nia on October 3, 1968. The trips were ar-.
May 14, 1971, reference the above, please be Since the present settlemen'; netted United ranged for by the Democratic National Corn-
advised that insofar as pertains to United: $20,000.00 ($2,500.00 in fees 1;<) counsel), mtttee for the Democratic presidential

1. Outstanding campaign debts for candt- Untted's COunsel recommend_._l settlement at candtdate.
dates for federal office from 1962, as of _hat figure. (2) No campaign debts have been written

April 30, 1971, are: 4. There is no different policy and proee- off from 1962 to the present.
A. Ntxon-Agnew campaign---Oct. & Nov, dore wlt:h respect to billing _,nd collect;ion of (3) No campaign debts have been settled

1968, $75,107.55. debts incurred by candidates for federal office for less than the full amount due from 196,".
B. Humphrey-Muskte campaign--Oct. & during political campaigns. The l_olicy and tv the present.

Nov. 1968, $79,083.65. procedure applied is in acco: d wi.th Unlted's (4) Piedmont has no policies or procedures
C. Democratic National Committee (in- tariffs, where applicable, and is the same for for billing and collection of ca.mpaign debts

curred by R. F. Kennedy)--Ivlar. & Apr. 1968, the billing and collection of these as for an_v l:x any' manner different from the policies and
$12,651.97. other debts, procedures followed for any other perso,. _:r

2. Eugene McCarthy and individuals acting Very truly yours, f.rm served by the Company.
for Mr. McCarthy incurred freight charges of R.E. BRUNO, Very truly yours,
approximately $1,213.66 during his campaign Senior Vice President, Finance and T.W. MORTON,
in the latter part of 1968. These charges were Property. Vice President-Finance.
incurred without benefit of his campaign
ATP account or the endorser to that account. AMERICAN AIRLINES, TRANS WORLD ArRLINES, INC.,

When the campaign organization went out of New York, N.Y., June 10, I971. Kansas City, Mo., ,rune 2, 1971.
business, they offered to pay 50¢ on the dol- Mr. ALI2.N CRAXO, Mr. ALLAN CEAI0,
lar for this account. Since United ha_l no on- Director_ Bureau o! Account_ and Statistics, l_irector, Bureau o/ Accounts and Statistics,

dorser and no other hope of reCOvery, the ac- Civt_ Aeronautics Board, Waskingtor_, Civil Aeronautics Board, Waskingtcn,
count was settled for $606.83 and an equal D.C. D.C.
amount, $606.83, was written off. This write- Subject: Information on Political Campaign Subject: Information on Political Campailm
off occurred during early 1969. Debts. Debts Reference your letter dated May

3. From May through September, 1968, the DEAR lVfa. CaAIa: Concerni ag your May 14, 14, 1971.
Eugene McCarthy for President National 1971, letter re the above mentioned s_xbject, DEAR Mm. CRAIG: The following information
Headquarters Incurred indebtednes/_ of $34,- we respectfully submit the following: _ submitted concerning political campaq_
386.03. Payment of $5,000 was made by the (I) Outstanding campaign debts incurred ¢ebts owed to Trans World Airlines:
National Headquarters. An additional $425.00 by candidates for Federal office from 1.962 to (1) Outstanding Campaig_ Debts.' U:nlted
representing the ATP deposit was also ap- the present. Democrats for Humphrey, $221,519.55, April

1968 Humphrey Charter, $25,091.04, October,
1966 i_tepubltc National Committee, $13,196.-

Year debt incurret (5, October, 1968.
Balance Prior (2) Write-offs o/ Campaign Debts: Mc-

Name of candidate er political organization Apr. 30, 1971 1970 1969 196g 1968 Carthy for President, write-off $6,867.36, debt
incurred 1968, written off 2/24/69.

Republican National Finance Committee .......... $151, 871 ................ $18, 587 $133,284.. .............. (3) Settled Debts; McCarthy for President,
Richard M. Nixon.............................. 69,386 1_6,710 2,66_ ............... toted debt $16,352.36, incurred 1966, nego.q-
National DemocraticCommiffee................... 426,833 $20,548 il5, 031 3:!1,254 ated settlement $9,485.00, date settled No-
Robert F. Kennedy.............................. 415,120 4.4, 792 ...............
Hubert H. Humphrey ........................... 138,762 :;::_-;-::-::-'.' 12.0,_38 :8,649 ............... vember 14, 1968.
McCarthy for President .......................... 135,872 I]5,872 ............... (4) Statement o! Procedures: Political

debts are handled in the same manner as
Total ................................... 1, 337,834 2i),548 290,769 1, 0..'6,517 ...............

l,ny other account. Absolutely no special
ireatrnent is allowed.

(2) No campaign debts have been written JO_ZNSOZq F_YING _E'.tVICIE, INC., Very truly yours,
off by American Airlines from 1962 to the Missoula, Mort;L, June 9, 1971. A.D. CHAFFIN,
present. ALLAN CRAiG, Assistant Treasurer.

(3) No amounts owed by candidates for Director, Bureau o! Accoum:s and Statistics,
Federal office were settled by American Air- Civil Aeroncutics Boa'd, Wasi_ington, Ju_ 22, 1971.
lines for le_ than full value during the D.C. To: Civil AeronauticsBoard.

period 1962 to the present. Subject: Information on Political Campaign :Prom: Aspen Alcways, ;[nc.
(4) With the one exception of actually Debts per your letter of May 14, 1917. {3ubJ¢_ct: Information on Political Campaign

proceeding with a courtroom litigation, which Our total campaign debts are $2,910.38 and Debts.
we have never done in the case of political is for the following: Aspen submits the following information

Hubert Humphrey Charged to Democratic :.n re.,;ponse to the Boards' request of May 14,
parties, political organizations, or political National Committee, 2600 Virginia Avenue, 1971.

candidates, no differences exist in our billing Washington, D.C. 20037. Amount oli debt: Item 1. No outstanding campaign debts :Ln-
and collection procedures regarding candi- $2,910.33. Date of debt: September 30, 1968, ;urred by candidates for Federal office f_mm
dates and others served by American Airlines. 2. We have had no writc_ff of campaign 1962 to the present.
In the case of Universal Air Travel Plan debts from 1962 to presenttlme. Item 2. Writeoffs of camapign debts from
charges, we bill twice monthly. In all other 3. We, have not negotiatet any settlement 1962 to the present as follows:
cases we bill monthly. Follow-up of delin- for less than the full amount due us for any

quent accounts is done intermittently by political candidate.
phone and by let_ter supplemented with 4. We have tried by regular billing to col- Candi- Debt Total
periodic personal visits. Because of the sub= lect this but they state tha_ they cannot pay date incurred amount Writeoff Date
standard credit relations American Airlines as they have a la:ego quantitr of debts and no

has experienced with the above, we have havem°neY'beenInturned°Urregularinto aC°llecti°nScollectionthatagencyW°UldforKennedy._ March 1968_ $1,381.95 $921.10 0c10ber1968.
taken a firm position regarding the assump- collection but lit this case this would be a McCarthy_. May 1968.. 2,020.69 1,020.69 Do.
lion of new political accounts. We now ask useless effort.
for personal guarantees in all cases involv- TONY J. SCHUMACHER,

lng individual candidates and can report that Accounta_,t /or Johnson Flying aery- Item 3. Settlement by carrier for less t2tan
we have declined the applications of at least ice, Inc.,- Box 1366 Missoula, Mont. the full amount due as shown.

two well-known candidates in the last year McCarthy settlement tn May 1968 in tl_e
where guarantees have not been forthcoming. Pn'.D_ONT AVIATION, liNC., amount of $1,000.00.

Wi_sto_.-Salem, N.C., May 20, 1971. Item 4. Aspens policies and procedures _p-
If there is any additional Information you Mr. ALLAN CRAIG, plied to political candidates and those ap-

would require, we will be more than happy Director, Bureau o! Accounts a._d Statistics, plied to others served by the air carrier are
to provide lt. Civil Aeronautics Bocrd, Was_;ington, the same; that being that 30 days after bfil-

Very truly yours, D.C. lng full payment is expected.

R. M. BRESSLER, DEAR MR. CRAm: The following information Submitted by:

Vice President and Treasurer. on polltica/ campaign debts is submitted LLOYD gARDA, Vice Presiden:L
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W_ST_aN AlaLn_S, 1. Democratic National Committee, (Hubert AS a practical matter, however, the
June II, 1971. H. Humphrey). (Edmund S. Muskie), $208,- amendment applies almost entirely to ads

Ref.: Your letter dated May 14, 1971. 867.12 Balartce May-August, 1968. of I minute and under, since there is
Mr. ALLAN CRAIG, Republican National Committee $112,823.44
Director, Bureau of AecOltnts and _tatistics, Balance September-November, 1970. virtually no TV advertising sold in sec-

civil Aeronautics Board, Wasl_ington, 2. In keeping with accepted accounting merits of more than 1 minute but less
D.C. practices, the Democratic National Cornel,tree th_n 5 minute:;. The amendment is 'based

Subject: Information on political campaign receivable was written off at thc year-end on the simple proposition that ff a candi-
debts. 1969. However, the account remain_'_ under date wants to spend his full 5 cents on

Western has no procedures for treating active collection procedures. 7W' advertising, the least he can do is
debts Incurred by candidates for federal 3. Nbne. spend I _/i_cents of it on longer ads which
offices differently from debts incurred by 4. Eastern's policies and procedures with Offer all opportunity for the treatment of
others. Our experience in this area has been respect to bllling and collection of receivables
minimal, provide for active pursuit for paymelat com- issues.

Therefore, the response to this question- mensurate with the type of transactlo.u and This subceiling applies to candidates
naire involved the special review of the cur- credit terms. Accounts receivable are not for Federal office and for Governor and
rent accounts and a perusal of debts written normally allowed to remain on the books for Lleutena:rlt GOvernor.
off to see if any involved candidates for fed- more than one year after reaching collection I a_k unamhnous consent that the text
eral offices, status. The poncy further provides that of the amendment be printed at this

As to the current accounts, there are no where there is reasonable potential for ob- point in the RECORO.
amounts due from customers which can be taining full or partial payment of the _I_ere being no obj_ction, the amend-identified as campaign debts incurred by balance, collection activity will be continued
candidates for federal offices, beyond the anniversary date. All receivables nlent was ordered to be printed ill the

Ail delinquent accounts are pursued are reviewed in year-end closing and i,-q a BEe',CaD, as follows:
through standard collection practices, normal procedure, the write*offs are reviewed AMENDMEN__ NO. 824

AS to the write*offs of debts of candidates by Price Waterhouse, our contract audit firm. On page 6, change the period in line II to
for federal office since 1962, we can identify Our policies with respect to debts lnc_:Lrred by a semicolon and lnser,_ the following ira-
only one such debt. A "Ticket-by-Mail" in- candidates for Federal office during political _nediately there_ffter.
voice for $376 was incurred in May 1968 and campaigns are the same as those applied to °'provided that notwithstanding any other
written off in September 1969. This Invoice others, provision of this Act, no legally qualified
was related to the campaign of Senator Rob- Sincerely, candidar_e or person or organization actingeft Kennedy and was Incurred by Senator J.R. L_NC_._.
Ted Kennedy and a Mr. Burke. on behalf of such a candidate in any pti-

It is not our practice to settle any debt for Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, this mary. runoff, general, or special election for
transportation, including any such debt in. amendment is intended to supersede the Governer, Lieutenant Governor, or Federal

elective office shall spend for the purch{_se of
curred by a candidate for federal office, for amendment which prohibits extension of television time in segments of less than five
less than the amount due. The perusal of unsecured credit by certain federally red- minutes duration an amount greater thanour debt write-offs referred to above did not
disclose any such settlements, ulated industries to candidates for Fed- 3_ cents multiplied by the estimate of resi-

ROOEEICXO.LErr_, eral office.The purpose is to tal_:einto dent population of voting age as determined
Assistant 2'reasurer and ControZler. account the additional technical advice in subparagraph (t) of this paragraph, or

and assistance provided by the Civil $_.I,000, whichever is greater."

CONTINENTAL AXR_.INES, Aeronautics Board, the Federal Commu- AMENDMENT NO. 325

Los Angeles, Calif., May 24, 107I. nications Conm_ission, the Interstate (Ordered to be printed and to lie on
Mr. ALLAN CRAIa, Commerce Commission, and the Depart- the table,)
Director, Bureau of Accounts and Statistics, merit of Justice. Mr. FANNIN', for himself, Mr. Tc, w_R,

lYtvil Aeronautics Board, Washington, As rewritten, the amendment would Mr. BRocx, Mr. O_Rm_e, Mr. CURTIS, 1V/r.D.C.
DEAR MR. Cas_a: In response to the item- still forbid the granting of un,'_ecured H_sE_, and Mr. GOLVW_XEa, _ubmitted

lzed questions in your letter of May 14, 1971, credit to candidates by certain industries, an amendment intended to be proposed
on the matter of information on political when it would permit normal credit card by them jointly, to the bill (S. '382_,
campaign debts, we submit the following triasactions so long as routine safe- supra.
answers: guards are in accompaniment. AMENDMENTNO.327

(1) There are no outstanding campaign The supporting data will indical_ t]hat Mr. G RAVEL, submitted an amendment
debts on our books incurred by candt.dates hundreds of thousands of dollars are intended to be proposed by him to the
for Federal office from 1962 to the present, remaining unpaid to airlines, telegraph bill iS. 382), .supra.(2) No campaign debts incurred by candi-
dates for Federal office from 1962 to the pres- companies, telephone companie:.% _md ....
ent have been written off in their entirety, others, and that these unpaid amounts
See (3) below for partial writeoff, are usually written off by the companies ENRi)LLED BI! f, PRESENTED

(3) In May, 1968, we operated a charter which, in effect, amounts to corporate The Secretary of ;he Senate reported
flight in connection with the "McCarthy for contributions to both political l;,m_ies, that; on today, July 3, 1971, he presented
President" campaign, the billed amount of which are forbidden by law. _ the President of _e United State,; tile
which was $8,997.96. We received payment in I hope that when ! call up the amend- enrolled bill iS. 691 to require a radio-the amount of $4,500.00 on November ?, 1968,
from "McCarthy Finance Committee" and merit at the proper time, it will receive telephone on certah_ vessels while ua vi-
the balance of $4,497.96 was written off---also the support of Senators of both political gating upon specilied waters of the
in November, 1968. parties, as this business of trying to run United States.

(4) We know of no specific policies and political campaign on-the-cuff :ts dis-
procedures of the certificated air carriers tinctly unfair and places a burden which I
with a'espect to the billing for and collee- not only should not be on the companies ADDITIO)_AL STATEMENTS
lion of debts, incurred by candidates for but is actually forcing them into making
Federal office during political campaigns. In- involuntary and illegal contributions. CONTINUED Il) FLATION--DISAP-
solar as our own policies and procedures are I yield back the remainder of my time. POINT,lNG INCREASE IN CON-concerned, where we perform a service for an
individual who is seeking Federal office, we AMENDMENT NO, 324 SUMEP PRICES
apply the same policies and proced/lres to (Ordered to be printed and to lie on Mr. PI_OXMIRE. Mr. President, the
the collection of any resulting debt as we the table.) :increase in the cost of living for June,
apply to any other person served by the
Company. Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, the _nnounced by {;he E ureau of Labor Sta-

Sincerely yours, most troublesome political advertise- 'tistics today, reaffir n.,; that the admin-
F. N. Dawr. ments are TV spot commercials. Al- :istration's do-nothi{ig attitude with re-

. though spots can serve legitimate func- {_pect to incomes pc Ucy is a costly mis-
EASTERN Am LINES INCORPORATIKD, tions, they are also vehicles for Ix:,litical lake. The Consumer Price Index rose 0.5

MIAMI, FLA., Ju_te _, 197_. hucksterism, demagoguery, and superfi- '.0ercent in June on , seasonally adjusted
Mr. ALLAN CP_Xa. cialitY, luasis, an increase o: 6 percent at an an-
Director, Breau o! Accounts and Statistics, For that reason, the Senator from 1i_- _auaI rate. This fig' re is especially sic-

civil Aeronautics Board, Wasktngton, D.C. diana (Mr. HAS_K_) and I offer a:mend- rfificant since the C _I rose at an annual
Subject: Information on Polical Campaign

Debts Your letter dated May 14, 1971. ment 324 to 8. 382. This amendment :rate of 7.2 percent i: May, following sev-
DEAlt Ma. C_m: In compliance with the establishes a subcelling of 3_ cents Per eral months of slow ;r prices increases.

above, the following information is sub- voting-age person for spots, def,:ted as The 6-percent ri_; in June was due to
mitted: TV ads of less than 5 minutes durat, h)n. larger than nm'real ncreases in the price
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been introduced, I hope the Presl- right direction, and especially timely .Resolved, That the Cengrams of the United
dent takes note of it, if the Senate in view of the Senate recent passage of States er_tends its gree tings to the people of
does not act immedi lely. the Mansfield amend ent, which, :in _he Pensacola and to aH t_e people of Florida onthe occa_lon of the 15,_th anniversary of the

Mr. HARTKE. I the President context of the pendin ,_draft bill, ha,s still 1;ransfer of sovereignty of Fl_rlda from Spain
takes a suggestion the resolution been enacted. I reaI15 do not understand 1_ the United States a: d that a copy of this
that what we are doing is saying why the administrati ,n is so determined resol'-tlon be transml ted ts) _he Mayor of
that the Constitution supreme law not to accept the Mai_fleld amendment, the ¢_ty of Pemmcola and to the Governor
of the land and there a way to change It is a valid statemeILt of policy, and it of the State of Florida
it if the people to. seems to me that thc Senate is entitled ......

Historically, the _ept that the Pres- to make that statemE ut. It was actually ADDITIONAL CO rPONSORS OF A
ident had was not given advice there, on !y through a differ-
considered until 10 the final ent vehicle, and I thin k it was well within CONCURRENT PtESOLUTION
draft of the the original the Senate's responsil,ility to do it, and I Sr_ATECONCURRE:0T RESOLUTION33
draft gave all power the Senate. think history will p_ve the advice was At the request of Mr. BROCK, the Senn-

One other factor is extremely amper- correct advice. I hope that provisio:a will tOE :from Colorado (:Mr. ALLOTT), the
taut in view of the of the be accepted. -'Senator from Oklaho na (Mr. BELLMEN),
President's visit China. Here I certainly commen ! the Senator' from the Senator from Iud ann (Mr. HARTKE),
we are with the ;ldent going to a Indiana for introducJ _g this measure. I the Senator from Ore on (Mr. HATFIELD),
_ountry which has been formally am glad to see that here are Members the Senator from Wa,_;hington (Mr.
recognized by this Elements of of .this body who do r )t believe that, be- ]_[AaNUSON), the Sero _or from New Mex-
_secrecy have shroude our preliminary cause something has been the practice, ice (Mr. MONTOYA), _[ Ldth e Senator :from
negotiations, even we are not at because the Consti _ution has been I;ew Jersey (Mr. Wx: LXA_S) were added
war with China and is no evidence ignored, we have to _ _ept it. There is a as cosponsors of Sen_ _e Concurrent Res-
that our national would have sound constitutional principle involw_ ¢,lution 33 regarding l_he persecution of
been damaged if Dr. had gone also--the mere fact th _t the Constitution Sews and other minor! des :tn Russia.
over with full of the pending has been ignored in ,'_ome respeck'_ does ____
visit. There is no info', what was not mean those dere_ ctions became the
decided in the 20 of discussion that law of the land. .EMEP. GENCY LO/ GUARANT_lE
I know of. The ACTING PRE _IDENT pro tem- ACT--AMEI[DMENTS

Perhaps Senators ha other informa- pore. The Senator's II minutes have _K- A_rSD_.WTS NOS. U29T_._ROUGH353
lion as to the extent those discussions, pared. (Ordered to be prin_ied and to lie on
but there has been no as to Mr. HARTKE. Mr. 'resident, I simply the table.)
what ultimately is to be want to thank the ch: irman of the; l?or- Mr. PItOXMIRE sul matted five amend-
of a the fu- eign Relations Committee for his excel- zaent_ intended to b proposed by him
lure of the United and its foreign lent analysis and hi_ assurances that to the bfil (S. 2308) ;o authorize emer-
relations. I think all circumstances, early hearings would Ibe held, and aa_o _ency loan guarantee to' :major bus'ma_,
Itu view of the indicate for the kind words h$ had to say con- entexprises.
that there is good for the Senate cerning the resolution.!
tobe in the position of and con- _ AII_ENDMEN';NO.334

(Ordered %obe pri ted and to lie o_

senting, and that d reason relates SENATE CONCURRE_RESOLIY_ON tlhetable.)
not only to the power, which 37--S_SSION DP A CONCUR- Mx. BAYH submltied e.n amendmentpower has now taken ! 5,000 lives in In-
dochina, but goes also treatymak- RENT RF, SOLUTION RELATIN(} TO _atended to be propos((! by him to the bill

THE 150TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE (S. 2308), supra.
lng power. TRANSFER OF FLORIDA F,RO NI

Here the goes that the AMENDMEntNe. saC
]?resident might to conclude the SPAIN TO THE UNITED STATES (Ordered to be pr_ _ted and to lie on
war that has been existence, even (Referred to the Committee on the q_hetable.)
though it might be the )f the Sen- Judiciary.) ! Mr. TAFT submitt _d sn amendment
ate to conclude it even though it Mr. CHILES submitted the following intended to be propo ed by him to the
might be the desire of i people to con- concurrent resolution: bill. ($. 2308), supra.
elude it as expressed the Senate. s. co_. RES. 87 ,, __

So the advice of the section of Whereas, the month Of July, 1971 marks
the Constitution does relate merely the 150th annivers_ of: the transfer of the FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN
to the advice that President might sovereignty of Florida from Spain to the ACT---AMENDMENT
request, but advice come from the United States, and
Senate on its own desir In other words, Whereas it was on Jul,_ 17, 1821 the 23 s_ar AMENDMENTNO. 355

emblem of America was Iraised from a flag- (Ordered to be printed and to lie on
i_ should be the branch of gov- staff at Pensacola, Florida, and tl_e table.)
ernment which makes system differ- Whereas the event ma_ked the establish-
ent from an auth system and ment of Pensacola, Florida, as the terrJ_torial n,rco:_ T_X cREorr rea _'OX_VVXCaLCONTamX_-
keeps it from being a e-man show. capital of this frontier la_d, and . X_XONS

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Senator is Whereas Major (]eneral Andrew Jackson, IVIT.KENNEDY. Mr. President, I sub-
_ight. Our experience the sound- commanding U.S. troops then became the Init an amendment to S. 382, the Fed-
ness of the system. There first Territorial Governor of Florida, and eral F.lection Campaign Act of 1971, andWhereas the people of Pensacola, Florida
_re other instances of with- this year observed the ses_ ulcentennial of the I ask thai; it lie on the table and be
out consultation of the that we occasion by celebrating with corem, unity printed.
could mention in t 50 or 75 years, events, parades, festivitl, _, the presence of The PRESIDING OI_IlCER (Mr.
It is only since the era i recurring wars, many dlgnlta_r_es lncludin; represen.tatlves of R.OTi_I). Withoui; objection, it is so or-
it seems to me, that _has been a real foreign governments, and dered.

Whereas this occasion _ 'as marked with a Mr. K ENNEI[)Y. Mr. President, the
departure from the tea, role be- sYmbolic changing of the flags and the reen- a'mendmcnt wordd establish a tax credit
tween the Congress and Executive in actment of the orlgi_ml t: _xsfer in 182L and for political contributions. Under thisthese matters. There sh_ have been a Whereas the people of Pensacola, F_lorida
great deal more reliance and more trust acted in concert to brin: attention to this title, a total of up to $50 for a single in-

historic occasion through _arions committees dlV_.dual, or $100 for a married couple,
ia the Congress on the p, rt of the Execu- including the Andrew J _ckson Cornn:dtt_ V4ould be allowed as a credit against Fed°
five, but under the of several chaired by the Honorable Pat Dodson, and eral income taxes for contributions to
wars---certainly with World Whereas the Pensacol_ area, since the '.m:_litical l_arties or candidates. The
War I_and the disastro Wilsonian ex- original transfer, ha.,; bec )me known world- credit would be available for contribuo
perience, and fly the present, wide for Its bountiful beaches, pleasant $i0ns to all elections--primaries or gert-

streets, warm hospitail f's and for thedisaster, there a distorl of our COil- beauties of nature as well for the ro][e the era.t elections--and to candidates at ail
stitutional system has )ed. area has played in the n_ ;lonal defense and ][e_els.--Federal, State, or local. Equally

I think this is a step in the history of the United Sta es, be it therefore iiniportant, the credit would be for 100
409
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percent of the amount of the contribu- to stimulate greater publ!c participation in the highest tax brackets, at whom the
lion up to the stated limit, in election campai__s. I believe that the incentive should be least directed, would

The concept of tax credits for political modest tax credit I haw; propos_d will receive the greatest benefits, whereas tax-
contributions has had a distinguished significantly encourage l;_litical parties payers in the lowest brackets would re-
history of support over the past decade, to solicit contributions from small do- ceive the smallest benefits. Therefore, the
In 1962, President Kennedy's Commis- nors. In recent election years, for exam- proposed amendment contains no pvavi-
sion on Campaign Costs issued its re- pie, there have :been mfilions of indt- sion for a tax deduction.
port, entitled "Financing Presidential vidual campaign cor_tributors, th(; over- I ask unanimous consent that the
Campaigns." One of the major recom- whelming majority of whom werE; $1 or amendment may be printed at this l_aint
mendations in the Commission',,; report $2 contributors. By offering a tax credit in the RECORD.
was the enactment of a tax credit for for the full amount of e mtributions by Because of the constitutional difficulty
political contributions. As the report small donors, we will encourage many involved in the initiation of revenue
stated: more individuals to con t::ibute, and will measures in the Senate it may not be pos-

The recommended credit is intended to encourage existing small contributors to sible to include tax incentives for p01iti-
encou.rage large numbers of small gifts. The raise their contributions to a more sub- cal contributors in S. 382 itself. If that
bulk of * * * campaign funds available to stanttal level, proves to be the case, it 'rs my hope that
both parties is now supplied by a relatively
small group of contributors, giving sums Second, by encouraging contributions the Senate will consider the addition of
ranging from a few hundred to several thou- from small donors, the tax credit will such incentives to an appropriate House-
sands of dollars * * * We hope that this help to break down the e_:cessive reliance passed bill at the earliest reasonable op-
· * * Incentive to small gifts will stimulate by candidates on large con,tributors. As a portunity after the passage of S. 382.
the massive giving needed by the parties. If result, the credit will help to restore There being no objection, the amend-
it does not, other forms of governmental sub- public fai_th in the integrity of the elec- ment was ordered to be printed in the
sldy may be Inevitable. tlon process. It will he'Lp to eliminate RECORD, as follows:

Virtually every major study of the po- the ambiguous relationslfips created for A_END_Cr NO. 335
litical process in recent years has eh- the successful candidate, in which he is Delete title IV and insert in lieu thereof
dorsed the concept of the tax credit, and obligated---or at least appears to be obli- the _ollowlng:
the idea has also been pursued extort- gated--_to his large contributors. TiTLE lv--nvcoME TAX CREDrr _)R
sively in Congress. Third, th e tax credit '.eaves the deci- PoLrrZCAL CONTRIBUTIONS

In his message to Congress on "The sion on the allocation ¢,f public funds, ALLOWANCEOr c_vrr
Political Process in America," in May througlh the tax subsidy mechanism, to sec. 401. Subpart A of part IV of subchap-
1967, President Johnson recommended the choice of the indi_qdual taxpayer ter A of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue
that Congress undertake an extensive re- himself. This point is the central distinc- Code of 1954 (relating to credits against tax)
view of the methods of financing election tion between the tax credit approach and Is amended by renumbering section 40 as 41,
campaigns, by methods such a_ direct the various proposals made in recent and. by inserting after section 39 the fallow-
appropriations, tax credits or deduc- years for the direct financing of political lng new section:"SEC. 40. POLITICAL CONTRIBUTXONa.

tions, treasury vouchers, and various campaigns. Under the tax credit ap- "ia) GF_Wm_ALRU'-Z.--Inthe case of_nln-
matching grant plans, proach, unlike these other proposals, the dividual there shall be allowed, as a credit

Then, in November 1967, after corn- Federal Government plays no part in de- against the tax imposed by this chapter for
prehensive hearings and executive sea- termining which candidates or commit- the taxable year, an mount equal to so much
sions by the Senate Finance Committee tees are to receive public funds or the of the political contributions as doe_; not
on numerous proposals, the committee amount of such funds that are to be made exceed $50, payment of which ts m_,de l_y the
favorably reported H.R. 4890, the "Hon- available to particular ¢andidates. It is taxpayer within the taxable year.

"cb) L_A_ONS.--
est Elections Act of 1967." As recom- the citizen, and the citizen alone, who "(1) _ff,_RR][]EDI_DIVI:DUALS.--Inthe case of
mended by the committee, the bill con- makes this determination, a Joint return of a husband and wife under
tained a number of major provisions, in- Fourth, the tax credit offers financial section 6013, the credit allowed by subset-
eluding an income tax credit of up to $25 assistance to candidates not only at the tiov. ia) shall not exceed $100. In the c_e of
for one-half of the political contributions general election stage, brt at the primary a separate return of a married individual, the
made by a taxpayer. Ail but one of the credit allowed by subsection Ca) shaIl notstage a_ well, where such assistance can exceed $50.17 members of the committee supported often beof crucial importance.
this provision. "(2) APPLICATION WITH OTHER CREDI'YS,--

Subsequently, in the 91st Congress, to- Fifth, the ts:x credit .)ffers as,_istance The, credit allowed by sub,section ia) shall
gether with Senator JAMFS PrARSOr; of to candidates not only at the presidential not exceed the amount of the tax imposed by
Kansas, I offered a tax credit amend- level, but at the congressional, State, and trna chapter for the taxable year reduced by
merit on the Senate floor during the de- local level as well. This point is especially the sum of the credits allowable under sec-

important. As Senator Z._obert B:ennedy tton 33 (relating to foreign tax credit), sec-
bate on the Tax Reform Act of 1.969. The stated in 1967: tion 35 (relating to partially tax-e_:empt
amendment was narrowly defeated by interest), section 37 (relating to retirement
margin of 50-45, but the vote was eom- Presidential candidates do not spring, like income), and section 38 Crelating to invest-
plicated by the fact that the amendment Minerva, from 1;he brow ¢,f Jove. Men earn meat la certaln depreciable property).

consideration for the Pr_'sidency by their "(3) VE2rrXC&TXON.--The credit allowed by
had itself been amended on the Senate perfornmance in other p'lblic office--most subsection ia) shall be allowed, with respect
floor to add provisions for the reporting often governor or senator. The expense of to any political contribution, only if such
and disclosure of campaign contribu- nomination to a governorship or a Senate political contribution is verified in such man-
tions, so that no full debate on the merits seat-especially in the large states from ner as the Secretary or his delegate shall
of the tax credit was possible, which most Presldentla) candidates are prescribe by regulations.

In light of this prior history, I am con- drawn---is by itself a sub:;tantlal barrier to "(c) D_rrxoNs.--For purposes oil this
fident that a majority of the full Senate all but men of wealth or their favored candi- section--

favors a tax credit for Vo!itical contri- dates. 'IT_us, fair consideration for tlhe Presl- "(1) POLITICAL CONTRIBU'TIO_.--The term
dency itself req_Ires public support fcr cam- 'polltloal contribution' means a contribution

butions, and I hope that such a proof- palgas for lesser offices _t ail levels. This or gift of money to--
sion may become part of our Internal support can only come from tax l_entlves "CA) an individual who is a candidate forRevenue Code in time for the 1972 cleo- to individual c¢,ntrlbution_.
tion campaign, nomination or election to any Federal, State,

The tax credit approach to financing Before proposing this amendment, I or local elective public office in any prinmry,
political campaigns has several major ad- gave .serious consideration to including general, or special election, or in any Na-tional, State, or local convention or caucus
van. tages over all other methods that a tax deduction as an alternative to the of a political party, for use by such individual
have been proposed for financing such tax credit. A tax deduction approach to further his candidacy for nomination or
campaigns, would have many of the advant_'_ges of a election to such office;

First, the tax credit approach will pro- tax credit, especially with respect to the "(B) any committee, association, or orga-
vide a significant incentive for partici- encouragement of individual choice and nization (whether or not incorporated) orga-
patton in the political process by a large participation in the })olitical process. DAzedand operated exclusively for the pur-pose of influencing, or attempting to tnfiu-
proportion of the electorate. One of the However, a tax deduciion would 'cause ence, the nomination or election of (me or
most important goals in recent proposals substantial inequities and disparities in more individuals who are candidates for
tO reform the political process has been the benefits afforded contributors. Those nomination or election to any Federal, State,
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or local elective public office, for use by such NOTICE OF I EARINGS ON _stend a year visiting sc_ne twenty-two court-
committee, assoc'.atlon, or organization to NO1VI_q _TIONS tries. In 1951 he returned to Harvard, earn-
further the candidacy of such individual or :lr:g the A.M. degree in ]952, and his Ph.D. in
ixxdividuals for nomination or election to Mr. PASTORE. Ylr. President, the l!,5tL both In Economic_. His dissertation was
such office; Senate section of tle Joint Committee on _'Wage-cost-prlce l_latio_ships and Eco-

"(C) the national committee of a nation al on Atomic Energy will hold a public nomic Progress". At the[same time, he served
political parW; heating on Tuesda_ August 3, 19q l, at _, Teaching Fellow in Igconcmics, Teaching

"(D) the State committee of a national 4 p.m., in room S40q U.S. Capitol on the
F,_llow in S(_ial Sciences. and Tutor in kqiot

political party as designated by the national nominations of Jam s R. Schlesinger and :House. !
committee of such party; o[' Mr. Schlesinger was b_rn ir New York City

"(E) a local committee of a national po- William O. Doub ti be members of the mx February 15, 1929. _Ie is married to the
llitical'party as designated by the State corn- Atomic Energy Corn aission, f¢,rmcr Rachel Mellinge_ of Springfield, Ohio.
mittee of such party designated under sub- Mr. Schlesinger ] _s been nominated Taey reside with their[eight children, who

paragraph (D). to fill the remaim _'r of the term of :ridge in age from 3 mbnths to 16 years, in
"(2} CANnXDAT_.--The term 'candidate' Glenn T. Seaborg which expireJ.:; on Arllngton_Vlrginla.

r_eans, with respect to any Federal. State, or June 30, 1975.
lOCal elective public office, an individual MI'. D0Ub has beel. nominated to be a WXLm_ l_oca
who--

"(A) has'publicly announced that he is a member of the AE( for a 5-year term _AT_
candidate for nomination or election to such expiring on June 3C 1976. He is sched- Born, C_mberl_ad, September 3,
office; and tiled to fill the vac_ ._cy previously held 1931.

"lB) meets the qualifications prescribed by Theos Thompsor deceased. Marrled_ ages 7and 11..
by lawtoholdsuchoffice. I ask unanimott consent to have Life-long resident of qand.

"(3) NATIONAL POLITICALPARTY.--The term printed in the RECOI the biographies of Episcopanan.
'laatlonal political party' means-- Mr. Schlesinger an Mr. Doub which

"(A) in the case of contributions made Public zc:hools, County, Mary-
during a taxable year of the taxpayer in were provided to t_ , Joint CommittE_
which the electors of President and Vice with the submissior of their non_fixm- lanu.Stauntcn Military (one year);
_q-esident are chosen, a political party pre- tions to the Atomic ! nergy Commission. Washington and College, A.B.
senting candidates or electors for such offices There being no o_ ection, the biogra- 1953.
on the official election ballot of ten or more phies were ordered be printed h:L the Univers/ty of 13chool of '[_w,
States, or, RECORD, as follows: Lt.. B. 1956.

"(B) in the case of contributions made JaM_s R. ]HL_SXNG_a _.TA
during any other taxable year of the tax-
payer, a political party which met the qual- James R. ' was named an As* Law Cler_, The & Ohio Rail-
lficatlons described in subparagraph (A) in sistant Director of the ]udget Bureau ,sho_- r_)ad Company, June ; to October 1957.
the last preceding election of a President ly after President inauguration. His Bartlett, Poe & ].aw firm, Balti-
and Vice President. initial respousibllltles in the areas of ,v_re, Maryland, 1957 1961 (firm

"(4) S?&Tr aNY LOCaL.--The term 'State' national security interriational pro- dissolved).
raeans ,the various States and ,the District grams and science Niles, Barton law firm, Partner,
of Columbia; and the term 'local' means a In the Fall of 1969 was named Acting B_ltlmore, :Maryland, ; (301) 539-
_)litical subdivision or par_ $hereof, or two Deputy Director of Budget Burea_:[ and 3:_40.
¢,r more political subdivisions or ,pe_s there- later served as Acting Director dwr- Lecturer, Mount Law School,
of, cfa State. lng the transition to of Management Suretyship and Federal Jurisdiction, 1965--

"(d) Cxoss Rm_za=.Nczs.-- and Budget. As Deputy Director, M2. 1966 (night schoal).
"For disallowance of credits to estates and Schlesinger was for naturitl re- C_XARACTEROF PR$_CTICE REPRESENTATIVE

trusts, seesecticn642(a) (3)." sources programs and environmental poll-

Cn_'aXCALann _CHNXCAL AMENDMEN'rS cy. He served as the Bureau's _epre- (_ener_l Business, and Trial
sentatlve on the Quality Practice; Representative C_loorate Clients:

SF._. 402. (a) The table of sectlans for such Council. During that the budget and M_yland Natkmal Kavanaugh's of
subpart A is amended by striking out ,the last programs of the Department we:re l_[aryland, Inc., I/tncoln i Life Iusur-
item and inserting in lieu thereof under his purview, he was intimately anco Company, Tongue, & Company,
"Sec. 40. Political contrlbutlans, involved in the for the Council on _he Coca-_Jola Connecticut Gen-
"Sec. 41. Overpayments of tax.". Environmental well as the es- _,'al Life Insurance Occidental Life

(b) Section 642(&) (relating to credits tablishment of the Environments:[ Pro- I:,_surance Company; ra'_her large prac-
_q_alnst ,tax for estates and trusts) is amended tection Agency. In Summer of 1970, l_e t;ce in fields of axtd Estates and
by adding at the end thereo_ _he following was named Assistant of the _aeWiy municipal :Bond
new paragraph:

"(C) POLITICAL CONTalB_'rxoNs._An e_tate formed Office of and Budget S_MMA_Y O_' P_LXC ANn cmo
or trust shall not be allowed the credit with responsibility for securit,y and

international
_gainst tax for political oontribt_tions pro- Prior to Joining the Administration. Republican Cx_dldate Attorney Gen-
vided by section 40." Mr. Schleslnger had Director of Stra- e_al of Maryland, 1966.

EFFrCTXV_va_ logic Studies at the Ra Corporation,, Sa_- Chairman, Lawyers United Fund,1964.
S_c. 403. The amendments made by sec- ta Monica, California he had w_.qtten Chairman, Minimum Commission,

tious 401 and 402 shall apply to taxable years extensively on the of systems analysss _;altlmore City,
ending after December 31, 1971, .but only in relation to political lie People's Counsel to _ Maryland Public
with respect to political cont_£bu,ticns pay- was also engaged in those loch- _ervlos Commission the Metropolitan
ment of which is made alqter such d_te. niques to strategy to force structure _¥ausit Authority,

determination. During period, hi_ was Chairman, Maryland Service Com-
a Consultant to the of the Budget _xtssion, 1968; J.971.

ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS OP on atomic energy While at Pa:ad l_e Vice-Chairman, Washl_ Metropolitan
AMENDMENTS had served as of a study on Area Transit 1968--

_ZNDWZNT _o. _3s the control of proliferation which President's Air Advisory Board,
Rand had undertaken the Federal Gev- 1970--3-year term.

At the request of Mr. P=-AaSON, the Sen- ernment. ]_ql_t Vice President
ator from Alaska (Mr. GR_VEL) and the Before hie with Rand[, Mr. ttve Committee, Great Conference of
Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr. SCOTT) Schlesinger had been Professor ]_ablic Utility 1969 through
were added as cosponsors of amendment of Economics at the of Virginia. 1970; (President, July 197
No. 238 intended to be proposed to S. 382, At that time hs wa_ for work on Executive Committee Association
a bill to establish a Federal Elections monetary and fiscal and on th,9 me- of Regulatory Utility Commissicne_,

chanics of inflation served as a Co:a- 1969-
Conlmission. sultant to the Board Governors of the Member, Executive Committee,

atarsr_M_._r_x_o, ss_ Federal Reserve During 1957 he Federal Power 1969-
At the request of _x. CRANSTON, the served az Consultant tc Naval War Col- Chairman, Committee Electrical end

Senator from Pe_msylvania (Mr. legs. His book, '*T_e Economy o! _ruclear Energy, National
ScawE_a) was added as a cosponsor Nat_o_a_ in 1960. _;latory Utility 1969-

of amendment No. 2_2, intended to be Mr. Schlesinger his A.B. degree in Maryland North-Economics (s_r_ma t laude) from. Hat- east Regional Committee,
proposed to S. 2108, _!le Veterans Drug vard'University in That same year he 1968-
and Alcohol TreatmeAt and Rehabilita- was the winner of Frederick Sheldon Deputy for Emergenc: Transportation,
l_lon Act of 19_1. Prize Fellowship, enabled him to _aryland _vtl Defense 1968-1971.
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Committee on Menta Retardation, De- nize the large areas )f agreement which More than 5¥_millior people, or about one-

partment of I-Iealth an [ Mental Hygiene, already exist among ho_e seeeking to re- quarter of ali the poor, Lre poor although the
State of Maryland; 1968- 969. form our welfare ay' ;em. breadwinner works ful -time all year. Their

Citizens Commission o: Maryland Govern~
me:at (Wills Commission VFidespread agreei tenl; exists on major road out of poverty lie _in decent Jobs cov-ered by a minimum _. ,ge raised to at least

Baltimore Association [or l_etarded Ckll- proposals suck. as tile incr¢_se of pay- $hanhour.
dren, Inc., Director. merit levels to at lea ;t t:ae poverty level, In proportion to thei numbers, the e:[derly

National Foundation-- _arch of Dimes, Df- the Federal assumptJ on of costs, :and ad- are twice as poor as ti _ rest of the popula-
te(tot, ministration under a aniform system, the taon. Approxinmtely on( -fifth of all peop}e in

Maryland State Bar _ociation: Chair- pro_q.,,;Jon of public an([ private sector poverty can live out t _eir years in dignity
man, Young La%Ters C, mmittee (approxl- jobs paying no less Lhaa the minimum and. comfort only if So_ial Security benefits
mately 1958); Gommitt_: on Legal Biogra- are substantially imprcved.
phy (approximately 19( $); Committee on wage with basic sutability protection, _.ut there are son people--especially
Laws (1970-71). the provision of daF-care services for mothers with childrer in their care and

t_altimore Bar Associat )n: Chainman, Law those in Inarlpower t]iaining programs or large families headed b low-earnings work-
Day Committee, 1966; Uz _uthorlzed Practice jobs, optional registl ation in such pro- ers---who will depend welfare for their
of Law Committee, 1967. grams for mothers witb preschool chH- daffy needs. Seven mi] ion of the poor, or

American Bar Associat )n: Vice Chairman drerl, and fiscal relie for States and lo- 29 percent of all poor people, are in fami-

Sub-Oon_,nittee on Fina_ cing, Procurement, calitie_,_ from the cos bllrdens o_' public lJes headed by a worn n. The Adminl_.tra-
Management and Miscell_ neous; Problems of tion's welfare bill fall far short of what
the Committee on Small Businesses. assistance. is needed to provide he answer to their

These propcsals included in the poverty.
amendments to H.Ri1 I introduced last _rhen, in the Suture, c of 19691 the Presi-

ADDITIONAL ST ATEIVIENTS week. In addition, r ._e:at r_licy state- dent first announced hi! welfare reform, pro-
. menk_ of several grc up,'; and organiza- posal, he called for a pa Tmeni level of $1,600

THE AUTO EX 2ISE TAX tions have alao publil ',ly supported these a year---less than $8.00 a week per person. But
improvements :in H.R 1. if s, bill should be ens ;ted In the coming

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask The history of wel]are reform Iegisla- months, it cannot be implemented until
mid-1973 after many r_ore months of in-

unanimous consent tha _ an editorial en- tion in the last 2 year., dramatically filus- flatten. !
titled "Time to Cut Tax on Cars," pub- trates that no one c] aims his o_;m pro- The AFL-_O calls fo_ reaching as rapidly
lished in the Pontiac P1 ess, be printed in posals are chiseled inlgranite anti repre- as possible a national m_nimum welfare pay-
theRE(ORD, sent the definitive a]Ls_ver to th_ chaos ment of no less than _he government-de-

There being no objec fion, the editorial of the present welfs :e nonsystem. My fined poverty level. Untillthts level is reac:ked,
was ordered to be printed in the l:t_.eora_, proposals as well as hose of the Presi_ food stamps should be m_intained at an ade-
as follows: dent, the Ways and VIEans Co_unittee, quate level or cashed ou at. their full value.

[From the Pontiac Pre: _,July 21, 1971] and other major pa. rt cipants have been welfare payments shoul, at least keep pace
T_mrTo CUTTA: O_ C_aS modified from time t_ ti:_e--not only to with the cost of living.

The AFL-CIO strongl_ opposes the provi-
Perhaps Michigan's tw_ Senators, Robert attain a :politically ac _ie_able cozmensus, sion in the Welfare Refe m bill which could

(3rif_n and Philip Hart, _n be accused of but alSO in recogniti( _1 _f the fact that require recipients to tak jobs under eondl-
regionalism in cosponsori_ a bfil to end 'the none c.f us knows all th,. answers about tions denying them basi minimum protec-
'7 percent excise tax on s _omobile_. Bn*_ if hob r well or badly oI e or another pro- tiers. As reported by tt _ Fiouse Ways andthis be so, let us have mc of lt.

On a $3,000 ear, this st_ _nge tax adds $210 posal will work. We ]nust be willing to Means Committee in th last Congress;, job
obser_q_ a new systei_ ill operation and assignments would hay had to take ac-to the price.

The special tax was pla_ ed on automobUes be ready to make chalLg(s where :needed. count of such elements f suitability as the
during World War II. Its I stent was not only Fewer changes will be necessitated, how- degree of risk to the [ndividual's healthand safety, his physical: tness for the work,
revenue-raising but to dis _ourage cq_r buying ever, ff we beg_a Serial e consideration on prior training length of anemployment and
in a wartime economy, tkkle b_is of comrno]x grolmd already distance from work. Alti_ ough workers have

Almost every year sinc_ the war, someone actlieved. ! long had these protectio_ s under unemp[oy-
has suggested removing tk tax, but for vari- I ask unaninlous cohscnt that the ac- merit compensation, the ] louse of Represent-

cue reasons it was left on. companying policy sta_ez aents be printed atives removed them fret _ the bill it passed.
Now seems to be a good ;tme to finally get at this point in the RE,Olin. The Congress must rev, _rse this sha[aeful

rid of it. The stimulation _ )Michigan's econ- There being no objection, the policy disregard of the well-be.ng and dignity ofomy is obvious. But the:. more c_rs mean
more steel, more fabrics, more rubber, and statements were ordered to be printed in welfare recipients, by in ;luding these basic

more money left in the b _nds of c_)nsumers the RECORD, aS fOllOWS _ Job protections in this ye_ r's legislation._he potential for expl ,itatlon of welfare
all over the U.S. SraT_:sr_r _¥ _'E AFL-CIO E:<EC_TXVE recipients was all the gr_ _ter in the bill the

Although the federal ' udget may suffer Co_cn:. ON WELFARe:l__FORM, hAL link, hOUR, House passed last year be ause it would have
temporarily from this lac] of income, in the FLA. IPEBRUAR_15; 197 forced welfare reclpient_ into Jobs paying
long run, most economists would insist more The Administration's _elfare reform pro- substandard wages. This is an un(ones!on-
actual income would resu: t. gram needs substantial mprovement before able requirement which _e wtll adam_atly

We wish Griffin and Ha _ success, in their the Al?b-CIO could sut _ort its enactment, resi_,-t.
efforts. Inflation, unemploym ut, inadequate and The basic purpose stat_ 1 in the Fair Labor

_-- ¢_ostty health care, lnJ :rior educaMon, to Standards Act is to elim nate as rapidly as
name Just a few---have f, rc.'d more and more possible "labor conditiom, detrimental to the

ORGANIZATIONS kcUPPOR'IXNO people on to the public _;istanee rolls. In- maintenance of the mir mum standard of
WELFARE R,]PFOi%M deed, the more the ca scs of poverty are living necessary for he_ th, emclency and

Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. t'resident, tomor- ignored the greater th_ _,elfare "problem" general well-being of w< rkers." To require
will become, large numbers of people t) take jobs at sub-

row the Senate Financ_ Committee will The battle against po_ _;y must be waged minimum wages or lose their welfare pay-
begin hearings on H.R. , which contains on two fronts--elimins tr.g the c_uses of ments on which they and tlheir families dc-
a major revision of thi_ Nation's system poverty so that fewer _e(,ple will have to penal for the bare nedess[ties of life would
for providing relief to i _ needy citizens, depend on welfare and [rrproving the wel- constitute an outrageous _ttack on the most
Welfare reform shoul_ not be viewed fare program for' those , ho must rely on lt. defenseless and disadvanl tged sector o:_ our

narrowly as just another program, but Jobs at decent wages m_ adequa',_e social pop'ttlatlon.
insurance payments wo_ ld make it possible The impact of such a_ ;ion would be farrather as the most dire(t way to win the
for mll'Aons to climb ot_; of poverty, broader than the forced _ ssignment of wel-

war on Poverty. The package of amend- By making unemployn exit a national pol- fare recipients to substan lard Jobs. There is
merits which I introdu, _ed last week to icy to fight infia'_ion, th_ A lministration has not the slightest doubt t m.t requiring wel-
H.R. 1 will, I am cony nced, make this virtually brough_ the dei li_e of poverty to a fare recipients to take Jo] s below the ]_._qA
legislation the best hcpe for bringing halt. rate. will make it all the m, re difficult for em-
25 million Americans ba, _k into the main- In 1969 .the decrease .n poverty (defined ployed family heads now _ )rking at jobs pay-
stream of American sec ety. for that year as $3700 fo_ a four-person fam- lng substandard wages to improve their in-

In the next few men! hs many diverse fly) came ahnost to a sta_ .d.,_till. With worsen- comes.
lng economic conditions 2r.d expanding Job- The Welfare Reform le_ elation must pro-

groups, legislators, eitiz ins, and the ad- lessness in 1970, it is prol[able that the long- vide. that jobs to which we: fare reeipienls are
ministration will be pro:_Osing additions, term trend away from pc_,ecty has even been assigned must pay wages _t a rate equal! to
deletions, and modifications to H.R. 1. It reverse([, the prevailing wage in tim locality or the
is important, therefore that we recog- Who are: the pcor? federal or state minimum _age, whichever is

4]2
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mutual defense agreemE lt. Peking lacks the terests and their t.,i to e.,tablish a system of univer, sal
mllltary capacity to se ze Talwan by am- factors. This Is esp,e- voter registration for th,; Nation. The
phiblous or airborne at ack--and shows no ctally true respecting uestion of _Liwan, amendment would contain the following
plans of acquiring the ecessary capacity In an issue of great ,to Japax_ par- _,rincipal provisions:
t_e near future, ticul_rly.

Accordingly, I would rge the Adminlstra- The of a way to bring First, it would provide a simple post
tton to Issue a decla _tion of intent to the Peot into the 0oun- card system of voter _;gistration, in
withdraw U.S. forces frm Taiwan, concur- cll of nations on which are at les.st _iotch any citizen co_/td register to vote
2'ently with the withdrs ual from Vistnam_ minimally tolerable the parties concern,ed raerely by filling out a l_)St card appli-
I_ an important and ti _ely element in the is one of the most now facing the cation form.

effort to defuse the Ch _ese Representation Nixon Administration. importance, _lt per- /Second, burdensome residence require-
_tatus of Taiwan issues before the pressure haps ranks only the SALT ne_gotla-
of time locks us (and I eking) into our old tlons and ending the War--_nd it !:_lents under existing laws would be
positions of confrontatJ )n in _he U.N. this is closely related to of these efforts. _.bolished. Sim];Jly by filling out the ad-
:_all. Over the perspective the _reat- clress of his re,_idence on the post card

In reviewing the ter ns of S. Res. 37_ est benefit llkely from Peking's par- io1Tn, a citizen would establish his w)t_ng
which was introduced b$ck on February 2_ ticipation in the U.N. engageme:mt residence.
!Cam struck by how muc$ forward movement of Peking in the nuclear arxns Third, a new computerized agency
lmas been achieved In _he direction advo: control negotiations agreements_ eon-
cated by Its terms resl_cting overall U.8.- ducted under U.N. feel thai; there created within the Census Bureau--the
China relations. We ha w had, of course, the are now mutually reason:us for Universal Voter Registration Admlnis-
dramatic break-through|of "ping-pong" df- Washington and also to work to- tration_would proce.,_s l;he Post card
plomacy. ! gether in the arms c_nt_ol lorms, compile voting lists by precinct

Also, I wlsh to take _his opportunity to field. Chlna's attitude_ SALT ought to throughout the country, and make the
commend President Nlxdh for his important be a benign one. Like ton and Mos- lists available to State and local el_'tion
l_nltiatives respecting tr_ de regulations, the cow, Peking too to gain from a SAI:,T (_fficlals at app2_priate thnes before any
l;lfting of travel restrict _ns, and the con- agreement restraining' _nuclear arm_ r_:e,
_inued projection of a d! _lomatlc posture of for superpower, might be a_ even t;lection.
_:econclllatlon with mai_ [and China. More- greater potential to China tha_ it is _ourth, use of the new system would
over, the press has carrie i numerous reports to the U.S. or in recent ye/_s [_ numdatory for all Federal elections
of intensive reviews, dis ussions and dlplo- Peking has been on occaslon_ in a !md optional for Stal_ s_nd local elec-
:matic exchanges by the Nlxon Admlnlstra- posture of with both super- tiOns. Where the system is. used for State
,_ion respecting a new pos tlon of the Chinese powers. Even s between Pekl_,_g and !_lld local elections, however, the Federal
_epressntation issue. Th_ task is not simple Moscow continue to a SALT
but the timing Is urgent agreement could benefit Peking list must be accepted intact. No person

The time has now con ._, in my Judgment, by reducing the that the US/_R entitled to vote in Federal elections can
:_or the U.S. to play an a rive role in finding will acquire a posture allowing it _)e deleted from the list for failure to
a new formula which w !1 provide for U_. ,the option of a ; strike llleel; other quaufications.
membership for the P, _ple's Republic of against China. The time has come to, take another
China, carrying with it occupancy of the The U.S. has a ;icular lucent!ye in major step forward in our national quest
permanent seat on the S _urity Council and bringing China ear arms t_ontrol _or universal suffrage. To be sure, we have
._o provide for contlnutn U.N. membership arrangements because Nlxon lnade great stn_des in recent years. But
_artlclpatlon for the Re I ublic of China on Doctrine, the U.S. Is to pro,ride a
Talwan. This is clearly he best policy _or "nuclear shield" to Asian frlenCls and _lways in the past, ol_r efforts have lg-
the U.S., and I believe ti _t it is at least an allies along Thus, m_der nored one of the most burdensome CltUfil-
:interim solution which would command the Nixon Doctrine, chances of nuclear ilcations/or voting--the requirement of
broad support In the Gez ;ral Assembly. embroilment with might be i;reater registration, a requirement that operates

It is possible that eltl er or both Peking than conventional of the riot- tO disfranchise tens of millions of Amer-
and Taipel might refuse I participate in the nam or Korea . Accordingly, a key tC_IlS in every Federal election.
U.N. under the conditioz I have suggested, element In the and viability of the
That would be most regr_ table, in my Judg- Ntxon Doctrine strategy the achieve- The history of the Nation since the
:mont. Nonetheless, the _or would always merit of nuclear argus arrangements Civil War is :markeit with significant
then be open to both to artlclpate---and at with China. milestones along the route we have taken
a minimum, the absence f Peking from the Peking too has a incentive t,_ enp- to broaden our democracy and increase
U.N. no longer would b the result of an port international control the base of participation by our citizens
outmoded, unrealistic anl counterproductive agreements In the period. _rhe in the polltical_ life of tlae Nation. 'We
policy of the U.S. Non-Proliferation is central l_ t2ais ]lave forbidden the use of race or sex as

A number of the yo nger, more "left" respect, ;enerally dleemed
inclined U,S. China schol :s have advocated most likely to "go are Indlla _nd !_ qualification for voting We have out-
that the UJ5. accep_ Pel_ g's terms respect- Japan--Chlna's rivals and ]awed poll taxes. We have granted the
lng the status of Talw_ , as the price of enemies in Asia. China has malor !n- franchise to citizens of the District of
better relations and sec _ lng Peking's par- centive In inhibitions _galnst Columbia in ]_reside_._tisl elections. A
ticlpatlon in .the U.N. I [isagree with this India or Japan "going China's long line of civil rights acts and court
view for several reasons. First, I am con- strategic position be gravely dete_.lo- decisions, especially in th,_ decade of the
vlnced that such a course )y the U.S. would, rated If Peking were not only with a fifties and sixties, has exp:_nded the :fight
in my Judgment, virtua assure the as- nuclear USSR and USA] also nuclear close 1;O vote and ended nlanr of the most
cendancy of the harder-Il e elements in Pe- neighbors of such uence as Ind_La and flagrant discriminations against citizens
king and reinforce Peking _to Its old position Japan.
of intransigence and mi tancy--a position In closing, let me reit my strong feel- I_,t the polls. And, only last year, we IOW-
which Peking now seem very desirous of ingthat an important is flowing in ered the voting age to 18, thereby giving
modifying. Any "half-wa._ ' abandonment of U.S.-China a very the franctfise to millions of young Amer-
Taiwan by the U.S., far frm improving rela- benign tide---and this any dleroga- J0ans who had been forced to bear all
tlons, could soon lead to s erious confron.ta- tion of my every wish seek detente and i;he other burdens and re.,_ponsibilities of
tlon between the U.S. an the People's Re- accommodation with USSR. Nonet.heless, citizenship, but had be,m denied the
public. I perceive a danger the tide could be most basic right of all in our democratic

Second, a policy of .tot abandonment is diverted into most cham.'_els, ff t_ociety, the right to vote.
a wrongful and impossibl_ ourse for the U.S. a day is not found to the Chinese
Leaving aside moral con Lderations, aban- representation on the U.N C,en- I_OW that we have stripped away so
doning Taiwan would ma_ sense only if the eral Assembly this fall. lnany other blatant hnpediments to the
U.S. pursued a policy of ri [tcal detente with l?ight tc vote, the existing practices of
China, aimed at establish _g a close Wash- '_oter registration in America can be
ington-Peklng axis as .the Oundatlon of our UNIVERSAL VOTER REGISTI_ATI/ON leon all the more clearly for what they
Asia policy. Such a radici policy is neither l_re---an arbitrary, obsolete, and unfair
desirable or possible, in _ Judgment. Our FOR FEDE_.AL ELECTION',!_ ,,_ystem by which vast nuzabers of Amer-
relations with mainland ¢ _ina is a key els- Mr. KENNEDY'. Mr. President, later tcar_ are silenced at the polls. In spite
ment of our Asian policy--but must always this week, on behalf of myself _,.nd a of the progress we have made in extend-

be Judged In the conte_l of overall Asiapolicy. It is in this cruci regard that the number of other Members of the S_mate, ing 'the franchise, the w)ting record of
u.s. must shape its Chi _a policy in con- _ plan to submit an amendment to S. America _mnks among the worst of all

382, "The Federal Election Campattln Act the great democracies of the Westernsonance with our relatto_ s with Japan and
our other Asian friends al _d allies. Their in- of 19_1." The purpose of the amendment ,_orld.
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of the 120 million potential voters in scurf, which has six dit:erent registra- absentee registration. Although virtually
the presidential election of 1966, only 73 tion systems for cities, depending on every State has established absentee oct-
million--or 61 percent--actually went to their size, and a seventh _,_ystem available hug procedures, few have taken the addi-
the polls. Forty-seven million people to counties at their option, to North Da- tional step of establishing absentee
stayed home, at a time when tlae win- kota, which has no staiewide laws re- registration procedures as an alternative
nor---President Nixon--was receiving quiring voter registration, although local to the traditional requirement that rog-
only 31 million votes. Incredible as it jurisdictions may do so al; their option, istration must be in person.
may seem, half again as many people Typically, St_zte and local registration And finally, for another substantial
stayed away from the polls as w)ted for rolls are unwieldy, inaccurate, and ob- group of citizens, the burden is one of
the man who is our President. solete. A large percentage of the names unreasonable reregistration require-

In 1970, in Britain, by contrast, _2 are persons no longer q aalified to vote ments. In Texas, for example, annual
percent of the eligible voters went to because of death, convict;ion of a crime, reregistration is required, a procedure
the polls, and yet they called it one of change of residence, or o_;her reasons. In declared unconstitutional by a Fe_leral
the lowest turnouts in history, the lowest order to keep the lists at ]east reasonably district court earlier this year and now
since 1935. In the most recent elections current, the States are driven to the subject to an appeal. Other States re-
in other democratic nations, the turn- use of arbitrary rules, such as the dis- quire voters to renew their registration
out has been even higher--75 percent in qualification of voters who fail to vote in so frequently that many citizens simply
Ireland, 76 percent in Canada, 80 per- a previous election, or iequirements of find themselves ramble to keep up with
cent in France, 87 percent in W¢_t Ger- annual or periodic reregistration, the requirements. Often a citizen an:ives
many, 89 percent in Sweden and Den- The burdens of our present syf_tem of at the polls to vote, only to be told that
mark. voter registration are multiple,. Fro- his registration has been canceled be-

The low turnout of American voters quently, they are a th'.,n disguise for cau_se he failed to vote in the previous
has been a consistent flaw in the politi- blatant racial discrimina,;ion against the election, even though he was never given
oal life of our Nation for many years. In right to vote. The hearing records of notice of the cancellation.
the presidential election of 1900, the Congress during the debl;tes of the Vot- An especially insidious aspect of the
turnout was 73 percent. Not once since lng Rights Act of 1965 and its extension problem of registration is the evidence
then has our voter turnout exceeded 66 in 1970 are replete with e:(amples ,of such that the burden of State and local reg-
percent. Seven times it fell below 60 per- discrimination, istration requirements falls most heav-
cent. Twice, in 1920 and 1924, it fell be- For some citizens, registration means fly on the poor, the black, the unedu-
low 50 percent, loss of income through lois of time on the cat_, and manual and service workers.

And yet, it has not always been this Job or time away from business. Many For example, according to a census
way. Throughout the greater part of the individuals simply cannot take tune off study of the 1968 election, 87 percent of
19th century, voter turnout in our presi- to register during worklng hom_, and those with a college degree, are registered
dential elections ranged in the neighbor- are thereby relegated t(, the status of to vote, whereas only 49 percent of those
hood of 70 to 80 percent. The highest second-cla_s citizens, with I to 4 years' education are regis-
turnout was in 1876, when 82 percent of For others, the most important burden tered. And, two decades of hearings in
the potential voters went to the polls, is the sheer difficulty an([ inconw_nience Congress on Civil Rights Acts and Voting
The lowest was in 1852, when "only" 70 of the registration process. Too often, Rights Acts have overwhelmingly dom-
percent did so. registration is an obstacle course for the onstrated the ease with which voter rog-

It is no coincidence, therefore, that the voter instead of the incentive t_a total istration requirements lend themselv,_ to
turn of the century, which saw the ad- participation it; ought to be. The ob- discriminatory application.
vent of voter registration, also saw a stacles are enormous. Many citizens find vh-z BURDENOF RESIDENCEREQUIREM_'I%I'r
sharp decline in voter turnout. Accord- it dimcult to determine where ami when
lng to a recent study, registration was they can register. They r_,fuse to endure Impediments to the right to vote of a
adopted at the turn of the century partly the long lines and waitin g period,,;. They different sort, but no less burdensome
for the worthy purpose of prohibiting the are bal_ed by the tnacces,,;ibility of regis- for millions of citizens, are the hundreds
abuses of machine politics in the grow- tration offices. Zn some _4ates, registra- of different State and local residence re-
lng cities of the North, and partly for tlon offices may be open only a few hours quirements that now exist throughout the
the darker purpose of disfranchising a day or week. Other ;_tates prohibit Nation. Typically, under present voting
blackcitizens in the South. Today, as precinc$, neighborhood, er mobile regis- laws a potential voter must fulfill three
this history strongly implies, the require- tration. They allow re!,_stratiort only different resident requirements before he
ment of voter registration is the largest in the county courthouse, which may re- is entitled to vote---he must have resided
single obstacle to the right to vote in quire a trip downtown or even out of in his State for periods ranging from 6
America. to_xl. Frequently, the expense of the trip months to a year; he must have resided in

The figures in 1968 tell the stOry_ Of itself is sufficient to inhibit registration_ his county for periods from 30 days to 6
the 120 million potential voters In the a de facto poll tax that frustrates the months; and, he must have resided in
presidential election of 1968, only 82 mil- right to vote. his precinct for periods from 10 to 30
lion--or 68 percent---were registered to For still others, there is the problem days. In some jurisdictions, the mini-
vote and therefore eligible to go to the of early registration deadlines. In .-Lnum- mum residence requirement Is lower; in

ber of States, the registra.ion book_ close many, it is substantially higher.
polls on election day. But of that num- weeks or months before the election, and In the quieter and less mobile era of
ber, fully 73 million, or 89 percent, ac- there is no opportunity whatever to our history when these residence require-
tuaUy went to the polls and cast their register in the period immediately ments were imposed, the burden was notballots.

preceding the election. In Mississippi, the as huge as it is today. The Census Bu-
The lesson is clear. Americans who are registration om('.es close 4 months before reau estimates that every year, 20 mil-

registered are Americans who vote. Of the election--the rolls are routinely lion Americans, or 10 percent of the
the 47 million citizens who stayed home purged after the deadline, so that a eiti- population, move their residence from
on election day, the overwhelming ma- zen erroneously removed from tlhe list one State to another. On the average,
Jority_38 million, or 81 percent>---were has no opportunity to register again. In each family in the Nation moves its res-
not registered to vote. Only 19 percent of 14 other States with early registration idence once every 4 years.

' those who stayed home were citizens who deadlines---Arizona, California, Colo- The plight of the disfranchised mobile
were registered to vote. rado, Georgia, Hawaii, Kentucky, Michi- voter in America is well known, and no
TOE parsz_rr svs_M or VOTESR_ZS_TXo_¢ gan, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New extended discussion is needed here. As

Clearly, the paramount cause of Amer- Mexico, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Rhode many experts have noted, the righ'_ of
lca's dismal record of voter participation Island---the registration b_oks close more a citizen to travel freely from State
today is our inadequate system of voter than a month before the election, to State is one of our fundamental rights
registration. Virtually without exception, For yet another group of citizens., cape- protected by the Constitution, and the
the registration laws of the 50 States and cia!ly those who travel frequently, who exercise of that right should never trig-
the District of Columbia are a nightmare are away from home for extended peri- ger the loss of an even more basic eon-
of confusing, conflicting, and overlap- ods, or who are ill or disabled, the prob- stitutional right, the right to vote.
ping requirements, ranging frora Mis- lem is the lack of any procedure for Last year, as part of the statute low-
414
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ering the voting age to 18, Congress took government is not so apparent. Their a'iiena- for example, the bure_u of vital statis-
a significant step to alleviate the bur- tion from the system Is harmful not OrLly in tics provides monthly reports on persons
den of so-called "durational" residenCe their own laves, but It threatens the surviw_! who have died, and the State and Fed-of _temocracy itself.
requirements by reducing such require- Registration efforts mu_t not be concerned el_al courts pro_[de data on persons con-
raent_ to 30 days for voting in presiden- with ,how people vote. The important con- vJ,cted of crimes. Prior to the new system,
tial elections, slderation is that they vote. We can liw; with tim registration records were rarely

Now the time is ripe for congress to decisions made by a full electorate, but th_ cleaned for any reason.
go further, and there is growing senti- who do not participate may be unwilil:ng l_ On the basis of the data in the com-
ment in the Senate to make the same live with decisions $hey had no voice in mai.-- pater files, official lis_ of registered vot-
30-day requirement applicable to all tng. We must do everything within our power e]_s for each county and precinct are

to encourage them to vote. Let the people p_inted and made ava:liable to local of-Federal elections. Indeed, a bill to this choose.
effect is about to be intrduced in the Sen- ficials 10 days before each State, county,
ate by Senator JOaN TUNNEY of Califor- The report of the task force made clear municipal, or other election. Thus, it is
nia, with strong bipartisan support, and that voter registration is the real. vi]L- no longer necessary to t_e the entire
similar legislation has already been in- lain, the principal barrier that stands be.- county ledger for a municipal election,
traduced by Senator HARo'-D HUGUES. tween the citizen and the ballot box. 2,s or to copy manually from the county
RACiKGROV_qDOF EFFORTSXOWARD UNIVERSAL in the case of the 1963 Commission study, rolls the names of persons eligible to vote

the report pointed to the success of local in elections held in smaller jurisdictions.
vor_ aEGmTEaTXO_ action for voter registration in South Since the computer !is'ts contain all the

In recent years, discussions of various Dakota, Idaho, and, in parts of California information provided by the voter when
proposals to establish a system of uni- and Washington, and urged a similar he registered, election oflqcials are able
versal voter registration for the United program for America. The proposal we_ to identify registxants easity ag the polls.
.qtates have dwelled essentially exclu- introduced in legislative form in the 91st E'nder the previous system, only the vot-
sively on what may be called local ac- Congress by SenatOr INOUYE, a member er's name and address were on the rolls.
tion methods--that is, door-to-door can- of the task force, and it has been rein- As a result of the vastly increased etn-
vassing at the local level--at the initla- traduced as S. 1199 in the present Con- c:iency of the new system, the county reg-
tire of local jurisdictions. Each of two gress. . i_,tration boards in South Carolina that
major studies of the decade of the sixties Because of doubts that have been used to be open only a few days a month
has recommended this approach, partly raised about the feasibility of the 1,_al- are now open on a daily ba.,;is during nor-
because it is theapproach apparently re- action approach ix) voter registration, real courthouse hours. During the first
sponsib]e for the higher voter turnouts in progress has been slow in efforts t(:, ira- year of the new system, 850,000 South
foreign democracies, and partly because plement such proposals. More and more, Carolina voters were regist_._red, the high-
of philosophical and constitutional ob- attention has turned to the alternatlive of _._t figure in the history of the State. The
jections to methods relying on the inltia- a Federal system of voter registration t_)tal cost of the computer portion of the
tire of the Federal Government. to achieve the universal system we need. system is approximately $:L?0,O00 a year,

The first study was made by the Presi- The Senate took: a major step irk tlxis and the entire store of reg£stration infer-
dent's Commission on Registration and direction last June, when it approw:._l by marion is c_ntained on fiw.· reels of cam-
Voting Participation, established by the vote of 47 to 31 an amendment to the purer tape.
President Kennedy in March of 1963, draft bill, authorizAng Selective Service a SYSTEM OF UN]3_ERS.a.LVOT]_RRI_GISTRATIOI_t
chaired by Richard Scammon, the Direc- cruces to register 18-year-olds to vote at _os. TH]_N.&TZON
tar of the Census Bureau at that time, the time they register for the draft, And At a single stroke, the _;ystem of unl-
and charged with the task of determin- Senator HUMPHREY is offering a sflmllar versal voter registration :[ favor would
lng the reasons for low voter turnout in proposal to use the facilities of the Irt- eliminate the arbitrary and unfair re-
lunerica, and recommending solutions, ternal Revenue Service to promote voter quirements of residence and registration
q_e Commission's report in November of registration, that now operate to dis:_ranchise so many
1963 was a major milestone in the anal- In large measure, recent Supreme of our citizens. DurationalL residence re-
ysis of the complex psychological and lc- Court decisions have eliminated po_.,;sib'ie quirements would be abolished for Fed-
gal factors that lie at the heart of the constitutional objections to a Federal eral elections, and registration would in-
problem, system of universal voter registration, valve a procedure no :more complicated

The Commission made more than 20 Now and for the foreseeable future, I be- tL_an filling out a post card form and
raajor recommendations to end restric- lleve that such a system is the only hope placing _t in the mail. Local control of
tive legal and administrative procedures we have for pulling ourselves out of the t_ae actual election process would remain
i:ahibiting the right to vote. In the area present morass of registration require- unchanged, but virtually the entire fi-
of voter registration, the commission ments, rancial cost and administrative burdenurged the State to adopt procedures to
raake registration easily accessible to _mr aorta C_OLXN_ ZX_a_rNCZ Cf voter registration would be lifted from
every citizen. As patterns to be followed, In the face of growing demands ira- t:he States and transferred to the Federal
the Commission pointed to the example posed on outdated voter registr_.tion Oovernment.
c,f Canada and noted a number of States procedures, a number of cities and court- The program would, be administered
emd communities in America that had ties throughout the Nation have begua_ I_y a new bipartisan agency to be estab-
successfully used registratfon procedures to use computers to modernize their pro- l!,shed in the Census Bureau. Citizens
involving door-to-door canvassing, dep- cedures. In 1967, South Carolina became would register to vote siraply by filling
uty registrars, and mobile registration the first and only State to centrali:,,e Its c ut the post card form and mailing it to
_mits. voters registration procedure through a the new agency. Merely by specifying the

The second major study was prepared computer system on a statewide basis address of his residence on the form, the
by the Freedom to Vote Task Force, Although registration in South Carolina citizen would determine his voting resir
established by the Democratic National continues to be initiated through the ¢:enee. There would be no requirement of
Committee in 1969 and chaired by Ram- county registration boards in the 'State residence for a specific lperiod of time,
sey Clark, the former Attorney General and citizens must still appear in person The system would thus do away not only
of the United States. Notwithstanding its to register at the local boards, their al)- with burdensome registration require-
partisan sponsorship, the report of the plications are now :forwarded to the State raents, but also with unfair residence re-
task force, entitled "That All MaY V¢,te,' data processing office, where the lnforma- q,uirements that operate to bar voters in
is a persuasive nonpartisan document tion is stored and processed, almost every State.
challenging the Nation to end the abuses The familiar but cumbersome ledger With the assistance of computers, the
we have endured for so long and to act to books that used to form the registration i:aformation would be ,'_tored, divided ac-
increase the strength of our democracy, record in South Carolina have now been cording to election districts, and made
As the report states : replaced by magnetic tapes in a com- available by the Census agency to al_-

People who vote believe in %hesystem. They purer system. The records are continu_ propriate State and local election offi-
participate. They have a stake in government, ously kept current through data provided ¢ials,, as the official list of eligible voters.
But, to the nonparticipants their stake in to the State agency from various sources; Use of the new voter registration list
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would be mandatory in Federal elections, forward the lists to the appropriate St_te traditionally been accepted that the
and optional for State and local e'.tections, or locaY,election omciais. Simply by hay- States also have primary authority to
I believe, however, that the stxapllcity, lng his name on the list, any person _il set the qualifications in these areas as
efficiency, and cost savings of the sys- thereby be authorized to vote in Federal well.
tem would lead to its rapid acceptance elections. States will be able to supp]ie- At the same time, however, these con-
for State and local elections as well, so ment and update the lists in adwmce of stitutional provisions are only the begin-
that within a brief period of time, the the Federal election. However, In cases ning, not the end of the analysis. They
Nation would have a truly universal where a State removes a name fx_am the must be read in the light of all the other
voter registration system for all elec- list, notice of the removal must i_e given specific provisions of the ConstitW;lon,
tions. Our system of democracy deserves promptly to UVRA and to the individual° including the great amendments that
no less. together with the reason ::or the removal, have been adopted at various periods

Jxl its details, the system would func- Sixth, use of the UV]?_A list will be throughout the Nation's history. Mos_ re-
tion as follows: manda_ry for all Feder:d elections s:ad cently, a month ago, the 26th amend-

First, a new bipartisan agency--the optional for State and local electiions. If merit, lowering the voting age to 18, be-
Universal Voter Registration Admin- State and local officials decide to use the came part of the Constitution, and con-
lstration--UVRA--will be established in KrVRA lists for State and local elections, ferred power on the Congress to enforce
the Bureau of the Census to organize and they may not delete anyone from the Hst the new amendment by appropriate
administer a program of universal voter for failure to meet Other qualifications, legislation.
registration for all Federal elections, and Seventh, U-V]_A will b,.· authorized to T:he constitutional issues must also be
to assist States in their registration for establish appropriate prccedures for in- interpreted in the light of the basic 8u-
State and local elections. The UVI_A will dividuals to verify their registration. It preme Court decisions interpreting the
be authorized to establish State and re- will also infomt each vo_r of the loca- pro_risions in question. Although a State
gional data processing centers to carry tion of his polling place, _o that on elco- may have primary authority under ar-
out its functions. The agency will be tion day every citizen will know where ticle! of the Constitution to set voting
under the direction of an admlnlstrator he retest vote. qualifications, it has long been clear '_hat
and two associate administrators, no Eighth, to protect th(_ right of pti- it has no power to condition the right to
more than two of whom can be members vacy, UVRA information and voting ll,_ts vote, on qualifications prohibited by other
of the same political party. The new will nog be available to :my other Fed- provisions of the Constitution, including
agency is created in the Bureaut of the eral agency ami will not be made avail- the various amendments to the Cortsti-
Census because that agency has estab- able by UVRA 'to any pr:irate source. In tutlon. No one believes, for' example, that
lished a long-standing reputation of effi- addition, UVRA will not draw orL lnfor- a State could deny the right to vote to a
clency and confidentiality, and has al- marion collected for other pUrp(,ses by person because of his race or his religion.
ready developed the computer programs other Federal data centers, such as the Thus, the Supreme Court has specifi-
and technology essential to the imple- Internal Revenue Servio_ or the Soc:[al rally held that the equal protection
mentation of a successful universal voter Security Administration. 'the UVRA sys- clause of the 14th amendment itself lpco-
registration system, tern wi_U be _sed for vo'_r registration hibits certain unreasonable State restxic-

Second, individuals will register to vote and no other purpose. I_[owever, to the tions on the franchise:
through post card voter registration extent that State or local law r,_uires Irt Carrington v. Rash, 380 U.S. 89
forms, to be mailed free of charge to voting lists to be publicized, UV]_A in- (1965) the Court held that a State could
UVt_. The post card forms w_[1 be of formal_on may become public at that not withhold the franchise from resi-
the type which allows visual s_mnning level, although '_he information stfil may dents merely because they were members
by computers to read the information, not be used by any Federal agency, of the Ara_ed Forces. Obviously, the
They will be widely available in post COiq'STITUTIONALXCS_a_C._TXON rationale of this decision is directly ap-
offices and other Federal agencies, and In Light of a,k_ng line of Supreme Cot0ct plicable to the present national contro-
will also be available to private voter decisions in the area of voting rights in versy over the voting residence of _stu-
registration groups. Where appropriate, the decade of the sixties, and especia],ly dents.
bilingual forms will also be available. In the decision by the Com't in Oregon v. In. Harper v. Virginia Board o/ Elee-
addition, any State or local juri:_diction MitcheU, 400 ELS. 112 (1970)--the 18- tions, 383 U.S. 663 (1966), the Court held
will be authorized to send its current year-old voting case decided last r)ecera- that a State could not impose a 1oo11tax
registration records to UVRA for assiml- ber_there is soZiidconstitutional support as a condition of voting.
lation into the new Federal system, for the establi_,;hment oli a nationwide In. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 641

Third, the information on the post system of universal voter registration (1966), the court upheld the constitu-
card forms will include only the name, iii the United 8tares. Indeed, although tionality of a statute passed by Congress
address, ZIP code, and date of birth of the issue may be somewhat less clear~ overriding State literacy requirements in
the individual, together with a statement cut, there would also be ample con-. English and conferring the franchise on
that the individual is not disqualified stitutional justification :_or the extela- voters literate in Spanish.
from voting under State or local law by sion of i:he Federal registration system to But the key Supreme Court precedent
reason of conviction of a crime or ad- State and local elections as well. supporting a universal voter registra'_ion
judication of mental incompetence. In As in the issues surrouading the Vot- system for Federal elections is Oregon
addition, the individual may specify his lng Rights Act Amendr_ents of 1970., against Mitchell. In that important de-
party a_liation if he wishes to :register which Congress passed last year, hhe is- cision the court not only sustained the
for primary elections. UVRA registra- sue tn the current conte_ t concerns the constitutionality of a Federal statute
tion will remain valid for 4 years, or for power of Congress to legi:_late by statute lowering the voting age to 18 for Federal
longer periods according to State law. in the area of State anct local election elections, but also upheld the constitu-

Fourth, the post card form will also requirements, tionality of two other provisions in the
include a line for the signature or mark There can be no question, of court;e, 1970 statute, provisions that were appli-
of the individual, and a statement of the that the Constitution grar.ts to the States cable not only to Federal electrons, but
penalty for fraudulent registration. The the priraary authority to,._stablish qua]i- also to State and local elections.
penalty will be a fine cf not more than fications for voting. Article Jr, section 2 A provision abolishing State literacy
$10,000, imprisonment for not more than of the Constitution and tt_e 17th amend- requirements altogether;
5 years, or both. The form will also in- ment specifical_'.y provide that the vot- And, a provis'on reducing the -res:[de.ncc
cludea statement that the signature or lng qualifications establistxed by a State requirements for voting in presiden.tial
mark of the individual attests to the ac- for members of the most numero'as elections to 30 days, and requiring the
curacy of the information he l:,rovides branch of the S_ate legislature shall also States to make available appropriate
on the form. determine who may vote for U.S. Sen'a- absentee registration and absentee voting

Fifth, UVRA registration will close 30 tors and Repre:sentatives Although the procedures for such elections.
days before primary, general, o:r other Constitution contains no specific refer- The Mitchell decision is especially sig-
elections. UVRA will compile lists of reg- ence tv qualifications for voting in pre_.i- .qificant because of the substantial ma-
istered voters by local precincts and dentia] elections or State elections, it h_s ]ority by which the Supreme Court up-
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held tile constitutionality of the literacy tions as an exercise by Congress of its in dire need of mo( _rnlzstlon at consider-
and residence provisions of the 1970 stat- power under article I of the Constitu- able cost.
ute passed by Congress tion to regulate such elections, and I As President Else ,bower said, failure toguard against war E t :refusing to keep well

To be sure, the provision lowering the urge the Senate to ado _tit. preparecl for war, wc lid be a heinous crime.
voting age to 18 in Federal elections was ---
sustained by the narrow margin of 5 to 4, THE THREAT O_ THE M_,TTARY- -- . m_
with Justice Black casting the deciding INDUSTRIAL Ci)MPLEX OF: THE THE PERILS ,OF C DEXISTENCE WITH
vote on the basis of the power of Con- C'OM1 _FNISM
gress under article I, section 4, of the SOVIET UNION
Constitution to regulate the time, place, Mr. THURMOND Mr. President, in a Mr. 0_SLEN. Mr President, events of
and manner of conducting Federal elec- day when our so-c_.lled military-,indns- the past few week., in the area of diplo-
tions, trial complex is bet: _g debunked by lib- matic relations wH 1 Coramunist nations

At the same time, however, in spite of eral opinion maken, it is gratifying to suggest a dramati_ reversal of this Na-
the narrow vote on the 18-year-old issue, not& that some in ou ' country still recog- tion's foreign polic: em it relates to inter-
the Court upheld the validity of the ]it- nize the threat of th; military-industrial national communi_, n,
eracy and residence provisions by over- complex of the Sovi _t union. I am very much oncerned that we not
whelming majorities--9 to O in the case An editorial enti led "The Cr:tme of become mesmerize [ by rhetoric in sup-
of the literacy provision, and 8 to 1 in the Unpreparedness'" w ,s published in the port of the goals of detente and rap-
case of the residence provision, with only July 9 issue of t]e Greenville News prochement, as d_ sirab'.[e as they may
Justice Harlan dissenting on the later of Greenville, S.C. ['he editorial states seem. I hope, too, that the unquestioned
issue, clearly what is at take if we cut too desire on the part o[t.he ._,nerican people

The crucial link in the reasoning of deeply into our defe me establishment, for peace will not blind us to realities
the Justices leading to the strong ma- I ask unanimous _ )nsent that the edt- concerning the nat ure and objectives of
jority in favor of the residence aspect of torial be printed in he RECORD. our adversary. Wo _ld peace is a highly
the case was their view that the pro- There being no ob, ection, the editorial commendable goal.--but not peace pur-
vision was a valid exercise of the power was ordered to be pr a3ted in the R_.coP,n, chased at any price or peace achieved by
of Congress under the necessary and as follows: any means.
proper clause of the Constitution to pro- [From the Greenville (S.C.) News, July 9, Mr. President, ir vie_ of the rapidity
tect the constitutional right to change 19ql] of rever,mls of fozeign policies, and in
one's residence and to travel freely from THE CRIME OF JNPREPAREDNESS view of the world Wide implications of
State to State, a right that had been One of former Presl( _nt Eisenhower's most these changes, it miight be helpful to re-
clearly reaffirmed by the Supreme Court quoted public utteran( .'sis his farewell roes- fresh our memori4s cortcerl3.ing certain
as recently as 1966, in its decision in sage warning against ti "military-industrial basic l_[arxist-Leni_t tenets which have

complex" in America. is a special :_avorite not changed. !
Unitec_ States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745 of the left and the p cenik element, iVIr. PreSident, i_ this connection, the(1966); Less well known., be ause it is tgnoreg[ by

Similarly, the crucial link in the rea- most major infiuenc, -makers, is another JUly 1971, issue of 1he American Bar As-
soning of the Justices leading to the Eisenhower quote ab<)' the military es_,ab- sociation Journal ( retains an article by
unanimous decision upholding the liter- lishment. It is this: Charles T. Baroch mtit]ed "The Brezh-
acy provision in the statute was their "Until war is elim ated from iLnterna- ney Doctrine." In I _e process of analyz-
view that the provision was a valid ex- tional relationships, u: preparedness :_or it is lng this doctrine md :[ts implications,

well nigh as criminal _s war itself." Mr. Baroch c_dls a' _e.ntion to the mean-
ercise of the power of Congress to en- Given the current 1] creasing emphasis on lng of "the law of _eaceful coexistence"
force the 15th amendment of the Con- reducing military app] )priations in favor of
stitution, which bars racial discrimina- welfare state and othE ' domestic items and as conceived by C( _nunist jurists who
tion in voting, the constant ha:mmerl _g away at the mill- describe coexistenc, as---

The present proposal for a system of tary-industrlal comple: the country neeS_ _to A specific form of class struggle between
universal voter registration for Federal examine the other sid of the coin as pre- socialism and capital _m in the international
elections, involving action by Congress in sented in the second I_ ,quote, arena .... Peaceful oexistence between theAnybody who thinks for a minute t;bat war two systems does no' exclude revolutions in
the areas of both residence and registra- has been eliminated fr)m this earth is only the form of armed lprisings and Just na-
tion as qualifications for voting, is easily deluding himself. He _ho argues that war tlonai liberation wan agahlst imperialist op-
supported under the literacy and rest- is unthinkable is, de] udlng others. Major pra_sion, which occr within the capitalist
dence rationales of Oregon against warfare is a constant threat in the Mic]dle system.
Mitchell, since it would be action by East and along the Ch nese-Slberian border.
Congress to promote the right to travel Events completely beyc nd the control of any Mr. Baroch is e linently qualified to

American could lead to a coni_gration write on these sub ects. He is a scholar
and to end racial discrimination in rot- which would engulf I _e entire world, in- in residence for the _.mei_can Bar Associ-
lng. No substantial distinction can be cluding the United Sta es. ation's Stanching _mmittee on Educa-
drawn on the basis that the residence Only the most naive .-ould ignore the fact lion About Corem: rism and its Contrast
provisions in the Mitchell case applied that this nation's pots xtial enemies possess With Liberty Und : Law. He received a
only to presidential elections, whereas and constantly ._mpro_ a vast milt_m_y-in- J.P. degree from C mrles University Law
the proposed universal registration sys- dustrial complex. Th_ Soviet Union's ex- School, Prague, Cz_ _hoslovakia, and M_A.tern would apply to all Federal elections, panding missile, air ar naval power is un-
As Justice Stewart stated in discussing deniable, anti Ph.D. degrees from Harvard whereAlso undeniable is ;he Soviet Union's lie served as Rese _rch Fellow, Russian
the residence provision in the Mitchell avowed aim to impose Its system upon the Research Center fo 5 years.
case, in an opinion joined by Chief Jus- entire world. That fac! often is glossy;ed,over M_r. President, ] ri-. Emroch has ren-
tice Burger and Justice Blackmun: or ignored, even thoug: Soviet leaders never tiered a timely and most useful service in

I have concluded that, while S. 202 applies miss an opportunity to emphasize their tfitt- reminding us of c_ ttain Marxist-Lenin-
only to presidential elections, nothing in the mate goal.
Constitution prevents Congress from protect- The surest way to in olve the entire world 1st tenets and a _ orld view shaped by
lng those who have moved from one state In another wait of _ nprecedented horror these tenets, which is:
to another from disenfranchisement in any would be to allow the mperialist Soviets to A world engulfed I _an Irreconcilable con-
Federal election, whether congressional or believe they could wit a military conflict frontatio_ between the two antagonistic
presidential. 400 U_. 112,287. with the non-Commun _t nations, socioeconomic syste_ _----c_pitalism and so-

That, of course, wou d happen should the cialism--which is bo md t,) end with a revo-
Further, as I have indicated, the con- defense establishment--the military-indus- lutionary transform .tion of capitalist so-

stitutional rationales supporting the lit- trial complex, if' you ];lease---of the United clety according to M rxist-.Lenlnist ten_ts.
eracy and residence provisions in the States be weakened suficiently. To this supranati real :revolutionary end
Mitchell case might easily support the While there is need t ) reduce considerable everything is subord hated, including inter-
extension of the universal voter regis- waste in defense spending and to ride herd ests of whole nati ns (their sovereignty,the greatest, danger equality, lndepender .'e, etc.) as well m_theover defense contracts,
tration proposal to State and local elec- this country and the wcrld faces is the threat int,.resin of lndlv tduals, irrespective of
tions as well. Afortiori, however, the of cutting too deeply Il rto America's defense whether they ,_re I__ of the capitalist or
proposal is clearly valid for Federal elec- program. Parts of it, th_, Navy for instance, is socialisi system.
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Mr. President, I co2 lmend Mr. Baroch's alted their p3sttlons. I'he "fraternal assist- rnation of numerous entsta devoted

article as worthy of thoughtful consid- a'_ce" to Czechos!ova :ia xvE,s a vital policy to the working class, toilers and the cause
erati0n of Members o[ the Senate and decision of the C.P.S J. Politburo based on of the socialism;

evaluation of the glo ,al situation and rec- 7. Elimination of hal )nar oppression and
ask mlanirnous corse It that it be printed ommendations by sevt 'al de3)artments cf tile the establishment of _allty and fraterxml
in theREcoam c.P.S.u, central co_ mitts. _ apparatus, of friendship among peopl

There being no ( bjection, the arti- which ,t:_e present _c ,cretal'y General is a 8. De/erLse o/ the o/ sColdS-
cie was ordered to be )rJnted in tile REC- product. He therefore hardly d_;eTves ,to l_e [sm 0 [emphasis addel against encros,eh-
ORD, as follows: honored as the cloatl he's originator, meats of external and enemies; soli-

There is the wides: read ;onvlozion, also, darity of the working elf a given country
THE BREZI4N] ]DOCTRINE that this doctrine re i resents a new foreign _,'ith the working class ct:her countries--
{By Charles Baroch) policy formula (,r, _ lea_t, a revival ,of )roletarianintern

More than two yea]; ago the non-Corn- pplici _ d.[scarded afte: Stalin's death. It is Two observations be magle with
munlst world was she :ked by the :ruthless enough, ihowever, to c _ult earlier Commu- _'egard to the 1957 araticn. The Soviet
intervention of Warsa ,, Pact armed forces nlst documents to see he falmcy of th:is view. lelegation to the 1957 cc was headed

in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. The THE _9S? ImCL_ar] )N RE^rFIR'_CS BASIC 0y the then First :dry of the C.P.S.U.
alleged purpose of the intervention was "to ]VIARXIS_J-LE! INIST manor Nikita S. Khrushchev, for all his repu-
defend the Socialist ch; racier" of a :member _ation as promoter of coexLste:aoe,
of the world socialist sx ;tom and its "social- In 195'?, for ira;tan, e, iOI]owiILg the sup-

:n 1956,as will be _mbered,had given
1st achievements", pression of Polish au, East German unrest :_raternal military to orthodox

and the Hungarian u] rising of ,the year l_- :._Iungarian Communis.ts led by Janos Kadar
The Vqarsaw Pact eo_ xtries, especially the J_ore, the ruliug Come _unlst Pm'ties of ,the :n their effort to preser' socialist achieve-U.S.S.R., were accused, _ven by some Com- twelve socialist count: [es m.t in Moscow to

mur_lsts, of having v: )lated Czechoslovak defne the CommurList :o-ordinated po]icy loc :nents in that country.
soverelg _ty and right ( _ self-determination, the ]ateI 1950s and : )60s. they sought _m Also, the same basic es :[or Commun;=st
Non-Communist read. ti( n was well summed ,_onduct defined in the 957 declaration are

up by the indignant ¢ iitorial in The New on=line bas:[c rules of conduct ,to avoid She quoted, as we shall see n Brezhnev's argu-pitfalls of mechanics cop)ing of C.P.S.LL
York Times of Septemk .'r 28, 1968, In which methods (the so-called logmstism) and, what :neats to justify the 19_ Warsaw Pact oc-
the name "Brezhnev )octrine" may have cupation of A ccms_antly de-was considered even r;_ore d_r_gerous, of re-
been coined: visionlsm of Marxist-L mil_isi tenets or rlgh_- ';eriorating situation (f a Ccmmun:ist

The latest Kremlin a tempt to Justify the wing oppor'_unism. Th, iix declaration s_ated:_ "lewpoint) had develops, there, x_q.th the lo-
invasion of Czechoslova ia is further indies- In our epoch, world development Is deter- (xa! Communist Party in fii_array and lc,_i:ag
tion of Stalini£m ascen, ant in Moscow. mined by the course sad results of the con- ils total contro4 (diet; o',er the

The earlier attempt o claim a status of fr0ntation [sorevnov_niye] _ between two .'.tats, $ resembling the 19 Hungarian crJ.sis.
semi-.legality on the ba is of a supposed in- diametrxcally opposed social systenks [social- In the vlew of the Pact govern-
vitation to the invaderi from high Czecho- isln ver_;us capita:ism .lIu that confronts- monte this situation fully Justified afl:mod
slovak Government an_l Communist party tion] the strengthening o:[ the unity and intervention, aimed at sero,ring the Corn-
leaders has apparently been discarded. In- fraternal cooperation )i the socialist icom- munist Party power The no:n-
stead, Pravda now enu_ _':.ates what must be manisz-controlledl eta;es arc! of the Commu- Communl_st world, :er, branded it as
called the Bre2h. nev d_ctrine, thongh the nist and Workers' Part es of all countries and ' contrary to every rule of la-
same thinking was ma_fifest in ,the brutal closing _i_e ranks of t]te international work- ternational law, to say of tt:e UN
repression of Hungarla _ freedom in 1956. lng class, national-liberation and democ[atJc Charter"'_

The core of this doctrine is the assertion that movements take on sp _cial iI_portance? It J_ of major interesJ therefore, _o l,_)k
Communist-ruled states enjoy neither gen- While asserting tha; "the soc_.alist court- next into the Communi t attitude toward
uine sovereignty nor genuine rights of ter- tries base, their relatic ks on 1he principles of these elementary rules international law,
ritoriat integrity, that ,tl:e Soviet Union may complete equality, res _ect for te:critorial in- which are essential for ormal intercourse
at any time it deems pre per send troops into tegrity, state lndepen [once _nd sovereignty among states. Since legal _or ,ms are ba.sic_lly
any sucah states in ord_ to pressure Corn- rules and guide!ines efc adnet, whether of

as well a_; non-interfe_ once", the declaration individuals or states, the of un-tourist rule. emphasizes that, how ._ver l]npoI_ant, the.,,e
What permits the So [et Union to issue pri. nclple_; "_o not e_aust the essence of ([erstanding the Soviet it sy:tem and its

and even to implement ;uch doctrine is, of _heir relations". (Emp] asis added.) Frater_.al, _mderlying philc_sophy ca_ be ov_rempha-
course, Soviet military : O_er. This reliance mutual assistance is a _ integcal part of these _ized in our search for p_]icy
on force and contempt for law mtu_t raise relations; and "liIgls ,ts expression in the raotivation. Secretary of State William F.
fears among others tha some day MoGcow principle of soclalK,; internationalism," _ ttogers summed it up _ry well when as
will decide that the so ereignty and terri- which has 'thus been elevat_d to a funds- t_ttorney General he in this Joqzr_,c:l:
torial integrity of non- k3mmu.nist :nations mental doctrine, sup_ simpered on lnterna- "When we talk about c with In-
is also being interprets( too abstractly and tional law I:_ socialist inters:;ate relations, ternational Communism in the realm of
without due attention $_ class principles. In order to offset tle dan,:ers ,of revision- ideas, we are t_.lking in :ge measure about

Questions arise as to _ _e origin and scope ism, the twelve patti, ipatlng parties force,- the ideas which are the of our legal
of this allegedly new do( :fine. It seems Chat fully realBrmed the c, rrectness of the basic system." _0

the editorialist who coif _d the term, which Marxist-Leninist tone1 that "the processes of The .so-called Brezhnev has of_m
[,_en qualified in the non Cor_mun!st worldhas become an in,erratic lal household word, the socialist revo[uti, n ans. socialist con-

had in mind an analogy vith certain Ame_rl- struction are governe¢ by a number of basic as a ,doctrine of limited appli-
can policy pronouncem_ ets now, with the 'laws,' applicable in a: countries embarking cable only to a socialist s'.ate. What, briefly,
acquiescence of other _;ates, part of cus- on the socialist oat1 "_ Their declaration t_ the Communist of s_ate sov-
tomary international la_ '.

· ,Analogy width the then lists these genera ly valii principles and ereignty within the ]aw
most famous cf these, t]e Monroe Do_trine, rules of (_nduct bind ng on all Comraunl_;t context?
is very tempting, but, a I hope to demon- Parties, ruling or non:!uling :_liks: STATE CONCEPt DI_-_ERS ON! TRADITIONAl,
strate, despite superficia similarity, :the so- 1. Leadership of thc toiling masses O_y the NOTIONS

called Brezhnev Doctrlm is precisely its op- working class, whose mnguard is the Marx- The state concept--and sovereignty is anposl.te in every respect.
let-Lenin:[st Party, in ,ringing about a prole- icnportant attribute of state--as clefined

There are three fun [amental problems tartan revolution in one form or another i:_ the Marxist-Leninist tl cory of state and
regarding the Brezhnev I c_trine: (1) Can it [either by peaceful ,r violent (civil war) law differs substantially fr traditional no-
be at'tributed ,_o Brezhn v? (2) Wh_t is its means] and in establl hing some form of the tLons. The theory of the ;in, nature and
relation to international [aw? and (8) What dictatorship of the prtletarla'_; aims of the state was for _ulated by Lenin,
are its real content an_. lmplics, tlons? 2. Alliance of the v'orking cla,;s with the a lawyer by education, wk relied heavily on
PERSONAL DECISIONMAKI_ O _Y COMMUNIST bulk of the peasantry _nd other strata of the :SI'ederick Engels's work, Origin o! the

LEADERS IS M:NIMAL toile_; .._amily, Private Property the State. As

Certain aspects revealing a conventional, 3. Abolition of capitalis_ ownership an,_[ :i:; well known, Engels tie( the state's origin
narro_ understanding (f the Commun4_t establishment of pu]_lio ownership of the 't_ the, appeared, ce on the dstorieal scene of
world outlook are usually stressed by emthors basic means of produ_ _ion; private ownership of the of produc-

4. Gradual socia:list :eorgar.lzatlon [collec- 'ton and the resulting sp of society into
considering the Brezhne; Doctrine. It, is as- tivization] of agricult_ re; antagonistic classes. The s: emerged, and
sumed that the Secretary ,7,enera_ of the Cora- 5. Planned develop sent of the economy c_ntinued to exist, as an of class rule
munlst Party of She Sovi_ t Union (C.P.S.U.), with the aim of build ag socialism and. corn- (51ave-owners over slaves lords over
wi. th the approval of tht Polt.tburo, formu- tourism; s._rfs).lated a new doctrine of the limited sover-

6. Completion of a _ociali.,t revolution in At present, Marxist-Leni_ [st theory distin-
elgnty of a member of _e social.tat system the sphere of ldeo:[og, and calture and for- guishes between two basic orms of class so-
of states. Yet, there is t Communfu_-con- ciety; in one the classes _ hostile and c:n-
trolled states very 1,_ttl personal decialon i_ago_tistic towards each aer and are err-

making by individual le ders, however ex- Footnotes at end of 'tlcle. gaged in bitter class ('bourgeoisie vs.
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date certain and of course, if relea_ of our POW s alone aisc cease aid lx) Salg _ 8.nd perhaps even
contrast that with that were our basic goal, th_ President woo'id have change that gcvernm_ it in return for the
seem to be pursued b the administra- every reason to accep the Hanoi position, release of the prisoners.

But the real issue is,: it has always been, A second risk is that Lf Banoi does step up
rich. how important a nor ]Ommunlst Vietnam rrdlitar_ pressure ag_ inst this shrunken

With the s an- is to American securit_ [n this regards, every- American force, the Pre ;idea:it might feel that
nouncement about hi., forthcoming trip thing that the Presld_ at has sa_d indicates he had no alternative ths.n to respond by
to China, there has bE much specula- that his Vietnam polio: is not much d:Lfferent what he has called 'decisive escalation"
tion about the future ( our involvement from that of each of I is post-World War II against _orth V:letnam Mo.,_t observers would
in Indochina. predecessors. His state_ goal is, as their goal say that the President simply cannot afford

was, a non-Communis r South Vietnam. For the domestic political r percussions of ecoala-
My conclusion is it is now all the President Truman. that meant beginning a tlon now. But most of _ _erc, were saying that

more imperative for to leg, s- program of military assistance to enable the before Lac_ and Cambo411a. Indeed, most U.S.
late a date for our military with- French to fight the Vi_tminh. For President e_,_alatior_s of the war _rere preceded by pre-
drawal. In my C, such an action, Eisenhower, it meant _aassive aid tots.ling 80 dictions that they Wool d not occur.
as advocated by these would be percent of the Frencl_ effort in 1954 and, Beyond these two risk_ lies a third: namely,
a momentous step in I reparing the cli- after the Geneva Cor_erence, the lntroduc- the risk of breaking the fragile link of
mate for the President' journey of peace tion of an American _nllitary mission. For trust between the President. and the people.
to the People's ic of China. President Kennedy, it meant sending 15,000 Presidents always wand to keep open their

I ask unanimous that this American advisers to '_ ietnam and meddling options and retain theiz fie_:ibillty. But when
in South Vietnamese _ omestic politics. For the issue is Vietnam t )day, the President's

article be printed RECORD. President Johnson, it n _ant Americanization desire for ambiguity rr ust give way to the
There being no objt _tion, the article of the war. For Presid nt Nixon, it :is Viet- public's right to clarity_

was ordered to be print in the RECORD, namization with phaser withdrawal o:[ ,_xner- President Nib:on see_ rcs prepared to run
as follows; ,can troops, along with :nvasions of Laos and these rl_ks for two rea, Ons. He still believes
WHAT CHANCE XS XN VIETNAM? Cambodia. The &meric ,n policy in Vietnam what most Southeast _slan specialists, in-

is now described by P esldent Nixon as as- cluding those within t leg, overnment, have
(By Leslie H. Gelb and Halperin) suring a "reasonable e3 ance' for survival of long since ceased to beliers: 'Chat prospects

Wi_h presidential Henry A. Kls- the Salgon government The difficulty Is not for a "generation of p_ ace" depends on the
singer coming home I a "fact-finding" with the phrase but [th what mes,nlng it outcome in Vietnam.

trip to Saigon and Paris, the N-ixon admin- is given. In fact,, "reasonable chance" rea- The president also _ears the growth of
istration is in the midst yet another re- sonably defined could provide a bs,sis for radicalism, at home. Su ch domestic reaction
appraisal of American _tnam policy. The uniting the American p, _ple. is indeed something t_ worry about. The
Pentagon papers indicate ; such reevalua- So far, however, "leas nable chance" seems polftical :left has stax Ced calling for war
tions are episodic. As in past, the pub- to add up to an ambig LOUSholding action: crimes trials. Their goal seems to be to estab-
lic can only be of what options it has meant withdraw` _g most of the Amer- lish wide-ranging iud,V: dusl, if not national,
are being seriously The President's icad forces in order to ut American casual- guilt. The, Calley trial _pa]'ked the political
choice involves as much he decides to ties and costs, thereby, the President hopes, right. Their gos.1 will ke to find out who is
tell the American people what he decides maintaining domestic _ pport for the war. It to blame for America's :lot winning this war.
to do. has meant withdrawin slowly enough with This emerging "scapego _tis',_" is frightening.

We believe that only an _ambiguons pub- hawkish enough rhe _ric to reduce the Presidei_t Nixon is on the mark here.
lic gesture can now end divisions in our chances of what the Pr _sident has called "a It is now the Presi dent's obligation to
country. The Senate for first time has nightmare of recrimina_ .on"--the right-.wing unite the country by ste ting an unambiguous
gone on record In favor a complete with- reaction. policy. The new NLF pr up(_ml opens the way
drawal within nine The publication It seems to portend eping two Al:her,can for doing so I)y appi rently allowing the
of the Pentagon papers intensified the residual forces irk the b ,ttle as long _s nec- President to define "rE aso:_Jable chance" as
debate about credibility. And, essary: one on the grox ad in Vietnam pro- an American vrlthdra_,al with the Saigon
in the midst of this, the on July tiding assistance to th South Vietnamese government free to re_ :elw_ American mili-
1 put forward another in long line of peace and defending itself, an the other in Thai- tary and economic aid. If President _lixon
proposals, land and offshore on :arriers conducting were to define "reason bls chance" in these

This new seven-point like its bombing raids throug Lout Indoch_ina. It
predecessors, is a of Marxist'rheto - surely will mean contim lng large-scale mill- terms, few here would luarrel with that de-

cision, and it would mo_t certainly open
rfc and Talmudic . The Vietnamese tary and economic ass, tahoe to the South the way at last to an e_[d t,_ our military in-Communists use carefUlly to state Vietnamese government
their position in a way raises hopes While these actions c in be interpr_eted in w)lvement in Indochln_.

It may well be the nly way to give our-
without giving anything They present various ways, they are _onsistent wi.th the selves--these United _tates--a reasonable
a familiar list of moral that the notion that the Freside_ is doing eve;_rthing
United States "must" do order to bring that our domestic politic will permit bo sup- chance.
peace to Vietnam: ending 'Vietnamization," port the current Sa!gon _vernment for the _-----'-"--_--
dismantling all bases "all indefinite future.
troops, military weapons, war Many would argue tha we have long since CAMPAIGN REFORM

materials," bring about coalition got- given the Saigon goverr nent a "rea:_me,ble l_.[r. PROU_I_ff. Mr. Pies,dent, severalernmen_, chance." We have fough' their war for them
But in the which for six years, killing mar Y of the beStr enemy days ago, the distinguis:Aed Republican

as dis- troops. At least /:or _he )a_t three years, we leader ._:Mr. _COTT) placed in the RECORD
tingulshed from the moral they have given top priority t _ the equippJing and all itemized account of all outstanding
simply state: "If the U.S sets a terminal training of South Vier amese forces. The debts and negotiated settlements ass0-
date for the withdrawal South Vier- Saigon government has_n army larger than ciated with the last few election cam-
nam in 1971 of the of U.S. forces _ts opponents, and it can _raw ample recruits paigns. This ]iist set out in detail "who
[and Allied forces], the will at the from the population uric _r its control. These
same time agree on" 1) withdrawal and facts do not mean that _he Saigon govern- owes how much to who:m and for :how
2) the release of American beginning merit would survive a iomplete American long."
and ending with the of U.S. withdrawal. The simple _uth is thai; we do If campaign reform 9; to mean any-
forces, not understand much nore about South thing at all, It cert_inly should mean

The message seems to _ this: if we set Vietnam today than we !id in 1946, _nd we tliat no candidate is entitled to a special
a 1971 terminal date, will be a cease- Just do not know whethe the Saigon l_:overn- advantage over his opponent. As the
fire against American a concurrent ment can survive or not. ranking Republican member of the Com-

release of prisoners, and no pro- President Nixon is really asking for _0n- mitres on Rules and A_hministration, Ihibitions on future Amerl_ military and tinued American suPpor_ for the w;_r---for
economic assistance to Saigon regime, what everyone, including the President l_[m- supported Senator _COTT'S amendment
This interpretation is by North self, seems to concede is _,nly a marginal _m- prohibiting the extensiorl of Unsecured
Vietnam's Le Duc Tho in press interview provement of an uncert_ in chance that the creqit to candidates b:v certain businesses
of July 6. current Saigon government will indeed be because _ felt that the amendment put

We cannot be certain this is really able to survive, everyone on notice that no one is entitled
Hanoi's meaning. In the , when we asked What the President hc es to gain is sm'ely to a free ride.
them what such and such : phrase meant, more than overbalanced y what he _rlsks; in Mr. President, ! ask tmanimous con-
they only would say that _,should look at continuing the w_r. sent to have printed in the RECO_D Rev-the totality of their Thus we can First, whatever Hanol'_ current terlns are,
only learn what they mean by putting for- they are almost certain Sc increase as the-'dze e_'al new_'; accounts pertaining to :Sena-
ward a concrete proposal our own which of our force diminishes. _ hen 50,000 or fewer tot $co rT's investigatlion and his amend-
includes a terminal date our American _roops are left !n South Vi,_tn_m, mont.
and simultaneous release Hanoi might demand tha the United Stratos There being no objection, the items
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were ordered to be printed in the :RECORD, He previously :had reque_,ted the Oeneral [From the Washington Sial July 23, 19'l:t]
as follows: Accounting Office to compil _ a repcrt on all ScoTt Hrrs 1968 Am TRAVEL, PHONE DE_rIS

[From the Baltimore Sun, July 24, 1971] outstanding dely_s of candidates to such
companies, along with any r.egotlated settle- (By James Doyle)

WHEN THE CANDIDATESFLY NOW, NOBODY merits. Senate Minority Leader Hugh Scott, R..Pa.,
BOTHERSTO PAY LATER NEARLyCOMPLETE disclosed today that inquiries to government

WASHXNCTON.--AIrlines are stuck with over Mr. _ott said the repori; is nearl7 corn- regulatory commteslons had. revealed that
$2.1 million ln. unpaid debts run up by plete and reveals "totally nnaccepta_,le Democratic and Republican political candl-
political candidates and their campaign campaign practices by both political parties dates owe more than $2.1 million in out-
organizations. Telephone companies have not to mention tlxe federal _ommon carriers standing airline bills and nearly $400,000 in
nearly $400,000 in similar unpaid bills, themselves." outstanding telephone bills.

In addition to the Democratic and Repub- Corporate contributions 1o p<flltlcal cam- Scott submitted an amendment to the pro~
llcan National Committees, debtors listed paigns are forbidden by law, but i_.. Sec,it posed Federal Elections Campaign Acl; of
include President Nlxon, the late Robert F. said that If a candidate l_alls to pay hls brils, 1971 to forbid the grantln_l of unsecured
Kennedy, Senator Hubert H. Humphrey (D., he has In effect received an Involuntary credit by the transportation and communi-
Minn.) and former Senator Eugene J. Mc- contribution, cations industries.
Carthy (D., Mtn_.). __ So_tt sald his amendment would pe]-iDl_

The Senate GOP leader, Hugh Scott, put the candidates to use credit cards, as they do
the figures in the CongressionaZ Record yes- [Prom the Washington Pos_, July 24, 19_1] now, but would prohibit the companies from
terday In urging adoption of an election- Scott ASES CAM_PAIGNCREDIT BAN issuing cards if the candidates' ability to pay
reform bill amendment to curb political Senate RepubLican Le_uler Hngll Scott was dubious.
deadbeats, yesterday proposed forbidding political Scott introduced information from a ri'sin-

''This business of trying to run political candidates to put telephone, telegram, travel bet of companies indicating that they were
campaigns on the cuff is distinctly unfair and similar campaign expenses on the cuff. unable to require huge deposits from ca:adi-
and plsmes a burden which not only should Scott concecbed his move, proposed as date_a because they could not pinpoint the
not be on the companies but ts actually an amendn_.ent to a pending bill h_ limit volume of business the candidate would _:en-
forcing them into making involuntary and campaign advertlsing expenses, was aimed erate and were prohibited by non-discrlm:ma-
illegal contributions," the Pennsytvanlan told at Democratic presidential contender.,;, tory clauses in federal reguls,tions from set-
the Senate. "Isn't that the name of the _ame?" '.ac ting a high deposit figure.

In talking with newsmen he Jibed at Mr. asked newsmen with a grin. Scott said that most of the outstanding
McCarthy, who he said apparently is going _ Scott's amendment world bar certain debts belong to Democratic candidates and
to run for President again, as one "who federally regulatE_l Industries such as air- the I)emocratlc National Committee.
doesn't run a shirt-sleeve campaign but one lines, telephone companie_ and the like, HIS figures showed that as of April 30, 1971,
on the cuff." from extending mmsecured credit" to politi- the Democratic National Committee hadl an

Examination of the documents Mir. Scott cai candidates--in other wolds, no unllmlt,,d outstanding debt with American Airlines of
put on record showed that American Airlines charge accounts. $426,833, most of It left over from the :[968
alone reported that as of last April 30 it He said both parties and their can,'Ildates campaign.
had outstanding debts of $1,337,834 incurred still have enormous bills o'ltstanding from The Robert F. Kennedy political organtza-
by candidates for federal office from 1962 on. previous campaigns, such as $208,001) owed lion owed American Airlines $415,120; the

LISTING OF DEBTS by the Democrat,'; and $112,000 by tlhe Re- PIubert Humphrey campaign owed $138,76:2,

Here is the list it gave of candidates or publicans to East_rn Airlln_ alone, and the Eugene McCarthy campalgn owed
political organizations and the amount Scott said the worst off, ruder Is former $135,872.
owed by each: Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy (D-Minn.), an The Richard M. Nixon campaign owed

Republican National Finance Committee, unsuccessful contender for the 1968 Demo- &meIican Airlines $69,376, and the Repub-
$151,871; Richard M. N!xon, $69,376; National cratlc presidential nomination who It is said itc-an National Finance Committee owed
Democratic Oorr.rntttee, $426,833; Robert F. will enter next year's primaries In an- _aerloan $151,8'/1.
Kennedy, $415,120; Hubert H. Humphrey, other bid for the White Ho'rose. Almost all of these debts dated back to

Scott said McCarthy still owes $475,000 the 1968 presidential campalgn.
$138,762, and McCarthy for President, to Just one telephone company from his Trans-World Airlines listed debts of $246,-$135,872.

R. M. Bre_sler, vice president and treasurer 1968 effort. 300 for the Humphrey campaign and $13,000
of the airline, said in a letter to the Civil "He favors everything ex:ept paying his :_or the Republican National Committee.

bills" _k:ott said. "McCarthy' doesn't run a A debt of $16,352.36, incurred by the i_C-
Aeronautics Board that because of "the sub- shirt-sleeve campaign; everything is on tlle Jarthy campaign in 1968 was settled Ior a
standard credit relations" It has experienced cuff." payment of $9,485, TWA reported, and an-
with candidates, It now is asking /!or per- ,)ther McCarthy debt of $6,867.36, lncmTed In
serial guarantees in all cases. He sal_ there are also thousands of del-

lam In bills still unpaid from th_._ 1968 1968, was written off Feb. 24, 1069.
WRITE-OFFS, SETTLEA{ENTS campaign of the late Sen. Robert F. Ken- TWA said political debts "are handled in

Trims-World Airlines, In a June 2 report nedy (D-.N.Y.) for the presl.lentlal nomina- :he same manner as any other account" but
to the Civil Aeronautics Board, said its out- tlon, Including one of $414,1)00 to American ._ld not explain the criteria for negotlatlr_ a
standing accounts showed $221,519 owed by Alrllnes_ i.esser payment or completely writing off a
United Democrats for Humphrey, $2_i,091 for Scott [put a lengthy list into the Con- debt.
a Humphrey charter, and $13,196 by the gresslonal Record of what h,; said were do:- United Air Lines listed an outstanding
COP National Committee. umented unpaid campaign debts for both debt of $79,000 for the Humphrey-Mu,;kle

Trans World also reported that on Feb- psa'tles and their candidates. ,;ampaign and $75,000 for the Nixon-Agnew
ruary 24, 1969, it had written off $6,867 by The documents, In the _orm of repll,_s campaign. The Nlxon campaign used United
McCarthy for President, and on November from officials of affected companies t_o charters throughout 1968 and 1970.
14, 1968, had settled for $9,485 a debt of requests of the Clvll Aeronautics Board and An outstanding debt of $12.000 was listed
$16_52 owed by McCarthy for President. the Federal Communlcatio:ls Conurtlsslo:a, by United for the Democratic National Corn-

Other airlines also reported unpaid cam- showed t_at even l_rcsldent l_[lxon had whop- :nlttee with the notation "Incurred by R. F.
paign debts, as did A.T.&T., Western Union ping unpaid bills from his I_68 campaign. ]_,ennedy."
and General Telephone and Electronlcm An American Airlines reported Its balance due Eastern Airlines listed a Humphrey-Mtmkle
itemization of unpaid telephone bills coy- from Richard M. Nixon as of April 80 this debt of $208,000 and a Republican National
ered page after page. year of $69,370-_2,666 left over from the Comralttee debt of $112,000.

An unpaid Kennedy for President account election year and $66,710 lr[curred in 1969. Western Airlines sald it had no outsta:ad-
totaling $30,690 was reported as settled in United Airlines reported tl'e Nlxon-Agnew lng campalgn debts, but had written off a
July 1969 fr>r $15,305. campaign still owes them $7,',180. "ticket by mall" invoice for $376.00 incurred

"LARGE DEBTS . . . NO MONEY':' American also reported an unpaid balance _n May, 1968, by "Senator Ted Kennedy and

Johnson Flying Service, Inc., of Mlssoula, for Sen. Hubert H. Humplr2ey (D-Minn.), a Mr. Burke," and written off in September
Mont., reported that still unpaid is a $2,910 Nlxon's 1.968 opponent, of 8138,762; United :.969.
bill Incurred on September 20, 1968, by Mr. said the Humphrey-l_luski_, ticket ts irt- The American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Humphrey and charged to the Democratic debted to them for $79,083. _;ubmitted a breakdown for its various re-
National Committee. Several officials said they haye written gtonal companies, and said it wrote off some

The company said It had tried to collect off some of the campaign debts as uncol- debts "after significant collection effort lass
l_ut "they state that they cannot pay as lectable. R. M. Bressler, vlc_; president and been made" wlthout success.
they have a large quantity of debts and no treasurer of American, said "We now ask The breakdown did not segregate Demo-cratie and Republican candidates but it
money." for personal guarantees tn _11 cases lnvolv- .,_howed written-off debts of $2.200 in Penn-

Mi-. Scott's amendment to the ,election lng Individual candidates _md can repo_ sylvania, $6,000 for Pacific Bell Teleph¢,ne,
reform bill would pr0hiblt extension of un- we have declined the applications of at lem_t _,7,700 for New England Telephone Co., $1,:200
secured credit %ocandidates for federal office two well-.krmwn candidates tn the ls_;t year lot Michigan Bell and $48,000 for Indlana
by airlines, telephone companies and other where guarantees have not been fortheom- all of it from the McCarthy for Presld._nt
lndu.s-trles regulated by the government, lng." c_mpaign.42O
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The McCarthy campaign had another $5,600 The dangers and burder; of an endle.,_ arms "We have to get away ftc a the fuzzy think-
debt written off by Northwestern Bell. race and misadventures [ke Vietnam dram- tug that says wars are il ;vitable and that

The General Telephone Companies sub- atize the advantage of accepting prudent peace is a utopian concept _.lther man or war
mitted similar figures showing a total in- calculated risks for peac _. We will bE; more Jsobsolete. We have to dec Lc."
debtedness from political campaigns of likely to take such eal_ ulated risks if 'we But why should busine., men try to take a
$68,386.14. begin to look upon peac, as an incremental leadership :role?

Scott said the total outstanding debt to process rather than so_ Lething which ap- "The businessman's r01_ [_ critical because
A.T. & T. was about $U6,000 for the Democrats. pears suddenly and full .blown. And above he thinks pragmatically. [,_ knows how to

all we must recognize th_ t the small si0ecific build. Peace must be con ;tructed. It is an
steps in such an increme _tal process depend incremental thing, like cci _ructing a build-

ECONOMIC RAM FICATIONS OF upon limited, tentative _rust in the other lng by putting in the fo_ ldatlon, then the
side. That kind of trusl can never l:,e de- first story and so on. _[t is a step-by-step

VIETNA_ [ WAR veloped if our people 1o _ upon ideological c_peration.'"

Mr. HATFIELD. ' ir. President, Mr. competitors as mortal th ,ological foci.:.. Won't demilitarization v ;aken the nation's
Harold Willens has i_ en at the forefront Successful buslnessme: are always.' c_0n- _curity?

sclous of competitors. But [have seen healthy "Tihe present direction Is counterproduc-
of those who have res ,vakened the Amer- companies destroyed by cc npetitor-obs,_slon, tire to the best interests ( f the country. Es-
ican business comml nity to the serious Perhaps there Is a lesson ;o be learned from calatlon :has brought us in _c disastrous wars,
economic ramificati( Is of the war in this, Mr. President. If _ _ become obses,_d l_led our resources and kel )t us from solving
Vietnam and our swoI en military budget, by our ideological compel tors we cannot do Critical domestic problents that erode our
Mr. Willens is convil ced that the wide Justice to improving and tinning willing ad- _trength !
spectrum of Amerie_ a business cannot herents for our own grt _t "product"---free "Tihe other approach, t_ seek peace, is a
prosper in an econol de climate that is enterprise democracy, calculated risk, such as _lop take in business.

I very much hope, Mr.: _esldent, that you '1'b.ere may not be im_Le_iate success. The
soured by the war a]d distorted by in- will take steps to put an 4 ad to the dlstribu- i_rms,menta race grew step Dy step. De-a_cala-
fiated military expend tures. Recently he tion of this prayer leaflet _nd everything else lion can proceed in the ss _,e way."
wrote a letter to Pres dent Nixon which which furthers the intern tngling of theology Xt was suggested to '_ lltens that many
outlines much of the tl inking behind Mr. with foreign policy. Bec ,use I reall_e how people feel business execu_ ives can only hurt
Willens' efforts. I ask _ nanimous consent . complex and massive a Jcb that is, and t_- their own particular cans _ by speaking out
that the letter and a: _ Associated Press cause I feel the Congress should be ,_liling on this subject. This lit t] _e Willens fuse.
article about Mr. Wi] ens be printed in to help you in this, I am sending copies of "Self-interest tells the corporate execu-
the RECO_D. this letter to each Senato_ and Congre_.,;sman. tire he's got to get in th_r_. The businessman

There being no ob, _ction, the items Sincerely, must; redefne the corl_)r_ te and individual[AROLDWILI, ENS.
responsibility. He must r_define it because

were ordered to be pri_ _ed in the REcoa_, his company is ¢lependent _pon the nation's
as follows: BUSn_ESSMAN'S PEACE ACT: .NS GOT HA_ _.L_IL policies.

A_an, 28, 1971. (By John Ct sniff) "In order to be respor_ible to the stock-
President R_CHARDM. N_: )N, NEW YORK.--I_ur year ago Harolcl Wll- holders, the executive ba_ i_) act in accord~
The White House, lens, a Los Angeles execu_ ve and real estate _mce with the new realities. He must realize
Washington, D.C. developer, and Henry Nil s, then chairman that In fact he is doing _ deep disservice to

DEARMR. PaESXDENT: ! ] appened to be visit- of Baltimore Life Insuranc Co., formed Bust- I_ti_kholders, because bm;i i .e:_scan only thrive
lng South Vietnam when he world heard the ness Executives Move f_ Vietnam Peace Ln a healthy economy.
welcome news that our ping pong players (BEM). "He can't hide in a pan _l,._doffice. He can-
would be visiting China. "At that time," sald Will as, "anybody who _lot ihtde tmhind the corl o;_ate curtain and

That same day an An _rlcan soldier gave spoke out against the war vas considered the prot_._t the interest c,f stockholders, his
me a copy of The $ervtc_ na_'s Datllt Pra_ler, enemy or a nut." ' country and himself.
a leaflet which he said ws; widely distributed The hate mail flooded in Willens saki, con- "'I don't think the bu_ nessman's alibi isto our military personnn ;l in Vietnam. The
leaflet, bearing the addrt _s: Service Prayer, siderably faster than the _nembership appli- any better than others--I _l.n the clergyman
2936 Bremen Street, Cch rebus, Ohio 43224, cations. Wiilens and Niles felt, however, that who fears what his parts doners will say or
contains these words: the war was a mistake of historical magnt- _;he physician who fears _ patients."

rude, a military blunder, political sc:an,5!al.
"Bestow your blessing _ n my country and BEM advocated that he businessman ......

on ail who fight against the evils of Corn- citizen speak out on the l_ ne. BUt its found-munism.*'
ers soon realized few est_ bllshment :Sgures '.PAB,'ISI?AN: TiHE THI] '_} SPEAKS FOR

Yesterday Secretary ol State Rogers, in either cared or perhaps d red to. They dis- ITSE]2
speaking about Chinese-, merican relations, liked tangling with stockb driers; they didn't
stressed political diversity as a fact of life we want to rock the boat. Mr. StuXBE. Mr. F 'esident, in law
cannot change and shoul_ accept. Secretary BEM drew memberships steadily, however. _here is a doctrine enti led Res Ipsa LO-
Rogers is right and realis lc. By initiating a And then, since BEM w_ a one-issue or- quitur, meaning "the ,hing speaks for
thaw in Chinese-American relations you were ganlzation, Wfllens in 1_ _9 founded BElZ, :it,;elf." T:ae pictures il both Time and
right and realistic, Mr, Pr_ _ident. or Businessmen's Educatlc tat Fund, to fight i_qewsweek today graph eally illustrate a

But your action and tour Secretary of on a broader scale what he felt was the _.ragedy of immense pfc _)rtions. It :is too
State's words are being _ _dermined by the militarization of America /)ad that the CONGRESSI ,NAL RECORD can-exposure of young Amert _an minds to the
inflammatory words of the prayer leaflet and Willens, its chairman tevoted what his :_lOt reprint these pictur _s.

wife said was 101 per ce tt of his time, to _or several weeks no' r :[ have called to
similarly irrational mllltz; _' propaganda re- speeches, membership w( 'k, lobbying and,
vealed by the recent CBS _cumentary: "The most recently, to a Vletx _m trip. Results? _he attention of my cc l_;agues, through
Selling of the Pentagon." Wlllens thinks he has m_cceeded to some _.he REC0ltV, the dreadf_ 1 fate of millions

Business has trained m,, to operate prag- extent. _f refugees in East _ _kistan. Senator
matically. A pragmatic ev _luation Indicates In recent months the _;ttitudes o:i some CHURCB and I have introduced an
that our foreign policy in recent years has

been counterproductive. (mr international businessmen appear to hay *_changed. Within _mendment with 32_ _ponsors to the
behavior has operated ag_ ,lust our self-in- the past year the heads of Bank of America, Foreign Assistance ,t which would
revest. In fact we have lnfilcbed severe damage International Business M: chines and _E. I. ,_u_pend _._unerica's aid n g and abettingdu Pont have spoken aga nst the war and
upon ourselves through a foreign policy _his terrible cr:hne. I p] ;s_l with my col-
which has not kept abreast of changing reall- blamed it for domestic prot ems.
ties. Willens, a 57-year-old ! dllionaire _grand- leagues to look at t]l_ photographs in

father and former Marine was asked, if he these two magazines, iN _thing more need
One of these realities is ;he changing na-

ture of communism whic] has itself frag- felt a major change reail_ has occurred in be said:; nothing more can be said.the business attitude. I ask _animous _×_ent that some
mented into a number of ] olitical divergen- "I think the line of th _ pragmati_t and articles regarding Pa_ s'_an be printedcles. Changes in comm_ _ism have been
matched by changes in cai )ltalism. My first the idealist are meeting," ,e replied. "I_mn in the _COaD,,
employer, were he to retur _ from the dead, few businessmen think v; are unpatriotic There being no obje tlon, the articles
would be astonished by tht "social benefits" now. Ail of them relate in ation to the war, were ordered to be prin _i in the R_:co_v,
we have adopted over the p _st 35 years, for example." as follows:

It seems logical to assm _e and project a Do you really tlhink you can end w!_re?
succession of further chart,, _s "in our direc- "Yes. Maybe there'll be 1 _tle ones. l.:mt :my BENGAL: TI_E MURD_ OF A PEOPLE
tion" within communist c_ untries if inter- feeling is that since we've _lways had wars it It seemed a routine _ )_gh request. As-
national tensions can gr_ 5ually be eased, is no reason to extrapolat into the ffuture, semhling 'the young me of the village of
Public statements on vari _us occasions re- We changed the name of the game when Haltmgh at in Ea.'_t Pakis,_ , a Pakistani Army
veal your awareness that s_ _h easing of ten- technology developed the __lthnate weapon." major i__formed them th his wounded sol-
sions would greatly benefi_ our country. Isn't that being overly ic ealistio? diers urger_tly needed hl_ _i. Would they be
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S. R_s. 159 their successors shall be appointed for terms ADDZ_.FiONAL COSPONSORS OF

l_esoZved, That the _peclal Committee on of ten years each, except that any individual AI_END!_[EN_S
Aging is authorized to}expend from the con- chosen to fill a vacancy shall be appointed
tingent fund of the _enate not to exceed only for the une>:pired term of the n:tember AMI_iNDMEN?_NO. 238
$2,000, in addition to lthe amount, and for whom he shall succeed. The President shall At t2.ke request of Mr. PEARSON, the
the same pmqx_es anq during the same pc- designate one member to serve as Clmirman 8enatol from New Hamp,_hire (Mr. COT-
riod, specified in Set[ate Resolution 816, of the Commission and one member to serve 'tON) and the Senator from Oregon (Mr.
Ninety-first Congress, qgreed to February 16, as Vice Chairman. The Vice Chairman shall I-IATFIEID) were added as cosponsors of
1970, _uthorizing a cqmplete study of any act as Chairman :tn the absence or dl_mbility amendment No. 238, intended to be
and ail matters pertalptng to the problems of the Chairman or in the event of e. va- offered to. the bill (S. 382) to establish a
and opportunities of ol _er people, cancy in that office.

"(b) A vacancy in the Commission shall Federal FJections Commission.
not impair the right of the remaining mem- AMENDMEN??NO. 252
bets to exercise all the powers of the C,om- Ab the request of :Mr. CRANSTOIN[, the

EIViERGElqCY LO, kIq GUARANTEE mission and three members thereo[ shall Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr.
ACT--AMI ND_ constitute a quorum. _CHWEIKF-R) _,as added as a cosponsor

AB&ENDMEN_ NO. SSS "(C) The Commission shall have an official
seal which shall be judicially noticed. 0f amendment No: 252, to S. 2108, a bill

(Ordered to be printed and to lie on "(d) The Commission shall at the close of to, insure medical confidentiality and
the table.) each fiscal year report to the Congress and[ to protect against self-incrimination with

Mr. TAFT submitt_d an amendment, the President concerning the action it leas respect to infermatign provided by vet-
intended to be prolocsed by him, to the taken; the names, salaries, and duties,; of aU er'art dru_,, addicts or alcoholics undergo-
bill (S. 2308) to at.thorize emergency individuals in its, employ and the money it ingtreatrnent and rehabE.itation.

loan guarantees to rrr [jor business enter- has disbursed; and shall make such :further
reports on the matters within its Jurisdiction -- ' _"-'--:

prises.'
a_rND_ENX _o. s4x and such recommendations for further legis- A[NIqOI[iq[CEMENT C_]J _tEARINOS ON

fatten as may appear desirable. VETERANS' I HEA]'_rH MANPOWER(Ordered to be pE xted and to lie on "(e) Members of the Commission slnall, AND i_I[EDICAL
CA_E LEGI8LATIONthe table.) While serving on the business of the Commls-

Mr. WEICKEI_ I abmitted amend- sion, be entitled to receive compensation at l_[r. CB:ANSFON. 1V_. ]?resident, I an-
ments, intended to b proposed by him, a rate fixed by t:ae Director 'of the Office of nounce for the inforrc_kti.on of Senators,
to Senate bill 2308, su _ra. Management and. Budget hut not in. excess the scheduling of he:_ir.gs by the Sub-

6f $100 per day, including traveltlrne; and · -_, ·committee on Healt i and Hospitals,
while so serving away Irom thei r homes or which I am !orivilege ! to chair, of the
regular places oI business they may be al-

FEDERAL ELECTION CA1V[PAIGN ACT lowed travel expenses, including per diem in Conuni'rA,_ on Vetera: z, Affairs, on Au-
OF 1971 lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section gust 4, at; 9 a.ra. in ro_ m 6202, New Sen-

5703 of title 5, United States Code. ate Office Building, )n Veterans:' Ad-
a_E_rn_rNT NO. S4O "(f) The principal office of the Ct)_mxis- ministration health ianpower training

(Ordered to be printed and to lie on sion shall be in or near the District of ,Co- [egislation--S. 2219, 2355, and ][louse
the table.) lu_bia, but it may meet or exercise any' or Joint R,esolution 748, ;nd related bill,s--

Mr. PEARBON. Mr. President, I intro- all its powers at any other place. Senate Joint Resoluti( i ri6; Senate Joint
duce an amendment intended to be pro- "(g) All officers, agents, attorneys, and

employees of the Commission shall k_ sub- Resolution 128, S. ;04--on Veterans'
posed by me to amendment No. 308 by Ject to the provisions of section 9 of the Act Administration medbrd care legislation,
Mr. P^STORE to 8. 382. I ask unanimous of A_agust 2, 1939, as amended (the, Iq2atch S. 2354:, 8. 1924, an( related bills--S.
consent that the RECOEI), as well as this Act), notwithstanding any exemption con- 2340, S 1635, S. 739, sad 8. 879--and on
amendment, indicate that the following tained in such section, dele miscellammus bill H.R. 481.

Senators join with me in support of this "(h) The Con_nission shall appoint an These bills are directed at impx_ving
amendment: Mr. PACKWOOD, 1VIr. DEMI- Executive Director without regard to the health care provided !by the Veterans'
NICK. Ivlr. PEOUTY, iVI2. BAKER, 1vr--r.MOSS, provisions of title 5_ United State,s C(xie,
]_. STEVENS, Mr. GRAVEL, 1VII. SCOTT, Iv[r. goverpAng appointments in the competi_lve AdroAnistration to its beneficiames,

service, to serve at the pleasure of th,_ C4)m- broadening the VA's _ !tthorities in train-
CottoN, and Mr. I-IATFIELD. mission. The Executive Director shall be ing and education o! lealth manpower,

I ask unanimous consent that the responsible for the admlpAstrative operations and strengthening a_ d expanding the
amendment be printed in the RECOEm of the Commission and shall perform such VA's Department of _ [edicine and Sur-

Ther e being no objection, the amend- other duties as _my be delegated or assigned gery affiliations with _r edical centers and
ment was ordered to be printed in the to him from time to time by regulations or with the medical corn: _unity in general.
RECORD,as follows: orders o'f the Corrmatssion. Howew;r, the The primary bills u: der consideration

Commission shall not delegate the maklrq; of
AMENDMENTNO.840 regulations regarding elections to the l_xecu- have the following shr ct and long titles:

On page 20, strike lines 18 and 19 and in- tlve Director. S. 2219, the "Veter_ ns' Administration
_rt in lieu thereof the following: "(1) The Chairman of the Com'mls,,'don Health UIanpower Tral:n ng Act of 1971", a

"(g) 'Comraission' means the Federal shall appoint and fix the compensation of bill to amend title 38 i the United States
1Eeetlons Commisslon;". such personnel as it is deemed necessary to Oode to authorize the A_Xnlnlstrator of Vet-

Wherever in title II of such hill, as fulfill the duties of the Commission In ac- erans, Affairs to provld_ certain assistance
amended by amendment 308, it appears strike cordance with the provisions of title 5, United irt the establishment o!! new public non-
"¢<,mptroller General" and insert in lieu States Code. profit medical, health i ,rcfesslons, and al-
t.hereof "Commission". "(j) The Comn_tsslon may obtain the serv- lled hecdth sChools and the expansion and

Wherever in such title "he,' or "him" ap- tees of experts and consultants In accordance iraprovement of health manpower training
_am _qth reference to the Comptroller Gert- with section 311)9 of ?title 5, United States programs in Veterans' _ lmipAstrstion facll-
_."-L strike such word and insert in lieu Code. lrttles and in existing ducational lnstitu-
tSrre,,! "it". '_(k) Section 5316 of title 5, United _tt_tes ttons affiliated with th Veterans' Admln-

O:_ page 35, between lines 10 and 11, in- Code, is amended by adding at the end .there- istratlon.
_*n q'.e following: of ,the following new paragraph: S. 2355, the "Vete:._ n_' Administra%ion

"'(131) Executive Director, Federsl ]-_iec- Oontin_ing Medical Ed' cation Act", a bill
"FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMISSION tions Commission.' to amend title 38, UPA ed States Cc4e, so

"S_. 310. (a) There is hereby created a "(1) In carrying o_t its responsibilities as to afford advanced r sl,lency-type train-
e',..m:m_lon to be known as the Federal Else- und_ ,this title, ,_he Commission shall, to lng .to medical personr, of the Veterans'
":as Commission, which shall be composed the fullest extent practicable, avall, i_self AdmipAstratlon and eli er Federal Depart-
t: _e members, not more than three of of the assistance, including personnel and merits and Agencies :a iReglonal Medical
ab.: m shall be members of the same political facilities, of the General Accour_¢lng Office Education: Centers esta_ ll_hed at Vetex,ms'
_m-.Y. who shall be appointed by the Presi- and ghe Depar.trnent of Justice. The Comp- Adnxinlstratlon hosplts [s throughout the
C_ : by and with the advice and consent of troller General ,and the Attorney Gen_al UpAted States.
t.'._ Se:late. One of the original members are authorized to make available to the H.J. 1_{_. 748, the "V :tecans' Admlntstra-
_:'. be appointed for a term of two years, Commission such personnel, facilities and tion Medical School A_dsl_nce and :ff.ealth
c:.e for a term of four years, one for a term other assistance, with or without relmb_urse- Servlce Personnel Edu¢ _,tion and Training
¢: .'ix years, one for a term of eight years, merit, as _he Commission may requesl;.' Act of t971", a Joint [esSlutlon amending
a: d One for a term of ten years, beginning P_number ,the following sections '.tn such title, 38 of the E'nlted St: [tSs Code to author-
·'r m %he date of enactment of this Act, but title accordingly, ig_ the AdmArqstrator _f i Veterans' Affairs
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s. s72 ward to his continuing cooperation; and co vote because of the way they may vote;
At the request of Mr. CASE, the Senn- I ask unanimous co_qsen'; that S,_nato r _nd

(8) does not bear a reasonable relation-
for from New Hat )shire (Mr. MCIN- HUMPHREY'S name b_ added as cosponsor _hip to any compelling Sta;te interest in the
· YRE) was added a a cosponsor of S. etS. Res, 158. [

1872, a bill for the r_ ief of Soviet, Jews. The ACTING PR_SID[ENT pre tern- mend'act of Federal elections,
s. _Bs3 pore (Mr. GRAVEL). {Without objection, (b) Upon the basis of these findings, Con-gress hereby exercises its authority under

At the request of Mr. M. AGNUSON, the it is so ordered. ] _ec¢ion 4 arrd section 8 of _rticle I of the
Senator from Hawali (Mr. INOUYE), the _ [ , __ ,_onstitution, and the fourteenth, fifteenth,
Senator from Illillois (Mr. }mERCY), nineteenth, and twenty-sixth amendmcxqts
Senator from Kansas (Mr. DoL_), the FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT ;hereto, and enacts this title.
Senator from Nebraska (Mr. CURTXS), OF 1971--AMEND_ENTS ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICE

the Senator from Bevada (Mr. BmLE), AMENnMENr NO. S42 SEC!. 503. (a) There is hereby estaRiished
:n¢he Bureau of the Census a Universal

the Senator from i_lorth Dakota (Mr. (Ordered to be printed and to lie on 'voter Registration Administration (here-
BURDICK),the Senai ors from Utah (Mr. the table.) _Lfter referred to in this title "Administra-
BENNETT and Mr. _Ioss), the Senator Mr. SCOTT submitted lm amendment 1;ion"). The Administration shall be cc,m-
from Washington Mr. JACKSON), and intended to be proposed by him t,o posed of an Administrator and two A.,;so-
the Senator from Vyoming (Mr. Me- Amendment No 308, prcposed by Mr. clare Administrators, who may be appointed
CEE) were added _ cosponsors of S. PASTORE (for himself and others) 1;o the by the President, by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate. No more than two
1883, the Interstate Taxation Act. bill tS. 382) to promote fair practices in members of the Administrat on shall be of

s. _4_ the conduct of election campaigns for the same political party.
At the request Mr. MuSm:E, the Federal political offices, and for other (b) The Admlnistration shall establish and

Senator from Idah (Mr. JORDAN)was purposes, administer a program cf voter registra:ion for
added as a cospons of S. 1947, a bill AMENDMENT NO. 344 %cling in ali Federa.' elections and shall, upon
to prohibit trading in Irish pots,to fu- (Ordered to be printed and to lie on request, assist S_ates in co:_ductir, g reglswa-
tures on commodity _xchanges. the table.) tion for voting in State and local elections.

(c) Section 53]6 of title 5, United States
S. _el I)NIVERSAL VOTES gEOmTRATmN Code, is amended by adding at the end there-

At the request of ir. HARTKE, the Sen- Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, on be- of the following:

ator from Texas (5 . TOWER) was add- half of Senator BAYH, Semltor EAOIETON, "(131) Adrpdnistrator and Associate Admtn-
ed as cosponsor of S. ,q61, abill to amend Senator HARTKE, Senator MONDALE, -lstr_tors, Universal Vo_er Fie§iai:va.
chapters 31, 34, and 35 of title 38,. Unit- Sens. tor PELL, Senator PR.)XMmE, Senn- tion Administration."
ed States Code, to increase the voca- tor WILLIAMS, and myself, I submit an USE OF DATA PROCESaING

tional rehabilitatior subsistence allow- amendment S. 382, the "Federal Election s_c. 504. The Administration shall es*_b-
anco,% the educatior ¢1 assistance allow- Campaign Act o:[ 1971," and I ask that ]Jsh one or more data uroeessing centers in
ances, and th e spe iial training allow- it lie on the table and be printed, order to carry out Its functions. Voter li-:ts
ances paid to eligibl:. _ veterans and per- The details oi the proposed amend- s:aall be compiled and maintained through
sons under such char tots. meat are described in my remarks on the use of electronic data processing equ:p-

s. 2:_v Monday, July 26, 1971, ',vhich appear ment in such a manner that a list of pe_-
.re)ns registered under this title in each of

At the request of i_._r. HUGHES, the Sen- beginning at page S27117 of the CON- the units in which persons are registered to
ator from Illinois (_ir. STEVENSON), the ORESSIONAL RECOPY for that day. v)te under State and local laws shall be
Senator from Utah (Mr. Moss), and the Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- r4_adily available. The lists shall contain the
Senator from F ennsylvania (Mr. sent that the text of the ar_endment may name, address, zip code, party aff_liation (if
SeHWEIKER) were aided ascosponsors be printed in the RECORD at this point, supplied), date of birth, and 'voting uni.t of
of S. 2217, a bill to provide .a compre- There being no objection, the amend- each individual registered to vote under this
hensive Federal prog:am forths preven- ment was ordered to be printed in the title and such additional information as theAdministration determines to be essentta.1
tion and treatment of drug abuse and ttECOSD, _ follows: to the efficient operation of this title.
drug ,dependence. AMENDMENT No. ]44 REGISTRATION

s. _:_ss ,_t the end of t:_e bill add the following SEC. 505. (a) The Administration shall p_e-
At the request o: Mr. GRIFF_, the new title: lm_re and distribute registration forms _or

Senator from Hawai (Mr. INOUYF) was TITI_E V--VOTER REGI;{TRATION n;m by individuals who wish to register ¢_o
added as a cosponsor of $. 2258, the Mo- SHOST TITLE vote nnder the provisions of this title, or

who wish to change a previous reglstratlcn.
tor vehicle Air PollUtion Control .Accel- SEC. 501. q_ts ti'tie 'may b; ci_d as the Such forms shall be of a type which permlt_
eration Act. i, "Universal Voter Registratlor_ Act of 1971." visual scanning by electronic data proce.';S-

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 62 DECLARATION AND FIIqDINGS ir_g equipment, shall contain appropriate

At the request of Mr. GRIFFIN, the Sen- SEC. 50'2, (a) The Congress hereby finds p:aces for the designation of the registrant's
ator from Hawaii (M_. INOUYE) W_S add- and decimates thai; the admlnistratloxx of name, address, zip code, date of birth, and
ed as a cosponsor of $.J. Res. 62, author- voter registration procedures by the various party s.fmllation, and may be in language other
izing the display of !the flags of the 50 states ms o, pre_ond.ltion to voting in Federal than English in such cases as the Admin]s.-
States at the base of the Washington elections: tratlon deems appropriate.

(1) denies or abridges the constitutional (b) Such forms shah contain a statement
Monument. right of citizens to vote in Fe:lera[ elections; that sueh individual is not disqualified from

· (9.) denies or abridges ,the constitutional _oting under State law by reason of convic.-
right of citizens to enjoy free mow,men_; ti)n of' a crime or mental incompetence, and

ADDITIONAL CO ]PONSOR 0]? A across states lines; s_ch other information as the AdmlnJstra..
RESOL' [TION (S) denies or abridges th,,' privileges or ti_n determines to be essential to the ef_eien_

s. RES _SS immunities of citizens of the United States, operation of this title: Such forms shall als()
deprives them of d_e process of law, and require the signature of the individual seeks.

Mr. BROOKE. Mr President, through denies them the equal pro',ectlon o:[ the lng to regms,_er through the use of such forms
an unfortunate eve: sight the name of laws, in violation of the fourteenth anaend., ahd a statement of the penalty for fraudu..
my distinguished fileague and good meat; lent use of snch forms. The s_gnature of an
friend, the junior enator from Mia- (4) denies or abridges the right tx) vot_; ir dividual on his form shall attest to the ac..
nesota, was omitted s a cosponsor ,of th_ on account of race or color in violation el'. curacy of the information contained thereon.
resolution which I submitted Tuesday the fifteenth amendment; (c) The Administration shall enter into ar..
regarding the Genev Protocol. (5) denies or abridges the right to vote rangemenis with the Postmaster General se

Senator HUMPHR[ has been a valu- on accouut of se_ in violatiou of the nine-, that supplies of such forms shall be reason..
teenth amendment; ably available free of charge In each post

able and respected ]y in the effort to (6) denies or abridges the right to vote of_ee, and shall make such other arrangs-.
reach an agreement n the form in wbAch on account of age l:a vlolaition of the twenty-, meats as it deems appropriate for the distri.,
this treaty can be r: tiffed by the United sixth amendment; button of such forms, including their avail-
States, " (7) la zome lm_tances 1_ the imper- a[ility to groups engaged in voter registra-.

I commend his e_[orts arid loop for- mtssible effect of denying citizens the right t.ion. Such forms shall be mailed free of alt
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postage including airmail to the Administra- procedures to supplement the list:; r.qade titlE; sh_,ll be m/_le avallabl_ by the Adminis-
tion upon completion, and the Administra- available to States and local Jurisdictions tration to any other Federal agency or for
tion shall reimburse the Pos*_al Service for under this subsection, any commercial, activity. No such lnJ_orma-
the cost of such mail. (b) The Administration is authorizedl to tion shall be m/_de avafiable by the _,dminis-

(d) Any individual who is a citizen, who establish appropriate procedures for iudivid- tration to any agency of any State o:r k_al
is eighteen years of age or older (or who will uals to verify their registration under this Jurisdiction except for the purpose of carry-
attain such age on or before the date af the title, lng out functlo_ directly related to the pro-
next Federal election held in the congres- (c) Prior to the date of any such elect:ion, v_/sions of this title.
sional district of State in which he registers), the Administration shall inform individuals (h) Th,e Adnxlnistration is authorized to
who is not disqualified from voting under registered with ',_t of the precinct or ct;her adopt regulations for _he e_fforcement of this
State law by reason of conviction of a crime voting unit In which they are registered to section.
or mental Incompetence, and who is regis- vote. (c) Any person who viotates this section
tered under this title shall be eligible to vote STATE REGISTRATION or regulations adopt_d 'Lhereunder shall
in Federal elections held in _he congressional SEC. 508. (a) Nothing in this title shall be fined not more than $5,¢)00,or imprisoned
district or State in which he is registered interfere with a_xy voter registration, pr(_e- not more than five years, o:: both.
under this title. No other requirement or dure conducted by any State with res]_ct ca,rEa FED_IRALVOTER REGISTRATION
qualification shall be imposed by any State to voting in State or local elections. S]_. 513. This title shall not affect the
or political subdivision thereof on the right (b) Any individual registered to vote un- provisions of the Federal Voting Asststa:ace
of such individual to vote in such election, der any State voter registration procedure, Act of 1955. Persons eliglbl_ to use the form

(e) The Administration is authorized to who is a citizen of the United States,, who is and procedures provided under such Act may
receive registration lists and other informs- eighteen years o:[ age or older (or Who will register under this title.
tion with respect to eligible voters from attain such age on or before the date of the
State or local Jurisdictions _for inclusion in next Federal election to 'be held in the con- DEFL_I_ON_
the registration lists prepared by the Admin- gressional district or State in wh/ch h,_ regis- Sl_. 514_. As used in _hi,, title the term--
lstration under this title, ters), and who is not disqualified from rot- (a) "l"'ederal election" means any primary,

(f) Unless the Administration or a State lng under State law by reason of conviction general or special election iaeld for the elec-
or local Jurisdiction removes a person's name of a crime or mental incompetences, _'_aall tion of _ Federal officer, including a n election
from the list of registered voters because of also be eligible to vote in any :Federal held for the selection of delegates to a ua-
his death or his disqualification from voting election held in such district or State, tional noralnating convention or to a caucus
under State law by reason of conviction of a whether registered under this title or not, for suc.h selection, ami a primary election
crime or mental incompetence, registration (c) Any State which determines by law held for the expression of a preference for
under this title in any State shall remain in that it wishes to use voting registration lists the norainatlon, of persons for elect_ton to
effect for a period of time not less than four compiled under this title as evidence of r_qgls- the office of President;
years, or such longer period as registration tration to vote in State or local elections (b) "IVederal officer" means President, Vice
under State law in such State remains in shall be furnishc_d such lists no lat_:,r _:han President, Senabor, Representative, Delegate

effect. 30 days prior to any such election. Any State to the C(mgrers, or d_leg_te to a national
(g) The Administration shall remove from which so determines may not remove the noEfinazing convention or caucus thereto;

its list of registered voters the name of any name of any individual from such lists _dth ((') "State" means each of the United
person who is _found to be fraudulently or respect to any such election nor ¢ eny to States and the District of Columbia.
otherwise improperly registered or who, after any individual whose name appears c,n such &_r_o_za'r_ON OF AP_'ROPRXATIONIS

registration, becomes disqualified to vote in lists the right to vote in any such e][e(.'lmion, S_.c. 515. There are hereby authorized to
the State or congressional district in which except in accordance with the provisions be appr_ypriated such sunL_ as may be neces-
he is registered. If the Administration re- of this title, s_ry to carry out the :mrposes of this title.
moves the name of any person from such list, REPORI'S FROM STATES

it shall notify such person of such action _S-----_,_-----EO_E_by certified mail within one week of such SEC. 509. The Administration ls authorized
action and the reason thereof, to request from each State periodic rer_)rts EXERCI iECUTIVE

(h) Any State or local Jurisdiction which of the names and addresses of individus2 1S PRIVILFX_E--:!_MtINDMENT
removes the name of any person from such years of age or older who have died in _uch AM_ND;MEI_'r NO. 343
list shall notify such person and the Admin- State. The Administration is also authorized
lstration of such action by certified mail to request from _pproprlate State or ]_ederal (Ordered to be prh i_ted and referred to
within one week of such action. Such notice agencies periodic reports of the names _md tile Colnmitte_ on th _' Judiciary.)
shall include the name and address o_f such addresses of perso_rs disqualified from: voting _.[r_ _'ULBRIGH I' submitted an

person, and a statement of the reason for under State law by reason of convictlo:_ of a_fnelldlnent intende_ to be proposed by
such action. The Attorney General is _u- a crime or menta.l incompetence, him to S. 1125, a bi I to amend title 5,
thorlzed and directed to institute in the REGISTRATXOIgINFORMATION UrlJted States Code, with regard tn the
name of the United States such actions SEC. 510. The Administration shall under- exe]_ise, of execut/ve >rl_ilege.
against States or political subdivisions, in- take, through the use of broadcast and non-
eluding actions for injunctive relief, as he broadcast coranmnications media and reich ---'--=_ _"----.
may. determine to be necessary to imple~ other means as the Administration deems ap- DEPAI:f, T1V[Ei_rs([ F LABOR AND

ment the purposes of thls subsection, and it propriate, to inform potential voters of their BEALTH, F,DUCA UIC,N, AND _f_-
shall be the duty of a Judge designated to eligibility to register to vote in Federal elec- FARE AND RE[ VrED AGENCIES
hear any such ease to assign the case for tions under the provisions of this title.
hearing and determination thereof, and to APPt_OPRIATION ], 1972--NOTICE
cause the case to be in every way expedited. PENALTIES O_ MOTION T( SUSPEND THE

SEC. 511. (a) Whoever knowir_ly or will. RULE
REGISTRATION DATE fully gives false information as to his name,

SEC. 506. An individual may register to vote address, residence, age or other information _[r. B_.rRD of We.' _ Virginia, for Mr.
in a Federal election under this title at any for the purpose of establishing his eligibility _J_AGNU_qOlq, sUblllit_ _l the fol/ow_ng
time until 30 days before the date of sucla to register or vote under this title, or con- rlotice _ha writing:
election, or at such later date before such spires with another individual for the pur- In. acx_)rdance with r _le XL of the Stand-.
election as the Administration may deter- pose of encouragmg his false registration, to lng l%ulez of the Senate I hereby give notice
mine. vote or illegal voting, or pays or offers to tn. wrltlng that lit is my .ntention to move to

,'_OTmr TO _LECrXON O_F_CXaLS pay or accepts payment either -for registra- _uspend paragraph 4 _f rule XVI for the
SEC. 507. (a) Not later than 30 days prior to tion to vote or for voting shall ,be fix)_,d :not pm_se of proposing to the bill (H.R. 10061)

the date of any Federal election, the Admin- more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more making appropriations or ¢he Departments
istration shall furnish to the appropriate than five years, or both. of Labor, and Health, E_ uc_tion and Welfare
election officials of the State or local Juris- (b) Any person who deprives, or attempts and Rela_-d Agencies, _e following amend-
diction in which an election/s to be held, a to deprive, any _'other person of any right ments, humanely:
list of individuals, by precinct or other slmi- under this title shall be fined not more than O_ page 12, ]line 2, ftec the semicolon:
lar voting unit, registered under this title $5,000, or imprisoned not more ths_a 2ave $$,300,0(_) for grants an $6,900,000 for lo_ns
to vote in such election within the con- years, orboth, shall remain available until expended for
gressional district or State in which the (c) The provis_,ons of section 1001 of 'title h(_pital experlmentati¢ projects pursuant
election is to be held. No person whose name 18, United States Code, are made applicable to section 304 and sectli 6i3A of the Public
appears on such list shall be denied the right to the registration form promulgated, under Health Service Act;
to vote in such election, unless such name section 505. On page 2, line 15, a: ;r ,the period:: Pzo-
is removed from such list in accord_ance wi_h R_G_[TOF PRrvacY vige_i /_.rtker, That $21;,000,000 of this ap-
the provisions of this title. The Administra- SEC. 512. (a) lq'o information provided[ by propriat_on shall be m; _d by the Office of
tion is authorized to establish appropriate or in connection 'with any person under this Fz_nomic Opportunity _ fi:aarzce Emergency
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,containing views sir. ilar to those you ex- Mr. President, enactment of S. 382 will (_ast and nonbroadcast communications
ipressed. Although w, have not h_d an op- completely change political campai_,,-ns in zaeclJ.a. It in effect i_; implying that a
portunity to fully el _luate all of the corn- America. The people will know a![1 the campaign in New Hamp,q_ire, Maine or
ments, it appears th t _he proposed airport
certification rule. as _roposed, will be mood- facts about campaign financing. :I_Iore- Wyoming is the same as a campaign in
fled in certain areas I assure you that all over, candidates will be strictly limfi,ed on New York City, New Jersey, or Califor-
oomments relative tc implementing the Air- the amount of money they can spend on rfia. Since, campaigns in fact have very
port and Airway De 7eloprnent Act will be the communications media, different requirements, in different lraI_s
seriously considered [)riot to issuing a final I am disappointed that apparently _)f the country, the Rules Conur_ittee
rule. partisan political considerations have led correctly permitted the individual candi-

Sincerely, to the introduction of amendment 308as date to spend money on either broadcast
· J.H. SHArFER,

Administrator. a complete substitute for the excellent or nonbroadcast communications media
piece of legislation reported by the Sen- as long as he stayed within his overall

I believe that _ s bill _qll meet the ate Rules Committee. ]imitations.
problems posed by ;he new certification Passage of amendment 308 as it lis now Our _ amendment, Mr, President,
requirement. It w 11 help the airports structured would again substitute a weak restores tlhe fair labeling provision con-
of Nebraska meet tle requirements, and, bill for a strong bill. ':,ained in a Rules Committee bill.
.therefore, I am plea ;ed to cosponsor it. It would substitute an incumbents bin Mr. President, disclost_e of political

, for a fair bill. contributionsand expendituresis mean-
It would encourage the creation of un- :/ngless tmless the American People are

FEDERAL _ECTION CAMPAIGN paid debts. .given the opportunity to easily obtain the
ACT OF 1971--AMENDMENTS It would make it more difficult for the facts. My amendment wlhich was over-

:_r_mMm_rs _OS. S4S T_ROUa_ SS0 American people to know where political wheliningly adopted by the Rules Corn-
committees get their money from and mittee simply required political conunit-

(Ordered to be printed and to lie on how they spend it. tees to place a notice on the material
the table.) It would perpetuate the lack of con- they used for soliciting contributions.

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, on be- fidence of the .American people in our That notice did two things.
half of myself and Senator BaKra I send election process by refusing to give the lq rst, it certified to the potential con-
three amendments to amendment 308 to enforcement authority to an Indel_:ndent tributor that the political committee had
S. 382 to the desk and ask that they be Federal Elections Commission. complied with the lPederal Disclosure
printed in the RECOSD immediately fol- The amendments being introduced by Act. Second, it informed the potential
lowing myremarks. Senator BAKER and meto amendment contributor that he could purchase a

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 308 represent an attempt to restore so:me copy of the report of co:atributiorLs and
objection, it is so ordered, of the provisiolas contained in the bill expenditures from the Government

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, all of us reported by the Senate Rules Conu:aittee. Printing Office.
should be aware of the fact that the First, we believe that the Rules Co:m- Mr. President, the ._nerican citizen
American people are sick and tired of mittee was correct in exempting all Fed- should be entitled to this information.
weak and ineffective laws regulating era1 candidates from the equal tu:ae :re- We shc_uld make certain the American
Federal elections. I am confident that quirements in section 315(a) of the Fed- citizen who wants to contribute to corn-
this Congress will restore the confidence ers3 Communications Act. Withes.,:: after mittees be given the opportunity to ob-
of the American people in our Govern-
ment by enacting the Federal Elections witness testified that the equal tkoe :re- rain the information about how the par-quirements of section 315(a) are in effect ticular committee spends its money. I
Campaign Act of 1971. "no time offered requirements", because might point out, Mr. Pre.,;ident, that longSenator B_R and I worked long and
hard with many of our colleagues on broadcasters are inhibited from giving ago we protected stockholders in our Na-
the Senate Commerce Committee to free time to any candidate, tion's businesses by reqa/ring corpora-
strengthen S. 382 as originally intro- Amendment 308 by exempting pres- tions to issue stockholde:rs' reports. It is
duced. Together with our colleagues on idential and vice presidential campaigns about time we afforded the same oppor-
that committee we made substantial from equal time requirements recognizes tunity to those dedicated Americans who
progress toward drafting an effective and the fact that section 315 has not worked contribute money to pe.litical commit-
meaningful piece of legislation. In aH in the interest of having an Lufollned tees in the hopes that our democracy
candor we were not completely success- democracy, However, by not includ:[ng will more effectively work.
ful in our efforts to develop a strong bill all candidates for Federal office _mder I support a number of other amend-
because some of our colleagues on the the exemption, amendment 308 :merely ments to amendment 308 and I sincerely
Commerce Committee favored tabling ail represents an effort to provide ',,;pecial hope that when we get to consideration
amendments suggested to the bill not protection for every incumbent Senator of this important bill we can amend
relating to title I. and Congressman. The American pub- amendment 308 so that it will reflect the

As the ranking Republican member of lic deserves to expect more frora this same strength as the bill reported by the
the Committee on Rules and Admirals- Congress than legislation designed to Rules Committee.
tration, I continued the fight to see that protect incumbents. As a matter of fact, ]_Ir. President, I
the legislation was considered in its eh- Our second amendment to amendment am in hopes that we can further Improve
tirety. Other members on the Rules Com- 308 would restore the interchangeabfiity the Rule.,; Committee bill by adopting an
mittee agreed with me and we succeeded feature contained in the Rules C¢,mrtdt- Independent Federal Eections Commis-
in developing a strong and sound ap- tee bill with respect to spending limita- sion to make certain that the Federal
proach to the whole subject of political tions. Again all the evidence wa:ms Elections Campaign Act of 1971 becomes
campaigns for elections to Federal of- against an arbitrary overstructuring of a piece of legislation which is enforced
rices. The bill reported by the Senate political campaigns by Congress unless with fairness, impartiality, and effective-
Rules Committee completely overhauls Congress wants to deliberately increase ness.
the laws regulating campaigns for Fed- the percentage of incumbents re,',le_;_d There being no objection, the amend-
eral office. It is a strong, no-nonsense bill to office. Is it not enough that since 1940 ments were ordered to be printed in the,
that will restore the faith of the Ameri- 93 percent of all incumbents for Federal RECORD,as follows:
can public in the elections process, omce have been reelected? A_NDMENT NO. 848

It is a tough bill imposing penalties on We have given ourselves the franking On page 2, Hne 7, insert "(1)" .before.
political candidates who do not strictly privilege. "Section".
adhere to its requirements. We have name recognition i:a our on page 2, strike lines 10 and 11,and insert:

It closes every single loophole in exist- States or congressional districts, in lieu thereof the follo'_dng: "and the
lng law. We have-the ability to make, m._'s fonowlng: 'oth_.c than _'ederal elective office

The unregulated District of Columbia headlines by our stand on the issues s_d (_s defined in subs_tion (c) of thl_
Political Committee is dead. the way we vote., section) _'".On page 2, be%ween lines 11 and 12, insert

The myth that a candidate is trot re- Now amendment 308 attempts 1to _ve the following:
sponsible for other committees which us a further advantage by placin_g _p- "(2) Section 315 (a) o:_such Act is amended
happen to support him is ended, orate but identAcal limitation on broad- by l:aserting altar the first sentence thereof
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the following: 'If a licensee permits a legally (2) (A) The Com ptroll_-r C_ener_u! shall onation. I believe t: at certain portions
qualified candidate for Federal elective of- compile and furnish %_othe Public Prin'_er, of _bhe report bear _peating at leKS:th.
rice to use his broadcasting station tn connec- not later _;han the last day of March of each This panel's report s' Ltes:
tlon with such candidate's campaign for year, a:a annual report for each political
nomination for election, or election to such committee which hms filed _ report with him The Panel is serious concerned _lth the
o_ce, the licensee shall afford such candi- under '¢bJ.s title dUrlng 0he period from problem of earthquake ¢ resulting from h=ge-
date maximum flexibility in chc_)sing his March 10 of the l_recedlcLg calendar year yiehl nuclear tests. Al;hough the possibility
program format.'" through January 31 of th e year ir_ which that underground nucl _ar tests might lrdtlate

such annual ¢eport is made. avafiable to _;he one or more earthquat :es h_ been suggested
A1VIENDMENTNO. 349 Public Printer. Each such annual report in the past, new an,! significant evidence

On page 4, beginning with llne 16, strike shall contaln_ demonstrates that sma I earthquakes do aclu-
down through line 7 on page 5 and insert (l) a copy of _he staten_ent of organl_o ally occur both immed _tely after a large '.y_eld
in lieu t hereof the following: _ou of She political congnltt_e zequlred test explosion and ir the following weeks.

"(2) (A) No legally qualified candidate under section 30_1, together v_£th any ameILdo The largest of the ob_ ;fred :_ssociated after-
in any primary, runoff, general, or special ments thereto; a'_d shocks have been l_ _tween one and two
election for a Federal elective office may (ii) a copy of each relY,ri filed by such magnitudes less tha_ the explosion itself.
spend for the use of broadcasting stations on committee under section 3(4 from March 10 However, there does r )t now appear to be a
behalf of his candidacy in such election a of the pr_edin_ year through January 31 basi.s for eltrninattng the possibility that a
total amount in excess of--- of the yeast, in which the aznu_l report is so large test explosion m ght induce, either Jm-

"(1) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate furnLsh¢,d Vo the Public Printer. mediately or after a r _riod of time, a severe
of resident popxfiation of voting age for such (B) The Public Printer shall n_ake coplea earthquake of sufiicte_ fly large mag-_itude to
office, as detern_ned by the Bureau of Census of such a_mual reports available for sale to cause serious damage _ell beyond the lirrfits
In J[une of the year preceding the year in the public by the Superintendent of Docu- of the test site.
which the election is to be held; or ments as .'_on a_; practicable _ter %hey are II:_ fact the AEC', environmental im-

"(ii) $30,0oo, Lf gre_ter than the amount received from the Comptroller General. 'oact statement ac_ nowledges that' the
determined under clause (l). .-

A legally qualified can(lidate for nomlna- understanding of ' earthquake mecha-
lion for election to the off, ce of t_esldent EMEI:tGENCY (_UARANTEE nisms is still develo ting and is not sub-
may not spend a total amount for all pti- ject to exact calcu_ _tions." In addi'_ion
mary elections held for such office in which the AEc environm total impact state-
he is a candidate in excess of the lim_itation AMENDMEN _O 35! ment also adds ths; "the possibility of
provided by the first sen,tence of this para- (Ordere,_/ to be to lie an t:he Cannikin causing tl e premature _ele_se
graph, table.) of a large quake ca] not be ruled out.':'

"(B) In _ddltion to the amount which he ]qLr. TAFT _n amendment It is acknowledg_ d that the Alaska-
may spend under paragraph (2) (A' of this intended 'to be by him to t:_e Aleutian area is o_ e of the most seis-
subsection for the use of broadcast corn- bill (8. 2308) to emergency m_ically active area in the world. Thismunica_ions _edia in connection with his
campaign, a candidate for Federal office may loan guarantees to business eh- area is prone to ea_ ;hquakes and in the
spend for such use any unspent portion of terprises, past 71 years, eigh_ earthquakes of the
the amount he is authorized to spend' for magnitude of eight, r more on the Rich-
the use of nonbroadcast oommtmicat_ons L '_PUB lC WOR]KS ter scale have occur 'ed. Further in 1970,
media under section 103 cf the Federal Elec- 68 quakes alone ha ,e registered on the
tion Campaign Act of 19?L

On page 8, s_tke lines 6 through _1 and No. ss_ Richter scale and o._ Sunday, July 25, a
quake registering 6., on the Richter scale

insert in lieu thereof the follow--g: (Ordered to be and to lie on took place in the A eutians. I emphasJze(c) (1) Nolegallyqualifiedcandidatein
any primary, runoff, general, or special elec- the table.) that the 68 eartt quakes recorded in
tlon for a P_leral elective or,ce may spend Mr. INOUYE. Pres[den.t, the Sen- Alaska last year w, 'e only those ea_h-
for the use of nonbroadomst oommunioations ate will consider Sa';urday tJae bill quakes recorded on instruments. In ad-
media on behalf of _ls candidacy in such contah_ing the Atomic dillon, many earth_ rakes of lesser mag-
election a total amount in excess of-- Energy i,,Cor_tained tn t_ds tfitude Occur in ur _opulated areas and

(A) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate of measure are for a 5-megaton are never recorded.
re_lder,t population of voting age for such underground 'test,csd_ledCanrA_
office,as determined by the Bureau offCensus Let me emphasi_ _ that the Cannikin
in June of the Fear Preceding the year in k/n, to be Amc_dtka in the test is expected to: be a multimegab_n
which the election is to be held; or Aleutian Islands time this fall. I _last, equivalent td the force of nearly

(B) $30,000, if greater than the amount am offering this to postpone 5 million tons of T [T_that is approxi-
detelm_tned under subparagraph (A). the use of thes_ loc the Cannik/n mutely 250 times m re powerful than t/he

A legally qualified candidate for nomina- test until May 31, 72, _mause I do not bomb dropped on roshima. The AF, C's

lion for election to the office of President believe that this caw be conducted sxperience with u lderground nuclear
may not spend a total amount for all pti- with adequate of safety not _ests is with their: _evada test sites, anmary elections held for such office i:a which
he is a candidate In excess of the limitation ollly for the but more ira- _.rea much less act .ve seismically than
provided by the first sentence of this para- portantly for the of the PaciJic the Aleutians. In tr face of the Atonfic
graph. Basin.

(2) In addition to the amount which he In Octo'ber of 19( the Atomic Energy Energy Commission _ own admission thatthe available kno_ ledge of predicting
may spend under this subsection for the use CommL, sion a I-megaton _eismic activity is _till developing and
of no,broadcast communications _edia in nuclear test on Prior to that ether scientists' vie _s that; such nuclear
connection with his oam1_algn, a c_ndidate time, I became concerned tests could possibly trigger such seismicfor Federal o_ce may spend for such use
any unspent port_on of _he amount he is that this test could trigger _m activity, it is clear ti at there are risks in-
authorized to spend for the use of b]_oadcast earthquake whizh cause a disas- volw._i in the deton _tion of Cannikin.
communications media under section 315 trolls tidal wave tsumuni. In an at- As I have stated, number of scientists
(c) of the C_nmunlcatlon Act of 1934 (4_ tempt to evaluate the available data oelieve that such n underground nu-

u.s.c. 315 (c)). on the possibility triggering earth- fleer test can trigg( earthquakes. As you
quakes as a result a multimegaton ex- _re probably awar_ tidal waves or tsu-

A_mN_rrr No. 3_0 plosion and the resulting d_- :_am:is are principa ly caused by under-
On pa_e 22, after line 23, /gid the follow- structive haw; arid ,,,round earthquake_ _4th vertical grotmd

new sect/au:
tngf) (1) Any political committee shall tn- _tudied this sub- movement. The At_ mic Energy Commis-
elude on the face or front page of all lit- ject. ;_ion's environment J impact statement
erature and _givertiseme_ts soliciting funds In the court; my :investigation I ,'_haracterizes the li :elihood of Cannikin
the following notice: learned that a of e_perts was al)- creating the risk o: tsunamis as "negli-

'_n compliance with Federal law t_ report pointed in. 1968 by President's Office lible" and "highly unlikely." Frankly,
has been (or will .be) filed with the Comp- of Science and l_ evaluate _;his admission doe little to allay the
troller _ener_l of the United States show- the _gr0urLd fears to the people living in the Pacific
lng a detailed account of our receipts and
expenditures. A copy of _hat report /s avail- nuclear tests. One their conclusions :ctm. Hawaii has be n devastated in the
able at a charge from the Superlntertdent of W/lq a test of this nature past by tidal wave_ A 1946 earthqt_ake
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, should in light of the pas- _n the Aleutians px _tuced a tidal wave
Washington, D.C. 20402." occlr from its del- which took the live, of 159 men, women,
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in American policy m :ke East Pakistan in- 347 (1914); Lassil:er'v. Northampton County l_urthermore, Congress provided for the
,dependence likely in ( Vd years or five years Bcl. o/Elections, 360 U.S. 45, 50 (1959); Cax- number and manner cC apportionment of
rather than 10 years? q mere was no definitive rington v. Rask, 380 U.S. 89, 91 (1965); Soda.th lhe House of Represent.atlv,_, and required
answer. But whether: angla Desb comes to Carolina v. Ifatze_baek, 383 U.S. 301, 325 that ali votes for representatives be by
:pass in two, five, or II years, its citizens are (1966); Oregon v. MitckeIl, 400 U.S. 11.2, 119 written c r printed ballot. Act of Feb. 2, 1872,
likely to have long-- _nd not very fond-- (1970). ¢'. 11; 17 Stat. 28; 2 U.S.(). ----; Act of June,
:memories of America' role in their revolu- But, this is only true In that states may 18, 1929, (;. 28 9 22,46 Stat. 26, §9 2, 6, 7, 8, and
tlonary war. enact legislation on the subject---as provided 9. Section 2 was superseded by 2 U.S.C. §2a.

by section 2 of Artlcle 1, the Seventeenth ,_g'miley v. Holm, 285 U._t. 31}5 (1932).
Amendment, and section 1 of Article II-- Congress repealed most of the sections
that does not conflict with legislaticm en- passed a_ a part of the ]Reconstruction §egis-

UNIVERSAL VOTER REGISTRATION acted by Congress in exercise of its power to )atica in 1894 (Act of Feb. 8, 1894, 28 Stat.
FOR FEDERAL ELECTIONS--THE regulate federal elections under section 4: of _t6), with the hope expressed in the ,Corn-
CONSTITUTIONAL BASIS Article I and its more general power under raitt_ Report which accompanied the repeal

Article 1, section 8 "to make all laws which 1hat the enactment of state laws to "protect
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, last shall be necessary and proper for carrying 1he vote.r and purify the ]_allot" would be

:Monday, in discussing my amendment-- into execution the foregoing powers." ;See Ex extended to "every state in 'the union." H.R.
:numbered 344--t0 S. 382, the Federal parle Siebolg, 100 U.S. 371 (1880) Ex parle ]tep. No. 113,53d Cong., 1st Sess., p. 7.
Election Campaign Act of 1971, I empha- Yarbrougk, 110 U.S. 651, 663, 664 (t884); After _;he turn of the century, however,
,sized my view that there is ample consti- Swaf]ora v. TempZeton, 185 U.S. 487 (1902); Congress again found it; necessary to enact
tutional justification for action by Con- Wiley v. Sinkler, 179 U.S. 58, 64 (1900; U.S. legislation to protect the right to vote in

v. Classic, 313 U.$. 299, 315 (1941) "It is :n.ot Y'ederal elections. Congress, in 1909, made it
gress to establish a program, to be car- true, therefore, that electors for members of _,_crbne: (1) for :any officer cr member of the
:tied out by the Census Bureau, for un]- congress (or president) owe their rlL;;ht to _rmed forces to station Army or Navy troops
versa1 voter registration in Federal elec- vote to the state law, in any sense which _,t the polls or attempt to set the qualifica-
tions. See pages 27120-27121 of the makes the exercise of the right depend ex- lions for voters to cast their ballot, and (2)
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD for Monday, July elusively on the law of the state." Ex parle for anyone in the service of the United States
26, 1971. The linch-pin of the constitu- Yarbrougg, 110 U.S. 651. 663-64 (1884); ac- 1o solicit:, be solicited for, or to make any
tional basis for such action is Oregon v. cord, Baker v Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 242-43 polit![cal campaign contribution. Act of
Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112 (1970), in which (1962). ]qlarch 4 1909, ch. 321, 35 Stat. 1902, 1903,
the Supreme Court sustained the liter- THE HXSTOR¥ OF CONGRESSXONaLLE(;ZS:hA?:[O_ :8 U.S.C. 9§ 241 et seq. C_ngress in 1911 pro-vlded for the manner of :nomination and
acy, residency, and voting age provisions Historically, Congress has extensively re,g- election _f members of ,_he House of Repre-
of the Voting Rights Amendments of _xlated the conduct of federal elections under E,entatlves between the date of the census
1970. its constitutional authority. Almost lmmedi~ and the date of rea pportS, onment. Act of Aug.

ately after the Constitution was ratified, leg- _l, 1911, c. 5, 37 8tat. 15, 2 U.S.C. §9 4 and 5.
Recently, I have received a detailed Islation was passed by Congress. In 179'2 Con~ And in 1914 Congress establi,,;hed the time for

legal memorandum supporting the power gress established the time for appointment, the election of Senators.
of Congress to regulate voter registra- the number of presidential and vice presi- Congress in 1925 and 1939 broadened fed-
:Lion in Federal elections. The memoran- dentin§ electors to which each state was en- E,rs.1 cmntrol over the federal electoral process
dum was prepared by Prof. Kenneth titled, and the manner in which they were by enacting a set; of statute,,;, supplementing
_Duido of the University of Kentucky Law to cast their ballots. Act of March 1, 1792; I those passed in :[909, that imposed criminal
ISchool, an expert in the constitutional Stat. 239; 3 U.S.C. 9 1, 2, 10, 11, 14, a:ad 15. penalties upon certain financial transactions

And in 1804, Congress modified the manner designed t_ influence _indldates or voters.
][aw of voting rights and voting proce- of voting. Act of March 26, 1804, 2 Stat. 295; An offer to make an expenditure of money, or
dures. Professor Guido is a consultant to 3 u.s.c. 9 8 and 9. Less than forty years t he receipt thereof, and s pre raise of appoint-
the voting-rights project of Common later, In 1842, Congress enacted legl.,dation xnent by a candidate to influence a persons'
Cause, for whom the memorandum was which provided that candidates for the xote were explicitly declared to be unlaw-
]prepared, and the memorandum was House of Representatives were to be selected Iul, as were solicitations of political contribu-
]provided to me by Common Cause. from contiguous and compact dl_5.trlctS, lions of those employed by t:ae United States

Mr. President, I believe the memoran- overturning a common state practice of or paid in !mart with federal fands, and poi]ti-
dum will be of interest to every Senator electing representatives at large, see Act of cai contributions by national banks, corpora-

June 25, 1842, c. 47, § 2; 5 Stat. 491; 2 U.S.C. lions or iai)or organizations. Act of June 25,
concerned with improving the voting § 3, expired by own limitation in 1929, Wo_ 1948, c. 645, 62 Stat. 721, 18 U.S.C. 99 597,599,
]participation of the American people, v. Broom, 287 U.S.. 1. Congress in 1845 estab- t:09, and 610. The legisla'_lon of 1939 made it
and I ask unanimous consent that it be lished procedures for the filling of vacancies s. (;rime; (1) for any person to lnltknldate
]printed in the RECORD. to the electoral college and reappolntment _otera; (:2) for federal employees, or those

There being no objection, the memo- of electors if they fail to reach a decision on ]_id In part by federal funds, to use their
randum was ordered to be printed in the the day specified by earlier legislation. Act c fficial authority over funds for public works
_[_ECORD,as follows: of 1845, c. 1; 5 Stat. 721; 3 U.S.C. 9 8 am_t 4. ]_,roJects, work relief, or employment In order

Congress, in 1851, enacted legislation reg- to influence voters; or (3) for any person
POWER OF CONGRESSTO REGULATE VOTER REG- ulating the time and manner for contesting to solicit funds in a :_ederal building or

_STRATION FOR FEDERAL ELECTIONS an election of any member of the House of from perone on welfare. Act of Aug. 2, 1939,
Written by Professor Kenneth Guido, Unl- Representatives, including the time and c. 410, 53 Stat. 1148, 18 U.S.C. 9§ 594-95,598.

verslty of Kentucky Law School; Consult- manner of taking depositions and penal- 60C-601, 604-605.
ant, Voting Rights Project, Common ties for failure to testify. Act of Feb. ][9, In the decade of the forties, more additions
Cause; provlded by Common Cause 2100 1851, c. 11; 9 Stat. 568; 2 U.S.C. § 201 et seq.; v:m_e made regarding the manner in which
M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037) superseded by P. L. 138; 83 Stat. 284; 2 I_.S.C. f_deral elections 'were to be held. Legislation
The framers of the Constitution provided 9 381 et seq. And in 1865 Congress prohlb- v,'rus enacted in 1940, which: (1) prohibited

in Article I, Section 2 that members of the ]ted interference with the right to vote by w;ate or local employees paid in part or in
House of Representatives shall be elected by any Army or Navy officer. Act of Feb. 25, whole with federal funds from using their
the people and that the voters shall have the 1885, c. 52, § 1, 13 Stat. 437; 42 U.S.C. lg72. position to intlmidate, coexce or influence
"Qualifications requisite for Electors of the The first comprehensive package of leg- votem from taking an arq;lye part in partisan
most numerous Branch of the State Leg]s- islation regulating federal elections was political campaigns and (2) :prohibited firms
lature." The Seventeenth Amendment ex- passed by Congress as part of the Retch- or individuals contractir_g with the United
tended this to the election of Senators by the struction legislation right after the Oivll S fates from making a political contribution
people who are to have the same qualifica- War. This legislation, embodied in §9 19--22 of any kind. Act of July 19, 1940, c. 64, 54
llons as voters for members of the House of of the Aot of May 31, 1870, 16 Stat. 25.6, end Stat. 767, 772, 5 U.S.C. §] :[501 et seq; 18
Representatives. Similarly, Article II, sec- in the Act of June 19, 1872, 17 Stat. 347- E.S.C. §9 611. Zn addition, legislation was
lion I places the qualifications of Presiden- 349, made it unlawful to register falsely, to enacted c_uring this period prohibiting any-
rial electors under state authority. These pro- bribe a voter, to vote without a legal one from polling a member of the a_rmed
visions have been conslstently interpreted right, to make false returns, to interfere in forces on the way he lntende_ to vote or had
to mean that now, as before enactment of the any manner with officers of elect]om;, and voted, and requiring political mailings to in-Civil War Amendments, the States have the
authority to establish the qualifications for for any ofiqcer of an election to neglect any elude the name of the person or group re-s:i)onsible for the distrlbutlon. Act of Sept.
voters, to regulate the registration of voters, duty required of him by state or federal 1_, 1942, c. 561, as add_,_l April 1, 1944, e.
_md to supervise elections. Minor v. Happer. law. In addition, Congress authorized fed- 1.50, 58 Stat. 146, 18 U.S.C. § 596; Act of Dec.
._ett. 21 Wall. 162, 170 (1874); U.S.v. Reese, eral officers to register voters, and certify 2:1, 1944, C. 706, .58 Stat. 91z.!, 915, 18 U.S.C.
92 U.S. 214,217 (1876); McPherson v. Blacker, the results of elections_ establishing co:m- § 6:[2.
146 U.S. 1, 39 (1892); Pope v. Williams, 192 p!ete federal control over federal electlorm. In the late fifties and e_'ly sixties l_ddl-
U.S. 621, 632 (1902); Guinn v. U.S., 238 U.S. See Il. S. v Gradwell, 243 U.S. 476, 482 (:t91§). tlonal legis, latlon was passod under Con-
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cress' constitutional authority to regulate wary of the terr_ptatlons to corrupt federal ultimate supervisory power over con:=m:es-
federal elections. In 1957, Congress amended election_, viewing such behavior as a eon- sional elections . . ." Oregon v. Mitchell, 400
42 U.S.C. 1971, adding thereto a section pro- $tant source of danger. Ex paste Yarbrough,, U.S. 112, 124 (1970). Justice Douglas, al-
hibiting any person acting under color of law 110 U.S. 651, 666-67 (1884) quoted with ap- ttlough he ruled upon the privileges and
from interfering with any other person's proval in Burrouglts v. U.S., 290 U.S. 534, imnlunities clause of the Fourteenth
right to vote in federal elections. P.L. 85-315, 546-47 (1934). Consequently, it is not sar- Amendment in upholding the duratl;onal
42 U.S.C. 1971 (b). In 1960 Congress required prising 'bo find feleral eourt_ upholding legis- residency provision of the 1970 Voting Rights
retention and preservation for a period of latlon tlhat prohibited: (1) the making of.ex- Act, stated that the "right to vote for na-
time of all records and papers relating to reg- penditures to influence voting (18 U.,%C. tional officers is a privilege and immunity
istration, or any other act requisite to 597), U.S.v. Blanton, 77 F. Supp 812 (D.C. of national citizenship," id. at 149, and that
voting in federal elections, by the officer of Mo. 1943); U.S.v. Foote, 42 iF. Supp. 717 (D.C. the choice of means to protect such a privl-
the election or such other custodian as pro- Del. 1942); In re Co}ten, 62 F. Supp. 2d 249 lege presents a question primarily addressed
vided by state law. P.L. 86-449, 42 U.S.C. (C.C.A.N.Y. 1932); (2) The solicitation of to the Judgment of Congress. Id at 150. Jus-
1974. Moreover, to further protect the lnteg- political[ contributions upoI_ federal property tires Brennan, Marshall anti White did not
rity of federal elections, Congress, in 1960, (18 U.S.C. 603), U.S.v. Thayer, 209 1_.S. 39 state explicitly what their position was on
made it a crime for any person acting under (1908); and (3) the prohibition of '.political Congress' authority to regulate federal e]ec-
color of law to willfully interfere with a per- contributions by certain ',orporations and tlons but cited Justice Douglas' views in a
son's right to vote in federal elections by labor unions in an election at which federal footnote, and went on to base their affirma-
force or threat of force. P.L. 90-284, 82 Stat. officers are to be elected tH; U.S.C. 610), U.S. tion of the durational residency provision of
73, 18 U.S.C. 245. v. Brewers' Ass'n. 239 F. 16[; (D.C. Pa.. 191_); the 1970 Voting Rights Act on the right to

As this summary points out, Congressional U.S.v. CIO, 77 F Supp. 355 (D.C. 1948); U.S. travel. Id at 237, particularly footnote 16.
regtfiatlon of the "time, place and manner" v. UAW-4_IO, _;52 567 (1957), rehear:ing Moreover, although Justices Stewart and
of federal elections, has fluctuated over time, denied 353 U.S. 9i3. Blackmun and Chief Justice Burger did not
depending upon what Col_gress perceived the Finally, proscription of the distribution of believe Congress' authority extended t_) in-
need to be. To assume from this, however, statements whicla might b; erroneously at- elude the reduction of the voting age re-
thai; Congress has only narrowly ch:awn au- trlbuted to one or another camlidate by _;he quirement, in an opinion written by Justice
thority to preserve the integrity of elections electorate (18 U.5.C. 612) without disclosing Stewart they were careful to point out that
is unwarranted, the name of the person responsible lor their Congress has the authority under Article I,

THE SUPREME COURT PRECEDENTS distribution has been held to be within the section 4 and section 5 to pass such laws as

The Supreme Court has repeatedly uphelcl power of Congress to preser_,e the integrity of are necessary to assure fair elections and to
legislation enacted to protect the integrity of federal elections. U.S.v. Scott, 195 F. Supp. protect and facilitate the exercise of privi-
federal elections under Art. 1 § 4 and under 440 (D.C. iN_D. 1961). leges of United States citizenship," citing
Article 1, § 8, "to make all laws which shall The right of the people to choose their both United States v. Classic, supra, and
be necessary and proper." Legislation that federal officials, whatever may the eor_.tl- Burrouglts v. United States, supra. Id., at
protected the right of qualified voters to tutional allocation of authority cJ the states 281ff.
have their votes counted, United States v. and the federal government to regulate the THE SCOPE OF CONGRESS' A_T]H[ORITYTO EEGU-
Mosley, 238 U.S. 383 (1915); Ex paste Yar- election of state officials "is a right estab- LATE ELECTIONS
brOllgh, 110 U.S. 651 (1884), and legislation llshed _md guaranteed by the cor/stitut!_on Of particular importance in the area of
that protected the franchise against less out- and hence is one secured by it to th_se voting rights is whether the right to chc_se
right denials, such as alteration of ballots, citizens and inhabitants of the state on- Federal officials embraces the registration cf
United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299 (1941) titled to exercise the right" U.S.v. Clas:,_c, voters.
or dilution by stuffing of the ballot box, 313 U.S. 299 (1941); See al_o, Ex parte Y_r- It is fair to assume that the framers of
United States v. Saylor, 322 U.S. 385, have brough., 110 U.S. 651 (1884_; U.S.v. Mosley, the Constitution, in adopting Article I, see-
been upheld as constitutional exercises of the 238 U._'L 383 (1915). Ob-iously, included tion 4, did not have in mind modern regis-within this right to choose is the right of all
power of Congress. tration statutes, "any more than they con-

The extent of Congressional authority has qualtfie_l citizens to have their vote counted, templated the application of the commerce
stretched beyond overt fraud to encompass U.S.v. Classic, st:pra; Swaff)rd v. Templeton, clause to interstate telephone, telegraph and
many other matters, including insidious de- supra; United 5_tates v. l_.'osley, supra; Ex wireless communication, which are con-
vices which Congress believed had the pro- parte Siebold, supra; In re Coy, 127 U.S. 731; cededly within it. But in determining
pensity to undermine the legitimacy of the Hagen v. U.S., 144 U.S. 263 It seen_; lncon- whether a provision applies to a subject mat-
federal electoral process. Legislation setting gruous 'that such a simple proposition co_xld ter,'" whether or not it was then in existence
the date for meeting of Presidential electors ever be doubted when the r_ature and theory does not matter. U.S.v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299
(3 'U.S.C. § 5) has been held to preempt of a representative democracy, the princi- 316 (1941). In setting up an enduring frame-
state law setting a conflicting date. McPker- pies upon which it is supposed to rest, and work of government, the framers intended
son v. Blacker, 146 U.S. i (1892) Legislation the history of the constitution are carefully the Constitution to last for an indefinite

' considered.. Yick Wo. v. l_opkins, 118 U.S. length of time, providing a set of funda-
defining the basis of apportionment, of Con- 356, 369 (1885). "If a goveri_ment, the essen- mental principles which the Constitution it-
gress (2 U.S.C. § 2a) has been upheld as a rial character of which is republican and its self defines to be applied to all the vicissi-
constitutional exercise of Congress' power to President and Congress arc elected directly tudes of the changing affairs of men. Cre-
regulate federal elections, with a federal cfr- by the people, ls to be anytlaing more than a goo v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112 (1970). Conse-
cult court stating that "whenever a member mere aggregation of delegated powers from quently, the Constitution ts not to be read
of Congress is to be elected, Congress seeks the various states, it must have the author- as legislative enactments which are subject
by statute to protect the elections of its ity to protect the integrity of its elections, to continuous legislative revision with the
members against any possible un/afrness by Otherwise it is left vulnerable to open vic- changing course of history, but in light of
compelling every one concerned in holding lento gad lnsldJ.ous corruption" Ex paste Its plainly elicited purposes. U.S. v C_assic,
the election to observe strict and scrupulous Yarbrough, 110 U.S. at 65%-58; Burrcrugh_, v. supra; Davidson v. New Orh,ans, 96 U.S. 97;
regard of every duty connected therewith, United States, 290 U.S. 534, 546-47 (193_), Brown v. Walker, 161 U.S. 591, 195; Ro;_.,rt-
under the powers and penalties pronounced "and its best powers, its highest purp_;es, son v. Baldwin, 165 U.S. 275, 281-82; US. v.
by that statute" (emphasis added). U.S.v. the hope which It inspires, and the love Reese, 92 U.S. 214, 217.
Jackson, 25 F. 548 (C.C. Tenn. 1885). Legis- which enshrines it, are at the mercy of the Article I, section 4, authorizes Congress to
lation regulating the time and manner of combination of those who respect no right regulate the time, place and manner of hold-
conducting, election contests has been up- hut brute force on the one hand, and unpr'.:n- lng federal elections, and Article ! section 8
held as necessary and proper under the cipled emrruption on the other." Ex paste authorizes Congress "to make all laws wl_lch
power of the House of Representatives to Yarbro_gh, 110 U.S. at 666-67; Burroughz v. shall be necessary and proper for carrying
Judge election contests conferred by section U.S. 290 U.S. 534, 547 (19_4). Therefore, it into execution" the powers of Congress. This
5 of Article 1. (2 U.S.C. 201 et seq.) In re follows that the Congress l,,; obligated to see leaves Congress free to select the mearz by
Voorkis, 271 F. 673 (D.C.N.Y. 1923); In re that Federal elections are lree :from corrup- which its constitutional powers are to be car-
Loney, 134 U.S. 372 (1890). And legislation tion and open tm all citizer.s who are quali- rled into execution, subject only to the limi-
requiring ballots to be preserved and pro- fled. "Thl',; duty does not arise solely from tattoo promulgated by Chief Justice Mar-
duced upon request (2 U.S.C. 219; ,i2 U.S.C. the interest of the party concerned, but shall in McCulIoch v. Maryland:
1974) has been upheld on a number of cc- from the necessity of the government it- Let the end be legitimate, let it be _..thin
casions. In re Howell, 119 F. 465, 4:67 (D.C, self . . . and that the vo';es by which its the scope of the Constitution, and all means
Pa. 1902); Kennedy v. Lewis, 325 F. 2d 210 members of Congress and its President are which are appropriate, which are plainly
(C.A. Miss. 1963), cert. denied, 377 U.S. 932, elected shall be the )'roe votes of the elects,rs, adopted to that end, which are not pro-
rehearing denied, 377 U.S. 935; SalIion v. and the officers thus chosen the free and hibited, but consistent with the letter and
Rogers, 187 F. Supp. 848 (D.C. Ala. 1960), uncorrupted choice of tho;e who have the spirit of the Constitution are constitutional."
aff'd 285 F. 2d 430, cert. denied, 368 U.S. right to take pa:ct in that choice." Ex paste 4 Wheat. 316,421 (1819).
913; U.S.v. Assoc. o/ Citizens Council o! Yarbrougk, llO U.S. 651, _62 (1884:). Thus whenever the Congressional decision
La., 187 F. Supp. 846 (D.C. La 1960); U.S.v. As recently as 1970, the Burger Court re- is consistent with the "letter" and spirit of
State o! Miss., 229 F. Supp. 925 rev'd on affirmed t:hls principle. Justice Black found the Constitution, as a long line of cases
other grounds, 380 U.S. 128, on remand, 256 in the constitutional hist,)fy authority for has held from MeCulloch v. Maryland, supra,
F. Supp. 344. Congress to ettal)llsh the w)ting age for fed- to Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 US. 112 (1970), it

· he Supreme Court has been particularly oral elections, stating that "Congress has will be upheld as a constitutional exercise
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of Congressional authority. See E= parte Vir- of inspectors and canvassers, and n_kttng trod &lid are asking the 1_ _misston of the Con-
_n_, 100uJs. at 345-346 (1880); So_tA Caro- publication of election returns; in short, to gress to help them.
lina v. Katzenbac_, 383 U.S. 301, 376-77 enact _he numerous requirements as _o ]pro- Farm-related bu,, nes,_ loans: Many(1965); Katzenbach v. Morgan. 384 U.S. 649. cedure and safeguards which enforce the farmers today are: ,lagued by the fact
650 (1965) and the opinions of the Justices fundamental rights involved." (Fxaphasis thai; they need k :ge and expensiveof the present Court tn Oregon v. Mitchell, added.) 285 U.S. 866-67 (1982).
supra, in which all of the Justices affirmed The history of the Constitution, the leg- equipment and mac] inery to operate ef-
their adherence to the principle of McCul- lslatlon which has been enacted thereunder fieientiy. Though th ;y need such equip-
loch v. Maryland. and the decisions upholding Its ocnstitu- merit, frequently th, y cannot justify its

The right to participate in the selection of tlonallty all lead to one Inescapable conelu- lhqe when its cost is :ons:tdered. The an-
federal officials includes the right to cast sion. When it comes to federal el4:,ctlons, swer for many farn _rs B to turn to cus-
a ballot and to have it counted at the gert- Congress may adopt as its own or supplem,ent tom operators; bust essrrten who provideeral election, whether for the successful can- state regulations, and even substitute its
didate or not. Where the state law has made own voter registration laws. Simply stated, on-the-farm servie_ which the farmer,
registration an integral part of the proce- Congress "has a general Supervisory power under ordinary cJ cumstances, would
dure of choice, or where in fact registration over the whole subject." Ex parte Siebo/_, 1O0 provide for himself.: :owever, these farm-
controls the right to make that choice, the U.S. 871, 387; Ex parte Yarbrough, lit0 U.S. related buslnessmel ha_e difficulty ob-
right of the citizen to be free from arbitrary 651, 661; Ex parte Clarke, 100 U.l:l. 399; raining sufficient E _anc:Lng. Again, the
application of qualification regulations is United States v. Mosley, 238 U.S. 8_:a, 886; Farm Crodit Act of _71 offers assistance
likewise included In the right protected by Newbemy v. United States, 256 U.S. 282, 255; by allowing its instil ttions to make loans
Article 1, section 2. Cf. U.$: v. C/_sstc, supra, $miley v. Holm, supra, tO those 'who provi( these services.at 319.

There is no merit to the argument that Loans to farmer, cooperatives: The
Article I, section 4, and the Fourteenth SUPPORT FOR F_RM CREDIT AC,T Banks for Cooperat es are now pr0vid-
Amendment deal only with the denial of the OF [1971 lng an estimated 6C :_ercent of all fundsright to vote, not with the registration of l_)rrowed by farmer cooperatives. More
voters, and therefore give Congress no power Mr. FULBRIGI-I_. Mr. President,. I than half of all the ,operatives in exist-
over registration. Cf. U.S.v. Manning, 215, F. should like to recor 4 my support for the ence are owners of these Banks. Many
8upp. 272 (1962). The Supreme Court set Farm Credit Act of 971, S. 1483. of those which are ct borrower-owners
the record straight in striking down the Over 15,000 Arka _as farmers and 65 simply cEmnot mee' the rigid eligibility
"grandfather clause," one of the first schemes Arkansas fa,_ner cc _peratives now have requirements. In or, sr for a cooperativeto deny registration to voters. Guinn v.
Uni_ecl states, 238, U.S. 347 (1915). The Court nearly $300 million n loans outst:m[_ing to be eligible for a 1( a,n, 90 percent of its
pointed out In that case that the Fifteenth from the banks am associations of the voting control must be held by farmers.
Amendment did not take away the State's cooperative farm 'edit system. These Now many of these _ool_,eratives do sell
power to fix qualifications, but it requires the farmer-owned insti';utions have set,red supplies ,or provide Betroleum products
tests for suffrage to be non-discriminatory, the farmers of Arks nsas well. But,, as in to nonfarmers, but ti ie nature of coopera-
As the District Court stated in U.S.v. Man- SO many things, th _re is a time when tires is such that _ lese nonfarmers donin g:

Discrimination in the registration office is change is necessary, hold stock in 'them It k_ also true that
the worst kind of oppression of qualified In Arkansas, as i many other rural marly farmers keep ,heir investments in
voters, because it is oppression under States, we are very m ch concerned a_ut cooperatives after i _ey retire. This, of
color of law. Discrimination by a registrar is rural development. _s I read the Farm course, affects _he vc ;lng control require-
especially karm/ul because it is t_e most el- Credit Act of 1971, I ;ee in it some things m.ent. The Farm Cz .'dlt Act of 1971 of-
[ective method for denying the right to vote: that would aid our rural communitiies, fers a solution. It we fid establish the eli-
it denies the right to vote be/ore an indivtr_ual The Farm Credit S_ _tem need rru_ke no gibility of a borrowi_ cooperative as one
has the chance to exercise it, and it bars not apology for its pres _nt role in bvilding in which farmers 1 Vid 66% percent ofonly thee indiviclual concerned from all elec-

tions but inhibits other qualified voters from our rural areas. Th _lmere fact. that it votingcontrol. So a ._dn, the rural econ-running the gauntlet of discriminatory and operates only in rill America, making omy is stimulated ' the business a C0-
humiliating practices by a registar and his loans of all kinds , both farmers and operative brings int, , rural areas and by
deputies. It is unthinkable that Congress their cooperatives, ids the rural econ- _e jobs it provides.
should not have the power to deal with the omy. But more ne is to be done and The cooperative I arm Credit System
right to vote at the most vulnerable point in this legislation will vovide the means by was initially establk _ed with funds pro-the electoral process.

As the Supreme Court said, in an analogous which more can be d One. vided by the U.S. O0_ ernraent. The farm-
context, in Ex Parte Yarbrougk, 110 U.S. 651, I have received a ! great deal of mail ers and their coop_ :ati_es who borrow
661-62 (1884): from my State unarlmously supporting from this system _ave demonstrated

It is only because of the Congress of the this legislation, and would like t_:,corn- their ability to suc :_sfally operate it.
United States, through long habit and long merit on the provisi_ ns in it which I be- They have repaid ti e Government with
years of forebearance, has, in deference and lieve are especially _ignifioant, interest. They now _ompletely ovm the
respect to the states, refrained from the Rural housing: · _ere is no question banks and a._sociatio ts and have lnvested
exercise of these powers, that they are now that adequate funlts are needed to more than $1 billio_ in '_hem. In effect,questioned.

When the states, by sophisticated regis- finance nonfarm rur_ d homes. Substand- all they are asking i_ for us to allow them
tration requirements coupled with discrimi- ard housing is the r lle rather than the to modernize their _ !stem so it can bet-
natory practices by registrars, deny suffrage exception in rural A nerica. The lack of ter serve them and _the[r rural neigh-
to qualified voters, they cannot complain if avafiable financing i; one of the prime bors. We should not nly grant thai; per-
Congress exercises its authority under Article reasons peopl e do n_ t build new _aomes mission by enacting :.his legislation, but
I, section 4, to regulate the electoral process in the country. This: esults, of course, in we ,_hould grant it 'ith our thanks.
in federal elections and its Fourteenth- an exodus from the country to our :al......Fifteenth Amendment authority to prohibit
discriminatory denial of the right to vote in ready overcrowded c ties. The provislion
federal and state elections" (emphasis in the Farm Credit _ ct of 1971 to allow MI_$. IRIS POWE _, THE ARMY'S
added). 215 F. Supp. 272, 278-88 (1962). the Federal land bs _ks to make these CONSI_rLTAI_vr T_ ) THE FAMILIES

The Supreme Court On a number of coca- kinds of loans will nc solve all the, hous- OF PR][SONERS ._ 'qD M.ISSING
sions has addressed itself to the question of lng problems in furs America, but ii; is Mr. DOLE. l_[r. Pre ;ident, in my activi-
the extent of the function contemplated by certainly a step in lac right direction, ties on behalf of A_ mrican servicemen
Article I, section 4, and the other sections The availability of r _oney for nonfarm who are missing in a_ _.ion or held as pris-of the Constitution regarding suffrage. The
response directly applicable to registration rUral homes, will do more than provide criers of war in Sot t;heast Asia I have

places for people to lve. It will provide come to know a hum :_r of wives, moth-
was made in Smtley v. Holm, in which the jobs, stimulate busini ss and broaden the ers, fathers, and chi dren of these men.Supreme Court stated:

"It cannot be doubted that these corn- tax base in these corn nunities. Thc_ co:m- Many have been men hers of the national
prehensive words 'time, place and manner of panlon provision whi :h would alh:,w the League of Families of Prisoners and
holding elections for Senators and Repre- production credit aa ociations to make Missing in Southeasl Asia, and all have
sentatlves' embrace authority to provide a loans for the repair i .ad maintenance of been unique in their Letermination to docomplete co_e for congressional elections, not
only aa to times and places, but in relation these rural homes is equally imt_:,rtant, everything and any1 !_inf_ they fee! will
to notices, registration, supervision of rot- I think it a tribute to the farmer-c,wnera possibly benefit the men who are cap-
lng, protection of voters, prevention of fraud of the farm credit sy_ tern that they rec- tire or missing in No _th 'Vietnam, South
and corrupt practices, count of votes, duties ognlze the needs of t_ esr rural neighbors Vietnam, Laos, and C__mbodia.
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INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND hold hearings on se_ _ral pieces of legis- Bruce at that time was tZhe head of the
JOINT REt OLUTIONS lation relating it drl g abuse. We will be l_ench section of the _ artlme Office of S tra-

The following biI; and joint resolu- conside;cing S. "217, which I introduc,_d teglc Services in Euro ,e, the forerunner oftoday's Central intellit once Agency. Operat-
tions were introduce :, read the fi:cst time on June 30 along w Lh Senators JAyI:_s, lng first in London, he ihen moved to France
and, by unanimous :onsent, the second Musicta, and WILL]it MS, Senator Hm_- and ,entered Paris in tl wake of the libe,rat-

PHREY'S bills, S. 2146 and S. 2155, _md we lng _dlled armies.time, and referred _ indicated:
By Mr. INOUYE will take testimony on two bills which For a man who hm always managed to

S. 2385. A bill for ' e relief of Domingo will shortly be referr ;d t¢ the Labor and combine serving his c ,untry with a go'ar-
'Q. Carols, Romans Q. _arcia, Rite T. Garcia, Public Welfare Comn dttee from the Gev- ment's appreciation of cod and wine, it was
Ruben B. Carols, Irmi_ B. Garcia, l_[erlinda ernment Operations 2ommittee, Si. 20,(t7, pair_ful to have to loc! up one of France's
B. Garcia. Referred to ;he Committee on the the adm:[uistration',, drug-abuse pro- leading restaurateurs.
Judiciary. posal, and Senator 1_ USK[E'S S. 1945. ,_d.- FAXCH RE ¢O_EB

By Mr. BE_O _l: though these la, st tw( measures have not But Bruce's faith in t Tench cuisine as well
S. 2386. A bill to am_ _nd the Ns,tional Wild yet been refetred to us, they relate (Ii- as French resistance we s more than restored

and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 (Public Law rectly to S. 2217 and we _ill hear state-- by the fact that the p:'oprietor of a superbtwo-star restaurant in I he heart of Paris lind
90-542)Stateof toOklahomalnCludeasCertain)otentialriverScornponentsWiththe rnents diocussing th_ relative merits of sheltered an AUted rs< lo operator and his
of the national wild an l scenic rlver_ system, these three differing: n'o_ osa]s, radio in his wine-cellm throughout the cc-
Referred to the Comrf .tree on Interior and On Monday, we _i11 i_ear testimony cupation, while Nazi cfi cers were eating up-
Insular Affairs. from the Department of Health, ]_duca- stairs.

tion, and Welfare, th; N stional Institu:te Bruce has never bee: back to the three-
of Mental Health, M _yor Alloto, of San star restaurant, but th two-star place: re-

'ADDITIONAL C( SPONSORS OF YYanciseo, and Callf(rnir, State Senator malI_ one of his favori es and the vigorous
BI[ LS Moscone. On Wednes lay, the President's owner an old friend.Araassador Bruce Is z )w leaving his fifth
s. 34 special consultant on [rug abuse, Dr. Jtff- _nd least productive, o _ci_l[ asslgn_ent in

At the request of Mr. METCALF, the fee, will be our lead witness. Following Paris for his country---,:hief U.S. negotiator
Senator from Indiar a (Mr. BAYH) was him will be the t]over: or of my o_a State _t the Vietnam peace _alks. After his 'war-
added as a eosponsol of S. 1734, to pro- oflowa, GovernorRa ',Mr. GrahamFin- time, and postwar da_s as eSS oilier in
vide for comprehens ye management of ney, New York City'f narcotics corem:is- France, he cs,me back _o serve as Marc;hail
the Nation's forest li nds through appli- stoner, and NARCO, Delroit-based drug plan admlI_lstrator for lFranee in 194&-49;

abuse treatment orgal dza_ion. On Thu],s- ambassador to France [with ambassad,arial
rank: during vhe organlm_atlon and launahing

otherCati°npurposes.°fsound fore_, practices, and for day, we will have quo, ttosks for the Off:ce of the European Coal al _d Steel Commc:nity
s. 2: s of Education, the Fo_! arid Drug Admin- in 1!)53 and 1954.

At the request of 1_ r. INOUYE, the Sen- lstration, and the d_stir_guished junior LoNe PUBLIC SERVICE
atop from Virginia Mr. SPo_q_) was Senator Irom Minnesota Senator HUM-
added as a cosponsor of S. 2348, a bill to PHREY. ' N{_t only that, but Ina remarkable dlLplo-m_c career under six presidents, Bruce is
increase the penaltie s with respect to the The purpose of these hearings is to the only man in United States public se::vice
eorfnnission of a crime of violence in the prepare :['or ps_ssage of legislation de- to have served as amb_ssador to Germany
District of Columbia _hile armed with a signed to give ceordimition, direction, and and Great Britain as w _11as France. l_[ore-
firearm, purpose to the :Peders _ G_vernment's cf- over, his eight-year tent re as ambassador in

, forts to deal with drtF, abuse. These are London from 1961 to ] 69 was the longest
elemellts which have oo long been miss- in that post since the lei mdary Walter Y[lnes

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT lng from the Federal, ffo::t. I feel :strong- Page during the first V )rid War.
OF 1971--AMENDMENTS ly that they are need( J, it' our efforts are Although Bruce o_texu .bly leaves the Vier-

AMENDMENTS NOS. 353 THROUGtI S55 'to succeed, nam peace talks at the: ge of 73 for reasons
_ of heaitah,there is noth: _g that has yet im-

(Ordered to be printed and to lie on _ paired either his gourmet appetite and con-
the table.) ,hDDITIONAL S FATEMENTS sumption of fine food an 1 judiciously chosen

Mr. PACKWOOD submitted three _ vines, or hls conversatio:ml 'wit and analytl-
amendments, intended to be proposed by t_Eq.TftEMEi_[T OF A]_BASSADOR cai powers. He has a ,:ireulatory prob}.em
him, to amendment No.. 308 proposed by DAVID K. _. BRUCE which needs watching, but the Vietnampeace .talks have searcel risen much above
Mr. PASTORE (for himself and other Sen- Mr. MANSFIm_LD. 1_.r. ]'resident, a gev- the level of boredom.
ators) to the bill (S. 382) to promote fair ernment like cmrs, th _t _s dependent on Even the pleasures ct life in Paris have
practices in the conduct of election cam- talented citizens making a commitment been restricted for Bruc, in the past year--
paigns for Federal political offices, and to goverrnnental serv: ce, is forttmate in for tho simple reason t_ it he has to be ac-
for other purposes, having people of th{ caliber of David companied round-the-el mk by French se-

curity officers who foe )w his official csX
AMENBMENT IqO. 356 l_. E. Bruce servtn; :.t. Ambassador wherever it goes, wait >u'_stde restaurants

Bruce retires this we{: lrom his post in while he dines, walk _ 9h him across the
(Ordered to be printed and to lie on Paris. where he has t sen the chief U.S. street from the Crillon ][o_.q, where he, hasthe table.)
Mr. STEVENSON (for himself and Mr. negotiator at the Vi{ _nam peace talks, been living, to the Ame:ican Embassy, and

_IARTKE) submitted an amendment in- I am sure that he, lit _ _,o many Ameri- stay up all night outs]de his hotel suite
cans, is disappointed that his ,difficult while he sleeps.

tended to be proposed by them, jointly, task could not end o:_ a more complete Going for a walk in :;he Boig or driving
to amendment No. 308, supra, note. But his untirinl dedication to t_e out to the country or dr _pping into a thea-

ter or casual calls on !riends haw; to be
, service of this counl _ is an example turned into security pre iu¢;tlon Jobs under

ADDITIONAL CO IPONSOR OF AN every American shoul Mke to heart, such circumstances. Th_ tedium of weekly
Mr. President, I as lmanimous con- meetings in the non-neE }tiatlon at the Ho-

AMEN] ,SENT sent that an article pi bi[shed in [he Los tel iuIaJestic has not bee much relieved by
AMENDME1 T NO. 342 Angeles Times and ar e_itarial appear- easy' social life. and Br tee has frequ,)ntly

At the request of ] Ir. SCOTT, tile Senn- lng in the Baltimore Sun of July 30, escaped to London for lc lg weekend.,; at the
tor from Tennesse, (Mr. BaK]_a) was 1971, be printed in the t_coam small suite which he has kept at the Albany

on Piccadilly since he ret [red as a.mbas_m, dor
added as a eosponso of amendment 342, The being no obje_ti.yn, the articles in ]969.
intended to be pro] osed to S. 382, the were ordered te be pri_tted in the ]_ECORI), NOW a full and active ( fnciai life is finally
Federal Election Ca npaign Act of 1971. as follows: over for this courf_ly, soft-spoken, witty, gay,

DAVIE BRUCE: A TOP ID PLOMA_, (_O'URi%fEr WiSe and prudent Maryl_md gentleman. He
(I_ly Don _'ook) cou'.Ld write a wonderful book but he won't

for the simple reason the t rte enjoys talking
NOTICE OF HE._ RINGS BY THE P_Bim--When David It E. Bruce a_clved in and conversation a great Seal more than the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ALCOltOLISM Paris on his first ofiic _I mission for the discipline of writing.

AND NARCOTICp United States In Augur, ;, 1944, he had the
Mr. HUOHES. Mr_ President, on Men- unhappy duty of orderi tg the tntermenl of iNTERESTING _ 'Ol_.iA.-q'the proprietor of a faro )u_; th:_ee-star Paris But he can switch es _ily from recmdllng

day, Wednesday, anp Thursday, August restaurant who had sho_m excessive zeal in his days as a young Fm fign Service officer
2, 4, and 5, the Sub]committee on Alee- serving the Gerraans In here ways than one in _tome In i926 to the p, rsonality o_:Harold

holism and Nareotic_, which I chair, x_dll {luring the Nazi occupation, Wilson and why Mrs. NI _,en Thl Binh of
440 /
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flor and related agencies for fiscal year x972. Senate HOUSING LAWS CONSOLIDATION

agreed to House amendments to Senate amendments Committee on Ba_king , Housing and Urban Affairs:
numbered 3, 6, i8, i9, 2x, 3x and 32; and Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs began

Export expansion: Senate agreed to the conference hearings on S. x6x8, 23.33, 2049, and related bills, to con-
report on S. 58x, allowing greater expanfion of export solidate laws relative to housing and housing assistance,
trade of the United States. having as its witness Secretary of Housing and Urban

Pages 28751-28754, 28803-28810__ Development George W. Romney.
Federal Election Campaign Practices: Senate began Hearings continue tomorrow.
consideration of S. 382, to promote fair practices in the LOW- ANJ[) MODERATE-INCOME HOUSING
conduct of election campaigns for Federal political I
offices. Committee on Commerce: Committee held hearings

Pending at adjournment was Pearson amendment on S. x99x, to permit companies subject to Public Utility
No. 340 (Star Print), (to pastore substitute amendment Holding Company Act to build low- and moderate-
No. 308) calling for creation of a Federal Elections income housing. Witnesses heard were Senator
Commission. poges 28791-28802,.28811-28820 Metcalf; Dr. Clay L. Cochran, National Rural Hous-

ing Alliance;WilliamRosenberg,M:[chiganState
Vice-Presidential Appointments: Vice President ap- Housing Authority; and Harry Finger, Assistant Sec-
pointed Senators Pastore and Dominick to attend the retary for Research and Technology, and Richard Dun-
Isth Session of the General Conference Of the Inter- hells, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Housing Man-
national Atomic Energy Agency to be held at Vienna, agement, bo_t of i:he Department of HUD.
Austria, beginning September ex, x97I; and Hearing!; were recessed subject to call.

Senators Pastore and Bennett to att<nd the Fourth
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of SOCIAL SECUI_,rl?¥

Atomic Energy to be held at Geneva, Switzerland, Committee on Fi_mnce: Committee resumed hearings
September 6-x6, x97x. i,,g*_28782 on H.R. z:. proposed Social Security Act Amendments
Nomination: Senate received the nomination of James of x97x, having as its wimess Secretary of Health, Edu-
F. Campbdl , of Maryland, to be Assistant Adminis- cation, and Welfa:re Elliot L. Rich5rdson.
trator of the Agency for International Development. Hearings continue tomorrow to receive further tesfi-

Page28823 mony from Secrelary Richardson.

Record Vote: One record vote was taken today. ORGANIZED CI<[MF:--SECUR[TIES TI-[EFTS

Page28782 Committee on Government Operations: Permanent
Adjournment: Senate met at xx a.m. and adjourned at Subcommi[ttee on [nvestigation.; resumed hearings; into
5:54 p.m. Pages 28820, 28823 the role o:[!organized crime in the theft of negotiable

securities, receiving testimony from D:r. Sidney DeLove,

Committee Meetings president, Cook County Federal Savings and Loan,
Chicago; and representatives of the Devon 13ank,

PREDATOR CONTROL PROGRAM Chicago.
Committee on Appropriations: Agriculture, Environ- Hearings contJ,rue tomorrow.
mental and Consumer Protection Subcommittee held

hearings on predator control program, receiving testi- DRUG ABUSE
mony on preservation and protection of eagles from Committee on Labor and PubLic Wet,are: Subcommit-
Nathaniel P. Reed, Assistant Secretary of the Interior tee on Alcoholi_;m and Narcotics I_gan hearings on
for Fish and Wildlife and Parks; Charles Lawrence, S. :22i.7 artd related bills, t:o provide t!or a program for
Chief, Division of Management and Enforcement, preventiort and ueatment of drug abuse and depend-
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Interior; and ence. Witnesses heard were Joseph Alioto, mayor of
James Vogan, of Wyoming. San Francisco; G,:orge Moscone, Cal:ifomia State sena-

Hearings continue tomorrow, tor; and the following Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare witnesses: Merlin K. Duval, Assistant

MILITARY PROCUREMENT AUTHORIZATIONS Secretary for Health and SCientific Affairs; Dr. Vernon
Committee on Armed Services: Committee resumed Wilson, DirectoJr, Health Services and Mental Health
executive consideration of H.R. 8687, fiscal i972 author- Administration; '[ames lsbister, Deputy Director, and
izations for military procurement, but did not conclude Karst Bestemann, Division of Narcotiics and Dangerous
action thereon and will meet again on Wednesday, Drugs, bo'th of thc National In,;titute of Mental Health;
August 4. Charles C. Eclw-_,rds, Commissioner of Food and Drugs;
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their addresses and numbers, Motor Vehicle Air 'ollulion Control Ac- Rufus Miles, presiden_ of the Population
situated similarly to franchise being celeration Act of [;71. Reference Bureau of Arashington, I).C.;
offered and located, the extent possl- s. 2266 ND S. 2_6'_ and Cynthia Epstein, sociologist, of Co-
ble, in the same area; At the request _ Mr. Nioss, .the Sena- lumbia University. .

Twenty-third. SubjE to any limita- tor from Kansas (i%r. PE,mSO_) was add- Senate Joint Resok tion 108, which I
tions imposed by the Cc mmmsion, astate- ed as a cosponsor YS. 2266 and S. 2267, introduced on June 2, 1971, has the bi-
merit of available ear of past and bills relating to he t_se of recycled partisan cosponsorshit, of 33 Members of
present franchises ant a fair analysis of eel we should pro-
their performance, in, records of paper by the Publi, Printer. the Senate. Because I Jceed promptly with tats vitally impor-
failures, and resales the franchisor; ...... taut issue, I have cal]Ed this hearing be-

Twenty-fourth. A statement as to FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT fore the recess. Subsecuent hearings will
whether franchisees subfranchisors OF 1971--,%MENI)_iENTS be scheduled in the fall.

receivean exclusive ,_aorterr![tory; AME:_DMENTNO. 357Twenty-fifth. A a,; to the
methods and res sibilities of the (Ordered to be prin';ed and lie cn EXECUTIVE SESSIOn[OF CONSTITU-
parties in determinin the site for the the table.) TIONAL AMENDM _NTS SUBCOM-
franehisee's outlet; Mr. _HILES submlttec an amendment MITTEE TO CO _SIDER .EQ'UAL

Twenty-sixth. Astat( setting forth intended to be proposed by imm to R,IGHTS AMENDM ]NT THURSDAY,
such other inf, as the CommAs- amendment No. 308 proposed by Mr. AUGUST 5, ].971
sion may require; PASTORE (for himself and others) to the

q_Rventy-seventh. A setting bill CS. 382) to promote _air practices in Mr. BAYH. Mr. Pr4 sident, I want to
forth such information as the franchisor the conduct of election campaigns for take this opportunity ;o inform my col-
may desire to present, to any rules Federal political offices, and for othe'r lea .gues once again thst on Thursday of
as to format as the may purposes, this weekwe will be making another try
prescribe; AME_D=rNTNC.SS,_ to obtain a quorum of :he ConstitutionalAmendments Subcomriittee, to consider

Twenty-eighth. A s of any (Ordered to be printel and to lie on the equal rights amend nent. Everymem-
compensation or benefit given or the table.) ber of the subcommittee tmows how ex-
promised to a public arising, in Mr. C_HILES submitted an amend-
whole or inpart, from Leuseof the pub- ment intended to be ploPosed by him traordinarily difficult _etting a quorumcan be. In the past only two or three
lic figure in the name symbol of the to the bill CS. 382), supra, members have .appear_ d. Last week five
franchise; i_SND_E_T NO. aS:, members--out of the necessary six--

Twenty-ninth. When. the person filing (Ordered to be printe,1 and to lie on showed up.
the disclosure is a subfran- the table.) As I announced at Let meeting, I in-
ehisor, the statement , include the Mr. SCOTT (for himself and Air. tend to try once more! Last Thursday I
same information corn the sub- BAYH) submit'ted an amendment in- checked with each member's office and
franchisor as is from the fran- tended to be proposed b:; them, jointly, was told that there wmLId be no conflicts
chisor pursuant to this to emendment No. 340 intended, to be on Thursday, August 5, 1!)71, at 10 a.m.

The disclosures may be required proposed to thebill CS. 382), supra. Therefore, as I inform,_d each member'_
under my pro_ _tensive.and will A_,mNV_E_'TSNOS. Se0 _,Nn S6:L office last Thursday, I have scheduled a
go a long way toward many
of the abuses that now E in the fran- (Ordered to be printe't and to lie on meeting for that date ;md time in room
ch!sing field. In the bill would the table.) 457 of the Old Senate Office Building. I
authorize private treble dam- Mr. t]ELLMON submit:led two amend- do hope to see every sul_committee mem-ber there so that at leu _last we can con-
ages, including attorne: fees and rea- mentsjntended to b,e ioroposed by him t_a sider--and hopefully report outZ--this
sonable court costs, lose who are in- the bill CS. 332), supra, most important propo,, al.
jured as a result of a to comply ....
with the rules and lationspromul- . _ _ --_
gat_ b_ ADDIJ.IONAL _OSPONSOI%SOF ADDITIONAL ST ATi_MENTSAI_tE_ [DMEllT

iV[r. President, I %hat my pro-
posal provides a timely and thoughtful AMEIq'DTqi:]NT_O 33_ I%EVITALIZATION O_ SMALL TOVrNS
solution to many of the _roblems which At the reque,;t ( _ Mr. EIU_rH_F,Y, t:he Mr. TALMADGE. M '. President, it is
now exist in the-franchi; field:. I urge Senator from Alas :a (Mx. STEVENS) and an 'unfortunate fact _hat Small towns
the Congress to give it, _editious eon- the Senator from Masks. (Mr. GS^VE:_) around the Nation are dying. In all too
sideration. The time for is now, if were added as cos )nsors of amendment many small towns thex _ is a loss of eco-
franchising, an sled marketing No. 33] to S. 659 a bill to amend the nomic activity, an absmce of hope for
tool and opportunity for small business- Higher Education _ct of 1965, the Voca.- the future. This is unfortunate for
men throughout our is to be tional Education A ',t of 1963, and related America, not only because the people
preserved, acts, and forotker _urpos,._s. who leave these small towns are being

..... pushed into the urban _ongestionof our
met:,'omolitan areas; i; is unfortunate

ADDITIONAL O]P BILLS ANNOUNCEMI{Nq OF I_[EA_INGS ON because the loss of the Nation's smallAND JOINT RE_' POP'ULATI¢)N S'rABi[LIZATION
s. 674 to%vns means a loss of 3alance with :ne-

Mr. CYiANSTOI , Mr. President, for ture. A prosperous sma I town is in eco-
At the request of Mr. EAGLETON, .the the information of ny colleagues, I wi:lb logical balance with ns ;ute. It has s'tlch

Senator from Texas TOWER) was to announce that ;he Special Subcom-. ecological balance becm sein small towns
added as a cosponsor of 674, a bill to mittee on Human P esour(es of the Labor there is still an eleme] t of serenity, of
control amphetamines other stimu- and I_b]!c _;Velf ,re Committee ha,q neighborliness, and of closeness to the
lent substances, sc,heduled an open _earin_' on Thursday, eartt_. In a small town ,ne is able to en-

s. _las August 5, 1971, in ] _om 4232 of the New joy the benefits of ope _ spaces and the
At the request of KENNEDY, the Senate O_ce Buih lng, at 9:30 a.m. on advantage of air and v. _ter that is rela-

Senator from New (Mr. Me- Senate Joint Resoh tion 108, a join5 reso-, tively free of pollution.
INTYRE) was added as cosponsor of lution 63 declare a Y.S. policy of achier-. In the Committee on Agriculture and
S. 2135, to amend title of .the Social lng population stabilization by volun-. Forestry, of which I an chairman, we
Security Act. taw means, are attempting to find _zays to revitalize

s. _2_s Among those testifying will be former _he Nation's small town;. The Rural lDo-
At the request of GRIFFIN, the Senator Joseph T_ dings; Congressman _'elopment Subcommitt_e is attempting

Senator from Maryland Mr. _[VIATHIAS) JOHN CONYERS 0:i Michigan; Dav..d to give Americans a choice--a real choice
was added as a cosponsor of S. 2258, the Brower, president, _rlend:; of the Earth; ':etween living in urban congestion o1' in
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GRANTS BY CATEGORiES--FISCAL YEARS1963THIqOUGIt1971!

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 19ES 1969 1970 19/i _ 1972t

Students:
Foreign_....................... 3,174 3, 538 3, 548 3, 416 3, 077 2, 978 2, 262 2, 053 1,935 2,112
United States.................. 1,078 l, 106 l, 148 l, 119 936 852 353 375 353 382

Teachers:
Foreign....................... ], 0i8 988 859 898 724 719 _59 441 460 495
United States.................. 567 553 405 393 287 234 [83 213 213 230

Professors; researchscholars:
Foreign....................... 781 705 770 794 683 656 438 394 498 543
United States.................. l, 225 1,182 1,098 1,190 1,083 9C,5 t2] 494 606 806

International visitors, observa ionand
consultation:

Individual foreign .............. 1,152 1,369 1,359 1,253 1,334 1,2_0 l,J)4O l, 100 1,144 1,349
Multinat onat, fore gn....................................... 10 78 56 _,6 66 54 91 88

Specialized programs(foreign
Individual .................... 763 498 370 344 231 145 L38 159 165 223
Multinational ................................. 323 376 304 222 154 iO!l 195 108 138
Jointly sponsored........................................... 2 2 6 ................ L .............. I 34

Educationaltravel:
Foreign........................ 1,292 l, 560 1,819 l, 513 l, 06i 8_'.7 550 507 359 555
United States.................. 87 185 225 3t1 82 E:6 72 29 24 1t

i*otal foreign ................ 8,180 8, 981 9 113 8, 602 7, 394 6, 795 5, i63 4,813 4, 761 5,537
Tota, United States.... 2, 957 3, 026 2:876 3,013 2, 388 2, 077 1, 029 1, iii 1,196 l, 429

Grand total .................. 11,137 12,007 Il, 989 11,615 9, 782 8, 872 6,192 5,924 5,957 6, 966

Estimate. : Incl des naUonals in American-slcon3oredschools.

Mr. FULBRIGH T. Mr. President, I ina their faith and in the the resolve necessa_ to take on tasks
have received todayla telegram from the collective bargaining It has that sometimes seeml su:perhuman Yet,
chairman of the Bos_rd of Foreign Schol- worked well for labor, ea_d L _V. Abel has again proved that he is
arships, James 1%.t_oach, sending con- the public. _ capable, :Chat lie is a :1eader, and that he
gratulations on the _25th anniversary of I compliment the of lbhe has the ,qualities tha; make him a re-
the signing of this l[_gislation on August United Transl_rtation President spected labor negotlat )r.
1, 1946. I ask unanin_ous consent that the Charles Luna, for his and dedi- Both the steel sett], ;ment and the rail
telegram may be printed in the R_.COaD. cation to the highest _ of labor- industry agreement r_ )resent the best in

There being no ob: ection, the telegram management relations. His leaders2hip collective, bargaining. _ollective bargain-
was ordered to be pr Lnted in the RrCOaD, has shown that unions management ing is always subject t_ a number of crlti-
as follows: can bargain in good [th and il.hat; if cisms because it incl [des within it the

w_ _CrO_, D.C., negotiators will be with each possibility of lockouts )r strikes. But, the
July31,19?1. other, then settlements reflect the leaders_p of these two unions have

Senator J. WILLIAMFr LBRIGHT, best interest of can result, p:roven that there i,,; no substitute for
Senate O_/ice Buildin I am particularly that ,sm- free, open, collectiw! bargaining in a
Washington, D.C.:

Members of the Bo d of Foreign Scholar- ployee protections and work democracy.
ships Join me in sendi] g you congratulations rules could be the )ne of th;_t .,;et- The _ettlements at _hich these neg0-
and best wishes in ri :ognition of the 25th tlement. Union men made :_Lvalid tiators have arrived a: e fair. They repre-
anniversary of the Fulk right Act on August 1. .case for these two items I am. grail- sent a serious effort b _ the leadership of

This act which laun¢hed a world wide pro-. fled that the final ;ontains both the un_ons to deal w_ih increases in the
gram of education e_changes under U.S. of these, cost of living brought _bout by economic
Government sponsorsl Lp has provided op- Mr. President, the industry setl_le- policies of the FederfL Government over
portunlties for over I 0,000 Americans and ment is not the only labor- which President Abel snd President Luna
foreign nationals to p rticipate in purpose- management dispute res tcd,'l,y. The have little control.ful academic exchange which have made an
essential contribution to the peaceful pur- United Steel Workers steel man,'_ge- _I_e settlements ar( hi the public in-
suits of mankind here and abroad, ment also signed an for a new terest.

As the Board respor _ible for the supervl- 3-year contract;. Thus, singularly iLm....

sion of such exchanges we express our appre- portant achievements in field of col-
clation for your imag native authorship of lective bargaining haw_ I_]DEY_AL EI._ECTION CAMPAIGN ACT

the initial legislation _nd your continuing Mr. President, the agreement is OF 1971
interest and support o these exchanges over another testimony to leaderr..;hip of The senate continued with the consid-
the years.

We look forward to fleeting with you per- I.W. Abel of the Steel Workers. eration of the bill iS. _82) to promote
sonaliy in September. It is testimony to his as fair practices in the conduct of election

J Mrs l_. ROACH, a negotiator--the kind of leader who campaigns for Federal political offices,
Ckairman, Board o/ Fi 'eig_ Scholarships. understands that steel and and for other purpo,,;es.

labor can use the of free col- Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield
lective bargaining to results myself whatever time is necessary.

SETTLEMENT E P STEEL AND satisfactory to both m and Mr. President, today the Senate 'begins
1%AILDI _PUTES labor, deliberation on S. 382,the Federal Elec-

Mr. HUMPH1%EY. Jr. President, I am Mr. President, this owes, a debt tion Cgrnpaign Act of 19'_1. *.[have offered
sure the Senate will )e pleased to know, of gratitude to L W. This lm_ion 8_a amendment in the nature of a
as possibly many Set ltors do, that what leader, who in 1967 nego- substitute.
had appeared to be a nest difficult labor- tinted a steel contract served the q.qtle I of the amendment, which deals
management dispute the railroad man- national interest and b: substan- with the use of eormnunications media
agement and union di _pute, has been set- tial benefits to his membership, is by candidates for Federal elective office,
tled, and that the trains will be in full without a doubt one of most gifted had its genesis; in S. 3637. That bill, which
operation tonight at 2:01. and talented, and leader.,; of would have limited campaign expendl-

This settlement is _ignificant in that organized labor. He repl the best lures for the broadcas_ media, passed
the unions have abid _d by the law, that in trade.unionism, but aU, he is a the 91st Congress but was vetoed by the
they won the right t ) strike selectively, great citizen who has put his President because, among other things,
and they have bro_ ;hi free collective country ahead of all considera- he felt it discriminated against broad-
bargaining to the rah industry, tions, casting by limiting campaign spending

I wish to complim ;nt both steel and It is indeed a tribut_to Mr. Abel's only in that media. He ,,;aid:
railroad managemen for exercising re- sense of public respons[bility that the I:f there is merit in 1Lmlting campaign
straint and flexibi] ty in these ne- steel industry came to a_contract; agree- expenditures, the problem should be dealt
gotiations. I complirr mt them for plac- merit. He has shown thd flexibility and wit:a in its entJ;.rety.
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Subsequently, in a letter to the minor- greater access to the meclia so that they publication of all campaign contribu-
ity leader of the Senate, the PJcesident may better explain theft: stand on the tions and expenditures both before and
said. the administration would work issues, and thereby more fully and cam- after an election.
closely with the Congress in an effort to pletely inform the voters. I agree that strict reporting, disclo-
arrive at a bill which would deal with all Second, it attempts to iaalt the spiral._ sure, and publication requirements are
problems of political campaigns, lng cost of carapaigning for public of- necessary for any comprehensive effec-

This amendment to S. 382 is compre- fice--a problem which by all accounts i_s tire campaign reform legislation. And
hensive and will place spending limita- rapidly.increasi:ag, the _unendment I am offering to S. 382 is
tions on use of the broadcast and non- To aocomplis:_ these p_rposes, title I, the spending limitation on candidates.
broadcast communications media by as amended, would do the following: Many of those who supported the re-
candidates, and requires strict disclosure First. Make the equal opportunities re.. peal of the equal time requirement of
and reporting requirements by candi- quiremcnt of section 315(a) of the Cor,a._ section 315 of the Communications .act
dates, political committees, and indi- rnunications Ac:t, as amended, inapplica._ for candidates for President and Vice
vidnals, bio to the use of broadci_st facilities by President as provided in the legislation

The Subcommittee on Communications legally qualified candidate,s for Preside:at were nevertheless critical of the scope of
of the Commerce Committee began hear- and Vice :President in primary and ge_.- the repeal. They felt it should extend at
ings on campaign reform legislation on oral election campaigns, least to candidates for all Federal elco-
March 2. At that time I said: Second. Reqlzire that broadcast ]9- rive offices.

The desirability of controls over ,_xpendi- censees charge legally qaalified candi-- Mr. President, I am not out of sym-
tures for the use of various media must be dates for any pubic office no more th_Ln :pathy with their position. I have span-
considered by the Committee as part of any their lowest unit rate dur:.ng the 45 day,'; ,_ored similar legislation in the past. But
effective legislation to halt the spiraling cost before a primary election, and 61) da;_,s :.t is precisely because of my past ex_ri-
of campaigning for elective office, preceding a general election, ences in this regard that I urged the re-

Those hearings were held as scheduled, Third. Establ:ish reasonable and adc-. peal be confined at this time to the two
and in order to be sure that everyone quate limitation on the amount of highest offices in the land. For a variety
who wished had an opportunity to money that may be spent for use of the of reasons, proposals for a wider repeal
testify, the committee was in open session broadcast media and nonbroadcast; have never been successful in the Con-
from March 2 until March 5. media by or on behalf of aL1legally qual[- _ess, and I felt that if we were to have

Nineteen witnesses appeared and testi- fled candidates for Federal elective of- :_campaign reform bill thi,; Congress---a
fled on the legislation during those 4 days. rice in primary, runoff, general, ar.:d difficult undertaking at best--it should
After the last witness who had requested special elections, not be encumbered with provisions
an opportunity to testify had finished, J Fourth. Require that 4[: days before a which have proven so controversial in the
said in the public hearing, "Is there any- primary election and 60 days before a past.
One else in this room who wants to general election any person who charges I want to say parenthetically here, let
testify?" Hearing no one, I said that the a legally qualified candidate for Fed- no one misunderstand what the inten-
committee would recess, and the record era] elective office for space in the non- tion was in relieving the licensees from
would be open for I week for anyone who broadcast communications media do _,;o the responsibilities of section 315 (a) in-
desired to submit a statement, at the lowest unit rate charged other .tofar as the offices of President and Vice

On March 11, Mr. President, the Sub- for the same amount of space. L_resident are concerned.
committee on Communications met in Fifth. Enable the Sta_;es by law to The precise reason was to be helpful.
executive session and agreed that the adopt spending iimitation_ in the broad- 3'.have had many private conversations
full committee would consider S. 382 in cast media for candidates for State and with the presidents of the various net-
executive session on March 16. The full local office, works. I found them to be very coopera-.
committee met on that date and'. began I will,,not take the Serate's time ex- five. They said that if we would leave
marking up the bill, but adjourned until plaining the provisions in title I, be- _vith them the responsibility of the er-
a later date before finishing, cause the Commerce Com._ittee's :ceport iects of the equal opportunity law, of

Then, on March 19, I received a letter accompanying El. 382 docs this clearly .,ection 315(a) with reference to the
signed by five minority members of the and in great detail. At the conclusion ¢,f Presidency and the Vice-Presidency, that
committee requesting that the hearings ;my remarks, of course, I :;halt be happy they WoUld make time available free to
be reopened to hear additional witnesses, to answer questions any _enator migk.t ,-_candidate on a format of the choosing
Shortly thereafter, on March 22, the i_ave. (,f that candidate.
chairman of the full committee received Nor will I occupy the Senate's time So the real reason for this is that be-

·_alking about th,; spiralinu costs of cam- cause of the astronomical cost for a na-
a letter from the Deputy Attorney Gen- l.oaigning for elective 0ffi_te, the threat tionwide broadcast which, of course, does
era] of the United States, Richard G. these cost.,_ pose to the irtegrity of our not apply to Senators or Representa-
Kleindienst, requesting an opp,artunityto democratic system, and the consequent rives, but applies only to the offices of
present oral testimony on the legi,,dation. _aeed for limitations on carnpaig_a ex- President and Vice President, and is not

In view of these requests, the full cpm- penditures to help remedy the situation, restricted to a single broadcasting sta-
mittee met on March 25, and de_ided to The President of the Uni,:ed States, his tion, but must emanate as a network pro-
reopen the hearings on March 31 and ]Deputy Attorney General, the candi- _ram, the purpose of the provision is to
April 1. dates, a great majority of the. witnesses allow the network to contribute time

Hearings were held on those 2 days, who testified on S. 382, and S. 3637 i:a free, so that the costs of the candidates
and 10 witnesses, including the 1Deputy the 91st Con2_ress, public ophaion poll.';, campaigning for the offices of Presidency
Attorney General, appeared. Again, at and the scores of communications re- and Vice-Presidency can be cut down.
the conclusion of the hearings, I ordered ceived by Members of the (._ongress, have I do not want anyone to misunderstand:
the record to remain open for 1 week'to ex!pressed strong concern over this most This is not prejudicial to the offices of
receive any additional material. ,,;erious problem, lPresident and Vice President; it is bone-

Mr. President, the full corr,Lmittee Most :recently the problem has be el_ f.cial, and that is the reason why it; was
again considered the bill in ex,_utive _mderscored by the Citi2ens Research done.
sessions on April 22 and 23, and unani- Foundation in a report on political I _ive as the best example what hap-
mously reported it on that latter day. spending in 1968. Compared to 1964, to- !_ened in 1960. We did exactly this same

Since the Commerce Committee's pti- t;al costs were up 50 percent, from $20,) ti._ing, and it worked out pretty well. In
mary jurisdiction ran to title I of the bill, to $300 million; the cost of electing a my judgment, it only proves that it _s
it was that section on which the cpm- President and Vice President rose 6"!per- wise to build slowly and.steadily on the
mittee focused its deliberations. 'Title I cent, from $60 million to _100 million, foundation of past experience.
of the amendment which I am offering It has been said by some, however, that We have had a limited but highly suc-
today is for all purposes identical to title limitations on campaign expenditures are cessful experience with suspension of
I as reported by the Commerce Cpm- unrealistic and unnecess_,ry. The only section 315 for presidential and vice
mittee, way to achieve the objectives of le;gisla- lcresidential candidates in 1960.It is only

The purpose of title I is twofold. It at- tion such as S. 282, according to _shem, _rudent, in my judgment, to build slo'_v-
tempts to give candidates for public office is through periodic public _isclosure and ly and steadfiy on that foundation.
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Mr. President, it has also been said Arthur J. Goldberg, the ]Democratic gown's- Minnesota $126_200; Hc_mp]arey,* $158,000;

that the spending limitations in S. 382 norshlp candidate, spent $364,000 on radio _ieGregor. $166,800.
are unrealistically low, and should be and television, little more than half the, lira- Missouri, $161,100; Syraint:ton,* $192,200;
:aised to reflect the actual experience of it the Senate is contemplating. E anforth, $q31,500.Ail three _enate candidates in New York Montana, $30,000; Mansfield,* $10,.600;
the 1970 elections. In support of this were near or under the ceiling. The ,_ _ _!..C._. Wallace, $1/3,,200.
co,ltention a report was filed showing figures showed Richard L. Ottlnger, a L'_mo- Nebraska, $50,100; Morrlson, $21,600;
_hat statewide candidates in 23 States crat, spending $684,000; Charles E. Gcodell, Iq'ruska,* $26,500.
spcn_ more money on radio and tele- a Republican, spending $570,000, and Ja_es Nevada $30,000; Cannon,* $68,100; Raggio,
vision last fall than the proposed limits L. Buckley, a Conservative, who won, ;_522,- $73,800.
in the pending bill. I will have something 000. New Jersey, $250,900; Williams,* $179,900;ANOTHER ROCI-[EFELLER _r0ss, $391,500.
to say about the accuracy and relevancy Next to Governor Rockefeller of New York, New Mexico, $31,700; Montoya,* $$5,400;
of that reportin a moment, in 1970 candidate who overspent the ceiling (:arte.',$27,600.

But, Mr. President, the issue is sim- now proposed for his state most decisively New York, $635,700; Ott!,nger, $648,000;
pie--either we are going to have spend- was former Goo. Winthrop Rockefeller of (;oodell, $570,000; Buckley,* $522,000.
lng limitations that will halt the astro- Arkansas. His radio-television cost figu:re was North Dakota, $30,000; Burdick,* $44,800;
nomical rise of campaign costs, or we are $302,000; the Arkansas limit under the bill l_Seppe, $71,500.
going to rationalize, temporize, and corn- would be $66,000. Ohio, $358,300; Metzenbaum_ $238,500;
promise until any limitations that are The Democrat who defeated Wli).throp Ta_t,* $220,500.

Rockefeller, Dale Bumpers, also spent; well Pexmsy[vanta, $406,800; 5esler, $25,000;
adopted would be absolutely meaningless over the celling_$117,000---but less than half .C;cott,* $268,600.
in terms of accomplishing their purpose, the comparable Republican investment. Rhode Island, $35,500; Pl_store,* $16,400;

Their report purporting to show that Calculations by the communtcationa corn- ]JlcLaugblin, $3,300.
the limitations in S. 382 are unrealis- mission showed that Nelson Rockefeller Tennessee, $:[35,500; Gore, $145,600;
tically low when compared to the spent 20 cents on radio and television for Brock,* 81'13,400.
amount actually spent on the broadcast- every vote he won and that his brother Texas, $379,500; Bentsen,* $174,700; Bush,
lng media by candidates for statewide Winthrop .spent 49 cents per vote. $292,700.

New Jersey wa_ another example ci_.sen Utah, $33,700; Moss,* $115,300; Burton,
of/ice in the 1970 elections is, in a word, by the Republican Senators to illustrate that $91,400.
misleading. Mr. President, an article ap- the ceilings should be raised. There Nelson Vermont, $30,000; Hoff, $69,700; Prouty,*
pearing in the May 8 edition of the New G. Gross, the Republican Senate candidate, 1_53,600.
York Times explains in detail why ttu_s spent $391,000. Senator Harrison A. Willi_ns Virginia, $161,600; Rawlings, $26,200; Gar-
is sO. At this point I ask unanimous con- Jr., a Democrat, who won re-election, spent land, 31,,_00; Byre[,* $97,900.
sent that that article be printed in the well under the linfit---$179,000. West Virginia, $58,800; Byrd,* $8,100; Dod-
RECORD. Summing up the figures, the Republican .,_on, $1,900.

Senators declared: Wisconsin, $1_t7,400; Proxmire,* $41,100;
I also ask unanimous consent to have "Since we are dealing with an issue which ])]rickson. $14,300.

printed in the RECOaD at this point a is fundamental to having fair and effective Wyomln_f, $30,000; Mc,Gee, * $47,/]00; Wold,
table showing the actual expenditures of democratic processes in our nation, the 1_38,700.
senatorial candidates in 1970. spending limitation should be lncrea_sed so

There being no objection, the articles that it more closely relates to the actual ex- Mr. PASTORE. As this table shows,
were ordered to be printed in the RrCOR_), pertence." _;he limitation_ for the broadcasting
as follows: The Senators are Winston L. Prouty of _edia are realistic. I:[ this is so, I fail

Vermont, Robert P. Griffin of Michigan., How- '_o see how anyone Call contend that the
HIGHER CAMPAIG_ FUND CEILING _SKED srd H. Baker Jr. of Tennessee, Marlow W.

(By Warren Weaver, Jr,) Cook of Kentucky and Ted Stevens o'f Alaska. ilimitations on the nonbroadcast media
WASHINGTON, May 7.--Republican Senators Senator Norris Cotton of New Hampshire filed _.re unrealistically low because, as we

contended today that spending ceilings ina- a separate statement questioning "th,:_ sham an know, the lllajor expe:aditures in ua-
posed by a campaign finance bill now head- ' of creating artificial and arbitrary spending '_iorlal and statewide elections are made
lng for floor debate should be raised to ceilings." :for the broadcast media.
reflect "the actual experience" of the 1970 The Commerce Committee bill is e_rpected Some of the witnesses who testified
elections, to reach the Senate floor next month, before tile committee rLrged there be

In support of this thesis, five members of
the Commerce Committee filed a report SPENmNO m SE_ATE RACES one total limitation on all media spend-
showing that statewlde candidates in 23 Following is a table of radio and televis:ion lng with discretion le.ft to the candidate
states spent more money on radio and tele- campaign spending by I970 Senate candi- ' tO determine what amount to spend on
vision last fall than the proposed limit of dates as compiled by the Federal Con:anuni- broadcast and. nonbroadcast advertis-
five cents for each eligible voter would have cations Commission, compared wll;h the lng. Mr. President, there is merit to this
permitted, ceilings that would be in effect in each state contention, especially since campaigns

TWE_ITY-THREE SELECTED STATES in 1972 if S. 382 becomes law. Winners are differ according to the personal style of

In 11 of the 23 states, however, the spend- marked by an asterisk. . a candidate and the area of the country
lng listed by the l_publicans was by candl- STATE, CEILING; DEMOCRAT,SPENT; REcPqU_BLICA]51,in which the election is being held.
dates for Governor, who would not be sub- SPENT On the balance, however, the commit-
Jected to any limits under the measure ap- Alaska, $30,000; Kay, $34,000; Stevelm,* tee voted against such an approach. Tele-
proved by the Commerce Committee two $17,300. vision is unquestionably the most used
weeks ago. Arizona, $61,400; Grossman, $85,_:00; Fan- medium in political campaigns, and it

In addition, the spending figures, obtained nth* $84,300.
from the _'ederal Communications Commls- California, $711,800; Tunney, $466,700; has been the most signifli:ant contributor
sion, indicated that the big spenders of 1970 Murphy, $335,7OO. to the spiraling cost of these campaigns.
Were Republican candidates, who far exceed- Connecticut, $105,800; Duffey, $87,000; I might add, as an example, that if
ecl both the proposed ceilings and the fig- Weicker,* $81,400; Dodd, $49,600. all ,of this money were spent for broad-
ures of their Democratic opponents. Delaware, $30,000; Zlmmerman, $12,300; casting alone rather than a split of 5

The table filed by the Republican Sena- Roth,* $13,600. cents for broadcast media and 5 cents
tops listed a 1970 spending figure for each of Florida, $254,400; Chiles,* $53,900; Cramer, for nonbroadcast media, it would end up
23 selected states, without identifying the $140,500.
candidate who spent it or his party. The fig- Hawaii, $30,000; Heftel, $64,900; Fong,* ttmt if a candidate for the Presidency
ures from the communications commission, $37,100. chose t_) do so, he would be spending
to which all radio and television stations re- Illinois, $378,200; Stevenson,* $254,900; much more money, in the campaign for
port, had not previously been made public. Smith, $235,900. . the coming election, on the cost of those

Information obtained elsewhere identified Indiana, $174,400; Hartke,* · $'._82,'I00; media _han he spent last year, and one
the candidates involved and provided spend- Roudebush, $353,000. reason for this bill is because of the
ing figures for their opponents. Maine, $33,100; Muskle,* $30,800; Bishop, tremendous amount of money that had

In New York, the report showed, Governor $8,500. to be spent last year for broadcasting.
ROckefeller spent $1.2-milllon on radio and Maryland, $135,700; Tydings, ;_92,600;
television In his third successful re-election Beall,* $115,900. If candidates were given complete
campaign, or about $565,000 more than the Massachusetts, $197,400; Kennedy,* $151,- discretion to spend on the use of this
$635,000 ceiling that the campaign spending 500; Spaulding, $14.900. medium, the committee was fearful that
legislation would establish in New York State Michigan, $293,800; Hart,* $140,500; Rom- in the _losing months of a campaign the
for 1972. ney, $45,O00, airwaves might become inundated with
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political broadcast to the exclusion of The valuable franchises given broad- For that reason, the use of sound trucks
entertainment and other public interest casters to operate on airwaves .belonging nmy be prohibited in public places under
programs, to the people [s conditioned on serving proper standards, Kovacs v. Cooper, 336

Again let me state an example. The re- the needs and interests o:'. the community U.S. 77 (1949); $aia v. New York, 334
cent report of the Citizens Research of license. In this context, requir:ing U.S. 558 (1948); a municipalitymaylim-
Folmdation supports the committee's broadcasters to offer canclidates for pub- it commercial door-to-door canvassing,
judgment. In 1968, $58.9 million was lic office the same rates l,qven their most even of solicitors for periodicals, Beard
spent on radio-TV, as against only about favored commercial time buyers is nol;h- v. Alexandria, 341 U.S. 622 (1951), and
$20 million for newspapers. If money ing more than a particularization of t;he the requirements of absolute fairne.,;s in
from the nonbroadcast fund were freely broad public interest obligation incum- conducting a trial may warrant exclu-
transferable to the broadcast fund, it bent upon them. sion of television cameras from the
would have the effect of nearly doubling Finally, Mr. President, a good deal has courtroom, Estes v. Text% 381 U.S. 532
what candidates could and in most cases been said and '_'itten about the constti- (1965).
would spend on radio and television, tutionality of placing a limitation on ex- These cases indicate that where the

I say very frankly that ff we got to penditures for the media, and I woul_ regulation of conduct has the "side cf-
the point where we had to combine the like to reiterate what was said on tiaiis feet" of touching upon first amendment
two and leave it to the choosing of the question in the committee's report;, rights, the governing criteria are the
candidates themselves, I think we would Essentially, the objection raised wss presence of an evil which may validly be
have to reduce the figure of 10 cents; that such limitations would abridge the prevented, a reasonable relationship of
otherwise we would have utter chaos, constitutionally protecte,i right of free the :regulation to the evil, and the relative

Mr. President, these spending limits- speech of candidates and those who wis]a degree of effect upon the right to speak.
tions are not only realistic in terms of to buy air time or media space o:a their There is a balancing of the limited effect
what has been spent in the past, but each behalf. While the Supr4._me Court has upon free speech as against the substan-
is sufficient in and of itself to allow can- never ruled on this precise point, the tiaiity of an evil to the prevention of
didates fully and fairly to present their committee believes that what the CotLrt which a regulatory statute is reasonably
candidacies through the respective has said on the first ar_endment gen- addressed. Konigsberg v. State Bar, 366
media, erally and in an analogo_; situatiou--tlhe U.S. 36, 50-51 (1961).

The table I have just placed in the Federal Corrupt Practices Act--fu:!ly More in point, however, are cases in
REcoup shows this; the candidates who supports the constitutioni;lity of the lira.- which the Court has upheld the power of
ran in 1970 and testified before nay corn- itations in title I of the _mendment. Congress to legislate to protect the in-
mittee said it was so; and, I submit that The right to communicate information tegrity of the Federal election process.
65 percent of the American public, who and opinion freely is a l_asic right pro._ In characterizing section 4 of article
when polled said they wanted restric- tected by the first amendnlent..Schneide:, I of the Constitution which gives the
tions on political television advertising, w State, 308 U._'{.147 (19;{9). It include:_ Congress power to regulate elections for
would also agree, not only freedo:_n from pcevious censor.- the office of Senator or Representative,'

When looking at these limitations, I ship, but any Government action which Chief Justice Hughes, speaking for a
think it is also important to keep in prevents free di,;cnssion o:_public affai]_ unanimous court said it provided:
mind that production costs for the use In striking do_a a discri:ninatory Stat_.' Authority to provide a complete code for
of the media are not included; and that tax on newspapers in Grosjean v. Ameri-. oongreesional elections, not only as to time
45 days before primary elections and 60 can Press Co., ,'_97U.S. 233, 247 (1936), :_nd places, but in relation to notices, regis-
days before special and general elections the Supreme COllrt has sa!d of the earlier _ratinn, supervision of voting, protection of
candidates will be able to avail them- struggle, for a free pre,';s in England voters, prevention of fraud and corrupt prac-
selves of the lowest unit rate in each of that-- ';ices, counting of votes, duties of inspectors

:_nd canvassers, and making _md publican;Ion
the media. In the broadcast media, this In Ultqmate, an informed and enlightenedt ,)f election returns; in short, to enact the
can amount to a 35- to 50-percent dis- publlc opinion wa_ the thlnl; at stake; * * * numerous requirements to procure and
count. For, the evils to be prevent_d were r.Lot th_, j_afeguards which experience shows are heres-

While on the subject of the lowest unit censorsh._,p of the press mer,.qy, but any ac- :_ary in order to enforce the fundamental
rate_ I would like to say a word about the tion of the government by means of which it: right involved. Smtley v. Hotm, 285 U.S. 355
constitutionality of this requirement, might prevent such free and general discus- ',1932).

.sion of public matters as seer,s absolutely es-
The Supreme Court has never 'expli- ,sentlal _ prepare the peopl._ for an l_telll- AD.d, in Burroughs and Cannon, in up-

citly ruled on this point. It was asked to, gent exercise of their rights as citizens. Gro;_- holding the constitutionality of the dis-
however, in Ckronicle & Gazette Pub- :_ean,supra, 297 U.S., at 249-250. closure provisions of the Federal Corrupt
lishing Co., Inc. v. Attorney General, 94
N.H. 148, 48 A. 2d 478--New Hampshire The Supreme Court h_s pertinently J?rac%ices Act, the Court said at page 545:
Supreme Court 1946--but dismissed the stated Thornhili v. Alabama, 310 U.S. To say that Congress is without power to
appeal, 329 U.S. 690, and denied a peri- ',58,101-i02 (194£0: pass appropriate legislation to safeguard such_,n election from the improper use of money
tion for rehearing, 329 U.S. 385. The _keedom of speech and of the, pre,_s to lnlluence the result is to deny to the ua-

guaranteed by the Constitution embraces tion in a vital partlculax the power of _lf
The point I am making here is that the at least t,he liberty to dlscu_s publicly and ]protection. Congress, undoubtedly, possesses

State court held a provision of this kind truthfully all matters of publ:c concern with- that power, as it possesses every other power
constitutional; and when it was appealed out previous restraint or fe_- of subsequent essential to preserve the departments and
to the Supreme Court, the Supreme Court punishment. The exlgencles of the colonl_d lastitutions of the general government from
refused to entertain it on two occasions, period and the effort to secure freedom frora impairment or destruction, whether threat-
which left the decision of the Supreme oppressive administration de_eloped a broad- ened by force or by corruption.
Court in the State intact, ened conception of these liberties as adequate

In that case, the Supreme Court of New to supply the public need _'or lnformatlo:a ThUs, the Court has recognized that if
_nd educ_tion with respect to the slgnifi_ant s. substantial threat to the Federal el_-

Hampshire held that the New Hampshire issues of the times, tion process exists Congress may legis-statute establishingthe commercialad-
vertising rate as the maximum rate for First amendment right_ of the press 1;_te to remove the threat. In doing so,
political advertising in newspaper.,; or by _nd of speech, however, do not create an __owever, there must be a relevant cor-
radio stations does not abridge freedom absolute immunity from all governmental relation between the power Congress ex-
of the press, action which may touch upon them. ercises and the manner in which it _s

heing exercised.Bates v.Little Rock, 361
It should be noted that nine States q?hus: U.S. 516.

have similar statutes. When particular conduct _s regulated in
I might also add that section 315 of the in_erest of public order, and the reg- Ltl Burroughs and Cannon agairt_;t

%he Communications Act now requires c_lation results in an indirect, conditional, Enited States, the Court was quite ex-
pa_'tlal abridgment of speech, the duty of the plicit on this point at Pages 547-8:

that charges made for the use of any courts is to determine which of these two
broadcast station for any of the purposes conflicting interests demands the greater t Subsequently the Supreme Court held
set forth in that section may not exceed protection, under the particular circum, that Congress has the power to act to preserve
the charges made for comparable use of stances presented." Communi_ations Assn. v. the purity of presidential elections. Bur-
the station for other purposes. Dou_ls, 339 U.S. 38'2, 399 (195_). roughs and Cannon v. U.S. 534, (1934).
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If 11 can be seen that the means adopted And where the limitation does ap(ply, it elections recognized in Burroughs and

are really calculated to attain the end, the is not total. An ample ceiling exists so Cannon, if they were allowed to do what
degree of their necessity, the extent to which that candidates may fully and fairl,_ pre- the candidates may not.they conduce to the end, the closeness of the
relationship between the means adopted and sent their candidacies through these To contend that limitations wotdd be
the end to be attained, are matters for con- media, constitutionally sound _ith respect to
gresslonal determination alone. 5tepkenson Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- ,::andidates, but to maintain otherwise
v. Bingor_, 287 U,S. 251, 272. Congress reached sent to have printed at this point in the where their supporters are concerned,
the c°nclusion that public disclosure of po- I:_ECORD a rundown of a schedule, pre- would construe the power of Congress to
litlcal contributions, together with the names
of contributors and other details, would tend pared by the staff which shows how milch ;)rotect the election process far too nar-
to prevent the corrupt use of money to affect money can be spent by a candidate,, State rowly. Such a construction would permit
elections. The verity of this conclusion rea- by State. It appears on page 75 of tihe re- '_)oundless eras!ion of the purpose of the
sonably cannot be denied, port, and I cite that for the conve_q- legislation and in effect render it nuga-

The overwhelming Preponderance of lance for the ReFerrer ,of Debates. tory.The only feasible regulatory scheme
the testimony before the committee in- There being no objection, the schedule for regulating campaign spending is to
dicates the rapidly escalating cost of was ordered to be printed in the R:scoRr, make the candidate per,;onally respon-
campaigning for public offices poses a as follows: Bible for, and accountable for, 'all money
real and imminent threat to the integrity APPEHD:XA.--SPENDINGCEILING--EORMULASASEBON spent by and for him on the media, and
of the electoral process. ESTIMATESOFRESIDENTPOPULATIOflOFVOTINGAGE-- tO place a reasonable limitation on such

According to Voters' Time, the repor[ 197g.eUREAUOFTHECENSUS,(SENATORIAL0ENERALexpenditttres.ELECTI0N--1972)
of the Twentieth Century Fund Commis- Moreover, with respect to the broad-
sion on Campaign costs in the electronic Amountsba.,;edonestimatesolresidentcast media, nc, person now has an un-
era, after 1952, when television emerged populationel votingage,19721 restricted right; of access. As the Supreme
as a dominant form of communications Non- Court said in National Broadcasting Co.
in Presidential campaigns, the estimated Broadcastbroadcast Y. United States, 319 U.S. 190, at p. 226_
cost per vote took a sharp upward turn. (Scents)2 (5cents): lr0tal Freedom of ul;terance is abridged to many
From 19 cents in 1952, the cost per vote who wish to use the limited facilities of
rose to 29 cents in 1960, and to 35 cents Alabama .............. $114, 550 $11¢, 550 $229,100 radio. Unlike other modes of expreSSion, radio
in 1964. In 1968 it jumped to 60 cents. AJaska ............... 30, 000 30, 000 60, 000 lnherenzly is no_ available _;o all.

Arizona............... 61.350 61,350 122,700

For the same periods the estimated dj- Arkansas............ 65,900 65,900 131,800 Conversely, the Government may vest
rect spending of national-level party and California ............ 711,850 711,850 1,423, 700
campaign committees rose progressively Colorado............ : 76,600 76,600 153,100 in certain individuals a r:[ght of access to

Connecticut.......... 105,850 105,850 211,700 these facilities. Red Lion Broadcasting v.
Item $11.6 million in 19527 to $12.9 mil- Delaware............ 80,000 3O,000 _0,000 Federa_ Communicatio_ Commission.lion in 19567 to $19.9 million in 19607 and Florida.............. · 254.400 254,400 508,800

Georgia............... 155,550 155,550 311,100 359 U.S. 367 (1969); 47 U.S.C. 315(a).
to $24.8 million in1964, ln1968itreaehed Hawaii............... 30,000 30,000 60,000 The touchstone for such actions is the$44.2 million. Idaho ......... ....... 30, 000 30, 000 60, 000

756,3oo public interest, convenienc e, and neces-And according to another source, in IIlieois............... 378,150 378,150
Indiana .............. 174,350 174,350 348,700 sity.three recent Presidential campaign years, Iowa................. 94,350 94, 350 188, 700

the amount of money spent on newspaper Kansas.............. 76,950 76,95O 153,900 But limitations that are adequate and
Kentucky............. 108,850 108,850 217,700 realistic are not enough; they must also

ads was $4.3 million in 1956, $7.7 million Louisiana............ 117,800 117,800 235,600 be workable and enforceable. Under thein 1964, and' $11.6 million in 1968. Maine ............... 33,100 33,100 ' 60,200

Simply stated people axe becoming Maryland............ 135,750 135,750 271,500 proposed legislation, the obligations ofMassachusetts........ 197,350 197,350 394,700 the candidates and those who sell aircynical because of these high costs. Michigan............ 293,750 293,750 537500
A Gallup poll in November of last year Minnesota........... 126,150 t26,150 252,300 time and media space are clear and

Mississippi ........... 70,600 70,600 14t,200 easily discharged. Significantly, when Ishowed that eight in 10 Americans favor Missouri.:........... 101,100 161,100 3:.)?,200
a law that would limit the total amount Montana............ s0,000 _30,00o ,_0,000 asked the Chairman of the Federal Corn-

Nebraska............ 50,tOO 50,lO0 lEO,200 munieations Commission if the broad-
of money that can be spent for or by Nevada.'............ 30,100 30,000 60.000 cast provisions of the proposed legisla-candidate in his campaign for public NewHampshire...... 30,000 30,000 60,000

250,900 501,s00 tion were enforceable by the Comrrtis-off. ce. New Jersey.......... 250,900
NewMexico......... 31,050 31,650 63,300 sion, he answered in the affirmative.

One American interviewed by the poll New York ............ 635,700 635,700 1, 271,400
was quoted as saying-- NorthCarolina....... 174,650 174,650 349,300 Mr. President, the limibations on media

NortbOakota........ 30,000 30,000 60,000 spending' are aimed at a specific evil
If you do not have a million bucks, you Ohio................. 358,250 358,250 716,500 which Congress has a constitutional

might as well forget about running for pollt- Oklahoma ........... 89, 550 89, 550 179,100
ical office these.days. Oregon.............. 73,050 73,650 147,300 right to remedy; anti the remedy it has

Pennsylvania: ........ 406,800 406,800 813,500 chosen is necessary and reasonably re-
That may sound funny, but it is more RhodeIsland......... 33,550 33,550 67,100SouthCarolina......... 85,750 85,750 171,500 lated to the harm it seeks to prevent.

truthful than it is funny. SouthDakota......... 30,00O 30,b00 6,0000 These considerations in the committee's
An opinion poll done for the advertis. Tennessee............ 135,500 135,500 2711000

Texas............... 379,450 379,450 750,900 judgment outweigh any indirect limita-
lng agency Foote, Cone, and Belding, re- Utah................ 33,700 33,700 67,400 lion on the right of candidates or their
leased in January 1971, indicated that Vermont.............. 30,000 3o,ooo 60,oo0 supporters to use the media.
65 percent of the adult American public Virginia............... 161,60(] 161,600 3Z_,20(_Washington ........... 119,'050 119,050 2381oc The amendment to S. 382 is a compre-
wants restrictions on political television westVirghfia.:....... 58,750 ss,750 17,500 hensive approach to th(: problem of po-
advertising, and an additional 9 percent Wisconsin............ 147,400 14'7,400 294,80_,
would like to see TV campaigns limited in Wyoming............ 30,ooo 3o,ooo 6o,ccc litical campaign reform and excessivelyhigh campaign costs. Its provisions not
duration, onlydealwith the communicationsme-t Includes persons18, 19, and 2{)years of age.

And most recently, of course, is the re- _Or$30.000iflarger, dis, but with disclosure and reporting
port of the Citizens Research Foundation Sources:Clerk'sreport:"Statisticsof thePresidentialand requirements as well.
on political spending in 1968. Congressional Electionof 1968."eureauof the Census;"Esti.. This measure represents a major ef-

mates of Resident Population of Voting Age; November 1970and fort at reform in an area vital to ourTitle I of the amendment to S. 382 em- November1972."
bodies one means necessary to remove democratic s¢_iety.
this threat. It places a limitation on the PRESIDENTIALGEN6RALEI:EOTION(1972)--ESTIMATESOF The necessity for campaign reform is
amount of money candidates or their RESIDENTPOPULATION(IFVOTINGAGE, 197:.) nOW beyond question, and transcends
supporters may spend on the media. No eroad¢ast(5eents)............................. $6,978,150 special or partisan intecests.
direct prohibition is placed on free No,broadcast(5 cents)......................... 6,S?S,150 Mr. President, at this point, I wish to
speech. Except for radio, television, and Total................................... 13,958,300 yield _o the distinguished Senator from
certain specified nonbroadcast media, Nevada (Mr. CANNON)who is on his way
candidates and their opponents may Mr. PASTORE. Insofar as supporters to the Chamber, wh¢,se diligent and
speak at will. Moreover, even with respect of the candidates are concerned, it would painstaking efforts as chairman of the
to the restricted media, candidates or be defeating the purpose of the leg:!sla-. Subcommittee on Privileges and Eicc-
their supporters may use all the free lion, aIid in effect denying Congress the tk,ns, are responsible for0the reporting
time and space available to them. very power to protect the integrity of and disclosure provisions in the amend-
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ment. He will explain the provisions that unanimous consent that t;le order :[or tlU_ On May 6, Commerce reported its ver-
have to do with disclosure, quorum, call be rescinded, sion of the bill---S. 382--and on June,' 2l

Mr. President, in this connection, let The PRESID:[NG OFF£CER. Without Rules and Administration reported the
me say that we have striven to give to objection, it is so ordered, bill, together with the amendments
the people of the country and also to Mr. PASTORE. Mr. P._esident, I ask adopted by that committee. I am a co-
candidates for Federal office, whoever unanimous con,;ent that the time con-. sponsor, along with Senators MANSFIrLV
they may be--whether incumbents or sumed for the fast quorum call not be and TALMADGE,of the amendment in the
opponents of incumbents--a guideline taken out of either side. :aature of a substitute proposed by the
which is reasonable in measuring the The PRESIDING OFF:ZCEi_. Without; fiistingulshed Senator from Rhode Is-
costs and arriving at a ceiling ha order objection, it is so ordered, iland, the chairman of the Subcommittee
to bring about a sensible program of PaXV,_GEOl_THE FLOOI_ _)n Communications, Senator FASTORE.

election campaign for the welfare of the Mr. MATH/AS. Mr. P::esident, I ask ._s chairman of the Subcommittee on
American people, unanimous consent that curing the con-. i?rivileges and Elections, I have worked

The reforms adopted are liberal and sideration of the pending: bill, M_:. Joel. i.ong and hard to bring about a sub-
yet not too liberal. I believe that they Abramson and Mr. Terry Barnett, mom- stantial and enforceable improvement in
will do effectively what needs to be done bors of the committee staff, be permitted _;he laws applicable to campaign financ-
in order to bring the spiraling costs of the privilege of the floor. Jng. In my opinion, the Pastore substi-
campaigning under some sort of sensible The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- tuts amendment to S. 382, Amendment
control. _out objection, it; is so orlered. ]_lo. 308, is a solid, meaningful bill, set-

For that reason, I wouldhope tlhat the ting limits upon broadcast and non-
Senate would pass the pending bill, that QVORU_CAL_ broadcast media expenditures and re-
the House will accept it, and thai; it will Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, _[ sug- quiring prompt, complete public dis-
be acceptable to the President of the gest the absence of a quorum, closure of all contributions and expend]-
United States. The PRESIDING OI'_FICER. The lures by candidates for nomination or

The Deputy Attorney General, Richard clerk will call the; roll. _,lection to Federal elective office and by
C. Kleindienst, appeared before our corn- The second a:mistant legislative clerk all political committees seeking to i[n-
mittee. I said to him that if we were to sit ]proceeded to call the roll. fluence those elections.
down together, in 24 hours we could corn- Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Pxesident, I ask Mr. President, the Pastore substitute
promise on a sensible and effective bill. unanimous consent that the order f¢,r amendment is comprised of. three major

I want to say about Mr. Kleindlenst the quorum 'call. be rescinded, titles: first, amendments to the Corn-
that I found him to be fair and reason- The PRESIDING OFI'ICER. 'With- munications Act of 1934, and limitatior_
able. I asked him whether he represented out objection, it is so order _d. ou broadcast and nonbroadcast media ex-
the administration and he said that he Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ara penal]lures;second, criminal code amend-
did. He wrote me a letter to that effect, glad to yield to the Senator from Ne- r_ents; and third, disclosure of Federal

I would hope that if there are any ira, vada (Mr. CANNON) now, to address him- campaign funds. Senator PASrOR_. has
provements to be made, they will be self to the provisions on disclosure, and given his strong and articulate state-
made. I have an open mind. If anyone has at other times it may be r ecessary, ment in explanation and support of title
any suggestions that are more effective Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I thank I, and as a member of the Commerce
and wiser than some of the suggestions the distinguished SenatoI from Rhode Committee, I wish to identify and align
we have proposed in the pending bill, I ]island for yielding to me. myself with him in defense of title I.
hope they will come up with them. There Mr. President, the "Federal Election However, I would like to address my-
is no partisanship in the pending bill so Campaign Act of 1971,' S. 382, is s_lf to two areas of title I which were
far as I am concern.ed, the .l{_test of a long series of elec- modified by the Rules Committe_, hut

Mr. President, I have been in Con- tionreform proposals considered by the which have now been returned to the
gress now for 21 years and I have had Senate. S. 2436 was p_,ssed by th,_ form in which they were originally re-
experience in running for public office, Senate ill 1960; S. 2426 was approved by ported from the Commerce Committee.
In my State, it is not so expensive as in the Senate in 1961; and S_ 1880 was First, the Commerce Committee ex-
other States, but I feel that the time has adopted by the Senate in 1967 by an 87 erupted only candidates for President
come when in all the States, large and to 0 vote. Other proposals have been re.- and Vice President from the equal tirae
small, something needs to be done. ported.to the Senate but not acted upon. provisions of section 315 of the Cora-

When one can pick up a newspaper, in Unfortunately, none of the Senate.- munications Act. That decision was
these times of inflation, in these times of passed bills was approved by the House based upon experience and lmowledge of
unemployment, and read that some Sen- of Representatives. the communications field, as well as upon
ators have to spend almost half a million Therefore, Mr. President, there ha,'; the advice of expert witnesses, including
dollars on television and radio, that, in not been arty real change in the; law gov-. many from the television industry. Sub-
itself, is scandalous. I believe that much erning campaign contributions and ex-. s_quently, the Committee on Rules and
of the money is wasted. The expenditure penditures since the Corrupt Practices Administration amended the provision so
situation becomes competitive and sand]- Act of 1925 became law .t6 years ago. a'; to exempt all candidates for Federal
dates vie with one another. If one rand]- That Act undoubtedly was considered lc, office :from section 315. In spite of argu-
date has a billboard on one side of the be a very significant step in 1925, but merits to the effect that only a few can-
street, his opponent thinks that he must through the years has become so mean-, didates will be running in each State, it
have another billboard on the other side ingless that it has absolutely no validity is my judgment, based upon personal ex.-
of the street. We are now beginning debate on a bill perience as a Senator and also a chair..

There is not a candidate for ]public Which has been given grea';er study and man of the Subcommittee on Election,5
office who has not kicked himself when broader consideration than any previous wlaich has jurisdiction over the election
he realized it cost him twice as much as legislative proposal in the field .of elec- oI Senators, that there will be so many
he had planned, tion reform. The Federal Election ('am- candidates running for nomination and

In _he pending bill we are trying to paign Act of 1971 was referred to three election that broadcasters will be forced
avoid that, by bringing this whole matter committees for separate consideration of to pick selected individuals to the di,;-.
into a context that makes sense, ..and I provision,; within the specific jurisdic- advantage of others. Surely, broadcasters
think that the bill does that. tion of the appropriate committees. The would not give free time to all candi-

Mr. President, I suggest the absence Commerce Committee and the Commit- ds,les for Congress in larger States, but
of a quorum in order that the Senator tee on ttules and Administration each may give to a few. This would be unfair
from Nevada (Mr. C^N_oN) may be al- held pul_tic hearings to obtain widest even though legal since the candidates
lowed time to come into the Chamber. possible opinion :from a wLriety of ex- so faw)red could be from different con-

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. pert witnesses. Executive mark-up scs- gressional districts covered by the same
BUCKLEY). The clerk will call the roll. sions resulted in ,'_eparate reports to the broadcast media. That amendment has

The second assistant legislative clerk Senate from those commitS_es, although nc real congressional support. It is un,-
proceeded to call theroll, no act]or, was taken by the Finance necessary, and for those reasons I favor

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ask Committee. the version in the Pastors substitute
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which exempts only presidential and with interest, :has always been legal and disclosure of all. political finances. There-
vice-presidential candidates, proper. Bu t recent interpretation of such :fore, the Committee--.Ru:,es and Admin-

Second, the Commerce Committee's loans as political contributions has l_- :istration--agreed, without objection,' to
reported version of S. 382 provided for sulted in indictment proceedings against _elete that provision from the bill, and tO
distinct, separate limits upon expendi- certain banks. This action is an infringe- :recommend repeal of section 608 from
tm'es for broadcast and nonbroadcast ment of the rights of banks to conduct title 18 of the United States Code.
media. Those limits were set after study- business, and the language of the defini- Also, there was unanimous agreement
ing reports of expenditures by candidates tion of contribution and expenditure '_o recommend repeal of section 609 of
and committees in previous elections as in the criminal code amendments only, is title 18 because the 3 :million dollar limit
well as estimates of amounts of money to intended to correct the flaw in the eon- an contributions to or expenditures by
obtain adequate exposure in future elec- struction of the law. national committees has never been ob-
tions. Further, to give every assurance On June 30, 1971, in the case of U_. served. Other commiLtees were created
to candidates that the formula limita- versus The First National Bank of Cin- to receive or expend addiLional funds.
tions would not become obsolete, there cinnati, the U.S. District Court for the Section 600 of title :18as shown in sec-
was adopted a provision calling for Southern District of Ohio, Eastern Dirt- tion 202 of the Pastore substitute sets
broadcasting stations and nonbroadcast sion, granted a motion to dismiss the forth in greater detail the prohibitions
media to provide time or space at the indictment m.1 the grounds that the against special promises or awards in
lowest unit cost or lowest unit rate. And, application o_: section 610 of title 18, return for political support.
further, to maintain the formula on an United States Code, in this ca_e resulted Section 611 of title 18 as shown in sec-
uprto-date basis, there was provided a in a denial of first amendment _:ights. tion 205 of the 'Pastore substitute clarifies
cost-of-living increase to be calculated In its opinion and order, the court states the period during which Government
annually by the Secretary of Labor. All that-- contractors are forbidde,a to make any
of these factors were for the sole pur- The evil in seotion 610 is not that it pro- contributions to political parties, com-
pose of insuring fair and adequate access hibits the political expression of a National mittees, or candidates.
to broadcast and nonbroadcast media, bank, but that it directly affects the l_)lit- Eliminated :from the Pastore substi-

However, the Rules and Administra- ical expression of individuals who may wish tute is lOl'mer section :206of the bill. That
tion Committee amended those provi- to utilize their assets to secure credit on former section would haw_ prohibited any
sions by adopting an interchangeability behalf of a particular candidate, business regulated by CAB, FCC, or ICC
factor to permit candidates tO spend all Several other similar cases have been from extending any credit to candidates
or as much as they deemed advisable of dismissed on the same or similar gromlds, or persons acting on their behalf for
the amounts allowed for both broadcast It is clear that while a bank may not 'use services or goods furnished, unless any
and nonbroadcast media for television its deposi.tors' funds to make t_:,litical debt so created was secured in full by
time alone or for newspapers or bill- contributions on its own, the fact that property, bond, or other security.
boards. What was a reasonable 5-cent a bank does make bona fide loans to Businesses regulated by those agencies
limit times the estimate of resident popu- individuals who may use the moneys so have the right to exercise sound judg-
lation of voting age has now become dou- received for political purposes, does not ment in conducting their affairs. T:hat is
bled. Twice as much as was judged to be constitute a bank contribution, nor may only commonsense. Certainly no business
fair and reasonable by the members of such bona fide loans be barred, would jeopardize its economic stabiUtyby
the Commerce Committee, which has The Pastore substitute strikes from the extending unlimited credit to persons
jurisdiction and experience in this area, bill an amendment adopted by the Rules without, reasonable belief that debts
may not be spent by every candidate. To and Administration Committee which wotfid be repaid. The amendment re-
me, this was tOtally wrong, and Z strongly would have prohibited a political stricted the freedom of operation of those
urge the full support of the separate lim- committee from soliciting or receiving businesses and imposed an arbitrary, un-
its, as carried in the Pastore substitute, a contribution from any officer or em- fair, and harsh burden upon candidates

Title II, the criminal code amend- ployee of the, United States except an of modest means.
ments, defines the terms election, candi- elected officer. In the report of the B,ules Committee
date, Federal office, political committee, The Constitution gives every citizen three of the minority members said, in
contribution, expenditure, person, and the right to express lximself, including discussing the bank loans problem, that:
State, so as to include within the scope of expression of preference for political par- No one 'wants a Federal election law which,
the bill every kinds of election, whether a ties and candidates in the form of a poi- in effecL, says that only ';he very wealthy
primary, a runoff primary, a presiden- itical gift or contribution. In order to can run for elective office.
tial preference primary, or a special or express himself fully, a citizen should That quote could very aptly be applied
general election--runoff primary was have access to all information on eandi- to the amendment which would prohibit
accepted as an amendment to make it dates and parties, and ought to be priv- the extension of credit. Without credit,
clear that a runoff is a separate and dis- ileged to receive letters of solicitation candidates of limited means simply could
tinct election in its own rights and should from political parties through their corn- not run for office, w:hereas the wealthy
stand on a par with every other kind of mittees, would :have, in effect, a vested right tO
election. Even the election of delegates tO Almost unanimous testimony received seek office.
a constitutional convention is covered by by the Committee on ]._ules and Admin- Figures are not readily available to
the definitions, istration rejected specific limitations on show what percentage of a corporation's

Every candidate for Federal elective' individual co:ntributions. Deputy Attor- budget is allowed for c_edit, but I un-
office from the President down must corn- ney General KleindierLst, among others, derstand that it is not a significant per-
ply with the provisions of the bill, and expressed the, opinion that such :timita- centage as compared with the gross or
for the first time in history every single tions are unrealistic, unenforceable, and overall income.
political committee, whether National or probably unconstitutional. This amendment has been called the
State or local, would be _dthin the cover- Senator HOLLXNCS, chairman of the "Fat Cat" or "Rich M_,n's amendment
age of this bill if the individual commit- Democratic senatorial campaign corn- for obvious reasons. Even a credit card
tee accepts contributions or makes ex- mittee, and Prof. Ralph Winter of the would be of no use to a candidate, if he
penditures in an amount exceeding Yale Law School, were of the opinion had to post full security every time he
$1,000 during a calendar year. that the first, amendment prohibits the used it

Other terms are as broad as possible, setting of limitations upon political ac- Finally, the avenues of greatest ex-
and, in fact, are so all-inclusive that a tivities of individuals, including the ex- pense--television and radio--require at
special exception had to be written into penditure of money, the time of purchasing program time the
the definitions of the criminal code I was impressed by the testimony of payment of all or most of the cost for
amendments in order to permit National those witnesses and others. I think they time or space, so the, amendment would
and State banks to makeloans of money, presented a good case. So, too, ,:lid the not haw; been necessary for broadcast
A bank loan made in accordance with members of the Rules Committee. media. The amendment was eliminated
banking laws and regulations, that is, Furthermo:re, stress in recent years from the Pastore substitute and ]: hope
with adequate collateral and a note has shifted from contributions or expen- it will not be adopted if ,_ffered again.
promising payment on a day certain ditures limitations to complete public Title. III of S. 382, covering disclosure
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of Federal campaign funds, has evolved taw of the Senate or the Clerk,of tiao However, I do not want to lessen the
from a long history of committee and House of Representative:;. Some Mem.- chances for passage of this important
Senate activity in the field of ,election bers of the Senate, includi:ag myself, have and necessary legislation, and so I have
law reform. Gradually there has devel- been of the opirdon that _;he Senate and agreed to the deletion of title IV from the
oped an awareness of the need for corn- the House should oversee :_nd control the Pastore substitute.
plete and public disclosure, not simply campait_l financing rep(_rts by candi-. Mr. President, the Federal Corrupt
for general elections or from candidates dates for the Senate and the House and Practices Act is old, obsolete, and is of no
and national committees, but from every their committees, use at all today. It is time for the enact-
possible source and covering every polit- The Constitution says in article ][that: melt of a new, comprehensive law which
ical activity. Existing law does not apply Each Itouse shall be the jqldge of the elec-, will restore confidence in the integrity of
to primary elections or to conventions. It tions, returns, and qualifications of its own the elective process.
does not apply to State and local political Members. The Pastore substitute is the end prod-
committees, but only to those which are That provision has been held to give act of the thinking and hard work of
interstate or national in character, each House of the Congress the sole and :many Senators, and it is my sincerest

Inlormation presently submitted to the exclusive power over its Members. Ac-, wish that it will be given the approval[ of
Senate and the House is sketchy at best, cordingly, I haw; supportel the proposal,,; ;he entire membership of this body:
is not published, and provides no real to enact a new law which _;'ould do every- PRI'VILEGECE THE FLOOR
accounting for money received or spent thing tlmt S. 382 does, e_cept that the Mr. JAVITS. I ask unanimous consent
by candidates or committees. S. 382, how- Secretary and the Clerk would act :in lieu ';hat Charles Warren be permitted to be
ever, encompasses the whole spectrum of of a Federal Elections Commission or present on the Senate floor to assist me
political action and will furnish to the anyone else. However, in recognition of throughout the debate on the campaign
public huge amounts of data broken the division of opinion among the menL- expenditures bill.
down into Separate categories. Those bors of om' Com_mittee on Rules and Ad- The Pi%ESIDING OFFICER. Without
categories will show where money' comes ministration, a compromi,_e was reached, objection it is so ordered.
from, how it is spent, by whom, for The Office of :oho Comps;roller General Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, today we
whom, the amounts received or spent, for was approved as the depository for finaL- 1.esume consideration of the bill, S. 382---each step in the nominating process, as
well as the general elections, gnd the rial statements. The Comp_rol]er General the Federal Election Campaign Act of
identities of individuals, candidates, and oversees the expenditure of Federal funds :.971. More specifically, we undertake

and has a large staff of competent and consideration of the pending amend°
committees that are involved in all of ,experienced accountants, ment No. 308---Star_nt_introduced bythe election processes.

All political committees which antici- If a Federal El,_tions Commission were the senior Senator from Rhode Island
pate receiving or spending in excess of created, its merabers, who would serve _Mr. PASTORE) and others, in the nature
$1,000 per year substantially to influence only part time, would be a_ pointed by ti_e of a substitute to the bill, S. 382, as :ce-
the election of candidates for Federal President, and its staff, at least during t_orted by the Committee on Rules and
office must be organized and registered election years, would have to be drawn _dmtnistration, which under the una:ai-
with the Comptroller General of the from other sources, like the General raous-consent agreement has been
United States. Even committees repre- Accounting Office. _.ccepted as original text.
senting States or political subdivisions in To my' mind, the compromise is a good Mr. President, as the ranking Repub-
arranging for political conventions must one. The Comptroller General is as inde- lican on the Subcommittee on Corn-
account to the Comptroller General. pendent as any other body is likely to be; raunications of the Senate Commit:_ee

And every candidate for nomination or he is already located and _ell established cn Commerce, I have labored long' andhard with the distinguished chairman of
election to Federal elective office m_st file in the District of Columkia, has ample
detailed reports of receipts and expendi- 1;rained affd permanent _,ersonnel, and that subcommittee, the senior Senator
rules with the Comptroller General. would prove to be'.a very efKciexlt and able from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE) in try-i:ag to shape an effective piece of legis].a-

Each individual or candidate or politi- administrator of this act. I sincerely urge tion. Let there be no mistake, the leg-
cal committee or other organizati.on re- the Sene,to to approve of the Comptroller 2;lation which we are considering today
quired to file statement must account General to carry out the provisions cf vzill have a far-reaching effect and a pro-
for its receipts and expenditures on the the bill. f_und impact upon the campaign elec-
10th day of March, June, and September I regret that the Finance Committee t[on process not only in the short term
in each year, and on the 15th and 5th took no action on the bill with respect but in the years ahead. It, therefore, is
days preceding the date of any election, to former title IV, which was deleted _eserving of the most serious considera-
and also by the 31st day of January. All from the Pastore substitute. Title 1V of- t[on and deliberation by all. Members of
reports must be complete 5 days before fered a modest tax credit _f one-half of tlhe Senate. Mr. President, I cannot em.-
the date of filing, or less if the Comptrol- the amount of a political contributior,;, l:hasize this point too strongly and urge
ler General so directs, but not to exceed a total credit of $2,_ all of my colleagues to be attentive in the

To insure broadest possible dissemina- per taxpayer per calendar year. consideration which we now commence
tion and availability of statements, copies Alternatively, there was proposed a tax on this measure.
of everything required to be filed with deduction for political eom;ributions, but Mr. President, I support the bill, S.
the Comptroller General must also be not to exceed $100 per taxpayer per cal- 382, as reported by our Committee on
filed with the clerk of the U.S. endar year. l_;ules and Administration. I do so based
District Court for the district where the We have long sought a means for upon the following principal short-
candidate resides or where the principal broadening the base for political contri.- comings which I perceive in the pending
office of the political committee is lo- butions. We know that greater numbers amendment No. 308--Star Print:
cared. All statements must be received ¢,f citizens shouk[ be encocraged to sup.- First. Inadequacy of amendment No.
and made available for study and copy- port candidates and political parties of 308's--Star Print--partial exemption to
lng by the public within a reasonable their choice, the '%_lUal time requirements" of section
time. All reports must be preserved for 5 A small tax incentive would serve as an 315 of the Federal Communications Ac.,t;
to 10 years, inducement to the taxpayer to give some Second. The unduly restrictive sepa-

Substantial agreement on the provi- contribution. A portion of lhe cost would rate spending limitations lacking inter-
sions of title III was reached in the Corn- have been borne by the contributorand changeability;
mittee on Rules and Administration, and some of it would have been carried by the Third. The failure to prohibit unse-
I believe that all of the members of that Government. As :in the cas_ of other de.- c_red debts by political candidates for
committee gave their approval to the c[uctions and credits which are allowed services rendered by certain regulated
technical, organizational, and reporting in the Internal Revenue Code, I bellow. _ industries;
requirements of candidates, political these tax incenti_'esforpol]ticalpurposes Fourth. The failure to go the full
committees, and others, would serw_the best interests of the pub.. measure and provide for an independent

However, there was sentiment in favor li[c, and I will continue my efforts to t_ederal Elections Commission; and
of the creation of a Federal Elections bring about the adoption of some such Fifth. The failure to provide a fair
Commission to serve in lieu of the Secre- provision, labeling disclosure advising the geners.1
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public of the availability of detailed street." (Comraerce committee Hearl:t:gs, Similarly, Dr. Frar_ Stanton, presi-
copies of reports filed by political corn- S_rial No. 92-6, at 384.) ,Jent of Columbia Broadcasting System,
mittees. Dr. Stanton did seek to clarii[y his :noted, inpart, the following:

Mr. President, the above enumerated position on this mattel' by letter to the Central to ally measures calculated to
five points are my areas of principal con- distinguished chairman of our Co:mmu- _trengthen the electoral process must be the
cern with the pending amendment No. nications Subcommittee (Mr. PAs'roRF.), :improvement of the quality and quantity of
308---Star Print. I am equally concerned but in that letter he stated, in pa:,%, the :reformation provided to the public about't,he candidates and the lames. The repeal
about other areas of the pending amend- roi.lowing: :_f section 315 is an lmporta_xt avenue to this
ment and at the appropriate time will "Format would be determined in col_rsulta- end, since It would provide vpportunltles for
address myself to those points. However, tion with the candidates, and with t,helr 'greater contribution of free, time by broad-
for the moment I would like to elaborate agreement." (Commerce Committee HeaxEo.gs, _asters and deeper treatment of the issues.
upon my concern over the five major Serial No, 92-6, at 388.) (Comae:fcc Co_anlttee Hesrlngs, Serial No.
points of disagreement which I have There, therefore, remains, in my mind _2-6, at 380.)
with the pending amendment.

First. Inadequacy of amendment No. at least, some question concerning net- On this same point, Vincent T. Wasi-
308's ---Star Print--partial exemption to work control of format. If, on the, other lewski, president of the N.'_tional Associa-
the "equal time requirements" of section hand, what Dr. Stanton said means that tion of Broadcasters, noted, in part, the
315 of the Federal Communications Act. there would not be control of format, following:
Amendment NO. 308----Star Print--rein- then I see no harm in putting this in the We believe the cap_:tclous operation of_,1,,,however, mE_kesit impossible for

states the provision amending the equal bill so that it is clearly spelled out;. section _ _'
time requirement of section 315 of the Accordingly, Mr. President, I belleve broadcasters to perform this public service
Federal Communications Act which was the language added by the Committee on (providing time in politr_al camp_lgns)
reported by the Committee on Corn- Rules is an improvement and removes responsibility.
merce. It would create an exception to any ambiguity over the possibility of con- Even the distinguisheff chairman of
the equal time provisions of section 315 trol over a candidate's format, our Communic_mtions _'Sub_ommittee (Mr.
for presidential and vice presidential Now, as to the extent of the exemption PAS'.COR_:)conceded merit to the provision
candidates, from the equal-time requirement of :_ec- of' extending the exemption from section

During the deliberations of the Corn- tion 315 of the Federal Communications 315 to all Federal elective offices. ·During
merce Committee on S. 382, I ofered an Act, I joined with several of my col- a Colloquy wiLh the Deputy Attorney
amendment to exclude from the equal leagues On the Committee on Commerce Gen.eral, Mr. Kleindien_t, the distin-
time provisions of section 315 all Federal in filing supplemental views to that corn- guished senior Senator from Rhode Is-
elective offices. This amendment was de- mittee's report, which includes an ex- land (Mr. PAS'tORE) noted, in part, the
teated by a margin of but one vote. pression of my opinion on this issue, following:

The Committee or_ Rules and Admin- These views are to be found start!in§ on "Now your argument is that we should
istration, before which I appeared and page 81 of t_le Commerce Conm.qtteo's include the office of, let's _;ay, a Senator or
testified, very wisely, I thought, adopted report on S. 382---Senate report 92-96. a Oongressman. I personally have no obJec-
_n amendment similar to mine so as to As indicated in those views, the justifi- tlon to ghat. The only tmouble is that there
exclude Federal elective offices. That cation for excepting Presidential and has been some stiff resistance to that on the· groundst:hattilts is moreor lessa paro-
committee also provided in the same Vice Presidential candidates from the ehial situ_tion, and does not fit in the same
amendment that Federal candidates operation of the equal-time requirement category as the offices of President and Vice
would be given maximum flexibility in of section 315 of the Federal Corrimuni- President that ihave to appeal for the na-
the choice of program format. This I cations Act as now provided for in the tlonal networks rather t;har_ the local broad-
believe improved upon my amendment pending amendment No. 308.--_'3tar casting station.
by removing any doubt whatsoever con- Print--is thai;, contrary to its p_:Lrpose, · * * * *
cerning the possible control of television section 315 has inhibited broadcasters "I want to say at this Juncture that your
stations or networks over the program from offering free time and coverage to suggestion in regard to extending the repeal
format of a political candidate._ Testi- candidates. I agree that section 315 has o_:section 315 should be g.:ven serious con-side:cation, and it is not too farfetched at
mony before the Committee on Corn- had such an inhibiting effect. However, all. It is vrey much irt line with what we
merce during the appearance of the the proponents of amendment No. 308-- haw.. been thinking." (Commerce Committee
presidents of the three networks--the Star Print--violate the principle of any Hearings, Serial No. 92-.6, at 520.)
American Broadcasting CoJ, the Colum- sound logician by endeavoring to limit it
bia Broadcasting System, and the Na- to the particular offices Of the President _.[r. President, on this issue I will rest
t_onal Broadcasting Co--created some and Vice President, thereby irffer_ing my case until an appropriate time when
ambiguity on this point, that the same inhibitions do nol: e:dst an amendment will be offered to extend

As the distinguished chairman of our with respect to candidates for other Fed- the exemption from the equal time pro-
Communications Subcommittee (Mr. eral elective office. It is my view_a:ad one visions of section 315 to all Federal elec-
PASTO_E) indicated during those hear- in which sew._ral of my colleagues, in- tive offic,_. To quote the distinguished
ings, and I quote: cluding the Rules Committee, concur-- and knowledgeable chairman of our

"I said this on the floor of the Senate when that "what is good for the goose is good Communications Subcommittee (Mr.
I pushed for this the last time the bill was for the gander." In otlher words, if .,sec- PASTORE), "extending the repeal of sec-
passed. I said the networks would not pre- tion 315 has produced the wrong result, tion 315 should be giw.m serious consider-
scribe the format." (commerce Committee then its inhibiting effect is not limited ation." The same logic, Mr. President,
Hearings, Serial No. 92-6, at 386.) solely to Presidential campaigns. 'There- which persuaded the proponents of

However, in a colloquy with Dr. Frank fore, in the :interest of increasing the amendment No. 308--Star Print---to re-electorate's accessibility to candids,tes peal this section of the Conununica+Aons
Stanton, president of the Columbia
Broadcasting ·System, the senior Sena- and issues, section 315 should not apply Act with respect to 'the office of Presi-
for from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE) to any candidates for Federal office, dent and Vice President Js equally, if not

In hearings held before the Committee more, persuasive in justifying provision
noted: on Commerce this view that section :315 ot the same exemption with respect to

Now you are saying today that we would
like to sit down and talk with them about should not apply to any candidal_es for candidates for election to the House of
the format. ' Federal office was shared by a nuraber of Representatiw_s and to the U.S. Senate.

To which Dr. Stanton replied as fol- witnesses. Dindng those hearings the Second. The undu:ty restrictive sepa-
lows: Deputy Attorney General, the Honora- rate spending limitations lacking inter-

"Dr. STaNTON.I do not believe that I have ble Richard G. Kliendienst, stated, in changeability.Mr. ;President, the n_xt point 'which
changed my position on that point. If we part: I wish to make concerning amendment
have the responsibilit_ of doing the best Job "We recommend total repeal, which would NO. 308---Star Print,--deals with the
we can to inform the American people, I benefit candidates for other Federal offices
think we have some role in the s_tuation. I as well as those for president and vice presi- matter of -interchangeability of media
do not say we should be the only ones to be dent." (Commerce Committee Heari_:_gs,Se- spending limitations. The proponents of
consulted. I think it should be a two-way rial No. 92-6, at 516.) amendment No. 308---Star Print---again
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have walked us back to the position set lieve that the overall limitations provided la "He can better spend hl_; money in an-
forth in the bill, S. 382, as reported by the bill are adequate, l_ut it 1_ true thai; a other way; that is, either by mailing er by
our Committee on Commerce. They challenger to an incumberr; may ju.,:tly and billboards or however he wants to do it.

validly _aeed to expend mor4_ of _is campaJ.gn "We have been thinking of the idea that
would have us reject out of hand the funds on name identlfias,tlon which can no raore than 7 cents per vote, if that is the
meritorious amendment made by the probably mare validly be I_hleved through figure, and any candidate who does not use
Committee on Rules which would permit the electronic m,dia. I wox_ld not want any up to 7 cents can take the slack and transfer
the candidate the flexibility of choosing bill witi'_ whick .[ [sic. am] associated to be it to the other areas. * * *" (Commerce
to spend his allowable limit in either the considereli a bill for the pro'_ection o/incum. Committee Hearings, Serial No. 92-6, at 478,
broadcast or the nonbroadcast media. If bents." (:Emphasis supplied.) (Commerce 479.)
yOU will, Mr. President, this simply denies Committee Hearings, 5erl/_l No. 92-6,/_t 670.)

Mr. President, all of the foregoing evi-
a candidate "freedom of choice" in how Mr. President, in view ol the above dence simply begs the question, Why not
best to conduct his own campaign, quoted stated position of our distin- face reality and provide the necessary

Such a restricted and compartmental- guisheq majority leader (_r. MANSFXELn) interchangeability.

ized proposal as is being proposed by the I know that I and my ether colleagues The distinguished majority leader of
proponents of amendment No. 308--Star would greatly appreciate his support to the Senate (Mr. MAr_SFX_LD) recognizes
Print--simply constitutes one closing his an amendment which I :_m sure will be the need for this; the distinguished senior
eyes to reality. In effect, what ii; says is offered to provide this ne:essary fiexibll- Republican on the Committee on Corn-
that in prior election campaign,,; candi- ity to a candidate with respect to inter- meres (Mr. COTTON) recognizes it; and
date X was able to conduct his campaign changeability of spending on the broad- the distinguished chairman of our Com-
within the respective spending limitation cast and nonbl_)adcast media, munications Subcommittee (Mr. P_s-
which the proponents propose from the Mr. President, what th; proponents of TOS_:) recognizes and acknowledges that
broadcast and nonbroadcast media re- amendinent No, 308--Star Print---fail to there is at least merit to some degree of
spectively. It totally disregards the very recognize is that their amendment lack- interchangeability. Why then not pro-
cold factor of reality that in some sectors ing interchangeability between the vide for it now? Why wait until we _Lre
of our country it is neither practicable spending limits established for the re- functioning under this proposed law and
nor feasible for a candidate to campaign spectiw_ media is more likely to restrl.ct then find out that we have been remiss in

with one media or the other, the availability-of information to the facing up to the reality of the elect;ion
As the distinguished senior Republican electorate than it is to reduce campaign campaign process? A fair election cam-

on the Committee on Commerce (Mr. costs, paign bill, yes, Mr. President, a blamed
COTTON) pointed out during our hear- Amendment No. 308---Star Print---sim- and blindly restrictive campaign bill, no.

ings: ply _ails to recognize the dissimilarity of Third. The failure to prohibit unse-
"_lquere are certain areas where television campaigns in one area of the comltry as cured debts by political candidates for

Just isn't wor,th the investment to a can- contrasted to other areas of the country, services rendered by certain regulated
adida;tecandidate.becauSeismostitdoesn'tinterestedhaVeinthereaching."listenersAs pointed out by Mr. Pi_ lip Stern when industries.
(Commerce Committee Hearings, Serial No. testifying before the Committee on Cora.- Mr. President, the third area to which
92-6, at 397.) meres: I would like to address myself concerns

The distinguished senior Senator from "While qqf and radio are the most effectiw_ the amendment proposed by the disc;in-
way of reaching the voters, the conditions guished minority leader (Mr. SCOTT) tinT-

New Hampshire (Mr. COTTON) also right- vary widely from one Campaign to another,
ly observed the following: and they can also be the mo_t inefficient and [ng _his testimony before the Committee

"I think there are some qualifications costly way of reaching the voters, on Rules and Administration and which
about this concept that television, is the * * · · · _/as adopted in the bill as reported by that
greatest media for candidates. Quite frankly, "What's more, even wher_ TV is suitable committee, but which has been omitted
its potential depends somewhat on where and availa_le, not all candidates choose to froln the pending amendment No. 30g--
the candidates live. There are many small place the :_ame reliance on it." (Commerce Star Print. This concerns the mattel' of
States in this country. My State of New Committee Hearings, Serial Jqo. 92-6, at 44E;.] the extension of unsecured credit by esr-
Hampshire is a good example. When I run lain Federally regulated industries to
for office, as much as I would like to utilize Mr. [President, I feel very strongly
television, I find that I seldom use it." (Corn- about tlxis: issue and the need to provide oandidates for Federal office.
meree Committee Hearings, Serial _o. 92-6, for this suggested interchangeability. II._ It is my understanding that at an ap-
at 416.) media spending limitations are to be propriate time the distinguished senior

Moreover, Mr. President, none other realistic, then i_; is incumbent upon the Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr. SCOTT)
than the most distinguished and highly Congress, either' to permit interchange-, will offer an amendment to pending
respected majority leader of the U.S. ability between the two media limita-. _mendment No. 308--Star Px_ut--which
Senate (Mr. MaSSFXELn) seems to share tions, or l;o devise an ow;rall limitation would prohibit the extension of such _xu-

a similar view as I do concerning the whereby any given candidate wo_Jd re-. _ecured credit. Mr. President, I fully in-
need for interchangeability. For example, lain enough flexibility to best; reach the tend to support that amendment whe_a it
on March 15, 1971, when writing to Mr. eligible voters of his State or his district. ::s offered. I firmly believe that it is an
William A. Merrick, president and Gen- We should not and we faust not over-. ._rea of demonstrated abuse and potential
era1 Manager of KBMN, Bozeman,, Mont., structure the political process by artifi-, future abuse which must be corrected.
the distinguished majority leader (Mr. cial, arbitrary, or categorical limitations. AS the distinguished minority leader
MANSF_ELO) noted, in part, the fei]lowing: I would only conclude by pointing out,, (Mx'. SCOTT) pointed out in his remarks

"I believe that there should as well be some Mr. President, that even the distin- :.n the Senate Chamber on July 23,1971.--
discretion to the candidate that would per- guished chairman of on:' Communica- _ee CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, July 23, 1971,
mit transferring from one media allocation lions Subcomraittee (l_Ir. PASTORr.) pages 26935-26943--the information
to the other depending upon the individual seems to recognize the necessity for at; compiled at his request by the General
needs of each candidate. I am hopeful that least some degree of interchangeability. Accounting Office speaks for itself--over
this provision will ultimately be incorpo- During :the course of hear:ngs before our $2.1 million in outstanding airline bills
rated into the bill prior to final enactment."
(Commerce Committee Hearings, Serial No. Commerce Comraittee, in a colloquy with :tnd :nearly $400,000 in outstanding te..le-
92-6, at 669.) Mr. Wasilewski, president of the Nation- phone bills.

al Association of Broadcasters, the icl- Mr. President, I and my other col-
Again, in a letter of March 15th to Mr. lowing exchange occurred: leagues on the Committee on Commerce

Joseph S. Sample, Montana Television "Senator PASTOR_. We tLought .of the.t, have been increasingly concerned over
Network, Billings, Mont., the senior Sen- What you would do in that particular case, the financial situation of the airlines as
ator from Montana (Mr. MANSFIELD) yOU would transfer to the other area. well as the railroads. In view of this elec-
noted, in part, the following: "Mr. WASXL_WSr:X.I think this ought to be 1;ion campaigning "on-the-cuff" I now

"In addition, I am hopeful the final version a matter that is in the broad discretion of can foresee one of the reasons why some
of the bill will contain the type of leeway the candidate himself, of our airlines are facing the financial
and discretio n to each candidate to permit "Senator PASTOI_E.YOU are absolutely right,
the transfer of amounts from one category because we have said this time, and agai.n problems they have today. As Mr. Stuart
to another, depentling upon Individual judg- here, especially during the testimony of some _._. Tipton, president of the Air Transport
merit and needs of that candidate. I do be- of the networks. * * * Association, pointed out in his letter to
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the distinguished minority leader (Mr. ports of commission and task forces has tee- States we are being asked to place in
SCOTT): ommended a _tngle .Joint reposlto, ry tn the jeopardy the current cx,nfldence in his

Federal Government to which politie;zl fund office.
"This problem of payment for campaign- reports would be made. This was the recom- Mr. President, we camlot and we mustrelated transportation services is a matter of mendatlon of:

concern to the airlines. Consequently, the in- The President's Commission on Campaign not do this. We haw_ erabarked upon a
dustry would welcome and support an
amendment which would require political Costs, Financing Prcsldenl_ Canlpaigns voyage to reform the election campaign
parties or candidates to provide security for (1962); process. ]Let ns at least lqave the courage
payment of charges for air transportation." The Committee on Economic Develop. of our conviction, heed the counsel of the
(see Rules Committee Hearings on S. 382, ment, Flnanci_ag a Better Election Sy.,;tem Comptroller General of the United
at123) (1968). States, and establish an independent

The Twentieth Century Fund Task Force, l_'ederal Elections Commission which, I
Mr. President, if we fail to correct this Electing Congress (19V0). understand, will be offered at an appro-

blatant abuse of extending unsecured The Association of the Bar of the City prlate time as an anaendment proposed
credit we simply leave the door open for of New York, Congress and the Publlic 'I1:ust by the distinguished Senator from Kan-
political candidates to receive an invol- (1970). sas (Mr. PEAR-';ON).
untary contribution from transportation All these groups contained individuals
and communication companies. I think bringing varied and extensive experience in Before leaving ttz!s particular issue,political finance and Its study, and all pro- B/Ir. President, let me anticipate .what X
that the issue presented here is as simple posed the establishment of a single agency consider to be a specious constitutional
and as clear cut as that. to replace the Clerk of the House s,nd the argument against art independent Fed-

Granted there are some who would Secretary of the Senate as thc repository o? eral Elections Commiss!.on, which may
disparage the proposed amendment and political fund :reports. In. 1966, and again in be .t.aised by some opponents. These op-
no doubt' will vote against it on the 1967, the Subcommittee on Elections of' the portents may say that _Jmder the Con-
grounds that it is directed by those of House Administration Committee proposed stitution the Congre:_s is the sole judge
us on this side of the aisle to the detri- that a Federal Elections Commission be es-tablished for t:hls purpo.';e. * * * (See Rules of the elections and qua'.lifications of of-
ment of cur colleagues on the other side Committee Hearings on S. 382, at 146.) lice holders. Yet the establishment of the
of the aisle. That, Mx'. President, is a proposed independent Federal Elections
characterization and a judgment which Thus, Mr. President, for almost a dec- Commission would not, in my opinion,
those individuals will have to make. For adc we in the Congress have failed to derogate this authority. As a matter of
my part, I feel very strongly that unless face up to the need in this area by going fact, by _etter dated .April 8, 1971, to the
we act to close this "loophole" we will the full measure with the establishment chairman of the Committee on Corn-
simply be attempting to hoodwink the of an independent _'ederal Elections merce (Mr. MAaNUSON). Deputy Attor-
electorate of this Nation. Commission. On the contrary, we have a ney' General Kleindiensl; addressed this

Not only will we be deceiving the elec- somewhat faint-hearted proposal to go issue in the following manner:
torate, Mr. President, but in view of the halfway and vest this respnsibility in
demonstrated sig_filicant writeoff this the Comptroller General of the United "Finally, the Department is of the opinionthat the establishment of an Independent
means for the industry involved, we in States. commission to administer the disclosure re-
the Senate of the United States will be But, Mr. President, the Comptroller quirements would not constitute an unlaw-
contributing, albeit in a small way, to General of the United States simply does ful delegation of leglslatlw; authority to the
future Penn Central's and future Lock- not want this responsibility and he does executive branch. Presently, reports and
heed's, but in this case in the airline in- not want it for valid reasons. Yet for statements under the Federal Corrupt Prac-
dustry itself I, for one, have no desire some inexplicable reason some members tices Act (2 U.'_.C. 244-24_.), and under theFederal Regulation of I_bbying Act (2
to be a party to any such possible decep- seem bent and determined to charge him u.s.c. 264) are filed with, and preserved by,
lion, abuse, or adverse impact which with the statutory responsibility wheth- the Clerk: of the House cf Representatives
could compound the economic ills of these er he likes it or not. and the .'3ecretary of the 1Senate. The ores-
industries. I would simply hope that all Mr. President, as the Comptroller tlon of an independent commission would
of my colleagues in the Senate will view General of the United States, the Hon- not deprive either House of its constitu-
the issue in the same fashion and will at orable Elmer B. Staats, pointed out; in tional authority under Article I, section 5,
the appropriate time vote in an appro- his letter of June 9 to the distinl-_uis:hed nor woald it involve a delegation of such- authority. Ratl_er, it would merely permit
priate fashion to once and for all put an chairman of the Committee on Appro- each House better to exercise its authority
end to on-the-cuff election campaign priations (Mr'. ELLENDF. R)' by acting upon the most informed Judg-
financing. "We are strongly opposed to placing the ment." (Commerce Committee Hearings,

Fourth. The failure to go the full meas- responsibility for the administration of Fed- Serial 1_'o.92-6, ;at 556.)
ure and provide for an independent Fed- eral campaign financing requirements in the Therefore, Mr. President, I respec-
era1 Elections Commission. Comptroller General. tiw;ly urge all of my colleagues not to be

Mr. President, my fourth area of prin- * * * * * ,,
cipal concern is the failure of both pend- "Because our relationship to the Congress mi.qed by this "red herr_.ng, which may
ing amendment No. 308--Star Print--- closely resembles that of principal and agent, be raised during the course of the debatewe especially wish to avoid being pllaced in on the amendment to e:;tablish such an
and S. 382, as reported by our Commit- the anomalou,_ situation of having to in- independent Federal E1E_ctions Commis-
tee on Rules and Administration, to go vestlgate and report on our principal, sion.
the full measure by vesting in an inde- , , , · · Let me conclude on th:is point by quot-
pendent Federal Elections Commission "* * * An alternative which we believe lng the following from an editorial ap-
the responsibility of monitoring election should be given serious consideration, would pearing in the New York Times of
campaigns. Once again this is an area be the establishment of an independent, April 27::
in which an amendment to establish an nonpartisan election commission to oversee The GnP members are emphatically right
independent Federal Elections Commis- Federal campaign spending." (See Rules ia preferring an electoral commission with
sion was offered in the deliberations on committee Hearings on IS.382, at 202.) its own ,,;taft over the growing Democratic
S. 382 by our Committee on Commerce. Mr. President, I cannot see how, if we predisp_)sltion to leave enforcement to the
It was offered by the distinguished senior act in a responsible manner, we in the Clerk of the House and th.e Secretary of the
Republican of that committee (Mr. COT- Senate can turn our back on the position Senate.
· ON) on behalf of the distinguished senior of the Comptroller General on this mat- We lkave come half way with proposals
Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEASSON) and ter and blindly proceed ahead to vest to vest this responsibility in the Comp-
the distinguished minority leader (Mr. him with a responsibility which he him- troller General of the United States.
SCOTT). Unfortunately, it was defeated self says he does not want and which he Unfortmlately, we have stopped short of

,by a motion to table, thereby completely himself fears can only serve to urLdercut attaining the ultimate goal. The creation
evading the merits of the proposal. And. public confidence in his office. Quite of an independent Federal Elections
it is a meritorious proposal, frankly, I thought that one of the moll- Commas,don, responsible for full and

As pointed out by Dr. Herbert E. Alex- rating forces behind t:he legislative pro- comprehensive disclosure of campaign
ander, director, Citizens Research Foun- posal which we are now consideri:ng 'was finances, is the best way to achieve our
dation, in his testimony before the Com- to restore public credfbility. Yet in total objective and! to show the American
mittee on Rules and Administration: disregard of the learned opinion of the public that we have the courage to be

A succession of policy statements and re- Comptroller General of the United fair.
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Fifth. The failure to provide a "fair Certainly, the very fact that we are here fl.. 771. An act to ay ;horlze the disposal of
labeling" disclosure, advising the general in the Chamber of the U.S. Senate, ell- selenlum from the I :tlonal stockpile and
public of the availability of detailed gaged in what I hope wit1 be a construe- the supplemental sto kpile;
copies of reports filed by political corn- tive debate, is evidence c4 our serious in- s. 772. An act to ac ;horlze the disposal of

celestite from the _ _tlonal stockpile and
mittees, tentkm to come forth with a meanin_:ful the supplemental stoc :pile;

Mr. President, my fifth and final point piece of legislation. All _: can ask: is that s. 774. An act to au horize the dispo,,;e.1 of
concerns an amendment adopted by the we do not take the easy route, but rat[her vanadium from the n ,tional stockpile;
Committee on Rules and Administration that we face up to issues such as I have S. 775. An act to au ,horize the disposal of
which has been omitted from pending' pointed out and take a,opropriate steps magnesium from the _atlonal stockpile,;
amendment No. 308--Star Print. That to remedy them. s. 776. An act to au horize the disposal of
amendment would provide that political The foregoing is by no /neans in¢lu- abaca from the natio:ml stockpile;
committees soliciting funds shall notify sive of all of my areas ol concern. I shgll s. 777. An act to au: horlze the dispel;e.1 of

sisal from the national stockpile; and
the public in all ads that it is filing with :have more to say on tlais matter at a S. 778. An act to au'.horlze the disposal of
the Comptroller General accounts which subsequent appropriate time. I have la- kyanite-mullite from he national stockpile.would be available from the Superin- bored too long and too hard, as has the
tendent of Documents. distins.uished chairman of our Subccm- The message also _nnounced that the

Mr. President, one of the principal mittee on Communications (Mr. PAS- House had agreed t) the report .ol the
thrusts of any campaign reform measure 'rOSE) and those of our colleagues on committee of confe:ence on the dis-
should be full and adequate public dis- Rules and Administrat:.on, to let this agreeing votes of th_ two Houses on the
closure. Again I feel that we have ac- effort fa;1 by the wayside. As the Latin amendments of th, Senate,to the bill
complished this in part, but I also feel poet, Horace, observed, 'He has tmlf the (H.R. 9272) makin appropriations for
that there is room for improvement, deed done, who has made a beginning." the Departments o: State, Justice, and

I see little reason .for not putting the Mr. President, we have made a begin- Commerce, the JudLciary, and related
general public on notice as to how they ning. Now, lei; us finish tlhe deed, .';o agencies for the iscal year ending
can obtain a copy of reports required to that when we finish we can justly s,nd June 30, 1972, and [or other purposes;
be filed under the measure now under proudly point to our labors and say to that the House reced d fromits disagree-
consideration. Unless such knowledge is the American electorate, "Here is _;he ment to the amendr eats of the Senate
disseminated, it seems to me that we are meaningful and responsible Federal nurabered 20, 21, 22, !3, 24, 25, and 27 to
simply making a token gesture and de- Election Campaign Act ¢,f 1971." the bill and concurrE 1 therein; and that
veloping a mass repository here in Wash- the House receded'fr m its disagreement

ington, D.C., which may never become AO_ROM_,'F---_ to the amendment ( i the Senate nam-known to the general electorate. Iv[ESS , T[IE HOUSE bered 26 to the bill a: Ldconcurred there-
As the distinguished Senator from A message from the House of Repce- in, with an amendm at, in which il; re-

Vermont (Mr. PROUTY) and his col- sentatives, by l/Ir. Bert ;, one of its read- quested the concurr, ncc of the Senate.
leagues pointed out in supplemental views lng clerks, armounced ';hat the House The message furtl er announced t:hat
in the report of the Committee on Rules ]nad passed, with.out a:mendment, 1;he the House had agre, d to the report of
and Administration: following' bills of the [ ;enate: the committee of cot [erence on the dis-

"we are convinced that such a notification S. 751. An act to ant'. crize the disposal agreeing votes of thc two Houses on the
will make absolutely certain that individuals of industrial diamond c t.shing bert from amendments of the Senate to the bill
living in remote areas of the country know the national stockpile an the supplemental (H.R. 9417) making appropriations for
the activities of political committees opm'at- stockpile; the Department of tl LeInterior and re-
lng largely in Washington, D.C. Once such S. 752. An ac'_ to aut] :rlze the dispcm_l lated agencies for th fiscal year ending
knowledge is readily available, we s_re coati- of vegetable tannin extr .ets from the ns- June 30, 1972, and J )r other purposes;
dent that many existing committees will take tional stockpile; that the House rec ded from its _[is-
full advantage of involving as many of their S. 753. _knact to autho i_:e the disposal of agreement to the nendments of the
contributors as possible in the decision thorium from tlqe supple: l mtal stockpile; Senate numbered 5, i, and 28 to the bill,making process." (Senate Report 92-229, at S. 755. An act to autho i_.e tY_edisposal of
128.) shellacfrom the national_tockplle; and concurred the in; and that 'the

In summary, Mr. President, nly prln- s. 756. An act to auth mi'.'e the disposal of House receded from ts disagreement to
quarta crystals from the _atlonal stockpile tile amendments of ti Senate numbered

cipal areas of concern with pending and the supplemental stc_t:plle; 3, 6, 18, 19, 21, 31, an 32 to the bill and
amendment No. 3O8--Star Print--are as s. '157. An act to authoiize the disposal of concurred therein, _verally with anfollows:

First. Inadequacy of amendment No. iridium from the national s';ockpile; amendment, in whici it requested theS. 758. An act to autholl::e the disposal of concurrence of the Se rote.
308's--Star Print--partial exemption to mica from the national s',ockplle and the
the "equal time requirements" of section supplemental stockpile;
315 Of the Federal Communications Act: s. 759. An act to autho_i,:e the dlsp°Sal of

metallurgical grade mang_ _.ese from the ns- ORDER OF /3USINESS
Second. The unduly restrictive separate tional stockpile and the st _t,plemental stock- iM[r.BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-

spending limitations lacking inter- pile;
changeability; s. '760. An act to author L_;ethe disj_al of ident, I ask unanim( us consent that Imay proceed briefly w Lthout the time be-

Third. The failure to prohibit unse- manganese, battery grade, ,_yntlaetie diox:ide lng charged against _ither side on thecured debts by political candidates for from the national stockpi!e;

services rendered by certain regulated s. '761.An act to author ;;e the disposal of bill.
industries; diamond tools from the ns ;:onal stockpile; T:he PRESIDING ( _FFICER. Without

s. 762. An act to author ;;e the disposal of objection, it is so orde_ ed.
Fourth. The failure to go the full mess- chromium metal from the aational stockpile

ute and provide for an independent Fed- and the supplemental stoci pile;
era] Elections Commission; and s. 763. An act to author 2e the disposal of

Fifth. The failure to provide a "fair amosite asbestos from ir,; national stock- SUSPENSION OF ItU ,E RELATING TO
labeling" disclosure advising tile gert- pile and. the supplementa: stoc]_pile; CERTAIN NOI [INATIONS
eral public of the availability of detailed s. 765. An act to author _e the disposal of M_I'.BYRD of West rirginia. Mr. Pres-

antimony from '_he natlo _al stockpile and ident, I ask unanirr _us consent thatcopies of reports filed by political eom- the supplemental stockpilemittees.
s. 767. An act 'to author _e the disl_osal of paragraph 6 of rule: 8 of the standing

In conchlsion, Mr. President, 'the bill, rare-earth materials from t _e national stock- rules of the Senate, r_ [sting to proceed-
S. 382--The Federal Election Campaign pile and. the supplemental stockpile; , ings on nominations, ] e, and it is hereby
Act of 1971--has been substantially ira- s. 768. An act '_o author 2e the disposal of suspended with respe '.t to nominati.ons
proved as a result of the deliberations chemical grade chromite : mm the _:_ational tmacted upon during i _e present session,
of the Committee on Commerce and the stockpile and the supplem ntal stockpile; and their status quo shall not be af-

S. 769. An act '_o authorl:e the disposal of fected by the August 6 to September 8,Committee on Rules and Administration. industrial diamond stones :!::om the national
All who contributed to this improvement stockpile and the supplemental stockpile; 1971, recess of the :st :session of the
are to be commended. Nevertheless, I s. 770. An act to author :e the disposal of 92d,Congress.
personally feel that there remain areas columblam from the nati_ _al stockpile a:ad The PRESIDING FFICER. Without
which can be improved upon further, the supplemental, stockpile; objection, it is so orde_ ;d.
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FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN realistic reform of our election laws to creeled Ln developing a strong and sound

ACT OF 1971 have the consideration of that refo_._l be- approach to the whole subject of political

The Senate continued with the con- come nothing more than gainsmanship campaigns for electious to Federal offices.
sideration of the bill (S. 382) to promote as to which :political party can derive The bill report;ed by 1;he Rules Commit-
fair practices in the conduct of election the greatest benefits or penalties from tee completely overhauls the laws regt_-
campaigns for Federal political offices, enactment of the law. rating campaigns for Federal office. It is
and for other purposes. Let us from the beginning recognize a strong, no nonsense bfil that will re-

Mr. PROUTY, Mr. President, I yield that no political candidate nor political store tlle laith of the _merican public
myself 30 minutes, party should "do business as usual" fol- in the elections process.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- lowing enactment of this law. The entire It is a tough bill imposing penalties on
atop from Vermont is recognized for 30 purpose of this legislation is to m_tke the political candidates who dO not strictly
minutes, election process more effective for the adhere to its requirements.

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, the bill American voter. It closes practically ovary single loop-
we are considering today could well be The whole purpose of this law is to hole in existing law.
one of the most important pieces of leg- restore public confidence in the election The '_mregulated D[str:[ct of Columbia
islation this Congress will consider, process. Political Committee is dead.

Modernization of our Federal election The whole purpose of this legislation is The myth that a candidate is not re-
ca;mpaign laws is long overdue. ExiSting to make certain that our democracy sponsibie for other committees which
law is but a farce and the public knows works, happen to support him is ended.
it. Mr. President, we cannot afford to pro- Mr. President, enactment of S. 382 will

I have been trying ever since I came to crastinate, Democracy succeeds, only complex;ely change political campaigns in
the Senate in 1958 to encourage mean- where citizens have faith and trust in America. The people wi:E1know ali the
ingful and workable laws to make certain their government and its elected officials, facts about campaign financing. More-
that candidates for public office cam- The turbulent 1960's should have con- over, candidates will be strictly limited
paign in a manner consistent with the vinced us all that many of our fellow on the araount of mo:ney they can spend
principles of our great democracy. All of citizens have lost faith in our democratic on the communications media.
us in Congress should realize that the procesS. Prompt enactment of S. 382 as I am convinced, Mr. President, that
public is fed up with campaign laws amended can be the most effective meth- this legis'._ation is of such magnitude that
which in reality are nothing more than od for restoring to the public the con- all of us on the floor should understand
a farce, fidence necessary for democracy to work. its provisions before it i:_ enacted. I in-

The Federal Corrupt Practices Act of Now Mr. President, two Senate, (;om- tend to devote a considerable ammmt of
1925 was the last major piece of legisla- mittees have thoroughly and carefully time sharing ,_th my colleagues all of
tion regulating campaigns for Federal considered aliL aspects of S. 382. I am the considerations that have gone into
office. It was not an effective law in 1925 privileged to serve on both of those eom- developing the bill we h:_ve before us.
and today even the effective parts of that mittees and :[ can assure you th:at our rACKOROUND
act havebecomeobsolete, deliberations were long and thoughtful. Mr. President, at the present time

Last fall, I voted for S. 3637 which I am certain that I speak for every mere- there is simply no effective regulation of
placed limitations on the amount of her of both committees when I state that the election process for l_ederal officials.
money candidates for Federal office could it is our interttion to do everything t:hat The onty law that pu:cports regulation of
spend on radio and television. I voted for is humanly possible to see that during Federal elections is the :_'ederal Corrupt
that bill because it represented a move this session of this Congress the:ce will Practices Act of 1925 and the Hatch Act
by Congress in an area that had been ne- be a Federal :Elections Campaign Act of limiting the participation of Federal civil
glected for too long; namely, the updat- 1971. servants in politics. The basic law is the
lng of laws relating to Federal elections. While action on this important moas- Federal Corrupt Practices Act some of
Following the 1970 campaign, all of us in ure must be prompt, it is of such great which is codified in title 2 of the United
Congress were faced with the question of importance that I sincerely hope Mom- States Code and the remainder is con-
whether we should override the Presi- .bors will give all its provisions the same rained irt title 18 of the United States
dent's veto of that bill. On November 23, thoughtful and careful consideration on Code whiLch is the title containing crimi-
I voted to sustain the President's veto of the Senate floor as was given by the two nal lags.
S. 3637. At that time, I stated that S. committees Who have worked on the bill. Mr. President, the Federal Corrupt
3637 did not go far enough in accom- I mention this fact, Mr. President, be- Practices Act of 1925 has probably been
plishing the job that needed to be done. cause you will recall that in 1967 this worse than having no law regulating

The veto of S. 3637 was in the best in- body passed I_. 1880 which contained a Federal elections. It is full of loopholes
terest of the American public, because modernization of disclosure pro;_iSions and, in effect, provides neither the candi-
had S. 3637 been approved, I, for one, do and tax incentives for political contribu- dates nor the public with any guidance or
not believe that the impetus for overall tions. At that time, deliverations on the information concerning the election
legislation would hav e been as great as Senate floor lasted less than one day. process:.
it is today. History may record that the The bill passed the Senate by unanimous On the face it appear:; to require dis-
President's veto of S. 3637 marked the vote, with few of us having a thorough closure of campaign contributions and
point in history when both the executive understanding of what it contained. ¢;on- expenditures.
and legislative branches of the Federal sequently, it died a peaceful death be- On its face it appears to limit indi-
Government decided that the time had cause of inaction by the other body. vidual contributions to $5,000.
come for complete and comprehensive Mr. President, I worked long and hard On its face it appears to place an over-
reform of Federal campaign laws. with many of my colleagues on the Cc,m- all limit on the amount of money that

Mr. President, I hope and believe that merce Committee to strengthen S. 382 as candidates could spend in a campaign.
everyone in this Chamber hopes that this originally introduced. In that committee All of these, appearances of regulation,
year there will be enacted a comprehen- we made substantial progress toward are an illusion. Campaign committees
stye election reform act more sweeping drafting an effective and meanhxgful formed in the District: of Columbines any
in scope than any election law in this piece of legislation. In ail candor, we territory of the United S'mtes are not re-
Nation's history. All of us have for years were not completely successful :in our quired to report contrJ.butions or ex-
been attempting to put together the de- efforts to develop a strong bill because penditures made on the behalf of a can-
gree of interest and support necessary for some of our colleagues on the Commerce didate for Federal ofiqce. Individuals are
passing an election reform act. I believe Committee favored tabling all amend- not limited to $5,000 contribultorts be-
that we have nov.: generated that support, ments to the 'bill not relating to title I. cause an individual cart give $5,000 to

Mr. President, before I go into the de- As the ranking Republican member of ma:ny separate committees supporting
tails of the bill, let me at this point ex- the Committee on Rules and A¢lminis- the same candidate. There is no overall
press the hope that the consideration of tration, I continued the fight to see that limitation on the amotmt that a candi-
this measure does not become bogged the legislation was considered in its eh- date can spend in a campaign because
down in partisan politics. All Americans tirety. Other members on the R.ules commit, tees working on the candidate's
have waited too long for effective and Committee agreed with me and we suc- behalf are not affected by the overall
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limitation. In fact, the Federal Corrupt campaig_ costs without depriying the ye- By its present language S. 382 would repeal
Practices Act of 1925 is a sham. It is a ter of the opportunity of making an irt- 1;he equal opportunity provision of section
dangerous sham because over the years it telligent choice. This latter considerattc,n '115of the Communications Act for presiden-
has created an illusion of regulation of is particularly iraportant if we are to lit- _;ial :and vice-presidential candidates. :Ex-
the Federal elective process. As an illu- ,sure against enacting legislation which tension of this policy to all Federal oillce_eekers would permit coverage of all serious
sion it has retarded meaningful reform :favors incumbent omceholders who are candidates to a much greater extent than
in an area that particularly needs re- generally better known an2 better able 1;o is now possible.
form. It has provided an easy excuse for "make news." We believe that title I, lu_ It should be pointed out that the pub].lc
preserving the status quo. amended, represents an effective and interest standard and all other applicable

During the 1960's Congress made some :realistic way for lowering campaign costs, considerations bearing on a broadcast llcensee
attempts to reform our election canaapaign 'There are four distinct elements that arq :;tewardship of the airways always remain in
laws. For the most part, those attempts designed to lower the ccst of political l:ull force. Abuse, if it should occur, could be
resembled illusions more than reality be- campaigns: readily¢edressed,Stations freed from the threat of g_eat
cause all the bills with the excel:,tion of First. Repeal c,f the equ_,l time requix_,_- _;warms of candidates appearing for a variety
S. 3637 in the last Congress were passed ments cfi section 315 of the Federal Corn- of reasons would be able to concentrate coy-
by only one body of the Congress. :munications Act in order to encourage crage on a bona fide candidate to the benefit

In. 1969, Congress did pass S. 3637 broadca'_ters to provide _Mditionarl free of thepublic.
which would have limited campaign ex- time to all Federal candids.tes. While ! feel complete repeal of this lIl-
penditures on radio and television. In Second. The requiremen _that the corn- named equal opportunity section of the Cora-

municaticns Act would be appropriate, <:er-
vetoing that bill President Nixon stated, munications media chargE_ political can- l;ainly it should be removed at least for
in part: didates at the "lowest unit rate." 1;hose offices with which this legislation

S. 8637 does not limit the overall cost of Third. Limiting the reduced rate to _:5 deals---the Federal offices.
campaigning It merely limits the amount days preceding a primary election and 60
that candidates can spend on radio and tele- days preceding _ general election, there- MI'. President, the Committee on Rules
vision. In doing so, it unfairly endangers free- by encouraging shorter campaigns, and Administration also heard testimony
dom of discussion, discriminates against the POLLrttl. IAmitJng candidates' expend_l- from the president of the North Carolina
broadcast media, favors the incumbent of- tures on the communications :media Association of Broadcasters, Mr. Richard
rice holder over the office seeker and :gives an Barron, reemphasizing the need for re-unfair advantage to the famous, while preserving campaign flexibility.

i)ealing the equal time requirements for
The President called upon Congres to srermN s la EXEhtl}_TIONS all Federal candidates:

enact comprehensive and meaningful re- Mr. President, both committees heard Fir.,_t, we agree with the provisions of the
form of our laws governing Federal considerable testimony from broad- },m that would call for the repeal of section
elections, casters Lo the effect that _he equal time l;15(a) of the Federal Communications .act

Mr. President, had S. 3637 become law, requirement of section 315 of the Federal to delete the equal time requirement for
there can be no question but that the Communicatiom; Act inhibits broacl- presidential and vice-presidential candida'res.
pressure for meaningful overall effective casters from providing l_olitical cand_L- We recommend, however, that the bills be
reform would not have today existed, dates with free time. Under the "equal expanded in this regard so as to delete the

Mr. President, S. 382 was considered time requirement" if a broadcaster equal time requirements for all candidates.We agree with Deputy Attorney General
in part by the Senate Commerce Corn- grants one candidate free time, he mtmt ]_ichard G. Kleindienst in his testimony of
mittee and in its entirely by the Commit- by law pro¥1de all other candidates for l_arcl_ 31 that section 315 "Contrary to its
tee on l_ules and Administration. I am the same office with precisely the purp¢_es, has had the effects of dscouraging
convinced that history will judge the same amount of time. In most elections broadcasters from offering free time and coy-
enactment of S. 382 as a most significant there are only two or three serious candi:- erage/'
piece of legislation because it goes to the dates.,The views of those serious (;and!:- This ls also in accord with Dr. 'Frank
very heart of our democratic process. The dates are seldom heard on free radio or _{tanton of CBS when he stated that "Because
importance of the bill compels me to television time because a number of _ection 315 requires equal time for every
discuss in detail the various titles; of the fringe candidates or potential candidates candidate for an office, however insignificantor frivolous his candidacy, the practical el-
bill, as reported by the Committee on :are waiting in the wings to demand lect-of the law has been to deny free broad-
Rules and Administration and in the precisely the same amoun; of time given (:sst tinie to major candidates or to force free
Pastore amendment. Lo serious candidates. The net result of time to be shared with fringe candidates."

the equal time requirement has been "no Therefore, we recommend the repeal of sec-
TrI'LE][--LIMITATIONSON CAMPAIGNCOSTS time offered." 1ton 315(a) and its equal time requirements
Mr. President, all elected public of- The Senate Commerce Committee Jorallcandidates.

ficials are keenly aware of the fact that :recognized the inhibiting effects of the Mr. President, the following considera-
political campaigns cost more today than equal-time requirement (,f section 315. tions convinced the Rules Committee
they 'did in the past. Some have argued The bill as reported from that commit- that the equal time requirement should
that the communications media is the tee repeals the equal time provision but lie removed for all Federal candidates.
primary reason that campaign costs have only for presidential ard vice presil- Free time if given to political candi-
increased. Quite frankly, there isnoclear dential candidates. Testimony before dates would reduce the costs of cam-
evidence to substantiate this fact. It both committees clearly ;_how that the paigns.
should be noted that enactment of S. ,exemption should extend to all (:and_i- Broadcasters havebeen unanimous in
382 as amended will provide us with de- dates for Federal omce. Ir his testJ:mony claiming that the equal time requi:re-
tailed facts and figures concerning ali before the Rules Committee, Deputy ments of section 315 inhibit them from
campaign spending. Title III of the bill Attorney General Richard Kleindien,;t
calls for complete and full disclosure of urged the committee to s,xtend the e_:- providing free time.
all expenditures, eruption. Let me quote from his test_!- The FCC studies confirm the fact that

Title I was extensively considered by mony: very little free time is provided.Consequently, incumbents who tend t;o
the Senate Commerce Committee.. How- We agree that section 315 has produced tr,e lie better known and have an ability to
ever, numerous witnesses who appeared wrong results, bu_ these ar_: not limited _to "make news" are presently in a mULCh
before the Rules and Administration presidential and vice-presidential candidates.

They are equally applicable to candidates for better position than nonincumbents._
Committee contributed valuable testi- other Federal offices. Every argument sup- Therefore, the Rules Committee rc-
mony relating to the provisions of title I. '.porting limited repeal suppcrts total repes.L moved the equal-time requirement :_cr
Recognizing the interrelationship be- 'The fairness doctrine enforced by the :Federal all Federal candidates.
tween title I and the 'other titles of the ,Communications Commission will afford all Mr. President, this brings me to the
bill, the committee carefully considered :Federal candidate:; access to 'aroadcasting fa- next three features which are designed
all of the provisions contained in title I. cillties on an equitable bast:;. We urg,_ total tO cut the cost of political campaigns.

In general, title I represents an effort repeal of section 315. As I have stated we are all in agreement
to lower campaign expenditures. This is The president of the _[utual Broadl- that political campaigns are too expen-
an admirable goal with which everyone casting System, Mr. Victer Diehm, sup- sive. In many ways I have sympathy
can agree. Differences arise in determin- :ported the Deputy Attoxney General's with the proposal put fort:h by the dis-
lng which is the best method for lowering position when he, testified aS follows: tinguished senior Senator from Michigan
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(Mr. HART). At various times, he has I would hope, Mr. President, tlaat we stm_ptton is simply not. true. In some
suggested that campaigns for Federal would avoid setting a rigid, overstruc- States the broadcast media may be the
office should be financed by the Federal tured spending limitation, best method for informing voters about
Government. His idea is to remove all As we know, S. 382 as reported by the the issues in a campaign. In other States
private money from political campaigns. Senate Commerce Committee had sepa- broadcast media may have no signifi-
On the face of it his proposal has con- rate but identical spending limitations can, ce whatsoever.
siderable merit, but under close examina- on the amount of money a candidate In some States political candidates find
lion it becomes clear that that route could spend on the broadcast and non- that they must use out-of-State isle-
would serve only to favor incumbents, broadcast communications media, vision stations to reach the voters in

Did the presiding officer know that in The Senate Commerce Committee re- their Skate. In New Jersey and Delaware,
the Congress of the United States since port recognized the difficulties in i_aving for example, there i'_ not a single isle-
1940 over 93 percent of the incumbents separate but identical spending l!imita- vision station. In my own State of Vet-
who have run for reelection have lions, mont we have but one television station
achieved their goal? I suggest that the Some of the witnesses who testified I_:fore which, by the way, h:_s several times the
only thing 100 percent Federal financing your commiCtee urged there be one total number of viewers in Montreal, Quebec
of campaigns would accomplish would be limitation on all media spending with dis- than it has in the State of Vermont. To
to have 100 percent of the incumbents cretlon left to the candidate to de:terrains reach over half of the S_ate'of Vermont
seeking reelection achieve their goal. what mounts to spend on broadcast and it is necessary to purchase television time
Such a result would further increase the non-broadcast advertising. There is raerlt to on broadcast stations in New York, Mas-
]ack of confidence that the public has in this contention especially since camp_dgns
our democratic society, differ according to the personal style of a sachusetts, and Maine. Naturally, the

It is interesting to note, Mr. President, candidate and the area of the cou:ntry in rates charged by television stations havewhich the election is being held. a relationship to the station's total num-
that some other methods for decreasing On thc balance, however, your committee ber of viewers rather than the voters in
the costs of political campaigns run the opted against such an approach. Television any particular' State.
same risk of encouraging the reelection is unquestionably the most used media in As you know, Mr. President, the bill re-
of incumbents in perpetuity. I shall political campaigns, and it has been thc most ported by the Senate Commerce Corn-
shortly discuss those problems when I significant contributor to the spiralling ,cost mittee and the spending limitatior_s con-
deal with spending limitations. Before of these campaigns. If candidates we:re given
then, however, I would like to discuss complete discretion to spend on the uss of tained in the substitute amendment of-
two measures taken by both committees this media your committee was fearful that fered by the distinguished Senator fromin the clesing months of a campaign 'She air- Rhode ]_land (Mr. PASTOR_.) have sep-
which are designed to reduce costs in- waves might become inundated with ]political arate but identical limit._tions for broad-
herent in a political campaign, broadcasts to the exclusion of entertaimnent cast and nonbroadcast communications

REDUCED_EnZACHAROES and other public interest programs. (S. Re- media.
Mr. President, the Rules Committee port 92-98, p. 3o). Mr. President, 1 am convinced that this

retained those parts of the bill reported Deputy Attorney General ' Yt,ichard artificial overstructuring of political
by the Senate Commerce Committee re- Kleindienst in testimony before the Rules campaigns is very undesi[rable due to the
quiring the communications media to Committee addressed that particular great variety of campaign situations
charge political candidates at the "lowest reason in the following manner: throughout the country. As you know,
unit rates." History has demonstrated We think the economic facts of life irt the the members of the Rules Committee
that candidates for political office are broadcasting industry and the long-term heard additional testimony which veri-
charged more for the same amount of self-interest of broadcasters will adequately iq.ed the fact that interchangeability was
space or time than major advertisers, protect the public from any real po_sib:[lity needed between the spending limitations
While we do not have any definitive of an inundation of the air by political ad- in order to give candidates the maximum
facts as to the differences between "low- vertlsements. We also believe that compart- flexibility in tailoring a campaign to suit
est unit rate" and the amount being mentalized spending limitations ignore dif-
charged political candidates, we are ferences in candidates and variances in their particular need,';. The overall :intent
hopeful that an overall reduction in media coverage capabilities and media :rates of S. 382 is to restore the confidence ofthroughout the Nation. Candidates should the American :people m the election proc-
campaign costs will occur as a result of have the flexibility to structure their cam- ess. Unrealistic spending limitations for
this legislation, paigns to produce the most efficient and el- radio and television sir, aply mean that

ENCOURAGEi_ENTOF SHORTERCAMPAIGNS fective communication with the electorate, some of the American people will be de-

Second, Mr. President, the Rules Corn- In all candor, Mr. President, it is ex- prived of being fully informed about a
mittee retained the provision added by tremely difficult to establish any limits- candidate and the issues. This discrep-
the Senate Commerce Committee limit- tion without having complete and accu- ancy is compounded by the fact that a
lng the "lowest unit rate" requirement rate facts concerning existing campaign limitation was based on nonbroadcast
to 45 days preceding a primary election practices and expenditures. Under the communications spending without hay-
and 60 days preceding a general election, present law, candidates are not required ing a single fact indicating how much
Everyone agrees that political campaigns to disclose their exact expenditures. Con- candidates have spent on nonbroadcast

media in the past.tend to be too long. We are hopeful that sequently Congress has nothing upon
the 45-and 60-day provisions will eh- which to base a realistic lim:[tation. We have no sure way of knowing
courage shorter campaigns. Nevertheless, we are convinced that some whether candidates spend twice as much

'SPEND_NaLZ_TATXONS limitation is necessary in order 'lo curb for newspaper advertiseraents as they do
Mr. President, simplistic solutions campaign costs, for television advertisements.

often sound brave. However I am more In its deliberations the Commerce We have no detafied information con-
concerned with the soundness of the Committee did have before it some pre- cerning the amount e,f money candidates
limitation than how a limitation sounds limlnary expenditure figures for radio spend for billboard fac:ilities. We have
at first hearing. I am concerned that the and television during the 1970 campaign, no detailed information about the
limitation enacted serve for all times Those figures indicated that had the sep- amount of money that candidates spend
and not merely to suit the specific needs state broadcast spending limitation been for advertisements in magazines and
perceived for the 1972 elections. I would in effect during the 1970 campaign,, state- other publications. Nevertheless, the bill
hope, Mr. President, that all of us would wide' candidates in nearly half of the as reported to this committee set a lira-
place the welfare of democracy and the States would have violated the law. itation on nonbroadcast spending of 5
integrity of our elective process ahead of Those figures also indicated that the cents times the resident population of
any partisan considerations, degree to which radio and television were voting age.

I would hope, Mr. President, that we used as a part of a campaign varied con- Mr. l?resident, we were faced with the
would be able to accept a spending limi- siderably-from one State to another. ][am impossible task of guessing how much
tation which, in fact, would limit ex- convinced, Mr. President, thai; some money is spent by political candidates in
penditures without depriving the Amer- times we erroneously assume that radio the nonbroadcast communications me-
ican public of the chance to hear all sides and television are the most important dia.. We were placed in this position be-
of a question in a political campaign, items in evm_y single campaign. That as- cause at present there is no effective dis-
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closure law or agency to compile non- Kentucky (Mr. CooK). To _ considerable tare was modified so'as to permit candi-
broadcast communications spending, measure it insm'es that this limitation dates for Federal office to obtain bona

I believe that the Rules Committee wfil not become obsolete iix the years to fide bank loans. Under the present law
amendment which, in effect, placed an come, although that inclusion is premised s bank is prohibited from making a con-
overall spending limitation on corn- upon the assumption that media rates tcibution or expenditure to a political
munications media goes a long way to- will increa,,;e no faster that does the gert- candidates. In the future, banks will con-
ward. insuring that an effective spending eral cost of living. I also commend the t[nue to be prohibited from making con-
limitation is workable. However, we do junior Senator from Ken';ucky in win- tcibution or expenditure to political
want to emphasize that the information ning his fight to insure theft the formula candidates. However, the committee
concerning spending patterns on the is based on the total population of votin_g clarified the law so that ordinary bank
communications media is today very age rather than on the ntrnber of voters loans could be obtained. The reason for
limited, who voted in the last election, this change is obvious. No one want_ a

How much spending is enough to in- You will recall, Mr. President, that I'ederal election law which, in effect, ss,ys
sure truly democratic elections and how S. 3637 in the last Congress and S. 382 that only the very wealthy can run for
much is too much are at this point in as originally introduced in this Congress elective office. As a practical matter, it
history impossible to determine. An even tied the limitation formu:ia to the his- i_ often necessary for a candidate to bet-
greater risk is inherent in making bind- torical fact that a certs:in number of row money in o_der to defray immediate
lng decisions for the future, people had voted in the previous election, and pressing campaign expenses. Under

In examining campaign spending on There was no logic in ihat and the the present law, there was a real danger
television, Mr. President, we suspect that amendment.by the junior Senator frets ia permitting even bona fide loans to
the report by the FCC on campaign Kentucky did represent a ,;ignificant ira- r olitical candidates because in the nb-
spending in 1970 has considerable zig- provement in the bill. sence of an effective disclosure law :it
nificance. In all candor, however, none XXTLEII-.-_RI_/I]NALCODE,_MENDMENTS would be very easy fora bank making
of us at this time know what significance Mr. President, I am somewhat amased s loan never to collect ii;. S. 382, as
it has. For example, the FCC report indi- and, quite frankly, disheartened by some emended, has rigid and effective discJo-
cated that total political spending for of the press reports I read which sug- sure requirements_ All bona fide loans
radio and television advertising reached gest we are not in the precess of devel- made to political candidates must be re-
$50.3 million including $2.7 million by oping the rnost comprehensive reform of ]_,orted. The candidate must continue to
minor parties. This represented an in- ]aws regulating Federal elections since report his loan until it is fully repaid.
crease of 57 percent over the last eom- the founding of the Republim Such re- DEF]_ECONTRZE_rTIONSANDEXJPENDZTIYEE._;

parable figure for 1966. Despite the in- ports are simply based on misinforma- Second, Mr. President, it should be
crease the actual number of political tion or lack of umderstandiag. Some, have _:oted. that the definitions of "contribu-
broadcasting hours declined sharply to ';uggested that the reports are simply tion" and "expenditure" include "any-
7,535 from the 1966 total of 11,499 hours, politically motivated. Whatever their thing of value." This would mean that

Mr. President, I can only conclude motivation, these reports are doing _ contributions in the form of facilities,
from that statistic that television time disservice to the American public, be- equipment, supplies, personnel, advertis-
was more expensive in 1970 than 1966. cause there is ff, r more to this legisiatioJa i:ag or personal or other services witheut
As a matter of fact, it would seem. to in- than a limitation provision on how much s charge, or at a charge which is below
dicate that a political candidate, could a candidate can spend Jor radio and the usual charge for such items, is con.-
get nearly twice as much time for his television :in order to ge_; his message sidereal as a contribution or expenditure
dollar in 1966 than he could in 1970. Cer- across, to or on behalf of the candidate for Fed-
tainiy this statistic seems to put to bed Title II of this bill makes a number of eral ofiice. Since section 301 of title :D:I
any doubts that might have existed as to ,,;ubstantiw_ amendments t) the criminal contains an identical definition, all such
whether or not the committee proposes laws _egulating our eiecti_m process. As donated services are not only subject to
a strict spending limitation, you know, Mr. President. corporation,,;, criminal code provisions but also mns_

Mr. President, we must not lose sight labor unions, and banks are prohibited ]:e disclosed under the provisions of
of the fact that S. 382 contemplates per- from making contribution,, to candidates title :III.
manent legislation. It is not a ]:,ill en- for Federal office. The purpose of the
acted merely for the next election. A re- prohibition is to protect the integrity of ELLViINATIONOF VJNREGULATEDPOLITICAL
cent article in the June 10 edition of the the election process. Naturally, effective COmMittEES
Washington Post gives some indication enforcement of this prohiUtion has. bee:a Third, Mr. President, the Rules Com-
as to the escalation of media advertising difficult because of the lack cf effective mittee eliminated the serious loophole in
costs. In the Washington, D.C., area disclosure requirements. _resent law which has the effect of per-
alone, media advertising costs rose 8.8 The ttules Committee carefully ex- r_itting political committees organized
percent between April 1970 and[ April amined all[ of the criminal code provi- i::_the District of Columbia or U.S. ter-
1971. The article went on to point out ,;ions relating to Feder_ elections: A ritories to escape all provisions of the law.
that this was a smaller increase than the number of changes were made in exist- Specifically, the committee terminated
average 10.8 percent rise in media costs Jng law which will significantly help re- the existence of the unregulated Distr:[ct
over the previous 5 years. Of all media ,;tore public confidence, cf Columbia committee by adding' the
costs, television rates rose the sharpest. Specifically the committee amended following definition of '"State" to 18
Over the past 6 years in Washington, the criminal code with _espect to the ILS.C. 591:
D.C., television rates rose 80.2 percent. :'ollowing: "State" means each State of the United

E,tates, the District of Columbia, the Co:,'rL-
This far outstrips any future adjust- First. Made lawfulbona fide bank loans monwealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory
merits which may be made in the for- to political candidates;mula as a result of the costs-of-living cr po_'mession of the United States.
increase provision contained in the bill. .Second. Expanded the dc_finition of po- CONTRIBUTIONLIi_IrrATIONS

Reluctantly, I must conclude that for Htical contribution and poLi.tical exoend-
allpracticalpurposes thelowest unit rate _[ture; ' Fourth, the Rules Committee care-

Third. Eliminated unre_ulated politi- fully examined the desirabfiity of having
requirements contained in the bfil seem ,-,al committees; e. limitation on individual contributions.meaningless.

Title I continues to be the only :part of Fourth. Repealed the linfitation on the _.?he committee rejected placing a limita-
S. 382 which runs the risk of eroding amount of individual centributions; tion on individual contributions for thi'ee
rather than strengthening our democratic Fifth. EHminated the rr aximum limi- reasons:
process, tation on the amount of money any one First. Such a limitation probably :!s

I say this reluctantly because as corn- political committee can handle; and unconstitutional;
pared with S. 3637 of the last Congress. Sixth. Prohibited unsecured debts by Second. Such a limitation is completely
title I is a much better piece of legislation. ]political candidates for certain regulated unworkable; and

The automatic cost-of-living increase mdust-ies. Third. Full disclosure makes such a
provision applicable to the spending lira- _.NK LOA,_S limitation unnecessary.
Rations was the result of an amendment First, Mr. President, in _,ection 201 the Prof. Ralph Winter, of Yale Law
offeredby the distinguished Senator from definition of contribution and expendi- School, stated the following:
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It is my Judgment that the first amend- learn that these regulated industries from unbridled spending than legal limits

ment plali:¥ prohibits the setting of a legal have been unable t° collect large sums of on the size of contributions and expendl-
maximum on 'he political activities in which money from candidates for Federal of- tures.'an Individual may engage. This is the case lin this modern age, Mr. President,
whether or not the maximum Is imposed In rce. The committee amendment insure_:
_he name cf equmizlng opportunity or that these corporations will :not b_, where mass communications have croat-
whether an actual discrimlnatc,ry effect can placed in a situation of inadvertently ed anim:ormation rich l_ublic, the present
be shown, making unlawful contributions to politi- ineffective disclosure laws have unwar-

Even if such a limitation were tonsil- cai candld_es of what amounts to debt, ranted secrec.v, The lack of complete and
tutional, it clearly would be unworkable, forgiveness. It also protects the public full disclosure,, erodes competence in the· entire elective process and ff allowed to
Section 204 of S. 382, as originally intro- which uses the services of such regulated continue would only serve to generate
duced, would have limited individual industries, for ultimately users must pay
contributions to an aggregate amount of higher rates because of the bad debts, pressures against our democratic form ofgovernment.
SS,000, whether given directly or in- TITLEnX--PROVXSXONSfOR FULLaN_ CO_L_TZ: There are five basic considerations in
directly to a political candidate. Not only DISCLOSUREOF _L ro,.rrxc_ CO_rrR:mUTZONSdeveloping a meaningful disclosure law:
would the $5,000 limitation have invited AND_x_,E_rr_s First. Determining who are required
evasion of the law by encouraging back- Mr. President, a recent article ha Pa- to make periodic report_;;
room cash contributions, but also it rade magazine contained a headline"The, Second. Determining what such re-
would have created a situation whereby Nation's Worst Scandal." The article ports should include;
both the contributor and the candidate concluded as follows: _.Fnird. Determining When such reports
could have Inadvertently violated the As things now stand, large segments of should be filed ;
law. Such a situation would arise when- the educated public are losing faith in the, Fourth. Determining the agency of
e_'er an individual gave $5,000 to a par, too high cost of democracy. They suspect government entrusted with the responsi-
tieular candidate and any additional that the oil lobby, the labor lobby, the doc- bility for administerini: the disclosure
:::oney to an organization or committee, tors lobby, the postal lobby, the peol._le 'with law; and
,vhich in turrl, made any contribution to the money and the clout again and againexercise undue influence upon the :_qation's Fifth. Insuring the widest possible dis-
ti_e same candidate. Deputy Attorney legislators, confronting them time after time seminatton of reports made under the
General Rlt hard G. Kleindienst, in testi- with a conflict _f interest and an almost pe- disclosure law.
fying before the Rules Committee, suc- _rennial debt of gratitude which must be paid who ArE REQUmEDTO _Am_ PEBxomc gEPORTS

cinctly summed up the problem: offin special-interest legislation. On its face the Federal Corrupt Prac-
Further, the proposed section would impose As"I pointed out in the begimxing of rices Act of 1925 req'aires disclosure.

felony sanctions for aggregate contributions this statement: However, we have poiinted out that law is
exceeding the limitation in any amount, and
regardless of the intent of the contributor. Democracy succeeds only where citizens fraught with loopholtes. Committees or-
in view of the perplexing array of political have faith and trust in their (_ow..znment gaIfized solely within, a State supporting
committees which solicit campaign contrl- and its elected officials, a particular candidate do not have to re-
butions, inadvertent violations are likely and
intentional violations may easily be made to All the witnesses before the commit- port. Committees orgar_Lzed in the Dis-
appear inadvertent. Such a proscription tee acknowledge that under the pre.,;ent trict of Columbia or any U.S. territoryare free from reporting. Consequently
would be virtually impossible for the Depart- law there is widespread dissatisfaction
ment to enforce and the public would be in the political process. SidneyH. Scheu- mast contributions and expenditures inany political campaign go completely un-deluded if it believed otherwise, er, the chairman of the Nationa_ Com- reported.

Moreover, it was recognized that full mittee for an Effective Congress, sum- Recognizing that only full and corn-
and complete disclosure really solves the marized some of the publicity which has
problem of large contributions. Under created an atmosphere of distrust 'and plete discles_ce will re.,;tore the confi-
the new disclosure provisions contained lack of confidence in the democratic dence of the t_nerican Zmople, the com-mittee requires every candidate and
in title II, the public will know exactly process: every committee supporting a candidate
how a candidate's campaign is financed. _n the 1970 campaign alone, cou:atlesa tO file a report--section 304.
Since the disclosure provisions require newspapers and magazines appear_.:_dwith
reports 15 days and 5 days before an elec- such glaring headlines as: "lYnsee_a Fund Ill addition individuals who make con-
tion, the voter will be in a position to Raisers, Financing Lobbyists," "Fals_ _:ont t_ibutions or expenditures other than by
make a Judgment at the polls concerning campaign Funds: 1-Iow They V_'ork,' "Cam- contribution to a political committee orpaign Spending Violations Found." candidate must file a report if the con-
the effect of large individual contribu- It makes llttle difference that not ail those tribution or expenditure,; exceeds $100_
tions to a political candidate, stories concern clear-cut violations of the section 305. A specific provision is also

Recognizing that the present limitation law, that many only demonstrate the included to r_ulre any business regu-
on individual contributions is merely a enormous size of the loophole in that l!aw.
sham, the Rules Committee adopted an Each instance stokes the fires of publl:c cyni- lated by the Civil Aeronautics Board, the

cism and the common suspicion of. wide- Federal Communications Commission_ or
amendment which would repeal 18 U.S.C. spread wrongdoing. As a result, the reputa- the Interstate Commerce Commission to
608. tlon of politics and all politicians suffers, file a report if it extends a political can-

LII_IITATZONSON CO1V_i_TTEERECEn_TS The lack of accurate information con- didate ar political committee any credit.
Fifth, Mr. President, under the present corning campaign financing generates wna? EErO_TS S_O_-D XNC_W_

law it is unlawful for any political corn- this type of publicity. Every witness be- Mr. President, the Rules Committee
mittee to collect or expend more than $3 fore the committee urged a change in the included language in the bill requiring aa
million. This 1925 requirement was also present law, which actually discourages Comprehensive a repc,l% as possible. Can-
subject to easy evasion. National and in- disclosures. A respected Twentieth Con- didates and committees must report in
terstate political committees simply ere- tury Fund Task Force on Financing Con- detail ail contributions and expenditures.
ated other committees, none of which re- gressional Campaigns in its 1970 report It was the committee's intention that
ceived the limitation. As a practical mat- entitled "Electing Congress--The :Pinan- committees supporting :more tha_l one
ter, the national committees of both ma- cial Dilemma" came to the following con- candidat_ should itemize with specificity
jor political parties received and spent clusion: contributions made to each candidate.
far in excess of $3 million. Sinc e they also We believe that full public disclosure and Every committee is required to have a
will be required to make full and corn- publication of all campaign 'contributions chairman and a treasure_. The treasurer
plete disclosure, lS U.S.C. 608 is re- and expenditures are the best disciplines has the duty of maintaining the names
pealed, available to make campaigns boneset and and addresses of ce,ch contributor of

_qWAI_RANTED AND UNCOLLECTABLE DEBTS fair. . , . , _ morethan $100.

Finally, a very significant change in xf there were full public disclosure and The Rules Committee was confident
title II is the committee amendment pro- publication of all campaign contributions that candidat_._s and committees would
hibiting airlines, telephone companies, and expenditures during a campaign, the be able to work out procedures to insure
and other federally regulated businesses voters themselves could better Judge whether that they would be _tble to provide the
from extending unsecured credit to polit- a candidate has spent too much. Thi.,; policy detailed information necessary under the
ical candidates. We were shocked to would do more to protect the political system act.
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WHEN REPORTS SPIOXYLDBE FILE]) Public ;eportlng of campaign and political Amendment 308 by exempting presi-

Mr. President, any disclosure law has finances consists of two elements: disc[osur._ dential and vice-presidential campaigns
_arxd publicity. Disclosure is o_ly a first step; fi'om the equal time requirements reeog-

very little effect on the election process l;he larger purpose is to inform the i_ublio nizes the fact that section 315 has not
ff it is filed after elections. Therefore, about sol:,rces of funds and categories of ex- worked in the interest of having an in-the committee determined that reports i_ndltures '
should be filed on the 10th day of March, formed democracy. However, by not in-

June, and September in each year. In The Rules Co_unittee at;erupted to in- eluding all candidates for Federal off[ce
election years there is the additional re- ,,lure the widest disseminat:_on of the ma- under the exemption, amendment 2108
quirement that reports be filed 15 days terial obtained under the disclosure law. merely represents an effort to provide
prior to an election and again 5 days The candidate or political committe_ &oecial protection for every incumbent
prior to an election. This provision is must not only file a repot'; with the At- Senator and Congressman. The Amen[-
included so that the voters will be in torney General but also with the clerk can public deserves to expect more from
a position to judge for themselves the of the district court in his State or eon- this Congress than legislation designed
method of financing a particular cam- gressional district. The cl_rk of the dis- t3 protect incumbents.
paign. The committee fully realized the trict court is required to maintain the Our second amendment t_) amendment
practical difficulties inherent in filing repol_s and make them available to the 308 would restore the interchangeabil-
absolutely accurate reports of expendi- public---section 309. In addition, the i;y feature contained in the Rules Com-
tures and contributions 15 days and § Comptroller General is given the re- mittee bill with respect to spending lira-
days preceding an election. In the heat .,;ponsibility to prepare and publish an- i';ations. Again all the evidence warns
of a political campaign, absolu,te ac- nual reports and compilations. Those re- against an arbitrary overstructuring of
curacy is often impossible, yet the elco- ports must include a breakdown of total political campaigns by Congress unless
torate is entitled to full and complete contributions and expenditures reported Congress wants to deliberately increase

disclosure particularly just before an by candidates, committee_, and others, the percentage of incumbents reelected
election. It is contemplated that all can- The total amount must bE'.broken down to office. Is it not enough that since 1940,
didates and political committees _11 into specific categories. Individual con- 93 percent of all incumbents for Federal
make every effort to provide as i_recise tributors giving the aggregate of more c,ffice have been reelected?
and realistic an estimate as possible if than $100 must be identifie _ by name and We have given ourselves the franking

specific figures are not available, address, privilege.
In election years there is also the ad- To furt_her protect the public, the We have name recognition in our

ditional requirement that candidates and ]_ules Committee adopted _n amendment States or congressional districts.
committees file a report on January 31. which will require politicM committees We have the ability to make news
Generally a sufficient period of time will .,;olieiting contributions to carry the fol- headlines by our stand on the issues
have passed between election day and ]owing :notification lettirg the public and the way we vote.
January 31 to insure the absolute ac- know how to obtain a copv of the repoIt Now amendment 308 attempts to give
curacy of this report, they have filed. Its a further advantage by placing sep-

The Rules Committee did entru_st this In com.pliance with Federal law a repolq; s.rate but identical limitation on broad-

responsibility with the Comptroller Gen- has beeIx (or will be) filed _ltll the Conlp- cast and nonbroadcast communications
eral of the United States in lieu of the troller General of the United States showing r.qedia. It in effect is implying that a
Clerk of the House or Secretary of the a detailed account of our r._ceipts and e_- campaign in New Hampshire, Maine, or

pendltures. A copy of that report is avail- _Vyoming is the same as a campaign in
Senate. This is an improvement over the _,ble at a charge from the Superintendent _,_ew York City, New Jersey, or Califof
original provisions of the bill. However, of Docu_nents, U.S. GoverItment Printing fda. Since campaigns in fact have very
we doubt that it goes far enough in order Grace. Washington, D.C.
to completely restore public confidence different requirements in different parts
in the election process. The Comptroller I a?n convinced that such a notifica- (ff the country, the Rules Committee cor-
C_neral and the General Accounting Of- tion will[ make absolutely certain that Iectiy permitted the individual candidaLe
rice are in the legislative branch cf Oov- ]ndivlduals living in remote areas of the to spend money on either broadcast or
ernment. Their prime responsibility is to country know the activities of politic_d nonbroadeast communication media as
the Congress of the United States. committees operating largely in _Vash- long as he stayed within hi:_ overall limi-

In placing the Comptroller General in ingto n, D_C. Once such knowledge !:s rations.
the position of administering a campaign readily available, we are _onfident that Our final amendment, Mr. President,
disclosm'e law, we are placing upon him many existing eommittee_ will take full restores the fair labeling provision con-
the impossible burden of deciding _.dvantage of ira,Giving as many of thei.r tained in a Rules Committee bill.
whether or not his "employers" have contributors as possible iI_ the decision.- Mr. President, disclosure of political
complied with the law. The integEity and making process, contributions and expenditures is mean-
thoroughness of the Comptroller Gen- In conclusion Mr. President, S. 382 ingless unless the American people are
eral and the General Accounting Office is as amended by the Rules Committee is a given the opportunity to easily obtain

beyond question. We must consider that good bill. ii urge all of my colleagues to the :facts. My amendment which, was
his effectiveness in conducting investiga- support all of the measures eoni_ined overwhelmingly adopted by the Rules
tions and studies for individual Members in the bill as reported by the Rules eom- Committee simply required political corn-
of Congress could be impaired if he were mittee, mittees to place a notice on the material
placed into the position of questioning The amendments introduced Friday k.,y they used _or soliciting contributions.
the completeness of a disclosure by a _Senator BAKEe and me to amendment That notice did two things.
Member or a committee supporting a 308, introduced by Senator P_STCmE as First, it certified to the potential con-
Member. a complete substitute to S. 382, repro- :;ributer that the political committee had

Mr. President, I am convinced that sent an attempt to restore some of the complied with the FederalDisclosure Act.
the establishment of an independent provisions contained in tk_e bill reported 'Second, it informed the potential con-
Federal Elections Commission insures by the Senate Rules Committee. tributor that he could purchase a copy
the greatest public confidence. Natur- First, we believe that the Rules Corn- of the report of contributions and ex-
ally, the Comptroller General and the mittee wm_ correct in exempting all Fed- penditures from the Government Print-
General Accounting Office could continue eral candidates from the equal time re- :ng Grace.
to provide the support and service, neces- quirements in section 315,a) of the Fed- Mr. President, the Ame'rican citizen
sary for carrying out the disclosure law. eral Communications Act Witness after ;_hould be entitled to this information.
However, the creation of an independent witness testified that the equal-time re- We should make certain the American
6ommission would place policy decisions quirements of s_ction 31[(a) are in el- :itizen who wants to contribute to corn-

feet "nc, time offered requirements," be- mittees be given the opportunity to ob-
in a body isolated from employer-em- cause broadcasters are inhibited from _ain the information about how the par-

ployee relationships, giving free time to any candidate, titular committee spends its money. I
WIDEST POSSIBLEDISSEMINATION OF The PRESIDING O:?FICER. The migi_t point out, Mr. President, that long

REPORTS time of the Senator has expired, ago we protected stockholders in our Na-

Herbert Alexander, in testifying before Mr. PROUTY. Mr. Pr_ident, _ yield tion's businesses by requiring corpora-
the Committee, stated: myself an. additional 10 minutes, tions to issue stockholders' reports. It is
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about time we afforded the same oppor- the Subcommittee on Separation of rial increase in campaign costs. However,
tunity to those dedicated Americans who Powers of the Senate Committee on Judi- I took: 'the time to have those figures
contribute money to political committees ciary, expressed some skepticism on the transposed into constant 1968 dollars, and
in the hopes that our democracy will allegation that election campaign costs the results viewed in this common dehorn-
more effectively work. are excessive. In an article Entitled inator support the skepticisms of Profes-

I support a number of other amend- "Money, Politics and the First Amend- son Winter and others concerning exces-
ments to amendment 308 and I sincere- merit" which was printed by the Am.cfi- sive campaign co';ts. For example,
ly hope that when we get to considera- can Enterprise Institute for Public Pol- bearing in mind that fcc 1968 thE; table
tion of this important bill we can amend icy Research under the title "Campaign indicates a cost of $44.2 million, the 1928
amendment 308 so that it will reflect the Finances--Two Views of the Folitical figure of $11.6 million is equivalent to
same strength as the bill reported by the and Constitutional Implications", Pro- $23.5 million in 1968; and the 1936 ex-
Rules Committee. fessor Winter makes the following ob- penditure of $14.1 millio:.l is $35.4 million

We should put partisan politics aside servation: in 1968 dollars. Thus, i:a over 30 years,
and follow the lead of the Rules Corn- There is a powerful urge to "do sometlxing" from 1936 to 1968, based upon constant
mittee in supporting a comprehensive about political campaigns and the costs they 1968 dollars, the cos_ increase has been
election reform bill. Let us not get side- impose on those running for office. T:here slightly :less than $9 million. Mr. Presi-
tracked in a legislative battle of political are proposals to limit spending generally, to dent, can we iix all honesl;y say, therefore,

limit amounts spent on the broadcast media, that election campaign costs are execs-
gamesmanship, to "tighten up" reporting laws, to require the

Mr. President, I yield back the re- media to "donate" time or sell it at reduced sire?
mainder o[my time. rates, to do away with "equal time" rules This only serves to support what I have

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who in some elections, to use tax revenues to pay said all along, Mr. President, that the
yields time? part of campaign costs, et cetera. Rarely are legislation that we are considering here

Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, as the these proposals opposed on the general today is :responsive to not excessive cam-
senior Republican member of the Corn- grounds that campaigns should be free of paign costs, but rather a prevailing view

regulation as a matter of democratic: princl- held by 'the American public that there
mittee on Commerce which initially con- ple, even though that is an argument worthy should be sCi[lC law liraiting the total
sidered the bill S. 382, I personally en- of attention by those who wish to maintain
tertained some very grave reservations the open political process contempl;_ted[ by amount of money that (:an be spent for
about many of its provisions. I still have the First Amendment. Instead, they are op- or by a candidate iii hi[s campaign for
many of these same concerns, notwith- posed as unworkable, or insufficiently corn- public office. All I am saying is let us not
standing the number of improvements prehensive, or the like, and are met with setup any "straw nlan" ,';uch as exc, essiYe
made to it by the Committee on Rules counter-proposals involving yet other forms campaign costs in our consideration of
and Administration. of regulation. There is thus a widespread the pendingmeasure.

consensus--if not assumption--%ha:_ some To further place irt proper perspective
I did join with my colleagues on the regulation of campaign spending is not only the consideration of S. 382, let us alsoCommittee on Commerce in ordering the desirable but necessary.

bill S. 382 reported. I did so, however, I am skeptical about this consensus, and keep in mind the following two other ob-
filing individual views with the commit- for a number of reasons. For one, all of the servations made by Professor Winter:
tee's report--see Senate Report No. 92- rhetoric about escalating campaign costs has Limiting campaign expenditures, therefore,
96 at 79. taken the issue out of perspective. The cost l_. hardly a technique that will equalize the

In those individual views I stated that of television time, for example, is th,e target influence of special interest groups. Quite

the principal objective of any legislative of accusing fingers In discussions ()f _m- the cor_trary, i't is fully designed and ln-
paign costs. Money spent on television, how- tended to increase the power of some special

measure of this type should be fair and ever, is a relatively open expendit_,re. An groups at the expense c,f others.
competitive electionS, restoring the cred- increase there does not necessarily r_fie('t a Many of the supporters of limitations on
ibility of the elective process which has significant increase in total campaign ex- campaign expenditures a:_d contributions
become so eroded in recent years in the p'_nditures, for similar sums may well have style themselves as vigorous defenders of
eyes of the public. This still should be been spent in the past but in a fashion which First Amendment rightE;. It IS thus surprising
our primary objective, to,yard which we permitted concealment. Inflation, moreover, to find r,hat of the many problems raised by
should strive in consideration of the necessarily distorts our view of ca:mpaign such legislation, the free speech issue is the

pending bill and amendment No. 308. expenses. For all of the widespread belief least mentioned. A llr_lt o:a the amount an
that campaign costs are escalating, polltlcal individual may contribute to a political[ cam-

It is my Personal opinion that the expenditures between 1952 and 1968 in fact paign is a limit, on the amount of political
principal means, if not the only means, declined relative to the gross national prod- activity in which he nu_y engage. A limit on
by which this objective can be obtained uct. That fact alone casts doubt about the what a candidate may spend is a limit on
realistically is through periodic public validity of the claims that further regulation his political speech as we'.L1 as on the po-
disclosure and publication of ail cam- is needed, ii'ileal speech of. those who can no longer

paign contributions and expenditures Similarly, Dr. Herbert Alexander, df- effectively contribute money to his cam-
both before and after an election. It is rector of the Citizens Research F¢mnda- paign. I:a all of the debate surrounding the

First Arnendment, one point is agreed upon
my view that the American electorate is tion, noted the following: by evers-one: no matter what else the rights
sufficiently sophisticated to render its But political costs need to be considered of free speech and association do they protect
own judgment based upon a full dis- ia perspective. Consigereg in th.e ag_,regate, explicit political acttvit'y. ]But limitations on
closure of such facts, polities is not overpriced, l_ is uncler fi- campaign spending and eontrlbutlng ex-

Mr. President, before getting into nanced. $300 mill!on is just about one-tenth pressly set a maximum on the political ac-
specific subject areas of the pending of one per cent of the amounts spent by tivity in which persons may engage.
measure, I believe we would be well ad- governments at all levels ($282.6 billion in
vised to briefly examine what motivated fiscal 1968), and that is what politic.s is all Mr. President, having at least tried to

about, gaining control of governments to place the issue in some proper perspec-
this legislation in the first place. As the decide policies on, among other thinly:s, how tire, I now would like to turn to some of
distinguished Chairman of our Corn- mone_ will be spent. $300 million is hardly my principal concer_m with respect to
munieations Subcommittee (Mr. PAs- more than the amount.spent in 1968 by 'the
TORE) indicated in-his opening statement largest commercial advertiser in the United the pending Amendment No. 308 pro-
commencing hearings on S. 382 before States, which corporation, accordinff to At/- posed by the distinguished senior /_ena-
our Committee on Commerce last March, vertising Age, had a $270 million advertising tor from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE)
it is "... the problem of excessively high budget in 1963. (Commerce ColBmittee hear- and others.
campaign costs." (See Commerce Corn- lugs Serial No. 92-6 at 637) rNTER(]I_ANGEABILITYOF Ig:EDIASPENDING
mittee hearings Serial No. 91-6 at 151.) Recently Dr. Alexander had published LIMITAT;[ON'Cl
But, Mr. President, are campaign costs a book entitled "Financing the 1968 Elco- Amendment No. 308 i.% in effect, the
in fact excessive? I believe it is well to tion." In that book there appears a media spending limitatio:as as contained

note that there are some highly respected table--l-3--1isting direct campaign ex- m the bill reported with amendments by
individuals who hold the opinion that penditures by national-level presidential _ur Committee on Commerce. It provides
such costs are not excessive, and party committees for general elee- for a spending limitation of 5 cents rnul-

For example, Ralph K. Winter, Jr., tions, 1912-1968. A cursory examination _iplied by the estimate of resident popu-
Esq., professor of law at Yale University of that table would seem to support the :lation cf voting age for ,,;uch office with
Law School and special consultant to contention that therehas been a substan- respect to each the broadcast media and
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the nonbroadcast media. It makes no totally unaecep_;able mechanism. It ia Mr. President, as a Senator and more
provision whatsoever to allow a candi- simply incongruous to mE, to expect an i,articularly, as a senior Republican Sen.-
date some flexibility to spend this amount employee of the House ard of the Sen.- ator on the Committee on Commerce
of money in one media or the other. In ate to monitor individuals who, in ,effec t, whicll has jurisdiction over industries ail-
other words, he has 5 cents per potential :are their employers, fected by this practice, I want the record
voter as a ceiling on what he carl spend The Committee on Rules and Admin- to show that when an amendment _is
on the broadcast media and 5 cents per :Lstration recognized this and amended c ffered to prohibit such practices, I shall
potential voter for what he can spend on S. 382to place this responsibility in the vigorously support its adoption. And, I
the nonbroadcast media. It totally re- Comptroller General of the United can see no other choice but to support it
gards situations such as prevail in my ;States. This solution, too, is l_ghly sue- for nkv collc,_gues in the Senate unless,
own State of New Hampshire where the peet. In the first place, it is my unde_- cf course, they feel that such an abuse
broadcast media is not the most effective standing that the Comptroller General _x_d 'tach a hoax is meritorious. This, I
means of conducting an election cam- ,of the United States in correspondence believe, Would constitute an extremely
paign. I, for example, in order to insure to Members of the Senate has ind_Lcated tenuous position, especially :for those over
full and comprehensive coverage, must ghat he does not want tide job. In the the past several weeks who have opposed
go to a television broadcasting station in second place, like the present system with (]over xment relief to Lockheed because
Boston, Mass., to obtain statewide coy- the Clerk of the :House and the Secretary (,f alleged prior mismanagement. We our-
erage, but in doing so must pay a higher of the Senate, the Comptroller General selve,_ could rightly be accused of mis-
rate since I would be covering other feels--a:ud rightly so in my opinion-- management if we fail to meet this issue
States as well. I am aware that a similar that: raised by the distinguished minority
situation prevails in other States. What, Because our relationship ;o tl_e Congre_s leader (Mr. SCOTT) and stop once and
for example, do you do in a State like closely resembles that of prir_cipal and agent for all this deplorable practice.
New Jersey which does not have any we especially wish to avol_l being placed CONCLUSION
television stations? Or what is the junior in the anomalous situation of having to in-
Senator from Kentucky (Mr. CooK) to vestigate and report on our principal. (Rules Mr. Presiqent, in these my opening re-
do in order to obtain effective broadcast Conunittee hearings at 202) Iaarks at the beginning of the debate on
coverage in his State? Mr. President:. there re:_ains but or.e ,q. 382, I have touched upon but three

Amendment No. 308, lacking as it does solution, That sohition is ';o establish an major areas of concern to me. I believe
interchangeability of the spending limi- :independent Federal Elec;ior_s Commi,,_- lay remarks also provide insight into my
ration between the broadcast and non- sion. I offered such an amendment in leeling concerning many of the several
broadcast media, totally disregards this our Committee oa Comme_ce on behalf of other issues which will be raised during
very basic problem. I personally feel that the distinguished senior Senator from the course of our consideration of S. 382.
the Committee on Rules and Adminis- Kansas (Mr. PF,ARSON) a:ad the distir..- On these other specific points, I will have
tration is to be commended inasmuch as gulshed _finority leader (Mr. SCOTT). more to say later.
it did recognize this problem. The bill as Unfortunately the matter 'Nas never con.- The point is that expenditure ceilings,
reported with amendments by that corn- sidered on its merits. It was defeated on no matter how carefully determined, are
mittee provided for interehangeability a motio_ to tab:[e. Yet, tkis is a recom- _lmost certain to reflect some unfair dis-
with respect to the two media, mendation which has been made: over crimination and are almost impossible to

Moreover, the desirability of providing the years to establish a single joi_at re- enforoe. The heart of the problem, in my
some flexibility, be it through inter- pository in the Federal Government to opinion, is the need for rigidly enforced
changeability or an overall limitation, which political fund rep)rts would be periodic disclosure so that the public may
has been recognized, I understand, by made. It was recommende¢[ in 1962 by the know who is spending, for whom, and
none other than our distinguished Ma- President's Commission on Campaign how :much.
jority Leader (Mr. MANS_ELD) in corre- Costs--lfinancing Presic ential Cam- I cannot escape the conviction that
spondenee he included in his statement paigns ;and in intervening years up to most of the other provisions of the bill
contained in hearings before our Corn- the 1970 report of the Twentieth Cea- create more problems than they solve.
mittee on Commerce. And, I might add tury Fund Task Force--Electing Con- Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, 1;he
there was reason to believe that the dis- gress. I believe, Mr. President, that it :is _'_enator from Indiana (Mr. HAaTKr,)
tingulshed chairman of our Coramuni- high tirae that we heed ';he counsel of and I have: offered an amendment '_o
cations Subcommittee was similarly so these various reports and act at an ar,- the Pastore substitute which would es-
inclined at least to provide some degree propriate time when the .3ehior Senator tablisha 3V2cents per voter subceiling for
of flexibility for interehangeability from from Kansas (Mr. PEASSON) brings Up 1;elevision advertisements of less than 5
broadcast to nonbroadeast media, his amendment to establish an independ- minutes duration. I am gratified that our

Mr. President, I fear that wlith the ent Federal Electivns Commission. Noth- amendment has been endorsed by New-
overly restrictive and inflexible spending lng to my mind would do more to estab- Lon Minow, former Chairman of the
limitation being proposed in Amendment lish credibility in the eye;; of the publ_Lc :?ederal Communications Commission
No. 308 we will be doing a grave injustice than to establish such a t.ommission, and Chairman of the Commission onCampaign Costs in the Electronic F,ra,
under the color of campaign reform. Let CA_EPamNVrr_:S by George E. Gill, Executive Director .of
us, therefore, now have th e wisdom to Third]y, Mr. President, AmendmentNo.. ';he Communications Workers of Amen-
recognize that the election campaign for 308 deletes that amendment made by ica and by Thomas Hoving for the Na-
every political office is not the same. I, the Committee on Rules and Admirdstr_- _ional Citizens Committee for Broad-
therefore, urge ail of my colleagues in tion prohibiting unsecure,1 debts by po- casting.
the Senate to give this matter most seri- litical candidates with respect, to certain I ask ur_animous consent that Mr.
ous consideration and at the appropriate regulated .industries. This '_as an amend- :_inow's letter, Mr. Gill's letter, and Mr.
time when an amendment is offered, pro- ment prorapted by an investigation ini- :_oving's letter be printed at this point
vide candidates for political office a nec- tiated by the distingui_;hed minority :!nthe RECO_D.
essary and justified degree of flexibility leader (Mr. SCOTt) and one for which There be]Lng no objection, the letters
with respect to the manner in which the he is to be commended. I believe it wou]d were ordered to be printed in the R_.c-
candidate himself judges in which media be a grievous injustice for industries OSD,as follows:
his expenditures should be made. such as the airlines facing the financial LEIB_V_AN,WILLIAMS, BENNETI',

DISCLOSURERESPONSIBILITY problems they do today tc place them in BA_gDANDMINOW,
Second, Mr. President, I sincerely be- further precarious positio]x and to, in e:_- Chicago, IZl., Ju_y 30, I971.

lieve that we in the Senate should finally feet, require them to ma{e invohmtary ;{enator ADLAIE. STEVENSON,
come to grips with this issue of who is campaign contributions. I further be- _zd Senate Office Building,
to have the responsibility of monitoring lieve, Mr. President, that 1:0condone this; Washington, D.C.
election campaign expenditures and re- practice in future election campaig_; DEARSENATORSTEVENSON:I most enthusi-astically encourage your efforts to strengtlhen
ports. In the past it has been the Clerk would be to pecpetrate _ hoax on the ;5382 by your proposed Amendment No. 324.
of the House and the Secretary of the American public and give them. fi_. ts understand it, your Amendment wo_tld
Senate. With all due respect to both of grounds for thei:_ current !eeling that the :lmit the amount of money which a candidate
those gentlemen, I find that to be a election process lacks crec_bility, could spend for spot announcements on
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radio and television to 31/2 cents a voter. This informal discussion of political issues. '.I_us "Comptroller General" and insert In lieu
would be an important step in the right it has been NCCB's position' that expendl- thereof "Commission".

direction. I would hope that the Senate tures on such spots should be limited or dis- Wherever in such title "he" or "him" ap-
would go even further in the direction of allowed altogether. While we support a lira- t>ears with reference to the Comptroller Oen-
taking all steps possible to discourage itation of 3_ cents out of a total of 5 cents ¢ral, strike such word and insert in lieu
"spots" in political campaigns, per voter on political spots, we would like thereof "it".

In Voiers' Time, the report of the Twen- to see expenditures on these spots limited On page 35, between lines 10 and 11,
tieth Century Fund Commission on Cam- even further, say, to 20% of a candidate's insert the followt:ag;
paign Costs in the Electronic Era, which I total television expenditures.
chaired, we pointed out that: In the production of these political spots, "FEDERAL ELECTION;SCC'_dl_[ISSION

"All too often, we believe, political broad- the so-called USP selling technique is often "SEC. 8:10. (a) There is hereby created a
casting makes use of advertising techniques employed. This is where a Unique libelling Commlss_m_ to be known as the Federal
mere properly suited to the sale of a corn- Point is selected and dunned into the viewer I_lections Commission, which shall be com-
mercial product. Such political advertising so that hopefully he responds almost, sub- posed of five members, not more than three
has been marked by appeals to the emotions consciously when it comes time to vote. ,Of ¢.f whom shall be members 3f the same po-
c_ the viewers or listeners rather than to course, this technique ls hardly an appro- 1Ltical party, who shall_)e appointed by the
:he!r intellect; it succeeds often through priate manner in which to present cancU- President, by and with the advice and con-
the skillful editing of film or tape or through dates and issues in an election campeJgn, sent of the Senate. One of the original
special lighting and sound effects." In addition, it should be noted that spot _aembers shall be appolnte_l for a term of

Itadio and television offer ideal ways to political announcements are not sh_:_duled two years, one for a term o! four years, one
provide the voter with rational political dis- so that the viewer may plan to tune them in for a term of six years, on,_ for a term of
cussion--and longer programs should be (or out). Rather, such announcements come eight years, and one for a term _f ten years,
encouraged. I support your efforts to develop on unexpectedly and seek to make a:a ira- beginning from the date of enactment of
public policy in this direction and hope presslon upon a relatively inattentive viewer, this Act, but their successors shall be ap-
your colleagues will Join you in thus ad- Furthermore, because of their short dura- ]pointed iCE terms of ten years each, except
vancing the public interest, tion, political spots do not lend themselves that any individual chosen :;o fill a vacancy

Cordially, to a serious presentation of the issues. They shall be appointed only for the unexpired
_EWTON N. MINOW. do, however, lend themselves to dramatic term of the member whom he shall suc-

techniques and such commercial, product- ceed. The President shall designate one
COI_IMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF oriented techniques as saturation cam];)algns, member to serve as Chairn_n of the Corn-

AMERICA, wherein a large number of spots are sched- r:lission and one member to serve as Vice
Washington, D.C., August 2, 1971. uled over a relatively short period before the Chalrmai_. The Vice Chairman shall act as

Hon. ADLAIE. STEVENSON, Ii[I, election to impress upon the voter the de- Chairman in the absence _r disability of
U.g. Senate, sired choice, the Chairman or in the eve:at of a vacancy
Washington, D.C. The magnitude of the political spot an- i::_ that cffice.

_¥ DEAR SENATOR STEVENSON: The action nouncement problem can be grasped when it "(b) A vacancy in the Commission shall
y-on and Senator Hartke are taking which is noted that according to a Federal Corn- E.0t lmpa_r the right of the remaining mere-
would limit the use of television spot corn- munications Commission study of political bees to exercise _dl the l)owers of the Com-
mercials in political campaigns is certainly broadcasting expenditures released January mission and three members thereof shall
valid, and deserves the consideration of every 2, 1969, fully half of total network ex'penal- canstltute a quorum.
member of the Senate. l.tures on political advertising In _1968 ,by "(c) The Commission ,';hall have an crucial

In my testimony before the Senate Sub- both parties was for spot announcements, s,_;ai which shall be judlciidly noticed.uommittee on Communications I mentioned In view of these considerations, NCCB
Lhese spots in the following way: strongly supports your amendment limiting "(d) The Comzaission shall at the close of

"In the .battle of the 30-second and 60-sec- expenditures on political spot adveri;islng, e_mh fiscal year report to the Congress and
ond spots, when image maker fights it out In closing, the National Citizens Commit- t',ae President concerning the action it has

t:_ken; the names, salaries, and duties of
with image maker, glibness can overpower tee for Broadcasting thanks you for request-
perceptiveness" lng our comments on your amendment to ail individuals in its employ and the money

We know that no perceptive discussion of the _oolitical advertising bill. 1t: has disbursed; and shall :make such fur-
any issue can be brought before the voters in Sincerely, t::mr reports on the matters within'its Juris-
'a 30-second or 60-second spot. THOMAS HOVING. diction and such recon_aendations for fur-

ti:mr legislation as may l_ppear desirable.
t also mentioned that "if there is one thing AMENDMENT NO. 340 "(e) Members of the Co:rLmtsslon shall,

1;hat will cut through the phonyness of the Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. ]_es- _hile serving on the business of the Commie-
30 and 60-second con_nerclal--of the spurl- ident, with the approval of the d]stixl- s!on, {se entitled to receive compensation at a
GUS slogan and the image maker's gimmick-- guished manager of the bill (Mr. PA,,{- rate fixed by the Director of the Office oftt is debates."

The Communications Workers of America TORE), with the understanding and at)- Management and Budget, but not in excess
has been supporting the effort to obtain leg- proval of the distinguished Senator from otc $100 per day, including traveltime; and_hlle so :se:rving away from their homes or
islatlon permitting debates between the ma- Nevada (Mr. CANNON), and at the ri;- regular places of business t',aey may be al-
:ior candidates for President and Vice Presi- qUeSt of the distinguished Senator from l(;wed travel expenses, including per diem
dent and supports the suspension of Section Kansas (Mr. PEARSON), I call up, on be- in ].leu of subsistence, as authorized by sec-
315_ for this purpose, half of the Senator from Kansas amend- tion 5703 of title 5, United States Code.

The amendment you and Senator Hartke meat No. 340, the star print, and I ask "(f> The principal office of the Commis-
are offering is an additional step to eliminate unanimous consent that the Senate pro- si on shall be in or near the District of Co-
-';puriousness in campaign advertising, and
Would improve the American political ceed to its consideration, lumbia, but it may meet; or exercise any or
process. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there aill its powers at any other place.

Sincerely yours, objection? The Chair hears none, and -(g) Ail officers, agents, attorneys, and
e:nployees of the Commisslo:a shall be sub'

GEORGE E. GILL, the clerk will read the amendment, y_ct to the provisions of section 9 of the Act
Executive Vice President. The legislative clerk proceeded to read o:_ August; 2, 1939, as arasnded (the Hatch

the amendment called up by Mr. :BYrm Act), notwithstanding any exemption con-
NATIONAL CITIZENS of West Virginia in behalf of Mr. ii.Aa- talned in such section.

COMMITTEE FOR BROADCASTING, SON, for Mr. PEARSON and Mr. PACK,rOOD, "(h) Th() Commission shall appoint anWashington, D.C., A_gust 2, 1971.
_';enatorADLAI E. STEVENSON III, Mr. DOMINICK, Mr. PROUTY, Mr. BAKER, E_ecutive Dlrect()rwithout regard to the
United States Senate, Committee o_z Labor Mr. Moss, Mr. STEVENS, Mr. GRAVEl,,Mr. p_ovisionsof title5, United States (lode,

and Public Wel/are, Washington, D.C. SCOTT, Mr. COTTON, and Mr. HATFIELD. g,)verning appolr_tments in ';he competitive
service, tc serve at the pleasure of the Corn-

DEAR SENATOR STEVENSON: We are writing Mr BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. :[?res- mission. The Executive Director shall be re-
to you with reference to your and Senator ident,.I ask unanimous consent that; fl/r- sl:,ons_,ble for the administrative operations
Hartke's Amendment 324 to S. 382 which ther reading of the amendment be, dis- o:: the Commission and shah perform such
would limit the use of political spot adver-
tising. Natlonal Citizens Committee for pensed with. o,;her dutms as may be delegated or assigned
t_roadcastlng (NCCB) strongly supports the Tile PRESIDING OFFICER. Without to him from time, to time by regulations or
principle embodied in this amendment, objection, it is so ordered, orders of the Commission. However, the

The question of political spot advertising Amendment No. 340 is as follows: Cammlssion shall not delegate the making
I:_ extremely important as it has become a On page'20, strike lines 18 and 19 and in- of regulations regarding elections to the
principal means of reaching voters. Yet polit- serf in lieu thereof the following: Executive Director.
l_ml spots (defined as TV spot commercials "(g) 'Commission' means the Federal Elec- "(i) The Chairman of the Commission
cf less than five minutes' duration) lend tions Commission;". shall appoint and fix the compensationof
themselves to slick marketing techniques and Wherever in title III of such bell, e_ :_uch personnel as it is deemed necessary to
s_e singularly inappropriate for serious and amended by amendment 308, it appears _._trike fulfill the duties of the Commission in ac-
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cord:race with the provisions of title 5, whatever time is cq asumed in thE; con- be very harmful, that this is t:he
United States Code. sideration of that c t reference report not ,;ituation here.

"(j) The Commission may obf_ln the be chargE._i againsl the time on a<_, So on tomorrow, President, I shallservices of experts and consultants in ac-
cordance with section 3109 of title 5 United amendment to the unfinished b_ine,ss oppose the adoption the conference
States Code. nor against the tim on the unfinished report.

"(k) Section 5318 of title 5, United States business itself. So that Senators 0 may have
Code[ is amended by adding at the end The PRESID]ATG )FF]CER. Without an opporturdty to rea( into the situation,
thereof 'the following new paragraph: ob[corian, it is sc, ord _red. :_ ask: u:nanb_ous to have printed

"'(131) Executive Director, Federal Elco- iVflL BYRD Of Wes_ Virginia. Mr. Pre'_- Jn the ].%rcogD my left my colleagues
tions Commission.'

"(1) In carrying out its respon.Mbilittes ident, I suggest 1;he _,bsence of a quorum, dated Augtrst 2, :er with an analy-
under this title, the Commission shall, to the The PRESIDING _)FFICER.. The clerk: :;is of the reasons it would be un-
fullest extent practicable, avail itself of the will call the roll. wise to withhold this to t_he
assistance, including personnel and facilities, The second assist mt legislative clerk: dues, my te,stimony bE the Appropri-
of the General Accounting Office and the proceeded to cai[ the roll. ations Committee On I appropriatJ.on,
Department of Justice. The Comptroller Gert- Mr. BYRD of Wes Virginia. Mr. Pre'3- and an editorial pub][she(/ in the New

era! and the Attorney General are author- ident, I ask unanimtus consent that the York _.fimes of July 1971, on this
ized to make available to the Corrtmission order for the qlloruI_l call be rescinde5,, :;ubject.
such personnel, facilities, and other assist- The PRESIDI:NG DFI_ZCER. Withoul; There being no the material

ance, with or without reimbursement, as objection, it is so ordE,red, was ordered to be in the P_ECORD,the Commission may request."
Renumber the following sections in such _ , _ as follows:

U.S, SENATE,
title accordingly. ORDER OF mBUSINESS Wash.ington, D.C August 2, 197L

Mz'[ BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi- Mr. BYR D of. West Virginia. Mr, Pres- DE_tR '0OLLIIAOlYE:Withl the next few days
·;he Senate will be votln the State, _fus-

dent, I ask unanimous consent that the ident, I ask un_mim( us consent that no ';ice, Commerce Apprc ations Conference
time on the amendment No. 340, Star further time today ,e charged against, :2eport. I hope that the Senate will reject
Print, not begin to run until tomorrow, the unfinished busin, ss. ';his Report not only it fails to in-

The PRESIDING O_FICER. Without The PRESID][NG ()FYOiCEI%. Without; elude the Ervin !nt relating to the
objection, it is so ordered, objection, it is ordered. ;_ACB, but also because tt any

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- ::unds for the Labor Organiza-
ident, the amendment will, therefore, be
the pending question when the Senate ident, I suggest the al,sence of a quorura. :_pproved:l°n'as requ,_tedbythe Senate.bYthe and

I understand that Gnp or more Senato'_s Together with many I have been
returns to the consideration of the un- wish to make statemepts before thls Se_x- very concerned about our to pay our
finished business on tomorrow, ate adjourns for the _lay. lues to the ][LOfor the h_lf of 1970; in

I The P1ZESID]NG C)_FI 3EI_,. The clerk my testimony before the mate, Justice, affd
. 3ommerce Subcommittee my repor'; to

:MESSAGE PRO'. vi THE HOUSE will call[ the roil i _he Senate on June 21, 1, a copy of which
ENROLLED B]IJ_ SIGNED The assistant legiblatJve clerk: pro- _ enclosed, I explained r I: believe it is in

A message from t _e House of Repre- ceeded to call the roll. our nationalinterest to: pay-
sentatives by Mr. Be :ry, one of il;s read- Mr. BYRD of West _Vir_:inie,. Mr. Pres-. monte. :Briefly, there have a number of
lng clerks, announc(d that the Speaker ident, I a_,_k unanimoqs consent that the _ignlficant lmprovemen.ts our relationship
had affixed his signa';ure to the following order for the quorun_, call be rescinded, with the ILO during year. Anti-
enrolled bills: The PRESID:[NG 0FI_[CER. W ith0:at American propag_.nda has sharply c_Lr-

objection, it is so crc ;red. tailed at ILO meetangs; basic principle of
H.R. 943. An act to ' rovide mortgage pro- trlpartlsm has been emP afiir:,_ed

tection life insurance rot service-connected ' _ through the election of an delegate

disabled veterans who have received grants THE PAYMElqT O1_ DUES TO. T_:_] as the President of the conference
for specially adapted _ )using;

H.R. 3146. An act tc authorize the Secre- INTERNATIONAL [a_]_Ol_ OR(._A_NI.- and the refusal consider struc-tumal changes which have weakest, ted
tary of Agriculture t_ cooperate with-the ZATION tripartism; the issue of violations

States and subdivlslol t thereof in the on- Mr. JAVITS. Mr. P: esident, tonlorrow of the Freedom of Convention has
been faced squarely; and eneral we have

forcement of State a Ld local laws, rules, we shall be consideriiLg the conference been accorded more and respect
and regulations wlthi: the national forest report on an appropi'iation bill which wl,th_n the organization.system;

H.R. 6239. An act to amend the ]maritime CUtS off the payment iff dues to the In- While this improvement may well be In
lien provisions of the ;hip Mortgage Act of ternational Labor C rg:mization. The part attribul;able to our in withhold-
1920; Senate, Mr. President, stat me abroad lng ()ur dues last year, I aaxe the view of

H.R. 9181. An act to _rnend the Northwest as a n observer at their last meeting, ill the Admlnlstration and _ labor and em-
Atlantic Fisheries Act o _1950; and May, and I came to ti _e conclusion that ployer :members of the . delegation '_lxat

H.R. 9382. An act r_aking appropriations any of dues would be
it would be m_wise to withhold those extremely for us and the

for the Department of Housing and Urban dues, and indeed a reg_'es:dve steP, which _LO. Unless we resume ourDevelopment; for spa_e, science, veterans, of dues,
and certain other in lependent executive could lead the organize tion into channels permanent cutbacks in grams and staff
agencies, boards, conu_ lesions, corporations, which could be very k armful to the in.- will have to be made, to the great detriment
and offices for the fiscal year ending June 30, forests of the United St:_tes, because it of the developing countries of the world to
1972, and for other purp )see. could result in dism roiling activities which the ILO is important---ire-

and establishing othez; which would be quently it l:s the only of manpower
very re:_ressive :in term of the employer.., training and technical in the labor

ORDER FOR CO N SIDERATION OF labor-government aspf _t of the ILO, and area for such countries, inevitable re-
sult of suclh cutbacks be hostility

CONFERENCE R: v_PORT ON H.R. the effort to establlst I _bor standards toward the U.S., and the in influence
9272, STATE, JUSq'ICE, COMMERCE, Which COUld help us ir raising the labor of the communists in
JUDICIARYAPPR()PRIATIONS, 1972 standard,s of the whol_ world in terms Accordingly, I hope very that you
Mr, BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- of economic competlt on, and also hi will join me in to re the pen,ling

ident, I ask unanimous consent that at raising the issue of c(llective and free Conference Report. desire any
2 o'clock tomorrow : fternoon, the un- bargaining for their u ork ii1 the, COln.. further information, ntact me or Mr.
finished business be laid aside tempo- munist countries whiet are members of Eugene M.ittelman, 52705.
rarfiy and that the _enate proceed at the ILO. Wlth beat wishes.
that time to the consi_ eration of the con- I believe that, while ] opposed [he pre- Sincerely,
ference report on H.R 9272, the bill mak- vious cutting off of dlte._ and so voted, K. j_vx:_.'_.
ing appropriations fc ' the Departments nonetheless it may ha_ e had a good el- WHAT WOULD BE THE CON' EQUENCES O]P A
of State, Justice, Co= nerce, and the Ju- fect in bringing: the off _]xization :around CONCr_SSmN^'- DECISION APPROPEIATE
dietary, to a better understand illg of our post- No Fu2qrs FOR THE YEAR 1971

_T_e PRESIDING (,FFICER. 'Without tion, but at this point : think the effect u.S. ASSESSED C TO THE ].[,O?
objection, it is so orde ed. will be exactly the cot _rary_ This often 2.FOR THE ILO

Mr. BYRD of West Firginia. Mr. Pres- happens with somethir _- that works out A. Dec,etlon o! financial reserves, and
ident, I ask unanin ms consent that up to a point and beyo _d that point can .r_eeg to borrow a_ rates. The
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Tuesday, August 3, 1971 :r_in,otn Home., Senate took from the desk, passed
without amend:ment, and cleared for the President I-LR.
9778, to establish the Lincoln Home National Historic

Senate Sil:e ill Illinoi:;. P..° 29oa0

Appropriations--State_, Justice, Commerce: By 46
Chamber Actio z yeas to 44 nays:, ,%nate agreed to the conference report

Routine Proceedings, page.,; 28950--28998 or H.R. 9272, fiscal z07;: appropriations for the Depart-
ments of State:, Justice, and Commerce, the Judiciary,

Bills Introduced: Nine bills and two resolutions were and related agencies. Senate agreed to the House amend-
introduced, as follows: S. 24ox-24o9; S.J. Res. I47; ;tad ment to the Senate amendment numbered 26, thus clear-

S. Res. x6x. v.go, :z89s_-t,su.w,2a,66 i_ngt._.2he_._mmeasureffarthe P__resident. v°u_, 290a0--2,,05r

Bills Reported: Reports were made as follows: Federal Election Campaign Practices: Senate ,;,>n-
S. 29x, to establish within the Department of the tinued to consider S. 382, to promote fair practices in

Interior the position of an additiona][ Assistant Secre- the conduct of election campaigns for Federal political
tary, with amendments (S. Rept. 92-338); offices, taking acLon on proposed amendments thereto

S. 2248, to authorize feasibility studies on Central as follows:

Valley project, Delta Division, Montezuma Hills unit, Adopted:
Solano County, Calif., and Gallup project, McKinley, (I) By 89 yeas to :2:nays, modified Pearson amend-
Valencia, and San Juan Counties, N. Mex., with _ent No. 34o,. to establish a Federal Elections Ck_m-
amendments (S. Rept. 92-339); tr,'rssion to be composed of six members to be chosen by

S. x245, relating to the preservation of historical _te President, not more than three of whom shall be of
monuments and historical archeological data, with t_ttesamepolil:icalparty;
amendments (S. Rept. 92-340); (2) Modified _;cott:amendment No. 342, concerning

H.R. x35, relating to disposition of assets of un- extension of credit to candidates for Federal office by
claimed postal savings system deposits (S. Rept. certain federall[y regulated industries;
92'-34x); (3',i By 7z yea.,; to 2i nays, modified Prouty amend-

S. z989, to provide for renewal of star route con- ment No. 348, to provide that broadcasting stations
tracts, with an amendment (S. Rept. 92-342); aSford qualified candidates for Federal office maximum

S. 996, to provide for reimbursement of certain irtdi- flexibility in choosing his program formal:;
viduals for transportation of air mail during period (41) Modif.LedMathias amendment No. 272, to limit
July z, xg(r7,through December 3x, i908 , with amend- the amount of funds which a candidate for Federal

ments (S. Rept. 92-343); officesmay spendin any one State;
S. 22x6, to amend the Investment Company Act: of (5) Modified Proutsr amendment No. 349, to allow

I94o (S. Rept. 92-344); an interc_hangeability ot!up to 20 percent between a fund
S. I852, to establish the Gateway National Recrea- which a candiidate may spend for broadcasting media

tion Area in New York and New lersey, with amend- and a fund which he may spend for nonbroadcasfing
ments (S. Rept.92-345); raedia;

S. 659, proposed Education Amendments of z97I, (6) Modified Stevens amendment No. 307, to set the
with amendments, together with supplemental :and lowest unit rate for the same class and period of time
individual views (S. Rept. 92-346); as charged for political broadcasting;

S. 2387, relative to property tax exemption for Su- (7) Modified Spong amendment No. 263, requiring
preme Council of Scottish Rite of Free Masonry disclosure of specific expenditures in behalf of each
(S. Rept. 92-347); and candidate where a con:tmitteesupports more than one;

H.R. 77_8, relative to property tax exemption for Su- :nd

preme Council of Scottish Rite of Free Masonry (8) Hollings amendment to eliminate necessity for
(S. Rept. 92-348). v°9. :,39ss detailed accouming o1! political contributions of less

than $io; andBills Referred: Sundry House-passed bilIs were re-
Rejected:ferred to appropriate committees. _'%, 2*954
(l) Modified Mathias amendment No. 271, to raod-

Measures Passed: ify t:he definido:t of a legally qualified candidate (re-
Spanish-speaking people: Senate took from the cai- jected by adoption, by 51 yeas to 4° nays, of tabling

endar, passed without amendment, and cleared for the motion); and
President H.R. 7586, authorizing for 2 additional years (2) Modified Packwood amendment ]No.303, requir-
funds for the Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for ing a report to Federal Elections Commission b7 any
Spanish-Speaking People. _.,. 2,,Sl i_rson lending [ m,ooo or more to candidates for Federal

I
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elective office (rejected by adoption, by 48 yeas to 43 H.R. 77_:8and S.2387, relative to property tax exernp-
nays, of tabling motion), tion for Supreme Council of Scottish Rite of Free: Ma-

Pending at recess was modified Mathias amendment sonry, after receJMng testimony from _Lepresentatives
No. 282, to include in the appropriate reports the place Mahon, Passman, and Sebelius; and Kenneth Back, and
of busini_ss and occupation of the donor, seller, agent, Laurence ]. Eagan, both of the Department ofFinance
as the case may be. p.g.s2e998-29o_7, 29018-29030,29057 and Revenue, and Henry E. Wixon, Asshtant Corpora-

Treaty Received: Locarno Agreement establishing an tion Coun::;el,all of the D.C. governmenl:; and
international classification for industrial designs (Ex. I, H.R. 87:[2, relative to accounting procMures for the

D.C. gow::rnment, after receiiving testimony from
92d Cong., first sess.) was received, the injunction of John W. Moore, Assistant General Counsel, and Paul
secrecy removed therefrom, and the treaty, together Siefring and Lester Wi Garton, all of the General Ac-
with President's message thereon was referred to Cam- counting Office; :n,d William Robinson, Assistant Cor-
mittee on Foreign Relations. Page290:S poration Counsel: Oreste F. Maltagliati, Department of
Confirmation: Senate confirmed the nomination of Finance and Rewmue, and Joe Haley, Office of Budget
David Luke Norman, of the District of Columbia, to be and Executive Management, all of the I).C. government.
an Assistant Attorney General. Pag°290s8 H.R. 772:8and S. 2387were subsequently reported to

Record Votes: Five record votes were taken today, the Senate.
Pages 29005, 29014, 29017, 29020. 29053 SOCIAL SI!:CURITY

Recess: Senate met at xoa.m. and recessed at 7:x2 p.m. Committee'on Finance: Committee continued hearings
Pages2902,, 290S:',290S8 on H.R. z, l?roposcx_Social Security Act Amendments of

mt"eet'ngs xgvx,receiving further testimony from Secretary of,Committee Health, Education: and Welfare Elliot L. Richardson.

PREDATOR CONTROL PROGRAM Hearings were adjourned subject to ,callof the Chair.

Committee on Appropriations: Agriculture, Environ- ORGANIZED CRIME--SEC'URITIES 'THEFTS
:mental and Consumer Protection Subcommittee con- Committee on Government Operations: Permanent
eluded hearings on predator control program, after Subcommittee on ]nvestigatiions continued hearings into
recdving further testimony from James Vogan, of the role of organized crime in the thcfft of negotiable
'Wyoming. securities,receivingtestimonyfrom Thomas H.

Redmond, insurance broke,c, Anderson, Ind.; Richard
HOUSING LAWS CONSOLIDATION Loundy and John 1)_Flare, both of Devon Bank, Chi-
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs: cago; Vincent Kelly, attorney, Alexandr[ia, Ind.; and
Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs contin- Edward H. Wuenche, a convict.
ued hearings on S. z6x8,2333,2049,and related bills, to Hearings contin_Je tomorrow.
consolidate laws relative to housing and housing assist°
:tnce, receiving testimony from Mayor Joseph L. Alioto, REVENUE SHAKING
cfi San Francisco, representing the U.S. Conference of Committee on Government Operations:Subcommittee
Mayors-National League of Cities; and Robert W. on Intergovernmental Rdations resumed hearings on
Marlin, National Association of Housing and Re&vel- pending bills proposing Federal revenue sharing with
opment Officials. States and ][ocalgovernments (S. Mx :and r77o). Wit-

Hearings continue on Monday, September x3. nesses heard[ were Senators Mathias and Ro:._h;Governor
Nelson A. Rcckefcllec, of New York; William C.

TOXIC SUBSTANCESCONTROL Jacquin, Arizona State Senate, Tom Jenson, Tennessee
Committee on Commerce: Subcommittee on the En- House of Represen:tatives, and Stanley Steingut, New
vironment began hearings on S. i478, to restrict the York Assembly, all representing the Council of State
distribution and use of chemicals found to be toxic and Governments; and ::he following repre.,;entatives of the
hazardous products, receiving testimony from Russell National Associatio_a 0f Counties: Ralph Casa, county
Train, Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality; executive, Nassau County, N.Y.; William Conner,
and David Klein, professor of chemistry, Hope College, county exect, tive, New Castle County, Del.i; and George
Holland,Mich. Lehr,presid:ingjudge,]facksonCounty,Mo.

Hearings continue tomorrow. Hearings were recessedsubjectto call.

TAX EXEMPTION AND ACCOUNTING NOMINATION'S

PROCEDURE Committee on Labor and Public Welfare: Committee
Committee on the Distn_'t of Columbia: Committee reported the nominations of Peter C. Benedict, of Vir-
held and concluded hearings on the following bills: ginia, to be a member of the ]National Mediation Board;
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added as a cosponsor S.555,thc;Older Senatorfrom Nova la(Mr.CANNON ), the AR_iENDMENTNO. 365
Americans CommunAl ServiceEmploy- Senatorfrom New, ersey(Mr.CASE),th,_ (Ordered to be printedsandto lieon
ment Act. Senatorfrom Colo:ado (1Mr.DOMINICK), IRetable.)

s. s_ (;he Senator frcm Rhode Island (MI'. Mr,. BUCE2LE¥ submitted an amend-.
At the request of Mr the Senator ]?ELL), the Senatc' from Pennsylvania ment intended to be proposed by him to

from Florida (Mr. CHh,ES), was added as ,/Mr. SCOTT), the I :enator from Minne- amendment No. 308, proposed to the hD.1
a cosponsor of S. 659, the Education :rata (Mr. HuMm_a :Y), and the Senator tS. 382),supra.
Amendments of 1971. from New Jersey ( _r. W/_LLIAMS), were ^_rNn_SNT _o. a66

s. so_ added as cosporrso] s of the Senate Joint (Ordered to be printed l_nd to lie
At the request of EAGLETON,the :Resolution 117, Eec _esting the, Pre.ddent the t_[ble.)

Senator from (Mr. BaYH) was of the United State to declLare the fourth
added as a cosponsor S. 887, a bill to Saturday of each _epterrber "National Mr. HARTKE, for himself and l%D:.STEW:NSO_, submitted aa amendme_.t
establish a National of Geron- :Flunting and Fishi lg Day." intended to be proposed by them, jointly,
tolo_w. -- to araendmentNo.308,intendedto be

S. 1163

At the request of KENNEDY, the ;SENATE RESOIbU ['ION ]61--8UBMIS- proposed to the bill tS. 382); supra.SION OF A RES )LUTION ALrTHOlq;- AMENDMENTNO. 367
Sena$or from Indiana (Mr. BAY'/I) was IZING PRINTINg} OF STATEMENTS
added as a cosponsor o S. 1163,the Nu- (Ordered ,_obeprinted and to lie on t_Le
trition Programs for Elderly Act. RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL table.)COOPERATION 12x[SPACEs. _so? Mr. BUCKLEY submitted an amend-

At; the request of RANDOLPH, the (I_eferred to the Comrr/ttee on Rules ment intended to be proposed by him to
Senator from Indiana Mr. BA¥_) was and Administra:;ioi..) amendment No. 315, intended to be pro-
added as a cosponsor S. 1307, a bill to Mr. ANDEI_SON submitted the follow- posed to the bill tS. 382), supra.
provide increased oppor- ing resolution: aMENDMENT NO.3S9
tunities for and older S. em. 161 (Ordered to be printed and to lie on the
workers, and for other: ooses. ResoZvea, Tlmt th; coml)ilation entitled table.)

s. l§ss "Statement;s by Pre:.Idents of the Unit,;d MI'. DOMINICK. Mr. President, onbe-
At the request of '. HOLLINGS, the states on I_telmat[onal Cooperatio_ tn half of myself, Mr. ALLOTT,Mr. BENN_;TT,

Space---& Chrom)log_: Oc';ober 1957-July Z_r. SCOTT, and Mr. WILLIAMS, I send 'to
Senator from Indiana Mr. BAYH) was 1971" be pri,nted '_lt_ illustl_tions as a Se:a-.
added as a cosponsor S. !553, a bill to ate document, and th,at t[aere be print,._! the desk for printing an amendment to
set new standards for disquali- three thousand add,lionel copies of such I_. 382, the "Federal Election Campait_
fication, document for the us; of the Commi'>tee on .,_Ctof 1972."

S. 1741 Aeronautical and Spice Scl_nees. It would provide that in national elec-
At the request of EAGLETON, the .... lions, all pclis would remain open fox' at

Senator from Nevada BIBLE) was [east 12 hours, and would close simul-
added as a cosponsor S. 1741, a bill to ADDITIONAL (,_OSPONSOR (DF taneously.
provide increased eom- CONCLrRI_ENT RESOLUTIONS By establishing a time i;or the simul-
pensation benefits for era vet- $ENATRE CONCURRINT RE_iOLUTION26 taneous closing of all polls, this amend-
erans. At the request, of: VIr. Ja :KSON,the Sen.- merit would eliminate the possibility that

s. _oc ator from Wisconsi] i (Mr. PROXMIRE) was predictions based on early returns from
At the request of M . KrmqrrY, the added as a conspon_lor of Senate Concur-- one area nmy affect election results in

Senator from (Mr. MONnALr) ren,t Resolution 26, relating to National areas where the polls have not closed.
was added as a of S. 2200, the American Indian md Maska Natives There has been increasing concern th.at
Administrative Experimen- policy, computer projections of election results
ration Act of 1971. S_TE CO_CUmUST aE_OLUTXON2V by the electronic media influence the way

many vote,; are cast, and cause people
s. _s44 At the request of ] Ir. MATHIAS, the Sen,- not to vote because they believe the out-

At the request of R, ANDOLPH, the ator from Alaska (] Ir. GRAVEL), the Sen.- come has already been decided.
Senator from (Mr. MONDaLE) ator from Mich,.gan (Mr. [tawr), the Sen- Mr. President, solving this problem
was added as a cospons, of S. 2344, to ator fror_ Indians (Mr. H,_TKE), the through a uniform closing time for all
amend the Foreign Act of Senator from Oregc _ ('M_.HATr_EL_)),the
1961 to provide for _tional drug Senator frorn ;[llin, is (Mr. STEVENSON), polls WOuld be better than trying to re-strict the flow of information about
control assistance and prohibit for- and the Senator fr )m New Jersey (Mr. election returns. I do not think ,there is
eign assistance from provided to WILLIAMS) were adied as cosponsors of
foreign countries which not act to pre- Senate Concurrent ._eso]ution 27. estab- any constitutional question about thepower of Congress to establish a uniform
vent the illegal processing, llshing a joint conlwessional committee
or distribution of c drugs used or to study the termiratior of the state of poll closing time. Article II, section 3,
intended to be used in United States national emerg._ncy gives Congress the power to "deterr, aine
or by U.S. Armed outside the the time or choosing ,the electors" for
UnitedStates. _ ..... President and VicePresident. Article I,

s. 2sa_ FEDER, AL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT section 4, gives Congress power to rog-
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Presi( at the time OF 19TI--AMENDMENTS ulate the "time, place, and manner of

holding" elections forSenators and Itep-
the Senator from (Mr. HARTKE) AMENDMENTNO. ae_ resentatives, and the Supreme Court has
and I introduced S. 2365, bill to provide (Ordered to be printed and to lie on indicated /;his may apply to presidential
for orderly trade in iron steel prod- the table.) oleo,lions.
ucts, the name of the Senator from Mr. GRAVEL submitted an amend- Under this amendment, in Federal
Maryland (Mr. MaTriXes was inadver- meat intended to be proposed by him to elections all polls would close at the
tently omitted as a cosp nsor. the bill tS. 382> to promote fair practic,_ same Greenwich mean time across the

Mr. President, I ask u mnimous con- in the conduct of election, campaigns for Nation. They wou/d close at 11 p.m.
sent that at the next pti gting the name Federal political offices, and for ot/ae.r easgern standard time; 10 p.m. con-
of the Senator from ] £aryland (Mr. pm-poses, trak ,.;tandard time; 9 p.m. mountain
MATHIAS) be added as a :ospon_or of S. _r;NV_SNT _O. s6s standard time; 8 p.m. Pacific stand-
2365. (Ordered to be printed and t_)lie on ard time; 7 p.m. Yukon standard

The PRESIDING O _'F/CER (Mr. the table.) time; 6 p.m. Alaska-Hawaii standard
HUMPHEEY). Without objection., it is so Mr. BELLMON subm:tted an amend- time; and 5 p.m. Bering standard
ordered, meat intended to be proposed by him to time. Since this would require some polls

SENATEJOINT RESOLIJrION117 amendment No. 308, _roposed by Mr. to close earlier than they have in the
At the request of Mr. vlcIN'rYRE, the Pas'roar (for himself and others) to tihe past, all polls would be required to stay

Senator from Alaska (Mr STEVENS), the bill tS. 382), supra_ open at least 12 hours.
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Mr. President, the idea of providing for It would put an end to unsupl_)rted simultaneously, and close simultaneously 24
a uniform poll closing time was endorsed speculations that reports from one area of hours 1,ater;

by the National Governors Conference the country, with ail its polls closed, can Be it resolved thadt th,_ N_Ltlonal Governorsaffect voting in another area where they are 0onferei_ce forward to _he President of the
in 1968. I ask unanimous consent that open. Uni.ted States the respectfu:[ suggestion that
a copy of the proposal and resolution of Computers would enable a fast, accurate be initiate a stlldy, by whatever means he
the Governors conference in that regard tally of the national vote immediately after ;leems approprl'wte, of _.he feasibility lyf In-
be included in the RECORD at this point, the polls had closed, and thus do away with _tituting a uniform, nationwide, 24-hou_

Mr. President, I think this reform the confusion and u.ncertalnty generated by 7oting period for federal elections, and its
merits our consideration. It is relatively delayed and partial returns, clesig_ati.on as a biennial national holiday.

No constitutional barrier exists to prevent
noncontroversial and would not be dif- the Congress from instituting a un:lver_al, AMEND_dENYSNOS. 370 THROUGH 375
ficult to implement. I have chosen Janu- 24-hour voting period. Indeed, Artic_Ie I of (Ordered to be printed and to lie on
ary I, 1974, as the effective date for this the Constitution specifically gives the _,n-. the table.)
legislation in order to give the States gross the authority to make regulations cc,n- Mr. PACKWOOD submitted six
adequate time to enact implementing cernlng the holding of elections. Nor has lmlendments intended to be proposed by
!egislation. anyone suggested that such a period would ldm to amendment No. 308, proposed to

There being no objection, the material not be in the best Interests of the voter him-
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, self. The only significant argument aga,lr_st t he bill (S, 382), supra.

it is made in terms of expense. A1V_EIgDI_Elq'TSBIOS. 37_ AND S_

as follows: Against this argument, consider that the (Ordered to be printed and to lie on
A PROPOSAL--To ESTABLISH A UNIFORM, United States has the least impressive votlng

SIi_IULTANEOUS, NATIONWIDE 24-HoUa VOT' record in federal elections of any democracy the table.)
iNo DAY IaI YEARS OF FEDERAL ELECTIONS in the world. In 1964, only 62 percent of MI'. MATHIAS submitted two amend-

Votlrg is the most important function in eligible Americans cast a ballot for one of r.:lent;s intended to be proposed by him to
a democracy. Yet, generally speaking, many the Presidential candidates. In off-year c_)n- ggi,endlnent No. 308, proposed to the bill
of our election customs are a throwback to gressional elections, the record is ew_.n (S. 382), supra.
the days when it took hours and even days to worse---less than 50 percent of Americans
get to the polling booth. By a determined over 21 vote. In Europe, on the other hand,
avoidance of improvements we have done where uniform, nationwide voting hours are [_'OV_RPLANT ACT OF 1971--
little to ease--and much to impede---the rot- common practice, the percentages range
ing process, from 87 in Denmark to 72 in France. It is

Among our archaic election customs is ad- difficult to defend the position that the most :No. 364
herence to Election Day itself, first designated affluent democracy with the sorriest voting (Ordered to be and referred
in 1845, as "the Tuesday next after the first record cannot afford to keep the polls, open to the Committee Commerce.)
Monday in November." This day was chosen for a few additional hours every two years.
:_y Congress lsrgely because public senti- Principle aside, there is no real evidence F:_,'D:Em_LI'O_NER AND DEVELOPMENT
::neut was against traveling on Sunday and to indicate that costs would rise unreason-
it was necessary to allow an entire day and ably. In recent years election costs have been Mr. MAGNUSON. ',President, the
night for many voters to get to the polls, dramatically reduced in some states th:rough lqation's appetite electric power has

A second anachronism ix_the electoral proc- the use of electronic voting systems. For
ess is the system of widely divergent hours example, Orange County in California spent b,_en doubling every 0 yesrs---five times
in which the polls are open across the conn- $235,869 on the June 2, 1964 primary, at the rate of 1 growth--and cur-
try in federal elections. The polls in the _Vest which 273,756 ballots were cast and lmbu- [Tint projections are will continue
_re open many hours after they are closed lated without the electronic system On t0 grow at nearly rate. Electricity is
In the East. And opening and closing hours General Election Day, 1964, Orange Cc,unty '_he cleanest form of at the point
vary, not only within time zones, but also used an electronic system encompassing both OJ' consumption, but its generation :and
rTithln individual states. The system grew the voting and counting. The cost, with translTlission l'ais_ serious en-
_itbout much design or direction as the no- 416,136 votes cast, was $118,428. The saving vironlnental aE_d problems.
tion expanded to the Paclfic and through here was $117,441--cuttlng the bill in half,
four time zones. In our own time we have even without allowing for the greatly in.- 'I_tlese pr(blems will et worse as electric
seen the boundaries of electoral participation creased number of votes cast. Actually, the grows new techno1-
extended even further, from West Quoddy in cost per ballot cast declined by over two- ¢)_ of energy are used.
Maine to Attu in Alaska, across six 'time thirds, from 90 cents to 28 cents. Coal, our most fossil fuel,
zones. Looking ahead, we can anticipate addition- is currently used to about half

In recent years technological progress--- al savings through the use of ;the tnstru- of our electric and even with the
particularly in the area of computers and ments and techniques which science tins
communications--has highlighted the made lyossible. In addition, urban polling growth of nucle_lr coal will con-
archaic nature of our voting procedures. For places may be able to operate on a more t irlue 'to be a major of power..Un-
e_ample, polling places have traditionally efiicient basis when voting is spread over fortunately,, its _'tJon and use raise
cJ'.osed early to allow time for counting the a 24-hour period, while polling places in seTious problems, scars
votes, but today ballots can be tabulated in small communities can close after the l_mt the landscape heedless strip
a matter of seconds using computer systems, registered voter has cast his ballot. Raj ning and miners
And modern communications permit speedy The need for election reforms in many tO b0tlh sudden disaster

transmission of returns to collection centers, areas is urgent: ¢he Presidential campaign through tl'a. gic and the long-
Various proposals have been made to bring period is too long; residency requlrement:s

election day procedures Into line with 20th prevent millions of citizens in our mobile t,lFrrl ravages of lun;_. Its use in
century realities. One appears to meet the population from casting a vote even in ge::lerating _ electric produces vast
test of equity, and logic, and appears to Presidential elections; much of the appara.- quantities of debi]itati air pollutant,;--
present no constitutional problems: A corn- tus we use for registering and counting _otes sulfur oxides, nitroge oxides, particu-
mon, simultaneous, nationwide, voting day was contrived for another age. lates, and other pollut; such as traces
of 24 hours length for federal elections. But eleotoral procedures must be brought of mercury--aswell as solid
There is much to recommend that this day into line with the realities of the 20th ten-. waste--ash.

also be a national holiday, tury. A start must be made. It Is the convic- Oil used to generate _lso
The advantages of such a uniform voting tion of this conference that a logical a_ld.

period are many: proper place to begin is width the most serious generates air although in
It would give every qualified voter in the consideration of a biennial national voting les_:;er quantities. A is that

ns,tlon the time and the opportunity to vote. holiday during which the polls would be cpen na_;ural gas, our energy source,
A uniform 24-hour voting day would pro- across the nation for a uniform peri,ii of is in short supply. In areas its use

vide all voters with the identical real-time 24 hours, for electric power _eration is being
hours in which to vote; and although the a RESOLUTION CUltailed to conserve it for other uses.
potls would open at different hours In dif- Whereas it is the sense of the National _s we learn more the effects of

fe,'ent time zones, the voters of every com- Governors Conference that the most serious valious products of abustion new pol-
munlty In the nation could vote at whatever consideration should be given to the pre,po- lutltr_ts will un be-added to the
local time of day or night that was most sitio_ ,that in federal elections the electorate
cmavenient for them. would benefit from the establishment of a ]i,';t. Currently there a debate among

It would relieve the pressure in urban and "national voting holiday" during which the scientists as to wheth the combustion
suburban voting districts where long, slow- polls would be open across the nation for 0f Jossil fl]els will the earth due
moving waiting lines have discouraged many a uniform period of 24 hours--that is, re- to increased carbon df( it due
voters from casting ballots, gardless of tlame zone the polls would open to Jine particulates.
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Adams was a resident of I1] nol._ for 65 years, impaired if we were t( contlaue to wlthho:[d The subject Is expected to come before the
He first moved to Champail n-Urbana in 1916 payment of our leg_ lly a_;sessed dues of [.qAB's TV ar,,d radio code boards--the radio
to become assistant profE _sor at tlae Uni- membership, board cia Sept. 21 in Denver; the TV board,

versity of Illinois, and was .ater chairman of The Senate has si .m fit to include thi,,; ]3ee. 9-10 in Phoenix.
the department of chemls y and chemical ,,,,, --
engineeringat the Universlt from 1926-1954. $7.8 million approl ,riation in the bi.R
In 1957 he became resear profe,,morand which has now come _ack to thisChain-. CONCLUSION OF MORNIN(}
then. professor emeritus· bcr witlhout it. I dc not intend to vote BUS]NESS

Born ill Boston, a metal er of thc dlstln- for this bill as it n)w stands and urge
gulshed Adams family of assachusetts, Dr. Senators to do lik4 wise until the b:[ll Mx'. M.ANSFIELI: Mr. President, is
Adams received his A.B., A.M., and Ph.D. has been revised to include this impor-, there further morni_ business?
degrees from Harvard. Earl_ in his ,teaching The PRESIDEN' pro tempore. Is
career he .taught organic claemistry at Har- rant appropriation. there further morni business? If not,
vard University and l_adclif[e College. At the - ' -- morniEtg bu. siness is _ oncluded.
University of Illinois he wa_ersonal research
director for 184 Ph.D. recipients, many of POSITION ON POLITICAL AI)VEI¥.
whom became distinguishe_ members of the TISEMiENTS E,Y WGN-TV, CHICAGO CONFERENCE RE 'CRT ON STATE-
academic and industrial scientific oommunl- Mr. STEVENSON. }_'. President, JUSTICE APPR( PRIATION BILL_
ties. ]

During his long career, DJ. Adams. and his WGN-qTV in Chicago has long been at MODIFICATION OF UNANIMOUS-
students developed what w_re referred to as the forefront of the effort to improve CONSENT AGREEMENT
"innumerable methods of oSganic sy_thesis" the quality of political advertising. Under
and determined structures _f synthetic and the outstanding leadership of Mr. Ward Mr. MAI_[SFIELD Mr. President, yes-
natural prodnctS. Many of l_is methods have Quaal, WGN-TV has VOllmtarily refused terday the Senate a ,_reed to temporarily
had important industrial orlmedical applica- to accept political advertisements less lay aside the pendir g business at 2 p.m.
tions. [ than 5 minutes in length. According to today for considerstion of the con:[er-

Dr. Adams held importan_ scientific posts
during World War I and Ii. Following the Broadcasting magazine, for July 26, 19'11, ence report on H.R. 9272, the State, JtLs-
l_tter he was scientific advisor to the U.S. Mr. Quaal intends to bring the is,me _e- rice, and Commerce Departments appro-
Military Governments in G_rmany and Ja- fore the National AssoCiation of :Broad- priation bill[.
pan. Appointed by the President to serve casters later this year. I ask mlanimous consent that that
from 1954-1960 as a Membe_ of the National I commend Mr. Quaal for this highly time.' be changed, ins ead, to 4 p.m. today.
science Board, the governlpg body of the constructive iniative and ask una:aimcus The PRESIDEN' pro tempore. Is
National Science Foundati]on, Drl AdamS' consent that the Broadei_sting article be there objection? Th. Chair hears none,
breadth of experience in un_versity and gov- printed ill the ]_,ECORD. and it is so ordered.
ernment scientific circles w_s inva:luable in Mr. MANSFIELD £ further ask uriah-
shaping the growth of thq Foundation in There being no objection, the article
ifs early years. (The Foundation was formed was ordered to be printed in the RECO:aD, imous consent that vhen 'the conference
in 1950 to continue on a permanent, peace- as follows: atorrep°rtfromiSlaidNorthbeforec.rolina;heSenate,(Mr.theERVl:N)Sen-
time basis the successful i]overnment-uni- QUAALWANTs';BA_ ON pomrrmaT. SPoTs
versity relationships which _ad .been estab-
lished during World War lip support basic A prominent Midwestern broadca_,_ter has be recognized.called on the National Association of Broad- The PRESIDEN'I pro tempore. With-

research.) [ casters to ban the use of 30- and 60-seco,nd OUt objection, it is ordered.
Dr. Adams served as overseer of Harvard., spots by political candidate.,;.

a trustee of the Battelle Me, aerial Institute, Ward L. Quaal, president of WSN Co_Xti-
and a member of the Illlnol_ Board of Nat- nental Broadcasting Co., said he wants '_he FEDERI_L ELECTION CAMPAIGH
ural Resources and Conservation. He was NAB TV and radJ.o codes am ended to prohibit ACT OF 1971
elected a member of the Nat! mai Academy of stat!otto from a_:cepting a_y politicld stat_-
Sciences, 1929 (head of its cl emlstry section ments that are less than fiw; minutes in The PRF. SIDENT pro tempore. Under
from 1938-41); presidep-t o .the American lengthin time for the 1972 election, the previous order, the Chair lays be-
Chemical Society In 1935 a_ d its chairman "I am fearful that unle:;s such a plan :Is fore the Senate S. 382, which the clerk
from 1944-50; president o_. the American implemented," he told me:abets of the San will report.
Association for the Advance aent of Science Diego Advertlsirtg Club l_t week, "we wl.ll _e second assistant legislative clerk
in 1950. have the same misunders_mding, dmtortion read as follows:

Dr. Adams was recipient , )f the Priestley 'of issues and confusion" that occurred in the
Medal of the American Ci_emical Society 1966 eh_tion campaign. Spot announcements Calendar No. 223 (S. 382), a bill to pro-
(1946), the Davy Medal of ti e Royal Society by'political candidates in 1968, Mx. Q_aal mote fair practices in the oonduct of elec-
(1945), the Perkin Medal oi the Society of said, "represented a pltlf_l reflection upon tion. campaigns for Federal political o:E.ces,
Chemical Industry (1954). i t 1965 he was political leaders and a demonstratior, of l_ytal and for other purposes.
presented the National Med_ of Science by irrespo:asibili_y." The Senate resumed the consideration
President Johnson as "the )ne recognized No candidate, Mr. Quaal said, can. address
leader" in organic chemistry _or many years, himself adequa$ely to hi., program in the Of the bill.

Dr. Adams' wife--the former Lucile Wheel- course of a 30- or 60-seco_d announcem,m_. The PRESIDENT pro tempore. '['he
er--died in 1964. He is survived by a daugh- Also, he added, a candidate with heavy tiaa:a- question is on agreeing to the amend-
ter, Mrs. William E. ttanz of Greensboro, cial backing can saturate TV and radio in ment of the Senator froln Kansas (Mr.
Vermont, and four grandcldldren, his area by buying spots. PEARSON).

,,, "It is rather .,;lily," Mr. Quaal said, "if we QUORUM CALL

apply certain standards for shaving creams, A_r. PASTORE. Mi'. President, I _ug-
U.S. COM1ViITMENT TC PA'[ DUES der_tlfrices, ga,,oline, detergents, pharma-

OWED TO II D ceutical products and intimate apparel and gest the absence of a quorum and. ask
ignore an area which involves the election to tlnanimous consent that the time not be

iMr. CItANSTON. Mr. 'resident, the omce of the mail who will Iead thls great lq,e- taken out of either side.
American assessment oi membership public in the months axed years to c_)ine The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With-
dues to the International Labor Orga- and who ls really the most. powerful man on out objection, it is so ordered. The clerk
nization is now in arrears. Should these earth." will call the roll.

dues not be paid soon, thi co_mtry will Mr. Quaal noted _that :_e instituted this The second assistant legislative clerk
lose its voting rights and _ nxajor corn- policy in 1952 at. what is new Avco Broadcast- proceeded to call the roll.
portent of its voice in that international lng Corp., and in 1956 a_; the _/s:_ Con'ti- Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, ][ asknental si;atim_s (WdN-A_-rv Chicago, KDAL-
forum. AM-tV Duluth, Minn., and KWCN-TV Denver). unanimous consent that the order for the

As Samuel de Palina, Af ;istant Secre- Mr. Quaal's recommendation is not the quorum call be rescinded.
tary of State, recently testified before first along these lines.._ number of con- The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With-
the Senate Appropriations,20mmittee: gressmen and ,;enators, a_ well as polF;lcal OUt objection, it is so ordered.

The Departments of State and Labor are analysts, have expressed the view that 80- _,gho yields time?
· . . convinced that, subject ;o a future re- and 60-second spots should be b_mned in ]Vir. PEARSON. Mi'. P:cesident, I yield
view of the situation, it wocd t_tter serve political campaigns. The iatest was Senator
Wnlted States interests to maintain our Vance Hartke (D-Ind.) during the politi.,cal- myself such time as I may be required to
memberslxip, and that our influence and spending bill hearings by the Senate Corn- tlse, :and I might at this time ask the
effectiveness in pursuit of )ur objectives munieatlons Subcommittee last spring Chair what the parliamentary situation
witl_in the Organization wocd be seriourdy (BnoA_CASTINO, March 8). iS.
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Is it true that we are now consider- the GAO has performed in the last f.ew tries, but I owe a little tc the few people
lng an amendment to the Pastore amend- years, who trusted me, and they will be paid.
ment No. 308 in the nature of a sub- The pending amendment would create I am not going to submit mildly or
stitute? a five-man commission, with 10-year quietly tx) the imbecile types who, for

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is terms, staggered so a new eommi,;sioner the benefit ,of their own readership, will
not a substitute. It is an amendment to would come aboard with the alopoint- believe anything that .'some jack:asses
the substitute, meat of the President and with the ad- '.;ay; and therefore I believe the way to

Mr. PEARSON. The question is, to be vice and consent of the Senate, e've_l 2 show that we mcan b:,isir:ess, the way to
more precise, whether amendment No. years. It would be composed of no more _;how that we are independent, the way
340, which I understand was laid before than three members from any one polit- to shoa that we do want a bill which
the Senate last night and was reported teal party, works and.one with teeth :in it, is to adopt
by the clerk, is an amendment in the This would be done not to create a new r,his kind of amendment. I propose
second degree consistent with the unani- bureaucracy, but to compile repor_, file ;_;trengthe:ning it, and I ask the distin-
mous-eonsent agreement, reports, establish procedures, and _ceport ;;uislhed Senator from Kansas if he could

The PI_ESIDENT pro tempore. It is an any possible violations to the Justice De-. approve an amendment which I sub-
amendment in the first degree to the partment, mitted last night, on behalf of m yseff
Pastoresubstitute. Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, will the '_nd Senator BAYs, to further strengthen

Mr. PEARSON. Mr. President, I shall Senator yield? I:he independence of this agency. That
not seek to identify election campaign Mr. PEARSON. I will yield in :lust a ammldment, designated as No. 359, would
financing problems, but only make refer- moment to the distinguished Senator be a,_follows:
once to the fact that I was the principal from Pennsylvania. On page 2, at lines III a_d 14, strike out
cosponsor of S. 1, together with my dis- Let me say that in a conversation ear- "shall be appointed" and insert in lieu there-
ting-uished colleague from Alaska (Mr. lier this morning with the Senator' from c_f the iollowing: "shall be chosen from
GRAVEL), who is now on the floor. Rhode Island I was reminded of tlhe among p,_rsons who by reason of maturity,

It is my feeling that S. 382, whether it constitutional rights and privilege_s and E_xperience, and public service have attained
be the predominant version of the Corn- duties of the Congress itself. Nothing in a nationwide reputation for Integrity, im-
merce Committee or of the Committee on this amendment would abrogate any of partiality, and good Judgment, are quallfied

Rules and Administration, can be a good those rights, duties, and responsibilities, to garry out the functions of the comml._ion,

bill,, addressing itself to spending limita- Now I yield to the distinguished Sen- and shall be appointed".
tions, repeal of section 315, disclosure, ator from Pennsylvania. _[would express-the ihope that the dis-
and tax incentives for political contribu- Mr. SCOTT. I thank 'the distinguished tinguished Senator from Kansas would
tions, seeking to broaden the base of par- Senator from Kansas. accept it and agree to modify his
ticipation in the democratic process. Mr. President, first of all I support the e.mendment on those lines, so that we

All of those objectives will be pro- amendment. I have advocated the same can ma._e it crystal clear, to coin a
vided in a good bill, if there is provision concept based on my own experience :in r,hrase, _;hat we, intend this commission
for enforcement and if it is enforced, the Commerce Committee, when we, have t;) be of the highest !ooss:[ble character.

I think that necessitates precise proce- in the past considered campaign reform, Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Pre.,fident, will the
dures and an agency to act as a registrar, and based on my experience and service S.enator yield at this point, before dis-
to set forth procedures, to conduct in- in the Committee on Rules and Admin- cussion takes place on the modification?
vestigations as necessary, to provide for istration. It is essential that we have an Mr. SCOTT. The Senator from Kansas
administration, and to do all these thing s independent agency. I congratulate the :has the floor.
without political pressures and without Senator for offering the amendment. Mr. PF,ARSON. Iyield.
:political influences. I think this is the way we establish Mr. PASTORE. Could we in some way

The Commerce Committee version de§- that we really mean what we say. I re- alleviate the suspicion that might arise?
ignated that agency to be the Secretary member a Member of the other body I am not accusing anyone of ally ulterior
_3fthe Senate and the Clerk of the House, once who used to say: "Whenevel' we ntotive at this point, because I will say
and the Committee on Rules and Admin- pass a law down here, we ought to add a very frankly, whfie I kn_w the argu-
istration bill provided that this function line: 'By God, we mean it.'" meats against _his amendment, I still
';houldbe placed in the General Account- Now I think we have a good chance t_J h_el personally amenable to it, as the
tnt Office. show that Congress is wholly on the level Senalmr _rom Kansas knows. But as he

The pending amendment provides for in its desire to have campaign re[orm spells it out, he specifies that no more
_m independent agency, seeking to draw and to have an oversight by a truly in- than three Members shall be of the same
to this bill greater public confidence and dependent commission. I do not think we party. I wonder if we couhl not agree to
independence not only from the Con- ought to embarrass our own staff estab- the amendment sugges_ted by the distin-
tress but from the Executive. lishments on Capitol Hill by requiring g_.fished Senator from Pennsylvania, to-

Mr. President, the Secretary of the them to pass judgment on us. I dc, not g_;tlher w_th my amendment making it a
Senate acts in an employee-employer re- think we ought to turn it over to an _six-man commi.';sion, because you find,
lationship. The General Accounting Of- agency which is bound by long associa.- when you get five people, and you do not
rice operates in a principal-agency rela- tion to be highly responsive to Congress, h:tve them equally represented on bottl
tionship, the GAO being an arm of the as is the General Accounting Office. ! si:les, by analogy to the ethics commit-
Senate or an arm of the Congress. think we need a truly, genuinely Jnde- tee here and the situation in our own

I make reference to the CONGRESSIONAL pendent Commission. S:;ate of Rhode Island, when you get
RECORDof JUly 8 of this year, at page One of these kneejerk columnists cf yourself into this idea of supervising
24004, wherein was inserted a letter the far left had the colossal gall, in his elections and things of that kind, it is
from the Director of the General Ac- own particular imbecile way, to imply u_ually g_od to have an even split, '_n(t
counting Office to Senator M_Gr_usoN, that I did not want a genuine bill. Now. you need not worry over their lack. of
chairman of the Senate Commerce Corn- that man is not telling the truth. More- decision for the simple reason that if you
mittee, setting forth first a recognition over, he has not researched the record, g-ct the caliber of people the Senator
of the need for this sort of legislation, and he is certainly not aware of my own from Pennsylvania talks about, any
but further setting forth the nature of consistent desire to have reform, abuses will be reported, and it removes
the General Accounting Office--the Heavens, I have put into the R_coa:0 l;kat suspicion.
principal-agency relationship; how it a statement of how much we owe, as well Mir. PEARSON. Mr. President, speak-.
needs, in order to be effective, to be an as how much the other party owes.. My in,,; of the propo,;al of the i_enator from
independent agency, and not be em- party has instituted and is instituting P_'nnsylwmia, I have no objection to his
broiled in partisanship issues or even programs to pay off' their indebtedness m,)dification. It just makes clear what
partisanship criticisms, and has indicated that to the federa.ily I hope the President wo_dd follow in

I think then %hat if GAO were given regulated agencies. I have listed how making appointments, and what is the
this responsibility that not only would much my party owes and how much I ¢,mential role of the Seas,re in advise
it be ineffective to this particular task, myself owe. I work to pay off my own def.- and consent.
but it would reduce the effectiveness of icit. I do not owe now, I ,am glad to say, May I _ay to t:_e Senator from l_hode
other great and satisfactory roles which any money to federally regulated indus.- Island that I gave some thought to his
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suggestion last night, reached independ- nical expertise that would really be de.. _nt commission, he felt the GAO was a
ently of his suggestion. The setting up veloped by the General Accounting Office. good compromise. Senator JORDANtesti-
er a commission in most instances re- I certainly hate to see us--- fled to that same effect, Senator Coorra
quires an odd number for decisionmak- The PRESIDING O:PFICER (iM:r,. to the same effect, and Dr,. Alexander,
ing, but here, to accentuate the bipar- GAMBRELL). Tine time of the Senator who has considerable expertise irt this
tisan nature or nonpartisan nature, ff from Kansas h_us expired, area, to the same effect. All have .';aid
you will, I would have no objection at all Mr. CANNON. We were operating on that they think this is a good compro-
to makingthis a six-member commission, the time on this side of the aisle, and raise, to go to the General Accounting

What I seek to do, .above everything I will yield another 5 mi:lutes. We were Office. So I :submit that for consideration.
else, is to find some source of independ- not operating on the time of the Senator Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the
ence from Congress, from the executive from Kansas. Senator yield?
branch and from politics. If the Senator The PR,ESID?[NG OFF]Cfi{. That had Mr. CANNON. I yield.
from Pennsylvania would so modify his not been marie clear to the Chair. But Mr. PASTORE. This is on my time, Mr.
amendment, by changing the word "five" we will proceed on the time of the Sena.- President.
to "six," I would be glad to accept both tor from Nevada. First of all, I congratulate my col-
the suggestion of the Senator from Mr. CANNON. So, Mr. President, tkis league, who is the chairman of .the .,;ub-
Rhode Island and that of the Senator is one of the :reasons that we did net committee of the Committee on Rules
from Pennsylvania. accept the proposal in the first instance, and Administration.

Ma-. CANNON. Mr. President, will the The idea that there is an independent I think he did what he thought was
Senator yield? agency completely removed from polities the right thing. There is no question at

Mr. PEARSON. Mr. President is good. Theoretically, ell of our inde- all that perhaps either way would be the
Mr. PASTORE. On our time. pendent agencies are rerr.oved from pelt- proper way. This has been endorsed by
Mr. PEARSON. Of course, tics. They are made up with balance, the group _mown as Common Cause; this
!vfr. CANNON. I would just like to give But we all know the facts of life, and we has been endorsed by the group known

a little background as to why we came know, for example, that the former as the Committee for a More Effective
up with the solution we did in the Rules chairman of the Republican National Congress. irt is a proposal that is 'very
Committee. Committee is :now chai_Tnan of one of satisfactory or amenable to some Demo-

As Senators know, there was consider- these independent agencies, and, if the crate on this side.
able support for the Clerk of the House of Democrats were in, the !_robabilities are However', as I said yesterday, tak[s is
Representatives and the Secretary of the that one of the agencies would be chaired not to be a political instrument. There
Senate, on the theory that under the by the former chairman of the Demo- is no desire on the part of the Commerce
Constitution each House is the judge of cratic Nationa!L Committee. Comrrdttee, no desire on the part of the
the rights of its own Members to be So to say that they are completely re- senior Senator from Rhode Island, and
seated, moved from politics, in _hese appointive no de,'dre on the part of the Senator from

Mr. PEARSON. Yes. jobs, is not quite correct, and I do not Nevada to. make this a game between
Mr. CANNON. And we heard testimony know :how we could ever get them rcm- Republicans and Democrats; because ff

at some length from people who were pletely removed, it got to that point, I would no longer
interested and had some expertise on this As I say, I ara quite reluctant to see be interested.
subject. While a number of witnesses said us est_blish another bmeaucracy that is I became involved in this very impor-
they would prefer an independent elco- going tx) cost the American taxpayer rant subject because of 'what has been
tions commission, they thought the GAO more than what we could do the job happening--the spiraling costa--and
was a good compromise. This was more or with through the General Accounting something needs to be done to bring this
less the reason we went to the GAO, Office. ?.'hat is my whole view on the matter under control before we scan-
because the GAO has a history of being matter: dalize ourselves as an institution. So I
about as independent an agency as can Mr. PEARSON. Yes. ]1appreciate that think that, in the spirit of bipartisan-
possibly be found in Government. It was comment and the rationale of the cora- ship, we ought to go along with this
originally created in 1921 by the General mittee. It has great merit, amendment.
Accounting Act, and it was vested with Before I re_;pond to l/ae connment_ of As' '.[ said before,' we are not tied down
all the powers and duties of six auditors the S'mator from Nevada, ][ wonder if I to the pride of authorship. If anyone
and the Comptroller of the 'treasury. might ask unanimous consent to accept comes along with a suggestion that we
We, of course, have used it very exten- the modificat!.ons of the Senator from feel will :improve the bill, the Senator
sively since that time. Pennsylvania and thc Senator from from Rhode Island and the Senator from

The authority was expanded, and en- Rhode Island, before we get the yeas and Nevada not only are willing to listen but
targed by various acts of Congress, and nays ordered, alsoto abide.
the office has grown to the point that The PRESIDING OF],_ICEt{. qlae Sen- It is in that spirit, Mr. President, that
today it certainly has a full staff of ator may modify his amendment _s a I shall vote for the modified amenchnent.
trained auditors, investigators, and otb- matter of right. There have been two That is the way I feel about it.
ers who have the. experience and the ex- modifications suggeste{t; does the Sen.a- Mr. PEARSON. Mr. President, I mod-
pertise to really do a job such as would tor propose both modifications? ify my mmendment as proposed by the
be required here. Mr.PEARSON.Yes. Senator from Pennsylvania, and modi-

One of the reasons that I was not Tho PRESIDING OI_lVICER. Will the fled further consistent with the proposal
favorably inclined toward the independ- Senator send those mo,tifications to the of the Senator from Rhode Island.
eat commission is that to establish such desk? 'rhese modifcations would contain
a commission, that has a job only every Mr.. PASTORE, They are being pre- certain language that deal with the per-
2 years, is really to set up another bu- pared now. sonnel of this commission and would
reaucracy, such as, for a good example,. Mr. CANNON. I wonder ii the Senator make it a six-man commission, with 12-
the Subversive Activities Control Board--. would yield one further moment, on my year terms, staggered terms, appc4nted
another way to spend the Government',,; time. by the President, with the advice and
money without giving anyone a job to do. Mr. PEARSON. Yes, I am pleased to consent of the Senate.

Obviously, the commission would have yield. The PRESIDING OFFICFJ_. The
to expand during an election year, build Mr. CANNON. I ma,ie the stateraent amendment will be so modified, and the
up its staff, and be prepared to handle earlier that some of the witnesses who clerk will read the modifcations.
the matters relating to an election, and testified before our committee ,';aid they The s_ssistant legislative clerk pro-
then, after the election year is over, they favored the separate commission, but ceeded to read the modifications.
have nothing to do. that they felt a good compromise would Mr. PEARSON. Mr. President, I ask

I realize the proposal would establish be to compromise on the General Ac- unanimous consent that further reading
the commissioners on a part-time, $100.. counting Office. One o::' those was Pep- of the modifications be dispensed with.
a-day basis, but on that basis I do not uty Attorney General Kleindienst, who The PRESIDING OFi_CER. Without
think they would ever develop the teeh., said that whfie he favo::ed the independ- objection, it is so ordered; and, wJ.thout
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objection, the modifications will be electlox_s commission. The a_nendme_at _,as When that money ls conceal_, the danger is
printed in the RECORD. the strong support of Common Cause. mltltiplled. As Senator Mo]_dale notecl re-The need for an independent commission ¢_ntly, ".It's often more revealing .to know

The modifications are as follows: should ,be self-evident. Effective enforcement _ho a politician _akes money from, than
On page 2, line 12, strike "five" and insert of ,the new law wUl be a grave resporm.ibility vrhat he says in his speeches."

in lieu thereof the word "six". affecting political careers and partly for- As showdown time approaches on campaign
On page 2, line 18, after the words, "ten tunes, and should not be assigned to an finance legislation, let disclosure_wlde dis-

years," the following: "and one for a term of oeace that is assocl&ted with Congress or the closure--be the key.
twelve yeax_." political parties. This _as _ WTOP Editorial . . . Norman

On page 2, line 20, strike the word "ten" Assigning the responsibility to a regl:,_y in 3])avisspeaking for WTOP.
end add the word"twelve." .the Government Accounting Office is ,clearly 1VIr. PEARSON. Mr'. President, 3[ re-

On page 3, line 5, strike out "3" and insert inappropriate. The GAO performs delicate
"4.' tasks for the Congress, tasks that reql:,lre an ,.3erve the remainder of my time, if I

easy relationship of trust and confidence. ]ilave any ]Left.
Mr. PEARSON. Mr. President, ! think That relationship could not survive the con- The PRESIDING O3_FICER. The Sen-

I should respond to the Senator from troversles that Would inevitably beset _my :_tor's time has expired.
Nevada, who made some very valid enforcement agency presiding over campaign Tile Senator from Nevada has 5 rain-
points in relation to this amendment, finance· The Comptroller General htm.,_elf has 'lites.

I am as sensitive as he is about a new argued that such a responsibility would place Mr. PEAP_ON. Mx'. President, I ask
bureaucracy. I think it will be found that a crippling burden on his brace.An independent elections com,:aission :[or the yeas and nays on the amendment.
most of the body of this amendment would stand on Its own, `bearing the full c_)n- The yeas and nays we:ce not ordered.
seeks to address itself to that problem-- sbquences of its decisions and rendering _/Ir. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ask
a per diem arrangement for members of objective Judgments on th& facts c:g each ii'or the yeas and nays on the amend-
the commission, a requirement to use case. It would be free from even the ap- i_ent. I hope every Senator will raise
personnel of the Justice Department and pearance of Congressional influence. I_'o con- his hand.
the GAO when necessary, fiicting obligations would restrain it from The yeas and nays were ordered.

If we are going to have a job to do, diligently searching out violations of 31awand reporting those violations impartially. Mr. CANNON. I yield myself 3 rain-
and additional work to do, it is just a Because an independent elections commission _ltes.
matter of where the additional bureauc- would have greater stature than a _:egtstry Mr. President, I want to associate, my-
racy--there is no other word for it--is in the GAO, its decisions on controversial _elf with the remarks of the Senator
going to be. With respect to the General issues would be more readily accepted.. In the from Rhode Lqand. We are anxious to
Accounting Office taking this over, I say eyes of the public, the establishmen.t of a _ry to get; a bill. We have gone too long
to the Senator that Mr. Staats, in a let- new commission would dramatize ti_e de- by marching up the hill and then go-
ter to the chairman of the Commerce parture from past practice and lend. credi-bility _o Congress' announced wllling:aes-_ to lng down the hill over the last few years,
Committee and in another letter to me, open political campaigns to objective tO try to get some meaningful bill on
of a more personal nature, has indicated scrutiny, election reform, even. to the extent of
his lack of desire--almost a plea--not to With adequate enforcement such :as you having a bill passed in this body by a
be asked to undertake this. So the ques- womd provide, I believe that S.382 cc,uld be vote of 86-to-0 and still not being able
tion is whether we are going to have more a landmark reform. Without adequate ,en- to get it through.
bureaucracy in the General Accounting forcement, it is likely to fall fiat. For the I thhlk we all are interested in the
Office or whether we are going to have sake of the campaign reform Congress 'hasw°rked so hard to achieve and for the sake same objectiw_. I have explained the
more bureaucracy in the office of the of public confidence in the political process, reasons why our commit'_ee went to the
Secretary of the Senate or whether we I hope your amendment is adopted, compromise position of ti_e General Ac-
are going to have an independent corn- sincerely, cotmting Office. I still think it would be
mission. I do not really envision thls to JOHN W. GARDNEI_'., best, because it would cost less money,
be a large, unyielding body of men and Chairman. and it would result i:a o:ae less bt_ceau-
people, cratic agency than i:_ we established a

Whatever the cost, I think it can be A WTOP EDITORIAL separate commission.
justified in renewed confidence in the in- As Congress moves toward final ,bins on Of course, the e_:pert witnesses to
evitable result of reform, which is essen- campaign finance, .there's still a strong c_m- whom I referred testified that this was a
tial in this field, pulslon--especlally in the House_to h,tde good corr_promise. It was an acceptable

So, I am sympathetic to the points as much _s posslble about the souxces of compromise, so far as t;hey were con-
money in poli¢lcal campaigns. Oongre_.=_must cerned. However, we did not get all the

raised about the additional bureaucracy be pressured relentlessly ,to _wrl$ea law tha_ provisions out of my committee that Iand the great possibilities and the great will reveal as much as possible.
record of the General Accounting Office. The bUl which the House elections _ub- would like to see. I was voted down on a
I think it is most natural that the corn- committee has .favored contains an a_;rocious number of provisions in committee, and
mittee look in that direction. It is an provision which would require only one .pub- the bill came from the Rules Committee
agency which has served us so well that I ifc disclosure of contrlbu.tions _nd e:_pendi- with a number of amendments that I
do not know what we would have done tures, and $h_t would come 45 days _ffter an would prefer not to have,.
without it in many fields of congressional election. A f_t lot of good _hat kind of dis- Again, I say that I am interested more
effort. That is why I think one of the closure would do ?The Senate's primary bill, on th_; o_,her [ri trying to get a bfil that will give us
most persuasive arguments is the letter hand, would vastly improve the disclosure some me:_ning:ful election reform, which
of Mr. Staats, indicating that he thinks pr°cess, with four major repor.ts of fund- we can get on the books, and then get on
that this additional assignment would raising activities filed every single year---in- with our business.
diminish his independence and his au- cluding non-election years as well. Th_t's .the So, Mr. President, trader those circum-
thority to act. right direction, stances, I am willing to accept the

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- ru terms of policing _nd enforclug dis- amen&nent of tile Senab)r from Kansas,closure, the House is leaning _oward a solu-
sent to have printed in the RECOR_ a let- tion which is politically loaded. It would let along w:,th the Senator from Rhode
ter from Mr. John W. Gardner, chair- the clerks of ,the I_ouse and Senate---poHti- Island (]_[r. P_STORE).
man of Common Cause, dated July 2G, cal appolr_tees bo.th---continue to be wal_h- T reserve the remainder of my time.
· 971, and an editorial which was broad- dogs. we can'.t for a minute envision .that Mr. PROUTY. I yield myself 3 minutes
.asr by Station WTO1 _ on July 29 and suc_ hired-hands would vigorously enforce on the bill.

July 30, 1971. the law against their political masters.
There being no objection, the letter The Senate b[ll pu.ts the whistle in the Mr. President, I bad an amen<hnenthands of the General Accounting Office, very sirrdlar to one which has been

and the editorial were ordered ,to be which would `be an immense improvement, offered by the distinguished Senator
printed in the RECOar, as follows: The GAO, at least, is once removed from the from Ka.,_Sas, and I was prepared to offer

CO_MONCAusE, dangerrof-pollticalreprisals, it befere the Rules Co:mmittee; but I
Washington, D._., July 26,197I. Far and away :the best solution would be decided that this matter was of sufficient

Hon. JAMESB. PEARSON, a new, independent, bipartisan Elections importance that it deserved _,ider pub-
U.S. Senate, Commission, which also has the support of
Washington, D.C. the President. We urge the Senate to lead licity t,han would have been possible had

DEARSENATORPrAASON: YOU have done a .the way by opting for such a Commission. we simply acted on ii; in the Rules
great service to the public In your proposal Big money in politics has created some big Committee.
to amend S. 382 by establishing a federal dangers for government in .this country. I coraracnd the distin_;uished Senator
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from Kansas for offering the amend- associations with the comndttees of -_he Con- the Clerk of the House, to supervise the
ment, of which I am a cosponsor. I think gress and with many of the members bf Con- enforcement of this legislation. The c.om-
the compromise which has been agreed gress acting in their individual capacity. O:ar mittee members strongly recommend to

:relationship has been most harmonious, b_.t
to is higtfiy commendable. It will go a we are quite concerned that it could be se- the Committee on Rules and Adminis-
long way to suggest to the general pub- vere!y impaired were we required to investi- tratio_a that they give this matter very
lic that we are acting m a strictly non- gate and report on membe:'s of the Cong}-ess serious consideration.
partisan manrier, and I hope we shall ('oneerning campalgnfundsandexpenditures. Senator PEARSON and others have
continue to do so on other amendments We agree that there is a need for :new leg- pointed out the tremendous public in-
submitted, islation relating to the dlscl.osure and[flnanc- terest for an independent Federal _]leo-

]: invite the attention of the distin- J.ng of Federal election campaign costs, ,bill lions Commission, and in testimony be-
we strongly recommend t:lat the _dmlni:;-

guished Senator from Nevada to the last tratlon of legis:{ation in ';his area not l)e fore the Senate Rules Committee, the
section of the amendment, which reads placed [_xthe Comptroller ¢_eneral. An alto:c- distinguished senior Senator from Vir-
as follows--and I am referring now to his native which we believe should he giTen gini a (Mr. SPONG) testified as follows:
fear that we are creating a new bu- seriousconsiderstlon, woul(lbe'_hee_,;tabllsh- Briefly, ][ believe the bill should, be
reaucrs, cy: meat of an independent, :aonpartis_n elee- amended to provide the creation of a Fed-

''(1) In carrying out its responsibilities tion Commission to oversee Federal campaign eral Elections Commission, as proposed by
under this title, the Commission shall, to spending. This approach is proposed. In two S. 956. Such a commission would seers tO
the fullest extent practicable, avail itself el bills, S. 1 and S. 956, which have been lntro- me to be a ·more effective agency for enforo-
the assistance, including personnel and fa- duced in the 92d. Congress. lng disclosure requirements than the Secre-
eilities, of the General Accounting Office and We very much appreciat_ your Interest in tary of the. Senate and the Clerk of the
the Department of Justice. The Comptroller obtaining our views on thl_ legislation. House who are designated for these respon-
General and the Attorney Genera]· are au- Sincerely 'yours, sibilities under S. 882. Because it would ;save
thorized to make available to the Corona,is - eS) EL_E_ B. ]_TAATS, only this function and because it would be
sion such personnel, facilities, and. other as- Comptroller Genera_ o/th_ Un.ired 2tater. independent of the Congress, the commis-

sion is far more likely to vigorously carry
sistance, with or without reimbursement, as Mi'. PROUTY Mr. President, I am out the pro_isions of the law.
the Commission may request." ]pleased to be a cosponsor of amendment

Mr. President, it seems to me that rev- No. 340 to amendment No. 308. The pti- A mnnber of other witnesses appea:cing
ers the situation clearly, mary purpose behind election reform Is both before the Commerce Committee

I ask unanimous consent to have to restore confidence oi the American and the Ri:les Committee endorsed the
printed in the l%Ecoan a letter addressed people [n our election promess. In order to concept of an independent; Federal Flee-
by the Comptroller Genera] to the chair- achieve this end, it becomes essential for tiers :_om]mss_on. In our deliberations
man of the Appropriations Committee, us to enact meaningful legislation. The at the l%ules Committee there was s]as_rp
the distinguished Senator fromI__3uisiana only way that legislatior can be mean- disagreement as to where the responsi-
(Mr. ELLENDER). Let me quote one sen- ingful is if we place the responsibil:[ty bility should be placed. A number of
tence from it: for administering the law in an agency questions t_,ere raised concerning the

We are strongly opposed to placing the're- which can insure impartiality and str:[ct constitutionality of placing the respon-
sponsibility for the administration of Fed- enforcement, sibility anywhere other than in Con-
era1 campaign financing requirements in the You wfil recall that S. 382 as intro.- gress. Deputy Attorney General Klein-
Comptroller General. duced placed a responsibility for ad.- dienst :had:pretty well resolved that mat-

ministering the disclosure law with the ter, so far els I was concerned. In a letter
There beingno objection, theletter was Clerk of the House and the Secrelary of to Ch_irman MAGNUSON of the Senate

ordered to be printed in the YtECOaD, as the Senate. Not only have those officials Commerce Committee dated April 8, 1971,follows:
COMPTROLLER GENERAL enforced the Federal Corrupt Practices the Deputy Attorney General stated t.he

OF THE UNI;rED STATES, Act of 19_5 with less than active vigor, following:
Washington, D.C., June 9, 1971. but als(), by their very nature, there wa;_; Finally, .the Department is of the opinion

Hon. AL_v J. ELT.W.N_Ea, a problem in giving them the task for that the establishment of e,n independent
Chairman, Committee on Appropriation_. administering the disclosure provision,_; commission to administer the disclosure re-

U.S. Senate of this act. First of all, they would have quirements would not constitute an x',nla_v_'.ul
DEAR CHAIRMAN: Thls replies to your re- had to increase their staff tremendous].y, delegation of legislative authority to the

quest for our views on the question of in- Second, being appointed by trie Members executive b:_anch. Presently, reports and
volving the Comptroller General In. the re- _tatements under the Federal Corrupt Pre. c-
porting, disclosure, and investigative funs- of Congress, they hardly _ould have beex_ tires Act (2 U.S.C. 244--246), and under the
tiers concerning federal campaign eontribu- expected to have enforced the law wi_h Fede_ral Regt::lation of LObbying Act (2 U.,S.C.
lions and expenditures, as is proposed by S. vigor. _hen Deputy Attorney Genera)[ 264) are filed with, and preserved by, the
382, as amended by the Senate Comnzittee on Kleindienst tes:;ified before the Senate Ulerk of the House of l_epresentativcs axtd
l_ules and Administration. Commerce Committee, I asked the fei-., the Sec:rotary of the Senate. The creation of

We are strongly opposed to placing the re- lowing question: The suggestion has been _n independent commission would not de-
sponsibility for the administration of Feder- made that a Federal Election Commis.- prive either House of its constitutional au-

;hority 'under Article I, section 5, nor would
alcomptroilerCampaignGeneral.financingourrequirementSposition,innsthewe sion be established with very detailed 't involve a delegation of such authozb;y.
have stated in the past with regard· to sev- reportirtg required. Do you have any post-. :mather, it would merely permit each House
eral bills, is that we should not be given the lion on that? P.'[e responded as follows: _etter to exercise its authority by acting
responsibility for audit, investigation, or er- I think it Is ou:? position that probably an upon the most informed Judgment.
forcement in connection with Federal elec- in.dependent commission established by t1_e
tiers. We believe that the effectiveness of Congress with appropriate p,_rsonnel and a.?. Personally, I was mildly pleased tha_
the Comptroller _eneral and the GeneralAc- propriatlons wou_d do a better Job than ';he 1;rules Committee agreed to give up
counting Office depends in large measure the system that you now ha_ e. Even II it w_; ';he roi;ion that only the Clerk of '_he
upon maintaining a reputation for Independ- put together on a bipartisan ba:ds with ap- :-touse or t:he Secretary of the Senate
ence and objectivity. Not only musl; we re- preprints staff and money I think it would, could administer a Federal Campaign
main free from political influence, but we be a good approsch to this problem. ;_nance dise]osurelaw.
must zealously avoid being placed in a posi-
tion in which we might be subject to crlti- Unfortunately, as we i_ave previous:Ly As you know, Mr. President, I have
clem, whether Justified or not, that our ac- pointed out, the bill was not considered long been an admirer of the Comptroller
lions and decisions are prejudiced or in- ii). its entirety by the Serate Commerce ,:_eneraL T:he integrity of the Comp-
fiueneed by political considerations. We are, Committee. However, it is interesting 1;0 1roller General and the General Account-
therefore, apprehensive of any measure that note that on page 33 of tl'_e majority re- ing Office is beyond question. I recall
might subject us to such criticism, the inevi-
table result of which would be a diminution ]_ort, there was the followir.g acknowledg- that severall years ago I amended tim
of congressional and public confidence in ment that the demand for an independ- Equal Opportunity Act so as to requb.'e
our integrity and objectivity, ent Federal Elections Commission w_ts a comprehensive study by the Comp-

Because our relationship to the Congress great: "There was strong feelin_- ex- troller General as to the effectiveness
closely resembles that of principal and agent, pressed by some members of the commit- of the war on poverty. He retried out
we especially wish to avoid being placed in
the' anomalous situation of having to in- tee that an independent Federal Flee- that study with impartiality and thor-
vestigate and report on our principal. Over _ions Commission should be created, in (,ughne_;s, which today has resulted in
the years, we have had frequent and recurring lieu of the Secretary of t[_e Senate and _ome improvements in that particu[_r
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program. However, I could not agree that may not have complied with the law. On requirements. In 1960 the Citizens' Research
we had acted wisely by placing the every Senator's desk is a Ietter froln, the F¢,u:adation published a report entitled
Comptroller General of the United States Comptroller General to the distinguBhed "i_{oney, Politics and Pul)lic Reporting" byDr. Herbert F.. Alexander. ]:n tile report it was
i:n a position of administering the Fed- Senator from Louisiana, Senator Er.:f.rN- sa ggested that:
eral Election Campaign Act of 1971. In DER. I believe we should follow 9he advice There is much to commer_i the establish-

ray supplemental views to the Rules Corn- of the Comptroller Genera/ and good lng of _n Independer_t agency patterned, for
rnittee I pointed out the following: common sense by adopting the Pearson exarnple, upon the Civil _ights Commission.

In placing the Comptroller General in the amendment creating an independent 'n_e electoral-financig,! proces-,; is :hardly more
position of administering a campaign dis- Federal Elections Commission. Let us .,;ensl`tive an _rea than that of civil rights,
closure law, we are placing upon him the have the courage to make the Federal a_,a the 3trong oppositAon to the latter'sesVab_lshment .was overcome ....
impossible burden of deciding whether or Election Campaign Act of 1971 one t_mt Cer`tainly, the _ecord o_ tt_e Civil Rights
not his "employers" have complied with the we can all be proud of. Commission, particularly in the area of rot-
law. The Integrity and thoroughness of the Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, ][ am mg rights, provides an excellent precedent.
Comptroller General and the General Ac- ready to yield back my time. I am ready Since this 1960 report was '_ublished, sup-
counting Office is beyond question. We must "
consider that his effectiveness in conducting tO vote. How much time do I have left? l_rt for the concept of a Federal Elections
investigations and studies for individual The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. _[_mm.isslon has mushroom.ed. Both the
l_[embers of Congress could be impaired if he GAMBRELL). Three minutes. _M_mnd.aticn's report and the 1962 Report ofthe President's Commis:;ton on Campaign
were placed into the position of question- Mr. PASTORE. I thank the Chair. I ,_:_sts called for creation of an independent
lng the completeness of a disclosure by a yield I minute to the Senator :_rom '.R_gistry cC F.lection l*lnance.
l_Iember or a committee supporting a Michigan. More r_-.ent proposals have also called for
lVlember. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- such _ comraiaslon with iave_,tigatlve as well

I was convinced then and I nm con- ator from Michigan is recognized for i _a_;.publicity functions. 'lkvo c_ the bills 'that
vinced now that the Committee's reason- minute, w_e .before the Committee_--S. 1, cospon-

ing in adopting the amendment, placing Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, as a ,_,red by Senators Gravel, Brooke, Javlts,Mansfield, J.Vioss, Muskie, Paokwood, Pear-
the Comptroller General in charge of member of the Commerce Committee, I son, Randolph, Spong and _yn_ngton, and
this law, was not based on any firm strongly su,6ported a similar amendment s. 956, cosponsored by Senators Scott, Ma-
commitment against the Federal Elec- to the bill when the legislation was be- tt_i.as, Hatfield_nd Humphrey.-_all for estab-
tions Commission. For example, Mr. fore that committee, l_i_hment of a Federal Elections Commission.
]?resident, on page 61 of the Rules Com- _ I ask unanimous consent :to have priut- _x _ldition, other organizations, such as
mittee report, the following reasoning ed in the RrcoRD additional views which the National Cormnittee for _a Effectlve Con-
iS given: I inserted in the report of the Comnlerce g:ess, have _poken out In :rapport of the com-r_dsslon approach. In a statement subm_.tted

With respect to the approval by the Corn- Committee, indicating my support for to the House Committee on St_andards of Offi-
mittee of an amendment to direct the this particular approach, clal Condac,t last December, the NCEC em-
Comptroller General and the General Ac- There being no objection, the state- phasized that "[e]ffectlve reform requires, at
counting Office to perform the duties set ment was ordered to be printed _:l the a rrdnlmum, the creation of an independent,
forth by pertinent sections of the hill, it is RECORD, as follows: non-partisan Federal El_tdcns CommL_slon
noted that opinion was and continues to be i_sulated _r_m _nd protected a_ainst the poi-
divided between the continuation of the ADDITIONAL VZEWS O_ M_. GriFFIn _tiCal pressures of the day."
offices of Secretary of the Senate and Clerk In 1913 Supreme _ourt Justice Louis D. ,Similarly, the position of _he Justice De-
of the House of Representatives to act as Brandeis _oted that: p:_rtment and the Adminlstr._tion is that "a
depositories for statements and for other "Publicity is Justly commended as a rem- c,:m_mission would be i_mul_zted from out-
purposes, and the creation of a Federal edy for social and industrial diseases. Sma- s!de pressures and would increase the llkeli-
Elections Commission to carry out those light is said to he the best disinfectant:; elee- h_od of vigorous enforcement."
functions, trio light the most efficient policeman." _ Those who oppose est_blL,;hment of such

Recognizing the probable need of a Federal ' _n today's era of instant communlca,tdons, _a Elections Commission say, in effect, that
Elections Commission to borrow, from time Brandeis' statement is do_tbly relevant, s_:)ending · Zimitations, full disclos_re and
to time, competent auditors, accountants, The bill reported by the Com_Attee makes 'bimgher penalties as provided in the bill will
and investigators from GAO in order to significant strides in the direction of ftdl be enough to meet the mounting criticism
avoid the expenditure of unnecessary money and ,timely disclosure. It provides the current agair_st campaign spending abuses. But such
for salaries during nonelection years, among for the electric light as well as the light bulb. aa argument is urrreal.ist_c. While the tighter
other reasons, the Committee agreed that But, unfortunately, it does not assure that c_ntrols on spending and disclosure in the
the office of the Comptroller General which someone w_lll be available to switch on the _il! are essential, there is no glue .to hold the
already is charged with oversight authority llglat, p iec_.; together In the absence of an effec-
over certain government contracts and What good is a reporting system If there is t:lve independent, hi-partisan agency to mort-
spending, and which employs many ex- _o effective agency to police it? As tn the past, t_)r such a_:tivlties.
perlenced accountants and investigators, S. 382 would continue to provide that repo_Tm Accordingly, wlhlle I reco:;ndze other de-
would be preferable to the offices of the by candidates and poli,tlcal committees be f,.clencies _nd _nadequacies in the reportt_
Secretary and the Clerk. filed with the Secretary of the Seaaate or the bill, t.ncluding some outlined ,in the supple-

Accordingly, %he Committee approved an Clerk of the House. raental views, I believe the most glarlng
·mendment which in every pertinent title, As the Twentieth Century Fund polluted shor`tcomir_g is the omission c.f a Federal Elec-
section, or other provision of S. 382, changes out in ,its 1970 repor,t on ca_mpadgn fina'ncing, t_ons Commission. I hope. an effort to remedy
the language of the bill to reflect the the .Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk tads sho_moming will su_:ceed.
Comptroller General in lieu of the Secre- of the House "do not have the authority, the RO_E_T P. GRI_FFIN.

staff, or the motivation to do anyt_hing but
tary of the Senate and/or the Clerk of the accept the reports that are filed." ]_ir. PASTORE. Mr. President, I .yieldHouse of Represerztatives.

Furthermore, these agents of Congress, real- Icly remaining 2 minui_s to the Senator
Now, Mr. President, all those who sug- istically speaking, are Just not in a p,:mltio_ from Alaska (Mr. G_,VEn).

gest that we be creating bureaucracy to investigate charges of campaign abuse-- The P.RESID_[NG OFFICER. The Sen-
should put their fears to rest. The particularly In the ease of charges lodged
Pearson amendment specificallyprovides against incumbent Members of Congre,._. -'_,tor from Alaska is recognized lor 2

To leave the present regulatory set-_:tp un- minutes.
that the independent commission should changed would surely invite public cr_[ticism ;UIr. Glq'_a-VE] '.. Mr. President, I er-
use to the maximum extent possible the that Congress i;s writing a law ,that would be (torso the pending amendment and would
services of GAO and the Justice Depart- nothing more than a paper tiger, like to say to my colleague from Nevada
merit. We would not be creating a big If one of the principal purposes of enm_-t- t.hat I share his view that if there is
new bureaucracy. What we would be lng reform legislation .llS to restore pubtlc .nnything we must be, it is vigilant
creating is an impartial, unbiased inde- confidence in the electoral process, _hen I

pendent commission which could restore submitaldin achievingthatln-houselt, regulations 'docs not _gainStseemtoeXpansi°nbethe character°fburesncracieSofour system.Which
the faith of the American people', On the other hand, there is wide.spread ]if there is ever au area that indicates

Mr. President, this brings me to my support for creation of an independent, ]bi- the need for expansion, it certainly
final point. The Comptroller General partisa.n (or nonpartisan) Federal Commls- _ou_d be in this area, which is the
himself agrees with me that he would sion to oversee the spending and dh_:_lom_re fDuclhstone of ,our democracy. There is
be put in an untenable position if he ])robably nothing that; will be more ira-
were placed in charge of determining _L. Brandeis, What Publicity Can Do, _F/:_r- Dortant, no agency that will be more ira-
which Congressman or Senator may or pet's Weekly at t0 (Dec. 20, 1913). ]mrtant than t]he operation of a system
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of representative government than will we mu:_ zealou:51y avoid l_ing plac_d In a ealxt section of this bfil is title III, w]hich
be this one, since this one will actually position In which we might be.subject to is concerned with disclosure of receipts
police the methods that bring about the criticism, whether Justified or not, that otlr and expenditures by candidates and

actions and de_ls[ons are prejudiced (_r their political committees. Should thecreation of all else. So I would agTee with influenced by political considerations . . .
his view, but I am forced to deviate be- because our relationship to the Congress Rules Comanittee version of the bill be
cause of the importance of this single closely resembles that ofpr_nclpaland agent, enacted--and I am not aware of _ub-
act. we especially wl:_h to avokt being pJLacedIn stantial or,position to most of its prin-

Now, Mr. President, the bill currently the anomalous situation of having to lnves- cipal provisions--the American public
before us is the most comprehensive and tlgate and. report; on our principal. Will be provided with extensive informa-
meaningful proposal for reform of elec- This is the inherent weakness in the tion describing all phases of each condi-
tion campaigns ever to be considered by proposal that the GAO assume respen- date's financial activity.
the Senate. Its passage will go a long sibility for future financial disclosurem Specifically, the treasurer of each po-
way to restore the lost confidence in the Any such extension of the ComptroZter titical carcgnlttee will be required to
electoral process so prevalent today by General's authe,rity would be burdensome maintain :records of all contributions
letting the public know where cam- and uncomfortable, and could thereby and expenditures, and to file with the
paign funds are coming from and where prejudice not only the full disclosure of administrative office enforcing this act
they are going, campaign financing but the other work of a listing of all contributions and ex-

Both the Commerce and the Rules the GAO as well. penditures in excess of $100. The bill re-
Committees are to be highly commended Creation of an indeperLdent, non-par.- quires that such reports be made on five
for the prompt but careful attention tisan Federal elections commission wo_Lld separate instances prior to any election,
they have given this subject, and I hope avoid this difficulty. And it would not--as including ¢,n the 5th day preceding the
the whole Senate will follow their lead some have thought--entail setting up a election.
with an early enactment of this legis- whole :new bureaucracy. The five-m:_:i I support also the provision, originally
lation, commission would assume the respon., proposed by Senator SCOTT, requi:fing

Before final passage, however, there sibilities of dec!sionmaking and promlfi.- that candidates provide monetary guar-
are several perfecting amendments gatirlg regulations, but '_he day-to-day anises that debts will be paid when owed
which I believe should be adopted, work of receiving reports, conducthag to businesses regulated by the Federal

One of the most important of these is audits, and invE:stigating abuses could be Goverizment, such as the telephone and
the amendment by the senior Senator performed by personnel already avafiabk; airline companies. In my mind, it is
from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON) to replace in the General Accountinl; Office and lfiae scandalous that several candidates in the
the General Accounting Office as reposi- Department of Justice. 1968 elections still owe hundreds of thou-
tory of election reports with a nonparti- The election_; commis;_ion is a ve_j sands of dollars to these corporations
san Federal Elections Commission. This practical idea, long supported by such and have given no indication that the
idea was contained in my own election reform-.minded groups as the National debts will ever be cleared.
campaign reform bill, S. 1, and I still Committee for an Effective Congress and Comprehensive disclosure is vital k_-
think it the best assurance of full and the Citizen's Research Foundation. ][ oause it peiraits the voters to review the
fair disclosure of campaign financing, hope that the Senate '_ill adopt the _ources of funds for each candidate:, as

While there is no question that the amendment offered by the Senator from _eI1 as the total amount of such con-
GAO possesses the facilities and expertise Kansas and myself, tributions. Indeed, disclosure requ:kre-
necessary to function as the repository Mr. BROOKF,. Mr. Pre,';ident, compre.., men'ts, if enforced, make less neces.,:ary
of campaign reports, competence is not hensive reform of the Federal campai[,_lL _ny limitation on contributions or spend-
the only requirement if we are to have practices law is one of the most impor... ::ng because they provide the public full
the most meaningful.and complete dis- tant iss_les with which the Congress must .>pportunity to determine the appropri-
closure of .all campaign receipts and ex- deal this year. Election after election,, ateness of a candidate's income and
penditures. We must also have independ- we have seen evidence that 'the AmeIi.. ._pendix:tg practices, and to translate that
ence. can public is becomin..; increasingly' judgment into action at the ballot box.

T:he GAO is not, of course, subject to weary and disfilusioned by wide_pread It Should be clear that a sum of mousey
the charge of partisanship, which can abuse a_ campa:ign time ¢,f its tolerance, _;pent in one heatedly contested race
hardly be .avoided if the Secretary of the its intelligence, _md its laws. might properly be greater than a sugt of
Senate and the Clerk of the House serve By its initial efforts in Dommerce and money spent in a mildly contested race
as the receivers of financial reports, as at Rules Committees, the Senate has posted in the same State. I for one have greater
present. Therefore, the committee's idea clear notice that it inter, ds to consider confidence in the logic and wisdom of
of placing this responsibility with the and approve the most sweeping reform an informed American electorate than I
General Accounting Office is .a commend- and regulation of election laws in the do in uniform legislative guidelines. Con-
able one, and constitutes a great step in Nation's history. I commend those Sen-. ,;equently, I fully support the disclosure
the right direction, ators on both sides of the aisle who have. provisi(ms in the bill.

Nonetheless, assigning this task to the worked diligently and co,)peratively for Third, I strongly support the amend-
GAO creates unique problems of its own. several months, and trust thai; this spirit lnent offered by Senator PEARSON of
It would place the General Accounting will cam:7 the bill to prompt enactment. Kansas, which would create an inde-
Office in an investigatory and reporting These elIorts have laid a solid foundation pendent Federal Elections Commission to
capacity vis-a-vis the Congress, thus :for the molding of legislation which is _,.upervise the enforcement of campa:[gn
reversing the employer-employee rolo- both fair and effective, laws. This proposed five-member bipar-
tionship between the two bodies. Although previous legislation, l:,rinc:i- _isan commission, appointed by the

The undesirability of this situation '.polly the Corrupt Practices Act arid the President with the advice and consent, of,
was remarked upon by Elmer Stoats, the '.Hatch Act, has provided _ basis for e_,:- the Senate, would have full power to
Comptroller General, in a letter to the tablishing some sense of order in cam- investigate charges of illegal campaign
chairman of the Appropriations Commit- ]paign law, these acts haw; not been nc,- activities, tx) subpena evidence, and to
tee (Mr. ELLENDES). He stated that-- tably successful in preserving the integ- _eport ._)ossible violations of law to the

The General Accounting Office is strongly rity of the election process, Nor have they _'ustice Department for prosecution.
opposed to placing the responsibility for the been adequately enforced over the years These important responsibilities can
administration of Federal campaign flnanc- by the responsible officials of the Con- be most effectively undertaken by a body
ing requirements in the Comptroller Gert- gross and the Justice Department. I am which is almost entirely independent of
eral. confident that this new legislation will _oth the executive and legislative

provide means by which existing loop- kranches. Although it would be an t:m-
Mr. Sis. ars said: holes can be tightened and enforcement _rovement over present law, the proposal
We believe that the effectiveness of the lnade more strin_._ent, t_xat the General Accounting Office be

Comptroller General and the General Ac-
counting Office depends in large measure There are several sections of the pro- assigned the responsibility would er_-
upon maintaining a reputation for inde- posed legislation which I believe are de- danger that important body's n0npar-
pendence and objectivity. Not only must we ,'e_q'ing of special comment, tisan status. Indeed, the Comptroller
remain free from political influence, but First, I believe that thc most signifi- General, as Director of GAO, has himself
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stated that he favors the independent Along with the 5-cent per eligible voter Muskle Rlblcoff Symington14elson Roth Taft
election commission, limit on nonbroadcast media exl:,en¢ti- ]:'ackwood Saxbe Talmadge

Bearing in mind that fair campaign tures, as well as repeal of section 315, this Pastore Schweiker Thurmond
practices will, in large measure, follow provision would place a reasonable linfi- Pearson scott TowerPell Smith Tunney
from stringent disclosure requirements, tation on the amount of television adver- Percy Sparkman Welcker
the Congress should be particularly care- rising but would still be high enough to _,routy s_ong Williams
ful to respect first amendment considera- provide adequate opportunity for each l'roxmire Stevens Young
tiGriS in establishing campaign spending candidate fully to present his views to the Randolph Stevenson
limitations. As incumbents, we ought to public in whatever manner he see.,_fit. NAYS--2
recognize that we have the most to gain The Senate will be debating other iln- Buc_ley n_,ng
by tightly limiting allowances for media portant aspects of this bill in the coming NOT VOTING---9
expenditures. In most contests, the chal- days. Hopefully, these efforts will result Baker Brock Magnuson
lenger starts with a serious disadvantage in legislation which is desired by a great ]!_ayh E_stland Mundt
simply because his name and face are majority of the public as well as by most ]_entsen Hughes Stennis
largely unknown. I believe that any cam- individuals who run for public office. So Mr. PEARSON'Samendment, as modi-
paig_ regulation should bear this factor It is clear that the American campaign fled, was agreed to.
in mind. process has become, in too many in-

Thus, I strongly support the repeal of stances, a contest where the surviw_,rs are AMenDMENTNO S42
section 315 of the Communications Act the wealthiest, the best performer, s, and Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I call up
for all candidates for Federal office, con- the ones with the best advertising con- :_ny amendment No. 342 and ask for its
gressional as well as presidential. The sultants. If we are to restore the confi- :lngnediate consideration.
present "equal time" requirement pro- deuce of American citizens in the politi- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
hibits broadcasters from granting the cal process and in the Congress itself, _mendment will be stated.
two or three major party candidates an passage of this bill is a vital and requisite The amendment was r4md, as follows:
opportunity to debate and discuss the step. on page 17, between lines 2 and 3, insert
issues without providing an equal oppor- Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield the following:"S_.c. 205. Chapter 29, of title 18, United
tunity to all other candidates for the back the remainder of my time. states Code, is amended by _dding at the end
same office. The section should be re- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, what- thereof the following new section:
pealed because it is unrealistic and be- ever time I had, I yield to the distin- "'§ 614. Extension of cre,dit to candidates for
cause its net effect is to provide little, guished Senator from Rhode Island. Federal Grace by certain industries
if any, free air time to any candidates The PRESIDING OFFICER. (Mr, (_AM.... (a) Except as other_vlse provided in sub-
for Federal office. Surely, it makes little BRELL). Ail time on the amendment has section (b]_ of this section, no person engaged
sense to take the halfway measure of now been yielded back. in a business, the rates and charges for which
repe_ling the law only insofar as it ap- The question is on agreeing to the are regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Board,
plies to presidential contests. Recent ex- amendment, as modified, of the Senator the Federal Communications Commission, orthe Interstate Commerce Commission, shall
perience as well as statistics prove that from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON). furnish goods or render services to a candl-
there is a much greater likelihood of On this question the yeas and nays have date, or to any other person who is acting
third party opposition in a contest for been ordered, and the clerk will call the on behalf of such candidate, In connection
the Presidency than in one for the Con- roll. with. his. campaign for :nor_,inatlon for elec-
gress; therefore, if section 315 is re- The legislative clerk called the re,Il, tion, or election, to Federal oiflce unless such
pealed for presidential elections, there Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an- _.andidar_ or pex_on (1)pays for such goodsor services In advance of their being fur-
would be little point in retaining it for notmce that the Senator from Indiana nlshed or rendered, or (2) secures the debt
other Federal contests. (Mr. BAYH), the Senator from Texas so created in full by pre,perry, bond, or other

Repeal of section 315 would logically (Mr. BENTSEN), the Senator from l_.[is- security.
bring about a second highly desirable sissippi (Mr. EASTLAND), the Senator from "(b) Iutheca,'_e of any such business whose
goal--a reduction in spending for media Iowa (lVfr. HUGHES), the Senator from customary practice is to submit statements
advertising and in the superficial corn- Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON), a_Ild the to Its customers at periodic _.mtervals request-
mercialization of candidates that has be- Senator from Mississippi (Mr. S_:_N_ZS) lng payment for goods furnished or servicesrendered, such buslne,,_s s:_all not furnish
come much too familiar in American are necessarily absent, goods or render' servtcE._ V) any such can-
political life. I further announce that, if present and didate or ]person, or to _my other person act-

After thorough consideration, I have voting, the Senator from Washington lng on be:half o:f such can¢[ldate in connec-
concluded that we should adopt that (Mr. MAGNUSON) and the Senator f.rom tlon with his campaign, so long as any debt
part of the amendment proposed by Sen- Indiana (Mr. BAYH) would each vote owed by _uch candidate or person for past
ator PASTOREwhich would limit spending "yea." goods furnished or services rendered in con-nection with the campaign ,_fsuch candidate
for broadcast media to 5 cents per Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the remains unpaid for more than ten days after
eligible voter. A study of the 1979 ex- Senator from South Dakota (Mr. tho date such statement Is Issued unless such
penditures in senatorial contests reveals I_UNDT) is absent because of illness, debt is secured In full by property, bond, or
that a large majority of the candidates The Senators from Tennessee (Mr. other security. In order to carry out the pro-
would have spent less than 5 cents per BAKER and Mr. Bnoc_) are detained on visions of this subsection, such business shall
voter. There is, therefore, no need to official business, submit such st_tement:_ on a monthly basisto Its customer.'_ who are candidates or per-
enact into law a provision which has the The result was announced--yeas 89, sons acting on behalf of a candidate In con-
effect of -permitting increases, rather nays 2, as follows: nectlon with his campaign.
than limits, of the high costs of cam- [No. 186 Leg.] "(c) Any candidate who purcrrases goods
paigning. YEAS--89 or services from any such business in con-

My decision on this matter was infiu- nectlon with his campaign for Federal of-
Atken Cranston Holllngs rice, and any person who purchases suchencedalso by two additional aspects of Allen Curtis Hruska

the bill about which there is little dis- Allott Dole Humphrey goods or servlce,_ on behalf of such candidate
agreement. First, the spending limits- Anderson Domlulck Inouye in connection with his campaign, shal_. Iden-Beau Eagletoxl Jackson. tify himself as a candidate or as a person
tion will be based on the number of eli- Bellmen Ellender Javits acting on behalf of _ candidate before pur-
gible voters rather than the number of Bennett Ervin Jordan, N.C.. cl_asing such goods and services and shall
individuals voting in the previous elec- Bible Fanntn Jordan, Idaho lndlcate that such goods and services are
tion. Second, the bill requires that all Boggs Fong Kennedy being purchased In connection with the cam-Brooke Fulbright Mansfield
charges for broadcast facilities be as- Burdick Gambrell Mathta.,_ paign of such candldat_.
sessed at the lowest unit advertising rate Byrd, Va. Ooldwater McClellan "(d) _or purposes of this sectlon--
of the station in the 45 days prior to a Byrd, W. Va. Gravel McGee "(1) payment; tn advance by cash, check,Cannon Griffin McOove:cn money order, or by credit card (if .the issuer
primary election and 60 days prior to a case Ourney McInty_re of such card is not the p_rson from whom
general election. These changes will, in Chiles Hansen Metcalf such goo(is or ,,_ervlces were purchased, or a
most cases, translate the 5-cent limit of Church Harris MillerCook Hart Mondalc subsldlt_ry, parent, or affiliate corporation
the present bill to approximately 10 cents Cooper Hartke Montoya thereof) _shall be consi.der_q:l _o be payment
Under the old standards, cotton Hatfield Moss in _lvance; and
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"(2) a person shall be considered to be on which reports by pol.ltlca[ committees are ocr of Congress, whose jurisdiction in
acting on behalf of a candidate if--- filed, and shall be cumulatl-e, committee may include airlines and who

"(A) he is employed by such candidate or
by a political committee to act on behalf of Mr. SCO TT. Mr. President, I yJ.eld :_¢, :may be a candidate for office, that the
such candidate In connection with such the distinguished Senator from Rhode candidate's credit or application for
candidate's campaign for nomination -for Island. ,.'redit must be denied. Perhaps the can-
election, or election, to Federal office; Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Pr_,sident, I wi_,_, didate would seek out another airline to

"(B) such candidate, or a political com- to Point out to Senators---- extend credit, but in any event the ina-
mittee which mai:es expenditures to influence Mr. BYRD of 'West Virg:inia_ Mr. Presi- cooperative airline would be at least :hathe nomination or election of such candi-
date, pays, directly or Indirectly, for goods dent, may we have order? fear of po,ssible future recrimination.
and services purchased by such person whlle The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Only the force of law, as proposed in :lny
so acting; ator from Rhode Island w..ll withhold for nmendinent, would prevent such abuses

"(C) such person is acting under an agree- a moment. The Chair asle _,that Senators of power.
ment with such candidate, or with a politi- be seated and that attach_.s retire to the Mr. 'DOI_ffNICK. Mr, President, will
cal committee which makes expenditures to rear of the Chamber. Let us have order, the Senator yield for a question?
influence the nomination or election of such The Senator from Rhode Island may Mr. Scoarr. I will yield in a moment.
candidate, under which he is to engage in
activities in connection with such candidate's proceed. Mr. '.President, on July 23,. 1971, at
campaign for nomination for election, or Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Pre.,ddent, as I w_m page 26935, I introduced a longer state-
election, to Federal office; or saying, 'we have a one-half hour limits,- ment on the amounts due--from both

"(D) such person is acting as an agent of tion, with 15 minutes to a side. I would political parties and the candidates of
such candidate, or of a political committee expect that votes will comefast and, both political parties--indicating that
which makes expenditures to influence the ihopefully, furious, this difficulty has afflicted many federally
nomination or election of such candidate, in Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Pres:dent, I agree regulated industries, no matter who is
connection with such candidate's campaign 'with the statement of the Senator from the candidate or which party is running.
for nomination _or election, or election to
Federal oflice, tZhode Island. I am glad to yield to the Senator from

"(e) The Clvll Aeronautics Board, She Fed- The PRF. SIDLqG OFFICER. The Sen.- Colorado.
eral Communications commission, and the ator from Pennsylvania is recognized. Mr. DOM]2qICK. I raise a question just
Interstate Commerce Commission shall each Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, my amend- ¢_n the worcUng of the amendment. I can
promulgate Its own regulations, within :ment concerns the extension of credit to certainly sympathize with the Senator
ninety days of the effective date of this Act, candidates for. Federal office by certain from Pennsylvania on the purpose of the
In order to carry out the provisions of this :_ederally regulated industlies, smendment. I understand what he :is
section with respect to businesses regulated
by it. The basic poh_ts to consider are that toying to get at, but on page 3 of the

"(f) Violation of thc provisions of this the legislation and regulations covering amendment, it reads:
section, or regulations promulgated under common carriers_alrlin._s, telephone For pnrposes of this section.--
this section, Is punishable by a fine not _o companies, and telegraph companies-- (1) payment in advance by cash, check,
exceed $1,000, imprisonment for not to ex- generally prohibit discr_a_ination and money order, or by credit card . . ..
reed one year, or both." unreasonableness in s_tting rate:;,

On page 17, line 3, strike "SEC. 206" and charges, and deposits. Because of this Then the language continues--insert in lieu thereof "SEc. 207".
On page 17, strike the matter between inflexibility, these federall- regulated in- if the issuer ,of such card is not the per_;on· f:'om whom MUChgoods or services w,=_re

lines 10 and Il, and insert in lieu thereof duztries have great difficulty in obtaining purchased . . .
the following: .,mfficiently large deposits to cover opera-
"611. Contributions by (3overnment con- tions cormected with political campaigns. And so on.

tractors."; Because of this difficult:r, many polit- I have art international credit card,
(4) Adding at the end of such table the ical 8ccoUnts remain outstanding. I_a j:_st to make it personal, so I will 'not be

following: some cases they are completely unccllect- s_epping on anybody else's toes, which is
able and, in fact, have be_n written off under the aegis, at least, of the United"614. Extension of credit to candidates for

Federal office by certain industries", entirely. Air Lines. In the process of traveling back
On page 27, line 21, strike out "SI_C.305." The combination of these three factors and forth to my State, I use United Air

and insert in lieu thereof "SEc. 305. (a)". places these regulated industries, :all of Lines all. the time, and then go ahead on
on page 28, between lines 4 and 5, Insert them corporations, in a pa;ition of mak- tlaat travel-card system.

the following: ing illegal corporate co_tributions t_) I would hesitate to make a pronounce-
"(b) (1) Any candidate, or person acting political campaigns. Existing law already merit on this, but, for the record, I would

on behalf of such candidate or as an agent prohibits corporate contributions, in think that is a person front whom such
of such candidate in connection with the addition to "free" services, g_ods and services were purchased ii I
campaign of such candidate for nomination Mr. B¥1ZD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- _ere traveling on United; and I wouldfor election, or election, to Federal office, who
purchases goods or services In connection ident, may we have a littl _ better order think it would be prohibited under this
with such campaign from any business the itl the Senate? language.
rates and charges for which are regulated The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, the Sena-
by the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal (;hair will again attempt to get order, tot axtd I discussed this earlier. I did not
Communications Commission, or the Inter- 27he best way to have order is for Sena.- intend to mislead him, but, on a carelut
state Commerce Commission, shall file with tors to r,_pect tile right o_ other 8cna., r4_ading of the amendment and its effect,
the Comptroller General a statement dis- tots to.be heard, it would mean credit could be used byclosing--

"(A) the name of the purchaser and the _Iqle Senator from Pennsylvania may candidates as long as the debt is fully
name of the candidate for the benefit of !oroeeed. se.cured. American Express cards, for
whose campaign the goods or services were l_/lr. SCOTT. l_.ff. Presid_nt, very sim.- e:_ample, could be used at any time; but
purchased; ply, because of their inability to protect a credit card issued by a particular air-

"(B) a specific description of the goods themselves adequately tEese federally line, for example, could not be used un-
or services furnished and the quantity or regulated industries become easy prey l_ss the credit is secured---that means
measure thereof, if appropriate; for political candidates. The airlines, otherwise secured. So an airlines credit"(c) arty amount of the price of such
goods or services not paid in advance of their telephone, and telegraph companies have card would not be covered, but the other
being furlxished to the purchaser; been placed in a position of unlawfully, credit cards would be exempted. Western

"(D) any unpaid balance of the price of unavoidably, and unintentionally--and Union or Bell Telephone cards would be
such goods or services as of the reporting I might add illegally--sub,';idizing polit-, covered unless otherwise secured.
date; ical campaign expenses. Mr. DOMINICK. I would think that

"(E) a description of the type and value Another point to keep in mind is that, would create all kinds of problems, be.-
of any bo_xd, collateral, or other security
securing such unpaid balance; and even if it can be si_own that these partic- cause in the normal course of events, I

"(F) such other information as the Comp- u]ar indt_tries have enoush latitude t¢, u,;e the airlines all the time--and I am
troller General shall require by published protect themselves, a very delicate polit- sure eve:wone else around here d0e_--
regulation, ical problem remains. For example, an. on the ordinary credit card, or some other

"(2) Reports required under paragraph (1) airline executive could be faced with s cedit card which is available, and I would
of this subsection shall be filed on the dates problem of ihow he tells a powerful Mem- think it would be extremely complicated
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to say the whole bill must be secured, or not we can do that. In the meantime Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, will the
wlxen one does not know what it is that I would like to give other Senator:_ an op- Senator yield?
must be secured before he can travel portunity to be heard. Mr. CANNON. I am happy to yield.
on it. Mr. DOMINICK. I thank the Senator. Mr. STEVE, NS. How does this .get to

Mr. SCOTT. There is a 10-day grace Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, at t]t_istime be a rich man's amendment? I do not
period during which unsecured credit I yield the floor and reserve the bal_mce quite understand that. The people who
can be cleared up by full payment of of my time. are running up these bills are peoplewho are not paying their bills. I cio notbills or through a security alTangement. Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President,, as our
Monthly statements, however, are re- beloved former colleague, Mr. I)irksen, quite see how you can call this a fat cator a rich. man's amendment. We are try-
quired. :But there cannot be any attempt would be prone to say, this indeed is dis- lng to assure that people are responsible
to pile up bills on that credit card. criminatory; it makes a second-class cit- for the debts :incurred in their names by

For example, if a Senator used the izen out of a candidate. My question i&, committees which are organized in order
U_fited Air Lines card and ran up a debt Wtkv do we do it to ourselves? Who really to :help a candidate run for election.
of $10,000 unsecured, there is nothing in are we that we think of ourselves in :tach Mr. PASTOi_E. Mr. P.._esident, will the
the credit card or no available means by a way that we have to punish ourseJves Senator yield on that point?
which the airlines could proceed. Failure unnecessarily when we are trying to do Mr. CANNON. I yield.
to pay an American Express card bill what most of us think is an act of nobil- Mr. PASTOI%E. The poor man, the guy
definitely affect the personal credit as ity in running for public office? The for-. we are trying to help, is not getting that
well as the credit of a candidate or of any ruer Senator from Illinois would be prone kind of credit.
person who is running for office, and it is to say this is really throwing out t[_e baby Mr. STEVENS. Who _loes the Senator
believed that that in itself operates as with the bath water. I would say this is know in that circumstance? What candi-
sulBcient security, in addition to the burning down the barn to catch one date does he know who is rtmning
checks and the protections which Amer- mouse, around the country, running up bills and
iean Express, Diner's Card, and all the After all, this is entirely Within the dis-. not paying them?
rest have used to assure themselves by cretion of the airlines. If they do not Mr. PASTORE. Did the Senator ever
prior credit investigation, think PASTOREor HUMPHREYis worthy of run for Pq'esident?

Mr. DOMINICK. I am trying to clear credit, they do not give it, and it' they Mr. STEVE, NS. No, and I have no in-
the record. Most of the credit cards is- give credit and get stuck, they cannot tentio_l of doing so.
sued by the airlines do have credit se- add it on their rate base. That is the law. Mr. PASTORE. When the Senator
cured, because it costs about $200 to go I say this amendment is absolutely un-. rtms f,_r President, he will have a job on
back and forth, and one has to put up necessary. This is not the place for it. his hancLs.
$400 security. Obviously, it is not going It should not be in the bill. It ought not lVIr. STEVENS. We are talking about
to be enough in a campaign year for any to be in the bill. I hope the Senate wi[[ campaign commitloees running up
kind of candidate, knock it down. charges and now being selwiced by eor-

The difliculty I see in this amendment As the Senator from Colorado said, porations, contrary to the Corrupt, Prac-
is that it provides that one is still abiding talk about a sieve when the Presidenl; rice Act. That; is my understanding. How
if he pays within 10 days, but if he does vetoed the original bill; this is fu:[1 o1_ does that turn out to be a "fat cat"
not, he is in a substantial problem. He potholes. This is a bottomless kettle, and amendment? 'We are trying to make those
may find himself engaged in a campaign I think we. will all be inundated with fat cats pay _p.
where the bill does not even come in dui-- shame if we adopt the amendment. I ]gr. CANNON. Mr. President, I would
ing that period or he may find himself hope it will be knocked down. like to answer now. I have yielded to
in a position where, because of the cam- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the several Senators on my own thne.
paign exigencies, he is not able to get Senator yield to me? In the first place, if they axe extending
back just to find the bill and write a Mr. PASTORE. I yield to the Senator credit in violation of the Corrupt Prac-
check. In other words, there are some from Nevada. rices Act, the Department of Justice
problems in this airline situation which Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I as.,;oci-, ought to take action, and I am sure they

ate myself with the Senator from I_hode would if someone made a complaint toperhaps have not been considered. Island in opposing this so-called fat; cat
The American Express card is largely or rich man's amendment that is before them, because that is their responsibil-

unsecured. The airlines cards have some us. ity, to prosecute if there is a violation of
deposits behind them, at least to some In ihe first place, it would establish a the Corrupt Practices Act. The violation
degree. But is it not a matter of bust- discriminatory position in favor of C!art_ would be ff t:his were really a contribu-
ness on the part of the airlines to decide Blanche, American Express, and ether tion and not a pure and simple extension
whether or not they are going to crack credit chains that issue cards 1;o cover of credit;.
the whip and make a person pay his bill? many different services and charge a But the amendment would prohibit the

Mr. SCOTT. I grant that there are percentage to the agency that is utilizing ordinary man, like myself, the Senator
difficulties, but I do not know of a better those services, from Alaska, and a few others, who travel
way to get at it. The effect probably On the other hand, it would penalize great distances, from using an airline
would be that the airlines would require any company that wants to carry its own credit card imless we post security in
a greater deposit than they presently re- credit. Any of the airlines, Western full. With the amount of traveling we
quire, according to the track record of Union, or the telephone company that would do, we could :not use that card.
the candidate whoisrunning. One whois wanted tO carry their own credit and On the otlher hand, we could, as I
in a nearby State might be expected to use their own credit would be penalized pointed out earlier and as the Senator
pay a smaller deposit. They might do because they could not operate under from Colorado pointed out, go to Amer-
that. Perhaps others will want to do that. this amendment, ican Express or Carte Blanche or some
In any event, say $4,000 was required; I pointed out yesterday that it is, other company, and use the credit card
that might be used as security until it plainly and simply, a fat cat or rich 'there without posting .';ecurity, and the

man's amendment. It is not only de.- beneficiary, the company extending thewas exhausted, signed to, but will, eliminate tho,;e with.-
Mr. DOMINICK. It seems to me that out ample resources and finances J!rom service, either the airline, Western

if we take the words out of the amend- participating as candidates for public Union, or the telephone company--and
ment on page 3 in parenthesis, on lines office, those are the only three involved--would
12 to 15, the problem that I have brought I do not think that is what we want to have 1,opay a premi_*n to Carte Blanche
up would be solved, and that person, in do. We heard a lot of discussion here a or American Express to use that service,
other words, would still be considered to few minutes ago, on the last amendment, and could not issue its own credit card,
have made a payment in advance when about the worthy objectives of a non- which it has the right to do in the ordi-
he has a credit card. Therefore, he would partisan approach to try to get an elec- nary course of good business practice, in
not have that problem, tion bill out of here that would provide carrying out good credit management.

Mr. SCOTT. I would be glad to con- some election reform. I submit, Mr. President, that this is
sider that possibility and discuss it with This is going to reform it: it will make really and truly a fat eat or rich man's
the Senator from Colorado prior to the it so that no one except a rich man can amendment, ;and it would prohibit a poor
vote and make a statement as to whether run for public office, man, who cannot put up the necessa_-y
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cash to cover his own traveling expenses consent that the letter aIld supplemen- the can,_dates for Federal omce are cA,n-
and the telephone calls he is going to tary mate:rial be printed in the I_,ECO_ sistent _vlth the policy and procedures _p-
make, from running for public off'ce. _t the conclusion of my remarks, pl.ioable to any other customer. Furthermore,

It covers three agencies, the FCC, the The PRESIDING OFFICER. Wi[thout we do not differentiate .in our collection el-
ICC, and the CAB. We might as well objection, it is so ordered, for_s between regular customers and th_se

campalg_tng for political candidates.
eliminate the ICC to begin with, because (See exhibit 1.) All communication services for _ cus-
they only cover the railroads, and the Mr. P._?,TORF,. Mr. Pre:,_dent, _[11 the tomexs are provided _t the rates and charges
railroads are not running any more, any- Senator yield? specified in applicable ,tariffs on file with the
way, as far as passenger trafnc is con- Mr. _o'I'r. If I may say just briefly eppr_prlate regulatory bodies.
cerned, and do not extend credit when this: What we propose now, after d_- In add, trion, the GAO requested that we
they do. cuasion with the.. distinguished manager _rov_de:

The other two have authority to estab- of the bill (Mr. PASTOR_, I iS that the 1. An .explanatlqn as to why any other data
' requeste<i could not be provided including.

lish rules and regulations to protect the appropriate regulatory agencies, veithtu where a_,proprlate, an estimate of the time
organizations which they exercise juris- I_0 days after the enactment of this ac1;, and cost that. would be 1.nvolved (in assem-
diction over. Certainly the business man- _sue such rules and regulations as wi]_ l:llng such data).
agement practices of those companies ]_ave the effect of correcting a situatim_ 2. Actual ox' estimated total amo_nts,.w_lt-
ought to be adequate to take care of this where huge bills can be pi]ed up without ten off a_ uncollectible for each of ,those years
particular situation. Therefore, Mr. any subsequent genuine effort to pay f)r which Vhe carrlers cannot submit (the.re-
President, I oppose the amendment, l_hem. We are going to leave it to the quested) _lat_L

In _:esponse to item 1. above, the records
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I send to :regulatory' agencies. To do the job they for all the years prior .to 1965 have been de-

the desk a modification of my amend- I_.re supposed to do. s ;royed i_s provided for by Part 42 of i_e
merit. My original _:mendmen; was a man- _.c.c. Rules and Regulations, "Preservation

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk date. This is a directive that regulations et Records of Commu_lcatlon Common _._.:
will state the modification, be proposed. It has been discussed witJ1 r ers." For the years 1965 through 1967, polit-

The legislative clerk read as follows: the Senator from Rhode Island, _md I i(_ _ccounts were not separately identified
_mderstand that the Senator from Ne- and were filed wi_h _11 other accounts. To

On page 36, after line 16, add the follow- vada is aware of it, and I hope that determine at '_his time the political aecomxtslng:
"TITLE IV--_I$CELLANEOUS the manager of the bill c_-_ accept the previously written off as uncollectible for the

y_ars 1965 through 1967 would require _d_-
'*EXTENSION OF CREDIT BY REGULATED amendment. $!ficatton of the names of all candidates then

IA_TDUSTRZES ]_',XI-IIB_r1 r:_nnlng :for Federal of Dce. Once these hat, xes

"SEC. 401. The Civil Aeronautics Board, AMERICAN TELEPHONE & T]_LE011APHCo., were determined, a manu_l search of Co:m-
New Yor_, N.Y., Aug_s_ 2, 1971. _ercl_d records in each of the Telephone

the Federal Communications Commission. Mr. BERNARI) STRASBURG, Conlpanles would have to be Initiated to ob-
and the Interstate Commerce Co_nm_slon Chic L Common Cart_er Bureau, thin the telephone numbers of the political
shall each promulgate, within 90 days after FeVers! Com_n_cat_ons Co_,miss_o_, a_cou_ts In question. Many accounts, how'-
the date of enactment of this Act, Its own l_Tasi_ngton_ D.C. ever, may be listed under bill.lng names other
regulations with respect to the extension D_,R _/[R. STRASBIYRG:Thl_ Is in f_Lrthe.r t2_an those of the.candidates and thereby vL_'-
of credit, without security, by any person reply to your letters of Ma;7 24, 1971 and t_lly ira, possible to identl_y. The list of re:m-
regulated by such Board or Cornmt._slon to June 21, 1971 (l_.ile 9330) 'vhich enclosed p:._one ,numbers that could be assembled
any candidate for Federal o_ce (as such copies of letters from the General Accounting would then be, furnished _o the Comptrollers
,term ts defined in section 301 (c) of the Fed- C_fice (GAO) requesting that we obtal:_ and Department, which would institute a searc:h
eral Election Campaign Act of 1971), or to furnlsh certaln lnlormatlon ]egarding poltt., of the records to determine what amounts
tony person on behalf of such a candidate, leal campaign debts owed to the Bell System h_d been. written off as uncollect, tble. These
for goods furnished or services rendered In Telephone Compardes. C_mptrollers Department records are c_[r-
connection with the campaign of such can- The revised GAO request, transmitted with r(,ntly stored In each Telephone Company l:_
dldate for nomination for election, or elco- your June 21, 197:L letter, specified that we a nu_nber of dead storage locat,ions. We es'_l-
tion, to such oflice." need to provide (1) only the amount o:: debt r_ate that it would require _pproxlmately

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The still outstanding for each candidate in the 1,750 man hours at each of the 108 Revenue
amendment will be so modified. 1968 presidential campaign and (2) the A_countlng Offices or a total of 189,000 n_n

a_nounts written off as unco:lectible for al:l hours to search the records at an estln_ted
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, the reason candidates for Federal omce for the years cost of. $960,000.

for submitting the modification is two- 1968, 1969 and 19'r0. In response to item 2. above, we have :an
fold. First, the sheer pragmatism of rec- Our letter of July 7, 1971 transmitted the b_sls for estimating the political account
ognizing that, in view of the opinions ex- i:n_ormation covering the amounts written amoun,ts written off _s uncollectible prior t_v
pressed here, particularly by the distin- off as uncollectible for the years 1968, 1969 1_c_68,other than by extrapolation of our ex-
guished Senator from Rhode Island, for and 1970. However, we do ncr consider any perlenee start, lng with 1968. In our oplr_Lon,

such amo'un_ as written off _a the se_me o_! s_ch a bench mark ,would be m_rtalf_tic. T_e
whOnl we have such respect, and recog- discharging the debtor; nor do we discon-, ca.mpaigns commencing t,n 1968 dLffered from
nizing pragmatically tha_ my original t:Lnue collection efforts. In alditlon, we dc, p_evious campaigns lr_smuch _s the amou:at
amendment is not going to carry, al- not settle debts for less than the full amonnt, of telephone _mmunlcations used from 1968
though I think it is better than the one we are attaching hereto the requested 1_- m_ward greatly exceeded the volume of csll-
I am now submitting, and I think it is formation covering the out:_tandlng c_m- lng in comparable campaigns. Therefore, we
more desirable; and second, I have here paign debts owed to Bell System C,_mpanie_ dc, not believe we possess su_cie_t data t_)
jUSt received further evidence of the for communf, cation services furnished during p_rmit _n estimate which would have any
piling up of bills of the Bell Telephone the 1968 presidential carnpalf;n to national, degree of va_lcLlty.

sl;ate and local conm_lttees campaigning fez If you have any quest_cms regarding the at.-
Co., in the form of a letter from the the candidates, tac,hed lnforn_tion, we shall be glad to dis.-
American Telephone & Telegraph Co., Bell System policy and proc_dures w_t.h re- c_s them at your convenience.
dated yesterday; the back of poor old Ma spect to the billing ;_nd collect:on of debbs in- Yours very truly,
Bell is bending, and I ask unanimous c_rred by the com.nalttees campaigning for D. lq]. E_ERSO_.

OUTSTANDINGDEBTSOWEDTOBELLSYSTEMCOMPANIESFORSERVICESFURNISHEDDURINGTHElC.68 PRESIDEflTIALCAMPAIGNTO NATIONAL,STATE,ANDLOCALCOMMITTEESOf
THECANDIDATES

INotwritten-offasuncollec_blel

Numberof Amount Numberof Amount
Company Incurredon behalfof-- accounts owed Company Incurredon behalfof-- accounts owed

SouthernNewEngland........ Humphrey-Muskie............. 2 $218.83 Southwes:ern................ Hunphrey-Muskie.............. 78 $15,264.5,I
Ken3edy..................... 1 201.05

CincinnatiBell.................... do....................... 8 I, 643.-28 Nixcn-Agnew................. 27 7,087.7!)

Wisconsin................... McCarlhy..................... 3 6,419.94 Toal................. 22,553.3_Nixon-Agnew................. 2 224.36 ...............................................
NewJers,y................... Humphrey..Muskie............. 64 12,456.89

Total............................................................... 6,644.30 Nix(,n-Agnew................. 19 12,463.?4

To':al................................................................ 24,920.G3
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oUTSTANDINGDEBTSOWEDTO BELLSYSTEMCOMPANIESFORSERVICESFURNISHEDDURINGTHE1968PRESIDENTIALCAMPAIGNTO NATIONAL,STATE,ANDLOCALCOMMITTEESOF

THECANDIDATES--Continued

[Notwritten-offasuncollectibleJ

Numberof Amount Nurnberof Amount
Company Incurredonbehalfof-- accounts owed Company hcurredon ,_ehalfof-- accounts owed

p_nnsylvania..................... do....................... 46 $19,051.25 Pacific...................... I_ixon-Agnew.................. 13 $4,810.91
Humphrey-Muskie............. 54 17,012.00 Piannedy...................... 150 98,275.07

I-urnphrey-i_uskie............. 88 66,312.14
total .............................................................. 36,063.25

Total.................................................................... 169,398.12
LongLines....................... do....................... 2 i0,724.00

Nixon?Agnew................. I 1,379.66 Illinois....................... riixon-Agnew................. 34 2],710.45F!ockefellnr......... ; ......... 1 1,173.52
Total.............................................................. 12,103.66 Humphrey-Muskfe.............. 17 ;!,108.96

I[ennedy..................... 14 3,565.47
NewYork................... Nixon-Agnew................. I 71,242.42

McCarthy..................... 6 8, 170.92 Total...................... ; ............................................... 20,558.40
Humphrey-Muskie............. 154 27,006.94
Kennedy..................... 25 43,419.77 Northwestern.................. Humphrey-I_usI_ie............. 16 _, 195.54

I[onnedy..................... 147 26,990.26
TotaI............................................................... 149,840.05

Total....................................................................... 3], 193.80
PacificNorthwest............ Humphrey-Muskie............. 14 4, 234.57

Nixon-Agnew............... :. 1 32.35 C. & P.,Virginia................. I_urnphrey-_uskie............. 21 2,645.17
McCarthy..................... 15 22,720.79
Kennedy..................... 129 29,152.62 C. &P.,WestVirginia........... I_ennedy...................... 3 2,958.67

Total.............................................................. 56;140.33 C. & P.Co...................... Nixon-Agnew.................. 10 IL 085.54
14cCarthy...................... 1 ltl 760.02

Michigan.................... Nixon-Agnew................. 11 2,004.79 I(ermedy...................... 3 158,110.47
Hnmphrey-Muskie............. 2 30.43 Humphrey-I_uskie............. 3 153,354.04
Kennedy..................... 16 4,422.89
McCarthy..................... 2 244.71 Total................................................................... 434,310.07

Total.............................................................. 6, 702.82 C.& P., Maryland............... 14ixon-Agnew.................. 6 3,115.52
Kerlnedy...................... 1 509.08

Ohio........................ Nixon-Agnow................. 89 19,206.96 Humphrey-I_luskie............. 14 4,03l. 55
Rockefeller................... i 161.71
Humphrey-Muskie............. 58 8,296.82 Total.................................................................... 7,656.15
McCarthy.................... 10 334.64

NewEngland.................. Hixon-Agnew................. 27 :L,703.88
Total............................................................. 28,000.13 I_lcCarthy...................... 2 107.02

Kermedy...................... 16 1,100.41
Indiana..................... Humphrey-Muskie............. 9 2, 768.16 Itumphrey-Muskie............. 7 420.16

Kennedy..................... 64 36,440.87 F_ockefeller................... I 7.50
Nixon-Agne,,_................. 2 284.34 Total.............................................................. 3,338.97

Total............................................................. 39,493.37
SouthCentral.................. Hixon-Agnew.................. 56 6,391.27

Mountain......................... do...................... 50 6,160.77 I'rlcCarthy...................... 1 10.07
Rockefeller................... I 235.03 Humphroy-Muskie............. 81 6,620.72
Humphrey-Muskie............. 31 5,133.84
Kennedy..................... 20 3,447.90 Total................................................................ 13,022.06
McCarthy.................... 2 730.69

Southern[Bell................. _lixon-Agnow.................. 27 729.27
Total................................................. -'........... 15,708.23 Nallace...................... I 30.00

4tumphrey-Nluskie............. I 355.13
Kennedy..................... 8 282.40

Total.................................................................. 1,396.80

Mr. SCOTT. I yield to the Senator AMENDMENT 34S _le PRESI]DING OFFICER. Without
from Rhode Island. Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I call up obi ection, it is so ordered

5_1r. PASTORE. Mr. President, this is my amendment 348, offered by the dlis- The ¢,_air inquires of the S_mator
now a horse of a different color. It is tinguished senior Senator from Texmes- whether this is one of the amendments
acceptable to me. It really modifies a see (Mr. BAKER) and myself, and ask for for which he has asked 3 hours.
directive which is the existing authority its immediate consideration. Mr. PROU_. No, Mr. President, it is
today, under the law, of these various The PRESIDING OFFICER. The not.
agencies. It reminds them of their re- amendment will be stated. _e :PRESIDING OFFICER. The

sponsibilities. There is nothing punitive The legislative clerk read as followq: Chair recogrdzes the Senator from

about it, and l'or that reason I am per- oa page 2, line 7, insert '(1)" befo_re ";Sec- Vermont.
fectly willing to accept it. I think as now lion". Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, in con-
modified it really is a public service. On page 2, strike lines 10 and il, and sidering the proposed legislation, both

}/h-. SCOTT. I thank the distinguished insert tn lieu thereof the following: "and the Senate Commerce Committee and
Senator from Rhode Island. My wlaite the following: 'other than Federal elective

office (as defined in subsection (c) of this the Committee on RUles and Administra-
horse is now a palomino, but it is by section),'" tion were made acutely aware of the fact
no means piebald, and I thank the dis- On page 2, between lines 11 and 12, insert that section 315(a) of the Federal Com-
tinguished Senator. the following: munications Act of 1934 inhibited broad-

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. i_IUM- "(2) Section 315(a) of such Act. is casters from providing _my free time to
PI{nEY). DO Senators yield back their amended by inserting after the first :3entence candidates for Federal o:_ce. Section 315
time? thereof the following: 'If a licensee permits (a) is the so-.called "equal time :provi-

Mx. SCOTT. I yield back the remain- a legally qualified candidate for Federal elec-tive office to use his broadcasting station in sion" of the Federal Communi_ations Act.
der of my time. connection wlth such candidate's campaign Mr. President, a provision similar to

Mr. PASTORE. I yield back the re- for nomination for election, or election to section 315(a) was in the Radio Act of
mainder of my time. such office, the licensee shall afford such 1927. In 1934 Congress saw fit to carry

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Ail re- candidate maximum flexibility tn choosing this provision over into the new law. The

maining time having been yielded back, his program format.'." reasons for t]he provision were simple.
the question is on agreeing to the amend- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Then, as today, broadcasting was recog-
ment of the Senator from Pennsylvania Chair inquires of the Senator fro:m Ver- nized as a powerful force for influencing
(Mr. Sco_x), as modified, mont whether he asks unanimmm con- public opinion. It wa,'_ because of the ire-

The amendment was agreed to. sent that the amendments be considered mendous power inherent in the use of
The Pi:rESIDING OFFICER. The bill en bloc. radio and television that section 315 was

is open to fm'ther amendment. Mr. PROUTY. I so request, enacted, so as to insm'e that if one can-
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didate was given free time on radio or Stations, freed from ;0he threat of great d ldates. Broadcasters have long claimed that
television, other candidates for the same swarms of candids,tes appeanng for a varlety s_ction 215 ill its present form discourages
office wot/d be afforded an equal amount of reasons, would be able to concentrate coy- affording such free time because they have

erage on bona fide candidates to the benefit t_ make time available to so-called frlrLge
of time. If one candidate was able to buy of the public, candidates, such as candidates of the E_o-
a cm_ain amount of time on radio or tel- cLalist Labor, Socialist Worker, and Vege-
evision, his opponents would be entitled Before the Rules Committee we were t_rian Parties.
to purchase an equal amount of time. also fortunate t_) have the president e,f

Quite frankly, Mr. President, this the North Caroli_la Associstion of Broad- Mr. President, what would any reason-
"equal time provision" in reality became easters, Mr. Richard Ba:_ron and Mm able :man conclude from the evidence I
an easy excuse for broadcasters to pro- Wade Hargrove, the general counsel fer cited with respect to need to exempt all

vide absolutely no free time. the association. :[ say we were fortlmate, Federal candidates from the equal time
Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS, because too ofte_ we rely on national r_quirements of section 315(a)? Local

in his testimony before the Senate Corn- _ssociations or big national network.,;, broadcasters, broadcast associations, net-
merce Committee on March 3, described Mr. Barron and Mr. I_argrove were work presidents and the chairman of the
the inhibitive effect of section 315 when ,,;peaking for the small broadc;_st statiola FCC all. agree that section 315(a) bas
he stated: owners. They too agreed that s_._timl become the "no free time offered

Central to any measures calculated to '$15(a) ]_la_$ become the "no free time requireraent."
strengthen the electoral process must be offered" provision. For exalnple, Mr. Ba_;ically, Mr. President, the equal
the improvement of the quality and quantity Barren testified: t:me requirement favors the incumbent

because he is better known and it is
of information provided to the public about We do have certain reservations about par- easier for kiln or her as an incumbent to
the candidates and the issues. The repeal ticular aspects of _;hls blll which we wlsh to nlake news. :in 1960, we exempted Pre,ti-of Section 315 is an important avenue to this briefly state.

end, since it would provide opportunities for First, we agree with the provisions o%th,_ dential candidates from the equal tiIne
greater contribution of free time by broad- bill that would call for the r_._pea:Lof s_etion r,_quirel3_lent so that the Kennedy-Nixon
casters and deeper treatment of the issues. 315(a) of tlle Federal Comn_.unic;atior_s Act debates could take place.
Because Section 315 requires equal time for to delete the equal time r,._quirement for We saw that networks in fact did give
every candidate for an office, however insig- lc,residential and vice-presidential car_dldates, fl'ce time.
nificant or frivolous his candidacy, the prac- We recommend, however, that the bill be ex- We saw that millions of Americans

tical effect of the law has been to deny free lc_anded iix this regard so as to d_lete the took a greater interest in the eampai_rrl
forcebr°adcaStfreetimetimetot°bemaj°rsharedCandidateSwlthfringe°rcan-t° equal time requirements for all candidates, than ever before.

didates. This, it seems to me, is a classic 'l_e Deputy Attorney G_neral m. fact In my mind we proved that the equal
case of backlash on the public interest, testified before both conmlittees urging time :L'equlre:ment should be changed so

Dr. Stanton was but one of many from the repeal of section 315(a) for all Fed.- a,_ to encourage a wider dissemination of
the broadcast industry to testify to the eral candidates. Before Itu:es Comnfittee issues, ideas, and political philosophy in
fact that section 315(a) has become a Mr. Kleindienst testified as follows: a:_ election campaign.
"no time offered requirement" in First, section 10l would repeal the equal As a member of the Communications
practice, time provision of _,;ection 315 of the Federal Subcommittee prior to the 1964 election

Vincent Wasilewski representing the Communications Act with re:;pect to candi.. I recall that the incumbent President did
dates for the office of President and Vice n)t want section 315(a) repealed nor did

National Association of Broadcasters be- President. The Justification fo: thls'provtsloz, h_ want it repealed in 1968. Today wefore the Commerce Committee stated: m that section 315, contrary to its pttcpose,
Broadoasters stand ready and willing to has inhibited broadcasters frcm offering free have a President who wants section

provide free time for the appearance of tlLme and coverage to candidates, and ha,,; 3:[5(a) repealed not only for candidates
presidential and vice-presidential candidates favored incumbents over chal'.engers. Also, il; for the office of President but for all Feel.-
of the major parties, has restricted the access of the electorate eral candidacies. What holds us back? :E

We believe the capricious operation of to the candidates and their views. We agree, sl[ppose it is fear but if that is the case
Section 315, however, makes it lmpossirble that section 315 has produced the Wrong re-. it should not be. There is nothing to fear
for broadcasters to perform this public serv- suits, bu_: these are, not llmit_d to presiden., from exposing voters to all of the issues
ice responsibility, tial and vice-presidential ca:ldldates. They

are equally applicable to candidates :for other alld facts in a campaign.
The presidents of NBC and ABC con- Federal offices. Evc'ry argument suppc,rtlnfi: Our distinguished chairman of the

firmed the conclusions of Dr. Stanton limited repeal supports total r,._pea]. The fair- C)mmunications Subcommittee has !in
and Mr. Wasilawski. Since we were de- ness doctrine enforced by the Federal Coal- the past; supported complete repeal o:!
termined in Rules Committee to con- rnunications Commission will afford all can- section 315(a) for all Federal offices _;

didates access to broadcasting facilities on well as for the offices of Governor and
siderentiretythiSotherimportantbroadcasterslegislationtestifiedinits sectiona:aequitable315,basis. We urge total, repeal cd Lieutenant Governor. During the current
before us. Victor Diehm, president of the hearing on S. 382, Senator PASTOr:_:
Mutual BrGadcasting System succinctly Mr. President, one of the major put- responded to Dean Burch's comments on
reenforced the need for exempting all poses of this legislation is to r_luc_._ the section 315 as follows:

candidates for Federal office from the costs of campaign,s. The st_tnd;_trd argu- You have got to be a little pragmatic about
equal time requirements of section 315 lnent favoring spending ]imitations is that. I suggested at one time that we exclude
(a), when he said: that campaign costs are to,) high. B'adic the office of Congress and the governorsh:Lp

Under the present law, any appearance by and television they argue is the prime _rom the equal opportunity requirement oI'
a candidate in person gives rise to the re- reason for the increased c_sts. For the se,'_tlon 315. It didn't get to first base. The:ce
qulrement of equal opportunity or equal sake of argument, assume the advocates w_s a tremendous amount of resentment o19.
time for all other candidates for the same o][ limitations are correct. What better the floor of the Senate and the House ....

office. The bill, S. 382, as amended, recog- way to lower costs than legislation eh- The chairman went on in those hear-

nizes that this is really an inhibiting :factor couraging "free" radio aild television ino-s to further state his position with re,-
operating on a broadcaster rather than a time? spect to those who felt that repeal of the
guarantee of equal treatment. By its present The evidence ].s overwhelming from equal time requirements would result inlanguage, S. 382 would repeal the equal op-
portunity provision of section 315 of the broadcasters that the eqllal time re- ur_fair:aess:

Communications Act fDr Presidential alld quirements now inhibit them :['rom giv- 'ri_at is the :fear on the part of most. Ir:-
Vice-Presidential candidates. Extension of lng any free time :[or fear oJ encouraging asmuch as this is a monopoly you would
this policy to all Federal olTieeseekers would fringe eandidate_,; and cr_tckpots. Can les.ye too much power in the hands of the
permit coverage of all serious candidates to that evidence be substantiated by an ob- broadc_ster. I have never felt quite that wa]/.
a much greater extent than is now possible, j,ective source? The chaiiman of the. i always felt there was sufficient maturity

It should be pointed out that the public Federal Communications Commission and integrity in the industry that you could
Interes_t standard and all other applicable afford to take the risk.

considerations bearing on a broadcast Ii- testified before the Commerce Commit- _ut that is the feeling of the Congress at
censee's stewardship of the airwaves remain tee. Mr. B_zrch stated emphatically that--_ tl_e present time. I don't think it is going to
in fttll force. Abuse, if it shouJd occur, could A first improvement should be concerned be an easy thing to repeal section 315. I
be readily redressed, with facilitating free time for political can- think it is au impossible thing at this
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momcnt. All we are trying to do is to do it right to equal time, which I am sure 'will why we wrote this exemption into sec-
because there is precedent for it in the case be granted on a fair basis, tion 315 for the President, was to do the
of presidential and vice-presidential cam- ExHort 1 President a favor. I am the one who said
paigns. 1, Amendment offered by Senator Baker to to t,he networks--I do not know whether

Chairman Butch responded to those repeal the equal time requirement of section the Senator was at the meetings, "You
possible fears as follows: 315 of the Communications Act and to pro- cannot compel the President of the

i think as a practical matter, Mr. Chair- vide that the lowest unit charge shah at)ply United States to enter into debate. I do
man, broadcasters, and we cite this later in to all legally qualified candidates for public not want to tell the President what the
a letter we wrote to this committee, ! think office. Rejected: 6 yeas; 7 nays. format slhould be. If the President of the
broadcasters in the political field dealing Y_.As---6 United ;State.'; does not feel that he
with major candidates are going to find that; Cotton, Prouty, Pearson, Griffin, Baker, should debate, no one should embarrass
ti_e only fair way to handle them Is eom- Cook. him, wh,_.ther he be a Republican or a
parably. NAYS---? Delnocratic President." I have said .this

I tl_lnk that is Just the realities of life. Magnuson. Pastors, Hart, Cannon, Long, 10 times on the floor of the Senate.
Nevertheless, when it came to a vote Moss, spong. I got an agreement from the networks

before the Commerce Committee those of Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the that they woutd allow the President, and
us who wanted section 315(a) repealed Senator from Vermont yield on my time the candidate against ihim, to initiate
for all Federal candidates did not have for a question? their own format. It would be a format of
tlle votes. I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Mr. PROUTY. I am happy to yield to their own choosing, because of the astro-
President, that a copy of that rollcall the Senator from Rhode Island. heroical cost of the nationwide televi-
vote be printed in the RECORD tmmedi- Mr. PASTORE. Referring I_ his sion program, that this would be helpful
ately following my remarks, amendment, what he does, actually, is to the candidates, be they Republican or

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without to repeal section 315 which is the equal Democrat. That is the only reason why
objection, it is so ordered, time provision of the law with re:[erence we did it.

(Se exhibit 1.) to all Federal offices. Then on page 2 of In the various States, when it comes
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, quite his amendment he has this expression: down _o Senators and Representatives,

frankly, I was surprised that the Corn- 'If a licensee permits a legally qualffied time has been given because we do not
meres Committee did not extend the ex- candidate for Federal elective office ts, use his have 35 parties running in a particular
emption to all Federal candidates when broadcasting station In connection with such State for the office of Senator or Repre-
I considered the following response by candidate's campaign for nomination for sentative. We might have an independ-
Senator PASTORE to the DePuty Attorney election, or electlon to such office, the licen- ent or two but, ordinarily, we have the
General concerning his recommendation see shall afford candidate maximum :Ctexibll- normal number of candidates, Republi-
fei' repealing section 315(a) for all Fed- lty in choosing his program format. Calls or Demc_rats.
eral candidates: It has been my experience--and I want But, on the national level, we have the

Now your argument is that we should In- to say to the Senator from Vermont that Prohibition Party, the party for this and
ctude the office of, let's say, a Senator or a he quotes me correctly when he says I the party for that, and b7 the time we get
congressman. I personally have no objection was for repeal of section 315 insofar as all through, we have a bunch of bananas.
to that. The only trouble is that there has Federal elective offices are concerned, .,and So I tell my colleague from Vermont
been some stiff resistance to that on the I went so far as to include Governors and very frankly that if he will change that
grounds that this is more or less a parochial
situation and does not fit in the same cate- Lieutensnt Governors--that we took up word "if" to "when," so :[ar as I am con-
gory as the officesof President and Vice Pres- that bfil on the floor of the Senate sev- cemed, I am ready to w)te for it now.
ident that have to appeal for the national ertl years ago, but we did not get very Maybe it will not meet with finanlmous
networks rather than the local broadcasting far because there was a solidified feeling approval, and even the Senator's col-
station.... that this would place a campaign more leagues On his side of the aisle may

As I have pointed out the Rules Corn- or less at the whim of an affluent licen- have strong feelings otherwise, that they
mittee considered S. 382 in its .entirety. see. would want to have a check on an afnu-
Among other things the Rules Commit- Well, I am one of those that will ad- eat licensee in a particular State; but so
tee would repeal section 315(a) for all mit there might be spotty cases where far as I am concerned, I find the amend-
Federal candidates, that would be the cas e. I remember the ment agreeable, and I mn not going tocontest it.

We did so because we could not find former Senator from Texas, Mr. Yar-
one witness before either the Commerce borough, getting up and saying that he Mr. PROUTY. I certainly appreciatehad bought certain time at a station but the comments and the cooperation of
Committee or Rules Committee who op- when he went there to make his broad- the Senator from lq,hode Island. I am
posed such a move. cast they told him they were sorry but perfectly willing to modify the amend-

We did so because we did not want an the engineer was not there. So he became ment by striking out on page 2, follow-
incumbent's bill. a victim of the whim of that licensee. It lng the ,colon, the "if" and substituting

We did so because we felt repeal if was to fill the equal-time need, in order in lieu thereof the word "when".
section 315(a) would lower campaign to keep a gage on the local licensee, that The PRESIDING. OFFICER (Mr.
costs even though nonincmnbents might we instituted that provision in section HUMP_ZSEY) The Senator has a right to
be given a fairer chance. 315. But my personal feeling is we have modify his amendment and, at the re-

Broadcasters want repeal for all come a long, long way from that day. quest of the Senator, his amendment is
candidates.. What I do not like about the amend- modified accordingly.

Many Senators, including Senator ment of the Senator from Vermont is the Mr. PASTORE. I think, if it is agree-
KENNEDY, Senator SCOTT, Senator BAKER, word "if." When he uses the word "if," able, if we have consumed ali thc time,
Senator CooK, and Senator PASTOSE ap- he is going to put that llcensee in a posi- but, before the vote, we should have a
parently want repeal for all Federal tion to say, "Unless you do it my way, I quormn call so that Senators will know
candidates, will not give you time." what i,his is all about.

The President definitely wants repeal If the Senator would permit,, if we Mr. PROUTY. N.[r. President. how
for all Federal candidates, could rather use the word "when," I think nluch time do I have retraining?

The Rules Committee chose repeal for the record which is being made for the The PRESIDING Oi_'FICER. Three
all Federal candidates. Now the sponsor CONORESSIONALR_.CORr today will show mint, tes remain to the Senator from
of the bill apparently _qshes to avoid re- that we intend that free time shall be Verme::lt.
peal for congressional and senatorial given as a public service. Mr. BAKEtL Mr. President, will the
races. I believe, Mr. President, that, in I tell the Senator frankly--I do not Senator from Vermont :gield me 2 rain-
the interest of fairness to candidates for know how our other colleagues will vote utes?
political office, it is highly desirable that on it--that I shall not vote against it;. Mr. PiROUTY. I yield the Senator 2
we repeal section 315 la), so that all can- I tell the Senator frankly that I think minutes.
didates fol' Federal office will have the the President has a point. The reason The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
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ator from Tennessee is recognized for 2 basic issue involved. I had been at a State (ff Virginia or in the StateofRh,ode
minutes meeting of the Finance Con:.mnittec Island it could not happen. I do not know.

Mr. BAKER. I thank the Senator from que_ing the Secretary oJ' HEW o_.lsozne However, on balance I believe we will :find
Vermont for yielding, so that I may add budget figures, I could not be here at the that the broadcast industry is rather a
my entire and enthusiastic agreement to time. responsible industry when it come.,; to
the accord which has now been reached That being the case, does the Senator things of that kind.
between the Senator from Rhode Island from Rhode Island have adequate tkae I would doubt very muclh that anyone
and the Senator from Vermont. that he could yield to me for the purpose would even dare, unless it was a brotl_er

As the Senator from Vermont indi- of clarifying this matter" or a son, to work out a discriminatory
cared in his remarks in support of the Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I have arrangement of that kind. They would
amendment, which was cosponsored by 7 minutes remaining. How much tirae be scandalized publicly, and public opin-
the Senator from Vermont and myself, does the Senator from Virginia require? ion would be against them. In fact, the
I offered this amendment, or at least the Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. Presi-.. backdash would hurt the candidate that
firsthalf of the amendment, in the Cora- dent, I do not know how much time 'J: was being favored more than it would
merce Committee. will require, help him. They have to come in for a re-

I must say that at that time I was im- Mr. PASTORE. The Senator can con.. newal of their licenses every 3 years
pressed with the candor and frankness tinue and if he needs more time, I will and if the man who was prejudiced would
of the Senator from Rhode Island in in- yield him time on the bill. rise up and say, "They have no_ heen
dicating that he felt there was merit in Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. Presi-. conducting themselves in the public in-
the contention and that on previous oc- dent, I could continue speaking and then terest; this is what they* did to me,"
casions the waiver of section 315, as it offer and amenc_nent if the Senator pre.. their license would be subject to can- ·
related to presidents and vice presidents, fers and take the time from that amend-, collation.
had produced laudable results and that merit. Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
he felt it might have those results in Mr. PASTORE. NO; the senator ma.v the key point that the Senator made is
other races, keep speaking, and then Z will yield him that the broadcasting industry spea_dng

Mr. President, I shall not prolong the time ff necessary on the bill. generally is a responsible industry. I
debate by embellishing the accord Mr. '.BYRD of Virginia. Mr. Presi-. think that what the Senator said is c,_r-
reached between the distinguished Sen- dent, I ask either the Senator from reel.
ators. I only commend the Senator from l_hode :Mland or the Senator from Ne-. To get to a broader question, however,
Rhode Island for coming to agreement vada in regard to repealing the equal does the legislation under discuss:ion,
on what I believe to be a very significant time provision 'whether that would ex.. either the pending amendment or the
item. pand it to congressiona: or senatoria]_ bill itself, discriminate in any way

This is the first time we have provided races, against candidates who are not nomi-
for a practical access to television and Mr. PASTORE. The Senator is correct, noes of either of the major parties?
radio opportunities for candidates other We left it alone for the President and Mr. PASTORE. Well, the discretion
than President and Vice President. I be- Vice President. That was _ecause that itl.. is up to the licensee. And in the St_te
lieve that there are bound to be lauda- volved a national questio:_ having to do of Virgini_--I do not mean to be fr¢:e-
tory results. I hope that the amendment with the networks and because of the tious about this--I do not think, whether
will be agreed to. prestigiotts p_ition occupied by the my good friend, the Senator from Vir-

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, President and Vice Prey, talent, no ns-. ginia, :ran on the Democratic or Inde-
will the Senator yield? tional broadcasting network would da:ce pendent ticket, anyone would dare ,do

Mr. PASTORE. Mr President, I yield to create a discriminatory positi(m be-. [t to him.
to the Senator from Virginia whatever cause it involw;s the highest offices :m Mr. :BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
time he might desire, the land. When it come,,; to a _mat_r [ appreciate the statement of the Senator

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, or a Representative, we a_:e dealing wit±,L from Rhode Island. I am not sure about
I appreciate the Senator yielding to me. the licensee and not with the network, that. However, perhaps 'there will be
I would like to ask a question of the If we have a licensee _ho is a Demo-, _thers elsewhere, and even in Virginals.
sponsor of the amendment, crat and a cancLidate who is a Republi- As a matter of fact, one lndlviduall in

May I ask the Senator from Vermont can, he can do what he pleases. Tha_; Virginia, and I am not o_ the same politi-
ff the Senator from Virginia understands argument can be made. However, we do _al persuasion that he is, is running as
correctly that the amendment proposes have the fairness doctrine and the re-, _n Independent for lieutenant governor.
to allow maximum flexibility in deter- sponsibility of the licensee, whose license [ do not want to see him discriminated
mining a program format for all candi- comes up for renewal ew;ry 3 yes,rs, against.
dates for Federal office, and not just for That is about; the only tool we have, I think that everyone, regardless of
President and Vice President, as the However, if the, Senator from Virgini_L als political philosophy, should have the
original bill proposed, were to ask me categoric_lly whether, tf .mine opportunity I have. I am not a

Mr. PROUTY. That is exactly correct, we repeal the equal time statute, a station champion of this individual who is an
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the could give all of the time to one candi-. :[ndepe:adent candidate for lieutenant

Senator yield? date and jeopardize its license if he governor.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield wanted to, the answer is yes subject to Pie fought me all he could. Pie went

to the Senator from Nevada. the fairness doctrine. That is the reason from one end of the State to the other,
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I would we haw_ section 315. _rying to defeat me, just a,,_the RepubH-

like to say that is not the basic issue. Mr. BYZr_D of Virginia. Mr. Pre,'_ider,.t, ,:an governor of the State did. However,
That is sort of a side effect to the main do I assume that the Senat;or from Rhode :[ do not want to vote for any legislation
purpose of the amendment. The main Island :is opposed to or approves the bhat wouldbe discriminatory against tkds
purpose is that it fills the time require- amendment? :ndividual who is running as an Inde-
merit for all candidates and broadens it Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ap-. :_endent candidate for lieutenant gov-
beyond the President and Vice President. prove the amendment bccanse I think ernor.

This means that we are putting a ire- overall the industry has re,_ched the stage I assume from what the Senator says
mendous weapon in the hands of the of maturity in which they can be trusted. ';hat Il(.' would be no more discrlminated
broadcaster, whether television or radio. I feel that we have the FCC which is a against than would the nominee of the
He could select the people to whom he very efficient body. We have our corn- Democratic or Republican Party.
wants to give time and he would not have mittee, as well. Then we have the fact Mr. PASTORE. In other words, f_he
to give equal time to all candidates, that every 3 years their licenses nmy be equai t:ime which is now provided by'.law

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, challenged, becomes the equal time for Fedral oface
I appreciate the statement made by the I feel that these are the safeguards :md the discretion is that of the licensee.
Senator from Nevada. However, I am not ruling out any PO:;_ Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield

Frankly, I did not know that was a sible abuse. I ara not saying that in the :nyself 2 minutes on the bill.
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Mr. President, I point out to the Sen- First, I think it is very important that what to do; they make up their own

ator from Virginia that there are prob- there be an election reform bill. I ttfink minds. [ have great cor_dence in the
ably 50 or 60 different political parties, it is very important that ceilings be :people of Virgiina. I have even more con-
so-called political parties, throughout placed on campaign spending, fidence in them today than I did a year
the country. Very few of these candi- Now, there is another aspect to this ago and ][ had unbounded confidence in
dates will receive more than a handful bill that is very important and for the them a year ago.
of votes. They are not considered to be purpose of legislative history I want to When the votes were counted, the Gov-
candidates by anyone. Under the exist- review what occurred in Virginia l_st ernor and his candidate icad 14 percent,
lng law, anyone who declares himself a year and what is now occurring in Vir- the Democratic nominee about 30 per-
candidate as a vegetarian, or something ginia this year. cent and the incumbent senior senator
of that nature, would have to be given I want to query the managers of the from Virginia 55 percent.
time if the broadcaster gives time to any- bill as to whether the situation which So the situation last yes,r was that each
one. It is to get away from that feature took place last year and which again is major party nominated a candidate and
that we are providing this amendment, taking place this year could be dupli- the incumbent ran as an independent.

The Chairman of the Federal Corn- cared if anyone so desired in years to Now we come to thi.,; year. Several
munications Commission made it very come if this legislation is enacted, months ago, the vigorous, attractive,
evident in testimony before the commit- Mr. President, to go back to 1970, in Lieutenant Governor died. It was very
tee that the fairness doctrine would ap- February of that year the Democratic tragic; he died of cancer at the age of 33.
ply to any of these stations. They have State central committee adopted a i_so- fie had a fine future. That left a vacancy
to give fair and equal treatment to all lution requiring for the first time lin bis- in the office of Lieutenant Governor. The
candidates. Certainly a candidate who is tory that anyone who was to file as a office mu,;t be filled this November. Each
perhaps an independent will be given the candidate in the Democratic primary :[or major party within th_ next several
same equal time as a member of either of U.S. Senator must certify that he wo_xld weeks will nominate a candidate for the
the other national parties. Support whomever the Democratic Na- office of Lieutenant Governor.

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, tional Convention might nominate :[or In the :meanwhile. a State senator has
will the Senator yield? President in 1972. announced hi,; candidacy as an inde-

Mr. PROUTY. I yield. It was aimed directly at the lncu:mbent pendent. It just happens that this partic-
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. The Senator senior Senator from Virginia. The i_acum- ular State senator who will be a candi-

mentioned that there are candidates of bent senior Senator from Virginia lx_)k date for Lieutenant Gore:mcr as an inde-
minor parties scattered over the Nation, this under advisement and he deter- penden"c is not of the same philosophy as
but an independent is not a candidate mined that it would not be proper for a is the Senator from Virginia, and this
of any party, whether it be minor or Member of the U.S. Senate to sign any candidate for Lieutenant Governor did
large. I want to be sure that a person such statement. No one knew who the everything possible to defeat the Senator
who submits his record to the public as candidate would be or what he would from Virginia in the general election last
an independent has the same standing as stand for and no one knows today. November.
does the nominee of the major political I refused to sign such a statement, smd But I want to be sure that Lq any legis-
party, submitted my record to the people of lation that is passed by '_he Senate. that

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time Virginia as an independent, this Sta_.' senator who has submitted his
of the Senator has expired. The Republican Party nomin:'_ted', a candidacy for Lieutenant Governor in

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield candidate for the U.S. Senate, and the Virginia 'will have the same opportunity
myself 2 additional minutes on the bill. Democratic Party nominated a candidate insofar as the broadcasting industry is

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- for the U.S. Senate. The Republican concerned, insofar as the newspapers are
ator is recognized for 2 additional mtn- nominee had the full support of the I_e- concerned, and insofar as any other
utes. publican Governor, who spent full time media communication is concerned as ;[

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I think in the latter part of the campaign going had as au independent l_st year. I want
I can assure the Senator that that win throughout Virginia seeking to elimi- to be sure he will have the same oppor-
be the case; that any. bona fide inde- nato the Senator from Virginia from the tunity that the Senator from Virginia
pendent candidate or a candidate run- U.S. Senate. had last 'year; and I want to be sure also
ning on some other ticket, if he is rec- The Democratic candidate in ewery that, if conditions require it, anyone who
ognized as a major candidate, who is speech that he made--and I would be desires to run for public office as an in-
going to receive substantial support in glad to give his name but I never was dependent will have an opportunity to
his area, will be given equal time under able to recall it during the campaign _md do .';o without being handicapped by any
this amendment. There is no question I cannot recall it now--called the Sena- law that might be passed by the Con-
about that. It is guaranteed by the fair- tor from Virginia "the Republican from gre.'_s of the United States.
ness doctrine, as well Winchester." He made that statement in As I understand it, the re is nothing in

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, every speech and he made it very :artieu- this legislation which would change in
if the Senator will yield further, for the lately, any way the situation which existed in
purpose of legislative history I would like The Republican Governor said he :,_p:- Virginia last year, and is now existing in
to make a few comments. If this is the proved of my record; he thought I was Virginia this '.gear; which is to say, to
appropriate time, I can do it now or I a very fine Senator; but unless I called phrase it another wa,y, ii this legislation
could do it later, but I would like to make myself a Republican he was going to is enacted the Senator from Virginia or
a few comments in regard to the quos- eliminate me--cut off my political head. a member of the State senate or any
tion of an independent candidate so that That is a tough position to be in because individual citizen in my State or any
the legislative history will be clear, in Virginia--and I do not know how it other State, for that matter, may submit

Mr. PROUTY. Mx. President, how is in other States--the Governor has his record or candidacy :_o the people as
much time does the Senator require? great power, and he used the full power an independent and will not be dis-

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I would say 10 and prestige of hisoffice even to the ex- criminated against in any way if either
minutes, tent of writing letters on official sta- this bill or this amendment is approved.

Mr. Pa. STORE. Let us give him 5 mtn- tionery Of the Governor asking for cam- May I ask the mans.ger of the bill
utes apiece, paign contributions to my opponent, whether my understanding is correct.

Mr. PROUTY. I agree to that. So I was in a very difficult position. I Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- do not recommend to any of my col- Senator has :put his l_mguage in the

ator has a "coalition" of 10 minutes, leagues that they get themselves in the exb:eme, and I am afraid I cannot affirm
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, same position. But I determined to, strug- it in any way. I think the possibility for

this is an extremely important piece of gle along as best I could, abuse is still there. I think a licensee
legislation and I am speaking now of the I feel I know the people of Virginia would do so at his own peril. But I want
total legislation, as well as the amend- fairly well. The people of Virginia are to say to the Senator from Virginia the
ment which is being considered by the rather independent minded indivi.du_fis; reason we reported a bill confining, it to
Senate. they do not like someone to toil them the Presidency and Vice Presidency was
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that I felt this was a matter that had to The assistant legislative clerk called The PRESIDING OFFICER. The _qen-
be determined on the floor of the Senate. the roll ator will state it.

I know this is not acceptable to every Mr. BYRD of Wezt Virginia. I an- Mr. PASTORE. Is anything pending at
Senator. I know there are Senators who nounce tZhat ti. re Senato:: from Indiana the moment?
have hard feelings. As far as I am con- (Mr. BA_), t]ae Senator from Missis- T:he PRESIDING OFFICER. The Pas-

cerned, I am perfectly willing to vote for sippi, (Mr. EAS'rLAND), the Senator from tore amendment, No. 308, is pending.
this amendment, because if I can say to Louisiana (Mr. ELLENDE_0, the Senator Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I can-
the President of the United States, "We from Iowa (Mr. HUGHr_'_), the Senator not ask for third reading. Will someone
shall exempt your office from the provi- from West Virginia (Mr. i_ANDOLm_), and who has an amendment offer it?
signs of 315," I do not think I can stand the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. STEN- Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I call up
up and say, "Insofar as you are con- NXS) are necessarily absent, my amendment No. 272.
cerned, Senator PASTORE, the same rule I further announce that, if present and The PRESIDING OI_'ICER. Would
should not apply to you." voting; the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. the majoriW leader yield back his ti:me

qYne PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ELLENDER) would vote "yea." on the Pastore amendment?
ator's time has expired. Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator from

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield Senator from South Dakota (Mr. Rhode Island (Mr. PASTOaE) has-all my
myself 2 minutes. MUND:r) is absent because of illness, time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- The result was announced--yeas 71, The PB'_ESIDING OFFICER. _IT_e
ator has only 1 minute remaining, nays 21, as follows: amendment will be stated..

Mr. PASTORE. Then I give myself the [No. 187 Le_:.] The legislative clerk read as follows:

other minute from the time on the bill. YEAS--71 On page 6, strike lines 9 through 13 and

The President of the United States Alken F¢,ng Muskie insert In lieu thereof the following:
took that position. That is exactly what Allen Ftdbright Packwc_)d "For the purposes of computing the llm-
he said. That argument was made by Allott G_unbrell Pastore ltation provided by the first sentence of
some of my colleagues before the corn- Anderson Ooldwater Pearson this paragraph in connection with a P:resl-

Baker Griffin Poll dential primary election, the resident l_)pu-
mittee. I think it was made by the Sen- Beall Gurney Percy lation of voting age for the office of President
ator from Vermont (Mr. PROUTY) and Bellmon Hansen Prouty shall be held and considered to be the en-
the Senator from Tennessee (Mr. Bennett Harris Rlblcoff tire populaton of voting age for such officeBogas Hartke tk_th
BAKER). Brock Hatfield Se xbe within the State in which such primary

I say very frankly, I do not care Brooke Hruska Schweiker election Is conducted. Amounts spent by or
whethm' one is a Republican or Demo- Buckley H_maphrey Scott on behalf of any candidate for nomina&lon
crat, this is an issue which has to be Burdick Inouye Smith for election to such office in connection with

Byrd, W. Va. Jackson Sparkman his primary campaign in any State shall tact
decided from good conscience. As far as case Javits Stevens exceed such limitation for that State."
I am concerned, I am going to vote for Church Jc,rdan, Idaho Stevenson On page 11, strike lines 19 through 23 and
the Prouty amendment, but that does Cook Magnuson S_mington

Cotton M_nsfield Talmadge insert in lieu thereof the following:
not mean every Senator will vote the cranston M_thias Thurmond "For the purposes of computing the lin_A-
same way fronl his convictions. If any- curtis McGovern Tower tation provided by the first sentence of this
one thinks this amendment will put him Dole Mclntyre Weicker paragraph in connection with a Presidential

Dominick Miller Williams primary election, the resident population of
at the mercy of a private licensee, he Eagleton M_ndale Young voting age for the office of President sha:[1 be
should vote against it. If he feels that Fannin Montoya held an.d considered to be the entire resident
way, he should vote against the Prouty NAYS_--21 population of voting age for such office
amendment. Bentsen Gravel McGee within the State in which such primary _lec-

MI'. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, Bible Hart Metcalf _lon is conducted. Amounts spent by cz on
the point I am trying to make clear is Byrd, Va_. Holllngs Moss behalf of arty candidate for nomination for
that this does not put an independent Cannon Jordan, N.C. Nelson election to such office in connection with his

Chiles Kennedy Proxmire primary campaign in any State shall not ex-
candidate at the mercy of a licensee any cooper Long Spong eeed such limitation for that State."more than it puts a candidate in a major F,rvin McClellan Tunney

party at the mercy of a licensee. ANSWEr_ED "PRE_C.ENT"--i Tile Piq,ESIDING OFFICEt{. ]?I0w
Mr. pROUTY. Precisely. As a matter Taft much time does the Senator from Mary-

of :fact, if the licensee wanted to abuse land yield?

the law, he could give all the time to an Nor VOTING--7 Mr. MAqX_IIAS. I yield myself 5 _zin-
independent; but we are talking only Bayh Hughes Stennis utes.Eastland Mundt
about free time now. Ellender R4mdolph Mr. President, this amendment deals

Mr. ByRD of Virginia. We are talking with the spending limitations for presi-
about free time. The point I am trying to So Mr, PaouTY's amendment (No. 348), dential prhnaries. The language, as rea-
establish, and I believe the Senator from as modified, w:_s agreed to.

sonably construed, is interpreted to mean
Rhode Island has established it, is that Mr. PROUT¥. Mr. President, I move that a candidate for President calculates

if the legislation is adopted it will not to reconsider the vote by which the how much he can spend in any one pri-
put the independent candidate in any amendment wa_ agreed to. mary by first determining how much he
more adverse position than it would put Mr. PASTORE. I move to lay that mo- can legally spend in the Nation at larf,q._-
the candidate of a major party, tion on the table, which is 5 cents multiplied by the res-

Mr. PASTORE. Exactly. The motion to lay on the table _as ident population. Taking this figure, he
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, agreed to. can then divide that amount by as many

I ask for the yeas and nays on the amend- Mr. 'fa:FT. Mr. President, because of primaries as he may wish to enter.

ment. prior personal participation iii the broad- We :have all been intm'ested and, per-
The yeas and nays were ordered, casting industry and continuing fam:ily hap;-;, amused at the sweepstakes going
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who and trust interests in a broadcastin_g on among New Hampshire and other

yields time? company, it has been and will continue States that want to be first with the
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield to be my practice to anster "present" on presidential primary. Maybe they have

back my time. matters directly affecting broadcasting, more of a point than we realize. Perhaps
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield Accordingly, I have answered "pres.- it is important from an economic point ofback my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time ent" on this amendment, vier: for a State to have the first primary.
on the amendment has been yielded back. The I?RESIDi[NG OFFICE]Ft. The quos.- This is an amendment which brings that
The question is on agreeing to the tion recurs on amendment No. 308. very much to mind. As presently drafted
amendment of the Senator from Ver- Who yields time? Time remains on a candidate may spend his alice,,ted
mont (Mr. P_OUTY), as modified. The amendmcnt No. 308. ame,unt all in one State primary, or he
yeas and nays have been ordered, and Mx'. PASTOlqE. Mr. President, a par.., may' enter three, 10, or 50 primaries.
the clerk will call the roll. liamentary inquiry. I 'would submit, with due respect to the
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committee, that the language should be go into more primaries which, in the end, Tile PRESIDING OFFICER. The
tightened up. It is much too general. Per- will result in a more responsive and a amendment will be stated.
haps the chairman of the committee can more responsible system of nominating a The legislative clerk read the amend-
help us to defne what is meant by "rest- President. ,uent as follow,,;:
dent population." Is he talking about In a general election, of course, no sim- On page 5, linc; 2, before the semicolon in-
residents who will participate in the pri- ilar restrictions, in my judgment, should .,:err 'the following: "or (3) has publicly an-
mary party, just Democrats, or just Re- be applied. There, the nominees of the llounced his candidacy for such office or has
publieans, or is he talking about the res- parties stumping the country in the final knowledge or information th _t any other per-
ideal population of an entire State? election drive could make any determina- .,.on or political committee has received con-

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. tion that they chose, in their own judg- trlbutions .or made expenditures for thc pur-
pose of bringing about his nomination for

KENNEDY). Does the Senator wish his ment and discretion, as to where the election, or. election, to such an office and
amendment to be modified to apply to moneys allowed under the general limit;a- has not i:otlfied that person or political corn-
tile substitute amendment rather than tion could be spent. But in the prinm,ry Inittee in writing to cease receiving such
the bill? there is a different situation. It seems to contrlbtl',;lons or making such expenditures".

Mr. MATHIAS. That is right, me it should be a matter of declared pub- on page 10, line 2, before the semicolon in-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The lie policy, to encourage a eandidat,e who serf a comma and the following: "or (C)

amendment.is so modified, wants to be the nominee of his party not ires publicly announced his candidacy for
Mr. MATHIAS. The specific points in to throw all that he is legally allowed to .,_uch office or who has knowledge or informa-

tion thai any other person or political com-
_he bill that would be involved are on spend into one or a few primaries, to the _nittee has received contributions or made
l_age 5, lines 3 to 7, and on page 8, lines detriment of the entire electoral system. E_xpenditures for the ic,urp_se of bringing
17 to 21. Mr. President, I hope that the Sen- E.bout his nomination for ¢lectlon, or cleo-

The text of amendment No. 272, as ate will adopt this amendment, lion, to _uch an office and has not notified
modified, is as follows: Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the that person or political committee in writing

On page 5, strike lines 3 through 7 and Senator from Maryland yield? to cease receiving such contrLbutlons or rank-
insert in lieu thereof the following: l_][r. MATHIAS. I yield, lag such expenditures".

"For the purposes of computing the llmi- Mr. PASTORE. I have no personal The PRESIDING OFFICER. Doe,; the

ration provided by the first sentence of this objection to the amendment. I raised the _;enator wish to modify his amendment
paragraph in connection with a Presidential
primary election, the resident population of question with the staff that, when we to conform to the substitute amend-
voting age for the office of President shall be use the expression "resident population inent?
held and considered to be the entire popula- of voting age," I was wondering whether Mr. _[ATHIAS. Yes; I make that re-
tion of voting age for such offÉce within the the Senator took the:language we used in (most. The necessary ps, nation is page
state in which such primary election is con- the substitute or whether he used tlhe _, lines 5 to 10, and pa:_e _, lines 11 to 16.
ducted. Amounts spent by or on behalf of eligible vote. I think we both join in The PRESIDING OFFZCER. Without
any candidate for nomination for election meaning, but there is a question of (>bjeetio:l, the amendment is so modified.
to such office in connection with his primary whether, by reference, we may be con- The text of amendment No. 271. ascampaign in any State shall not exceed such
lhnitation for that State." fusing the issue. In other words, a re.si- raodified, is as follows:

On page 8, strike lines 17 through 21 and dent vote, of course, could be even an On pa[re 4, line 10, before the semicolon
insert in lieu thereof the following: alien or one not qualified to vote. lnser'_ the following: "or (3) has publicly

"For the purposes of computing the limlta- Mr. COOK. Mr. President, if the Sen- announced his candidacy for such office or
tion provided by the first sentence of this at0r will allow me to interject there, tlhe _as knowledge or information that any other
paragraph in connection with a Presidential language in the substitute states: ]person or political committee has received
pri_.nary election, the resident population of contributions or made expenditures for the
voth_g age for the office of President shall Multiplied by the estimated resident popu- ]purpose cf bringing about his nc.ruination for
be held and considered to be the entire resl-' l_tion of voting age for such office, election, or election, to such an office and

dent population of voting age for such of- Mr. PASTORE. All right. I thank t]he r_as not notified that person or political corn-
rice within the State in which such primary Senator. I do not know about my other mittee in writing to cease receiving such
election is conducted. Amounts spent by or colleagues, but I do not see any objec- contributions or :making such expenditures".
on behalf of any candidate for nomination - On page 7, line 16, before the semicolon
for election to such office in connection with tion to the amendment. What the Senn- insert; a comma and the following: "or (C)
hs primary campaign in any State shall not t0r is saying' is that, in a primary, [he _as publicly announced his candidacy for
exceed such limitation for that State." does not want to allow the candida, be for such office or who has knowledge or informs-

the office of President to pick and Choose lion 'that any other person or political com-
l_¢r. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I think a particular State. It could be that he raittee has received contributions or made

that, as drawn, the bill limits broad- would want to go into a particular State expenditures for the purpose of bringing
based participation by all States and to make a big impression, shout his :nomination for election, or elec-tion, to such an office and has not notified
their respective citizens. Congress should Mr. MATHIAS. Yes. He may think it that person, or political comraittee in writing
declare a policy that it desires more better for the public relations value of to cease receiving such contrt.butionsor :mak-
rather than less presidential primaries, the thing to go into X State. lag such expenditures".
that it desires more citizens of more Mr. PASTORE. The same thing ap-
States to have a realistic opportunity to plies as for a Senator running on a ,';tate- Mr. MATHIAS. M:r. President, this
determine the party nominee of their wide basis, amendment deals with the definition of
party for the office of President of the Mr. MATtIIAS. That is correct, a legally qualified ca:adidate. Unless a
United States. It would be patently unfair Mr. PASTORE. I see no objection to candidate comes within this legislative
for a man who aspires to be President to the amendment. I am perfectly willing to definitio:n, he is free :to spend as much
choose to enter one symbolic primary, be accept it. I do not know about my other ss he wants and is excluded from the
it in New Hampshire or Florida, or wher- colleagues on the floor, of course., but, spending limitations of the bill. It is all

_ery well for Congress, in its attempt to
ever, and to spend exorbitant amounts of if it is necessary to take a vote, I suggest reform the election ].aw.';, to establishmoney in that single primary to the ex- we do it now.

ceilings, limitations, and disclosure regu-
portantClusi°nOfstateOtherprimaries,andperhapSandequallYtouse tm-the I yield back the remainder of my time. l;_tions, but unless they apply to aetual
State's population base for the purpose Mr. MATHIAS. I yield back the re- people _'ho are running for public offiee,
of spending ceilings in the primary of his mainder of my time. i; does not mean very much.
choice. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. The definition as presently drafted has

This amendment would limit the CHrnES). The question is On agreeing to two parts: first, that the candidate qual-
amount a presidential candidate can the amendment of the Senator from ify under Federal law. In _he ease of the
spend to 5 cents multiplied by the esti- Maryland, as modified, No. 272. U.S. Senate, this means that the candi-
mated number of residents in each State The amendment was agreed to. date must be 30 years of age, and a citi-
the candidate enters a primary. The AMENDMENTNO. 2W zen of the United States, whether natu-

amendment does not limit the candi- Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, ][ call ral or naturalized.
date's choice but what it does is to en- up my amendment No. 271 and ask that '_econ(1, he qaalifies under applicable
courage every presidential candidate to it be stated. _;tate law.
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Mr. President, I submit that this is nize. I think that is the point at whish qualify as a candidate under State '.law,
not enough. As drafted, both provisions we ought to say that this bill takes hoZ[d, though clearly a candidate in the eye of
omit any affirmative action by the candi- There are also situations where o:ae both the public and himself.

In attempting to reach these candidates,
date and only contemplate a passive, can actually file under ,,_ome State law the amendmen_ would, in my Judgment,
formalized series of acts of qualifying and then, because of the :_nomaly of di.f.- create greater problems than the one it is
oneself for a candidate, ferent ;State laws, not become a canqi.- designed to cure.

There may be situations in which a date for a period of time, for as much Under the amendment anyone who has
candidate would not, perhaps even could as 10 days. Under those circumstances, knowledge or information that any o'_l_er
not, qualify under State law, although he he would still :._ave the freedom to act person or political committee has rece:lved
might be running down the pike at a full without respect to the limitation of tlhe contributions or made expenditures for the
gallop and in this case he would not be bill as presently drafted, purpose of bringing about his nomination
cow,red under "apphcable' State law" and For these reasons, I think we ought to for election, or reelection, and has not notifiedthat person or political committee in writing
thus excluded from the spending ceil- expand the coverage so that we do in.. to cease receiving such contributions or
ings. He may be a candidate in the eyes clude candidates who are merely r_ra., making su(_ expenditures, would be a
of the public and a candidate in his own ning in their own minds or in the eyes 'legally qualified candidate' for purposes of
eyes, and yet not be covered by the bill. of the public, who can aocrue whatever the spending limitation even if he is not

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the benefits can be accrued _rom spendirg, qualified under applicable State law and t,_ed-
Senator yield? but are not being limited or held ac..- eral law.

Mr. President, this amendment can only
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I yield countable under the provisions of the cause confu.,;lon and uncertainty among t_e

to the Senator from Rhode Island. bill. media suppliers, the candidates, and those
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, let us I hope the amendment will be agreed who must enforce the legislation.

assume that someone invites the dis- to. It covers wlhat I think is a serious How, for example, can an individual be
tinguished Senator to make a speech in loophole i:n the bill. charged with knowing every person or corn-
California. Let us further assume that Mr. ]?ASTORE. Mx'. President, I mean mitt_ who makes a contribution or expendl-
that Senator had in mind that he would to be w_ry cooperative. I tell the Senator ture in order to bring about his election?
like to be a candidate for the President that any reasonable suggE_stion that may It also seems to me that this requirement
of the United States. We would then get be made will be given consideration., could be easily evaded if someone were dis-

However, as I _';aid before, in the spix'i_l; posed to do so.into the precise definition that is already Mortq)ver, it would bring within the pier-
recorded in the register and is the definl- of cooperation and developing a bipax.., view of the legislation people who could not
tion adopted by the regulations promul- tisan bill, which is necessary because of possibly be ,sleoted for the particular office,
gated by the FCC. I am afraid that we the critical and. crucial ,,;ituation. I am because they' were not and could not legally
are going to be doing a lot of crystal ball willing to go _tlong. Ho'Never, On this qualify. Thi.,;, it seems to me, would add a
gazing. At what point do we know arnendraent, I am afraiti that we are needless burden on everyone.
whether a man is a candidate unless he dealing with something t,hat may tu::n I, 'therefore, urge the Sena:te to reject the
says so or qualifies under Federal law? out to be a can of worm_, amendment. The present definition is more

There is a period of time that is rather We debated this from E;very angle be... than adequate to deal effectively with thesituations the legislation is designed to
nebulous. It is true that we have a lot of fore the committee. It is one section of alleviate.
men who are going all over the country the bill that we devoted a little more
making speeches. Whether they will be- time t,_ than we dew,ted to other Mr. i_IA_IIAS. Mr. President, I think
come candidates or not, I do not know. sections'., the Senator fl'om Rhode Island certainly
However, when does anyone know that I hope that we would _ot do anything has exhibited the desire to be helpful and
anyone else is a candidate unless that to disturb the already accepted definition cooperative, and I appreciate it. I also
person says so. of a legally qualified candidate, understand his feeling that we axe in an

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, the dis- I hope that the Senator would with.., area that is. hard to define. However, be-
draw the amendment. Otkerwise, I would[ cause it is difficult to do does not mean

tinguished Senator from Rhode Island have to move to lay it on the table, that it ought net to be done. I think weraises a possibility that is so remote that
it is very difficult for me to answer it Mr. President, I ask u:aanimous con.., can do it with the language I pro,!c_)se
seriously. However, let me talk about it sent to have printed at this point in the which deal,,; with the acts bfa man who
in more general terms, because there are RECORDmy reasons for b_,ing opposed t(l, should be covered by the bill. And these
people here to whom the question is not the amendment, are definable. They are observable. T:ney
as remote as it iS to me. There being no object[on, the state-, are not hard to recognize. I believe that

I think we can tell. We can tell that rnent was ordered to be printed in the the Senate ought to make a decision on
there are people in the Senate today who RECORn, as follows: ft.
are thinking of being candidates. It is A_rN_)MEXVX'NO. 271 I think when we are talking about a
not any mystery. When one begins to Mr. Pres[dent, my amencment to S. 33q man who /has publicly announced his
collect money to open an office and to defines 'legally qualified can. iidate' soi:ely for sandidacy for office or who allows other

purposes of determining w._en the llmlt_., people to puff up his candidacy with his
start to make expenditures which are tion on a candidate's expenditures becomes knowledge and without any denial on his
compaign-type expenditures, I think this applicab:[e. It is a paraphrase of the ::egula-. part that we are talking about a man who
indicates more than something that is tions and rulings: of the lqt;C as published ought to be covered.
just in one's mind. I think it is some- in the 1;'ederal R_glster, an_i I have here a I think a man who allows a cornmit-thing in one's mind which is being ex- copy of the FCC's primer on this matter.
pressed. That definition is precise; its mea_fing is Leeto be formed to receive money, which

I agree that we will always have these readily z_scertainable by all concerned--the he does not disavow, has done something
candidates and the media suppliers; a_adit i.'; which is clearly within the realm of the

remarkable situations where, if an east easilye-qforced, legal definition and could be cornpre-
coast Member goes to the west coast, Of course, one can make up remote, hy-. hended by the bill.
and begins to make speeches and nothing pothetical situati._ns where its lntent; could I believe that if we do not do this, we
more, it may have the effect of enhanc- be evaded. But that is true of every piece ol: will then have the bucket of worms thatlng his reputation and improving his legislation ever conceived ])y the mind oi!
capabilities for the Presidency. However, man. ;he Senator from Rhode Island mentions.
it is not necessarily the act of a candi- _n the world of political campaign reality, This is never going to get to the margi-

however, t:he definition in my amendme_at; :aal case which the Senator and I qis-
date. But when ther e is the collection will, for purposes of the spex_ding limitation, _ussed a moment ago. The marginal ease
of.money for the purpose of being a can- make candidates :lndentifiab.e. :.S that of someone who goes out and
didate, with the candidate's knowledge-- Mr. President, the additional langt,age si! ,_imply puts up trial balloons in the nor-
and which he has not disavowed--these definition of 'leg_dly qualified candidate' [rL :.71al course of public service and in theany attempt to include a class of individuals
are the circumstances my amendment described by the sponsor of the amendment exercise of the duties of one in public
touches, as 'inchoate candidates.' These are iudivid-, fife. We will not get to that. However,

Then I believe we have the situation uals, according to the amendment sponsor, :.n those ca,;es, we arc-not talking about
which the law can identify and recog- who could not at a particul_,r point in time,. ;ollecting emd disbursing money. Here
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we are talking about the real possibility The unfortunate fact is that the broad- Senate r from South Dakota (Mr. MUNDT)
that people are collecting and expending er definition and the. more Inclaslve is absent because of illness.
different sums of money and that they definition would be superSeded by the _e Senator from ,SouLh Carolina (Mr.
will accrue the benefit of a public rela- statute, by the act of Congress, and I be- THURMOND), and the Senator from Texas
tions campaign which results from those lieve in the process we would be fmlarg- (Mr. TOWER) are detained on official bus-
expenditures, lng a loophole which the Federal[ Com- iness, and, ff presenl_ and voting, would

There are things in this area, such as munications Commission has attempted each vote "nay."
name identification, which can be a very by regulation to close. The result was a_ounced--yeas 51,
large asset to a man who is relatively un- It is for this reason I press this point nays 40, as follows:
known before he becomes a candidate. If because I think the bill, by elimt.nal/ng [No. 188 Leg.]
his name is identified through a public not only those who allow others to act YEAS--51
relations campaign before he becomes a for them, but even those who say frank- Allen Harris Montoya
candidate, this would give him a substan- ly, "I am a candidate," permits expendi- Anderson Hart Moss
rial advantage over another candidate tures that should not be allowed.. Bible Hartke Muskie
who has not made those expenditures or Mr. PASTORE. As I said before, unless Burdtck Hollings NelsonByrd,Va. lKumphrey Pastore
wl_ose expenditures for such purposes the Senator withdraws his amendment I Byrd, W. Va. Xnouye Pell
were in fact limited by the law. am going to move to table it at th]_ time. cannon Jackson Proxmire

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I recog- I would not want to do it but I certainly Church Jordan, N.C. RandolphCook Kennedy Rlblcoff
nize the problem. I am not saying that cannot accept it at this moment. I am Cranston Long Sparkman
there is not merit in what the Senator afraid we would confuse the bill. Eagleton Magnuson Spong
says. The only trouble is that if we be- Mr. MATHIAS. With all defemmce to Ellender ]_IansfielCl Stevenson
gin to tamper with an accepted defini- the Senator from Rhode Island,, I :feel Ervin ]VlcClellan TaftFong ]vlcGee Talmadge
tion of something that is very impor- that the question of who is qualified and Ful'bright McGove_n Tunney
tant--what is a legally qualified can- who is covered is a very important point. Gaxabre[1 ]Vlclntyre Williams
didate--I am afraid that if we do it If the Senator feels he must mow_ to Gravel ]_Iondale Young
Off the top of our heads, we will develop table, I certainly understand. NAYS--40
more trouble than we have. When we I think/he loophole is too big. I think Atken Curtis Miller
start talking about candidates, as far as we should agree to the amendment but I Allott Dole PackwoodBaker Dominlck Pearson

know we have two or three avowed am perfectly willing to put the matter to Beall ]?anntn Percy
candidates, and I guess every other, a vote, if the Senator wishes to do so. Bellmon Goldwater Prouty
Member of the Senate is running for the Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move Bennett Grlmn Roth
Presidency. I do not know. But the fact to lay the amendment on the table. Boggs {_urney SaxbeBrock Hansen Schwelker
is that one has to go to the conven- Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I ask for Brooke )_Iatfield Scott
tion to get the nomination no matter the yeas and nays. Buckley ]_Iruska Smith
what, and there is a limitation in there The PRESIDING OFFICER. Ail time case Javlts stevensChlles Jordan, ]idaho Weicker
now that they cannot spend more in a must be yielded back first. Is all time cooper Mathlas
State than an amount based on the reM- yielded back? cotton Metcal_
dent population of the State. I think we Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I yield NOT VOTIN(]--9
should try it this way, without this dis- back my time. Bayh Hughes Symington
turbance. If there is some abuse, perhaps Mr. PASTORE. I yield back my tlrae. Bentsen ]_iundt Thurmond
we can try it another way later, but I The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a Eastland -Stennis Tower
hope the Senator will not pursue this sufficient second? There is not a st2_Iicient So Mr. PASTORE'Smotion to lay on the
now. second, tablelVtr.MAT:[-IIAS'amendment,as modi-

Mr. MATHIAS. The Senator said we ' Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I fled, was agreed to.
should not do this off the tops of our suggest the absence of a quorum. -- ,___
heads. I agree. I have tried not to do The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
that. But I suggest that this is an un- will call the roll. MESSAGE FR( _]_ _HE HOUSE
tried definition in the amendment. The The legislative clerk proceeded to call A message from ;he House of Repre-
Federal Communications Commission the roll. sentatives, by Mr. ! erry, one of its read-

has regulations and in their regulations Mr. MANSF/g._r,r). Mr. President, I ask clerks, announced !lint the House hadthey have definitions. If the Senator will unanimous consent that the order for the passed_ without an _ mdment, the bill (S.
bear with me further, I would like to quorum call be rescinded. 485) to amend the Corr_x_unications Ac+.
read the definition which is in force un- The PRESIDING OlqqrICER. Without of 1934 to pro,ride t] mt certain aliens ad-
der the FCC regulations. It states: objection, it is so ordered, mitred to the Unitt d States for perma-

A "legally qualified candidate" means any Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask nent residence sha [1 be eligible to op-person who has publicly announced that he for the yeas and nays. er_te amateur raciio .;rations in the
is a candidate for nomination by a conven- The yeas and nays were ordered. United States and to hold licenses for
tion of a political party or for nomination The PRESIDING OFI_ICER. The ques- their stations.
or election in a primary, special, or general tion is on agreeing to the motion of the The message also announced that theelection, municipal, county, State or na-
tional, and who meets the qualifications pre- Senator from Rhode Island to table the House had dis.agree to the amendment
scribed by the applicable laws to hold the amendment (No. 271) of the Senator of the Senate to th bfi] (H.R. 8866) to
ofllce for which he is a candidate, so that from Maryland, as modified. The yeas amend and extend lie provisions of the
he may be voted for by the electorate directly and nays have been ordered and the clerk Sugar Act of 1948, _s amended, and for
or by means of delegates or electors, and will call the roll. other purpose_:; agr4 ed to the conference
who: The legislative clerk called the roll. asked by the Senat on the disagreeing

(1) Has qualified for a place on the ballot. Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an- votes of the two ] _ouses thereon, and
This is an expanded definition. It goes nounee that the Senator from Indiana, that Mr. POACE,Mr. ABERNETHY,Mr. Fo-

beyond that. (Mr. BAYH), the Senator from Texas LEY, Mr. BELCHER, s,nd Mr. TEAGUE of
Mr. PASTORE. That is our definition. (Mr. BENTSEN), the Senator from :_Iissis- California were apl c,int_d managers on

The paraphrase of that. That is exactly sippi (Mr. EASTLAND), the Senator from the part of the Hou:_e at the conference.
the point I am making. Iowa (Mr. HUGHES), the Senator from The message furt _er announced that

Mr. MATHIAS. I do not believe that Mississippi (Mr. STENNIS),' and the Sen- the House had agre_ d to the concurrent
the committee bill makes reference to an ator from Missouri (Mr. SYMINGT4:)N)are resolution (S. Con. Res. 6) to express
announcement or to one who holds him- necessarily absent, the sense of Cong_ _s relative to ocr-
self out as a candidate. The committee I further announce, that if present and rain activities of Pt I_lic Health Service
bill refers to one who qualified and there voting, the Senator from Missouri (Mr. hospitals and outp _tient clinics, with
is a big difference between announcing SYMINGTON) would vote "yea." amenchnents, in wh ch i.t requested the
and qualifying. Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the concurrence of the mate.
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The message also a_ounced that the HOUSE ANE_ ,JOINT fair practices in the conduct of election

House had passed t_e following bills I:_E]._ERlgED campaigns for Federal political offices,

and joint resolutions, in which it re- The and joint resolu-- and for other purposes.

quested the concurrence of the Senate: tions were read twice by their Mr. M_TItIAS. Mr. President, I have
H.it. 701. An act to al_end the Migratory titles and referred indicated: ir.troduced amendment No. 291 to S. 382,

Bird Hunting Stamp A(t to authorize the
Secretary of the Interior to establish the fee PI.It. 701..An act amend the Migratory theamendmentCampaigncreatesRefOrma frankingACtof 1971.privilegeThe
for stamps issued thereunder, and for other Bird Hunting Act to authorize thc

Secretary of the [or to e.,tablish the fee z[(,r all candidates in Federal elections.
purposes; for stamps issued anti for other I strongly believe that the equitable lzse

H.I_. 760. An act to 'evise and lmprcve
the laws relating to th_ documentation of purposes; 0J' this privilege by all candidates would

PI.R. 760. An act revise a:xd improve the b_._ a major contribution to the electoral
vessels; laws relating to the documentation of yes.. pcocess.

H.R. 1074. An act to az end section 229(b) sels; It is equally important, however, that
of the Interstate Coma _rce Act to permit II.it. 1074. An act amend section 220(b) the Congress and now the Senate, passmotor carriers to file an .ual reports on the
basis of a 13-period acco rating year; of the Interstate Act to permll; llceaningful reform legislation. I believe

motor carriers to annual reports on thc' t£, call lip this amendment now, would
H.R. 2595. An act to Llxqend the act eh- basis of a 13._period a_ year;

titled "An Act to regul .ts the practice of H.it. 7048. An act amen. l the Commu.. seriously affect the chances of passage of
podiatry in the District of Columbia," ap- nieations Act of as amended, to E;stab.. S_ 382, and, I clearly do not wish to do
proved May 23, 1918, as amended; ltsh a Federal-State Board to recom., this. Amendments to S. 382 have been

H.it. 3628. An act to aElend title 5, United mend uniform for determining limited to changes in the language of tile
States Code, to provide ecuality of treatment what part of the a:ad expenses o:[ reported bill and new titles like the one
for married women Federal employees with
respect to preference eligible employment communication carriers shall be p::oposed in my franking privilege
bm_-e.q,ts, cost-of-living al owances in foreign considered as used inters';ate or foreign amendment have been postponed for in.-
areas, and regulations , oncerning marital communication to[_ and what part o:_ d:vidual consideration.
status generally, and for other purposes; such property and )enses shall be consid.- II1 addition, the Post Office and Civil

H.R. 7048. An act to a uend the Comau- er.ed as used in lntxas ate and exchange serv.- S_rvice ,Committee of the Senate under
nications Act of 1934, as unended, to estab- ice; and for other andH.It. 7117. An act ame:_d the Fisher.- the distinguished and able leadership oflish a Federal-State Jell Board to recom-

men's Protective Act 1967 _o expedite tho Chairman McGEE have not had the Op-
mend unifcrm procedur for determining
what part of the proper and expenses of reimbursement of .S. ves_el owners for portunity to consider this important
conm_unication common carriers shall be charges paid by for the release oI yes,- matter, and I feel the Senate could
considered as used in ir ;erstate or foreign s,._ls and crews illeg: seized by foreign greatly benefit from its involvement.
communication toll servi:e, and what part countries, to stren the provisions Mr. President, .I shall not call Up
of such property and expmses shall be con- tlherein relating tc collection of claims Am.endment No. 291 for consideration by
sidered as used in intrastate and exchange against such foreign ;onntrh;s for amounts

so reimbursed and :,[or other amounts, tile Senate and I ask unanimous consentservice; and for other pu:poses;
H.tt. 7117. An act to amend the Fishermen's and for other to thE, Cmnmittee on to insert in the RECORD a letter written

Protective Act of 1967 to expedite the reim- Commerce. to me :[rom Chairman MCGF. E indicating
bursement of U.S. vessel )wners for charges H.R. 2595. An act to ;he act entitled his plans to hold hearings in the very
paid by them for the reI _ase of vessels and "An Act to regulate practice of podiatry n_ar future on this subject matter.
crews illegally seized by f(,reign countries, to i_a the District of Columbia", approved Mr. President, I do not intend to drop
strengthen the provisions therein relating to May 23, 1918, as an4 this important addition to campaign re-

the collection of claims al;ainst such foreign H.it. 70!)6. An act direcf the establish.- form, but only await consideration by
countries for amounts so _eimbursed and for ment of health for employees o:_

certain other amounts, _d for other pur- food service ir. the District o:ff the Post Office and Civil Service Commit.~
poses; Columbia: to the on the D].strtc'_ tee until I again pursue its useful obje&-

PI.it. 7096. An act to 'ect the establish- of Columbia. tires.
ment of health standard for employees of H.it. 3628. An ac'G amend title 5, D'nited There being' no objection, the letter
food service establishme_ ts in the District States Code, to equall;y of treatmen'; was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
of Columbia; for married women employees with a,_ follows:

r_sspect to preference eligible employment;
H.R. 8689. An act to pr vide overtime pay AUGUST 2, 1971.

for intermittent and ,art-time general benefits, cost-of-livinl allowances in for.-
schedule employees who _ork in excess of eign areas, and re .OhS concerning marl.. T_e Honorable CHARLES McC MATHIAS, JR.
40 hours in a workweek; tal status generally, a for other purposes; United States Senate,

H.it. 8689. An act overtime pay Washington, D.C.
H.R. 9442. An act to at _,horize compensa- for intermittent and ps rt-tlme generalsched.- DEAR SENATOR: Thank you :[or your note

tion for five General Aec( lnting Office posl- ule employees who _ in excess of 40 hours concerning your interest in removing your
tlons at rates not to exce_ d the rate for ex- iix a workweek; and amendment #291 to S. 382, the Federal Elec-
ecutive schedule level IV; H.It. 9442. An act authoclze compensa.- tion Campaign Act of 1971.

H.tt. 9798. An act to authorize the Seers- t[on for five General Office post- Like you, I see great advantages to limit-
tary of the Interior to est _bllsh the Lincoln ti.one at rates not. exceed the rate for ir g the number of amendments to the cam-
Home National Historic Ste in the State of executive schedule IV; to the Commit.- paign reform bill. Your offer to withdraw
Illinois, and for other pu _poses; t,_ on Po,;t ,Office and S_rvice. your amendment is commendable.

N.J. Item 1, Joint resolut on concerning the PI.J. lies. 1. Joint concerning As you know, the Administration has intro-
war powers of the Congr_ss and thc Presi- tlae war powers of and the duced legislation which comes very close to
dent; and PTcsident; to the C( on ForeigIl accomplishing what this amendment would

N.J. Res. 829. Joint resol Utlon making fur- lq',elations, provide. This administration bill has already
ther continuing appropria ions for the fiscal H.ff. Res. making fur.- been referred to this Committee.
year 1972, and for other p' rposes, tlher continuing for the fiscal Although we have not yet had the oppcr-

year 1972. and for ker pl:rposes; to the tnnity to hear this legislation, you can rest
' Committe_ on ations, a.,sured that following the August recess this

C)mmittee will schedule hearings as soon as
ENROLLED BILL SIGNED the calendar allows.

The message further nnounced that MESSAGE FROM )?RESIDENT Best wishes.Sincerely,
the Speaker had affixed his signature to A message in xg from the Presi.- GALE 1%_CGEE,
the followingenrolledbi Is: dent of the United States, submitting Chairman.

Pi.it. 9417. An act maki _g appropriations tlhe Loc'n'no Agreem, E_tablishing ail AMENDMENT NO. 273

J[or the Department of thi, Interior and re- International for Indus- Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I call up
lated agencies for the fi;esl year ending trial Designs, was t,3 the rr_y amendment No. 273, and ask for its
June 30, 1972, and for other purposes; and Senate l):7 Mr. Leonar one of his seers.- immedi,qte consideration.

H.it. 9667. An act maki:_g appropriations tarics. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

for ttxe Department of T_ansportation and amendment win be stated.
related agencies for the t_scal year ending FEDERAL ELECTION CA1/IP,qIGN ACT The legislative clerk read as follows:
June 30, 1972, and for otb _r purposes. OF 1971

On page 9, beginning with line 6. strike
The enrolled bills were subsequently The Senate continued with the con-. d_,wn through line 25 and substitute in lieu

signed by the President Pro tempore, sideration of the bill (S. 382) to promote thereof:
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"(d) If a State by law and expressly-- Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the than that; there is this probability--if
"(1) has provided that a primary or other Senator yield? one has ever looked at the preeleetion and

election for any office of such State or of a Mr. MATHIAS. I yield, po,_telection reporting, a:a extraordinarily
political subdivision thereof is subject to
this subsection, and Mr. PASTOttE. What we did in this large amount of money comes into the

-(2) has specified a limitation upon total bill was merely to recommend that the campaign--I think deliberately prear-
expenditures for the use of broadcasting States follow suit. The decision :is to be ranged--after the deadline for preelec-
stations on behalf of the candidacy of each theirs. But because broadcasters and li- tion reporting. We now have a 10-day
legally qualified candidate in such election, censees have to report what candidates period, in essence, between the deadline
and spend, we brought the FCC into the pic- and the last day in which a report has

"(3) has provided in any such law an un- ture in the event that a State decided to to show money received, in which :money
equivocal expression of intent to be bound limit the amount of money that a cmadi, can come in.
by the provisions of this section, and

"(4) has stipulated that the amount of date for State office could spend i:a order I am not suggesting tZaat we are going
such limitation shall not exceed the amount to run for State office, to account for every nickel and dime in
which would be determined for such election What this amendment does--and I that 10-day period. I am asking that any
under subsection (3) had such election been think it clarifies the situation--is to say contribution in excess of $5,000--and
an election for a Federal elective office or explicitly that the State shall make the that is not 'very often in most cam-
nomination thereto; determination and call upon the FCC pai gns--.be reported within 24 hours of
then no station licensee may make any for this guidance, its receipt, so that the voters might beebarge for the use of such station by or on
behalf of any legally qualified candidate in IS that not all the Senator inb_nds to aware of any large last-minute contribu-
such election unless such candidate, or a do? tions that are filed.
person specifically authorized by such candi- Mr. MATHIAS. The Senator is exactly Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, the way
date in writing to do so, certifies to such correct, the bill is drafted, and the way my sub-
licensee in writing that the payment of such Mr. PASTORE. I am perfectly willing stitute is drafted at the moment, there
charge will not violatc such limitation.", to accept the amendment, is no limit to a contribution. I under-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, wiU the stand that there will[ be several amend-
Senator wish to offer his amendment to Senator yield? meats to accomplish exactly that.
the Pastore substitute?' Mr. PACKWOOD. I yield. Whether or not this amendment is pre-

Mr. MATHIAS. Yes, it is offered to the Mr. PROUTY. I, too, wish to s_ure mature, I do :not know.
substitute, and for the purpose of con- the Senator from Maryland of my .,;up- Mr. PACI_VOOD. This is not a limit

port. I think it is a very worthwhile on the size of the contributions.forming amendment.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi- Mr. MATHIAS. I thank the Senator. Mr. PASTC,RE. I knew it is not. But

dent, we cannot hear the Senator. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is all time the Senator is talking about $5,000 or
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- on the amendment yieldedback? more. The question arises that if we

ate will be in order. Mr. MATHIAS. I yield back the re- limit the contribution to $5,000, "or
The Senator from Maryland may pro- mainder of my time. more" does not apply any more.

ceed. Mr. PASTORE. I yield back the re- Mr. PACKWOOI). The Senator's
Mr. MATHIAS. I offer the amendment mainder of my time. question confuses me. There is no lhnit.

to the substitute. For the purpose of con- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- If .,_omebody wants to give $25,000.--
forming it with the Pastore bill, the op- tion is on agreeing to the amendment of Mr. PASTORE. I hmow. But I am say-
posite lines are on page 9, lines 6 through the Senator from Maryland. ing to the Senator that there will be a
25. The amendment was agreed to. move here to limit the contribution to

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The AAIEND1VIENTNo. si2 $5,000, that no one can give more than
amendment will be so modified. ,Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I call $5,000. Vlhat the Senate will do with

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I yield up my amendment No. 312. that, I do not know. Alll I am saying, is
myself 3 minutes. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The that this amendment seems to jump the

This is a very simple amendment, very amendment will be stated, gun a little, because the Senator refers
uncomplicated. It might be called a The assistant legislative clerk read as to anyone who contributes $5,000 or
States rights amendment. It is to pre- follows: more. The words "or more" may not
serve the control of the States over their On page 34, line 5, before the period insert apply once we work on the other
own participation in the electoral proc- the following: "except that any contribution amendments.
ess. In the lines that have been proposed of $5,e00 or more received after the last re- I wonder whether the Senator would
to be amended, in the broadcast section port is filed prior to the election, shall be postpone this amendment for a while,
of the bill, it is provided that if the Fed- reported within twenty-four hours after its ur. itl we determine what is going to hap-
eral Communications Commission makes receipt." pen to the other feature.
certain findings as to the applicability of The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the, Mr. PACKWOOD. I have no objection,
a State law, then that State's candidates Senator wish to modify the amendment? if we get to tlhe stage o[ putting on the
will come within the purview of the bill Mr. PACKWOOD. I offer a raodJ_ed campaign limitation of $5,000, to strike
as it pertains to licensees, certification, amendment, the only change being made out; "or more." I want to make sure that
and spending ceilings, to conform it to the line number,,; of the money is not sneaked into a campaign

I certainly support the committee very Senator from Rhode Island's amend- in the last 10 days.
strongly in the goal which I believe to meat. I send to the desk the modified Mr. PASTORE. I haw. _no objection to
have been intended by this language-- amendment, the, arnendme:nt, if we have that limita-
the goal of providing some uniformity The PRESIDING OFFICER. The mod- tion. I think we ought to wait and see
and some voluntary compliance with tried amendment will be stated, what happens, and then we will enter-
Federal law. The legislative clerk read as :['ollows: tain the Senator's amendment.

But I would raise the constitutional On page 25, line 9, before the perl(_d insert Mr. PACKWOOD. Then, I ask lmani-
question of instructing a Federal agency, the following: "except that any contribution incus consent to withdraw the amend-
the FCC, to determine the applicability of $5,000 or more received after the last re- meat.
of the laws of one of the States of the port is filed prior to the election, sh_21 be re- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

ported within twenty-four hours _3ff'ter its amendment is withdrawn.Union. I would suggesg--and I have sug- receipt."
gested by this amendment---that we _Nho yields time?
leave the question of determination to Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, what
the States and to the judicial system. I we have now, in essence, is a 10-day A_ND_ENr N,). ac3
can see that there might be some ten- grace period in which to file a report, 10 Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I call
dency on the part of the States--which days prior to the election, because :it i_ up my amendment No. 303.
have also labored, as we are working reported on a Thursday before the Tues- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
here, for electoral reform--to resent this day, and a person need not file anything amendment will be stated.
preemption in the effort to get some uni- received within 5 days before thai.. There Mr. PACKWOOD. ]Mr. President, I send
fortuity in the election laws. is the possibility--and I will call it more to the desk a modified version of 'this
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amendment, so that it conforms with the s.dequate. We re_lulre repo::ts on the part t'earson Schwelker Stevenson
Pastore substitute, of the candidate and on the part ,_f the Percy scott 'youngt _couty Smith

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk committee. _:axbe Stevens
will state the modified amendment. Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr, President, I NOT VOTING--9

The legislative clerk read as follows: 'want to ask for the yeas and nays, but tmyh Mundt Thurmond
On page 27, line 21, strike "Sec. 305." and before doing so, will yield back my time tkastland Roth Tower

insert in lieu thereof "Sec. 305. (a)". '.if the Senator from Nevada will yield lIugh(_ Stennis Weicker
On page 28, between lines 4 and 6, insert ]back his time. So the motion to lay on the table was

the following: Mr. CANNON. Mr. Pre_lden. t, I yield agreed to.
(b) Any person who lends $10,000 or more back my time. The PRESIDING O_'_'ICER. _io

within any calendar year to any candidate, The PRESIDING O_FICER. (Mr. yields time?political committee, or any candidate and one
or more political committees supporting such COOK). All time on the amendment h_s
candidate, shall report such loan to the been yielded ba_'k. AMENDMENTNO. 249
Comptroller General within § days after such Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. l?residen, t, I ask Mx'. I'ROUTY. Mr. President, I call up
loan is granted. The report shall disclose the :Corthe yeas and nays on my amendment, my amendment No. 349.
amount, term, interest rate, and date of the The yeas and nays were ordered. The PRESIDING OFFICER. S_e
loan, the name of the person to whom such Mr. CANNON. Mr. Presi,lent, I move to :unendinent will be stated.
loan was made, the names and addresses of :[ay on the table the ame_ldment of the The amendment was read as follows:
any endorsers of such loan, and the amount ;Senator from Oregon (No. 303). On page 4, beginning with line 16, strike
of such endorsements. Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ask (town through line '/on page 5 and insert in

lieu thereof the following:
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, what is for the yeas and nays. "(2) (A) No legally qualified candidate in

the number of this amendment? The yeas and nays were ordered. _my primary, runoff, general, or special elec-
Mr. PACKWOOD. No. 303. The PRESIDING O_ICER. The qued,;- lion .for a Federal elective o_lce may spend
Mr. President, this amendment is in- lion is on agreeing to the motion of the ::or the use of broadcasting stations on

tended to require people who lend $10,000 ,Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON) t0 behalf of his candidacy in such election a
or more to candidates to divulge this fact. lay on the table the ame:_dment ,_f the total amount in excess of--

I think most of us are familiar with ;Senator from Oregon. "(l 5 cents multiplied by the estimate of
the fact that quite often campaigns are On this question the yeas and nays resident population of voting age for such
fmanced on "loans" rather than contri- ihave been ordered and the clerk _;11 call ,,race, as determined by the Bureau of Census
butions. Sometimes those loans are re- the roll. _ In June of the year preceding the year inwhich the election is to be held; or
paid, sometimes not. This amendment is The assistant legislative clerk called "(ii) $30,000, if greater than the amo_ant
not designed to determine whether or the roll. deter:mined under clause (i).
not the loans are repaid or whether they Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an- A legally qualified eandidate for nomina-
shall be treated as gifts. It simply says nounce that the Senator from Indiana ';ion for election to the office of President
that at any time someone loans $10,000 (Mr. BAYIO, the Senatol from Missi,,_- may not spend a total amount for all primary
or more to a candidate---which is not re- sippi (l_[r. EASTI,AND), the Senator from (;lections held for such office in which h_ is
garded at the time as a contribution-- Iowa (Mr. HUCHES) and the Senator _ candidate in excess of the limitation pro-vided by the first sentence of this paragraph.
that information shall be reported is- from Mississippi (Mr. STE_qNI$) are nec- "(B) In addition to the amount which he
mediately, or within 5 days, to the essarilyabsent, may spend under paragraph (2)(A)of t_fis
commission. Mr. GRIFFIN. I annoance that the _ubsectlon for the use of broadcast corn-

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the Senator from South Dakota (Mr. municatlons media In connection with his
Senator yield? Mum)T) is absent becau_,e of illness, campaign, a candidate for Federal o_ce £aay

Mr. PACKWOOD. I yield. The Senator from Delaware (Mr, z;pend for such use any unspent portion, of·:he amount he is authorized to spend .for t]he
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I think ROT_), the Senator from _';outh Carolina use of nonbrcadcast communications media

this provision is unduly restrictive. S. 382 (Mr. THURMOND), the Senator from under section 103 of the Federal Electlon
requires candidates and committees to Texas (Mr. TOWER), and the Senator Campaign Act of 1971."
report contributions and loans, To re- from Connecticut (Mr. Wr, icE_a) are de= On page 8, strike lines 6 through 21, _,_d
quire banks to report on loans made in rained on official business,, inser_ in lieu thereof the following:
the ordinary course of business would be If present and voting, the Senator from "(c) (1) No legally qualified candidate inany primary, runoff, general, or special e:_ec-
quite unreasonable. This certainly would Delaware (Mr. RoTg), the Senator from ;ion for a Federal elecMve office may sp(_nd
make that imposition. South Carolina (Mr. TlqURMOND), al_,,d :'or blueuse of nonbroadcast conxmunications

In other words, banks are in the lend- the Senator from Texas (Mr. TOWE$_) media on behalf of bls candidacy in s_ach
lng business; and any time they make a would each vote "nay." election a total amount in excess of.__
loan of $10,000 or more, they would be The result was annou:_ced--yeas 48, "(A) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate

of re,_ldcnt population of voting age for s'achrequired to report it, under the provl= nays 43, as follows:
sions of this amendment. I do not think ,>mce_as determined by the Bureau of Cen-
it is necessary; and, under the circus- [Nc. 189 Leg.] :ms l:n June of the year preceding the year
stances, I would have to oppose it. 'FEAS---4S n which the election is to be held; or

Mr. PACKWOOD. I would like to know Allen Gravel Montoya "(B) $30,000, If greater than the amountAnderson Mart Moss determined under subparagraph (A).
if Chase Manhattan or Bank of Ameri- Bible Hartke Muskle k legally qualified candidate :for nomination
ca or some large donor is lending $10,- Burdlck HoWlings Nelson :_or election to the ofilce of President may
000 to a campaign, and I would like to Byrd. W. 'qa_ Humphrey Pastore :_ot spend a total amount for all primaryCannon Inouye Pell
know it soon, not Just within the re- Chiles Jackson Proxmtre ._lectlons held for such office In which h._ is
porting time provisions in the act. cook Jordan. N.C. Randolp:_ ;_ candidate tn excess of the limitation pro-

The amendment is designed to get at cranston Ke:_nedy Rtblcoff _ided by the first sentence of this paragraph.
Curtis Long Sparkman "(2) lin addition to the amount which he

exactly what the Senator has suggested. Eagleton Magnuson Spong :nay spend under this subsection for the
If a bank makes a _oan in the normal Ellender Mansfield Symington _se of nonbroadcast communications media
course of business--a loan of $25,000 or Ervln McClellan Taft _nconnection with hls campaign, a candidate
$50,000--to a candidate, it is not going to Fong McGee TalmadgeFnlbright Mc[ntyre Tunney for Federal office may spend .for such use any
be reported posthaste under the bill. It is Gambrell Mondale Wfillams anspenl; portion of the amount he is au-
going to be reported in due course. I think NAYs%--43 _;horized to spend for the use of broadcast
a loan of that size, $10,000 or more, should eomraunlcations media under seclon 315

Alken Byrd, Va. Hanson lc) of the Communications Act of 1934:47
be reported as soon as possible. Allott Case Harris U.B.C.315(c))."

Mr. CANNON. I have nothing further Baker Church Hatfield
to say, Mr. President. I am opposed to Beall Cooper Hruska Tile PRESIDING OFFICER. :[_heBellmon CottOn Javits
the amendment. I think it is unreason- Bennett Do_e Jordan, ]idaho CTmir wishes to ask the Senator if _is
able. Bentsen Do:minick Mathlas iS one of the amendments on which th ere

The reporting provisions we have in Boggs Fannin McGovem {Sa 3=hour time limitation.
Brock Oo_dwater Metealf Mr. PROUTY, It is. Mr. Preslde_t, Ithe bill requiring periodic reports as well Brooke Grlfiln Miller

as reports in advance of election time are Buckley Gurney Packwecd _leld myself 15 minutes.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- tend to be viewed as Incumbent; insur., ming may find that television is tile only
ator from Vermont may proceed, anco. way to reach all of the voters.

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I realize Mr. President, the spending ceilings in What rational basis ls there for setting
that there are many who believe that any S. 362 are relatively unimportan:_ a_; far separate limitations'? Let me read to you
spending limitation for political candi- as meaningful reform of our elec_on the reasons contained on page 30 of the
dates is unwise and may be unconstitu- laws are concerned. For example, the Commerce Committee report:
ttonal. For example, Prof. Ralph Winter repeal of the equal time require:merit of some of the witnesses who testified before
of Yale Law School testified before the section 315(a) for all Federal candidates your Connnlttee urged there be one total llm-
Senate Commerce Committee, as follows: is much more than election reform be- ltation on all media spending with discretion

Any limitation on spending tn political cause the effect of the repeal i.,:: to in- left to the candldato to determine what
campaigns, whether limited to spending for crease rather than diminish IIhe ex- amounts to spend on broadcast and non-
certain media or encompassing spending gert- change of political ideas. The amend- broadcast advertising. There is merit to thiscontention especially since campaigns differ
eral!y, violates the First Amendment. This merits to the Criminal Code which eltra- according to the personal style of a candidate
applies tO any limitation on the amount of inate the unregulated District of Colum- and the area of the country in which the
money that a person can contribute as an bia Political Committee and 'prevent election is being held.lndivldual contribution to a campaign.

It is my Judgment that the First Amend- political candidates from running up big on the balance, however, your Committee
merit plainly prohibits the setting of a legal bills that they do not pay. It is f4.:Lrmore opted against such an approach. Television is
maximum on the political activities in which important to insure that political can- unquestionably the most used media in po-
an Individual may engage. This is the case didates do not violate the law getting, litical campaigns, and it has been the most
whether or not the maximum is imposed in elected to office than it is to telLl them significant contributor to the spiraling costof these campaigns. If candidates were given
the name of equalizing opportunity or how they should allocate their resource_ complete discretion to spend on the use of
whether an actual discrtm!n_tory effect can in a campaign. It is most important that this media your Com_dttee was fearful that
be shown, the financing of political campa_Lgns b_. in the closing months of a campaign the air-

In both the Senate Commerce Commit- subject to full and complete dl.':closure waves might .become inundated with political
tee and the Rules Committee, we gave so that the voters can know where a can- broadcasts to the exclusion of entertainment
serious consideration to the question of didate gets his money and how he spends and other public interest programs.
the constitutionality of a spending liml- it. The Deputy Attorney General of the
ration. L for one, was convinced that I hope that every Member of this _g)dy United States, Richard G. Kleindienst,
such a limitation could be constitutional, fully understands the significant differ- replied to that report language In his
However, as with any first amendment ence between spending limitations and testimony before th,; Rules Committee.
right, the limitation must be a reason- all other parts of this bill. Spending lira- He stated:
able one. itations by their very nature have a We think the economic facts of life in the

AS yOU know, Mr. President, the bill limiting effect while all other pro,visions broadcastJng industry and the long term
reported by the Senate Commerce Com- have the effect of encouraging above- self-interest of broadcasters will adequately
mittee had separate but identical limi- board honest elections, protect the public from any real po_$iblUty
rations for the broadcast and nonbroad- As we consider this bill, Mr. President, of an inundation of the air by political ad-
cast communications media. In ttules I hope that the broad perspective I have vertlsements, we also believe that compart-
Committee, we adopted the same spend- just outlined will be kept in miLnd, mentallzed spending limitations ignore dif-ferences in candidate_ and variances in
lng limitation but to avoid overstruc- Amendment No. 308 chooses a method for media coverage capabilities and media r_tes
turing of the political process, we per- limiting expenditures which is far in- througho'_t the Nailing. Candidates _hould
mitred a candidate to spend any un- ferior to the method adopted by the have the flexibility to structure their cam-
spent portion of one limitation as an Rules Committee. By trying to :impose paigns to produce the most efficient and el-
additional amount for the other ltmita- separate spending limitations on broad- fectlve communication with the electorate.

rich. This interchangeabillty feature is cast and nonbroadcast communications Mr. President, let us, in establishing a
the feature which makes any spending media, amendment No. 308 ignores all of spending limit_tion, be realistic. Let us
limitation reasonable, the testimony presented before both face the fact.';. Candidates for Federal

Mr. President, when we consider committees, office should be given the flexibility nec-
spending limitations, T think it is impor- Our distinguished majority leader (Mr. essary to insure that all of the voters in
taut for us to remember what the spend- MANSFIELD) submitted testimony and a their State or congressional district have
lng limitation does. First of all, any number of letters to the Senate Com- the maximum flexibility in deciding the
spending limitation favors the incum- merce Committee. In his letter to Joseph best way to adequately inform all of the
bent. This fact is particularly true with Sample, Senator _SFXET.D probably voters.
regard to spending limitations on the best summed up the problem when he The proponents of the approach used
co_nmunications media, stated: in the Pastore amendment argue that if

Why is this the case? There are a num- I am hopeful the final version of l_he bill interchangibility were permitted, all
her of reasons; but, perhaps the greatest will contain the type of leeway and dil_cretion candidates would spend all of their
reason is the fact that Incumbents are to each candidate to permit the trm:Lsfer of money on radio and television. Can they
generally better known than challengers, amounts from one category to another, de-
Moreover, incumbents can more easily pending upon individual Judgment and needs prove such a charge? The answer is no.of that candidate. I do believe that tim over- But I suppose they would argue that the
make news by the way they vote or by all limitations provided in the bill are ade- reasonable mere knows that television
the stands they take on important issues, quate, but it is true that a chanenger to an and radio are the most important means

A recent editorial in Time magazine incumbent may Justly and validly need to for reaching the electorate. Perhaps
urged Congress to enact no spending expend more of his campaign funds o_ name they are right. However, all of the evi-
ceiling. It concluded by stating that identification which can probably more deuce seems to suggest they are wrong.
"money is the great equalizer in the validly be achieved through the electronic Today we do not have any accurate
American political system." I am not media. ! would not want any hill with which f_cts showing the amount of money
sure that I completely agree with that I associated to be considered a bill :_or the spent by poli_tcal candidates on bill-
premise, but I can understand it. We all protection of incumbents, boards or newspaper advertisements.
should be able to understand it when we We all know, Mr. President, that a The reason we do not have those facts
consider that under the present system campaign for the U.S. Senate in Wyo- is that the disclosure laws now on the
which is completely without spending ming or Maine is going to have vei_ dif- books are ineffective, both at the Federal
limitations over 93 percent of the Con- ferent requirements than a campaign for and the State level. Herbert E. Alexander
gressmen and Senators who have run the U.S. Senate in New York or C_di- of the Citizens Research Foundation is
for reelection since 1940 have been suc- fornia---or even l_hode Island. We all acknowledged by everyone to have done
eessful. Any limit that we place on a know, Mr. President, that a congre,'_sional the most work in this area and to be the
challengers ability to spend money in candidate in New York City may not most knowledgeable. :In his recent book,
order to convince the voters that an in- even be able to afford television at all, Financing the 1968 Campaign, Mr. Alex-
cumbent has se_wed long enough will while a congressional candidate in. Wyo- ander makes some im:_ortant points. For
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those who believe that television and the National Association oiBroadcaster,% that are available for campaigning in
radio is the most important part of a the few following exchanges occurred: large, populous areas.
political campaign, Mr. Alexander makes Senator PASTORE.We thought Of that. Wh_t It seems to me that if we cannot all
the following observation: you wou_td do in that part, ruler case, you _gree on the danger of institutionalizing

Vi(ywed in terms of candidate selection, the would tran,ffer to the other l_rea, or federalizing the very delicate and per-
impact of broadcasting on our political life, Mr. W_sra_.wsK_. I think this ought to be _,onal business of campaigning for the
at least at the Presidential level, is probably a matter that is in the bro_d discretion of right to represent the people in this Pod-
less than some have warned, the candidate himself, oral Republic, then there is very grievous

if one tried to Judge the impact of political Senator Pt,STORE.YOUare :_bso!:utely right,
broadcasting on the outcome of the Presi- because we have said this time and again danger in requiring that a candidate ded-
de_atial election, contradictory conclusions here. espeetally during2he testimony of some ieate a fixed percentum share of the
can be drawn from the evidence of 1968. On of the networks. _tmo_mt; which he is allowed to spend on
one hand, some political experts believe lie can better spend his money in an-. advertising to either the electronic or
that Humphrey would have won the election other way: that is. either by mailing or by nonelectronic media.
if he had had sufficient funds to properly billboards or however he wa_ts t_) do it. I personally resist the idea that all of
plan and fully execute his television cam- We have been thinking of the !.dea that no US, in our collective judgment, can die-
paign. It is suggested by these observers that more than 7 cents per vo_e, if that Is the (fide how best and how most efficiently
lack of adequate television exposure caused figure, and any _andldate who does not usE,
by lack of funds cost Flumphrey the election, up to 7 cents can take the slack and transfer and most equitably the respective view-

On the other hand. it has been noted by It to the other areas. (Commerce Committee l)oints of candidates in all of the several
some observers that in spite of the most Hearlngs. Serial i_o. 92-6 at _78, 479.) ;_tates of the Union can be presented. As

,;he Senator from New Hampshire (Mr.
massive television campaign in history, smd Mr. President. all of the foregoing gvl-. '20TTOA7), the distinguished ranking mi-
the biggest television spending advantage dence simply begs the question; why not :aorit;y member of the Committee onover his opponent in history, Nixon's rating
in the polls was virtually unchanged from face reality and provide the necessary ,3ommerce, pointed out, television is al-
May to November (ranging around 42 per- tntereh'mgeability? :most useless in the State of New I-Iamp-
cent) This could mean that Nixon's non- Mr. President, I yield such time as he· _hlre when it comes to statewtde cam-
supporters or walverers may have been may desire to ti_e distinguished Senator 'oaigning As I recall his comments andlargely unaffected by his expensive media from Tennessee.
campaign and that his media campaign Mr. BAKER. ! thank the Senator from statements before the Commerce Cc,m-
served mainly to reinforce the favorable Vermont for yielding, mittee, he wishes that he could utilize
tendencies of his existing constituency. Mr, l?resident, this is _n amendment _elevision effectively in New Hampshire,

It is impossible to resolve these two con- which ._[offered in the C._mmerce Corn.- but he finds he cannot.
fllcting views on the importance of television In the State of New Jersey, for in-
on the basis of the 1968 Presidential election, mittee and which was discussed at great stance, there is no television station, al-
One can conclude that other factors are prob- length at that time. It has a practical though New Jersey is certainly one of
ably at least as important, and that very aspect that has been discussed thor., our great urban centers in the United
little is really known about the way and the oughly and ably by the Senator from States. If a candidate for statewide 0f-
degree to which television influences voters. Vermont. It has a deeper and more rice in New Jersey desires to campaign

Let us face the facts, Mr. President-- Philosophical aspect tha_ I should Ii/ce through the electronic media, he must
television costs have been rising at a to touch on for just a moment.
rapid rate. Political candidates do spend I think we can begin b_, agreeing that purchase time on broadcast station,; inNew York and Philadelphia. The can-
more money on television than they did there is a substantial need for upgrad- didate would therefore, be spending a
in the past. When one stove to think of lng and mode:raising the laws of the
it, that is not too surprising· Until the United States dealing v_.'th the election great deal to reach relatively few poten-
]960 Kennedy-Nixon debates, I am not of Federal officials. Mo% o:¢ us would tial voters in his State.This, it seems to me, Mr. President. is
sure that political candidates had given agree th?_t such improvement and suc]a a fair example of why we cannot by
a great deal of thought to the fact that legislation must embrac,_ some sort of stature structure the allocation of the
television could be used to inform the appropriate, enforceable and practica- available funds between the candidates
voters about the issues in a campaign, ble reporting requirement, as well as and between the media.
In no way, however, does the mere fact some sort of disclosure o:' the amount of Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
that television costs money lead to the the corLtribution, at a time which is use- Senator yield?
conclusion that political candidates ful to the electoriate. !M:r.BAKER. I am happy to yield to the
should be limited in using television. Most. of us probably wmfid agree that Senator from Kentucky.

Just the opposite conclusion might be there needs to be some sort of regulation Mr. COOK. The same t:hing could be
reached, Mr. President. of unfair camoaign pre ctices. But be- _aid as to the State of New Jersey, could ityond that point, I am not sure all of us

not, ag far as nonbroadcast media are
A recent article in the June 10 edition could agree on the techniques that shonld conee_ed? If a candidate for the 'U.S.of the Washington Post gives some indi- be employed ta accomplish those pur-

cation as to the escalation of media ad~ Senate wanted to place a full-page ad-
vertising costs. In the Washington, D.C., poses.For !instance. I am cor.vinced that the vertisement in the New York Times.. al-
area alone, media advertising costs rose lack of interchangeabili_y of campaign though it covers a good percentage of
8.8 percent between April 1970 end April allowances, as it is written into amend- the State of New Jersey, actually the cost
1971. The article went on to point out merits Nos. 308 to S. :_82 now before Of the advertisement would be'based on
that this was a smaller increase than the the Senate, is a distinct stem backward the entire circulation area, which would
aw;rage 10.8-percent rise in media costs instead of a step forward, because, whi_le take in a tremendous area in addition to
over the previous 5 years. Of all media we need regulation and imorovement in the State of New Jersey; so the prin-
costs, television rates rose the sharpest, the Federal election laws, we do not need ciple applies at both ends of the spec-
Over the past 6 years in Washington, to regiment and institutionalize the proc- trum,
D.C.. television rates rose 80.2 percent, ess of campaigning. I resist with all the N[r. BAKER. The distinguished Sen-
This far outstrips any future adjust- _qgor of which I am reasonably capable ator from Kentucky is very accurate in-
moots which may be made in the formula any effort, for instance, to reauire that deed, and T agree with him. It is a fur-
as a result of the cost-of-living increase exnenditures be made through a Fed- thor example of the fact that we cannot
provision contained in the bill. oral agent. That is no'; seriously sug- effectively and appropriately allocate the

][ would only conclude on this point, tested nor implied in this bill, but ii; is funds to be spent in a rigid way. We can-
Mr. President, by pointing out that even one idea that has been considered by not inst!tutionalize the business of cam-
the distinguished chairman of our Corn- those who turn their attention to elec- vaigning by requiring a certain Dercen-
mtmications Subcommittee (Mr. Pzs~ tore1 reform. _ge of the money to be svent either in the
TONE) seems to recognize the necessity By 'the same token, I would stocltly newsoapers, as the Senator points out. or
for at least some deg,ree of interchange- resist any effort .by an._rone to say one in television, according to the formula
ability. During the course of hearings be- could or could not use television or could written into this bill.
fore our Commerce Committee, in a col- or could not use radio, or mass mailing, I [hink there should be full inter-
loquy with Mr. Wasilewski, president of or any of the other several techniques changeability. I agree that there should
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be a limitation on the amount that can this body, a great orator and a great from the State of Alaska, where you can-
be spent. I think that that is the very es- thinker, who, when he became involved in not be reached from any of the other
sence of campaign reform. But I think television programs, was com:pletely 48 States, you may spend aH your money
there should be maximum flexibility for helpless, overcome with fear and trepida- within the framework of that State, and
each candidate to decide how to spend it. tion. He was most ineffective. Oth.ers do it can he utilized in that State. So you
I do not think Congress should indicate a better job on television than some of get a 100 percent value."
what percentage share can be spent for their opponents. But it seems to me that The distinguished Senator from Ten-
television or nontelevision advertising, as long as we are requiring full dts¢lo- nessee gave the example of the State of
and I wonder, if this measure were sure and placing limitations on the New Jersey. No one from'my part of the
er,acted, if our next step would be to say amount of money that a candidate {mn country, by the furthest stretch of the
that a certain percentage has to be spent spend, it seems to me that the candidate imagination, would believe that the State
m mass mailing, or on billboards, or on himself should have the right to deter- of New Jersey has no television stations.
magazines, or handout material, Gr but- mine how that money is going to be spent it is, a State with a large population, far
_ons or badges or whatever. Because yo,u within the imposed limitations, greater than mine, and its only television
see, Mr. President, I contend, and I be- Iix my own State of VeHnont, it was outlets are in Philadelphia and New York
lieve, that it is just as rational and just necessary for me to utfiize tel,:_vision City'. How much of that nickel per voter
as logical to require that you spend acer- stations in New Hampshire, Maine, New on broadcast media does a candidate in
tam fractional share of your allowance York, and MassachUSetts in order to New' Jersey get if he buys time on a New
lot rubber balloons as it is to require that cover my State of Vermont, whit. tx J_; a 'York station? In the first place, he has
you spend a certain percentage share of small State_ There was no other me,ms i_ow many other stations to compete
yoar allowance for nonelectronic media of doing it. In some areas where there with? I only pose the question to the
as distinguished from electronic media, are no television stations, certaJ.nly a :!{enator from New York. I have no idea

I want the freedom, Mr. President, to man could not ]_e required to limit his i;xow many television stations are in New
decide how I will spend the statutory expenditures to just half of what he York City with which he has to compete.
allowance which I may spend in any fu- would spend ff television facilities ex- ilie has the most expensive market to
ture campaign in which I may engage isted, compete with, and he loses approximate-
as a candidate. I do not want, as much as It seems to me this is a fair and rea- ly 75 or 80 percent of llis allocated funds
I respect every Member of this body and sortable approach, and it was approved per voter because they do not even live
the judgment of every Member of this overwhelmingly by the Committee On in the State in which he is trying to get to
body, my peers and colleagues to tell me ttules and Administration. the voter.
how to rm_ a campaign in Tennessee. I am now very happy to yield to the I .should like to read two very inter-

I thi_Lk, Mr. President, there should be distinguished Senator from Kentucky. ¢sting comments in our hearings on the
full mterchangeability. This does not act Mr. COOK. Mr. President, we deba_ed Federal Election Campaign Act. These
in derogation of the effectiveness of mod- this proposition at length in comn:dttee, t.re letters that were put into the record
ernized campaign reform. I think we I think the theory of dividing broadcasts Ly the distinguished majority leader,
should move about the business of trying from nonbroadcasts, and making them who wrote to station managers in his
to make it practical and workable. But I noninterchangeable, as they are now, home State of Montana. He wrote to Mr.
do not believe we should go this step runs totally contrary to the basic con- William A. Men'ick, who is president and
backward toward the regulation of the cept of the bill. When you set up that a general manager of I_BMN. The distin-
allocation of campaign expenditures, candidate is entitled to so much money guJshed majm'ity leader wrote:
Therefore, Mr. President, I join with the to reach his constituents. If, in fact, one I bellev_ that there should as well be some
,Senator from Vermont in offering this is entitled to 5 cents per eligible voter dlsgrel;lon to *_hecandidate th_% would per-
amendinent to change that provision, in- for broadcast media and 5 cent.,; per mit transferring from one media allocation
stead, to provide 100 percent full inter- eligible voter for nonbroadcast media, it to the other depending upon tl_e individual
changeability from one medium to the means tl_at he has the opportunity 'to n,_ds of.each candidate.
other, according to the judgment and reach his constituents at that level of 'In a letter to Mr. Sample of Montana
discretion of the candidate, still within expenditure. Television Network, the majority leader
_;he expenditure limitation framework. The basis for the noninterchangeabil- _rote:
2: think the Committee on Rules and Ad- ity does not allow one to reach all his Ia addil:lon, I am hopeful the final version
ministration did an excellent job in this constituents at this value, oil the bill will contain the type of leeway
respect. I do not agree with my own Take the example of the Common- and discretion to each candidate to permit

committee's version, which is that of the wealth of Kentucky. In order for a can- the transfer of amounts from one category
Committee on Commerce. I support the didate to go on television in the ;State tc another, depending t_pon individual Judg-
Prouty amendment, of Kentucky, he not only buys the sta- ment and needs of that candidate. I do be-

lleve that the overall limitations provided in
I thank the Senator from Vermont for rich's time in Louisville, Lexingtoi_ tr e bill are adequate, but it is true that a

yielding. Paducah, Bowling Green, and Hazard, ck.anenger to an incumbent may Justly and
Mr. PttOUTY. Mr. President, in the but also buys time on television stations validly need to expend more of his campaign

last issue of the Congressional Quarterly, in Charleston and Huntington, W. Va.; fu ntis on name identification which can
this whole question of media spending in Cincinnati, Ohio; in Evansville, lk_d.; pr<_bably more validly be achieved through
was gone into in considerable detail. I in Harrisburg, Ill.; in Cape Girardeau, tho electN)ni¢ meqia. I would not want anybill with which I associated to be considered
shall take only the time to read a brief Mo.; in Nashville and Knoxville, Tenn., a _111:for _he protection ¢,,' incumbents.
rortion of the article, under the section and in the Tri-Cities area of Bristol-
headed "Media Studies": Johnson City. I could not agree wit[h that 'more.

One difficulty in assessing the effectiveness If, in fact, we mean that a candidate is It is my intention--I say this to the
of political broadcast advertising is that no entitled tospend 5 cents per eligible voter Senator from Rhode Island--at the ap-
one really knows what the public thinks in the area in which he lives, obviously propriate time to offer an amendment.
about the massive media campaigns or we are not allowing him to do it; because I know the conversations that have gone
whether, voting behavior is influenced, when he buys time in Cincinnati, h.e is on, the discussion that has been had, the

Very little evidence has been gathered immediately dissipating out of every 5 reports relative to the disposition of this
through research by social scientists in the cents per voter--if that is what he is do-- subject on both sides of the aisle, that£_._ld.Many persons presume that in politics
n_me recognition automatically means votes, lng on the station--about 65 percent oJ! thJ_ question of total interchangeability
'qmage" ads are better than "issues" ads, spot his allocable funds, because that is how is going to be very difficult to get
announcements reach the widest audience much is wasted in the States of Indiana th. rough. It will be my intention to offer,
and the more ads the better, and Ohio when one tries to reach No:,'th-. in the nat:_re of a substitute, if the Senn-

However, there is no proof that these pre- ern Kentucky. tot from Vermont will agree, or as a
SrLmptions are correct, and some recent re- The point is that when you have 'this; separate amendment, an amendment
search tends to indicate that the), may be degree of non-interchangeability, what that will allow a 50 percent discretion
misleading, you say, in essence, to candidates in some on,_; way or the other. This degree of

Mr. President, I remember one very ar- States is this: "Your money will be to- leeway at least will allow a candidate to
ticulate and very able former Member of tally diffused. Yet, if you happen te be m_ke up for the inefficiencies he find§_n
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one media establishment or another cost, which will give a discount on the _nd we are not going to think it is prat-
where he cannot honestly get to all the television time that is bought of between tical in the future.
constituents he wants to, for the amount 35 percent and 5,) percent. Add that to ih, From the standpoint of the offer made
of money he is allowed under this axed I say that we will end up with a by the Senator from Rhode Island, let me
allocation, scandal Every orifice in this country will ,;ay that I conveniently have already

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I eom- be put on the auction block, changed my amendment and I hope that
mend the distinguished Senator from The tim.e has come when public life the Senator from Vermont can accept it.
Kentucky for his suggestion. I think a_d public office will be 10ut ttp for sal.e. Mr'. PASTORE[ And the Senator from
we have been trying'to cooperate. Ieer- That Is not what we art trying to do. Fthoqe :Island will buy it.
tainly want to pay tribute to the distin- We are trying to cut down the astronom- lVh'. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield
guished floor manager of the bill, the ica1 costs of campaigning. In the last to the ;Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACK-
Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. Pas- caml_dgm, the President ,;pent on radJ[o wooD), who wishes to ask one or two
Toss). and televJ:_ion $12.7 millio:a. If the Sena- ,luestions.

I would be perfectly willing to modify tot invokes this formula, the President Mr. PACKWOOD. I wonder whether
my amendment along the lines suggested will have to spend over $15 million. _he Senator from Rhode Island would
by the Senator from Kentucky, if that What are we doing? oermtt me to ask one or two questiozm.
would meet with the approval of the dis- If we are going $o add to it, then I say Mr. PASTOBE. Certainly.
tinguished Senator from Rhode Island. we are wasting our time. Frankly, we Mr. PACKWOOD. I do not underst_md

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the have to have some transferability, which how, if we put in interchangeability, that
Senator yield? is the, argxkrnent made b7 the Senator.'; Ltwill cut down 1 cent from a campaign.

Mr. PROUTY. I yield, from Tem:mssee and Kentucky, and I am If we do not put in interchangeabHity,
MZr.PASTORE. We all have lived in a perfectly willing to go aJong with tl_bt_ how will it change campaign costs by

very cooperative spirit here today, and but for goodness graciotn; sake, make il_ 1 cent? How will it prewmt a Senator
I congratulate my colleagues on the other reasonable, from spending money on billboards,
side of the aisle for some of the amend- Mr, PR,OUTY.' Mr. President, I yield bumper stickers, pamphlet;s, or utilizing
ments that have been proposed, now to the dis'finguished Senator frcm people going door to door?

But I hope that this afternoon we Tenne,_;ee. Mr. PASTOItE. The point is, we have
do not end up adding insult to injury. Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, this is the been generous in allocating the formula
After all, the common denominator in second chorus that the Senator from and the amount. The reason why we _ere
this bill is, How much are you allowed l_hode Island is singing. :kIe put this be.. generous in advocating the formula we
to spend? When we get into this trans- fore the Committee on Commerce previ- did was that we limit it to 5 cents on
ferability, which is a 100-percent total, ously ¥Vehave argued the--- television and radio. We took that into
or even 50-percent total, I am afraid Mr. PASTORE. I sing ii; in the key of C account. The figure adopted is slightly
that we are going to end up in a very and the Senator sings it in the key of Gi. more than the figure spent on the aver-
chaotic condition. Mr. BAKER. There is na point in argu- age tkroughout the entire country in the

Looking at the chart in the report, lng this now, except to say that what last election.
we know that it spells out how much we are discussing now :;re tWO of the Mr. PACKWOOD. This bill, then, is
one can spend in each category in each most d[nqcult parts of the bill, both the not a campaign spending limit bill, is :it?
State. This is alone for the television unit rate and institutionalizing the ap- M_r. PASTORJE. Of course it is.
and the radio time one buys, irrespective portionment of the power'. I lost on that. M:r. PACKWOOD. I-Iow are we limiting
of what it costs for production. Taking The pending bill came out of committee the spending of the money?
the figure in California alone, if there that way. Sooner or 1stet we will regret Mr. PASTORE. By limiting it to 5
is transferability of $1,423,700 for radio it. I commend the Sens,tor from Ken- cents on every eligible voter where radio
and television time, I say that we have tucky f0ftrying to compromise a diffimJJt and television are concerned. On a non-
to kiss Bob Hope goodby, we have to kiss situabion. Twenty percent is better than broadcast item, it is 5 cents. A candidate
"Bonanza" goodby, we have to kiss nothing. I hope that so.me day we will is _mited to what he can spend. I think
"I :Love Lucy" goodby. We are going to have 'the interchangeability, every ,candidate for public office spends
knock off every entertainment on the Mr. PASTORE. If it does not work out, twice as much as he should, twice as
television screen if we are going to de- we will change it. much .as is necessary.
vote this kind of money to radio and Mr. COOK. 5ir. President, I would 15.kc Mr. PACKWOOD. He spends every-
television. It will be impossible, everyone who reads the :._rco_r to think thing that he has.

I say to the Senator, frankly, that I that we had f_JJl interchangeabllity for Mr. PA,STORE. The Senator krtows
want to be compromising and I want to every candidate running for public office, what happens. The candidate is ri,ikng

including the President, in ,';omc degcee along in his automobile and he sees his
be fair. If he will make that a 20-percent to spend his money on television and rs- opponent's sign on the other side of the
transferability, I will go along with it, dio. We just had an eleetio:a----- street, with a big, big billboard, so the
because I think that will allow the lee- Mr. PtMSTORE. I say to _he Senator candidate does not sleep unless he puts
way to take in the situations which are from _[entucky that is where he is go:ng up a billboard on the other side of the
marginal, such as New Jersey or Ken- to put his money, street. That happens all the time.
tucky. Mr. COOK. We had just finished a The candidate sees an ad of his op-

Let us face it. If we transfer aH this presidential election before then, and ponent's in the newspaper and he ha,; to
money to radio and television, we are the President who was running for olqice have ()ne in the newspaper the very next
going to have utter chaos. The reason did not spend all his money on radio artd day. if his opponent is on. television and
why we made it 5 and 5 is that we did televisfLon. I did not spend all my money he calls you a name, you have got to go
section it off. If we are going to have on radio and television. These Senators, on television and reply to him. After the
transferability, l0 cents is really too all of whom a::e here, did not spend all election is over, you say to yourself, "iW&y
much, for this reason: No. 1, we are not their money on radio and television, goodness gracious, how stupid I was. I
talking about the registered vote. We are There were r;o restric_iorrs on inte:r- could have saved half that money."
talking about the eligible vote---the eli- changeability then. There have never Mr. PACKWOOD. Let us look at what
gible vote that is determine by the Bu- been before. So when we say, all of a will happen. If we have interchange-
reau of Census on the June before the sudden, that something will happen, it ability, every candidate can spend all the
year of the eleetion_which means every :has not happened in the past. With inte:rU money he has plus what he can borrow,
person over the age of 18, male and re- changeability, we can .,;till get out the tmlesa; we limit the amount he can bor-
male, whether they have registered or pamphlets, use the billboard.% or buy bal- row in this bill. If he wins, he can pos-
not; and that is a larger total than the loons, as the case may be. The only thing sibly ]pay off the deficit.
number of people who will go out to I can tell the ,Senate is, we did not have -I say, if we want to bring it down, let
vote. That is very generous, this and we could have ,';pent every d![me us bring it down to nothing but do not

So the 5 and 5 is predicated upon that of cur money on radio and televise, on, let it apply to radio, television, or the
formula. Then add to that the lowest unit but we did not think Lt was practical newspapers.
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Mr. PASTORE. I agree with the Sen- On page 10, immediately after ]line 3, &gre.ement constitute a Special Union.

ator that if we are going to have inter- insert the following new section: the principal purpos_ of that organiza-
changeability, we have got to do some- "Lmr_r_ n_TERC_ANGE_Lrrr rrrw:_rN tion, which will consis of an Assembly of
thing about reducing the 10 cents. We rxrzNDrrm_ES L_,_rraTmNs _idlcontracting partie;;, and a Committee
have got to do it. "src. 104. (a) A legally qualified candidate 0f Experts, is to est _blish an lnterna-

l_r. PACKWOOD. We do not have to in any primary, runoff, general, or ,_pecial ,',;ional classification ior industrial de-
do it at all. We can cut it out entirely, election for Federal elective office may:, at ]his _igns. Such a classificl ,tion system will be
Then it will be a boDanza ff we do not option, transfer not to exceed 20 per of great assistance in :'esearching the ex-centum of the expenditure limitation under
allow advertising, istence of exclusive l:ights respecting aMr. PASTORE. It could be very well, section 315(c) of thc Communications Act of1934 as amended or section 103(c) cf rials ._pecifted design or ar / variants thereof.
and bring spending into its proper con- Act between one or the other to be spen_ on '_'his arrangement wi] be generally sim-
text. If we have lnterchangeability, then either the broadcast or nonbroadcast media ilar to that set forth n the Nice Agree-
we have to reduce the total amount, on behalf of his candidacy In such electioia, raent Concerning lnt,;rnational Classifi-

Mr. PACKWOOD. What the Senator Any amount so transferred from thc one cation of Goods and Services to which
has here is not a bill allowing campaign expenditure limitation to thc other shall be _._rademarks are Ap lied as revised atdeducted lrom the expenditure limitation
spending but a bill against broadcasting, upon the media from which such tran_fer is '_tockhoim July 14, 96_.
Perhaps that is what the Senator wishes made. ][recolmnend that ILe Senate give early
to do. "(b) Any such legally qualified candidate _,Ild favorable cons _eration to this

!vlr. PASTORE. My goodness gracious, exercising this option shall promptly :notify Agreement.
ne. I have nothing against the broad- the Federal Elections Commission in writing RICHARD I_'IXON.

casters. As a matter of fact, in some quar- of the amount so transferred and spen:_, and r.UHEWHITE HOUSE, _ [{tgY2t3, 1871.
ters, I have often been called a patsy-- shall provide such Commission with such
which, of course, it not true. Now do not information as the Commission, in its Judg-ment, deems :necessary and proper in the
label me with that. I have been stig- exercise of this opttsn. MESSAGE _ROi_. THE HOUSE
matized enough as it is. "(c) The Federal Elections Commlss:ton Is A message from th _House of Repre-

Mr. PACKWOOD. I will state for the authorized to develop and promulgate appro- s_ntatives, by Mx. Be_ _y, one of its read-
record, with or without _ limitation, prlate rules and regulations to carry Ol:Ltthe h'lg clerks_ announce that the House
that campaign costs on the average will purposes of this section.
exceed what was spent in 1970 to run for "(d) The definitions contained in m:,ction had passed, without amendment, the
the Senate. This bill is a disclosure bill a15(c) of the Communications Act o1".1934 Joint resolution (S.J. _s. 105) author-

and in section 103(a) of this Act are ap- iF,irlg the President tc issue a proclama-
_md a good bill. We should have disclo- pllcable to this section." tion designating 197:. as the "Year of
sure. But it will not save 1 cent or put On page 10. line 5, strike "SEc. 104." and World Minority Lan_ Pmge Groups."
a limit on spending for campaigns. What insert in lieu thereof "SEC. 105". The message also announced that the
we are doing is to transfer support from On page 11, line 2, strike "SEc. 105." and lq;ouse had agreed to the report of the
broacasting to support from the print insert in lieu thereof "SEc. 106." committee of co_fferer ce on the disagree-
media and we will find some other way, Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield lng votes of the t_ o Houses on the
whether loudspeakers, bumper stickers, back the remainder of my time. a::nendment of the ,'lenate to the bill
or billboards, to spend every red cent Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield (]!I.R. 7960) to autho_ze appropriations
that every candidate can raise for his back the remainder of my time. f_r activities of the :National Science
campaign. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- Foundation, and for other purposes.

l_r. PASTORE. Mr. President, I am tion is on agreeing to the amendment, as
willing to yield back my time now. modified, of the Senator from Vermont.

Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, will the -The amendment was agreed to. FEDERAL ELECTION CA1VIPAIGN
Senator from Rhode Island yield for a ACT OF :[971
question on the amendment?

Mr. PASTORE. I yield. ITV_ q[_e Senate continued with the consid.-
Mr. PERCY. I wish to inquire, because REiVIOVAL OF IN,,_,,CTION O]? SE- e_ation of the bill (S. 382) to promote

CRECY FROM t_XECUTIVE I, 92D fsir practices in the conduct of election

I was not here for the entire colloquy, CONGRESS /the distinguished Senator made the c_;rapaigns for Federal political offices,
statement that every candidate could Mr. MANSFI_,D.]Mr. President, as in a_d for other purposes.
figure ou_ that he could save half his executive session, I _sk unanimous con- The, PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
campaign expenditures. I agree as to the sent that the injurJction of secrecy be yields time? The bill is open to further
c'_mpaigns I have been in, but has the removed from the _ocarno Agreement amendment.
distinguished Senator figured out which Establishing an Lute 'national Classifica- M:r. STEVENS. Mr. President, I send
half? tion for Industrial I esigns, Executive I, an amendment to the desk and ask that

Mr. PASTORE. Both halves. [Laugh- 92d Congress, first .ession, transrrr[tted it be sta_d.
ter.] I wish the Senator would ask me a to the Senate today by the President of Tihe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
hard question some day. the United States,: nd that the agree.- amendment will be stated.

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I am merit, together wi .h the Presid_mt's the legislative clerk read the amend-
perfectly willing to accept a modifica- message, bereferred o theCommitt_; on mcnt as follows:
tion of my amendment as suggested by Foreign Relations md ordered to be on page 3, line 14, strike out "amount of
the distinguished Senators from Ken- printed, and that th_ President's message time" and insert la lieu *_hereof "class and
tucky and Rhode Island and yield back be printed in the RE :OSm a_:ount of time and same frequency of use"
the remainder of my time. The PRESIDIN£_ O_-_iCER ,IMr. ¢:)a page 10, line 6, strike out "amount ofsp_ce." anc_ insert In lleu thereof "class and

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. ROTH). Without 0_jection, it is sc, anqm_nt of space and seine frequency of
F_,r_N_N). The Senator has a right to ordered, usc.".
modify his amendment. Does the Senator The message fro m the President i.'_as
so modify it? follows: ]_kc. STt_rENS. Mr. President, this is

the amendment mentioned in the unani-
Mr. PROUTY. I so modify it. To the Senate o! tk · United Sta_es: mcus-con_ent agreement for a limitation
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The With a view to rece[ving the advice and of 2 hours.

amendment is modified as requested, consent of the Sena _e to ratification, _[ ]. yield myself 20 minutes at this time.
, The text of the amendment as modi- transmit herewith a _ertified copy of the Whe PRESIDING OFI_XCER. The Sen-fled is as follows:

Locarno Agreement Establishing an In-. atc,r from Alaska is recognized for 20
On page 4, line 16, strike "No" and insert ternational Classific:_tion for Lndust:_all mi::mtes.

in lieu thereof "Except as provided in section Designs, signed Octo _er 8, 1968. I trans- l_Ir. STEVENS. Ma'. President, the Sen-
104 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of mit also, for the info: mation of the Sen- atcr from Rhode Island is an extremely19'_1, no".

On page 8, line 6, strike "No" and insert ate, the report of th_ Secretary of State faf::' man. We have had an interesting
:[_x lieu thereof "Except as provided in sec- with respect to the _greement. dis:mssion in committee about this bill,
tlon 104 of this Act, no". The countries whi¢ are parties to the q:'he PRt_SIDIN_ OFI_ICER. Does the
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Senator ask that the amendments be airwaves. But I would cl_allenge anyone tising that is not very well prepared and
considered en bloc? to show me the constitutional basis 10r not made up in the careful way in which

Mr. STEVENS. Yes--two amendments, requiring the printed me_iium to provide the grocery store ads would be made up
The PRESIDING OFFICEtt. The a political candidate fo c federal oil.ce in terms of regular ads coming into the

amendments will be considered en bloc. with adw_rtising at the lowest unit rate newspaper office. But they are to get the
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, the pro- at which it sells advertk, ing to the gro- grocer:/ store rate available in the small

vision I am most disturbed with in this cery store on an average c.f 6 days a w'eekly and monthly newspapers in my
bill is one that apparently attracts little week, 52 weeks a year, and get an earned $ta{_ that barely survive;. They would
attention. If it were said that a type- rate discount, have to provide the politicians with that
setter would have to work for 50 Der- I call my amendment the comparable rate.
cent while he was setting type in a polit= rates provision. It requires that no cne Make no mistake about it. The bill is
ical ad, that a broadcaster would have can discriminate against politicians in not a limitation on expenditures.
to work for 50 percent while he read a terms of their advertising. Et says thrtt Under this provision, it becomes a bill
political ad on a radio station, or that a they cannot charge us any more than which strictly requires a news medium
television announcer would get paid 50 they clharge anyone els_ for the same to give the political candidate at least a
percent while he was reading a political class of time, the same amount of time, 50 percent preference in terms of adver-
ad for a candidate, I assume that would or the same frequency of use, or the tising.
cause a little more attention to be at- same class or amount of space or /:he If I might have the attention, of the
tracted to the matter. However, it does same frequency of use of the printed Senator from Rhode Island [or just a
not. medium, mtn. ute, I will ask him if I have misinter-

What it says is that the media, both I call[ the attention of tae Senator from preted this in any way. It is the inten-
the air medium and the printed medium, Rhode Island to the testimony before the tion now to have the lowest unit rate in
must carry the political advertising at committee in _;erms of _his lowest rate either the 45-or 60=day period available
the lowest unit rate available in this 45- provision when Mr. Wasfiew.';ki, from tf_e to any advertiser regardless of volume or
day period before a primaw election and National Association of Broadcasters, class of time.
60-.day period before a general election, testified before the Corrmit_ee. He was Mr. PASTORE. The Senator is cor-

Mr. President, I had printed in the very plain, qucting from page 483 of the feet.
REcouP on July 21 some examples of hearings before the Conbmerce Comrfdt- Mr, STEVENS. I wanted to make sure
what would happen in Alaska--and this tee, when he said: I was not overstating the case as far as
is comparable all over the country--with Some of the bills introduced would require this provision is concerned.
small radio stations, small newspapers, that broadcasters sell candLdates' adverti_hig i%_r.PASTORE. No. The Senator took
and small television stations that are at the Lowest ra_:e avallabl_ to any advertiser occasion to raise the question of the eon-
independent of these massive networks for an equivalent time pe.qod, regardles_ of stituti, onality of imposing this low unit
or are independent of these very large volume o:t' other considerations). Present law COS5on the newspaper. There is no case
newspaper chains, requ.:res a broadcasting station to charge po= aS far as we have been able to research

This is what will happen to them. A lit(cai ca]id(dates no more tha:.a it would an that declares such a law unconstf, tu-
adve:ctiser for the comparable '_ime. This l:a- tiollal. However, there is a New Hump-fixed rate cut, for instance, shows that sure_, that the candidate will get treatment

for a prime time, one spot, a 60=second equitable to anyone else who purchases _lr shire case that went before the Supreme
spot, will cost $12.50. That would be the time. To requir_ broadeas';ers to charge po- Court of New Hampshire. And 'he su-
cost to anyone whowent in there. There lltlcal eaildidates a lesser rate than charged preme court held:
is no discrimination' against a politician, other comparable purchasers of time would The statute establishing the commercial
He will not get it at any more expensive consMtute, an enforced subsidy for political advertising rate as maximum rate fo:: po-
rate or any cheaper rate. However, if this broadcasting--a subsidy required of no o_;her litical advertising in newspapers or by radio
bill passes, the politician will get that industry, stations does not abridge freedom of the
time at $4.50 instead of $12.50. Mr. President, I und,,_rline that. It is press.

I have had discussions with the Sen- certainly required of no other industry. _Rh;at is the language of the Supreme
ator from Rhode Island in committee, We are not going to say to anyone else Court of New Hampshire. The case was
and I am certain from what he has said. involved in the campaign activity, whcth- brought before the Supreme Court of
here that this is the intended result. I er a person who print_ billboards, ,,;ells the united States and certiorari was re-
do not argue with his intended result in billboard space, prints placards, buntper fused. 'Then, they asked for a i_view of
terms of purpose. I argue with it in terms stickers, sells balloons, or whatever it is, the refusal and it was refused again. That
of whether it is fair and whether we thai; he has to give a poi:it(clan a favored allowed the supreme court decision of
should, in fact, require the news media to rate. New Hampshire to stand.
subsidize political campaigns throughout But the pending bill cuts :tight into the We Were guided by that. I am not say-
this country from now on and require, as small individually owned radio and tel{e= lng the question of constitutionality can-
I have pointed out, this one station to vision stat(om; and new_papers throc_h- not be debated; it can be.
provide political advertising at one-third out the country. We are merely saying that a campaign
the cost that it was provided in the last I had hoped that we misht be able to is in the public interest to bring to the
election, get a comparison of some of the sirnilar people not only the quality of the candi-

In the last campaign the record shows thing_ throughout the country, of s:[mi- dates but also the various issues that
that my opponent spent twice as much lar rates quoted for news media through- affect the community, State, or the Na-
money as I did on radio and television, out the country. I have not been able to tion.

Under the pending bill, the Senator do so, because I guess they do not pro- We are saying that a political rand(-
from Rhode Island very generously vide these. They are pxinted in the FCC date is not that kind of customer either
raised the amount for each medium. But records. However, I have not been able for the newspapers or the news media
under the bill the $30,000 would be worth to get the individual ones. that he can actually tmdertake a con-
at least $60,000. So, if we are talking Just to show what _ill be required of tract to be on radio or in the newspapers
about putting a limit on expenditures, it the radio, ts:icy(sion s';ations, or nmos- throughout the entire calendar year, like,
is not in this bill with that provision, papers in Ala;ska--accocding to infoima- let us say, Procter & Gamble, or :some
It is highly discriminatory to say that tion which I [have readily available--the cigarette manufacturer which has prime
this can happen in terms of newspapers. Alaska newspaper rate for' 1 inch on a rates. All we are saying to a newspaper
I know of no legal basis or constitutional display rate is $3 a column inch. Based is, "You yourself establish your prime
basis whereby the Congress of the United upon frequency of use, that is reduced rate, but whatever you establish, that
States can order a newspaper to provide dowi] to as low as $1.30 an inch. Under rate you must give to a candidate for
advertising to a political candidate at the pending bill, it wot(Id mean thai; _he public office, in the public intere_%, for
the lowest rate it provides advertising politician would pay th_ low rate. I think 45, days preceding the date of a primary
media to any other advertiser, it must be a difficult thin_ff for a news- e]ection and during the 60 days preced-

With respect to the air medium, I can paper to handle every 2 years or 6 year_ lng the date of a general or spec(a[ elec-
understand it, because we regulate the when the politicians come in with adver- tion" That is all we are doing and we,
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think that is in the public interest. We step farther? Suppose the Senator buys other arlgle, and that is if the commercial
are doing that to make it available for it 10 times and I buy it one time; then, advertiser is given a certaim rate because
the man without great means, in order to the Senator would get the earned r_te he is going to advertise for two times a
challenge another candidate, who may discount, day for 30 days and therefore he may
be just as worthy, but who has trerAen- Mr. PASTORE. The Senator cam:_ot get a discount of 20 :percent, the ques-
dous means, to put them on the same buy it 10 times because he does not buy l;ion is whether the political advertiser
level so that money will not be the com- 10 times a year; he buys it one ti.me, who comes in for just one time a day
mon denominator but so that wisdom, Mr. STEVENS. We are in agreement J'or 10 days can get the same unit price.
talent, and the issues will be the common on class of time. I do know the answer but I know
denominator. That is what is behind Mr. PASTORE. I do not know where the way the bill reads it would permit
this. the Senator gets the expression "cl_ss of t he political advertiser to get that unit

I know the Senator from Alaska is ab- time." ]price even though he may only advertise
_olutely sincere about his position. There Mr. STEVENS. There is double-, Jor 10 days, whereas the commercial
is no doubt about it. But that is why we triple-, and third-class time; and tiaat is s,dvertiser gets it because he is going to
decided it this way and I think we did prime time, middle time, and run-o:[-the- r.dvertise for 30 days.
Lhe right thing. We are not saying to station time. It is in the FCC journals, I would like to have the comment of
_nyone, "You have to give a certain How about newspapers? Can we go into the Senator from Rhode Island because
l_arty a rate you do not give anyone newspapers? I am sure the committee went into this
else." What we are saying is, "You make Mr. PASTORE. Yes. If in the Slmday sspect and it is a troublesome matter.
your rate and establish it. The lowest newspaper, page 5, anyone can buy it J'or Mr. PASTORE. This is the way the
_it cost you charge anyone is that sec- $300, they cannot charge the Se:aat_Gr bill reads:
_;ion of time on television, on radio, or more than $300 fox' that samepage 5 on During the 45 days preceding the date, of a
in newspapers you have to charge the Sunday. That is all I am saying. In other ]primary election and during the 60 days pre-ceding the date of a general or special elec-
candidate for public office, whether he words, they have to treat the man faa- t_on in which such person is a candidate, the
is running for the school committee, dog ning for public office in the same way lc)west unit charge of the station for the
catcher, or the President of the United they treat their own best custonlers, s,_e amount of time during the same period;
States. You have to give him the same What is wrong with that?
_'ate." Mr. STEVENS. I still think there is Mr'. President, you could change that

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I wish something wi.ong with that. and say "lowest unit charge of the sta-tion :for the same amount and period of
to say to the Senator from Rhode Island Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will tlle t_m."
that he stated his case very fairly. I only Senator yield? Mr. MII_LER. The same amount and
rebut that by saying: Look at the sta- Mr. STEVENS. I will yield in j_lst a class of time?
tions. We have small stations. For in- moment. Mr. PASTORE. No, it is the period
stance, in Anchorage, Alaska, we have The Senator says there is a premium t:!mt counts, because in television it is the
three television stations, four FM sta- for advertising on page 2 and if the, gro- period that constitutes prime .time. The
tions, four AM stations, two newspapers, cory store buys page 2, it would pay the Senator calls it clas_; I call it period. If
and we have less than. 100,000 people, same price I would pay as a candidate; cilass me_ns so much the Senator can use
The thing that made that available was but if the grocery store bought the page "class." But we want to make sure we are
a group of people who were very aggres- for 52 weeks and at a special price, the t_lking about the same thing. Class is
slive and very competent. The rate cards Senator would get the special price or q_mlity. Period is time.show that for prime time it is $300 for
a 60-minute program. On the same sta- discount. Mr_ MILLER. Will the Senator from

Mr. PASTORE. The Senator is correct. Alaska yield fuN;her?
ti:on for class C time it is $100. The Senator is headed on the right Mr, STEVENS. I yield.

What the Senator from Rhode Island course. The Senator has come around to Mr,, MILLER. I think the Senator from
is really saying is that the politician will where he should have started. Rhode Island has recognized that we are
walk in and get prime time that is worth Mr. STEVENS. I respectfully sugge_.;t t_lklng about the same thing insofar as
$300 ff anyone else were .to buy it-and that we need to put that language h:Lthe cla,,;s of time is concerned, whether it is
believe me, they do buy it--and that bill in respect to class and time. It is not prime, triple A, or class D time. The
time is put aside for them and they pay under:stood by the industry. I have a let- language can be worked out on that. :Butonly $100.

Mr. PASTORE. The Senator is 100 for here concerning that. the Senator from Alaska has a point
Mr. President, I am happy to yield to here, and that is that if during that pc-

miles off course, the Senator from Iowa. riod of time which is 45 days preceding
Ivir. STEVENS. Tell me where I am off Mr. MILLER. I have already discussed a prhnar._! election and 60 days preced-.

course, this part of the bill with the Senator lng a general election _ commercial ad-
Mr. PASTORE. That same time that from Rhode Island. w_rtiser would be given a unit cost at the

the Senator is talking about is prime The PRESIDING OFFICER. The t;ime 2C perceI_t discount because he is ad-
time for Proctor & Gamble for which they of the Senator has expired, ve rtising each day of the 30 days, and
charge Proctor & Gamble $300, and they Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I yield the political advertiser is coming along
cannot charge the Senator $400. myself another 20 minutes and I yield a_d advertising only in 5 days, or per-

Mr. STEVENS. That m not what the to the Senator from Iowa. h_J,ps2 days, in the same class of time, yet
bill says. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen.- the political advertiser will get that dis-

Mr. PASTORE. Yes, it is. ator from Iowa is recog-nlzed, count. I think that is the point the Sena-
Mr. STEVENS. It has nothing to do Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I have al.- to_ from Alaska is making. I think there

with time, or frequency, or use. We took ready discussed this part of the bill with is agreement between t:he Senator from
it up with the staff and the FCC. If the the Senator earlier this morning. I tl:zinl_; Rhode Island and the Senator from
Senator is willing to concede class of that as far as one 15art of the Steven,'_ Alaska.
time I am ahead and I am willing to quit. amendment is concerned there is a meet-. M'r. PASTORE. The committee was in

Mr. PASTORE. I do not know where ing of the minds. While I do not thiIfi_: agreement on this point. Insofar as can-
the Senator gets "class of time._' I am the bill quite says what the intonation didates for public office in any State,
t_,lkingabout the same period of time. In is, reading the committee report, I:,age municipal, or nationwide office g'ere con-
other words, if there is an agreement on 27, especially, I think the intentio_a is ce:'ned, a_'; a public service, they ought
the part of any radio station or television stated and I see no reason why the Sen.- to be entitled to the lowest unit charge.
sts_tion that between 6 o'clock and _ ator from Rhode Island, the man.'_ger Fr:_nkly, there was not too great an ob-
,)'clock anybody can buy time for $200, of the bill, and the Senator from Alaska jection to it. Naturally, of course, the
and that is the lowest unit cost for that cannot get together on this one part; broadcasting industry would like to have
time, if the Senator buys that same time that is, for the same class or quality oJ_ it out The newspat;ers would like to
between 6 and 7 o'clock they cannot time the unit charge will be the sa:one, hare it out. We know tlhat, but I think
charge the Senator more than $200. whether it is for a political advertiser, they owe the country aomething. They

Mr. STEVENS. Will the Senator go one I think the Senator is getting to an-. are given license,_. They enjoy lucrative
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businesses. They have more or less mo- vision announcements tell the people that The PRESIDING OF]FiCER. Who
nopolies, to a certain extent. I do not so mr:ch time will be made available for yielcks time?
see any harm in it at all. political purposes. They Wait for the ap-. Mr. PASTORE. Mr. l:q:esident, _4th

Mr. MILLER Mr. President, will the plicants to come in, and they allocate, these modifications, which are agreeable
Senator from Alaska yield further? I realize there may bE, difficulties i_ to the committee, I am Perfectly willing

Mr. STEVENS. I yield, some places, but looking at this from a to accept the amendment, and I yield
Mr. Mrr,LER. What the Senator from panoramic view, I do not _now of a situ., back the remainder of my time.

Rhode Island is saying is no doubt the ation where there is not some difficulty. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is ail
trul;h, but I do not think we have devel- Perhaps'; the answer for Alaska is th:_l_ remaining time yielded back?
oped here on the floor what that amounts they may have to charge the candidates Mr. PASTORE. Let me repeat the
to. I do not know, in dollars and cents, the full time. I do not think we are ask.- modification, in order to make it clear..
what that particular aspect of the Ste- lng too much in this bill Gu page 2, line 23, after the word
yens amendment is going to mean to a Mr. STEVENS. I would say throughout "amount" in the middle of the page, we
small radio or TV station. I do not know the country, where there is a weekly or delete everything to the end of the p_u'a-
whether we are talking about a small local newspaper, the situation would b,_ graph on page 24, and substitute in lieu
amount of money or a large amount of the same. thereof ", class and amount of time dur-
money because I am not that cognizant My amendment would strike out th_ ing the same period"?
with the rates on prime time. words "amount of time" and use tha MZr. STEVENS. And on page 8, line 5,

Mr. PASTORE. The committee limited terminology class and amotmt of time insert after the word "amount"-----
it to 45 days for a primary election and and same frequecy of use," whether 'we Mir. PASTORE. After the word
to 60 days for a general election. We call it urdt or class or time. We are iu "amount" insert "and class of space".
were shortening the campaign time, in agreement. Mir. STEVENS. That is correct. Has my
effect. Not only that, but there is a tend- Mr. PASTORE. What t:ae Senator from amendment been so modified?
ency to wait to come within those 45 Alaska is doing is repealing the lowe.';t The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
days and those 60 days because the can- unit cost provi,,;ion, and [ cannot accept Senator send the amendment to the
didates will get the lower rates. The lt. desk?
discount may come to 30 percent or 50 Mr. STEVENS. The ,qenator said he Mr, STrVE_S' amendment, as modified,
percent---I do not know--for radio and agreed on class of time. is as follows:
TV. I do not think the newspapers get Mr. PASTORE. I am telling the Sen- On page 2, line 33, strike out everything
into the lowest unit cost, only the radio ator that anytlfing he does to disturb the after "amount" and insert in lieu thereof
and television, because most of the radio provJ.sion for lowest unit cost I a_ "class and amount of time for the _;ame
and television stations are connected as againsL lit the Senator tells me that his period."
affiliates with the networks, and the net- amendment carries the [owest unit cost On page 8, line 5, after the word "_mount"
works enter into agreements. They make provision, we will get ix)gether on :bhe insert "and class of space."
certain concessions to the licensees for lang,_rage, but lit he is out to destroy the The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is alii re-
the time they use in showing national provision for lowest unit cost, I A:m meaning time yielded back?
broadcasting programs against it. Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I want

I will tell the Senator very frankly Mr_ STEVENS. I am t_'ying to preser_e the lq,rcosD to be clear that this in no
what I think is a remarkable thing, the i{owest unit cost basis on a compar- way rejects the committee report rec-
Metromedia, WTTG; NBC, Dr. Gold- able basis. I had understood the Senator om:mendation as to the lowest unit east.
man; ABC, Mr. Goldenson; CBS, Dr. from l{hode Island agre_,d on it. Mr. STEVENS. That is absolutely cor-
Stanton--all four of them came in and Mr. PASTOI_E. I agreed on what? reef. It is the lowest unit cost for the
said, "We are willing to give a discount Mr. STEVENS. On the same class of same class of time and the same period
voluntarily."' time[ The Senator wanl;s prime time to of the day, during the same 45- or 60-

'When it was put up to the committee, be paid as prime time. day period. We have not done anything
the committee said, "No; it ought to be Mr. P_STORE. I su,_gested that we about the frequency of use. We concede
placed in the law." would use the words "amount" and "same that, but we have gone to the prime

:Mr. STEVENS. This ts the very prob- period of time." If the _;enator wan_ to time concept.
leto. The networks can come in and say, correct it that way, I will accept it. The PRESIDING O_FFICER. Is ali1 re-
"We are willing to be big guys," but Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I sug- maining time yielded back?
what about Cordova, or Ketchikan, or gest the absence of a quorum so we can Mr. STEVENS. I move the adoption
Fairbanks, stations which are selling time take a look at it. of the amendment, and yield back the
to a local grocery store or a drugstore or The ]PRESIDING O],'_FICER. Out of remainder of my time.
a drive-in. They have to scratch for it. whose time does the time for the quo_:mu Mr. PASTORE. I yield back the re-
That comes to one-third of the time, call come? mainder of my time.
going by the class of time and frequency i_[r. STEVENS. The Chair can take it The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
3f use. The difference is one-third on out of n:ty time. I do not care. l_oTrt) All remaining time having been
the frequencyand the classof time.If
we are agreed on what Drime time is, the The PRESIDING OFFICF, R. The clerk yielded back, the question is on agreeing
class it is, we are still talking about fre- will call. the roll. to the amendment of the Senator from
quency. The legislative clerk proceeded to call Alaska (Mr. STEVENS), as modified.

Mr. PASTORE. There is nothing in the the roll. 'The amendment was :agreed to.
law which compels the radio or televi- lV[::..MANSFIELD. Mi'. President, I ask Mr. PASTORE. I yield to the Senator
sion station to sell any time. They do not unanimous consent thai; the order fo_ the from West Virginia.
have to sell a nickel's worth of time. quor_am call be rescinded.

Mr. STEVENS. That may be the law, The PRESIDING O]UFICER. Without
but if there is a presidential or senatorial objection, it is so ordered. THE HIGHER EDUCATION BZ_
or gubernatorial campaign and those sta- Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I ask 'UNANIMOUS-CY DNSENT AGPEE-
tions try to prevent campaigners from unmfimous consent to modi:fy my amend- M_ENT
using their facilities, there would be a ment an page 2, line 23 of the Pastore M:r. BYRD of West; Virginia.. Mr.
great protest, substitute. Strike out everything after President, I am at ;horized by the ma-

Mr. PASTORE. I was just reminded the word "amount", insert a comma, smd jority leader, afb _ having corr_alted
that they do have to sell a reasonable have it read, "class an, i amount of time with the minority eader and the prin-
amount of time. That provision was in- during the same period", cipal parties on botl _sides, to prose:at the
serted inthebill. ()_). page _, line 5 after the word following unanimot scot,sent request:

Mr. STEVENS. There is a provision "aznount", insert "and class". I ask unanimous ;onsent, with respect
that requires them to sell. :['he PRESIDING OFFICER. WilJ_ the to the so-called hi 'her education bill--

Mr. PASTORE. But they cannot inun- Senator send his medifi('ation to thf wlhen it is called up -that debate o:a that
date the broadcasting; it has to be rea- de_';k? bill be limited to 6 _ours, the time _o be
sonable. In my State the radio and tcle- Mr. STEVENS..YES. equ_-dly divided bet xeen and controlled
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bY the distinguished jl nior Senator from lnous-consent ag :cement will apply Provide(! furtf_er, That, no amendment that
is not germane to thelprovlsions of the said

lahode Island (Mr. P_._L) and the distin- whenever the bill called up. bill shall be received, except the amend-
guished senior Senat( from New York Mr. BYRD of Virginia. That is ments enumerated alcove and amendments

(Mr. JAVITS). true. I believe operating c,n the to amendments whic_are germane thereto.Ordered further, th-' the time on any double-track l, as we intend to do,
amendment be limits to i hour, the we will be able it up and complete
time to be equally dR aed between and it before the recess. FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN
controlled by the mov,;r of such amend- Mr. JAV/TS. a matter of fact, in ACT OF 1971
ment and the distinglished manager of good faith--and think the majority The Senate continued with the con-
the bill (Mr. PrLL), _dth exceptions as leader can help in this---every effort _dde:ration of the bill (S. 382) to promote
to the time on the iollowing amend- is going to be to reach it; and if it iair practices in the conduct of election
ments: is not reached, it will be right on the _ampaigns for Federal political off%es,

An amendment by ;he Senator from Calendar when we get back. We would and for other purposes.
Colorado (Mr. Do_mIc O, on which there not want this to drag along and Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I un-

be 3 hours. : have a .:-consent agreement ,ierstand that the Senator from Virginia
Two amendments b_ the Senator from outstanding, circumsl_uces i_s.s an arnenckaent. I think we can dis-

Montana (Mr. Mrzcttr), on each of might change, pose of it in short order.
which there be 2 hours. Mr. We are going to

Provided further, tliat time on any make every effort finish it before the AMENDA'IEI'ITNO.263
amendment to an ame_ldment be limited conclusion of on Friday, and Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, I call up
to one-half hour, the Amc to be equally we have every that we will. my amendment No. 263, and I have
divided between and -ontrolled by the Mr. JAVITS. if we do not, t_aat, it modified it to conform to the Pastors
mover of the amendn 3nt in the second will be on the when we come .';ubs_itu_e. I send to the desk the modifi-
degree and the distir uished manager back. cations.
ofthebill(Mr.PELL). Mr. It will be. But, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Ordered further, th: no amendment frankly, the from Montana is _mendment, as modified, will be stated.
not germane be receivet not looking too far on this bill. The legislative clerk read as follows:

Provided further, th a _Senators in con- Mr. Mr. President, re- On pat e 22, lira; 4, strike "and".
trol of time on the bill may yield there- serving the right to object---and I qo not on page 22, line 5, before the period insert
from to any Senator on any amendment, anticipate like t;o fol- the following: "and the name and address
lllotion, or appeal, wit_ the exception of low up what the from New York cf, and office sought by, each candidate onwhose behalf such expenditure was made".
a motion to lay on the t _ble. has said. In the we do not reach on page ?6, line 23, strike "and".

Mr. DOMINICK. M r. President, re- the bill or do not it prior to the On page 26, line 24, before the semh_lon
_;crving the right to obj _ct, in connection recess, it is possible that durhig il:lsert "and the name and address of, and
with the limitation on germane amend- the recess will find, from some ornce sought by, each candidate on whose be-
ments, I should like t _get a ruling at of the education or other people half such expenditure was made".
this time, before I ag 'ee to that, that involved, which are not Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, I believe
_he Foreign Service ;cholarship pro- enumerated in here may be of ti,_at this amendment would improve the
_ram is germane, some significance, question, then, is re.porting procedures required of pollti-

Mr. BYRD of West V rginia. Mr. Presi- whether the of the majority c,_l committees. It would require those
dent, in response to tk ._able Senator, I leader and the whip wou'id be c:)mmittees to list, in addition to how
ask unanimous consen: that all amend- to modify unanimous consent they spend the money, in whose behalf--
ments which have bee enumerated be w9 have to additional amend- the ,candidate's namc_--the-money is
morder. .ments which be of more signifi- spent.

Mr. JAVITS. And am ldments to those canoe that just _ 1-hour time limi- Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I have
amendments, because ( therwise the rule ration would us to debate, studied this amendment. I believe it
of nongermaneness w_ uld apply to an Mr. Of course, if they would strengthen the disclosure section.
mnendment to his amendment. _vere germane. If it is agreeable to the Senator from

Mr. BYRD of Wes Virginia. I so Mr. JAVITS. is, if they related Nevada, I think we can accept this
modify the request, to the subject of education, amendment.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Pr_ sident, reserving Mr. Yes. Mr. CANNO N. Mr. President, will the
the right to object, I want to get one The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there S,matoryield?
thing clear. I thorough y agree with the objection? The hears none, and it Mr. SPONG. I yield.
objective, but I do wa: Lt to clarify one is so ordered. Mr. CzC_NNOK Do I correctly under-
_oint: Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I thank stand that this amendment would re-

We may not be able .o reach this bill the Senators. quire disclosure of specific expenditures
this week, or may not b able to finish it. The agreeraent that a committee, might report on behalf
What is our understand ng as to whether reads as follows: of eaclh candidate?
this unanimous-conser; agreement on Mr. SPONG. T_hat is correct.
the part of everybody-- t is fine with me, Ordered, That, the conslder_."_tionof the Higher (S. 659) debate M/'. CANNON. I see no objection to the
i say in advance, but [ think it should on any amendment (, an amench:aen_t amendment.
b s clear whether it will or will not carry by the Senator from (Mr. Do_- :Mir. PROUTY. Mr. President, I am in
over the recess. _c_.) which shall be to 3 hours, and favor of the amendment.

Mr. BYRD of West Vi ,ginia. Mr. Presi- 2 amendments by th Senator from Men.- Mr. PABTORE. I yield back the re-
dent, I would respond 1 y saying that in tana (Mr, M.EXCA*.P), shall be lln:dted m d_lder of my time.
my judgment, and I h p:e the majority to 2 hours each) he limited to 1 hour, '.%_[r.SPONG. I yield lc,ack the remain-
)cadet will say somethin_ on this, we will to be equally divided controlled by the
reach the bill and ou_ at to be able to mover of any such and the dec of my _ime.Senator [and (Mr. PELL). The P_ESIDINO OFFICEI:t. The
c:,mo]ete it before the re;ess. Ordered further, on the question of question is on agreeing to the amend-

Mr. JAVITS. And eve: if we do not, is the final passage of the bill, debate .,_hal]. ment, as modified.
it the intention to car_ it over the re- be limited to 6 hours be equally divJided. '_he amendment, as modified, was
C'-:sS? and controlled, by the Senator agt'eed to.

Mr. BYRD of West rirginia. Yes, I from Rhode Island pEt.L) and the Sen- Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I call
would hope so. ator from New York Jt,wTs). Provided, Up my amendment and ask that it be

Mr. JAVITS. As a r_sult of some of That the said or either of them,may, from the time unc control on the stated.
my discus._ions with sore _.of the minority passage of the said allot additional time The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
m_mbers who fee! Stron_;ly on the pover- to any Senator the consideration of amendment will be stated.
ty bill, I thought We ha, ! better take the any amendment, a, or appeal, except a _.]?heassistant legislative clerk read as
precaution on this one _bat this unani- motion totable, f01[ows:
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On page 21, line 10, after the word "con- message from the House on' H.R. 9798, il;nated the nationa historic landmark
tribution," insert the following: "ln excess an act to author:iz_ the Secretary of th,e taat it is.
of $10."

On page 21, line 24. strike the word "any" Interior to establi, a the Lincoln Home The Lincoln home located on the cc r'-
and insert inlieu thereof "a". National Historic S!te in the State of Il- r er of Jackson an( Eighth Streets in

on line 24. after the word "contribution" linois, and for othe] purpo._es, which was Springfield, was the only place Lincoln
insert the following: "in excess of $10." read twice by title, called home for the 17 years preceding

Mr. B:[}BLE. I as] unanlmous consent his Presidency.
The PRESIDING OFFICEi_. Who that the Senate pr( mod t¢ the consider- Currently maintai: _ed by the State of

yieldstime? ation of the bill. Illinois in its original condition, it is one
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, the Sen- The PRESIDIN( OFFICER. Is there of the 10 most popt/ar historic sites in

ator talked to me about this amendment, objection to the amedi_Lte considera- the country. The 'leighborhood sur-
I understand that he has talked to the tion of the bill? , rounding the home 1__s been increasing-
author of the disclosure part of the bill. There being no objection, the Senate ly subject to the deterioration of eom-
The amendment seems to me to be rea- proceeded to consid er the bill. mercial urbanization. The Lincoln Home
sonable. Mr. BIBLE. Mr. ]_resident, this is the National Historic Sit_ bill, on which we

Mr. HOLLINGS. This amendment ap- so-called Lincoln b(,yhood bill, to es_ab- will vote today, estab] shes a four-square
plies to the small contribution of $1 or lish the Lincoln Ho:ne Nahiona] Historic block area surroundi lg the house to be
$2, so that it will not be necessary to site, ir. Springfie:(d, ]11. administered by the I ational Park Sero-
employ a large staff and keep all these Vie have extende 1 discussion and e_:- ice and restored to it, original condit:ion
records. Having a large staff would really tended hearings on the S_nate side. The at the time Lincoln lb ed there.
discourage the small contributor. This Senate committee reported it. favorably At the Lincoln Home a small_o_T_

amendment applies to small contribu- and unanimously t, the ,Senate. It was lawyer and political novice became a
tions. Tremendous recordkeeping would before the Senate _[nd it was approve_[, statesman of world r4_nown. I trust that
be necessary unless we provided that in This lis the House counterpart of the _;he Senate wiU insure the preservation of
the case of contributions of $10 or less bill. _his important part of our national life.
all these records would not be required. I yiehi to the Sen _tor fi:om Illinois. The PRESIDING ()FFICER. The bill

Mr. PASTORE. I find the amendment Mr. PERCY. Mr. 'resident, passage ,)tl :s open to amendme_tt. If there be nosatisfactory.
Mr. CANNON. Would this amendment H.R. 9798 today will be a great tribute _;c, _mendment to be pro )osed, the question

eliminate the detailed accounting and Congressnmn Pt,_: 'nvDLli_r. It is he who [s on the third readilLg of the bilI.has been the moviJ g force behind thi.,; The bill (H.R. 9798' was ordered to be
recordkeeping for contributions under legislation to make Abraham Lincoln'.,; read a third time, wa_; read a third time,
$107 home in Springfielc IlL, a national his-. and passed.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Under $10. torq_'c,;ite. This bill ill rr_ke possible the Mr. PERCY. Mr. P:,esident, I mow. · toMir. CANNON. I have no objection.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President,. I yield purchase of a foUr-block area around reconsider the vote b_ which the bill 'wasthe L!mcoln home a_d re,,_toration of the passed.

back the remainder of my time. site ss it appeared when Lincoln lived Mr. BIBLE. Mr. Pt ;sident, I move to
Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield back the re- there before becomi _g President in 1861. lay that motion on th, table.

mainder of my time. I cc,amend Repre., entative FmDnrMf0:r The motion to lay on the table wasThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-
tion. is on agreeing to the amendment of his leadership in this bill and feel it is agreed to.
the Senator from South Carolina. only proper that tl _e President should

The amendment was agreed to. sign the Mouse of '.{epresentatives w:r.- QUORUI_ CALLsion of this leg:kslati _n sc, that it will be
Mr. MANSFIELD. ]Ir.President,ih'st,

,,, clear that thisorJ inatE_lwith Repre- I suggestthe absenceof a quorum.
sentative FINDXEY I thc House. I haveORDER OF BUSINESS been happy to co_ )erat_ with him on The PRESIDING OFFICER ([Mr.

- ROTS). The clerk wi 1 call the roll.Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I this side of the Cs _itol, and I wish to The second assista _t legislative cl,.rk
suggest the absence of a quorum, the express appreciatior to my colleagues fia
quoxann to be stopped at 4 p.m. At that the Senate who so enthusiastically proceeded to call the 'oil
time, the distinguished Senator from backed a companior bill I introduced in Mr. MANSFIELD. I fr. President, I ask
North Carolina, under a previous agree- the Senate. Our aciions here today will unanimot_ consent I oat the order for
merit, will be recognized for the consid- resuR in final con ress!onal action on the quourm call be re cinded.
oration of the conference report on this biU. The PRESIDING C FFICER. Without
State, Justice, Commerce, and the Mr. STEVENSO_ Mr. President, this objection, it is so ord,,red.
Judiciary. afternoonthe Sena hs.sa rare oppof

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, would tunity to honor o:_e o_ the country's MESSAGE FROM _IHE PRESIDENT
the distinguished majority leader advise great, est Presidents, as well as the State
whether it is the intention to return to and the city _'hich he called home. A message in writi: xg from the Pres-
the consideration of S. 382 or whether it A little over a ce_tur:t ago the eoun- ident of the United S;ates, submitting a
will go over until tomorrow? try faced the first real challenge to i_s nomination, was con_munlcated to the

Mr. MANSFIELD. It is up to the dis- national existence. It was saved by a Senate by Mr. Leonar_ 1, one of his se¢;re-
anguished Senator from Nevada and the unique American t ho came from the taries.
distinguished Senator from Rhode Is- prairies of mid-Am _rica--from Illinois. '"'--'----_
land. Whatever their wishes are, the Abraham Lincoln h _d f_ith in the good E._CECUTIVE MESS, kGE REFERIq;F,D
leadership will be glad to accede to them. sense and decency o men and believed :in

Mr. CANNON. I ask the Senator from the possibilities for reazon and progress As in executive sos:don, the Presiding
Rhode Island whether consideration of in the world. Off, ocr (Mr. TUNN_-YI laid before the
S, 382 will go over until tomorrow, after When he left Spt ngfield, Ill., on Feb- Senate a message fro_ u the Presiden_ of
the matter to which the majority leader rusty 1, 1861, he co_ ld not have foreseen the United States su] miffing the nom-
has referred is laid before the Senate. the enormity of the task that lay ahead, ination of Robert A. 1_orse, of New York,

Mr. PASTORE. Yes. What time will We will never be ure what events or to be U.S. attorney f( _ the Eastern Dis-
the Scnatemeet tomorrow? good fortune consr [red to give us this trier of New York, u aich was referred

Mr. MANSFIELD. 10 a.m. man in that mom nt of need. We do to the Committee on he Judiciary.
know that a homes_ an, self-taught man
unequipped by' cony ntional standards to

HO-[EI_ NATIONAL assume the Presid_nc_,emerged from DFPA_ZTMENTS OF _TATE, JUS:_:[CE,LINCOLN AND COMMERCE, rile JUDICIARY,

HISTORIC SITE Sprmgfield in 1861 _o reumte a comltry AND RELATED A( _ENCIES APPRO-almost destroyed b5 op_n rebellion.
Mr. BIBLE. Mr. ¥resident, I ask the It is only appro_ riate that the place PRIATIONS, 19' _---CONFERENCE

Chair to lay befor_ the Senate ames- where '.Lincoln un :no',vingly prepared :_EPORT
sage from the Hous_ on H.R. 9798. himself to meet t]e challenges of his The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

The Chair laid liefore the Senate a fat_ful Presidency [ preserved and des- Re,Tn0. The hour of p.m. having ar-
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New bt dget ew budget
(obligati,nal) EludgetestimaJes (0. digational)

authority, iscal of new (obliga- authority
year 1971 l:;ioeal)authority, recommendedin

Item (enacted to. late) fiscal year 1S72 Housebill Senate bill lference action

(Il (2) (,1) (4) (5) (6)

Eqt d Employment Opportunity gem# ission
Salariesand expenses................................................................. $16,185 000 $22,620,04_0 $2._,000,000 $27,620,000 $23,000,000

FederalMaritime CommissionI
Salaries and expenses................................................................. 4, 658 000 5, 412,000 i, 300,000 5, 300,000 5, 300,000

reign Claims Settlement Commis ion
Salariesand expenses...... 7101000 788,0[0 750,000 750,000 750,000
Paymentof Vietnam and U.S _P-u'el_lo'pri'soner'ofwar el'aims: :-_:::.'__::_:;:.':;-'.':-;.'-[:: 265 000 100,O(iO lO0, O00 lO0, 000 I00, 000

Total, ForeignClaimsc _tttementCommission....................................... ' _)75000 888,000 850,000 650,000 850,000

Nationa Commission on Fire Prevention _ id Control

Salariesand expenses................................................................. 5I 000 ,770, O[0 .................. 400,000 300,000

National C remission on Reform of Federal 'iminal Laws

Salaries and expenses ................................................................. I0( 000 .........................................................................

Natiol fi Tourism ResourcesReviewCot mission
Salariesand expenses....................................................... '........... 5[ 0O0 a700,000 ................... 300,O00 300,000

Small BusinessAdministration
Salaries and expenses:

Appropriation ............................................................ . ........ 20,0H 000 23,800, 00]} !,300, 000 23, 000, 000 22,650, 000
Traosler from revolving fl rids.......................... 1............................ (59,85.c, 000) (6(I,200,00:)) .,200,000) (60, 200,600) (60, 200, 000)

Payme,ltof participation sales insufficiencies................ _............................ 1,34£,000 _,487,O0q ,437,000 1,4_17,000 1, 487,000
Businessloan and investment :und...................................................... 264,OOt,000 300,000,00) ,,000,000 275,000 000 275,000,000
Disaster loan fund ..................................................................... 365, 00C 000 100,.000, 000 ,000, 000 100, I 00,000 100, 000, 000

Total, Small 8uainess A :lministration............................................. 650,35;, 000 425,287,00Ii 31 '.,787,000 399,,187,000 399,137, 000

Speci Representativefor Trade Nego aUoes
SHades and expenses ................................................................ 63_ 000 968, 005 800, 000 _:00,000 800, 000

;ubversive Activities Control Boa
Salaries ned expenses ................................................................ 401 400 467, 00(_ 450, 000 _,50,000 450,000

Tariff Commission
Salariesand expenses.................................................................. 4, 49i 000 5, 526,O0C 036,000 5, 336,000 5,186,000

U.S. Information Agency

Salariesand expenses....... 172,07 000 180,075,00{ 11 _000,000 179,000,000 179,000,000
Salariosand expenses(special i_refgr_cuT_en_:y¥._a;`n)._-_--.-_:_Z_Zz::_Z_Z 13,00 ,000 [3,000,00[, , u000,060 13,000,000 13,000, ODO
Specialinternational exhibitio ......................................................... a3, 57 ,000 3,549, 000 ;,400,000 3,400,000 3,400, 000
Specialinternational exhibitio s (special foreign currency progn n) .......................... 33 000 306,OOC 306,000 306,000 306,000
Acquisition and construction radio facilities .............................................. 60, 000 1,,200,000 ,100,000 l, 100,00Q i, 100,000

Total, U,S.Informatiof _geocy..................................................... 189,58 000 198,130,000 If ;,806,000 196,806,000 196,806,000

Total, rifle V, related ag ;ncies............................ _. ...................... 901,61 400 682,699,000 6_ 126,000 653,546, 000 648,226,000

Total, titles I, II, [11,IV and V, new budget (obligational: authority--appropriations ..... 3, 823,35; 300 r 4, 216,802, 000 _1_., 183,000 4, 098, 083,000 ,067,116, 000
Memoranda:

Appropriations to Ii uidate contract authorizations_.. (274, 45: 000) (240, 544,000 ....... (240,544,000) (240, 544,000)
Totalappropriati, ns, incudingappropriationsto u}clatecontract'aut'llorizations¥. (4,097,801 300) (4,457,346,000) (3, 6_ :183:00()) (4,338,627,000) ,307,660,000)

] Includes budgetamendme_l;, in the amount of $735,000(S. [loc. 92-26) notconsidered by the 4Fundslprovided in separateappr:Jpriations ather than proposedconsolidation.ltouse, m 5Budgeltamendmenl(S Ooc.92-;!7) not coJ;idered bythe House.

2 Includesbudget amendme_i, in the amount of $9,600,000("1ooc. 92-133), not considernd by 6Budge[[amendmee:(S. Doc.92Q7) not 0o sidered by tbe House,the House. / r Includes budget anleedrnentsin the arnoc t of $11,806,000not consideredby m House.

3 Reflectscomparativetransh rs due to reorganization. I /I I IIIII_

ORDER FOR AEC ESS UNTIL 9 A.M. Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I tha_tk On page. 35, line 3, afte:r "addresses" insert
TOM( ;RROW the Chair. ti_e following: "(occupations and the prln-

Mr. BYRD of Vest Virginia. Mr. Mr. President, I ask unanimous Con- cJpal places of business, if any)".On page 35, line 16, aft;er "address" insert

President, I ask un_ _imous consent that sent that amendment No. 282, offered tt_e following: "(occupation and the prln-
when the Senate c( mpletes its business by the senior Senator from Maryland cipal place of bu_ittess, ti e;ny)".

(Mr. MATHIAS), be called up at this time, On page 35, line 22, aft;er "address" insert
today, it stand in 1 ._cess until 9 o'clock that it be stated by the clerk, and tt_t tll e following: "(occupation and the prin-tomorrow morning.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without the Senate proceed to its immediate ctpal place of business, if any) ".
objection, it is so o dered, consideration, but that time on thatamendment not begin to run until tomoz'- _qae PRESIDING OFFICER. The un-

row morning, d,;rstanding of the Chair is that the Sen-
The PRESIDING. OFFICe. The ator from West Virginia asks that the

]_'EDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN amendment will be staled, amendment be-----
ACT OF 1971 The assistant legislative clerk read as Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Made the

The Senate continued with the con- follows: pending business, but that the time on itnot begin to run until tomorrow morn-
s[deration of the bill (S. 382) to promote on page 29, ltne 11, after "address" insert
fair practices in the conduct of election the fpllowing: "(occupation and the prln- lng.
campaigns for Federal political offices, cipal place of business, if any)'". The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

On page 29, line 20, after "address" i:usert objection? The (;hair hears none, and it
and for other purposes, the followXng: "(occupatlolx and the '.prln_- is so ordered.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. ctpal place of business, if any) ". Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-.
President, what is the pending business? on page 30, line 1, after "address;' lnsert iderlt, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The the following: "(occupation and the prin- The PRESIDING OF]_CER. The clerkeipal place of business, if any) ".
Pending business is S. 382. The pending on page 34, line 9, after "address" insert wJll call the roll.
question is the amendment offered by the the following: "(occupation and the l:,rtn.- The second assistant legislative clerk
Senator from Rhode Island. clpal place of business, if any)", proceeded to call the roU.
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Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- tionalJ_t China it_; seat, both m The PRESIDIN(_ OFFICER. Without
ident, I ask unanimous consent that the the General an, i in the Secu-. objection, it is so c[rdered.
order for the quorum call be rescinded, rity Council. !

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HART). Without objection, it is so or- THE PROGRAM
tiered. SEBSION

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
- Mr. BYRD of :inia. Mr. Presi-. :ident, the program for tomorrow is as

dent, I ask c¢nsent that the follows:
U.N. MEMBERE HIP FOR CHINA Senate go into to co]_.- The Senate will convene at 9 a.m. :fro-

Mr. BYRD of We ;t Virginia. Mr. Pres- sider a nomination on the executive mediately after the recognition of the
ident, U.S. overture; toward the People's calendar, under of Justice. _wo leaders under the standing order--
Republic of China _xperienced a major The OFFICER. (lq:r_ and with no period for routine morning
escalation yesterda:', when Secretary of PImRr). The ca the executive busine,;s---the Senate will proceed to the
State William P. t;ogers made the in- calendar, under Pep of Justice, consideration of amendment No. 282 to
evitable announcer ient that American will be_,;tated. S. 382, the sO-called Federal elections
opposition to Unit_a Nations member- campaign bill. The time on that amend-
ship for mainland China would cease ment, which has been authored by the
after 21 years. DI_'_PARTI_[ENT OF JUSTICE Senator from Maryland (Mr. MATHZAS),

There have been: number of develop- The as_,;istant ,tiv_ clerk read the will be limited to 30 minutes, to be
ments over the past few years that made nomination of Luke Norman, of equally divided between the mover of the
yesterday's announc _ment somewhat less the D)strict of to be an amendment and the manager of the bill,
surprising. Since ,ctober of 1970, at Assis*_ant the Senator from Rhode Island (Mr.
least six cotmtrie_ Canada, Equatorial The PRESIDING WithoUt PAS:CORE).
Guinea, Italy, Ethic ,ia, Chile, and Nige- objection, the is considered It is assumed that a yea-and-nay vote
Eta---have establish d diplomatic rela- and confirmed, will occur thereon, although the yeas
tions with the goven merit in Peking. For and nays have not yet been ordered.
its part, the People'; Republic of China It is anticipated that the Senate will
seems to have fully emerged from the work hard to complete action on toraor-
isolation of its "cult_lral revolution," re- SESSION row on the Federal elections campa:[gn
dispatching ambass_ [ors to at least 28 Mr. BYRD o! West _ Mr. Presi- bill, if at all possible. If action has not
nations, dent, I move that the resume the been completed by 5 p.m., and if, at that

But the most sign aeant development consideration of business, time, it appears that another day will be
was obviously the Iovember 20, 1970, The motion was to, and ti:re needed for the disposition of that bill,
vote in the United ! ations General As- Senate rcmumed thc eration of leg- it is likely that the Senate will then pro-
sembly. For the first time, a majority of islative business, ceed to the consideration of the so-called
the nations voting e_ support for higher education bill--_S. 659_which
U.N. membership China_ was reported from the committee tc_ay.

A time agreement has been entered51 in favor, 49 and 25 absten- ORDE[Ft FOR TO 9
tions. The ip drive failed, of AJ_. ON NE_XT AFTER thereon, and it is anticipated that the
course, since, at the quest of the United _fEi)NESDA_t Senate will likely work into the evening
States, the vote was "important ques- on that bill.
tion" and a majority was Mr. B_[rRD of West Mr. Pr_,_- There should be several rollcall votes
needed, idenl;, I ask _manim0a_ consent tkLat, tomorrow, and the first such vote could

Given the realities the world today, when the Senate comi letes its business occur as early as 9:30 a.m. if the yea.,; and
no one the new U.S. post- tomorrow, it stand in a _journment until nays should be ordered on the Mathias
tion; and the new apparently has 9 a.ra. on Thtn'sday ne:t, August 5, 19_1. amendment No. 282.
been well enough to win the The PRESIDING O] _PICER. Without
approval of the majc of citizens, objection, it is so order,;d. RECESS Fo 9 A.M.

However, we must _ let ourselves get .....
carried away by euphoria of the ]_fr. BYRD of Wes _Virginia. Mr. Presi-
situation. ORDER FOR RECOGI [TION OF SI_- dent, if there be nc further business to

Announcing the 'o-China policy is AT@R GRAVEL ON _RIDAY NEXT come before the SeE ate, I move that the
Senate stand in rece; s in accordance with

one thing--making ii work is quite an- Mr. BYRD ¢,f West 1) rginia. Mr. Pres- the previous order u ttil 9 a.m. tomorrow.
other. It can only with the co- talent, I ask tmanimous consent that, on The motion was _,greed to; and (at 7
operation of both People's Republic Friday, ,August 6, 1971, immediately fol- o'clock and 12 minu;es p.m.) the Senate
of China and China. And lowing the recognition ( f the two leaders recessed until tomor_ ow, Wednesday, Au-
neither of these has said it will under the standing o 'der the distin-
sit with the other, guished Senator frm Alaska (Mr. gust 4, 1971, at 9 a.m

:Mr. President, I ,orted efforts GRAVEL) to be recogniz_ d for not to ex- ,
to bridge the gap be- ceed 15minutes. NOMINkTION
tween our own and the People's T.he PRESI:DING OY PICER. Without
Republic of China. December 1965 objection, it i.,; so order, cl. Executive nomina ion received by the
lifting of the travel for doctors and Senate August3,1971.:
medical scientists; July 21, 1969, au- -- - DEPARTMENTOF JUSTICE
tomatic validation of passports for
travel to mainland hina; the "Ping QUORUi_I (_I.J, _.2obert A. Morse, of New York, to Ice U.S.attorney for the easter_ district of New York
Pong Diplomacy" t; and the Presi- Mr. BYRD of West V 'ginia. Mr. Pres- for the term of 4 y, _rs, vice Edws_d 1_.
dent's decision to the People's Re- ident, I sugge_,;t the abse _ce of a quorum, Neaher.
public of China--all these have con- and I assume that thi,,; w£ll be the last
tributed to bridging quorum call of the day.

But our efforts have little in re- T_e PRESIDING OF..; ICER. The clerk CONFIR] IATION
'turn from Communist, and, ff this will call the roll Executive nominati 3n confirmed by the
latest move trusted and ira- _Tte second assistant; legislative clerk Senate August 3, 197_:
portant ist China--then proceeded to (:all the rot] DEPARTMENT)r JUSTICE
the results will be i_[r. BYRD of West Vi: gloria. Mr. Pres- David Luke Norman o.f the District of

I support rship for the Peo- ident, I ask unanimous, onsent thai; the Columbia, to be au Ass stant Attorney Gert-
pie's Republic of Chin but only if Na- order for the quorum ,:_11be rescinded, eral.
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H.R. 7z89, to authorize appropriations to carry out of members of the D.C. ]Fire Department and police tlc-
the Standard Reference Data Act. pa::tment (S. Pept 92--35o);

Testimony was heard from National Bureau of Stand- ].=I.R.8794, to provide :health care for certain disabled
ards Director Branscomb. A statement for t}herecord former members of l_c D.C. Fire Department and
was submitted by Representative McKevitt. po[ice department,, (S. Rept. 92-350;

].:-I.R.2592, to regulate employment of minors in the
GENERAL REVENUE SHARING District of Columbia, with an amendment (S. Rel?t.
Committee ,on Ways and Means: Met in executive scs- 92--35::); and
sion for continued consideration of gerlera}L revenue H.R. 8589, proposed D.C. Healing Arts Practice Act
sharing legislation. No announcements were made and arrendments, with amendments (S. Rept. 92-353).
the committee adjourned until Wednesday, Septem- Page 29227

ber 8, when it will resume markup of the bill. Bills Referred: Sundry House-passed bills were re-
...... f_rred to appropriate committees. Pa.es.293_, 29aae

Joint CommitteeMeetings Co_st Guard Prc_:urement Authorizations: Senateinsisted on its amendments to H.R. 52o8, to authorize
funds :[orprocurenLent of vessels and other Coast Guard

NOMINATIONS facilities for fiscal year :r972, agreed to conference re-
]oint Committee on Atomic Energy: Senate Members qu,:sted by the House, and appointed as conferees Sena-
held hearings on the nominations of James R. tors Magnuson, Lo:ag, Hollings, Griffin, and Hatfield.

Sch!esinger, of Virginia, and William Offutt Doub, of .... P°.,_°29.a.2s .,

Maryland, both to be members of the Atomic Energy Federal Elect:kin Campaign Practices: Senate con-
Commission, where Senator Byrd of Virginia testified tinned to consider S. 382, to promote fair practices in l:he
in behalf of Mr. Schlesing er; Senators Mathias and Beall conduct of electior_ campaigns for Federal political of-
in behalf of Mr. Doub; and AEC Commissioner Wilfrid rices, taking action on proposed amendments thereto as
E. Johnson, in behalf of both nominees. The nominees follows:

were present to testify and answer questions. Adopted:.
The nominations were subsequently ordered reported (0 Modified Mathias amendments en bloc which

to theSenate. would (a) equalizepentalfiesasappliedto thenonbroad-
APPROPRIATIONS_LABOR-HEW cas::media and broadcast media (No. 267) , and (b) to

make the definition of' tJhe term "State" in title III of
Conferees met in executive session to resolve the differ- the bill conform to the definition of that word in title II

ences between the Senate- and House-passed w:rsions of of lhe bill (No. 28o);
H.R. xoo6I, making appropriations for the Departments (2) Modified Mathias amendments en bloc which
of Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare for fiscal wo.fid (a) require: reporting of contributions in the
year i972, but did not' reach final agreement: thereon am0untof $xoo or more (No. 284) , (b)assure that debts
and will meet again tomorrow, and obligations will be reported to the Federal Govern-

meat until they are satisfied (No. 286), (C) to require :in-
clusion in reports of th,: business and occupation of title
contributor (No. 2_2), (d) exempt bank loans from the

IFCdnesday, August 4, 1971 term "contribution" only if the loans are given in the
ordinary course of business (No. 276), and (,e) to assure

Senate rep>rting of expenditures made in behalf of a political
conunittee as well as by such a committee (No. 285;);

ChamberAction and(3) Modified Ma thins amendment limiting to $5o,000

Routine Proceedings, pages 29225-29289 amount which a candidal:e for President or Vice Presi-
dent may contribute to his own political compaign (prior

Bill,; Introduced: 22 bills were introduced, as follows: to adoption of t:his amendment, Senate, by 33 yeas to
S. 24io-243 I. P_a.,,29228 58 nays, reiected motion to table); and

Bills Reported: Reports were made as follows: lqejected:
H.R. 2596, to authorize members of the D.C Fire De:- ([) Modified M_thias amendment limiting to $5,000

partment and police departments in the District of the amount which :tn individual may contribute to any
Columbia to participate in the Metropolitan Police De:- one political candicate, and limiting to $5,000 amount
partment band (S. Rept. 92-394); which any individutl may contribute to a political com-

H.R. 2600, to equalize disability retirement payments mitt:ee for a political candidate;
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(2) Modified Hartke amendment No. 366, barring MILITARY PROC1JREMENT AUTHORIZATIONS
'TV broadcasting stations from selling broadcast time AND NOMINATIONS

in segments of less than t minute duration for use by Committee on Armed Services: Committee, in execu-
a legally qualified candidate for Federal elective office tive session, by a unanimous vote of x6 yeas, ordered
(rejected by adoption, by 74 yeas to x7 nays, with one favorably reported with amendments H.R. 8687, fiscal
voting present, of tabling motion); and i972 authorization:_ for military procurement. As ap-

(3) Modified Dominick amendment No. 3r5, barring proved by the comrnittee, the [)ill would authorize a
use of dues, assessments, or other moneys collected by total of $212billion, a decrease of $xoo million over the
organizations for the purpose of benefiting a candidate House-passed :figure of; Set a billion.
for Federal office or political committees (rejected by Committee also approved x,46x routine nominations
adoption, by 56 yeas to 38 nays, of tabling motion), in the Air Force.

The Chair sustained a point of order against Fannin
amendment No. 325, providing tax incentives for contri- NOMINATION
bution for candidate for Federal office, as being not get- Committee' o:_l Commerce: Committee held hearings
mane to the subject of the bill. on the nomination of John W. Ingram, of Illinois, to be

Pending at recess was Pastore substitute amendment Administrator of the ]Federal Railroad Administration,
No. 308,as amended, where the nominee was present to testify and answer

Senate will resume consideration of this bill tomorrow, questions in his own behalf.
Pages 29226, 29289-29337 Hearing:s; were recessed subiect to call.

Education Amendments: Senate began consideration OCEAN DUMPING AND COASTAL ZONE
of S.659, omnibus education amendments of x97x, adopt- MANAGEMENT
lng Humphrey amendment No. 337, providing Federal
grants to State and local governments for internship pro- Committee on C6,mmerce: Subcommittee on Oceans
grams to promote political leadership. Senate will re- and Atmosphere, in executive session, approved for full
sume consideration of this bill probably late in the after- committee consideration with amendments S. 582,
noon on Thursday, August 5- Pages29338-29361 authorizing assistance to States in developing coastal

zone management programs.
Military Construction Authorizations: Senate laid Subcommittee also approved :for full committee con-
down for further consideration (at approximately 9:3° si&ration with amendments HoR. 97:'.7,to ban the un-
a.m.) on Thursday, August 5, H.R. 9844, authorizing regulated dumping of materials into the oceans, estu-
funds for military construction for fiscal year z972. aries, and Great Lakes, pending receipt of this bill from

Page 29361 the House:.

Confirmations: Senate confirmed the nominations of TOXIC SUBSTA_ICES CONTROL

Johnnie M. Walters, of South Carolina, to be Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue; Committee on C6,mmerce: Subcommittee on the: En-

Peter C. Benedict, of Virginia, to be a member of the vironment contimsed hearings on S. x478, to restrict
National Mediation Board; the distribution art use of chemicals found to be toxic

John Dickson Baldeschwieler, of California, to be Del>. and hazardous products. Witnesses heard were Robert
uty Director of the Office of Science and Technology; Fri, Deputy Administrator, Environmental Protection
and Agency;F'rof.RobertRiseborough,Instituteof Marine

Two Air Force nominations in the rank of generali Resources, University of California al: Berkeley; and a
one Navy in the rank of admiral; i8 Marine Corps in the panel of witnesse_ representing environmental groups,
rank of general; and sundry Other nominations in the as follows:: Harrison Welford, Centex' for the StUdy of

Responsive Law; Linda Billings, Sierra Club; Samuel
Army, Navy, and Marine Corps. Page29362 Love, Environm¢:ntal Action; James Rathelsburger,
Record Votes: Three record votes were taken today. Friends of th,::Earh; :md Joel Pickelner, National Wild-

Pages 29299, 29323, 2933,$ life Federation.

Recess: Senate met at 9 a.m. and recessed at 7;07 p.m. Hearings contir ue tomorrow.
Pages 29339, 29359, 293611 VETERANS' UNEMPLO_VIENT

Committee Meetings Committee on the District of Columbia: Committee re-
sumed hearings concerning veterans' unemployment in

COMMITTEEBUSINESS the District of Columbia, receiving testimony from

Committee on _Igriculture and Forestry: Committee David O. Vqilliaras, coordinator of veterans activities,
met in executive session to discuss committee business, Manpower Admi:aistration, Ulysses G. Garland, Office
but made no announcements, of Employment Service, D.C. Manpower Administra-
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for the Congress to react as to what it tenticn of the ,Senator fro m Maryland, means. He means after we have had it
has done. I tlfink it is al Doproper for the I would hope that he would temporarily tested and tried thoroughly.
administration to point ut what has not withdraw this particular _mendment and Mr. MATHIAS. Yes. After all, the law
been done. I do not th nk it was done call up the important amendmer_t. I of t:he Medes and Persians are not in-
from a posture of hcsti] ty, because it is think we ought to get right at the gut volved here. We are dealing with the
necessary that the exem tire and legisla- of this situation, and let us see if we can fabric of the law that Will change as the
tive bodies work togethE _. We should do resolve the whole problem today, customs and times change.
as much as we can this y ar, because next We have this amendment and the Fan.- Mr. President, I ask unanimous eon-
year will be, to a degree blighted by the nih m_endmeDt, wi_ieh h_s to do with a sent at this point that I may withdraw
pollution of politics, a: Ld the smog of checkoff. And apart from those, I do not the pending amendment, No. 282.
ambition will descend t _on our legisla- know of any other amen_knents that we Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I will
tive bodies. It will be clifficult to see, could not sit down a_ reasonable men ask for a quorum cali and we will try
through the mist, the haze, and the and work out. to reach Senators on the telephone, to
smoke, the difference etween what is I say very frankly Shat if I cannot ac.. see if they can come to the floor.
substance and what is olitical. So that cept _tn amendment, I c_xmot do so. If Mr. President, I suggest the absence
1971 is a cleaner year, year when one I can accept the amendment, I will ac-. of a quormn and ask m_animous consent
will be able to see fart er into the dis- cept it. However, if I cannot do so, I will that the time not be charged to either
tahoe and see more clear [y the objectives move to lay the amendme:_t on the table, time.
than perhaps we will be able to do next It does not make any difference whether The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
year. As we get into the last 3 or 4 the sponsor is a Republican or a Demo-. pore. The Senator from Maryland is ad-
months before election, I have periodi- crat. Wehaveto solve theproblem, vised that he has a right without
cally warned the Ameri :an people that Mr. President, I am _lking now on anarfimous consent to withdraw Iris
Congress will not make ;oo much sense, the time on the bill. amendment.
I do not want to say w lat I think the Mr. COTTON'. Mr. President, I have Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I so do.
candidates will do. been in attendance at cor.ference onthe The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-

Mr. President, I yiel back the re- HEW appropriation bill, Therefore, I ipore. The amendment is withdrawn.
mainder of my time. could not be on the floor. Has the ques- Mr. M_ATHIAS.That is subject to the

tion concerning the interehangeability of i)ossible recall of the amendment.-- the "five and five" l_nitation been
FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT resolw;d? The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-

OF 1971 Mr. P'__TORE. Yes. It ha:; been ad- pore.. The Senator may recall the amend-
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- justed so 'that ii; is five and five, with a merit.

pore. The Chair now lays befpre the leeway of :20percent that _andidates can Will the Senator from Rhode Ishmd
Senate, S. 382, the so-called Federal elee- use in one way or another. I thought that advi,;e the Chair to whom the time is to
tion campaign bill, which the clerk will it was a fair compromise. That has been be charged?
report, our attitude he:ce. I do not agree with Mr. PASTORE.Neither side.

The legislative clerk read as follows: the attitude of those who ,';ay that we are The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
Calendar No. 223 (S. 382) a bill to promote not giving in enough or giving in too :_ore. Is there objection? The Chair hears

fair practices in the conduct of election cam- much. That is a lot of rhetoric. We want none, and it is so ordered.
paigns for Federal political offices, and for a bill for the country. The clerk will call the roD.
other purposes. Mr. COTTON. Mr. Pre_,ident, I thank The second assistant legislative clerk

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- the Senator and commerd him on the proceeded to call the roll.
pore. The pending 'question is amend- comproraise. Having been confined to the Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mx'. Pres-
merit No. 282 of the Senator from Mary- conference session, and not having had Jdent, I ask unanimous consent that 'the
land (Mr. M^'rmas). Who yields time? an opportmaity to look at the RECORD, I order for the quorum call be rescinded.

did not lmow of the resolution of this The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, if I may issue, pore. Without objection, it is so ordered.

have the attention of my distinguished Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. Pre:_ident, will thecolleague, the Senator from Maryland,
we have just had a very informal talk. Senator yield?
The Senator has a number of amend- Mr. PAC_TOI{E. Mr. President, I yield TRANSACTIOI_ OF ROUTINE
merits. Some of them go as to form. to the Senator from Marl'land time on MORNING BUSINESS
Some of them do go as to substance, the bill. Mr. BYRD of Wes Virginia. Mr. Pres-
I think they can be placed in the cate- Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I think ident, I ask unard nous consent that

that the Senator from Rh0de Island has lhere now be a peri )d for the transac-gory of what we consider to be the very
important amendments, raised an extremely important question, lion of routine mo: ning business with

Mr. President, for that reason I have I think the procedure which he has out- _,tatements therein 1 mited to 3 minutes,
suggested to the Senator from Mary- lined is a good one. Some amendments the period not to ex ced 30 minutes.
land that his staff sit down with our have been propo_,;ed that I ;;hink the corn- The ACTING PR gSIDENT pro tern-
staff and determine which ones I could mittee would be, willing to accept and pore. Is there objecti m? The Chair hears
accept and which ones I would have to that the Senate would be willing to no objection, and it is so ordered,
contest.Andwe wouldtakea voteon it, accept.
whatever the result may be. We would I am pexffectly willing, 'ffter a careful
thus have an expression of the will of staff review, to submit tho:;e en bloc, and Ivl_]S,$AGE FROi_ THE HOUSE---
the Senate. we can dispose of them very expedi- ENROLLED ]_ JILLs SIGNED

They do have at the desk a very ira- tiously. A message from t_.m House of Repre-
portant amendment which has to do with I have as a cosponsor of the amend- sentatives, by Mr. Berry, one of its read-
the amount of money which any one merit to which the Senalor refers, the tag clerks, announced that the Speaker
individual can contribute. That is a very Senator from [Florida (Mr. CHILES). had affixed his signal ure to the following
controversi_ amendment. As a matter of When he reaches the floor, we can pro- enrolled bills:
fact, I think that many on the other ceed on that amendment. And others can H.R. 2591.An act to _nend section 8 of the
side of the aisle have very strong feel- probably be set aside fo_ another day eot approved March 4 1913 (37 Stat. 974), as
ings, aa some on our side of the aisle and will not have any ef[e_$t on the elco- emended, to staxxdardlne procedures for 'the
have very strong feelings, as to whether tion re:[orrfL testing of utility me_rs; to add a penalty
there should be a limitation on how Mr. PASTORE. I would hope that they _,rovision in order t( enable certificat:[on
much any one individual can give to a would be disposed of sometime this Lnder section 5(a)' of ;he Natural Gas PI,_-line Safety Act of 196: and to authorize ,_)-
candidate or how much of his own money aftern(_on, cperatlw_ action wit State and Federal
he can invest in his own campaign. Mr. MATHIAS. VCell, another year. r_gulatory bodies matters of Joint

Mr. President, if I may have the at- Mr. PASTORE. I see wh_t tim Senator t:_terest;
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H-R. 5638. An act to e _end the penalty for pore. Without object the nomin,_tlon R_ORTS OF _ _()lVIMI_

assault on a police om< r in the District of is confirmed. The following re_ )]'ts of committees
Oolumbia to assaults o_ firemen, to provide
¢.rimJnal penalties for 1 Lterfering with fire- were submfitted:By Mr. TUNNEY, fr( _ the Committee (m
men in the performa_lce of their duties, and U.S. CORPS the Distriot of Colum )ia, without amend-
for other purposes;

H.R. 6638. An act to a mend the act of Au- The legislative to re_l r_ent:
[,,ust 9, 1955, relating t/ school fare subsidy sur/dry nominations the U.S. Maril:Le I_[.R.2596. An ;act $, amend the Act of
for transportation of sc aoolehtldren within Corps. .luly 11, 1947, to auth ,rize members of the
the District of Columbl_ 1Vir. 1VIANSFIELD. President. [ _.,;k Dl.,;trict of Columbia _ce Department,. thelL.q. Park Police fore,, and the Executive

H.R. '/960. An act to uthorize appropria- unanimous consent the ilomilllt- tYotective Service,, to !s xticlpate in the Met-
tions for activities of _e National Science ti0ns be considered bloc. ropolitan Police Depal _nent Band, and for
Foundation, and for o mr purposes; The ACTING pro tern- c,ther purposes (Rept. I Io. 92-349);

H.R. 8432. An act to; athorize emergency pore. Without Lion, the nomina- It.R. 2600. An act to equalize the retire-
loan guarantees to m_ ar business enter- tions are considered and confirmed en _aent benefits for officers and members of
prises: and the Metropolitan Polic _ force and the Flre

H.R. 9388. An act to athorlze appropria- blOc. I)epartmen5 of the Dlst _lct of Columbia who
tions to the Atomic Er ._rgy Commlsslon in _re retired _or perma aent total disability
accordance with sectioz 261 of the Atomic NATIONAL BOA_t,D (_ept. No. 92-350); an
Energy Act of 1954, a amended, and for H.R. 8794. An _-t to _rovide for the pay-
other purposes. The legislative the nollli_qa- z_ent of the cos_ of n dlcal, surgical, hos-

The enrolled bills _ere subsequently tion of Peter C. of VirgilqLia, to pital, or related health _re services providedbe a member of the Mediation ¢_z_aln retired, disable officers, and mem-
l_gned by the Preside_ pro tempore. Board. bets of the Metropoltt_ Police force of the

'"' The AC'ITNG pro tern- ])i.,_trict of Columbia, t] Fire Department of
ORDER FOR ADJOI RNMENT FROM pore. Without the nomination the r_lstrict of Columbi the U.S. Park Policeforce, the Executive I_ ective Service, a_d

THURSDAY TO 9 A.M. FRIDAY is confirmed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. President, the the U.S. Secret :_ervic_ and for other pur-ls, scs (Rept. No. 92--3._.).

Mr. BYRD of West' 'irginia. Mr. Pres- next one will be No. 262. By Mr, 'I'UNNE'Y, frc n _he Committee on
[dent, I ask unanim )us consent that the District of Colum _la, with an amend-
when the Senate corn )letes its business _aent:
l_morrow it stand in djournment until OFFICE OF AND H_.2§92. An act _ amend the act eh-
9 a.m. on Friday next treed "An act to reg_ ate the employment

The ACTING PRE; ,IDENT pro tom- read the norain_a- of minors in the Dtstr ct of Columbia," ap-
proved May 29, 1928 ( _ept. No. 92-352).

pore. Without objecti( a, it is so ordered, tion of John Baldeschwieler, of ]ByMr. q_lgN_, ir( _ the Committee on
California, to be of the t;he Dlstrtgb of Oolumb _, with a,-nendments:

EXECUTIVE ;ESSION Office of Science and H_. 8589. An act _ amend the Healing
The ACTING pro teen- Arts Pract/ce Act, Dis/; Let of Columbia 1928,

Mr. MANSFIELD. _ . President, I ask pore. the nomination 1o revise the compost ion of the Commts.
_nanimous consent tl at the Senate go is confirmed. _;lon on Llcensure To Practice the He/fling
into executive session to consider nomi- Arts, and for other pu )oses (Rept. No. 92-
:nations on the Executi ,e Calendar begin- :_3).
_aing with New Repo_ _. NOMINATIONS ON _:_-l_l',

There being no obi _tion, the Senate SE( DESK E,_ECIYrIVE 'REPORTS
:proceeded to the cons_ [eration of execu- The legislative proceeded _ read OF COMI_. Iff'TEES
rive business, sundry nominations the Army, :in the As in executive se sion, 4he following

The ACTING PRE IDENT pro tern- Navy, and in the Corps, l:,lac_ed favorable reports of nominations were
pore. The nomination on the Executive on the ;.
,Calendar beginning 1th New Reports, The ACTING pro tern- l_ubmitted:Mr. STENNIS. Mr. I?resident, from the
will be stated, pore. Without the nomim_tions Committee on Arme I Services I report

are confirmed en ffavorably the nomin ;tions of three Air
DEPARTMENT OF ["HE TREASURY Mr. MANSFIELD. ! President, I askunanimous consent the Pre,qdent :_ational Guard offic_ _s for appointment:_s Reserve commissi ,ned officers in the

The legislative cle_ _ read the nomi- be notified of the of th_:_e 'U,S. Air Force in thl grade of brigadier
:nation of Johnnie M. Walters, of South nominations.
Carolina, to be Corem: _sioner of Internal The ACTING pro tern- _eneral. ]( ask unan: _nous consent _hat_h.ese names be plac_ t on the Executive
Revenue. pore. Without it is so ordered. _alendar.

The ACTING PRE _IDENT pro tem-
pore. Without objecti, n, the nomination The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
is confirmed. SESSION BENrSEN). Without _)bjection, it is so

Mr. l _k ordered,

U.S. AIR 'ORCE unanimous consent , the Senate pro- The nominations ( _'dered to be placedceed to the of leg_:;lati_ve vn the Executive Cak :_dar are as follows:The following officer for appointment as
The legislative clerl proceeded to read business. R_erve commissioned officers in the U_.

sundry nominations in _he U.S. Air There being no the _!;er_ate Air Force, to the grad_ indicated, under the
Force. resumed the consider ,t/on of legL.,;lat!Lve provisions of s_tlons _218, 8351, 8363, _nd

Mr. MANSFIELD. ! r. President, I ask business, a392, title 10, of the U_ I,ted States Code:
unanimous consent th: ,t the nominations ._o _ _ZOA_:_;_ar_E_
be considered en bloc. i EX]ECU- col. Wl_l_m A. B_ wne, 426-18-164_i,

The ACTING PRE IIDENT pro tern- TIVE ETC. Mississippi Air Nation_ Guard.
pore. Without objec on, the nomina- Col. William E. E1 wre, 520-07-1863I_t,The ACTING pro telm- Alaska Air National GU_rd.t_ons are considered md confirmed en

pore (Mr. GAMBRELL laid before the Col. Wendell O. _ _rett, 312-12-_999FG,

bloc. Senate the following letter, whic!a was Indiana A/r National qu_rd.
referred as indicated Mx. STENNIS. Mr.IPresident, in addl-

U.S. NJ VY REPORTOF SMALL AD_A_I_-'TRAT):Oi_'tion, I report favorably 1,458 appoint-
The legislative cler_read the nomina- A letter from the 2_dmin_trator, _xe[all merits in the Air Folce in the grade of

tion of Vice Adm. Tl_mas F. Counolly, suantBUsineSStoAdministratW_law,a report _ftransmittlng'thatAdm_nls_re,-pur'captain and below. J?nce these names
U.S. Navy, for appoin_nent to the grade tion, for the year 1970 (_vith an accoznpa_ay- have already appear[;d in the Co,aais-
of vice admiral when _tired. lng report); to the Con_ttee on B;_mklng, SI:ONALR_coa_ in or_[er to save the ex-

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- Housing end Urban A_ab. _mse of printing on'the Executive Cal-
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tied of up to 90 dayf without obtaining of the flags of ea .,h of ttxe 50 Slates _,t 1q:r. COOPER, f_r Mr. DOLE, submit-

a visitor's visa. s :_6! the base of the ¥ ashington Monument_.

. ted _mendments Intended to be ipro-
6 SENATEJOri r. RrsotwrmN V9 post. d tO the bill ( 2393), supra.

At the request of l_r. BROCK, the Sen- At the request e Mr. BARTKE, the Sen-
ator from Utah (Mr[ Moss) was added ator from Alaska {Mr. G_AVEL), the Sen-
as a cosponsor of S. 11966, a bill to estab- ator from Mirmes ata (l_._r. HuMPhrey.Y), FEDEFCAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
liSh a National Em_gency Wage-Price arrd the Senator from Conn_ticut (Mr. OF 1971_AMENDMENTS

RIBICOFF) were a,Stabilization Board 1a promote and en- tded a3 cosponsors of _ND_N_ NO. as:
courage price and v age decisions con- Senate Joint I_es_lutlon ?9, the equ_l
Slstent with the publ interest and con- rights amendment (Ordered to be printed and to lie onthe table.)
trol inflation. :_ENATEJOm_ RESOL_rZO:_:aS Mr. BELLMEN submitted an amend-

s. 2: At the '.request o: Mr. TOWrR, the Sen- ment :intended to be proposed by hi2n to
At the request of Mr. TOWER, the Sen- ator from Ter_aes ;es (l_.:r. B_XSR), th_' amenthnent No. 308, proposed to the bill

atOr from Utah (Mr. 13ENNET_), the Sen- Senal;or :t'rom Arl:ansas (Mr. MCCLEL- (S. 382) to promote fair practices In She
ator from Tennessee (Mr. BRocK), the LAN), and the Se: ator from Rhode Is- conduct of election campaigns for ].,'od-
Senators from Kent _cky (Mr. COOPER land (Mr. PAS_'OR:) wer_ added as co- eral political offices, and for other put-
and Mr. CooK), the SEhater from Kansas sponsors of Senate Joint Resolution 135, poses.
(Mr. DOLE), the Se _ator from South providing for N_tt_ nal Law Enforcement A_zN_Mz_rr _o. as_
Carolina (Mr. HELL] ¢GS), the Senator Officers Day,
from Hawaii (Mr. IN, UYE), the Senator (Ordered to be printed and to lie on
from Utah (Mr. Moss , the Senator from ...... the table.)
Illinois (Mr. PERCY), the Senator from ADD]:TIONAL C_ _SPOYSOiZS OF A Mx. CURTIS submitted an amendment
Alaska (Mr. S_EV_-NS) the Senator from CONCURREI_T RF_SOLUTION intended to be proposed by him to
Georgia (Mr. TALM2 _OE), the Senator s_N_rz COZC¢'_Ra_¢_RmOL_m_¢ a: amendment No. 308, proposed to the bill

(S. 382), supra.
from South Carolina (Mr. THURMONn), At the :request el Mr. tmOCK, the Sen-
the Senator from iq )rth Dakota (Mr. ator from New I lampslaire (Mr. Mc- _Mmc_,E_rr :_o. asa
YormG), the Senator from SouthDa- IN_Y_r), and the Senator from Penn- (Ordered to be printed and to lie on
kota (Mr. MCGOVERN), the Senator from sylv_aia (Mr. SCHV'EXKER)were added as the table.)
Tennessee (1Vir.BAKER, the Senator from cosponsors of Sen,',te Coacurrent Reso- Mr. HART submitted an amendment
Wyoming (Mr. HANSIN), and the Sen- lutlon 33 regarding the persecution of intended to be proposed by him to
ator from Maryland (1_Ir. I_ff.ATHIAS) were Jews and other mi norities in. Russia. amendment No. 308, proposed to the bill
added as cosponsors c f S. 2304, the vet- (S. ll8_0, supra.

erans ' allied health p:'ofessions training _O__I{STRI:assistance program. MILITARy ( _CT:fON AU- !"

s. _a_ q['I-IOP_[ZATIONS, t972_AMEND_EN'I' EDUCATIOlg AMEi IDMENTS OF 19:fl-
At the request of lXr. MAGNUSON, the A_'-_zq_ NC. aVE AMEI_ DMENT

Senator from New _ ;rsey, (Mr. W_L- (O_'dered to be l_rintec[ and to lie on .AMEND]M[]_' lqO. 384,LI&MS) Was added a a cosponsor to the t_b._.e.)
S. 2321, the Emergen :y Unemployment (Ordered to be rinted and to lie on
Compensation Act. Mr. GU1ZNEY s _bmttted an amend., the?_ble.)

ment _atended to ae proposed by him Mr. DOMINICK ;ubmitted an amend-s. _:v to the bill (H.R. 9_ t4) to authorize cer.-
ment intended to b_ proposed by ht_a to

At the request of Mr BAKER, the Sen a- tain construction :_t mititazy instalia.., the b_.l (S. 659) t_ amend the Highertot from Tennessee Mr. BROCK) was tioils, and for ethel purrose.,.
added as a cosponsor of S. 2278, a bill Ed',cation Act of :965, the Vocational

Educational Act of 1963, and related Acts,to provide accelerated :,ssistance for eco, _
heroic emergency area_ ECONOMIC DIsA_ TER .AREA RELIEP and for other purp_ses.

s. =aa: ACT OF 1971--AM]END]_IEN_ _mc_m:_ No. a85
(Ordered to be._rmted and to lie on

At the request Of Mr TOWER, the Sen- _t_-_n_r_TS %S. 3_0 _ _S_ the table.)
ator from Tennessee ',Mr. BAKER), the (Ordered to be printe_ and to lie on Mr. RIBICOFF s abmitted an amend-
Senator from Nebraska (Mr. CORem), the the treble.) merit intended to b_ reposed by him to
Senator from Alaska: (! _r. STEVENS), and _ap.the senator from No :th Dakota (Mr. Mr. _u_KLE_ r st bmitted two amend., the bill (S. 659), sup
YOUNG) Were added _s cosponsors of ment_; intended to b_ proposc_l by him to
S. 2332, a bill to pro_ [de free military the bill (S. 239_) h_ ame:ad the Naturs:t a_rNomr:_ NO. 3,3
postage for personnel ;erving in desig- Disaster l_elief Act ¢f 1970. (Ordered to be lctinted and to lie on
nated hardship or tsols _d duty stations _r:¢D_TS _ °S. as_ ann ass the table.)

s. :ssc (Ordered to be p 'inted and to 'lie on 1V_c'PELL'f°rhtmselfandMr'Garr:gtN'
At the request Of Mr. H_RT_Z, the Se n- the table.) submitted an amen_ hnent intended to be

ator from Indiana':(l_ .' BaYs) arid the Mr. BAKER sub nitted two amend-, proposed by them, 0intly, to the bill (S.
Senator from Illinois :Mr. S_EVENSON) ments intended to b _prol;,osed by him to 659), supra.
were adde_i as cosponsos of S. 2380, a bill the bill (S. 2393), su'. ,rs.
to amend the act of Y oyember 51 1966 a_s_nM, NTNO.389
(80 Stat. 1309) providfl tg for the estab- (Ordered to be p tnted and to lie on ANlq'OLrNCEMEN'I O1_ H_ARJNG ON
lishing of the Indiana Dunes Ns_tional the table.) DI'VERSIFICATI_)N OF DEFENSE
Lakeshore,'and _or 0th_rpurpos es. Mr. COOPEB',, f_ c hkaseli and Mr, CORPORATION_

s. :aaa BUCKLrY, submitted an amendment in-. Mr. CRANSTON _r. President, I wish
At the request of Mr. BROCK,the Sen- _nded ha be propo., _d by them, JointlY,, ha announce that tl _e Subcommittee on

ator from Tennessee (Mr. BAKES) Was. totheb:[ll (S. 2393), mpra. Pro_uctionandStaiilizationoftheCom-
added as a cosponsor oi S. 2394, a bill to _r_E_ _r _O. 39o mittee on Bankin g, Housing, and Urlaan
establish an improved 1:ternatlonal eco- (Ordered to be p :inted and to lie on Affairs will hold hq u'ings on August 10,
nbmic policy structure in the Federal thetable.) 1971, in Los Angeles on the problems
Government, and for et _er purposes. Mx. COOPER su _mitted an amend.: relating to the dlve_'sificathan of defense

SE_Xng Jomr _rs_ _o_ms _2 ment intended to b_ proposed by him to. corPorations into _ _onmilftary produc-
At _he request of Mr. __RX_FXN,the Sen- the bi].l (S._2393), su] rs. _ion. These hearing_; will begin at 9 _.m.

ator from Oregon (Mr HATFIELD) was _t_ENnMEN_r N( _. 391 ANn 392 0I! Au§_ast 10, 1971, tn room 10220 of the
added as a cosponsor )_ Senate Joint (Ordered to be p nted and to lie on. Federal Building lc_ated at 11000 Wll-
Resolution 62, tarovidin_ for the display the table.) shire _:_)ulevard, I_ i Angeles, Calif.
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spect to the major col tours of the budget duced in both tht House and the Sen- pore. Without obje :ti(m, the period for
and, hence, the shape f our priorities. The Commission hits de- the transaction of ,utine morning bust-
establishment of an )ffice of Goals and veloped the that we ness is closed.
Priorities with the mai date and capacity to agreed was to informed legls-
produce a variety of bt dgets from which to
choosewould end thI_ unhealthy depend- lation. By means, both bills
ence. would regulate existing credi't; rate lqIIESSAGE FRO] THE HOUSE---

Finally, Congress cur] ently Is compelled to structure--asking ,he Congress to em- ENROLLED ILLS SIGNED
operate without the so_lal data required to bark upon a of action that we A message from t he House of Repre-
choose rationally bet_ teen alternative re- specifically, and recently, rejected. _:entatives, by Mr. B re:y, one of its read-
source uses, to evalual _ program effective- I am reliably that the Corn- lng clerks, announc _d that the Speaker
ness, and to formulate _omprehensive public mission is well on its study of con-. had affixed his sign Lture to the follow-
policy. The Council of Social Advisors and sumer credit and it will meet :its ing enrolled bills:
the annual Social Rep 5rt of the President
authorized in Title I o the Act would help 1972 deadline. I also told that re- 1_.}_.2594. An act lz amend chapter 19 of
to fill this information vacuum, search by up to now ]:e- title 20 of the Dlstr] _t of Columbia Code

In other words, If Cot ;tess is serious about inforces the need: added study. What to provide for dlstrlbu ;ion of a mlno_'s share
employing Its constltul onal power over the has been learned to date is just how in a decedent's perscnai estate where the
purse to reorder the : ation's priorities, it much we do not about credit, l;haxe does not excee( .the value of $1,000;
could begin at no bette: place than with the For example, ._don't know what a I_ndI-LR.2[%94.An act to Incorporate the Para-
passage of the Full Oppc rtunlty and National law that limits price of credit would :lyzea Ve'berans of Am( _lca.Goals and Priorities Aci.

With the enactment )f the Pull Employ- do to the supply , Would sucha law make credit or less aw_,ilable The enrolled bill,, were subsequently
meat Act in 1946, A_lerica acknowledged

that Adam Smith's "Ir visible hand" could come?t°consumers of and marginal :in- :;)ore:_;igned(Mr.bYthe Acting: President pro tern-
not be relied on in a s)ciety as complex as GAMBRELL)I'ours to ensure the ecoaomlc welfare of its We do not know a limit on t;he
citizens, price of credit seats a real :_aving FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN

Passage of Goals and Priorities Act would for our ; or whether that con- ACT OF 1971
constitute an equally :.Istoric acknowledg- sumer would up paying less for
ment. For the "invislb _ hand" implicit in credit and more the merchandise The Senate continued with the con-
our fragmented and hs _hazardapproach to purchased, sideration of the bill (S. 382) to promotemany social problems s no more effective
than its economic cot 2terpart; and must We donor know ,ens to peo- fair practices in the conduct of election
similarly be replaced 'qth disciplined, in- ple whose are rejected. Do campaigns for Federal political o.ffices,
formed planning if the social well-being of they give up their to buy? Or, hay- arid for other purposes.
our citizens Is to be secured, lng been rejected by legitimate credit Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, a par-

. grantors, do they relief by turnJ[ng liamentary inquiry.
to per- The ACTING PRESIDENT pro +em-

CONSUMER CREDIT ate beyond the pore. The Senator will state it.
Various of our St_ have now enacted Mir. PASTORE. Mr. President, what is

Mr. TAFT. Mr. Pi esident, consumer laws regulating the credit.. What the :pending matter now?
credit continues to b on area of deep has happened in States? The laws The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
concern for all Amer 2ans viewing eco- differ widely. How do the results cc]m- pore. The amendment of the Senator
nomic planning for he future, pare? Again, we not know. from Maryland has been withdravaL

Those of us with )od memories will In short, there is nothing about The pending business is S. 382. The
recall that, in the nal hours of de- credit that we do for sure. 'W'e do pending question is on the Pastore sub-
bate on the "Trut] in Lending" bill not even know if which limits the stitute amendment, as amended.
Members of both t_ _ House and the price of credit be a spur to our a_ENDMENTSNOS..26_ AND280
Senate came to realize how little is really competitive system or whether :3uc]l a Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I call
known about the int icate workings of law would make Laos of the exist;lng my amendments Nos 267 and 280, and
the consumer credit s: stem in this coun- and viable comp relationships I ask unanimous consent that theress discovered attry. Indeed. the Cong among retailers, small loan corn- amendments be considered en bloc.
that time that, never :n our histo_J, has panies, and other grantors, The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
our Nation done the kind of basic re . My purpose in this statement pore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
search on consumer _redit that is es- is not to suggest the Congress close The amendments will be stated.
sential to wise and prudent legislation, the books on for all The amendments were read as follows:
It was this paucity of reliable informa- time. It may well be A_ZNr_ENT NO. 2S?
tion that prompted the Congress to lation will be requir It is my purpose,
agree on two princl[les at that time: however, to urge Congress tO act On page 3, line 16, strike "(e)" and In-,,, sert: "(f) '.
We agreed to limit 'ruth in Lending" from knowledge not from ignorance. On page 6, line 25, strike the closing quo-
to the matter of di ;closure; and we Having established National Corn- tationmarks.
agreed to establish, o:L a bipartisan ba-
sis, the National Co_ Lmission on Con- mission on Finance, having On page 6, after line 25, insert the follow-spent the ta_ dollars to make sure lng:
sumer Finance, whose duties---as defined
by the act--are to "s udy and appraise we are acting in interest, ii; seems "(e) one who willfully and knowingly vlo-to me we have no but to restrain ls,te the provisions of subsection (e) or (d)
the functioning and structure of the our eagerness to lea,_t until of this section shall be punished by a fine
consumer finance in_ ustry, as well as the facts are in in July 1972. not to exceed $5,000 or imprisonment fora period not to exceed five years, or both.
consumer credit trans _ctions generally," I would also remi: the Senate of the The provisions of sections 501 through 503
and to report to Cong :ess on: dangers of tinkering with an o:_this Act aha:il not apply to violations of

First. The adequac of existing ar- economic force ,as credit. Our such subsection/'
rangements to provid consumer credit Nation is only now from the On page 10, strike lines 1 through 3 and
at reasonable rates; economic downturn of 1970. Let us not lnsert lnlieuthereof:

Second. The adeque :y of existing au- imperil that 'by needlessly h::._sty "(f) One who willfully and knowingly vlo-
pervisory and regulat(,ry mechanisms to action, lates the provisions of this section shall be
protect the public fro! t unfair practices, punished by a fine not to exceed $5,000 or
and insure the inform _duse of consum- imprisonment of not raore than five years,
er credit; CONCLUSION OF MORNING or both." Ai_ENDMEI_2 1_O. 2SO

Third. The desira _ility of Federal on page 20, strike lines 23 through 25
chartering of consur .er finance com- Mr. PASTORE. President, I ask and. insert in lieu thereof the following:
panics, or other F ,deral regulatory unanimous that the period for (i) "State" means each State of the 'United'
measures, the transaction morning btlsi- states, the District of Columbia, 'the Com-

I remind the Senat_ _f these facts only ness be closed, monwealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory
because bills have al 'eady been intro- The ACTING pro tern- or possession of the United States.
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Mr'. MATHIAS. Mr. President, these On page 26,line6,after"_,ddrcsses"insert amendment. Of course, there are certain
two amendments are technical in nature, the following: "(occupatlon:_and the prin- aspects that could be criticized.Where
They deal with some of what we might cipal places of business, if any)".' there i,'_ a very nominal debt, it means

On page 26, line I9, after "address" insert the committee would have to be in
call the fine points of the bill. the following: "(occupation and the prin-

One of the provisions of the bill as ctpal place of business, if arLy)", existence ad infinitum; but there may be
written is to provide criminal penalties On page 26, line 25, after 'address" insert cases where the debt is pretty large. That
for violation, and the penalties are dif- the following: "(occupation and the prin- is what; the Senator from Maryland is
ferent for the broadcast and nonbroad- clpal plmee of businesS, if an_)". _Aming at. This amendment would work
cast media On page 13, line 3, insert after the word OUt yew well in that case. I am perfectly

The purpose of amendment No. 267 "regulations," the following: "and in the willing to accept it.
is to equalize the penalties as applied to ordinary course of business". The ,ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
the broadcast media and the nonbroad- On Is.age ]4, line 4, insert after the word

"regulations," the following: "and in the r_ore, Do Senators yield back their time?
cast media. The amendment makes no ordinary course of business" Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, before
other change in the bill except to put I yield back my time, I ask unanimolus
these two media in a state of equality. Mr. MA_IX-IIAS. Mr. President, I think consent that, in amendment 286, the

Mr. PASTORE: Mr. President, v:ill the the most significant of these amend- words"Comptroller General" be changed
Scnator yield? ments, the one with sub_,;tance for the to "Commission."

Mr. MATHIAS. I yield, electoral process:, is aInendlment No. 284, Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I have
Mr. PASTOt_E. Mr. President, ! have which requires tile reporting of! contribu- re objection. That should be done.

considered the amendment carefully. It tions of $100 or more. I think this is an The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-

will bring about a high performance cf important amendment because it gives _ore, Without objection, the amendment
standards. It is a good amendment. I confid,..mee to the public that it; is actual- will be so modified.
am willing to accept it. ly getting disclosurein a m,mningful way. Do Senators yield back their time?

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, amend- The bill as written requires reporting Mr. MATHIAS. I yield back my time.
ment No. 230 is a technical amendment of contributions in excess of $100 and, Mr.. PASTORE. I yield back my time.
that amends the definition of "state" in of course, that would exempt from re- The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
title III to conform to the definition of porting one of the most common devices pore. All time having been yielded back,
"State" in title II so that those who that we know of,, which is the $100 din- the question ison agreeing to the amend-
have to interpret this act can deal with a nar. Whoever heard of a ';10 dinner? It ments of the Senator from Maryland en
uniform definition, is perfectly true that these are arbitrary bloc, ;as modified.

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the lines. ]it might be a $99 droner, but the The amendments, as modified, were
Senator yield? usual figure we see is the $100 dinner, a_reed to en bloc.

Mr. MATHIAS. I yield. So I think this amendment wfil show The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
Mr. PASTOP, E. Mr. President, that is more than anything else the intent of i,,. open to further amendment.

exactly true. This merely clarifies the the Senate to deal with election reform Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, r have
definition of "State," which means "each by requiring disc. losures as to the $100 an amendment, which I ask to have
State of the United States, the District dinners to public view. s:;ated.
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Mr. I?AS'rO!_E. Mr. President, will the The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern-
Puerto Rico, and any territory or posses- Senator 'yield? pore. The clerk will state the amend-
sion of the United States." Mr. MATHIAS I yleld, ment.

I am perfectly willing to accept this Mr. PASTORE. The amendment is per- The; assistant legislative clerk read the
amendment, as well. fectly agreeable to the corrmitLee and to amendment, as follows:

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tam- me, and I am willing to _ccept it, but On page 11, line 15, strike "and 614" and
pore. Do Senators yield back their time? from now on, as I said to the Senator, we insert in lieu thereof "614, and. 615".

Mr. MATHiAS. I yield back my time. will see the $99 dirmer--$99.98 dinner. On page 15, strike out lines 19 and 20 and
Mr. PASTO_E. I yield ba_k my time. Mr. MA_[_IIAS. If I can observe to the insert In lieu thereof the _ollowlng:
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- Senator ..... szc. 203. Section 608 of title 18, United

pore. The question is on agreeing to the Mr. PASTOI:tE. But tke Senator is S;ates Code, ts amended to read as follows:
amendments to be considered en bloc. right. I hope he does not misunderstand "!i 608. Liimitations on eontr'butions and ex-

The amendments (No. 262 and No. 280) me. I will buy the amendment, pendltures
were agreed to. Mr. MA_%IIAS I was going to say that "Ca)(1) No person (other than a eandl-

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I send if the $99 dinner comes into vogue, at date or political committee) may make con-
to the desk four amendments and I ask least it will be the first reduction in the tzibutlons directly or indirectly during anycalendar year in excess of an aggregate
unanimous consent that they be con- costof IRqng for sometime, amount of $5,000 to any candidate for Fed-
sidered en bloc. Mr. PAS'FORE. Well, I hope it breaks era1 office. For purposes of th. is paragraph, a

the inflationary spiral, contribution shall be held and considered
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tam~ Mr. _/IATHIAS. Mr. Pre,ident, amend- tc_ have been made to such a candidate if it

pore. Without objection, the amend- merit No. 286 requires tkat campaign is paid. to such candidate or his agent.
ments will be considered en bloc. The debts remain on the books until they are "(2) No such person may make eontrtba-
amendments will be stated, extinguished. They cannot just drop out ti_ns directly or indirectly to political corn-

The amendments were read as follows: of sight and be forgotten. I think 'this mittees in excess of an aggregate amount of
On page 25, line 18, strike "in excess of is an important amendment, because the $5,000 during any calendar year..

"(3) No candidate may receive contribu.-
$100" and insert, in lieu thereof: "of $100 or public ]figs the right to krlow what hap- tions [rom, nor authorize expenditures by,more".

On page 27, ]lne 9, strike the semicolon .pens to campaign debts, just as it has the political _orrnnittees In connection with his
and thc word "and" and insert in lieu there- right to know what happenz to ¢alTlpaign campaign for nomination for election, and
of: "and a continuous reporting of their assets, el_ction, to Federal offxce in excess of an ag.-
debts and obligations after the election at AmEndment Nc,. 282 would require the gregate amount of $75,000 during any cal.-
such periods as the Comptroller General may insert[on of the occupation and place of er.dar 'gear.
require until such debts and obligations are business of the contributor. This is a bit "Cb) (1], No candidate may nlake expendi..

tures from his personal funds, or the per..
extinguished; and" of Exposure of th,. a contributor's interest, sonal funds of his immediate family, In eon-.

On page 21, line 14, after "address" insert I think it is important p'dblic blzsiness, nection with his campaign for nomtnatic,r_the following: "(occupation and the prin-
cipal place of business, if any) ". Finally, amendment No. 276 would ex- for election, or election, to Federal office ltl

On page 21, line 23, after "address" insert erupt bank loans made in oho ordinary excess of__
the following: "(occupation and the prin- course of the banking business from clas- "CA) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for
cipal place of business, if any)", sification ss contributions, t_,e office of President or Vice President;

On page 22, line 3, after "address" insert [VIr. P'ASTORE. Mr. President;, will the "CB) $35,000, in the case of a candidal;e
the following: "(occupation and the prin~ Senator yie_[d? loc the office of Senator; or"CC) $25,000, in the case of a candidate
cipal place of business, if any) ". MI'. i_[ATHIAS. I am happy to yield, fo: the office of Representative, or Delega_:eOn page 25, line 13, after "address" insert
the following: "(occupation and the prin- l_r. PASTORE. Here again I am per- or Resident Commissioner to the Congress..
clpal place of business, if any)", fectly willing to go alorg with this "(2) For purposes of this subsection, 'i,_l-.
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mediate family' means a candidate's spouse, find many people who can make a $5,000 Mr. PASTORE. But if you do give to a
and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, gift; but if we look at the campai_im (;on- committeee, then ail you can give is
cl- sister of the candidate, and the spouses tributions, we find that many people $5,000 maximum, period. In other words,of such persons.

"(c) No candidate or political committee made gifts amounting to more than that; you cannot give $5,000 to the committee
shall knowingly accept any contribution or and we also find that those people who of one candidate, $5,000 to the commit'
authorize any expenditure in violation of the gave more than $5,000 had an interest, tee of another candidate, and $5,0(]0 to
provisions of this section, in many instances a vital interest, in the committee of a third candidate. Do

"(d) Violation of the provisions of this what was going on and in what they were I understand that to be the correct in-
section is punishable by a fine not to exceed seeking, terpretatlon of the Senator's amend-
$1,00o, imprisonment for not to exceed one I have some expelqence with campaign meat?
year, or both."

On page 17, strike out the matter between contribution money. When I wanted to Mr. CHILES. That, is correct.
lines 6 and 7 and insert in lieu thereof the seek the office of U.S. Senator, most peo- Mr. PASTORE_ I mean, I would like
following: ple sa'id I could not even run for _that the record to show that.
"608. Limitation on contributions _nd ex, office, because I did not have the ability Mr. CHILES. Yes; whether you give

pendltures."; to raise a war chest and get the kind of to ()ne committee or a series of commit-
money that I would need. tees, You can give only $5,000 through

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, the I found I was in a campaign ir) which the committee system.
Senator from Maryland (Mr. MATHIAS) one candidate spent $450,0C0 of his own Mr. PASTORE. In other words, tf_ in
had to leave the Chamber temporarily, money in the first primary. All he '.had a State, there were, let us say, 25 Rep-
The Senator from Florida (Mr. CHILrS) to do was write a check. I believe some resentatives running for office, and two
is here. I yield the fiocr, kind of limitation on that is needed; be- Senators--or there would be one Sen-

Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, the cause, for example, we have court cases ator because they would not be running
amendment that was Just read is the which have held that if a candidate has together unless there were a vacancy--
amendment that was offered by the Sen- only so much money to spend for qualify- and each of them had a committee, that
ator from Maryland (Mr. MATHIAS) and lng, you cannot raise the qualifying fee would formulate 26 committees, would
myself to place a limit on the amount of to the point where you would be able it not?
money that an individual can contrib- to put him out of reach of qualifying for Mr. CHILES. Yes.
ute to a campaign; also, to place a limit that office. But you are doing the same Mr. PASTORE. According to the in-
on the amount that a candidate can re- thing if you allow one candidate to spend terpretatlon of the Senator's amendment,
ceive from one person, his own personal wealth, as opposed to the top amount one could spread out to

I think, when we are dealing with the another Candidate who is without such tlhose 26 committees would be $5,000?
subject of campaign expenditures, if we success. Mr. CHILES. Thai; is correct.
are going to have a meaningful bill, in I do not think we want to build into Mr. PASTORE. In its entirety?
addition to putting a lid on the amount our offices the requirement that you have Mr. CHILE,S. Yes.
of money that a candidate can spend, we to be wealthy in order to seek the m_ice Mr. PASTORE. I just wanted the rec-
must address ourselves to the amount of of U.S. Senator or Governor or Rep- ord to show that, se, that everyone will
money that we are going to allow an in- resentative. I do not think that should understand this amendment.
dividual to give to a campaign and the be a qualification, that you have to have Mr. CHILES. Yes. :But one contributor
amount of money we are going to have large ihdividual wealth. So this would be could give $5,900 to each one of those
a candidate receive from an individual, a limitation that a candidate for Presi- candidates individually.

What we are really trying to do when dent could spend only $50,000 of his own Mr. PASTORE. That is right; but he
we put a lid on expenditures is work money, a candidate for U.S. ,'!;enator would have to make Jt as a personal con-
toward getting some public confidence could spend $35,000, and a candidate for tribution to an individual.
into the elective process. If one wants to Re*,_resentative could spend $25,000. Mr. CHILES. That is right. The public,
assume that every candidate is abso- I think that is an important limitation, therefore, would be informed of who was
lutely honest, that he is not going to be It is most important, I think, that we giving it and who wa,_ getting it, and that
swayed by the amount of any money put some curbs on the amount of money would stop some of this proliferation of
contributed, then there is no reason for that an individual can give and the having the eommRtee really hiding,
any limitation to start with. amount of money that a person individ- through the committee, who is making

In many instances that can be true, ually can take from a contributor. I the gift and who is 'ultimately receiving
but I think what we are trying to do, in think that is important to restore public it.
addition to putting a limit on spending, confidence. I think it is fine, if we are Mr. PASTORE. I understand. I just
is to restore some public confidence on really dealing seriously with a campaign wanted to clarify that, so we would all
the part of the people. The people cannot expenditure bill. We are Just dealing with understand.
understand, today, why a candidate re- one little phase of it, if we are going to Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the
ceives $25,000 or $250,000 from one in- put a total limit on the amount one Senator yield further?
dividual, and they cannot understand can spend, but do not put any limit; on Mr. CHILES. I yield.
how a candidate is not going to be in- the individual contribution, because Mr. CANNON. Does the Senator's in-
fluenced by receiving that amount of what we are concerned with is how a can- terpretation, then, also mean that this
money. I cannot understand it either, didate is influenced, includes national committees as well as
If you receive that kind of money, there Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the committees for a particular candidate?
does not have to be any quid pro quo Senator yield for several questions? For example, would a man be able to
offered; there does not have to be any Mr. CHILES. I yield, raake only a total $5,000 contribution to
bargain struck, but from the day you Mr. PASTORE. I think we Ol:_ght to the political committee for Chiles, the
take that kind of money from a con- show in the RECORDexactly what this political committee for Jones, and the
tributor, you put the screw in yourself amendment would do, so that th(:,se 'who National Democratic Committee or the
if you are running for office, because all vote on it will know _xactly what they National Republican Committee? And
that man has to do is look at you some are doing, some of them do contribute to both.
time in the future and say "This is im- As I understand the Senator's amend- Mr. CHILES. Yes.
portant to me" or "That means some- meat, one can give only to the extent Mr. CANNON. $5,000 would be thc
thing to me," and then you are going to of $5,000 to any candidate personally; is total?
feel the responsibility and the debt that that correct? Mr. CHILES. Yes.
you owe, because you have accepted that Mr. CHILES. That is correct. Mr. CANNON. I must say that I find
kind of money. Mr. PASTORE. And one can give that the Senator's proposal quite unrealistic.

We are trying to provide that $5,000 is $5,000 to as many candidates a_; he q['he committee has considered these
the maximum amount of money that an chooses, personally, is that correct? matters over the years, and I must say
individual contributor should give or Mr. CHILES. Individually, in t:heir that, without excepLion, the testimony
that an individual candidate should re- names, before the committees by both of the
ceive from a contributor. As we look Mr. PASTORE. In their name,,_, political parties, by people who have
around this country today, we do not Mr. CHILES. Yes. considerable experti:;e in the field, was
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opposed to this type of amendment--not are trying to get to so:nething that is With respect to the limitation of
only the limitation on the committees, more rneaning_iul. $5,000 by an individual, all he has _ do
but the limitation on the candidates. When the Deputy Attorney General is to get a brother-in-law, who is not

I have for years been trying to get out testiJ_ed before our comraittee, I queried related to him. He puts up $5,000. _?_en
an election reform bill that was mean- him about a l_mitation. He said: his second cousin's wife puts up $5,000,
ingYul, and we came to the conclusion, Ye_,;;I know tl_t, Senator.. and somebody else puts up $5,000, and
after our hearings, that such a limitation Th!s view is also supported by the 1970 the law becomes a shambles and a
was not only not meaningful, but per- l_port of Zhe Twentieth Centw7 Fund Tank mockery.
haps was in violation of constitutional Force on financing congressional campaigns What we are trying to do here is to
rights; and Assistant Attorney General (electing Congress--the financial dilemma), get a law that will work. ! want a law
Kleindienst testified before my commit- GlverL full contributions disclosure during thai; will work and through which a team

a campaign, we 1;hink the _oter is capable of of mules cannot be driven, a law whichtee to that effect, that he had grave safeguarding th,_ integrity of the electio.n
doubts about the constitutionality of proce.ss. The reporting and disclosure provi- would not take a Philadelphia lawyer to
such a proposal and would recommend slons of the bill are adequate tx) permit con- interpret. I am a Philadelphia lawyer,
against it. trlbu_;lon limitations to be set at the ballot but I would not want to interpret the

Though I do not recall precisely, in our box. eva_qona of this bill.
last series of hearings I do not believe He went on further: _) I hope we can put together a bill

which the other body can accept with
there was a solitary witness who did not A :!urther, and not lns'_bstantial, argu- reasonable cheerfulness, and that we cantestify against this sort of proposal, but ment against an lndlvldusl campaign, con-
rather favored the proposal of complete trlbut;ion limitation is the :fact that this ap- avoid reversing our wheels when we are
and full disclosure, leaving it up to the proac:b to the problem ma_, be unconstitu- about two-thirds through toward pas-
public to make their judgments based tlona]. In his testimony on this bill before Sage;.
on the available information as to what the Senate Commerce ComrrLlttee, Prof. Ralph I am for the reform bill, and I am for
the contributions are, and by whom and Winter of' Yale Law School expressed the the various features we have been dis-
to whom. view that a limitation on individual caul- CUSSing as we have gone along. Some of

paign contributions violate_,_the first amend'.- the amendments have clearly stxength-I shall verify, before the discussion on ment. The Supreme Court, of course, has not
the bill is concluded, whether there were yet ruled on thi.q question, ened the bill and improved the possibil-
any witnesses who testified in favor of ity of effective enforcement. This will
that proposition. He continued at considerable length, not. This is an open invitation to eva-

Mr. CHILES. I appeared before the As I have said, he and the other wit- sion. Instead of having a large number
Senator from Rhode Island and his nesses who testified befors my committee of committees, as we do now, to evade
conunittee, opposed any limitations, for the reasons the present laws, we will just have a l_,,'ge

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, may we I have stated. Frankly, they convinced number of friends and relatives and peo-
have order? There is a rumbling going me, even though I initially did vote for a pie who are willing to lend their name
on here; we ,cannot hear. $5,000 liraitation on cortributions, and and go ahead and make a donation in

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- I was convinced in the course of the their name.
ate will be in order, hearings; and X will have to oppose the Every one of us in Congress knows

Mr. CHILES. I certainly spoke for proposal ,of the Senator. what is wrong with the election laws.
having an individual limitation in that The ACTING PRESI_ENT pro tern- What is wrong with them is that they
testimony, pere. Whoyields time? are not being observed, they axe n_t

I can see 'where perhaps the national Mr. SCOTT. I yield m_self 5 minutes being enforced, and they are being ,_vil-
committee of the Republicans and the on the bill. fully evaded, and the evasions are so
national committee of the Democrats Mr ]?resident, I began with the same widespread that there is no chance of
would be against this proposal, because theory in discussing, over a period of enforcement. Let us try legislation that
they like to take contributions this way. years, how best; to secur_, campaign re- works. The proposed legislation has an
It is a good way to get people to give so form; _tnd I began with ;he theory that independent agency. It has overall !lint-
that their names are not disclosed. But the obvious thing to do is to impose limi- tations on expenditures which, in my
I think the people of the country are eh- tations on the candidate;. I had no ob- opinion, are a little too tight, but perhaps
titled to know. I think they are entitled jection, and I still have no objection, to that is all right. It has tough reporting
to have a limitation, and if we say that impo,dug limitations on cont_qbutions by provisions, and that is all right. It has
all you have to do is have a fair dis- candidates to their own campaign--the instructions to the regulative agencies to
closure, then we do not even need the so-caUed rich man's amendment. But I come up with some rules and regulations
upper ceiling that we are putting on. quest:ion seriously the effÉcacy of the limi.- to keep people from running a campai_
And if we can put on an upper ceiling, tation on contributions to candidates by on other people's money and not paying
for the life of me I do not understand others, them back, particularly president:iai

candidates, who are notably bad cr_.qlit
why we cannot put on an individual One reason wlhy I quest:ion it is that, _ risks for the most Part.ceiling, my staff went into the consideration of a

My State has an individual ceiling on bill, we discovered that almost all the I 'would not lend a presidential can-
the amount a candidate can receive and academic experts on this raatter--the didate a wooden nickel. But that is be-
n contributor can give, and that has profe,,;sors of political science, agencie,,_ cause I have been in politics long enough
been tested in the courts of my State such as the Committee for an Effectiw_ to understand about presidential can-
and upheld. I do not have any great con- Congress, and oLhers who have long been didates. They have to get their advertis-
cern as to the constitutionality of plac- interested in campaign relorm---said that ing somehow. They will travel and ]et
lng a limit on what a person can give. the way to do it is to kave some very the airlines pay for it if we do not do

Mr. CANNON. When the Senator says tough provisions, to safe_:uard the righlb something about it. They will let Ma
"upper ceiling" I do not know what he of the public to know, to administer the Bell's burden become ever greater if we
refers to, unless he is referring to the law by an independent :_gency, and to flo not do something about it.
amount a person can spend on radio or limit the overall amount,; which can be So we can have a bill, and a good ¢,ne,
TV. spent in a campaign--for example, _ut I do not think we ought; to have cam-

Mr. CHILES. I am talking about the throu:gh tBe media. The bill does all these _aign limitations of this type, which is
total ceiling imposed by this bill. thing,{. _he prohibition of putting more than a_iven amount of money into a campaign

Mr. CANNON. There is not a total But it would :;eem to me to be in eon.. by an individual. Yes, let the rich man
ceiling now. That, we found, did not travention of the approach already ap-. _e limited. Let the man be limited who
work. Ever since the law has been eh- proved by many civic and public and _;hould not try to buy public office by
acted, we have had a ceiling on the nonpartisan agencies--they are al'i i)utting in $150,000 or $500,000 of his own
amount that a candidate could spend, so quoted in the hearings--for us to reverse money. But let us not limit the right of
we have had the proliferation of corn- the trend and attach a limitation and any individual--it is of doubtful eon-
mittees. We are trying to get around then wait for the inevitable evasions of. ;_tituSionality, anyway--to help anotlher
that, because we found that that did the limitation, because they are easily, person run for public office. If he is lira-
not work and it is unrealistic, and we evaded. ::ted, he will find another way to do it.
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Mr. President, I think this amendment back here for the vote. The only reason ';)ractical way to limit the amount of an

should be rejected. I am taking the time of the distinguished :individual contribution but I am sure, on
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I think Senator right now is that I hearti]Ly eh- 'th e other hand, that if we are going to

this was one of the most controversial dorse the amendment and would h¢_pe ]lave a limitation on third-party con-
parts of the bill and the one problem that that the Senate would agree to it,. :;r/butions, it will have to be realistic.
we had to wrestle with the most. Mr. PASTORE. Wen, I realize that-.-- ,,_; the distinguished minority leader has

I am one'of those who feel that there Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, wJiil :I.he :_ointedout, ifitis not, then it is an open
should be some kind of limitation. If we Senator .from Rhode Island yield? i:nvitation to evasion and grievous in-
adopt the theory here that the sky is Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, iif _t.he jury will be done to a brand new bill.
the limit, I am afraid that we can get Senator will yield, let me say that I re- There is far more good in the bill than
into some scandalous situations. On the gret the Senator from Missouri wJ.ll laot there is bad, but I would say that the
other hand, we have to be pretty careful be in the Chamber to hear this debate _.ffect of this effort would be to distort it
what we do, because we may stymie the on the pending amendment, because the 't)y placing an unrealistic ceiling on third-
whole process of democratic elections, arguments against it, I think, are ow._r- :party contributions.

Under this amendment, as it is pres- whelming. A number of other people who I think that a distinction should be
ently drawn, it is my understanding that have testified with expertise in this field :made between -'tlimitation on the amount
an individual who gave, let us say, $3,000 are adamantly opposed to the amend- _.at a candidate and his immediate faro-
to one of my committees could give the merit, fly may contribute to his owfi campaign
national committee only $2,000, or if he Let me say that I started out favoring and a limitation on contributions by
gave my committee $5,000, he could not the initial concept and _hird parties to his campaign. There
give anything to the national committee. Mr. SCOTT. So did L ,_hould not, in my opinion, be a limitation
Let us face it. It will take mlll(ons in the Mr. CANNON (continuing). Bu[; after on third party contributions. The limita-
electronic media alone to run a presi- hearing the testimony at great lenf, th, tion, if there is one, should apply to a
dential campaign. We have to raise the and going into the matter thoroughl'y, I candidate and his immediate family.
raoney. That is what puzzles me about have completely changed my positJ[on With those prefatory remarks out of
this amendment. But we have to find an and I am adamantly opposed to ii;. I am the way, Mr. President, ! should like to
alxswer to the problem. When it comes to sorry that the Senator will not be here. ask the disthlguished junior Senator
giving a contribution to one running for Mr. SYMINGTON. I am very much iim- from Florida (Mr. CHILES) a question or
the Senate or Congress, frankly, I think pressed with what ray good frienc_Lfrom two with regard to the amendment,
that $5,000 from any one individual to Nevada, for whom I have the g.E_al;est which will help to clarify its import in
that candidate is sufficient. Then we have respect and admiration, says. He knows my mind.
to go around and get enough people to more about it than I do. But, from What Is it fair to say to the distinguished
make a contribution, so that we can fit it I heard of the amendment, and based ]tmior Senator from Plorida that the ef-
into the ceiling as prescribed under the on what my staff's analysis of it wa,,;, I fect of the bfll.--and _.[am referring now
law. When we get into the question of felt it was important for me to take t;his fo section 203-Al--is to limit to $5,000
committees, we do not find too much position, based on my own experience, the amount that a third party can con-
trouble with this interchangeability of Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, will the tribute to a candidate or a committee?
the committees for various candidates Senator from Rhode Island yield me Mr. CHILES. That is not exactly cor-
running for Federal omce, outside of the some time? rect. Under this, he could contribute
office of the President and Vice President. Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Presidenlt, how $5,000 'to the candidate. He could also
There, I am afraid, we do meet an un- much time do we have on this? contribute $5,000 to a committee or a
realistic situation. The ACTING PRESIDENT pro h_m- series of committees. So, in effect, he

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, will pore. The Senator from Florida has 1 could contribute $10,000, if he wanted to.
the Senator from Rhode Island yield to mi_aute remaining, and the Senator from Mr. BAKER. That is the. point I
me briefly? Rhode Island has 11 minutes rer/laining wanted to try to reach. Is there a limita-

Mr. PASTORE. I am happy to yield to on the amendment, tion' on the number of committees to
the Senator from Missouri. Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I yield the which a $5,000 contribution could be

Mr. SYMINGTON. It is necessary for Senator from Tennessee 10 minutes on made?
me to go to a markup, but I would simply the bill, ff I have the time. Mr. CHILES. On the committee sec-
tell the able senior Senator fro m Rhode Mr. BAKER. I am not particular whose 91on, in the amendment, the way it is
Island and present to him the fact that time I speak on. Five minutes? now drawn, there would be a $5,000 limi-
I believe there is great merit in this Mr. SCOTT. I yield 5 minutes to the tation on a committee or committees.
amendment, based on the personal ex- Senator on the amendment if necessary, Mr. BAKER. So that on the aggregate
perience I had in the last campaign. I will or on the bill. limitation of $5,000 on committees---and
make a talk on that, if the able Senator The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- I came in after debate had begun, so the
will give me some time later on, and go pore. The Senator from Tennessee is rec- Senator will have to bear with me for a
into a little detail as to why I think, based ognized for 5 minutes, moment if I ask a question which has
on my actual experience, that this is a Mr. BAKER. I thank the distin_uished been already covered--is there a dis-
very important amendment, minority leader, tinction between campaign money for a

Mr. PASTORE. Well, we may be dis- Mr. President, I have always felt that particular candidate and either the
posing of this amendment this morning, there should be a limitation on the Democratic or Re:publican National
I want to remark that to the Senator amount that a candidate may conLribute Committees?
from Missouri. I also want to say to him to his campaign, or on the amotmt that Mr. CHILES. Not the way this is
that I am in accord with what he says, is contributed to his campaign by his drawn.
because he had a problem, where a family. That is a unique and speci[al cir- Mr. BAKER. Is there a distinction be-
wealthy person stated that no matter cumstance. I, too, started out, as did the tween the candidate himself and the
what it cost him, he was going to get his distinguished minority; leader, f_3_voring Democrat and Republican senatorial
son elected to the Senate. That is one a limitation on the amoun' ,_ny person campaign committee,';?
of the scandals I have been talking about, could contribute to a political campa:[gn. Mr. C_III_ES. No.
So that I think there should be a limita- As a result of consideration of tkis mat- Mr. BAKER. Is there a limitation that
tion on how much an individual can con- ter in the Commerce Committee, and in would apply to the candidate and all
tribute to his own campaign so that he the Subcommittee on Communications, committees regardless of their nature
does not smother someone else, who has as well as the diligent inquiry which was and scope? May I ask, then, do ][ read
to go about scrounging for funds. What made by the Senate Committee on Rules subsection 3 on page 2 correctly when I
bothers me is: What are we going to do and Administration before which I '.had surmise that no single committee can
about our national committees? the privilege of testifying, all of us came contribute more than $75,000, but there

Mr. SYMINGTON. If the Senator from away with less certainty, thinking a little i.'; no limitation _)n the number of corn-
Rhode Island would yield further for less ferociously about the matter than mittees that can contribute $75,000?
an observation, I understand that the we didbefore the inquiry had str, rted. Mr. CHILES. No, sir. Subsection 3 puts
amendment will be debated. I will be I am not convinced that there Is a a limit on the candidate. It says that the
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candidate shall not receive from the it was to go about getting a full dis- Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I point; out
committee or accumulation of commit- closure, to the Senator from Rhode Island that
tees more than $75,000 from the commit- There are so many _ays we can get if any such situation as the Senator
tee method. The rest of the contributions around the practicalities: of what has t;o visualizes were to occur 'with a Rep,,b-
he would receive from individual contri- exist if the campaign is to be run lican candidate, the Senator from Rhode
buttons, properly. Island would make exactly the same

Mr. BAKE_. Is that not, then, an ef- Mr. BAKEYL Mr. President, I corn- speech he has made now in a pnblic
fective limitation on the amount of mend the Senator from Nevada for his forlnn. And it would be very damaging
money a candidate ca,n spend when we perception of the whole issue. As I con- indeed.
combine that with the limitation the ce[ye it, we are trying to move away Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I want
individual can spend? from an unworkable bill vlhich has failed to say, and I hope I am not being acc_sed

Mr. CHILES. No. to accomplish its purposes in the pa,';t of plagiarism, that in discussing the bill,
Mr. BAKER. Have we not uninten- elections. This bill threatens to put us the Senator came up with a solution that

tionally limited the total amount the back in the position we were in before. I thought was rather practical. What he
candidate can spend to $75,000 plus $50,- The ACTING PRESII)ENT pro tern- said. was that any individual could (;()n-
O00that he can spend on his own behalf? pore. The time of the _lenator has ex- tribute to any candidates for different

Mr. CHILES. No; because he can then pired, offices. I think one office involved the
receive individual contributions for any Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Presider._t, I yield 2 Presidency, and I think the Senator said
other amount. This is saying how much additional minutes on _he bill to the an individual could contribute $25,000.
he will receive via the committee method. Senator. He also said that he could contrib,te

Mr. BAKER. So, in effect, what we are Mr. BAKER. Mr. Pre._ident, I thank $15,000 to a senatorial r_ce and $10,000
doing is raising the options to three the minority leader. I fee[ that if there is to a congressional race.
sources, that is, all committees in the a limitation at all, it applies in two dif- I do not see why anyone, unless they
aggregate can contribute $75,000. The ferent ways that an individual can con- have an angle, wants to contribute more
candidate may contribute, if he is run- tribute to the candidatem I think there than $15,000 to a senatorial campaign--
ning for the Senate, $35,000 of his own are two different 'situatiom;. However, unless it happens to be a v.qfe who loves
funds, or those of his immediate family, aftrr having considered every effect of the candidate very much.
and then he may receive individual con- this that could be brought to my often- Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, the Sen-
tributions to take up the balance to the tion o_. that I was aware of, I finally con- ator from Rhode Island recalls correctly.
expenditure maximum, if he intends to eluded, and reluctantly, that it was As I said in my earlier remarks on the
spend the maximum, from personal con- physically impossible to have a workable floor today, throughout the process of the
tributions. Is that correct? limitati, en on individual contribution_;, consideration of this bill in the Corn-

Mr. CHILES. I missed the Senater'_ If the Math[as amendment relates tothe merce Committee under the leadership
question, candid'lie's own efforts I think that of the Senator from Rhode Island and

Mr. BAKER. Aside from the aggregate wouki be relate,/in a ne_ amendment, in the Committee on Rules and Admin-
total of $75,000 from all committees, and I do not feel that this i:_ the righ_ istration, before which committee I test[-
in the case of a race for the Senate, approach, and I will vote against it. fled, we had three sets of opinions on
$35,000 from his own funds or those of Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, on that this.
his immediate family, the balance of the point, concerning the limitation, a can- I finally came to the reluctant con-
funds, if he chooses to spend the funds didate to the or, ce of Senator would be clusion that I hold now: that the th]mst
that we allow in other sections of the able to spend $35,000 of l_is own money, of this effort must be to have a work-
bill, would have to be raised by indi- We dc., not put any limitation on the able bill and that this amendment leads
vidual contributions, amount he can spend in a campaign, us away from that direction.

Mr. CHILES. Correct. We say that if a candidate has money, Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the Sen-
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the he can only spend $35,( 00 of his own ator from Rhode Island raises a very

Senator from Tennessee yield? money, l-Iowever, he has to spend hal:[ good point. The Attorney General got
Mr. BAKER. I yield, of the time necessary to Iuna campaign into that matter. We could find questions
Mr. CANNON. The Senator has very trying to raise money fi om f_ends, ti) invo:tved if we imposed a limitation. A

well pointed out many of the problems the extent of $5,000 each. If we are go-- person could make the amount of that
that exist in this amendment. Actually, ing tc, let a mar.. spend $!)0,000, is it any contribution and, on the other hand,
it is being retrogressive rather than worse if he spends it from his own turn around and make a contribution to
directly making this a meaningful elco- money or spends it as a result of sol[efta-, political committees, to a county commit-
tion reform bill. tions through the mail and the collecLion tee, to a State committee, and to a no-

This would take us back beyond even of contributions in the amount of $1 or tional committee. They in turn could
the present law which we found to be $5? _pend the money for the candidates.
completely unworkable and completely Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, there is a This could lead inadvertently to a .vio-
unrealistic. For instance, the present law point that relate, s to this, and that is thai; tat[on of the law, as the Attorney Gen-
contains the maximum of $5,000 con- those who are rich have w;,'y rich friend.'; ,.:ral pointed out in his testimony. There-
tn[but[on that a person can make. So and it would be very easy to get such fore, we could have a man violating the
he can make contributions to a lot of contributions. And we wo:_ld have a valid[ law on the matter of the limitation we
different committees. This would restrict campait_.. :repose. On the other hand, he could con-
it so that he could only contribute $5,000 Mr. PASTORF,. Mr. President. I yield[ zibute money to respective committees
to all of the committees together, myself time from my own time. ;hat in turn spend funds for the same

On the other hand, a candidate for The, thing that bothezs the Senator ,:and[date.
the Senate can spend $25,000, or what- from l_hode Island is this: Lei; us assume The point the Senator from Rhode Is-
ever the figure is, under the present law. that the President can spend $6 million, land made wa_s about the tremendous
It i§ somewhat different. But here we Does not the Senator think it would be contributions that were made. This in-
are saying that the committees can all improper for him to, let us :my, collect; formation is made public today. I am
pay money over to him from all com- $1 million from six different people to .';ure the Senator wi,l recall the situation.
mittee sources, but that he can only finance his cam._3aign? Dces the Senator ::t wf_s given notoriety in the newspapers
raise $75,000. And he can only SPend not think that smacks o:! scandal? :md concerned the tremendous amount
$35,000 of his own money. Mr. BAKER. ] think it would if it were, of contributions made during the last

There is no prohibition against corn- concealed from the public, e!ectlion. But what was bad about that?
mittees going out and spending. We are Mr. PASTORE. Even if _t were dis- The bad feature was that the publicity
leaving a loophole big enough to drive a closed that an individual ',vas putting up occurred long after the election was over.
truck through in that form if we are $1 million toward the election of the Wi; have tried to get at that matter.
going to try to impose restrictions. This President, I would be wondering what Vie have set the reportings we require in
is the answer. We finally came to the position a'_ ambassador tc what country the bill so that they will make the in-
conclusion that the best way to go about he wouJd pick. lormation available to the public and the
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:public can make an informed judgment who have spoken, began with the idea Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I yield my-
as to whether it constitutes an undue in- that the way to pass a reform bill was to self 5 additional minutes on the bill.
fluence, limit campaign expenditures. We dis- The ACTING PRF,SIDENT pro tern-

We saw an example of this with rela- covered, and we were supported in te:.,;ti- port;. The Senator from Pennsylvania is
tion to 16 ambassadors, I think, that mony by nearly ail who testified, that the recognized.
were appointed who were big contribu- way to reform campaign expenditure:; is Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I continue
tors to the party. That is not unusual. It through disclosure and an overall ].infita- to quote the statement of Deputy Attor-
consistently happens. However, the point tion on how much is spent in various ney General Richard G. Kleindienst,
is that the public knows the amount of ways, so that the public knows how much which appears on page 122 of the corn-
the contributions before the election and is being spent, who is spending it, 'why it mittee report:
they can make an informed judgment is being spent, and where it is being In view of the perple:_Ang array of political
and make a decision. However, certainly spent, committees which solicit campaign contrlbu-
when we do not learn these facts until The amendment process here ofl_n i!n- tions, inadvertent violations are likely and
long after the election, there is not any volves the submission of amendments, intentional violations :may easily be made
opportunity for the public to be informed motivated by the greatest of good will, to appear inadvertent. Such a proscription
in any way. but submitted by Senators who have not would be virtually impossible for the De-partment to enforce and the public would

Mr. BAKER. I agree with the Senator heard the testimony, who have not gone be deluded if it believed otherwise.
from Nevada. I think he is right, through the process of changing their Moreover, it was recognized that full and

.Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, there is minds as they have heard the wit_.aes.'ses, compete disclosure really solves the prob-
this to be said about the bill. Subsidies and who have the same ideas now which Ism of large contributions. Under the new
have a ceiling, and the spending restric- the Senators on these two committees disclosure provisions contained In title II the
tion is very tough and, I might add, began with and rejected, public will know exactly how a candidate's
_rutal on disclosures. There is no ques- Mr. President, here is what the Co m- campaign is financed. Since the disclosure
ti0n about that. But the thing that raittee on Rules and Administratic,n ,,:aid provisions require reports 15 days and 5 daysbefore aa election, the voter will be in a po-
bothers me is that I do not like the idea on page 121 of the committee report: sltion to make a Judgement at the polls con-
that the sky is the limit. The committee carefully examined _he de- cernlng the effect of large individual con-

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, would the sirabUity of having a llntttatton on lndivid- trlbutlons to a political ,candidate.
Senator agree that the amendment is ual oontributio_s. The connnlttee rejectedplacing a limitation on individual contribu- 1Vir. President, this well-intentioned
not exactly the way it should be? tlons for three reasons: _aaendment serves only the purpose of

Mr. PASTORE. The amendment is
faulty in several respects. There is no I especially emphasize the first reason; creating a question of constitutionalityin connection with a n important part of
question about that. Whether we can I mentioned it before: tile bill. Not only that, but it also raises
reach some kind of a solution on this (1) Such a limitation probably is uncon- questions of concun'ence in the other
matter, I do not know. However, this stitutlonal; body; i_ reverses the processes on which
question comes under the jurisdiction of (2) Such a limlt_tion is completely ,un- tile bill is predicated, the process of dis-workable; and
tile Senator from Nevada, who has gone (s) Full disclosure makes such a lim_lta- closure and total limitation of expendi-
into this matter thoroughly, even more tion unnecessary, tures through the media; it is unwork-
so than we did on our committee, because Prof. Ralph Winter, of Yale Law School, able, and, as the Deputy Attorney Gert-
we did not have primary or original stated thefollowing: era] said, it is unenforceable.
jurisdiction with respect to the question. "It is my judgment that the first famend- IVlr. President, I ,do not know how

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, we have ment plainly prohibits the setting of a Iegal inany more faults one can find :in an
come a long way now in trying to get maximum on the political activities I]_Lwl_lch amendment. Then, it is said that it is
election reform. We have gone up the an individual may engage. This is the :mae
hill and do_m the hill in past years and whether or not the maximum is imposed in against the law, that it could riot be eh-the name of equalizing opportux_.lty or forced if it were a Pail; Of the law. In any
we have not been able to get it through, whether an actual discriminatory effect can event, it is an evasion and contradictory
We have an opportunity here at this time be shown." to the rest of the bill. :I think if those
to take a step forward. I would hope Even if such a limitation were constl- who introduced the amendment had
that we do not try to take so many steps tutional, it clearly would be unworkable, li]ec- heard the testimony they would not have
forward at the same time that we fall tion 204 of S. 382 as originally introduced, pressed the amendment.
fiat on our faces in the process, would have limited individual contributions I would suggest we ihave the rich man's

Let us try to get a bill that is meaning- to an aggregate amount of $5,000, whethergiven directly or Indirectly to a i_.olltlcal amendment separately, and some limita-
ful from the standpoint of the election candidate. Not only would the $5,000 llmita- tion on how much a ]nan can give to his
reform and let the public know what is tion have invited evasion of the law--- own carnpaicn, because I can see a great
happening. Let us see if we cannot move evasion in tin_ amendment. If he is lira-
along and make progress in this field, I already mentioned that. ited to $5,000, what does he do? He has
progress that is long overdue. Then, if by encouraging backroom cash cor_trlbutions no limitation on his own money. He is a
we need to make changes as time goes on, but also It would have created a situation
we can do it. But let us not kill the bill whereby both the contributor and the ea:adl- nlan of influence. :He wants to find

date could have inadvertently violated the $200,000. He finds 40 friendsand gives it
by trying to get in everything that every- law. Such a situation would arise whenever to them and each of them gives back
body wants. There are many things that an individual gave $5,000 to a particular can- $5,000.
I 'wanted. But I have changed my think- dldate and any additional money to an orga- Let us close that loophole and go after
lng in order to try to get a bill, nlzation or committee which in turn made the man who would bribe the election

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I yield my- any contribution to the same candidate. Pep- because he is so well fixed. But on top
self 5 minutes on the bill. uty Attorney General Richard G. Klel:adl.E;nst of the spending limitation and the '.media

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- in testifying before the committee :_uc-
pore. The Senator from Pennsylvania is clnctly summed up the problem: section let us not add something that will

"Further, the proposed se.etlon would lin- not work.
recognized, pose felony sanctions for aggregate contrl- The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. NEL-

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I agree _ve butlons exceeding the limitation ..La any SON). The Senator's 2 minutes have
should not kill this bill with kindness, amount, and regardless of the intent of the expired.
What happened .here is that the Corn- contributor." Mr. CtkNNON. Mr. President, w:hat is
mitres on Commerce considered this So, Mr. President, you can go to jail the present time situation?
measure at great length and with a good without meaning to do so, or you can go _l_e PRESIDING OFFICER. Fiw; min-
deal of expertise available. There were to jail without violating the law, or you utes are left on the amendment; 4 min-
many witnesses over the years, can go to jail because somebody takes ute'; to the Senator from Rhode Island

The Committee on Rules and Adminis- part of your contribution and appl:[es it in and I minute to the other side.
tration also considered the bill most a way you did not know about or did not Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, how
carefully. Many Senators have worked intend, nulch time do I haw; remaining on the
on this bill. The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- amendment?

In the course of working on it, a num- pore. The time of the Senator has ex- Mr. CHILI_. The Senator can. take
l_erof Senators, including several of us pired, time from the bill.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- The _sistant legislatiw. · clerk read the exact or accurate figure which the :law
ator has 1 minute remaining, amendment, as follows: shotdd allow a man to give to his own

Mr. MATFiIAS. Will the Senator from On page 15, strike out lines 19 and 20 and campaign, but I think it is essential that
Pennsylvania yield me time? insert in ]Lieu thereof the folio.wing: we do.

Mr. SCOTT. I yield 5 minutes to the SEC. 203. Section 608 of tith; 18, Unit_.l HJ_story is replete with lessons on ghis.States C(_le, is amended to re_l as fol_
Senator from Maryland on the bill. lows: There was, at the end of the Julian

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- "§ 608. Limitations on contlibutions and ex.- dynasty of the Caesars, a_ the time of
ator from Maryland is recognized, pendltures Nero's death, nO more of the family of

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, as the "(a) (1) No candidate may make expen.. Julius and Augustus Caesar to inh,_rit
sponsor of this amendment I request that dttures :_rcm his personal funds, or the per_ the ,empire, and so Galba bought it. He
we have a division of the amendment sonal funds of his Immediate family, in con- just bought it, lock, stock, and barrel.
into sections (a) and (b), as offered, and nection with his campaign for nomlnatlo_ There is a further lesson for us in the

for elt_l_lon, or election, to Federal office in hist_)ry of Galba, because he welshed ona separate vote on section (a) and sec- excess o:f--.
tion (b). "(A) $50,000, In the cam_ of a candida_, thedeal. He was a man with a repu_ation

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the for the office of Presidenl: or Vice Presi.- of great wealth. He never went for a
Senator asking for a separate vote on dent; ride in his carriage without carrying with
section (_) and a separate vote on section "(B_ $35,000, In the cas_, of a candidab_, him a million cisterians of gold. So :he
(b) ? for thc_omce of Senator; or get l;he reputation of being a rich man.

Mr. MATHIAS. The Presiding Officer is "(c' $25,000, In the cas4_of a candida$_ SO when the opportunity came to use
correct. I further request that we vote for the office of Representative, or Deleg_+_ his credit to get the imperial'throne, ihe '
first on section (b) which the Senator or Re:31dent Commissioner to t:ae Congress;.

, "(2) For purlx_es of thls subsection, 'lin.. bought it on credit, and he welshed.
from Pennsylvania caUed "the rich man's mediate fatally' means a candidate's spouse, Mr. President, let us not have _my
section." and any child, l_,xer_t, gran_lparent, brother, Cral_r&sin America. Let us not give _/_y-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That or slsl_x, of the candidate, and the spouses body that chance. Let us not give any-
would require unanimous consent, of such. persons, body' the expectation that the gold is

Mr. CANNON. I object. "(b) No candidate o_ political committee, available for that purpose.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection shall :_nowlngly accept any contribution or I think this is a very important ame nd-

authorize any expenditure in violation of tho ment, and I am very appreciative of theis heard, provisions of this seotlon. '
Mr. CHII_:S. Mr. President, a parlia- "(c) Violation of the plovls:lons of this SUPl_)rt of the Senator from Florida

mentary inquiry, section is punish_ble by a f_ne r._ot to excee(_ (Mr. CHILES), who is COsponsor.
The PRESIDING OFFICE R. Does the $1,000 imprisonment for not to exceed one 1Vf:r.CHILES. Mr. President, I wanted

Senator yield for a parliamentary in- year, or both.", to ask the Senator if he knows why, in
quiry? On :page 17, strike out the ma_ter between Our system, in a democratic government,

lines 6 and 7 and insert in lieu thereof the _here should be an advantage to being
Mr. MATHIAS. I yield, following: born. to wealth in seeking public office.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- "608. :[,lml_tlons on contributions and ex.. Should that be an advantage, under our

ator will state the parliamentary inquiry, penditures."; system, that we should giw; a candidate?
Mr. CHILES. Can the sponsor of the Mr. i_{ATHIAS. Mr. President, the dis... M:r. MATHIAS. It is not a case of

amendment, in effect, ask to conform tinguished minority leader, the Senator whether someone is born with weal4,h,
his amendment to take up section (b), from Permsylvania (Mx SCOT_), ve_ bu_ the mere possession of wealth should
and would that require unanimous con- aptly described this as a :rich man's not in itself be a qualification for polit!i¢._al
sent, the yeas _/nd nays not having been amendment. It is a very simple amend.., office, and the ability to control vs_t
ordered, if :he asked to conform his merit. It simply says theft a man run.., sums of money should not be a qualifl-
amendment to have section (b) read sec- ning for the pr,_idency cannot contrib- cation for public office. Of course, as the
tion (a) and section (a) read section ute, eit'_er directly from his own funds Senator knows, it is impossible to tota._ly
(b) ? or fr(_ the funds of hi_ family, more equalize a great society such as ours,

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The than $50,000 to his poli_ica] campaign but this amendment goes in that dixec-
Chair is informed that it cannot be done for President o:c Vice President; that _, tion.
since the amendment is printed, unless man or woman _mnning for the U.S. Sen.., Mr. CHILES. When we make a law
there is unanimous consent to change it. ate will be limi'_ed, under the same cir._ with respect to qualifying fees, and when

The Parliamentarian advises the Chair cumstances, to $35,000 of personal or the _murts have struck down high q_r_:Li-
that since the yeas and nays have not family money; _r $25,000 in the case o:{i :_ying fees as denying equal protection
been order, the author of the amendment a candidate for the U.S. EIouse of Repre.. under the law to individuals not of
may withdraw his amendment and offer sentai;ives, wealth, which would really fix it so indi-
section (b) as an amendment. I do not think these are ux_reasonablc giduals of wealth could seek office and

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I will restrictions. _hose without wealth could not do ,_o,
withdraw the amendment and offer sec- I think there is nothing: mere destruc.. _re we not really talking about the pur-
tlon (b) of the amendment as a new rive of confidence in representative gev.- pose that is contained in the amend-
amendment, ernment and ir the democratic proces,,_ ment--that we wish people to start equal

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the than enormous sums of personal or faro-. _nd not give a great advantage to some-
Senator send his amendment to the desk? ily money invested in a campaign, one because one candidate is wealthy m_d

Mr. MATHIAS. The amendment is at Let me '_ay--snd I think it is a vindica., the other is not?
the desk. tion of our system--that svmetimes these Mr. MATHIAS. The Senator is correct.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk investments of vast priw,te fortunes do Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, will the
will read the amendment as now offered, not work. That was the case of the Ot-- _ens_toryield?

The assistant legislative clerk pro- ringer campaigq_ in New York in 1970. Mr. MATHIAS. I yield to the Senator
ceeded to read the amendment. Although the money was ,,pent, it did noi; [rom New Hampshire.

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President. in view work; and I think that should give u.,; Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I yi.eld
of the fact that this amendment is an some confidence, but I do not think we myself 5 minutes on the bill.
integral part of the previous amendment, can al!low the public trust and the public I respect very much the attitude and
I ask unanimous consent that further respect for the electoral institutions to _he .sincerity of the distint,mished Sena-
reading of the amendment be dispensed depend upon these vaga:'ies of chance, for from Maryland (Mr. MA_HXAS) _md
with. and I think we can build _nto the system _he distinguished Senator from Florida

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there in this bill some protecticn against even (Mr, CHXLrS). But, as a practical matter,
objection? the suspicion that a man can buy a seal; _his amendment is very likely to back-

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I in the House of Representatives or buy fire. It may work exactly the opposite
object. I have not heard, a seal: in the Senate or buy the Whit_, irom what these very dedicated gentle-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objec- House itself, men intend.
tion is heard. The amendment will be These are arbitrary fi_res, of course, I happen to live in a State that has a
read. It; is ,.qifficult to set whal; should be ar._ rigid, restriction or ceiling on contribu-
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tions of individuals to campaigns. If one around in an old car that has got 100,.000 Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the
runs for the U.S. Senate, he cannot have miles on it Serrator yield for some further questions
more than $3,500 from any individual or The PRESIDING OFFICER. _le time on this subject?
group of individuals. That is the limit of of the Senator from New Hampshire has Mr. MATHIAS. I have no further time,
the contribution, expired, but ff the Senator will yield on his time.

Mr. President, if any unkno wn. person Mr. coTToN. I yield myself 3 addi- Mr. CANNON. I yield myself 5 minutes
is seeking to oppose an incumbent Sena- tional minutes, and yield 2 minut;es of it on the bill.
tot, and he starts his campaign, it is go- to the Senator from Maryland (Z_fx. ]Yla- This provision says that no candidate
lng to be very difficult, in the early part TH_S). may make expenditures from his per-
of his campaign, for him to raise money. Mr. MATHIAS (continuing). An old sonal funds in excess of a stated amount.
If he is not allowed to advance a reason- car with threadbare tires, as compared Does that mean a candidate could not
able amount of money from his own re- with the affluent candidate who happens go out and get credit in excess of that
sources to get his campaign underway to have a big, comfortable car than can amount, and then later try to have a
we would just be insuring the renomina- get there, or maybe even an airplane, fundraising dinner or something to pay
tion and reelection of an incumbent surely the rich candidate is going to have off those obligations? What is the sit-
Senator, because a well-known incum- some built-in advantage. We ca_anot uat, ion there?
bent naturally receives more contribu- legislate ail those advantages out of the Mr. MATHIAS. I do not understand
tions, system. But we can, I think, reduce them exactly what the Senator means.

Mr. President, there is no way on earth, to the irreducible minimum. Mr. CANNON. The provision says:
and I do not believe that any human That is all this proposal would do. It "No c_mdidate may make expenditures
mind can devise legislation, to make a does not say, as the Senator from New from his personal funds, or the personal
poor man as fortunate as a rich man. If Hampshire suggests, to some obscure but funds of his immediate family, in connec-
yOU and I sit down around a poker table, worthy candidate, that he is goiI]g to be tlon with his campaign for nomination for_,lection, or election, to Federal office in ex-
it makes no difference whether we are put at a disadvantage because that ob- cess of--
playing for 10 cent stakes or $10 stakes, .scure and worthy candidate is net likely "(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate
the fellow who has more money has the to have more than $25,000 of his ,own _or the office of Preside:at or Vice President;
advantage because his losses do not con- money to put in a House race, or $35,000 "(B) $35.000, in the c_se of a candidate
cern him as much. of his own money to put in a Senate _._aee, l;or the office of Senatoz; or

Z certainly am not wealthy. In fact, I or $50,000 of his own money to put in a "(c) _25,000, in the case of a ca_adidate
am of very limited means. And after 40 presidential race. for the office of RePresentative,
years of campaigning for public ofnce, This is merely saying to that obscure What I am asking is, does that mean
it is my opinion that the only way to pre- candidate, "We are not going to let you the candidate could not go out and se-
vent what the Senators seek to prevent be bargained out of the marketplace by cure credit in excess of that amount,
is by rigidly enforced, periodic disclosure someone who can do more than that." with the hope of later paying it out of
of who is spending what and for whom, This is simply putting a limitation on contributions? The question is, ff he
so that before any election the public the advantage of wealth, does that, then what happens ff he does
can read and know everything that has Mr. COTTON. If the Senator will re- not raise contributions in that amount,
been spent or has been contracted to be call, I did not say a poor obscure candi- .,md eventually winds up for the deficit
spent. Such rigid disclosure will enable date. I said a new man trying to break that exceeds the amount he is permitted
the public--and they are sophisticated in--that is a new candidate. I .,;;aythat to spend?
enough--to form their own judgments even in a small State like my own, you lVlr. MATHIAS. Of course, these are
when they see a rich man trying to buy. cannot have a hotly contested battle for difficult questions in practice. My own
an office, a seat in the U.S. Senate without spend- feeling would be that I would take the

For many years ! Was an attach8 work- irg $100,000. strict construction, that a · candidate
lng for a Member of this body. I was here Mr. MATHIAS. And you shoUtd :have should not rely on his own resources,
40 years ago, when Vare of Pennsylvania it. because this could be a very neat way
and Smith of Illinois were denied seats Mr. COTTON. All right. But, I say 1;o circumvent the intent of Congress
in this body because it was found that that if John Doe who is a member of a here, ff in fact this turns out to be the
they had spent great sums in securing State legislature comes along, fo!' exam- intent of Congress.
nomination and election to the U.S. Sen- pie, and tries to run for a Se:hate H a candidate were a man of very
ate. Z remember that occasion as a young seat held by a popular and weE[-known .'mbstantial wealth, and, relying upon the
man, and others through the years. Senator, then he is going to have to ,,;tart statement of his banker, he could go

The people can determine if a man is financing his campaign in advance. The :md open the till at any time, not in
trying to buy a seat. But, there is nothing money contributions come in later. How- reliance upon what he might hope to get
we can put on that will not give a rich ever, the Senator's amendment would fix because of his political campaign, butit so that he cannot do that. because the banker knows he has got
man an advantage. What we are going Mr. MATHIAS. But, if the Senator will th'e rest of it stashed away, I think weto do, if we adopt tiffs amendment in
this form, is fix it so that some humble yield, since he has held himsel:_ u:p as would nullify, really, the attempt here,
unknown, who is trying to run for Con- an example here which is to equalize the access to public
gross or trying to run for the Senate, Mr. COTTON. No, I withdrew that. office between those who are wealthy
whose name is not prominent enough to Mr. MATHIAS. Suppose, after the and those who are not.
attract contributions, and who certainly many years of loyal and effective service Mr. CANNON. D(_s the Senator feel
at the outset of his campaign has to de- which the Senator has rendered not only that there is evil inherent in a man
pond on raising money, will have greater to the people of his State, but the entire ..spending more than $35,000 of his own
difficulty in winning a seat. Republic, some enormously wealthy in- :money, rather than going out and get-

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, will the dividual rides in, invests a million dollars ting $40,000 from eight of his friends at
Senator yield? of his own money, and puts on l;he kind $5,000 apiece? Is that an inherent evil

Mr. COTTON. Certainly I yield to the of publici.ty broadside that would obscure the Senator is trying to correct?
Senator from Maryland (Mr. MATH_AS). the solid contributions the Senator has :Mr. MATHIAS. The Senator uses the

made; is that fair? word "evil." I think what we are dealing
Mr. MATHIAS. The Senator, of course, Mr. COTTON. I can tell my good friend, with here is a reinforcement of public

speaks a great deal of home truth here. as a practical matter, that I would like confidence in the stated ideals of this
It is like the old doggeral verse with to see some rich man run against me. I Republic, that in the eyes of the law, in
which we are all familiar: can assure you that everyone in t]._e State the eyes of the Government, men are

It's the same the whole world over. of New Hampshire would know before equal, and that we will not tolerate the
Isn't it a shame? that campaign was over that he was personal or the natural inequalities that
It's the rich that gets the gravy, rich; that he was spending money ;: and providence may impose upon us to be-
And the poor that gets the blame, that he was thereby attempting to "buy" come fixed as a part of our political and
I do not deny that, and I do not think the office, social system; that we are saying that we

the Senator from Florida denies it. If you The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ,Sen- are going to give raen equal access, to
have plenty of money, instead of riding ator's time has expired, the greatest extent :possible, to the priv-
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liege and to the responsibility of public ticipatlon. Why do we take it out only oz_ is a feeling around the country that it Is
office, the President and the Senator and the all right to spend--I have forgotten the

Mr. CANNON. Does the Senator feel Representative? What s_out the Gov.- exact figures--more than $2 million of
that the public is going to have its con- ernors? one's money or the money of one's im-
fidence instilled by the adoption of legis- I miderstand that the present Gover.. medi. ate family in a campaign for 'Lhe
lation that is obviously unworkable and nor of Pennsylvania, Governor Shapp, U.S. Senate, and nobody objects, and
obviously is unreasonable and probably spent an enormous a molmt of his own _verybody says that is all right, or at
infringes on a constitutional right? money :in his campaign, :_.nd so did Mr. :teast they do not say it is wrong, the n I

I pointed up one practical problem al- Ottinger. Shapp was defeated the first say to the Senator that he Is yelrmz
ready, that of a man extending credit, time and won the second time. Ottinger "fire" in a crowded theater.
He goes out and gets credit during the was defeated. ;Perhaps ';hey were de-. Mr. DOMINICK. I say to the Senator
campaign and does not happen to be able feared because they sr_nt so much that the people of that area said they
to raise all the funds to pay it off, and money. ! do not have the faintest idea. did not want him,-so they said they
he has to pay it off himself over a period I do not see why we sh _uld take upon thought it was wrong, and they voted _dm
of time, and it amounts to more than oursetw_ the banner of righteousness,; out. I do not see any real horror in that.
$35,000. Under this proposal, he would and say that simply because somebody [ do not seeany crowded theater. I am
be in violation of the law. has some money, he should not be al-. aappier that he spent $2 mi.llion of his

Take the case of a man who does have lowed to spend it. It seems to me that t,,_ awn money, or whatever the figure was,
some wealth and happens to have his a total limitation on the right of free _han $2 million of other people's money
own airplane. How is that going to be speech Lu our country. _hat he went around and collected all,
allocated, when he flies his airplane? Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, will the _ver the place and then spent. I thil_ it
What is the amount that should be al- Senator yield? is much better for him to do it this Way
located to this $35,000 ff he has his own Mr. DOMINICK. I am happy to yield. _nd let him help the economy, as khe
airplane that he can fly around and use Mr. MATHIAS. I think the Senator Senator from Kansas just whispered tn
to visit people to try to sell a campaign? has raksed an i:_teresting constitutiona:l my ear. I do not see anything wrong with

Is this proposal going to cover the question, and I do not ignore that con-. that
postage which a man has to buy to send stltutional question. Since it has been It seems to me that injecting the idea
out his mailing? Suppose he buys a great raised, perhaps it ought t _ be addressed, that we are able to limit what somebedy
many stamps and sends out a great deal Let us assume, for the ._ake of our dis-. _lse can say as to their right of expres-
of mail, and his people come in and say, cussion, that there ks a constttutiona]l ,_lon or support of a candidate is Just
"Mr. Candidate, we have a lot of letters question. :_ pose to the SEnator a paral-, plain wrong. I think it is unconstitutionM,
that have to go out, and we have to have lel kind of problem, which is the problem _nd I think it ts morally wrong.stamps, and you are up to your $35,000 we have under the first amendment, in-
limit." Can he not go out and buy cludin, g the right of a free press and the Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I yield
stamps? Can he not pay the telephone constitutional guarantee of a fair trial, myself time on the bill to say that we

:aave explored this amendment thor-bills that he might have incurred on an We have discovered in th_ course of our
extension of credit on his telephone political experience that the guarantee :,)Ughly. I Understand that the distin-:;uished Senator from Florida is about
credit card? of a free trial is not always compatible _o u:_e 5 minutes. I hope it will not beI believe there are many practical with the guarantee of a to_aliy free press,
problems here that are not going to help and there has to be some coordination. _aken amiss if, after he ha s used his 5
instill confidence of the public in the of these two very essential and basic :._finutes, I move to table thks amendment.
elective process. The public is going to constitutional principles. Mr. PASTORE. I yield 5 minutes on
have their confidence instilled, if they I a6mit, only for the sake of this argu- ;he bill to the Senator from Florida.
have it instilled, by knowing what is go- merit, that there is a constitutional prob-. Mr. CHILES. Mr. 'President, I have
ing on and then making a decision as to lem here. But if there is, I would say it been listening with great interest to a
whether or not they will support that is the kind of constitutional principle :aumber of the discussions and argu-
particular candidate, which has to recognize ;hat there are merits on this bill and on this amend-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time other equally, and important constitu-, :nent. I have heard many things about
of the Senator has expired, tional principles that also llave to be i.t being wrong, about it being uncon-

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, will recog_fized. _titutiofial, and that it will create all
the Senator from Nevada and the Sena- Mr. DOMINICK. If I may say so, the :_inds of problems. What I hear sounds
tor from Pennsylvania yield me 5 min- constitutional restrictiom;, a.'; I under- ';o me like a lot of nit-picking.
utes on the bill? stand them--and I am not sure that any-. It seems to me that all we are talking

Mr. CANNON. I yield to the Senator. body understands them--on the free-. :_bout is really the confidence of :_he
Mr. PROUTY. I yield time to the press situation at this point, the ones I :)eople in this body and in the Presidency,

Senator. can see_ are those which definitely in- and whether we are going to have the
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I want volve l;he national security of the country people feel that one can buy an office

to inject a couple of statements with re- or wh:ich definitely create hazards to in- in the Senate and Congress or in the
spect to this amendment. I believe many dividuals, 'visible hazards, such as yelling :?residency. Some Girl Starers were up
things are involved. "fire" in a crowded theater. 'this is the :_ere the other day_ and I sat with them

I think that anybody who is dumb type of situation in which there is a _n the gallery for a few minutes. They
enough to contribute that much to his restriction. In teds case, one is not yelling: were looking down on the Senate during
own campaign probably is not going to "fire" in a theater by ,,;pending more its deliberations and one of them Said

_;o me, "We were talking with our coun-get elected, anyway. But, over and beyond money or having his family spend more
that, he has a right to do it. I would say money, if they want to bE_dumb enough :_elor and in our classes and we came to
that this is as much of a right under the to do it, as I haw; said. _e conclusion that you were the only
first amendment as the right of free Second, the national ,,ecurity ts not; person in the Senate who is not wealthy,
Speech. being endangered, unless J;heperson who _;hat you have to be wealthy to get into

I do not agree or think it is sensible for is being attacked by a person who i.,; ';he Senate."
people to walk barefooted even in a peace spending that kind of mor ey thinks he is Well, of course, that is not' true, 13'at
march to the Capitol. I do not think it the only stwior in the United States; and _;here are many people who believe that.
adds very much. NeverthelesS, those -_ho if he $hinks so, he should be put out of ?Iowever, it made me realize that this
want to do it have a right to do it, and I office,anyway. Js a concept that not only Girl Staters
am not going to stop them from doing it, Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, will the have but many other people, that we
as long as they do not interfere with Senator yield? have to be wealthy to be a Senator.
anybody else's rights. Mr. DOMINICK.I yield It is a concept that, in some ways,

I do not see any reason why, just be- Mr. MATHIAS. Let me say that I Js true, that we have to have wealth,
· cause somebody's family may have some would have to disagree violently that ii: or some resources, or the ability to get
money, they are prohibited from con- one condones the practice of recent .';o.me money together in order to seek
tributing. This is an exercise of free years--since I have mentioned the Ot- ,)ffice. I do not believe th-:t should be
speech. It Is an exercise of political par- tinger case, I mention it ugain--ff there J;rue, if we are talking about gaining
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the confidence of the people of this genius of our system is to have a delibera- TON) to lay on the table the amendment
country, tive body made up of people from all of the Senator from Maryland (Mr· MA-

I do not believe that if we are wealthy, walks of life who will come to the Senate THn_S).
ail we have to do is write out a check, and House and put their knowledge and On this question the yeas and nays
because we have so much money, for all expertise together to improve the welfare have been ordered, and the Clerk will
the television time we need, all the radio of all the people. They should not; ail1 be call the roll.
time we need, all the money needed for wealthy. They should all be capable of The legislative clerk proceeded to call
billboards, and have all that done by being able to run for the Senate or the the roi1.
writing one check, as opposed to the House without possessing wealth. Mr. ALLOq'r. Mr. President, will the
candidate who' must seek contributions Mr. President, I think that this is a Chair please ,;tare the form of the ques-
from his friends, and other people who good amendment, tion as it is now proposed to the Senate?
are willing to support him, to try to run Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield _.['ne PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
a campaign, myself I minute on the bill. As I said BENTSEN).The question is on agreeing

I do not believe that is the American before, this is not a good amendment. It to the motion of the Senator from New
way. I do not believe the American way would be unenforceable completely, par- Hampshire (Mr. COTTON) to lay on the
is theft we should be able to buy an of- ticularly in view of the credit arrange- table the amendment of the Senator
rice. The courts have already spoken to merits that ii discussed earlier. I hope from Maryland (Mr. MATHL_S).
that when they asserted that the quali- that the Senate will reject the amend- Mr. ALLOTT. I thank the Chair.
lying fee cannot be raised to put a man ment, because it is unrealistic. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
out of office. Let me point out that in the bill itself will resume the call of the roll.

What disturbs me is that the limita- we have provided for complete disclosure. :["ne legislative clerk resumed and con-
tions are so high. I do not see why a The public will know if a candi, dat;e is eluded the call of the roll.
candidate should be able to spend $25,- spending his money, and how much. Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an-
000 or $35.000 in order to buy the job. They will form their own judgments and nounce that the Senator from Indiana

Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, will the then they can decide whether the can- (Mr. BAYH), the Senator from Mississippi
Senator from Florida yield? didate is trying to buy the election, or is (Mr. EASTLAND),the Senator from Okla-

Mr. CHILES. I yield, having someone buy it for him, because home (Mr. HARRis), and the Senator
Mr. BROCK. I personally agree with that information will remain available from Wyoming (Mr. McGEE) are neces-

what the distinguished Senator from periodically and fully through a corn- sarily absent·
Florida is trying to accomplish. The Sen- mission which we have appointed and Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
ator just mentioned the fact that the the public will be able to make its own ,qenator from Illinois (Mr. PEaC¥) is ab-
limitations are so high; $50,000 is the informed judgments, sent onofficiaJ business·
limitation on the presidential campaign Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the The Senator from South Carolina (Mr.
and that is probably less than tw0-tenths Senator from Nevada yield? X_UaMOND)is necessarily absent·
of 1 percent Of the amount which wfil be Mr. CANNON. I yield. The Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
spent; $35,000 is the limit for a sena- Mr. LONG.. Mr. President, in my ex- MUNOr) is absent because of illness·
torial race· On the average, that is only perience, I have been aware of people The Senator from Wyoming (Mx'. HEN-
3 percent to i0 percent of what the total who wanted to serve their Government SEN) and the Senator from Connecticut
campaign cost of the race will be. As to and the public was willing to share in (Mr. WEXCKEa) are detained on official
the congressional race, allowing the $25,- the campaign expenses, but the candi- btr_iness.
000, that will be maybe 50 percent, on the date could afford to do it by himself, so If present and voting, the Senator
average cost of a House race which, it why would we want to make someone be from Illinois (Mr. PERCY) and the Sena-
seems to me, is a figure which is high. obligated to someone else for campaign tOE from South Carolina (Mr. THUaMOND)

Another point I should mention, Mr. contributions when he is fully able to would each vote "nay."
President, it seems to me that the Mem- take 5are of it himself? The result was announced--yeas 33,
bers of this body should vote for an Perhaps the candidate inherited the nays 58, as follows:
amendment of this kind out of self- money from his mother or father and [No. 191 Leg.]

protection if nothing else, because all of he does not want to throw any finan-
us are accused of spending more money rial obligations on the shoulders of any- YEAS--33
than we could ever possibly spend on our one else. He has plenty of money to ,::on- All0tt Dole Jordan, IdahoBaker Dominick Long
own campaigns, so that I would like the tribute to his favorite charity. He would Bellmon Ellender Magnuson
protection of law. also like to serve in public office and do Bennett; Ervin Montoya

things for the good of the people. Why Bentsel_ Fannin Pastore
The Senator has a very good point should he not be permitted to 'pay for Bible Fong PeUwith his amendment. . Buckley Goldwater Prouty

Mr. CHILES. I thank the Senator from campaign costs if that is what he wants cannon. Gurney Stennis
Tennessee. I have a hard time eonceiv- to do? Why obligate him to someone else Cook Hruska Taft
lng of $50,000. That seems alot of money when he can afford to pay it? Why cotton Inouye TowerCurtis Jordan, N.C. Young

to me, even for a presidential campaign, should we want to require that he seek
or if someone talks about coming to the contributions from people far less able NAYS---5S
Senate, by spending $35,000 or $25,000. to afford, it than he? It makes no sense AnenAiken HartkeHart PearsonPaCkw°°d

Mr. BROCK. $25,000 is a high percent- to me. Anderson Hatfield Proxmlre
age of the amount to run for Congress, Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, in ac- Beall Hollings Randolph
but a person could almost afford that· cordance with the notice I gave earlier, Boggs Hughes Rlbieoff

Mr. CHILES. The Senator has a good I move to lay this amendment on the Brock Humphrey RothBrooke Jackson Saxbe
table. Burdick Javits Schweiker

point. The senior Senator from Ohio in
his discussion earlier said, "What is Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President;, I ask Byrd, Va. Kennedy Scott' Byrd, _. Va. Mansfield Smith

wrong with our election laws? We have for the yeas and nays. Case Mathias SparkmanThe PRESIDING OFFICEFi. (Mr. Chiles McCleUan Spongdisclosure in the bill." I am sure everyone
will agree that disclosure is important BENTSEN) The motion to table i,_ net in Church McGovern Stevens· Cooper McIntyre Stevenson

and valid but part of it is that we are order. The Senator from Maryland has cranston Metcalf Symington
setting a standard to which all the people 9 minutes left on his amendment. Eagleton Miller Talmadge
of this country will look. They will look Mr. MATttlAS. Mr. President, I yield I,kllbrig_t Mondale TunneyGambreU Moss Williams

at the standard and determine for them- back my remaining time. Gravel Muskie
selves whether it is a good one or not. Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I renew Griffin Nelson

What are we looking for in the House my request. NOTvO'rlNG--9
of Representatives or the Senate? We are Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I ask Bayh Harris Percy
looking for a body of men and women for the yeas and nays. Eastland McGee Thurmond
who will reflect the overall judgments of The yeas and nays were ordered. Itansen Mundt Welcker
the people of this country· I do not believe The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- So .Mr. COTTON'S motion to lay Mr.
that we want all wealthy people, all law- tion is on agreeing to the'motion of the M_.THL_S' amendment on the table was
yers, or ail insurance men. The whole Senator from New Hampshire (Mr· Co_- rejected.
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The PItESIDING OFFICER. The ques- The PP_ESIDlZNG OFFICEI%. The clerk Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the

tion is on agreeing to the amendment of will re'ad tile amendinent. Senator yield?
the Senator from Maryland (Mr. The legislative clerk re_d the amend- Mr. CHILES. I yield.
MaTttIAS). [Putting the question.] ment, as follows: Mr. PASTORE. I am rather amens,ble

The amendment was agreed to. On ]page 15, strike out lin_s 1c and 20 and to the idea of limiting the contribution
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I have insert in. lieu thereof tile following: tO $5,000. What disturbs me--and I re-

an amendment at the desk which I ask SEC. 203. Section 603 of title 18, United peat it--is the second part of the ame;._d-
to h.ave read. States Code, is amended to read as follows:: ment, in which it states tlhat no person

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the "§ 608. Lim.itatiorm on contributions ant[ may make contributions directly or in-
Senator identify Iris amendment by expenditures direotly to political comnfittees in excess

"(b) (_!) No pe:._son (othec than a caxldi..
number? date mr political committee) may make con.- of an aggregate amount of $5,000 duri:ag

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, would tribl!t o:ls directly or indir_:ctly during any' any calendar year.
the Senator from Indiana withhold his calendar year in excess of a:u aggregate Would the Senator be amenable to
amendro, ent? There is another part to amount of $5,000 to any caadidate for Fed.. having the provision read that no such
this amendment, and it was understood eral office. For purposes of this paragraph a person may make contributions directly
when action on this part of the amend- contriioutiop, shall be held and considered to or hldirectly to political committees on
ment was completed that the Senator have been made to such a candidate if it is behalf of any candidate in excess of, and
from Arizona (Mr. FANNIN), who haS paid to such camlidate or his agei't.

"(2) No such persoil may make contribu._ SO on?
been on the floor for the last hour and tlons ;lirectly or indirectly ';o political com.- Mr. CHILES. yes, I would be.
a half, would offer his amendment, m_.tte_s in excess of an aggregate amount o:I' Mr. PASTORE. What the Senato:_ is

Mr. HARTKE. Could the Senator from $5,000 daring any calendar year. actually doing here is providing that if a
Indiana and the Senators from Illinois "(3) No candidate may _eceive contribu., person is limited to contributing $5,000 to
and Minnesota be recognized after that lions f:c_m, nor authorize _xpenditures by, committees, if there are :five people in
amendment? political eonLmittees in conxectl!on with his his State running for Federal office, let

Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes. Mr. President, campaign for nomination ior election, and tls say one Senator and four Represer._ta-
I make that mlanimous-consent request, electior_, to Federal office in excess of an ag.. tire.% he is limited to $5,000; beyond thatgregate am.ount ef $75,000daring any ealen..

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without dar year. he could not make a contribution to t[he
objection, it is so ordered, national committee, according to l;his

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, to Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, this is the ame:ndment. Am I correct?
make the record clear, it has been agreed second part of the amendment that we Mr. CHILES. Yes. I wou!d be amena-
that; after the disposal of the Mathias- divided after we had offered[ it earlier, ble to the suggestion the Senator makes.
Chiles amendment, which will be laid This portion Of :;he amencxnent says thal_ Mr. PASTORE. In other words, the
before the Senate shortly, the Senator no person can give to a candidate more Senator would confine it to $5,000 for
from Arizona will be recognized, and than _5,000 in a eontribu:;ion, all committees for one candidate?
then the Senator from Indiana and his The next part provides tha_ no persor_ Mr. CHILES. Yes.
associates will be recognized- can gJ.ve to a committee o::' series of com-. Mr. President, I would aSk the Chair

Mir. PROUTY. Mr. President, we can- rrfittees more than $5,000. if, the yeas and nays not being ordered
not hear the majority leader. The third portion provides that no on the amendment, I could have the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the candifiate shall l'eceive from committees amendment conform to that language.
Senator from Montana restate his a sum in excess of $75,000 from the com-- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
request? mitiee sources, ator has the right to modify his amend-

Mir. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, it is I think this provisior, would really ment.
my understanding that it was understood complete the package o1! what we are Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, to add the
thai; the second part of the Mathias- talking about in election reform and ir_. following ·
Chiles amendment would now be offered, ejection campaign reforlr.. Now we haw. _ Mir. PASTORE. After the word "corn-
to be followed by the amendment of the done something about contributions of mittees" on next to the last line of
distinguished Senator from Arizona (Mr, individuals and their families from their the amendment, add the words "on be-
FANNIN), to be followed, when disposed wealth. This amendment woui(d go a fur-. half of any candidate."
of, by the distinguished Senator from ther step that is necessaL'y and provide The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the
Indiana (Mr. HARTKE) and his associates, that no one is going out, because he i_'_ language accepted by the Senator from

The pRESIDING OFFICER. Without wealthy, and buy himself a stable of Florida?
obje,;tion, it is so ordered. Senators, Representatives, or any other Mr. CHILES. Yes, it is.

Mi:_. HARTKE. Mr. President, I ask candidates because he is making a con-. Ti_e PRESIDING OFFICER. The
unanimous consent that the name of the tribution in excess of $5,0( 0. This amend-, amendment will be so modified.
Senator from Minnesota (Mr. Hu_- meat is going to give the people some Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, I
PHREY) may be added as a cosponsor of faith in our system that a candidate is should like to inquire of the distinguislhed
amendment No. 366. not gohlg to be bought, that he is no_t Senator, the author of the amendment,

T[he PRESIDING OFFICER. Without going l;o give special favors and consid-, what effect this has on senatorial or

objection, it is so ordered, eration to someone who k as paid a huge campaign committees up he_'e that raise
stun of money for his campaign, because money by the process of having dinners,

Mr. STEVi_;NS. Mr. President, who has they are going to know that no sum irJ. such as it is the practice to have? If
the :fiOOl'?

T_he PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the excess of $5,000 will be given, one gives $5,000 to that dinner, is he
I think this is neeessa::y to give us a precluded from making a contribution

Senator frotn Maryland offering his meaningful campaign contribution bill to the candidate of his choice thereafter?a.mendment at this time?
What are we seeking in a campaign con-. Mr. CHILES. No, he is not.

Mr. MATHIAS. Mt'. President, I advise tribution bill? _,'Veare seeking the con... Mt'. PASTORE. Not with the modifiea-
the Chair that the Senator from Florida fidenc:e of' the people. Obviously we are lion I made.

(Mr. C_ILES), who is cosponsor of the seeking' a disclosure. We are seeking a Mr. CHILES. With the modification, he
amendment, is seeking recognition, I limitation on overall spending. But, in wou]d notbe precluded.
think, addition to thai, we are seeking to know Mr. McCLELLAN. One other question:

Tihe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- that _e are going to have candidates and They raise money at these dinners and
ator from Florida. officeholders wb.o are not beholden, be.- they raise possibly more than the $5,000

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, will the cause they were responsible for their for 5he candidates that will be enti_:led
Senator yield for me to make a correc- election to a siz_gle person. Vv'e are seek.., to receive those donations. Can the eon-
lion of the _:_cop._? lng to make su,'e that no person of in... gressional committee which raises tlhe

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the dividual wealth can use his wealth to moneyat those dinners be prohibited now
Senator permit us to have the amend- obtain office against the public interest, from distributing lnore than $5,000 to
ment read first? More than that, we are s_.'eking the con.., any one candidate?

Mir. CHILES. 3/ir. President, I ask that fidence of the people in tl:e electoral sys... Mr. CHILES. Under the modification

-.he amendment be stated, tern. that I have accepted, under subpara-
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graph (3), the overall limitation will be the candidate has to indicate where the Mr. SCOTT. Under the Senator's
$75,000 on behalf of the candidate who money comes from. amendment---and I think the mischief is
received it from the committee. Mr. McCLELLAN. That is correct, beginning to come out here-suppose a

Mr. McCLELLAN. Do I understand one Mr. PASTORE. So thereby, if he re- person were interested in the outcome of
candidate can receive $75,000 from one ceives $75,000 from the central camp:aigll the election in si-: States, where he would
of these dinner committees held here to committee, he has to show it, and he has like to help a given candidate for the
raise money? to file it with that independent con, mis- Presidency. He would like to give a thou-

Mr. CHILES. Under the modification, sion that we have created, sand dollars; but, as I understand it, un-
if the money was not given to the c0m- All this proposal would do, as I un- der the Senator's amendment, that would
mittee of an.individual Senator, it would derstand the amendment now, is permit exceed what he could contribute, because
be possible. That would be the overall any individual to make a contributio:a of that would be $6,000 instead of $5,000.
limitation. Today there is no limitation $5,000 to a candidate, or, if he., h_ :_. Mr. CHILES. That is correct.
at all. multitude of committees, he can make a Mr. SCOTT. So there are 50 States of

Mr. McCLELLAN. I am concerned $5,000 contribution in the aggreg.ate, for the Union, and if somebody wanted to
about an individual Senator. I would like that particular candidate. But he ,::an- help out in all 50 States, he would be
to know. Let us say $500,000 was raised not contribute $5,000 here, $5,000 there, permitted to give $100 in each State; is
up here at a dinner, and $5,000 somewhere else for the _ame that correct?

Mr.CHILES.Yes. candidate. Mr. CHILES.That is right.
Mr. McCLELLAN. For congressional Mr. CHII_]S. That is correct. Mr. SCOTT. So a contributor is

assistance for certain candidates, cer- Mr. PASTORE. That is all it amounts limited, in a presidential campaign, to
tain Members of Congress. They are eh- to. campaign contributions, not of $5,000
titled to receive contributions from that. Mr. McCLFLLAN. I Understood that in per candidate, but $100 per candidate in
Tell me what the limit is under this pro- the amendment, but I did not understand each of the 50 States, if he were in-
posed legislation that one Senator calx how it would apply to these fund raising terested in doing that; is that right?
receive or one Representative can receive dinners, as $o someone who may have Mr. CHILES. If he would like to divide
from this character of fundraising contributed $5,000to a dinner, it that way, and that is the way he
process. Mr. PASTORE. I wish to say to mY wanted to make the gift, that is fine. If

Mr. CHILES. Today there is no limi- friend that this is the crucial provi,_ion, tie would like to give the presidential
tation. He could receive the whole $500,- upon which a veto might hinge, candidate $5,000 he can do that, but this
000. Under this amendment, if adopted, Mr. SCO_I'r. Does this apply to all amendment would spell out that he
there would be a limitation of $75,000. candidates, or just candidates for (','on.- could not give the individual candidate

Mr. McCLELLAN. That is very in- gress? more _;han $10,000. He could give him
triguing, if you can give, out of this fund Mr. CHILF, S. No; it would apply to all $5,000 individually and $5,000 through
up here, as much as $75,000 to one can- Federal offices, eoromRtees, but the amendment would
didate. Mr. COOK. Mr. President; will the spell out that one person could not bank-

Mr. CHILES. Today, asI say, youcould Senator yield? rol_[ a candidate for President of the
give as much as $500,000, under the Sen- Mr. CHILES. I yield to the _!:enator United States.
ator's example, from Kentucky. Mr. SCOTT. Of c,ourse, my heart is

Mr. McCLELLAN. Well, that is hardly Mr. COOK. Let us take the example of bleeding for the half dozen or more pres-
likely. It is impractical; I think we all a candidate i or the Presidency; we haw,' idential candidates in this body, who
agree with that. a major dimler, and it is in that (:an.. must be shivering in their shoes, at least,

Mr. CHILES. I think the $75,000 is a didate's name as the presidential (',an.. at the very thought of the impact of this
little impractical, didate. Is it correct that regardless of amendment.

Mr. McCLELLAN. I am just trying to how much money' is received as a result But beyond that, for the benefit of
find out if you can still We more than of that dinner, he can only, if only one Senators who were not here earlier, I
the $5,000 from this fundraising to any committee is involved, receive a .maxi-. made these points, as Senators will re-
candidate, mumof $75,000fromit? call:

Mr. CHILES. Yes. Mr. CHILES. As a maximum. First, the amendment is unconstitu-
Mr. McCLELLAN. That is what we Mr. COOK. What happens to the re- tional according to the testimony given

want to clear up. mainder of it, if more than $75,000 is ha the committee.
Mr. CHILES. Yes. raised? Second, the Attorney General says it
Mr. McCLELLAN. 8o this has no ref- Mr. CHILES. I am sure the money h'; unenforcible.

erence, then, and there is no application, could go to the national party, or he Third, it is open to any kind of eva-
to these fUndraising dinners that we could give it to his favorite charity, siion under the sun, because any candi-
have up here, where we ask our friends Several Senators addressed the Chair. date with means can call upon his tmcles
to send in money, to make contributions Mr. CHILES. The Senator from Ken- _ad his cousins and his sisters and his
to the overall campaign fund? tucky had not completed his colloquy, aunts, and we are back to the same old

Mr. CHILES. That is correct. Mr. COOK. Might I say this all sounds evil of having mu!tifa:ious committees,
Mr. McCLELLAN. So a Senator or well and good, but I am sure the contri- except that now we are going to have

Representative can receive, or any com- buttons that are made as a result of buy- mu_ttifarious relatives, if a man is fortu-
mittee or combination of committees lng tickets are made with the idea of nate enough to have the multifarious rel-
can receive for him, more than $5,000 contributing to the individual who::_e din- atives.
out of this fund.? ncr is being attended; and I am sure that The Senator from Nevada is opposed

Mr. CHILES. Yes. if the contributor knew the money was te the amendment, I am opposed to the
Mr. McCLELLAN. That is what I going to charity, he would make the con- amcmdment, and I would like to add

thought we ought to clear up, because tribution to charity so that he could de- som.eth_ng else: If titis amendment; goes
this fund has been raised and is avail- duct it from his income tax. into th_ bill, we are not going to get any
able, and there will be others. What the Senator is saying is fha:I, if Mill, because the bill will be vetoed, and

Mr. PASTORE. But the Senator should a major dinner were given in the name of I would support the veto.
realize, if he will yield at this point, that a presidential candidate, by a committee, Several Senators addressed the (;hair.
we have got to qualify that. The question that they would have to sell $75,000 Mr. PASTOItE. Mr. President, I think
has been raised by the Senator in the worth of tickets, plus the expense of [;he we can solve the question by deleting
context of the entire legislation that we dinner, and then stop; is tha,t correct? from the amendanent section 3. If the
are passing, I hope, today, and that is, Mr. CHILES. Well, what I am ;.,;aying amendment is primarily directed toward
No. 1, the candidate is limited as to how is that they could make that contribution what you can contribute, why mess it
much money he can spend for his cam- up to $5,000 to the candidate, instead of up with what you can receive from com-
paign, regardless of where the money is to the dinner, mittees?
coming from; and No. 2, we have a very Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, will the First of all, this law does limit you as
strict--and I have used the expression Senator yield? _o the amount of money you can spend.
"very brutal"_disclosure law, whereby Mr. CHILES. I yield. I_lis law does ihave a provision for very
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strict disclosure. We can solve the prob- vialed ',ne disclosed it, up to the maximum :."rom an individual, and then the stand-
leto, I think, in this way. It has been amount he could spend for his cam- ard of judging how much money he re-
called to my attention that I had the paign. 'IRis does. not inhibit that at all. ceives, whether it is from nefarious corn-
wrong piece of paper in my hand, be- This d.oes not touch that element at all. mittees.
cause the Senator has added a subsec- That is what we are solving here now. Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, will
tion to his amendment, and that is the When we take out section 3, all we are the Senator yield for a question?
one that is causing the trouble. Why not confining this to is to what a person can Mr. CHILES. I yield.
just delete that subsection? contribute, not what he c_n receive. He Mx'.DOMINICK. The effect of the Sen-

Mr. CHILES. All right. I ask that the can receive, provided he discloses it, up ator's amendment is that the Senator
amendment be further modified by de- to the maximunl amount he can spend, from South Carolina and myself, being
leting subsection 3, which would take Mr. DOlqIINICK. Does this mean that the chairmen, respectively, of our sena-
away the restriction of the $75,000 from any one person can give :;o a variety of 1;oriel committees, can create committees
fund-raising dinners, different political committees? in each State and raise a great deal of

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Mr. PASTORE. Not for the same can- money because we have a multitude of
amendment will be so modified, didate, candidates. But when we come to the

Mr. PASTORE. In other words, we are Mr. I)OlVIINICK. Suppose there is the ]President, on either side, although an
getting away from the collection element Republican Coramittee Jor Senatorial individual or our committees might give
and getting into the contribution ele- Support in Colorado, the Republican us as much as $50,000 for the Senators,
ment, which is what we are dealing with Commit Lee for SenatoriaL1 Support in i;hey can give only $5,000 for the Presi-
here, and I do not think we ought to Washington, D.C., and the Republican ,lency.
confuse them. Committee for Senatori_l Support in Mr. CHILES. No; the national com-

As it 'stands now, under this amend- South Carolina. Can they give $5,000 to :nittee also could collect money there.
ment, any person can contribute up to each of these? Mr. DOMINICK. Not for an individual
$5,000 to any individual candidate and Mr. PASTORE. Yes, and nothing has ,:andidate.
up to $5,000 to any committee or combi- been done in this bill to change that. Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, will the
nation of committees for that particular .Mr. SCOTT. What do they do? Senator yield?
candidate; is that not it? Mr. PASTOI%F..They distribute it, as Mr. CHILES. I have told the Senator

Mr. CHILES. That is correct, they have been doing up _o now--and I [rom Arkansas that I would yield to
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, would the am told that the Senator':; side has done him.

Senator further clarify what happens to alittle better than we haw;. Mr. McCLELLAN. I must attend a
all the fundraising dinners around Mr. SCOTT. VTetry. We are not always ,:ommittee meeting.
here_ to which I hope to avoid contrib- successful. The Pl{ESIDING OFFICER. All t:_rne
uting? Mr. CHILES. What wolld be done in 3f the Senator from Florida has expired.

Mr. CHILES. I think we are giving that situation is that now we have a dis- M):. PASTORE. Mr. President, let us
some protection to the Senator. closure. The Senator from Florida--if I 5nd out about the time. Do we have :):ay

Mr. SCOTT. How? In other words, now may refer to myself--would disclose that idea of when we are going to vote on this
you can raise it, if you want, by the he got his money from the committee in amendment?
fundraising dinners, and there will be the District of Columbia, ;he Committee I yield 10 minutes to the Senator on
no limitation; is that correct? for Better Government in Florida, the,. _he bill.

Mr. CHILES. No. Presently there is no Committee To Elect Good Democrats M]n McCLELLAN. I should like to ask
limitation, that is correct, that there is somewhere else. There ar_ ali those ne- one other question, for clarification. This
no limitation now. We are seeking to put farious and hidden ways in which I could matter has become very complicated, as
some meaningful limitations on this bill. have ]received my money, as opposed to is evidenced by the colloquy that has

It is interesting, Mr. President, that the standards set by this amendment, take:n place.
on the one hand, when we seek to put the that ;tn individual shall give not more_ I present a hypothetical case now, and
limitations on the bill, we hear the cry than $5,000 and that he shall put hi,q [ ask the Senator to tell me what his
that that would be unconstitutional, that name on it. So that there would be s. amendment does. The Senator says that
it is going to be vetoed, that it will bring test by which the publi_'_ could judge_, one person can contribute only $5,000 to
down the wrath of heaven; but, on the with the disclosure in thc bill and with a single candidate.
other hand, when we take away what ap- the standards set by ';he individualt Mr. CHILES. That is correct.
pears to be something that would be un- contributions. Mr. McCLELLAN. If they have a
enforceable, we are told that now we are Mr. I)OMINICK. Mr. President, will dinner for the Democratic candidates, or
opening up the door. the Senator yield for som_ questions? [or ()ne candidate, where the plates _Lre

Mr. SCOTT. What I am trying to find Mr. CHILES. I yield. $5,000, or the amount for a given number
out, though, is whether the Senator has Mr. DOMINICK. Do I correctly under-, of p'.Lates should come to $5,000 and one
withdrawn the $75,000 limitation, stand that under the Senator's amend-, fellow buys that number of tickets, can

Mr. CHILES. That is right, ment, as he is proposing it, any person he s_fterward contribute $5,000 to that
Mr. SCOTT. If he has, he has opened can giw_ to any number o:_political com.. candidate, if this money is distributed':!

the door; and thereby, rather than my mittees sc, long as they are not for jusl: Mr. CHILES. He can give $5,000 l_, a
sounding inconsistent, I point out that one candidate? committee or a series of committees for
what the Senator is doing is encourag- Mr. PASTOR]_. That is correct, the candidate. He can give $5,000 to the
lng the evasion. It seems to me that now Mr. DOMINICK. Is tha'; correct? candidate. So he can make a total con-
they can have a half-million-dollar Mr. CHILES. So long s,s they are no_ tribution of $10,000.
fundraising dinner and go ahead and giving to a candidate. Mr. McCLELLAN. He can make a total
give the man all he wants. Mr. I)OMINICK: Without the Sena.- contribution of $10,0007

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the tor's amendment, one would _.till have to Mr. CHILES. Yes.
Senator yield? make disclosures of where he got hi,,_ Mr. McCLELLAN. That is what I

Mr. SCOTT. I think the Senator needs money; would he not? thought. I think the Senator really is
the help of the Senator from Rhode Mr. CHILES. That is correct, simply inviting a lot of dinners. That is
Island, with his mastery of logic, to see Mr. DOMINICK. So th_ only effect of what the result would be--just a lot of
whether he can make sense out of that. the Senator's amendmert would, be to dinners, and a fellow could contribute

Mr. CHILES. I yield, put up a kind of blazoning sign which is all he wanted. He could, buy all the
, Mr. PASTORE. With respect to the going to inhibit the abilit_ of the Senato_c tickets he wanted.

question raised by distinguished Senator from South Carolina and my,,;elf to raise Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, will the
from Pennsylvania, a person is limited as money for our respective candidates. Senator yield?
to how much money he can spend. Irre- Mr. CHILES. No; it certainly is not go.- Mr. CHILES. I yield.
spective of this amendment, the Demo- lng to prohibit the raising of money, but Mr. PROUTY. I think I am raising a
cratic Senatorial Campaign Committee it is going to put a standa::d to the people rather important question, and I should
or the Republican Senatorial Campaign by which the people gill see that a like to have it clarified.
Committee could give the Senator, pro- candidate is not to take rrore than $5,000 T:he Senator's amendment states that
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no person can make contributions dj- Democratic Committee or the Republican Mr. CURTIS. I take it that it would
rectly or indirectly during any calendar National Committee, you are not be.- not include services or gifts other than
year in excess of an aggregate amount holden to anyone, so that the committee dollars; is that correct?
of $5,000 to any candidate for Federal gives you $50,000 and you have got to Mr. CHILES. I do not know what the
office; is that correct? state that the $50,000 came from the definition of the overall bill is in regard

Mr. CHILES. That is correct, committee, and the committee ha,,_gc,t to to services. I would be open to ELlegal
Mr. PROUTY. Suppose someone is state where they got the $50,000. But you interpretation on the basis of that deft-

solicited for $5,000 for a certain candi- are not beholden to the giver. Theft is the nition.
date. Then he is asked to contribute to point we are trying to get over. We could Mr. MATHIAS. It is a thing of value.
one of the political action committees take a quarter of a million dollars, or ihalf Mr. CHILES. Yes I think it is a thing
suc:h as the Committee for an Effective a million dollars, or $1 million and put of value, so that I think services could
Congress or some other committee, such it in someone's campaign pot. ']?hat is be computed within that
as an environmental committee of some what we are trying to avoid. We are try.. Mr. CURTIS. I still do not think it will
kind, supporting the same candidate. He lng to free the democratic process. If effectively reach those situations where
has given $5,000 to the candidate. He Senators do not believe in that freedom, organizations delegate great armies of
giw_s $2,000, perhaps, to one of the corn- then vote against this whole bill. manpower to go out and carry on a can-
mittees and does not know how that Several Senators addressed the Chair. didatescampaign.
money is going to be spent. Is he not in Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I yield to Mr. CHILES. I would answer that by
violation of the law? the Senator from Alaska (Mr. G]_AW_L). saying that tlhere are, many things the

Ivlr. CHILES. Not with the removal of Mr. GRAVEL. I should like to _;Lddress amendment does not. reach and a lot of
subsection (3). The provision would be myself to the point the Senato]. _ from things I would like to see in the bill are
under subsection (2), and subsection (2), Colorado made, and over which the eye-. greater than the amendment. But I think
with the modification--we changed the brows of the distinguished Senator from what we are trying to do here is to set a
language in subsection (2). I do not know ' South Carolina were being raised. As I standacd that will be such that the pub-
whether the Senator has that. With the udnerstand it, philosophically, thi,'; is go-. Itc will be able to sec that an individual
amendment, he would not be in violation lng to add to the structure of committees, should not give more than $5,000 to a
if l_:e gave it to a committee other than be they the party committees, or cc,m3nit-, candidate, and the candidate should not
a committee for an individual candidate, tees for peace causes, or committees for get mote than $5,000 from an individual.

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, will the hawk causes. It will add to these, because He should not be beholden to anyone
Senator yield? they will be the vehicle through wh.ich by more than that. That is the standard

Mr. CHILES. I yield, money will be able to be contributed in we are trying to set. If we go around it
Mr. MATHIAS. I think he could be in an unlimited fashion. It will facilit:_te the: by way of a committee, we can do that

violation if he gave to an individual the task. It might develop party regularity, now. T.hecommittees are there.
maximum amount, S5,000, and then gave It might throw into motion new :E_pects What the bill does do is to set up
to a committee an earmarked contribu- of our system that are not now there. We disclosure for the committees. When we
tion. might move away from committees and go aro,and it by those committees, the

Mr. CHILES. In excess, identify more with individuals. What the press, your opponent, the public, will be
1V[r.MATHIAS. In excess of his origi- Senator is doing is a sensible device tlhat able tc_ see that you did not go by the

hal contribution, will accomplish more with organizations, standard that was set in the bill and
Mr. PROUTY. But if he earmarked it, It will have that effect, someone is trying to give all his money

he would not be in violation of the law? Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Preside_nt, I t].qroug:h committees, or someone is try-
Mr. CHILES. That is correct, should like to comment on what the dis- lng to receive all the money through
A/.[r. SOOTT. Even if he did not ear- tinguished Senator from Rhode Island committees. So I think we still have that

mark it and it still got to the candidate, said. As I understand it, this menials that standard, whereby we can judge the guy
he would not be in _olation. some people are not beholden to the iii t.he white hat or t:he guy in the black

N.[r. CHILES. That is correct. 'large givers, those in tile party str'qcture, hat. The public needs that standard.
l_[r. SCOTT. That is an evasion, those in the committee structure. They want to have us say that we are
l_:r. BROCK. _,Vhat possible effect Shades of Carmen Di Sapio. Sh:_Lde_.:;of not beholden to anyone, that we are not

would this amendment have'? All that all the bossism I have ever seen. Every taking money from one man and owing
the respective parties would have to do candidate will be beholden to the po]itt- him for that, that we are not going out
would be to set up multiple candidate cai committees that you are forcir, g into to try to buy a stable of office holders.
committees, and then everybody would the political stream today. I hope th_,t I So we will set that standard. That is
be excluded from the law. do not have to be beholden to any politi- what it comes down to. I think Senators

Mir. CHILES. There is the possibility, ca1 boss. I am not beholden to _myqne can disagree with that and can also find
M:r. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the right now. I am perfectly willing fully to all kinds of technical things to disagree

Sen:ator yield? discuss every contribution Igetfrom any- with, all kind,,; of loopholes as to what
Mir.CHILES. Iyield. where, and require anyone that makes the amendment does not do. There are
Mir. PASTORE. What we are trying to a contribution to disclose it. But why some things that it does do. But what

avoid is the element of being beholden. If create a political figure who h:.;_s l_he we are Lalking about is the philosophy of
one makes a contribution to the Repub- power? You assume somebody will be whether we think there should be a
lican Senatorial Committee, that money beholden. Why not assume that the po]itt- standard, a hallmark that we see the
goes into a pot. The candidate does not ical boss will not be beholden to the oJ_ce is not for sale, the candidate :isnot
become responsible to the giver. Nobody contributor? You assume that we would, for sale, a Senator i,; not for sale, and
becomes responsible to the giver. Mr. PASTORE. I do not know Carmen that we will see thai; we are putting a

Now we have something a little differ- Di Sapio. I have never met him. But I prohibition on what an individual can
ent. Where one makes a personal con- do know ERNESTI-loLLINGSand I do know give. That is what the amendment does,
tribution to an individual, there is the PEZE DOMINICK,and they are not bosses. Mr. President, I yield the floor.
intimate contact of the person to person. They are not bosses. They are ch_,irmen Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I yield my-
That is where we are disturbed a little, of campaign committees of the Senate. self at this time 10 minutes on the bill
because that is where you become be- Take Larry O'Brlen, the present nstional sc, that I may yield to the Senator from
holden. You can take this thing and chairman. Take any other names tile Kansas (Mr. DOLE); but before ,doing
stretch it to any ridiculous proportion Senator wants. He does not impre.ss me that, I _ould like to point out a further
:7ou want. But what we are trying to do by using the name Di Sapio. evasion committed by this amendment.
:is to measure the amount any individual Several Senators addressed the Chair. For example, i:[ any t:hree Senators iq]n-
can give another individual, or any corn- Mr. CHILES. I yield to the Senator aing for office in 1972, of the same polit-
mittee can give on behalf of that partic- from Nebraska. _c..alparty, get their heads together and
ular candidate. When you give it to a Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President,. this organize a committee called "a Commit-
campaign committee, or go down here to amendment refers to $5,000 tee to Elect Senators We Like" or "a
a banquet being held by the National Mi'. CHILES. That is correct. Committee to Elect Senators Who Will
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Do What We Say," whatever they want to be el,wi;ed President o:._ Senator, he goes to the amount an individual could
to call it--and of course they will really could not contribute $5,000 in the gert- spend. This goes to what an individual
Cat1 it "the Committee for Clean Gov- eral el,m_ion, could contribute.
ernment," I was only suggesting the real Mr. CHILES. Not individually; the If the Senator does not believe ll_. a
name--but they form a Committe.e roi' Senater is correct, limitation he ought to be against the
Clean Govermnent and the three of them Mr. DOLE. Th.eh, he could contribute s,mendment. I am not trying to persuade
have an arrangement whereby they can $5,000 in each calendar year. lie could anyone to go along with me. As a matter
get $5,000 from each contributor only, start preparing now for 1976 by con- ¢,f fact, I went out of my way to make
but the committee for clean government tributing $5,000 each year, starting this corrections in the modifi_'ation so that
can get all the money it wants because it year. it would be this way. It was a labyrinth
is not earmarked and you have tacit con- Mr. CHILES. The Senator is correct. (,f confusion before.
sent that it may be $150,000. To the can- Mr. DOLE. I think it i_ important to If 'f.he Senator does not go along vcith
didates' immense surprise, they send point up that about ali we do, as I un- me, he can be as sincere ss possible and
$50,000 to candidate A, $50,00 to candi- derstand it, is limit the amount that vote against it. However, we are trying to
date B, and $50,000 to candidate C. John Doe, whoever he may be, can con- limit the amount an individual can give

The Senator from Florida indicated tribute if he has money and if he is con- to an individual candidate.
that the committees can spend all they cerned about poiiitics, lie !s more or less NaCre'ally a President does not go
want. So long as they do not earmark it, limited to contributing _5,000 to one _rom_d collecting money for a campaign.
they will get it. This implies that poll- presidential candidate, but he could con- lqo one collects money for a President.
ticians were born yesterday. It also tums tribute $5,000 to any number of sena- Elis national committee does it. It is al-
over to a bunch of newly created com- torial candidates, ways done that way. That is done by the
mittees the function heretofore exercised Mr. CHILES. IndividUaEy; the Senator national committee, not by President
by reasonably respected organizations is correct. Nixon. It was not done by President
know as the Democratic National Corn- Mr. I)OLE. So_ he has to limit his con- [{ennedy or any other President. The na-
mittee and the Republican National tributions to a candidate for President _Aonal committee does that.
Committee. In deference to my friend which i_; rather unfair, for I think that We do not want to do anything to
from, Kansas I should say hi2'h!y respect- a candidate for the Presidency is per- ::end,er the national committee innocu-
ed, Since he and I held that same job. haps a little mine important titan a can- ,)us. 'We do not want to do that. If in the

I now yield to the distinguished Sen- didate for Senator. ttowever, John Doe :)rocess we involve the person-to-person
ator from Kansas· can contribute money to the national obligation, we are better off than if we

Mr. DOLE· Mr. President, I appreciate committees. Is there any limit to the make the democratic process weaker.
the Senator yielding to me. I see some number of committees to which he can Mr. DOLE. Of course, in every presi-
great possibil:ities here, as the chairman contribute? iential campaign, the Veterans Commit-
of the Republican National Committee, Mr. CHILES. As long a,,; they were not 'me for HUMPHREY, the Veterans Corn-
and I have a few questions to ask the set up individually for him, he could mittee for Nixon, the Citizens .Commit-
Senator from Florida· contribute to committees. But there tee for Nixon--I am sorry if I used that

As I understand part 2, there would would be a disclosure under the bill a,; name without permission.
be no limit on the amount of money any to who was contributing. M:c. HUMPHREY. Go right ahead, l
person might contribute to the Repub- Mr. I)OLE. It occurs to the Senator like :it.
liean National Committee; is that cor- from Kansas that disclosure is the way Mr. DOLE. Whoever might happen to
rect? to solw; the problem. However, it does be the candidate, could that candidate

Mr. CHILES. That is correct, unless appear that it would gi_e tile national get $5,000 from an individual. ·
he tried to contribute to a committee on committees much more power. I do not Mr. PASTORE. Not to each one. An in-
behalf of an individual candidate, concur completely in what the Senator dividual can give any amount up to

Mr. DOLE. Unles_ it was earmarked, from Alaska said. However, it appears t_ $5,000. If he has five committees, $5,000
and I understand that part. Because me that if John Doe, a :millionaire, can be given to each committee.
President Nixon said I should be chair- could not contribute more than $5,000 to Mr. DOLE. What about the candidate
man, it would be all right for an indi- Mr. X's candidacy for President but for Vice President? Could he also give
vidual to contribute $50,000 or $!00,000 could contribute to the Democratic or money to Vice President AGNEW,for ex-
to the Republican National Committee; Republican National Corr.mittees an un.- ample, if he is a candidate?
is that correct? limited amount, it would put us in a Mr. PASTOI_E. That i.,; correct. Any

Mir. CHILES. In spite of what Presi- strong position as chairraen of the na.- person could give up to $5,000 to him or
dent Nixon said, he would be able to tional committees, to any of the committees.
contribute. Mr. CHILES. I think he could con- Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, in effect, the

Mr. DOLE. Right. Then I, in turn, as tribute to the party now. Much of the Vice President is elected because he is
chairman of the Republican National money would be c_._ming through the connected with the presidential candi-
Committee--and certainly Larry O'Brien comn'fittee now. I do not know how that date.
also of the Democratic National Corn- would change the mattex. Mir. PASTORE. Well, he could iend the
mitte¢_under this amendment could Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, .as a praCti - money to the President.
make a distribution any way I saw fit cal matter, we have great di_!culty in the !Mx. SCOTT. That would constitute an-
insofar as a campaign was concerned, Republican National Committee--and I 'other evasion.
as the committee chairman, not as an assume in the Democratic National Corn- Mir. PASTORE. There is no evasion in-
individual, mittee--raising money. I; is particularly volved.

Mr. CHILES. That is right. I mean, true m a presidential year. There is a lot l_.,_r. CURTIS. Mr. President, some of
although the limitation was under the of competition for the dollar. However, us have heard about contributors who
bill as to what the candidate's spending if the amendment is adolSted, it would oftentimes give to both sides. Those giw
would be. strengthen the p_sition of the national ers could still give twice as much as the

Mr. DOLE. Then I would not be guilty commi_;tees and we corld have, if we loy_d supporters of those candidates if
of any crime if I make a contribution as were so inclin,_d, great staZure in our this amendment were to pass.
a chairman of a party to a candidate; is posit!.ons, l_.[r.PASTORE. I think that the strong
that correct'.,' lvlr. PASTORE. Mr. President, is there disclosure law that we will have would

Mr. CH:LES. That is co_.rect, any reason the Senator slaould not have? give him away.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, secondly, Mr. DOLE. I want some, bat not all of Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I share _hat

does the limitation apply to both primary it. view. Disclosure would take care of the
and general elections? Mr. PASTORE. How much dees the fellow who plays both sides of the street.

Mr. CItILES. Yes, it docs apply. It is Senator want? Mr. PASTORE. They cannot straddle
an overall limitation. Mr. DOLE. Not all of it but it appears the road after this.

Mr. DOLE. So if we have John Doe, a that if we had all the rroney, we might 1E.[r.SCOTT. Mr. President, I yield to
millionaire, who contributes $5,000 to the even name the, candidate, the Senator from Maryland.
noraination efforts of someone who wants Mr. ]?ASTOY_E. The l_)int is that th:is Mr. MATI-IIAS. Mr. President, let; me
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say to the Senator from Kansas that in Mr. PASTORE. I answer that if there ning for Federal office except one person.
this amendment, as in any statute passed were no ceiling as 'to the amount of ]NOw, someone has exhausted his $5,000
by Congress. it is possible to evade the money that could be spent in the ,:Sen- to that Person but would like to give it
law m' to avoid the law or to just break ator's behalf the Senator would be cor- 1;brough the county committee and the
the law. But we have to assume that peG- rect, but the Senator must consider this county committee gives it to' the only
plo want to uphold the policy and stand- amendment in the context of the entire candidate lamning for Federal office in
ard which Congress sets. That is all we bill. Whoever receives a dime from any that State. Is that an evasion?
are doing. We are setting a standard and person in any campaign has to disclose it The Deputy Attorney General said
a goal for the American people. I think under the law. that ff that is done, there could be pros-
that it is worth setting. I hope that the Mr. GRAVEL. But that is a virtue that ecution for a felony.
Senate will adopt the amendment, would exist without this amendment. Mr. PASTORE. I do not think so. All

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I have un- Mr. PASTORE. But it does not exist he wo"ald have to dc, is declare----
dertaken to yield to the Senator from today. That is why we are here. Mr. SCOTT. Then, he has given $10,-
Alaska. So I will yield 2 minutes to the Mr. GRAVEL. The Senator misunder- 000, so the only one who can :receive
Senator from Alaska and then tm'n over stands me. That virtue exists in the bill, i;he $10,000----
control of the time on this side to the without this amendment. Mr. PASTORE. We are not talldng
manager of the bill on this side, the Sen- Mr. PASTORE. That may be so but about receiving. I thought we had cor-
ator from Vermont, who seeks recogni- without this amendment any individual rected that.
tion. could give any amount without :.cestric- Mr, SCOTT. No one is vaccinated

Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, is there tion. The Senator from Florida wants to against receiving the money.
a limitation in the bill on how much any do something about that. He does not Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the
po].itical party or committee can spend want the money to come from not only Senator yield?
on whomever might be their candidate? any one particular source but from many Mr. PASTORE. I yield.
If a group for peace had $1 billion or $1 sources. That is the approach of the Sen.- Mr. ,CANNON. Th_; is right back where
million, could they spend that as they ator's amendment. If the Senator from we started. This is section 608 of the
chose? Alaska does not go along with him he c:ode, title 18, and we are just rolling it

NIr. PASTORE. Not if they are cam- can vote against it. back.
paigning for the one candidate. All they Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will I think we are destroying th!s bill if
can spend is up to the amount named, the Senator yield? we continue as we are going now. We are
They cannot spend any money on the Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, on the rolling ii; back to where it has been over
candidate's campaign without his per* bill, I yield to the Senator from Min.. the years. We have found it is not a
mission, nesota, goodlaw,Allof the witnessestestifiedto

Mr. GRAVEL. And what if they do not - Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I that effect. We have tried to make a
have it? wish to ask a question for clarification, good law.

]/h'. PASTORE. Then there would be a Much of the discussion has been. about Mr. SCOTT. Not only destroy the bill
violation of the law if they were to do the national committees, but everybody but invite a veto just as sure as this is
that. This is not my amendment that knows we have State committees, county left in
these questions are addressed to. I just committees, and city committees. Th.ere Mr. PASTORE. I want to make the
sought to clarify the amendment. I just is a county Democratic commfi;tee, a
put. in the amendment, county Republican committee, a State further point that I am not here to de-

Mr. GRAVEL. I am trying to make uP Democratic committee, and a State Re- stroy the bill. EverYbody knows that. Ihave made that clear. Let us get this
my mind. Although Iagree with the Sen- publican committee.
ator from Florida and I think this is a Does this particular amendment deny matter straight.
laudatory standard to achieve, I do not' an individual the right to contribute to One of the complaints' that has been
think the amendment will accomplish those committees that do not have par- made is that we have a Corrupt Prae-
this. It will set into motion a brokerage ticularly any one man in mind? tices Act today, and under that Corrupt
system that we have gotten away from in },ir. PASTOItE. No; it would not change Practices Act, all that can be given is
which a person would become very pow- that at all. $5,900. That is the law today. This figure
erful as a professional fundraiser. He Mr. HUMPHREY. An individual[ could of $5,000 has not been picked out of the
wbuld be able to go out and collect money make a $5,000 contribution to 50 State sky. It is in the law today.
and parcel it out and have great power, committees, and he could make a simfiar The only trouble with the law today
and yet not be an elected official, contribution to any number of county is that you can give $5,000 to 50 commit-

Mr. PASTORE. I cannot imagine any committees. Second, once that happened, tees for the same candidate. That is what
per,;on being in that position unless he insofar as individual amounts of expend- we are removing here. All we are saying
happens to be chairman of either of the itures are concerned, how do we moas- is, "You can give the $5,900, but insofar
political parties, unless he happens to be ute out, for example, if the Democratic as' giving it to various committees, you
Senator DOLE, chairman of the t_epubli- committee of my State decides to run a are confined to $5,000 in the aggregate."
can Party, or Lawrence O'Brien, chair- full-page ad for all the candidates in What we are doing is removing the
man of the Democratic Party. 1972, starting with the presidential, vice- It)ophole. That is all we are doing. We

Mir. GRAVEL. I disagree with the Sen- presidential, and county candidates'? _ire removing the loophole.
ator. If I were to live in the Southwest Mr. PASTORE. It would have to be Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I respect-
and wanted to raise a lot of money to de- exposed to the Senator from Minnesota :l'ully have to disagree with my colleague.
feat peace candidates, I might have very and they would have to get his consent 'We are simply widening the loophole.
good access to a very large sum of money, to do it for him. In other words, the Se<n- Mr. PASTORE. I do not think so.

I could parcel that sum out from one ator would become responsible for any Mr. CANNON. W'e say you cannot give
or two individuals to as many candi- act done in his belaalf. That is why this more than $5,000 to alt committees for
dates as I might choose under this sys- is a strongblll. Z{_SMPm_Y,let us say, but you can turn
Leto, and it would actually be encore'aged If Senators think it should not b,:_that _wound and give $5,000 to as many corn-
because they would be given this sub- strong, it should be weakened, but we rnittees as you want--State, national.
Lerfuge. In other words. Mr. President. have made this a strong bill. and county committees and they can
_f you want to give a lot of money to a If anyone who conducts a campaign in turn around and give HUMPHREY a good
candidate, do it through a committce. I the Senator's behalf or spends money :in part of that money.
::hink the national commitees are clesn, the Senator's behalf, that is chargeable So we are not doing one thing in this
but it would open up a proliferation of to the Senator and it cannot be done that is r,ot covered in section 608 of the
committees, withouthis permission, present code.

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield Mr. SCOTT. Mi'. President, will the lvlr. PASTORE. Mr. President, the Sen-
myselftime on the bill. Senator yield? ator has disagreed with me and I can

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Mr. PASTO_E. I yield, disagree with him. Tb.e point which he
]?tOZH). The Senator f:'om Rhode Island Mr. SCOTT. Suppose, in that county complains of exists today. You can give
is recognized, and in that State there is no one run- a emmty or a ,State committee all you
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want to. We are not affecting that at all. but if :r had it, suppose I gave to some tisement in the paper, "Ban the Bomb."
That is under State law. candidate for Federal offi :e. l: have aisc, We ¢:annot stop that. Perhaps many of us

All we are saying is, with respect to been asked to contribute to various other would not want that done; :perhaps m;my
the abuse today, where a person can committees. I do not knox_ how they are would. We cannot provide for everything.
set up 50 committees and give 50 corn- going to spend that money or on what Mr. BAKER. While it is not possible to
mittees $5,000, we are cutting that out. candidates. I think disclo:;ure is going to have, a perfect limitation on advert:tse-
We are correcting a loophole. That may put us in an impossible situation, merits against a candidate or in favor of
bring about a veto. I do not know. The, Deputy Attorney General summed some abstract issue, it is possible to do

The question has been raised time and up the problem before 5he committee something. This amendment is corn-
time again that the trouble was not with when he said: pletely devoid of any restriction at all in
the $5,000 limitation, but the idea that Further, the proposed section would lin.. that respect. I think the distinguis:hed
you can multiply that $5,000 by many pose felony sanctions for aggregate contri.- Senator from Kansas is entirely right
different committees. We are cutting that buttons exceeding the limitation in any when he says this amendment apl:lies
out and saying that no matter if there .amount, and regardless of the intent of the simply to expenditures for a candidate,
is one committee or 50 committees, the contributor. In v:,aw of the perplexing array while there is no prohibition against
aggregate can be only $5,000. We are of political committees which solicit cam.-palgn contributions, lnadw_rtent violations contributions directly or indirectly
closing that loophole, are likely and intentional violations may against a candidate. I think we should

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I easily be made to appear inadvertent. Such a do .';omething, but I do not think we
think the Senator made a very able point, proscrLptlo:n would be virtually impossible should approve this amendment.
If we are looking for an amendment to for th,s Department to enforce and thc pub... Mr. PASTORE. If I may make my rea-
cover all possibilities of the evasion it lie we'.aid be deluded if it bEliew_d otherwise, s0n clear, my substitute does not include
is not going to be decided here--maybe I think the central iasu; is that we are the provision we are talking about now.
in heaven, but not here--because the in- perhap,_ going to create, or perhaps re.- As a matter of fact, there is no limita-
genuity of the human mind is beyond sult in. bringing, charges against inno- tion on contributions in :my substitute,
comprehension, cent contributors, because I followed the recommendation

Mr. PASTel:rE. They would not do _.t Mr DOLE. Mr. President, will the of the Committee on Rules and Adminis-
in heaven because there are no politicians Senator yield? tration, and it insisted that it be written
up there. Mr.PROUTY.Iyield. the way that committee thought; it

Mr. HUM:PI_[REY. JOHN, speak for Mr. DOLE. I trust this i._;not a frivolous should be written. I did not disturb that
yourself, question but tl_ere is nothing that says at all.

Mr. SCO_q_i'. What you would be doing one cannot contribute $5,000 against I am saying to Senators and I can live
would be to put Presidential candidates some candidate This amendment says on with or without the amendment. I shall
in purgatory, behalf of a candidate. Cna could orga- vote. for the amendment, if it comes to a

Mr. HUMPHREY. It does place a nize a committee against :President Nixon vote,, because I feel what we are doing
guideline and a standard and it will, as and he could give $5,00,) or $10,000 or is adopting an amendment directedthe colloquy has demonstrated, strength-
en the respective _)olitical committees, $50,000 to that committeE. This provision against abuse of a multitude of corn-- speaks in a po.'_itiveway of being for a mittees. I think we have done that. But
both Republican and Democratic corn- candidate. Nothing prohibits a man frets I say, frankly, every Senator is left to
mittees, giving to a committee a_ainst a candi- his own conscience. It would not bother

I think one of the great errors in poll- date. So one could give s million dollars me which way this amendment goes. I
tics is the proliferation vf committees, against a candidate but only $5,000 for think we have talked about it from every
They destroy political responsibility, a candidate for President? angle and we ought to bring it to a vote.

The important thing is, first, to ac- Mr. PASTORE. The answe:c is that the If Senators vote it up, it is all right with
count for contributions; second, to ac-
count for disbursements and expendi- question is not frivolous, but; the fact Js me. If they vote it down, it is all right
tures; and third, to place ceilings on hog, that when they begin to bandy money with me, because the name of thc game
much can be expended. In other words, around, the person who is running in this bill is the limitation, the ceiling,
accountability, and that is more ira- against Nixon :has to account for it, be.- a candidate can spend, and full dis-
portant than all the detail we write into cause he cannot use it without disclos- closure.
this bill. It is the exposure that would be lng it. Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield
gotten; the fact that you could not dis- Mr. DOLE. :Even if he is supporting to the junior Senator from Alaska (Mr.
guise, avoid, or evade. That is what is no candidate? GR_,VEL).
important in this bill. Mr. ]PASTOlq,E. Of ecu ese, there is free Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, one clari-

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield speech, fication. This amendment does have a
myself 5 minutes on the bill. Mr. DOLE. There is a "Committee on prohibition on committees and the

I think we are missing the entire ques- Good Government." amount that can be contributed to them.
tion before us. I want to read again Mr. PAS_B;E. What does that mean? What is sought here is to prevent dump-
from the amendment, as modified. Everybody is for good government, but lng $5,000 in various committees, because

No person * * * may make contributions the minute they men';ion the name then the candidate will not have any
"Poi. F."directly or indirectly during any calendar Or "PASTORE," they had better control over that. Then you set up a

year in excess of an aggregate amount of addthat, power system that will operate within
$5,000 to any candidate for Federal office. MI'. BAKE R. Mr. Presilent, if the Sen- our system, and I submit that ill is great-

No person may make contributions directly ator will yield, we have discussed this at er than the ill we are trying to correct.
or indirectly to political committees on be- some length. :[ think [3e Senator will :R_r.PASTORE. That is not so, becausehalf of any candidate in excess of an aggre-
gate amount of $5,000 during any calendar agree that this limitation will apply only the minute that money is spent, theto rpdio or te].evision. If someone we:ce candidate is responsible.
year. buying an advertisement for some par- l_[r. President, I yield 10 miuntes to the

I think that means no candidate can titular candidate, the advertisement Senator from Virginia /Mr. BYRD)
receive more than $5,000 from any indi- would be subject to a limitation, but there Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
vidual, are a :hundred other th:rigs one can do there has been so much discussion that

Does the Senator from Rhode Island against a candidate which are subject to the Senator from Virginia is a little con-
agree with that? no limitation, fused as to just what this amendment

Mr. PASTORE. That is correct. Mr. PIkSTOItE. That Js right. In other does do.
1Vlr.PROUTY. Suppose there are 35 or words, one could come out against the First let me say that I favor a liraita-

50 committees spread throughout the Vietnam war and peopl_ would have to tion on campaign spending. The record
country, in support of various candidates, decide whether, he was for or against a will show that I supported the bill which
I am solicited or somebody solicits me to candidate. We could not write a law to passed the Senate last year, presented
contribute to a half dozen or more of cover that. Somebody Iaised the point, by the Senator from Rhode Island.
those committees. I have already given what if a faculty got together on a can- I favor the Pastore bill, S. 382, which
$5,000. Actually, I do not have the money, didate and they wanted to put an adver- is before the Senate today. The RrcoaD
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will show that a few minutes ago the [Several Senators addressed, the say this to the Senator from Virginia.--
Senator from Virginia supported the Chair.] and I hope I do not assume the position
placing of a limitation on the amount Mr. PASTORE. The Senator from Vir- here today that this is my amendment.
that a candidate himself or his immedi- ginia has the floor. I keep saying that time and time again
ate family may contribute to lxis Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield '_o I;he It is not: in my substitute.
campaign. Senator from Nevada. Mr. BYRD of Virginia. No, I am not

Now we get to the amendment under Mr. CANNON. I thank the Senator. aware of that.
consideration. As I say, there has been Mr. President, this is exactly the prob- M.r. PASTOYqE. But something has just
so much discussion that I may not be leto that the Deputy Attorney GEmeral happened here that has boxed us in.
certain that I undertand the facts, and directed himself to when he appeared be- What we have done here today has put
that is the only reason why I wish to fore our committee. He pointed out that us in the position that no one can spend
discuss the amendment, inadvertently situations like this col:fid more than $35,000 of his own money to

A'; I understand the Senator from occur, that a person might make a $5,000 run for the Senate, and yet we are say-
Rhode Island, a candidate for the Sen- contribution to a candidate, and might :lng, in the same breath, that anybody
ate, to take an example, may receive a make another $5,000 to a political co:m- ,_lse can give him $1 million. Is that not
contribution up to $5,000 from one indi- mittee which, in turn, turns around and ::idiculous? If we had not agreed to the
vidual. I understood the Senator from pays $3,000 of that amount back to [he araendment, I will say frankly, I do not
ghode Island to say the same individual candidate, and that would be a violation :;hink we should agree to this one, but
:may make a contribution to the Demo- of the law, even though it might be in- where we have boxed ourselves in by say-
eratic senatorial campaign committee advertent. Jng, a short while age,, that nobody can
or to the Republican senatorial cam- That was one of the reasons, as I un- .'_;pend more than $35,000 of his own
paign committee. Such committee, in derstand it, that he said, first, that he money, but he can collect more than a
_urn, may funnel back that $5,000 to the believed it was unconstitutional, a:nd million dollars :from someone else for his
candidate, second, that he believed that it was un- campaign---is that not ridiculous? I say

M:r. PROUTY. Mr. President, will the enforceable, and he also said that it both provisions ought to go out, or both
Senator yield.? would lead to many inadvertent viola- provisions ought to go in, and that is

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield, tions of the law, and I must say that I the reason I am onmy feet.
Mr. PROUTY. Not if he has already think the Senator from Vermont has Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I have the

contributed to the candidate, made a good point there, that in sec- floor, as I understand it.
Mr. PASTORE. No, no; the Senator tion 1 where it says that no person c:_m lqIr. PASTORE. And I will give the

from Virginia is correct. He may give the make a contribution directly or indirectly itenator 10 minutes.
of more than $5,000 in a particular' year Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I am not argu-

S5,000, as I understand the amendment, to a particular candidate, certainly, ff he i:ag either for or against the amendment
to a committee in the candidate's behalf, has made another $5,000 or $10,000 or right now. I am trying to understand, the
Is that correct? $50,000 contribution to a committee that amendment. I am not; sure other Sen-

Mr. CHILES. That is correct, is not for a particular candidate, which a tors understand the amendment, and I
Mr. PROUTY. If the Senator will read he has a right to do, and that commit- do not think we ought to vote on it until

the ]language, he will see that that is tee turns around and makes a cont:cibu- we do understand it.
rtot so: tion back to the candidate, that cer- Mr. iVL[THIAS. Mr. ]?resident, will the

No such persol, . . . may make contribu- tainly is an indirect contribution to the _enator yield?
tlons directly or indirectly during any cai- candidate. Mr. BYRD of Virginia. In just a :mo-
endar year in excess of an aggregate amount Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, ment. I want to say to the Senator from
of $5,000 to any candidate for Federal office, in that regard, there is nothing in this lq;hode Island that I am not in favor of

That means whether the money comes amendment---I suppose I should address taking the lid off and permitting people
from the Democratic National Commit- this question to the Senator from Flor- tx) spend a million dollars. What I want
tee, a county committee, a State commit- ida: There is nothing in this amendment to do is correct that, but i submit that
tee, er a committee for effective govern- to prevent the same individual who has ti're amendment does not do that, if I
merit that may be established anywhere made a contribution to a candidate from understand it correctly
in the country. How is it going to be making a similar $5,000 contribution to Mr. PASTORE. If 'the Senator will
possible for any committee to know the the Democratic senatorial campaign yield, I did not intimate that at all. The
facts? committee or the Republican senatorial reason I am making speeches this after-

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I am trying to campaign committee; is that correclI? noon is that I voted to table the former
estabi[ish exactly what the amendment Mr. CHILES. That is correct, amendment because I did not think it
does, The Senator from Vermont has one Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the had any place in this measure. I think
interpretation; the Senator from Rhode Senator from Virginia yield to me? if a man wants to run for public office
Island has another interpretation. Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield, and has the money, and there is only so

Mr. PASTO_E. I am not the sponsor Mr. GRIFFIN. As I understand :it, J[t much he can spend, why should he not
of the amendment. The sponsor is the is not limited to $5,000 to the national use his own money? It is a precious pos-.
Senator from Florida (Mr. CHILr.S). I central campaign committee; he can se,ssion; if he wants to become a Member
made certain corrections and asked him make a $100,000 contribution to either of the Senate, and can afford it, and can
questions, and that is what he told me. committee, under the amendment, e_:ceed what the amendment prescribe&

Mr. CHILES. I think with the addi- Mr. BYRD of Virginia. May I ask: the w]:ly should we stop him for using his own
tional language, if the Senator reads Senator from Florida, is that correct? m:)rtey, and make him go around and
subparagraph 2, he will see that no such Mr. CHILES. That is correct. It i'; try to collect it from somebody else? But
person may make contributions directly correct today, and it would be correct I ,_ay, also, there ought not to be any
or indirectly to political committees on under this amendment, lir_litation to what someone else can give
behali' of any candidate in excess of an Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Then we are him.
aggregate amount of $5,000. You have to not putting a ceiling on campaign con.. Mr. BY_tD of Virginia. I am not taking
read section 1 and section 2 together; tributions by this amendment, that attitude.
that will, in effect, allow contributions The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time Mr. PASTORE. I understand.
in an amount of $10,000. of the Senator has expired. :Vir. BYRD of Virginia. But I do not

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, if the Mr. PASTORE. I give -the Senator ii bei!ieve this amendment accomplishes
Senator will yield further, that does not minutes more. Is that enough? what the Senator from Rhode Island
have the effect the Senator intends. Mr. BYRD of Virginia. No, I do not wants toaccomplish.

Mr. CHILES. I refer to line 8 on the believe it is. Let me take that, and we NIr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, will the
first page. I think you have to read the willsee how we get along. Senator yield for a short comment? I
language in the total of the two para- Mr. PASTORE. All right, believe it might t:hrow some light on the
graphs. Mr. BYRD of Virginia. This is a vel_' question in the Senator'S mind.

Mr. PROUTY. If I may say so to the important matter, lqlr. BYI_D of Virginia. I will yield to
Senator, that is what I have been doing. Mr. PASTORE. I know, but I want tc the Senator from Maryland and then to
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the Senator from Tennessee, but then I another tmcertainty of interpretation, in Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield.
want to address my question to the Sen- my view, irt this amendme:_t: Mr. CANNON. The Senator must take
ator from Florida. The ,Senate ag:ceed thi'a morning that irtto consideration the language of the

Mr. MATPIIAS. In the amendment section 608(a) (1) provides that no per- pcoposed amendment that is now pend-
that the Senator from Florida and I son may make contributions, directly or lng, for section 208, which says "No per-

have cosponsored, we provide this lan- indirectly to any candidate for Federal son" and then, in parenthesis, "other
guage: office, in excess of $5,000; and I think than a candidate or political committee."

No such person may contribute directly or there is reason to believe _;hat the word So this has made an exclusion of the poli-
indirectly to political committees or on be- "contribution" includes co_ltributions by t:cal committee, which technically falls
half of candidates In excess of the aggregate ally committee to that candidate. I think _ithh_ the definition of "person" on page
amount of $5,000 during any calendar year. it is entirely possible that :t contribution 14 of the original bill.

But I wish the Senator from Virginia to the Republican National Committee Mr.. MATHIAS. I agree that that is
would remember that this is an amend- of, say, $100,000, distributed :in part to what the bill should say. I have some

ment to the bill, and he has to go back the Senator from Virginia )r the Senator spprehension. But perhaps we can clear
and read the bill. And if he will go back from Tcnncs'see, would fall within the i; up by this colloquy, that we do not
and read the bill, there are some defini- prohibition of teds section, need it, because the section to which the
tions which will help him in an over- I caution that the felon:- provisions of _;ena_:or refers talks about contributions
all understanding of what is being done. this statute apply to the candidate as to a candidate. The succeeding section

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. If the Senator well as to the do_or, talks about no such person and imposes
will yield, I am not arguing against the I also respectfully poini out that sec- the $5,000 limitation,
amendment or for the amendment. I am tion 2, when read in para materia---as I rMse this point so that we can h_ve

trying to understand the amendment, the distinguished Senator fr¢,m Florida absolute clarity. The Senator from Vir-
Mr. MATHIAS. That is what I am try- correctly indicates we should.--with the ginia is doing a great service by helping

lng to help the Senator with. rest of the amendment and the rest of us to reach this clarity.
On page 14 of the bill--and I am talk- the bill, does not help much; because I, Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Let me phrase

ina about the Pastore substitute--in line for one, am not in a posit:on 1;o say with Jt this way: Mc. X contributes $5,000 to
21, the word "person" is defined as mean- certainty, as a matter of legal :[nterpreta- a senatorial candidate in a particular
lng an individual, partnership, commit- tion, that the added language "on behalf 13tote, and then he contributes $100,000
tee, association, corporation, or any of any ca:ndidate," which appears after _;o the senatorial campaign committee.
other organization or group of persons, the word "committees," nc0difles and re- ,Dan the senatorial campaign committee

If you read these 2 Sections together, it lates to contributions o:a behalf of a then make a contribution for the benefit
will be found that what we are trying to candidate or committees on behalf of a of the particular candidate concerned[ of
do here--and I do not know whether it candidate. I thi:.qk it is e¢iual]y suscepti-. $5,000 or $50,000 or $25,000, or any otlher

will help the passage of the amendment ble to either in'_erpretation, figure they wish to contribute?
or hurt it, but I think people ought to It seems to me that the Senator from. Mr. MATI-IIAS. I was diverted for a
understand it--Senators will find that Virginia is doing a signs/ service to the moment. Would the Senator repeat that?

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I Will restate it.
taken together, it does form a substantial Senate in trying to clarify the meaning Mr. X makes a $5,000 contribution to
limi6ation, and I think that if the Sena- of these terms; that tl-_e amendment.,
for 'understands that, he will understand even as modified, is stfil _,mb!.guous; ami a candidate in the State of Maryland, let
that we are doing something here which that it does not lead to the results being us say, a Republican candidate in the
will change the political mores of espoused and r..ot necessarily to all the State of Maryland.
America. resuli_ being cr:_ticized. The fact remains Mr. MATHIAS. I do not recall any

Mr. BYI%D of Virginia. I yield now to that we are in a mora'ss o:f uncertainty so sucl_ contribution.
the Senator from Tennessee, and then I far m_ this ame:2dinent is concerned, and [Laughter.]
should like to put some questions to the I think 'we are headed for disastrous Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. X aisc

makes a $100,000 contribution to the F'e-
Senator from Maryland or the Senator trouble unless we clear it; up. publican Senatorial Campaign Commit-
from Florida. Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I thank the tee. Can the Republican Senatorial Ca:m-

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I thank Senator. paign Committee make a contribution of
the Senator from Virginia. I put t_fis question to the Senator from 85,000 or $50,000, or any other amount,

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Florida and the Senator from Maryland, for the benefit of the Republican ca:adi-
ator's initial time has expired, who I understand are tt_e cosponsors of date in Maryland?Mr. PASTORE. How much time would the amendment.

the Senator like to have? The distingu[ished Senator from Mich- Mr. MATFIIAS. That is the assumption
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Twenty mtn- tgan stated on the floor a few moments we have been working on---

utes. ago that an individual c,ould contribute Mr. PASTORE. No; that answer is
Mr. PASTOI:tE. I yield 20 minutes to $100,000 to the Repub:iean senatorial "Ye.s." I think that ought to be explained

the Senator from Virginia. camrmign or the Demorratic senatorial to the Senator from Virginia. We have
Mr. BYI:tD of Virginia. I yield to the campaign. Is that statement correct? gone through that. The answer to that

Senator from Tennessee. Mr. ,C}tlLES. I think that !is correct, is i:n the affirmative.

Mr. BAKIL'R. Mr. President, the Sene- Mr. BYRD of Virginis. Then, there is Mr. BYRD of Virginia. That is what
tor from Oregon would like to make a no restriction as to how much of that I aim trying to establish.

Mr. PASTOi_E. Ir think we ought tobrief unanimous consent request. I won- $100,q00 can be put to the use of any
der if the Senator would yield to him for particular senatorial candidate anywhere clear the record, not use.. a lot of "ifs"
that purpose? around the country. I assume that is and "buts."

Nfr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield, eorr_ct. Mr. MATHIAS. I think: we agree that
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, since Mr. MATHIAS. I would recall to the that is the way it ought to be.

I intend to propose several amendments Senator the definition of "person" which Mr. PASTORE. Whether it is right or
to this measure, I ask unanimous con- I just read. I believe it is on page 14 of the wrong, the answer is "Yes."
sen_ that my legislative assistant be per- Pastore version of the bill. It includes Nir. BYRD of Virginia So there is no
mitred to remain on the floor during within tlhe definition of "person"a corn- limitation as to the amount that the
votes, so that I might work with him dur- mittee, or an organization. Under those Senatorial Campaign Committee, wheth-
lng that period of time. circumstances, if "perso:a" is to he taken er it be the Republican Senatorial Cam-

'The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without to include a committee and if a per2on pa:tan Committee or the Democratic Sen-
objection, it is so ordered, as so defined is restricted in what he atorial Campaign Committee, can con-

Mr. BAKEI_. Mr. President, I do not can give to any single candidate, we tribute to a particular candidate. The
want to rearglle the merits of this do have some restriction, answer is "Yes."
amendment. I have done that on previ- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President (_Ir. Mr. PASTORE. The answer is "Yes."
ous occasions this morning and this CHILES), will the Senat)r yield, so that I That is why we knocked out the $75,000
afternoon. But I would like to point out may 'answer on that point? limitation.
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Mr. BYRD of Virginia. There is no Mr. PASTO1%E. The answer i s very Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, if the

limitation, simple. He would be compelled to give it Senator from Virginia will yield to me
Mr. PASTORE. There is no limitation back. briefly, I should like to add one point

now. Mr. MATHIAS. Common sense might to the element of confusion here, if
M'c. BYRD of Virginia. Let us get to enter the procedure earlier than ti:tat, the Senator will permit me to do that,

another candidate. Let us take a candi- He might not get more than he cctald and I apologize to him in advance. If the
date in the State of Maryland, or in the spend in the first place, interpretation is correct, that there is
State of Virginia, who is a candidate for Mr. CANNON. Furthermore, there is no limitation on what someone may give
tl_e Senate as an independent. He does no such limit as 10 cents a vote--m:t over- tlle Republican or Democratic senatorial
not receive $1 from the Democratic Sen- all limit, campaign committees and they, in turn,
atorial Campaign Committee, not $1 from Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the can give to a candidate for President, or
the Republican Senatorial Campaign Senator yield? a candidate running for the Senate or
Committee. As I understand it, he is re- Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield. House of Representatives, what happens
striated, then, to a total contribution of Mr. COOK. I should like to expoun(l on to the amendment that we just passed?
$5,000. His Democratic opponent canget the theory that I think th e Senator has What happens to the limitation on con-
x number of dollars, without limit. His correctly stated. The candidate also fi:ads tzibutions by a candidate to his own
Republican opponent can get x number himself in the position that he must use campaign?
of dollars, without limit. Is that correct? at least a degree of subterfuge to set Mr. PASTORE. Is _;he Senator speak-

Mr. MATHIAS. That is correct. But I up an ail-encompassing national eom- lng to me?
point out that he is not restricted in mittee that does not have his name at- Mr. BAKER. I was speaking to the
what he might get from the Good Gov- tached to it so that it can receive 'the Senator from ¥irginia (Mr, BYRD) but I
eminent in the Old Dominion Campaign sums and utilize it in his campaign, expect that the Senator from Rhode Is-
Committee, which would be the counter- whereas in the long history of the t_e- land may haw_ some comment to make.
part of the regular party committees, publican senatorial campaign commit- I wonder what happens to the amend-

Mr. BYRD of virginia. In other words, tee and the Democratic senatorial cam- meat we just adopted on limiting per-
if there were a committee called Vir- paign committee, their ability and reach sonal contributions. Might we not have
ginians for Byrd, as there happened to are all over the United States. The :in- a situation where X candidate for Presi-
be last year, that committee would be dependent who finds himself in that dent is limited to, say, $50,000 that he
considered in the same context as the position who runs is either totally limited _an contribute of his own funds, but he
Republican and Democratic Senatorial to his own area or else sets up or has :mn contribute $1 million to the Demo-
Campaign Committees and could receive set up for his benefit a committee :['or an ,_ratic National Committee which, in
unlimited funds? independent slate of candidates, where 'turn, will advance it to the committee?

Mr. CANNON. No. That committee they can reach into the entire United Mr. PASTO]FtE. That is exactly what
could not. States for resources. The independent ]:)others me. I tell the Senator, frankly,

Mr. BYRD of Vir_nia. That is what candidate is totally restricted as to t:he that.is why I voted to lay the amend-
I thought, sphere of influence that such a newly meat on the table.

Mr. CANNON. Because that is a com- created committee could establish be- Mr. BAKER. I think we should re-
mittee for a specific candidate. There- tween the time of its creation and the consider this whole thing and start all
fore, it would be limited to a $5,000 con- time of the election, over.
tribution from a cont_qbutor. Mr. BYRD of Virginia. That Ls my Mr. PASTO1QE. I tell the Senator

Mc. BYRD of Virginia. That is the way understanding exactly, what the ;!_ena- frankly, the position I take is, if we are
ti understand it. tor from Kentucky has just stated. It f_oing to keep the limitation as to what

Mr. CANNON. If that contributor had seems to me that what this is doing is a candidate can spend of his own money,
already contributed to some other tom- - ,discriminating against every candidate we should have a limitation on what con-
mittee for BrzRD, they could only con- except a candidate running on a major tributions he can receive.
tribute, in the aggregate, $5,000. party ticket. '.Mr..BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,

Mr. PASTORE. That is cra-sect. When I first ran for the Senate, the l: have several other questions I want to
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I thank the Conservative Party put up a candidate try to clear up.

Senator. That is my understanding of it. against me. If this amendment had been I want to preface this question by say-
I ask the Senator from Maryland--is enacted into law at that time, I would lng, since I am going to quote the Senn-

that not correct? have been entitled to have obtained as for from Rhode Island, that the Senn-
Mr. MATHIAS. I think the Senator has much money as I wished, or as they were tor from Rhode Island is not the author

s_ated it correctly, willing to give me, from the Democratic ¢,f the amendment we are discussing'. He
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I admit that senatorial campaign committee. But has merely been attempting to interpret

not many individuals run as an Inde- the conservative candidate, and the it, as i underst_md it. But, he is not the
pendent, and perhaps no one should run Socialist candidate, which that party al,.;o author,
as an Independent; but I do not think put up against me, did not have any Now in the colloquy the Senator from
a man should be precluded from running senatorial campaign committee. 8o I tthode Island had with the Senator from
as an. Independent. would have been able to draw unlimifAM Minnesota, as I understood it, the Sena-

YeL, by this amendment, if a man runs funds from my committee to the e:_tent tor from Rhode Island replied in the
as an Independent, his contributions that they wece giving me money from the affirmative when the Senator from Min-
wouhi have to be held down to $5,000; Democratic senatorial campaign com.- ne,,;ota made this statement: Under this
but i:[ he were a nominee of a party, he mittee. So that those opponents wou;M amendment is ii; possible for an individ-
could get x number of dollars in un- have been discriminated against, ual to make a $5,000 contribution to
limited amount. However, in the past electidn, I would State committees, city committees,

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. President, will the have been discriminated against, in tha, t c:)unty committees, local committees, of
Senator yield? the Republican _enatorial campaign all types. I understood the Senator from

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I yield, committee could have made an un- Rhode Island to reply in the affirmative.
Mr. YOUNG. Suppose a candidate limited contribution to its candidate, as Now, in Virginia we have 96 counties

could not spend more than 10 cents a could have the Democratic senatorial and 36 cities. Thus, we have 96 Demo-
vote and bis committee was given $50,000 campaign committee. But I, as an In- cratic committees in the counties and 36
a:ad he was not allowed to spend more dependent, would not have been able to I_emccratic committees in the cities,
than $30,000. Could he take the other be in that position. A limit would be put making 132 units. We have the same
$29,000 himself? What would happen to on a conservative candidate, a Soc:ialist nuraber of Republican committees.
the other $20,0007 candidate, a progressive candidate or an Do I correctly understand that an in--

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I am frank to independent Candidate--but there would dividual, if he so desired, could make
say that I am not competent to answer be no limit on the contributions wlhich a $5,000 contribution to each of the com-.
that question, it should be answered by could be received by a Democratic can- mittees? Am I correct on that?
the manager of the bill. didate or a Republican candidate. Mr. PASTORE. Provided that corn-
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mittee was not set up for you as a can- make contributions. Thai; exgludes the Mr. cooPER. Mr. President, a parlia-
didal_e, except-- political committee, raentary inquiry.

Mr, BYRD of Virginia. It is a recog- The Pt{ESIID,ING OI_FICER (Mr. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
razed HART). The time of the Senator has _tor will state it.

Mr. PASTORE. That is right. In other expired. Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, am I cdr-

words, it is for the Democratic Party of Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, ]'ect in saying that the pending amend-
the State and the answer is "Yes." Your I would like a little extra time. ment is on page 11, line 15, to strike---
answer is "Yes". Mr. PROUTY. I shall b s glad to yield Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-

Mr. MATIIIAS. I concur fully. 5 minutes on the bill to the Senator from ident; would the Senator use his micro-
Mr. PASTORE. That would have to Virginia. phon.e? We cannot hear him.

be apportioned to his expenses. Mr. BY]._D of Virginia. Mr. President, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I am trying I think we had better understand what. _tor from Kentucky may proceed.

1;o get the contribution side. An individ- we are doing with this arrendment. M:c. COOPER. Mr. President, is the
ual could contribute $5,000 to 132 differ- Let me take a little tim,? here, because pending amendment the amendment on
ent committees; is that correct? I want the record to be straight. During page 11, line 15, to strike "and 614' and

Mr. MATHIAS. That is correct, so long my last campaign I reduced the amount insert in lieu thereof "614 and 615", going
as he does not earmark the contribution, of advertising I had planned to use irt down through section 203, subsection (a),
or so long as the committee is not prima the last 10 days of the carapaign because subsection (2).
facie for a single candidate. I was determined to go or a pay-as-you-. The PRESIDING OFFICP. R. The

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Now we come go basis. Cha:[r would like to confer with the I:'ar-
to the independent candidate. Can he set I al.so asked :my finan(e chairman to liamentarian.
up 132 different committees and have one put a limit on :any individual contribu.- Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I ask
individual contribute $5,000 to each of tion. unanimous consent that the pending
those committees under the amendment, I am proud to say tha'; my campaign amendment be laid aside and that ][ be
I ask the Senator from Maryland? committee received contributions from permitted to make a motion to recon-

Mr. MATHIAS. He can give $5,000 to about 6,000 individual ccntributors, sider the amendment which was pre'vi-
each committee, yes, and contribute to Never before in Virginia have so many ously considered.
the committee $5,000, so long as it is not indi_.dual citizens contributed to a polit- T/_e PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

earmarked, or so long as it is not for a Seal campaign, objection?
single candidate. I agree with the statement made on Mr. CHILES. I object.

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. How would the the f_,oor the other day by the Senator Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I vol;ed
Senator get away from the single can- from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE). He for the previous amendment. So, I am, in
didate? Here is a man who is running for said that he thinks hall of the money a parliamentary sense, permitted to ask

a specific office, at a specific time, as an is wasted in cl_mpaigns. I agree. How- for reconsideration of the amendment.
independent candidate, ever, the problem and the trouble is that After looking at the record of the Corn-

Mr. CODY:. If I could interject there, we never know which half is wasted, mittee on Rules and Administration, on
if I understood the Senator from Nevada We must get campaiga spending un- which I serve
(Mr. CAmqON) correctly, he could not-- der co:ntrol. But this amendment does The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
that if those committees were set up and not do it. It leaves the matter wide open. Chair must first inquire as to who is
there was one independent candidate, There is no limit on the contributions yielding time to the Senator from Ken-
and only one independent candidate, one can :make to committees under this tucky.
then he could only give $5,000 in the ag- proposal. I think that before we adopt Mr. PROUTY. Mr. Pr(mident, I yield
gregate. He could not give $5,000 to each the amendment, we should be sure of 3 minutes to the Senator from Kentuc, ky.
one of the 132 committees, what we are doing. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The tSen-

Mr. MATIIIAS. Let me say to the Sen- I voted for the Camps.ign Refform Act ator from Kentucky is recognized J_or 3
ator from Virginia (Mr. BYRO) that I was proposed by the Senator from Rhode Is- minutes.
assuming there would be more than one land in the last session yf the Congress. _[r. COOPER. Mr. President, _fter
independent candidate. I support his proposal ill this session of studying the report following our discus-

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. The Senator Congress. But this particl_lar amend- sion; I think the adoption of the previous
could not assume that, because last year men_which is not the Senator from amendment was inconsistent with the
there was only one independent randS- Rhode Island'.'_--would just wreak ha'v- position we took in the committee, and
date. dC, it seems to me, with anyone who de- that is that there should be no limit on

Mr. MATHIAS. Then I would have to sires to run as a Progressive, a Social- contributioris. However, we took that po-
agree with the Senator. Sst, a Conservative, or an Independent, or sitiOn, as I know has been explained

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Then a person anyone else who chooses to run on a many times in the debate, first, because
who wants to run on some other ticket ticket outside of the party structure, we thought it was practically impossible
is in a very serious, if not an impossible, What we would be doing in the Sen- to enforce the limitation of $5,000 or any
disadvantage, whether he runs on the ate :_.ssaying, "We will rot consider any- other limitation; second, because the dis-
Conservative ticket, as one individual ran one unless he is in the party structure, closure was the best method to apprise
against me, or whether he runs on the We in. the campaign committee here in the people of the sources of contributions
Socialist ticket; as one individual ran Washington will determine how much made to the defendants; third, because
against me. It likewise would put the this candidate will get and how much the Deputy Attorney General, Mr. Klein-
independent candidate at a great dis- the other candidate will get. And we will dienst and the other witnesses testifying
advantage, parce!, it out in whatever amounts we before the committee expressed the view

Mr. PROUTY. If the distinguished want to and make tlqem beholden to that to impose a limitation on contribu-
Senator from Virginia will yield to me us." tions was not correct from the constitu-
briefly, I (to not think, the way this The amendment would put no limit on tional standpoint.
amendment is drafted, that the 122 corn- contributions to established party cam- Under the first amendment of the Bill
mittees the Senator refers to could give paign committees. I think there shollld of Rights, the contribution to a randS-
more than $5.000 to an individual can- be such a limit, date would probably have the same con-
didate, or to the Democratic or Repub- 2['he amendment is unsound and should stitutional protection as would a person
lican committees either, be defeated, speaking on behalf of a candidate. That

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. The Senator Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the is a method of expressing support.
from Maryland answered the question in Sen.ator yield so that I may make a mo- I think that the best way to end this
the affirmative. I do not know. All I am tion to reconsider? controversy, if it is possible, would be to
doing is seeking information. Mr. BYRD of Virgini:_. I will be glad to move to reconsider. Then, if the motion

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, if the yieid_ to reconsider is successful, we would vote
Senator will yield, looking at the lan- Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, Iwouldlike on the prior amendment on its raerits.
guage, it says that no person other than to join in the motion t) reconsider since If that should be successful, i think we
a committee or a political committee may I also was on the prewdling side. will have solved the situation. As Y_un-
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derstand it, I am not permitted to make are sustained by the House, there wil][ be The message also renounced that the
the motion, at this time unless I secure a Presidential veto. }touse had agreed to _concurrent resolu-
unanimous consent. The name of the game here is a limita- tion (H. Con. Res. 09) to provide for

_r. AIKEN. Mr. President, will th.e dis- tion on spending' by a candidate. The recognition of the )th anniversary of
tinguished Senator from Rhode Island name of the game is full disclosure. These the establishment _ the General Ac-
yiei[d me 1 minute? other things may be important, but they counting Office, and for other purposes.

h{r. PASTORE. I yield to the Senator are quite incidental. As a matter of fact,. The message furtk er announced that
from Vermont. with the evolution of time, if certain the House had passe_[ the following bills

Mr. AIKEN. I have one rather im- corrections have to be made, we canmake and joint resolution% in which :it re-
portant question to ask. I am sure that them. quested the c_mcurrence of the Senate:
the answer will be very much appreciated I would strongly recommend--and ][do H.R. 2814. An act f, _r the relief of Rea
by the distinguished junior Senator from so in the hope that we will pass. a bill RepublleaRamos;
Louisiana. I understand the problem of that will be acceptable not only to the H.R. 6666. An act f( the relie f of Maj.
a candidate who is not a candidate of House but also to the administration_ IM_lci_aelM'.Mills, U.S. A Force;
either major party. However, assuming that if the sponsors of the amendment H.R. 7671. An act fez the relief of Robert
that the nominee is the candidate of both will find it convenient in their hearts, in J. Beas;
parties, could he accept twice as much in view of what has transpired on the floor H.R. 9910. An act tc amend the ForeignAssistance Act of 1961 and for other pur-
the way of contributions to which he of the Senate, to withdraw the pending poses;
wonld be entitled to? amendment, we can clear the way for the H.J. Res. 98. Joint r_ _olution authorizing

Mr. PASTORE. If he collects twice as Senator from Kentucky to move for re- the President to proel im the 28th day of
much as he is allowed to spend under consideration and leave the elements of September Of 1971 as ' teacher's Day";:
the law, then he can only spend up to the Pastore substitute exactly a:_ they H.J. Res. 527. Joint rE;olutlon to authorize
the limit of the law. were submitte d, and as they stand witkJ- and direct the Presiden, to proclaim Septem-

M;r. AIKEN. I understand, but he out these two amendments, her 12 through 19, 19 '1, to be "American
Mr. President, I leave this question up Field Service Week";

would have to defend himself against a H.$.Res. 543. Joint r solution authorizing
write-in campaign, and he would need to my colleagues. I;he President to procl ,lin the period Sep-

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I suggest temher :12 through Se ,.tember 18, 1971, asmore money.
the absence of a quorum for a moment so "National Square Dan, e Week"; and

Mir. PASTORE. He does not need to th.at we can arrive at some :sec:ret
spend money if he has the endorsement H.J. l_es. 782.-Joint rE _olutlon to authorize
of both parties. And the nearest thing to covenants secretly arrived at and maybe 'l;he President of the E :fired States to issuewe can publish them, without the time _ proclamation to ann( unce the occasion of
it is the Senator from Vermont. I under- being taken from the bill. the celebration of the [25th anniversary of
stand that he only spent 17 cents the last The PRESIDING OFFICER. 'With- 1:heestablishmentof ti _:SmithsonianIns%l-
time out. out objection, it is so ordered. The clerk l.u_blon and to designE ;e and to set aside

Mr. President, there may be misunder- will call the roll. .qeptember 26, 1971, as special day to honor
standing on the part of some Senators The legislative clerk proceeded to call _he scientific and cul! Lral achievements of
:aS to what happened here and also on the roll. the Institution.
the part of the press. What we are in- Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I ask l:man-
terested in here is a campaign spending imous consent that the order for the ]{OUSE BILLS AND JOINT RESOLU-

bill that will make some sense. I know Ethat we cannot solve all the problems of quorum call be rescinded. TIONS R .*ERRED
l_he world with one stroke. No matter The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without The following bills and joint resolu-
what: kind of bill we pass, we may achieve objection, it is so ordered, tions were severally ]cad twi.ce by their
nearness to perfection, but there will ' ,Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, we, are titles and referred, as ndicated:nearing the end of the time. The time has
never be perfection. }t.R. 2814. An act f_,r the relief of Rea

Paradoxically, the situation we are in nearly expired. Therefore, if the Sena- F:,epublica ttamos;tor from Florida has a motion to make we
H.R. 6666. An act fc the relief of Major

at the present moment is this: There are prepared. Michael I_.LMills, Unite States Air Force;_'_eems to be a tremendous amount of
resistance to a limitation of $5,000, for SEVERALSENATORS. Votel Vote!'Vote! H.R. 7871. An act fo: the relief of Robert
the reasons that have been expressed on Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, what is J :seas;
the floor of the Senate. If the amendment the parliamentary situation on the penal- H.J. Res. 98. Joint r solution authorizing
does not carry, we shall be left in the lng amendment? t/ac President to proc1 .ira the 28th day of
position that the sky is the limit as to The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- September of 1971as"_ :acher's Day";Iq[.J_Res. 527. Joint r_ _olution to authorize
what a person may contribute to an- tion is on agreeing to the Chiles-Mm_hias a:Jld[direct the Presiden to proclaim Septem-
other person's campaign. Yet this is the amendment, b_.r 12 tkrough 19, It. fl, to be "American
irony of it all. Only a short while ago Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, has all FieJ[d,Service Week";
we adopted an amendment which pro- the time been used? B:.J. Res. 543. Joint z _solutlon authorizing
vided that an individual may not spend The PRESIDING OFFICER, The time the President to proclaJ n the period Septem-
more than $35,000 of his own money for has expired, b,i:r 12 through Septeri _er 18, 1971, as "Nh-
his own campaign, but that he may The question is on agreeing to the tlonal Square Dance W ek"; andl-I.J. Res. 782. Joint r solution to authorize
spend $1 million for somebody else's Mathias-Chiles amendment, tt-e President of the Ultted States to issue a
campaign. The amendment was rejected, proclamation to anno_ ncc the occasion of

The point I am making is that if we : the celebration of t_; one hundred and

are to keep a limitation on what a Per- O]--J twenty-fifth anntverss 'Ynof the establish-son may spend for his own campaign, MESSAGE FR /I THE HOUSE', ment of the Smlthsoni Institution and to
we have to go along with this amend- A message from _he HouSe of :[{el3- dt_signate and to set aside September 26,

ment. We have to be fair. On the other resentatives, by Mr Berry, one Gl! its 1_c71, as a special day t _honor the scientificand cultural achieven _nts of the Institu-
hand, if we are not going to go along reading clerks, an xounced that tl:e tIcm; to the Committe_ on the Judiciary.
with this amendment, then, of course, House had agreed to ;he amendments of H.R. 99_.0. An act i amend the Foreign
the previous amendment would present the Senate numbere 1 and 3 to the bill Assistance Act of 196 and for other pur-
a rather awkward situation. (H.R. 4590) relati_ to the dutiable pc,sea; to the Commil ee on Foreign ttela_

This is a very, very controversial area. status of aluminum r 'droxide and oxide, tions.
I said so this morning. It was controver- calcined bauxite, an bauxite ore; that

sial when it was before our committee. I the House had agree_ to the amendment HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
do notwant to do anything to jeopardize of the Senate numl ered 2 to the bill, REFERRED
the bfil. I have heard some mutterings with amendments, ir which it requested
here--some of it perhaps substantiated, the concurrence of t_ e Senate; and that The concurrent resolution (H. Con.
some of it perhaps gossip--that if these the House had agr _ed to the Senate _es. 309) to provide for recognition of the
two amendments creep into the bill and amendment to the tie of the bill. 50_h anniversary of the establishment of
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the General AccoUnting Office, and for Towrm BENNETT, BROCK, 4.]UR.NEY, CUR- Cf labor committees reporting on the na-
other purposes, ws_ referred to the Corn- Tis, H_,NSE:S, and GOLDWA:_rm t[onal level more than doubled. Their re-
mittee on the Judi$iary. Mr. President, the purpose of the bill ported contributions went from $2.2 mil-

_ [ is to find a way to treat ail segments of lion to $7.1 million. Again, let me point
our society equally. Our _:oal is to cot- out _hat these represent only a fraction

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT rect inequities so evident ira past election of the actual union expenditures for
OF 1971 campaigns. The bill as presently con- political campaigning.

The Senate continued with the con- stituted does no'_ so provi.de. The executive director of COPE, Alex-
sideration of the bill (S. 382) to promote To reach this goal it is necessary for ander E. Barkan, has provided some iai-
fair Practices in the conduct of election this bill to provide check,, and balances l)ressive statistics on the role that bis
campaigns for Federal political orifices, on expenditures. Regretfully, there is one organization and other union bodies
and :[or other purposes, unclosed loophole that the bill does not played in the 1968 elections.

A_ENDMENT _:O. 3_S cover--I_ refer t_3 compulsorily collected Barkan has said that they distributed
dues of union members being used for 110 million pieces of printed matter.

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, I call up political purposes---somet.qing the Con- They registered 4.6 million voters--my amendment No. 325.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The gross has never intended, mostly of one political party.

amendment will be stated. There has been much said about the COPE operated telephone banks in 638
The legislative clerk proceeded to read rich man's amendments ]_1r. ]President--. locations with a total of 8,055 telephones,

the amendment. I ask my colleagues---who is richer than Th/s_and again it is only a very suaall
Mr. :BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi- the tufion,,;? sample--shows how deeply the unions

dent, may we have order in the Senate? Mr. President, first, I _ill talk about were involved in the election of public
T. he PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- individual right_, about protecting the officials. It was the union members who

ate will be in order, working man. paid the freight for the materials and
Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, I would Millions of Araerican workb.lg men and facilities used, and for the salaries of

like to make certain technical modifica- women are forced to pay dues each union officials who served as the key po-
tions in the amendment. On page 1, montla to unions. Contrary to the wishes litical organizers.
strike lines 1' and 2 and insert: of many of these union members, their No one asked the union workers

dues and assessments are being used for whether they approved of this.
On page 36 insert the following: Political purposes. No one asked the union rank and file
.On page 1, strike line _. Two weeks ago I pointed out to the which candidates should be supported.

On page .2, beginning with line 10, Senate that tmions reported spending The decisions were made by the _nlon
strike the words "and which is described $10.7 million for political purposes in the bosses who have fantastic resources at
in subsection. (c) or (d)." ].970 elections. This is Olfiy _he very tip their disposal to use in grinding their

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The of the iceberg. Millions raore were spent fawsrite political axes. These union
amendment :is so modified, by the unions for unrelcorted contribu- bosses naturally are going to use these

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, I ask tions, to provide facilitie,'; for campaigns, resources to promote the election of pub-
ummimous consent that the reading of to pay for supplies for campaigning, to lic officials who will support legislation
the amendment as modified be dispensed pay Lhe salaries of supposed union offi- and policy that is to the benefit of the
with, and that the amendment be printed cials who actualIy were full time political union bosses.

in the RECO1_D. campaigners for various candidates. ()ne of the major jobs of GoverIument
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without In the 1968 elections union contribu- is protecting rank and file workers f::'om

objection, it is so ordered; and without tions were estimated at :from $60 million exploitation by ruthless union leaders.
objection the amendment will be printed on up. How is Congress supposed to do this
in the RECOSD. Mr. President, at this point I a_k unan- when so many Members become deeply

The amendment (No. 325) as modified, imous consent to insert; in the RECO:aD indebted to the union bosses?

is as follows: two tables from the book, "Financing the :Fhis brings me t ° the second point,
On page 36 insert the following: 1968 Election" by Herbert E, Alexander. protection of the integrity of our entire

"TITLE IV--AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL There being no objet,tion, the tables political system.
REVENUE CODE were ordered to be printed kL the RECO_:D, Congress has enacted laws---eff(;ctive

"PART A--TAx INCENTIVES FCa CO_TRmV- as follows: laws---to prevent big business from gain-
TIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR FEDERAL OFFICE lng an iron grip on the Government. In

"PART B--PROHXBITION OF CERTAIN TABLE&-l,--LABORNATIONAL-LEVELCOMMITT[ESGROSS
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES DISBURSENIENTS,1956,D60,1964,1968 the legislationwe are considering today_

the objectiveis to keep home balance in
"SEC.411',(a) Section 501 of the Internal our campaign and election systeln--toGrossdis-

Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to exemp- Reporting bursem,_nts prevent candidates from "buying" their
tion from tax) ts amended by redesignating c_.mmittees (in mi{Hons) WS_y into office and to prevent special in-subsection (fi as (g) and by inserting after
subsection (e) the following new subsection: terests from "buying" the candidates.

"'(fi PRO]_IIBITION OF CERTAXN POLITICAL 1956......................... 17 $2.2 Mr. President, I believe that a para-1960......................... 21 2.3
ACTIVITIES.--.NO organization described in 1964........................ 31 3.7 graph from a brief filed in 1962 with the
section 501(c)(5) which requires any per- 1968 ........................ 37 7.1 Presidential Commission on Campaign
son to pay :membership dues, fees, or other Costs pretty well summarized this con-
assessments, as a condition of employment ¥AB[[_:-2.--0ROSSDISBURS[M[STS0}:IH£ T£N LAR{]i[ST cern:
shall be exempt from taxation under subsec-

LAS0RNATIONAL-LEVELC0MNITTEES,1960,1964,1968 No one can adequately document or eventlon (a) for any taxable year in which any
part of its income or of the amounts received estimate the persuasive effects of Big Money
for its support is used-- 1_68 1964 [960 on. o_r public officials. Those who are expert-

"'(1) to support or oppose any candidate eh. ced in political campaigns make these
points: candidates must constantly tlc:hLk of

for public office. Commit_:ee[orGood(',or-
'' '(2) to support or oppose any political eromlmt............... $251.000 $122,000 $77.000 the financial problem; calnpaign costs have

party, or COPEiAFL-Cl0).......... 1,207,009 989,000 794,000 mounted sky-high, particularly for televl-
"'(3) to carry on voter registration.' ORl_;E(Teamsters)........ 211.000 270,000 50,000 sion, a large proportion of the money candi-ILGWU.................. 1,077,000 426,000 316,000 dates need comes from those who can afford
"(bi The amendment made by this section Machinists................ 572,000 26%000 193,00£

shall apply to taxable years beginning after MarineE,gineers ......... 262,000 ................... substantial contributions; those who make
the date of the enactment of this Act." Sealarers................. 947,000121,000 · such contributions expect at the best "sym-

Yrai.men.................. 215,000 43,000 10,00{ pathetic consideration" of their viewpoint,

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, I yield u^_ ..................... 309 009 269,000 6]. 00{, and at the worst outright promises oI sup-.$iee w0rkers.............. 240 000 251,000 239.00(,
myself 10 minutes, port of their special interest. This ruiner-.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ability to Big Money is most obvious in the
AddingthetwoUAWcommitieeso_eiher,$560,OO0wasspcn[closing days of every campaign, when can-.

ator is recognized for 10 minutes, in 1968,$391.000in 1964.aod $138,000ir_1960. dtdates take money from almost any source,
Mr; FANNIN. Mr.. President, I wish to in a frantic effort to get ahead of, or catch up

thank the following Senators who co- Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, thes,_ with, the opposition In television time. The
sponsored the amendment: Senators tables show that in 12 years the numbec necessity of relying on these large coatribu.-
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tors puts every political candidate in an in- through the use of involuntary du.es, with respect to political coaatrlbutlom_ and
crea.';ingly untenable position. This was spelled out ill the Federal Col expe:adltures.

;Section 1310reflects a proper congressional
This was presented to the Presidential rupt Practices Act. policy to restrain equally without exception

Commission by the late Walter P. Reu- The Internal Revenue Code ha_; been ,:Drdiscrimination the activities or corpora-
ther in behalf of his United Automobile, interpreted as permitting a union tax tic,ns _nc[ labor unions with respect to politl-
Aircraft and Agricultural Implement exempt status no matter how much of its cal. contributions and expenidtwres. We rec-
Workers of America. Of course, Mr. Reu- money it spends for political purposes, ommen¢_ that section 6_0 be vigorousZy en-
ther argued that it was big money from In a very real sense, the Internal B_ev- /oreeg and that the _resent equal Zegislative
big business that was bad, not big money enue Code is condoning illegal politi,:',al treatment o/ these organizations _tlZ re-
from the union bosses, activity and rewarding it with a tax ,,peet to _olitiea_ contributions and expend,i-l urea be maintained.

It is my contention that big money exemption. Financing Presidentia_ Campaign, Report
from union bosses is the biggest threat Mr..President, it is commen pract_ice o! the Presideut's _omm/ssio_ on Campaign
to our political system because of the fo:' a portion of involuntary uniort dues Costs, pages 20-22..
concentration of resources and the con- to be allocated to special committees During Mr. FANNm':; statement on his
trol of not only funds but the facilities which channel these funds into political amendment:
and manpower that can make or break campaigns. These often are called. "po- '.Mr. CiNNONi Mr. !President, will the
candidates for public office. Iitical education" or "community action" ,qenator yield for 30 seconds?

Ii we do not put some meaningful re- committees, but this is a very thin wfil. Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, I :yield
straint on the unions they will be left These committees "educate" .people to with the understanding that I do not
free to "buy" the candidates election of- support the politicAans who are in favor lose my right to the floor.
1;er election, with the union bosses. They bring about The PRESIDING OFFICER. Wit:hour

Arid I would point out that this can "community action" which will boost the objection, it is so ordered.
apply to primary as well as general Cleo- political fortunes of the chosen pa.'[*_y,or 1Vir. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I move
1;ions. Politicians who are now the chosen candidate. They conduct so-called vol;er to reconsider the vote by which the last
ones of the chosen party could find the registration drives which are in fact amendment was adopted.
situation changed should they incur the door-to-door canvasses on behalf of in* The PRESIDING OFFICER,. We are
displeasure of the few who control access dividual candidates or a single party, rtow on an additional matter of pending
to union resources. This amer_dment is intended to put busirmss.

Unions have prospered because they some reasonable restraint on the stag- IVlr, MATHIAS. Mr, President, I ask
have been given broad protection by Con- gering sums of money and resource.,.:; now t_nanimous comzent to reconsider the
tress. Our laws are heavily biased in their being poured into these political activ- vote.
favor. This is why they can exact dues tries by the unions. [['he PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
and assessments to amass the resources This would not prevent the use of ,.';epa- o bi'cotton?
that can make or break politicians in cer- rate political arms or organizations. I Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, re-
tain areas of our Nation. do not dispute the right of unions to have s,_rving the right to object, I would like

Yet, the union membership makes up political action machinery which is truly to :find out what the mmnimous-cor_sent
a small portion of our country--less than supported by voluntary eontributic:ns. ' r_._quE_t was.
10 percent of our population. This amendment would not affect otb,er q['he P_ESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

Mr. President, it is time that we whittle voluntary political action groups such as ator from Maryland :has asked troan-
the political power of the union officials [he League of Women Voters or ass,)- iinou_s consent that it be in order to enter
back down to its rightful size. If we do clarions which are allowed to engage in a motion to reconsider the vote by which
not take action on this, the campaign certain political activity under other sec- tlle previous amendment was adopted.
reform bill we are considering will be .t_0ns of the Internal Revenue Code. Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. Presfdent, I cb-
s farce. Someone is bound to argue that we jec_.

The amendment would prohibit any do not need this amendment because po.- The PFtESIDING OFFICER. Objec-
organization which requires the pay- titical spending by unions already Js il- tion is heard.
ment of dues or other assessments and legal. Mr.. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
which membership in such organization Mr. President, it is obvious that thc d:istinguished Senator yield?
is acondition of employnxent from claim- Federal Corrupt Practices Act has not Mr. FANNIN. I yield to the distin-
.h_gan income tax exemption for any tax- done the job. There have been attempts g_.fished Senator from Nebraska.
able year in which any part of its income to enforce this law, but the results have Mr.. CI_ri_,TIB. I commend the Senator

been singularly unimpressive.or of the amounts received for its sup- for w.hat he is saying, and for the prep-
port is used-- Allow me to cite from the report of al:'ation of an amendment dealing with

the President's Commission on Campaign tiffs important aspect of Federal elco.-
First, to support or oppose any can- Costs. Recommendation No. 4 in the re- ti,ms. Any law to control or limit cam.-

didate for public office, port, Financing Presidential Campaigns, p::dgn expenditures or activities is most
Second, to support or oppose any says: dJffic_flt to write.. We are all agreed that

political party, or tiecommendation No. 4--Proizibition o/ W_.' do not want to prohibit that con..
Third, to carry on any voter registra- Partisan Campaign Contributions aug Es:- tribution or that activity which is in the

rich. penditures by Corporations anti Labor Unions in terest of the public good, and which
Labor unions currently are taxed on Seetim_ 610 of Title 18, United States er[courages individuals to be active par-.

unrelated business income, but under 501 Code, is the principal controlling stat_::torly ticipants in this job of self-government.
_c) (5) of the Internal Revenue Code they provision relating to political contributions
a]:e not taxed on paSSive or investment and expenditures by corporations and 'labor On the other hand, whatever attempt
income, such as dividends, interest, an- unions. The prohibitions of this section make to controi: expenditures and political ac-.

it unlawful for corporat:ions or labor ui_lon:_ tivities we undertake lay law certainly

nuities, or royalties, to make-- slq0uld treat all segments of our society
501(c) of the code provides some 17 "A contribution or expenditure in con.nee.. alike. The present law does not accom-.

categories of exemptions for a number tlon with any election at which Presidential plish 'that;. The bill before us would :not
of va::ied organizations, and Vice Presidential electors or a Senat<,r or accomplish it.

501[c) (5) is the only one of the 17 Repres'entative in, or a Delegate or l_esidenl;
Paragt'aphs that contain no definitions, Commissioner to Congress are to be voted irt a sense, it is quite easy to police

for, or in connection with any primary ,.:_]ec-. a :m,ntribution made by a private citizen
limitations, or prohibitions. Because of tion or political convention or caucus iaeld felt a political cause. In all probabil:[ty,
this, nly amendment is an absolute to select candidates for any of the foregoing the Illoney has to be withdrawn from the
necessity, offices, or for any candidate, political com.. bank, evei1 if it is not paid by check. The

Tax exemption under section 501(c) mlttce, or Other person to accept or receive individual is a taxpayer. That means
of the code is a special privilege which any contribution prohibited by this section.'" that his books are open to the U.S. Gev-
was _ntended only if tax exempt organi- A general misconception appears to exls't er_m_ent, _;othat they can find out where
zations do not engage in activities be- about the effect and Intent of this provis_cn,, hi'_ money comes from, where it goes,From our study of the section, its legJsla.
yond their exempt purposes, rive history, and the applicable court deci., whether it tax deduction was claimed

Congress clearly intended that unio_zs siena, it is clear to us that no distinction w]:',en he was not entitled to it, and so on.
should not engage in political activities is intended between corporations and union:_ _{_ut in dealing with labor unions, we
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have an altogether different situation. Mr. CURTIS. Mr. :President, will the the representation of employees tn such mat-
They are by law tax exempt. The Inter- Senator yield for one further observa- ters as wages, hours of labor, working eon-
nal ZRevenue Service has an obligation rico? ditlo]as, and economic benefits, and the gen-

eral :Fostering of matters affecting the work-
tO audit tax-exempt organizations, but Mr. FANNIN, I am pleased to yield to Lng conditions of its members, the exemp-
they never have been audited and they the Senator from Nebrask_L. _ion of the organization is conferred by tlhe
are not now auditing labor unions. They Mr. CU_TIS. Zbelieve illustrations can statute, we find no basis to support mocllfl-
give as the reason that it takes so much be cited, though I shall not dc) so, where :orlon of this posl_lon.

manpower they have just never gotten a candid[ate supported by an organization The weakness I see here is the way
to it. with s, great membership in his particu- they interpret the economic benefits and

So here we have an activity that lar district or JJa his Sta';e, has carried. "the general fostering of matters affect-
neither the spotlight of public opinion on a massiLve campaign, and in that cam- lng 'Lhe working conditions of its mom-
nor the eyes of the Government ever get paign, by all public appearances, he bers..' They are going se. far in their
a look at. I am inclined to believe that hardly seeems to have an opponent; yet; interpretation that it is unrealistic.
there are situations where money is from the finanaial repo_ts, the person
taken from the treasury of a union and who has :had a massive campaign car-. Mr. BI_OCK. I am sure the Democratic
given to candidates. I believe that hap- ried on irt his behalf reports much les8 Party and the Republican party and
pens. I cert_finly would not condemn in the way of expenditures. The reasor_, every other organization in the Un:tied
all unions or all union officers, but they is that someone else has ;aken over and States is acting to protect the interests
are openly in the business of supporting carried on the campaigrL for him. Ye_ and the working conditions of its meln-
and electing candidates to Federal office, there is u:neven treatmen'; given the two bers. So, why does not every orgarriza-
I believe that the workingman's dues are candidates, as i'ar as leg[slat.ion of this tion in America have a tax exemption?
being taken to support candidates which type is ,concerned.. That, to me, defies logic.
the :individuals, or at least many of them, Mr. FANNIN. I thark the distin.- The fact is that the Department of In-
do not believe in and do not support, guished Senator from Nebraska, and :[ ternal Revenue has lacked either the in-
and we have provided no effective way assure him that is the exact intent oS tegrity or the ability to proceed to pro-

tect the rest of the American people whoof protecting the worker from it. my amendment, to treat e_ually everyone
Then there is another field of aetiv- invoh,ed in the election. And we cannot are subsidizing such actions, in effect,

ity that goes 'unnoticed so far as the Gev- do that where we are givi.ag special priv., by granting tax exemptions to an organ-
ernment is concerned, or the exposure to ileges to one segment of cur society, izat:[on which abuses its franchise and
public opinion, and that is the use of I do feel that this is ons area in which privileges.
manpower, the assignment of many in- we should have .corrective legislation, and For the Senator's benefit, I should Like
dividuals whose salaries and expenses that is why I have offered the amend- to cite an examp!e that happened to :me
may be paid by unions, who are active ment. last year.
in registering voters, distributing liters- Mr. BROCK Mr. Pre:;ident, will the I well recall, in September or early
ture, and advising voters, who axe pro- Scoa'bet yield? October, a piece of the most vituperative
riding the means to get a favorable story Mr. FANNIN, I am glad to yield to propaganda one has ever seen. It waspure slander and fallacious. It was
across to voters for their candidate and the distinguished Senator from Tennes- mailed from Nashville, Tenn., in oppo-an unfavorable story across to the voters see.

as to the opposingcandidates, sition to my candidacy. It had no foun-
All of these things go to the very Mr. BROOK. Mr. President, I am dation in fact. Yet, it was paid for by a

heart of politics. Registering voters, get- particularly impressed with the amend.- labor organization, without the consent
ting the names on mailing lists, building ment, and I thank the Senator from Art- of its membership, using the tax-exemp-
up your own candidates, getting the eriti- zona for offering it. I have had some per- tiort privileges, using the :mail privileges.
cisms of the opponents--all of that is sonal experiences in connect[on With the I think that what the Senator is pro-
direct poi}tirol activity. Yet anyone who problem to which the amendment is ad- posing' is simply an add. endure to the
has experienced it knows that it goes dressed, bill of rights for the workingman. It
on. It is neither stopped nor controlled I ren_e:mber that in m_ first campaign, seems to me that the worker has a right,
nor regulated, in 19(]2, one particular organization and[ must have a right, to say where his

I am not prepared to say that it should brought in 50 women who were paid full dues are being spent· If he does not
be stopped. But I believe that if there time.. 8 hours a day, to operate atele- have that right, we are missing our obli-
is one candidate who is supported finan- phone bucket shop· They hired the gationto him.
cially by individuals, and through the women, rented a building, installed tele- Fortunately, I have sizable support
money he receives must pay for all these phones, and went to work, and not one from most of the membership of ergo-
things, any system that regulates him, dime. of that expense was reported as a nized laborship, to the chagrin, I will
limits him, and controls what he should contribu'_ion to any candidate. In fact, admit, of some labor bosses. The fact is
do should also apply to the situation they were not successful, but they did that they did support me, and that is
where there is a candidate who is sup- have, a very marked effect, one of the reasons why I was successful.
ported by a huge organization, having a This is some_;hing that has been a loop- ¥e_;, their funds were collected under
membership, perhaps, in a given con- hole in the law for a number of years, a raandatory agreement and were spent
gressional district, of a good many tens I 'think the Senator's point about the in opposition to their own wishes, and
of thousands of members, who provided Department of Internal 5_evenueis valid. I t;hink that is just as much a violation
the wherewithal, the time, the energy, The question I have is that if the In- of the Bill of Rights as anything possibly
and the expense money to carry on that ternai Revenue feels that it has inade- could be. The Senator is trying to ad-
candidate's campaign· quate laws, why do they not have the dress that problem, and I support him.

:[ commend the Senator from Arizona coinage to come and tell us what laws IvIr. FANNIN. I commend the dj.stin-
ter giving attention to this matter, be- the_ need witll which to do an adequate gui_shed Senator from Tennessee for his
cause the first objective of a bill regu- job? I:[ the laws are adecuate, they ought _erification of what has been brought
lating campaign expenditures and cam- to have the ccurage to enforce the laws. ou'L here today in the statement I have
paig-n activities should be to do justice But somehow, the Department of Into'r- m_Lde. I agree with him wholeheartedly
and to allow for a fair campaign, which nat Revenue has failed miserably in :its that we are not giving the member of
means treating both sides alike. The leg- duty to protect the i_merican people a union his personal rights. He does not
islation before us fails in that regard, from otlher tax exempt!on ;privileges. have the opportunity to designate where

I thank the Senator for his generosity N.[r. F'ANNIN. I agree with the Sena- his money will be spent, how it will be
in yielding, tor. spent; in manyinstanceshis assessedor

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, Icertainly I may comment that I wrote the In- involuntary dues are utilized adversely
commend the distinguished Senator from ternal l_.evenue ServicE, and questioned to his desires.
Nebraska for what he has said. I am in them on this issue--at least challenged I think this is a sad process. We :have

· agreement with the intent, as he has ex- them-.--as to the way they interpreted had proposed legislation before tls for
pressed it, of Congress. Certainly when our statutes. I received a letter which some time to correct it.
we see the variation in the ways in which was very disappointing They said: Mr. President, in its report, "]_qnancing
our statute is interpreted, we are vitally Therefore, it ls the Set'rice's position that a Better Election System." the ,(_oInruit-
concerned, if a labor unioll has as it_; principal purpose tee for Economic Development 'followed
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simfiar reasoning. The first sentence coy- his money causes beyond what gave :rise to Tihere is ample evidence that these
ers the intent. It reads: the need for group action, political contributions, exacted from

Corporations and labor unions should be I think the same must be said when.unlon union members as the price for their jobs,dues or assessments are used to elect a are often used to elect candidates which
treated alike with respect to political cam- Governor, a Congressman, a Senato:r, or a the union member himself neither sup-paig.ucontributions and activities. President. It may be said that the elec:_lonof

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- a Franklin D. ttoosevelt rather than a Calvin ports nor votes for. No piece of legisla-
sen;: to have the full statement printed Coolidge might be the best possible way to bion Can properly be referred to as "aserve the cause of collective bargaining. :But bill to promote fair practices in the con-
at this point in the RECORD. even such a selective use of union fu:nds for duct of election campaigns for Federal

There being no objection, the state- political purposes subordinates the i:udivld- political offices" if it :fails to eliminate a
ment was ordered to be printed in the ual's First Amendment rights to the views practice which often force s a man to
I_F_¢:ORD, as follows: of the majority. I do not see how that can contribute to a candidate whom he

]_INANCINGA BETTERELECTIONSYSTEM be done, even though the objector :retainshis rights to campaign, to speak, to ,_ote as opposes.
Corporations and labor unions should be he chooses. For when unlon funds a:re used Recent elections ihave proved that

treated alike with respect to political cam- for that purpose, the individual is required urlion members do not vote in one bloc
paign contributions .and activities. Both to finance political projects against which and that they do not give landslide sup-
should be prohibited from using corporate he may be in rebellion, port to the candidates which benefitfu,ads or unions dues to support any candi-
dat_ or political party at any level of gov- Mr. President, let me summarize the from their compulsory membership dues.
e,'n:ment, either through direct cash con- purpose of this amendment. Therefore, the rights of many members
tributions or through services in kind such It is intended to protect the ri_rhts of are being abused because they oppose at
as compensation to officers or employees for rank and file union members who .,are the ballot box a candidate who has belle-

time used in fact for campaign purposes. This now forced to contribute to polit:ical flied from their membership dues. This
prohibitionshouldextendtoreligious,social, practice of using compulsory dues to
_ducational, philanthropic, or other organi- causes they do not believe in.
zatJons not explicitly and openly organized It is designed to maintain some hal- support; certain political endeavors is
in ,rapport cf political parties or candidates, ance in our political system by requir- contral_y to our basic democratic frame-
incT,uding business partnerships and "polltl- lng unions to abide by the same regula- work of goverzmaent and must be halted.
cai education" affiliates. Stringent penalties tions that apply to other segments of Il; is certainly an insult to many union
for violation should be imposed and enforced. 'our society, melnbers who would like to support the

l_ederal law presently forbids both corpo- Without this provision, this bill will[be candidate of their own choice during anrate and union gifts to parties and candi- election.
dates in national elections, but the loop- a sham.
hales and evasions are widely evident. The Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I strongly Mr. President, I have received hun-
states follow variable patterns, more corn- support the adoption of the F:annin- dreds of pieces of correspondence from
monly llmlting corporations than unions. Tower amendment to S. 382, the cam- union members who are unhappy with
On:fy individuals can vote; no organization paign spending bill. seeing their hard earned money being
or group can cast a ballot. Therefore, only The subject of this amendment is, spent to support parLisan politics.
those organizations openly chartered to do so perhaps, the most important tc,pic I, myself, have received a great deal ofshould engage in political campaigns. This
would not, of course, inhibit the work of which the SenT.re will consider during support :from union members and local
foundations or other research and educa- its deliberations on this most important unions throughout the State of Texas.
ticJaal organizations, nonpartisan in charac- piece of legislation. If we, as a ]egi$la- TM.s is so even though the official organs
ter and concerned with issues of broad pub- tire body, are to adopt a fair and just of organized labor have not supported
lic policy, campaign spending bill that will apply me.

equal].y to ell candidates running :for of- I do not believe that the cause of labor
Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, my rice, it is crucial that this amendment will in any way be hindered by _he adop-

amendment would bring an effective new tion of this amendment. I do feel, how-
restraint on the undersirable and illegal be adopted.
poi:itical spending by labor organizations. I should like to reiterate the purpose ever, that the cause of the rank and file
These organizations are more concerned of this amendment. This amendment union member will be advanced because
about maintaining their tax-exempt would remove the tax exemptiori from under this amendment the rank and file
status than they are about the remote any organization which uses compul,;ory _.nion member will have a better chance
possibility of prosecution under current membership dues to support or oppose to support the candidate of his choice.
law. a candidate for political office or to sup- Mr. President, this amendment will re-

As I said earlier, tax exemption under port or oppose say political part:7, move the tax-exempt status from any
section 501(c) is a special privilege. The It ,,nay be argued that this amendment, organization that uses compulsory dues
amendment would make it clear that is somehow antiunion or antilabor. I to support partisan :political activity. Itcannot accept this interpretation of the will apply to any organization, regardless
this privilege will continue only so long intent and effect of it. I would not sup- of the particular ideological persuasion
as unions do not abuse the privilege, port such a measure. The amendment of the leadership of that organization,

]Unions could remain tax free simply can be construed to be prolabor, for it; which engages in such practices.
by sticking to the business of being seeks to restrict the power and control This amendment is essential to a fair
unions rather than playing at the role certain organizations exert over funds carapaign spending bill and essential to
of kingmaker. To keep their tax-exempt gr,thered from union members, a participatory democracy which is safe-
status, they would have to remain free It is important to remember that guarded by the Bill of Rights. It is for
of political wheeling and dealing, funds gathered by union leaders for po-. this reason that I urge the Senate to

One more point I would like to make is litical purposes are not done so on a vol- adopt the Fannin-Tower amendment.
the fact that my amendment is consist- untary basis. If a man is to be a mem-. Mr. CANNON. Mx'. President, this is
ent with the Supreme Court decisions in bec of a union, he must pay his monthly an amendment to the Internal Revenue
the Street and Allen cases. The Justices dues to that union. As' the law steads Code to deny to any organization the
held that Congress did not intend to au- now, this union can use all or part; of privilege of a tax-exempt status for any
thorize unions to use compulsory clues the dues to support a candidate for pub-. year in which it uses any dues, fees, or
and fees for political purposes: lic office. Mr. President, I have never other assessments as a condition of em-

.AsJustice Douglas said: believed that a man should be forced to ployment to first support or oppose any
The collection of clues for paying the costs join a union in order to work, although candidate for public office, second, sup-

of collective bargaining of which each mere- that is the law in many States. It is far port er oppose any political party, or
bet is a beneficiary is one thing. If, however, worse, however, to force a man to c:on- third, to carry on voter registration.
dues are used, or assessments are made, to tribute to a poli.tical campaign if he is Political contributions by national
promote or oppose birth control, to repeaLor to work. That, Mr. Pl_sident, is the banks, corporations, and labor organiza-
increase the taxes on cosmetics, to promote
or oppose the admission of Red China into practical effect of present union prac., tions are prohibited by section 610 of
the United Nations, and the llke, then the tices. That is the grievance which this title 18 of the United States Code. This
group compels an individual to support with amendment seeks to redress, c_mendment would go further and pro-
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hibit even such civic, public spirited pro- ECONOMIC DISASTER tREA RELIEt_' EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE APPttO.
grams as voter registration. Voting rec- ACT OF 1971--UNANIMOUS-CON.. PRIATIONS--UNANIMOUS CON-
ords in the United States ought to be SENT AGREEMENT SENT AGREEMENT

improved. Millions neither register nor Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mn
vote. Now, millions of 18-. 19,- and 20- Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi-

Presiderrt, I am authorized by the dis._ dent;, on behalf of the distinguished
year-olds are eligible to vote in 1972. It tinguished majority leader, after consul.- majority leader, after consulting w.ith
is important to encourage all qualified ration with the minority leadership and the ranking minority member of the Ap-
citizens to register and to cast their principal parties tx)the bill, to propose propriations Committee and with the
votes. Tax exempt organizations ought the Jlollowing unanimous-consent re.. chairman of the Appropriations Comrait-not to be penalized because of their
worthy programs in the public interest, quest: tee,':[ propound the following unanimmm-

I ask m_animous consent that at such consent request:

Those programs are educational and time as the bill is called up, debate on I ask unanimous consent that, at such
nonpartisan. They should be encouraged S. 2393, a bill to amend the Disaster time as it is called up, debate on the $i
nOtexemptProhibitedstatus,under pain of loss of tax- Relief Ael; of 1970, be limited to 2 hours, billion employment assistance appropr.ia-

Mr. President, I am opposed to the to be equally divided between the dis.. tion_s bill be limited to I hour, with the
amendment. If the Senator has no more tinguished Sen:_tor from New Mexico time, to be divided equally between the
to say about the amendment, I intend to (Mr. :MozqToYa) and the equally distin., distinguished manager of the bill, the
raise a point of order, guished ,Senator from }[entucky (Mr. Senator from Louisiana (Mr. ELLEND:ER),

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. Ih'esident, I did not CooPs:R); provided further, that time on and the ranking Member, the distin-
hear everything the Senator said. This any amendment thereto be bruited to 1 guislhed Senator from North Dakota (Mr.
amendment would apply only to unions hour, to be equally divided and controlled YOVNa); that time on any amenchnent
that use involuntary dues or assessments by the, mover of _mch amendment and the thereto be limited to 30 minutes, with
for political purposes. It does not extend manager of the bill (Mr. NioNToYA) ;; the time to be equally divided between
to groups such as the League of Women provided further, that time on any the mover of the amendment and the

Voters. amendn:mnt be limited to 20 _finutes, the manager of the bill; thai; time on any
Mr. CANNON. If the Senator has con- time ix) be equs,lly divided between the amendment to an amendment be limited

eluded--we have concluded on this re.over of the amendment in the second to 20 minutes, to be divided equally be-
side---we intend to raise a point of order, degree and the distinguished manager tween the mover of the amendment in

Mr. FANNIN. I have concluded, of the bill (Mr. MONTOYA) provided, that

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I raise no amendments not germsne be received;; the :;econd degree, and the distinguished
a point of order on this amendment that ordered further, that SemLtors in controlt manager of the bill; provided further,
it is not germane, of the time on the bill m;_y yield there-, that no amendment not germane be re-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the from to any Senator on any amendment, ceiw_d; ordered further, that Senators in
Senator yield back his time? motion, or appeal, with the exception of control of the time on the bill may, from

Mr. FANNIN. I yield back the re- a motion to lay' on the table, the time on the bill under their control,
mainder of my time. Mr. COOPER. Mr. Pre,';ident, will the allot, adciitional time to any Senator d tut-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Senator yield? ing the consideration of any amendment,
ator from Nevada raises the point of Mr. BY:RD of West Virginia. I yield, motion, or appeal, except a motion to

order that the amendment is not der- Mr. COOPER. Would the Senator Lable; and provided further, that on any
mane. The Chair sustains the point of amend his request to provide that th(; _ommittee amendments the time be taken
order on the ground that nothing in the senior Senator from T_nnessee (Mr. out of the time on the bill.
bill or in the amendment deals with the BAKER) will con_;rol the time on the min-. The PRESIDING OFFICER CV.[r.
Internal Revenue Code or the subject of ority ,side?

BRo(',xO. Is there objection to the unsxd-
taxes. Therefore, this does present new Mr. B¥I._D of West Virginia. Yes. I sc,
subject matter and would not be get- modify my request, moLLs-consent request of the Senator
mane to the bill. Under the unanimous- The PRESIDING OFE]iCER. Is there Crom West Virginia? The Chair hears
consent agreement, amendments must be object[on to the unanimous-consent re-. none, and it is so ordered.
germane to be in order, quest? Without objection, it is so ordered., The unanimous consent agreement

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, a parlia- The mmnimous-consent agreement reads as follows:

mentary inquiry, reads _s follow_: Ordered, That, during the consideration of
The PRESiDING OFFICER. The Sen- Orderecl, That, during the cormlderatlon oJ! ;he resolution (H.J. Res. 833), Labor, Emer-

ator will state it. the bill (S. 2393), to amend _he Disaster Re- gency Employment Assistance Appropriations
Mr. FANNIN. Do I correctly under- lief Ac': of 1970 to make areas suffering from. 13i11, debate on any amendment (except

stand that l_he amendment is auto- eoonomlc disasters eligible for emergency, .'ommlttee amendments, debate of which
matically withdrawn by the ruling of the FederaiL aid, to improve the aid which would _;hall come out of the time allotted on t[he
Chair? become available to economic dtmster areas,. _ill), motion or appeal, except a motion, to

The PRES][DING OFFICER. By the and for other purposes, lebate on any [.ay an the table, shall be limited to 30 rrdn-
ruUng of the Chair, the amendment is amendmer_t, motion or appe_l, except a mo- utes to be equally divided and controlled
ruled out of order, taon to lay on the table shM1 be limited tc ')y the mover of any such amendment or mo-

l hour, to be equany divided and controlled ';ion, and the manager of the bill (Mr. El-
Under the previous order, the Chair by the rao'ver of any such amendment, or lender).

will now recognize the Senator from In- motion and the manager cf tAc_ebill (Mr. Provided /urther, That d.ebate on a_y
diana (Mr. HARTKE). MONTOYA). Provided /urtl_er, That, any _mendment to an amendment shall be

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I sug- amend:cnent to an amendmeat be limited to limited to 20 minutes to be equally divided
gest the absence of a quorum, and I 20 minutes, to be equally d[vlded and con- and controlled by the mover of the amend-
ask unanimous consent that the time not trolled by the mover of the amendment in :nent in the second degree and the manager
be taken out of this side. the second degree and the manager of the ,)f the bill (Mr. Enender).

The PRESIDING OFi_mlCER. Without bill (Mlr. MONTOYa). Provided /urther, That no amendmeut
Provfded /urthev, That, no amendment not that la not germane to the provisions of t:ae

objection, it is so ordered, germar, e to the provisions of the mkidbill shall said bill shall be received.
The clerk will call the roll. be received. Ordered /urther, That on the question, of
The second assistant legislative clerk Ordered J'urtl_er, That on the question of final passage of the said resolution shall be

proceeded to call the roll. Il .rmlp;_ssage of the sald bill debate shall be limited to I hour, to be equally divided and
MI'. BYRD Of West Virginia. Mr. limited to 2 hours to be equally divided and controlled respectively by the manager of t:ae

President, I sa;k unanimous consent that controlled respectively by lhe ;manager of bill (Mr. Ellender) and the Senator from
the order for the quorum call be the bill (M.r. MoNkeYs) and the Senator from North Dakota (Mr. Young).
rescinded. Tennessee (Mr. BAKER). Provided, That the Provided, That, the time on the passage

time on ghe passage of the ,",aid blll may be of the said bill may be allotted to any Sen-
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. allotted to any Senator during the consld- ator dm'lng the consideration of any amc:ad-

BROCK). Without objection, it is so eration of any amendment, motion or appeal, ment, motion or appeal, except a motion, to
ordered, except a motion to table, lable. (August 4, 1971).
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FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT candidates have used 30-second and 1- 'riley demand far more than cliches and
OF 1971 minute advertisements on radio and tele- invective. What they krug for is an honest

vision to misrepresent facts and create and frank discussion of the issues which
The Senate continued with the consid- false and baseless impressions about concern them and their country.

eration of the bill iS. 382) to promote their opponents. We can help to bring about this new
fair practices in the conduct of election My own experience is not unlike _lat and long-awaited politics by adopting
campaigns for Federal political offices, of my colleagues. Subjected to a difficult, the amendment which the Senator from
and for other purposes, race during the last campaign in which Z[llinois (Mr. STEVENSON), the Senator

AMSSD_T _O. age ^s _OD,F_-D spot advertisements were used by t:ae op- :from Minnesota (Mr, HUMPHREY), and
l_.[r. HARTKE. Mr. President, I have position to cloud the issues and belie i[ offer today.

an amendment at the desk, No. 366, the truth, I learned at firsthand the dam- Mr. President, I yield 6 minutes to
which I ask be modified in accordance age which these ads can do. 'l;he Senator from Illinois (Mr. STEVe-N-
with the changes in the bill and that it be At least $59 million was spent on ;mN),.
stated, political broadcasting in 1968, eno_E,gh to Mr. STEVENSON. In 1936, the Re-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The buy over 6 million spots. Since 19,64, the il)ub]ican ]Party sponsored a series of skits
amendment as modified will be stated, proportion of money used to pu:rchase ,:)n radi_) which suggested that contem-

The assistant legislative clerk read the ads of 60 seconds or less had inc, reased ii)orary young couples were postponing
amendment, as modified, as follows: from 81 to 95 percent in 1970. At the same :marriage, because of the size of the na-

On page 6, after line 25, add the following: tirne, use of programs of 5 minutes dura- t;ional debt.
"(e) No television broadcasting station tion or longer has decreased 38 percent In 19i4, the Democrats' use of radio

may sell or otherwise make available broad- between 1966 and 1970. Slnots in the presidential campaign led
cast time in segments of less than one mln- Because the bill now before us places Broadc_sting magazine to comment "we
ute duration for use by or on behalf of a a ceiling on media expenditures in. cam- _ave elected a President with 'singing
legally qualified candidate in connection with
his campaign for nomination for election, or paigns, there will likely be increased _.ommercials and with jive and jabber-
election, to Federal elective omce." pressure to buy short segments of time wookie."

· in order to get the broadest exposure In 1956, the Republican National Co,n-
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I yield and the highest impact per dollar. This mittee chairman set the tone of the Re-

myself 4 minutes, trend foreshadows a lessening, of oppor- publican campaign:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- tunity for viewers to hear a rational dis- Politics these days Is like a business . . .

ator from Indiana is recognized for 4 cussion of Issues. If television is to you sell your candidate and your prograans
minutes, achieve its positive potential as an edu- the way a business sells its products.

Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, during eating medium and a promoter of demo-
the past decade, the influence of tele- cratic institutions, this trend must be Ti_e Democraticpresidential candidate
vision on American society has grown reversed, m 1956was repulsed by this attitude to-
dramatically. We have come to know it It is in this spirit that the Senator ward American politics. He said:
as both a force for good and an instru- from Illinois (Mr. STEVENSON), th_ Sen- This iciea that you can merchandise can-
merit of evil. It can educate and it can ator from Minnesota (Mr. HUMP]_IREY), didates tike breakfast cere_.l--that you can

gather _otes like box baps--is, I think, the
entertain, but--in the hands of profes- and I offer an amendment which would ultimate indignity to the democratic process.
sional promoters--it can be used to eliminate completely all campaign
create false images and erroneous ira- broadcast segments of less than i minute But Lhe trend has continued. With
pressions. BY day, television can teach duration, every election more money, more letters,
our children to read. By night, it can At the present time, candidates for and more radio spots, continue. With
promote violence and destruction. .major offices spend 95 percent oi their every election the intelligenc.e of the voter

The enormous potential of television is broadcast funds on spot ads. Must the ts insulted. His decencies are offended
jus_ now being realized by the American Government structure of this great coun- more.. And our politics is cheapened
viewing public, but it has long been try be determined by t_e political cos- more.
realized by advertisers. Where still pfc- metology of Madison Avenue? Are we to It. is not a partisan issue. No one for-
tures and printed words were once re- select our leaders with little more to gets the mushroom cloud and the voice
quired to sell products, now moving pfc- commend them than a smile, a witticism, of doom used in support of Lyndon John-
tures and spoken commentary are able and a slogan? Are legislators to be se,. son in 1964.
to reach millions of potential consumers lected on the basis of mass merchan- It. is an American issue. We simply
at ahnost any given moment of the day. dising? cannot afford it any longer. Political

The importance of television to the Let us look at what is happeninl_; today: spots reached new heights of silliness in
political candidate became apparent al- in the field of television advertising. 1966 when a guber, aatorial candidate
most 20 years ago. Through this new Products from toys to sleeping remedies spent $1.5 million on TV spots in which
medium, a candidate could get his roes- are being hawked in a fashion which ihas he never appeared. A_l animated fish did
sage to a larger audience than had ever offended the American Public and tim talking for him.
before been possible. And when that aroused the retribution of the l!'ed_;ral More spots were us,_ tha.. ever before
message was sandwiched into the regu- Trade Commission and other regulatory in 1968---over 6 million. The Republicans
lar program fare, the candidate had a agencies. The consumer of a product .has product_ a spot showing the Appalachian
captive audience. They could avoid his administrative and legal recourse for poor, urban s_reet riots, and wotmded
personal appearances, his leaflets and misrepresented merchandise, but what Grs in Vietnam, all followed by the
his newspaper ads far more easily than about political candidates? What agency laughing face of our esteemed colleague,
they could his television promotions, can tell the candidate that it is not; HUBER_HUMPHrEY. Democrats countered

Once again, we learned the dual poten- enough to decry the conditions which with a spot presenting hysterical laugh-
tia]_ of television. It could give political beset us, but that he must tell whal; he, ter at each mention of the name SP_O
candidates far more exposure than other intends to do to correct those conditions? AGi_E'_.
mass media--certainly, a welcome in- What agency can tell the politician that And in 1970 the commercials reached
fluence upon a democratic society--but he must produce what he promises? a new law in American politics. We have
it could also serve to create "public" No 30-secondcommercial everwas able passed the point of public tolerance.
images of candidates that bore scant re- to explain how brand X eliminates grease Ninety-five percent of expenditures for
semblance to reality, and dirt, and no 30-second commercial political advertising went to spots in

In recent years, the promotion of this wi!l ever be able to allow a political candi-- 1970. They ranged from corny gimmicks
superficial imagery has been accentuated date to engage in a rational discussion ted the worst of demagoguery. A candi-
by candidates of both major parties of a single issue, date fo_ Governor ran a spot which be-
throughout the Nation. At times it is Mr. President, spot ads cheapen poll.- gan "ace we going to be ruled by the
harmless, but all too often it can be tics. They make the political process a bloc? Look what it did in Watts and in
diabolical. Using advertising techniques game of images rather than an ongoing the Nation's Capital." In Indiana our
developed by publicists of detergents, debate of issues. Today, Americ'ms are colleague, SenatorI-I_R_KE, was subjected
deodorants and automobiles, political rejecting the politics of superficiality, tedone _;elevised smear after another. His
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opponent even attempted to link him to chase 'by Federal ¢andida';es of television rendered by the Chief Counsel, who
the Vietcong. And it was no better in segments less than 60 seconds in length, thinks this would be unconstitutional.
Illinois and Utah and Missouri and in As a practical matter, the amendment F:mnkly, I think this gets into the area
marly other States. I need not recall for applies almost entirely to spots of 10, 20, of censorship. When we say to a man he
my colleagues the political pornography and 20 seconds, since those are the most cannot speak or perform for I minute, I
employed in that campaign. It is not now, commonly used time segraents, am afraid we are saying t ° him thai; we
nor will it soon, be forgotten. But it will These short spots are the ones offering are denying him freedom of speech.
continue unless we act to stop it. the greatest potential for superficiality Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-

What we will not change for the bet- and demagoguery. These ads lend them.., sent to have printed in the RECORn the
ten, time may even change for the worse, selves to [he subliminal techniques. These letter from R. E. Wiley, General Coun-
Political advertising has become a big are t'.ae spots which are repeated again scl, Federal Communications Commis-
business. Nearly 100 advertising agencies and again to a captive audience. They sion, dated March 31, 1971, and his en-
handled major candidates in 1970. Fees ar e inappropriate to serious discussion of closed memorandum, which is printed on
for ad agencies ranged from $30,000 to issue,,;. They last just lon_: enough for an page 588 of the hearings.
$100,000. Many of the media men switch appeal to emotions, not long enough for T)aere being no objection, the material
back hnd forth between soaps, cereals, an appeal to intellect, was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
and deodorants, on the one hand, and Unle,;s something is done, we may soon as follows:
candidates for public office on the other, reach the time when om on[ty exposure _on. JOHN O. PASTORE,
They utilize what is known in the trade to candidates is through ehort spots. The Chairman, Subcommittee on Com'mu_tca-
as the "unique selling point," seeking a amount of money spent on programs of tions_ u.s. senate, Washington, D.C.
message which, repeated through satura- 5 minute,; or longer has declined by 33 DEARSENATORPASTORE:In response to ynur
tion broadcasting, is intended to reach percent over the past 4 y_ars, request at the recent hearings on politicalbroadcast bills, I am enclosing a memoran-
the viewers subliminally and influence This amendment wouhl be an impor._ dura on the question of the legality of estab-
them to respond subconsciously in the tant step toward reversing that trend, lishing minimum time limitations for pole.ti-
polling place. Spots are encouraged. Rep- Elimination of political spots under 64] cal broadcasts.
etition is the key. Among the popular seconds may not be the whole answer to It is concluded that dictating an important
strategies for "people selling" are the cleaning up our politics, but :it is a step. aspect of a candidate's format in political
"spurt" technique, the "telenews" tech- It would help restore integrity to our broadcasts by setting an absolute minimum
nique, and "instant information." political process And it might help tx) time may abridge the First Amendment.

A brochure for one ad agency special- make election campaigns ,,omething more Additionally, such a limitation may violatethe equal protection clause as incorporated
izing in political advertising boasts that than ,devices for' obtainin_ public office--- in the Fifth Amendment due process clause
it has a "track record of 95 percent wins." at all costs and by any msan,,;, if the minimum time is not reasonably' re-
The brochure begins: Mr. PA'_TORF.. Mr. President, my co1-_ late(], to the evil sought to be avoided.

We believe that winning your election leagues from Indiana and Illinois know Please advise me if I can be of further
depends upon your ability to mobilize the the affection and respect Z[have for their help to the Committee.
English language and send it out over the judgnle:_lt° But this is an a:nendment that Sincerely,

R. E. WILEY, '
mass media to claw its way into the voter's is within a very, very criti(.al area. ! agree General Counsel
mind, telling him what's in it for him if he with everything they said. There haw. _
votes for you. been f;olne Very, very shabby pornograph-. MARC_31, 1971.

One image maker, Robert Goodman, ie slogans,, not only during political cam-. ME_0RANDU_O_ THE GENERALCOUNSEL,]_m-
says of candidate AGNEW: paigns, but sometimes on a regular ERALCOMMUNICATIOiNTSCOMMISSION, ONTar

He was a beautiful, beautiful body, and schedule. LE_]ALITYOF ESTABLISHINGMINIMUM _kME
we were selling sex. For me to stand on the floor of the DIJ'RATIONSFOEPOLITICALBROADCASTS

Of his own political philosophy, he Senate and say, "You can be pornograph-. The questlon addressed by this memoran-
ic for 5 minutes but not f_r 1 minute," l_ aura is the validity of a requirement by Con-

gress or the Federal Communications Corn-
says: am afraid we would be u:dng a measur-, mission that no political broadcasts may be

We try to make the candidate bigger than lng instrument that would not make carried unless they are of a minimum
life and we try to do it emotionally. Our much sen.';e, length--perhaps five minutes. It is believedJob is to glamorize them and hide their
weaknesses . . . if he's got it, we project it. The Lrouble was not with duration: that such a limitation upon political broad-
If he hasn't, we try to fudge it. Some people can say a _;reat deal in I. casts would probably violate the First

minute and some people can take 2 hours Ame_ldment and would also raise questions
Another ad man has said of the Amer- and say nothing. Time is sot significant, of compatibility with the Fifth Amendment

Insofar as it "incorporates" the equal pro-
ican public: Maybe the 1-minute spot is not a desir-, tectlon clause of the Fourteenth Amendment

You know your audience. They are not able spot, but I :sm afraid we are getting to the Constitution. The Congress or the
very bright, and they succumb to the sensa- into something here inv¢,lving the first Commission probably could take other types

.tiom_l new word. amendnlent of the Constitution. _f action to discourage the presentation of
Another, Harry Trealeaven, says: Who am I to ,';ay to the candidate that political candidates In a manner akin. to
Most national issues today are so compll- he cannot have :a 1 minute spot, if that i,; selling commercial products, i.e., through

cated, so difficult to understand and have the spot ihe wants? Sen_Ltors would be brief spot announcements.
opinions on, that they either intimidate, or surprised at how much can be said in I The conclusion that an absolute bar

agalr_t the presentation of political broad-
more often, bore the-average voter, minute. We have been in this Chamber masts of less than a specified length would

There is no telling where this trend will time and time :again when a minute i.'; run _foul of the First Amendinent rests upon
end'. All we can say is that it must end. granted here and there, a:_d a Senator i,,_ _ long series of cases in the Supreme Court
The effect of these spots is to cheapen supposed to state his position in a t_olding that the government may limit
politics. It takes the dignity out of run- minute. ,;peech only where it poses a clear and pre.,;ent
ning for public office. It may well be that This is not a new issue. This issue has langer of bringing about a substantive evilwhich the government has a strong interest
such politl:cal poison accounts in large been raised several times by my friend_ m avoiding. Ifonsigberg v. State Bar o! C'ali-
measure for the crisis of confidence in the Senator frora Indiana (Mr. HARTKE). .forni,m, 366 U.S. 36, 50, n. 11 (1961); Te_mi.
our politics. Its use insults the intelli- I know he has a very strong feeling about aieZZo v. CILicago, 337 U.S. 1, 4-5 (1949);
gence and tile decency of the people, the matter and the fact lhat it involves sriages v. Cali/ornia, 314 U.S. 252 (1941):
It suggests to an increasingly informed Madison Avenue techniques and decep-, gcnenck v. United Sta_es, 249 U.S. 47 (1919).
public that it is held in contempt by can- tion. Yloreover, a limitation on speech ls unconsti-
didates whom it then holds in contempt. But like everything else, that cannot ';utional if Congress has available a less re-_trictive alternative to achieve the same ends.

The public wants this mutual an- be measured in terms of I minute, 5 min-. ;_ee United States v. l{obel, 389 U.S. 258, at
tagonism to end. A recent Gallup poll utes, or 10 minutes. Some people can be a.20 (1967). The Court has also struck down
revealed that 74 percent of Americans very deceptive in 1 minute and some peo- indirect limitations upon speech which tend
support some kind of rest_qction or con- ple can 'be very deceptive in 5 minutes. _o"chill" free debate, e.g., New York Times v.

_uZ_ivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964), as well as those
trol of political advertising. We should We brought this matter to the atten-, which impose direct prior restraints, e.g.,
wantit to end, too. tion of the Federal Communications Year v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697 (1931).

This amendment would ban the pur- Commission and we have had an opinion Congress, of course, has large discretion in
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controlling the Federal election process, al- the cOntrary, it has a major role to play as media accessible only to the rich. 8 While the
though the extent of lts power with regard the Congress itself recognized In § 32_t, which _use of large scale spot campaigns has in the
to State Elections has been limited recent- forbids FCC interference with 'the :right of past been the hallmark of the wealthy candi-
ly, Oregon v. Mitchell, U.S.--, 27 L. free speech by means of radio comraunica., d.ates, an absolute prohibition on the'sale of
Ed. 2d 272 (decided December 21, 1970) lion.' Because of the scarcity of radio frs.- sZhort time periods could work to the dtsad-
(18-year old voting age sustained for Fed- quencies, the Government is permitted to put vantage of the less well financed campaign.
eral elections, but not for State and lo- restraints on licensees in favor oz' others _q_e poor candidate, of course, may be said
cal elections). Thus, Congress has been up- whose views should be expressed on this to be in essentially the same position under
held in requiring public disclosure of polttl- unique medium. But the people as a whole present law as he would be under the pro-
cal contributions, Burrouglzs v. U_itecl retain their interest in free speech by radio posed limitation on political spots. The well-
Sic:les, 290 U.S. 534, (1934), and restricting and their collective right to have the :medium financed Candidate can now buy large
political actlvitles of government employ- function consistently with the ends and pur- amounts of time for spot (or program-
ees, Unitecl Public workers v. Mitcheg 330 poses of the First Amendment. It is tl._e right length) political broadcasts, and the licensee
U.S. 75 (1947) (the decision in tlhs case of theviewers and listeners, not the :right of is obligated only to afford the opposing
resting on the government's interest In an the broadcasters, which is paramol_nt. See candidatc_s equal opportunities to buy time.
efficient public service). However, the Su- FCC v. Sanders Bros. Raclio Station, 309 U.S. 5es § 315 of the Conmaunlcations Act, 47
preme Court has also recognized that po- 470, 475 (1940); FCC v. Allentown Broagt.'ast- U.S.C. § 315. However, section 315 does not
litical speech merits a particularly high or- ing Corp., 349 U.S. 358, 361-362 (1955); 2 Z. operate as would the proposal under discus-
der of protection against government inter- Chafes, Government and Mass Communica- ,,_lo:ato Cut off an oppoffcunlty to buy cheaper
terence. Thus, It has stated that "speech lions546 (1947) . It is the purpose of the l_lrst time which is otherwise available to the
concerning public affairs ls more impor- Amendment to preserve an uninhibited mar- c_ndidate.
tant than self-expression; it is the essence ketplace of ideas in which truth will ultl- The equal protection clause requires only
of self-government,' Garrtsio_ v. Louisiana, mately prevail, rather than to countenance that the classification which is made by

379 U.S. 64, 74-75 (1964). See also Mt_Is monopolization of that market, whether fLtbe reasonably related to legitimate govern-
v. Alabama, 384 U.S. 214 (1966), where the by the Government Itself or a private liicensee, mental interests, McGowan v. Maryland, 366
Court found unconstitutional an Alabama Associateg Press v. Untte_ Sties, 32(i U.S. 1, U.S. 420 (1961), and laere the government's
statute which prohibited election day news- 20 (1945); New York Times Co. v. li:ulliVa_., strong Interest in safeguarding the political
paper editorials on Issues which were on the 376 U.S. 254, 270 (1964);.Abra_ v. Unttecl process by avoiding the marketing of candi-
ba:Llot. To the same general effect is Farm- States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dates :Eh non-lnforml:ag spots would be a
ers Educations! an_ Cooperative Union v. dissenting). '[S]peech concerning public at- fltrong factor in defense of a reasonable
WDAY, 360 U.S. 526 (1959), where the Court fairs is more than self-expression; it 1,,_the .,_pecification of a minimum time, such as one
he'ld that a broadcast licensee could not essence cf self-government.' Garrison v. Lout- minute. Where the line would be drawn
be held liable for defamatory matter in po- siana, 379 U.S. 64, 74-75 (1964). See l:_rennan, would probably depend on variables such as
litlLcal broadcasts which it was forbidden The Supreme Court and the MeikleJohn In- what minimum time is necessary for ade-
to censor under section 315 of the Communl- terpretatlon of the First Amendment, 79 quate expression of a viewpoint, the cost of
cations Act, 47 U.S.C. § 315, and emphasized Harv. L. Rev. 1 (1965). It is the right ol the obtaining broadcasts of the minimum time
th,_ importance of free political debate. Any public to receive suitable access ti) social, duration, and, of course, the need :for the
limitation on political speech would appear political, esthetic, moral, and other kieas and legislation. Depending on the length of the
to carry a very heavy burden to overcome experiences which ls crucial here. That right minimum time allowed under the proposed
an attack on its constitutionality. In the may not constitutionally be abridged either ,,;pot limitation, the proposal mlght withstand
present context, it is unlikely that the courts by Congress or by the FCC." oonstitutlonal attack on equal protection
would find a clear and present danger of a The people's "right to hear" appears to be [;rounds, but this Isaue nevertheless would be
serious evll sufficient to support the direct directly Impinged by a refusal to permit _hort of serious concern.
lnl;erference with political speech which will announcements by political candidates or The above discussion of the constitutional
be imposed by the proposal under consid- their supporters, Imposed without regard tO lssues applies to both the Commission and
eratlon, the licensee's other coverage of the particular Congress. If the constitutional problems were

It is of course true that because "radio is campaign, surmounted, action by the Commission would
ln:herently not available to all," a system of It is important to note in this eonnectlo:n still have to be rooted in authority granted
regulation in the public interest is both nec-' that the Commission has held that a licensee l.t by _he Communications 'Act. The Com-
es_mry and constitutionally valid. National may reject the use of paid spot announce- mission has broad authority under Sections
Broadcasting Co. v. Untte_ States, 319 U.S. ments to discuss public issues wh,ere it is 303,307, 308, and 309 of the Communications
U.S. 190, 227 (1943). In this contex_ it has otherwise covering all substantial co:aflieting Act, 47 U.S.C. §§ 303, 307, 308, 309, to make
been held that the power of a broadcast 11- views. Business Executives' Move for 17tel- regulations It finds t_ be necessary in the
ce:asee to limit use of his facilities to those nam Peace, 25 FCC 2d 242 (1970), appeal public interest, convenience and necessity. It
with whom he agrees may be curtailed in pending sub nom., Business Executives' Move would have to determine whether a further
favor of the paramount interest of the lis- /or Vietnam Peace v. F.C.C., Nc,. 24,492 limitation on political broadcasts of the
tening and viewing public in hearing both C.A.D.C. This ruling was designed to pre.,_rve type under discussion was consistent with
sides of public Issues. See Red Lion Broad- the licensee's capacity to serve the pararnount § 315, in which Congress has laid. down
ear,ting Co. v. F.C.C., 295 U.S. 367 (1969), public interest by arranging a schedule not specific standards in the area of political
wher: the Commission's fairness doctrine, governed by ability to pay, and in rec_agnition broadcasts. See Letter to lVtcholas Zapple, 23
which generally requires a broadcaster to that selling ideas like soap should nc,t bi; eh- IPCC 2d 707 (1970). In view of the discussion
afford a reasonable opportunity for the pres- couraged. Congress or the Commission might above of the First Amendment consldera-
entation of conflicting views on public is- in similar vein withhold from political spot l;lons, tt seems unnecessary to attempt to
sues, was sustained as an effectuation of the announcements some preference otherwise resolve the Issue of the Commission's statu-
First Amendment principle that "the wld- given to political broadcasts. The validil;y of tory authority.
esl; possible dissemination of information such an approach would of course, depend Zn conclusion, the proposal to limit poll-
from diverse and antagonistic sources is es- upon Its terms. 2 tical broadcasts to these which last at least
sential to the welfare of the public . . ." As mentioned above, the Fifth Am4:_ndment a specified number of minutes raises serious
Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. might also be relevant to a proposal to pro- coz_stitutional problems, and would probably
1, 20 (1945). See also Banzha! v. F.C.C., 405 hibit spot political broadcasts. The ;Supreme 10e in conflict with the First Amendment.
P. 2d 1082 (D.C. Cir., 1968), cert. denied, Court has held that conduct vlolatl_;e of the [[Vlr. PASTORE. Mr. President, if there
39,5 U.S. 842 (1969), which sustained the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth are no further remarks to be made on
Ccmmission's requirement that broadcasters Amendment (applicable only to the States) 1,_his amendment, I shall move to table
who carried cigarette advertisements should may also be so unJustfiable as to constitute
also carry anti-cigarette smoking announce- a violation of the due process clau.,_s o:[' tlie t;he amendment.
ments._ However, neither these nor any otb- Fifth Amendment, Bolling v. $harpe,. 347 U.,'_. 2Vfr. HARTKE. MI'. President, I would
er decisions suggest that a direct limitation 497 (1954). It may be assumed that _lhe ,;ame !tike to say that I am not persuaded by
on speech would be permissible. As the Court standard of equal protection applies to the _he question of constitutionality or the
stated in Red Lion, 395 U.S. at 389-390: Federal Government as to the States. It could :first amendment. That question can only

"This is not to say that the First Amend- be argued that a law which bans political be directed at the entire matter of
ment is irrelevant to public broadcasting. On broadcasts of less than a stated n:dnlmum whether Congress has the power to deal

duration Invidiously discriminates against with regulations of any kind of a licensee
t It should be noted, however, that the poor candidates by making the broadcast of the Federa2 Government. If that argu-

congressional ban on cigarette announce-
ments on electronic media subject to the
jurisdiction of the FCC, Public Law 91-222 _ The decision of the Court of At:.peais in _ At some point, a minimum time duration
(Aprl. 1, 1970), has been challenged in the Business Executives' Move/or Vietnam J_'eace _or pol:Ltlcal broadcasts (say, one hour) would
courts on constitutional grounds. Capitol v.F.C.C, may bear upon this questiou as weU unreasonably prevent even the average candi-
B_oacZcastiny Co. v. Mitc]_ell, U.S. Dist. Ct., as the broader questions discussed in this date from purchasing time on the broadcast
D.D.C.. Civil Case No. 3495-70. memorandum: media.
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merit has any' merit, it has this merit as variety is both demeaning on the one the cases cited in this memorandum that
to the question of regulations, generally, hand and often misleading on the other. _ serious question is presented whether
So I amnotpersuaded by that. There is a very prominent Midwestern ;here is a right to deny a person the

I would like to call attention to the fact broadcaster who called on national :)rivilege of making a simple pitch that
that the position which the Senator from broadcasters to provide thc use; of 30-sec- i_e can put In, in 1 minute or less.
Illinois (Mr. STEVENSON), the Senator ond and 60-second spot:; for political Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, there
from Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY), and I candidates. ThirLy seconds is bad enough, :.s concern about this question. I am not
are advocating has been endorsed, and 10 seco,ids is deplorable and 1 minute _naware of that. I have just had
really not in this limited fashion, by the gives eye,Tone a chance t) see the spots ])rou;_ht to my attention a copy of the
report of the 20th Century Fund Corn- on the candiate and to ke able to find :xlemorandum. Nevertheless, I say the
mission on Campaign Costs in the Elec- out a i[ittle bit about what he has to say. ?CC can establish standards.
tronic Era entitled "Voters' Time." I realize we c-'mnot write this bill as a Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, will

The Commission on Campaign Costs in code of ethics for campaigns, but I think ';he Senator yield me 2 minutes?
the F.lectronic Era at that time consisted there is enough merit i_L this amend- Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield
of Newton N. Minow, the former Chair- ment. I was pleased to join as a co- 2 minutes on the bill to the Senator from
man of the FCC from 1951 to 1963, and sponsc,r. Z.'llinois.

four other commissioners. The present I hope we CaZLcome through another Mr. sTEVENSON. Mr. President, this
Chairman is Dean Burch. In addition election without talking about the selling :_mendment does not limit access to tole-
there was Thomas G. Corcoran, Alexan- of candidates. What this country ne?.ds is vision for candidates for messages of a
der Heard, and Robert Price. Mr. Cor- an expl_mation of basic issues and there minute or more. It eliminates the 30-
coran was a Washington attorney who is little that you can explain in 10 sec- ,;econd spots, the 10-second spots, l;he
was a close adviser to President Franklin onds that is worth listening to. It is not li0-second spots---spots which most obvi-
D. Roosevelt and other Democratic can- selling toothpaste, deodorsnts---although ously lend themselves to abuse. These
didates and Presidents; Alexander Heard at times that might be helpful_a bottle are advertisements; they are not
is a Democrat and political scientist, who of beec ,_r a pack of cigarettes. We talk ,;peeches. Advertisements do not come
is chancellor of Vanderbilt University, too much about that in Arrerican life. We within the constitutional guarantee that
the author of "The Costs of Democracy." need l_.onest and open discussion with ail protection of free speech is entitled to

Mr. President, I might point out to the valid opinions that the American in ox,r society. After all, Congress has
the Senator from Rhode Island with re- people have or are willing l;o listen to and placed a prohibition against advertising
spect to any argument made against to make that possible through the use of (,f tobacco on television. If it can con-
this provision in regard to 1 minute, that the electronic media. _'titutionally prohibit the advertising of
certainly, in my opinion, I would like to Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the tobacco on television, I should think itsee them go to 5 minutes. Probably the Senator yield for a question?
most minor issue on this floor is de- The PRESID1]_G OFFICER_ The Sen- (auld limit 10-, 20-, or 30-second spots

which very clearly do, from painful ex-
bated under the chairmanship of the dis- ator's time has expired o:._ the amend- perience, lend themselves to abuse.
tinguished majority leader for 20 mtn- merit. I would also say it is not an intrusion,
utes, with 10 minutes equally to a side. Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield it is :not an unreasonable meddling into

Mx'. President, at this time I wish to to the Senator fxom Nebraska so that he the affairs of candidates, and it certainlyyield to another of the cosponsors, the may a_;k a question.
former Vice President of the United Mr. HUMPHREY. I wo_fid 'be glad to is no more intrusive than many otherprovisions in the bill. It is no more In-States, the Semator from Minnesota (Mr. answer.
HUMPHREY) 1VIr.CURTIS. Were this :{mendment to trusive or troublesome than the report-

· tag provisions or the ceilings set for
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- be agreed to, would it be lawful for a coverage of radio and television.

ator from Minnesota is recognized, broadcaster to sell time for an .'renounce- I thank the Senator for yielding to me.Mx'. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I am merit that ;said, "Send a fuji-time farmer
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I do not

sure that the arguments for this amend- to Congress. Vote for John Doe." Would want to argue with my colleagues, be-
ment have been well stated by the Sena- that be lawful? cause I have the highest respect and ai!-
tor from Indiana and the Senator from Mr. HUMPHREY. No; :_ot only that, fectlon for them. I think that some sen-
Illinois. but I think it would be awful if it were sible messages can be given 30 seconds.

! wish to state that it boils down to one done. :['his business about ,,:ending a full- Some things one can say and some things
thing'. What can be said in 10 seconds thne farmer or a full-time businessman, cne cannot say in that time. For in-
that explains something about the candi- or wh_tever it is, to Congx ess, in a 5- or stance--and I do not mean to be personal
date's qualifications or about the great 10-second billing, in between announce- sbout it, and I do not want my distin-issues of our time? We have read all the merits o:_ the football garde, is not the
documents about how to get elected and way I think American politics should be _uished colleague to misunderstand--but

suppose my colleague should say, "I _m
about how to put a candidate's image on promoted for the best effect. Adlai E. Stevenson, Jr. I am the son
the screen. The great trouble in politics Mr. CITR,TIS. It is not d_cepttve. Is it? cf a great, illustrious father, a great
today is that there is too much imagery Mr. HUMPHYtEY. Not deceptive; it statesman, and I would like to pursue hisand not enough substance. I imagine that just is :not informative.
Abe Lincoln would have had a little trou- Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the career in the Senate, and I would appre-ciate your indulgence. That can be done
ble with image, but he would have had no Senator yield me 1 minute ? i:_ 10 seconds. Is there anything wrong
trouble with matters of issue, program, Mr. PAS'TORE. I yield 1 minute on the with :it. How can we say it is wrong? Weand policy.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time bill to the Senab_r from L_ulsiana. cannot say that. That is the question we
Mr. LONG. Mr. Presi,tent, I have are dealing with in a very sensitive area.

of the Senator has expired, looked at the memorandum supplied by A constitutional question is raised.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, how the Federal Coramunications Commis- Are, we to say to an individual that he

much more time does the Senator desire? sion. I hope the distinguished Senator cannot speak for less than 1 minute if
Mr. HUMPHREY. Two minutes, from Minnesota and his distinguished he wants to and let the public decide
Mr. PASTORE. I yield 2 minutes to colleagues, will not offer it. I believe It whether he is saying anything wrong?

the Senator from Minnesota on the bill. would raise a serious constitutional issue, ]let us not deprecate the intelligence of
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I and that is, if a person _ants to go in tlae American peoole. It does not take

hope that this particular amendment fro' less than 1 minute snd make his them too long to find out a person is a
will be taken very seriously and included pitch ow_r and over agair, whether we phony. It does not take long. I know
as part of our campaign elections bill. have ti_e right to deny h_m that prlv- ti_at frauds are perpetrated and I know

I have before me an editorial from ilege, about the Madison Avenue gimmicks. I
Broadcast magazine of August 2, and the I am frank to say that, inasmuch as am merely pointing out that we have
editor of this particular magazine feels this bill :has merit, I would dislike to see pursued this question with the FCC and
the limit should be 5 minutes. It is his it stricken down as unconstitutional by the General Counsel has rendered a
feeling that political broadcasting of the putting ,_omething in it of dubious eon- memorandum questioning the constitu-
10 second, 30 second, and even 1 minute stituticnality, because it :s cf(ear from tionality of the bill. I think we shouht
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not weaken the bill with such a provision managers on the tbart of the House at the tx.' Bruited so that no candidate can over-

and give some one an excuse :to veto the conference. _ _/helm his opponent or the electoratebill. I am trying to avoid that. with an advertisingcampaign of monu-
For that reason I am going to move to mental cost, and, in effect, buy his way

lay the amendment on _he table. FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIQN into of_ee.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, did the ACT OF 1971 Whfie eveh the poorest candidate will

Senator from Rhode Island make the The Senate continued with the con- have some access to the voters, he is not
motion? sideration of the bill (S. 382) to promote prot;ected from a banrage of advertising

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who fair practices in the conduct of election from a wealthy campaign chest. Such a
yields times? campaigns for Federal political orates, massive public relations effort serves no

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I with- and for other purposes, purpose. It is a waste of resource and a
draw the motion :to table for a moment. Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, at the distortion of the democratic process.
I u_derstand that the Senator from time our Nation was founded, many The answer to this problem of money
Alaska wishes to speak. States had property qualifications :for r_mning political campaigns is to limit

Does the Senator from Indiana want voting. It was believed that only a man campaign spending. Ideally, a limit on
more time? who wanted to preserve his land and aiL1spending would be best. 'But a limit

Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I just wealth was responsible enough to par- on media spending would be an effective
want to ask for the yeas and nays. ticipate in political affairs. Fortunately, control over spending, because television

Mr. PASTORE. Very well, Mr. Presi- our concept of political equality has de- and radio have such a unique role in
dent, I ask for the yeas and nays on ¢_e veloped tremendously since that time; public persuasiveness. It is not appropri-
motion to table, now the belief that all citizens, regard- ate that they should be limited, because

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The mo- less of wealth,' should have an equal op- they are the most expensive part of the
tion has been withdrawn. There is no portunity to participate in politic:.:; is an present campaign expenditures rand be-
mol;ion pending, axiom of our political system. This idea cause the airwaves belong to the public.

Mr. PASTOI%E. Mr. President, I yield that wealth could be a prerequisJ.te for Finally, media spending can be moni-
1 minute to the Senator from Alaska. voting today would be met with well-de- tore_l relatively easy' so that enforce-

l_[r. GRAVEL. Mr. President, I would served outrage, ment of spending limits dc_s not bE._ome
like to endorse the views of the chair- But as our practices of equality :in vet- a serious problem.
ma:a of the committee; that is, very sim- lng have grown, our opportunities for Therefore, I favor the §-cent limits-
ply. how can we truly get to this level and equality in seeking office have shrunk, tion per eligible voter on spending on
try to legislate to outlaw less than 1- Once again, wealth is a barrier to demo- the electronic media that was contained
minute broadcasts? There is an old say- cratic practice. Today, it is not State in the Commerce Committee version of
lng by Aristotle, "If I had more time, I statutes, but the extraordinary cost of this legislation. I also favor the 5..cent-
would write you a more concise memo- running a campaign that keeps all but per.-voter limitation on the nonelectronic
randum." If a person had more time, he those who can raise vast amounts of media. The 5-cent-per-voter limitation
could write a better message, and it money from seeking office. If 'we do on television and radio spending is near
might take 20 seconds. That would not not drastically alter our campaign pr:ac- the outer limits of effective control; I
necessarily have to be outlawed. The 20- tices, only those who are wealthy, or who personally believe that a 5-cent-per-reg-
second spot might be good or bad. It is are chosen by the wealthy will be able i._:tered-voter limitation would be more
a tool. For us to try to legislate what to compete for elective office. This is an effective and realistic. But I feel the
tool[ should be is a colossal error, par- outrage in a democratic Nation. compromise at a 6-cent level that was

agreed to yesterday will be both reason-
ticularly if we do not understand the C,ertainly, great wealth or the ability able and effective.processesinvolved,whenMcKedenand
Carpenter and others are trying to probe to solicit that wealth is not a proper pre- I also strongly favor the provisions of
this matter in a scientific fashion. We do requisite for office in a democracy. Nor this bill which require candidates to be
not know the full impact of it. Yet We is it healthy to have elected e,ffie.:ialS sold television and radio time at the Iow-
are trying to legislate on it here. We do making decisions about the cc,tureen est unit cost for the station during elec-
not. know what the real problem is. good knowing that they will depend· upon wealthy interests to survive :reel.cc-. tions. This means that candidates will

I think it is legislative arrogance to tion. not have to pay expensive rates, thereby
think in terms of outlawing something sharply increasing 'hhe costs of cam-
which is a method of communication. The increasing dependence of our paigning.
We are not prepared to say whether a elections upon money is a distortion of A second major reform contained in
message should not be put out in less the elective process and produces terrific tlhis bill is the provision for the dis-
ths_ 1 minute. Let us have freedom to pressure towards corruption. As long as closure of campaign :financing. It is time
do it. It is like saying, "Henceforth, you millions are spent to sweep men into of-. that the financing of elections in the
have to advertise only in English." Sup- rice on a wave of superficial advertising United States came out into the open.
pose I wanted to communicate with some more appropriate to soap or cereal than This will permit honesty in the solicita-
people in Polish. Suppose I wanted to national politics, the structure of de:mo- tion and use of these funds. It will allow
cormnunicate with some people in Ger- eratic practice and our faith in tlhat tlhe public to judge the type of financial
man. Why should that be legislated practice will continue to decay, support that each candidate receives as
against? This would be an error which What our Nation needs is a simple well as each candidat;e's possible depend-
would become obvious 6 months or so and inexpensive way for each candidate ence upon individuals or groups with
from now. to communicate intelligently and J[ully particular views. Public disclosure will do

with the voters. Our Nation has just that ranch to restore confidence in our elec-

C_ device: television. But we have, near- toral processes. Therefore, I faw_r theMESSAGE FR THE HOUSE sightedly, failed to use this public too,1 ti) disclosure provisions contained in this
A message from t[he House of Repre- serve the public good. legislation which will[ require public list-

sentatives, by Mr. B_rry, one of its read- The central question before us :is rela- ing of all contributions and expenditures
ing clerks, announce_l that the House had tively simple: Will we structure our elec.- of over $100 relating to political cam-
disagreed to the arne[ndments of the Sen- toral process so that every candidate has paigns
ate to the bill (H.P_ 5208) to authorize a chance to speak to the voters and that .The third and vitally important part of
appropriations for ! rocurement of yes- no candidate gets too many chances'..' Or the legislation, is the tax credit provisions
sels and aircraft l ad construction of shall we cynically do nothing of televi- which encourage small contributions to
shore and offshore establishments for sion advertising too often won by the campaigns fox' Federal office. These pro-
the Coast Guard, a Id to autho.qze the candidate with the bigger wallet.9 visions are an important attempt to eh-
annual active duty _rsonnel strength of I think the answer is clear--we ,des- courage widespread support for candl-
the Coast Guard; _sked a conference perately need a change. And so I support dates for Federal office, thus decreasing
with the Senate on ._e disagreeing votes the major changes in our election laws their dependence upon large contribu-
of the two Houses tI ereon, and that Mr. contained in the Federal Electlo:lx Cam- /,ors. I hope they will be passed by the
G_mMATZ,Mrs. SULLI _a_¢,Mr. LENNON, Mr. paign Act now before the Senab_;. ,_enate this year.
Pi;LLY,. and Mr. K_ nTH were appointed First, I believe media spending' should A combination of media spending ]im-
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its and widespread small contributions eral elective office can spend 5 cents for the reported bill. In the _tittle time re-
could alter the entire structure of Amer- each resident of voting .age or $30,000, maining before recess, the Senate has
ican campaigning. There would be a limit whichever' is greater. This amount earl enortgh of these substantive amendments
to how much money any candidate rea- be spent in the broadcas'; media, and et to consider. I would rather see the $en-
sonably needs, and there would be ac- similar amount can be spent in the non-. ate ;spend its time on t.hese, for I feel
eess to funds for any candidate who has broadcast media. This sum can be spent the more we add to the bill, rather than
widespread appeal. This would allow any in primaries, runoffs, and general elco-, spending time to clarify the already
candidate, regardless of his access to re- tions. Amounts Gan be expended only by existing bill, we are likely to give cam-
sources, to compete fairly for public of- the candidate himself, or upon the; paign reform a lethal blow.
flee. written authorization of the candidate Therefore, I shall not call up amend-

Much of the credit for the present leg- or his representative. Finally,. there is a ment No. 291, upon the assurance from
islation must go to Senators PASTOREand provision which adjusts the spending the chairman of the Post Office and Civil
CaN:UONwho have worked so hard on this limitation automatically, based on the _Serviiee Committee, that his distinguished
complex legislation. They deserve our consumer price index, committee will consider hearings on this
commendation. The disclosures and reporting re-. matter as soon as possible.

Mr. President, the legislation before us quirements of 'the bill _,DPl;7 to eve_' I strongly believe in this concept of the
today will provide one of the most far- candidate for Federal elective office and Cranking privilege; it will greatly equal-
reaching and significant reforms in our every political committee which spends [ze t[he candidates before the eyes of the
campaign processes in our Nation's his- over ,_;l_00Oin a calenda? year for the public as well as decrease the great ad-
tory. It will restore confidence in the purpose of influencing an election, vantage of incumbents in all Federal
openness and honesty of our elections. Any expenditure or contribution in ._lections.
And it will remove the influence and excess of $100 :must be ::eported along' And I do not think this Chamber can
the belief in the influence of money in with the name and addre,;s of the donor proceed in this important matter without
the selection of our most important lead- or the person on whose behalf the ex- ';he benefit of this committee's view:;, I
ers. I feel it is absolutely essential that psnditure is made. _m glad to be able to submit for the Sen-
this legislation be enacted into law this Under the bill's punitive provisions, a ate a copy of the chairman's letter assur-
year. violation of the act by a candidate, a :rig u.s of his intention to give this matter

Mr. TALMADOE. Mr. President, the member of the media, or a third party prompt attention.
legislation which I am privileged to co_ can be punished by a $5(,,000 fine, a 5- There being no objection, the letter
sponsor with the Senator from Rhode year prison sentence, or koth. ,vas ordered to be printed in the i%ECORD,
Island, the Senator from Nevada, and Mr. President, the need for a bill of as fo]flows:
the distinguished majority leader, repre- this n':ture is clear. We are attempting to A_YGUST2, 197:[.
sents a major effort in an area vital to strike a delicate balance i_ere--but it is l_on. Cr_A_ucs McC. MXTH_S, Jr.,
our democratic society_the problem of one which must be struck. _Tnitcd States Senate,
campaign reform and exorbitant cam- The spending limitations mast be suf- lYast_ingtor_, D.C.
paign costs, fieiently broad to allow the candidate to DE_.a SENATOa:Thank you for your note

It is of concern tO those who either adequately acquaint the voters with concerning your interest in removing your
_,mendment No. 9.91 to S. 382, the Federalhold or plan to run for public office, himself and his program.

More importantly, it is of vital concern Within a democratic society, the road l,]leetion Campaign Act of 1971.Llk._ you, I see great advantages to limiting
to the electorate--the people of this to public ,office :must be iree end open. the number of amendments to the campaign
country who are entitled to the best Instead, we are turning it into a toll zeform bill. Your offer to withdraw your
leadership and the maximum possible road--.and the toll is becoming prohibi- z.men,dment is commendable.
influence in the electoral process, rive. As you know, the Administrationhas in-

It is alarming that the right to seek Furthermore, we should::emember that troduced legislation which comes very close
public office is rapidly becoming con- the veto in this country is the corner- to accomplishing what this amendment
tingent upon the independent wealth of stone ,Df our liberties. Countless t)atriots x_ould[ provide. This administration hill ]mas
the candidate or the ready availability have given their lives to secure it for us. _lr_ady been referred to this Committee.
of large-scale financial support from Americans have a sacred obligation to Although we have not yet; had the op-
groups with a particular ax to grind, exercise their franchise a:_d to do so in ]portunity to hear this leglsl'Ltlon, you can

rest assured that following thc August recess
I think all of us will agree that the an informed and. intelligerLt manner, this C!ommitee will schedule hearings a_ s_on

situation worsens with every election. A limitation on campaign expenditures ss the calendar allows.
If this trend is not arrested, we may which i:; too severe would defeat this Best wishes.
arrive at a day when elections are noth- purpose. But so also does no limitation Sincerely,

lng but a spending contest between at all. The superabundance of campaign GALr McGEE,
powerful vested interest groups to see money has resu).ted in the injection of (,'hairscan..
who can present the slickest and most public relations firms into the electoral Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield 2
commercial package to the American process. Candidates are being presented _ainutes to the Senator from Kentucky
voter. In a word, Mr. President, the ob- to the public in slick commercial pack- (Mr. COOK).
jective of this legislation is to provide ages like so many new cars. The public Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I would hope
maximum information to thevoters con- relations firm which helps the candidate i:f this amendment should have an op-
sistent with reasonable spending limita- construct his image will not be there to portunity to come up again, in event the
tions, help him after his election. The public motion to table is not agreed to, that

In pursuit of these objectives, we have needs to know the man himself, not a there would be a great deal of research
devised a comprehensive approach. The carefully constructed ima_:e. _y the proponents of the amendment,
provisions of this legislation deal with Perhaps the most important function and not only as to the first amendment
the use of the communications media, of this bill is that it will return elections hut as to the fifth amendment and the
spending limitations, and disclosure and to a mutual exchange of irformation in- equal protection clause under the
reporting requirements, stead of a massive sales campaign. In so 14th amendment, because we are not

In its substantive provisions, the legis- doing, it serves a salutary :)urpose, and I dealing with the question of whether the
lation repeals the equal time requirement wholeheartedly recommend its adoption. [_enate should legislate against a partieu-
in primaries and general elections for Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, as you lar g_._oup, but we are legislating for a
the office of President and Vice Presi- know, I have introduced amendment No. distinct group against the ability of an-
dent of the United States, 291 to S. 382 for the purpose of creating other group to function under another

It further requires both broadcast and a franking privilege at reduced rates for s_t of rules and regulations. This poses a
nonbroadcast media to charge candi- all candidates--incumbents and chal- serious constitutional question, and not
dates at the lowest unit rate of advertis- lengers alike, merely with respect to the first amend-
ing during specified periods before the I do not wish to encumber this bill mont. I would hope that a great deal
primary and general elections, with amendmen_;s which do not go to more research would be done in this field

The bill also enacts limitations on the heart of S. 382--amendments which before the amendment would be adopted
campaign spending. Candidates for Fed- neither tiglhten uP nor plug up holes in by the Senate.
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Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move Mr. sYMINGTON, I am nappy to that access of _he people to their govern-

that the amendment be laid on the table, yield to the Senator from Louisiana. ment is blocked by a "Chinese wall" of
money. It isn't pleasant but it's a fact_

and I ask for the yeas and n_ys. _nd,today,a dangerousfact.
T]ae yeas and nays were ordered.
TiRe PRESIDING OFFICER. The quos- MILITARY C( NSTRUCTIOIq Mr. Gardner presented a thesis which

tion is on agreeing to the motion to lay AUTHORIZ _TION BILL :_hould guide democratic Government in
on the table the amendment offered by Mr. LONG. Mr. 'resident, I ask the l:he United States, when he also stated:
the Senator from Indiana for himself Chair to lay before he Senate a message ;People need to feel 'they have access to
and other Senators. The yeas and nays from the House ct Representatives ,on ,_,heirgovernment. They need to believe their
haw_ been ordered, and the clerk will H.R. 5208. L_overnmentis responsive. They need to feel
call the roll. The PRESIDIN _ OFFICER (Mr. i_tcan be called to account. But whenever

The assistant legislative clerk called BROCK) laid before t he Senate a message $hey look they find that the access of money
f,o power is blocking the access of people

the :roll. from the House of ._epresentatlw:s an- t_ power.
Mr. TAFT (when his name was called), nouncing its disagre ment to the amend-

Present. ments of the Sena e to the bill (H_R. The legislation before us represents a
M:r. BYRD of West Virginia. I an- 5208) to authorize appropriations for :major bipartisan effort in the Congress

nounce that the Senator from Indiana procurement of yes,, _ls and aircraft and _,o close the loopholes; and to make ac-
(Mr. BAYH) the Senator from Georgia construction of shor and offshore estab- countability as much a part of a political
(Mr. GAMBRELL), the Senator from Okla- lishments for the ( _ast Guard, and to campaign as any issue before the candi-
homa (Mr. HAaRXS), and the Senator authorize the annua active duty person- lares.
frora New Jersey (Mr. WXLT-XAMS)are Del strength of the ( east Guard, and re- At the same time it proposes fair liml-
necessarily absent, questing a conferex _e with the ,Senate taticms on the amounts which candidates

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the on the disagreeing votes of the two can spend on broadcast and non-broad-
Senator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY) iS ab- Houses thereon, cast media---areas which have expert-
sent; on official business. Mr. LONG. I move that the Senate in- enced a "spiraling competition" of rising

The Senator from South Carolina (Mr. sist upon its amend Dents and ag:tee to costs in Federal elections.
THtmMON0) is necessarily absent, the request of the H( ase for a conference It is shocking indeed to note some of

The Senator from South Dakota iMr. on the disagreeing votes of the two the loopholes which a candidate can now
MUNOT) is absent because of Hiness. Houses thereon, an( that the Chair be use to prevent disclosure of all contrlbu-

The Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLD- authorized to appel Lt the conferees on tiGriS and expenditures made on behalf
WATER) is detained on official business, the part of the Senat F. of his candidacy.

Ill present and voting, the Senator The motion was /[greed to; and the Although millions of dollarshavebeen
from Illinois (Mr. PERCY) would VOte Presiding Officer apl_ointed Mr. 1V.l:Ao_u- spent on primary election campaigns--as
"yea." SON, Mr. LONG, Mr. _OLLXNGS,Mr. Gs:w- '_,ell as in. efforts to secure a party nora-

The result was announced--yeas 74, FXN, and Mr. HaTFXE[r conferees on [;he ination for the presidency--a candidate
nays 17, as follows: part of the Senate. [ does not have to report those expendi-

[No. 192 Leg.] ! tures.

¥EAS--74 FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIG N Committees working on behalf of a
Aiken Dominick McClellan ACT OF 1971 candidate who state they do so without
Allen Eagleton McGee _he "knowledge or consent" of the can-
Allo_;t Eastland Miller The Senate continued with the con- didate, and who do not operate in more
Anderson Ellender Mondale sideration of the bill (S. 382) to promote than one State, are not required to make
Baker Ervin Montoya
Beall Fannin Moss fair practices in the conduct of election Federal reports of l_heil' receipts and
Belhnon Fong Pastore campaigns for Federal political offices, e:rpenditures.
Bennett Gravel Pearson and for other purposes. A candidate's report often does riotBen_sen Griffin PeU
Bible Gurney Prouty Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. Presiderlt, the rew_al the identity of contributors by
Bog_,s Hanson Randolph Federal Elections Campaign Act of 1971 failing to provide a "complete address."
Brock Hart Saxbe offers an enforceable, and reasona_ble In some instances, as; was true with re-Brooke Hatfield Schwelker
Buckley Hollings Scott method of requiring a candidate, or polit- spect to contributions to the campaign of
Burdlck Hruska Smith ical organization, to account for r,;ceipts my recent opponent, large contributions
Byrd, Va. Hughes Sparkman and expenditures made in seeking Fed- were made and were reported as anony-
Byrd. W. Va. Inouye Spong
Cannon Jackson Stennis eral office, nqtously given.
Case Javits Symington In a democracy, accountability to the Even if some provision of the Corrupt
Chiles Jordan, N.C. Talmadge public is the foundation of Government. Practices Act is violated, as of today
Church Jordan. Idaho Tower An informed public must be gi,_en there are not sufficient resources or pro-Cook Kennedy Tunney
Cotton Long Weicker "maximum information" about those cedures for investigating and bringing
curt_is Magnuson Young wh0 hold public office if they are to have action against a candidate or committee
Dole Mathias an opportunity to properly evaluate which violates the law.

NAYS--17 their actions and decisions. This ac- Furthermore, the laws of the respective
cooper McGovern Proxmlre countability cannot begin with the hold- States generally leave the committees
Cranston McIntyre Ribiccff lng of a Federal office. It must also apply which support a candidate various meansFull)right Metcalf Roth
Harl;ke Muskte Stevens to those who are candidates for Federal of hiding their true activities and actual
Hu_nphi'ey Nelson Stevenson office, expenditures.
Mansfield Packwood Accountability alone, however, is not AS illustration, recent articles in the

ANSWERED "PRESENT"--I enough. Reasonable limitations must be St. Louis Globe-Democrat and the St.
Taft applied to the expenditures of _:Lcan- Louis Post-Dispatch revea.J how loop-

NOT VOTING--8 didate so as to prevent any person with holes in the State and Federal laws may
Baylh Harris Thurmond unlimited resources from "buying" an be employed.
Gambrell Mundt Williams election; and also to encourage those These articles refer to the fact; that
Goldwater Percy qualified people without such resources my Opl_onent in the ]L970 Missouri sena-

So the motion to lay on the table was to nevertheless seek public office., tortal campaign, who was then, and still
agreed to. Recently the chairman of Common is, the attorney general of our State, as-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill Cause, the Honorable John W. G,%rdner, serted that hi; was riot aware for some
is open to amendment, observed to All American citizens, time that treasurers of committees 'which

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield You Are Being Had. had supported his candidacy had. filed
12 minutes on the bill to the Senator Mr. Gardner went on to say, t]heir reports in the States of Illinois and
from Missouri. It isn't a pleasant thing to admit _hat in. Oklahoma rather than in Missouri.

_/fr. LONG. Mr. President, will the this great nation elective offices can be IH other words, voters of the State of
Senator from Missouri yield me just 1 purchased; that votes of Federal, State and Missouri not only did not know before
minute? local officials are bought and sold, every day; t]he election, but do not know as of to-
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day,theamount ofmoney spent,orthe Johnson told the SenatE,it was not hl_ "in the officeof the recorder of deeds of
names of all his contributors, intention 'to single out Danforth as the only the county in which such treasurer resides."

Nevertheless, my opponent did say that candidate to takE, advantagE, of the reporting Johnson said the treasurer of the Dan-
loophole, forth committees in this instance was Louis

the treasurer of one committee was a Mr. "It is common knowledg_ that these laws P. B[olst. who lists his residence 'as Madison
Sam Powell, who served during my op- are seldom enforced and they are, indeed, County, II1., and the reports were filed in
ponent's campaign as his press secretary; widely violated and ignored by many," John- Madison County.
also, that the committee report in quos- son _ld. "It does appear to me, however, Dauforth told The Globe-Democrat that
tion was filed in Oklahoma, but that he that when campaign committees for the he had intentionally isolated himself l!rom
did not know where, chief law enforcement offi(ial of this state the fund-raising committees in his cam-

qYne voters of Missouri still do not feel free to start using loopholes in the law, paign last year against Sen. Stuart Syming-
know, because members of the news then the time has come for the General As... ton. He said he knew Hoist as an account-

sembly to take some action l;o have meaning- ant and the father of a girl who worked
media have been unable to find where ful and enforceable corrupl practices laws." in his campaign office in St. Louis.
they were filed, or even whether they Danforth told the Post-Dispatch that he He said he had no knowledge of the corn-
were ever actually filed, was not aware of the exist_,nce of the com-- mittees mentioned in the report and did

According to State Senator John J. mtttees involved in the Illinois reports until not know that Holst was raising money
Johnson, who brought these facts to the about two months after the general election for l_lm.

attention of the Missouri Senate, the last i_'ovember, tie said he learned also at "There were a number of people operating
that time that similar reports had been a variety of stuff in thc ca_npaign," tiaa-

Illinois treasurer served as the treasurer fled in Oklahoma but saiU he did not in.. forth said, "and I remained very reraote
Of 43 committees in Missouri, and raised quire into the amounts of contrlbutlon_ from the contributors."

tens of thousands of dollars on behalf of listed in the Oklahoma rep>rts. JOhnson called on the Senate to set up
my opponent. Danforth said Hoist was _k certified public a study committee on the corrupt practices

But his reports were filed in Illinois. accountant with offices in St. Louis and was act.
My opponent also was reported as say- the father of Cathy HOlst, who was a staff "Since this is a Missouri law and the cam-

Lug that he knew the treasurer of these assistant in Danforth's campaign. He sal¢_ palgn for eleotlve office is within Missouri,
committees was raising money for him, Holst [%led the reports in Illinois because he it certainly would indicate that the in_;ent

was a resident of that state, of the law is such that it presumes that a
but that he had no knowledge of the Of the $53.000 in contributions cited in campaign committee report should be filled
committees involved, the Illinois reports, $26,00) was glven by in the state of Missouri," Johnson said.

In an editorial on this issue of account- Randolph P. Compton, an uncle of Danforth. "Not so. The loophole in the law appar-
ability to the public, the Daily Dunklin COmnton's home is in Scar,,_dale, N.Y. rently permits a candidate to simply find
Democrat of Kennett, Mo., called for a Dan forth said that throtghout his cam.. a resident of another state to serve as a
new State Corrupt Practices Act, stating palgn he remained aloof fr_m fund-raising treasurer of his campaign committee and
in the editorial: efforts. He did not want, he said, to become thus avoid fling the report of campaign

lnvolw_d in soliciting contrJbutlons for fear receipts and expenditures within the state
As the State's chief law enforcement of- this would "impair my lnd_,pendence. ,, of Missouri. The likelihood of Mlssourl Girt-

ricer, Mr. Danforth has some obligation to He said he never violated either the spirit zens having knowledge of campaign con-
observe both the spirit and the letter of the or letter of the law. "I think the only thing trtbutions is thus greatly diminished."
law.., you can do with the laws that set specific He added that it appeared to him, though

I ask unanimous consent _hat the text requirements is comply with them. I am that when the campaign committees of the
confident no law has been violated," Dan-. _hlef law enforcement official of the stateof these articles: "Danforth Explains forth _,:aid.

feel free to use loopholes, "then the time has
Filing of RePOrts Out of State," St. Louis The reports filed in Oklahoma, he said, :ome for the General Assembly to take some
Post-Dispatch, June 10, 1971; "Danforth were submitted t:here because the treasurer _ctlon."
Backers Filed Campaign Reports in Il- of the com:mittees involved _as Sam Powell, Da:aforth said he was curious as to why
linois," St. Louis Globe-Democrat, June whose home was in Oklahoma. Powell wa_; Johnson singled him out when he admitted
10, ].971; "Campaign Expense Loopholes," Danfo_$h's press _.'ecretary in the campaign .... that others are doing the same thing."
the Daily Dunklin Democrat, June 14, Danl!orth questioned why he was singled: He said he was ready and wllling to help
1971, be printed in the RECORD. out by Johnson and called on-him to make, ;he legislature improve the election laws

public the names of other candidates whose _nd had said so in the past.
There being no objection, the articles campaign committees may have filed reports "The laws should provlde for a completeand editorial were ordered to be printed in other states.

disclosure of all receipts to candidates, be-
in the RECORD, as follows: He said l_e would not be surprised if the fore, not after, the eleotion," he said.
[Prom the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, June 10, same was true of commit';ees that aided Danforth told The Globe-Democrat that

1971] Stuart Symington, particularly committees i:here was a similar operation in Oklahoraa
DANFORTH EXPLAINS FILING OF REPORTS OUT that may have been set up In the Washing- for his candidacy. He said he did not know

oF STATE ton, D.C., area. Symington, s Democrat, won how :much money was collected there.
re.-elec_;ion to a _fourth six-year term in the He said the treasurer there was Sam Powell,

(By Louis J. Rose) Senate last year by defeating Danforth by ,;/ho :can his Jefferson City office during theJEFFERSON' CITY, June 10.--Republican 37,500 votes.
campaign. He said reports were filed in Gl:la-state ;,ttorney General John C. Danforth ae-
homa but he did not know where.

knowledged yesterday that some reports list- [Frorf_ t:he St. Louis Globe-Democrat. "I think both treasurers were even over-
lng campaign contributions in his unsuccess- June 10. 19711 _ealous in filing the reports in the countiesful race for Senator last year were filed in I1-
linois and Oklahoma, rather than Missouri. DANFORTH BACKERS FILES CAMPAIGN ,_here they live, complying with the Missouri

He denied, however, allegations by State REPORTS IN ][LL_rOIS law," he said.Reminded that the Missouri law does not
Senator John J. Johnson (Dem.), Affton, JEP-_casor¢ CITer.---Some fu_d-ralsing corn- (_)ver Illinois or Oklahoma, Danforth _aid
that this violated the spirit of the law by mitteea for Attorney General Jolan C. Dan- there was "no reason why .they needed to
utilizing a loophole in Missouri's Corrupt forth's canma!gn for the U.S. Senate in file at; all."
Practices Act governing reporting of cam- 1970 dld not file their reports In Missouri; Danforth said 'he did not know how much
palgn contributions, they filed tlhem ir. Illinois and Oklahoma. was spent on his entire campaign. But he

Johnson criticized Danforth in remarks on These reports were brought to the atten- _aid the amount contributed in Illinois "was
the Senate floor and produced photostats of tion of the Missouri Senate Wednesday by hardly a major share of the expense."
reports filed last December in Madison Sen. John J. Joh,_sou (Dem.), Affton, as Two of the major contributors on the I1)l-
Oounty, Ill. The reports listed contributions he cited what he called a loo,_hole in the nots reports were an uncle of Danforth _nd
totaling $53,000 to various committees corru_l; oractlces statute in Missouri. He 'anonymous."
that worked on behalf of Danforth's can- sa_d he was not :_ingllng out the attorney The reports show that Randolph P Comp-
didacy, general. _on, whom Danforth identified as his uncle

The reports were fled by Louis P. Hoist, "It i.,: common knowledge that these laws from Scarsdale, N.Y., gave $26,000 through
treasurer of the committees involved, are seldom enforced and tb.ey sro. indeed, the Holst committees. Danforth said he did

Johnson said a loophole in Missouri's Cot- widely violated and ignored by :many," the not know why his uncle chose to donate _n
rupt Practices Act apparently permitted a senator said[ this manner.

candidate to avoid filing a report in Missouri But. he said. the attorney ge:oeral is an "Anonymous" donated $15,000. Danforth
by having a resident of another state serve exam-_le, and he produced documents show- said he did not know who this was.

as a treasurer of his campaign committee, lng that at least 853,000 w_.s raised by 42 Other contributors were Spencer T. O'.:ln,
He asked the General Assembly to set up committees in Missouri, b_lt the reports chemical company executive from St. Louis,

an interim committee to review and rewrite were filed in nlinois, mith $6,000; the National Republican Sen-
state statutes governing campaign contrlbu- The Missouri .',tatute red,ds that such atorl,%i Committee, with $5,000. and F. M.
tion reporting requirements, fund-raising committees mu.,t make reports Vfebb with $1,000.
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Hoist made affidavits certifying himself as honesty and candor of elected officials, as The PRESIDING OPFICER. The Sen-
the 'head of the St. Louis Television Corn- they perform their responsibilities to ator from. Colorado is recognized for 15
mittse for Danforth, the Greene County those theyrepresent, minutes.committee for Danforth, the Jackson County
Television Committee for Danforth, %he St. Loopholes in the law which have per- Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I
Louis County Television Committee-for Dan- mitted deception, and incomplete fl:La- :might say for the benefit of the Senate
forth, the Jackson County Citizens Commit- closure in the past, have earned no con- _.at I do not intend to take much time
tee J.'or Danforth and the City of St. Louis fidence, rather the distrust and suspicilon because I do not think it will need much
Cltl_;ens committee for Danforth. of the voter; and this would seem I_:_have time to explain the amendment.

All of these are Missouri committees for discouraged .many able and experienced Mr. President, this amendment is
the general election campaign, The rest of citizens from Involvement in fields of aimed at correcting what I view as a
the 43 committees Hoist listed himself as public service, great infringement on the rights of many
trea,_urer of in the primary election were The report of the Committee on Corn- individual union members in the Unitedalso in Missouri, and the report for the pri-
mar;[ filed In Madison County noted'that merce perhaps best summarizes the ne- States---the use of funds collected from
there were no receipts and no expenditures, cessity for this legislation when it s_ated: employees, subject to compulsory union

01! Holst, who headed this multitude of No one individual or group stands to gain membership or compulsory payment of
committees in his behalf, Danforth said: under S. 382. The American people dc,, how= fees for the support of political candi-

"I think I met him. In fact, I dld shake ever, because they have staked their all on dates unknown to tile member or not
hands with him." a democratic system of electing their lead- really supported by the union member.

ers_and the integrity of that system is now The single most important factor in
[From the Daily Dunklln Democrat, June 14, being threatened, tile elective process Is the right of any

19711 In summary, Mr. President, in:[;egrity private citizen to participate in a pollti-
CAMPAIGNEXPENSELOOPHOLES incident to the election process, along cal campaign--in other words, to engage

Vqemust confess ignorance to a loophole in with the confidence of the America:a peo- irt some form of polit:Lcal activity. As theMls.';ourl's election laws permitting candi-
dates and their campaign ornclals to file ex- ple in that. process, are too vital to the debate on this bill amply demonstrates,
pen;se reports in another state. It was not concept and workings of our form c,f gev- that participation today often takes the

· until state Sen. John Johnson, St. Louis ernment to permit further del[ay in form of financial support or contribu-
County Democrat, revealed that some of John achieving needed and meaningful :re- tions. I believe that this participation is
Da_forth's 1970 expense accounting has been forln in the rules which govern, cs_m- gravely abused by the practice of labor
filed In Illinois and Oklahoma that we were patgn spending, organizations in providing, through po.
aware such was possible under what is ob- Irt is for these reasons that l support litieal education committees and other
vlously a loosely-worded state law. this bill and would hope it is approved dummy groups, financial aid to candl-/$;n. Johnson provided the evidence, with
photostat copies of reports filed last Decem- by the Senate. dates from union dues assessed against
ber in Madison County. IlL, for the unsuc- AMENDMENTNO. als the membership. The records of the
ces.,.ful Danforth campaign for U.S. Senator. Mr. DOMINICK Mr. President, I call Clerk of the House and various State
Other Danforth campaign reports were filed up my amendment No. 315. offices show that in the 1970 senatorialin Oklahoma. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk campaign, labor oraf,mlzatlons admit to

Danforth told reporters he was not aware
of the campaign reports being filed In Illinois will report the amendment, expending a total of $1,_67,044.73 on be-
until about two months after the November The legislative clerk proceeded _[_oread half of senatorial candidates. Six sena-
election. We believe him. But what we do the amendment, torial candidates received over $100,000
question Is his permitting this to occur after Mr. DOMINIrCK. Mr. President;, lC:ask: from various labor groups with two of
he ]learned of it, as well as his failure to de- unanimous consent that further reading tJ_ese getting over $150,000. Another
terrains Just how much was listed on his of the amendment be dispensed with. eight got between $50,000 and $100,000
campaign expense report in Oklahoma. As the The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without while 19 others got between $10,000 and
state's chief law enforcement officer, Dan- objection, it is so ordered. $50,000. One estimate places total unionfor{>hhas some obligation to observe both the
spirit and the letter of the law, and we're Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I aik _0ending for all campaigns at over $10,-
cerl;aln that even Clyde Orion and Jet Banks unanimous consent that my amendment _00,000..In 1968, 46 labor union commit-
would rule that if D_nforth did not violate be modified to conform with the Pas't;ore tees reported expenditures of $7,631,868
the actual provisions of the staute, he esr- substitute amendment to S. 382 to the Clerk of the House of Representa-
talnly violated the spirit. The PRESIDING OFFICER. ¥irithout; tires for a Percentage of 12.2 Percent of

Sen. Johnson is correct in his contention -objection, it is so ordered, l>Dtal outlays.
that Missouri's corrupt practices act should The amendment, as modified, read.'{ as ]._ese vast expenditures are made in
be tightened. There are now too many loop- follows: the face of the current law, As we all
holes in the law, as evidence the failure of know, section 610 of title 18 of the United
some Bootheel candidates to file any report On page 17, between lines _ and ,_LInsert States Code proscribes the expenditure ofab all, while others file what appear to be the following:
highly erroneous reports. "SEc. 206. Chapter 29 of Title 18, United money by a labor organization "in con-

The corrupt practices act was written, of States Code, is amended by adding at the . riectioli with ihny election at which Pres-'
course, by men who were elected to public end thereof, the following new section:: idential and Vice Presidential electors,
office and it can be reasonably assumed "§ 614. Use of labor organization f_nds, for or Senator or Repre.,;entattve, or a Dele-
wished to remain In public office. They are not political purposes, gate or Resident Commissioner to Con-
inclined to be overly-stringent in writing "(a) No part of the dues, assessment:i_, or gress are to be voted for, or in connec-
regulations concerning their own conduct at other moneys collected by a labor organiza..
election time. tion from any person covered by al:. hgree., tion with any primary election or politi-

PerhaPs it is time for other groups to sug- merit requiring membership in such or.- cal convention or caucus held to select
gest a model law that would permit the state ganizatlon or the payment of dues, fees or Political candidates for any of the fore-
to have an accurate accounting of all ex- other moneys as a condition of employment going offices."
penses from all candidates---and filed in this shall be made available to or for the benefit Violation of this section by labor or-
state. Perhaps it would be well if a group such of any candidate or political committee. 8;anizations are puni, shable by a fine of
as the Missouri Bar Association tried its hand "(b) Any person who 'winfuny vio'.latee not; more than $5,000. Officers of the or-
at writing a model law. Most certainly the this section shall be fined not more _han ganlzation who consent to the expendi-$5,000 or imprisoned for not more t'.han one
Mi:asourl Bar could do much better than the year, or both." ture shall be fined up to $1,000 or lm-
Ml:_souri Legislature has done. On page 17, In line 3, strike r,ho words prisoned for up to 1 year.

;YIr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, the "Sec. 206' and insert in lieu thereof the Section 610 defines a labor organt.zation
Federal Elections Campaign Act is the words "Sec. 2O7". aS "any organization of any kind, or any
thoughtful product of many experienced on page 17, between lines 10 and 11, in- r_gency or employee representation corn-
Members of the Senate and goes far to- sert the following: rnittee or Plan, in which employees par-
w_rd closing these and other loopholes "(4) adding at the end of such title the ticipate and which exists for the pur-
which exist in the present law. following: pose, in whole or in part, of dealing with

'Without the confidence of the people "614. Use of labor organization ltmd_.:_for employers concerning grievances, labor
in their Government and those who lead political purposes." i!isputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of
it, our Nation cannot stand erect. That Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield employment, or conditions of work.
confidence can only be earned by the myself 15minut_satthlstlme. Because of this definition, labor orga-
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nizations are able to avoid direct viola- Theft does no'_ touch the labor unions' F¢¢ many years we have been fghting
tions of this law by setting up the so- ability Lo do a Jot of other things. They the b_ttle in the Senate as to whether
called political education committees can conduct lobbying and exert legisla-, sectio_ 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley law
to receive union funds and then distrib- tire influence and anything they want to should be retained. Secgion 14(b) of the
ute them to various candidates. This is along those lines that is Z.ega]. However, Taft-Hartley law leaves it up to each
frequently accomplished with only the they cannot support polit'.cal candidates. Stage to determine whether compulsory
thinnest veil of disguise. In addition, the Mr. President, I yield _o the Senator unionism should be legal.
law does not circumscribe the use of from Michigan. A few years ago when I was serving
union dues money for State and local Mr. GRIFi_IIN '. Mr. President, I thank in the other body this issue was coming
elections, the Senator for yielding. I am pleased to up s_gain. I introduced a bill to rel_Deal

Mr. President, I do not really begrudge associate myself with the argument_; section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act,
this use of "political education" commit- made on behalf of this amendment and to providing, however, that any union that
tees by labor organizations to circumvent give s_;rong support to his amendment, cequlred membership as a condition to
the section 610 provisions. Many other Frankly, I do not see how any Senator _ork was restricted in three ways: Their
interest groups utilize the same gimmick, can maintain he is for campaign spend-, anion shop agreement would be void :if,
What I do object to--and this is the lng disclosure reform if he is against this :first, they discriminated on the basis of
crux of my amendment--is the funding amendment, cace, color, or creed in admission or
of these "political education" commit- The sLmendment of the Senator from :nembership; two, if they discriminated
tees---and through them various candi- Colors, do 'would block thc biggest loop- ,)n the basis of religion; and, three, if
dates--with funds collected under some hole that is left. in the b:Lll as reported., dues collected under such agreement
form of compulsory union membership We will be only fooling tko public. I will were used for any purpose other than

vote for the bill as will ether Senators, t:ollective bargaining and legitimateor fee-paying agreement.
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, will the even if the amendment is rejected be- union business.

cause, l'ealisticaily, we h:_ve no choice. Mr. DOMINICK. I wish they had
Senator yield? But we will not reform the situation ,_doptedit.

Mr. DO!ViINICK. I would be happy to without the amendment of the Senator Mr'. GRIFFIN. In Michigan I had no
yield to the Senator from Wyoming. from Colorado. trouble explaining the validity of that

Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, I voice Mr. DOMINICK. I deeply appreciate k!nd of provision to workers. Every group
my concern along with that expressed by those remarks. I talked to said, "That is fine. We do not
the distinguished Senator from Colorado. Mr. GRIFFIN If the S,mator will al- think our dues should be used for poltt:[-

I would like to note that just a few low me, I wish to point out that under (',al purposes."
months ago a group of McDonnell the law at present, a labor organization I do not see why we do not stand up
Douglas Corp. employees in California can collect dues from workers who are l or that In the Senate.
achieved a notable legal victory. In 1967 required to belong to the union in order Mr. President, I hope the Senator's
they filed a lawsuit challenging the use to hold their jobs and use those dues for _.mendment is agreed to.
of their compulsory "agency shop" fees politic_I purpose,'; in many different ways. Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I ap-
for political purposes. Their complaint It is true thai; the law provides that _,reciate the Senator's remerks.
was dismissed by the trial court, but last a labor organization cannot contribute The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
year their appeal was upheld by the U.S. money directly to a canidate for Federal cf the Senator has expired.
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. office, but that does not preclude a labor Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield
In a commonsense o_inion reversing the organization from supporting a candi-
trial court, the Court of Appeals held as date for Federal office in many other myself 15 additional minutes.The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
follows: ways, and, of course, rnucl_ of the money ator from Colorado is recognized.

The diversion of the employees' money cqllect_d as union dues is used in other Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I know
from use for the purposes for which It was ways to ,,;upport the candidacy, ti:_e tremendous expertise which the Sen-
exacted damages them doubly. Its utilization Of course, the Corrupt Practices Act ator from Michigan has in this field. ]_e
to support candidates and causes the plain- does not prevent the use .)f union dues i,_;one of the authors of the Landrum-
tiffs oppose renders them captlve to the ideas, collected under union shop agreements- Ori//in bill.
associations and causes espoused by others, from being used directly to sIlpport theAt the same time it depletes their own funds In this colloquy I wish to say that I
and resources to the extent of the expro- candidacy of candidates running for introduced similar legislation when I
priation and renders them unable by these other than Fedecal office, for example, first entered the Senate. We never h'_d
amounts to express their own convictions, for governor in most Sta';es, or people
their own ideas and support their own runninl_ for judgeships, ploseeuting at- hearings on that legislation. I have intro-
causes." (Seay v. McDonnell-Douglas, 427 F. torneys, and many other offices. The dLleed it in every Congress since and
2, 996, CA9 (1970)). Federalt law does not apply, still tikere have been no hearings.

I)uring the last election in Michigan During a recent election period, when
Mr. President, rejection of the pending there was a strike agains! the General I was not one of those running foramendment will unfailingly serve to en-

courage the continued use of forced Motors Corp. As I underst_md it, and as election, two union members came to my
was widely reported, union members were office in Colorado. They were complain.-

union, dues and fees for partisan political given an option: They could either walk lng about pension-welfare funds of theirpurposes. If we defeat the amendment,
our constituents will conclude that the the picket line and receive their strike unions.

benefit_; or they could get ,Jut and work In l_he process of that meeting th_y
· Senate is unconcerned about the'intoler- in the ca:mpaign and receive their strike started out by saying, "Why can't we do

able plight of conscripted union mom- benefits, somet_hing about determining where our
bors. I appeal to my colleagues to ap- There is nothing illegal in that so far dues go?" I said, "I have a bill in to th,'_t
prove the Dominick amendment, as the p,'esent law is conce:,med, because effect. The bill provides thai; they would

I thank the Senator from Colorado that involved a State 'office and not a not be able to use dues for political pur-.
very much. candidg, te for Federal office, poses on behalf of a political candidate."

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I I wiI[ be interested to [isten to the Both of these men said, "Holy smoke.
thank my friend, the Senator from Wyo- arguments against the amendment. The Get us a copy of that bill and we will
ming, who has done a lot of very abte Senator's amendment in no way would get, you 2,000 signatures." I gave them a
work in this field. I think the McDon- infringe; upon the right of :l labor orga- copy of the bill and they came back with
nell Douglas case is about as much on niz_tion voluntarily to have a political 5,400 signatures.
the nose of what I am driving at as any- committee and voluntaril:7 to receive Mr. President, union members and
thing I know of. I am delighted that the contributi, ons to be used for political tkeir lamilies object strenuously to hay-.
Senator brought it up. purposes, lng dues collected expended for political

It will be noted that my amendment Mr. DOMINICFZ. The Set ator is total- cr_ndidates they do not support.
provides that where there are compul- ly correct. Mr. GRIFFIN. I wonder if those who
sory union dues or assessments as con- Mr. GRI]?FIN. The only restrictions are strong advocates, as I am, of civil
ditions of employment, they cannot use are the use of union dues that are col- rights do not see the relationship of thi.s
any portion of those moneys for political leered when a person is required to Join psrtieular amendment to civil rights be-
purposes, a union in order to hold hi,,;job. cause certainly there is very much in-
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volved in the civil rights of an individual from New York has an amendment wbleh to my friend from Iowa, that I would in-
who wants to work. In effect, by using may enlarge the scope of this amend- terpret it as covering those groups be-
his dues, which are collected under corn- ment, but before I yield on that, I will cause they are organizations and asso-
pul_sory agreements, for political pur- fLnish what I have by way of a statement ciations which would be contributing to
poses, the union is thereby decreasing or and then I shall be glad to answer ques- or on behalf of a candidate, and there-
infringing upon his franchise and in- tions, as I said I would, fore would presumably have to file.
terfering with his full rights as a citizen The Senator from Iowa said he had a Would the Senator from Rhode Island
of the United States. question, and I yield to him. agree with that?

The worker may be going out and rot- Mr. MILLER. I had a question I would Mr. PASTORE. That is right. That is
lng against a candidate and his dues are like to ask. absolutely correct; and under the law,
being used against his point of view. Reading from the amendment, it maion dues cannot be used for political

Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, will the states: purposes. That isthe law. Are we talking
Senator yield for a question on that No part of the dues, assessments, or other abont a voluntary checkoff?
point? moneyscollected by a labor organlzELtlort... Mr. DOMINICK. No; we are talking

Mr. DOMINICK. I yield. Mr. DOMINICK. Yes. about involuntary dues or dues paid as a
l_[r. GRAVEL. I do not particularly Mr. MILLER. If I understood the col- condition of employment.

Mr. PASTORE. Do we have' proof that
understand this feature where dues are loquy between the Senator from Colora- that is happening?
actually used. Can the Senator give me do and the Senator from Michigan, this Mr. DOMINICK. All the time.
an example of where in the country that does not stop COPE from operatlnr;.money is collected and turned over for - Mr. PASTORE.What does the Senator
tha:_ purpose? Mr. DOIVIINICK. Not a bit. mean, all the time? Can he give us the

Mr. MILLER. COPE can go out and c_uses? Let us not issue an indictment
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the collect dues from individual member_,;.Senator from Colorado yield to me? hero------
Mr. DOMINICK. I yield. Mr. DOMINICK. Yes. M:r. DOMINICK. I gave the Senator

Mr. MILLER. Because it is not a labor [he cases of the fellows who came into
l_.[r. GRIFFIN. If the Senator's point organization.is that dues are not being used, he could our office and said this is happening to

certainly join in this amendment and Mr. DOMINICK. That is right, but; it them with respect to their dues.
can only do it on a voluntary ba:3is.suplport it. Will the Senator support the Mr. GR_IN. Mr. President, if the

amendment? Mr. MILLER. That is right. I think Senator will yield, I do not want the
it is important, because some people con- statement of the floor manager, for

l_.[r. GRAVEL. I would be happy to but fuse COPE with a labor organl:mtion, w:hom I have high regard and affection,I do not think it is broad enough.
l_[r. GRIFFIN. I thank the Senator It is not; it is a committee which iaas to to go unchallenged. The corrupt prac-

ver3r much. do with political activities, but it does not tices law does not say a union cannot use
1M:r. GRAVEL. If the Senator wants have to do with membership of the peo- dues for political purposes. It says only

to s:hackie labor unions I think we should ple who work in plants, that a union cannot use dues to con-
Mr. DOMINICK._ The Senator from [ribute to a candidate for public office.

do it to corporations because I can give Iowa is totally correct. That leaves a lot of room. They can do
the Senator chapter and verse how cor- Mr. MILLER. If that is so--and I t)e- anything else with the dues except con-
porations shell out money to executives lieve the Senator from Michigan said [ribute them to the candidate for public
and they turn around and give it to poli- this would not prevent committees from office. They can spend money for televi-ticians. If the Senator wants to attack
organizations let us amend this amend- being established for that purpose-.-- sion programs. They can spend money

Mr. DOMINICK. That is correct, for advertising. They can bid workers to
merit, and if the Senator will support Mr. MILLER. Then the question is, if go out and register voters. They can gothai; I will support this--to include all
corporate funds, so that anyone getting committees can be established for that out and get voters to vote for a political
paid from a corporation cannot donate purpose--if COPE, for example, c_'Lnstill c_mdidate. They can contribute to Amer-
to e, political candidate, collect contributions--are those commit- icans for Democratic Action, and that

Mr. GRIFFIN. This amendment does tees covered by the clean election:3 bill? organization can contribute money to a
not state that someone working for a Mr. DOMINICK. I believe thalt, they candidate. So there are many ways the

are to this extent: What I am ;saying law can be avoided. The Senator's
labor organization cannot voluntarily, if here is that the committee on Political amendment closes the loopholes of thehe wishes, support a candidate for office.

Mir. GRAVEL. What is the Senator's Education--COPE---can form very use- abuses. If there is agreement on this, I
definition of "other moneys collected"? If ful purposes for the union people. They do not see any reason for objection to the
the :head of a labor organization wants to can lobby down here for and aga:inst; a amendment.
form an organization to collect money bill. They can go out with the money Mir. DOMINICK. Mir. President, I will
Under this amendment, he could not do they receive from voluntary contribu- ;ti,eld myself more time in order that
it. You are actually making second-class tions and support a candidate or ¢:,ppose questions may be asked, but I wouht like
citi2ens out of people who belong to labor another candidate. The only thing I am to finish my Statement.
unions but still do not do that to cot- trying to get at is to prevent the dissolu- Mr. PASTORE. All right. We have
porate people, also. tion of an involuntary subrogation of plenty of time.

Mr. DOMINICK. Is the Senator asking the dues. The rest of it I am noll even Mr. DOMINICK. In the United States
a question? touching, t;oday,there al'e approximately20 mil-

Mr. GRAVEL. Yes. Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the lion workers covered by collective-bar-
Mr. DOMINICK. Otherwise, I would Senator yield? .gaining agreements and of these nearly

insi_,;t on my right to the floor. Mr. DOMINICK. I yield. 30 percent are covered by some form of
Tlae point I am making is with respect Mr; MILLER. I know what the Sen_t;or _zcmpulsory union membership agree-

to dues that are a condition of employ- is trying to get at, but as long as the Sen- :ment. Looking at t_he largest tmion
ment in a union shop, or where you have ator from Michigan brought this up, I :_greements, Department of Labor figures
assessments which are a condition of think the Senate ought to understa:nd ;_;bow that in 1970 there were 252 collec-
continuing employment. That happens in one thing clearly: Whether or not the t,ive-.bargaining agreements which cover-
a union shop. It happens in other types Commfttees the Senator from Michigan ed 5,000 or more workers. These 252
of ls_bor agreements where the worker is referred to, which would include COl?E, :,_greements covered 4,103,075 workers.
required, as a condition of employment, are required to comply with the report- rwo hundred and eighteen of these
to pay in those dues, and in most in- ing requirements and the other provi- agreements covering over 3,766,000
stances the corporation itself is the one sions in the bill. I do not know, because I '_orkers contained clauses which re-
that checks off those dues given to the am not on _he committee that considered :luired, in one form or another, member-
labor union, which then gives them to the bill, and I do not find anything _[nthe _;hip in a labor organization or the pay-
COPE or other organizations, and that committee report which makes that :merit oI an "agency shop" fee as a con-
money is used in behalf of a political clear; but, as a matter of legislative h_[s- :litton of employment.
candidate, tory, I think we ought to have it under- What this means is that in our larg-

It may be that some other organiza- stood one way or the other, est collective-bargaining agreements over
tion;s do the same thing, and the Senator Mr. DOMINICK. I would say, in rel;_ly ')0 percent of tile employees were subject
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to being compelled to pay some money to ii_ members, "We wa_t each of you t_:_ tribution from you." The local conunit-
a labor organization as a condition of contribate $10 to us toward this candid, tee on political education would do that,
keeping their jobs and livelihood, date," axtd that that money was nol; and in fact in some cases goes to man-

Much of this money and the rest of the checked off. Would tile Senator's amend.- agement and obtains an .agreement from
$1 billion of dues, initiation fees and ment apply or not? management that management will
other funds collected by labor organiza- Mr, DOMINICK. Let me say that ZI[. cheek off a contribution to the cormnit-
tions annually are used for supporting think t]lis would be a vioh_tion of the law', tee :[rom. each individual union member's
political candidates, as it is now written, check.

It is particularly upsetting to have in a Mr. CASE. I did not mean to get lnb'_ T.aat is not done by the labor organiza-
sup0osedly democratic society a situa- that question, because that is one that tion itself. But I feel that if we do not
tion where union leaders use eompulso- the Senator can argue w.ith Senators on have this clear, it might be claimed IMat
rily collected dues to support candidates the other side about. What I wanted everything is nice and vohmtary, but be-
chosen by the union leaders rather than really to determine is the 1Senator's inter.., cause of the union's tie-in with the man-
by each individual member, proration of his own language. Does h_,· agement on the agreement, it might tttrn

I am not opposed to nor am I attempt- maintain that a voluntary contribution out to be more compulsory than volun-
lng to frustrate the free political expres- requested by a union from a member ta_y in some cases.
sion. of union, members or their bargain- in a shop whicla has a checkoff of dues Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator is o)r-
lng representatives. Nor am I opposed to would be covered by the amendment? rect. That could happen. What I am try-
the compulsory collection of fees for Mr. DOiVLINICK. If it is a legitimate, ing to do is say that they should not
valid union functions. I am merely try- voluntary contribution, I have no objec.- take moneys which are being paid in :[or
ing to insure that the critical right of tion whatsoever. Just like any other citi.., the pm_poses of the union membership,
financial support for political candidates zen, they are entitled iA) make a con.., their pensions, their righ$_s, their str:ike
will rest in the hands of individual union tribution to any candidale they want to. fund, their lobbying activities, and sc, on,
mernbers rather than in tmion bosses. Mr. CASE. _Tle Senator's interpreta.., and use them in a political sense, unless

Mr. President, I believe that my tion' :is that h_ amendment would not :they voluntarily say they want to so use
amendment, which has been very care, cover such a contribution'? _hem, and I would think it would be up,
fully worded, achieves this objective. I Mr. DOMIN];CK. Only dues, assess., then, to the union or the organization
also believe that my amendment is men_, and so on, taken from them as portion of the labor union to show that
som_d for what it does not do as well as a condition for maintaining employ.- the :act was voluntary.
for what it does. merit. Mr. Gl:rAVEL. Mr. President, will the

Mr. CASE. In other words, a voluntary Senator yield on that point?
My amendment protects against the contribution the Senator would not in...abuse of a certain kind Offunds--money Mr. DOMINICK.I yield.

collected by a labor organization from terpret to be covered by his amendment. Mr. GRAVEL. I do not read that lan-
individuals covered by an agreement re- Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator is cor.. guage that way. I do not arrive at t&e
quiIqng membership in such an organi- root. same interpretation the Senator does. I
zation or the payment of dues, fees, or Mr. ]YHIJ_ER. Mr. Pre,ldo:at, will the think DRIVE would be wide enoug/h, I
other moneys as a condition of empl0y- Senator yield? think COPE would be wide enough, that
mont. These funds are not to be used by Mr. I)OMINICK. I yield to 'the Senator I think the whole labor movement would
anyone for candidate support, from Iowa. not be able to spend a dime on polJ.tics

Why these funds? Because they are Mr. MILLER. Another footnote to the, or a candidate, with this language.
required as a condition of employment, a_swer,, I think, is this: It is my lmpres... As I read the la:nguage--
A alan must pay these dues and fees or sion that generally sp¢.aking a labor No part of the dues, assessments, or or.her
lose his job. I also include within my union does notdo what the Senator from _noneys---
amendment mandatory assessments re- New Jersey suggests in hi,; ex_unple. That
qulred as a condition of maintaining would be done by a political commit.- Other moneys means just that, ottier
mernbership. What good is it to say to a tee, not by the union itseBi, such as COPE moneys, anything in the way of money--
man that even though he will not lose or DRIVE or some other political corn-, collected by a labor organization from _my
his job, he :Is required to pay a corn- mittee, this committee, cousisting per.. person covered by an agreement--
puL';ory assessment for political purposes haps of officers of the urron, but not the That means anybody belonging to the
or face a fine or expulsion from the same entity as the union, and notputting Teamsters; for example, you cannot get
union? My amendment is intended to money in. the 'anion baILk account, for any money from, either on a volunteer or
apply to all funds not paid voluntarily example, nonvolunteer basis. That is just what the
for political rJurposes. _ Mr. CASE. That is my understanding language says. The Senator had another

Mr. CASE. Mr. President, will the Sen- also, but ]:want_d to be su re that the lan.. interpretation, but his language is spe-
ator yield for a question? guage, which s_ms to me R_ cover any rifle.

Mr. DOMINICK. I yield, conmg;tion, vohmtary or :_ot, was not in.. I do not know how the Senator can
Mr. CASE. I accept the Senator's in- tended to cover such situatJ[ons, unless actually make the interpretation that he

terpretation of his amendment, of it was the dues themselves, or other has provided to this body, when his own
cou:cse; but I do think there is a question moneys collected under a che_koff agree., language speaks volumes to the contrary.
as to whether the language of the ment involuntarily contributed by the Maybe he construes this language dif-
amendment fits that interpretation. Is union member, ferently, and I would like to hear again
it the Senator's intention that the Mr. MILLER. Mr. Preyide:at, will the how he construes it, but the way I read
amendment applies to any moneys which Senat(yr yield further? it, any person covered by an agreement
are collected from union members where Mr. DOMINICK. I yield, means any member of the union, and
there is a provision for checkoff of dues? 1Vfx.MILLER. I think _e had better be "other moneys," tying that together, that

Mr. DOMINICK. I do not see how the careful on this point, because if I detect is wiide open. "Other moneys" means just
Senator gets that impression, because properly the thrust of the amendment anything.
other money · is collected by the labor· of the Senator from Colorado, he does Mr. DOMINICK. "From any person
organization, not want to have what may appear to be covered by an agreement requiring me:m-

Mr. CASE. Coming from any person? a voluntary contribution become an ea.. bership in such organization or the pay-
Mr. DOMINICK. coming from any forced contribution, such as through a meat of dues, fees, or other moneys as a

person, genera] checkoff, and I think that is what condition of employment.'"
Mr. CASE. In other words, this cover the complaints have been about. Mr. GRAVEL. Do·not union agree-

is intended to apply not to the person The PB, ESID;[NG OFF]CElt. The Sen,.. meats require membership?
but to the moneys collected? Is thai a.tor's 15 minutes have expired. Mr. DOMINICK. Those moneys carmot
correct? Mr. I)CMINICK I yiehi myself an ad... be used that way, when collected for a

Mr. DOMINICK. From any person ditionai 15 minutes, political candidate or a political com-
cow._red by the agreement. Mr. 1VH_LER. As I say, generally, to mitiee. I do not see anything wrong with

Mr. CASE. Suppose there were a union my knowledge, a union does not do this. that.
having a provision for a checkoff of dues. They do not go around t,) the individual Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, may I say
Suppose.the union later on said to all and say, "'Now, we want to have a con._ to the Senator from Alaska, I do not be-
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lieve there is anG- mxion member I have in order to make the amendment m5 in 1968, I was called by the head of our
known in any .&FL or CIO affiliate to be clear as possible, I modify my l_nlCnd- local AFI_CIO, a very fine man, whom
a member of COPE. ment by inserting the word "such" be.- I have known, who was a State senator

Mr. GRAVEL. The language is not fore the word "dues" on line I of pa_,'e 2. when I was in the State legislature.. I was
concerned with COPE. It says "any per- The PRESIDING OFFICER. 'The not in the office when he called. I called
son covered by an agreement." amendment is so modified, hira back promptly, and he said:

Mr. Rlrr,T,VR. It refers to collectio ns by Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. Presidenl!, I had Why do you call me back when. I call? After
a labor organization, and, as I pointed been pointing out, when we got into this all, yor. know ]i'm _ot going to support you.

out, the collection is not normally by the fruitful discussion_it certainly clarifies I replied:
union, but by COPE or some similar corn- the purpose I am seeking--that if a I know that, but I'm representing you,mittee, member wishes to pay money voluntarily

Mr. GIL_VEL. The Senator is not ad- to a candidate or to a labor organization too.
dressing himself to the wording of the fund for a candidate or even to a fund t_e said:
amendment, which is that .any employee which the union will determine how it is We just took a poll a:mong our uniorx mem-
of such a company cannot give any to be spent, I have no objections. :[ m:ight hers, and you'll be surprised how much sup-
money, volm'_ta_3- or not, to any politi- point out that I do object to contributions port yoa have.
cai cause whezher or not the labor unimx that are not truly voluntary. Coercion Then he went on to give me the re-
itself is associated therewith, and compulsion are foreign to t:he free .,;ults of the poll he had taken among his

Mr. MTr.T.WR. The Senator has not exercise of political rights and should be own members. It developed that 38 to 40
read the complete sentence: "An agree- fought in every situation, percent of the union members--despite
ment requiring membership in such or- For what purposes it is improper to. use all the activities of the union leaders--
garization, ' and "such" refers to a labor this money? Under my amendment, this were going to vote for me, and they did.
organization. My point is that COPE is money cannot be made available to or for In the meantime, however, they had
not a labor organization, and there is no the bene. fit of any candidate or political been collecting money all over the place,
requirement of dues being paid by a committee. This would circumscribe any and they were spending liberally on be-
union member to such organization, activity which supplies assistance to the half of my opponent.

Mr. GRAVEL. How many members of candidate. For example, paid workers, Among other things, some of the union
the union movement in this countTy telephones, posters, radio or TV time, members did not like, this, and they came
today belong to organizations that re- printing, or transportation, up and said sO. They said:
qui_-e membership, that have as part of My amendment is not intended to bar
their contract, "If you are going to go labor organizations from pursuing legiti- ()ur dues are being used against you, butwe're going to vote for you, anyhow.
to work, you must become a member of mate union objectives. For exa:,npZte, a
the union"? That is what we are talking union may express views on legislation. It seems to me that this was a waste,
about. Recent examples of legislative activity and it does not reflect what they want

Mr. Mrr,T,ER. The Senator's question by unions include the Occupational to do.
is not quite responsive, because he should Health and Safety Act, the Emergency ]it seems to me to be a fundamental
read on and see that the reference is to Employment Act, the Lockheed guaranty, right to support a candidate with your
an organization requiring membership as and the minimum wage legislation. T:hese own efforts and your own money and
a condition of employment. I do not and many others are legitimate :matters not have someone else determine how it
know of any labor union members who of concern of working men and women is going to be done.
are, employed by COPE as such. That is throughout the country and their repre- So this is the balance I am trying to

sentatives should be able to work to achieve, to get away from the political
not what the amendment of the Senator achieve their best interests, campai§_ and keep the dues witkdn the
from Colorado is talking about. A labor organization should be: able to area of. legitimate interest.

lvIr. GRAVEL. We are not talking expend its funds on behalf of its position The PRESIDING ,OFFICER. The Sen-
about COPE. We are talking about the in a collective bargaining dispute---for ator's time has expired.
individual member of the union. If I am example, an advertisement informing the ].VIr.DOMINICK. I yield myself 5 ad-
a cxlion member, and I have to be a union public of its position in a strike situa- ditional minutes.
member to have a job, then by this lan- tion. Furthermore, nonpartisan political :in most democratic situations, a con-
guage, I' cannot, then, donate to any activity such as voter registration or fiict between individual choice and or-
political candidate, voter education on campaign issues are ganizational choice can usually be re-

Mr. Mrr,LER. Yes. you can, if you clearly activities permitted by my :_olved by the ind:[vidual _eaving the
do:aate through COPE. That was the amendment. My amendment would not group if he fails to secure support for
po![nt of my colloquy, through COPE or bar a labor organization from endorsing ]aR; position. This preserves the institu-
DrGIVE. It does not relate to involuntary a particular candidate in its normal tional integrity and insures the individ-
collections required of union members, union publications. This, I believe, is a ual's ffreedom of choice. But when the

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I am legitimate exercise of free speech, union member is prevented by law from
not sure whether the Senator from However, a contribution, either direct ][earing the organization except at the
Alaska is trying to kill the amendment or indirect, seems to me to go beyond the price of losing his job, the individual's
or clarify it. If he is trying to clarify it, expression of opinion. It carries with it :[reedom of choice is at least restricted,
I would be happy to put in the word consequences far beyond the attempt to and to use his dues money for candi-
,such" before the word "dues" in line 1 persuade its members to back a par[;icu- ,dates not of iris choice seems to me to be
on page 2. lar candidate by means of the :['rec; ex- a cleat violation of his political and in-

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the pression support, dividual priv£[eges.
Senator yield? Mr. President, I am trying to achieve I urge my collea_mes to preserve the

:Mr. DOMINICK. I yield, a balance between the interests of mdi- rights of the individual worker against
:Mix-.PASTORE. This amendment, as I vidual workers and the interests of lixeir the institutional privilege of the ]mions.

understand it, is subject to a point of labor organizations. What is at stake To do otherwise is to deny true freedom
order, and I shall raise it. here is the question of who shall exer- to the men and woraen of America who

:Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator has not cfse the right of choice' in political cam- make her strong through their daily
rai[sed his point of order yet, and when paigns--the individual work. er or the toil.
he does, I shall wish to discuss that, too. union bosses. Mr. 2LLOTT. Mr. President, will the

:Mr. PASTORE. I know. I just thought I do not believe that we can fail to Senator yield?
before we overexereised ourselves on protect the right of the individual Amer- Mr. DOMINICK. :[ am happy tx) y_eld.
modification of amendments, I wanted ican worker even against the unions who Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, I think
to put the Senator on notice of what I are in theory supposed to be their protec- my co_league has performed a very great
intended to do. tors. The law must be zealous in ];,rotect- .,;el'vice. I am in favor of this elections

Mr. DOMINICK. I thought the Sena- lng the right of the individuals, bill. It; is long, long overdue. But. when
to:c from Rhode Island probably would, Let me make a personal obserwLtion we put a maximum c,n the amount that a
but I do not believe it is necessarily a on this point for the Senator from Alaska. candidate can. spend, when we: put a max-
good point of order. But, Mr. President, During the last election in which I ra_l, imum on the amotmts that people may
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give, when we provide for complete re- as a naeasure of fairness to aU working We all recognize that the abuses which
porting not only of the amounts given people. , have been so clearly described by the
but also how they are spent, then we are Mr. DOMINICK. I thin_ the. difference lSenator from Colorado and the Senator
really befuddling the people if we say we have in this particular situation, as from Michigan are not confined to the
that we have taken care of the job and I know tZhe Senator frcm .arizona is labor union situation. There are some
we do not include this amendment. It is aware is that the labor urfion itself can- ,dtuations, fol' example, where in county
a farce of the worst kind to have the not give to a political candidate or a governments, obtaining a county job re-
people in the categories to which Sena- committee, but they get around it quires that there be a kickback of such
tor DOMrNXcK has referred--those who through tiffs COPE situation. A corpora- and ,such a percent of any salal7 to 'the
see their money taken and who have to tion does the same, through DRIVE. county political caucus. Also, there are a
be a member of a union as a condition They are a political act:.on group too. llumber of trade associations which ira-for the retention or holding of their jobs, The d:[fference is that in the union situa-
and also have to pay dues--pay money rich, the dues that are collected are be- pose similar types of conditions to ob-
into unions, with the union fund used lng used for that, and the:a at that point ' :;aining employment or the maintena]ace
as a pass-through to other false fronts these are conditions of employment, to of eraployment.
for the support of individual candidates, have to pay those dues, or an assessment, Therefore, the amendment which I

This is not an antiunion measure. I which comes on, then, as involuntary J_hall be proposing would substitute for
know that I could never have been elect- instead of voluntary. ';he language of amendment No. 315 deal-
ed in Colorado without the support of a Mr. P_'esident, I reserve the remainder Jng explicitly with labor organizations,
great many of the dedicated union mom- of my thue. However, thc distinguished the following:
bers in Colorado, and I think this is Senator from New York (Mr. BUCKLEY) No part of dues, assessments, or other
probably true with my colleague. But wanted some time to offer an amend- moneys collected by an organization from
they recognize the fact that their funds ment to nly amendment. Now, what do _ny person as a condition, of employmen.t, or
are being used by their unions in sup- we want to do, :;alk on this amendment of maintenance of employment, shall be

made available _o or for .the benefit of any
port of candidates who do not repre- first before we get to the Sermtor from candidate or political committee.
sent their personal choice in that State. New York? I am asking for information.

If we do not adopt this amendment, Mr. PASTORE. We should resolve the I believe that that language would
we will be going to the people with a question of whether this is germane. I broaden the scope of this particular pro-
complete farce; because there will nat be do not care how the Senator does it, if vision and would meet all the abuses of
full reporting of campaign gifts or their he wants to propose the amendment first, this order.
resources unless this is done. I do not think the amendment is in order, Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I

I congratulate my colleague. I think is it, Mr. President, until they have con- think that the Senator from New York
this amendment is a necessity, if we are sumed all their time? has made a good point, relating to any
going to be frank and honest with the The PRESIDING OI'FICER (Mr. organization where moneys are taken as
people. If we are really going to lay out BROCK). The Senator is correct, until all a condition of employment and then are
a bill that is a clean elections bill, it time has expired, used for the benefit of any candidate or
should contain something like this. Mr. PASTORE. Then that amendment political committee other than a labor

Mr. DOMINICK. I sincerely thank my is not in order yet. We _hould resolve union under a collective-bargaining
colleague. I know what support he has in the question of germaneness, agreement, which is now a union shop
the State from the union members, and Mx'. DOMINICK. Mr. President, do I or which requires this as a part of col-
I think they are going to cheer for this correctly understand that my amend- lective bargaining.
amendment ff it is adopted. I do not merit cannot be amended until the re- Mr. BUCKLEY. There is the well-pub-
think they are going to object to it in mainder of my time has expired? licized situation in the State of Indiana
the slightest. 'The leaders will. They will Mr. PA,STORF,. And my time, too. in which it is alleged at least that a cbn-
scream as though their ox had been Mr. DOMINICK. And that cf the Sen- dition of getting a State job is thai; x
gored. In fact, it will have been gored ator from Rhode Island as well? percent of the pay check will be remitted
a little, because they will not be able to The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- to the political organization. There is
collect the dues and spend them for peo- ator's amendme:nt cannot be amended no proof of the facts in this particular
ple with whom the union members do until _dl time has expired or has been instance, but certainly we are aH aware
not agree, yielded back, except under unanimous that _[tis not an uncommon practice.

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, will consent. Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator's amend-Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator from ment, as I understand it, would then al-
the Senator yield? Colorado could, however, modify his own lect subsection (a) and the wording of

Mr. DOMINICK. I yield, amendment; is that not co:_rect? it, and if we took this as a modification
Mr. GOLDWATER. I want to join The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is of my amendment and I assume the Sen-

Senator ALLOTT in thanking Senator correct. The Senator has a right to mod- t_tor wants to be a cosponsor of it----
DOM_(NICKfor what I consider to be a Ify his anaendment, (_l' by tmanimous Mr. BUCKLEY. I would feel pleased
job that should have been taken care of consent, and privileged.
long ago. Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, how Mr. DOMINICK. In order to get

I should like to point something out much time do I have remaining? around the parliamentary situation, Mr.
that I feel is a matter of fairness. A cor- The P'RESIDING OFFICER. Thirty- t'resident, I ask unanimous consent that
poration cannot give money to a polit- nine minutes, ray amendment be modified to include
ical campaign, and the basic reason why
that law was passed was that they could Mr. DOMINICK. I tha:_k the Chair. the provisions of amendment No. 367 ofthe Senator from New York (Mr. Buck:-
not represent the total views of their Mr. President, I yield 10 rainutes to the zw.y), and that he be added as a co-
stockholders. The stockholders might be distinguished Senator from New York sponsor of my amendment No. 315.
opposed to the candidate they would sup- (Mr. BUCKLEY). The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
port. So corporations are barred from The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- amendment is so modified; and, without
giving money to political campaigns. As ator from New York is recognized for 10 objection, the Senator from New York
a matter of fairness, I think we should minutes. (Mr. BUCKLEY)will be added as a co-
apply the same rules to the unions. In '.Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I want sponsor of Amendment No. 367, as mo41i-
fact, the president of a union has his to thank the distinguished Senator from fled.
right to support whoever he would like Colorado (Mr. DOMXNXCK; fe,r making Mr. DOMINICK. I thank: tire Senator
to; but I do not think he, any more than this time available to me. I should like from New York. I think he has enlarged
the president of a corporation, can pre- to talk about the subject matter of the the scope so that it looks a little less
sume to judge the desires of all his amendment which I shall be proposing vindictive, even though it accomplishes
members, to his amendment, as I b_lleve it meets the same purpose. I think that is great.

I would certainly add my voice to thc._e some of the concerns expressed by the Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
who urge the adoption of this amend- distinguished Senator from Alaska (Mr. Senator from Colorado yield me a little
ment, not as an antiunion measure but _RAVEL). time?
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Mr. DOMXNICK. Xtr. President. I yield cratic process. That could be done. l: see Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, as I said

5 minutes to the Senator from Iowa. no difference in a union member putting be.fore, I do not understand how anyone
The PRESIDLNG OFz?ICER. The Sen- up money that will go for politic'.al put- who is really for reform in campaign

ator from Iowa is reco._qized for 5 poses and a corporate executive putting .,_pending can fail to be for the amend-
minutes, up money that will go for political pur- .ment, and I do not .'Deehow anyone who

Mr. MI'L,LEP_. Air. !:k:esident, I believe poses, is :realty fei' civil rights would be against
Lhat a further amendment t_ the .tend- Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, whose i_he amendment.
:Lngamendment would be helpful sO that time is the Senator speaking on? Mr. President, I hope the amendment
,_veryone understands exactly what is in- Mr. PASTORE. He can have my time. will be adopted. And I hope that it will
tended and what. is nor intended. Trec- Mr. GI_AVEL. As I say, I see no dff- not be ruled to be nongermane. This is
ognize that it is not. roe easy to fathom ference between a union member put- as germane as anything we could get in
all the ramifications of the language of ting up money to go to political purposes the bill.
Lhe bill. The Senator from Colorado has and an executive of DuPont who i:.qves Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, we have
done his utmost to make certain things a candidate $100,000. It is a lot more seen a very, very dramatic exhibition
clear, but, try though we may, I _aess it difficult to have labor pony up the, money here today of what is the best way not
is difficult, some-dunes, re reduce to writ- because labor has to get it from a lot to legislate for the benefit of America.
lng what we intend, of people. The corporate side de;_'Js with Here we are. This is an amendment that

I would propose to my friend from Col- smaller numbers, alraosi; no one had heard of until it came
orad.o that on page 2. line 3, we add a If we want to correct the situation and up here a short time ago. It is fanta-
further statement w,hic.h should satisfy limit how we get funds into the political mount to an indictment of the labor
anyone who has any qualm_ about, what process, let us do it right. Howeve_r, When unions of this country.
is intended here. I wotfid particularly like the Senator comes forward with legis- Here we are. We are going to begin to
to have the. Senator from Alaska (Mx. lation designed to gut the labor aspects t)unish someone and no evidence has yet
GnAVEL) follow the proposed amendment, of the matter, I think it is totally unfair, been produced. We have not heard of the
so that if it does not satisfy what I think I think the fact that he stands up and culprits yet. Here we are. We are tamper-
he intends, and what the Senator from says that this amendment does not block ins: with the labor rations of this country
Iowa intends, then we may have some labor membership from participating ill (m the floor of the Senate in a summary
further discussion, the political process makes it' nc, differ- way with an amendment that has already

What I would propose would be to add ent. If it looks like a duck, walks like a been modified twice and no one knows
this sentence at the end of line 3 on duck, and quacks like a duck, it is a duck. what is in the modification. Only a hand-

This amendment is an effort i;o keep ful of the membership of the Senate is
page 2: the laboring man from participating hi on the Senate floor. And they .are saying

Nothing herein shall prohibit the voluntary the democratic process, that if we have to have a limitation oncontribution by individual members of any
orga]xization to or for the benefit of any Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield campaign spending, 'we have to pass this
c_ndldate or political eomxittee, as long as myself 3 minutes, amendment.
such contribution is unrelated to dues, fees, I am happy to accept the amendment Mr. President, I have heard this story
or other monies required as a condition of of the Senator from Iowa. I moqify mY before. As a matter of fact, this amend-
membership in such organization, or is a amendment accordingly and ask him i:[ raent crone up last time in another form.
condition of employment, he would be a cosponsor. This is only a reshaping of it with the

Mr. President, I do not know how we The PRESIDING OFFICER,. The dramatic claim that two or three people
could make that any clearer. I think that amendment will be so modified. Will the have called somewhere or that someone
it would help the an_endment. I would Senator send the modification tothe made a complaint. We are now going
guess it would satisfy some of the con- desk? to punish the labor unions of the
cern_ some of us have expressed. I believe Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I am country.
it accords with the intentions of the Sen- not sure the Senator from Alaska listened The amendment i,'_not gex_nane. The
ator from Colorado if I follow Iris corn- to the amendment. We I_Ut this in to try bill bas nothing to do with labor unions.
ments correctly, to persuade those who have not heard the If the Senator from Colorado is willing

For example, a contribution to COPE debate that we are not after labor or-. to yield back his time, I am ready tx) yield
by ,my individual union member is a ganizations. What we did was to include back my time and raise the question of
voluntarY contribution. It is unrelated to any organizations, germaneness.
his dues, fees, or other moneys required Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, vrlll the Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I
as a condition of memberslfip in a labor Senator yield tot purposes of clarifica- would be happy to do that provided I
organization or required as a condition tion?

Mr, DOMINICK. I yield to the Senator have .time to speak on the item of ger-· inaneness. I do not want to yield back the
of employment. We said, no proble m . from Michigan.
That is all right. Well, let us spell it out Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, if the remainder of my time and not have anytime remaining.
in tl_e amendment so that there will not amendment as modified were adopted, Mr. PASTORE. I did not hear the Sen-
be .any quesLion about it. would any person who worked for a labor ato.r.

I would suggest to nry good friend from organization or who worked for a eorpo- Mr. DOMINICK. I would like to find
Colorado, that he might want to con- ration be restricted from giving a volUn- oat why the Senator says it is not ger-
sider modifying his amendmm_t to reflect tary contribution to a candidate or a po-
this language, i mane, so that I may _mswer the Senator.

Mr. GRAVEL. Mx'. Presidm_t, if those litical committee? Mr. PASTORE. The Senator may an-Mr. DOMINICK. Not in the sli_htest.
comments were meaaxt for me to answer, Mi'. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, would swer it now. I raise the question now and
I would say to the distingui._hed Senator anyone be compelled to be either a stock- the question will be decided by the Chair.
from Iowa that that would not be an holder in a corporation or to contribute l_[r. I)OMINICK. Mr. President, do we
adequate modification. For example, I do to a candidate under the Senator's still have time to talk on the matter of -
not think it would be an adequate modi- amendment? germaneness?
fication because we are starting out with Mr. DOMINICK. Not in the slightest. Mr. t?ASTOP_E. How much time does
this piece of legislation which dodges the Mr. GRIFFIN. This preserves th,:; prin- the Senator want?
issue, ciple, as I view it, that there is a civil Mr. I)OMINICK. I will not take too

T._lis is just sheer antilabor legisla- right involved in each individual citizen long. I do not have much time remaining
tion. One can call it anything he want being able to support a candidate and a anyho_.
to, but this is an effort, as I view it, to political party of his choice. And that Mr. President, a parliamentary in-
gut the ability of organized labor in this support would be a voluntary choice. It quiry.
cotu_try to participate in the democratic should not involve coercion from either The Pr_ESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
process, management or labor, ator will state it.

Ii we really want to make a correc- Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator is totally l_[r. DOMIN:[CK. Mr. President, (to we
tioIl, we could amplify this legislation to con-eot. I know how hard the Senator urge the question of gern_aneness within
gut the ability of cmq)orate enterprises worked to get that accomplished in ibis _he tirade on the amendment, or do we
in this counta_y to partake in the demo- original efforts, argue iL after we yield back the time,
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and if so, how do I get time in which to Second, 'we arE; amending titles XVIII The amendment as modified was read
argue it? and XDg2 of the code, which is what this as follows:

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, a par- bill dca[ts with. on page 17, after line 3, insert paragraph
iiamentary inquiry. Third, to complete the picture, we are 615, Use of Organization Funds ior Political

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- saying we ha;ye the need for making re- Purposes
ator wilt state it. forms in political spending, q_hat is the (a) No part of the dues, assessments, or

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, is the purpose of the bill. If wE are going to ether moneys collected by any organizationfcom any person as a condition of employ-
ruling of the Chair subject to debate make those reforms in political spend- rlent shall be made available, to or for the
once a point oJ!order is raised? lng, it seems to rne perfeclly proper that renefit of any candidate or political corn-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The rul- we may talk about not only contribu- r_ittee.
lng of the Chair is not subject to debate, tions by Government coniractors, and I On page 2 and the material following l:me
It can be appealed and at that point it refer to :pages 16 and 17 of S. 382, as pro- E, strike the word "labor".
can be debated, posed ioy the Senator from Rhode Island, On page 2, after line 3, add the following:

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I want but also about other organizations con- "Nothing herein shall prohibit the volun-
to find out why the Senator says it is tributing funds in political campaigns, tary ¢:ontrlbution by an individual member¢,f ang organization to or for the benefit of
not germane and have a chance to an- Fourtll, I say that this i:; an extremely s.ny candidate or political committee as long
swer the Senator's statement, ilnportaIlt point. The unanimous-consent es such contribution is unrelated to dues,

Mr. PASTel:tm. I have already stated agreement, acco::ding to tae Parliamen- fees, or other moneys required as a condi-

it is not germane because the bill has tarian, was ar::ived at July 21. My tion of membership in such organization or

nothing to do with unions, amendment was filed July ','1. It had _ a e;ondition of employment.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, a par- been my thought that if _ Senator had Mr'. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I wanted

iiamentary inquiry, an amendment on file _hen a unani- the amendment, as modified, read so that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- mous-consent agreement w_s entered everyone would have it clearly in mind.

ator will state it. into that amendment woULd be germane. Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, will
Mr. GRIFFIN,. Mr. President, is there If it is not considered gc,rmane, I want lhe Senator from Michigan yield to :me

any limitation of time available in which to put the Senate on notice that I will for 1 minute?
to argue the point of order? not agree to any more mmnimous-con- Mr. GRIFFIN. I yield.

Mr: PASTOttE. Just on appeal, sent agreements until we get that prob- Mr. DOMINICK. On page 2, line 8,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. A point lem straightened out because I do not _';trike out the word "labor"--it is wrong.

of order having been made, the Chair see how we can deal with a bill that is as In the amendment I did not put it in
then. rules and at that point an appeal important as this bill is so everyone in ';o it should not be in there at all.
can be taken from the Chair's ruling and the U:aited States and say that we will The word "labor" the clerk referred to
time can be yielded from the time on not cvnsider this because there is a Js in section 615.
the bill for debate thereof, uhanimous-consent agreement and the. Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I wish

lVIr. GRIFFIN. No limitation, except as amenchnent would not be germane, to ask the Senator from Colorado this
may be imposed by the Chair. Mr. PASTOi%E. The Senator from question. Does the amendment now

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, may I Rhode Islandis perfectly williag to move :;peak in. terms of "organization" or
find out why the Senator thinks the to lay tlle amendment on the table when "labor organization?"
amendment is not germane? the Senator's time has expired. Mr. DOMINICK. Organization.

Mr. PASTORE. It is not germane be- Mr. DOMINICK. That is better than Mr. GRIFFIN. That is the point I want
cause this bill has nothing to do with saying that it is not germaine. I hope the.. ;o make clear.
unions or with the conditions of unions, motio:._ to table is not ag:eed to. I hope The amendment speaks in terms of any

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, we are the Senator does not have the votes, organization. I want to direct the atten-
dealing in the amendment, as modified, Mr.. PASTORF.. Mr. President, will the lion of the Chair smd the Senate to page
with any organization which collects Senator yield further? i8 of the Pastore substitute, which de-
money and uses it for political purposes, Mr. DOMINICK. I yield fines a political committee_ line 20
including money which was collected as Mr. PASTORE. The Senator is threat-. '!(([) 'political committe_' means any colzl-
a condition of employment, ening me on whether in the future, at mlttee, association, or orgallizatlon wi_Lich

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the some time in tile future on some other 3.ccepts contributions or makes expenditures
Senator yield himself a specific period of bill, which might even iI_volve the Ten 5uring a calendar year in an aggregate
time? Comma_ld_lents, he will not agree to _mount exceeding $1,000;"

Mr. DOMINICK. That is what I asked limited debate. The Senator's amendment refers to an
for to begin with. Mr. DOMINICK. Not until the ger.. )rganization, any organization, that

The PRESIDIlXTG OFFICER. The Sen- inaneness question is settled. I do not makes expenditures, and it certainly is in
ator is presently within the time on his wan_ to get hung up on a tmanimous-, tine and it is germane insofar as the
amendment, consent agreement in c(mneetion with language on page 18, line 20, where ret-

Mir. DOMINICK. If I yield my time something that I consider to be an im-- _rence to the definition of a political
back, do we have unlimited time? What portant anlendment simply because we. committee is made.
do we do then? have a unanimous-consort agreement. Certainly a labor organization is one

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If the \Ve had this argument before. I beliew:, kind of an organization which receives
Senator yields back his time on a point the Senator fro:ax New Hampshire had a contributions and which makes expendi-
of order the Senator wfil be given the big discussion cn this po:at last year. lures, and this applies to an organization.
Opportunity to address himself to the I think the idea O_ going forward and It seems to me it would clearly be ger-
point of order. Up to that time, the time saying you cannot take up something as mane under the bill.
will come out of both sides, important as this because there is unani... Mt'. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the

Mr. DOMINICK. How much time do I mous-consent agreement is a nullifica... Senator yield?
have remaining on my amendment? lion of the right of the Senate to decide. Mr. GRI_'FIN. If the Senator from

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- what is needed by the public, tthode Island is not going to make the
ator has 28 minutes remaining. Mr. Gii'_IFFIN. Mr. President, will thr._ point of order, then we can go on.

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield Senator yield to me so ti]at I may speak Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I come
myself 5 minutes to start with, and I on the point of order? back to my original argument. We have
may go on from there. Mr. I)OMINICK. Mr. Pcesi(ient, I yield changed it several times. Even the Par-

In the first place, and I hope the Par- 5 mic..u_;es to the Senator from Michigan. liamentarian has to study the amend-
liamentarian and the Presiding Officer The P_ESIDING OFFI[CER. The Sen- ment, it has been changed so many
will listen to this carefully, the amend- ator from Michigan is recognized, times on the floor, and even as late as
ment i have applies to any organiza- iVI_:GRIFFiN. Mr. Pres[dent, Iaskthat 1 minute or so ago the Senator from
tion. So we are dealing with people who the clerk read the Dominiek amend.- Colorado, the sponsor of the amendment,
are using moneys for political candi- meat, as modified, said there is something in there that
d3tes and political campaigns, which is Th_ ]?RESIDING OFF]CElt. The clerk should not be in there.
what the bill[ is all about, will read the anlendment as modified. I admit this is important and it in-
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volves a great many people and a digni- Mr. DOMINICK. I do not know. _Z_ere present on the floor when we discussed
fled organization, were some rumore_--I think the Senat_)r this matter earlier. We are trying to get

I am perfectly wining at this moment brought it ttp--that some corp_ralbions at organizations which collect clues ox'
if we can resolve this--I am going to have such organizations, and they might impose assessments ss a condition of em-
move to lay it on the table and not raise say, "If you are going to continue, in your ployment and then to say that those dues
the point of order at this point, position as an officer, you ought to con- cannot be used for political purposes--

Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, I would tribute to X." in other words, for a candidate or a polit-
like to address myself to that point Mr. GRAVEL. Other than rumors, does ical committee. An_mne who is able can
raised by the Senator from Michigan. the Senator's amendment affect an!_ or- contribute to anybody he wants to volun-

The PRESIDING O_FICER. Who ganizations other than labor organlza- tarily Anybody in one of those unions or
yJ.elds time? tions, and if so, what are the org_tzlza., organizations can form a political action

Mr. GRAVEL. It is on germaneness, tions? committee and collect voluntarily from
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I went Mr. DOM/NICK. It wlll handle any- the member,;. The point is that dues

u',.a to the Parliamentarian and I asked body who is in this kind of situation, which are collected involuntarily should
him whether or not there is a likelihood Mr. GRAVEL. Is there anybody other not be used for political purposes.
of this being considered nongermane. He than a labor organization? Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, who
has to study the amendment because it Mr. DOMINICK. I have given the Sen- has control of the time? -
h_s been changed three times. We have ator examples that I know of offhand. I Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, how
to wait for the report and decision, do not know whether there are others, much time does the Senator from Mas-

If the Senator is ready to yield back Mr. GRAVEL. The example of In- sachusetts want?
hJls time, I will yield back my time and diana? Mr. KENNEDY. Three minute.,;.
move to lay the amendment on the table Mr. DOM/NICB:. And in corporations Mr. PASTORE. I yield 3 minutes to
and let the Senate express its will. the Senator referred to that might :have the Senator :[rom Massachusetts.

Mr. DOMINICK. I will be happy to do that problem. Mr. KENNEDY. Would the Senator be
that. On the question of germaneness, I Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the willing to look behind these organiza-
think I was right in the first place. We Senator yield? tie, m, to ascertain whether those contri-
are dealing with Government contractors Mr. DOMINICK. I yield, butions are in fact voluntary, and if so,
in. title XVIII, and I do not see how the Mr. GRIFFIN. In the State o:f l_[ich- :is the Senator going to look beyond those
amendment is not germane, igan it is compulsory that lawyer.,; belong ;assessments or du_; to find out if they

Mr. PASTORE. I went to the desk and to the bar association, are in fact voluntary ?
I asked the Parliamentarian whether or Mr. DOMINICK. That is true of Penn- Mr. DOMINICK. In a State like Penn-
not in his opinion it would be subject to sylvania. ;sylvania, where a lawyer has to belong to
the opinion that it is not germane. He Mr. GRIFFIN'. Would the Senator's the bar association ha order to practice, it
replied in the affirmative. I asked for the amendment prohibit the use of dues by :is obvious that those dues are not for
opinion; I did not create it. lawyers who are required to belor_g to voinntary purposes, and they would be

Now, there have been several changes bar associations from having their ,dues prohibited from using those dues for
and a doubt has been raised. I am not used for that purpose? political purposes. The same 'thing is true
going to press it, but I will move that it Mx. DOMINICK. Yes, it would, of the State of Miclhigan. As far as the
be laid on the table. Mr. GRIFFIN. That is fine. This is Araeriman Medical Association is con-

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I want another example, corned, if it collected dues as a condition
to read the amendment, as amended, Mr. GRAVEL. The bar association is of practice in a particular State, the
if the Senator will hold up his motion to the oldest organization in the col:retry, m(mey collected for that purpose would
table, so that everybody will know what Mr. PASTORE. Where the contribu- _aot be eligible to be used on behalf of a
it is. tions can be used for that purp,cme, ca:adidate.

It will read: Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, If the Mr. KENNEDY. Not just in terms of
Use of organization funds for political Senator will yield, does this include the pr:_ctice, but is the Senator aware that

purposes American Medical Association? J.n certain Places the extension of hospi-
(a) No part of the dues, assessments, or Mr. DOMINICK. If it is a condition of t;a] rights is made available only to those

other moneys collected by any organization practicing medicine, whb belong to certain organizations?
from any person as a condition of employ- Mr. KENHEDY. It engages iii political Ooher' _,vise, that doctor does not get that
nient shall be made available to or for the action through AMPAC, and it is nec- opportunity.
mittee.be:aefitof any candidate or political eom- essary for physicians to belong to the ][think the amenctme_lt, as the Senator

association in order to practice in cer- from Rhode Islsmd said, raises many
There is the Miller voluntary contrl- rain hospitals and get certain privileges, questions. I commend the Senator fei'

bution modification at this point, and They have to belong to certain kinds of bring'rog the whole issue up. If it could be
then it goes on to subsection (b): organizations. The AMA has a political as expansive and reach the various kinds

Any person who willfully violates this sec- organization called AMPAC. (ff issues the Senator was attempLing to
ticn shall be fined not more _han $5,000 or Mr. DOMINICK. If the contributions do, I would support it, but as interpreted
imprisoned for not more than one year, or are voluntary, which I understalqd they here, I just am not sure that it d(_s not
both. are, they would not be covered. If they isolate certain groups, labor organiza-

Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, will the are not, then they would be cow:_red, tions ia particular, s_ud therefore I s.hall
Senator yield for a brief question? Mr. KENNEDY. What about the Na- vote against it.

Mr. DOMINICK. I am happy to yield, tional Rifle Association? I thank the Senator for yielding.
Mr. GRAVEL. For my knowledge, will Mr. DOMINICK. The same with them. Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, let us

the Senator name an organization which Mr. KENNEDY. Is the Senator going face this question. Labor organizations
would come under the definition of "or- to include the National Rifle Assc,ciation have been Charged with certain things,
ganization" other than a labor organiza- as well? rind the amendment covers them. I say
tics or a union that would embrace the Mr. DOi_5INICK. As far as I know,, the to nay colleagues, frankly, timt none of
compulsory aspects of it? Would the National Rifle Association is purely vol- us is for abuse. If there are abuse% they
Senator tell me what other organiza- untary, should be eliminated, but this question
ticn this amendment would apply to Mr. KENNEDY. What about their polit- should be studied in depth. It involves
other than a union? ical action group? Is the Senator going many organizations. I am afraid that if

iYlr. DOMINICK. I asked the Senator to look beyond and behind these various we do _';omething summarily, as I said, we
from New York the same question. He groups? Is the Senator going to 'look be- raay learn to live to regret it. I think it is
sal.d there were very strong rumors that yond AMPAC? Is the Senator going to the wrong thing for the wrong people. I
th!is was a condition of employment in look into what doctors have to do in order think the whole question ought to be
the Indiana State government. So I said, to practice? Is the Senator going to ]look studied.
"Let us put that in there." beyond the NRA and make it applicable The Senator referred to dues. Every

Mr. GRAVEL. Other than that, what to them? If the Senator does, perhaps he 5.octor pays dues to the American Mod-
organizations would be affected other will _et a sqpporterhere, ical Association. That association has a
than labor organizations? Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator was not lobby dos_mhe:'e. I am not finding fault
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with that, but it has a lobby. Does this Mr. GRIt,_'IN. Mr. Pres:dent, if the ties of labor union members, ;ts complete-
amendment include that kind of activity? Senator will yield to me, I do .not want ly beyond me. I think his interpretation
Ts the Senator going to close them down? the record of this ,debate to :cave the ira- may not have rested upon his knowledge
The National Teachers Association has pression that this question was not con- of what has just been read, but I sug-
an organization here. Is the Senator sidered, that it comes to rids floor as a ga;ted to the Senator from Colorado that
going to shut them down? This matter matter oI: first impression I, for one, that be; put into the amendment for that
has many ramifications, serve crt both the Commerce Committee very reason.

Mr. DOMINICK. We are not shutting and the ttules Committee, through which Mr. ]3AGLETON. The time for an over-
down any of them. We are talking this bi1! has gone, and thL,; matter was haul of our campaign financing proce-
about involuntary collection of dues. considered in the Commerce Committee dures is long overdue. I am pleased ths,t

Mr. PASTC)t_E. But the Senator is and the Senate is now well on its way to pass-
tying it in to the right to practice and Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Presi,ient, will the in;; such a measure.
the right to work and an employment Senator yield? What matier was con- Before I turn to Senator DOMINICK'S
condition. Ail this subject has to be sidereal" amendment, I wan.t to acknowledge the
studied. I thimk it is time that this Mr. GItLPFIN. The subject was eonsid- hard work of many of my colleagues and
amendment be laid on the table. If it ered. bipartisan organizations, such as the
should be investigated, I think it should Mr. PASTORE. The subject was labor Committee for an Effective Congress.
be done properly, by the appropriate unions, and now tiao Senator is ,changing W[tho_lt ,that hard work and dedication,
committee, but it ought not be done here it. That i,,;what I am talking about, fcc the past few years we would not be
on the floor this afternoon. Mr. G/F_IFFIN. The S_mator _rom acting on the proposal this afternoon.

! am ready to yield back my time. Rhode _[sland would have been for it if The Dorninick amendment to S. 382
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, will the we had left it at !.abor unions? can only be understood by relating its

Senator yield? Mr. P'ASTORE. No; but ,io the Sena- prohibitions to the present law on the
Mr. DOMINICK. I yield, tors not see how they have vacillated on books--IS U.S.C. § 610 prohibits milord.
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, I am sun- the Senate floor? They started out by at- fz_)m utilizing ali dues moneys, whether

prised the bill has gotten this far with- tacking labor unions, then they tried to they are collected from employees work:-
out having this question considered, be- mollify it by saying any organization. Lug in a right .to work State or under a
cause it is a question which has been Why do tlhey retreat? If you mean labor urdon security agreement, _te make "_,
in the forefront of people's minds for a unions, stand up and say labor unions, contribution or expenditure in conner-.
good many years. This question was Mr. GRIFFIN. _ am not retreating, but tion with any Federal election." More-,
raised when I was on the Labor and I am saying to the Senate that this is not o_er, in two eases involving the l_ailway
Public Welfare Committee, and that was a matter of first impression. This matter L_bor Act---Street, 367 U.S. 740 and A;I-.
15 or t6 years ago. I do not quite under- was considered by the Comma:ccc Corn- le:% 3'?3 U.S. ll3--the Supreme Cotnq;
stand how this bill has gotten this far mittee, a:ad the amendmenlt was voted has held that as .to political matteJ:,';
_qthout having this matter considered, down by the committee, tmion :members who do not agree with the

The question., however, with reference Mr. I)Oi_ILINICK. And, I am frank to organization's position have a right to
to doctors or teachers is not a question say, one of the real problems we have is block the use of their dues moneys in a
of what they do with their money. The with the labor unions, manner inconsistent wi_h their views.
question is whether or not the payment Mr. PASTORE. That is right. Thus, as to elections, unions are limited
of dues is a part of involuntary payment Mr. MILL,ER. Mr. President,, I would to using their dues moneys to communi-.
they must make as a condition of their like to ask the clerk to read the modifica- cate with their members and for non-.
employment, tions of the Domi_xiek amendment which p_rtisan registration drives. These lira-.

That is the point here. That: is the followed my colloquy with the Senator it,;d permissions are clearly consistent
only point, from C,)lorado. w:.th tlhe public interest and are basic 1;o

Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator is abso- The PRF. SIDING OFFICER. Is the a meaningful enjoyment by labor union
lutely correct. Senator requesting his addition, as sug- members of the constituted right of s_s..

gested to the Senator from Colorado? scciation. Indeed the SuPreme Court's
Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, if the Mr. MILLER. That is correct, opinion in U.S.v. CIO, 335 u.s. 106, indi..Senator will yield on that point, it is The PRESIDING OFFIC]_R. The mod-

against the law to use union dues for ifieation will be stated, c_,tes that a union's right to engage lin
political purposes. However, the amend- such educational nonpartisa_t activities _
ment does not address itself to that point. The a,'_sistant legislative clerk pro- constitutionally protected:
It addresses itself to the qualification of ceeded to read tlhe modification, if [18 usc § 610] were construed to pre-
the individual as a union member. What Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, 'before the hibit the publication, by corporations and
it really hinges on is the uniqueness of clerk reads it, I would like to ask that unions in the regular course of conducting
the development of our labor society the Senator from Alaska giw; his un- tkeir affairs, of periodicals advising their
through compulsory membership, in or- divided attention to what is going to be members, stockholders or customers of da:a-
der to survive. The Senator could refine read. gar or advantage to their interests from t]a,_
that, and include the corporate society to Mr. GP_AVEL. ][ shall be happy to. adoption of measures or the election tooft. ce Of inert, espousing such :measures, t:ae
arriw., at the same end, so that they coMd The assistant legislative clerk read as g_avest doubt would arise in our minds as to
not use their money, follows: lt_; constitutionality.

This amendment would compromise Nothing herein shall prohibit a voluntary
contribution by aa individual member of The upshot of the matter is that Con-

the uniqueness of labor organizations. It any organization to, or for the ,benefit of any g]ress has already regulated[ in political

might grab a few other organizations ill candidate or political commi'>tee as long as activity to fullest extent permitted by the
the process, but surgically, it is aimed such co:._t:rlbutlcn is unrelatel ¢o dues, fees, Constitution and that these regulations,
at gutting the labor people's ability to or other moneys required as a condition of a:ad the court decision referred to above
participate in the democratic process, membership in such organi2atlo_a, or as a fully protect the rights of members who

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the condition of employment. dj sagree with the political positions of the
Senator yield? Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I point out majority of their fellow members.

Mr. DOMINiCK. Mr. President, I can- to the ISenator from Alaska that while I The plain lack of merit of the Dond-
not let that stand as a summary of the da not qualify as an expert, I do think I
amendment, because what the amend- know something about the situation, and nick amendment in both constitutional
meat is doing is preserving the right of I can assure the Senator from Alaska a::_d policy terms makes it plain that it is
the union member to select his own can- that most of the Cope organizations and not an attempt to perfect the political
didates whom he wants to support. That DRIVEl organizations that I know of process, which is the aim of the balance
is why the people came into my office, would not be inhibited one iota by that of S. 382, but is simply an attempt to
That is why they got the petitions from language. :1'hat language Js designed to harass the labor movement by whose wlho
all over the State in nothing fiat, with protect them. How the Se:_ator can say wish to weaken it. This amendment Js
signatures from 5,000 people all over the that this amendment, with that modi- s:mply a device to overturn the bo]anco
State in 2 weeks, fieation, would gut the poUti(:al activi- Congress struck between opposing view-
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points on the union security issue in Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, ii move oration of the, pending bill at this time.
1947. th,at the vote by which the motion to It has been a long day since 9 a.m. this

'.._r. PASTORE. Mr. President, does the table was agreed to be reconside:red, morning for the manager of the bill and
Senator from Colorado yield back his Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I other interested Senators.
time? If so, I am willing to yield back move to lay that motion on the table. So, I ask unanimous consent, first--I
mine. ' The motion to lay on the table was believe we will come in around 8 o'clock

1VIr.DOMINICK. I yield back the re- agreed to. tonlerrow morning, because we have a
mainder of my time. Mr. PASTORE. Mr, President_ while ntunber of speakers----

Mr. PASTORE. I yield back the re- all Senators are present in the Chamber, Mr. BYRD of/est; Virginia. 8:45 a.m.
mainder of my time, and I move to lay I should like to ask how many more Mr. MANSFIELD. 8:45 a.m., yes. If
the amendment on the table, amendments there are to the pending any other Senator wishes to speak, we

lqir. GRIFFIN. I ask for the yeas and bill. wilt come in earlier_gladly.
nays. Frankly, my position is that I should Then we will, first thing after we get

_fi_e yeas and nays were ordered, like very much to finish the bill b)night, tihrough with the speeches, the special
The PRESIDING OY_wICER (Mr. if possible; but, on the other hand, :if it orders, we will take up the military con-

BR0C_C). The question is on agreeing to means going until 8 o'clock this evening struction appropriation bill trader a time
the motion to lay on the table the or later, then we cannot finish this bill[ limitation.
amendment of the Senator from Cole- and I would as soon that we stopped now. VOTE REGISTRATION
fade (Mr. DOMINICE) as modified. On SEVERAL'SENATORS.Louder--louder--we Mr. HUMPHREY. l_Ir. President, I call
this question, the yeas and nays have cannot hear. to the attention of the Senate my
been ordered, and the clerk will call the Mr. PASTORE_ ][ will speak louder. ][ amendment No. 266 to S. 382 and ask
roll. have been on-my feet since 9 a.m. this that it be printed in the RECORD at the

The assistant legislative clerk called morning. So I wish to ask the Senators conclusion of my remarks.
the roll. now present, how many more amend- Mr. President, the Federal Elections

]qIr, BYRD of /est Virginia. I an- merits do we have? Campaign Act of 19_1 which is now be-
nolmce that the Senator from Indiana Mr. PROUTY. I have one which wfi] fore the Senate pro_des Congress with
(Mir. BAY_), the Senator from Oklahoma take only a few minutes, a vehicle to alter and reform a process
(Mr. HARP,S), and the Senator from Mr. PASTORE. Will the Senator .ask vital to. American democracy.
Illinois (Mr. STEVENSON) are necessarily for the yeas and nays? _e American political campaign has

' Mr. PROUTY. No. become such a complex and intricate op-
ab_,;ent. Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I have one eration that Ii fear we often lose sight

l'.further announce that, if present and amendment, and I shall not ask for the, of its main goal of electing fairly those
voting, the Senator from Illinois (Mr. yeas and nays. per.'_ons the people believe worthy of the
STF.VENSON) would vote "yea." Mr. CUR, TIS. Mr. President, I haw_ an public trust.

l_Ir. GRIFFIN. I announce that the amendment. If acceptable, I would like I believe that fundamental reform of
Senator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY) is to have the yeas and nays on the amend- the campaign process is not only neces-
absent on official business, merit, in two parts. I am going to ask; sary but desperately needed now if the

The Senator from South Carolina (Mr. that it be considered as one amendment, p,)litical arena is not to become the prop-
THVaMONB) is necessarily absent. Mr. PACKWOOD. I have eight amend- erty of the Wealthy. Equal opportunity

q[qae Senator from South Dakota (Mr. merits.
M_NnT) iS absent because of illness. Mr. PASTORE. Is the Senator goin_g to for all---which so many of us seek tomake a daily reality--must be extended

If present and voting, the Senator from ask for the yeas and nays? to tlhe political process.
Illinois (Mr. PERCY) would vote "yea." Mr. PACKWOOD. Yes. If participation in politics becomes a

The result was announced--yeas 56, Mr. PASTORE. On all eight? luxury only to be afforded by a few, then
nays 38, as follows: Mr. PACKWOOD. That is right, millions of Americans will lose not only

[No. 193 Leg.] Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, ! have their right to enter the political world,
one amendment but will not ask for the but their right to judge the capability of

YEAS--56 yeas and nays. a candidate on. standards other than his
Alken Gravel Montoya Mr. HART. Mr. President, I have ()ne abil:ity to accumulate money in order to
Allen Hart Moss amendment. I shall be very brief.Anderson Hartke Muskte purchase television time and advertising
Bentsen Holllngs Nelson Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President. I space.
Bible Hughes Pastore have an amendment---
Bogl_'_ Humphrey Pearson Fair campaigns at the State or Federal
Brooke Inouye Pell Mr. PASTORE. Is the Senator going level will only become a reality if the
Burdlck Jackson Proxmtre to ask for the yeas and nays? Congress moves now to institute the pro-
Byrd, W. Va. Javlts Randolph Mr. HUMPHREY'. I am not going' to visions of the Federal Elections Cam-Cannon Kennedy Ribic0ff
Case Long Schwetker ask for the yeas and nays. I am going to paign Act. At stake is the quality of
Chiles Magnuson Scott refer to it later on, I want to discuss it American political leadership as it strug-
Church Mansfield Sparkman with the Senator first.coo]_ Marbles Stevens gles to solve the problems which endan-
cranston McClellan Symington Mr. ALLEN_ Mr. President, I have ,:,ne ger American democracy.
Eagleton McGee Talmadge amendment, with no yeas and nays. But, Mr. President, I do not believe
Elle:ader McGovern Tunney Mr. PASTORE. There you are, Mister _evision and reform of campaign prac-Fulbrlght McIntyre Williams
GambreU Mondale Majority Leader. There are seven or eight tices can alone meet our urgent need for

NAYS---38 amendments with the yeas and nays to be a more responsive and democratic sys-
asked for and two others. Multiply that tern of government. _["ne campaign leg-Allo%t Eastland Miller

Baker Ervin Packwood by 20 minutes and we will be here, until :islation which is now before the Senate
Beall Fannin Pr0uty midnight, does no L touch upon an integral part of
Bellmen Fong Roth Mr. MANSFIELD. I believe the Sena- 1;be political process in need of reform:Ben_aett Goldwater Saxbe
Brock Griffin Smith tor from Oregon indicated that he would 'rl_e system by which Americans register
Buckley Gurney Spong not ask for the yeas and nays on his eight t;o vote.
Byrd, Va. Hansen Stennls amendments? Mr. President, campaign reforms areCooper Hatfield Taft
Cotton Hruska Tower Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I of little value if we fail to remove bar-
Curtis Jordan, N.C. Welcker would like to defer to the distingldshed :ders to voting and to voter registratior.
Dole Jordan, Idaho Young majority leader but I have waited for 2 i_teform of the campaign process without
Dominick Metcalf days now to offer these amendments;. I ::'eform of the entire electoral process is

NOT VOTING--6 would like to have a yea and nay vote ,on only a halfway house toward complete
Bayh Mundt Stevenson them; yes. I thought I had a ye_. and reform of our political processes.
Harl_s Percy Thurmond nay on four earlier today, but I do not. In every State registration is a pre-

So the motion to lay on the table was Mr. MANSFIELD. On that basis then, I :,equisite for voting. It is a necessary re-
agreed to. think we should mark an end to cons:id- quirement to prevent election abuses.
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But, I believe that Congress should do The Democratic Nation_l Committee's _hmeHcans of voting age. Of that fig_u'e,
all it can to remove the obstacles to voter "Freedom To Vote Task Force" reported only 60.9 percent voted. '.However 8;9.4
registration. Let us take a look at some that a Gallup poll study of registration ])ercent of those who took the trouble to
statistics: found that residency and other registra- register voted.

In 1968 approximately 37 million tion qualificatl(ms---not disinterest on. Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
Americans did not register to vote. At part of the voter--provide the greatest; ,;ant that a State-by-State compfiation
the present time there are 11.5 million barrier to voting, of voter registration and turnout in 1968
Americans who are between 18 and 21 Past election data indicate that once ])repared by the "Freedom To Vote Task
years of age and who can now register, people (wercome the burden of register- ?orca' be printed in the RECORD.
This means that there is a pool of 48.5 lng to 'vote they go to the polls in great; There being no objection, the compila-
million persons who could now register numbers. Figures from the election of lion was ordered' to be printed in the
to vote in State and Federal elections. 1968 show that there were 120 rntllioI], i.:tECORD,as follows:

TABLE L--REGISTRATION AND TURNOUT IN THE 1968 PRESIDENTIALELECTIOII, BY STATEt

Percent Percent Percent Percent
turnoet of turncut of turnout of turnout of

1968voting Total Actual registered vctin[ age 1968voting Total Actual registered voting age
State age population registration turnout voters population 3late age population registration turnout voters population

Alabama........ 2, 037,000 1,389,198 l, 044,177 75.2 51.3 Nebraska........ 891,000 E;37,719 536,851 84.2 60. S
Alaska 2......... 151,000 NA 83,035 NA 55.0 Nevad_......... 285,000 188,8tl 154,218 81.7 5_,.1
Arizona ......... l, 003,000 614,718 486,936 79.2 48.5 New Hampshire_. 418 000 3_7,660 297 190 78.5 71.1
Arkansas........ 1, 188,000 845,759 609,590 72.1 51.3 New J{ rsey...... 4 402,000 S,3;19,752 2, 875_395 86.6 65.S
Coli[ornia ........ 12,052,000 8, 587,673 7,251,587 84.4 60.2 New Mexico..... ' 562,000 445,304 327,281 73. 5 58. 2
Colorado........ 1,211,000 966,700 806,983 83.5 66.6 New Y()rk....... II, 773,000 8,113, 216 6, 691,690 85.5 59.1
Connecticut...... 1,813,000 1,341,519 1,256,232 93.6 69.3 North Carolina_.. 2,919,000 1,858,987 1,587,493 85.4 54.4
Delaware........ 306,000 248,915 214,367 _t6.1 70.1 North I)akota _.._ 370,000 Nh 247,882 NA 67.0
District of Ohiu4........... 6,235, 000 9, 907,000 3, 959,698 101.3 63.5

Columbia...... 515,000 201,937 170,578 84.5 33.1 Oklahoma........ 1,546, DO0 1, :[63,328 943, 086 gl. 1 61.0
Florida.......... 3,924,000 2, 765,316 2,187,805 79.1 55.8 Oregon........... 1,193, 000 .971,851 819,622 84.3 68.7
Georgia......... 2,824, 000 1,850, 000 1,250,100 67.6 44.1 Penns_Ivania.... 7, 234,DO0 5, 599,364 4, 747,928 84.8 65.6
Hawaii .......... 421,000 274,104 236,218 36.2 56.1 RhodeIsland.... 561,00O 471,112 384,938 81. 7 68.6
Idaho ........... 708,0O0 366,532 291,183 79.4 41.1 South Carolina... 1,455, gOO 853,014 666,978 78.2 45.8
Illinois .......... 6, 580,000 5, 676,131 4, 619,749 31.4 70.2 South I)akota.... 408,000 348,254 281,264 S0.0 68.9
Indiana......... 2,947,000 2, 653,219 2,123,597 30. 0 72.1 Tenne._see........ 2, 361,000 1,840, 077 I, 248,617 67.9 52.9
I uwa_........... 1,653,000 NA 1, 167,931 NA 70.7 Texas............ 6, 289,000 4, 073,576 3, 079,576 75.6 49.0
Kansas2......... 1,339.000 NA 872,783 NA 65.2 Utah3........... 562.000 ,175,000 422,568 89.0 75.2
Kentucky........ 2,062, 000 1,471,343 1,055,893 7L 8 51.2 Vermo=_t........ 244, 000 ?08, 22t 161,403 77.5 66. l
Louisiana........ 2, 032.OO0 1,449,231 1,097,450 75. 7 54.0 Virginh .......... 2, 690,000 l, !il0, 592 1,359,928 90.0 50.6
Maine........... 596,000 509,886 392,936 77.1 65.9 WaahirEton....... 1,838,000 1,649,734 1,304,281 79.1 71.0
Maryland........ 2, I68,000 1,595,779 1,235,039 77.4 57.0 West_irginia .... 1, 073,000 993,024 754,206 76.0 70.32, ,125,000 1,691,538 69.8 68. lMassachusetts___ 3 379 000 2, 591,051 2, 331,752 _0.0 69.0 Wisconsina....... 2,484, 000
Michigan........ 4',8531000 3, 950,000 3 306,250 _3.7 68. l Wyomi_g........ 202,000 142,739 127,205 89.1 63.0
Minnesota 2...... 2,097,000 HA 1',586,510 NA 75.8
Mississippi.)..... l, 308,000 775, 000 654,509 84.5 50.0
Missouri 2....... 2,770,000 NA I 809,502 NA 65.3 Totals..... 120,353,000 82,029,426 73,359,762 89.4 60.9
Montana........ 412,000 331,078 ' 274,404 02.9 66.6

t These figures are from State and U.S. Censussources. TheTask Forcefigures and those corn- _Approximate figures furnished by Secretary of State.
p ed by the Republican Nationa Coremflee are n substantial agreement. The figures used are ( Oh o does not requi_'etotal registration, therefore the voter turnout figure exceeds the regis-
the same as those in the Republican Natiuna Coremtree s report on the 1988election, tration figure. Figure not included n total percentage.

States which have no Statewide registration, or where registration is r_ required. NA--Not uvailable.

1V[r.HUMPHI:tEY. Mr. President, voter them or does rzot learn of them soon '/03 retu rns accounting for 196,750,468
turnout in the United States compares enough to register, individuals or exemptions. The :IRS
poorly with other democratic countries. In Texas, am_ual votel registration i,; reaches 95 percent of the American
In 1968, 75 percent of Canadian citizens required, altho_tgh this regulation is now people.
voted. For the same year, voter turn- being appealed in Federal court. I believe that it is an excellent ergo-
out in Sweden was 89 percent. The In B,hode Island, registration closes nization to carry out a registration rime-
French registered an 80 percent voter a full. 60 days before the election, lion. The IRS has a reputation for the
participation level in 1968 while nearly Ten States including the most pop.- responsibility, efficiency, and confiCien-
90 percent of the Danes voted that year. ulous, California, require vot_aag in every tiality, all of which are necessary if this

In analyzing a Census Bureau report general election to retain registration, national voter registration system is to
of the 1968 election, the "Freedom to Z do not believe that Congress intended work.
Vote Task Force" said that--- that State reg:Lstration :)rocedures dis.- The association of the Internal Raw,hue

The highest proportion of those not regis- courage Americ, ans from voting. Service with the registration process is
tared and/or not voting fall among blacks, Mr. President, I am fa)day calling u'p in thc best tradition of taxation with
those who did not finish high school, manual a Federal. voter registrar:Eon amendment representation.
and service workers and .those of lower tO S. 382, the Federal ]Elections Cam.- I realize that many people do not .file
incomes, paign Act of 1971. an :income tax form but are eligible to

While 84 percent of those having ram- My' amendment would enable ail citi- vote. For these people, State registration
ily incomes of $15,000 and over voted in zens of' the United States to register to ehs:nnels remain open, and the amend-
1968, only 53.5 percent of those with vote irt Federal electior.s at the same ment specifies that registration forms
family incomes under $3,000 voted, time they file their income tax returm_, also may be obtained at local post

I submit that failure to register often The amendment directg the Secretary offices :to be mailed to .the appropriate
results from lack of understanding of of the Treasury to mail all taxpayers two regional IRS office. The amendment also
requirements3 and complexities in the voter registration forms with the 1040 directs the Treasury Secretary to ad-
registration process, form which .they could (:omplete to ob- vertise in Spanish, as well as English,

At the moment when we are con- lain a/Federal certificate of 3_egistration. to ail nontaxpayers advising them of
sidering a significant campaign reform The taxpayer and his .del;,endents over 13 their right to register.
bill and when the Census Bureau tells would be able 13 use this convenient reg- I would hope that these provisions
us that there could be as many as 25 istration procedure. It w¢,uld be optional., for nontaxpayers would begin to bring
million voters under age 25 who will be however. There is no compulsion in- into the political process those who have
entering a '.polling booth for the first volved. And the existing State registra- been excluded because of the inconven-
time in 1972, we must also remove the lion procedure_ also wou!d remain avail- ience of the registration procedures.
barriers to voting in Federal elections, able. Registration has often proven difficult
State registration procedures often be- Mr'. President, in tax year 1969, for for the poor, the elderly, and the handi-
come such a burden that the potential which forms were filed in 1970, the In- capped, because of lack of transportation
voter does not have time to comply with terns;1 Revenue Service received 75,856,.- to get to the designated place, infirmities,
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oz' other reasons. With my amendment, cording to the registration laws of the And, all of the paperwork would hap-
all that is needed is a postage stamp. State of Minnesota. pen the same time that the family in-

l: would like to emphasize that the Fed- The computerized examina.tion of the come tax returns were prepared.
eral voter registration amendment does app!ica,tions submitted by Mr. Jones and I believe that this method is concise
riel; eliminate or change State registra- his wife reveals that they meet all of the and easy to understand. I have als() been
tion laws. Persons will be certifed for registration and voting qualificatJ0rr:J of assu,:ed by the Internal Revenue Service
Federal registration through the IRS the State. The IRS issues them separate that their agency, through their corn-
only if they are also eligible to register Federal certificates of registration, puters, could handle any extra workload
through a State's own registration sys- The Intezmal Revenue Service will also placed on them by this registration pro-
tern. An individual's registration will be provide the Minnesota comm'ssioner of cedure.
effective as long as registration is in ef- registration with a record of the Joneses _ Mr. President, when this amendment
feet under the applicable State law. Con- Federal registration and any other infer- comes up again, I ask all Senators to join
stitutional residency requirements also mation which the eommissior_er nmy forces and make the act of voting as
remain in effect, need to maintain an accurate Federal free from complications as possible.'

My.amendment does not interfere with voter registration list. _ ,_
the, rights of the various States to make On election day, Mr. and Mrs. Jc_:aes
their own election and registration laws. will present themselves at their local MESSAGE FR( M THE HOUSE
It :is designed to remove hindrances to polling place. Upon presentation of their A message from he House of Repro-
registration. Federal registration certificate, they nmy sentatives by Mr. B ,rry,'one of its read-

No national registry of persons wfil be vote for candidates seeking Federal lng clerks, announce i that the House had
corapfied or maintained in order to pro- office, agreed Lothe repor_ of the committee of
test individuals and preserve their pti- Under the procedures of amendment conference on the lisagreeing votes of

vaey. There are adequate penalties in the No. 266, a State has the option of all'ow- t_e two Houses on tte amendment of theamendment to safeguard this program lng persons holding a Federal reglstxa- Stnate to the bill H.R. 6531) entitled
from fraud or any attempt to deny a per- tion certificate to also vote for candida,tes "An Ac t to amend I ne Military Selective
son his right to register, seeking State cruces, if the State makes Service Act of 1967 ,to increase military

Mr. President, the responsibility lies provisions for this by law. pay; to authorize nilitary active duty
witlh the Congress to enact legislation If Mr. and Mrs. Jones had not been strengths for fiscal year 1972; and for
which will offer the greatest number of taxpayers and thus had not received an other purposes."
people the opportunity to vote. We can- application for a registration certificate, ¢NROLLE,nXLLS_D Z( tNT RESOL_rrZONszG_rrD

not pass laws which will interest the dis- they could have obtained a similar form Tihe message also announced that the
interested. But the Congress can and at their local post office, to be marled to Speaker had affixed his signature to the
should enact legislation which can eh- the IRS for processing.
large the electorate. This is in the intent My proposal has but one objective; following enrolled b .lls:
Of lny amendment. . s. 485. An act to an Lend the Communtca-·

There can be no more serious defect namely, to facilitate and increase regis- _,lon,;Act.of 1934 to pro _lde that certain aliens
tr_tion--to remove unnecessary ob- _dmlLtted to the Unlte(. ,States for permanent

in our democratic process than the one stacles _nd to maximize voter partJici- _esidence shall be ellgi _leto operate amateur
which denies a man his vote. patton. :,adio stations in the United States and to

Mr. President, in order for my col- It is a great disappointment to me that :Jxc,ldlicenses for thetz :_tations.
leagues to understand how amendment the Senate will not be able to consider s. 751. An act to au' ;horize the disposal of
No. 266 typically could work in practice, my voter registration amendment at this :industrial diamond er ashing bolt from the

:national stockpile al Lcl the supplemental
I would like to show how an average time. I trust that when the amendment :_tockplle.voter would go about registering to vote
under the procedures outlined in the is reintroduced at a later date we _ll _s.'752. An act to aw _horlze the disposal of
amendment, have the opportunity to discuss it thor- '_egetabletannin extra ets from the national

John Jones is a 20-year-old auto me- oughly. _tockplle.
chanic in Duluth, Minn. He is married. I believe that this amendment shows `s. 753. An act ._oaul iqorlze the disposal of
Neither he nor his wife Who is also 20 great promise in solving one of the most _;horium from the supl Lc'mental stockpile.
years old and who is not employed have perplexing obstacles to electoral partici- `s.755. An .act to aut aorlze the disposal of_hellac from the natic lal stockpile.
ever registered to vote in Minnesota or patton--registration. `S.756. An act to aul aorize She disposal of
any other State. Mr. President, political scientist.,; have quartz crystals from _ae na¢lonal stockpile,

When Mr. Jones receives his Federal long argued that tine mechanics of regis- :_md the supplerqental Stockpile.
income tax forms from the Internal Rev- tering to vote have deterred some citizens _'s.'?57. An act to au._horlze the disposal of
:enue Service, he will also receive two from exercising their franchise, In our Iridium from the nati(,nal stockpile.
identical, simple enclosures which he and Nation, between about 60 to 70 percent `s. '?58. An act to au,l horlze the disposal of
his wife have the option to complete in of the electorate vote in presidential[ else- mica from the nailer al stockpile and thesupplemental stockpll_
order to register to vote in any general, tions. For local elections and for pti- 8. 759. An act to au_ _orize .the disposal of
special or primary election for President, maries, the figure is even less. ::netallurglcal grade m_ aganese from the na-
Vies President, presidential elector, Sen- People get sick; they work late hours, tlonal stockpile and _cb supplemental stock-
ator, or Representative. Mr. and Mrs. or they Just forget to go to their csunty pile.
Jones would then supply the IRS with courthouse and register to Vote. `s. 760. Aa _t to nut orize the disposal of
the basic data on age, residence, and The registration problem will likely manganese, battery gr_ de, synthetic dioxidefrom the national stoc :pile.
other details required by election laws. become even more serious, now that the s. 761. An act to nut _orize the disposal of

Mr. and Mrs. Jones will have to sign 26th amendment, giving 18-year-olds the diamond tools from th, national stockpile.
a statement at the bottom of the form at- right to vote, has been adopted. And, 's. 762. An act to aut torlze ,the disposal of
testing to the truth and accuracy of the with this influx of new voters, a move I ¢'hromfura from the _ ;_lonal stockpile and
information they supply. There are pen- emphatically endorse and have fought the supplemental stocl plle.
alties for fraud and misrepresentation, for, the reason to uncomplicate the reg~ `S.'163. An act to nut torlze the disposal of

Mir. and Mrs. Jones are not familiar istration mechanism is even more co:m- _:mosite asbestos from rte national stockpile
_.nd the supplemental ,' ;ockpile.

with the voter registration laws of the pelling. _'_.765. An act to nut torize the disposal of
State of Minnesota. When they mail the The Humphrey amendment WOlfid antimony from 'the n: tick,al stockpile and
forra to the IRS they are not sure wheth- eliminate the necessity for a person to the supplemental stool pile.
er or not they meet the State's registra- travel beyond his own home in order to S. 767. An act to aut torlze the disposal of
tion requirements, register. Simply put, my amendment rare-earth materials fro n the national stock-

Mir. Jones mails the registration appli- would have the Internal Revenue Serv- rile and the supplemen_ _1stockpile.
cations with his tax return to the IRS. ice issue certifications of registration to s. 768. An act to autl orlze the dlspo._l of

chemical grade ehroml e from the national
Upon receiving the Joneses' applica- qualified voters of the States. These cer- stockpile and the supp ._mental stockpile.

tions, the IRS begins to process them in tificates would serve as proof of registra- s. 769. An act to nut xorlze the disposal of
order to determine if they indeed qualify tion, making the person able to vote in l::_dustrlal diamond sto:[es from the national
for a Federal registration certificate ac- Federal and State elections, s_ockplle and the supp _uental stock_ile.
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(I) Case amendment No. 378, authorizi,ng $I.4 mil- -'_u_rc the furnishing to candidates and political corn-
lion for allowing Fort Monmouth, N.J., and Camp mittc_etreasurers forms for filing necessary repom;
Wood to join sanitary sewer system of Northeast Mon- (7) Bellmon amendment No. 297, requiring furnish-
mouth Regional Sewer Authority; ing of a manual o:Euniform procedures to persons

(2) Byrd of Virginia amendment barring sale or required to file reports;
lease of lands at Camp Pendleton, Calif., urlless author- (8) Buckley amendment No. 365, excluding from
ized by law; and the term "contribution"the valueof servicesrendered

(3) Gravel amendment to provide $2 million for :par- by volunteers ;;and
ticipation by Fort Wainwright, Alaska, in the sanitary (9) Hart amendment to provide for public in.spec-
sewer system of Fairbanks; and lion of campaign financing reports receivedby the Fed-

Rejected: oral Election.,;Commissionat any hour after2 days
(t) By 32 yeas to 58 nays, Hughes arnendiment de- tollowing receipt thereof; and

daring sense of the Congress that the Navy should con- Rejected:
finue to phase out weapons training activities on Culebra 0:) Pa&wood amendment No. 37x, requiring corn-
Island, with such activities to be termimLted not inter pledon of repor':s 2 days prior to filing thereof instead

of 5 days (re!iec::edby adoption, by 73 yeas to Io nays,than May 3x, x975; and
(2) By 31 yeas to 59 nays, Nelson amend}rent bar- of tabling motion);

ting use of funds for construction of nine specific proj- (2) Packwoc_J amendment No. 374, requiring dis-
ects throughout the country until after en_ir0nmental closure of the: rimes of individuals who act as a guar-
impact statements have been made with respe:c_tto such antor or surety of any extension of credit in connection
projects. , 'withanydebtincur:red'bypoliticalcommitteein b,zhalf

Senate insisted on its amendments, requested confer- af a candidate (rejected by adoption, by 53 yeas to 30
ence with the House, and appointed as conferees Sena- nays, of tabling motion);
tors Stennis, Symington, Jackson, Ervin, Can.non, Byrd (3) Packwood anaendment No. 373, requiring disclo.
of Virginia, Thurmond, Tower, and Dominick. sure of services by committees and other organizationspromoting "get-Out-the-vote" campaigns (rejected by

Potje, 30011-:10040 adoption, by 60 yeas to 28 nays, of tabling motion);.- ,

Federal election campaign practices: By 88 yeas to (4) Pa&wood amendment No. 355, barring exten..
2 nays, Senate passed S. 382, to promote fair pra.ctices sion of further :redit to political committees by certain
in the conduct of election campaigns for Federal tSoliti- industries if previous such debts have not been paid
cal offices,after adopting Pastore amendment (No. 308) within 2 years (rejected by adoption , by 46 yeas to 4:'-
in the nature of a substitute bill, as amended, arid to nays, of tabling motion);
which amendment additional action on amendments (5) By 3I yeasto 60 nays, Allen amendment Nc,.306,
thereto was taken as follows: allowing an additional lo cents multiplied by the esti-

Adopted: mateof populationof votingage,or $6o,ooo,for cam-
(x) Modified Packwood amendment 'No. 37:5, to palgn expenses other than for broadcasting and non-

provide that political contributions ,of $5,oo_ or broadcasting rrtedia purposes; and
more received after the last report is filed prior to elec- (6) By 3I yeas to 55 nays, with two voting presenI.,
lion shall be reported within 48 hours after its receipt; ' Curtis amendment No. 382, striking section requiring

(2) Packwood amendment No. 37o, requiring cam- broadcast and aonbroadcast communications media to
paign contribution reports filed with clerks of district charge the lowest unit charge for the same amount of
courts to be made available for inspecti(m on the: date time or space, r... 30041-30046, 80049-30083

:received; Economic disaster relief; By 7x yeas to 9 nays,
(3) Modified Baker amendment No. 35o, requiring Senate passed S. 2393, making areas suffering from eeo-

political committees to list in advertisements soliciting romic disaster.,:eligible for emergency Federal aid.,after
funds information as to their compliance with Federal taking action on proposed amendments the:reto as
election laws and as to the availability from GPO of follows:
reports and statementsof suchcommittee; Adopted:

(4) Baker amendment making effective date of the (x) Proxmi:e amendment establishing a $x raillion
bill December 3r, I97I, or 60 days following enactment ceiling on any loan made for purposes of the bill;
thereof; (2) Church amendment to include in the definition

(5) Bellmon amendment No. 38x, prohibiting sale of the term "major disaster" areas of insect infestation;
or use of information copied from reports and state- (3) Cooper amendment including in the definition
ments of political committees for purpose of sol!icifing of the term "major disaster" unemployment attributable
contributions or for any commercial purpose; to the loss or curtailment of significant sources of em-

(6) Modified Bellmon amendment No. 296, to re- ployment or employment opportunity;
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(4) Bellmon amendment _uthorizing the transfer of ized to file reports on August .and September 7 during
Federal public works funds _ithin a State for purposes the coming adjournment of he Senate.
of aiding drought-stricken a[eas; Also, the Secretary of the enate was authorized to

(5) Baker amendment NI>. 388, providing for the receive messages from the Pr, ident and House of Rep-
expiration of the provisions o! the bill on June 3o, x973; resentatives, and Vice PresideJ t, President pro tempore

(6) Modified Buckley am4adment No. 386 of a daft- or Acting President pro tern _ore were authorizeA to
fying nature regarding the prJMding of medical services sign duly enrolled bills and iai at resolutions during the
topersons adversely affected tlya disaster; adjournment of file Senate fram August 6 until Stp-

(7) Dole amendment No.[39z, providing that assist- tember 8, :[97x. Pau.3003?
ante shall be provided for 4period not to exceed i2
months; and [ Military Dr_fft: Senate took a!pconference report on

('8) Dole amendment No. _392, to authorize payment H.R. 653I, to extend for 2 yea's the military draft, and
of/:elocationcosts for an indifidual and his family relo- to provide pay increases for military personnel, and
caring in order to gain emplc _ment; and by unanimous con.,;ent,agreed hat consideration of thismatter will[ bt: res'amed at th{ conclusion of morning

Rejected: By 28 yeas to 52 ays, Buckley amendment business on Monday, Septem ,er I3, and that it will
including in definition of erin "disaster areas" an remain the pending business of he Senate until disposed
area suffering from the v tden increase in ahem- of. ,.ge_ aoouu-3o_osployment due to the loss or cl )sing of a major source of
employment. I_ducationAmendmerits::Sen tecontinuedbrieflycon-

By53yeas to 29nays, Senat<sustained the Chair when si&ration of S. 659, omnibus education amendments
it ruled out of order as nonge: mane Humphrey amend- of x97x, and will resume its col sideration tomorrow.
ment providing additional 2( weeks of unemployment Pag,__oosa-aooe4,aols9

compensatiOnsationeligibilityt°haveth°sewhos_lunemployment compen- President's;/_![essa.ges_Anm al Reports: Senate: re-
expire,], p.go, a0o84,aolo6-ama9 ceived the foil[owing messages from the President:

Calendar Call: On call of c[lendar Senate passed six Transmitting Annual Repo: t on International Edu-
bills, as follows: / cational and Cultural Exchax ge Program conducted

Without amendment aqd cleared for President: in fiscal year i!97o by the Depa: tment of State-referred
Unclaimed postal savlngs_ H.R. x35,relating to dis- to Committee on Foreign Rel_ fans; andTransmitting Seventh Ann, tal Report on Status of

position of assets of unclaih_led postal savings system the National Wilderness Prese ration System--referreddeposits.
With amendment and 4leared for House: to Committee on Interior and [nsular .Affairs.

Interior Department: S. 2 x, to establish within the Page, 30048-30049, 30083
'.Department of the Interior he position of Assistant Treaties Reportedl: The folh wing two treaties were
:Secretaryfor IndianAffairs reported:

Water resources--leasibl ity studies: S. 2248, to Convention :for ld_¢.'Suppres.,[onof Unlawful Seizure
:mthorize feasibility studies f Central Valley project_ of Aircraft (Ex. A, 92d Cmn$ first sess.) (Ex. Rept.
]DeltaDivision, Montezuma }[ills unit, Solana County, 92-8); and
Calif., and Gallup project, Mc!Kinley,Valencia, and San Two conventions and amem rnents designed to more
]Juan:Counties, N. Mex.; effectivelyprevent the pollutio] of the seaby oil (Ex:.G,

Avcheological data: S. I24 , relating to the preserva- 9xst Cong., sec:andsess.) (Ex. lept. 92--9).
tlon of historical monuments and historical archeologi- Pages 29892, 30143
cal data;

Star route contraCtS:S. x9 9, to provide for renewal Confirmatiom: Senate confir ned the nominationt of
of star route contracts; and Peter G. Nash, of New York. to be General Counsel,

Air taxi mail: S. 996, to t_ wide for reimbursement National Labor Relations Boar 1;and
of certain individuals for h msportation of air mail Three Air Force nomination; in the rank of general;
during period JUly x, x967 th: ough December 3I, I968. and sundry other nominations n the Air Forceo

·- Pages 29887-29889 Page 30162

Coast Guard Procurement Authorizations: Senate Nominations: SerJate receiv :d the nomination of
agreed to the conference repoJ t on H.R. 52o8, to author- Henry M. l_:amirez of Califo nia, to be Chairman of
ize funds for procurement o vessels and other Coast the Cabinet '&)mmittee on O )ortunities for Spanish-
Gua:'d facilities for fiscal yeaJ x97a, and sent the bill to Speaking People; and

Two Navy nominations in e rank of admiral; three
the House for further action. P,.g°aaa41 Air Force ha the rar,k of ge, eral; one Army in the
Senate Authorizations: All :ommittees were author- rank of gen,:ral; numerous C4asr Guard nominations.
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Interest themselves tn ln_ %rnatlonal economic _arlff balTiers to _r/_ e whic,'1 in the United prohlbitioa on campaign*credit are esseni;laL
affairs, have been disapp )luted by the e_ter_t States have evoked tte slog_n tllat "foreign l_topping credit without a limitation on
to which the United Kix. ;dom and other ap- trade is rLot fair trade over-all spending would work against the
pllcants fo_ Common _arket membership What we need is global strategy for the i.east affluent candidates. And they alrea_ly
have been so prepared embrace the CAP further liberalization of international trade _uffer in the spending competition with their
system as it stands, on a programmed ba ;is cap_ble of securing _ealthier opponents. The answer is a t_t_l

Unless the CAP syst ls reformed, the benefits while avoldi_ Lg pal_ful dislocations. :_evamp of the system as Scott proposes.
enlaJ:gement of the Ex .,opean Comrnun_ty The industrialh,_ed countries of the world
can be expected to have .. further disillusion- have become too lnte_ lepenclent economical-
lng effect on the Uni,ted States attl_ude to- ly to turn back with, ut gre_t loss to them- RETll_EM_NT COL. JOSEPH E.
ward the new Europe. selves. I]mead, they n ust m _ve f.orward rec-

I urge you to put yon: minds to work on ognizing that the eay solution; lie behind
devising new ways and means for assisting us and the hardest 'oblems lie ahead. The _:. BIBLE. Mr. the Allmy
low-income farmers in Western Europe. If tough issues, su_h s agriculture are the aJad the Senate a valued friend tast
you assist them, perhaps by direct payments ones that remain to : tackled. _qe all would week when Col. E. Ow__eary re-
and also reduced i_ter_al prices, as the Vedel benefil; if agricultul policies could be set tiredl. In his post chief of the Arn_v's
Commission In Pre, ace h_ 3 recommended, you in new trade liberali: Lng di:ections, tegislative liaison Joe served with
will in the end ease t_ ._ cost of the CAP " dedication and with patient
and thus benefi_yourse:_es as well as low-

good. humor--in a jc that is demand_tng
coat agrlcultm'ai supplle elsewhere in the IJ_qSI_:CUI_ED £,_tEDIT TO POLITICAL and, I am sure, ol frustrating. He
world. CANDIDATI_

Elnmpean and "outsl ;" interests have served the Army and in so doing he
much in common. I am not saying to you Mr. SCOl'r. Mr. President, an edl- served the Senate
and your friends across _:he Channel: "Tear torial in the Portland, Oreg., Capitol L_t week, in RECORD, the
up t:he CAP. Start again." What I am saying is Jourrla] comments on xlly proposal to Senator from (Mr. GRAVEL) paid
that you should rearrani ;e the CAP's meas- prohibit the granting of unsecured credit tribute to Colonel ! should like
uses and practices in CEder to curb its more to political candidates by federally regu- to invite the attention to triose
costly and more distartin I: aspects.

There is an opportunli _, with the adjust- lated industries. I ask unanimous con- rem_,rks and to the sketch
ments which must follo_ ' the Community's sent t;hat the editorial be printed in the of Colonel O'Leary was included at
enlargement, for gradual :hanges to be made FtECORm that time.
over the next few years a. the CAP system, There being rio objection, the editorial W'e will miss Joe but we wish
aVtuning it more to th_ objectives of an WaS ordered to be printed in the PtrcoRn, him well in he
open world economy.

If the enlarged Corem mity could be in- as follows: will have an and productive
duced to look in that di'.'ection, the United S_r C._MP_,IGN "CON_R_U_0NS" retirement.
states also would have t _ look to its farm Sen, ]{ugh Scott is absolutely right when
support policies, as would ,)ther industrialized he says legislation is needed to stop politi-
countries, like Japan, a_d agricultural ex- cal candidates from iorclng businesses to SUCCESS A HANDIC._P
porters such as Australl_ and Canada. The contribute to them illegally. And that's abou'_. Mr. MATHIAS. : President, Ray
task would be challenglnl . But setting agrl- the only interpretatlon--u:akind as it may Senasack is a young l

at direction would be--for some of t:he practice _used by virtual-cultural policies in the ri I tO . He isa high school
serve all our interests, ly all presidential candidat_s.

Look at the benefits! _ 'e would be work- Scott, the Senate GOP l_ader, put on the graquate and is to attend col-
lng toward a world of e, onomic peace and recorc[ last week a mass of documents show- lege in the fall. This is work-
minimizing tlhe threat _f trade wars. We lng huge bills run up by candidates with lng for the Capital
would be working towar a rationalization airlines, telephone companies; and other Park and Planning and his
of world food production to provide a basis J_rms---_l of which are regulated to one de- employer describes as a valuable
for feeding the world a reasonable costs gTee or another by the federal government, worker who needs nor w:_nts
and avoiding large pocket/ of starvation and "This buslnes/_ of trying to run political special concessions.
deprivation, campaigns on tke cuff Is distinctly unfair,"

Instead of trade rest_ ictions, we must said Scott, "and places a _urden which not Lee Plor, in an published in
move toward increasing consumption, im- only should not be on the companies but is the Evening Star, Ray's ac-
proving nutrition, develo ,ing new uses and actually forclng them into making lnvolun- complishments. He only 11 months
increasing efficiency to 'educe production tary and illegal contributions." old when he began learn how to use
costs. U.S. airlines, for example, have more than artificial limbs. He an "ex-

The European Commm Ity, as the world's $2.1 m!Uion in unpaid debts run up by cellent example a child can adapt
largest trading entity, sh ,uld see the need Demceratlc and Republicaz_ committees and to his handicap."
to do this. I am hopefu that the cotncl- lndiv:,dua] candidates. According to Scott's
dence of your fundarne _al interests and llgure_, President Nixon owes $69,3_6 to Because I feel we, as employers
those of others, including _he United States, American Airlin,_. That alrline--with total and individuals, can arna lesson in life
may make such an end, vor possible. _mpa_iddebts of :more than $1.3 million---also from Ray's I ask, uns_i-

The time has come to begin building a is owed $415,120 for the campaign of the molls consent article be printed
new multilateral economl system, one based late t_obert 1_. Kennedy; $138,762 for Hubert - in t:he REcoam
on the old system, but oing well beyond H. Humphrey's race; $135,872 for ex-Sen. Eu- There being no ection, the article
it. Perhaps the high-level )ECD study group gene l_i,_Carthy's campaign, and $151,871 run wa_ ordered to be _ed in the RECOaV,
on world trade can provid e that beginning, up by the l_epublican l_atlonal _qnance
I hope so. Committee. And some Of the cendidates also as follows:

I am also .hopeful that the enlarged Eu- owe big unpaid accounts with other airlines, [From the Evening Star, July
ropean Community will at last begin to American Telephone and Tslegz_ph, Western 6,
confront the fundamenta problems which Union, and General Telephone. ][_EDmN'T
beset the world economy But it will re- Scott needled McCarthy, who he said ap- (By Lee
qulre a major effort in B ltain and in the patently is going to run fcc pmmident again,
other member countries of the enlarged as one "who dc,_n_ run _. shlrtsleeve cam- l_ay Senasack has arms--he was born
Community to alter the course of recent palgn but one on the cur:." But McCarthy that way. But during 19 years, he'.,_ had
policies. The Common M xket is no weak shou_ldn't be singled out when even the suc- something in extreme to make up for
and fragile competitor and it wlll be less so cessful Republican presiden_tial candidate it . . . spirit.
once Britain and the othe applicants have _lll is m the hole. Ray is now in that period be-
Joined. ScotI.'s disclosures dramatize the need for tween being a and becoming an

Regional trading blocs or economic spheres passs4_e of a strlct limitation on campaign adult. He was ;ehool
of influence do not provide an answer to _xpe_dltures, including a ff_ proh/bltlon and is looking forward college In the fall.
the problems of the world economy. If only on put,lng expenses on the cuff with govern- This summer, he his first fullotime
for political reasons the _reaker developing ment-regulated businesses Job,. as a at the Maryland*
countries cannot survive as client-states Under present law, ccrporations aren't National Capital Park Pla_ing Com-
under the economic domin: race of one of the permitted to contribute _o political cam- mission's Northwest C_olf Course, (:lose
world's major commercial _owers. paig_m. But passage of the expendlture-llmi- to :Ray's home near Md.

New trade negotiations re required. The ration bill I_ow pending in Congress still Ed Bus-riss, his said that 'Ray is
international trading syst_ n has to be de- would allow the practice of involuntary "con- doing every Job that to be done--run-
veloped a stage further to provide rules for trlbutiorm." Sco_;t proposes an amendment '_ ning the mowers used special trimming.
a_'lculture as well as ndnstrial trade, correct that deficiency, and operating larger needed for
Ways have to be found for _oping with non- BotCh a cash spending limitation and a car:Eying tools.
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S. 762. An act to _uthorize the disposal merit to the amendrr ent of the 8ena'_ xtra'ri.- ]_[r. KENNEDY. Will the Senator yield

of chromium from bhe national stockpfie bered 1, and agree to the same with. au _r minutes?
and the supplements stockpile; amendment as follow _: MI'. PASTORE. I yield 7 minutes to

;5.763. An act to _uthorlze the disposal In lieu of the _m _ter proposed to, be in- the Senator from l_[assachusetts.
of amoslte asbestos f om the national stock- serted by the Senate amendment ln_sert the
pile and the supple_ total stockpile' following: $41.574,001 _fr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, about

15.765. An act to _uthorize the disposal And the Senate s4Ir _ to the same. 8k week ago when this legislation came
of sntimony from ;he national stockpile WA_ :N O. MAG_rVSON. before the Senate I offered an amend-
and the supplements: stockpile; RU_s ',LLB. LONo, raent to S. 382 called, the universal voter

s. 767. An act to a_tthorlze the disposal of ERNE;? F. i_OLLXN0S, registration amendment.
rare-earth materials f rom the national stock- ROBE;TP. GRIFFXN, Even though this legislation concerns
pits and the supplem total stockpile; M_;_ O. HATFr_, i_lf primarily with the financing of

s. 768. An act to a: tthorize the disposal of Managers on _e Part o! the $_a_e. campaigns, one of the essential elements
chemical grade ehror_ite from the national
stockpile and the sul _plemental stockpile; E_wJ tDA, GARMATZ, iii1 election reform is eliminating the

& 769, An act to a' thortze the disposal of Lzo_ _a K. SVL'.XVAN, many barriers that have been placed in
ALTO [ LENNON,ln_'.ustrial diamond _tones from the ns- the way of qualified Americans to par-

lionel stockpile and te supplemental stock- T_c,_ :ASM. PrLLY,_s'r sGs KErm, t_[clpate in the electoral process. ()ne of
pile; Managers o_ ,_hePart o/tke Hou,,:e. the most significant barriers is the corn-

s, 770. An act to thorize the disposal of plex of registration laws which exist in
columbium from the national stockpile and Mr. MAGNUSO] I. Mr. President, the tl_e several States. They impede the right
the supplemental sro kpile;

S. 771. An act to a_ thorize the disposal of bill is similar in a 1 respects to the bill t_) vote in practically every community
selenium from the na Ional stockpile and the passed by the SeI _te on July 22, with. and State. There has been significant
supplemental stockpi _' one exception. T _e Senate conferees progress in broadening the franchise in

s. 772. An act to a: thorize the disposal of agreed to the rests) 'ation of the authorl- other respects in recent years--such as
celestite from the nal onal stockpile and the zation of one admi: istrative aircraft, _md through the reapportionment decisions
suplplemental stockpi: ' authorized $3.25 m_lion for that purpose, of. the Supreme Court and the voting

S 774. An act to a_ horize the disposal of I move that the conference report; be rights acts passed by Congress. Now, reg-
van:_dlum from the _ tional stockpile; agreed to. istration remains as one of the principal

s. 775 An act to a_ thorize the disposal of The motion was ,greed to.
mai;neslum from the aational stockpile; h_ndrances against participation in the

S;776. An act to a_ thortze the disposal of -- democratic pr(_ess.
abaca from the hallo _al stockpile; FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN AC*T Therefore, I submitted an amendment

s. 777. An act to a_ thorize the disposal of OF 1971 _O the bill to provide for universal regis-
sisal from the natior al stockpile; tration and to ,,dmplify the process of reg-

s. 778. An act to a_ thorlze the disposal of The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. lstering to vote in Federal elections. The
kyanlte-mullite from _he national stockpile; BI_NTSEN). Under the previous order the amendment would establish an inde-
and

S.J. Res. 105. Joint resolution authorizing Chair lays before, the Senate .S. 382, pendent agency within the Census BU-
the President to issue a proclamation deslg- which the clerk will report, rean. By using a simple post card mailed
hating 1971 as the "] 'ear of World Minority The assistant legislative clerk read as to the Census Bureau, any individual
Language Groups". follows: would be able to register to vote in Fed-

Calendar No. 223 (S. 382), a bill to p_v_mota eral elections. Using its computers, the
fair practices In the (_nduct of election ca_m- _er_lls Bureau would compile voter reg-

COAST GUARD A' [THORIZATIONS--- paigns for Federal political offices, smd :[or :istratlon lists and provide this tx} the
CONFEREN _E REPORT other purposes. _tates and local precir,_cts.

Mr. MAGNUSO_. Mr. President, ! The PRESIDING OPFICER. The ques- This reform could be a significant and
submit a report of tle committee of con- lion is on agreeing to amendment No. tmeful step in eliminating the ba_iers
ference on the diss ;reeing votes of the 308, as amended, lml_)Sed by registration against the right
two Houses on the amendments of the Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield 1_ vote.
Senate to the bill (! .R. 5208) to author- 2 minutes to the assistant majority les, d- Mr. President, in the RECOR_ of JUly
ize ;appropriations _or procurement of er on the bill. 26, 1971, I outlined the constitutional au-
vessels and aircraft and construction of _movs-co_sm_T a_N_ thority for this amendment. In light of
shore and offshore establishments for Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- the recent decisions by the Supreme
the Coast Guard, _ ._d to authorize the ident, after consulting with the distin- Court, and article I, section 4 of the
annual active duty ] ersonnel strength of gulshed manager of the bill and the _is- Constitution, I believe that Congre_ has
the Coast Guard. tingulshed Senator from Oregon (Mr, _rnple authority to act by statute in this

· I _k unanimous, onsent for the pres- PAc_wooo), I make the following tmat_t- _m_a.
entconsiderattonof ;hereport. moue-consent request: That the eight _M]. the studies that have been ad-

The PRESIDI_ [_ OFFICER. Is amendments which are to be offered by clressed to this subject have tried to find
t_ere objection to _he present consid- the Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACX- ways to Increase participation in our
eration of the report ' woo_), namely, amendments Nos. 3_tl, elections. Ail the studies that the morass

There being no o_)Jection, the Senate 375, 370, 374, 373, 353, 355, and 3',_2 be cf registration laws in the various States
proceeded to consld_;r the report, which considered in that order and that on each $_rve as a major hindrance.
reac_; as follows: amendment the time be limited to 10 I had intended to offer this proposal

CO_F_-NC_. RFa_R_ iH. Rm-r. No. 92-451) minutes, the time to be equally divided as art amendment to the pending legis-
Th_: committee of ¢onference on the dis- between the mover of the amendmexlt lation. I know that in this area, the Sena-

agreeing votes of thE, two Houses on the and the manager of the bill; t_)r from Minnesota (Mr. HUMP_mr)
amendments of the _ ,nets to the bin (H_. Ordered further that after the ro]_call hs_ a proposal which is similar in aP-
5208) to authorize a] _proprlatione for pro- vote which will occur on the first o_ the proach, but which utilizes the Internal
curement of vessels _nd aircraft and con-
structlon of shore a] td offshore establish- eight amendments, namely amendment B,evenue Service as a means for providing
ment_, for the Coast G _ard, and to authJnzo NO. 371, the time on each rollcali vote be additional registration. The Senator from
the annual active dub personnel strength of limited to 10 minutes, rather than the Hew Mexico (Mr. MOI_TOYA) has also
the Coast Guard, havl ag met, after full and usual 20 minutes, b_en extremely interested in this sub-
fi'es conference, have agreed to recommend The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there J_ct, as has the Senator from Hawaii(Mr. I_owY_.). The Senator from MiS-
s:ad do recommend to ,ihelrrespecttve Houses objection? The Chair hears no objec- sourl (Mr. EAGLETON) Was the sponsor
a.,_follows: tlon, and it is so ordered, of an amendment in this area to the

That the Senate re ede from its amend- Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Chair. draft bill, which was accepted by the_ent numbered 3.
That the House rec de from its disagree- The PRESIDING OFFICER. W'no _._nate.

n_.ent l;othe amendme_ Ltsof the Senate num- yields time? So there are a number of different pro-
bered 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7, tnd agree to the same. Mr. PASTORE. 1Mir.President, I _eld ix_ls that have come before us. Yet, we

Amendment number _d 1: whatever time the Senator from Massa.- hi,ye not had action on this type of pro-
Tha_; the House rec, de from its disagree- chusetts needs, gram.
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I have taken the opportunity to talk "(§) '.fine term 'fund' mea_ the Presiden- "itlqT_._:_XN? Or XLIOISLE CANDIDATES _O
with the chairman of the Post Office and rial E16q_'tion Campaign Fund established by PaY_zNTS
Civil Service Committee, the Senator section 306(a). "s_;. 304. (a) Subject to the provisions of

"(6) _li_e term 'major party' means, with thiztitle---
from Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE), and he with respect to any prealdertial election, a "(1) The eligible candidates of a ma]or
has indicated a strong interest in this politica:l party whose candidate for the office party in a presidential election shall be
prop(_al, as well as the others sponsored of President in the precedi ag presidential eatitied t_) payments under section 306 equal
by my colleagues. He has indicated that election received, ._s the cardtdate of such 1_ the aggregate to 10 cents multiplied by
in September he would hold hearings on party, _'5 per centum or more of the total the total number of popular votes received
these measures, number of popular' vote_ recetved by all can- lcy all candidates of a major party for the

Therefore, given that indication by dldates for such office, office of President in the preceding presi-
the Senator from Wyoming (Mr. Mc- "(?) The term 'minor pa_;y' means, with dentialelectton.

respect to any pr_ldential election, a politi- "(2) _e eligible candidates of a mi]nor
G_.z), and having consulted with the cai par_y whose candidate for the office of party in a presidential election shall be eu-
manager of the bill, I do not intend to President in the preceding pPesldential elec- titled to payments under section 306 equal
call up my amendment to this act. But tion received, as the candidate of such party, ia the aggregate to 20 cents multiplied by
I would certainly hope that the man- 10 per cerium or more but less than 25 per the number of popular votes received by
ager of the bill, who has spent such an cesium of the total number of popular votes the c4_ndtdate for President of such party, as
enormous amount of time on the entire received by all candidates roi such office, such ,mndidate, in the preceding presidential

process of electoral reform, would give "(8) _heterm ',political committee' means _lection.
any committee, a_sociatlon, or organization "(3) The eligible candidates of a political

this measure ]Ms independent study and (whether or not incorporated) which accepts party (other than a major or minor party)
judgment, Hopefully, when the matter contributions or makes expe:_ditures for the in a presidential election whose candidate
comes to the floor, as I hope it will, he purpose of influencing, or attempting to in- for President in such election receives, as
will be able to support such a measure, fiuence, the nomination or election of one .,uch candidate, 10 per centnm or more of

MI'. GRAVEL. Mr. President, I call up or more individuals to Federal, State, or local the total :number of popular votes cast for
my amendment No. 362. elective public office. 1;he office of President in sucll election si_all

Mi'. PASTORE. Mr. President, may I "(9) The term 'l;,residential election' means l_ entitled to payments under section 306
ask the Senator to repeat the number the electto_,l of presidential and vice-presl- _,,qual In the aggregate to 20 cents multiplied

dential electors, l)y t_he number of popular votes received by
of that amendment? "(10) The term 'quallfie(_ campaign ex- ,queh candidate, as such candidate in such

Mr. GRAVEL. No. 362. pense' means an expense--- ,;lection.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk "(A) incurred .ii) by the candidate of a "(4:) In addition to any amounts payable

will read the amendment, political party for the office of President to 'z) a 4mndidate under the provisions .of para°
Tile assistant legislative clerk read the further his election to such office or to fur- graph (1) or (2) of this subsection, there

amendment (No. 362) as follows: ther the election of the ca_xdidate of such '._hall be payable an additional amount to
political party for the office ot Vice President, ._ny such candidate if, in the election tn

TITLE V--PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION or both, (ii.) by the candidate o_ a political _hlch he is a candidate receiving mc_ney
CAMPAIGNS party _or the office of Vice _Tesident to fur- ander the provisions of such paragraph (re-

St,'. 501. The Presidential Election Cam- ther hf_ election to such office or to further ferr_i to hereafter in this subsection as 'this
paign Pund Act of 1966 is amended to read the election of the candidate of such political _qecti.on'), there are cast for all such e'en-
as f_Yllows: party for the office of Presi¢.ent, or both, or dldat_s (in the case of a candidate to whom

":tITLE IIX--FINANCINO OF PROFES- (ill) by an authorized committee of the can- paragraph (1) is applicable), or for .,uch
SZONAL N_ECTIONS CAMPAIONS dldat_ of a political part]' fo]' the offices candidate (in the ease of a candidate to

"sHoa_-rr_ of President and Vice President to further whora paragraph (2) is applicable) more
the election of either or both of such can- votes, t_an were cast In the preceding elec-

"S_c. 301. This title may be cited as the dldate,_ to such offices, tlon on. which the determination of the
'presidential Election Campaign Fund Act of "(B) neither the incurring nor payment of amount _o payable was based. Such _ddi-
1966_. which cormtitutes a violation of any law of tion_d e_nount shall be 10 cents multiplied

"D_FnqrrxoNa the United States or of the State in which by t_ae excess of the number of votes cast
"SEC. 302. For the purposes of this tlti.e--- such e,xpense is incurred or paid. for all such candidates (in the case of a can-
"(1) The term '_uthorized corem/Sics' An expense shall be considered as incurred dldate to whom paragraph (1) is applicable),

means, wi/ch respeCt to the eligible candi- by a candidate or an auth¢,rized committee and 20 cents multiplied by the excess of the
dates of a political party, any political corn- if it t.,t incurred by a person authorized by r. umber of votes cast for such candidate, (in
mit/cee which ls authorized in writing by such such candidate or such committee, as the the case of a candidate to whom paragraph
candidates to incur expenses to further the case may be, to incur such expense on behali (2) Is applicable) in this election over the
election of such candidates. Such authoriza- of such candldat_ or such ('omralttee. If an number of votes so cast in the preceding
tion shall be addressed to the chairman of authorized commtttee of t_e eligible eandl- election 'upon which the determtnatio:a of
such political committee, and a copy of such dates of a political party als_ incurs expenses the amount payable was based.
a_tt2torization shall be filed b.y such candl- to further the election of o:_e or more other "(b) The aggregate payments to which the
dates with the commission. Any withdrawal Individuals to Federal, Start*, or local elective eligible candidates of a political party _hall
of any authorization shall also be in writing' public office, expenses incurced by such corn- be e,ntitled under subsections (a) (2) and
and shall be addressed and filed in the same mittee which are not specifically to further (3) with respect to a presidential election
marraer as the authorizo_tion, the election of such other individual or in- shall not exceed an amount equal to the

"(2) The term 'c4_ndldate' means, with re- dividuals shall be consider_;d as incurred to aggregate payments to which the eligible
spect to any presiden_tial election, an in- further the election of such eligible candi- candidates of a major party are entitled un-
dividual who (A) has been nominated foe dates in such proportion a_ the Commission der :_ubsection (a) (1).
elections to the office of Pres/dent of the prescribes by rules or reg_ations. "(c) The eligible candidates of a political
United States or the office of Vice President "(Il) The term 'Secretarg' means the Sec- party shall be entitled to payments _nder
of the United States by a major party, or (B) retar]_ of the Treasury. subsection (a) only---
h_ qualified to have bls naxne on the elco- "(1) to defray qualified campaign ex-
lion ballot (or to have the names of electors "CONDXTIONS FI)It ]_XGX]BIL]TYFOil PAYMEIqT9 peases incurred by such eligible candidates
pledged to him on the election ballot) ss "S_c. 303. In order to be eligible to re- or t:aeir authorized committees, or
the candidate of a political party for elco- ceive any payments undex section 306, the "(2) to repay loans the proceeds of which
ttort to either such office in ten or more candidates of a political party in a pres- were _sed to defray such qualified campaign
States. Fo_ purposes of paragraphs (6) and identta1 election shall, in writing_ exl_.'n_es, or otherwise to restore funds (other
(7) of this section and purposes of sections "(I) agree to obtain and furnish to the tha_a contributions to defray qualified cam-
304(a) (1) and (2), the term 'candidate' Coramisston such evidence a_ it may re- palgn expenses received and expended by
means, with respect to any preceding l_.esl- quest of the qualified csxnpalgn expenses sue1_x candidates or such committees) used
dential eleotion, an individual who received with respect to which payment is sought, to defray such qualified campaign exl_mses.
popular votes for the office of Presiden_ in "(_I) agree to keep an¢l furnish to the

Conunission such records, books, and other 'CERTIFXCATXONBY COMMISSIONsuch election.
"(3) The 'term 'Commission' means the i_.fcrmation as ._t may req'_est, "_SEc. 305. (a) On the basis of the_ evi-"(3} agree to permit an audit and ex- deuce, hooks, records, and information fur-

Federal Elections Commission. aminatiou by the Commission under sec- nished by the eligible candidates of a polit-
"(4) The term 'eligible candidates' means lion 307 and to pay any amounts required leal party and prior to examination and audit

the candidates of a political party for Presl- to be paid under such section, and uniter section 307, the Commission _;hall
dent and Vice President of the United Sta_es "(_} agree to furnish to th,e Commission certify from time to time to the Secretary
who have met all applicable conditions/for statements of qualified cunpaign expenses for payment to such candidates under see-
eligibility to receive payments under thC/title and proposed qualified c._mpaign expenses lion 306 the payments to which such can*
set forth in section 303. required 'artier .,_ection 308. dldates are entitled under section 30t
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"(b) Certifications by the Commission un- propose to incur on or after the date cfi such "(3) In addition to the penalty provided

der subsection (a), and all determinations statement, bi, paragraph (2), any person who accepts
mac[e by him in making such certifications, The Commission shall require a statement arty rebate or illegal payment in connection
shall, except as provided in section 307, be under this subsection from the eligible can- with any qualified campaign expense shall
final and conclusive, and shall not be subject dldates of each poll_lcal party at lea,,.t once pay to the Secretary, for deposit in the gsa-
to review In any court, each week during the second, third, and _.ral fund of the Treasury, an amount equal

"pAYMENTS TOELIGIBLE CANDIDATES _Ourth weeks preceding the day of the pr_;si- to 125 per centum of the rebate or payment

"flrc. 306. (a) There is hereby est_blished dentlal election and at least twice ,during received.
on the books of the Treasury of the United the week Preceding such day. "(d) (1) It shall be unlawful for any' poli-
State_ a special fund to be known as $_he "(b) The Commission shall, as scan as '_ical committee which _ not an authorized
'Presidential Election Campaign Fund'. There possible after it receives each stateme_._t un- ,._:nunittee with respect to an eligible candi-
are iaereby authorized to be appropriated to der subsection (a), prepare a summary of date of a political party in a presidential
the :fund, out of any moneys in the Treasury such statement and publish such summary, _lection k_owingly and willfully to incur ex-
not otherwise appropriated, such sums aa together with any other data or inforraatlon ]_ndltures to further the election of such

which it deems advisable, in the Federal candidate which would constitute qualified
may be necessary to enable the Secretary Register. campaign expenses if incurred by an author-
to make payments under subsectlon (b). lzed committee of such candidate, or to

"(b) Upon receipt of a certification from "a_PORTS TO COJN'GRESS;REGITV-_TrOI_S ]sake contributions to such candidate or any
the Commission under section 305 for i_Y- "SEc. 309. (a) The Commission shall, as cfi his authorized con_nittees to be used,
men_ to .the eligible candidates of a political soon as practicable after each presid!ential ¢tir_ctly or indirectly, to defray qualified
party, the Secretary shall pay to such can- election, but not later than the first day of campaign expenses, in an' aggregate amount
didatss out of the fund the arnount certified December of the year in which such electllon ¢_xoeeding $100, unless such committee makes
by the Commission. was held, submit a full report to the Congress public, in a manner appropriate to its cam-

"(c) If, after a presidential election and setting forth-- t_aign activities under regulations prescribed
e2ter all eligible candidates have been paid "(I) the amounts certified by it under t_y the Commission, that it has not been au-
the s_nounts to which they are entitled under section 305 for payment to the eligible,, c_n- thori'.,.ed by such candidate, and that such
section 304, there are moneys remaining in didates of each political party; candidate cannot be held to assume any re-
the fund, the Secretary shall transfer the "(2) the qualified campaign experiences sponsibllity whatever for the activities of the
moneys so remaining to the general fund of (shown in such detail as the Commission committee.
the Treasury. determines necessary) incurred by such can- '"(2) Any political committee which vi0-

"]_iAMXNATIONS AND AUDITS; R]ZPA'gMENTS diddles and their autliorized committee{m; and lares paragraph (1) shall be fined not more

"S2.,c. 307. (a) After each presidential elec- "(3) the amount of payments, ff any, {ce= ths_a $5,000, and any officer or member of
tics, the Commission shall conduct a tho_- qulred from such candidates under section each committee who knowingly and willfully
ough examination and audit of the quail- 307, and the reasons for each payment consents to such violation shall be fined not
:Bed campaign expenses of the eligible can- required, more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more
,_ldates of each political party. Each report submitted pursuant to this sec- t:aan one year, or both.

"(b) (1) If the Commission determines that tics shall be printed as a Senate documertt. "Z_Ec_r_'E DA_
any ',_ortlon of the payments made to any "(b) The Commission is authorized to pre= "SEc. 311. Thh_ title shall take effect on
4mndl.dats of a political party under section scribe such rules and regulations, to co_aduct January ], 1972, except that section 309(b),
306 was in excess of the aggregate payments such examinations and audits (in additl:on to and so much of any other section as ali-
1_ wlllch such candidate was entitled under the examinations and audits required by thorizes or directs the Commission to pre-
l_ection 304, he shall so notify such candi- section 307(a)), to conduct such inve:{tiga- scribe rules and regulations, shall take effect
date, and such candidate shall pay to the lions, and to require the keeping and sub- o:_ the date of the enactment of this Act."

l_ecretary an amount equal to such portion, mission of such books, records, and informs= E]:,rMINATION O_ DESIGNATION OF INCOME TAX
"(2) If the Commission determines that tics, as it deems nec_ssary to carry out the PAY:MEETS TO PRESmEN_Y. AL ELECTION CAM-

any amount of any payment made to any functions and duties imposed on it by this
(_ldldate of a political party under section title. PAX_N _D
_06 was treed for any purpose other than-- "CRrMr_AL P_NA_ITES SEC.. 502. (a) Subchapter A of chapter 61

of the Internal Revenue Oode of 1954 is
"(A) to defray the qualified campaign ex- "SEc. 310. (a) (1) It; shall be unlawful f_r a_nended--

peases with respect to which such payment any person who receives any payment under (1) by striking out part VIH (relating to
_as raade, or section 306, or to whom any portion of any designation of income tax payments to the

"(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which payment received under such section Is tran,,_- P_esidential Election Campaign F_md); and
were used, or otherwise to restore funds ferred, knowingly and willfully to use, or (2) by striking out the-item relating to
(other than contributions to defray qualified authorize the usc of, such payment or such s_eh irart VIII in the table of p_rts of suchcampaign expenses which were received and portion for any purpose other than--

s_.Im_hapter.
.expended) which were used, to defray such "(A) to defray the qualified campaign e:_:- (b) The amendments made by subsection
qualified campaign expenses, peases with respect to which such payment
ii; sha:_l notify such candidate of the amount was made, or (s.) shall apply with respect to income taxli_bHit;y for taxable years beginning after
so us_.d, and such candidate shall pay to the "(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which December _1, 1966.
Secretary an amount equal to such amount, were used, or otherwise to restore funds

"(3) No payment shall be required from (other than contributions to defray qualified CO_PLXAN_E wrrI_ GUrOEI,INE REQnlREMRNT
any candidate of a political party under this campaign expenses which were received and SEC. 503. The _maendm. ent of the Presl=
subsection to the extent that such payment, expended) which were, used, to defray such deatial Election Campaign Fund Act of ].966
when added to other payments required from qualified campaign expenses, m;_gle by section 101 of this Act is intended
such candidate under this subsection, ex= "(2) Any person who violates paragraph to c_)mply with section 5 of the Act entitled
ceeds the amount of payments received by (1) shall be fined not more than $10,00,_1, or "An Act to restore the investment credit and
such candidate under section 306. imprisoned not more than five years, or both. the allowance of accelerated depreciation in

"(c) No notification shall be made by the "(b) (1) It shall be unlawful for any per.- th_ ca,qe of certain real property," approved
Commission under subsection (b) with re- son knowingly and willfully-- June ].3, 1967 (Public Law 90-26), and to
spect to a presidential electlon more than "(A) to furnish any false, fictitious, or provide guidelines governing the distribution
three years after the date of such election, fraudulent evidence, books, or lnformatiola of funds whic_a, become available under the

"(d) All payments received by the Secre- to the Commission under this title, or t¢, in.. Pr_!_si.dential Election Carapalgn Fund Act
tary under subsection (b) shall be deposited clude in any evidence, books, or informatiort ,of t96_.
by him in the Treasury to the credit of the so furnished any misrepresentation of a rna-. TI_._E VI--CONGRESSIONAL ELECTION
f_nd. terlal fact; or to falsify or conceal any evi- C2_MPAIGNS

dence, books, or information relevant _ a
"IlqFORMAITON ON PROPOSED EXPENSES certification by the Commission or an exam.. _qEc. 601. This title may be cited as the

"SEc. 308. (a) The eligible candidates of a lnation and audit by it under this title; o:t' "C,:mgressional Election Campaign Fund
political party in a presidential election shall, "(B) to fail to furnish to the Commission Ac_ e,f 19_1".
from time to time as the Commission may any records, books, or information reque:_ted Dm,I_mONS
require, furnish to the Commission a detailed by it for purposes of this title. ._Ec. 602. For purposes of this title---
st_tement, in such form as it may prescribe, "(2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) The term "authorized committee"
of._ (1) shall be fined not more than $10,00C,, or me_ns, with respect to the eligible candl-

"(I) the qualified campaign expenses in= imprisoned not more than five years, or b,_th, dates o_ a political party, _ny political corn=
cuffed by them and their authorized corn= "(c) (I) It shall be unlawful for any per.. mll:te_ which is authorized in writing by
mittee,_ prior to the date of such statement scoa knowingly and willfully to give or ac(_pi; such candidates to incur expensss to further
(whether or not evidence of such expenses any rebate or any illegal payment in connec., the election of such candidates. Such au-
has be,_n furnished for purposes of section tlon with any qualified campaign expe:ase, thc_h.,ation sl_all be addre_,;sed to the_chalr-
30,_), and "(2) Any person who violates paragraph, raa:a of such political committee, and a copy

"'(2) the qualified Campaign expenses (1) shall be fined not more than $10,000, or of _;uch authorization shal._ be filed by such
which _hey and their authorized committees imprisoned not more than five years, or both, candidates with the Commission. Al_y with-
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drawal of any authorization shall also be lax such candidate o! such cotmnittee. If an au- (b) The aggregate payments to which the
writing and shah be addressed and filed in thorlzed committee of the eligible candl- eligible candidates of a political party shall
the same manner as the authorization, dates of a political party also, incurs expenses be entitled under subsectlox_ (a) (2) and

(2) The terra "candidate" means, with re- to further the election of ozLe or more other (3) with respect to a congressional election
spect to any congressional election, an in- Indtvl¢luals to Federal, State, or local elee- shall not exceed an amount equal to the ag-
dividual who (A) -has been nominated for tire public omce, expenses lncuxred by such grege_te payments to which the eligible can-
election to em office of Senator or Represen- comml.ttee which are not specifically to fur* dldatea of a major party are entitled under
tatlve In, or Delegate or Resident Corn- ther the election of such other Individual o1' subs_ton (a) (1).
missioner to, the Congress of the United Individuals shall be considered as incurred (c) "_e eligible candidates o_ a poli*_lcal
States by a major party, or (B) has qualified to further the election of such eligible candl~ party shall be entitled to payments under
under the laws of a State to have his name dates In such proportion as the Commission subsection (a) only--
on the election ballot as the candidate of a prescribes :by rules or regulavlon_. (1) to defray qualified campaign expenses
political party for election to such office. (11) The term "Secretary" means the Sec- Incurred by such eligible candidates or their
For purposes of paragraphs (6) and (7) of retary of the Treasury. authorl'._ed committees, or
this section and purposes of sections 604(a) coNr,ITXO_S rea _mxorsmrr_r Foa PAV"_TS (2) to repay loans the proceeds of Which

were used to defray such qualified campaign
(1) and (2), the term "oandldate" means, Sxc. 603. In order to be eligible to receive expenses, or otherwise to restore funds
with respect to any preceding congressional any p_yments under section 606, the candi_ (other than contributions to defray qualified
election, an Individual who received votes dates of a political party i_t a congressional campaign expenses received and expended by
for the office of Senator or Representative in, election shall, in writing--
or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the (1) agree to obtain one. furnish to the such c_mdidates or such committees) used
Congress of the United States In such elec- Commission such evidence e,s he may reques_ to defray such qualified campaign expenses,
lion. CERTX]PXCATXON BY COM:M_ION

(3) The term "Commission" means the of the qualified, campaign expenses withrespect to which payment Ls sought, Ss_. 805. (a) On the basis of the evidl_me,
Federal Elections Commission. (2) agree to keep and furnish to the Com- books, records, and information furnished by

(4:) The term "eligible candidate" means
the candidate of a political pa/-ty for Sen- mission such records, boobs, and other in- the eligible candidates of a political partyformation as it may request, and prior to examination and audit under
ator or Representative In, or Delegate or
Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of (3) agree to'permit an _udlt and exami- sect_[on 607, the Commission shall certify

natima by the Commission '_nder section 607 from time to time to the Secretary for pay-
the United States who has met all the ap- and to pay any amounts re;luired to be paid ment to such candidates under section 606,
plmable conditions for eligibility to receive under such section, and the pa_ments to which such candidates are
payments under this subtitle set forth in (4) agree to :_urnish to the Commission entitled under section 604.
section 623. statements o_[ qualified campaign expenses (b) Certifications by the Commission un-

(5) The term "fund" means the Congres* and proposed qualified campaign expenses der subsection (a), and all determinations
alonal Election Campaign Fund established required under section 60ii. made by It In making such certifications,
by _ection 606(a). shall, except aa provided in section 607, be

(6) The term "major party" means, with _'_rrrLE',M_'NT OF ELXalBLI', CANDmATE8 TO _a[ and conclusive, and shall not be sub-
respect to any congressional election, apollt- PAY]MENT_ Ject to review In any court.
ical party whose candidate for the office of S_c. 604. (a) l_ubJect to the provisions of
Senator or Representative in, or Delegate or this title-- PA_r,_z_r To _._OmL_ ¢;A_Dm_mS
Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of (1) An eligible candidat_ of a major party S_c. 608. (a) (!) There is hereby establ!.shed
the United States In the preceding congres- in a congressional election shall be entitled eel the books of the Treasury of the United
slonal election received, as the candidate of to payments under section 606 equal In the Stat_ a special fund to be known as the
such party, 25 per centum or more of the aggregate to 10 cents multiplied by the total "Congressional Election Campaign Fund"
total number of votes received by all c_ ndi- number of votes received by all candidates of There are hereby authorized to be appropri-
dates for such office, a major party for the office which such candl- ated to the fund, out of any money tn the

(7) The term "minor party" means, with date seelu_ in th_ next preceding election for Tre:ssury not otherwise appropirated, such
respect to any congressional election, a polltl- such office, sunm aB may be nece_ary to enable the Sec-
cai party whose candidate for the office of (2) An eligible candidat_ of a minor par_y ret_a"y to make payments under subsection
Senator or Representative in, Or Delegate or in a congressional electio_ shall be entitled (b).
Resident Commissioner to, t"e Congress of to payments under section 606 equal In the C_) [f, after a congressional election and
the United States in the preceding congres- aggregate to 20 cents multiplied by the hum- after _11 eligible candidates have been paid
sional electio_ received, as the candidate of bet of votes received by the candidate of such the amounts to which they are entitled un-
such party, 10 per centum _r more but less party for the s_me office In the next preced- der section 204, there are moneys rematn-
than 25 per centum of the _otal number of lng congressional election, lng in the fund, the Secretary shall transfer
votes received by all candidates for such (3) An eligible candid_te of a political the moneys so remaining to the general fund
office, party (other than a majo:- or minor party) of the Treasury.

(8) The term "political committee" means in a congressional election who receives, aa (b) Upon receipt of a certification from
any committee, association, or organization such candidate, 10 per c_nttun or more of the Commission under section 605 for pay-
(whether or not incorporated) which accepts the total number of votes cast for the office me:at _o the eligible candidates of a poilltlc_l
contributions or makes expenditures for the sought by such candldat_ In such election party, the Secretary shall pay to such eandt-
purpose of lnfiuencing, or attempting to in- shall be entitled to paym_nts under section dates out of the fund the amount ce_%ified
fiuence, the nomination or election of one or 606 equal in the aggregate to 20 cents multt- by the. Commission.

more individuals to Federal, State, or local plied by the nuraber of votes received by such _X_.,_NA_ONS ANOA_orrs; R_AY_S
elective public office, candidate In such election. .C_c. 607. (a) After each congressional elec-

(9) The 'term "congressional election" (4) In addition to any amounts payable to tion, the Commission shall conduct a thor-
means an election for the office of Senator a candidate under the provisions of para- ough examination and audit of the qualified
or Representative In, or Delegate or Resident graph (1) or (2) of this subsection, there campaign expenses of the eligible candidates
Commissioner to, the Congress of the United shall! be payable an additional amount to of ,._ac_ political party.
States. any suclx candidate if, In the election In (b) [1) If the Commission determines that

(10) The-term "qualified campaign ex- whk:h he ts a candidate receiving money an,y portion of the payments made to any
pense" means an expense--- under the provisions of such paragraph (re- eligible candidate of a political party under

(A) incurred (l) by the candidate of a ferred to hereafter in th:s section as "this section 606 was In excess of the aggregate
political party for the office of Senator or election"), there are cast _or all such candi- payments to which such candidate was en-
Representative In, or Delegate or Resident dates (In the case of a candidate to whom titled under section 604, it shall so notify
Commisslon_;r to, the Congress of the United paragraph (1) is applicable), or for such such candidate, and such candidate sh_dl pay
States to further his election to such office, candidate (in the case ,)f a candidate to to the Secretary an amount equal to such
or (Ii) by an authorized committee of the whom paragraph (2) is applicable), more portion.
candidate of a political party for the office of votes than were cast in the preceding elec- (2) If the Commission determines that any
Senator or Represeutatlve In, or Delegate or lion on which the determination o'f the em_ount of any payment made to any eligible
Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of amc.unt so payable was based. Such addl- candidates-of a pontlcal party under section
the United States to further the election of tlonal amount shall be l0 cents multiplied 60d was used for any purpose other than--
such candidate to such office, by _;he excess of the number of votes cast (A) to defray the qualified campaign ex-

(B) neither the Incurring nor payment of for all such candidates (in the case of a penses with respect to which such payment
which constitutes a violation of any law of camiidate to whom para[,_ph (1) is appli- we_ made, or
the United States or of the State in which cable), and 20 _ents multiplied by the excess (B) to repay loans the proceeds of which
such expense Is Incurred or paid. of a number of votes cast for such candidate were used, or otherwise to restore fund_ (eth-
An expense shall be considered as incurred by (ln the case o:_ a candld:_te to whom para- _er than contributions to defray qusJlfied
a candidate or an authorized committee If It graph (2) is appllcable_ In this election Campaign expenses which were recelw;d and
is incurred by a person authorized by such over the number of vot.e_ so cast In the expended) which were used, to defra][ such
candidate or such committee, as the case preceding election upon which the determ[- qualified campalgnexpenses,
may be, to incur such expense on behalf of nat:ion o[ the _mount payable was based. It shall notify such candidate of the amount
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so weed, and such candidate shall pay to the were used, or othenvtse to restore funds g.nd so much of any other section as author-
/_al_;tary ail amount equal to such amount. (other than contributions to defray qusiLl- l_aes or directs the Con_niselon to prescribe

(8_ No payment shall be required from fled campaign expem_s which were re4_lved rules and regulations, shs/] tske effect on
any eligible candidate of a political party un* and expended) whtcll were llsed, to defray the date of the enactment of this Act.
der l_his subsection to the extent that such qualified campaign expenses,
p_yment, when added to other payments re- (2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) ][ViF..GRAVEL. Mr. President, I yield
quir,_d from such candidate under this sub- shall be fined not more than 810,000, or lin- zaYself as much time as necessary. I do
section, exceeds the amount of payments prisoned not more than five years, or bol;h, ll0t think the consideration of this
received by such candidate under section lb) (1) It shall be unlawful for any person !_rflelldment will take too much time.
606. knowingly and willfully-- :May I inquire of the, Chair what L$ tile

(c) No notification shall be made by the IA) to furnish any false, fictitious, or controlled time on amendments at this
Commission under subsection (b) with re- fraudulent evidence, books, or information to l.tme?
epcot to a congressional election more than the Commission under this title, or '_o lin-
three years after the date of such election, elude in any evidence, books, or informat_.on imf. PASTORE. Under the unanimous-

(d) All payments received by the Secreo so furnished any misrepresentation of a ma- Consent agreement, it is 15 minutes to the
tary under subsection (b) shall be deposited terial fact, or to faltdfy or conceal any evl- ,,fide.
by _dm in the Treasury to the credit of the dence, books, or information relevant to a The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
funcL certification by the Commission or e.n ex- I[t_)r is correct.

INroaMATION ON PROPOS".n EXPZNSES amtn_tlon and audit by it under this tllite; 'MI'. GRAVE[,. I doubt that it will take

sa_. 606. (a_ The eligible candidates of a or I_1].t[hat t/me for my presentation.
political party in a congressional election (B) to fail to furnish to the Comwiss_on The problem that this bill addresses
shall, from time to time as the Commission any records, books, or information reques'_.ed itself to is the difficulty a candidate, has
may require, furnish to it a detailed state- by It for purposes of this tltle.
ment, in such form as he may prescribe, of_ (2) Any person who violates paragraph (1) t;_Tklg to raise money. There has been

(I) the qualified campaign expenses in- shall be fined not more.than $10,000, or irn- tlome attempt _o meet this problem by
curred by them and their authorized corn- prisoned not more than five years, or bc, th. ]_roviding for tax deductions and. tax
mltl_es prior to the date of such statement (c) (1) It shall be unlawful for any leer:ton t',redits.
(whether or not evidence of such expenses knowingly and willfully to. give or accept l_rom my experience in campaigns, an d
has been furn!_-bed for purposes of section any rebate or any illel_al payment in connec- :[ am sure many others will give testi-
605), and tion with any qualified campaign expe]ase, ln,vny to it, thE; very simple fact is that

(_;) the qualified campaign expenses which (2) Any person who violates pa_graph _he way :_o raise money is not, by' axld
they and their authorized committees pro- (1) shall be fined :not more than $10,000, '.large, from the general public. I have
po_ to incur on or after the date of such or imprisoned not more than five years, or :involved myself more than once in astatement, both.

The Commission shall require a statement (8) In addition to the penalty previewed by ,_arnpaJgrl where we would advertise for
under this subsection from the eligible can- paragraph (2), any person who accepts e,ny _,'ople to send in doIlar contributions.
did_tes of each political party at least once rebate or illegal payment In connection with I'he Democratic Party has had "DOllars
esch week during the second, third, and any qualified campaign expense shall pay to for Democrats." I am sure the Republican
fotu_h weeks preceding the day of the con- the Secretary, for deposit in the general Pl_.rty has had the same, the purpose be-
gressional election and at least twice during fund of the Treasm_y, au amount equal to lng to raise money from a broad spectrum
the week preceding such day. 125 per centum of the rebate or ps.yment 0f people, My experience has been that

(b) The Commission shall, as soon as pos- received.
eible after it receives each statement under (d) (1) It shall be unlawful for a_y po- one spends more money than he gets
subl_ctlon (a), (1) prepare a summary lttlcal committee which is not an authorized blulk in these efforts.
of such statement and (2) publish such sum- committee with respect to an' eligible Cai1- The benefit of a broad financial base
mary, together with any other data or didate of a political party in a congresslc,nal for a candidate or a person holding office
information which it deems advisable, in election knowingly and willfully to incur ex- iS obvious, because he would have greater
the Federal Register. penditures to further the election of e't_ch con(lern with the public good. How can

REPORTS TO CONORiISS; REGULATIONS candidate which would constitute q_zallfied _e arrive at that objective? It /s hoped
campaign expenses If incurred by an author- that tax deductions and tax credits would

S:rc. 209. (a) The Commt_-qion shall, as ized committee of such candidate, or $_)make result in that goal, but I doubt that that
soo]_ as practicable after each congressional contributions to such candidate or _any of
election, submit a full report to the Con- his authorized committees to be used, dl- is the ca._e. I doubt that it will result in
gre_ setting forth--- rectly or indirectly, to defray qualified cs,m- g_:eater contributions from the general

(1) the amounts certified by it under sec- palgn expenses, in an aggregate azno_nt public into the campaigns. So we wfil
tlor_ 605 for payment to the eligible candi- exceeding $100 unle.'_ such committee :m_kes fi_ad that, ba_;ically, the money comes
dat_ of each political party; public, In a manner appropriate to Its cam- from the fat cats, those willing to put up

('2) the qualified campaign expenses palgn activities under regulations prescrll,_ed large sums. Those are the realities df the
(shown in such detail as the Commission by the Commission, that it has not been situation.
dsta}rmlnes necessary) Incurred by such can- authorized by such candidate, and that such I-Iow can we try to circumvent that
didates and their authorized committees; candidate cannot be held to assume any problem of human nature? There is only
and. responsibility what_ver for the activities of

(3) the amount of payments, if any, re- the committee, one way to do it, and that way is the one
qulred from such candidates under section (2) Any political committee which vic- my amendment proposes. In my view,
20?, and the reasons for each · payment lates paragraph (1) shall be fined not n_.ore Federal subsidies are the most direct way
required, than $5,000, and slay omcer or membe]: of o][ solving the financial problems involved
Each report submitted pursuant to this sec- such committee who knowingly and _i11- iii aU Federal elections.

tlon shall be printed as a Senate document, fully consents to such violation shall be The anlerldment I have proposed would
('5) The commission ie authorized to pre- fined not more than $5,000, or Imprisoned create, by direct appropriations, sub-

acrlbe such rules and regulations, to conduct not more than one year or both.
such examinations and audits (in additlon sidles for both presidential and con-
to the examinations and audits required _VLXCaTIOI_ O_ S_Sr-_SWS _xMrm_o gre,'_sional election campaigns. Candi-
by section 207(a)), to conduct such inves- C_U_XON _,_S dates of major part;ie_ would be paid
tigations, and to require the keeping and SEc. 611. The incurring of qualified c f_m- from the funds 10-cents times the hum-
submission of such books, records, and in- palgn expevses by an eligible candidate and ber of votes r,_eived by all ma_or party
fo_ation, as it deems necessary to carry his authorized committee In a congressional candidates for the office in question dur-
out the functions and duties imposed on election In a State in an aggregate s_mount tng the preceding election. Minor party
it by this title, not exceeding the aggregate paymentf_ to candidates would receive payments at the

cazMm_ VZNa_,TmS which an eligible candidate of a major party l_),te of 20 cents multiplied by the nlunber
Szc. 210. (a)(1) It shall be unlawful for tn such election is entitled under eectlon

any person who receives any payment under e04(a) (1) shall not constitute a vtolal;ion Of votes for the candidate of their party
sec_;ion 206, or to whom any portion of any of any State law which prescribes :_ l'.Lmit for the office in question during the pre-
payment received under such section is trane- on the amount by or on behalf of a candidate ceding _lection.
fexn'ed, knowingly and willfully to use, or au- for an office of Senator or Representative In, This amount would then be increased
thc,rize the use of, such payment or such or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the ag the 10 cents or 20 cents per vote rate
portion for any purpose other than--- Congress of.the Unitd States in such election,, for any additional votes received '/n the

(A) to defray the qualified campaign ex-
pe_es with respect to which such payment rar_(_rv= DAT_ CUl_rent election. New parties would be
wa_ made. or S_c. 612. This title shall take effect on. paid 20 cents Per vote entirely on their

lB) to repay loans the proceeds of which January I, 19'/2, except that section t09(b), showing in the current election.
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Based on the vote In 1968, I calculate political processes and buihl respect for rest c,n that, and I can assure my col-
that, were tJae legislation I am proposing our political institutions than to enact league ghat if my persuasive force l:v
enacted, the Democratic and Republican this amendment to provifie public financ- Mr. PASTORE. No more of that trib-
presidential and vice presidential candi- lng of all Federal electlcn c_unpaigns, ute,. Just stop when you are ahead.
dates in 19'12 would each be paid from For those who might think that this is Mr. GRAVEL. I withdraw the amend-
the fund approximately $6.3 million, somet}xing new, I might add that this ment at this time, and will not press my

It is easily seen that this will not pay was a suggestion seriotsly proposed by luck, but I want to put the Senate on
for the costs of presidential campaigns, The_)dore Roo:_evelt in _907. It was also notice that I shall be pleased to press my
but it does build a floor upon which a the prOquct of an elec';ton commission luck at some later time, and even go over
person can develop responsibility to the that came forward with this recommen- the hill on this issue, because I do feel
general public, to the broad constituency dation in 1938. And, of ,_urse, Congress very strongly about it.
of the Nation, rather than to persons in 1966 passed a bill to provide a similar Mr. PASTORE. I yield 5 minutes on
who donate to his own campaign, method of financing directly from the the bill to the Senator from Indiana.

Similarly, the American Independent Federal Treasury with the checkoff
Party--which was the party of George meth,>d, which, howeveL v_ never ia-
Wallace in 1968, and which is a minor plem. entE._t. ]_L_U.iL RIGHTS FOR MEN AB[D
party_based on the showing of its 1968 I would hol_; that the m_aager of the WOh EN
presidential candidate, would receive in bfil might consider accepting this Mr. BAYH. Mr. P:'esident, I send. to
1972 $1.9 million, amendment. I think it goes to a much the desk a joint reso] ution, on behalf of

No payments from the presidential broader question that '_ou_id obviously myself, the Senator f:'om Kentucky (Mr.
election campaign fund would be made have to be decided upon by the Senate it_ CO(bE), the Senator from Florida ([Mr.
in 19_2 to such groups as the Socialist self. At this time, I yield the floor. GUnNY,Y), and the _enator from Call-
Labor Party, the Peace and Freedom Mr. P_KSTOP_E. Mr. President, I can- fornia (Mr. TUNNEY)
Party, the Communist Party, or the Pro- not say, i[n full honesty, :;hat there is not _ITxe PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
hibition Party. _me merit for consideratio_ in this leg- BE_[TS:EN). IS the Sen _tor asking fol' the

]?inally, based on the 1968 returns, islatJon, and certainly at some time or immediate consideration of the joint
senatorial candidates of the Democratic other ,Congres,_ will ha_e to study this resolution?
and Republican Parties in 34 States-- problem in depth. This :_ not the place Mr. BAYH. NO; I am asking that :it; be
this would be all the Democratic Sen- for it today, and I thi:ak the Senator read.
ators who ran for offiqe in 1968_would from Alaska wfil concede that. The PRESIDING CFFICER. The Joint
have had appropriated from the Treas- This is a matter that has been talked resolution will be stat sd.
ury $10 million, about by various Members of Congress, The legislative clerl proceeded to :read

_q_e rough figure--and this is merely partlc_dariy Senators. It is a matter that the Joint resolution.
a very rough figure--for all the candi- will be studied as I understand it, in Mr. BAYH. I ask _nanimous consent
dates running for Federal office in that depth; and I hope the Senator will with- thai; [he joint resolu tion be considered
year would _rnount to an appropriation draw his amendment, rather than com-. as having been read.
of about $69 million. This, of course, is pel rae to move to lay :ri on the table, The PRESIDING ()FFI'CER. Without
a very small sum compared with the and _hereby tarnish wi_Ltever influence objection, it is so orcered.
amounts spent as a result of the de- or effect :it might have. I do not want to The joint resolutio: reads as follows:
cisions made by people who are elected do aclything to hurt the integrity of the Pro_oslng an amendmez to the Constitution
to public office. Senator's amendment, a_d I hope he will of the United Stat_ relative to equal

This approach to campaign financing withdraw it. rights for men and w _en
will bring an end to the present method Mr. ¢.%RAVEL. Mr. PrEside.nt, I would Resozve_ by the se cate and House o!
of financing through either personal be vc:_lling to _ithdraw ihe amendment _epvesentatives o Itke U _ite¢[States o! A'_n.er-
fortunes or from massive contributions at this time, if I might add this: I have ica in Congress asse_ )leg (two-thirds of
from one or another special interest not 2_en successful, up to t_ds point, in each House coneurrlng therein), That _hefollowing article is pro _osed as an amend-
group. Securing this in-depth stcdF to which the ment to the Constitu ;ion of the United

Although these public subsidies would Senalx)r refers. Will the l_enator add his States, which shall be valid to all intents
not eliminate spending differences voice to my voice in callir_g for a hearing and purposes as part of tl_e Constitution
among candidates, they would make the on this type of proposal, or a study in when ratlfied by the l_gislatures of tr_ee-
differences ].ess critical by providing depth? With that assurance, I would be four'_hs of the several iStates within seven
floors sufficient to make every election a prepared to withdraw the amendment, years from the date of is submission by the
real contest, because I think the Sena _r's considera-. Congress::

Campaigns should be financed in a way ble imquence, c_mbined with my lesser "sge_.mN 1. Equality of rights under the
that will build support for our political influence, might; help bring it about, law shall not be denle( or abridged by the
institutions and respect for the political Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, does the United States or by an: ltate on account of
process. This obviously is not the case at Senator from Alaska withdraw his sex.
present, amendment? "Sec. 2. The Congress roll have the power

One of the most serious consequences Mr. (}RAVEL. I assume I do not have to en_force, by approp] ate legislation, the
of the present pattern of campaign fund- the full influence of the Senator from provi_slom_ of this articl_
lng is the loss to the American public of l_hod_ Island in pressk_g toward this "s:¢c. 3. This arnendm _nt shall take effect
marly talented men and women who are goal? two years after the dat of ratificationY'
repelled from seeking public office since Mr. PASTORE. The Senator from 1V_:.BAYH. I ask _ _animous con,_,ent
they are unprepared to go through the Rhode Island has learned a long time t.hat the joint resolu ion be considered
demeaning exercise of raising campaign ago that it is folly to prom[se today some- _s read the second tirr _.
funds as a preliminary to entering public thing you. may be called upon to per- The PRESIDING CFFICER. Is there
offices, form a year from today. So !et us cross objection?

The ideal campaign finance system is that bridge when we come to it. M:a HRUSKA. Mr. 'resident, a panHa-
one based on relatively small voluntary Mr. GRAVEL. May I, then, inquire of mentary inquiry.
contributions from large numbers of citi- my colleague from Rhode ]21and how The PRESIDING PFICER. The Sen-
zens. The most effective way to achieve would he suggest that I get a hearing on _tor will state it.
this is to have every taxpaying citizen this proposal? I have introduced legisla-. M_'. ItRUSKA. Wh_ t is 'the request of
contribute a few cents a year--it would tion, and it has gone to the committee,. _he Senator from IndJ ma _th reference
require less than 50 cents per person-- but n,_thing hm_ happened. 30 the bill?
toward financing elections. Mr. PASTOR_E. By going to the corn- The P_ESIDING , )FFICER. It is a

Honest and. informative election cam* mittee that has jurisdiction and using ::oint resolution whicl the Senator from
paigns are the linchpin of American all the persuasive force a_;the command 2ndi_ma has just intr( duced. His request
representative government. There are of my colleagues from Alaska, of which :s that it be consider, d as read the sec-
few things which Congress could do that he has an abundance. ,)nd :time.
would more effectively strengthen our Mr. GRAVEL. Well, Mr. President, I M_'. :/_tUSKA. Wo_ild that mean jxa-
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I commend this eport to the thought- and everything else that the bill rEqlrtres on this_ I would ask tmanimous consent,

ful attention of th. Congress. up until 2 days prior to the day he' must so that we can. avoid that, for a quorum
RICHARDNIXON. file his report, which is 5 days aheaq of call on every cme of my amendments. I

_I_r WHx_E Ho_ m, August 5, 1971. the election. That is the gist of _he would ask unanimous consent for the
amendment and ]Z have no other corn- yeas and nays on the amendments I am
merits on it. going to offer.

EXECUTIVE MF_J SAGES REFERRED Mr. CANNON. ii am opposed t;o I;he Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
As in executive _ession, the Presiding amendment. It is completely unreaUstlc, ldent, I would have to object to that re-

Officer (Mr. McI_ :YRE) laid before the Here is the type of situation we would quest because the Constitution requires
Senate messages f :om the President of get into. The proposal in the bill would a fifth of the Senators present to second
the United State submitting sundry require filing 5 days before election. That the request. I think this would be a bad
nominations, whic] were referred to the was done for a purpose; namely, so that precedent, to _ask _or the yeas and nays
appropriate commi ;tees. the opponents and the general public by tmanhnous consent. I see that we have

(The nominatio_ received today are can be notified as to what a person has enough Senators in the Chamber now.
printed at the eh, of Senate proceed- received in contributions and what he Mr. PACKWOOD. lYlr. President, I ask
ings.) hasspent.

Suppose we live in Tex as or California for the yeas and nays.The yeas and nays were ordered.
or some other distant place and we file 5 The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

MESSAGE FR )M THE HOUSE days before and we send it by mail. TI.mt 1V£CINTrRE). The question is on agreeing
A message from the House of Repro- means it will not get to the election tx, the motion of the Senator from Rhode

sentatives, by Mr.: _erry, one of its read- commission, probably, until 3 day_; later. I_;land to table amendment No. 371 of the
lng clerks, anno_r :ed that the House So if we reduce that time to 2 days, we Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD).
had agreed to th_ amendment of the are really preventing the public, which On this question the yeas and nays
Senate to the bill (H.R. 4263) to add has a right to know about it, wtmt was have been ordered, and the clerk will call
California-grown I caches as a commod- in the report, because it will haw_ to be the roll.
ity eligible for an' form of promotion, received, be available for inspection, then The legislative clerk called the roll.
inctuding paid adv ,rtising, under a mar- copied and pub',Licized, which would Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an-
keting order, probably be the day after the electio:a is nounce that the Senator from Georgia

_._e message ais_ announced that the held. (].VI]-. GAMBRELL), the Senator from Okla-
House had passed _ bill (H.R. 6915) to That is the good reason why we ,de- homa (Mr. HAuRIs), the Senator from
amend the tobacco narketing quota pro- ctded on a 5-day period. In addition, we Washington (Mr. M,_GNUSON), and the
visions of the Ag_ cultural Adjustment have given the commission authority to Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WXL-
Act of 1938, as am_ nded, in which it re- adjust that by rules. The commissi,_n _I1 L:_MS) are necessarily absent.
quested the conctr fence of the Senate, oversee the matter and if it deterwJ:nes I further announce that the Senator

that a reporting can be made later, cer- from Indiana (Mr. H_,RTKE)and the Sen-
tainly they will require a later dal_. ator from Illinois (Mr. STEVENSOI_')are

HOUSE BII_ REFERRED Therefore, I aln adamantly ol._posed absent on official business.
q. he bill (H.R. 6q15) to amend the to- to the pending amendment. ! further announce that, if present and

baeco marketing q_ota provisions of the Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President,, in wDting, the Senator from Illinois (Mr.
Ag_.qcultural Adjuslment Act of 1938, as rebuttal, let me say that this is not that STEVENSON) would w)te "yea."
amended, was read[twice by its title and complicated an amendment, t_nyone Mr. _RIFFIN. I announce that the
referred to the Cc_mnittee on Agricul- who wants to make a reporting, :ff they Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON) 1S
ture and ForestrY. I want to make sure it gets in on tiime, necessarily absent.

I will do so by special delivery--airmail, _e Senator from l.qllnois (Mr. PERCY)
or even deliver it in person so that they is absent on official business.

_'EDERAL ET,ECTION CAMPAIGN will not run the risk of the report com-. _e Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
ACT OF 1971 Lng in late, not being received, on tiime, MUm)T) is absent because of illness.

':the Senate continued with the consid- or taking whatew;r chance he may have The Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
eratlon of the bfil--S. 382--to promote on not having fiIc_l at all. BROCk(), the Senator from Arizona (Mr.
fair practices in the conduct of election The pending amendment tries to get (]_3LDWATER), the Senator from Vermont
campaigns for Federal political offices, as close to the election day as l_Ss:ible. (Mr. PROUTY), the Senator from Texas
and for other purposes. Anyone looking for a postelection or a (Mr. TOWEa), and the Senator from

_.['ne PRESIDING OFFICER. Who preelection repmq; knows that the bulk Co_mecticut (Mr. Wr._CKE_) are detained
yields time? of the money corses in after. So that I on official business.

A_END_/[ENTNO. 8'fl want to get as close as possible to the If present and voting, the Senator from
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I call election day and still not glut all the Illinois (Mr. PERCY) and the Senatormoney slipping :'nto the campaign 10 from Texas (Mr. TowEa) would each

up my amendment No. 371.
2cae PRESIDING OFFICER. The days before elect_ion, vote "yea."

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Presiden_, how Also, the Senator from Wyoming (l_r.
mmendment will be stated, much time remains to me? _LuqsEN), the Senator from New York

:the legislative clerk read as follows: The PRESIDING OFFICER (iV[r. ].Vic.- (Mr. Jaw,s), and the Senator from Ohio
On page 25, line 8, strike "five days" and INTYRE). Each side has 3 minutes re.- (Mr. TAFT) are detained on official busi-

insert in lieu thereof "two days", maining, ness.
]YIr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, in Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I. move The result was manounced--yeas _3,

some of the amendments I am going to to table the amendment of the Senator nays 10, as fo_tlows:
offer under the controlled time agree- from Gregon.
merit, I am trying to fashion in this bill Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr, President, I ask [No. 197 Leg.]
something similar to what we have had for the yeas and nays. YEAS--73
in Oregon for decades on reporting. The There was not a sufficient seeo:_d. Aiken Cannon HartAllen Chiles Hatfield
present bill provides for preelection re- Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, did Anott Church Hollings
porting and that report must be filed 5 we have a unanimous-consent agree- Anderson Cook Hruska
days before the election, and there is an ment for voting just on passage, or on _r_aker Cotton Hughes

Bayh Cranston Humphrey
additional 5 days before that, which is tabling? Beau Dominlcl_ Inouye
the period when the books are closed. In The PRESIDING OFFICER (l_[r. 'Mc- Bellmen '._.agleton Jackson
es,sence, it is 10 days before the election INTYRE). The P_rllamentarian advises Bennett _gastland Jordan, N.C.

BentseL ;FAlender Jordan, _daho
when the books finally are closed. This the Chair that the unanimous-con:sent Bible Ervln K_nnedy
amendment would remove the first 5- agreement was o's time on amendments Boggs ;Pannin Long
day period and substitute 2 days. So that and not on time on the yeas and rxa.vs. Buckley lPong Mansfield
a person would be required to report prior Mr. PACKWOOD. I thought we h_d Burdlck :b-kllbrig_b_t Lfi_thiasByrd, Va. q_ravel McClellan
to election all his receipts, expenditures, included the yeas and nays for voting Byxd, W. Va. Gurney McGee
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McGovern :Pea Spong I wc,uld go along with this maderstand- Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I thank _Che
McIntyre Proxmire Stennls JJag on these amendments, but I hope if distingtfished majority leader. We haveMiller Randolph Stevens
Mondale Ribicoff Symington we are going to change the time allowed l!ound tl_t we have been most courte0_$s-
Montoya Roth Talmadge for voting in the future, we do it on pref- ly and considerately and fairly treated
Moss Saxbe Thurmond erably a day's notice. I anl not referring and appreciated, and, as far as the lead-Muskte Scott Tunney
Nelson Smith to today or tomorrow, or whatever we do crship on both sides is concerned, I am
Pastore Sparkman today or tomorrow, because things may :;ure we are doing everything we can to

NAYS--10 happen suddenly and unexpectedly, expedite these matters. I think what 12_e
Brooke Dole Schwelker When we come back, it would be better majority leader has _ald would cover the
case Griffin Young if we were to give the _,enate a day's concern expressed by the distinguished
cooper Metcalf notice i:[ we are going to clhange the _qenator from Washington (Mr. MaGma-
Curtis Packwood length of time for voting on roUcaBs. _;oN) last :night, for example.

NOT VOTING--17 Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Pre:;ident, will the I would like to clarify two matters on
Brock Javlts Stevenson Senator yield? t_rocedure: First, ! assume the 5-minuteGambrell Magnuson Taft
Goldwater Mundt Tower Mr. MANSFIELD. Iyiel& warning will now occur at the end of the
Hansen Pearson Weicker Mr. PASTORE. Mr. PreMdent, so that l[rst _ minutes on these particular votes.
Harris Percy Williams the record may be clear, I realize the Mr. MANSFIELD. That is correct.
Hartke Prouty need for the leadership t_ be advised. Mr. SCOTT. Second, I would like to

So the motion to lay on the table was Mr. SCOTT. I have no objection to l_aow whether, after the votes on the
agreed to. that. I'ackwood amendments, we revert to the

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will Mr. PASTORF,. But we had agreed _:0-minute system for votes, rather than
the Senator yield to me for 2 minutes on that the first amendment would go ac- 10 miaautes.
the bill? cording to the rule, and, then, we would Mr. MANSFIELD. Twenty minutes,

Mr. PASTOIZE. Mr. President, I yield make an announcement at that time. t_aless tlhere is unanimous consent.
to the Senator whatever time he re- There was no desire here to take away Mr. SCOTT. Unless there is unanimous
quires, the right of anyone to be advised, consent, but Senators should be alerted

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ! realize now that it is i_nportant that that, because of the press of business,
Senator from Montana is recognized, the step.,; which have been suggested be there may again be some unanimous-

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the foLlowod, consent requests, after the majority and
distinguished minority leader and I have Mr. SCOTT. Ii is all right. I am never ninority leadership have been alerted,
had a conference about the time limits- more than 100 feet away from the Cham- taday or tomorrow, again to shorten the
tiou which has been agreed to. It is our ber and I am aware that crises follow rollcail system. But we do revert to 20
understanding that on the next six or crises, rfinu'tes after the votes on the Packwood
seven Packwood amendments an agree- I think it may be a good way to do it amendments?
ment has been reached, to exp,._lite matters if we ate to finish Mr MANSFIELD. That is correct.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- tomorrow. I yield to the distinguished deputy ma-
ident, may we have order in the Sen- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I am jority leader.
ate? This is a very important matter, in accord with what the Senator from Mr BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Rhode Island said. ! wisl_ to point out dent, may I say to the majority and nfl-
Senate will be in order, that there was the usual 20-m'mute time rority leaders that I will take the blame,

Mr. MANSFIELD. An agreement has limitation :for the first amendment and tJ_I may use that word, for this unani-
been reached whereby each amendment from now on, after that, on the re- mous-consent request having been ob-
will be considered for not to exceed 10 mainder of the l?ackwood amendments, tained without its first having been
minutes, with the usual division o,' time; there will be 10 minutes, so the Sen- clearod with the minority leader. When
and the Senate also has been notified ate will be on notice. I am on the floor representing the ma-
that very likely there will be a rollcall I tbcmk the telephone circuits have jority leader, I automatically clear mat-
vote on each amendment, been busy notifying all Selmtors to that t_rs with the minority leader or the as-

At the request of my distinguished effect, slztant minority leader. In this instance,
colleague, the minority leader, we felt As long as we ]save such good attend- through an inadvertence on my part,, I
that the Senate should receive more ance I wish to point out that in addition ci_eared it with the distinguished Sen-
notification than it has and it is for this to this we have pending thE_ so-called ed- ator from Oregon (Mr. PAC_tWOOr). T. he
purpose that we ask at this time to ex- ucation biB., we have the rDisaster Relief distinguished senior Senator from Ken-
plain the situation which has developed Act, wlhich we will take ap tonight if tucky asked me if it had been cleared
and to assure the Senate that what the we haw_ to ,,;lay in session until 12o'clock, _ith the Senator from Oregon. I tc_ld
acting majority leader did he did in good and we have some other prapo_ais which him it had. I overlooked clearing this
faith and not for the purpose of circum- will be taken up, hopefully, without too _ith the minority leader. I want the Se:a-
venting any action. Unfortunately we much qifllculty, ate to know it was an inadvertence and
forgot to confer with the distinguished In addition, tomorrow, if we do not that I will be more careful in the futu]_..
minority leader before the request was compleLe all of these legislative issues Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, the minor-
ma. de. today, and I do not think _e will, we will iiy leader wants to make it clear it is sure

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, if the dis- have tiae conference report on Labor- there was no offense intended. There is
tinguished majority leader will yield, HEW, a continuing resolut:ion on appro- no objection on my part to what we are
! fully understand that, and I have no priations, the $1 billion appropriation for dMng, I am solely anxious that all Se:a-
objection to that procedure in the next public works, I believe, qThere will be a_ors are advised, because if Senators are
tc the last day before the recess, other (_nference reports; perhaps the caught short by changing-the agreement

Unfortunately, we do not have in the Selective Service Act conference report, o:: the rules because of the fact that sorae
Senate special provisions that they have So we iha ve a very busy schedule, and o:' them may necessarily be downtown, I
in the other body which are usually in- whi!e I am delighted that we are going aaa sure they are not going to blame the
yoked near the end of a session, such as to recess at the conclusion of business Senators who made the unanimous-con-.
the two-thirds rule. We over here rather tomorrow, because I know every other sent request; they are going to ask the
need some way of expediting business, as Member of the Senate is jtu.t as tired as I majority and minority leaders, "What
we will need just before Christmas, per- am, it is like facing the final 2 weeks of h_ppened?" So we want to know always
haps, or a little earlier, near the end of the session. When things pile up, we must so that Senators may be advised. I as.-
the session. We do not h/zve it. But this do the best we ca:a. sxtre the Senator from West Virginia that
is sort of a temporary rule of prag- I mu:st express, on behaii of my col- I had no personal concern about it.
matism, as I understand it. leagues and mys_lf, my sincere thanks Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I thank

The reason I asked for the opportunity to the distinguished RepuMican leader the Senator.
to discuss it is that it happened under and his colleagues for the understand- Mr. M_ISFIELD. I want to thank the
such short notice that some Senators Lng, help, a/ad cooperatior which they Senator from Oregon for being so co.-
may be downtown or we may not have have shown not only on thi,,_occasion but operative.
an opportunity for them to be alerted, ail during the session. IVir. SCOTT. So do I.
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Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presl- first working day after the report, was considered in executive session. We are

dent, I ask unanimous consent that it be made known. In other words, OrL the near enough to a final vote that I do
in order to order the yeas and nays on Monday before the election that infor- riot think the Senator :isforced to accept
the remaining Packwood amendments at malign would be publicly available, an amendment that he thinks ought not
this time. So if the Senator would be willl:ng to to be, in the bill, and I hope he will not.

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I object, modify his amendment to "forty-eigic. tt" 1Vlr.CANNON. I can assure the Senator
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. This will instead of "twenty--four" hours, I would that there will be a lot of tabling motions

_save time. accept it. this afternoon, because we do not in-
Mr. CANNON. We may be able to ac- Mr. PACKWOOE). I accept that modi- tend to load the bill down with a lot of

cept some of these amendments, and I do fication. Idt-picking amendments that we do not
:not want to go through the process of Mr. LON G. Mr. President, I regret that t tllmk are desirable.
vitiating the yeas and nays. the Senator is accepting the amendme_clt, l._'. PASTORE. Mr. President, if the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection I am going to vote against it. I feel that, ,¢_enator will modify his amendment to
is heard, at a minimum, it is easy enough for any- read "48 hours" I am willing to accept it.

AMENDMENTNO. 3'/5 body to avoid reporting if a person Mr. PACKWOOD. I so modify the
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I call wanted to avoid it. All he had to do wotfld i_mendment.

up my amendment No. 375. be to break the contributions down into Mr. PASTORE. I yield back the re-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The smaller amounts and claim that his chi1- mainder of my time.

amendment will be read. dren had contributed parts of it, _ well :Mr.. PACKWOOD. I yield back the re-
The legislative clerk read the amend- as himself, so that it would come below lnainder of my time.

ment (No. 375) as follows: the $5,000 limit for any one. So it would The PRESIDING OiPPICER (Mr. Mc-
On page 25, line 9, before the period insert be easy to break the contributions do'_rn I_NTYRE). All remaining time having been

the following: "except that any contribution arid get around the requirement, any- ,yielded back, the question is on agreeing
of $5,000 or more received after the last re- way. It seems to the Senator from Louisi- lo tile amendment of the Senator (Mr.
port is filed prior to the election, shall be re- alia that might cre:ate problems in tryi:ng PAClCWOOD),as modified.
ported within twenty-four hours after its to get these reports when the bill, I be- The amendment was agreed to.
receipt." lieve, has been very carefully drafted the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, un- way it is now. l,s open to further amendment.
der the bill as it is written, the last pre- Mr. CANNON. I WIU say to the Senator A1M[ENDMENTNO. 3'70
election report is filed on the Thursday that the last report required under the Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I call
before the Tuesday election. There is a bill is 5 days befor,e the election. That is 'Jlp my amendment No. 374.
5-day hiatus between the last report and a detailed report. All that would be re- The PRESIDING OI._-_PICER.Under the
the election, quired here would be to report any con, 'ananimous-consent agreement, the next

I would again call the attention of tributions that came in after the last re- l_mendment to be cor_sidered is amend-
Senators to the fact that, as provided, in port 5 days before the election, and those :ment No. 370.
the bill, that is done as a preelection re- contributions would have to be reported Mr. PACKWOOD. No. 370.
port in an election reporting procedure, within 48 hours, and it would relate Girly The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
They will find the money reported as to contributions of $5,000 or more. That l,_enator ask unanimous consent to call
spent in the campaign in a report filed comes 3 days after the last repo_ was up amendment No. 374?
10 to 15 days after election is almost made, so there is no difficulty there. Mr. PACKWOOD. I am sorry; take 370
double what had been filed as having been I think if pepole are going to try to :ra;xt.
spent in the preelection report. This avoid this requirement by making $1,000 The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment is designe d to avoid that sit- contributions, their will be picked up in amendment will be stated.
uation, the other reporting system; but it is true The assistant legislative'clerk read as

The Committee for Good Government that it would not be picked up plior to follows:
spends $100,000 to $150,000, and it is in the election. On 'page 35, line 3, strike "the second day
the report. It simply reports at that level. Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. Presid,_r. tt, I following".
Then on the Saturday before the election would agree with the Senator from ]_Ie-
it slips $100,000 or $150,00 into a sen- vada. There is nothing we can do about Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, this
atorial or presidential campaign, per- people who break up the contributions amendment is a simple amendment. At
fectly legally, and the money is never into less than $5,000. We are merelLy try- the moment, the bill requires that, in
reported until after the election. So the lng to take care of this other situation, addition to the report that is filed in
voters have been given an illusory re- Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, a_._ a Washington, reports itn all Federal cam-
port as to what the campaign is costing, practical proposition, everything re- paigns are to be filed with the clerk of

My amendment takes care of that sit- quired under the 5-day reporting dead- tile district court in the district where
uation by providing that any contribu- line, insofar as it can be, is reported be- the contest is. The bill requires that they
lion of $5,000 or more received after the fore the election, will be filed on Thursday before the elec-
report filed the last Thursday before the Of course, after the election you ho.ye lion. The law further requires that the
election will be reported within 24 hours to make another report as well. What we district clerk shall make these reports
after its receipt to the voters, so the are trying to do is avoid a deliberate available for inspection no later than
voters have some idea of how much dumping here; that is about all. I do :not the second day following, and the second
money is being spent in the campaign think that practice is very much indulged day would be Friday_ The law says that
3 or 4 days before the election--and put in. Any candidate who runs for a very they shall be made available during reg-
in to the campaign at that time, I may important office, like a Federal office, ular business hours. That means that If
add, in most cases, to avoid the report usually the money is in long before the the clerk chooses, he may not make the
being made which has to be filled in the 5-day filing period. It is the deliberate act report available until 5 o'clock on Friday,
last preelection report, of dumping at the last moment that and then say, as his office is closing at

5 o'clock, under regular business hours,
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, there is presents the problem, and that is alt this ii; will take so long to read that no one

much merit in the objective the Senator is intendedto cover, will have a chance to look at the re-
is trying to achieve. However, as aprac- Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the port until Monday, the day before the
tical matter, I think it is quite impossible Senator yield further? election.
for committees--and these are in the Mr. PASTORE. I yield. That means that for all practical pur-
main committees--to actually accom-
plish a report within 24 hours. The ad- Mr. LONG. As one who worked _rith poses, very little of the news media will
ministrative process is rather difficult, the Senator and supported his bill in the play the news; it will miss all the morn-

I would be willing to accept the amend- committee, I would hope, in the final ing newspapers, and it will not be played
merit if the Senator would modify his stages of consideration, that we will not rmtil the day of the election.
amendment to provide for a period of 48 permit the bill to be loaded down with a This is not a burden on the Federal
hours rather than 24 hours. That would bunch of things that the committee Rid dListrict court clerk. At the most, under
be reasonable, and it would still mean the not see fit to agree to, or the comnli:t, tee normal circunmtances, the clerk will have
information would be available on the might not have agreed to if they had been reports filed by the Republican and
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Democratic senatorial candidates, and consent that further zeading of the not see why that kind of extension should
by perhaps five to six Democratic and five amendment be dispensed with. not be made, and the name of the guar-
to six Republican candidates for the Mr. LONG. I object, antor should not be disclosed, when you
House of Representatives. That is about The PRESIDING OF PICER. Objec* haw_ the provision that if a loan is made,
as large as a normal district would be. tion :is heard. The clerk will read the both the lender and the endorser must be

The clerk is not obligated to audit the amendment, listed.
reports, or make sure that they are in The a_istant legislative clerk read as Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, will the
proper form. The clerk just receives them follows: Senator yield?
and makes them available for the news- On page 27, line 9, strike "lnd'". Mir. PACKWOOD. I yield.
papers. That is not a great task, so I see On page 27, between lin_ 9 and 10, In- Mr. ,CHILES. Sometimes does not the
no reason why, when the report is re- sert the foltlowing: guarantor or the surety turn out tx, be
ceived on Thursday, even if it is not filed "(13) the name and add:'ess of any indi.- a diffez_nt person, depending on whether
until 5 o'clock Thursday night, the clerk vldual who acts az a guara:ator or surety o! the candidate wins or loses the election?
or a secretary cannot stay an extra hour any extension of credit in connection wtth Mr. PACKWOOD. It may turn out to
and make the reports available for the any debt incurred by such committee to_ be a d_fferent person, but if the surel_rgether with the name cf the candidate on
newspapers at 9 o'clock, or whatever the behalf of whom such dekt was incurred; has his name on a line of credit, and the
regular opening business hour of that and". candidate cannot pay, the suretor would
office may be, on Friday, rather than On page 27, line 10, strik,_ "(_3)" and tn_ haw_topayit.
running the risk that it may not be avail- sert "(_:_)". Mr. CHrr._.8. And the public would
able until Monday. Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, this, then know.

The PRESIDING OFFICER Who Mr. PACKWOOD. But I want the pub-again, is an amendment designed to re-yields time ?
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I think veal in actuality who put up the money Ifc to know before the election. I want

the amendment may involve an extraor- in a campaign, them to know beforehand.
dinary burden on the clerks of the If you want to open tip a campaign, Mr. CHrr._. But it could be differentbefore and after.
courts, but I see no objection. If the you need to rent an or, ce, you need a Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, does the
clerks can physically make the informa- line of credit with the lc,:al ])hone corn*
tion available on the day it is received, party, and, perhaps with ti._e airlines, and Senator yield back the remainder of his
that is the whole purpose of filing with you find one of your major contributors time?
them, and while, as I say, it may involve who is willing to act as su::ety:, and so you Mr. CfLNNON. I yield back the remain-
an impossible burden on them, I am have another signature t _ give the tele., der of my time, and I move to lay theamendment on the table.
willing to accept the amendment, phone company or the airline company,

Mr. PACKWOOD. I do not think it and they extend you a line of credit, Mr. PACKWOOD. I yield back the re-
really makes much of a burden, because which is perfectly legal, but the public mainder of my time. I ask for the yeasand nays.
the clerk has no duty except to make has no idea who is really supporting the The yeas and nays were ordered.the information available as the candi- candidate, because he is only acting as
date has filed it, and if he has not kept guaranl_r or suretor. He has not made T]ae PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. M C'INTYRE). All remaining time having been
his books properly, and has made a mess a contribution yet, unless he has to make yielded back, the question is on agreeingof it, that is not the clerk's respon- good on the suretyship.
sibility. He is just a repository, and turns This amendment world simply say to the motion to lay on the table theamendment (No. 374) of the Senator
over the report to whoever wants to look that under those circtmstanccs, the from Oregon (Mr. PAcI<woo_) On this
at it. name of the guarantor cr suretor must ·

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the be disclosed, question, the yeas and nays have been
Senator yield? Mr. CANNON. Mr. President. I am op-. ordered, and the clerk will call the roll.The assistant legislative clerk called

Mx. PACKWOOD. I yield, posed to this amendment This, again, is the roll.
Mr. PASTORE This is getting right a nit-picking sort of thing..There is no Mr. BYRD o_ West Virginia. I an-

down to nit-picking. I do not think it sense in our trying to write out in a nounce that the Senator from Arkar._sas
makes much difference; it is six of one bill details that are goin§ to ,destroy the (Mr. FULERIGHT), the Senator fromand half a dozen of the other. I do not see basic objective.
any harm, but I think we are getting our- The candidate and the committee Georgia (Mr. GAMBRELL), the Senator
selves into minutiae now. have 'Loreport ti_eir sourc _s of funds and frorrt Oklahoma (Mr. HARRZS), the Sen-

· tor fronx California (Mr. TUNNEY), and
Mr. PACKWOOD. I do not think it is contributions and expenditures, and as _he Senator from New Jersey (Mr. Wxn-

minutiae if you have a clerk who will for us to say now that they have to _V.MS), are necessarily absent.
report the name and addr;ss of any indi- I _urther announce that the Senator

not let you see it until Monday, the day vtdua_t who acts as guarantor or surety, from Indiana (Mr. HARTKE) and the
before the election.

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield or extends credit, which is not required
,_ens;tor from Illinois (Mr. STEVENS0_),back the remainder of my time. if you go to the bank ill the ordinary

Mr. PACKWOOD. I yield back the course of business and borrow money _re absent on official business;
remainder of my time. with s, guarantor or surety, I do not think I further announce that, ff present andvoting, the Senator from Illinois CMr.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. we should impose that burden here. ,_TEVENSON) would vote "yea"MCINTYRE). All remaining time having I ara willing to yield back the remain-
been yielded back, the question is on der of ray time, and as soon as the time Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
agreeing to the amendment (No. 370) is used, will move to table the amend- Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT) and
offered by the Senator from Oregon. ment. _he Senator from Kansas (Mr. PF_RSON)

The amendment was agreed to. Mr. PASTORF.. Does th_ Senator yield _re necessarily absent. 'back his time? The Senator from IUino£_ (Mx. Pr.ROY)
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, let Mr. PACKWC,OD. No, Just a moment, is absent on omcial buMne_.

me ask, since it appears that I may have On page 26, lines 3 to 'r, the bill pro- The f3enator from South. Dakota (Mr.
my amendments out of order, under the vides that you do compel that the full _VlUS0T) iS absent because of illness.
unanimous consent agreement what is names and mailing addresses of lenders The Senator from Tennessee (Mr.

:3socK) the Senator from Arizona (Mr.the :next amendment in order? ox' endorsers on any loan,,: be furnished, '
4.'_OLDWATER), the Senator fzx)m New York

The PRESIDING OFFICER. No. 374. and of course art endorser is a surety. (Mr. JaWTS), the Senator from Iowa (l_Ir.
AMENDMENTNO. 374 All I am asking is that we make the ]V[ILLER), the Senator from Vermont (Mr.

Mr. PACKWOOD. I call up my amend- same extension to a situation when you Paourr) and the Senator from Connec-
men_ No. 374. go and get a line of credit from anyone ticut (Mr. WrECkER) are detained on

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The else, who would not give you a line of ofliciLal business.
amendment will be stated, credit if you did not have this endorser, If present and voting, the Senator from

The assistant legislative clerk pro- suretor, or guarantor's name on some ]llinois (Mr. PERCY) WOUld vote ,,II_y.,,
ceeded to read the amendment, kind of :note, because the political credit The result was announced_yeas 53,

Mr. PACKWOOD. I ask unanimous of a candJ.date is not so good, and I do nays 30:, as follows:
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[No. 198 Leg.] perhaps have experienced it on occlusion Mr. PASTORE. You mean like the

YEAS--53 with get-out-t_le-vote drives that; were chamber of commerce?
Allen Hart Muskie specifically designed to get out the vote Mr. PACKWOOD. ][do not understand
Anderson Hatfield Nelson in one type of area. In every sense of _.he the question.
Baker Honings Pastore word, they were an appendage and de- Mr. PASTORE. Tile question is, you
Bible Hughes Pell
Buckley Inouye Proxmire signed specifically for the aid and sup- me_m you know what the chamber of
Burdick Jackson Randolph port of a particular political partY, conlmerce vote is?
Byrd, Va. Jordan, N.C. Rlblcoff All I am asking in this amendment is Mr. PACKWOOD. No, I did not say
Byrd, W. Va. Jordan, Idaho Saxbe
.Cannon Kennedy Sparkman that the sources of the financing fox' any that.
cotton Long Spong program of educal_,ing or registering Tot- Mr. PASTORE. Who is it that you are
Dole Magnuson Stennis ers or any get-out-the-vote campaign referring to?
Eagleton Mansfield Stevens
Eastland McClellan Symington drive be revealed. I am not suggesl_ing Mr. PACKWOOD. Give me the census
Ellender McGee Taft that it be stopped, figures of a given city, in a demographic
Ervln McOovern Talmadge The amendment would provide tlhat area income level and, depending upon
Fannin Mondale Tower
Fong Montoya Young anyone transferring $500 in money or in where we have a get-out-the-vote cam-
Gravel Moss other property to another for the pur- paign, I will wager I can come within

NAYS---30 pose of carrying out voter registration, 5 percent of guessing which political
Atken Church Humphrey voter education, or a get-out-the-vote party will benefit within terms of the
Allott Cook Mathias Campaign drive must file a report; of Mr. PASTORE. I think I can do that,
Bayh Cooper McIntyre transfer of the money, to whom it wa.,_ too. I c_uld tell you how some people will
Beau Cranston Metcalf
Bellmon Curtis Packwood transferred, and the location and de-. vote, no matter what. What does that
Bentsen Domlnlck Roth scription of the program--or rough][y a prove?
Boggs Griffin Schweiker description of the program where the Mr. PACK, gOOD. What it proves is
Brooke Ourney Scott
Case Hansen Smith voter registration, get-out-the-vote that, in theory, we give money to these
Chiles Hruska Thurmond drive will be taking place, nonpartisan campaigns, but, in theory,

NOT VOTING--17 In closing, let me say that it is merely, 1t_is a voter registration drive in an area
Bennett Hartke Prouty in theory, an araendrnent designed to where you simply know, by the dem0g-
Brock Javits Stevenson reveal, where a voter registration dlL_ve raphy, the census figures, and the in-
Fulbright Miller Tunney iS undertaken, who it is financed by. corae figures, what kind of results you
Gambrell Mundt Weicker
Goldwater Pearson Williams Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President,. I am willge_ from putting nonpartisan money
Harris Percy very much opposed to the amenchnent. La that area.

So Mr. PASTORE'S motion to table Mr. Any good American who puts up hL_ Mr. PASTORE. I do not follow it at
PACKWOOD'S amendment (No. 374) was money to educate our people on how to all. Are you through?
agreed to. register, how to exercise their rights of Mr. PACKWOOD.'Yes.

AMENDIV/ENTNO. 573 franchise, should be given the Carnegie Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I call Medal and not be indicted by this to lay on the table amendment No. 373 of

up my amendment No. 373 and ask that amendment, the Senator from Oregon.
it be stated. Is the Senator from Oregon willing to Mr. President, I yield back my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yield his time back now? Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I
amendment will be stated. Mr. PACKWOOD. No; I am not wi][ling yield back my time.

The legislative clerk proceeded to read to yield my time back yet. We know what Mx. President, I ask for the ye/_ and
the amendment, we are talking s_bout. You know what nays.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I ask ,you are talking about. :['he yeas and nays were ordered.
unanimous consent that further reading Mr. PASTORE. You are talking about :['he PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.unions? TAFT). All time has been yielded back on
of the amendment be dispensed with. Mr. PACKWOOD. I am talking about the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered, and the voter registration drives and get-out- The question is on agreein g t ° the mo-
amendment will be printed in the the-vote campaigns which are predomi~ tion ti) table the amendment No. 373 ofnantiy democratic. All voter registration the Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACK-
PvECORD.

The text of the amendment is as drives, some of which are legitimate and woof).some of which are designed to aid a po- On this question, the yeas and nays
follows: litical party. You know it. I know ii,. The have been ordered, and the clerk will Call

On page 27, line 21, strike "Src. 305." and Senate knows it. If you want to ]aide the roll.
insert in lieu thereof "SEc. 305. (a)". that kind of financing, that is up to you, The legislative clerk called the roll.

on page 28, between lines 4 and 5, insert but that kind 0I partisan campaigning Mr/ BYRD of West Virginia. I an-the following:
"(b) Any person who is any calendar year should be revealed for what it is, a par- nounce that the Senator from Indiana

makes available any property (including tisan get-out-the-vote drive. (Mr. BAYH), the Senator from Georgia
money), facilities, or services of a value of Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I want (Mr. GAMBRELL), the Senator from
$500 or more to or for the benefit of a pro- tO say that this has nothing at; ail to Oklahoma (Mr. HARaXS), and the Sena-
gram operated by another person for the pur- do with campaigaing for the elect_ic,n of tgi: from New Jersey (Mr. Wi(LL][AMS) are
pose of educating or registering voters or candidates. It seems to me that educa- necessarily absent.
supporting a 'get-out-the-vote' campaign tion drives and get out the vote drives I further announce that the Senator
shall report, on the first reporting date under
section 304(a) which occurs after such trans- are important, but how Americans vote from Indiana (Mr, HARTKE) and the
fer, the amount or value of such transfer, depend upon their own conscience. ;Senator from Illinois (Mr. STEVENSON)

the name and address of the person to whom Americans do nat vote by groups any ;are absent on official business.
such property was transferred, the location more than the Senate flmctions bY I further announce that if present and
and a description, of such program, and the groups. We have divergences on the :floor voting, the Senator from Illinois (Mr.
name and address of the person making such of the Senate. This idea that everyone's STEVElgSOIq)would vote "yea."
transfer. Reports under this subsection shall conscience in America is captive, I do not Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
be filed with the Comptroller General, and buy it. I think that the Amerieari people Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT) andshall include such additional information as

he may prescribe by regulation." are intelligent enough to know their own the Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON)
kinds, and wha_ is in' their own con- are necessarily absent.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, this sciences, no maturer who they are,. The Senator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY)
is an amendment designed to reveal the Mr. PACKWOOD. I will wager that I is absent on official business.
funding of a get-out-the-vote campaign could get out the figures on a certain The Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
or a voter registration or a programfor voter district and take a look at the cen- MuNnr) is absent because of illnass.
the purpose of educating voters, sus figures, and the income figures,, and The Senator from Tennessee (Mr.

The allegation is made that this is not give the Senator within 5 percent what BaocK) and the Senator from Vermont
really a campaign or at least a partisan the partisan vote of that district would (Mr. P_OUTY) are detained on official
campaign function, yet we all know and be. business.
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If present and voting, the Senator On page 17, strike the mail:er between lines ])emocratic National Committee had to l_i-
from Illinois (Mr, PERCY) would vote I0 and 11 and insert in lieu thee,eof the fol- nance operating expenses when the party
"nay." lowing: was out of presidential power, and to help

The result was announced--yeas 60, "611. Contributions by Government contrlb- win the congressional elections of 1958--at
nays 28, as follows: utors."; the rate of about $1,000,000 per year." And,

(4) adding at the end of such table the further, "In losing the 1960 election, the Re-
[No. 199 Leg.] following new item: publicans amassed a debt set at $993,000 gross

YEAS--60 "614. tXtension of credit t( political corn- E_t the national level. After committee bsa-
Allen Gravel Mondale mittees by certain l_xdustries.". Emces not needed for continuing expenses
Anderson ',Hart Montoya were applied, and payments due from _he
Bentsen Hatfield Moss Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. :President, this press for transportation costs in accompany-
Bible Holllngs Muskie tS another relatively slml01e amendment lng the "Jet-stop" campaign were made, '_tleBoggs :Hughes Nelson
Brooke :Humphrey Pastore that has to do w_,th the annual extension n_t dc.bt fell to $700,000."
Burdlck '£nouye Poll of credit by the CAB, th; I_C, or the lest E_CTION
Byrd, Va. Jackson Proxmire Interstate Commerce Commis_on. Congressional Quarterly in its report on
Byrd, W. Va. Javlts Randolph 1964 political campaign contributions andCannon Jordan, N.C. Rlblcoff Mr. Prei_ident, I ask urLanimous con-
case Jordan, Idaho Saxbe sent to have printed at thLs l_)int in the expenditures notes: "Major question still ,_'c-

l_ted lat_ in 19G5 as to be actual deficit of
Church Kennedy Schwelker RECOR)) a memorandum from the Library the E,emocratlc National Committee at theCooper Long Scott
Cranston Magnuson Sparkman of Congress Congressio:aal Research close of the 1964 election year. Various in-
Eagleton Mansfield Spong Service detafiing the deficik_ incurred formal reports from sources close to the Dem-
Easthmd Mathlas Stennis since the 1956 election :arnpaigns by ccratio National ,Committee variously plea:ed
Ellender McCleUan Stevens variotrs committees, Re:aublican and _ae figure at 'Just over a million dolli_xs'Ervln McGee Symington
Fong McGovern Talmadge Democratic. t_ as high as $2.8 million. Oongresslo:aal
Fulbright McIntyre Young There being no objection, the memo- cluarterly chose to use $1.2 million, reflect[rig

NAYS--28 randum was ordered to be printed in the a levi.,1 just over the miUlon-dollar ma_k.
_e actual level of spending by the Denxo-

Atken Dole Packwood RECORD, as follows: erotic National Committee, however, was
Allott Domlntck Roth THE _.JABRARYOF (]ONGRESS, _robably substantially higher than actuallyBaker Fannlu Smith
Beall Goldwater Taft Washington, D.C., JuZ_, 21, 197I. r_ported_ While the official fgures plus the
nellmon Grifi_u Thurmond To: The Honorable Robert W. Packwood. r_ported deficit at $1.2 million total $13,3
Buckley Gurney Tower Attn. Start Helsier. r_llllon, the figure of $16 million in over-all
Chiles Hansen Tunney From: _overnment and General Research spending was discussed by omclals at the
Cook Hruska Welcker Dlx_ision. Fred_rick L. Scott, Acting Dlvi- ]Democra$1o National Committee from timeCotton Metcalf
Curtis Miller sio_aChief. t_ time. TtxeDemocraticNational Treasurer.

l_cscarc_ by: Fred Pauls. JRlchard _Plagulre, refused to discuss commit-
NOT VOTING--12 Subject: Deficits Incurred in National Elco- t_e spending or fund-raising activities v_,th

Bayh Harris Percy tio:_s, 1956-68. CQ or ot:aer members of the press. CQ wrot_
Bennett Hartke Prouty Xn r_ponse to your inquiry for figures de- him asking for the exact 1964 deficit and
Brock Mundt Stevenson t_lling indebtedness lncurr_ in poUtical over-all spending figures, but repeated _n-
Gambrell Pearson Williams campai_gns we submit this memorandum quiriesellclted no reply."

SO the motion to lay on the table was contalnlng extracts on that subject from Of the Republicans, CQ wTote: The _e-
agreed to. such publlsiled so.roes as exist. As all sources publlcan,_' exceptionally successful 1964

AM_.'N_MrNT NO. SSS make clasx, it is difficult t_ be precise in f'md-ralslng activities made it possible ::or
this matter. Prior _) 1956. infarnmtlon is not rational-level Republican committees to

Mr. PACK. rOOD, Mr. President, I call available, emerge from the elections with a substantial
Up rny amendment No. 355 and ask 19SS ELECTION s'J. rpll].s. At the end of the calendar year

unanimous consent to vacate the l_re- The _'_ubcommlttee on Pri_,lege,_ and Elco- 1_64, with all but a few campaign debts paid,
vious unanimous-consent order with re- taChS of the Senate Committee on Rules and tlae R_publican National Commltte had a
]alton to amendment No. 353. Adminl,st_tlon conducted an exhaustive sur- s'_rplus c_f $314,000; Citizens for Goldwater-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without vey of c_n'palgn expenditures l_x the 1950 l_(iller $309,006; and the National TV Corn-
objection, it ls so ordered. The clerk will general electAon c_mpaigns. [n l_m final re- mittee for Goldwater-Miller $506,534."
report the amendment, port it showed Bzpubllcan national level Ale_:ander in his "Financing the 1964 Elco-

committees with unpaid blll_; amounting to tion," another CRF publication, wrote: "The
The assistar_t legislative clerk pro- $126,58_L However, these same comn_ittees v_rlous published stories indicated the B,e-

ceeded to state the amendment, reporttqi a cash balance of $_46,90_, lndicat- publican surplus ranged anywhere from
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I ask lng that the Republican Pa::ty was in the $,500,000 to $1.8 million. The cash position of

unanimous consent to dispense with fur- black following the, 1956 election. The Demo- _he National, Senatorial and Congressional
ther reading of the amendment, orals, on the other hand, :showed unpaid o)mmJLttees as of January 1, 1965, was $45'7,-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without bills ar_untlng to $696,818 _$th a cash hal- 00O. _he Treasurer of RNFC claimed a yes,r-
objection, it is so ordered, ance of $130,353 and wound up in the red. e:_d surplus of $500,000, no doubt a rounding

Alexander Heard in The Cos;_s o! Democracy oat of the cash position. Official reports filed
The amendment reads as follows: (Chape:t Hill, The University of Carolina in January indicated about $1.4 million more
On page 17, between lines 2 and 3, lr_ert Press, 1960, pp. 19-20, footnote) notes: "In incom,_ than outgo."

the following: 1950, for example, a debt of $1_00,000 was run Of the Democrats he wrote: "A treasurer's
"SEC. 206. Chapter 29 of title 18, United up by t:he Democratic natiom,1 committee in r_port to the Natlonal Committee was prom-

States Code, is amended by adding at the the form of unpaid bills for telephone, tole- ised by Chairman Bailey but never subm]_t-
end thereof the following new section: graph, newspaper advertising, air transporta- ted. Accordingly, the full story of the 196.4
"'§ 614. Extension of credit to political corn- tion, printing, hotel acoorr_odatlons, etc. campaign and its aftermath cannot be tc4d

izt precise financial terms, as was the Repub-
mlhtees by certain industries. 1960 ELEbX'_O_ li_an campaign. For example, the 1964 deficit"'(a) Any business regul,ated by the Civll

Aeronautics Boexd, the Federal Communica- Cong_'essional Quarterly in its special re- o:! abot_t $1 million was rumored by mid-
port on. :t960 poli'_lcal campaign contrlbu- 1965 on to have increased to about $2 million,

tlo ns Commission, or the Interstate Corn- tions and expendi_;ures note_: "The Demo- a:xd later a $1.7 rnllllon figure was widelymerce Commission which has extended credit
to any political committee and which has not cratic :._ational Committee, however, was u,;ed. There were contrary evidences of hlgta
received payment of the debt for which credit known to have had a deficit ,)f $3,820,000 in level of post-election spending and of con-
was extended within two years after the date unpaid campaign expenses :_t the end of tinuing debts and bickering about bills;
on which such debt was created, and any 1950, and the RepubLican Naiional Commit- rrany bills paid in September, 1965, were In-

tee a debt of $750,000." cuffed during the campaign, including $100,-
such business which has not received pay- Herbert Alexander in "Financing the 1960 000 to tht; Democrat's advertising agency."merrtof a debt owedto it by anypolitical
committee for two years, shall not extend Election", a booklet issued b i the Citizens' 19ss ELECTION

further credit to such committee until such Researc'a Foundation, notes: "The story of Aleyzander in his book. Financing the I95._
debt and all other debts owed to it by such the unprecedented 1960 Democratic debt of E/eerie.n, writes: "Whereas in early 1969, t',ae
committee have been paid in full. $3,820,090 started in 1956, and reveals much R_publicans claimed a cash sux_01us, by early

"'(b) Violation of the provisions of this about Democratic financial problems. The 1970, the 1968 campaign deficit was said to
section is punishable by a fine not to exceed unsuccessful campaign of Adl _i E. Stevenson have been $1.3 million. Of this, $400,000 was
$1,000, Imprisonment for not to exceed one in 1956 left a deficit of over $700,000, By ns- p_id from 1969 income, $200,000 was paid
year, or both.'." ttonai convention time in July 1960 the debt from proceeds of the January ball, and $700,-

On page 17, line 3, strike "Sec. 206," and had ben reduced :;o about $70,000. Besides 000 remained."

Insert in lieu thereof "Sec. 207.". reducing the debt in the interim years, the Of t:he Democrats he writes: "The Demo-
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crats had been outspent more than two-to- bert E. Alexander of the Citizens' I_.,s_roh Ii:acs and public utilities could not recall the
one in the Presidential election, and the Foundation, made this warning in a report on question being raised.
party had a debt of almost $6.2 million." 1968 financing: An official of the Federal Communications

"The financial position of the DNC wets- ,'When bills are settled, the corporation is ODmmlssion, however, noted that the various
ened during 1969. Loan repayments of $538,- in effect making a form of indirect co_atribu- telephone systems are increasingly plagued
000 made in January and February reduced tion to the campaign, which some conipanies with unpaid bills arising from volunteer-run
the general election debt to $5.6 million." may do for goodwill purposes, lx)litical ,campaigns and an asl_rtment of
The Committee assumed additional debts "But when regulated industries, such as mi hoc protest groups.
from the 1968 campaign "so that the Demo- telephones or airlines, do so, they are cq_ning Justice Department officials report no cases
cratic debt by the fall of 1969 totalled $8.3 themselves to federal tightening of the laws,, lr_ Which a company has been accused of
million." or to litigation brought by stockholder:_ or _u_king illegal contributions by settling for

We trust this information will be of as- even customers who must pay full rates." less than dollar value, but the question re-
sistance to you. If %here are questions or _ur- Some dismiss the problem as irrelevant,, cently has been raised there.
ther needs, please do not hesitate _,o call. You can't get blood out of a turnip, they According to several lawyers, the govern-

say, so the company is Just stuck vrlth an. _rLent probably could not prosecute a corn-
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I ask unpleasant, but legal, bad debt. l_any unless a conspiracy could be proved,

unanimous consent to have printed in the The man who settled McCarthy's debts, That is, the company and the candidate
RECORD an article entitled "Campaign Thomas McCoy, takes that view: would have to agree in advanc_ to write off
Debt Settlements Raise Question of "We said to the telephone company, 'These a certain portion of the debt after the cam-
Legality," written by William Chapman are the bills and this is all the money' we palgn. Only if such an agreement were

have left. We'll give you this much money proved _ould prosecution be brought under
and printed in the Washington Post of now and if we raise more in the future well prel,_nt law.
March 29, 1970. Mr. President, the arti- pay more on a pro-rata basis.' But they know Sald one authority: "When it's Just a case
cle relates to the debts of the various perfectly well there wouldn't be anymore, of the campaign failing and falling apart
candidates and political committees that "They complained bitterly that it was un-. and having no money--what have you got?
had to be settled for less than the fair--and they were right, of course. It ',isn't You settle for the best terms you can get.
amount due. proper to charge things and not pay for them. It's not against the law to go bankrupt."

There being no objection, the article But I'd like to point out that the inabUity A more pertinent question arises, however,
was ordered to be printed in the Rrc0s_, to pay bills Isn't limited to politlc_,l cam-. if the company attemp_s to write off the bad

paigns." debt asLa business loss. A section of the
as follows: Much of the McCarthy campaign's tele., intewnal revenue code prohibits deductions
CAMPAIGN DEBT SETTLEMENTS RAISE QUES- phone debt was run up by young volmiJ_eera for bad debts owed by a political party or

TION OF LEGALITY wh0 simply made free use of the office c.redit., by a political campaigu committee.

(By Wllliam Chapman) card number. "l don't know anyone in the In at least two cases, individual leaders
McCarthy campaign who was not wa_adering tried to write off the losses incurred when

When the managers of Sen. Eugene J. around with a credit card number scribbled tlaey loaned money to campaigns that de-
McCarthy's presidential campaign surveyed on the back of an envelope," recalled McCoy. fau:[tecl. Both of them lost in court.
their financial damages late in 1968, tlxey dis- Others knowledgeable about political At least one reliablE; authority, however,
covered a disconcerting set of figures, financing take a view less casual than believes a corporation might write off the

The campaign debt was $1.4 million. There McCoy's. The House of Represental;lves debt and win a court fight. David Glnsberg,
was only $460,000 available to pay it off. clerk's office, which administers the Corrupt fenner legal counsel for the Democratic Na-

About $800,000 was owed to airlines, which Practices Act, has begun to look into the tional C_mmittee, believes such a firm might
had transported the candidate and his staff, practice. Television stations inflexibly require win a court test by showing the bad debt
and to telephone companies which had hun- advance payments for all political advertis- was simply a loss incurred in the normal
died credit-card calls. The rest was due ing time to avoid the problem---and to gust.- course of business ope_'atlons.
hotelS, rental car companies, printers and antes full payment.
other assorted creditors. The Democratic National Committee has 1Vlr. PACKWOOD. Amendment No. 355

Havlng only about one-third of the cash taken the position so far that all the debts iS very simple. It simply says that any
needed to cover the debts, the McCarthy mtlrst be repaid or else they could lae eon- business regulated by the ICC,' the FCC,
managers began what is politely known In the sidereal illegal contributions, accordln_ to the er the Interstate Commerce Commission
political financing trade as "negotiations." new treasurer, Robert S. Strauss. wlxich h as extended ,credit to any politi-
A few details still remain unsettled, but the The creditor companies themselves are ex- cal committee and which has not re-
following payments were negotiated: tremely reluctant to dIscuss the question, ceived payment of the debt for which

Airlines and telephone companies were paid The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.
at the rate of 25 cents per dollar owed, with in Washington--one system reportedly in.. credit was extended 'within 2 years after
the airlines faring slightly better after tray- cutting a large debt from the McCarthy the, date on which such debt was created,
ellng newsmen's fares were added in. Tele- headquarters here--refused to comraent. A and any such business which has not re-
phone systems around the country, for ex- spokesman said telephone bills are priivate ceived payment of a debt owed to it by
ample, were owed about $300,000 but col- information. He would not say how the corn- any political committee for 2 years, shalllected only $75,000.

Smaller company debts, principally hotels party's lawyers felt about campaign debts. P.0t extend further credit to such c0m-
American Airlines, which furnished l:nos_, mittee until such debt and all other debts

and car rentals, were paid at the rate of 50 of McCarthy's transportation, has emerged owed to it by such committee have beencents on the dollar, with a better financial settlement. It was
Only the smallest debts--those less than owed $285,000, according to reliable reports, paid in full.

$400--were paid in full. and has been paid about $141,000, approx- Mr. President, thi,'; has nothing to do
In the aftermath of the 1968 campaign imately half. It was paid 25 cents on the with candidates borrowing for office. It

the question of unpaid election debts has dollar from campaign funds, then r,E;lm.- hai_ nothing to do with the extension of
raised a disturbing question: bursed further with late arriving fees 'paid credit to any prospective candidate.

Campaign costs are skyrocketing and sv are by newsmen who traveled on the candidate's I do not think it is asking too much to
unpaid campaign debts. If a corporation set' chartered planes.
tles such debts for less than the full amount, An American Airlines spokesman l_aid[ the require that organizations regulated by
is it tn violation of the Corrupt Pmotiees Act company eventually hopes for full repay- the Government and that have had to
forbidding firms to use corporate funds to merit. "We got 50 per cent and we, expect c_mpromise debts in the past and have
assist a political campaign? And if it is a to get the other 50 per cent," he said. been put in the business of financing
regulated industry with legally fixed rates, If the remainder is not paid, would the campaigns should be put in the pc_sition
like the telephone company and airlines, is company try to write it off as a bus:lness of not extending further credit to any

settling at less than full cos_ counter to deduction? "No thought has been given 9o political committee that has a debt that
its official tariffs for other customers? that because we still expect to get all the is 2 years or more in arrears. That is the

Some Democratic debts were massive. The money," said the spokesman.
Democratic National Committee still owes Actually, it is understood that neither the effect. There would be no more credit
more than $3 million to corporations from
Hubert Humphrey's presidential campaign airlines nor the telephone companies have t_ ar_ organization that has not paid
(plus about $6 million in assorted other signed formal releases relieving the campaign debts that are at least 2 years in arrears.
bills). A substantial part of the late Robert committees of further repayment. One au- Il'lie PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
F_ Kennedy's primary campaign debts were thorlty suggests that unsettled debts may yields time?
negotiated downward, with $1 million in- Just be kept on their books indefinitely as lYJ[r. CANNON. Mr. President, we have
herlted and still owed by the party. President "uncollectibles."
Nlxon's debts were paid practically in full, There apparently is no statute or cam; law already come up the hill and gone down
proving the old adage, "Winners pay their governing the issue. The Corrupt Prig:rices the hill once this a'fternoon. We had a
debts and losers negotiate theirs." Act says nothing about bad debts. Sl_kes- proposal that prohibited the issuance of

An authority on campaign spending, Her- men for the agencies which regulate air- regulations by regulatory agencies. We
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finally accepted the amendment in the Ideal case where we can establish unl- NOT VOT_NC_--12
bill, leaving it up to the regulatory agen- formity araong these agencies. As it is, l_;ayh Harris Percy
ties to adopt the regulations that they they c,_n go out willy-nilly on their own ]_ennett Hartke Proutyl:_rock Mundt Stevenson
saw fit, relating to the extension of and establish pe:dods of 1 year, 2 years, C_ambrell Pearson Williams
credit, or 3 .years. The Senator's amendment

If we are goillg to have regulatory would provide the unifo::mity that is So Mr. PASTORE'Smotion to lay on the
agencies let them regulate and let us not needed, t_ble amendment No. 355 was agreed to.
tell them wh.'Lt to do. Let us not make Mr. PASTORF,. Mr. Pre;31dent, I move The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
ourselves a collection agency for a cpm- to lay the amendment on the table, i:_ open to further amendment.
party which extends credit unwisely. Mr. PAC_WOOD. I ask for the yeas _r_DME_r No. _so

Mr. President, I am ready to yield back and nays. Mr,, BAKER. Mr. Presideht, the dlstin-
my time if the Senator from Oregon is The PRF. SIDIl_G OFFICER. All time guished junior Senator from Vermont
ready to yield back his time, and we are is yielded back. Is there a sufficient (Mx. PRC_TY) is unable to be here. How-
ready to make a motion to table the second? ever, he asked me to call up his amend-
amendment. The yeas and nays were ordered, nlent No. 350, which I ask the clerk to

Mr. PACKWOOD. I am not quite ready The PRESIDING OFPICER, The yeas read. Before the clerk reads it, I ask
to yield back my time. and nays lmve been order _d. The ques- t'._at the amendment be modified to con-

Mr. President, the Senate goes back tion is on agreeing to the motion to lay form to the Pastore substitute and that
and forth between wanting a Congress on the table amendment No. 355. The ti_e word "Commission" be substituted
to write laws and to delegate power to clerk vrlll call the roil f,)r _Le "Comptroller General."
administrative agencies. .The assistant legislative clerk called The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

It seems to me, in all equity, that when the roll. objection, the amendment is so modified.
a political party_and as shown by the Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an- The clerk will read the amendment as
material I have had printed in the REc- nounce that the Senator from Indiana nlodified.
ORr Republicans and Democrats are (Mr. BAYH), the Senator from Georgia The _msistant leglslative clerk pro-
equally guilty_runs up a perpetual del- (Mr. GAMBRELL), the Senat)r from Okla- ceeded to read the amendment as moSi-
icit and does not pay its bills, the regu- homa (Mr, HARRXS), and the Senator fled.
latoryagencycouldstopextendlngcredlt from New Jersey (Mr. WILL_S) are Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I rusk
to them. necessarily absent, u:aanimous consent that further reading

The companies are in a tremendous I further announce thai; the Senator o:_the amendment be dispensed with.
bind. A party of significance comes to from Indiana (Mr. HARTKE) and the Sen- The, PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
American Airlines or to the American ator from Illinoi_ (Mr. S_EVENSON) are o'_jection, it is so ordered.
Telephone Co., and those people are in a absent on official business. The, amendment, as modified, is as
difficult position not to extend credit be- I further announce that, :If present and follows:
cause they do not want to run the risk of voting, tlhe Senator from Illinois (Mr. (f) (1) Any political cornml_tee shall l:a-
political consequences if they do not ex- STEVENSON) would vote "yE,a." clude on the face or front page of all lltera-
tend credit. Mr. ,GRIFFIN. I announce that the t%_reand advertisements soliciting funds the

Mr. Mrr_LRR. Mr. President, will the Senator from Utah (Mr. _EN1VETT) and fc.llowing notice:"In compUance with Federal law a report
Senator yield? the Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON) hl_s been (or will be) filed with the Cpm-

Mr. PACKWOOD. I yield, are necessarily absent, mission of the United States showing a de..
Mr. MILLER. Do I understand one of The Senator from Illinoi_ (Mr. PERCY) tslled account of our receipts and expendS.-

the purposes of the Senator's amendmen_ is absent on of_c',_.al busineas, t_res. A copy of that report ls available at a
is to prevent a pattern of abuse which The Senator from South Dakota (Mr. cLarge from the Superintendent of Docu.-
could cause the customers of these vari- I_'NbT) is absen'_ because of illness, ments, Umted States Ooverr_ment Prln_..
0US entities and companies, in effect, to The Senator from Tennessee (Mr. lng Office, Washington, D.C. 20402."
pick tip the tab? BRocx) and the Senator f::om Vermont (2) (A) The Commission shall compile andfrrntsh to the Public Printer. not later th_,n

1Vir. PACKWOOD. The Senator is cor- (Mr. Paou_) are detaln(_d on official t_e las_ day of March of each year, an annu_
rect. business, report for each political committee which

Mr. MILLER. For example, there are If present and voting, the Senator from h_,s filed a report with him under this title
millions of telephonecustomersandif the Illinois (Mr. l_RcY) would vote "nay." dxtrtng the period from March 10 of the

preceding calendar year through January 31
telephone company extends a long line of The result was announced_yeas 46. of the year in which such annual report tscredit it would seem that sooner or later
all of those customers will have their nays 42, _s follows: m_de available to the Public Printer. Each
rates increased to pick up the tab. [No. 200 Leg.] such a]_nual report shall contain-(i) a copy of the statement of organization.

Mr. PACtCWOOD. The Senator is con- _,_AS---46 of the political committee r_tutred under
rect. They are regulated industries and if Allen Hollings Montoya section 303, together with any amendmen'_._

Anderson. Hughes 1_Ioss thereto.; an_
they lose money on a political campaign Bentsen Humphrey M'uskle (ii) a copy of each report filed by such.those companies pick it up from some- Bible Inouye ]_elscn
where else. Burdick Jackson Pastore comrnittee under section 304 from March 10

Mr. MIr,_,_.R. I realize if we were deal- cannon Jcrd_n, N.C. Pell of the preceding year through January _I1Church Ken_.edy Proxmire of the year in which the annual report :t_
lng with one administrative agency that cooper Long ]_iblcoff so furvAshed to the Public Printer.
would be one thing because that admin- Cranston Magn_uson ,_parkman {B) The .Public Printer shall make copies
istrative agency could properly establish Eagleton Mansfield l_pong of such annual reports available for sale _cEastland McClellan _tennls
guidelines. I understand the Senator's Ellender McGee ,'_ymlngton th_ public by the Superintendent of Doc_-
amendment covers three administrative Ervin Mc_overn :?almadge m_;nts :as :_oon as practicable after they are
agencies, l_ulbrighi_ Mclntyre _.._unney received from the Commission.Oravel Met_lf

Mr. PACKWOOD. The Senator is cor- Hart Mon_ale MI'. BAKER. Mr. President, the prJ-
rect. N,_YS---42 mary purpose of the Federal Election

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time Alken Curtis _filer Campaign Act is to make sure that the
of the Senator from Oregon has expired. Allo_t Dole l,ackwood Araerican people have all the facts con-

Mr. Mrr,L_.R. Mr. President, will the Baker Domlnick ]_andolph ce::nin_,_ the financing of campaigns
Senator from Rhode Island yield to me Beall Fannin I_oth
for 1 minute? Bellmon Fong _axbe readily available. Mr. Prouty's amend-Boggs Goldwater _chweiker merit would simply do two tilings:

Mr. PASTORE. I yield 2 minutes to Brooke Grlffin _k_ott :_lrst, it would require that politicsl
the Senator from Iowa. Buckley Gurney _mith

Byrd, Va. Ha_en _tevens committee soliciting contributions place
Mr, MILLER. Mr. President, one of the Byrd, W. Va. Hatfield _'a_t a _;imple notification on their letters that

problems we have had in Congress has case Hruska _'hurmond they have complied with the Federal
been a lack of uniforfity among the Chiles Javit_ _'ower Campaign Act of 1971 and filed a reportCook Jordan, Idaho Weick.er
agencies on critical items. Here is an cotton Math:_as _'oung of expenditures and contributions; and
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Second, it would inform the potential Carolina. ! regret that' the _outy "_cTxvs DATE

contributor that they can purchase 'a amendment was not retained in the P_s- "szc. 402. Except as ]provided for in sec.
copy of that report from the Govern= tore substitute. 'uon 401 of this Act, the provision- Of this
ment Printing Office. Senator Paowr¥ is uniquely qualified .Act shall become effectltve on December 31,1971 or sixty days after the date of enact-

The Rules Committee adopted this to offer this amendment. He is a hit"h- :ment of this Act, whichever is later."
amendment by a vote of 6 to 3. The dis- ranking member of the Senate Com-
tingulshed chairman (Mr. CANNON) of merce Committee and served as ()ne of Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I yield
the Privileges and Elections Subcommit- the original members of its Cor_3tm_ier :myself such time as I may require.
tee has expressed some concern about Affairs Subcommittee. Of course, Sena- It is my understanding that there has
the fact that the wording was a little too tor PROUTY is also the ranking Republi- been a good deal of conversation about
long. Therefore, Mr. Paou_Y is quite will- can member of the Rules Committee. Co- _he necessity ior a particular effective
lng to change the wording to make it incidentally, the purpose of the I'ro,Llty date and that this one is one that offers
briefer, amendment integrally related to the p'tlr- ,_ome appeal to a number of persons.

If Senator CANNON WOuld agree, Mr. poses of these two committees. I wonder if there 'would be any dis-
PROUTY WOuld be willing to change the It is well known that the solicitation :position on the part of the Senator from
notification to read as follows: of campaign funds by directmail Is very :_Tevada to consider accepting this

A copy of our report filed with the Federal effective. So effective, in fact, that many am'endment?
Elections Commission Is (or will be) avail- people hypnotically send in their c[ollars Mr. ,CANNON. Mr. President, this
able for purchase from the Superintendent to causes with fancy names and te. com- amendment as modified should be ac-
of Documents, United States Government mittees with exotic goals. Heretofore, the ceptable now. _[ am willing to yield back
Printing office, Washington, D.C. 20402. contributor never knew who these t,._oups the remainder of my tLme.

Mr. President, the change can be ac- were supporting, let alone whether or Mr. BAKER. I yield back the remain-
compllshed by striking lines 4 through ? not all of the contributions were indeed der of my time.
on page 1; lines 1 through 3 on page 2; spent. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
and substituting in lieu thereof: The Federal Elections Campaign Act TAFT). All remaining time having been

A copy of our report filed with the Federal of 1971 would require political commit- yielded back, the question is on agreeing
Elections Commission is (or will be) avail= tees to file periodic reports, listing in de- to the amendment of the Senator from
able for purchase from the Superintendent tail all contributions and expencl_tuuces. Tennes_e.
of Documents, United States Government I support that provision of the bill. ]E3ut The amendment was agreed to.
Printing office, Washington, D.C, 20402. does it go far enough? Does It really The PRESH)ING OFFICER. The bill

I think it is vitally important, Mr. protect the consumer, in this case a cam- is open to further amendment.
President, that all contributors of loolit- palgn contributor? The report can be A_/i_,,NDMleNT.NO. 381
ical committees be made aware of the duly filed, but Mrs. Murphy in M,_scow, Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I call
fact that they can find out exactly how Pa., may not know it. And if she does not up ]ny amendment No. 381, and ask for
those committees use their money. I know it, she obviously does not know its _mmediateconsideratlon.
think once the people have this knowl- which candidates the political co:mm, it- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
edge, Mr. President, there can be a tee may be supporting.
greater degree of participatory democ- The Prouty amendment lsa consmner amendment will be stated.The assistant legislative clerk read as
racy in all of these committees which protection amendment, nothing more, follows:
have a tendency to set policy based upon nothing less. It simply tells people that On page 30, line 20, Immediately following
the opinions of a very few people in reports havebeenfiled and are available, the semicolon insert the following: "Pro-
Washington. Tl_e amendment placesnoundueburdens v/de_, That any information copied from

I wonder if the Senator from Nevada on political committees. But let us under- such reports and statements shall not be sold
would be agreeable to the modification stand one thing--these reports are al- or utilized by any person for the purpose of
as suggested by the Senator from Ver- ready required by the bill. The l?routy soliciting contrlbutlona or for any corn=
mont (Mr. PRouTY). amendment would simply make, that mercial purpose;".

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, this is point clear to the potential contributor. Mx. BFJ. J__iON. Mr. President, the pur-
simply a statement of facts as they exist And the Government will not pick up the pose of this amendment is to protect
in the law and which we would require tab since the reports would have to be the privacy of the generally very public-
elsewhere in the bill. My reservation purchased in the same way as are other spirited citizens who may make a con-
about the Original amendment was that Government publications.Senator PROUTY championed the Fed- tribution to a political campaign or apolitical party. We ail know how much
if we are going to require this statement eral Fair Labeling Act as a member of of a business the matter of selling lists
in every newspaper advertisement or let- the Commerce Subcommittee on Con- and list brokering has become. Theseter of solicitation, and so on; it is going
to be difficult and costly. Certainly, if it sumer Affairs. He Is championing this names would certainly be prime pros-
is in the nature of a newspaper adver' new amendment, with the very ,_ame pect_ for all kinds of solicitations, and I
tisement or a solicitation of that type, purpose, in his position on the Rules am of the opinion that; unless this amend-

Committee. It is a good amendment, and ment is adopted, we will open up thethat would be true.
However, with the modification made I urge my colleagues to support it. clt_ens who are generous and public

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I th:_mk spirited enough to support our political
in the amendment, I am willing to ac- the Senator from Nevada for his wilZling- activities to all kinds of harassment, andcept it. I think It does no more than tell

ness to accept the amendment. With that in that way tend to discourage them
what the law is, so I see no particular understanding, I yield back my time. from helping out as we need to have them
harm in it, except it is going to cost the Mr. CANNON, I yield back my time. do.
candidate more money. The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time

The PRESIDING OFFICER. ,Without I believe the amendment is acceptable
objection, the amendment is so modl- on the amendment having been yiehted to'the Senator from Nevada, and I yield
fled. back, the question is on agreeing to the back the remainder of my time.

amendment, as modified. Mr. CANNON. Mr, President, this is
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I support The amendment, as modified, was certainly a laudable objective. I do not

Senator PROUTY'S amendment requiring agreed to. know how we are going to prevent It
a political committee, which solicits con- Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I senq to fi'om being done. I think as long as we
tributions, to state that it has filed the the desk an amendment and ask that it are going to make the lists available,
necessary disclosure reports and that the be read. some people are going to use them to
reports can be purchased from the Goo- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk make solicitations. But as far as it can
eminent Printing Office. This amend- will read the amendment, be :made effective, I am willing to ac-
ment was originally adopted by the Sen- The assistant legislative clerk: read cept the amendment, and I yield back
ate Committee on Rules and Adminis- the amendment as follows: the renlainder of my time.
tration, not only with my support, but On page 11, to strike out lines 1 t_) 9, in- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-
with the support of the distinguished cluslve, and add at the end of the blllL_ i_ew tion is on agreeing to the amendment
chairman, Senator JORDAN of North section: (l._o. 381) of the Senator from Oklahoma.
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Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the The PRESIX)ING OFt_'ICER. Do Sen- obtain up to $1,000 in behalf of the can-
Senator yield? ators yield back their time? didate without making the report which

Mr. BELLMON. I yield. Mr. CANNON. I yield back the re- this act purports to require.
Mr. NELSON. I could not hear the Sen- mainder of my time. I can think of at least a half dozen

ator from Oklahoma, and I did not un- Mr'. BF.LLMON. I yield back the re- committees in each of our 77 counties
derstand exactly what he is doing with mainder of my time. each obtaining $900, and none of them
the list under the amendment. The PRESH)ING OFFICER. All re- ever filing a report, so that the candidate

Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, the maining time having be_m yielded back, would be able to raise roughly a half mil-
amendment is self-explanatory. I shall the quastion is on agreeing to the amend- lion dollars in a statewide campaign, and
read it again. It provides that "any in- merit (No. 296) of th_ Senator from file no report of any kind.
formation copied from such repm_ and Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON). I strongly feel that this $1,000 llrrdta-
statements shall not be sold or utilized The amendment was sgre_l to. tion is too high. Unless we close this loop-
by any person for t_e purpose of solicit- AMr_DMrN? NC,.297 hole by lowering the figure to $100, and
lng contributions or for any commercial Mr. BF.LLMON. Mr. President, I call in that way make the loophole only one-purpose."

In the State of Oklahoma, our own up my amendment No. 297, and ask that tenth as large, I believe very stronglyit be modified to conform to the Pastore tha5 we are going to, in large measure,
tax division sells the names of new car amendment, destroy the very purposes of the act.
buyers to list brokers, for example, and The PRESIDING OFFICER. The The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-
I am sure similar practices are wide- amendment will be so mo2ified. The clerk tion is on agreeing to the amendment
spread elsewhere. This amendment is in- No. 300 of the Senator from Oklahoma.
tended to protect, at least to some degree, will state the araendment.

The assistan_ legislative clerk read as Who yields time?
the men and women who make contxi- follows: Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, do ! un-
buttons to candidates or political parties derstand that the Senator is going to
from being victimized by that practice. On p_ge 30, line 7, strike out everything withdraw the amendment? If he is, I do

through line 10, and in lieu thereof insert not want to talk about it. Otherwise, IMr. NELSON. Do ! understand that the fc,llowing:
the only purpose is to prohibit the lists "(2) to prepay:e, publish, and furnish to oppose it.
from being used for commercial put- the person required to file such reports and l_[r. BELLMON. Mr. President, ! would
poses? statements a manual setting J!orth recom- appreciate any comment from the Sen-

Mr. BELLlVION. That is correct, mended uniform m_thods of bookkeeping ator from Nevada that he cares to make.
Mr. NELSON. The list is a public doc- and repcyrtlng;". If he can accept the amendment, I would

ument, however. Mr. BELT.MON. Mr. Pr_ident, the pur- like to have him consider it.
Mr. BELLlVION. That is correct. Pose of this amendment is the same as Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I cam_ot
Mr. NELSON. And newspapers may, if that of amendment No. 296. accept the amendment. We have held

they wish, run lists of contributors and Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I am hearings and gone into this matter in
amounts, willing to accept the am mdment, and I gre_t detail. We have fixed a cutoff point

Mr. BELLMON. That is right; but the yield back my time. at a committee that spends a thousand
list brokers, under this amendment, Mr. BELLMON. I yield back the re- dollars or more, which is required to do
would be prohibited from selling the list mainder of my time. the :most detailed accounting and report-
or using it for commercial solicitation. The PRESIDINO OF_'ICER. The re- lng, and to move this down to an expendi-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who mainmg time having been yielded back, ture of $100, the most minute committeeyields time?
the question is on agreein,- to the amend- thai; might even take an ad in a news-

Mr. PASTORE. All time is yielded ment (No. 297) of the Senator from paper would have to file a report. This is,
back. Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON). I think, goingfar beyondwhat weare at-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time The amendment was acreed to. tempting to do by the bill. I hope we do
having been yielded back, the question not bog this measure down, as I saidis on agreei,lg to the amendment (No. Arrr_DMEN_ _rO SO_

before, with such nit-picking amend-
381) of the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I call men,ts that we will end up with a billBELLMON). Up my amendment No. 3(0, and ask that

The amendment was agreed to. it be modified to conform with the Pas- so cumbersome it cannot be operated.
AMENDMENTNO. 296 tore amerldment. I yield back the remainder of my time.

The PRESIDING oFFrCER. Will the If the amendment is withdrawn, I Shall
move to lay it on the table.

Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I call up Senal_)r repeat the number of his amend.- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Whomy amendment No. 296, and ask that it ment?
be modified to conform to the Pastore Mr. BELLMON. No. 300. yiehis time?
amendment. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Mr. BEr,T,_ION. Mr. President, I be-

lieve I stated I shall not press the amend-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment will[ be so mc,dified, ment, but I would like to point out that

amendment will be so modified. The clerk Mr. B_,.'LLMON. Mr. President, this this is a loophole which I feel is going
will state the amendment as modified, amendment is highly cot troversial. I do to destroy the purposes of the act.

The legislative clerk read as follows: not int_md to ask for a vote on it, but I I withdraw the amendment.
On page 30, line 4, immediately after "de- want to call the attention of the Senate The PRESIDING OFFICER. The billvelop" insert "and furnish to the person to thc fact that-

required by the provisions of this Act,". The PRESIDING OFFICER. The is open to further amendment.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, the put- amendment will bo stated. A_ENDMENTNO. 266

pose of this amendment is to make cer- The assistant legislative clerk read as Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. president, I
tain that the candidates, who are re- follows: send to the desk my amendment No. 268,
qulred to follow the terms of the act, On page 12, liu,_ 22, strike out "$1,000" and and ask for its immediate consideration.
know exactly what the act requires. We in lieu thereof insert "$100% Mr..'3TEVENS. Mr. President, will l;he
are passing a very complicatedbill. Can- Senator yield?
didates very frequently have other things Mr. BELLMON. This _mendment, on Mr. HUMPHREY. I yieht.
on their minds during their campaigns, page 12, line 22, would s;rike the figure Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, a par-
and this amendment and amendment "$1,000" and insert in lieu thereof the liamentary inquiry.
297 are intended to require that candi- figure: "$100". The :PRESIDING OFFICER. The _en-

Mr. President, I am convinced that the ator will state it.
dates who will be required to file such way the bill is presently drawn, we are Mr. STEVENS. What is the time situ-
reports be given the necessary informa- leaving a loophole large enough to drive ation with respect to the remainder of
tion and documents at the time they file a truck through. In my own case, in my the amendments? Does the 10-minute
so that they can keep the necessary rec- State, I believe any candidate who runs limitation apply?
orals and be in a position to conform with for Pederal office will find it necessary Mr. PASTORE. No. It _s 15 minutes.
the requirements of the act. to establish committees i_ every county, Thg_ was just with reference to the

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the and the bill as written would make it Packwood amendments.
amendment is acceptable, possible for each of these committees to The PRESIDING OFI?ICER. Thirty
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minutes on each amendment, 15 minutes ment of this Act with respect to reglatlaMon slay that a very substantial portion of our
to each side. of voters under this title _ogether with any potential electorate does not become reg-

The amendment will be stated, recommendations he may have, including istered and as a result is unable to vote.recommendations for additional legislation,
The assistant legislative clerk pro- for the more effective administration of voter With the new voters coming in--there

ceeded to read the amendment, registration under this title, are approximately 25.5 million new voters
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I ask sJtuce 1968--particularly with the con-PENALTIES

tmanimous consent that further reading SEc. 505. (a)The provisions of section slLitutional amendment permitting 18-
Gl the amendment be dispensed with. (11) (c) of the Voting Rights Act of 1.965 year-olds to vote--the matter of regis-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without shall apply to false registration un_ter this tration becomes an even more serious
objection, it is so ordered; and, without title and other fraudulent acts and con-. problem, and one that I think demands
objection, the amendment wfil be printed spiracles in connection with this titb.,, sorile Federal action.
in the RECORD. (b) Whenever the Attorney General has Ther,e are other proposals along this

The amendment is as follows: reason to believe that a State or _olt_Ical line, one by the distinguished Senator
TITLE V--REGISTRATION OF I_EDERAL subdivision Is denying or attempting to fl'oin Hawaii (Mr. INOUYE) and one by

deny to any person the right to vote in any the distinguished Senator from Massa-
VOTERS election in violation of this title, he :may chD,setts (Mr. KENNEDY).REGISTRATIObIFORMS institute for the United States, or !tn the

SEC. 501. (a) The Secretary shall prepare, name of the United States, an action !in a Mr. President, in light of my dis-
In consultation with the Attorney General district court of the United States. in accord-. Ctlssion, I am not going'to press for a
and the election officials of the various States, ance with sections 1391 through 1398 of wote on this amendment; but I am going
a standard form which may be used to reg- title 28, United States Code, for a restraining t0 ask unanimous consent that tile bill
ister to vote In Federal elections by any order, a preliminary or permanent itnJunc-. I introduce, which will be based on this
citizen who is qualified to register for voting tion, or such other order as he deems appro-, amendment--which I shall introduce to-
in such elections. Two copies of such form prlate. An action under this section _haU day in the nature of a bill, rather thanshall be included with each income tax re- be heard and determined by a court cie three
turn mailed to a taxpayer by the Internal Judges in accordance with the proviz;Ions of an amendment to S. 382--be referred to
Revenue Service and additional copies of section 2282 of title 28 of the United. States the committee to which all other bills
such form shall be available at any Internal Code and any appeal shall be to the Supreme of this nature are Dresently being re-
Revenue Service office. The Secretary shall Court. ferred; namely, to the Committee on Po_t
enter into arrangements with the Postmaster (c) Any person who deprives, or al;l_rnpts Office ;and Civil Service. I ask unani-
GeI_eral under which additional copies of to deprive, any other person of any right nlous consent that that be done.
such form shall be available In each post secured by the first section of this title shah The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
o_ce. The Secretary shall undertake to notify be fined not more than $5,000, or imprisoned Objection, it is so ordered.
persons who do not receive such forms by not more than five years, or both. Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I have
mail of their right to register to vote by using I_Ur_TZONS
such forms. Such notification shall be by been assured by the distinguished chair-
public advertisement or such other means as SEC.506. The Secretary shall prescrfbe such man of that committee that hearings will
may be effective. Where appropriate, such regulations as may be necessary to carry GUi; be held and that come action will be
notification and such forms shall be in Eng- the provisions of this title, taken. I would hope that, as a result of
llsh and in the predominant non-English DEFINZTIONS the number of bills that will be before
language used in an area. SEc. 50?. As used ia this title, the l_erm--- that committee, we will be able to come

(b) Any person who elects to register for (1) "State" means each of the United out with some form of Federal registra-
voting in Federal elections using the form States, the District of Columbia, arid the
provided under subsection (a) shall complete Commonwealth of Puerto Rico; tion that will greatly facilitate the elec-
such form and sign lt. The completed form (2) "Federal election" means any genE;ral, ttion process.
shall be returned to the Internal Revenue special, or primary election held ' for the l' think it is most regrettable that; large
Service and such person shall be registered purpose of nominating any candidate for numbers of our people, for all practical
to vote in Federal elections in the State in election, or electing any candidate, as t_eesI-, purposes, are denied the right to vote
which he resides, in accordance with such dent, Vice President, presidential elector, simply by complicated State registration
procedures as may be prescribed by the Sec- Senator. Representative, or Delegate or Resl.. laws. We have a highly mobile popula-retary, If such person is otherwise qualified dent Commissioner to the Congress; and
to vote in such Federal election. (3) "Secretary" means the Secretar:?' of ttion, and many of these registration re-

(c) The Secretary shall issue to any per- the Treasury or his delegate, quirements stand in the way of the exer-
son registered to vote in Federal elections cise of the ballot--particularly require-
under this section a certificate of registration Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield myself 3 menM for residence. Let us hope that we
which shall be held and considered to be minutes, can find a better way of improving the
prima facie evidence of such registration. Mr. President, I took the liberty ]fast processes of democracy. It does little good

NOTICETO STATEELECTIONOFFXCIALS evening of discussing putting into the t_ talk about voter participation if road-
SEC. 502. (a) Under such regulations as RECORD the explanation of this amend- blocks are put in the way of voter par-

the Secretary may prescribe, there shall be merit. I have discussed the amendment ticipation.
furnished to the appropriate election officials with the distinguished Senator from The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
of any state all necessary and appropriate Rhode Island. It relates, of course, to im-. ator's time has expired.
information regarding persons registered un- proving the process of registration for Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield myself 2
heldder sectionin such501State.to voteOn inandFederalafter theelectionstime election purposes. The amendment; would additional minutes.
such information has been so furnished to be based upon a cooperation with the
the appropriate election officials of any State Federal Government, through the In-. Mr. President, people have no problem
in the case of any person, such person shall ternal Revenue Service, of providing being informed as t_ their taxes. YOU
be deemed to have met all the requirements means of registration. It would con_tply do not have to go down to the courthouse
for registration for voting in Federal elections with all State law. It would not be Fed-. to register for your income tax blank.
held in such State. Any such registration for eral registration that would ignore or You do not have to go down to the court-
voting shall continue In effect for the same try to avoid in any way the State require-, house to register for your property taxes.
period of time it would have been in effect merits. The whole purpose of the amend-- For some reason or other, the Govern-
had such person registered under the ap- merit is to facilitate registration, to. make merit is able to find you, and they takepllcable State law.

(b) Registration under this section of any access to registration just a little easier, great pains to find you.
person for voting in Federal elections held in The registration problem, accor,diing to I say that the same Government that
any state shall constitute valid registration those who have studied it, is that me..
for voting in elections held In such State chanies of registering to vote have de.- cart send you an income tax blank can
other than Federal elections whenever the terred some citizens from exerci,sing also enclose in that income tax blank a
laws of such State so provide, their franchise. It is estimated th:alt only registration form so 'that you can have a

PROHIBITIONOF NATIONALREGLSTRY 60 percent of the electorate vote in Presi.- chance to register. Those forms can then
SEC. 503. NO national registry of persons dential elections and a much .,_maller be sorted and sent back to their respec-

shall be compiled or maintained from in- number in local elections, tiw_ States, so that the individual can
formation derived under this title. In some States, sincere effo:_ are be registered in his own State.

REPORt BY SECRetARY made to facilitate registration. In other The Government that can tax is the
SEc. 504. The Secretary shall report to the places, the registration requireme:nts are Government that can register. I still

Congress one year from the date of enact- much more difficult. I think it is fair ti) think that the old cry of this Republic,
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"No taxation, without representation!" Mr. :BUCKLEY. I ylelc back the re- _long wil_ the limitation placed on the
still makes a good deal of sense, maind.er o:f my t:ime, bwo types of campaign advertising, an

I would remind my colleagues that it is The PRESIDING OFFI:CER. All time ,_verall campaign limit. It would add an
not too difficult to register people if we on the amendment is _;ie}ded back. The _ddi_bional 10 cents for all campaign ex-
want to do sc,. The Federal Government question is on agreeing to the amend- pendltur_ not covered by the two 5-cent
has di_culty getting U.S. income tax merit of the Senator from New York. :Limitations.
forms to 95 percent of the Amercian peo- The amendment was agreed to, I favor the Principle of limitation on
pie. They get them to you on time; and AMErDMEN'rNO. aCS campai_'t expenditures and favor the
if you do not pay on time, you pay a Mr. ,_LLEN. l_r. President, I call up iprincip]e in S. 382, but do not believ,_ it
penalty, my amendment No. 306, _; modified, and goes far enough. I do not believe the

Mr. President, I would hope that we ask that it be stated, itimitations are strict enough.
would show the'same solicitude, the same The PRESrr)ING OI,_FICER_ The In the Committee on Rules and Ad-
desire for public service and for efficiency amendment, as modified, will be stated. :ministrat;ion I brought up this very ques-
in Government, in helping people become The assistant legtslatiw_ clerk read as _ion, the question of an overall limitation
registered as we do in extricating from follows: on camp_Lign expenditures, and stated in
them--either painfully or pleasantly, On .page 15, line 8, inse::t "608," before '_he committee that at the proper time I
either sooner or later--the taxes which "610"_ would offer an amendment that would
the Federal Government insists upon. On p_q_e22, strike lines 9 and 10, and in- '._rov_idean overall limitation. The over-

It is my understanding of the view of sert in lieu thereo_! the following: :all lJmitation in effect, then, would 'be
the Senator from Rhode Island that this SEc. 203. Section 608 of title 18, United 20 cents :per person of voting age in the
amendment and one that was offered by States Code, is amended to read as follows: :_olitical ,subdivision involw_d in the elec-
the Senator from Massachusetts (Mx. "§ 608. Limitation upon certE,la campaign ex- :_ion, but divided into three categories.
KENNEDY) WOuld better serve the inter- pencUt_u'es We recall that, when the President
ests of this election bill by being referred "(a) No candidate shall m_ke or authorize '_etoed the spending limitation bill be-
to the Committee on Post Office and expenditures on behalf of bis candidacy, or
Civil. Service. to lnfl'aence the outcome of the election in :_ore, thwb bill applied only to expenc_t-

1V_r.PASTORE. I feel that very strong- which he is a candidate, for g(_xls or sero- _;ure_; for radio and television, and theices ot_ter than broadcast )onununlcations iPresident pointed out that it did not pro-
ly, and I so said to the Senator from media (as regulat,_d by section 315(c) of the '_ide an overall limit, that it would cause
Massachusett_s, and I repeat it now. I Comm,an.ications Act of 1934_ and nonbrc_d- a shifting of allowances from television
thank the Senator fcom Minnesota for cast ccmmnnications media (as regulated by and radio over to other forlns of expend-
his lmderstanding and cooperation, sectio_ 103 of the Federal Eh_tlo:a Campaign Jture.

Mr. HUMPHREY. I believe it is so Act of 1971) in excess of---
"(1) 1D cents multiplied by the estimate The purpose of this amendment is to

important that we get this elections bill of resident populatlon of voting age for the provJ.de that overall limit.
passed that ][ want no excuse for any omce :_or which he seeks nomination for The Senate bill adds one more limits-
veto or a holdup in the other body. I am electio:a or to whi:h he seek.,, election, as de- _;ion to last year's vetoed bill, the 5-cent
delighted to cooperate with the Senator termined b,y the Bureau o4 th_ Census in ]imitation on newspapers, periodic:_ls,
from Rhode Island, who I believe has June of the, y_ar preceding the year in which and billboards and allows the shifting,
done a masterful job in preparing this the ele_tlon is to be held; or
all-important measure. "(2) $60.000, if greater than _he _waount _[believe now, of i cent from one cate-

lVl_r.President, I withdraw my amend- determlned under clause (I). gory over to the other, which could pro-
merit. "(b) _o person may make, any charge for vide fox' a 6-cent and a 4-cent distribu-

goods or services (other tha:_ those regulat- 1;ion.
Tile PRESIDING OFFICER. The ed. by .';ection 315(c) of the Communications Lc5 rue read from the President's veto

amendment is withdrawn. A_ of 1934 (relating to broadcast corrLmunl- message on the last bill:
AMENDMENTNO. 365 cations r_edia) or by section 103 of the Fed- Tho problem with campaign spending is

eral Election Campaign Act of 1971 (relat- not radio and television; the problem isMr. BUCKL_EY. Mr. President, I call lng to certain nonbroadcast ,:on_nunications
Up my amendment No. 365. media) ) furnishe_l to or on behal:t of a candi- ,_pending. The bill plugs only' one hole in a

The Pi_ESID!NG OFFICER. The date i)_ connection with his campaign for ,_ieve.
amendment will be stated, nomina_lou for ellection, or election, unless What ihas been said about the other

The assistant legislative clerk read as such e_.r_didate, or an individual author- bill can be said about this bill, because it
follows: lzed bi such candidate to do so, certifies :iust plugs two holes in the sieve.to sucl_ person that the payment of such

On page 13, between lines 23 and 24, and on charge will not violate subsection (a). Any Candidates who had and wanted to sp,_nd
page 19, between' lines 22 and 23, insert the person who rum:[shes such goods or sero- ll_rge sum_ of money, could and would sim-
following: ices to or for the benefit of a candidate with- ply shifl; I;helr advertising oHt of radio and

(5} notwithstanding the foregoing mean- out charge therefor shall be deemed to have _elevisio:_x into other media--magazines,
lugs of "contribution", the word shall not made f_contribution to such candidate in an _ewspapers, billboards, pamphlets, and di-
bs construed to include services provided amount equal to the ar_ount normally rect mail. There would be no restriction on
without coml_msation by individuals vol charges by such person fo_ such goods or _;he amount they could spend in these media.
unteerlng a portion or all of their time on services. Any person who furnishes such Those same objections of the Presi-behalf of a candidate or political committee, goods _r services to or for ';he benefit of a

Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I think candidate at a charge which is less than the dent before would apply now.
the :purpose of this amendment is self- charge u:_ually made by such per_,;onfor such Let us see what is not touched bY the

goods or services shall be deemed to have ])ill, '_rhere the limitations are nonexist-
evident. It is just to avoid a possible am- made a contribution to such candidate in I_Ilt. 'rhe sky is the limit on expenditures
biguity by specifically excluding from art amount equal _;othe exce_s of the amount in such c_es.
the definition of the word "contribution" usually charged for such goods or services MI'. President, my supplemental views
the value of services rendered by over the amount charged such ca.ndidate, in the Committee on Rules and Admin-
volunteers. "(c) Vlolatlonc,ftheprovl_iom;of thlssec- istrW_ion report on the bill appear on
· We all know the importance of volun- tlon is punishable by a fin._ not to exceed page 103 of that report. These items are
teers to our respective campaigns. If we $5,000."

On l_.ag,e 24, between lines t7 and 18, strike not covered that might well be involved
had to keep timeclocks around to de- the item relating to section 608 of title 18. in a campaign.
termine when they contribute services United States Code, and insert 1_: lieu there- The bil',lplaces no limit on expenditures
valued at more than $100, it would im- of the following: for mass mailings, for handbills, bro-
pose a very meaningful burden on all "608. I_raltatlon upon certain csxnpaign ex- chures, printing, WATSllnes, telephones,
of us. I am sure this is not the kind of penditures.'.
contribution which the sponsors of the postage, stationery, automobiles, trucks,
bill have in r_dnd. I understand that the Mr. ALLEN. l_r. President, ]: yield my- telegrara,,_, campaign headquarter_--
spo_ors have no objection to this self 7 minutes. _qtate and various local ones--unlimited
amendment. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. campaign workers, airplanes, rentals and

Mx. CANNON. 'Mr. President, the T_FT) The Senator fro_a .alabama is l_ickets, buses, trains--special and regu-
amendment is a reasonable one, and ! recogrdzed for 7 minutes, lar--campaign newspapers, movie thea-
amwiliing to accept it. Mr. ,_.LLEN. _Ylr. President, the pur- ter film advertisements, campaign staff's,

I yield back the remainder of my time. Pose of tl_e amendment is lo provide, public :relations firms, production ex-
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penses for broadcasts, public opinion We went into this matter thoroc_;hly cause of the electronic media, and that
polls, paid campaigners and poll watch- in the committee. There are certah_ el e- is where we should have stopped in the
ers, novelties, bumper stickers, sample ments, of course, that were not includ.ed Jlrst place.
ballots, in the 10-cent limitation, but all thE, ele- I tell the Senate very frankly that if

None of those items are limited in the merits we have included are identifiable the House had not had the primaries
present bill. With this amendment now and because certain elements were not and not. had the Governors, we would
under colxsideration, a limitation would identifiable which are an integral pal_ of have overrlden the Presidential veto, be-
be provided. It would be to make it 10 a political campaign, we made a very, cause there is not a Senator here who
cents per person of voting age in that very strong disclosure law that no :mat- does not understand t]hat the very heart
area, which is better than no limitation ter what a candidate spends, he has to of the question is what one has to spend
at all, because there is no limit._.tion report every nickel he receives and ew;ry f:o:rradio and television.
whatsoever now. nickel he spends. And he has to da, t_[lis Then, the next item is the tremendous

I submit that there is even greater under procedures that are very .,_trJict expense of newspaper advertising. That
need to limit expenditures for nonmedia and, I have characterized them before as Js included here. The billboards are lm-
advertising than for media advertising, being rather brutal, l,m,rtant.
Media advertising is open and above- What are we up against? First of all, If we are going to say that one can
board and available for all to see. The we do not want to make this an incmn- only bum a certain number of stamps,
overuse of media advertising might even bent bill. The question came up of dir,_t ][ am afraid that we will never be able
be counterproductive, if the electorate mail. I am one of those that would lime _;o enforce that.
felt that the candidate Was overspending to see direct mail included in the Ii-cent I say to my friend, the Senator from
in that field. Nonmedia expenditures limit. .Mabama, that if we raise it to 20 cents
would not be as apparent to the public I say to my friend, the Senator from :_or every eligible voter--not every voter
but would be as effective and as expert- Alabama, that if he wants to include 1,)ut every voter from 18 up--.we would
sive. It would be in the field of nonmedia everything else under the umbrella 'we l:)e spending in the coming election five
expenditures that irregularities or cor- already have of 10 cents, I would be w.ill- _:imes more than the amount spent in
rupt practices or abuses, if any, might be ing to do that and take it to conference. _,he last election. If that is going to be
more likely to occur. What we are actually doing if we are _,he case, we are wasting our time.

A limit should be placed on nonmedia raising it to 20 cents is that we are We are trying to bring down the cost
expenditures. If no amendment of this actually blowing up a scandal. We h.q,ve of a campaign. I realize--and I repeat it
sort is adopted to this bill before final to understand why we got into the bill tn again--Lhat some time, some day we
enactment into law, we will have a par- the beginning. The reason why we got baw,_ to control all of the expenses. That
rial limitation on radio, television, news- into it was that we had to bring these wOUld be the only solution, ax addition
papers, billboards, and publications but astronomical expenses for a pc,litical _,o full disclosure. But if we begin to
no limitation on the rest of these othe_ campaign under reasonable restriction, hatchet this legislation with this amend-
tremendous unlimited expenditures. This And I think we have accomplished tha:_ in :merit and begin to double up on what
would enable a candidate who had been this bill in those elements of campS:ign an individual can spend, I am afraid we
limited by these two 5-cent limitations expenses that are not only identifiable, are going to be in serious trouble.
to move any available funds over to these but are the ones most frequentlLy in- I would seriously hope that my good
other forms of expense, dulged in and that are, indeed, the most friend, the Senator from Alabama--if he

Without a limitation on all expendi., expensive ones. wants a meaningful bill that has a
tures we might as well have no limita- The argument has been made why not chance to pass this ,,;es.sion--will with-
tion. put the direct mail in. I would like to draw his amendment. I think it would

Mr. President, I reserve the remainder include it. But how do we stop a Senator be a calamity and a tragedy at this mo-
of my time. from sending out a newsletter? E[e has mcnt, after the time we have spent on

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, will theSen- the right of frank. He can send it to the bill to have it go down the drain at
ator from Alabama yield? every constituent in his State without 4 o'clock on the afternoon of this day.

Mr. ALLEN. I yield, costing him 10 cents. How do we st;op Mir. President, I reserve the remain-
Mr. PELL. Is this not the amendment that? We cannot stop that. And that der of my time.

the Senator from Alabama was going to is the argument I made against direct Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield my-
offer and did offer at the meeting in the mailing, self 5minutes.
Rules Committee, and then he withdrew I am saying to my friend, the Senator The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
it at that time so that we could study it from Alabama, and to my colleague, the ator from Alabama is recognized for 5
further? junior Senator from Rhode Island, that minutes.

Mr. ALLEN. Let me state to the dis- we worked long and hard on tiffs to Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I find that
tinguished Senator from Rhode Island bring out what we thought would be an I am in disagreement with my distin-
that when the bill was under consider- enforceable bill. It is true .that it '.[,'_not guished friend, the senior Senator from
ation in the Rules Committee, I suggested a perfect bill. I do not think that we will Rhode Island_ who feels that if this
that I thought that provision should be ever have a perfect bill. However, at amendment is adopted it woltld kill the
put in the bill, but no amendment had least we will have ghe experience next bJill.
been prepared at that time. Naturally, I year and the year after we have, seen, On the contrary, it might be the only
did not offer an amendment because it wh_t happened and have seen how way the bill can be saved, because the
was not in existence. But I did state that much candidates spend over and above President vetoed the last bill because it
I was going to present the matter on the 10 cents, which is the ceiling und.er the did not; cover everytlhing. This amend-
floor of the Senate and seek an overall, law, for certain items, we will be.. in a ment does cover everything.
total campaign limitation, better position to see how much. :more I would als() like to point out to the

Mr. PELL. My recollection is, at the should ,be included in a ceiling, distinguished Senator that so far as
meeting, that I was among those who How do I know whether 5 cent_; or ailowlng expenditures of 20 cents, it
thought it was a good idea then and in- 10 cents is enough? would not change the categories at all.
dicated my general support for it. An amendment was put in to t;he cf-. It would leave the 5-cent limitation on

Mr. ALLEN. That is correct, fect that we should not count the wertlqL radio and television and the other 5 cents
Mr. PELL. And I hoped that the Sen- of the services of volunteers. What do lZ for newspapers and periodicals and addator wouldbringit up. a newcategoryof 10cents.
Mr. ALLEN. That is right. I thank the do if a candidate gets 200 volunt_;ers to Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the

Senator very much. work for him? What am I suppc,sed, to Senator yield?
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I think do? Mr. ALLEN.I yield.

that the most effective way to kill this How can I ever measure how many Mr. PASTORE. Where does the ;Sena-
bill this afternoon would be to adopt the stamps a candidate has bought? How tor get the formula for 10 cents? What
pending amendment, are we ever going to do that? Is the documentation that the total costs

I say that as kindly and as sincerely The only way we can get to that i:..':by are equal to _tdio and television and the
as I can say it to my distinguished col- full disclosure. Everyone knows that the other items?
league from Alabama. abuse in-Past campaigns has bes:n be-. Mr. ALLEN. I would like to call the
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attention of the Senator to the fact that even to, putting value , on the use able and unconscionable sums in ,mn_-
this is not an amendment of permission of Ids own staff. Thus, the one thing paigns than anything else in the 'bill--
or extermion. It is an amendment of which we lea]mod in niy State is that diselosure.
limitation, because under the present law the secret of "clean" elect:ions is rigid If I had had my way in committee, and
there is no limit, The sky is the limit, disclosure, my amendment had been agreed to, then,
Th. is amendment does not confer any Artt_lcial and arbitrator monetary re- thi,_ would have been a disclosure bill--
authority to spend one single dime. It strictions are not the sol utiGn. I said this period. Then, let the voters decide who
puts a limitation on spending that can in committee and I have said it before on deserves the office.
be made. the floor of the Senate. This is the very For that reason I agree with the dis-

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the basic point I find myself somewhat in tinguished chairman of our Communi-
Senator yield? disagreement on with the Senator cat:ions Subcommittee, the Senator from

lvlr. ALLEN. If I might finish, please, from Rhode ][sland (Mr. PASTORZ) in Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE), who has
The Senator seems to be under the ira- connection with the puzpose of the bill. put more time and effort into this matter
pression that this would enable a candi- The thing we are trying to accomplish is in th(: last few years than any other
date to spend more money. It puts a not, in ]my opinion, to limit campaign Member of this body.
limitation on expenditures, the limitation expenditures, but rather to provide for The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
bring the exact dollar amounts of the oomplete and rigid disclosure of such of the Senator has expired.
combination of the other two items. That expenditures. I challen,_e this or any Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I yield
is where it comes from. other legislative body in the world to myself 2,additional minutes.

Mr. pASTORE. Then why does the devise a statute with monetary limita- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
Senator not put all other items under the tions that camiot be av(4ded or circum- ator is recognized for 2 additional
existing 10 cents? vent_._t, minutes.
Mr. ALLEN. I should liketo do that. The PRESIE_ING OFFICER. The time l_[r.COTTON. I agree with the Sena-

And if the Senator is serious in stating of the Senator has expired, tor from Rhode Island (Mr, PASTORE)
we can put the other items under the two Mr. COTTON. I yield myself 4 addi- that when we try to go as far as the Sen-
5 cents, if he would suggest the absence tional minutes, ator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) WOUld
of a quorum to allow that amendment to The PRESIDING OFF[CElt. The Sen- have us go--with the best of intentions
be prepared,. I would be willing to pre- ator is recognized for 4 additional min- in t:he world and very sincerely--that we
pare it. utes. will get a bill that first, will not pass,

I understand that the senior Senator Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I hope and second, if it passes it will be utterly
from Rhode Island has said he would Senators will not think I am too cynical unworkable and unenforceable.
accept it. That would end the matter as in taking this attitude. But, I repeat that MM. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield
far as the Senator from Alabama is con- I challenge this body or any legislative myself whatever time I may need.
cerned, body in the world to derise the kind of I want to make abundantly clear I will

I suggest that the Senator from Rhode statute that cannot be avoided or cireum- new._r vote for 20 cents. I think we have
Island do that. vented, or to devise a law limiting ex- been very generous with the 10 cents. I

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I sug- penditures. However, the one remedy that would rather see 10 cents for everything
gest the absence of a quorum, can he devised, coupled with strict sanc- than 20 cents for everything because I

The legislative clerk proceeded to call tions for violations, is _, law requiring think we would scandalize this opera-
the roll. that any man running lor public office tion we have indulged in in the last few

The PRES]DINO OFFICER. The Chair disclc,ses the Is.st cent r_e receives and days.
advises the Senator from Rhode Island spenc s. Under that kind of jeopardy, he All I am trying to say is the fact that
that he does not have sufficient time re- woulg[ not take a chance. Our own State 20 cents for every eligible voter, with
maining on the amendment to suggest law provides that a candidate could be the lowest unit cost, irrespective of how
the absence of a quorum. Does he wish declared ineligible and haw. _ his name many people go to the polls, predie_ted
to suggest the absence of a quorum on taken off the ballot if it were found that upon a census taken by the Bureau of
the time allotted under the bill? he failed to meet the disclosure require- the Census is going to give any candi-

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I with- merits;, date a lot more money than he needs
draw the suggestion of the absence of a When the President vetoed a similar to effec, t a very effective campaign.
quorum and yield 3 minutes to the Sena- bill in 'the last Congress, one reason given Now, if we begin to make this 20 cents
ter from New Hampshire. was that it was not comprehensive I think the bill is going to be limited

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- e]_ough. I think that reaso sing was some- and I would rather see no bill at all.. I
ator from New Hampshire is recognized what tmfortunate. But, it is why we have am saying that frankly I would rather
for 3 minutes, to have an allWnclusive bill this year. I see this bill die this afternoon than to

Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I had not think that is unfortunate because if the see an amendment adopted to bring it
intended to take any time because both people of my State and the: people of to 20 cents.
the Commerce Committee and the Corn- this CoLuntry could be _ccurately in- I sxn hopeful that when the disclosure
mitres on Rules and Administration have formed oil campaign exl_.mditures on a :[aw takes effect and we look at it after
done such splendid work on this bill. regular and periodicba,sisbeforean elec- 1972_, we will have an opportunity to
However, Mr. President, I find myself in tion, coupled with penalties for failure determine whether all expenditures
some disagreement with both of my col- to disclose, then the electorate could :;houid come under the 10-cent limits-
leagues. To some extent, I find myself come to their own judgment, tion. That would be not only a favor for
in disagreement with the distinguished Any wealthy :man who thimks he can the incumbent but for the opponent.
Senator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN). I buy a seat in the House of Represents- I think this idea of how much it cost
also find myself somewhat in disagree- tires, in the Senate, or buy a governor- to come to Congress, or to win the Presi-
ment with the distinguished Senator ship or any other high office and do it dency has become a public scandal, and
from Rhode Island (Mr. P^STORE). by pouring out money i:; mistaken. If peop:[e cannot understand it. If we say

Mr. President, more than a quarter of those expenditures are disclosed, Mr. a man must spend 20 cents for ew.q:y
a century ago, I spent 10 years in the President, you can trust people not to Efiigible voter in his State I am afraid

we are putting a price tag on publiclegislature of my own State. And I served permit him to do it. Furthermore, you
for a long time as chairman of the Judi- can trust :his opponent to see to it that office, and that will scandalize this mat-
eiary Committee of the State legislature, it is well-advert:sod becacse that power teE. I would rather see 10 cents :_or
We were grappling with a State law for w(mld be in the hands of the poor man. everything than 20 cents for ev,rything.
"clean" elections. I have heard a lot said :n the last few Mr. President, I hope the amendment

We saw attempt after attempt fail to days that a poor man should have a is rejected.
accomplish the purpose we had in mind. chance to run for office. I _gree. But, you Mr'. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield
Now, Mr. President, in my State the law are putting in the hands of the poor man, rayself 2 minutes.
is so strict that if a person runs for for whom ';o many tears h we been shed, The amendment would not provide for
U.S. Senator in the State of New Hamp- a weapon that will be more effective in a 20-cent limit. The bill would provide,
shire he has to account for everything, preventing the expenditure of unreason- as it now provides, for one 5-cent limit,
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another 5-cent limit, and then a 10-cent Mr. CI-I_,ES.There would be n,_ limi- Senator from Rhode Island said that
limit, ration. Under the Senator's amendment peri_aps after the 19.72 election we will

Under the way the bill is now written, would there be some limitation? have more information and history for
the only limitation is a 5-cent limit, a Mr. AT.T,EN. Yes; it would come urtder imposing some overall limitation. I agree
5-cent limit, and no limitation, so that the overall 10 cent limitation. None of that there should be an overall ceiling
under the bill $1 a person could be spent the 10 cents, by the way_ could be trans- of expenditures, but how are we golng to
for expenses not covered by the two ferred to other forms of advertising, determine what is fair for direct mailing
5-cent limits. Mr. CHILES. So the lid or restrictions and postage in the operation of a cam-

This is not 20 cents per person; it is would stlll be on them? paign? I think the Senator from Ala-
limited to 10 cents for all other expenses, Mr..AT,LEN. That is correct, bama is only trying '_o further limit ex-
other than the two 5-cent limitations Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will the _Clen- penditures because now the door is wide
providedby the bill. ator yield? open as far as the limits are concerned.

This is not a concession or extension Mr. ALLEN. Yes; if I have time. Mr. PASTORE. But we have full dis-
of spending authority. It is a strict con- Mr. DOLE. I want to refer to the ques- closure, and it would be scandalous if
striction and limitation of spending au- tion raised by the Senator from Rhode a person spent as much in all the other
thority and we should cover the whole Island. I share the view expressed by the categories. Then there is the question of
_eld of campaign expenses and not just Senator from Alabama that this would volunteers. The question was raised by
cover part of it. not, in effect, be doubling the cost of the t]ae Senator from New York as to whether

Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, will the campaign, ser_rices of volunteers should be consid-
Senator yield? Mr. ALLEN. Absolutely not. There is ered as part of a contribution. One man

Mr. ALLEN. I yield, no obligation to spend a dime. It is just may have 50 volunteers, and another
Mr. CHILES. As I understand the Sen- a limitation. Right now there is nG limi- ms;a may haw_ to hire them. We have no

ator's amendment, under spending we ration. It could be a dollar per person, experience in this regard. We left that
have covered those areas such as radio This amendment would hold it down to out of _he bill rather than jeopardize it.
and television, and we have covered 10 cents. There would be no obligation to _f the proposal were for 2 cents more, I
newspapers, but then, in the areas not spend it at all. It would be there. It is Would be more amenable to it. If it were
covered, I understand that is where the limited. Under the present bill there is for 3 cents more, I would be more amc-
Senator's limitation would now go, the no limitation. This amendment puts a nable to it. I do not know any more about
Senator's amendment would say you limitation on those expenditures, the 2 cents than the 3 cents, but some-
could not spend more than a dime. Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, if the how I _now by instinct that another 10

Mr. ALLEN. That is correct. That Senator will yield, to answer the, ques-, centsis scandalous.
would be 10 cents, tion, I am not opposed to a limitation Mr. ALLEN. It is $1 now, If one wants

Mr. CHILES. That is a high figure of all other expenditures as well. The to spend it, I remind the Senator.
to me. trouble is we have no guidelines to make Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, who has

_[r. ALLEN. Veryhigh. any sense out of it. How do I know 10 the floor?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 2 cents make sense? I am trying to find The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time

rn'[nutes of the Senator have expired, out where they got the figure of lC,cents, of the Senator from Alabama has entire-
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I yield my- We found out what the candidates are ly expired.

self i minute, spending, on the average, for radio and Mr. PASTORE. I am willing to yield
Mr. PASTORE. I will yield the Senator television. We found out how much the some time to the Senator from Alabama.

time. discount came to. We found out what; Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the Sen-
Mr. ALLEN. I have some additional the leverage was there. There are some atoryield?

time. elements on which to make a determi:na-. Mr. PASTORE. I yield to the Sena-
l_r. CHILES. But there is no limitation tion which will provide fairness, tor from Kentucky.

on that now. Is that correct? The Senator from Florida raised the Mr. COOK. Is it true--and I will ask
Mr. ALLEN. That is correct, question of direct mailing. How can we t_his question also of the Senator from
i_{r. CHILES. Will the Senator from stop any Member of Con_ress who, i,; afl Nevads_--that during the course of devel-

Alabama tell me is there an opening in incumbent from sending out a news.- oping this bill we spent literally hours
there, for example, for an unlimited letter? What does that cost? Is th,at fair and hours going over sheets that had
mailing campaign or a letterwriting cam- to anyone on the outside who has to go been requested from candidates, through
paign or a mass writing campaign? out and buy stamps? An incumbent cart t_he Federal Communications Commis-

Mr. ALLEN. Under the bill without the do it up to the day of his election. As sion, through all types of facilities we
amendment, there would be no limitation a Member of Congress he can do that. Could get, through statistics that had
whatsoever. We talked about this back and forth, been published on expenditures, through

Mr. CHILES. Then, if I were a wealthy The Senator from New Hampshire (Mr. statistics that had been published on
candidate or had accumulated a war COTTON) said, "There is very littl,e radio newspaper advertisements, and the de-
chest from special interest contributors, and television in my State. I do much termination for these figures came as a
I, or a committee, could spend unlimited of mine through direct mailing." When matter of logic and they came as a mat-
amounts for that kind of campaign we debated this question back and fo,rth, ter of statistics from figures we had be-
effort?' we reached the conclusion that we ought fore us? But there is no statistical in-

Mr. ALLEN. Yes. not to persist in this. Am I correct? formation on which to base this figure.
Mr. CHILES. That means that without Mr. COTTON. Yes. Do we k_low where it came from? Do we

this amendment, a presidential candidate Mr. PASTORE. Here we are thL,_ after-, know how to figure _tt? I hope Senators
with unlimited funds could decide he was noon saying, "Let us make it 1(I cents who were in the committee on the mark-
going into a nationwide mass communi- for everything else." I am not opposed to up, and who went over page after page
cation campaign? limiting everything else, but I do not and figure after figure on matters that

Mr. ALLEN. Yes. know what that figure should be. I wc,uld are treated in the bill, will agree that
Mr. CHILES. And he could engage in be perfectly willing to take the 10 cenb; the percentages we came up with had a

certain techniques as to how many pieces we already have rather than _ihe 20 relation thereto.
to send out, and he could spend unlimited cents suggested. Whether it should ]:_ 2 Mr. PASTORE. Take a man in the
sums on that kind of campaign, cents more, or 3 cents more, I do not State of California or the State of New

Mr. ALLEN. Campaigns were run long know. Some day it will have to be con.- York who runs for the Senate. How do
before radio and television, and very trolled. Now the way it is controlled I knowhowmanyheadquartersheshould
successfully, is by full disclosure. Perhaps next time have? How can I determine that? That

Mr. CHILES. Would the Senator tell we will be in a position to do something is hard to do. How much telephone ex-
me whether someone could hire workers about it. pense should I allow him? That is hard
for telephone banks or for door-to-door Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will the Sen-. to know. How much postage should he be
canvassing? atoryield? allowed? That is hard to knQw. How

Mr. ALLEN. The candidates could do Mr. PASTORE. Yes, out of my time. many canvassers should he be allowed to
that without limitation under the bill as Mr. DOLE. I think the President re.. have? That is hard to know. At this mo-
written, without this amendment, ferred to what is being suggested. The merit it ils an imposs_ibility.
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I come back to my friend from Ala- So Mr. ALLEN':_amendment (No. 306) Federal office on the electronic media.
bama: The only safeguard is one's con- was re3ected. That is not so. He means any candidate
science and the fact that he has to dis- Mr. PASTORF,. Mr. PreMdent, I move far arty elective Grace, anywhere, whether
close this matter fully, to reconsider the vote I)y which the Z'edex'al, State, or municipal, 45 days be-

If after the next election we find that amendment was rejected, fore a primary and 60 days before an
spending on unrelated means was twice Mr. CANNON. I move to lay that election.
as much ._s it should be in those other motion, on the table. Mr CURTIS. I thank the distinguished
categories and that there should be a The nlotion to lay on the table was S:enator from Rhode Island, the fi¢_r
ceiling on them, wewill have something agreed to. leader of the bill, for his correction.
to go by and we can correct the law. Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I have Mr President, my reason for opposing

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time Just been told that the Senator from [_ese sections is that it ls price fixing.
on the amendment has expired. Vermont (Mr. PROUTY), for personal We are telling the local publisher that he

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask for reason:_, will have to leave the Chamber has to sell advertising time, to whom?
the yeas and nays. and leave the District. Be_'orehe does, I To m_--at a rate that is the lowest he

The yeas and nays were ordered, want to take th_3 occasion to thank him sells bo anyone.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- for his £me spiriL of cooperation on this We are saying to the local broad-

tion _s on agreeing to the amendment of measure, and I mean that sincerely, caster, if this language remains In the
the Senator from Alabama. The argument that thi:; was to be a l_ill,that he must sell advertising time to

The yeas and nays have been ordered, Republican or a Democrat:c bill, I think, us at the lowest unit rate he charges any-
and the clerk will call the roll. has disappeared into th:ut air. I think one else.

The legislative clerk called the roll. there t_as been a fine spirit o_ coopera- Mr. President, I am not in favor of
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an- tion and he especially has been a leader price fixing by law and, furthermore, if

nounce that the Senator from Oklahoma in this crt_sade and I want to thank him there ever comes a time when price fixing
(Mr. H^RRm),and the Senator from New very much, i:_justified by law, certainly it would be
Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS)are necessarily Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, may I b) combat inflation or to carry out war
absent, expres,;mydeepappreciation, powers; but here we have the unheard

I further announce that the Senator Mr. COTTON. Mr. Pre:;ident, may I, of situation where Congress is pick_ng
from Indiana (Mr. HARTKE), and the from the other side of the committee, out one instance in the whole economy
Senator from Illinois (Mr. STEVENSON) joln tlae distinguished _mior Senator and fixing the prlce.
are absent on officialbusiness, from :[Zhode Island in egpressing our Who are we to dispute the fact that

I further announce that, if present and appreciation for the long hours of hard here is a local publisher that may, for
voting, the Senator from Illinois (Mr. work which the, distingu!shed Senator some good reason, have a low rate for
STEVENSON)would vote"yea." from Vermont (Mr. PROUZY)put in not the 'local citizens who advertise, not

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the only in the committee but _so on the bill. during a short period but advertise year
Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT)and A1VIEI_DI_ENTNO.aSU in and year out. The same is true qf a
the Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON) Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I call up broadcaster.
are necessarily absent, my amenchnent a_adask th _.tIt be stated. I think that this is unwise legislation.

The Senator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY) The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. I judge no one else, but to my mind it is
is absent on official business. TAFT). '_e amendment w_ll be stated, not morally right that we should impo)se

The Senator from South Dakota (Mr. The assi.,_tant legislative clerk read the price fixing for our benefit.
MUNDT)is absent because of illness, amendment asfollows: Nowlet us consider the situation of thelocal publisher of the local paper. He has

The Senator from North Dakota (Mr. On page 9 strike out beginning with line felt the forces of inflation. His news-
YOUNG)is detained on official business. 1_. _xtending to ;_nd Including line 2 on print costs him more. His postage co:;tspage 3.

If present and voting, the Senator on p_ge 7 strike out beginning with line 23 him more---and we had something to do
from Illinois (Mr. PERCY) would vote extending to and including llne 5 on page 8. _th theft. All of his expenses for ma-

c'.Mnery, repairs, and everything else, is
"yea." Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, if we can costing iaim more; yet, we say to him,

The result was announced--yeas 31, have order in the Senate, ]: can state my "We are going to fix the price of whatnays 60, as follows: case very quickly. you charge us." It is true that we do not
[No. 201 Leg.] Mr. President, my amendment is in fix it as a dollar amount, but the authors

YEAS---31 tWO parts. I can be forced to separate of the bLll say, and I will read the lan-
Ailen Cranston Roth them but before I make a unanimous
Bayh Dole Saxbe consent request l_aat it be corzsidered as gaage for the broadcasters:
Brock Fulbrlght Schweiker The lowest unit charge of the station ::or
Brooke Gambrell Sparkman one amendment, I should like to explain the same amount of time during the same
Buckley Gravel Spong what ii; doE_. p3rlod.
Burdlck Javits Taft It strikes out some language in two
Byrd,Va. Long Talmadge different places in the bill. The first lan- Mr. President, among other things, in
Case Mclntyre Thurmond
Chiles Packwood Tunney guage it st_qkes out is that section which addition t_)conceding the right of a local
Church Pell requires a broadcaster to sell time to a businessman to make a price to someone
cooper Randolph Federal candidate "for the lowest unit that _is:_.permanent customer, I think

NAYS--60 charge of the station f_r the same that any businessman has a right, in fix-
Alken Fong McGee amount of time during the same period." lng hiis price, to take into account what
Allott Goldwater McGovern The other part of it relates to nonbroad- the record is for payment. We hear aHAnderson Griffin Metcalf
Baker Gurney Miller cast media, that "it shall r.ot exceed the the time, not about a great number of
Beall Hansen Mondale lowest unit; rate charged by others for candidates, but it happens often that
Bellmon Hart Montoya the person furni,_hing such medium for political bills sometimes go unpaid orBentsen Hatfield Moss
Bible Holllngs Muskie the same amount of space." they are cumcult to collect.
Boggs Hruska Nelson Mr. President, inasmuch as one prin- Well, :Mr. President, I believe that to
Byrd, W. Va. Hughes Pastore
Cannon Humphrey Prouty ciple or proposition would ae voted on, I pass this measure with this language inhere is not in the best interests of Con-
Cook Inouye Proxmire ask unanimous consent that my amend- gress. I do not believe we should say that
Cotton Jackson Riblcoff ment may be treated as one amendment, we are entering the field of price flxh_gCurtis Jordan, N.C. Scott

Domlnlck Jordan, Idaho Smith The PRESID1TIG OFFICER. Without because we are involved. We may not
Eagleton Kennedy Stennis objection, it is so ordered, intend il_ that way. I am not trying toEastland Magnuson Stevens
Ellender Mansfield Symington Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Pres!dent, will the interpret anyone's mind or put words
Ervin Mathias Tower Senator _rom Nebraska yield? into anyone's mouth, but I say that many
Fannin McClellan Weieker Mr. CURTIS. I am happy to yield to people back home, including the taxpay-

NOT VOTING--9 the Sertator from Rhode L'land. ers wlao own broadcasting stations and
Bennett Mundt Stevenson Mr. I?ASTORE The Senator said the the taxpayers who publish newspapers,Harrls Pearson Williams
Hartke Percy Young lowest unit rate for any candidate for _fll think of it in that way.
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Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and media and broadcasters will come to a sistent about this. This has been his

nays on the amendment. Senator and interview him.'They cio that position from the beginning. :the major-
The yeas and nays were ordered, to fulfill the requirement that they j_Ive ity of the committee felt otherwise. So
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I reserve time for news service, did the members of the Committee on

the remainder of my time. They have a news section which corn-. B'ules and Administration.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, this is plies with their obligation and responsi- X want to correct one statement the

not the first time during this debate that bility to render public service. That IS all Senator made. He said that this :is _he
this matter has been discussed. First of we are doing here. first time we have meddled with rates.
all, we have got to understand that we We are saying to the broadcasters: _laat Is not true. We got this provision
are talking about public policy. We are "Well, if you grant to Procter & Gamble in the Communications Act. That is all
talking about educating the American a spot at 6 o'clock on your televiskm ,'_ta- we are doing.
people during a campaign, not only as _ tion on a certain day, if you sell that t_me Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield 2
to the personalities, the integrity and the to a candidate for public office for the additional minutes to the Senator from
capability of the candidates, but also as school committee in your city, you can- Tennessee.
to the issues, not charge him any more than you ch_rge Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I only

Under existing law--and I am speak- Procter &Gamble." want to say that this is my point of view.
ing now of the Communications Act--- Why is there the fixing of a rate? ']rqne I think that the Senator from Rhode Is-
there is already provided that "charges rate was fixed by the station. All we are 1Emd and I are'talking of two different
made for the use of any broadcasting saying is that they have got to render to things. I say that we are meddling in
station for any of the purposes set forth that individual who is running for pub- ratemaking in our own favor when we
in this section shall not exceed charges lic office the same rate as they do for a say that we should have the same dis-
made for comparable use of such station commercial advertiser. That is .all it count that is allotted to a commercial
for other purposes." amounts to. user for competitive advertising on the

What we are doing here is not to set Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, woukl the bas_s of a whole year of advertising when
any price or fix any price. We are merely Senator yield? we as _oliticians advertise only during
saying to a broadcasting station, "If you Mr. PASTORE. I yield, the weeks immediately preceding a cam-
yourself have established a lowest unit Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, it ml_ht palgn. _re are ratemaking.
rate for reasons that a candidate for be more appropriate for the Senator from Mr. PASTORE. MI'. President, this is
public office cannot possibly comply with Nebraska to yield to me. not confined to Senators and l_pre-
for the simple reason that he only runs Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, how much sentatlves. This is for a President, for
a certain number of weeks before election time do I have remaining.* State officers, for Governors, for Lieu-
day, then in the particular case of that The PRESIDING OPPICER. The Sen- tenant Governors, for someone who is
candidate, whether he is running for ator from Nebraska ha_ 7 minute,s re- running for a school committee or dog
Congress or for the school committee in maining, catcher.
his own community, you cannot charge Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I .yield 2 We are saying that the public needs to
him any more than the lowest unit rate minutes to the Senator from Tem_es_._:ee. know these candida_;es and the issues
in the public interest." Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I thard_ the and that they have got to make it a,_ con-

It only extends for a period of 45 days Senator from Nebraska for yielding, w_rrtent as possible so that those :issues
before a primary and for 60 days before Mr. President, as the Senator from can be brought into every home in Amer-
a general election. Rhode Island knows, since we have dlts- ica at the best pos:_ible price that is

Now, coming to the newspapers, a cussed it privately and in committee on charged anyone else.
question was raised as to whether that a number of occasions, I support the con- Mr. BAKER. But we are limiting the
could be done with reference to news- cept embodied in the amendment of the amcmnt of broadcasting we can do on the
papers and whether that would be un- senator from Nebraska (Mr. Cm_,.rxs). I one hand and are providing an attractive
constitutional. Well, no court has yet have always felt, and I still feel, that inducement on the other hand by giving
held it unconstitutional. And when I say legislating a requirement for a lowest it the lowest rate.
no court, I mean the Supreme Court of unit rate on radio and television rep:re- I intend to support the amendment.
the United States. However, we have sents the first time Congress has reed- Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield
statutes in eight States. Here is the stat- dled with the business of ratemaking in myself 2 minutes.
ute in Florida: the broadcast media. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

No person or corporation within the State I also feel that the business of es_t[b- ator from Nebraska :ts recognized for 2
publishing a newspaper or other periodical ]ishing a lowest unit rate represents an minutes.
or operating a radio or television station or effort to dictate rates in a field where Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I call ar-
a network of stations in Florida_shall charge ratemaking has always been an _math- tent;ion to the fact that I have not raised
a candidate for State or county political cma in any case, and that is in the a constitutional question about this mat-
office for political advertising a rate in ex- printed media, te_. There might be one. It has been cited
cess of the regular rate usually charged per- I favor the amendment of the Senator here that eight States have something
sons for commercial advertising, from Nebraska. I offered a aLmJlar similar. By the same token, 42 States ap-

This is one case. The question was amendment in committee and it w_a__rlot parently do not have. And there must be
raised in the State of New Hampshire. adopted, a reason for that.
The Supreme Court of the State of New There is a paradox of sorts implicit tn I feel that this requirement that there
Hampshire held in that case: the bill as presently written. On the one be the lowest unit rate is quite different

That the establishment of the criteria hand, we are limiting the amoun_ that from a comparable rate. And to that ex-
which prohibited a newspaper or radio sta- can be spent; and on the other hand, tent, it is price-fixing. It is definitely
tlon from charging rates higher than those we are allowing ourselves the lowest rate, l_rice-fixing for our benefit. There are
established for commercial advertising was a rate that we are not earning by fre- many forces in the political world that
not abridging the freedom of the press, queney of broadcast but because of our contend that because the public necds to

That opinion was appealed to the Su- status as politicians. That is an imposi- know, the broadcaster should give free
preme Court and the Supreme Court of tion on television and radio broad- time. Why? They contend that because
the United States refused to grant cer- casters. _Le elected politicians; can hold a threat
tiorari. They then asked for a review of Within the confines of the limltattor, Lof aver someone who must have a Federallicexme. That is not right.
the rejection of certiorari and the court 2 minutes that has been allotted tc me, Iwould like to say that my opposit:to:n to Mr. President, we might say that the
refused a second time. Therefore, that the lowest unit rate concept is not made m_bllc needs to meet the candidates and,
decision stands, in ill .will, but in the belief tl_t we therefore, the gasoline stations should

The point I make, apart from the are levying a subsidy in favor of mtr- _ive us free gasoline to travel up and
constitutionality of it, is that licensees, selves, and I.do not think it appropriate. _down our States or our districts. There
when they are granted the license, must Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I yield :is no defense, as I have said, for this
perform a public service. That ls re- myself time on the bill. I want to .,gay ita:nguage. There is nc, reason for creat-
quired by the law. The Senator htmself to the Senator from Tennessee t_u_t he :lng this .special privilege for ourselves,
knows that from time to time the news has been very cooperative and very per- and that Is what it amounts to. I have
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not read all the hearings, but I doubt lqAYS---55 other aspects, but all of us see the value
very much that a strong case could be Alken Hal_ Mondale Jn this. To insure that disclosure, a n_n-
made of abuses in the field of prices that Andersori Hatfield Montoya her of reports are required, and perhapsBayh HoJlings Mo,_s
would cause us to feel concerned so that BeUmo:a Hughes Muskle lfiae key report is the one that is re-
this provision would be warranted. Bentsea Hwmphrey Nelson qulred tc_ be filed on the Thursday be-

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, ail time Bible Inc,uye Pastore :[ore election day with the nationalBrooke Jackson Pelt
has been yielded back. I move to lay on Burdicl_ Jordan, N.O. Prexmire eonnnission.
the table the amendment of the Senator Byrd. VL'Va.. Kealnedy Ra_xdollah The language as contained Lq the
from Nebraska. Cannon Long Rlbicoff :Pastore substitute leave open the po s,_i-

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the Chiles Magnuson Sa}:be '_iil_r that that report might not be avail-Church Mansfield Schweiker

Senator yield at thatpoint? cranston Mathias Scott able to the public until the following
Mr. PASTORE. I yield. Eastland McClellan Sparkrnan '._londay, the day before the election. By
Mr. CURTIS. I would hope that the Ellender McGee Spong eliminating the words "during regular 0f-Fong MeGovern Stennis

distinguished Senator from Rhode Is- Fulbright Melntyre Tunney :Sce hours" on page 30, it becomes clear
land. would allow us to vote on the GambreLl Metcalf that it is our intention that the Cpmnns-
amendment on its merits. Gravel MEler .sion shall be required to be open for

Mr. PASTORE. Very well. Mr. Presi- ANSWERF_D "PRESENT"--2 business on that Saturday, in order that
dent, I withdraw my motion. The Senn- Byrd. Va.. TaJ:t khose re:ports, while it is hoped they would
tor wants an up or down vote? NOT VOTING--12 be available on the Friday, at least would

Mr. CURTIS. Yes. Bennett Hr_aska Prouty be available not later than the Saturday
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The mo- Buckley Mundt Stevenson preceding the election.Harris Pearson Weicker

tion is withdrawn. Hartke Percy Williams I thhIk it is a very desirable clarifica-
The question is on agreeing to the Llon.

amendment of the Senator from Ne- So !._lr. CURTm' amenckaent (No. 382) The most important of the reports
braska (No. 382). On this question the was rejected, which tins bfil requires is the report

Mr. PA/3TOR]E. Mr. Pr_mldent, I move which must be filed 5 days before the
yeas and nays have been ordered, and to reconsider the vote by which the election.the clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro- amendme_t was rejected As we all well know, most political
ceeded to call the roll. Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I move to money is received and spent in the clos-

Mr. BYRD of Virginia (when his name lay that motion ,an the table, ing days of a campaign and thus the final
was called). Mr. President, because of a The motion to lay on the table was :repozt is likely to contain the grea,_est
possible conflict of interest, I announce agreed to. amount of information.
"present." Mr. PASTORF.. Mr. Pr_mtdent, for the If disclosure is to be meaningful, the

Mr. TAFT (when his name was called), benefit of Senators, I know ¢,f only one :pre_; must have access to the report :no
Present. more amendment, which we intend to :tater than the Saturday morning prior

The roilcall was concluded, accept. I_es the Senator from Colorado _o the election. Under the present lan-
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an- have one? guage of amendment 308, it is poss:ible

nounce that the Senator from Oklahoma Mr. DOMINICK. Yes. that the Election Commission might in-
(Mr. HARRXS)and the Senator from New Mr. PASTORE. Does anyone else have terpret the law as not requiring it to
Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS) are necessarily all ame:udment? make tlaE_report available until 9 a.m. on
absent. Mr. BA_LER. I have one. It will not take Monday, prior to the election. The

I further announce that the Senator very long. _mendrnent I am proposing for the
from Indiana (Mr. HARTKE) and the Mr. PA_STORE. Are there any other reason that "during regular office hours"
Senator from IllinOis (Mr. STEVENSON) amer*dments? might be thought to rule out the Satur-
are absent on official business. Mr. HA].ZT. I have an antendment, day prior to the election. It is essential

I further announce that, if present and Mr. PASTORE. I would say to my col- there be no ambiguity--the records must
voting, the Senator from Illinois (Mr. leagues, for their convenience, that if be available on that Saturday, and that
STEVENSON) would vote "nay." they will stay around fox a little while, the press be given access to them for tiao

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the I think we can have a fhaal reading entire day.
Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT), the around 5:30. O! cmLrse, we would hope that the
Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON), and The, I_RESIDING OFFICER. The bill is Commission would make: the reports
the ,Senator from Vermont (Mr. PEOUTY) open to further amendme:_t, avafiable even earlier, if possible. The
are :necessarily absent. Mr. HART. Mr. President, I have an PRe,ore substitute clearly provides for

The Senator from Nebraska (Mr. amendment at the desk. I ask for its tm- earlier availability.
mediate consideration. Mr. President, real reform in the area

HRUSKA) and the Senator from Illinois The PRESE)ING OPPICER. The of campaign finance requires not only
(Mr. PERCY) are absent on official bust- amendrae:at will be stated, disclosure, but also public access to what
ness. The assistant legislative clerk read as is disclosed. My hope is this amendment

The Senator from South Dakota (Mr. follows: will be adopted to guarantee that access.
MUNDT) iS absent because of illness. On page 30, lines 14--15, strike: "durlng Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the

The Senator from New York (Mr. regular offkce hours", amendment is a reasonable one, and I
BUCKLEY), and the Senator from Con- The PRESTDING O].,_ICER. Who hope would not involve an extraordinary
necticut (Mr. WEICKEE) are detained on yields time? burden except for that very brief pe:ciod
official business. Mr. IIART. l_[r. Presid_mt, I yield my- of time. The whole purpose of the Corn-

If present and voting, the Senator self s_ch time as I may z,.'qulre. I ant. ici.- lnission is geared up for this kind oJ: an
frora Illinois (Mr. PERCY) would vote pate :it will be only a moment, ever,t, and therefore I am willing to ac-
"nay." I have discussed this a_nendment with copt the amendment.

The result was announced--yeas 31, the able manager of the bill. Through- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Do the
nays 55, as follows: out the debate, the Senaix)r from Rhode Senators yield back the remainder oftheir time?

[No. 202 Leg.] T.sland and the Senator from Nevada--- Mr. CANNON. I yield back the :t'e-
YEAS---31 Several Senators addresseq the Chair. mainder of my time.

Allen Dole Packwood The PRESIDING OFF::CE].Z. The Sen- Mir. :_IART. I yield back the remainder
Allott Dominlck Roth ate _rill be in order, so that Senators of my tirne.Baker Eagleton Smith
Beall Ervin Stevens may hear the $enator f::om Michigan. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
Boggs Fannin Symington Mr. HART. _.CneSenator from Rhode TAFT). All remaining time having beenBrock Goldwater Talmadge
Case Griffin Thurmond Island :_as emphasized that the key value Fielded back, the question is on agreeing
Cook Gurney Tower in the bill we are considerir_g is disclo- to t:he amendment of the Senator from
cooper Hanson Young
Cotton Zavlts sure, the availability of information. We Michigan.
curtis Jordan, Idaho have ()ur diSagreements about many The amendment was agreed to.
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AMENDMENTNO. 369 What I am proposing, therel_o:re, is The right answer may be that there

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I call that Congress establish a mean Green- raust be the hiatus of a holiday, with all
up my Amendment No. 369. wich time for national elections at which the polls closing, and then open them all

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The all polls would close simultaneously. _.[:hat at the same time. But for me to tell the
amendment will be stated, time would be 11 p_n., eastern st_mdard people of Kentucky that they cannot

The assistant legislative clerk read as time. start voting until 10 o'clock in the morn-
follows: It would not create any paJrticular lng, when they are in the habit of start-

sec. 315. (a) On Monday immediately fol- hardship. It would require the polls to lng at 6 o'clock in the morning--I would
lowing the first Sunday in November ' la stay open longer in some areas than they not want to venture that on the floor
1974, and in every second year thereafter, do now. The poll3 could open any time at this afternoon.
the official closing time of the polling places least 12 hours prior to the unifor:m clos- This is not germane, but I hope the
in the several States for _the eleotlon of elec- ing time--11 p.m., eastern standard Senator will not force me to raise the
tots for President and Vice President of the time. question of germaneness. I hope that
United States and the election of United There is no constitutional problem in- after he makes his presentation, he willStat_s Senators and Representatives shall be
as follows: 11 postmerldlan standard tlme volved, insofar as we have been able to withdraw his amendment as not germane.
Jn the eastern time zone; 10 postmeridian find out, and we have looked int;o it ]_ankly, the Senator has touched a
standard time in the central time zone; 9 rather carefully. Article II, section 3 of very sensitive nerve. We have to get an
po_tmerldian standard time in the mountain the Constitution gives Congre.':s the _Lnswer to this question. Many people feel
time zone; 8 postmerldlan standard time in power to determine the time of choos- that If the elections look good in New
the Pacific time zone; ? postmeridian stand- lng electors for President and Vice Presi- York, that is the way the people who
ar_ time in the Yukon time zone; 6 post- dent, and article I, section 4, gives Con- have not yet gone to the polls in Cali-mer'_Jlan standard time In the Alaska-
Hzwa_Atime zone; and 5 postmerldian stand- gress the power to regulate the time, fornla are going to w)te. Many others say
arc[ time in the Bering time zone: Provided, place, and manner of holding elections that is nonsense, that it does not affect
That the polling places in each of the States for Senators and Representatives. anyone. I do not think anyone in the
shall be open for at least twelve hours. The Supreme Court has indicated that colmtry knows the answer to it---unless

(b) The provisions of this Act shall be- this may also apply to presidential eJec- we have the elections according to sched-
come effective on January l, 1974. tions, ule and then say that no machine shall

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, in While I admit this amendment is ti_h- be open and no ballot shall be counted
connection with the amendment, the nically not germane, I feel it is very rele- lmtil 24 hours after the last poll is closed.
word "Monday" on line 1, page 1, should rant to election reform. But m:_ ques- That is the only way to obtain unanimity.

I am not even ready to suggest that, be-be "Tuesday", and the word "Sunday" tion is not merely whether it is germane.
on line 2, page I, should be "Monday". My question is whether the al.latin- cause I can imagine the mail that would
I modify the amendment to that extent, guished Senator from Nevada (M:r. CAN- come into my office tomorrow if I did.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The NON) who is chairman of the subcommit- Mr. DOMINICK. lCsay to the Senator
amendment will be so modified, tee before which my bill is pending, ieels from Rhode Island that I am perfectly

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I am this matter is of sufficient import_mce to willing to withdraw this amendment in a
not going to take very long on this pro- merit hearings during this Congres_s. If few minutes, provided I can get some
posal, because I have discussed it with the Senator CA_NON can give me some re- as.,mrance from the Senator from Rhode
distinguished floor manager of the bill action to this, I would be pleas_M. :Csland or the Senator from Nevada that
(Mr. PASTORE), and he indicated to me Mr. PASTORE. I want to say to the ,se will have some hearings on the; prob-
that he did not think it was germane. I Senator that he is now dealing in a mat- ]:era later in this session. Even under my
think he is probably correct in that view, ter that has troubled the entire (:o'uatry, proposal, this would not be effective until
and if he should make such a motion, I including the experts. I do not care what 1974; so I ara not talking about trying
would have to withdraw it. State is involved. Today, through the to make it effective :for 1972. If we could

I would like, however, to take this computer system, the forecast of e,lection get some hearings and get some idea of
opportunity to discuss it briefly, because results is made long before people have the opportunity to present material on
it has considerable support, and then to even completed voting in their own State. this matter, I think it would be helpful.
ask the Senator from Nevada (Mr. CaN- In my State, for example, are certain '.[_t me say that the concept of a uni-
NON) whether or not we might expect localities which, by custom, open their form poU closing time was endorsed by
some kind of _avorable action on my bill, polls very early. They ihappen to, be the the National Governors' Conference in
_. 1385, which is pending before his rural areas, where the activity is more or :1966. They passed a resolution which is
Privileges and Elections Subcommittee. less agricultural. Those people go to the contained in the statement accompany-
That bill would move the day for national polls very early in the morning. Those lng this amendment when I submitted it
elections from Tuesday to Monday, make polls close about 5 o'clock in the a:[ter- on August 3, showing what their pro-
it a national holiday, require the polls noon. After about 6 o'clock, they tell you posal Is. This is a _aiform 24-hour rot-
to stay open for at least 12 hours, and who is going to win the election. .'Lng period with simultaneous starting
provide for a uniform national closing They take the polls in New York and .and closing times and it provides for es-
time. This amendment is taken from that project them and tell you who J:.'_going tablishing a national holiday for national
bill, and would require all polls to stay to be the President. In California, they eleetions. Perhaps that would be a better
open at least 12 hours, and close simul- have not yet gone to vote. system. Its merits could be fully explored
taneousiy at 11 p.m., eastern standard With respect to the system that has Jha hearings on my bill.
time. been suggested by the Senator, what is he In answer _Lothe Senator from Rhode

What I am dealing with here, and I going to do about Hawaii? Island, may I say that, based on reports
shall be very brief, is the fact that at Mr. DOMINICK. Under this amend- lin the 1962 ejection from New York, a
tile present time, with the electronic ment, and the identical provision in ms' CBS computer predicted that I was de-
computers and a variety of other things, bill, S. 1385, the polls would close simul- feared in Colorado, before the polls had
we now have the election returns which tancously in Rhode Island and Hawaii. closed. I might say that, having made
come in first, along the Atlantic coast La Rhode Island, that time would be 11 that prediction, when I won--and won
area, are flashed all'over the country and p.m.; in Hawaii it would be 6 p.m. lmther handily, if I may say--in 1962,
have a decided effect, in the eyes of most Mr. PASTORE. We had hearings; b fffore the New York Times still carried me as

theyp°litiCalvote°bserverS'inall the°notherWh°voteStimeandareashOWofour committee, and when they were all ][osing; and, when they found I had won,
the country, over--we had the best people in thc' court- l_Aey carried me as a Democrat.

We now have more than six time zones try come there-we did not know any Mr. PASTORE. The Senator has
in this country, and there is increasing more about what we should do than when proved .the case against himself.
concern that they have had a rather sig- we started. Mr. DOMINICK. No. What I a,n say-
nificant effect in recent national elec- I think the only answer to the prob- ing here is that the predictions are made
tions. Poll opening and closing times are lem_it has to be studied independent of and tile effect is unpredictable. Nobody
established under State law. They vary this blll_is that it is so complex that it knows. But why do we do it this way?
within States, and within time zones, has to be studied exhaustively to get the 'Why can we not have standard closing
There really is no need for that. right answer, times in. every one of the time zones, so
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that the problem of computer predictions matter. We haw._ not had hearings be- r.,ot this session. We have other wc,rk
of election results based on early returns cause Jt has been proved tZaat so far it is that comes ahead of that. There are a
Is eliminated? It would not create any very hnpr._Lcticable to follow any of the r_um_r of problems here. One problem
problems for anybody in the voting areas suggesLions that :have been prol¢osed, t_ that it, would not come within the Jur-
involved, and it still would give ample For example, i:a the prol>osal the Sen- i:_diction of my committee, but it prob-
tlme for everybody to vote. ator hm; now, it would :mean that 'il s,bly would come within the JurIsdiction

Mt'. PASTO:F_E. The only answer I can Hawaii[, if they are going to vote in a cf the committee under the chairman-
give the Sena_.or is that God made him presidential election or in _ Federal elec- Ship of the Senator from Rhode Island.
see the sun 3 hours earlier in New York tion, they would be told tht_t they have to The suggestion to prohibit the transmts-
than he sees it in California. vote at 1 o'clock in the morning and that` sion of information until a certain time

Mr. DOMINICK. The returns would they can only vote from 1 o'clock in the woulct be a much better proposal than
be coming in at exactly the same time morning till 1 o'clock in th e afte:..moon. _nposing a duty on people to get out scad
around the country. It, would happen to :Mr. rYOMINICK. No. The polls would vote at some other hour of the day in
be, we will say, 11:15 in New York and close at 6 pJm., Alazka-Hewaii standard order to make it convenient for people
6:15 In Hawaii. But they would be corn- time. _._ey would open at lea.,,t 12 noon _rho vote in a different time zone.
ing in at the same relative time. This before that. Mr. PASTORE. When that suggestion
is the point I am making. Mr. Ct_NNON. That is quite unreason- was raade by someone, thai; we _Io that,

If the Senator would give me some able. t3ut that situation would occur be- tlae roof caved in. How can we stop a
assurance that we could get a hearing cause of the time change, reporter speculating what the result_
sometime this year or next year, I would There is no realistic w:_y. 'We would _111 be in another State? We cannot do
withdraw it. ! have introduced a bill be better off if we eliminated a._lthe time t]aat.
already, zones and put all the countJ7 on the same Mr. DOMINICK. We cannot stop re-

Mr. PASTORE. I think that what the time zone, and if we had from 8 o'clock in portirLg by a CBS computer, an NBC com-
Senator should do issubmit a bill pro- the morning until 8 o'cl)ck at night, puter, or any other computer for that
viding for the President to select a corn- ew_rybody would be voting at the same matter, ii do not know that we want to
mission to make a scientific study of this time. do that. We would have constitutior_al
problem. Psychologically, does it have an Mr. MILLER. Mr. ]?resident, will the problems. What ! am saying is that if
effect? Should it be changed? How should Senator yield? we have them closing at the same time,
we do it, ff it should be changed? I think Mr. DOMINICK. I would be happy to t]aere is no possibility of getting any ]e_
it ought to be studied in that way, as we yield, but I jus_ want hi correct the g[tlmate results before that closing time
have had many other task forces, and RrcoRv. so that` tlhey can spread it around and in-
have them report to Congress, so that we Under my ame:._dment, t'_e polls would fiuence the election in other areas of t',ae
can look at it and see what we want to have to be open at least: eastern stand- country.

ard time--from 11 a.m. lmtil 11 p.m.: Mr. MILLER. What has been brought
dOtheabOUtwayI wouldtherecommendationS.doit. That is central tirae---l£_ a.m. mltil 10 p.m.; oat here is that the Senator from Rhede

They would have to be people who mo'_utain time---9 a.m. lmtiI 9 p.m.; Island's committee probably does not
made a very deep, scientific study of this Pacific tim,_-8 a.m. until (_ p.m.; Yukon have jur_isdiction of a solution that will be
matter and who would come in with a time--7 a.m. until 7 l_.m.; Alaska- a workable and constitutional solution.
concrete recon_nendation. If many peo- Hawaii time--6 o'clock in the_ morning _hat gets us back to the committee
ple are called before a hearing, my ex- until 6 o'clock a'_ night; Bering time--- headed by the Senator from Nevada, a_d
perlence is that by the time we get` 5 o'clock in the morning _mtil' 5 o'clock I would ask my friend from Nevada if ]._e
through, we get` confused. I think some- at night. The polls could ¢,pen any time _ould not accede to the request of t_._e
body has to come up with a single an- before th_;e times, but _ould have to Senator from Colorado to hold hearings
swer and say, "This is the way it` ought close a5 those times. So w(, are not ten- ei.ther this session or, I believe he said
to be done, for this reason." dering any hardship to anyone, which is the next session, so that we can get tkdsMr. DOMINICK. The Senator from the point ! wan_ to make.
Rhode Island really does not mean that. Mr. _ILLER. Mr. President, will the show on the road and get something doneabout tl_s problem.
He conducts hearings all the time. As a Senator from Cc,lorado yield?
matter of fact, one of the points he has Mr. DOI_._NICK. I yield. Mr. C_NNON. I am not wUling to per-
repeatedly made with respect to this Mr. i_/iILLER. Mr. President, I think _t a hearing this session, but I wouldquiite willing to hold hearings on the
campaign spending bill is the tremen_ that the Senator from Rhcde ISland has h_U next year, and a myriad others that
dolls number of hearings they have had made a good st_tement _hen he said have been proposed along this line, but
and tlhe witnesses they have had and that that` this is a problem we are going to I would _ave to do so at a t_me convert-
arguments on both sides have been dis- have to, solve. In :going aro_md the coun- lent to the committee, of course.
cussed. So he really does not mean that, try, all of us have heart: many corn- Mr. DOMINICK. When the Senator re-
I am sure. merits about this problem _nd most peo- fers to "this session," ! thought the Sen-

All I am asking for is the same type ple ar_ wondering why v_e do not do a_;or meant not` just this year but` also
of consideration for this bill, which 1 something in Congress abc_ut` it. So it is next year. If the Senator is only talking
think is of significance, as the Senator not a matter of doing sor_ething about a]_out this year, of course, that would begives to any other bill. it, but when we are going to do something

Mr. PASTO]_E. It does not come with- about it. I say the sooner _he better, d_ifferent,Mr. MILLER. I believe I heard the
in the jurisdiction of my committee. I do not _mow why there _hould be any Senator :[rom Colorado originally ask for

Mr. DOMINICK. But it does come reluctance to hold hearings on this. As a this se,ssion.
within the jurisdiction of Senator C_N~ mat`ter of fact, :[ could suggest to the
_o_'s committee. Senator from Rhode Island to take this Mr. DOi_INICK. I did, but would be

Mr_ PASTORE. He will have to answer amenchnent to conference and see what piieased wi_h a commitment for hearings
the question, the Ho_se thinks about. F_dling that, at this Congress.

Mr. DOMIi_ICK. My bill is before his least we might have heari:_gs to let the Mr. lVI_LLER. I think that IS a reasons-
people k_ow that we are interested in able request. I can understand why the

committee now. doing _,omething about it. The Senator S_nator from Nevada would not want to
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, this is from Rhode Island is 100 percent right agree to hold hearings just this session,

not a new proposal_ We have had pro- when he sa_d it is a problem we are go- tlfis year, because by the time we get
posals of one sort or another for a num- ing to have to take care oi. Let us start l_,_ck from our recess and what is on the
ber of years before our committee. The to take care of it. The soorer the better, s_enda, that would be impracticable to
distinguished Senator from Nebraska ! wo_ld suggest to the ,_enator from do. But I would certainly hope that he
(Mr. CU_T_S) has had a proposal before Nevada (Mr. CA_O_) thai he accede to would agree to hold them during this
our committee. The distinguished Sen- holding' hearings on this w_ry important Congress.
ator from Arizona (Mr. GOLI_WATER)has and perplexing problem. Mr. DOMINICK. I would say to m.v
had a proposal before our committee. We Mr. CANNON. I would agree to hold g_d friend from Nevada, and also to
have given considerable study to the hearings if the s_hedule permitted, but rr,y good friend from Rhode Island, that
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this is not a partisan amendment, the a voter for each of the limitations, or On page 3, line 14, strike "Sec. 102." and
cosponsors are Senators ALLOTT, BEN- 12 cents in all? insert in lieu thereof "Sec. 102. (a) ".
NETT, SCOTT, and W_LL_MS. On the bill, Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, ! amis On page 6, after llne 25, add the follow-
there are more sponsors than that, from no position to say that, because ! h_ve tug:(h) Section 315 of such Act is further
both sides of the aisle. The Senator from not mathematically figured it out. _mt _,xnended by--
Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON) was discussing we are doing here is to establish tile 10 (1) inserting in subsection (a) tmmedi-
this with me a little while ago and he said cents based on the experience of thE; l_t _,tely after "censorship" a comma and the
he thought it was an excellent idea. election_which is a generous figure. Now lonowing: "except as provlded in subsection

What I am saying is that the Senate the question was asked on the 10 cents ,;f) ,"; and
should do something in this field. Up to which ls good in 1972, or the 10 cents (2) adding at the end of such section the

l ollowlng new subsection:
date, I really have not been aware at least that is good today, you see, but It. m_ay "(f) No licensee shal_, be required under
of any particular activity along the lines not be the same 10 cents if there is going this section to broadcast any material pre-
indicated by this amendment. If the to be spiraling inflation. The costs might _entsd by or on behalf of a legally qualified
Senator from Nevada would give me go up. So we have to start with a base. candidate for public office for broadcast in
some assurance, as I understand he is So we start with the base in 1970. A_._I connection with such candidate's campaign
now willing to do, within the course of said here earlier this afternoon, that 5 which maliciously presents material relating
events of the committee's business, that and 5 Is a generous figure. Then we added to race and which, in view of the community

t_ which and the time during which the
would be sufficient; but I would hope that to that the fact that we get the lowest t,roadcast would be received, is so In/lam.
I could get some expression from him unit cost, and then we added to that faa.tory that its broadcast would create a
now that it would happen, if not this every eligible voter over 18, which t_es elear and present danger of violent public
year, then next year, that we should in the new group which has Just been xeaction endangering the safety of lndlvld-
talk about a definite future, when he or admitted by the Constitution; so l[ am uals in the community or involving the de-
I may not even be here. telling the Senator, according to th,_ .for- _truction of property. A licensee shall not be

]VJ[r.PASTORE. The Senator from Ne- mula that he will be doing a little better liable under this Act for refusing to broad-
vada has already given the Senator that in the next election, by 1974, maybe. T]_e cast such material unless it is shown that

such refusal was prompted by consldera-
sssurance. He said that if the schedule picture may change then a little bit. 'I_Lat tious other than the criteria set forth in the
permits, he will hold some hearings, is the reason we put that in there. But preceding sentence,"
hopefully next year. I will not subscribe to the speculation

Mr. DOMINICK. Fine. that the 10 cents we have suggesl_d is _r.. BAKER. Mr. President, ! yield my-
Mr. PASTORE. I do not see how the only worth 6 cents. I cannot do that. .,elf such time _ I may use.

Senator can expect the Senator from Mr. KENNEDY. The cost of living in- lVh.. President, this Is an amendment
.Nevada to go any further than that now. dex figures already available indicate calculated to prevent the requirement
We are all busy people, that we will have 5 percent infiaticm, as that television stations or radio stations

Mr. DOMINICK. At this point then, a very conservative estimate, for 1971. broadcast political advertising which is
Mr. President, I withdraw my amend- Under Section 104, therefore, the 5-.c_:nt racially inflammatory and presents a

clear and present d_mger of disorderment. limitations would be increased by 5 per-
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. cent, and the limitations for 1972 wo_fid v_l_Lhinthe community.

SPONC).The amendment is withdrawn, therefore rise to 5.25 cents each, and :_Ir. President, this amendment is siml-
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will would be rounded up to 6 cents each. lar to one which I offered during con-

the Senator from Rhode Island yield for So in 1972 what we are really talking _,[deratton of the bill, S. 382, by the Com-
a question? about, as I understand it, is 6 cents as it mlttee on Commerce. Its purpose is to

eliminate the present mandatory re-Mr. PASTORE. I yield, applies to each of the two limitations, ,0r
Mr. KENNEDY, I should like to direct 12 cents in all. I think it is a generous C_uirement that a station licensee broad-

the Senator's attention to page 10 of the figure, cast all material presented by or on be-
bill under the heading "Cost-of-Living Mr. PASTORE. The Senator is correct, tmlf of a legally qualified candidate. Its
increase in Limitation Formula." Mr. KENNEDY. We are talking abc_ut effect would be to permit a station

licensee to refuse to broadcast--Mr. PASTORE. What is that again, the cost-of-living increases, we haw_ seen
please? in the last year, which really mean that _my material presented by or on behalf

Mr. KENNEDY. In section 104, on page in 1972, candidates will be able to ,,;pc:ad c,f a legally qualified candidate for a public
· office for broadcast in connection with such

10 of the bill, under the title, "Cost-of- 0 cents a voter for broadcasting, and 6 candidate's campaign which maliciously pre-
Living Increase in Limitation Formula," cents a voter for other media, not 5 _nts. sents ma_rial relating to race and which, in
there is included an amendment orig- Mr. PASTORE. The Senator is corre_:t. _lew of the community in which and the
inally proposed by the Senator from I agree with that. t_rne during which the broadcast would be
Kentucky (Mr. CooK). The amendment Mr. KENNEDY. I thank the Senator. received, is so inflammatory that its broad-
provides a cost of living escalator for QvoRv_ CAr._ c0_t would create a clear and present danger

cg violent public reaction endangering the
the spending limitations, which the bill Mr. 1VIANSFI_..r,D. I suggest the ab- safety of individuals in the community or in-
now sets at 5 cents a voter for broadcast sence of a quorum. _olvlng the destruction of property.:media, and 5 cents a voter for other The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
:media. The 5-cent limitations are based will call the roll. Mr. Pre'_ident, I am motivated to offer
on calendar year 1970. Subsection (b) The legislative clerk proceeded to call t_is amendment based upon a personal
states "Commencing immediately after the roll. experience I had in one of the major
the end of 1971," the escalator clause is Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, :£ ask cities in my State which borders on an-
to apply. As I understand it, this means unanimous consent that the order for the cther State.
that the 5-cent limit_ations will be in- quorum call be rescinded. ]it involved a candidate for statewide
creased for 1972, based on the amount of The PRESIDING OFFICER. Witi_out effice from the adjoining State who
inflation that took place between 1970 objection, it is so ordered, s_)ught to purchase time on a television
:and 1971. Subsection (b) also provides Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I send to station in my State, but which h_td a
'_hat if the increase is a fraction of a the desk an amendment to amendment service arcs in the adjoining State. In
,tent, the limitation will be rounded to No. 308 to S. 382 and ask that it be ti_e judgment of the station manage-
the next highest cent. stated, ment part of the material to be broad-

Would the Senator agree with me that, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk cast was calculated to be so inflammatory
lin light of the increases we have already will report the amendment, on a racial basis that the management
:_een in the cost of living in 1971, the The legislative clerk proceeded to state was fearful that if broadcast, the mate-
effect of the escalator clause will be to the amendment, rial might cause real trouble in the corn-
raise the spending limitations to 6 cents Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I ask unan- munity. As it turned out under the law as
a voter in 19727 Yet, most discussions imous consent that further reading of it then prevailed and is now the case, thc
of the limitations have assumed that the the amendment be dispensed with. s_,ation licensee had no alternative but to
figure would be 5 cents a voter in 1972 The PRESIDING OFFICER. Witho_lt broadcast the material.
_!or each of the two limitations, or 10 objection, it IS so ordered. Now l_Ir. President, I am fully aware
cents a voter in all. Is it not really 6 cents The amendment reads as follows: ti_at this amendment, approaches the
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very fine line of abridging the freedom of a clear and present danger, and those taken by the Senator from Tennessee.
speech under the first amendment of the such as myself, who, in instances that However,, I certainly hope he will not
Constitution of the United States. How- I have descri.bed, /eel that under very press this amendment at this time. If
ever, I would hasten to point out that limited circumsLances and close scrutiny he does, I would hope that it would be
there are certain limitations upon this by the courts of law, thexe may be merit defeated.
freedom of speech, most particularly in to some limited prior restraint in the I wo',ld agree with him that this is
those circumstances which are of such a exerc:[se of this right, one of the dilemmas we have with rela-
nature as to create a clear and present As Mr. Justice White noted in handing tion to broadcasting when it comes; to
danger that such would bring about sub- down the decision of the U.S. Supreme censorship. I do not want to do anything
stantive evils. Court. in t_ed Lion Broadcasting Co., Inc., that wm:,ld impinge upon the freedom

For example, as pointed out by Justice v. Federal, Communications Commission, of speech.
Holmes in Schenck v. United States (249 395 U.S. 367, 38G:(1968): I myself am getting weary of many
U.S. 47, 51-52 (1919)): Although broadcasting is ,fiearly a medium prograIrL_ that are not orfiy distasteful

But the character of every act depends affected by a _'irst .AmexLdment interest, but .are sometimes even rather risque.
upon the circumstances in which it is done. Unitec_ States v. Paramouz.t Pgctures, Inc., I tell the Senator frankly that I think
* * * The most stringent protection of free 334 U.S. 131, 166 (1948), differences in the imfi:unmatory statements on radio Ired
speech would not protect a man in falsely characteristic of new med:a Justify differ-, television constitute a very serious pr0b-
shouting fire in a theatre and causing a ences in the First Amendment st;andards ap- leto. But there has been court decision
panic. It does not even protect a man from plied to them.
an Injunction against uttering words that after court decision in view of the times
have all the effect on force. * * * The ques- Mr. President, this is s:_nply dicta but in whicrJ we live that one is privileged
tion. In every case is whether the words used it is at least recognition that a difference to say what he likes and to say what he
are used in such circumstances and are of does e×ist with respect to broadcasting thinks.
such a nature as to create a clear and present and the first amendmen!. I believe that Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I rec0g-
danger that they will bring about the sub- the difference :Ln this instance justifies nize and understand the point made by
stantlve evils that Congress has a right to the amendmenb which ] have just of-- the chairman.
prevent. It is a question of proximity and fered I point out that at some place we ought
degree. Mr. President, I would also like to to reach the point where we cannot

Similarly in Chapl_nsky v. New Hamp- bring to the attention of :_embers of the permit someone to throw a match tnl×_ a
shire (315 U.S. 568, 571-572 (1942)) Senate language appearing in the Off/ce gas tank or to shout "fire" in a crowded
Justice Murphy asserted the following: o/Communicat:ions o/the United Church theater. Racially inflammatory material

There are certain well-defined and nar- O! Christ V. Federal Communications ought not to be forced to be accepted by
rowly limited classes of speech, the preven- Commission, 425 F. 2d 543, 548 (1969), station managers. I think we can do this,
tlon and banishment of which have never which was written by no _ Chief Justice although it is a close question.
been thought to raise any Constitutional Burger while on the Court of Appeals for Mr. President, at this time I am _dll-
problem. These include the lewd and ob- the District of Columbia. Although this lng to yield back the remainder of myscene, the profane, the libelous, and the In-
sultlng or "inviting" words---those which by case addressed Ltself to another point of time and let the matter be disposed of
their very utterance inflict injury or tend to law, during the course of :bAs opinion on a voice vote.
incite an inxmediate breach of the peace. Chief Justice Burger noted in part the Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I wish
It has been well observed that such utter- following: the Senator would withdraw the amend-
ances are no essential part of any exposition The infinite potential of broadcasting to merit. I will assure him, now that he i_;a
of ideas, and are of such slight social value influence American life ren¢.ers somewhat ir- member of my Subcommittee on Com-
as a step to tzulth that any beneft that may relevant the semantics of whether broadcast.- municatious that sometime this. session,
be derived from them is clearly outweighed lng is or is not to be described as a public or if not in this session, in. the next ses-
by the social interest in order and morality, utill_y. By' whatever name or classification, sion, when we have the FCC before ns

Mr. President, I believe that my broadcasters are temporary permlttees--fidu- for their regular reporting, that we will
amendment is so narrowly drawn as to clarie:_--of a great public resource and theymust meet the highest standards which are get into the problem of how far the abt, se
meet these tests handed down by the embraced in the public interest concept, has gone.
Supreme Court of the United States. l_ther than having the amendment
Admittedly, this is an arguable point but Mr. President, I sincerely feel that my rejected or adopted this afternoon, why
then whether such conditions exist is amendment is in the public interest and do we not leave it in limbo for the time
one of law for the courts, and ultimately, recognizes the "great public resource" o_ being smd let us discuss it more soberly
for the Supreme Court in enforcement broadcasting which mrst :meet these and informally before our committee
of the frst and 14th amendments, high standards embraced in the public when we have the FCC before us. I would
Essentially, all my amendment does is interest concep_. I simply wish to insure prefer that.
to provide a broadcast station licensee a that broadcasters will be able to so act Mr. _JAKER. Mr. President, I think the
right of refusal, first, when the election within the limited case of the situation point is well taken. I contacted the FCC
campaign material maliciously presents circum,_cribed by my amendment, at the time of this occurrence in Tem_es-
material relating to race; second, which Mr President, this is s close question, see. I think we would sll benefit from _n
material in view of the community in It is one that I discussed at length in investigation of this and other incidents.
which and the time during which the the committee. There are constitutional I am reassured by the statement of the
broadcast would be received is so infiam- issues involved as well as the fact that chairman and on that basis I ask unani-
matory that its broadcast would create it borders perilously close to censorship, incus consent that I might withdraw the
a clear and present danger of violent It is s, very serious matter. However, hay.- amendment at this time.
public reaction; and which violent pub- lng witnessed at firsthand the dilemma The PRESIDING O]_ICER. The
lic reaction endangers the safety of in- of a television station m_nager who was amendment is withdrawn.
dividuals in the community or involves confronted with a spot c)mmercial that The bill is open to further amendment.
the destruction of property. It is, there- was so racially motivated that it might If there be no further amendment to be
fore, very narrowly drawn. My principal cause disorder in the corrmunity and proposed, the question is on agreeing
concern, Mr. President, in offering thts the television management had no choice to the amendment of the Senator from
amendment is for public health, safety, except to broadcast or p_t his license on Rhode Island in the nature of a substi-and welfare, the block. It was a sad state of affairs

Mr. President, I know of no member and X resolved at that t:me to come as tute, asamended.
of the Senate more concerned than I close as I could to relieving the station The amendment as amended was
with insuring that constitutional rights manager of the necessity for taking an agreed to.
of the citizens of our Nation are not undue risk in the future. The ]PRESIDING OFFICER. The qin_-
abridged. However, the situation which I hope the amendment might be tion is on the engrossment and third
I seek to remedy involves one of balanc- adopted. It does involw_ some serious reading of the bill.
lng the equities between those who would questions. The bill was ordered to be engro.,;sed
espouse an absolute right of freedom of Mr PASTORE. Mr. Pz esident, I have for a third reading and was read the
speech even to the point of presenting tremendous sympathy for the position third time.
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Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, as we many pressing and seemingly iml_ssible With the advent of voter registration at the

approach final passage of S. 382 and the problems we are confronted with today turn of the century there was a sharp decline
substitute motion offered by Senator can only be improved if we have .%,lfiess in voter turnout. In the Presidential election
PASTORE,I think a few comments are in men, foresightful men, intelligent men of 1900, the voter turnout was 73%. Not since
order on a few of the more far-reach- who have full freedom to exercise th.eir that time has it exceeded 66%, and seventimes it fell below 60%. On two occasions in
lng effects of this legislation, independent judgment representing the 1920and 1924, it fell below 50%. lqut through-

For the last 10 years, we have wit- people of this country in the Halls of crt the greater part ortho 19th century, voter
nessed a horrendous increase in the Congress and in the White House. turnout in our presidential electlons ranged
amount of money it takes to run for a I hope that this measure will receive in the neighborhood of 70% to 80%.
Federal elected office. Part of this in- in the House of Representatives after I;he These facts have been cited by Senator

crease can be attributed to the increased August recess the swift consideration this Edward_oa_chM' I_ennedYanamendmentthisweek,toaStheheprepareselection
use of the electronic media, mainly tole- measure deserves. With its enactment the Reform Act, an amendment that would es-
vision. When you figure that there are message will be loud and clear that the tablish a system of unlversel voter registra-
60 million homes in the United States Congress of the United Ftates recogni',.es tion for the nation. The election of 1968
a'ad over 95 percent of them are equipped the difficulty of maintaining a people's :_ho_ how badly such a measure is needed_
with television sets and 25 percent of the representative government in light of 'the for in that election, with the potential of
60 million have two sets or more, you see increasing costs and are willing to _ke 19.0mill_on voters, only 82 million, or 68%,
easily why candidates for political office this significant step to reform the, elco- '_vereregistered to vote s_ad therefore eligible
must use the television to reach their total process. Hopefully, politics will be t_ go to the polls on election day. But of that:number, 89% went to the polls, proving the
constituencies, revitalized at the grassroots level. ,:_bvioUS:That people who register are people

At no time in history has there been I want to stress before final passage who vote.
such a means to reach instantaneously how important the bipartisan coopera- Kennedy's amendment would provide a
such a large number of people. But ob- tion has been in getting this all-impor- 4_implepostcard system of voter registration.
viously this type of quick communication tant election reform bill through the Sen- l$1mply by filling out the address of hiS resi-
has a high cost factor. As the costs have ate. The many educational and intelli- _:lenceon. the poatcard form, a citizen would,_sl;abllsb his voting residence. A new eom-
increased, the need for large contribu- gent colloquies this last week have tr'tfiy 'guterized agency within the Census Bureau
tions has increased as well, so that you shown how the issue of election reform would process the cards, compile voting liSts
have a few well-to-do, politically con- transcends partisanpolitics. Iwouidhope by precincts throughout the country_ and
trolling individuals or organizations that that potential critics of this bill would make3 the list available to state and local
largely determine the course of an elco- carefully read the R_.CO_Dto see precisely ,_lE,_tion officials at appropriate times before
tion. how much cooperation and, in turn, t_xLst, anyelection.

What we need today in the 1970's, is a there has been in coming to this solution, use of the new system would be mandatory
means by which any man in this country, I, therefore, congratulate and thank ._11 J_orall federal elections and optional for state· I_nd local elections. Kennedy hopes t_) get
any woman in this country, who is quali- the Senators who have been so heavily action by the Congress when It returns
fled, can run for elective public office. The involved in the various discussions and from its August recess. Whether his amend-
most important, and I daresay, revolu- floor debates. I hope that the Pre_,_dent ment, or stmll_r reform, is enacted this year,
tionary aspect, of this attempt to reform who has proposed reform as the theme of l_ problematical. But there is a rising demand,
the present electoral process is the limit- his administration will wholeheartedly essmcially from the young, for someone to do
ation of the amount of money that can endorse and lend his prestige to the _f- _omething about simplifying our complicated
be spent on campaigns, and second, and forts to obtain the swift enactment of 3_ter registration procedures.
most importantly, a full reporting will be this most significant electoral re fo:_rn :Mr. HART. Mr. President, no one con-
required of all contributions and expend- proposal in a generation, tends the bill we are about to vote on
itures in connection with campaigning NrC EDITORIALOlffUNIVERSALVOT_ _aswers all or even most of ttle impor-
for elective offices at the Federal level. REG_STI_AT][ON i ant questions about the way election

We have had laws on the books in the Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, jin an ¢:ampaigus are financed, but I believe the
past, but they were riddled with loop- NBC radio editorial last Friday, l_Ir. bill is an important step toward elimi-
holes. This act closes those loopholes so Sander Vanocur emphasized the burden mating money as a crucial if not the pri-
that the public will know where the poll- and the difficulty of the present system za_ry prerequisite for election. That we
tical obligations lie. This bill is truly a of voter registration in the Nation. lee have moved so far toward reform is a
truth-in-politics law. urges the adoption of simplified proce- tribute to the patience and skill of Sen-

Senator PaSrORE and Senator CANNO_ dures, of the sort I have proposed in the s,tor PAS_OSE and Senator CA_O_.
have approached these problems in real- Universal Voter Registration Act, which There is no need at this point to re-
istic terms. They have made significant I had originally offered as an amend- peat the figures which show the soaring
amendments in the floor discussions and ment to the pending election reform bfil, eo.,;ts of running for office, costs which
debate here today and throughout the and which ! am today introducing as a _:xcreasingly make it :more difficult for
last week. The provision for increased separate bill. t[xe candidate without personal fortune
detail and background information on As Mr. Vanocur's editorial makes clear, o_ affluent backer to make a nm for of-
contributors will certainly help improve the ratification of the 26th amendment, rice. For example, electronic media
the means by which people can see who is lowering the voting age to 18 in all elec- charges alone rose 70 percent from :1964
and whois not contributing to particular tions, has generated broad new interest 9_ '[968.
elections. The requirement for names of for comprehensive reform in our voter To the extent that this bill moves to-
contributors of $100 or more will again registration procedures. The momentum u'ard giving all Federal candidates equal
allow the public to be informed as to who for reform is building, and it is time: for access to the media and puts some limit
is or who is not contributing to partieu- Congress to respond, oa campaign spending:, I support it and
lar campaigns. The Election Commission Mr. President, I believe that Mr. Vano- urge its prompt enactment.
that was proposed by Senators SCOTT and cur's editorial will be of interest to ail But the goal of campaign reform must
P_.ausoN is another example of bipartisan of us concerned with the cause of such ga beyond what is encompassed in this
cooperation in the enactment of this reform, and I ask unanimous consent b_ll, and indeed, may well have to go be-
election reform. The independence with that it may be printed in the Rrco_._n. yond laws governing the receipt and ex-
which this agency can devote itself to There being no objection, it was or- pendJture of private contributions.

We must ask ourselw_s whether an in-
:monitoring election costs will reassure dered to be printed in the Rmcos_), as d[vidual's ability to raise or to spendthe American public that our election follows:

NBC RA_m EDrrO_L_L his own money is a useful test in de-
laws are being obeyed. (By Mr. Sander Vanocur) termining a candidate's qualifications for

And it is my belief, and ! think it is Now that the 18-21 year olds have been o:_ce. I suspect it is not.
l_he unanimous belief of the Senators here given the vote and now that the 18-21 ye_r I_Ve must ask ourselves whether the
_today, that a more informed electorate olds are finding out how cumbersome _g_d Opportunity to contribute to an election
_isa better electorate and that with a bet- dlmcu_t it ls to register so that they (mn cl_nlpaign is an important way for indi-
cter electorate, you have an improved gov- vote, attention is being turned to Just how v!:duals to participate in the election
eminent. To my way of thinking, the complicated our voter registration laws _,',s. pl_oce&s. There are those who argue it is
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But if it is, what comparable access to it is a horizon to be sought as I believe of the foremost is the staff of the Na-
participation do we give those who can- it will. tional Committee for an Effective Con-
not afford to give even a small contri- If it is, it is importazt to be moving gress who have advocated a reform bill
bution? toward it;promptly, and worked for it with real determina-

And if we decide that money-raising EXHIBIT 1 tion. We are grateful for their help and
ability is an important test, and if we [From the ;?ontlacMl_,.higznPress tha'_ of all others who have assisted in
decide that making a contribution is an of Mar. 26, 1_71] making this bill a success.
important way for the individual to par- NO-FA_'-TCARINSURANCEHITS;BARRICADE l_[r. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I c,om-
ticipate in elections, then we still must OFPOLITIC.'; mend the distinguished Senator from
weigh those possible benefits against the (By Charles Bartlett) Rhode Island (lVh.. PASTORE) and the dis-
adverse effect the need for private con- WASEINaTON.---Provlng o,.xce more that the tint,mished Senator from. Nevada (Mr.
tributions has on who is able to seek public will gain when the Treasury replaces CANNON) for the skill and wisdom with
office and on public confidence in our the interests in paying tLe costs oi presl- which they have guided this immensely
political system, dentlal elections, the White House has been significant election reform legislation

After all, it is the need to raise money extremely timid on the issue of auto insur- through the Senate. I also commend the
which threatens to leave the race to the ance re:form, distinguished managers of the bill for the
rich alone; it is the large contribution A recent survey taken ::or the President minority, for the spirit of cooperation

showed that few things lrrlbate the consumer that has helped so much to facilitatewhich carries with it the aura of infiu- more than auto insurancE. But Nixon for-
once, real or imagined; it is fund-raising letted his great chance to play the reformer the passage of this bill.
efforts which give rise to cynicism about because he could not indl,ce the insurance For the first time in nearly half a con-
our system, from young and old alike, magnates who backed him to go along, tury, tile Nation is well on its way to

Remove the private money and our The insurance episode ts a classic instance the enactment of comprehensive election
political campaigns may become more of how campaign giving distorts the White reform, and I have every confidence that
a testing ground for ideas than exercises House viewpoint. It is a cleancut example the bill we are about to pass today will
in raising money, because Secretary John V¢.lpe and his aides clear Congress promptly and receiw_ thefrom the Transportation l_:partment came to

Remove the private money and we re- the _Thlte House after stuclying the problem signature of the President in ample time
move one cause for cynicism and doubts for three years, with a _J_rmproposal for to be in force for the 1972 election.
now so harmful to public confidence in quick national ,mactment of a no-fault in- The most serious problem in the Amev-
politics, surance plan. ica_a political process today is the prob-

Certainly there is no doubt that pub- This move is offensive to _wo which heavily lea of campaign financing. The sky-
lic criticism of campaign costs is rising, supported Nlxo_t in 1968 aad will be needed rocketing cost of election campaigr_ has

The press repeatedly has called atten- in 1972. The plaintiff lawyers, now claiming produced a situation in which al! but the
35 percent of the total payments made to wealthy--or their friends--are prohib-lion to what it pleases to call the "scan- auto accident vtctims, nat'lrally do not like.

daF' of campaign financing. And while Nor do many insurance ex_cutives, who fear ited from running for public office.
the so-called influence of the large con- they will face intensified coml_ti$ion if auto The potential political candidate of
tributor may be at times more fancied insm'anee is simplified, modest means is being driven from the
than real, every modem administration's These groups were well l'epresented in the field. Without a source of outside wealth,
list of ambassadors has contained the White House deliberatio_ls eonducted by he faces the Hobson's choice of either a
names of campaign contributors whose Peter FlalMgan, an aide from Wall Street. The shoestring election campaign or reliance
principal distinction appeared to be the Commerce Department had done no real on a few large contributors. If he takes
size of the contribution, study of the situation but Secretary MauriceStazls, w]ho rah_ed $36 million for Nixon's the, shoestring route, he faces the pros-

Recently, Columnist Charles Bartlett election, formally recommended minimal peet of almost certain defeat. If he goes
described what he believes to be the in- federal intervenoion, the route of the large contrib'utors, he
fiuence of 'the insurance industry con- T;_is same thought eme::ged from a series inevitably creates the sort of ambifmous
tributors on administration policy on no- of White House meetings ';o which Flanigan relationship in which he is obllgated.--or
fault automobile insurance. I ask uriah- invited top insurance exc,cutlves. Virtually appears to be obligated--to his wealthy
imous consent that the articles be the whole industry is committed to the notion supporters.
printed at the conclusion of my remarks, that no-fault insurance is the next step. But q_oday, at a time when hundreds offf the federal hand can be kept out of it,

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without anot:her generation may pass before the re- millions of dollars are being poured into
objection, it is so ordered, form spreads across the co_ ntry. election campaigns, the issue is especi, ally

(See exhibit 1.) Ordy 45 perce]lt of those 500.000 a year who serious, At a time when all our !msti-
Mr. HART. Proposals to replace pri- are kfiled or sE,riously injured in accidents tutlons are under question, the problem

vale campaign contributions with pub- receive any benefits. Toted recoveries from Of campaign spending has given politics
lic funds are not new. President Johnson auto i:ael_rance equal onl:7 one-fifth of the the air of dirty business. It has bred
made such a recommendation in 1967. A losses from auto accidents. One out of every cynicis_n in our citizens aha drolpouts
year earlier, the Congress actually passed nye cars on the road is not insured at all. fro, m our democracy.No-fault law._ have been introduced in 21
the Presidential Election Campaign stalz,_ where they lie waiting to be interred ][I1an era where calls for reform are
Ftmd Act, permitting Federal taxpayers by legislators who are lawTers and insurance heard on many fronts, 'the call for re-
to designate $1 of their income tax pay- men. Even the Massaolausetts law, first in form of our election laws has gone
merits to a fund for Presidential cam- the nation, wm_ softened to leave generous strangely unheard. To me, however, this
paigns. In fact, President Theodore opportunities for the damage lawyers, is where reform ought to begin, because
Roosevelt suggested removal of private Nlxon's deference to the states, in the face if we cannot keep our democracy run-
money, of ttxese circumstances, was heavily inspired ning and responsive, no amount of reform

It is time, then, following enactment by deference to his contributors. This is Why ill any other area can succeed.
of this bill, to give serious consideration the public must soon take the financial bur-den of presidential campaigns out of private The most obvious case in point i._ the
to the pros and cons of eliminating de- hands. Federal law governing campaign contri-
pendence on private contributions and to P_ZLZ_A. HART. bunions and expenditures. As many ex-
finance campaigns with public money. I
do not suggest that it is a cut and dried i_1'. ].VIATItXAS. Mn President, the pe:rt,s have observed, our current Federalelection laws are more loophole than law.
issue, nor that a switch from private to legislation to :improve oar election prac- T_.teir limits do not limit, and their penal-
public funds for campaigns is on the rices was the work of r,aany hands. It is ties are empty threats.
immediate horizon, a bipartisan effort in which the minority The Federal Corrupt; Practice.,; Act

However, I do suggest that the in- leader, Mr. 8COT_, the Senator from purports to require disclosure of cam-
equities of the present system along with Rhode Island (Mr. PtSTORE), and the paign contributions and expenditures,
its adverse effect on public confidence in Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON) but the requirement has a double flaw. It
our political process demand we look share credit for original initiatives, for does not apply to primaries, and it does
beyond this bill to the ultimate campaign cor_sistent info,rest, and patient effort, not apply to committees operating solely
reform which eliminates private contri- There are zaany in ti_e general public within one State.
buttons. And the sooner the debate be- who have shared our concern and There are similar grave defects in
gins the sooner we will reach that dis- assisted in m_my ways with information, virtually every other area of our elto:lion
taut horizon, if indeed the debate shows statistics, and counsel. Among these, one lawm We have ignored the need to
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develop tax incentives to broaden the g_ished Senator from Rhode Island .IMf. reform of om' political campaign prac-
political base by encouraging campaign PELL). He has approached extrao:rdi- tic_._s,and I ask unanimous consent that
contributions from small donors. And, in narily complicated issues with great the text of this statement be printed in
the related area of disclosures of lobby- dedication and insight. He has also s:hov_l thE; RECORDat this point.
lng activities, we have tolerated the exist- tremendous cooperation in dealing with There being no objection, the state-
ence of loopholes in present laws that the many additions and modifications to ment vzas ordered tx) be prLuted in the
shield a major part of the lobbying ac- the bfil proposed by myself and others. R_.coan, as follows:
tivities that n_w exist. May I also say that he has been t;up., STAT_:r_ or lIoN. _BoBDOLE

The time has been ripe for compre- ported strongly by a hardworkin_, e_)m., r£r. ¢;halrman, it is a pleasm'e to .appear
hensive reform in each of these areas for petent staff. We owe them much thanks, before your committee today to Join in the
many years. Now, Congress has begun to Mr. President, I am partic_darly discussion of campaign practices reform. _ls
respond, pleased that the bill contains my pro.. subject is of vital concern to every candidate

The provisions of the bill accomplish posal for a new program of consumer and offmeholder, and 'to every citlzea who
a number of urgently needed reforms in education, which I described in my re- Prizes the American system of government.
the equal-time provision and in the area marks to the Senate yesterday. Th,_ Pres-. _oo:e CAMPAIG1VSAND IIETTERGOVERNMENT---
of campaign financing with respect to ident of the United States, among others,, Tm_ REPlYBLICAI_TCA_YSE
spending for political broadcasting and has recognized the great need for ira.. Let me say at the outset that better, more
other media. Taken together, these pro- proving education programs a_ they responsive and more responsible government
visions will greatly assist candidates in relate to consumers, and I feel I;his has !ong been the primary al m of Republi-cans, and its achievement is a major goal of
presenting their views to the public, measure makes a strong contribution the Nixon administration. There are many
They will eliminate many of the mush- toward fulfilling that need. approaches to thls goal, and Republicans
rooming abuses we have experienced in I also joined with my colleague, the have, for many years, pursued it in many
recent years because of the escalating distinguished Senator from Masaachu- ways and at mE,ny levels.
cost of radio and television in political sells (Mr. KENNEDY) in amending the bfil Over the last two years, President Nixon
campaigns. No election reform legislation to provide more services and specific has exerted firm leadership for better gev-
worth its name can fail to come to grips fund allocations for bilingual educat:ion, elmmen_ in the executive branch of the fed-eral system. He has sought to recruit and In.
with these problems---problems that lie This is an area of enormous importance w)lve the best-qualified and most highly mo-
close to the heart of the ills that p_ague to our minority groups and one in which rivaled individuals he can find in the opera-
our political system. I have a strong personal interest X am lions of the executive branch, both In ap-

Other important provisions in the bill delighted to see that it is shared by so polntlve positiolm and in the career services.
establish another fundamental principle many of my colleagues in the Senate,. He has urged far-reaching reforms In his pro-
Of election reform---a requirement of full Mr. President, the educational ad- p_mals ior restructuring and consolidating
reporting and disclosure of campaign vances contained in the bill before us executive departments l,_to units which will
contributions and expenditures. Its rs- are many and varied. I feel certain that be substantially better equipped to deal withthe economic, social and natural environ-
tional is the rationale of complete public generations of Americans now and for ments of the late 20th century and which
disclosure, years to come will benefit from these wfil result in more effective government.

As in so many other areas of political comprehensive, far-sighted programs. Richard Nlxon has provided a great exam-
life, I believe that sunlight is the best Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, many Sena- plo and great lnspiratlon for achieving good
disinfectant, that public knowledge of tots have spent considerable amounts of government, but Republicans everywhere
the means by which candidates finance time and energy on this bill in commit- Save always sought to place men with vi-_ton into elective ofi_ces.They have bee:l rig-
their campaigns will go far to end many tee and on the floor. I believe some _rous in their efforts to support the best
of the abuses which occur, or which seem worthwhile and progressive pro_sions possible candidates for public office--in all
to occur, in the way we elect our public have been incorporated in it. And hope- _rea_3of the country, from every walk of life
ol_icials, fully we have provided the American md from every race, ethnic group and roll-

Under these provisions of the bill, each public with a bill that will help establish glen. And over the years, I believe the Re-
candidate for Federal office, and each greater confidence in our Nation's elco- publican Party has had _eat success and has
committee which supports a candidate total process. Several points strike me as 'i)rovlded leadership and direction at all lev-,_ls of government--in city hall, the State
for Federal office, must file a comprehen- especially important to this effort. ,_apitol, in Congress and in the White House.
sire report of its receipts and expendi- The repeal of the equal time provision
tures. For the first time, the people of of the Federal Communications Act is _-_F_ FORRE_'ORI_AND n_PROVEB_ENT
America will know how Federal candi- a move that will contribute significantly While there are many routes to improvingl_overnment, I believe one of the most lmpor-
dates obtain and use their funds, and to the depth and detail in whicla the _nt influences ls clean, open and rational
that knowledge will be available in time broadcast media will be permitted _0 e_x- campaigning for public omees. Clean cam-
for the people to act on election day. plore the contending candidates and ks- paigns, free from mudslinging and character

Because of the constitutional problems sues in election campaigns. Another wfi- assassination, are much more the rule than
involved in including tax provisions in uable feature is the establishment of an _n the past. The good sense and basic in-
legislation initiated by the Serrate, the independent Federal Elections Commiis- _tincts of candidates and voters alike have
present bill contains no tax provision to sion to oversee adherence to cami_aign h_tped to make American campaigns more
encourage contributions by_small donors practice laws. Directions for tightened dignified and free from :mw personalities.
to political campaigns. I hope, however, regulations on extension of credit by _,aoa FACTORS--.:_'INANCELOOPHOLESANDRIS-
that the Senate will take action in this federallyreguiated industries, such _s [he n_ COSTS
area as soon as an appropriate occasion airlines and telephone companies, will l[Jnfortunately, however, in the volatile_,rena of American politics today, there are
presents Itself. provide protection to these comps:hies lremendous pressures working against open

Again, let me say how pleased I am and the public against the incursion of ,,nd _ttonal campaigning. Much of this pres-
that the Senate is now about to complete unpayable debts by irresponsible candi- _ure result.% from two interrelated and mu-
its action on this vital legislation. The dates and organizations. And amplified iually re_nforclng factors. They are (1) the
people of America will reap its benefits disclosure provisions will enable the pub- c,bscurity of campaign financing, and (2)
for years to come, and the foundation lic to be better aware of candidatas' real t_e skyrocketing costs of conducting cam-
of Our democracy will be strengthed, sources of support, t,aigns.

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, we are I am hopeful that the I-Iouse of Repro- It is a regrettable but pressing fact thatstatutes presently in force provide no el-
considering what I feel is one of the most sentatives will share our concern for pro- fectlve and comprehensive control or over-
Important bills in the history of Ameri- riding the public with real and moa:sing- s_ght of campaign financing or campaign
can education. I am very proud to have ful reform, and will Join us in enacting conduct. No coherent, tightly-drawn, on-
been a cosponsor of the original bill as legislation to put campaigning on the f,_rceable body of laws governs or guides
well as the final version as reported from high plane on which the voters In Amer- either contribution or expenditure of cam-
the Committee on Labor and Public Wel- ica expect it to be conducted. _ sign funds. The forces of politics in effect

r,]n wild, with little or no protection of the
:fare. Earlier this year, in testimony, be- public interest. There is, as we all know. a

I believe the Congress, and the millions fore the Senate Commerce Committe_;'s _:mttering of piecemeal, ineffectual and
of Americans this bill will serve ff passed, Communications Subcommittee, I urged poorly understood statutes. But they are so
are very much in debt to the distill- consideration of measures to provide real subJ_,t to abuse and avoidance that the
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public rightly lacks confidence in them. They lit fr_vored inctmabent officeholders over an attero,pt to "buy" the eleohton through
are an annoyance to honest candidates and challengers; huge expenditures to prombte an empty or
political organi_atlons. They are a Joke to It gave unfair advantage to the famous ralsle_gllng image. With clear and coherently
the dishonest and devious. And they fall to over the tmknown; and sttmlnistered disclosures of receipts and ex-
achieve even token protection of the public's irt promised to k_ difficult ,Yr impossible to l_ndlturss, voters could make informed and
right to information and candor. There enforce, l_telllgen_ Judgments on candidates' spend-
should be no mistake. The present state of In shoI% the 19*r0 bill was aimed at only a _g p,r_tices. And they could take those
campaign practice laws is inappropriate to few syrapto.ms--not the causl,_--c_ campaign judgments into the voting booth and In-
the demands of politics in the 1970's. inequities and the shortcomi_lgs ia campaign elude them tn their evaluations of the con-

Combined vt[th the ineffectiveness of ex- regulation, tenders frn-office.
lsting laws governing political campaigns is VH_ C_OALIS BETTERGO_ERNi_ENT Disclosures of campaign financing have
the astronomioal Increase in the costs of ._ubstantiat advantages over any imposed
those campalg:as. Transportation, _taff and This brings me to my position on re_orm limitation, restriction or direction of eit:aer
organizational expenses have risen along o_cam_aignpract_,.cesregulatlon.. contri.butlons or expenditures. Disclosure is
wlth the cost of everything else in our econ- HoldLng a great belief in axed reliance upon much more practical than restriction. It
omy. But the discovery and implementation the individual, my understanding of the sit-
of broadcasting, particularly television, as the nation lead,s me to the view that _he founda- locuses enforcement on the candidates and
most effective, most productive campaign lion o_! any reform, any improvement and their coramlttees, not on the individual con-
tool, have Introduced a new magnitude of any progress in the American political system tributor. Disclosure raises no doubts of in-

must be art info .rmod _nd sctive electorate, lringemen'_ on fundamental first amendment
expense into the whole process.

The great growth of campaigning expense The more often, more vigorously and more ireedem; whereas, any attempt to clrctma-
increases the pressure for political contrlbu- regularly the right; to vote Is exercised by the _,.cribe the rights of contributors to supporl>---
lions and the present laws governing financ- American voter, and the more lrfformed the _knd candidates to conduct---political cam-

exercise of that right is, the better our Gev- paigns certainly calls to mind an en,_lreLug are further undermined. This expense
also generates almost irresistible pressures ernmen_ will be. ::n our dell_era'Cions in the range of constitutional Issues which, even if
on campaigns away from lengthy, rational Congress, we should remember that the ulti- resolved In their favor, might require y¢_ars
and thoughtful presentation of issues and ma_e goal is not more laws or tighter laws, of litigation and controversy to be finally
alternatives. :£t instead fosters shallow, nt_t stricter regulation and more exacting _:ettled. Disclosure is much more in keeping
briefly-presented and emotional explc4tatlon contro!s. I_ws, controls, restrictions, regula- with the .American philosophy of providing
of personalities, images and catch-words, lions---these can only be me,ns, not ends in tncentiw_ to political action than is ll:_d-

Simply stated, it is too hard to raise the and of bhemselves. No, the goal we must seek ration. Disclosure would provide strong
necessarily huge sums required for cam- ls better government. The b,_st type of cam- impetus to better campaigning, while limLta-
palffning to have them spent without prl- paign reform wili_ be that which improves 1;lens would only intensify present de-
mary regard for impact and effectiveness, the ability, the integrity and the responsive- ficlencles. And in this day of widespread
Candidates simply cannot afford to present ness of the officeholders produced by the apathy and disillusionment, with pul0l, lc
the :issues in depth or to engage in detailed campa_g_l process, affairs, i:mstead of throwing up more _arr:Lers]n the political system, we should be opening
and scholarly discussion. The people must THREE t'R][MARYBFA_ORMS ]!ew channels to Its best and most advan-
be reached with the candidate's message. In pursuit of this overridi_g g(ral, I believe _;ageous fnnctloning.
And the day is past when significant num- any meaningful c_mpalgn refotqn must de- The report of the 20th century fund's
bers can be reached without resort to the velop slong tlxree major lines commission on campaign costs in the e:lec-
mas_,_ media, and particularly the television First, there mu';t be new efforts to provide ,;ronle era spoke to this point quite con-
screen. Changing times and changing teeh- better procedures for disclosure of campaign 7inet:ugly. It said:
nology have made the two-hour debate at financlng. Second, real pr,)gre,'_ must be "Some have proposed an absolute ceil.lng
the county fair ineffective, uneconomical made toward braking the vicious circle of on broadcast expenditures. The (20th con-
and obsolete. The radio station and the tole- ever-rc_ore-expensLve and ev,_r-less-meaning- ';ury fund) commission has studied _bt_is
vision studio have become the new forums, ful carapalbm practices. And l htrd, 5'here must :_osslbllity carefully and has concluded that
They must be utilized if a candidate is to be increased stimulation of cltlz_ns particl- :_ ceiling would be as unenforceable as most
be successful. But their use is expensive and pation in ti_e political process. Limitations on campaign expenditures are
demands more attention to style titan to
substance. Beoause of restrictions in broad- IIISCLOSURE 'boday. We are also concerned that setting
casting laws, the radio and television net- As for ti_e first, area, disclosure, I believe a ceiling on political communications in
works and the individual stations cannot this heretofore neglected a,_enue holds un- bhis manner might violate traditional Amer-
permit candidates to present the issues on realized potential for improving our political Lcan concepts of unhindered political corn-
public service time. So the public loses on systezrL. At the sense time, it _voi_s and elimi- petitlLon, It might well increase the advantage
both counts, q_e candidates cannot afford to nates substantial difficulties and questions already enjoyed by the incumbent . . ."
explore the issues fully, and the stations can- raised by tlxe alternatives. I would say at this point, Mr. Chairman, ,
not permit them to do so. Two par_noun_ points of politlcal philos- that while I feel disclosure is the preferred

This is clearly an unacceptable situation, ophy come into ]_lay in Chis area. The first method of treating campaign financing, there
These deficiencies feed on each other, and as is a belief that American voters are entltiett is the possibility that Congress will ulti-
their distortion of the political process be- to know where candidates for public office mutely choose to impose limitations of one
comes more grotesque each year, the public and thc organizations supl;orttng them get sort or another. If thls eventuality should
interest continues to suffer, their money and what they spend that money come to pass, especially if contributions axe

for. Samond, is a belief that Americans have limited, I firmly believe the statutes should
CHANGE MUST BRING IMPROVEMENT a right---indeed an obligation--to contrtb- be drawn to treat all donors equally. Whe'_her

The need for reform is clear, but our de- ute to _he cand:_dates and parties of their considering individuals, associations, inter-
sire to brlnc about change and new direction choice., and concurrently, that individuals est groups--whatever the structure or
mu._;t be tempered by a determlnaSlon that, have _ right to support their ca_xdidates and ldenCity of any contributor or transfer agent
whatever changes are made, they must be parties to whatever extent their means allow, of polit!cal funds--the same restrictions and
ones to improve the situation, not exaeer- Relying on those two threa_; of belief, I llmlts should be applied to all. This would
bate It. feel d:f_closure cf financing practices is a be extremely important to whatever effect

No clearer example of good intentions gone powerful stimulus for campaign reform, anti such laws would have in protecting the pub-
amiss could be found than in the legisla- that open repo_r_lng of lhe sources and lie interest. But let me emphasize again
tlon to lints)se limitations on campaign amou_ats of contributions w)uld benefit beth that disclosure seems by far the most prac-
broadcast spending which passed the Con- candidabes and ';he public It would make tical, effective and best means of achieving
gross last year. The major feature of that candidabes less rubjec_ to .apparent or real reform in this area.
bill, S. 3637, was to limit expenditures for pressures from large contributors, and the
all radio and television campaign broadcast- public would be able to ma_:e a better assess- _]_CEN?IVES FOR LOWER-COST AND _ORE
lng to 7¢ per vote or $20,000 in presidential, ment oJ! _he candidates' sources of support MEANINGFUL CAMP&IGNS
senatorial, congressional and gubernatorial and t:aeir sectors of appeal. Of course, there In the second area of direction for reform,
races. President Nixon was forced to veto is no hazard to the public laterest in a large providing incentives for more meaningful
that measure, not, as some suggested, on the contribution per se. There is hazard only if and lower-cost campaign practices, there is
basis of partisan considerations--but be- the implications of thaC con_ribction are that great need for substantial efforts and at the
cause it promised no improvement on the the contributor _111 gain favor_ treatment same time the prospect of great rewards for
current deficiencies and posed a real threat thereby_ Reporting and ,llsclosure guard _hose efforts.
of worsening the already bad situation, against both the fact and the suspicion of As long as no attempt is made to break

In his veto message to the Congress. the favoritism. The public would have solid fac- the basic cycle of spiraling costs and sinking
Proc-ldent set forth a cogent catalog of the tual information with whica to evaluate the substance In campaigning, the effo_s to
bill's infirmities: camlm_igns offertxl by different candidates, bring ci._ange are going to be met with lit;tlc

It; did nothing to reduce the overall cost They could see for them_,elve_ whether a success. As long as the cost of reachin§ the
of campaigning; candi,_tate was o_ferlng an attractively pre.- public---whether by television, radio, or per-

It discriminated against the broadcast sente(1 and accu::ate plcture of himself and sonai appearance--becomes higher each
media and jeopardized freedom of discussion; his programs or whether h,_ was engaged in election, candidates will be forced to r{_ort
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to those techniques and tactics which have long-needed focal point for public interest _wms. Small contributors in greater number
the greatest raw impact. _e long and in- and concern tn campaign practices. ,_ould not only reduce a candidate's reliance
creasingly nerve-grating campaign, the spot The specifics of campaign reform _hol_ld on a few big givers, but also help Improve the
advertisement, the appeal to emotions and also take into account the need of reducing political clim/vte by increasing dh'oct citizen
prejudices, the absence of In-depth dis- the length of campaigns. In today's world participation in politics."
cusslon, these and all the other elements of nearly lustanta_eous communications, a For every man or woman of wealth who
which make campaigning unenlightening, prolonged audio-visual assault on the 'veiling _:atrlb_t_ to polittcs in this country, there
uninspiring and insipid will continue to public is unnecessary and increasingly an- I_re tens and hundreds of thousands of aver-
intensify, noying. It has reached the point today where _e citizens with modest or even limited

The present counterproductive pressures the public begins to feel _t is being bom- _nE_-_ whose dimes and quarters, ones, fives
must be replaced or displaced. They cannot barded by an endless round of polltlca]L pub- _n,d tens are immeasurably more important
be left where they are to continue their liclty and propaganda. And to a large exl_nt, lo democ_cy and the American political sys-
detrimental course. They must be eliminated, they are correct. Campaigns are too long. 1em than all the tycoons, magnates and mil-
and in their place must be Inserted lncen- Their length exceeds the necessities el corn- ltonaires put together.
tires and influences in the opposite direction, munlcations and debate and should be ]: speak: with special feeling of these Amer-

Instead of pressures for ever-increasing shortened, loans, because they have meant a great deal
_ums of campaign money, there must be Another influence of long campaigns is lo the Republican Party and through it 'to
forces toward lowering campaign expenses, their contribution to the rising costs of cam- t.he entire Nation.
l_at_her than pressures for briefer, more slm- palgning; and it 1_ substantial. Each extra Xn 1961, under Natlon_,l Chairman WlUlam
pl!stic, more numerous Impacts on the voters' day or week a campaign drags on adds ti'e- ]]. :Miller, the Republican Party instituted Its
consciousness, there must be influence for mendoualy to the overall costs. The real or _u_talnlng membership program. This pro-
longer, more thoughtful, more reasoned dis- imagined need to get to the public with a _:r_n sought then, as it does today, small con-
cussions of the critical issues before the message fuels this pressure for long cam- t_lbutlons for membership in the l_epubll-
electorate---and at lower cost. palgns. Here we clearly see the interrelation e an sustaining membership committee. When

We must take a broad, systematic, view of of the pressures for money, time and the t_e sustaining member_,hlp drive was first
the campaign process if we are to arrive at media. _mdertaken on a national basis in 1961, a
worthwhile solutions to these problems. Nar- Many steps could be taken to lntrodlme z_emberehlp eo_t $10. And by 1962, 45% of
row approaches will yield narrow and neces- Incentives for shorter campaigns. Natto_:_l the national committee's funds were received
sarlly disappointing results, conventions could be held later in the year. t _rough its sustaining members.

There are several specific changes which Presidential primaries migh'_ be moved[ back As an indication of the bedrock strength
could be implemented to effect these broad a few weeks. Legislation might be enacted to c.f this concept, consider the 1964 presidential
reforms and establish incentives for better set an official "campaign Season." But I 1)e- campaign. The party and its ticket, faced
government within the campaign process: lleve this area of shortening the ca_apalgn _lth overwhelming odds and widespread pop-

The equal time provisions of the Federal period offers real promise for reduclng costs _tlsx assumption of doom at the polls, con-
Communications Act could be repealed to and improving the quality of campaigns. And elucted a full-scale and nationwide campaign
make possible in-depth discussions and de- I would hope '_hls committee will explore co_tlng more than $8 million and emerged
bates by candidates for all public offices. Such this avenue fully in the coming months, from the ruins of defeat with all Its bills
action would add considerably to the fund _CREASED CITIZEN PARTICIPATION _aId and money in the bank. Normally, one

would expect a campaigrt that was so widely
of information available to the voting public. Now we come to the third point of the proclaimed to be futile to wind up heavily
And it would provide candidates with an directions for campaign reform, and this is i_ the red. But an interesting thing was dis-
exceptionally valuable platform from which involvement of more individuals in the polit- closed by that 1964 race--the financial sta-te articulate their views.

Provision could be made for making ad- ical process, billty of the Republican Party was due to tile
vertising time and space available to can- It is not sufficient that people go to the ha/dc strength of its organization--the loyal
dldates at the lowest commercial rates for polls. It is of course vital, but here is more_ small contributor who did not ball out when
equivalent time. Broadcasters and publish- an additional responsibility of citizenship, thc going got rough.
ers should not be required to subsidize politl- And this responsibility is support. 'Since 1964, the sustaining membership pro-
cal campaigning, but they should assure As I said at the beginning of my reraarl_s, t:ram has been the largest source of income
accessibility at the going rate. Z believe that every American has the right for the Republican Pa_y, accounting for

Serious consideration should be given to to support the candidates and organizations _ore tha_ 80 % of all receipts In several years.
changing present res_lctions on borrowing of his choice to the fullest extent of his Mr. Chairman, just a_: an up-to-date ex-
by political organizations through regular means, but Z believe also that each citl_;en 2mple of the strength and Importance of the
commercial channels. It is now virtually ira- should support candidates and parties i:a pro- small contributor and _he sustaining mom-
possible to secure loans for campaign pur- portion to those means, bershlp program to the iRepubllcan Party, I
poses and when enacted, these restrictions There are many individuals throughout would like to cite some figures for the firs_
were to combat real abuses, but today politi- this great nation who feel a sincere anCL deep t'_o months of _his year. In January and
cal organizations can be made legally re- gratitude for what America has meant to February, 1971, the Republican National
sponsible for their obligations, thus provld- their lives and who choose to express their Committee received 82,381 contributions of
lng lending agencies the security their feelings by contributing to political organl_:a- less than $100. The total of these contrlbu-
obligations require and relieving the pres- tlons. There are individuals whose loya:lty t:lons, chiefly from the sustaining member-
sure on candidates for donated funds in and dedication to their political bellefs have si_ip program, totaled $1,169,822.21. In the
periods of peak expenses, found selfless and generous expression in s:;_me per_od, the party received fewer than

In connection with provisions for aesur- financial support to the parties and can- 2_0 oontr:butlons in exc_s of $100, and these
ing the going commercial rate in the corn- didates who embody their hopes and expecta- _')tale_l $74,799.00.
munlcatlons media, it has been suggested tions for Amerlca. ]; believe these are admi- Now, I submit that thia is the way our po.
that a contribution to reduced costs and table and laudable actions and should be ell- 1]_lcal financial systems are meant to work.
improved content in broadcast campaigning couraged and fostered by national policy. _T_IS :Is participatory democracy, and this is
would be to establish a minimum length for It is recognized t:_at the political process a broadly-based party with a vigorous and In-
,Commercial messages. This in essence would is expensive, and it will continue to be :_o. v:)lved membership.
be to eliminate the so-called "spot" adver- But that is not to say that the exper_e,,_ ,of The Republican Party's record is excep-
tisement that contributes so heavily to the campaigning cannot be held to manageable tlonal in this respect. And I find it some-
,_xpense and shallowness of campaigns. The limits nor that the burden of financing cam- _hat discomforting to hear our party at-
purpose would be to require candidates to patgns is to be the primary responsibility tlc,clued fe_ the sole reason of Its financial
:make more detailed and thoughtful presen- or preempted privilege of the wealthy, stability by those whose party has not de-
rations of their views and improve the qual- Unfortunately, th_re are ninny tndividufds v,i.'lol_.'d a broad base of extremely dedicated
l,ty of their messages to the p_bllc. I per- who do not feel the desire or the responsl- a::_d, dependable small contributors.
sonally find it difficult to reconcile the con- blllty to aid political parties and candidates. _T_e Republican Party does have a sound
'_radictions inherent in setting minimum It has been estimated that in 1969, only 6 fi_clal structure because it relies on the
lengths for campaign productions and the percent of the population gave any money 1;o p_ople for its support, and because it is re-
requirements which demand for numer/oUs a political organization, and in some years sponsible with its own and other's money.
blocks of irregular time slots would/have this number has fallen as Iow as 4 percent. I am not here today to prescribe for the
on broadcasters programming schgdules. This statistic is at the same time diszrees- Eemocrat National Committee. ! am here to
However, thls avenue should receive thorough lng and hopeful. Although few Americans offer suggestions for improving our whole po-
consideration in hopes of finding a real solu- are motivated to cor_tribute, a real bo_m4x_, ll';ical sys:;em. I believe that no greater con_
tlon to the spot ad problem, of support lies waiting to be tapped. If only trlbutlon to the viability of the political

the candidates and parties in this nation p:rocess in America can be made than to
A responsible and respected central au- can reach them, we wlll have made a tremen- b:rlng more Americans ln%o the financial af-

!;horlty for oversight of campaign operations dous stride forward in improving the politi- f_;lrs of our political institutions. Financial
and organizations could be established. This cal proce_ in this country, participation Is real, basic and responsible
authority, responsible for receipt, tabulation As the 20th century fund report stated: p:_rtlctpatlon in the campaigns and parties
and publication of the disclosures and re- "It would be far healthier If a larger _ra- which that individual supports. It is also a
ports ordered by Congress, would provide the ber of Individual contributors gave small s¢.urce of basle good government and ln_ur-
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ance of the effective power and authority of bers on this side of the aisle and, I am Commis,Aon with the adoption of the
the people over public affairs, sure, others like them worked equally amendment proposed by the distin-

New steps need to be taken by the Federal hard for the Senators on the other side guis:hed senior Senator from Kansas (Mr.
Government to stimulate citizen involvement Of the aisle. Certainly their efforts will PrA_LSO:N),with an amendment. I believe
in the financial affairs of politics. As in the
other areas I have mentioned, there are many be reflected in what I :.nope will later that the overwhelming majority vote by
ways in which this might be done. Hopefully prove to have been a mu:_h more mean- which this amendment was adopted pro-
this committee in its consideration of the illgfu:[ delete on the bill, S. 382. Thus, to rides clear and convincing evidence of
several bills before it and in its private delib- these secretaries--and I believe I can the sentiment of the Senate in this
erations will select one or more new devices speak for some of my other colleagues-- regard.
for stimulation of this reform. Numerous I say, "Thank you for a job well done." Finally, we have adopted a corn-
suggestions have been made, such as estab- Mr. BA_-_IER. Mr. PresLdent, when we promise substitute for the "fail labeling'
llshing tax credits and tax deductions for
political contributions, or providing a stand- conlrftence the debate on 8.382_the Fed- disctosure amendment proposed by the
ard contribution by check-off type arrange- eral Election Campaign Act of 1971--I dist2[nguished junior Senator from Ver-
ment of the Federal income tax return. These made an opening statement setting forth merit (Mr. PItOUTY), which should insure
and other proposals deserve very thorough my principal areas of concern of the that tile general public is put on notice
and studied consideration. They may offer then pending amendme_Lt lq0. 308 pro- concer:ning the availability of detailed
substantial help for politics in America, but posed by the distinguished senior Sena- copies .of reports filed by political
they may also raise numerous side issues and tot from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE) committees.
questions of policy and administration which and others. These five principal areas of In s0_nmary Mr. President, we have
should be thoroughly examined before mak- ' ·
lng any final decisions, concern were as follows: macle considerable progress. The bill cer-

First, inadequacy of amendment No. tainly is not what each axld every one of
CONCLVSm_ 308'r_-_star print--partisl exemption to us would have desired, but I do be:Lieve

I stand ready to join in further efforts to the "equal time, requirement.,;" of section it represents a substantial improveraent
achieve meaningful results and to promote 315 of the Federal Communications Act; over what we had under consideration
the vitality of our system and to assure
thereby the continuing ability of Government Secolld, the unduly res_;rictive separate when we first commenced hearings before
to meet the challenges and difficulties of the spending limitations lacking inter- the Committee on Commerce on this
future, changeability; measure.I trust that as this legislation

Third, the fafiure to prohibit unsecured pro;_esses we will be alert to its proper
/vlr. COTTON. Mr. President, I yield debt_; by political candid _tes for services implementation and be prepared to 'an-

myself 2_/2minutes, rendered by certain regulated industries; dertake appropriate remedial amend-
3/Ir. President, at the conclusion of Fotlrth, the failure to 8o the full meas- ments when and if necessary.

consideration of a major piece of legisla- ure and provide for an ir dependent Fed- Mr. PASTORE. Mr, President, first I
tion such as S. 382--the Federal Election eral :Elections Commission; and wish to commend the distinguished Ben-
Campaign Act of 1971--it is in order to Fifth, the failue to :_rovide a "fair ator from New Hampshire (Mr. CoT_roN)
express appreciation for the work of labeling" disclosure advising the general for his gracious and generous remarks.
those principally involved in its passage, public of the availability of detailed I congratulate members of our subcom-

Certainly such an expression of thanks copies of reports filed by political com- mittees, Republicans and Democrats
is due the Senators who managed the bill mittees, alike. When we started this debate 3
on both sides of the aisle_the distin- Mr. President, although we may not day's ago I said there was no partisan-
guished senior Senator from Rhode Is- have come up with the complete solution ship involved. As far as I am concerned,
land (Mr. PASTORE), the distinguished in each and every one of these areas, I I think the debate that has taken p._ace
Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON), and do believe that we have made remarkable and the spirit that has prevailed has
on our side of the aisle, the distinguished progress, pre.yen that point. I congrktulate the
Senators from Vermont (Mr. PROUTY), - , We have overcome th_; partial exemp- Me:tubers of the Senate :[or the expedt-
and from Tennessee (Mr. BAKES). Each tion to the ectual time requirement of tious way we have conducted the pro-
is to be highly commended for the very section 315 of the Federal Communica- ceedings in connection with the passage
fine work which they did on this measure, tions Act so as to render it applicable to of the bill.
I also believe that the junior Senator all candidates for Fedexal elective office At this time I pay particular praise to
from Kentucky (Mr. COOK) is to be corn- and not just candidates for the office of my colleague fr_m Nevada (Mr. CAN:NON)
mended for his proposal in arriving at a PresJ:dent and Vice Pre,,ident. who worked with me in a very coopera-
resolution of the most important issue We have ts. ken some small step to give spil_t.
concerning the interchangeability of ex- provide for some limited degree of in- I wish to pay tribute to the members
penditure limitations established in the terchangeability between the expendi- of the staff, Mr. Nicholas Zapple and
bill on the broadcast and nonbroadcast ture limitatior_ for the broadcasts and Mr. Jetta Hardy, and Jim Duffy of the
media, the nonbroadcast media. This was ac- staff of the Committee on Rules and

_[_e courtesy of the professional staff coml_lished through the compromise A_mi_xistration.
members of the Committee on Commerce amendment offered by the distinguished
and the Committee on Rules and Admin- junior Senator from Kentucky (Mr.
istration has been appreciated. As for the Corer) so as to provide for :'interchange- UNANIMOUS-CONSENT REQUEST
Commerce ,Committee, I would like to ability of not to exceed 20 percent of
single out the majority staff counsels, Mr. the :respective cefiing, be it for broadcast ]VIr, MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
Zapple and Mr. Hardy, and on the minor- or nonb:roadcast media, I stfil am con- would like to make a unanimous-consent
ity staff, Mr. Pankopf and Mr. Molloy. vinced that fuzure years will bear out my request at this time, with the approval
Similar commendation and thanks also is prophesy for the need for complete in- of the acting minority leader and the
due the staff members of the Committee terchangeability, but a_ least we have Senate::
on Rules and Administration, Messrs. made a step in the rigkt direction. Ordered that immediately after the
Duffy and Van Kirk. We did not adopt the meritorious disp_;ition of S. 382, upon which we will

:Mr. President, if I stopped at this point amendment oifered by (,ur distinguished vote shortly--and we do this because we
I would be remiss. Frequently overlooked minority leader (Mr. SCOTT) to prohibit l_ave girls evening aILd tomorrow c___.
is the many hours of hard work done by by law extension of uns_ured credit for the Senate proceed tp the consideration
the ladies--the secretaries who put in services rendered by certain regulated of S. 659, the edu_:ation amendments
long hours typing statements, amend- inchmtries. We did, howei,er, adopt a of 19'71 which the Senate set aside last
ments, and preparing other materials, substitute dircmting the appropriate reg- night; and immedi_Ltely following the
Accordingly, in most deserving recogni- ulatory agencies to develop rules and disposition of S. 659, .t be in order for the
tion on this occasion, I would like to ex- regulations to bar such _Lbnse of practices Senate to proceed t _ the consideration
press special thanks fox' the work done in the future. I only hope that these of the following me .sures:
by Betty Swenson, Gerrie Bjornson, and agencies, when and if '_his measure be- ]First, the $1 billior Public Ser_dce Act;
Gene Edwards of the minority staff of comes law, will act irL an expeditious segmnd, the continuing resolution, on
the Committee on Commerce. At times fashion, appropriations; thir:l, S. 2393, the dis-
which I am sure were trying, they pre- We did go the full measure by provid- aster relief bill amen [merits; and fourth,
pared excellent materials for the Mem- lng for an independent Pederal Elections S. 200% the Office EoJonomic Oppor-
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tmuity Act amendm¢ nfs. And that it shall Cook naouye Poll _;e of a broadcasting station by a legallyCooper Jackson Proxmlre qualifiec_ candidate on behalf of his candl-
be in order at anyt ime until the recess Cotton Javits Randolp[a dacy.'
tomorrow night during the considers- Cranston Jordan, N.C. Rlbicoff
tion of any of thes_ measures including Curtis Jordan, Idaho Roth EXPENDITURELIMITATIONS FOE CANDIDATESFOR
S. 659 to proceed to save laid before the Dole Kennedy Saxbe MAJO_ ELECTr_E OFFICES

Dominlck Long Schwelker SEC, 102. Section 315 of the Communica-Senate for its imm _iate consideration Eagleton Magnuson Scott
any of these measurt s or any other mess- Eastland Mansfield Smith _lon.._Ac_of 1934is fur'cher amended by re-
ures agreed upon b the majority and Ellender Mathias Sparkman designating subsection (c) as subsection (f)Ervin McClellan Spong and by inserting immediately before such
minority leaders. Fong Mcface Stennls _ubsectlon the following new subsections:

The PRESIDING )FPICER. Is there Fulbright Mc(]overn Stevens "(c) (1) For purpose.,; of this subsection
Gambrell McIntyre Symington am:d subsection (d), the term--objection? Oravel Metcalf Taft

Mr. GRI__FIN. 1_ r. President, tern- Orifan Miller Talmadge "(A) 'k*ederal elective omce' means the of-
Ourney Mondale Thurmond :ace of President, Vice President, United

porarily, I object m til we have an oP- Hansen Montoya Tower ;_tates Senator or Representative, or Delegate
p0rtunity to conside] it. Hart Moss Tunney ,:)r Resident Conunlssioner to the Conl_ess;

The PRESIDING ( ,FFICER. Objection Hatfield Muskle Welcker "(B) 'use o[ broadcasting stations by or on
is heard. Hollings Nelson Young ]_ehalf o_ any candidate' Includes not only

Hughes Packwood l_roadcasts advocating such candidate's elco-Humphrey Pastors
·Aon, buz also broazlcasts urging the defeat

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT NAYS--2 of his opponent or derogating his opponent's
OP 1971 Fannin Goldwater _tand on campaignissues;

The Senate continued with the con- NOT VOTING---10 ';'(C) 'legally qualified candidate' means
sideration of the bill (S. 382) to promote Bennett Mundt Stevenson any person who (1) meets the qualificationsHarris Pearson Williams prescribed by the appllc_tble laws -to hold the
fair practices in the conduct of election Hartke Percy :!,'ederalelective office for which he is a can-
campaigns for Federal political offices, Hruska Prouty _fidate and (2) is eligible under applicable

and for other purposes. So the bill (S. 382) was passed, as fol- qtate law to be voted for by the electorate
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask lows: directly or by means of delegates or electors;

for the yeasand nays. s. ga2 and
"(D) 'broadcasting _tation' includes a

The yeas and nays were ordered, an act to promote fair practices in the cc,n- community antenna television system_ and
The PRESIDINGOFFICER. Is all time duct of election campaigns for Federal the terms 'licensee' and 'station licensee'

yielded back on the bill? political offices, and for other purpose_,J _vhen used with respect to a community an-
Mr. PASTORE. All time is yielded back Be it enac_e_ by the Senate an_ House o! tcnna televlsion system, mean the operator

on thebill. 2_epresentatives o! tlze United Stab:es o! of such system.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time America in Congress assembleg, That this "(,q) Egcept as provided in section 104 of

has been yielded back. The bill having Act may be cited as the "Federal Election i.heFederal Electlon Campaign Act of 1971, no
been read the third time, the question is, Campaign Act of 1971". legally qualified candidate in any primary,
Shall itpass? TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO COM'MIINJf0A- runoff, general, or special election for a

The yeas and nays have been ordered, TION_ ACT OF 1934; LIMITATIONS ON Federal elective office m_y spend .for the use
and the clerk will call the roll. CAMI_AIGN EXPENDITURES FOR NON- (_f broadcasting statto_:_ on behalf of his

The assistant legislative clerk called BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS MJE,TJlA caJ_d:[dacy in such election a total amount tn_xeess of--

the roll. EXCEPTS[ONTO EQUAL TIME REQIJIREMENTS A'._qD "(It) 5 cents multiplied by the estimate of
CHARGE LIMITATIONS

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an- Iesident population of voting age for such
notmee that the Senator from Oklahoma SEC. 101. (a) (1) Section S15(a) of l;he (_ffice, as determined by the Bureau of Census

Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.O. 315 in June of thc year preceding thc year in
(Mr. HARRIS), and the Senator from New (a)) is amended by inserting after "public vTiqlch the election is to he held; or
Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS) are necessarily omce" in the fist sentence thereof a co_ma "(B) $S0,000, if greater than the amount
absent, and the following: "other than Federal el,_c- determined under subp``_ragraph (A).

I further announce that the Senator tlve office (as defined in subsection (c) of this For the purposes of computing the limita-
from Indiana (Mr. HaRTkE), and the section),", lion provided by the first sentence of this
Senator from Illinois (Mr, STEVENSON) (2) Section 315(a) of such Act is amended paragraph in connection with a Presidential
are absent on official business, by inserting after the first sentence t:aer,_,of primary election, the resident population of

I further announce that, if present and the following: "When a licensee perralta a voting age for the office of President shall be
legally qualified candidate `for Federal el_c- l_eld and considered to be the entire popu-

voting, the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. live office to use his broadcasting station in latlon of voting age for such office within
HARaIS), the Senator from Illinois (Mr. connection with such candidate's campaign the State, in which such primary election is
STEVENSON), _nd the Senator from New for nomination for election, or election to conducted. Amounts spent by or on behalf
Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS) WoUld each vote such office, the ncensee shall afford such espn- of any candidate for nomination `for election
"yea." dldate maximum flexibility in choosing his to such office in connection with his primary

1VLr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the program format." campaign in any State slmll not exceed such
Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT), the (b) Section 315(b) of such Act is amended limitation for that State.
Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON), and to read as follows: "(3) Amounts spent for the use of broad-"(b) The charges made for the use of any casting stations on bel_al`f of any legally
the Senator from Vermont (Mr. PEOUTY) broadcasting station by any person who lsa c uallfied candidate for Federal elective office
are necessarily absent, legally qualified candidate for any public (or for nomination to such office) shall[, for

The Senator from Nebraska (Mr. office lr_ connection with his campaign 2or the purposes of this subsection, be deemed to
HaUSEA) and the Senator from Illinois nomination for election, or election, t_ such _ave been spent by such candidate. Amounts
(Mr. PERCY) are absent on official busi- office shall not exceed-- spent for the use of broadcasting stations by
ness. "(1) during the forty-five days preceding er on behalf of any legally qualified candi-

The Senator from South Dakota (Mr. the date of a primary election and during the d ate for _he office of Vice President of the
sixty days preceding the date cf a general or United States shall, for the purposes of this

MUNnT) is absent because of illness, special election in which such person_ _s a subsection, be deemed to ha_e been spent by
If present and voting, the Senator candidate, the lowest unit charge of the st;a- tae candidate for the office of President of

from Nebraska (Mr. Hausm_) and the lion for the same class and amount of time tlae United States with whom he is running.
Senator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY) Wollld for the same period; and "(4) Ho station licensee may make any

each vote "yea." "(2) at any other _tme, the charges made charge for the use of such station by or
The result was annonnced_yeas 88, for comparable use of such station by otb. er ca behalf of any candidate for Federal elco-users thereof." t:iw; office (or for nomination to such office)

nays 2, as follows: (c) Section 312 (a) of such Act is amended _ nless such candidate, or a person specifically
[No. 203 Leg.] by striking "or" at the end of clause (5), authorized by such candidate in writing to

YEAS--g8 st]liking the period at the end of clause (_]) do so, certifies to such licensee in writing

Alken Betlmon Burdick and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and t'._at the payment of such charge will not
Allen Bentsen Byrd, Va. "or", and adding at the end of such s_tlon vto:[ate paragraph (2).
Allott Bible Byrd, W. Va. S12 (a) the following new clause "(5) Broadcasting stations and candidates
Anderson Bogas Cannon "(Y) for willful or repeated failure _x) al- shall file with the Commission such reports
Baker Brock Case
Bayh Brooke Chiles Iow reasonable access to or to permit pus- a_, _uch times and containing such lnforma-
Beall Buckley Church chase of reasonable amounts of tlme fc_- t_te lion as the Commission shall prescribe for
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the purpose of this subsection and, in the For the purpo_._s of comp'_tlng the limita- COST-OF=r_VING INCREASE IN LXMITATIOT_
case of broadcasting stations, subsection (d). tion provided by' the first sentence of this FORMULA

"(d) If a State by law and expressly-- para_'aph in connection with a Presidential SEc. )g05. (a) For purposes of this seotion,
"(1) has provided that a primary or other primary election, the resident population of the '_erm---

election for any office of such State or of a voting age for the office of t_esident shall be (1) "price index" means the annual aver-
political subdivision thereof is subject to held and considered to be the entire resident age over a calendar year of the Consumer
this subsection, and population of voting age fo:_ such office with Price Index (all items--United States city

"(2) has specified a limitation upon total the S-tat_e in which such primary election is average) published monthly by the Bureau
expenditures for the use of broadcasting conducted. Amounts spent by or on behalf of Labor Statistics; and
stations on behalf of the candidacy of each of any candidate for nomin_tion for election (2) "'base period" means the cale'adar
legally qualified candidate in such election, to such office in connection with his primary year 19'70.
and campaign in any State shall not exceed such (h) Commencing immediately after the

"(3) has provided in any such law an un- limitation for that State. end of 1971, and after the end of each calen-
equivocal expression of intent to be bound (d) Amounts spent for the use of non- dar year thereafter, as there becomes avail-
by the provisions of this section, and broados_t communications media on behalf able necessary data from the Bureau of LsJbor

"(4) has stipulated that the amotmt of of anF legally qualified candidate for Fed- Statistics of the Department of Labor, the
such limitation shall not exceed the amount eral _;lective omce (or fo:' nomination to Secretary of Labor shall determine the dif-
which would be determined for such election such office) shall, for the purposes of this ference between the price index for the lin-
under subsection (c) had such election been section, be deemed to have bogen spent by mediately preceding calendar year and the
an election for a Federal elective office or such candidate. Amounts .,pent for the use price index for the base period. The amount
nomination thereto; of nonbroadcast communications media by computmd under section 315(c)(2)(A i} of

then no station licensee may make any or on behalf of any legally qu_lified candi- the Communications Act of 1934 (as added
charge for the use of such station by or on date ::or the office of Vice Pre_,ddent of the by sectl:oLl 102 of this Act) and under section
behalf of any legally qualified candidate in United States shall, for the purposes of this 103(c) (1) of this Act shall be increased by
such election unless such candidate, or a per- section, be, deemed to have been spent by the such per centum difference (excluding any
son specifically authorized by such candidate candidate for the office of President of thc fraction of a per centum) and rounded to
in writing to do so, certifies to such licensee United St_tes wl_h whom i_e is running, the ne_ct highest cent. Each. amount so in-
in writing that the payment of such charge (e) lqo person may mak_ any charge for creased Shall be the amount in effect for the
will not violate such limitation, the use of any nonbroad4'ast communica- twelve months following the end of sucl_

"(e) One who willfully and knowingly rio- tions medium by: or on behalf of any c_udi- calc:adar year.
lares the provisions of subsection (c) or (d) date 1!or Federal elective office (or for nomi- TITLE II--ORIMINAL CODE
of this section shall be punished by a fine nation l_ such office) unless such candidate, AMENDMENTS
not to exceed $5,000 or imprisonment for a or an individual speclficaLy authorized by
period not to exceed five years, or both. The such candidate in writing to do so, certifies SEc. 201. Section 591 of title 18, United
provisions of sections 501 through 503 of to such person that the payment of such States Code, is amended to read as follows:
this Act shall not apply to violations of such charge will not violate subsection (c). Any "§ 591. Definitions
subsection." person who furr_lshes the use of any non- "'_,nen used in sections 597, 599, 600, 602,

LIMrrAT][ONS ON CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES FOR broadcast communloations med!_um to or for gl0, 611, and 614 of this title--
NONBROADCASTCOMMUNICATIONS MEDIA the benefit of any such c_mdidate without "(a) 'election' means (1) a general, spe-

charg_ therefor siaall be deemed to have made sial, primary, or runoff election, (2) a con-
S:sc. 103. (a) For purposes of this section, ,a con't_rlhution to such _andidate in ara ventlon or caucus of a political party held

the term-- amount equal to the amount normally to nominate a candidate, (3) a primary elec-
Ct) "Federal elective office" means the of- charged for such person for such use. Any tion held for the selection of delegates to a

rice of President, Vice President, United person who furnishes the use of any non- national nominating convention of a polltl-
States Senator or Representative, or Dele- broadcast com_tunications medium to or cal pa_gy, (4) a primary election held toy the
gate or Resident Commissioner to the Con- for the :benefit of any suc'2 candidate at a expression of a preference for the nomina-
gross; rate which is less than the rate normally tlon of persons for election to the office of

(2) "nonbroadcast communications me- President, and (5) the election of delegates
dium" means newspapers, magazines, and charged by such. person fcr au:ch use shallbe deemed to have made _ contribution to to a con._tltutional convention for prop(_lng
Other periodical publications, and billboard such caTxdldate tin an amo'_nt equal to the amendments to the Constitution of the
facilities; excess of the rate normatly charged over Unit;ed States;

(3) "legally qualified candidate" means the rate charged such can([idate. "(b) 'candidate' means an individual who
any person wl_o (A) meets the qualifications
prescribed by the applicable laws to hold (f) One who _lllfully and knowingly vlo.. seeks nomination for election, or election, tolares the provisions of thl.,_ section shall be Federal office, whether or not such indiv_.dual
the Federal elective office for which he is a punished by a fine not to exceed $5,000 or is elsef_d, and, for purposes of this paragraph,
candidate and (B) Is eligible under appli- imprisonment of not more '_an five years, or an individual shall be deemed to seek nomi-
cable State law to be voted for by the elec- both. nation for election, or election, to Federal
torate directly or by means of delegates or office, if he has (1) taken the action noses-
electors; and LI_:_]S INTERCPIANGEABILITYBETWEEN sary under the law of a State to qualify him-

(4) "use of any nonbroadcast communica- EXPEND][TURESLIM)_ATIONS self for nomination for election, or election,
tions media by or on behalf of any candi- SEC. 104 (a) A legally qualified candidate in or (2) received contributions or made ex-
date" includes not only amounts spent for any primary, runoff, general, or special elec- pendltures, or has given his consent for any
advocating a candidate's election, but also tion for Federal elective office may, at his other person to receive contributions or make
amounts spent for urging the defeat of his option, transfer not to exceed 20 per centum expenditures, with a view to bringing s,bout
opponent or derogating his opponent's stand of the expenditure llmitat'.on under section his nomination for election., or election, to
on campaign issues. 315(c) of the Communica';ion.,_ Act of 1934 such office;

(b) During the forty-five days preceding as amended or section 103(0) of this Act be- "(c) ':Federal office' means the office of
the date of any primary election, and during tween one or the other to l_ spent on either President or Vice President of the United
the sixty days preceding the date of any the broadcast or nonbroadeast media on be- States_ or Senator or Representative In, or
ger_eral or special election, the charges made half of his candidacy in s'Ach election. Any Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the
for the use of any nonbroadcast communl- amount so trarmferred from the one expen- C_ngress of the United States;
cations medium by an individual who is diture limitations to the ether shall be de- "_[d) 'political committee' means any in-
a legally qualified candidate for Federal elec- dusted from the expenditure limitation upon dividual, committee, association, or organi-
tire office shall not exceed the lowest unit the media from which such transfer is made. zation which accepts contributions or make
rate charged others by the person furnish- (b) Any such legally qualified candidate expenditures during a calendar year in an
lng such medium for the same amount and exercising this option shall promptly notify aggregate amount exceeding $1,000;
class of space. · the Federal Elections Commission in writing "(e) 'contribution' means-

(c) Except as provided in section 104 of of the amount so transferred and spent, and "(I) a gift, subscription,' loan, advance, or
this Act, no legally qualified candidate in shall provide su_ Commis:_lon with such in- deposit of money Or anything of value (ex-
any primary, runoff, general, or special elec- formation as the Commission, in its Judg- copt a loan of money by a :national or State
tlon for a Federal elective office may spend ment, deems necessary and proper in the ex- bank made in accordance with the applicable
for the use o_ nonbroadcast communications ercise of thls option, banking laws and regulations and In the
media on behalf of his candidacy in such ordinary course of business), made for the
election a total amount in excess of-- (c) '[_ne Federal Electioas Commission is

(1) 5 cents multiplied in the estimate of authorized to develop and promulgate appro- purpo_,;e of influencing the nomination for
resident population of voting age for such prlate rules and regulations to carry out the election, or election, of any person to Fed-
office, as determined by the Bureau of Census purposes of this section, era/[ o_lce, for the purpose of influencing the
in June of the year preceding the year in (d) The definitions cor. tained in section results of a primary held for the selection
which the election is to be held; or 315(c) of the Oommunicstions Act of 1934 of del,_gates to a national nominating con-

(2) $30,000, if greater than the amount and in section 103(a) of this ,act are appli- ven. tlon of a political party or for the ex-
determined _mder clause (1). cable to this section, presslon of a preference for tile uomins,tlon
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of persons for election to the office of Prest- "(B) $35,000, in the case.of a eandtdate amendments to the Constitution of the
dent, or for the purpose of influencing the for the office of Senator; or United States;
election of delegates to a constitutional con- "(C) $25,000, In the ease of a eandiciate (b) "candidate" mea_,-q an individual who
ventlon for proposing amendments to the for the office of t_presentative, or Delegate seeks nomination for election, or election, to
Constitution of the United States; or Resident Commissioner to the Congress. Federal office, whether or not such individual

"(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, ex- "(2) For purposes of this subsection, 'ira- ls elected, and, for purposes of this para*
preSs or implied, whether or not legally on- mediate family' means a candidate's spouse, graph, an individual shall be deemed to seek
forceable, to make a contribution for such and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, aomlnation for election, or election, if he
purposes; or sister of the candidate, and tile ,,_l_Uses has (1) taken the action necessary under the

"(3) a transfer of funds between political of such pm-sons, law of a State to qualify himself for nomi-
committees; "(b) No os_dida2e or political co_m_A'b_ee aation for election, or election, to Federal

"(4) the payment, by any person other shall knowingly accept any contribution or or, ce, or (2) received contributions or made
than a candidate or political committee, of authorize any expenditnre in violatio_ of expenditures, or has given his consent for
compensation for the personal services of an- the provisions of this section, any other person to receive contributions or
other person which are rendered to such can* "(c) Violation of the provisions of 'this make expenditures, with a view to bringing
didate or political commi.ttee without charge section is punishable by a fine not t_) ex- akmut his nomination for election, or elco-
for any such purposes; and ceed $1,000, imprisonment for not to exceed tlon,, to such office;

"(5) notwithstanding the foregoing mean- one year, or both.". (c) "Federal office" means 'the office of
lngs of 'contribution', the word shall not be SEC. 204. Section 609 of title 18, United I_'esident or Vice President of the United
construed to include services provided with- States Code, is repealed. States; or of Senator or Representative in,
out compensation by individuals volunteer- SEc. 205. Section 011 of title 18, United or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to,
lng a portion or all of their time on behalf States Code, is amended to read as fol, the Congress of the United States;
of a candidate or political committee; lows: (d) "political committee" means any com-

"(f) 'expenditure' means--- "§ 611. Contributions by Government con- mittee, association, or organization which
"(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, tractors accepts contributions or makes expenditures

loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or "Whoever--- during a calendar year In an aggregate
anything of value (except a loan of money

by _ national or State bank made in accord- "(a) entering into any contract with the amount exceeding $1.000;
ance with the applicable banking laws and United States or any department or a_;ency (e) "contribution" means--
regulations and in the ordinary course of thereof either for the rendition of per_mal (1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or- services or furnishing any material_ supplies, deposit of money or anything of value, made
business), made for the purpose of lnfiuenc- or equipment to the United States or any for the purpose of influencing the nomlna-
lng th e nomination for election, or election, department or agency thereof or f(_r l_ell- tion for election, or eh;ction, of any person
of any person to Federal office, for the pur- lng any land or building to tile United to Federal office or as a presidential or vice-
pose of influencing the result of a primary States or any department or agency t&ercof, presidential elector, for the purpose of influ-
held for the selection of delegates to a ns- if payment for the performance of such eon- enclng the result of a primary held for the
tional nominating convention of a political
party or for the expression of a preference tract or payment for such material, sup- se,lectlon of delegates to a national nominat-
for the nomination of persons for election to plies, equipment, land, or building i_3 _) be lng convention of a political party or for the
the office of President, or for the purpose of made in whole or in part from funds ap]_ro- expression of a preference for the nominationpr;atari by the Congress, at any time between of persons for election to the office of Presi-
Influencing the election of delegates to a the commencement of negotiations for _and. dent, or for the purpose of influencing the
constitutional convention for proposing
amendments to the Constitution of the the latter of (1) the completion of l_;rform- election of delegates to a constitutional con-

anco under, or (2) the termination of n,_go- wmtlon for proposing amendments to the
United States; tiatlons for, such contract or furnis]h:_g of Constitution of the United States;

"(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, (2) a 'contract, promise, or agreement,
express or implied,' whether or not legally material, supplies, equipment, land or
enforceable, to make any expenditure; and buildings, directly or Indirectly makes any whether' or not legally enforceable, to make scontribution of money or other thing of contribution for any such purpose;

"(3) a transfer of funds between political value, or promises expressly or implledly to (3) a transfer of funds between political
committees;

"(g) 'person' and 'whoever' mean an indl- make any such contribution, to any political committees;party, committee, or candidate for public (4) the payment, by any person other than
vidual, partnership, committee, association, office or to any person for any political put- a candidate or poUtleal committee, of corn-
corporation, or any other organization or l_snsation for the personal services of another

pose or use; or

group of persons; and "(b) knowingly solicits any such contribu-, person which are rendered to such candidate
"(h) 'State' means each State of the or connnittee without charge for any such

United States, the District of Columbia, the tlon from any such person for any Emch purpcee; and
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any ter- purpose during any such period; (5) notwithstanding the foregoing mean-
rltory or possession of the United States." shall be fined not more than $5,000 or tm- ings of "contribution", the word shall not bo

SEc. 202. Section 600 of title 18, United prisened not more than five years, or bc_h.'" construed to include services provided with-
States Code, is amended to read as follows: SEC. 206. The table of sections for chap- out compensation by individuals volunteer-
"§ 600. Promise of employment or other ben- tar 29 of title 18, United States Code, is lng a portion or all of their time on behalf

efit for political 5ctivity amended by-- of e, candidate or polit_eal committee;
"Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises (1) striking out the item relating to -'3cc- (1!) "expenditure" means_

any employment, position, compensation, tlon 608 and Inserting in lieu thereof the (1) a purchase, payment, distribution,
contract, appointment, or other benefit, pro- following: lean, advance, deposit, or gift of money or
vided for or made possible in whole or in "608. Limitations on contributions and ex-. anything of value, made for the purpose of
part by any Act of Congress, or any special penditures."; influencing the nomination for elect_on, or
consideration in obtaining any such benefit, (2) striking out the item relating to sec- election, of any person to Federal office, as a
to any person as consideration, favor, or re- tion 609 and inserting in lieu ther,_of the presidential and vice-presidential elector, or
ward for any political activity or for the following: for the purpose of influencing the result of a
support of or opposition to any candidate or "609. Repealed." primary held for the ,_electton of delegates
any political party in connection with any (3) striking out the item relating to see-. to a national nominating convention of a
general cr special election to any political tlon 611 and inserting in lieu thereof the political party or for the expression of a pref-
office, or in connection with any primary following: erence for the nomination of persons for elec-

tion to the office of Pre_ldent, or for the put-
election or political convention or caucus "611. Contributions by Government con-. po,_ of influencing the election of delegatesheld to select candidates for any political tractors.".
office, shall be fined not more than $1.000 or to a constitutional convention for proposing
imprisoned not more than one year, or both." TITLE III--DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL _mendments to the Constitution of the

SEc. 203. Section 008 of title 18, Unit- CAMPAIGN FUNDS United States;
ed States Code, is amended to read as roi- DEFINITIONS (2) a contract, promise, or agreemen_
lows: SEc. 301. When used in this title--- whether or not legally enforceable, to make
"§ 608. Limitations on contributions and ex- (a) "election" means (1) a general, special, an expenditure; and

(3) a transfer of funds between political
penditures primary, or runoff election, (2) a con'_,en..

"(a) (1) No candidate may make expen- tion or caucus of a political party ;held to c_)mmJttees;
ditures from his personal funds, or the per- nominate a candidate, (3) a primal_y cleo.. (g) "Commission" means the Federal Elec-
SOnal funds of his immediate family, in con- tion held for the selection of delegates to a tions Commission;
nection with his campaign for nomination national nominating convention of a polit- (h) "person" means an individual, part-
for election, or election, to Federal office in ical party, (4) a primary election held for new,hip, committee, association, corporation,
excess of-- the expression of a preference for the nom.. h_bor organization, and[ any other organiza-

"(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate lnation of persons for election to the office of tt_on or group of persons; and
for the office of President or Vice Presi- President, and (5) the election of delegatc, s to (i) "State" means each State of the 'United
dent; a constitutional convention for proposing States, the District of Columbia, the Com-
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monwealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory (1) _ copy of t:ae stateme:_t o/, oa-ganizatlon thirty-first day of January. Such reports shall
or t_asession of the United States. of the poUtlcal committe,. _ required under be complete as of such date as the C0m-

ORGAiq_iZAT_[OIqOF POLCTZCALCOM_irrTEES BecCion 303, together with any amendments mis.'_lon may prescribe, which shall ne,t be
thereto; and less tl_n five days before the date of filing

S_.c. 302, ia) Every political c_mmi_ee shall (il) a (_opy 04 each report filed by such except that any contribution of $5,0C0 or
have a chairman and a treasurer. No con- committee under section 304 from March 10 more received after the last report ts filed
trlbutlon and no expenditure shall be ac-
cepted or made by or on behalf of a pol_tical of th,._ preceding year throl_gh January 31 of prior to the election, shall be reported w_Lthinthe year in which the annual report is so forty-e:Lght hours after its receipt,
conun_ttes at a time when there is a vacancy furnished to the Public P_nter. (b) F.ach report under ttxis section shallIn the office et chairman or treasurer thereof.
No expenditure shall be nm_le for or on be- (B) 2Tne Public Printer l_all make copies disc',Lose---
half of a polttlcal conun_tEce without the of such _anual reports avf_ilable for sale to (1) the amount of cash on hand at the

the puhllc by the Superln',endent of Docu- beginning of the reporting period;
_uthorizatlon of its chairman _ teen.ret, or ments as soon as practicable after they are (2) the full name and mailing address
their deaign_ted agents, received from the Commission. (occupation and the principal place of !_l_st-

(b) Every person who receives a contrlbu- ness, if any) of each person who has made ,one
tlon in excess of $10 for a pol}tlcai committee REGISTR&TXOI_OF POLITXCAIJ COMMITTEES; or more contributions to or for such corn-
shall, on demand of the treasure, r, and in any I_TATEMENTf; m/tree or candidate (including the purcbase
event within five days after receipt of such SEc. 303. ia) Each political committee of tickets for events such as dinners, lunch-
contribution, render to the treasurer a de- which, anticipates receiving contributions or eons, rallies, and similar fundraising events)
tailed acount thereof, including the amount, making expenditures during the calendar within the calendar year in an aggrE,gate
the name and address (occupation and the year in an agj_regate araount exceeding amount or value of $100 or more, together
principal place of business, if any) of the $1,00C, shall file _.lth the Co_unission a state- with the amount and date oJ_such contribu-
person m_king such co_tribution, and the ment 04 organization, withln ten days after tiered;
d_te. on which received. Ail funds of a politi~ its organization or, if late::, ten days after /3) the total sum of individual contribu-
cal committee shall be _egregated from, and the date on which it has ir_ormation which tiona made to or for such committe,; or
may not be commingled wi,th, any personal cause.,s She comraittee to l_nticipate it will can6.ids,te during the reporting period and
funds of officers, members, or associates of receive co:ntrlbutions or m_ke expenditures not reported under paragraph (2);
such committee, in excess of $1,0()0. Each s_.eh committee in (4) the name and address of each political

(c) It shall be the duty of the treasurer of existence at the date of enactment of this committee or candidate from which the re-
a political committee to keep a detailed and Act s't_all file a statement of organization portlLng committee or the candidate rece_.ved,
exact account of-- with the Commission at :_uch time as it or t_ which that committee Or candidate

(1) all cont,ributious made to or for suclx prescribes, m_gl,_, _ny transfer of funds, together with
eemmittee; (b) The statement of o:.gaV=izatlon shall the amounts and dates of all transfers;

(2) the full name and mailing address (cc- lnclud_-- (5) each loan to or from any person within
cupation and the principal place of business, (1) the name and addr,.,ss of the corn- the I_lendar year in an aggregate amour_t or
if any) of every person making a contribution mittee; valu_ In excess of $100, together with _,he
In excess of $10, and the date and amount (2) the names, addresses, and relation- tull names and mailing addresses (occupa-
thereof; ships of affiliated or connect._d organizations; tion_ a_ad the principal places of business,

(3) all expenditures made by or on behalf (3) the _rea, scope, or J_ried_etion of the If ar_y) of the lender and endorsers, if any,
of such committee; and committee; and '_hedate and amount of such loans;

(4) the full name and moiling address (4) the name, address, and position of the (6) t:t_e total amount of proceeds from iA)
(occupation and the principal place of busl- CUstodian of bo6trs and accounts; the .,_als of tickets to each dinner, lunchevn,
ness, if any) of every person to whom any (5) the name, address, and position of rally, arid other fundralsing event; (B) mass
expenditure is made, the date and amount other principal oillcers, incl%_ding officers and colle_tk)ns made at such events; and (C)
thereof and the name and address of, and members of the finance committee, if any; sales of items such as political campaign
office sought by, each candidate on whose (6) the name, address, o_ce sought, and pins, buttons, badges, flags, emblems, hats,
behalf such expenditure was made. party affiliation o_ iA) each candidate whom banners, literature, and slnxilar mater:[als;

id) It shall be the duty of the treasurer the committee Is supportlrg, and (B) any (71t each contribution, rebate, refund, or
to obtain and keep a receipted bill, stating other individual, if any, whom the commit- other receipt in excess of $100 not otherwise
%he particulars, for every expenditure made tee is l'upporting for nomination for else- listed under paragraphs (2) through (6);
by or on behalf of a political committee in tlon, or election, to any public Office what- (8) the total sum of all receipts by or for
excess of $100 in amount, and for any such ex- ever; or, if the committee i_ supporting the such committee or candid_te during the
penditure in a lesser amount, if the aggre- entire tlcket of any party, '_he _ame of the reporting period;
gate amount of such expenditures to the party; (9) the full name and mailing address
same person during a calendar Fear exceeds (_) a statement whether _he c_Ti_mtttee is (occupation and the principal place of busi-
$100. The txeasurer shall pre_erve all re- a continui:ng one; ness, If any) of each person to whom an
ceipted bills and accounts required to be (8) the disp_ltion of residual funds expenditure or expenditures have been made
kept by this section for periods of time to be which will be made in the _;ven'b of dl_olu- by such committee or on behalf of such
determined by the Commission. lion: committee or candidate within the calendar

(e) Any polttlcal committee which solicits (9) a listing of all bank _, safety deposit :fear In an aggregate amount or value in exodus
or receives contributions or make_ expendi- boxes, or other r_posltorles used; of $:L00, the amount, date, and purpose of
lures on behalf of any candidate that is not (10) a statement of the reports required each such expenditure and the name and
authorized In writing by such candidate to to be filed by the committ_.'e with State or addr_..ss of, and office sought by, each ca_adl-
do so shall include a notice on the face or local officex_, and, If so, the names, addresses, date on whose behalf such expenditure was
fro_t page of all literature and advertise- and position of such persons; and made;

me.ts published in connection with _uch (11) such other informa_;lon as shall be (10) the full name and mailing addresscandidate's campaign by such committee or requlr_d by the Commisslo_
on its behalf stating that the committee Is {c) Any change in Information previously of each (occupation and the principal p_aceof brininess, if any) person to whom an ex-
authorized by such candidate and that such subml'_ted in a statement oX organization penditure for personal services, salaries, a:ad
candidate is not responsible for the activities shall be reported to the Co_nmisston within reimbursed expenses in excess of $100 l_as
of such committee, a ten-day period following the change, been made, and which is not otherwise re-

(f) (1) Any political committee shall in- id) Any committee which, after having
·clude on the face or front page of all ]ltera- filed one oz' more statements of organization, ported, including the amount, date, and

purpose of such expenditure;
ture and advertisements soliciting funds the disbands or determines it will no longer re- (1l) the total stun of expenditures madefollowing notiee: ceive contributions or ma_e.expendltures

"A copy of our report filed with the Fed- during the calendar year :n an aggregate by such committee or candidate during the
eral Elections Commission is (or will be) amou_t exceeding $1,000 sh_ll sO notify the calendar year;

(12) the amount and nature of debts
available for p_rchase from the Superintend- Commission. and obl:igatlons owed by or to the commit-
ent of Documents, United States Govern- REPORTS BY POLITICAL CO]_[IVI1X'_EESAND tee, i.n _uch form as the Commlsslo_x may
ment Printing Off,ce, Washington, D.C. C,_NV_T_S prescribe and a continuous reporting of
20402.' Sro. 304. ia) Each treas_r,er cfa political their debts and obligations after the e:!ec-

(2) iA) The Commission shall compile and committee suppo_rtlng a candidate or candi- _ion ;at .';uch periods as the Commission may
furnish to the Public Printer, not later than dates :for election to Federal office and each require until such debts and obligations are
the last day of March of each year, an annual candidate for election to suctx office, shall file _xtinguished; and
report for each political eommittee which with t:he Commim;ion report,_ of receipts and (13) .'tach other information as shall be
has filed a report with him under this title exper_¢Lltures on forms to be prescribed or required by the Commlssion.
durLug the period from March 10 of the approved/ by it. Such repor:s shall be filed (c) The reports required to be filed by
preceding calendar year through January 31 on the, tenth day of March, June, and Sep- :mbsectlor), ia) shall be cumulative durbxg
of the year in which such annual report is tember, In each year, and ,)n the fifteenth *.he calendar year to which t:hey relate, but
made available to the Public Printer. Each and fi:_th clays next precedlng the date on where there has been no change in an item
such annual report shall contaln-- which aa electio_x is held, ;_nd also by the ::sported in a prevlous report during such
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year. only the amount need be carried for- statements a manual setting forth recom- other appropriate order in the district court
ward. If no contributions or expenditures mended uniform methods of bookkeeping of the United States for the district In which
have been accepted or expended during a and reporting; _he person is found, resides, or transacts
calendar year, the treasurer of_the political (3) to develop a filing, coding, and cl_:,ss- btml:ness. Upon a proper showing that such
committee or candidate shall file a state- indexing system consonant with the ];Jur- person has engaged or is about to engage in
ment to that effect, poses of this title; such acts or practices, a permanent or tern.

REPO_S SY or_a _AN poT.rrxcAv. (_) to make the reports and staten_;nts lx)rary injunction, restraining order, or other
filed with it available for public lrmpection order shall be granted without bond by suchCOMMITTEES
and copying, commencing as soon as pra4_i- court,

S_c· 305· Every perSon (other than a po- cable but not later than the end of tl_e J_ec- (2) In any action brought under para-
lit!cal committee or candidate) who makes and day following the day during w]._lch it _'aph (1) of this subsection, subpenas for
contributions or expenditures, other than was received, and to permit copying of any witnesses who are required to attend a
by contribution to a political committee or such report or statement by hand or by du- Unit_l States district court may run Into any
candidate, in an aggregate amount In excess plleating machine, as requested by a_ly l_er- other district.
of $100 within a calendar year _hall file with son, at the expense of such perSon: Prov/t/,ed, (3) Any party aggrieved by an order
the Commission a statement containing the That any information copied from such re- granted under paragraph (1) of this sub-
information required by section 304. State- ports and statements shall not be sold or section :may, _t any thne within sixty days
meets required by this section shall be filed utilized by any person for the purpose of a/!ter the d_te of entry thereof, file a petition
on the dates on which reports by political soliciting contributions or for any c_)m- with the United Sis/cee court of appeals for
committees are filed, but need not be cumu- merclal purpose; the circuit in which such person is found,
lattve. (5) to preserve such reports and sts_te- resides, or transacts business, for Judicial

FORLIAL REQUIREMENTS RESPECTXNGREPORTS ments for a period of ten years from date re,view of such order.
AND STATEMENTS Of receipt, except that reports and st_te- (4:) The Judgment of the court of appeals

SEC. 306. (a) A report or statement re- ments relating solely to candidates _:or the a/firming or setting aside, in whole or in part,
quired by this title to be filed by a treasurer House of Representatives shall be preserved any such order of the dlstrlot court shall be
of a political committee, a candidate, or by for only five years from the date of receipt; fi_aal, subject to review by the Supreme
any other person, shall be verified by the (6) to compile and maintain a cun'ent Court of the United States upon certiorari or
oath or affirmation of the person filing such list of all statements or parts of statements certification as provided in section 1254 of
report or statement, taken before any offi- pertaining to each candidate; t_tie 28 of the United States Code.
cer authorized to administer oaths. (?) to prepare and publish an annual re- (5) Any action brought under this sub-

(b) A copy of a report or statement shall port including compilations of (A) total section _hall lob advanced on the docket of
be preserved by the person filing it for a reported contributions and expendit_x 'es for the court in which filed, and put ahead of
period of time to be designated by the Cam- all candidates, political commlttee:_, and all other actions (other than other actionsother persons during the year; (Blt total bl._Vughtnnderthissubsection).
mission in a published regulation.

(c) The Commission may, by published amounts expended according to such cate- m;ATE_ENTS F_X_D wrrH C_RK Or' vNrrED
regulation of general applicability, relieve gories as it shall determine and broken STATES COURT
any category of political committees of the down into candidate, party, and nonp_rty : S!_. 309. (a) A copy of each statement re*
obligation to comply with section 304 if such expenditures on the National, State, and
committee (1) primarily supports persons local levels; (C) total amounts expended q_xtred to be filed with the Commission by
seeking State or local office, and does not for influencing nominations and elections this title shall be filed with the clerk of the
substantially support candidates, and (2) stated separately; (D) total amounts con- United States district court for the Judicial
does not operate in more than one State or trtbuted according to such categories of district in which is located the principal of.
on a statewide basis, amounts as it shah determine and broken rice of the political committee or, in the caseof a statement filed by a candidate or other

(d) The Commission shall, by published down into contributions on the National,
regulations of general applicability, prescribe State, and local levels for candidates and person, in which is located such person's
the manner in which contributions and ex- political committees; and (E) aggrelgate filingrezldence'ofreportsTheComml_iOnandstatementsmay requiredrequiretheby
penditurss in the nature of debts and other amounts contributed by any contributor
contracts, agreements, and promises to make ' shown to have contributed in excess of $100; tiffs title with the clerks of other United
contributions or expenditures shall be re- (8) to prepare and publish from time to StmteSpublledlstrlctinterestcourtswlllbeWl_ereserveditthereby.determinesthe
ported. Such regulations shall provide that time special reports comparing the various (b) I_ shall be the duty of the clerk of a
they be reported in separate schedules. In totals and categories of contributions and

determining aggregate amounts of oontri- expenditureSelections;made with respect to prece_Iing ttonUnited(a)_Statesdistrict court under subsec-
butlons and expenditures, amounts reported (1) to receive and maintain in an orderly
as provided in such regulations shall not be (9) to prepare and publish such o'S.herreports as it may deem appropriate; manner all reports and statements required
considered until act_ual payment is made. (10) to assure wide dissemination o! statis- by this title to be filed with such clerks;(2) to preserve such reports and state-

a_OaTS ON CONVF_a'XON _N,_,WZNa tics, s_,mmaries, and reports prepared, tm.der ments for a period of ten years from date of
SEC. 307. Each COmmittee or other organi- this title;

zation which-- (11) to make from time to time audt_ receipt, except '_hat reports and statementsrelating solely to candidates for the House of
(1) represents a State, or a political sub- and field investigations with respect to re- Representatives shall be preserved for only

· division thereof, or any group of persons, in ports and statements filed under the pro- five yeats from the date of receipt;
dealing with officials of a national political visions of this title, and w_th respect; to ($) to make the reports and statements
party with respect to matters involving a alleged failures to file any report or state- tilted with him available for public inspection
convention held in such State or political ment required under the provisions of this aaxd copying during regular office hours.
subdivision to nominate a candidate for the title; commencing as soon as practicable but not
office of President or Vice President, or (12) to report apparent violations cd.*law to later than the end of the day during which

(2) represents a national political party in the appropriate law enforcement authorll_ies; it was received, and to permit copying of
making arrangements for the convention of and
such party held to nominate a candidate for (13) to prescribe suitable rules and ragu-, duplicatinganysuch repOrtmachine,OrstatementasrequestedbYhandbyOranyby
ti_e office of President or Vice President, latices to carry out the provisions of t_his person, at the expense of such person; and

title.
shall, within sixty days following the end of (4) to compile and Irtalntain a current list
the convention (but not later than twenty (b) (1) Any person who believes a viola- of. all statements or parts of statements per-

tion of this title has occurred may file a cam- taining to each candidate.
days prior to the date on which presidential plaint with the Commission. If the Cam-,
and Vice-presidential electors are chosen)., mission determines there is substantial rea- FEDERAL ELECTIO_;[SCO_rMZSSZO_
file with the Commission a full and complete son to believe such a violation has occurred, S_. 310. (a) There is hereby created a
financial statement, in such form and detail it shall expeditiously make an lnvsetl[ga/;ion, Commission to be known as the Federal Elec-
as it may prescribe, of the sources from which which shall also include an lnvestigatiola of tions Commission, which shall be composed
it derived its funds, and the purposes for reports and statements filed by the compla/n- o_: six members, not more than three of
which such funds were expended, ant if he is a candidate, of the matter cam-. whom shall be members of the same polit-

D_rrms o_ _-!z COMMXSSXON plained of. Whenever in the Judgment o£ ic'_l party, who shall be chosen from among

SEC. 308. (a) It shall be the duty of the the Comm!._ioner, after affording due notice persons who, by reason of maturity, experi-
Commission--- and an opportunity for a hearing, may per.. enee, and public service have attained a ns-

son has engaged or is about to engage in any tionwide reputation for integrity, impartial-
(l) to develop and furnish to the person acts or practices which constitute or will con-. ity, and good Judgment, are qualified to carry

required by the provisions of this Act, pre- stitute a violation of any provision of t.hls out the functions of the Commission and
scribed forms for the making of the reports title or any regulation or order issued, there-, sl_all be appointed by the President, by and
and statements required to be filed with it under, the Attorney General on behalf of' the with the advice and consent of the Senate.
under this title; Un, ted States shall institute a civil action. One of the original members shall be ap-

(2) to prepare, publish, and furnish to for relief, including a permanent _.r tern-, pointed for a term of two years, one for a
the person required to file such reports and porary injunction, restraining order, or any term of four years, one for a term of six
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years, one for a term of eight years, one for asslstmnce, with or withoxLt reimbursement, press my respect for, and amazement, of,
a term of ten years, and one for a term of as the Comm!._ion may rt.'quest, the abfiity of the senior Senator from
twelve years, beginning from the date of PROHmrrxo:_ OF CONTRXBD_J_IONS_ NAI_E OY l_h_lE] Island (Mr. PASTORE). TO hearenactment of this Act, but their successors

ANOTHra his b(_oming voice almost always signalsshall be appointed for terms of twelve years
each, except that any individual chosen to fill SEc. 311. No person shall make a contribu- an interesting and educational debate.
a vacancy shall be appointed only for the tlon in the name of another person, and no His ability to manage the bill on the
unexpired term of the member whom he shall person shall knowingly acc,_,pt a contribution floor of the Senate---however intricate,
succeed. The President shall designate one made, by one person in th_ name of another _Olqlplieated or controversial_is without
member to serve as Chairman of the Corn- person, equal. His legislative prowess not only
mission and one member to serve as Vice PENurY rca VXOLATZONS deters dilatory tactics but invites C0-
Chairman. ante Vice Chairman shall act as SEC. $12. Any person who violates any of
Chairman in the absence or disability of the the provi.qons oJ: this title shsll be fined not operation and assures enactment.
Chairman or in the event of a vacancy in more than $1,000 or lmp:'lsoned not more The Senate is indebted to Senator
that office, than one .year, or both. PASTORE for his agile and intelligent

(b) A yacancy in the Commission shall not STATE :_AWS NOT _rC_E_ handling of this far-reaching and long-
Impair the right of the remaining members overdue piece of electoral reJ_orm
to exercise all the pOwers of the Commission SEC. 313. (a) Nc_hing in this title shall be legislation.
and four members thereof shall constitute deemed to lnva;.ldate or Iaake inapplicable
a quorum, any provision of any State law, except where zq_sisting Senator PASTORE through~

(c) The Commission shall have an official compliance with such provision of law would OUt this lengthy debate was the able
seal which' shall be judicially noticed, result; in a violation of a provision of this Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON). His

(d) The Commission shall at the close of title, complete knowledge of all the aspects of
each fiscal year report to the Congress and (b) _.fi_e Commission sh_,ll encourage, and this bfil, assured a concise and accurate
to the President concerning the action it has cooperate with, the electi¢,n ofIlcials in the debate on the many amendments. His
taken; the names, salaries, and duties of all szver, tl States t_) develop procedures which help is most appreciated.
lndlvlduals Irt its employ and the money It will eliminate the necess£t7 of multiple ill- I believe the Senator from Rhode Is-
has disbursed; and shall make such further lugs by permitting the filing of copies of Fed-
reports on the matters within its Jurisdiction oral reports to satisfy the Slate requirements, land (Mr. PASTORE) mentioned the Sen-ator from Vermont (Mr. PROUTY) ear-

and such recommendations for further legis- PARrL_L _NVAL_DrrY_ lier, but I would like to express my per-
lation as may appear desirable. SEC. 314. If any provision of this title, or sonal thanks for his generous contribu-

(e) Members of the Commission shall, the application thereof, to any person or tlr* tior_ and many helpful suggestior_s. Itwhile serving on the business of the Corn- cums_ance is held invalid, l he validity of the
mission, be entitled to receive compensation remainder of the title and the application was with Senator PROIr£Y'S help that
at a rate fixed by the Director of the Olilce of such provisio:a to other persons and cfr- this. political reform measure remained
of Management and Budget, but not in ex- cum_zancea shall, not be affected thereby, a bipartisan effort. His wise counsel on
cess of $100 per day, including traveltime; many different Points through the course
and while so serving away from their hom es RE_'EALngO CL_USE
or regular places of business they may be al- SEC. 315. (a) q_he Feder_.l Corrupt Prac- Of qebate this last week created a spirit
lowed travel expenses, including per diem in tices Act, 1925 (2 U.S.C. 241.-256), is repealed. Of cooperation that will certainly be
lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section (b) In case of any conviction under this noted by the President and the American
5703 of title 5, United States Code. title, where the punishment inflicted does people. I thank the Senator.

(f) The principal office of the Commission not l:uclude imprisonment, such conviction The distinguished and _ble minority
shall be in or near the District of Columbia, shall be deemed a misdemeanor conviction leader (Mr. SCOTT) paid close attention
but it may mee_ or exercise any or all its only. to the progress of this bil],. His thought-
powers at any other place. TITLE IV---MISCELLANEOUS fill suggestions about various aspects of

(g) All officers, agents, attorneys, and em- Ex_rrrs_oxq OF cr_:Drr _Y REC_,LaTEr XND_STSmS reporting campaign expenditures were
ployees of the Commission shall be subject
to the provisions of section 9 of the Act of SEC. 4:01. The Civil Aeronautlc_ Board, the most helpful. And I think the coopera-
August 2, 1939, as amended (the Hatch Act), Feders, l Commu_atcatlons ,_ornm_sion, and tion extended by the managers of this
notwithstanding any exemption contained in the _nterstate Commerce Commission shall bill typify the true bipartisan nature ofeach promulgate, within _dnety days after
such section.

(h) The Commission shall appoint an Ex- the date of enactment of _hls Act, its own this reform measure.regulations with respect to the extension of The Senator from Kansas (Mr. P:_,_R-
ecutlve Director without regard to the pro- credit, without s_urlty, by any person regu- SON), t;he Senator from Maryland (Mr.
visions of title 5, United States Code, govern-
ing appointments in the competitive service, lated by such Board or Commission to any MATHI_tS), the Senator from Oregon (Mr.
to serve at the pleasure of the Commission. candidate for Federal office (as such term is PACKWOOD), and the Senator from COIo-
The Executive Director shall be responsible defined in section S01(c) of the Federal Else- rado (Mr. DOMINICK) should all be
for the administrative operations of the tlon Campaign Act of 1971), or to any person thanked for their help in assuring the
Corr_mission and shall perform such other on behalf of such a candidate, for goods
duties as may be delegated or assigned to furnir.hed or services rendered i_a connection high quality of reform this measure rep-
him from time to time by regulations or wlth the campaign of such candidate for resents;. On the other side of the aisle the
orders of the Commission. However, the nomination for election, or election, to such Senator from Florida (Mr. CHILES), the
Commission shall not delegate the making of office. Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. KEN-
regulations regarding elections to the Execu- ZrrEc*rxvr DA'_E NEDY), the Senator from Michigan (Mr.
rive Director. SEC. 402_ Except as provicled for in section liaR!r), and the Senator from Illinois

(t) The Chairman of the Commission shall 401 of _his Act, the provl:;lon_ of this Act (Mr. _TEVENSON) all contributed their
appoint and _.lx the compensation of such shall i_ecome effective on D_cember 31, 1971, own views that led to further under-
personnel as 1_ is deemed necessary to fulfill or siw_y days aftar the date of enactment of standirlg of various aspects of this re-
the duties of the Commission in accordance this Act, whichever is later, fornl act.

with the provisions of title 5, United States Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move Mr. President, the most important and
Code. to rtq:onsider the vote b_ which the bill telling aspect of the legislative hisi;ory

(j) The Commission may obtain the serv- was passed, of S. 3_]2was that the final passage vote
ices of experts and consultants in accordance Mr. TALMAI)GE. I move to lay that was 88 yeas and only 2 nays. This, to rae,
with section 3109 of title 5. United States nlotic,n on the table, represents such a total sense of agree-
Code. The motion to lay on the table was ment that it is difficult to conceive of

(k) Section 5316 of title 5, United States
Code, is amended by adding at the end agreed to. how this legislative measure could favor
thereof the following new paragraph: Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ask one party or the other. In fact, to me it

"(131) Executive Director, Federal Elec- unanimous consent that the Secretary represents a move, at long last, toward
tions Commission." of the Senate be authorized to make the spirit of cooperation that is so des-

(1) In carrying out Its responsibilities any necessary conforming and tech-, perately needed in our society. Ail of
under this title, the Commission shall, to nical change in 9he enr)llment of the the Senators recognized that there was
the fullest extent practicable, avail Itself bill and that the bill bc printed as it a serious problem with the spiraling ('cst
of the assistance, Including personnel and has passed the Senate. of elocutions, and through the coopera-
facilities, of tlhe General Accounting Office The PRESID_[NG OFFi[CER. Without tire and bipartisan support we have wi.t-
and the Department of Justice. The Comp- objection, it is so ordered, nessed in this chamber for the last week,
troller General and the Attorney General are Mr. M__NSFIJ_. Mr. President, with we have enacted a progressive reform
authorized to make available to the Com- the final approval of the Federal Elec- menu;ute to begin checking campaign
mission such personnel, facilities, and other tion Campaign Act of 19q I I 'wish to ex- cost_. I thank Senator PASTORE, Senator
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CANNON,Senator PROUTY, Senator BAKER, ate the following mqssage from the Pres- The message fm %her announced that
and all of those that have cooperated in ident of the Unitecl States, which, with _h.e House had agrE .'d to the report of the
successfully guiding this through the the accompanying I_eport, was refer._'ed _mmittee of confe 'ence on the disagree-
Senate. to the Committee Interior and In- :lng votes of the two Houses on the

sular Affairs: amendments of t] e Senate to the bill
CtI.R. 10061) maki:lg appropriations for

IN PRAISE OF PASSAGE To the Congress o! United States;' the Departments cf Labor, and Health,
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, the sen- Today I am the 7th t_n- Education, and _ 7elfare, and related

ate has taken today a most construc- nual Report on of the Na- agencies, for the fi:_cal year ending June
tire action by approving a campaign fi- tional Wilderness S:Tstem. 30, 1.972, and for ot]xer purposes; that the
nancing reform bill governing elections The Report spells the substantial House receded fro2 a its disagreement to
for Federal office. I hope that the House progress which been made in the the amendments of the Senate numbered
of Representatives will soon take a corre- Wilderness System,: which now 1, 15, 4_, and 50 to _;he bill and concurred
spondingly affirmative position in order encompasses more 10.1 mfilion therein; and that ti e House receded from
that the remedial provisions of the legis- acres---an increase over 200,000 acres its disagreement ti the amendments of
lation will be in operation during the in the last year. t_LeSenate number, d 30, 3?, and 41 to the
1972 elections. On April 28, 1971 transmitted four- bill and concurred' herein, severally With

Legislative action in this problem area teen new to the an amendment, in fl_Lch it requested the
is necessary. The escalating cost of cam- Congress. If these propo.sals concurrence of the Senate.
paigning has inhibited the ability of able would enlarge our System by
men and women of modest incomes to an additional 1.8 acres. Again,
seek elective office. This consequence has I urge quick congre.,sio]_xl ENROLLED BILL SIG1VED
generated suspicion, even cynicism, action on these as well as on The message als¢ announced that the
among Americans toward politics as a thirteen other _als which are also
preserve for big-money interests, before the and which Would Speaker had aflixe( his signature to the.. enrolledbill (H.R. 4263)to add Call-

The U.S. Senate has now acted to help add over a million to the System. fornia-grown peac Les as a commodity
correct this situation by approving a bill Wilderness of all these, aTeas eligible for any fo_ m of promotion, in-
which attacks the problem in three ways. is vital ff we are to i their nat- eluding paid adver Lising, under a mar-

First, it establishes a ceiling on the ural environment generations ketingorder.
amount of money that a candidate for of Americans.
Federal office may spend on publicity in RICHARD NIXOIL
primary and general elections, in the T_. WHITE ; AuguSt 5, 197l. EDUCATION AI_ ENDMENTS, 197I
form of billboards, newspaper advertise- Mr. MANSFIEL_ ). Mr. President, in
ments and radio or television "spots." THE HOU,']_: accord with the u Lderstanding of yes-
Within this overall spending ceiling, the t_;rday, I ask unank lous consent that the
bill places limits on the amount of money A message from House of l_pre- Senate return to ;he consideration of
a candidate may spend on television and sentatives, by Mr. one of its read- Calendar No. 342, S 659, on a temporary
radio commercials, customarily the larg- lng clerks, that the House had basis.
est single cost item. In addition, the bill passed, without the bill (S. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
limits the amount of money a candi- 2296) to amend 107 and 709 of objeetion to the re uest of the Senator
date may spend from his own personal title 32, United Code, relatin_ I' to from Montana?
funds or those of his immediate family, appropriations for NatiOnal Guard There being no ( )jection, the Senate

Second, the legislation requires de- . and to National teehnicim_s, re- resumed the consi leratlon of the bill
tailed disclosure, both during and after spectively. (S. 659) to amend ae Higher Education
elections, as to the sources of contribu- The message also .' tha'_ the Act of'1965, the ocational Education
tions and the purposes for which the House had agreed to amendments of Act of 1963, and _lated acts, and for
money is spent. In this connection, the the Senate to (H.R. 2587) to es- other pm'poses.
bill creates a presidentially appointed tablish the National _ ' Committee Mr. MOSS. Mr. 'esident, almost any-
six-member commission to supervise the on the Oceans and
campaign financing provisions of the bill. The message announced that where you turn in )ur great land these

Third, the bill seeks to broaden the the House had to the re[_rt of day's you are likely t,) run into talk andconcern about the light of the colleges,
base of political financing by authorizing the committee of on the dis- the crisis on the anpus as it is often
modest tax credits and tax deductions agreeing votes of the Houses on the phrased.
to those who are able to make only small amendments of the to the bill (S. Our citizens sh, d, of course, be trou-
contributions to candidates of their 581) to amend the )ort; Bank: bled, and deeply sc about this crisis. In
choice. I have long advocated, this Act of 1945, as to allow roi' nkv view if our colleges are in trouble,
change in our tax laws to encourage greater expansion of export trade., of tlaen the country i:: in trouble.
small contributions to our political proc- the United States, exclude Bank re-. As we ponder wh _t college opportuni-
ess. For too long, too many candidates ceipts and thebudget ties have meant ax Ld now mean to life
have been too dependent on large con- of the U.S. to extend for 3 patterns and stand ards in our civiliza-
tributors. This has made for a polariza- years the period which the Bank tion, and further contemplate the vast
tion of our policies between big business, is authorized its function:h to stream of discoverie; and progress which
on the one hand, and big labor on the increase the Bank'., autherity the universities and colleges generate, no
other, a condition which is unhealthy for and its authority to against, frac-, other conclusion _ems possible. The
the people as a whole, tional reserves and full reserves, campus disorders are in substantial

insurance, and to authorize measure the mirr( of the larger dis-

O_ the Bank to issue purchase by any orders Ln our societ:MESSAGE _R THE PRESIDENT purchaser its obligati maturing sub- And for those Iai _;r disorders, we look
A message in v_riting from the Pres- sequent to June 30, 1_76, and for other now and in the fur re, as we have in the

ident of the Unitqd States was commu- purposes. I:,a_, to the campu to help us produce
The message also that the solutions.

nicated to the Selaate by Mr. Leonard, House had agreed to the report of the We have been t_ [Mng long and loud
one of his secretaries, committee of the dBagree- in Congress about _e crisis on the cam-lng votes of the Houses on the

pas. At the same ti me, we have the re-REPORT ON ST TUS OF NATIONAL amendments of the to the bill sponsibility to play_ role, to take a hand
WILDERNESS] PRESERVATION (H.R. 5208) to au appropriations In meeting it. And t_ds we do, Mr. Presi-

SYSTElVI--MESISAC_ FROM THE for procurement of and aircraft dent, in the measur_ before us. S. 659 isPRESIDENT (I_. DOC. NO. 92-156) and construction of and c.ffshoreCoast Guard, and an impressfve and l_road-gaged response
The ACTING I_ESIDENT pro tern- to authorize active duty per- to it. |

pore (Mr. ALLEN)[ laid before the Sen- sonnel strength of Coast Guard. _[l_e bill consideYably increases the
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Federal to the citizens, in- I am delighted hal title rr adds Interstate Comp$ct for Higher Educa-
dividually and who carry industrial arts to th; w_cational educe- tion--.WICHE: [
their studies high school, partic- lion program. For t_ ) many years some Education Is a l_lllon-dollar Industry, yet
ularly the and to the of tile educational e itc have tended to it has operated larSely without detailecl cost
Institutions and that serve look down their nosei_ at vocational edu- analysis, management systems, and effective

them. catic,n_ In our _Mgh schools we have gen- eval[uations. Presst_re is applied to adminis-trators to Justify p_ograms, develop new ones,
Never before we developed such erat_.d the notion th ,t i;etting intocol- . and discard old on[es primarily on the basM

_a diversified, yet package lege is the all..impor an_ goal, and that of '_heir own subJ[ec_lve experiences rather
_or higher somehow it is a ate _ do_ to embark than with the sophisticated analytical tool_

The crisis in financial. And S. upon vocational train ag. We have let this use_i by executives _n business and indu._'try.659 will sharply flow of Fed- reach the point wher_m_ny young people

eral funds to the college. To the feel _hat they will b_ome failures in life 'I'he bill gives ]strong support to the
nontraditional such as the corn- if th_.y do not go on_4co:lege. The down- States to plan f_r greater accessibility

munity college high low-income grader of carpentry, plumbing, and and convenience ih higher education, andenrollment, the can be still othe:, crafts, for exati_ple, has been noth- to develop comm' mlty colleges as neces-
sharper, ing short of tragic. I; i_; jtk_t as hnpor- sa<? to meet thal objective. This section

The crisis in part, has been a mat- rant to be a good eli ct_ician or a good holds great prom se for my own State of
ter of focus. S. 655 puts the emphasis toolmaker, as it Is to ,e a good lawyer or Utah, which pre;ently has no compre-
where the student, not on a good teacher. Our :_ ung people must be her,_ve commux [ty colleges, yet like

ma;ny other Stat_ s is taking a hard look
the institution; consumer, and not encouraged to under t_nd that what is
on the educator, important is doing a good job, enjoying at :its geographii distribution and bal-

_._ is reflected only In the bill's one'.,. 'work, and tat Ln8 pride In that ance in occupatio ml programs and other
new concept and a to student work, whatever it ms r b_. postsecondary op _ortunities.
finances, but in the emphasis Regrettably, our cc Ie_es have become 'I_xis bill taps such of the vision and
on such areas as the field crowded with many students who are thrust of the riginal comprehensive
of long ne- there only because )f social pressure, comm_mity collt ie bill as authored by
glected on the vocational Their interest_ and ialt,nts might very Chairman Willia_ _s. Greater Federal rec-
educa_on, in well lie in other dire tigriS, ognition and su] _ort for this booming
programing on the college Students of vocati( aa:[ :training make segment of our e ucational network has
level, an enormously valua ,lc Contribution to be_a long overd e, and as one of the

Mr. TAFT. Mr. the Educa- Arum,loan life, and t_; eKganded defini- original sponsor_ of the Williams bill, I
lion Amendments 1971, which ! co- lion of vocational ira ning Ltl this incas- am proud and _elighted to see S. 659
sponsor, represent firm and positive ute begins to give r_ col;nltion to their move in this dir, orion._t_._,s and to Chair-
rea_rmation of Federal Govern- contribution. By givh g t;reater reCogni - To Chairman'
ment's support of Nation's educa- tlon to w_cational ed_ :atlon, we can give mm_ PZL,., the s :thor of S. 659, and to

the full member hips of the Education
tional system, a new ser.tse of import .nc_ to those young Subcommittee _ ad Labor and PubLic

I/ there is to a keystone in the people w.ho would pr,:fer to be creativebridge across this _ social and and _ork with their hanch_ than bore Wetffare Commitiee I express my respect
economic problems, it must surely be themselves in the du,, by pages of Greek and appreciatio:. From more than a
education. By educational mythology, year's diligent iE restigation of the Stateand the needs : higher education has
opportunities for all we make Finally, I am pleas d +.hat this mess- emerged this trt_ y profound measure. It
a major thrust in direction of better ure f;xtends the law _chool clinical ex- is a monument tx, their leadership, and I
Jobs and in turn housing, perlence program w_. ch has proven so

Without the provisions of effective. This progr_ n Is adding a vi- holae the Senate will unite in the adop-
this bill in detail, commend its brant and practical Ii=ensiGn to legal tion of it.
commitment to education con- education which th_ casebooks alone
tained in title I. can never provide. It reflects the social ECGNO1ViIC DIS _STER AREA RELAEF

In my judgment, is not only ira- awar_ness of our law students and pre- AC"] OF 1971

portant for higher e_ ucational opportu- pares them to meet Icl al :_roblems in hu- _4[r. MANSFIE _D. Mr. President, I ask
nlties to exist for young Americans, man terms rather that a.,; mere theoreti- unanimous cons_ at that S. 659 be tern-
but it is vital that people grow cal exercises.

u! those opportu- And certainly all _ this reflects the porarily lald ask _, and that the Se_aateproceed to the cc _sideration of Calendar
nltl_. In that way can develop the mood and concern f America about No. 333, S. 2393. [ do this so that it will
motivation and preparation In higher edueation_if sol; the wishes of become the penc_ ag business.
high school so may avail them- the university e_tabli., _ment. T_ae PRESID]_ [G OFFICER. The bill
selves of the for higher Those smane.r, prlw te colleges, as well will be stated by t tie.
education which as the very large univc fsi'des, which have The legislative clerk read as follows:

The basic opportunity grant slipped into deep _nanclal trouble, Calendar No. 38._ a bill (S. 2.293) to amendprogram,
portunity grants, grants to States though they are gener_ us]y served by this the Disaster Relief Act of 1970 to make areas
for State the student loan bill, would do well t _eed the public su_ermg from eco_ omlc disasters ellglbl_ for
marketing the expanded mood. If they worrle a bit less about emergency Feder_ aid, to improve the aidwhich would beco Ge available to economic
work,study , and the special whether they were ' lying up" to the dtsa_ter areas, an_ for other purposes.
program for from low-income university tradition, az _d¢..ared a bit more
famLLies contained this measure, firm about "Living with" thl community, their The PRESID_ rG OFFICER. Is there

_the higher opportunities futur_,s could be brig_ _r. objection to the request of the Senator
ailable to our Traveling the tradit on,l, narrow acs- from Montana?
No less important 1 additional as- demie track--or wavi _g the banner of There being n _objection, the Senate

colleges which In academic freedom w til_ ignoring the proceeded to con ider the bill.
Ohio and other proven to be community interest, o be::wise known as '
such vital and components of education for educatl m'_ sake alone-- ORDER OF BUSINESS

our educational These colleges could well be the roa_ to oblivion, lVLr. MANSF;_ ;.r}. Mr. President, be-bring educational to the
hometowns young people This bi]i, let me say gain, conveys that fore l yield to t_., distinguished Sen_tor
who might not be able to at- message, from Mississippi, who ! understand has a
tend college in a distant place. By Fin:_Lly, the crisis al _In part is a mat- conference repo_; which he is prepared
allowing yotuxg men women to live ter oil planning, a m .tt_;r of account- _o have the Sen_ _e give some consldera-
at home and work in off-hours, we abfiity. S. 659 gives st 'Grig emphasis to _lon to,. I shoul{ like, with his pernfis-
greatly expand the horizons both. sion, and withou rims being taken out of
of those who would otherwise been I note this commen_ h_ the July 1971 the tlm_ on the IS ;nding busIness, to yield
financlallyforeclesed, issue of a newsletter rom the Western 3 minutes to th distinguished Senator
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LIMITATION ON CAMPAIGN the broadcast media in a 1972 Senatorial world's policeman,_eailzing that certain

EXPENDITURES election campaign. In 1968, when there events in the worl$--distressing though

Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, on was no such lowest unit requirement, they may be--are _ neutral significance
Thursday, August 5, the Senate took Vice President HUMPHREY spent some to the well-being $f the United States.
what I believe to be an important step $6 million for broadcast advertising. I The only other alternative is to come to
toward restoring the credibility of the would thus be allowed to spend approxi- be regarded as the ,orld's most notoriou}
American people in their elected Repre- mately 3 percent of what the Vice Presi- outlaw.
sentatives. We have heard much in re- dent spent. The Bureau of the Census What we requirf ior the United States
cent months about this loss of credibility, also informs me that in 1972, there will Ls a whole new co] cept of Foreign Pol-
One of the primary complaints has been be some 139.5 million Americans of rot- icy 'which steers a _rudent course of in-
that America's elected officials are no lng age in 1972. In other words, I will ternational risk-a oidance, instead of
longer readily accessible to Americans. be able to spend 3 percent of what the the courting of ant preparation for im-
This charge has been based on the idea Vice President spent while attempting to probable risks. It _ust bolster at every
that the skyrocketing cost of election reach only 2 percent as many voterf_ as occasion our respect for, and reliance
campaigns has created a situation where- he did. upon, International Law and Cooperation
in the only way a candidate can raise This demonstrates clearly that under a._;peaceful means of settlement, rather
enough money to run for office is by the present provisions of the bill, the than insisting on in American solution
obligating himself to a dangerous degree access of a candidate to the broadcast that leans heavily on the decisive and
to wealthy vested interest groups, media would be more than adequate lonely use of force.

In limiting campaign expenditures and whether or not there is any requirement It is time to admit frankly that we
promulgating disclosure requirements, that the candidate be extended the low- cannot afford, ani do not choose any
the Senate has gone a long way toward est unit rate. longer to sustain, ti m role that a succes-
alleviating this problem. I endorse, there- Therefore, while I was delighted to sion of presidents _ ave chosen--or claim
fore, the passage of this legislation with see the passage of this legislation, I was to have had thrust upon them. Tens of
only one minor reservation, indeed distressed that the Senate saw fit thousands of Ame_'ican dead, hundreds

Much has been said recently concern- to interfere in the private economic sec- of thousands of V[etnamese dead, and
lng the growing threat of Government tor in an area in which I strongly feel more than $100 billion spent on destruc-
interference in the private economic sec- that such interference was unnecessary., tion and devastatio have taught us thatmuch.
tot. The various outlets of the media The dramatic re _rsalcalled for can-

who sell advertising time to candidates VIETNAM E x PENDITURE_'3 not,, moreover_ be _cught with belated,
are obviously competitors in the eco- piecemeal efficienci _s.Such hopeless and
nomic arena. In enacting this legislation, Mr. GRAVEL. 1_ r. President, it be-. half-hearted effort_ will only see the so-
we have been forced to compromise their comes increasingly Lpparent that there c.alled "peace divic rods" counted on by
interest somewhat to advance the inter- will be no more quic: dividends from the the American peolc e gobbled up by cost
ests of the general public, winding down of Vie nam expenditures--- escalation _f partic Llar weapons systems,

But there is one area of this legislation if indeed there ever _ _ere any. If the pres-, general inflation, nd climbing service-
in which I believe the Senate went too ent administration I as its way, the price pay scales. The onl place to go for large
far in that direction. I refer to the so- of maintaining our [efenses is bound to savings is the conventional force
called "lowest unit rate" requirement, balloon, for it ha never adequat_ely structure.
Simply stated, this portion of the bill addressed itself to tl _ issues of where the First, we should L'ealize that strategic
requires broadcasting stations to charge, real interests of t_ _ United States lie forces--nuclear r Li_csiles, submarines,
"the lowest unit charge of the station of argl how the milit_ ry requirement._ of bombers, anti-miS_ [le systems, and air
the same class and amount of time for true national defer se differ from the defense---though e: tremely expensive in
the same period." This requirement demands imposed )y continuing our absolute terms, are only a quarter of our
would be in force for the 45 days pre- present policy of arri_oning t:rc_l_ total defense budge ;. For fiscal year 1972,
ceding a primary and the 60 days before worldwide, for example, our t )tal bill for strategic
a general election. While the Preside ; makes much ado items, including t_ _ associated research

This means that a candidate for office, over his new policy _f self-help :_or the and development,: atelligence, and gert-
by congressional decree, would be en- countries of Asia, an while he speaks of eral overhead, will be about $20 billion
titled to the best possible rate available shifting contingenc: planning from a out of $76 billion. Percentages are even
on the advertising market, posture of prepared ess for 2_ to l_z lower in the man ,ower area. Strategic

The power to use the congressional wars, he nonethele s avoids the hard force strength for seal year 1972 is esti-
licensing power to fix prices is one which decisions we must e_ entually face, in re.. mated to be onl 139,000 men, or less
should be exercised very carefully. In my ducing the scale of _ur worldwide corn- than 10 percent ot the total force level.
Judgment, it is appropriate only to com- mitments. Instead he continues to Even a fairly _ de range of feasible
bat inflation or to deal with some other request troop stren_ ;lis in excess of 2.5 options--ranging rom a low posture,
serious national emergency. Clearly, million and to depl¢ _ them at farfiung stressing a single, sea based retaliatory
there is no such situation present here. bases around the _orld despite the
The immediate beneficiaries of this legis- nominal retrenchm4 L_t to a 1¥2 war system, to a prog] _m of modernizationof all _hree redun isnt systems--ICBM,
lation are the candidates themselves, strategy. SAC, and polaris-- flus ABM and Air De-

Senator CARL CUaTXS introduced an Nothing in the Nix n doctrine give_ me fense_would run rely about $6 billion
amendment to delete this provision, and any confidence that _his administration to $3 billion in eitl er direction from the
I supported that amendment. The op- has learned the real ) _sons of the war in $26 billion already mdgeted for strategic
ponents of the amendment say that we Vietnam. It has lear_ ed only one kind of
are not fixing prices since the lowes_ unit lesson: Do it differe_ _ly ne_t time. Do it defense.On the other b md, general purpose
rate is set by the individual station. This by stealth; do 1_ thr, ugh the corruption forces--what we k_ ep in our force struc-
seems to me to be nothing more than of foreign officials. P age war by air, but ture to cope with t'. xreats to allies, to sea
playing with words. If we are not fixing not on the ground Do it by sending lanes, to our varioT _ interests in foreign
prices, we are certainly regulating them, American troops, bu in civilian clothes, countries, to our supposed interest in
and we are doing so in our own self inter- Do it with the CIA_ in Laos--not '_th preventing politic: d change in client
est. army regulars, states--are $56 bill on. This breaks down

The opponents of the amendment also But the solution to gorldwide railitary to about $22 billior for NATO, about $19
argue that the ultimate beneficiary of intervention is not disguising it, but
this provision is the general public. I stopping it. And the ( aly way to s_.op it is hilton for Asis besides Vietnam,about $9 billion fo: continuing Vietnam
Would like to examine this for a moment to reconceive our wh_ Lescheme of world- expenditures, and about $6 billion for
in light of my own situation. According wide objectives such _hat we do not in-to the Bureau of the Census, in 1972 vite involvement in _ _r through thc very the central strateg, c reserve and the rest
there wiU be some 3,111,000 Georgians of means by which we purport to provide of the world--theiso-called "_/_ war" or
voting age. Using the formula contained for the national d_ _ense. This means "minor contingenc _."
in the legislation, ! would be allowed to that we must reduce our troop comnxlt- Reducing our l_eneral purpose and
spend som e $187,000 for advertising in ments abroad and _ease to play the support forces n_t only makes good
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92o CONGRESS H.R., 11,1060

IN THE HOUSE ()F REPRESENTATIVES

Ocq_m_,a 4, 1_97'1

Mr. HAYs (for himself, Mr. Tno_eso:N of New Jersey, Mr. ABBITT, Mr. Nr.ozx,
Mr. BI_Anr_AS, and Mr. Ih_G:aAl_r) introduced the following bill; which
was referred to the Committee on House Administra.tion

A BILL
To limit c_mpaign expeaditures by or on bekalf of candi&ltes

for ]Federal elective office; to provide tbr mere stringent

reporting requirements; mad for ,other purposes.

I Be it enacted by the Senate ancl House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,_

3 D_?INI'PIONS

4 SECTION 1. (,a) For l)m_poses of this Act:

5 (1) The term "elect_c,n" :means (A) 'any general, spe-

6 cial, primary, or runoff electi.or, (B} a convention or caucus

7 of 'a political party held bo nomi:a_te a candida,te, (Ct a pri-

8 mary election held for the sele(_ion of delegates to a na,fional

9 nominating convention of :!Lpolitical party, (D) a primary

10 election held ibr tke expr¢,_skm of _ preference for the nomi-

I
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2

I nation of persons for election to _iheoffice of President, and

2 (E) the election of delegates ,to a const:itutional convention

3 for proposing amen .danents to 'the Constitution of the United

4 States.

5 (2) The ,term "candidate'" means an in.]ividual who

6 seeks nomination for election, c,r election, to Federal elec-

7 tive orate, wheCher or not such individual is elected, and, for'

8 purposes of this paragraph, an individual shall b.e deemed to

9 seek nomin_ti'on for election, or electi,on, if he has (A) taken

10 the at¢ion necessa_j tu_der the la:w of a State to qualify him-.

Il self for nomination for election, or election, to Federal e.lcc-.

12 tive office, or (B) received contributions or made expendi-.

13 tures, or has given his consent for any other person, to receive

:14 contributions or make expenditures, with a view to bringing

:15 _b'ou,t his nomination for election, or election, ;o sach office.

16 (3) The term "Federal elective office" :means tlhe

17 office of President, United Sta_tes Senator or Represent.-

:18 ative, or Delegate or Resident C,ommissione_ to the Con-

19 gress; and includes the office of Vice PresidBnt except a:s

2O otherwise provided in sections 2 (c) (2), 3(b), and 4(d).

21 (',4) The term "Pre siden,tial convention or primary'

22 means any election held to express a preference for candi-

23 dates for aomination for election as President, a convention

24 which participates in the selection of such a candidate, or

25 an election 'to select delegates _:,3,_mcha convention.
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I (5) The term "po]litica,1 committee" includes any

2 committee, assoch,tion, or organization which accepts con-

3 trlbutions or makes ex]?endi,tures for thc purpose of infiu-

4 encing or attempting to iinftuence the eleotion of one or

5 m_)re candidates for Federal elective office.

6 (6) The term "c(mtribution" iacludes a gift, subsczdp-

7 tion, loan, advance, or depos!i,t, of money, or property or

8 services of significant .value, exoept a bona fide lo'an of money

9 by a nationM or State ,b_mkrm;de in accordanoe with the ap-

10 plicable banking laws and regulations and in the ordinary

11 course of business, and includes '_contract, proraise, or agree-

12 merit, whether or n.ot ]legally enforceable, ¢o make a

13 contribution.

14 (7) The term "expenditltre" includes a payment, dis-

15 tribntion, loan, advance, depos;it, or gift, of money, or prop-

16 erty or services of signil.qcant 'value, and includes a contract,

17 promise, or agreement, whetl_er or not legally enforceable,

18 to make an expenditure.

19 (8) The term "supervis,)ry officer" means the Secre-

20 tary of the Senate with respect to candidates for Senator,

21 and the Clerk of the ]louse o:I Representatives with respect

22 to candidates for Representative, and the Comptroller (}eh-

23 eral in any other case.

24 (9) The term "State" (except when used in section

25 2 (b) (2) (C)) includes tlhe l)iistrict of Columbia, _he Corn-
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I monwealth of Puerto Rico, and the territories and posses-

2 sions of the United States.

3 (b) (1) For purposes of paragraphs (6) and (7)of

4: subsection (a), the term "money, or property or services of

5 significant value" includes money in any amount and serv-

6 ices or property (other than money) the value of which

7 exceeds $25.

8 ('2) Notwithstanding paragraphs (6)and (7) of sub-

9 section (a) and paragraph (1) r_t!this subsection, the terms

10 "contribution" and "expenditure" when used in this Act

11 shall not include (A) the rendition of personal services for

12 which no compensation is paid to the individttal rendering

13 the services, or (B) an individual permitting a candidate or

14 political committee to use the indivi[dual's nonbusiness prop-

15 erty or his nonbusiness telephone (but not including toll

16 calls) or similar service.

17 EXPI]NDITURE LIMITATIONS FOR CANDIDATES FOR

18 FEDERAL EIA_CTIVE OFFICE

19 SEC. 2. (a) The aggregalc alnount of expenditures

20 made by any candidate for Federal elective office or on

21 behalf of his candidacy--

22 (1) may not exceed the limitation determined un-

23 der subsection (b) in any general election,

24 (2) (i) may not exceed the limitation determined

25 under subsection (b) in each primary, or primary run-
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1 off, in which he is a candidate and which is held to

2 select candidates for Senator, l/epresentative, Delegate,

3 or Resident Commissioner for any general election, and

4 (ii) may not exceed tile limitation determined under

5 subsection (b) in each primary election held in a State

6 to express a preference for the i_Lominationof persons for

7 election to the office _,f President or to select delega.tes

8 to a national, nominating convention of a ]political party

9 held to select a (:and;date for such office, and

10 (3) may not; exc'eed the' limitation under subsec-

11 tion (b) in all presidenti,'d conventions or primaries in

12 which he is a candidate.

13 (b) The limitation a]ppli('able _ioany election for Pe(l-

14 eral elective office is the g:reat,_r of--

15 (1) $50,000, or

16 (2) 6 cents multiplied by (A) the population of

17 the State in which the election is held, in the case of a

18 primary election for President or an election for Sen-

19 ator, Representative at ]_arge, D elegate,_ or Resident

20 Commissioner; (B) tPe l?opulation of the congressional

21 district, in the case cf an election for the office of Rep-

22 resent_tive (other than l{epresenmtive a,t Large); or

23 (C) The population of all. the States and the Dist;riet

24 of Columbia (i) in the ca.'seof a general election for the
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1 office of President, and (ii) :i_'_t_hecase ,ofall Presidential

2 conventions or primaries for the office of l%sident.

3 Population shall be detennin¢_l on the basis of ;he decennial

4 census trader which Representatives were appoa_;ioned to the

5 Congress for which the election is held (or, in the case of a

6 presidential election, the Congress the men_ber_,.hi,t, of which

7 is the basis for alh)cating electorsd votes t_ the States in such

8 election).

9 (c) (1) For purposes of this section, an e_penditure shall

10 'be regarded as having been ,made on behalf of _tcardidate if

11 it is made at the direction, request, or wi[h the consent of the

12 candidate or of any political commi,ttee_suppor;ing his elco-

13 tion or agent thereof.

14 (2) For _e purposes of this s,_eAi'on,a candidate

15 for Vice President in a general election shall nat be treated

16 as a candidate for Federal dective office, but expenditures

17 made by or on behalf ,of sudh candidate shall, for the pur-
l8

poses of this section, be deemed to have been made by

19 the candidate for the office of I':residen; w_th whom he is

20 running.
21

LIMITATIONS ON CONTI_IBUTI,ONS ACCEPTED BY

22
CANDIDATES FOR FEDERAL ELECTIVE OFFICE

23 Sr,c. 3. (a) The aggregate amount of ,_ontributions

24 which are made for the purpose, of influencing the out-
25 come of an election for Federal elective office and which
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1 are accepted by any candidate for ]Federal elective t,ffice

2 and by all political committees authorized to accept eon-

3 tributions on his behalf--

4 (1) may not exceed the limitation determined

5 under section 2 (b) in lhe case of contributions ac-

6 cepted for use in any general election,

7 (2) may not exceed the limitation determined

8 under section 2 (b) iii the case of contributions ac-

9 cepted for use in any primary or primary runoff in

10 which he is a candidate _md which is held to select

11 candidates, for Senator, Representative, Delegate, or

12 Resident Commissioner f,)r any general election, and

13 (3) may notexceed the limitation under section

14 2 (b) in the case of co:nlributions accepted for use in

15 all presidentlal conventiorJs and primaries in which he

16 isa candidate.

17 (b) For purposes of thiis section, a candidate for Vice

18 President in a general election shall not be treated as a

19 candidate for ]Federal elective office, but contributions ac-

20 cepted by such candidate (oi '_by any political committee

21 authorized to accept contributions on his behalf) shall, for

22 the purposes of this section, be deemed to have been accepted

23 by the candidate for the office of President wkh whom he

24 is running.
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i LIMITATIONS ON CERTAIN EXPI_]NDITUI_ES BY CANDIDATF, S

2 A_D CERTM_T CO_,'TRn_J_:(_S n_ INI)IV_DVALS

3 SEC. 4. (a) No candid,ate rna,y make expenditures from

4 his personal funds (including expenditures fi'om ,the personM

5 funds of his immediate family under hk,_contr(,1) on behalf

6 of his candidacy for nominatiion for election, o:r election, to

7 ]Federal elective office in excess of--

8 (1) $35,000 in the case of ,_ candidate for the

9 office of President or Vice ]?resider_t;

l0 (2) $20,000 in the case of .a candidate for the

11 office of Senator; or

12 (3) $15,000 in the cas.e of .st candidate for the

13 office of Representative, or Delegate or Resident Com-

14 missioner to the Congress.

15 (b) No individual may, in any calendai year, make

16 contributions from his personal funds (including contribu-

17 tions from the personal funds of his immediate family under

18 his control) on behalf of the candidacy of any one candidate

19 for nomination for election, ,or election, to Fe_[eral elective

20 office in excess of--

21 (1) $35,000 in the case of'a ca_ndidate for the office

22 of President or Vice President;

23 (2) $5,000 in the case of a candidate for the office.

24 of Senator; or

25 (3) $5,000 in the case of a candidate fo:cthe o_ce
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1 of Representative, or ]D4_legateor Resident Commis-

2 sioner to tile Congress.

3 (c) For thc purposes o:f this _,_ection,'the term "ira-

4 mediate fandly" means a spouse, and any child, parent,

5 grandparent, brother, or sister and the spouse of any 'of

6 them.

7 (d) For the purposes o:fsubsection (b) of this sec-

8 ti_n, a candida,te for Vice President in a generaa election

9 shall not be treated as a candidate for Federal elective office,

10 but contributions made c,n be]half of his candidacy shM1,

11 for the purposes of such subsection, be deemed to be eontribu-

12 tions on behalf of the candidacy t4 the candidate for the

1.3 office of President with whom he is rmming.

14 I_I;I'O1;TINGOF EXI'ENiI)ITI'Rk_XND CO_N"rl_IBUTIONS-

15 Sl._c. 5. (a) EveEy candidate for Federal elective

16 office, every political committee, and every person, com-

17 mittee, association, or gT0up of ·persons, incorporated or

18 unincorporated, profit or nonprofit, including: corporatiolls

19 and unions, and every committee or group formed by or

20 under the aaspices of a cort)oration or union, who con-

21 tributed_ promised to co:atl4bu_te,received, or expanded,

22 directly or indirectly, any money or things of value for

23 the purpose of influenciing or attempting to influence the

24 outcome of any election :fi_r}_ederal elective o_ce shall,
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1 between the tenth and fifteenth days next preceding the

2 date on which tile election is to 1,e held, and not later than

3 4 postmeridlan of the forty--fiftlt day after s tch eh_ction,

4 file a full, true, and itemized sworn statenmnt, setting

5 forth in detail the moneys or i:]fings .f value so contrib-

6 uted, promised, received, or exl)ended. Such statement

7 shall contain the following infm'mation:

8 (1) Tile full name of tile person, committee, associa-

9 tion, or group of persons filing a receipt and expenditure

10 statement' if a committee, association, ,n' group of persm_s,

11 the full name of the chairman or treasm'er.

12 (2) The address, including the street, city, and State,

13 of the., person, committee, association, [_r group of persons

14 filing the statement; if a committee, association, or group of

15 persons, the address of the chairman or treasm'er.

16 (3) The candidate's full name.

17 (4) The eandid_te's address, inchtding st!'eev,and city.

18 (5) The date of election and whether it was a general,.

19 primary, or special election.

20 (6) A statement of nlt)ney:q or things of value con--

21 tributed, promised; or received, which shall include:

22 (A) The month, day, and year such moneys or

23 things of value are received;

24 (B) The full name of the peri,on, committee, asso-

25 elation, or group ,)f persc.ns from whom moneys o:_'
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1 things of v_,lueare received; if _tcommiHee, as_ociat!ion,

2 or group of person?,, the. full name of its chairma_ or

3 treasurer;

4 (C) The addres_s., illclttdhlg strcct, {:il:3',and Stale,

5 of the person,, conmlit:h!_e,asso,"iati(n,, or group of persons

6 from whom moneys o:t' tlhings o_ value are received, ex-

7 cept that this requirement ,:toes not apply to the state-

8 ments filed by a duly organized State or local c_)mmit,tee

9 of a political party nor to a finance committee of such

10 committee; i'fa commit_tee, association, or group of per-

11
sons, the address of its chairn'm.n or tre'asurer;

12 (D) A description ot wha.1;was received, whether

13
moneys or things of wdue; if other than money the item

14 must be described; and

15 (E) The value in dollars and cents of moneys or

16 things of value receilved.

17 (7) A statement of expertditures which shall include--

18 (A) ,The month, day, and year of expenditure;

19 (B) The full name of the person, coramit.tee, asso-

20 ciation, or group of persons to whom the expenditure

21
was made; if a committee, association, or group of per-

22
sons, the flail name o:fits ,;hairnmn or treasurer;

23 (0) The addres;s:, indluding the street, city, and

24: State, of the person, comntittee, association, or group of

25
persons to whom the expenditure was made: if a eom-
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I mittee, association, or grottp of persons, 'the address o:[

2 its ctmirman or treasurer;

3 (D) The object or purpose for which expenditure

4 was made; and

5 (E) The aanount of e:achexpenditure.

6 (8) The statement of receipts and expenditures must:

7 be signed ,by the person conrpl,eq:_ngthe form in the presence

8 of an officer auth_)rized to a&ninister oaths.

9 (9) Full nanles and addresses shall be listed.

10 (10) All receipts and expenditures sha]l be itemize,![

11 separately regardless of tile amount except a receipt c:[

12 funds from an individual c_mtr!ibut,or in the sam of $25 or

13 less in money or things of value _ata social or fundmising a¢--

14 tivity. The t;otal receipts from such social or fandraising ac.-

15 tivity shall be listsd separately:, tc,gether with ,the expenses

16 incurred and paid in connection with such activity.

17 (11) All lob,byists registered with the C]erk o_f the

18 ltouse of Representatives or 1;he Secretary of the Senate

19 pursuant to the Federal Regula;tion o:[ Lo,bbying Act shall

20 be identified as lobbyists with full na_nes and addresses

21 and contributions listed separately.

22 (12) The s'ta,tements required to be filed by this sub-

23 section sha:ll be cumulative during the calendar year to which

24 they rela,te, but where there has been no change in an item

25 reported in a previous statement only' the araount need be
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1 carried forward, except that th e statement filed not later than

2 the forty-fifth day afte.r the election is held shM1 cover the

3 preceding calendar year.

4 (b) Ill the case of a political committee which is re-

5 ceiving contributions or making expenditures on behalf of

6 more than one candidate fol' Federal elective office, the

7 required reports shah include, under paragraphs (3), (4),

8 and (5) of subsection (a), t]n_ names and addresses of all

9 candidates in whose behalf contributions have been received

10
or expenditures made, and[ t]he date and nature of all corre-

11 sponding elections, and, under paragraph (7) of subsection

12 (a), the following: (1) the name of the candidate or can-

13 didates in whose behalf ,each expenditure was made; (2) in

14 the case of expenditures; made. in behalf of more than one

15 candidate, a breakdown ()If'each such expendi%ure, showing

16 the amount reasonably 1_obe alloca;ed to each such candi-

17 date; (3) the total amoun_I;expende(] 'on behalf of each such

18 candidate, as itemized u.n(],erclauses (1) and. (2) of this

19 subsection.

20 (c) (1) Any candidal:e for ]?ederal elective office who

21 did not receive or expend any money or things of value in

22 connection with any election in which he wa_,_a candidate

23 shall, not later than 4 postraeridian of the forty-fifth day

24 after such election, file a sta.tement to that effect, subscribed

25 and sworn to before an ot_icer aul!horized to administer oaths.
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1 (2) Individuals, other than candidates for Federal elec-

2 tire office, making only contributions, tlle receipt of which

3 must be accounted for by others, need not file a statement

4 under this section.

5 (3) Any statement under this section shall also set

6 forth the unpaid debts or obligations of such candidates,

7 persons, committees, associations, and groups, incurred in

8 connection with any election for which the statement is filed,

9 and shall specify the balance in l:ke hands of the accounting

10 person, committee, association, or candidate, and tlle disposi-

11 tion intended to be made thereof.

12 (4) The form for such statements shall be prepared

13 by the supervisory officer and furnished to candidates with-

14 out charge.

15 (5) Any individual other than a candidate for Federal

16 elective office who has expended any money or thing of

17 value for or on behalf of any candi[date for Federal e_ective

18 office, political committee, or other committee or association

19 may, instead of filing a separate', statement a_;provided in

20 this section, attach it to and be a part of the statement to t,e

21 filed by the candidate, campaign committee, or association.

22 (6) If the money or thing of vMue was received kom a,

23 candidate for Federal elective o_ce,: political committee, or

24 association, to be spent, for or against any sucb candidate, an

25 account stating in detail when, where, to whom, add for wha.t
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I :purpose , and in what sum such amounts were expended, shall

2 be attached to and fo.mi ,_Lpart of the statemerrt to be :filed

3 by a c_ndid_te, commit,tee, or association.

4 (7) Every such co,mmi,l:tee, association, or group _)f

5 persons shall appoint a treasurer and designate, his full name

6 and address, including street, city, and State, to the super-

7 visory officer. The treasurer sl_mllkeep a strict account of all

8 .'suchmoneys, from whom received and the purpose for which

9 they were disbursed.

10 (8) Every paymeI_t in _,xcess of $25, required to. be

11 accounted for, shall be vouched for by a receipted bill, stal;-ing

12 the purpose ,of the expenditures, wlh_ch shall be filed with

13 the stmtement of expenditures.

14 (9) _he supervisory officer shall issue a receipt for each

15 such statement filed by a candidate or committee and pre-

16 serve a copy of such receipt for a period of at least six. years.

17 (10) All such statements _,_hallbe open to public inspec-

18 tion in the office of the supervimry officer, and shah be cstre-

19 fully preserved for a peri[od at least equal to the duration of

20 the term of office for whiich the candidate was :seeking nom-

21 ination or ele_ion.

22 (d) For the purpose of this: section, the voluntary eon-

23 tr_bt_tion of time by a person to rLcandidate or issue shall not

24 be considered "a $hing of v._lue" unless such person is being

25 paid by an_other for such contfi'bution of time.
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I (e) Any statement urrder C]:ti,ssection sha_llbe filed with

2 the su,pervisory officer. On or 5efore the twentieth day pre-

3 ceding any election in which statements are ro:quired to be

· 4 filed by _his section, every can clid_te stfbject _o tlle provi-

5 sions of this section shall be nol;ified by the stLpe:rvisory of-

6 ricer by certified mail wi.th retu_a receipt requested of tile

7 requirements of this section.

8 ENFORG,E.'_?[ESTT

9 '.SEc. 6. (a) (1) The supeJrvisory officer _hall ex'amine

10 all statements filed under this section for comp_liance width

11 sections 2, 3, 4, and 5.

12 (2) In the event of a failure to file a stz_tement unde:c

13 section 5 with the supervisory officer, or in the event such a,

14 statement appears to disclose a violation of Is,w, the super--

15 visory officer shall promptly pu!blish notice of such .violation

16 in the Federal Register.

17 (b) Any person who violates _his Act and who was a

18 candids_te for President or Vice President s,t the time of

19 such violation shall be punished by a :fine o.f not more

20 than $25,000.

21 (c) No certificate of nomination or election shall be

22 issued by any officer of a S_te to any candid:_te for Federstl

23 elective office (other than a ean,d_L'datefor President or Vice

24 President), nor shall a candidate elected to any Federal cleo-

25 five ,office (other than President or Vice President) ent_r
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1 upon the performance of the duties of such office until the

2 candidate has fully complied with this Act. Any violation of

3 this Act by a person who was a candidate for Federal elec-

4 tire office (other than fo:l' President or Vice President) at

5 thc time of such violation shall disqualify such person from

6 becoming a candidate in any fature election for Senator,

7 Representative, Delegai;e, or Resident Comn_tissioner for a

8 period of five years (seven yes,rs in tile case of a person who

9 was _ candidate for Senat;or at the time of the violation).

10 Any candidate who violtates this Act, who was a candidate

11 for Federal elective office (otis,er than for President or Vice

12 President) in a primary elecl:ion at the time of such vio-

l3 lation, and Who wins ,q nomination in such election slhall

14 forfeit the nomination, and thc vacancy in the party nomi-

15 nation so created may he filled hy his political party as :if

16 such candidate had withdrawn.

17 (d) Any person who viol_tes this Act and who was not

18 a candidate for Federal elective office at the tim e of such

19 violation shall be fined' not more than $1,000 or imprisoned

20 not more than one year, or both; except that in the case

21 of a willful violation such person shall be fined not more

22 than $10,000 and ilnprisoned not more than two years.

23 I_EPEAL OF FEDERAL CORRUPT PRAOTICES .&CT_ ! 9 2 5

24 SEC. 7. The Federal 0onuplL Practices Act, 1925, is

25 repealed.
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1 AMENDMENT TO TITLE 18, UNITED S.TA_ES' OODE

2 SJ_c. 8. Section 610 of title 1S, United States Code, re-

3 la.ting to contributions or expenditures by national banks,

4 corporations, or labor organizations , is amended by adding

5 at the end thereof ,the following new pa,ragraph:

6 "As used in this section, the phrase 'contribution or

7 expenditm'e' shall include any direct or indirect payment,

8 distribution, h)an, advance, deposit, or gift, of money, or

9 any services, or anything of va.lue to any candidate, cam--

10 paign committee, or political, party or organization, in con.-

11 nection with any election to any of the offices :referred to

12 in this section, including any expenditure !n connection

13 with get-out-the-vote. 'v'' ,'aet_ me._,_ Nothhtg in this section

14 shall preclude an organizatbn from establishing and ad..

15 ministering a separate contributory hmd for any political

purpose, including voter registration or get-(mt-the-vote

17 drives, if all contributions, gifts, or payments to such fund

18
are made freely and voluntarily, _md ebreunrelated to due:s,

19 fees, or other moneys required as a condition of member-

20 ship in such organization or as a condil;ion of ,_mployment.'.

21 EFFI_C_IVE DATE,

22 SEC. 9. This Act (including the repeal made by section

23 7 of this Act and the amendmen,t made by section 8 of this

24 Act), shall apply with respec'L to electkms ocem'ring after

25 December 31, 1971.
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92D CoNar_Ss } HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES { Rm'ORT1st Sessio_ No. 92-564

FEDERAL ELECTION REFORM

OCTOBER 13, 1971.---Committed to the Committee of the Whole House ou the
,State of the Union and o:_d.ered tx) be printed

Mr. HAYs, from the Comnz[ttee on House Admirdstration,
submitted the fol].owhlg

:B:]P0 T

together with

SEPARATE, AJ])DITIONAL, SUPP'LEME'NTAL, AND'
DISSENTING' VIEWS

[To accompany :EI.I_. 11060]

The Committee on House Administration, to whom was referred, the
bill (H.R. 11060) to limit camps:ign expenditures by or on behalf of
candidates for'Federal elective office; to provide for more stringent

reporting requirements; and for other purposes, having consideredthe same, report favorably thE,reon vdthout amendment and recom-
mend that the bill do pass.

PURPOSE ,OF T[tE BIbL

The purpose of the bill is threefold.
First, it attempts to place a realistic Hmit on campaig_ contributions

and expenditures.

Second, it provides compreheI_sive requirements for detailed dis-closures of contributions and expenditures on behalf of candidates for
Federal elective office.

Third, the bill provides for effective prohibitions against violations
of its provisions.

WHiT T:E]_]BII4r, DoEs

'Briefly,the billplacesa limiton the _ggregateamount of all
contributions, and a separate limit on the aggregate amoullt of all
expenditures. In each instance the lbnit is the greater of $50,000 or
6 cents multiplied by the population of the State in which the election
is held in the case of a primary election fo:r President, or an election for
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Senator, Representative at Large, Delegate or Resident Commission _r.
Similarly, in the case of an election for the office of Representative
other than Representative at Large, the same limitations apply except
that the population total will be that of the Congr,Jssional· Distr:[et
involved. The population total of the fifty States and the District of
Columbia will apply in the case of a general election for the office of
President, and in the case of all Presidential conventions or primar![es
for the office of President. With respect to Presidential primaries, it
is intended that no more than the greater of S50,000 or 6 cents times
the population of a State may be expended fo]: a Pres:Ldential primary
in the State in which the election is held. In the case of Presidential
conventions or Presidential primaries, the overall total of expenditures
in all States may not'exceed 6 cents trines the total population of the
fifty States and the District of Columbia.

In addition, the bill restricts a candidate from mak!ng expenditures
from his personal funds, includint,_ personal funds o:_ his immediate
family under his control, on behalf of his candidacy in excess of (a)
$35,000 for the office of President or Vice President, (b) $20,000 for
the office of Senator, or (c) $15,000 for the off]ce of Representative,
Delegate, or Resident Commissioner. The bill also restricts an in-
dividual from making contributions from his personal funds, or frccm
personal funds of his immediate family under his control, on behalf
of the candidacy of any one candidate in excess of (a) $35,000 for the
office of President or Vice President, (b) $5,000 for the office of Sena-
tor, or (c) $5,000 for the office of Representative, Delegate, or Red,i-
dent Commissioner.

In connection with the reporting requirements on contributions and
expenditures, the bill is virtually alt-inclusive.

Covered under these reporting requirements is eve]'y candidate for
Federal elective office, every political committee, and every perscn,
committee, association, or group of persons who made any contribu-
tions of money or things of v_lue, or who made any expenditures, to
influence the out, come of an election. Also included sre ineorporat,_d
or unincorporated groups of persons, profit or nonprofit groups,
including corporations and unions, and every committee or group
formed by or under the auspices of a corporation or union.

The bill requires the above persons and organizations to make two
reports of contributions and expenditures, the first to be filed between
the tenth and fifteenth days preceding; the date on which the election
is held, and the second not later than 4: p.m. of the forty-fifth day
after the election.

The bill also covers campaign contributions made by register.;_d
lobbyists. These must be distinctly identified by the r_porting perscn,
group, or entity, as a lobbyist, with his nam. e, address, _md contributi.:m
listed separately.

The enforcement section has been drafted tc require close adherence
to the various provisions of the bill For example, per.,;ons who violate
the Act and who are not candidates for Federal elective office at the

time of the violation shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisonE_d
not more 'than one year, or both, except that :in willful violations per-
sorts shall be fined not more than $10,000 and imprisoned not more than
two years. A candidate for President or Vice President who violates
the Act at the time he was running for such office shall be punished ]:,y
a fine of not more than $25,000.
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Other features of the bill disqu_dffy any person from taking office as_
or fro m becoming a candidate for, Representative or Senator who does
not fully comply or violates eLny of its provisions. In this respect, a
certificate of nomination or election :way not be issued by ally officer
of a State to a candidate for Federal elective office (other than a
candidate for President or Vice Presid ant) nor shall a candidate elected
to ally Federal elective office (other than President or Vice President)
enter upon the performance cf lihe dutJ[es of such office until he has
fully complied with this Act. Morcow_r, a violation of this Act by a
Person who was a candidate for Federal elective office (other than
President or Vice President) at the time of such violation disqualifies

that person from becoming _Leand:idate in any future election for:Senator, Representative, Delegate, ,,9r Resident. Commissioner fox' a
period of five years (seven years in tlhe case of a person who was a
candidate for Senator at the time ,ff the violation). In addition_ a
violator of the Act who was a can(lid_te for Federal elective office
(other than for President or Vice President) in a prin?.ary election at
the time of such violation, and who wins a nomination iin such election,
must forfeit the nomination.

BAC]i_GROUND

tt.R. 8284 was introduced and co_sidered against e, b_ck_Tound of
mounting criticism of the existing _"eder_:l lww regulating campaign
spending in elections for Federal office.

H.R. 8284 w_.s introduced in the _!ouse of Reprcser _?.tive_,:on _Yay
11, 1971, by Ch_.irman H_.ys _.nd Mr. Abbitt. It w_,s t}_en l(:ferred to
the Committee on House Admir_i[stration.

The Subcommittee on Elections of the Committee on House
Administration held seven days of public hearings on June 22, 23, 24,
July 13, 14, 15 and July 20, 1971. Ir_medie.tely followiing the hearings
on July 20, 1971, the Elections Subcommittee met in executive session
andreI)ortedH,R. 8284 to the ful]i CoIa:mittee on House Administration.

The full Committee marked up the bill in executive sessions held
on September 14, 16, 21, 22, 23, October 4 and 5, 1971.

On October 4, 1971, the Committee ordered the introduction of a
clean bill. Chairman Hays, on OclLol)'ec4, 1971, introduced H.R. 1:1060.

The full Committee met again in executive session and, by a vote of
20 to 4, ordered the bill reported to l:;heItouse without amendment.

The existing Federal law regulating campaign financing is embodied

primarily in the Federal Corrupt practices Act of 1925, as supple-mented by additional provisiorts added to the Federal law in the d_cade
of the 1940's. Thus, the bulk of the existing Federal camnairn regula-
tion law is almost fifty years old and even the latest adldit'ions to i:_axe

almost thirty years old. .This body of Federal law has beea widely criticized, especially in
recent years, by Members of Con,ross, by the Dress, and by concerned
citizens speaking individually an,l in gr(fups, as being a system n_rhich
has not stood the test of time as a wol:'_:able, effective, viable system of
statutory regulation of campaiign financing. It has been-further
criticized as embodying out-of-date remedies for today's problems in
the conduct of elections for Federal office and imposing a system
which is not appropriate to insure that el;her the needs of the elec-
torate, or of the candidates, will be protected.
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Features of the present law which hs_ve been especially singled out
as being defective include the ceilings on camnai_m ex_enditur,_s
which are prescribed for candidates for congn'esslonM offices. Becau,,;e
they are so unrealistically low, the ceilings, it is contended, invi,;e
avoidance and disrespect for the law.

Also, the fact that the present law provides no ceilings at all for

spending by candidates for presidential office :makes the law serioua.!Y
defective because the absence of such st,_tutory spending ceilings tends
to g4ve a candidate with large financial resources an undue advantage
over one whose resources are limited.

Witnesses at the hearings expressed[ the view that a system which
sets no overall limits on campaign spen. ding in FederM elections m:s_y
lead to a closed, insulated, self-perpetuating system, dominated by
special interests and unresponsive to _he public will :md which often
creates the impression that only the rich can run for public office, and
that a candidate qan buy an election by spending h_rge amounts ,of
money m a campmgn.

Such a situation works an inequitable hardship on the candidate wino
cannot compete with the resources of great we:_lth, bu'; of even greater
significance, it is unfair to the electorate which is entitled to have
presented to it for its evaluation and judgment candidates from ;bll
walks of life and not just those persons who, because of their wealth
can conduct a campaign which resorts to techniques which are mc,re
appropriate to merchandizing a product th_m to f_miliaxizing the
public with a candidate's qualities as :_ potential, public official and
ms programfor the country.

The present law is also criticized, because its reporting requirements
axe considered to be inadequate for tlhe Purpose of keeping the elec-
torate informed as to where political campMgn money comes from and
how it is spent by the candidate.

Additional criticism also has been made of the present reporting re-
quirements because a political committee which oper._tes in only one
State, or in the District of Columbia, is not required by the existing
Federal law to file any reports of its ca:mpaign activities.

The spiraling rise in campaign costs such _s the computerized a,d-
dressing and mailing of printed litera.ture, the cost ¢,f television a::td
radio time, the fees of public relation_s firms and poll takers, and the
increased use of campaign materials and billboaxds have made existiag
Federal election laws obsole_.

Many witnesses at the hearings, cit!ng statistics published by the
Citizens -Research Foundation and other organizations which have
studied campaign financing, pointed (,ut that in the last two decades'
alone, the spending in political campai:gns has increased by more th.sm
100 percent and that there was a 50 percent increase in just the four
years between 1964 and 1968. If this upw:_rd trend in campaign
spending continues, there wili be increasing inequality in campail_;n
financing and in access to public office.

Witnesses at the hearings, who cited studies by the Twentieth
Century Commission on CampaignCosts and others, estimated that
more than half of the money spent in congressional carapaigns today is
not reported to the public; that some candidates spent more than 81
million in their campaigns without reporting it;that while the to_;al
spending in the 1968 congressional c,ampaigals was reported at ap-
proximately $8_ million, the actual spendh_g was probably more
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thun $50 million, and that due to escalating costs of campaigns todayia competitive race for a House s_!,at can cost as much as $100,000 for
each of the candidate s and that; a Sen:i;te race with opposing candidates
can cost more tha n $250,000 for each candidate in a relatively small
State.

In his testimony before the Subcommittee on Elections, Chairman
Hays stated, "The most recent; Gkallup poll on the subject shows that
78 percent of the American I)eopl[e w;_nted a ceiling put on campaign
expenditures."

Convinced that now is the 'time t(, take strong, affirmative action
to respond to the demonstrated need tO reform the Federal laws
regulating campaign financing, the S*abcommittee on Elections of the
Committee on House AdministXation t]his year made a comprehensive
study of the situation.

At these hearings, testimony . was taken from Members of Congress,
the Attorney General of the United States, from representatives of
citizens' organizations such as Common Cause, and from those
from various segments of the electorate, including businessmen, news-
paper publishers and others.

The general approaches taken in [_e 'bil] are to set realistic limita-
tions both on the amount of expfmdi_:;ures which may be made by, or
on behalf of, a Candidate for Federa]i ,office and on the amount of

contributions which such candidate _ay tLccept; to require detailedreporting by candidates and com:mitt,_c_sof the source and disposition
of all campaign funds received and spent; to make the law applicable
to all the various stages of the Federal elective process, that is, to
pri.mary elections and conventions as well as to general elections; and
to impose stringent penalties on those camtidates who fail to comply
with the requirements of the law.

Many of the provisions of tlhe bill which are designed to caxrv out

these general objectives have stood the test of time l_a that they are
similar to provisions which haw._ be?t :a part of the Ohio law ]for a
number of years, but modified in the _ill to adjust to the requirements
of a Federal, as distinguished frora a S,tate, law. A few of the provisions
of the bill are innovative and were d_signed to meet specific needs of
a Federal law.

The bill does not specify how the Candidate must apportion his
spending allowance but leaves, ii; to each candidate to determine his
partlcular needs.

The Members of the Committee were hapressed by the testimony
offered by various Members ,of Congress who represent districts in
different parts of the country. It was appaxent to the Committee that
candidates from different districts in diffe.rent parts of the country

axe required,to tailor their campaigns to accommodate for variousfactors such as geography, populatio:% ¢_conomics, ethnic background
of the voters, availability or lack of availability of television facilities,
living style of the constituency_ whose members may live in large
cities, on isolated farms or in small towns. The availability of volun-
teers or the necessity to hire worker_,; is an additional factor contrib-
uting to varying campaign costs,.

These factors, which may vary from district to district, necessitate
some degree of flexibility in the type of campaign which is conducted.
To insist that no more than a. certain percentage of campaign allow-
ance may be spent in a particular m_mn.er is to operate unfair' ly as to
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those candidates who cannot utilize a predesignated type of camnai_:n
spending effectively. It is also manifestly unfair to tl_e constituenc!_es
which those candidates seek to represent since it deprives the Voters
of communications from their candidates and from receiving informa-
tion which as voters, they are entitled[ to receive which will acquaint
them with the issues, the candidates, and their progr_,.ms.

H.R. 11060, by permitting the candi[dates to control the spending of
their campaign funds in any manner they ,deem.best, tends to minimize
the relative advantages and handicaps between incumbent and
challenger.

1VIany of the witnesses at the hearings testified that they believed
that the spending limits which were set in the pres, mt Federal law
almost fifty years ago when the costs of running a political camnai,:,no · 1_ ;"-)
were much lower are totally out-of-date and unreahstlc. The maximum
limit of the present Federal law for congressional office is $25,000 for
Senator and $5,000 for Representative. No limit ils set in the present
law on spending for the office of President.

The Committee recognized that campaign spendi:._g limits are of
critical importance. They must be low enough to prevent the rich
candidate from drowning out all others and at the sa:me time be hi:_,h
enough to assure each candidate sufficient funds which will provide
the opportunity to present himself and his campaign fully to the
voters.

The Committee intends that this bil_ will open the doors of Federal
office to men of outstanding ability who have limited financial
resources, and simultaneously to free all candidates fi om the pressure
of political obligations which m-e often incurred in raising enormous
fun'ds to underwrite political campaigns.

The Committee recognized that current legitimate campaign costs
require the expenditure of larger amounts of money b3rcandidates for
co/]gressional office than was authorized in 1925, and i,t the same tirae
recognized that a critical need exists for a reasonable limitation on
campaign expenditures for all Federal offices.

It is the considered judgment of the Committee that the bi[ll
corrects the deficiencies in the existing Federal election laws.

SECTION-nY-SECTION SUMMARY OF THE t[ILL

Section, 1. Definitions
Subsection (a) of this section contains definitions of terms used in

the bill.
The term "election" is defined to mean--

(1) a general, special, primary, or runoff electi(m,
(2) a convention or caucus of a political party held to nomi-

nate a candidate,
(3) a primary election held for _;he selection cf delegates to a

national nominating convention of a political party,
(4) a primary election held to express a preference for nomi-

nation of persons for the office of President, and
(5) the election of delegates to a. constitutional convention for

proposing amendments to the Consfi[tution of the United States.
The term "candidate" is defined to mean an individual who seeks

nomination or election to Federal elective office, whether or not he
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is elected. This definition also provides that an ind!ividual shall be
deemed to seek nomination or ejection if he has--

(1) taken necessary action under State law to qualify for
nomination or election, or

(2) made expenditures or received contributions (or given his
consent for another person te make expenditures or receive
contributions) in order to bring about his nomination or election.

The term "Federal elective office '_ is defined to mean the office of
President, United States Senator or Representative, or Delegate or
Resident Commissioner to the Congl:'ess. This definition also includes
the office of Vice President except as otherwise provided in sectimts
2(c)(2), 3(b), and 4(d). The sections :referred to provide that certain
expenditures or contributions by or to a candidate for that office
shall be treated as expenditures or contribations by or to a candidate
for the office of President with whon_ he is running.

The term "presidential convention or primary" is defined to mean--
(1) an election held to expres.s a preference for candidates for

nomination for the office of President,
(2) a convention which participates in the selection of a

candidate for the office of President, or
(3) an election to select deleg_,,tes to o,ny such convention.

The term "political committee" is ,leftned to ir_clude any committee,
association, or organization whiclh makes expenditures or accepts
contributions in order to influence or attempt to influence the election
of one or more candidates for Feder_d elect_ive office.

The term "contribution" is. defined to include a gift, subscription,
loan, advance, or deposit, of money, or property or services of signifi-
cant value. The definition provJ[des that a contribution also includes
a contract, promise, or agreement to make a contribution, whether or
not legally enforceable. The definRion further provides that a bona
fide loan of money by a national or State bank made in the ordinary
course of business and in accordan,_e with applicable banldng laws
and regulations is not included wit._[n the meaning of the term
"contribution".

The term "expenditure" is defined to include a payment, distribu-
tion, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money, or property or services
of significant value. The definit!ion provides that an expenditure also
includes a contract, promise, or agreement to make an expenditure,
whether or not legal!y enforceable.

The term "supervisory ofiqcer" is defined to mean--
(1) the Secretary of the Senate with respect to candidates for

Senator,
(2) the Clerk of the Hou,_e of Representatives with respect to

candidates for Representative_ and
(3) the Comptroller General [n any other case.

The term "State" is defined to include the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the territories and possessions of
the United States. This definition dioes not apply when the term
"State" is used in section 2 (b)(2)(C). That; section provides, in effect,
that in determining the expenditure limitation applicable in the case
of a general election for th e offiee of .]?resident, and in the case of all

residential conventions and primaries, only the population of the fifty
_tates and the District of ColUmbia s]._allbe taken-int ° consideratio n.
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Subsection (b) of this section contains further clarification of the
terms "contribution" and "expenditure".

Paragraph (1) of this subsection pro,/Ides that, as used in the defin:[-
tions of the terms "contribution" and "expenditur,?', the phrase
_'money, or property or services of significant value" includes money
m any amount and other property or sexvices im excess of $25 in value.

Paragraph (2) of this subsection provides that the terms "con-
tribution" and "expenditure" shall, not include

(1) the rendering of personal services for which no compen-
sation is paid to the individual rendering such ser_4ces, or

(2) an individual permitting a political committee or a candi-
date to use the individual's nonbusiness property or his non-
business telephone (not including toll calls;) or similar service.

Section _. Expenditure Limitations ./or Ca'_didates for .Federal Electiv.e
O_ee

Subsection (a) of this section provides tha_ the total amount ofexpenditures by any candidate for F,Meral elective _ce may not
exceed the hmitation determined under subsection (b) of this section
with respect to_

(1) any general election,

(2) each primary or primary rim off election held to select.candidates for Senator, Represent,;tive, [Delegat% or Resident
Commissioner,

(3) each primary election held to express a preference for

nomination to the office of President or to select delegates to anational nominating convention of a politi,_M party held to selec't
a candidate for such office, and

(4) all presidential conventions or primaries.
Normal living expenses and other personal expenses incurred by a

candidate, which would have been incmTed by him if he were not a
candidate, are not intended to be included within thc limitation on
expenditures by candidates provided for irt this subsection.

Subsection (b) of this section provides that tl? aggregate limitation
on expenditures applicable to any election for t;e(leral elective office is;
the greater of $50,000, or-

(l) 6 cents times the population of the State in which the,'
election is held in the case of a primary election for President or
any election for Senator, Representative at Large, Delegate, or
Resider_t Commissioner;

(2) 6 cents times the population of the congressional district:,
in the case of an election for the office of Representative (otheE'
than Representative at Large);

(3) 6 cents times the population of the fifty otates and the,
District of Columbia in the case of a general election for President;
and also in the case of all Presidential conventions or primaries..

This subsection also provides that population is to be determined on
the basis of the decennial census under which Representatives were
apportioned to the Congress for which t]ke election is held. In th,s,
case of a Presidential election, population will be determined on the
basis of the decennial census under wtdch Representatives were

apportioned to the Congress which f,onxls the basis for allocatint:''emctoral vote s to the States in th'at elevation. "
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Subsection (c) of this section contains clarification of what con-
stitutes expenditures.

Paragraph (1) of this subsection p:rovides that an expenditure will
be regarded as made on behalf of a c_mdidate if made at his direction
or request, or with his consent or the consent of any political com-

mittee supporting his election ,0r ageIlt thereof.Paragraph (2) of this subse,.tion provides that expenditures made
on behalf of a candidate for ViLcePresident in a general election shall
be deemed to have been made by t]he candidate for the office of
President with whom he is running.

Section 3. Limitations on Contr_ibutions Accepted by Candidatea for
Federal Elective O_ce

Subsection (a) of this section provides for limitations on the aggre-
gate amount of contributions _a_hichlnay be accepted by a candidate
for Federal elective office (and by all political committees authorized
to accept contributions on his bl_hall:') for the purpose of influencing
the outcome of an election for _ederal elective office. Such contribu-
tions may not exceed the limitat;ions determined under section 2 (b),
relating to the limitations on aggregate expenditures by candidates
for Federal elective office. The limitations provided for under this
subsection apply in the case of contributions accepted[ for use in--

(1) any general election,
2 an rimar or rimar _ runoff held to select candidates

() YP Y P 3, _ . .for Senator, Representative, Del¢,gate, or Resident; Commlssroner,
and

(3) all presidential conventions gnd primaries.
Subsection (b) of this section provides t]aat contributions accepted

by or on behalf of a candidate for Vi,:e President in a general election
shall be deemed to have been ,_ccepted by %he candidate for the ,)ffice
of Presider/t with whom he is running.

Section _. Limitations on Certain Ezpenditwres by Candidates and Cer-
tain Contributions by Individuals

Subsection (a) of this section lhnJt,_ the expenditures a candidate

may make from his personal fuI_ds (inCluding expenditures from the
personal funds _)f his immediate tlami]y' under his control) on behalf of
his candidacy for nomination or e][ection 'Co]_ederal elective office. Such
expenditures may not exceed--

(1) $35,000 in the case of a candidate for President or Vice
President;

(2) $20,000 in the case of a cs nd]idaCe for Senator; or
(3) $15,000 in the case of s. candidate for Representativei

Delegate, or Resident Comraissi._ner.
Subsection (b) of this section limit.._ the amount of contributions an

individual may make, in any calendaJ: year, from his personal funds
(including contributions from tlhe l?ersonal funds of his immediate
family under his control) on behalf c.f any one candidate for nomina-
tion or election to Federal elective office. Such contributions may not
exceed--

(1) $35,000 in the case of a e_ndidate for President or Vice
President;

(2) $5,000 in the case of a carLdidate for Senator; or
· (3) $5,000 in the case ,I)f a candidate for Representativei
Delegate, or Resident CoJx_aissioner.
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Subsection (c) of this section defines the term "immediate family:"
to raean a spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, or

sister and the spouse of any of them. , .Subsection (d) of this section provide_ that ,.ontributions made on
behalf of a candidate for Vice President in a general_' election shall be
deemed to be contributions on behalf of the candidat3 for the office
of President with whom he is running.

Section 5. Reporting of Expenditures and Uontributions
Subsection (a) of this section requires every candidate for Federal[

elective office, every political committee, and every person, committee.,
association, or group of persons (including corporations and unions
and every committee or group formed by corporation.,_ or unions) to
file sworn statements setting forth in detail any money or things of
value received or expended, directly or indirectly, for _he purpose of
influencing or attempting to influence tlhe outcome of any election for
Federal elective office. The reporting requirements imposed by this;
subsection on corporations and unions (including groups formed by
them) does not in any way affect the prohibitions against political
contributions by corporations or unions imposed by section 610 of
title 18, United States Code. The first such statement is required to be
filed between the tenth and fifteenth days before the date on which the
election is held and another statement ]s requh_ed to be filed not later
than 4 p.m. of the 45th day after the election. Each such statement.
must contain, among other things, the following information:

(1) The full name and address of the person filing the state-
ment; ff a committee, association, or group of pemons, the name,
and address of the chairman or treasurer.

(2) The full name and address of the candidate.
!3) The date of the election and whether it was a general,

primary, or special election.
(4) A statement of the money or things of value received,

including-
(A) the date of receipt;
(B) the full name of the person from whem received; if

received from a committee, association, or group of persons,
the full name of the chairman or treasurer;

(C) the address of the person from whom received (excepL
thai'this requirement does not apply to a statement filed by
a State or local committee of a political party or its finance
committee); the address of _he chairman (,r treasfirer if
received from a committee, association, or group of persons;

(D) a description of what was received, whether mone_7
or thingsofvalue;and

(E) the dollar value of the money or things of value
received.

(5) A statement of expenditures, _ncluding---
(A) the date of the expenditure;
(B) the full name and address of the person to whom the

expenditure was made; if a committee, associ_;tion, or group
of persons, the name and address of the chairm_m or treasurer;
and

(C) the amount and purpose of each expenditure.
Each statement must be signed in the presence of an officer authorized.
to administer oaths by the person completing the form. All receipts and.
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expenditures must be itemized separe_tely except a receipt of $25 or
less in money or things of value from an individual contributor at a
social or fund-raising activity. The total receipts from each such

activity must be listed separately, together w!th expenses in connection
therewith. Persons registered under th e FedtJral Regulation of Lobby-
ing Act must be identified as lobbyist:s withfull names and addresses
and their contributions listed separately. Each statement must be
cumulative during the calendar year ';;owhich it relates. If there has
been no change in a previously reported item only the amount must be
carried forward, except that the statement filed not later than the 45th

day after the election must cover the p:cec?ding calendaryear.Subsection (b) of this section requh:e,s that stateme]nts filed by a
political committee receiving contributions or making expenditures
for more than one candidate must inc]lude the names and addresses of
all such candidates and the date and laature of all corresponding elec-
tions. Such statements must also set; forth---

(1) the name of the candidate lfor whom each expenditure
was made;

(2) a breakdown showing the amount to be allocated to each
candidate in the case of exI)enditures made in behalf of more than
one candidate; and

(3) the total amount expended :_¢,reach such candidate.
Subsection (c) of this section contains several provisions relating

to the form, content, and filing of required statements.
Paragraph (1) of this subsection provides that any candidate who

did not receive or expend any money or thi:ags of value in connection
with any election in which he was a candidate for Federal elective
office shall file a sworn statement to that effect not later than 4 p.m.
of the 45th day after the election.

Paragraph (2) of this subsection pro_ddes that individuals (other
than candidates) who make contributions which must be accounted
for by others are not required to :file a statement.

Paragraph (3) of this subsection requires that any statement :filed
under this section must set forth unpaid debts or obligations incurred
in connection with any election for wlhich the statement is filed. Such
statement must also gpecify any baLmce remaining in the hands of
the accounting person and the disp°silJon intended to be made of ,tach
balance.

Para,g_aph (4) of _his subsect!ion requires the supervisory officerto prepare and furnish to candidall;es, without charge, a form for filling
required statements.

Paragraph (5) of this subsectiol: Lprelvides Lhat any individual (other
than a candidate) who has made a r¢.portable expenditure for or onbehalf of any candidat% comrnitte¢_, or association may, insteaq of
filing a separate statement, attach his statement to _lae statement
filed by such candidate, committee, or association.

paragraph (6) of this subsc_ti.on 'provides that if any money orthing of value was received from a c_ndidate, political committee,, or

association, to be spent _or or agail:mt any candidate for Federal
elective office, the statement filed must be accompanied by an account
setting forth in detail when, wlhere, to whom, for what purpose, and
m what sum such amounts were expel_ded.

Paragraph (7) of this subsection requ!res every committee, asse_ia-tion, or group of persons required to iq:lea report under' this section to
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appoint a treasurer and furnish the supervisory officer his full nan:to
and address. The treasurer is required to keep a strim; account of all
moneys, from whom received, and the purpose for which expended.

Paragraph (8) of this subsection requires that every reportable
payment in excess of $25 must be w)uc]hed for by _ receipted bill
which states the purpose of the expenditu:ce. Such receipted bill must
be filed with the statement of expenditures.

Paragraph (9) of this subsection requires the supervisory officer to
issue a receipt for each statement filed by a candidate or a committee
and preserve a copy of such receipt for ai; least six year:_.

Paragraph (10) of this subsection provides that all sl;atements must
be open to public inspection in the office of the supervisory officer, and
must be preserved for a period at least equal to the duration of the term
of office for which the candidate was seek:ing nomination or election.

Subsection (d) of this section provides that the volu:atary contribu-
tion of time by a person to a candidate or issue shall ntt be considered
"a thing of value" unless such person is paid by another for such con-
tribution of time.

Subsection (e) of this section requires that each statement be filed
with the supervisory officer. It further requires the supervisory officer
to notify every candidate of the requirements of this section on or be-
fore the twentieth day preceding any election for which statements are
required to be filed. Such notification must be made by certified mail
with return receipt requested.

Section 6. Enforcement
Subsection (a) of this section imposes certain duties on the super-

visory officer.
Paragraph (1) of subsecti °n (a) requires the supervisory officer

to examine all statements filed under this legiLslation for compliance
with sections 2, 3, 4, and 5. Section 2 deals with expendi';ure limitatiorcs
for candidates. Section 3 deals with lknitations on contributions
accepted by candidates. Section 4 deals with limitations on expendi-
tures by a candidate from his personal funds and contributions by an
individual :from his personal funds. Section 5 deals wi Lh reporting of
expenditures and contributions.

Paragraph (2) of subsection (a) requires the supervisory officer
to publish promptly in the Federal Register notice of · failure to fibs
a statement and notice of any apparent violation disclosed by a s_ate-
ment filed lmder this legislation.

Subsection (b) of this section provides for a flue of not more than
$25,000 for any person who violates this legislation and who is z_
candidate for President or Vice Presiden:_ at the time ef the violation.

Subsection (c) of this section contains several enforcement provisions
applicable to any candidate for Federal elective office (other than a
candidate for President or Vice President).

The first sentence of this subsection provides that no certificate of
nonfination or election may be issued to a candidate (other than ;_
candidate for President or Vice President), and tha_ no candidate
elected to a Federal elective office (o_bher than President or Vice
President) may enter upon the performance of the duti(_s of such offic%
until such candidate has fully complied with tiffs legis]ation.

The second sentence of this subsection proz[des that any violatiela
of this legislation by a person who, at the time of the violation, was
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candidate for Federal elective office (other than President or Vice
President) will disqualify such person from becoming a candidate for
Senator, Representative, Delegate., o]' Resident Comraissioner for a
period of five years (seven years in the cas;e of a person who was a
candidate for Senator at the tirae of tile vio[atlon).

The last sentence of this subsection provides that any candidate
who violates this legislation, who was a candidate in a primary election
for Federal elective office (other tlhan Presi([ent or Vice President) at
the time of such violation and who. wins a nomination in such election,
will forfeit such nomination. It further provides that the vacancy so
created may be filled as if such ca;udid ate had withdrawn.

Subsection (d) of this sectiorL provides loc a fine of not more than
$1,000 or imprisonment for not more thsLn one year for any person who
violates this legislation and wa..s not _ .candidate for Federal elective
office at' the time of the violatJton. However, in the case of a willful
violation, the penalty is increased to _; fine of not more than $10,000
and imprisonment for not more than two yeax_.

Section 7. Repeal of Federal Corrupt Practice,,_Act, 1925
This section repeals the Federal Con'upt Practices Act, 1925.

Sectior_ 3. Amendment to title 18, Unite, t Stat(_s Code
This section adds a new paragraph _o secbion 610 of title 18 of the

United State s Code, relating to prohibitions against political contritbu-
tions or expenditures by national ban_:s, corporations, or labor organi-
zations. The new paragraph provicles :!;hat, e;s used in section 610, the
phrase "contribution or expenditure': includes any direct or indirect
payment, distribution, loan, advance, ([eposi_, or gift, of money, or any
services, or anything of value to _ny ctJ,ndidate, commitl_ee, or political

party or organization, in c°nnecti, on _vith any election to any of theoffices referred to in such section 61C (inclu(ting any expenditure in
connection with get-out-the-vote activilbies). The offices referred to in
such section 610 includes preside:utial and vice presidential electors,
Senator, Representative, Delegate,_ ar d. Resident Commissioner.

The new paragraph further provides th_;t nothing in section 610
shall preclude an organization lfrom e:_tablishing a separate contribu-
tory fund for any political purpose (including voter registration or
get-out-the-vote drives) if all contrib_ltions or payments thereto are

made voluntarily and are not re]atedi, to dues or fees required as acondition of membership in such org:aniza_;ion or as a condition of
employment.

Section 9. Effective Date
This section provides that this legislation (including the repeal of

the Federal Corrupt Practices Act:,1925, and the amendment to section
610 of title 18, United States Codc)_sha[1 apply with respect to elec_ons
occurring after December 31, 1971.

CaxNor, s IN EXZSTXNGLxw MAr,E B_._TUE BILL, AS REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3 of :[iuleX:I:[I of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, changes in ,E_xistin_law made by the bill,, as
reported, are shown as.'follows (exist:lng law proposed to be omitted :isenclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing
law in which no change is proposed is showil:in roman).:
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FEDERAL CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT, 1925

[TITLE III.--FEOERAL CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT, 1925

[SEc. 301. This title may be cited as tile "Federal Ccrrupt Practices
Act, 1925."

[SEc. 302. When used in this title--
[(a) The term "election" includes a general or special election,

and, in the case of a Resident Commissioner from the Philippine
Islands, an election by the Philippine Legislature, but does not
include a primary election or convention of a political party;

[(b) The term "candidate" means _m individual whose name :ts
presented at an election for election as Senator or Representative in,
or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the United
States, whether or not such individual is elected;

[(c) The term "political committee" includes any committee, asso-
elation, or organization which accepts contributions or makes ex-
penditures for the purpose of influencing or attempting to influenc, e
the election of candidates or presidential and vice presidential electors
(1) in two or more States, or (2) whether or not in more than one
State if such committee, association, or organization (other than a duly
organized State or local ' ' ' ' 'committee of a pohtlcM party, m a branch or
subsidiary of a national committee, association, or or_:anization;

[(d) The term "contribution" includes a gift, subi_cription, loan,
advance, or deposit, of money, or anthin:g of value, and includes a
contract, promise, or agreement, whether or rot legally enforceable,
to make a contribution;

[(e) The; term "expenditure" includes a paymen';, distribution,
loan, advance, deposit, or gift, of money, or any thing of value, and
includes a contract, promise, or agreement, whether or not legally
enforceable, to make an expenditure;

[(f) The term "person" includes an individual, partnership, com.-
mittee, association, corporation, and any other organi2 ation or group
of persons;

[(g) The term "Clerk" means the Clerk of the House of Repre,-
sentatives of the United States.

[(h) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Senate eli
the United States;

[(i) The term "State" ihcludes Territory and possession of thE_
United States.

[SEc. 303. (a) Every political committee shall ha'Te a chairman
and a treasurer. No contribution shall be accepted, and no expend/..-
ture made, by or on behalf of a political committee for the purpose
of influencing an election until such chairman and breasurer have
been chosen.

[(b) It Shall be the duty of the treasurer of a polit:[cal committee
to keep a detailed and exact account of---

t(1) All contributions made to or for such committe_;
[(2) The name and address of every person making any such con..

_ribution, and the date thereof;
[(3) All expenditures made by or on behalf of such committee;

and
[(4) The name and address of every' person to whora any such ex.-

penditure is made, and the date thereof.
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[(c) It shall be the duty of the trmLsu:rer to obtain and keep a re-
ceipted bill, stating the particulars, for every expenditure by or on
behalf of a political committee exceeding $[0 iii amount. The treas-
urer shall preserve all receipted bills and accounts required to be
kept by this section for a period of al; least two years from the date
of the filing of the statement ec,ntaining such items.

[SEc. 304. Every person who receives a contribution for a political

committee shall, on demand of the t:re_surer, and in any event withinfive days after tho receipt of such co:atribution, rende!r to the treas-
urer a del_ailed account thereof, inelud!mg the name and address of the
person making such contribution, and the date on which received.

[Swc. :i05, (a) The treasurer of a politic._.l committee shall file with
the Clerk: between the 1st and 10th days of March, June, and Sept,am-
ber, in each year, and also between the 10th and 15th days, and. on
the 5th day, next preceding the; date (,n which a general election is to
be held, ,;',twhich candide, tes are to b_ elected in two or more States,
.and also orLthe 1st day of Janu.exy, e, stateraent contai:tfing, complete
as of the day next preceding the d.ate of filing--

[(1) The name and address of each person who has '.made a contri-
bution to or for such committee in one, ,ar more items of the aggregate
amount or w,lue, within the ca.lendar year, of $100 or more, together
with the amount and date of such. contribution;

[(2) The total sum of the contributions made to or for such com-
mittee during the calendar yes._,'e,nd not st,,ted under paragraph (1);

[(3) The total sum of all contribut,iorts made to or for such com-
mittee during the calender' year;

[(4) The name and address of' e_,ch' person to whom an expendi-
ture in one or more items of tlhe agg::egate amount or value, within
the calendar year, of $10 or more has; been made by or on behalf of
such committee, and the amount, date, and. purpose of such
expenditure;

[(5) The total sum of all expenditures made by or on behalf of
such committee during the calendar year' and not stated under para-
graph (4);

[(6) The total sum of expendii;ures,"made by or on behalf of such
committee during the calendar year.

[(b) The statements required to be filed, by subdivision (a) Shall
be cumulative during the ealend[ar year to which they relate, but

where there has been no change in _,rt item reported in a previousstatement only the amount need be cexried _orward.
[(c) The statement filed on the; 1st day of January shall cover the

preceding calendar year.
[SEc. 306. Every person (el;her than a political committee) who

makes an expenditure in one or more items, other than by contri-
bution to a political committee, agg]:egating $50 or more within a
calendar year for the purpose of influencing in two or more States
the election of candidates, shall file with the Clerk an itemized detailed
statement of such expenditure in the sa.rrm manner as required of the

, · · _ ' ctreasurer of a pohtmal committee by _,ectmn 305.

[SEc. 307. (a) Every candiidate tor Senator shall file with the
Secretary' and every candidate for Representative, Del,_gate, or Resi-
dent Commissioner shall file with the Clerk not less than ten nor
more than fifteen days before, and al_,¢,witlhin thirty days after, the
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date on'which an election is to be held_, a statement c,)ntaining, com-

plete as of the day next preceding the (late of filing--[(1) A correct and itemized account of each contribution received

by him or by any person for him with his knowledge or consent,from any source, in aid or support of his candidacy for election, or
for the purpose of influencing the resu]_t of the electiorL, together wit,ih
the name of the person who has made such contribution;

['(2) A correct and itemized account of each expen, titure made lc,y
him or by any person for him with his knowledge or consent, in aiicl
or support of his candidacy for election, or for the purpose of infilJL-
encing the result of the election, togetl_Lerwith the name of the person
to whom such expenditure was made; except that onl:7 the total sum
of expenditures for items specified in subdivi.sion (c) of section 309
need be stated;

[.(3) A statement of every promise or pledge mad(_ by him or by
any person for him with his consent, prior to the clos:[ng of the pole
on the day' of the election, relative to tl:Leappointmenb or recommen-
dation for appointment of any person to any public or private position
or employment for the purpose of procuring support in his candidac]r,
and the name, address, and occupation of every perso:a to whom any
such promise or pledge has been made, together with the description
of any such position. If no such proraise or pledge has been mad%
that fact shall be specifically stated..

[(b) The statements requfi'ed to be filed by subdivision (a) shall
be cumulative, but where there has been no change in an item re,-
ported in a previous statement only the Un,cunt need be carried
forward.

[(c) Every candidate shall inclose with his first stat.3ment a report.,
based upon the records of the prr_per State official, stating the total
number of votes cast for all caadidates for the office which the can-
didate seeks, at the general election :next preceding the election at
which he i,_ a candidate.

[SEc. 308. A statement required by this title to be filed by a can-
didate or treasurer of a political committee or other person with the
Clerk or Secretary, as the case may be.---

[(a) Shall be verified by the oath or s,ffwmation of the person filirL:g
such statement, taken before any' offLcer authorized to administer
oaths;

[(b) Shall be deemed properly filed when deposited in aa estal:,-lis[xed post office within the prescribed time, duly t_tamped, regis-
tered, and directed to the Clerk or Secretary at Wastrtngton, I)istrict
of Columbia, but in the event it is not received, a drLplicate of such
statement shall be promptly filed upo:a notice by the Clerk or Secr,_J-
tary of its nonreceipt;

[(c) Shall be preserved by the Clerk: or Secretary for a period c,f
two years :from the date of filing, shall constitute a part of the public
records of his office, and shall be open to public inspection.

[Smc. 309. (a) A candidate, in his campaign for election, shall not
make expenditures in excess of the a:mount Which hs may lawfu]J.jr
make under_ the laws of the State in wlfich he is a candidate, nor in
excess of the amount which he may lawfully make under the pre,-
visions of this title.
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[(b) Unless the laws of his State _prescribe a less amount as the
maximum limit of campaign expenditures, a candidate may make
expenditures up to---

[(1) The sum of $10,000 if a c_mdidate for Senator, or the sum of
$2,500 if a candidate for Representative, Delegate, or Resident C!om-
missioner; or

[(2) A.m amount equal to _he amount obtained by multipl:?lg:three cents by the total number of votes cast at the last general _lec-
tion for all candidates for the office wkich the candidate seeks, but
in no event exceeding $25,000 it! a candidate for Senator or $5,000
if a candidate for Representative, I)elegate, or Resident Commis-
sioner.

[(c) Money expended by a candidate to meet and discharge any
assessment, fee, or charge made or levied upon candidates by the
laws of the State in which he resides, or e._pended fo:c his necessary
personal, traveling, or subsistence expenses, or for ststionery, post-
age, writing, or printing (other than for 'use on billboards or in news~
papers), :for distributing letters, c,h'cu'ars., or posters, or for telegraph
or telephone service, shall not t)e inchtded in determining whether his
expenditures have exceeded the sum _Axedby paragraph (l) or (2,) of
subdivision (b) as the limit of campaign, expenses of a candidate.

(Note.--Sections 310 thru 313 were repealed by Public Law 772.
80th Congress.)

[SEc..314. (a) Any person who violates any of thc foregoing pro-
visions of this title, except those for whicL a specific penalty is im-
posed by sections 312 and 313, shall be fined not more than $1,000
or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

· [(b) Any person who willfully viola'_,s !my of tho foregoing pro-
wsm_.;s of this titie, except.', those for v,l_icl- a specific pep_alty is in_.-
posed by sections 312 and 313. shall be fined not more than $10,000
and imprisoned not more than two years.

[SEc. :/15. This title shall net l][n'.it or aff,_ct the right of txny pers(m
to make expenditures for proper lei.,_al expenses in contesting the
results of' an election.

[SEc. :]16. This title shall not be comstrued to annul bt_.elaws of arty
State relating to the non:ination or election of candidates, unless
directly J[nconsistent with the provisions oF this title, or to exeml)t
any candidate from complying with such State laws.

[SEc. 317. If any provision of this title ar the application thereof
to any person or circumstance ils hem in,ralid, the validity of the
remainder of the Act and of tim application of such provision to other
1)ersons and circumstances shall n_ot be affected thereby.

/ [SEc. 318. The following Acts $_ndFarts o1_Acts are hereby repealed:
The Act entitled "An Act providing for lmblicity of contributions made
for the purpose of influencing elect_io:as at which Representatives in
Congress are elected," approved June 25, 1910 (chal)ter 392, Thirty-
sixth Statutes, page 822), and' the Acts amendatory thereof, approved
August 19, 1911 (chapter 33.. Th.irl,y-seventh Statutes, page 25),
and August 23, 1912 (chapter 349, Thirty-seventh Statutes, page
360); the Act entitled "An Act to pcevent corrupt practices in the
election of Senators, Representatives, or Delegates in Congress/'
approved October .16, 1918 (chapter 187, Fortieth Statutes, page
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1013); and section 83 of the Criminal Code of the United States,
approved March 4, 1909 (chapter 321, Thirty-fifth Statutes, pag,_
:toss).

[SEc. 319. This title shall take effect thirty days _bfter its enact-.
men. t.]

TITLE 18, UNITED SiTATES CODFI

, $ $ * * $ *

Chapter 29.--ELECTIONS AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES

· * * $ * $ *

§ 591. Definitions.

When used in sections 597, 599, 602, 609, and 610 cf this title---
The term "election" includes a genera! or special election, but docs

not include a primary election or convc,n.tion' of a political party; .
The term "candidate" means an individual whose name is pre-

sented for election as Senator or Representative in, or Delegate c,:c
Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the 'United States, whether
or not such individual is elected;

The term "political committee" includes any comm!ttee, assockb-
tion, or organization which accepts cort_ributions or makes expend:i-
tures for the purpose of influencing or attempting to influence the
election of candidates or presidential and vice presidential electors
(1) in two or more States, or (2) whether or not in more than one
State if such committee, association, or organization (other than _
duly organized Stat. e or loc'd committee of a political party) is 'l
branch or subsidiary of a national committee, association or of
ganiza don;

The term "comribution" includes a gii'[, subscription loan, advam-,_.,
or deposit, of money, or anything of value, and includes a contra(..t,
promise, or agreement to make a contribui'.ion, whether or not legally
enforceable;

The term "expenditure" includes a payment, dis!:ribution, loal_,
advance, deposit, or gift, of money, or anything of value, and include_
a contract, promise, or agreement to make an expenditure, whether
or not legal[), enforceable;

The term "person" or the term "whoever" includes an individm_i,
partnership, committee, association, corporation, and a.ny other orga-
nization or group of persons;

The term "State" includes the District of Columbia and Territory

and possession of tko United States.
· $ $ $ * $ $

§ 610. Contributions or expenditures by national banks, corpora-
tions or labor organizations.

It is unlawful for anv national bank, or any corporation organized by
aut. horitv of any law of Congress, to rrmke a c.ontribudon or expenc!i-
ture in connection wkh any election to any political office, or in connec-
tion with any primary election or poli[ica,1 convention or caucus hehl
to select candidates fo,' any political o.ffice, or for _.ny corporation
whatever, or any labor org_mization to nmke a (:ontribution or
expenditure in c,)nnecdon with any etectian at, wh!.eh Presidential
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and Vice Presidential electors or a St;rtator or Representative in, or _
Delegate or Resident Commissioller to Co tagt'css are to be voted for,
or m connection with any primary election or political convention
or caucus held to select candiidfl,tes for ar:Lyof the foregoing ()flq(.,es,
or for any candidate, political comrrdttee, or other person to accept
or receive any contribution p]._0hibited by this section.

Every corporation or lt_bor organization which makes _my ('ontri-
bution or expenditure in violation of this section shall be fined not
more than $5,000; and every e,ffiu'er ¢,r director of any corporation, or
°fticer of any labor organization, who consents to any contribution or
expenditure by the corporatior, or labor org_nizat.ion, :_s the c_;se may
be, and any person who accepts or receives any contribution, in viola-
tion of this section, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
not more than one year, or both; and ii_the violation was willful, shMl
be fitted not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than two years,
or both.

For the purposes of this section "labor organization" means any
organization of any kind, or any' agency or employee, representation
committee or plan, in which employees p,artic:ipate and which exist for
the purpose, in whole or in part, iff dealin.. g with employers concernin¢,_,
grievances, labor disputes, wages:, rates of pay, hours of employments,
or conditions of work.

As used in this section, the phra,se ",;on;.tributionor expenditure" .shall
include any direct or indirect payment,, d:istrib,tttion, loan, advance,
deposit, or gift, oj' money, or any services, or anything o/value to any
candidate, compaign committee, or political party or organization, in con-
nection with any election to any' qf the offce.,_referred to in this section,
including any expenditure in connection wi_'h get-out-the-vote activities.
Nothing 'in this section shall preclude ,;_, organization from establishing
and administering a separate contr,ib_toq7f_ld for any political purpose,
including voter registration or get-out-the-vote drives, if all contributions,
gifts, or payments to s_ch fund,:tre ma,is fi'eely and Volu:_tarily, and are
unrelated to dues, fees, or other moneys required as a condition of member-
ship in such organization or as a condition of employment.
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SEPARATE VIEWS

H.R. 11060 represents a tremendous improvement o'_er the present
unworkable, unrealistic and incomplete provisions for the disclosure
and regulation of campaign financing.

However, H.R. 11060 in our view needs strengthening in severM
respects, and amendments to that em]. will be offered when the 'bi[[[
reaches the floor of the House.

Notably, we believe it is a mistake to make the Clerk of the House
the "supervisory officer" for Congressional campaigns and the Sec,re-
tar_- of the Senate the "supervisory officer" for Senatorial campaigns.
· i he bill passed by the Senate (S. 382) provides for _m independenl_

Electoral Commission. However, the idea of such a ,_ommission re.-
(;eived scant support in the House Administration Committee and may
be uyacceptable to the House as a whole. '

_ e believe that a satisfactory comproraise would be to make t,he
Comptroller General the supervisory officer for all fderal elections
(not just the Presidential elections). Th_s will give the responsibility
to au official who is independent and will assure uniformity in the
interpretation of the new law. Under H.R. 11060 the :-;amc provisioa
migh[ be interpreted three different ways by the ';hree different
supervisory officers.

H.R. 11060 is also deficie_lt in our view in that it eliminates the
l_rovision of the present law requiring ])olitica][ committees to repot[
contributions and expenditures quarterly, and wouhl require such
committees to report only 10 to 15 days before an dection and 45
(lays tlmreafter.

We believe the public is entitled to know of the °n?;oing activities
of continuing political committees. They should be required to report
in March, June and September so long as [hey are receiving contribu-
tions or making expenditures. Of course if a political committee is
dissolved and so reports, no further reports should be required of i,;.

JONATII._N B. BINOIIA_.
Lvc:mN N. NEDzr.
AUOUSTUS ]?. HAWKINS;.

(20)
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ADDITIONAI_ VIEWS

The undersigned Members of the Committee on House Administra-
tie n are thoroughly committed to the prmcip}e that enactment of
meaningful and effective Federal election hLws at this time is of vital

importance. It has long been ,em}ceded theft the major laws now on
the books to regulate Federal de,Jfions are completely outmoded and

are incapable of doing the job for whlich they wer e intended.We do, however, have various con,j{irns _bout this election reform
bill, H.R. 11000. We believe that we m_lst approach the task of
enacting new election legislation with a full apprecial_ion of modern
campaign needs and realities. The election process should not be
encumbered with arbitrary, unrealistic restrictions. Nor should we
under the guise of enacting el{_ction :,'eform legislation produce what
would amount to an ineumbent:s bill in 'LBe sense that it would ihave the
effect of helping to maintain in office those who are presenfiy there.
Every caution must be exercised to preserve constitutionally guar-
anteed freedoms and rights. Maintaining a free and open elec,tion
system goes to the very essence of those freedoms and rights. These
in brief are some of tho considerations and questions about which our.
primary concerns about the bill revol';re.

We subscribe to the coneept that reasonable limits on spending irt
campaigns could have a salutary efi!ect. But what is a reasonable
spending limit? One of the things that its so obvious l_rom the Corn~
mittee's hearings on this subject is that we simply do not have suffi-
cient information avafiable orr l,lhe cost o:f campaigns on which to
attempt to establish realistic spending limitations. How can spending
limitations be logically established in the a,bsence of reliable data or
guidelines from previous campaigns on which to base limitations?

Not only is there a lack of inform,_tior, but it was also clearly
evident during the hearings theft tl_e:re is no overall concensus or
meeting of the minds as to what we might set as limitations. States
and Congressional districts differ greatly geographically and in
economic, social, communication% and other factors. Campaign con-
ditions, requirements, and costs thus vary greatly in different parts of
simply the country. There is no magic formula with which to gauge
what is a proper amount to spend for campaigns. Placing a limitati(;n
on total campaign spending thus amounts to a classic case of legislat-
ing in the dark.

Limitations such as contained in th{_bill also contribute significantly
toward making this what might be c_dled a,n incumbent's bill. Every
political new-comer is confronted wit?a the difficult problem of estab-
lishing name identification and issue iderttification with the voters. ]tn
the race against an incumbent he alre_dy faces art up-hill battle. If his
attempts to communicate With voters are limited by an artificial and

Parbitrary formula he may Well be facing an impossible task. ] reedom
in America is not well served by' laws which represent serious obstacles
to participation in the election proeess,_r to t!he opportunity to seek and
hold public office.

(21)
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It is our opinion that the real crux of election reform is full and
complete disclosure of campaign financing. If the voters know how
much a candidate is spending and the sources of his tUnds they will
be able to judge for themselves on the basis of these facts. Excessiw_
spending or other campaign activities which give rise to question will
be self-defeating at the ballot boy

In order for an election law to serve _he purpose of informing the
public, and in so doing placing the restraints of an info::med public on
campaigns and elections, it is of course essential that the law be eff'ec-
tively administered. The bill' provides that reports by ._andidates and
committees be filed with the General Accounting 'Office in the case of
Presidential election campaigns and with the Clerk of the House and
the Secretary of the Senate in the case of campaigns for the House of
Representatives and the Senate, respectively. The idea of a Federal
Elections Commission was voted down in Committee. Continuing the
office of the Clerk of the House and Secretary of the Senate as the
offices to receive Congressional campaign information s,nd disseminate
it to the public represents, we feel, what at best seems to amount to _
resignation to the idea that it is sufficient for these tasks to be per-
forraed in what in all probability will be a less than acceptable manner.
We say this because, unfortunately, based on past experiences there
seems to be little basis for any hope t]cLat in-House offices such as t_e
Clerk and the Secretary, which are actually created for other purposes
and which are filled on the basis of partisan elections, can be expected
to perform the job in a manner to which the public is _,ntitled.

There are aspects of H.R. 11060 which raise questions as to their

constitutionality. One of these is a provision in the enfo:zcement sectionof the bill which has as its purpose the denial of th_, right to hohi
office, or to run for office for a number of years, by individuals deeraed
violators of its provisions.

Section 6(c) would provide that nc. certificate of nomination or
election shall be issued by a state officer to any candle.ate for Federal
elective office, other than candidates for ]President Or Vice President,
and that such elected candidate would not be pernfitted to begin

performing his duties until the candidate has fully compiled with theAct. Also, any person _ ho violates the Act while a car didate for such
Federal office would be' disqualified from becoming a candidate for
Senator or Representative for a five year period Tbe disqualification
would be for seven years if the violator was a ('andidate for Senator at
the time of the violation. It provides for forfeiture of the nomination ,>f
a candidate for such Federal office who vJiolates the Act while he is a
primary candidate.

It seems to us that this section is of doubtful constitutionality, h:r-
ticle I, section 2, clause 2 of the Constitution sets forth the sole
qualification for Representatives, and A.rticle I, section 3, clause 3
sets forth the sole qualifications for Members of the United States
Senate. Congress has no power to add to those qualifications. As was
said by the Supreme Court in Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486, 522
(1969), "the Constitution leaves the ]'_[ouse (or the Senate) without
authority to exclude any person, duly elected by his constituents, who
meet all the requirements for member,;hip expressly p:cescribed in the
Constitution."

It is true under the provisions of Article I, section 5, clause I of the
Constitution that each House is the judge of the elections, returns,
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arid qualifications of its Members. This does not mean, howeverl that
either House or the Congress as a whole has authority' to add to the

qualifications prescribed by the Cons?ution for the office of.Repre-sentative or Senator, or to prevent a ,_uccessful candidate from bi_ing
seated who has qualifications. Yet this. is the net effect. ,ofsection 6(c).
We therefore believe it is uncor, sti.tutional.

Section 4 of the bill limits expenditures from a candidate's personal
funds and contributions to a candidate fi'om his supporters. First of all,
such limitations should be unnecessary--provided we have full, timely
disclosure to the public of campaign financing. We think American
voters are fully capable of safeguardi:%_the, integrity of the election
process if they have the facts.

Beyond that, an objection to Section 4 :isthat it may be unconstitu-
tional because it is, after all, a lhnitatioa on a key form of free speedh--
political expression. In his testimony on dec[ion refo:rm before the
Senate Commerce Committee earlier this;yea_s,Professor RMph Winter
of Yale Law School said:

In all of the debate surrounding the first amendment,
one thing is agreed upon by eYervone. No matte,' what
else the rights of free speech ' and a_;sociation do, they pro-
tect explicit peaceful political activity from regulation by
the Government. But the legislation under consideration
openly sets a maximum on the political activity in which
persons may engage.

Such a law is indistinguJishal)le from laws forbidding
people from engaging in ott, er kinds of political activity.
A law forbidding someone from spending more than a
certain amount cannot be distinguished from a law forbid-
ding speeches of over 10 minutes in public parks.

In his appearance before the Subc:)mmittee on Elections of this
Committee, Deputy Attorney General Richard Kleindienst agreed
that there "are Obvious First Amendn_ent implications in restricting
political expression, even when the Congressional purpose _s to
purify the election process."

Also, it appears that, as a practical matter limitations on campaign
contributions are often unenforceable. In his testimony, Mr. Klein-
dienst indicated:

Our final objection to restrictioas on campaign ,contribu-
tions is that they are virtually im possible to enforce. Funds
are solicited not only by candidates but by a seemingly
endless array of committees, some of which support slates of
candidates. A person who contributed to several such com-
mittees might violate the restriction unintentionally. On
the other hand, intentional vJtolations could easily be made
to appear inadvertent. A proscription of this type would
be a sham, just as is Section 608 ef Title 17 in existing law.
We .strongly recommend against the adoption of such a
provm_on.

Turning to another section of the bill, we do note with approval
the fact that the Committee app:coved for i[nc][usiona provision, which
is discussed in more detail in separate views by its author, to heJp
strengthen section 610 of Title 18, the purpose of which is to prohibit
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political contributions and expenditures by national banks, corpora-
tions, and labor organizations. In brief, the purpose of bhe amendment,

which unfortunatly was somewhat watered down before beingaccepted by the Committee, is to str_.ngthen the proZaibitions on the
use for political purposes of money :raised involuntarily by such
entities as dues or fees.

In conclusion, we set forth these additiom_l views about this bill
solely because of our interest in seekng that the Congress comes

squarely to grips with the problem of enacting need{A" legislation inthis vital area. And in spite of our reservation s aleout, the bill, :it

seems fair to say that th e mere fact that an election measure has beenreported by the Committee is in itself encouraging because the m.eds
in this area for too long have gone ignored and unattended. We ho!?e
this action turns out to be a menaingful indicator that before fao
conclusion of this session Congress can reach agreement on a bill to
deal with Federal elections in an equil¢able and reasonable way.

SAUm:L L. DEWNE.
W_. L. DICraNsO:N;
FRED $CHWr.NOEL.
JAMES HARVEY.
OaVAL H._SEm
JOHN :g. WARE.
'VI{]TOZE{V. VEYSEY.
BILL ]_RENZEL.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS ()iF MR. DEVINE

Abuse of credit privileges extended i:n connection with politic_d
campaigns by industries regulated by the Federal government
represents a serious problem area. I regTet that the Committee has
not acted to include a provision :in this bill, H.R. 11060, aimed at
dealing with the problem.

Reports indicate that debts amounting to many hundreds of
thousands of dollars run up in c,arapail_ls for such items as ah' trans-
portation and telephone and telegraph services remain unpaid. In
some cases, it is reported, debts have been 'a_ritten off as completely
uncollectable. In other eases they have been negotiated and comparties
have settled for a fraction of the debt.

The result is that such industries are in effect contributing to

campaigns. Political contributions by corporations are illegal under
the law, so they are doing indirectly ,:hat they are forbidden to do
dh'ectly.

Recently I wrote a letter to the Chairman of the Flections Sub-
committee of the House Administration Committee discussing 'the
problem of unpaid airline fares a:nd requested that this matter be
looked into in connection with our ccndderation of e]ection reform
legislation.

Following is the text of that letter:
AUGUST 18, 1971.

Hon. WiTKI_S M. ABBITT,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Election,s ,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CRiXRMAN: When Oongless reconvenes following the
recess period, we will resume the consideration of election reform
legislation, including the recently enacted Senate bill.

In this overall problem, I think it is of prime importance that major
loopholes be closed relative to what might be properly' called "con..
tributions by indirection". By thh_, I make reference to the practice
of "write-offs" by corporations which a_'e already prohibited from
making political contributions.

For .example, American Airlines, as of April 30, 1971, was carrying
campaign debts incurred by candidates for Federal office from 1962
as follows:

National Democratic Committee ...................................... $426, 833
Republican National Finance Committee .............................. 151, 87]
Riohard M. Nixon .................................................... 69, 376
Hubert H. Humphrey ................................................. 138, 762
l{obert F. Kennedy .................................................... 415, ][20
McCarthy for President .................................. _ ............ 135, 872

It is my understanding none of these obligaLions were either written
off or settled to date.

United Airlines, as of April 30_.1971, s:hows:
Nixon-Agnew campaign ................... :......................... $75, 107. 55
Humphrey-Muskie campaign ......................................... 79, 083. 65
Democratic National Committee (t_obert; F. :Kennedy obligation)_. 12, 651. 97

(m_)
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Further, United had $1,213.66 freight charges incurred by Eugene
McCarthy supporters. This was settled for half, with $606.83 written
off.

The McCarthy National Headqum'ters incurred $34,386.03 wi.th
United during the period of May through September 1968. $5000 was
paid by National Headquarters, plus $425.00. Li':igation for the
balance of $28,961.03 was settled for $22,500.

Eastern Airlines shows a balance due fi:om the De_ ocratic Nation, al
Committee (Humphrey, Muskie) of $208,8,67.12, and Republican
National Committee $112,823.44. Eastern says, "In keeping w!_th
accepted practices, the Democratic National Comraittee receivable
was written off at the year-end 1969. However, the account remains
under active collection procedures."

TransWorld Airlines report outstanding campaign debts of:

United Democrats for Humphrey ................................. $221,519.55
Humphrey charter ............................................. 25, 091.04
Republican National Committee ................................. 13, 196. 05

TWA wrote off $6,867.36 debt on February 24, 1969, incurred by
McCarthy for President, and listed a total debt of _ 16,352.36 wit!:_ a
negotiated settlement on November % 1'968 of $9,485.00.

Continental Airlines report a write off of $4,497.96 on a ChaIter
Flight debt of McCarthy for President of $8,997.96.

Piedmont, Western, Aspen Airway,_, and Johnso:a Flying Service
also show unpaid campaign debts of t-he Democrati_ National Com-
mittee, Robert F. Kennedy campaign incurred '_y Senator Ted
Kennedy, and a Mr. Burke, with som_ _write-offs.

It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, when 'we are considering ]imitaticms
on campaign expenditures, we just cannot afford to give lip-service to
election reform on the one hand, and I_ermit camt:aign obligations,
which amount to contributions, to bc swept under the rug. Perhaps
the Subcommittee should call in some of these Airlines with a view of
possibly referring the matter to t.he _Iustice Department.

Sincerely,
SA:_Cm. L. DEW.E,

Me_niier of Congres_.

A possible approach is a provision such as is contained in the Senate~
passed b!dl, S. 382. Under it the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Fede,ral
Communications Commission and the Intcrstate_ Commerce Com-
mission would each promulgate regulations concerning the extension
of credit without security by regulated industries [o candidates for
Federal office or to persons on their bchalf._l

When H.R. 11060 was under consideration by the Committee an
amendment was proposed to add such _[ req'airement to this bill _dso,
calling for the promulgation of regulations which should have the

effect of preventing situations where huge charges are piled up and
there is no real effort either to pay or collect them. Unfortunateli_ the:
amendment was defeated. A provision such as this should be incmded
in any election reform law that conms out of Cong:cess. I do not sec
how the Congress c_n, in good conscience, pretend to enact co]mi?re-.
hensive election reform legislation and omit a provision to deal with
this serious problem.

SAMUEL L. DEVlNJrl.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MR. DICKINSON

It is a matter of concern that a number of provisions in H.R. 3.10_
could result in unintentional transgressions which could lead to san(
tions against candidates and ¢,thers. [ndivJduals conceivably could b
subjected to criminal ,prosecul;ion even though they were eompletel
innocent of any willfulviolations an, 1 even ff they had no knowtedg
at all of what occurred.

First of all, the bill limits the' "aggregaLe amount of expendituremade by any candida_te for Federal _;_lectiveoffice or on behalf of hJ
candidacy," but nowhere is there art indication of jusc what is include
within the meaning of aggregatt_ exl)enditares. This puts a perilou
burden of decision upon a candid[ate. Just a few examples:

(a) Campaign travel would presumably be subject to th,

limitations, but if a candidate _uses his privately owned automobil,should he report the value of that transportation as a contributiol
and an expenditure?

(b) Should a candidate report the costs of accommodations an(
meals while campaigning as expenditures?

(c) The costs of direct mMh'ngs would presumably be subjec
to the limitation, but should in,::umbents, who are Members o
Congress and are under art oblig_fion to serve and report to thei
constituents, report the va:rue of f:T:_nkedmailings which happen t_
occur during the period campaigns _re taking place?

(d) Do any portions of l_hi!_costs of operating his district offic_
during, a campMgn be included by _:crLincumbent's report as
campaign expenditures?

(e) Would spending by a ct_,r,didate in connection with
business expenditure, whictlt conceivably might also redoun_
t ° his benefit in the election, corae under a spending limitation_

These are only. a few of the endless questions arising from factua
situations which candidates, and committee, treasurers:, could be con-
fronted with under a bill such as lbhis. A failure to report a reportable
expenditure, even in good faith, subjects the candidate to forfeitur_
of office in the case of candidates :fcc ttotlse or Senate. And, aside
from the fact that there are no guidelines as to what comes within the
meaning of the term aggregate expendicures., it would be an officer of
the State that would determine whet]her or not the candidate has
complied with the law. This means there could be 50 different inter-
pretations of whether candidates comply with the Act and it seems
obvious that this could develop into a (:ompletely intolerable situation.

The situation in the case of candidate for _;hePresidency or the Vice
Presidency, or other individuals wh¢, are non-candidates would be
equally intolerable. Presidential or Vice Presidential candidates could
receive a $25,000 fine for violations of the act even ff they, for example,
in good faith failed to report a repert_ble expenditure. Non-candidates
who violate the act would be subjected to a fine of up to $1,000 or
imprisonment of 1 year for non..wiillful violas;ions.

(2?)
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Another pitfall for candidates is contsLined in section 2(e) of the bi].l,
which purports to charge a candidate ordy with tho.,_e expenditures
made at the "direction, request or with tlhe consent of the candida'_e
or of any political committee supporting his election." Various politiea;1
committees make expenditures in support of entire slate s of candidates.
An individual candidate may discover, too late, that the portion of
such expenditures chargeable to him ctmsed him to violate the lim.-
itation.

Candidates may also be forced into unhltentional violations of law
by section 4 of the bill which limits expenditures from a candida, te?s
personal funds and the personal funds of his kmmedia[e family under
his control and contributions by a candidate/s supporters from his
personal funds and the personal funds of his immediate family under
his control. In both cases the bill defines "immediate family" to include
a spouse, child, parent, grandparent, brother, or sister and the spouse
of any of them. But what does it mean. for a member of a family to ',_,e
under the control of a candidate or an !individual? Un_er-age children
are obviously under the control of the.:_'paren[s. But would living in
the same household, for example, constitute control? (}r if a candidate
employs a brother-in-law in a business, would such brother-in--lo;a,
be under ihis control? And given 'the endless prolifmation of groups
and individuals soliciting campaign funds, how can a c_ndidate be
sure a member of his family will not subject him to criminal penaltiles
by contributing to his campaign in art _mount which would have the
effect of exceeding the candidates limit? .As a candids,te I would ih,q,'[e
to be a_ the mercy, in effect, of all my in-laws or blood relatives.

Instances such as these where because of v:_gue or unclear require-
ments c_ndidates and individuals cou].d be subjected to sanctions due
to inadverten_ or unintentional violations de_;ract seriously from the
merits of this legislation.

WM. L. DICKINSON,
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MB. CLEVELAND

It is certainly good news thal_ tlhe t]ouse Administration Committee
has reported out an e]ection reform b:/1][.

One of tho problems facing our C'ommittee has been that it has
jurisdiction over only certain aspects of electoral reform. For example,
the election reform package, of whi,;h I am a co-sponsor with tZhe
_rincipal sponsors Congressmen John B. Anderson and Morris K.
Udall, has been divided up between four committees of the House.
Besides the House Administration Committee, the Post Office and

Civil Service Committee, the h}terstaW_ and Foreign Commerce Com-mittee, and the Ways and M,_ans Committee have all received fei'
consideration the parts of the election reform proposal which come
under their jurisdiction.

During consideration by the ]_{ous,_ Administration Committee of
the election reform bill, a great deal o:_time and effort was devoted to
the central issue of reasonable and responsible limitations of campaign
contributions. It is my opinion that attempts to limit the amountt of
contributions by ]argo contributors _re unrealistic unless they are
coupled with a serious and meaningful effor_ to increase substantially

the number of small contributors ,to t]m po]:itical process.An increase in the number of ,smail coni;ributors to election cam-
paigns would provide an alterr_ative l:_oreliance on big contributions
by rich individuals and powerful lobbings. The expanded citizen partici-
pation would also im tease popular coI_fldence in our electoral process.

It is my conviction that granting a tax credit is the wayto accomplish this. I have co-sponsor_c[ a bill (part of the Anderson-
Udall package), which would Provid{_ a ta_ credit of up to $50 for
political contributions. Many other Members have co-sponsored
similar legislation and I am sure they are equally concerned about
this aspect of the problem.

While H.R. 11060 was under consideration by the Comrnittee, in
an effort to help promote enactment cf tax ,Credit legislation I offered
an amendment on the subject. It woulq ]haxe'' provided that the Ii[mi-
rations on contributions as contained in the bill would take effect
only upon the enactment into law of a provision granting a Federal
raceme tax credit of up to $50 for in_tividuals making' contributions
in campaigns for Federal office. This amendment was not adopted.

Mr. Hayes, Chairman of our Committee, suggested it might, be
possible to obtain a rule that would pemnit a tax credit amendment
to be offered on the Floor. This would b{_a better method of solving
the problem.

JxM:_s C. CLEV]_LAND,

Members of Congres_.
(29)
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF MR. CRANE

I am pleased that the House Administration Committee agreed
to include in the campaign reform bill my amendment which will
curb the use of involuntarily raised monies for political purposes.
However, I regret that the Committee deleted from my original
proposal a provision which would have prohibited the expenditure
of such involuntarily raised dues or fees whether by unions, corpo-
rations, or national banks, to support voter registration drives.

It is frequently alleged that these voter registration activities are
nonpartisan. Nothing is further from the truth.

The Senate Finance Committee concluded in its 1969 report on the
proposed Tax Reform Act that "it is impossible to give assurances
in all cases that voter registration drives would be conducted in a w:sy
that does not influence the outcome of public electi¢.ns. In fact, the
usual motivation of those who conduct, such drives is to influence the
outcome of public elections."

The extent of AFL-CIO activity in such drive_,;, including the
manner in which they are financed, was highlighted by Mr. Richard
J. Levine in the Wall Street Journal on October 3, 1969. He stated:

The federation has also begun to conduct annual, rather
then biennial voter registration drives, financing them from
its general treasury; in the past COPE had to depend on
voluntary union contributions for such work. CGPE expects
to dole out about $500,000 this year for registration activity.
About $250,000 has already been approved for operations in
17 states . . .

In the concluding paragraph of his article Mr. Levine reported that
"it was Mr. Meany who proposed in February that registration
drives be financed out of the AFL-CIO treasury and conducted on a
continuing basis whenever and wherever regis?ation books are open."

Justice, fairness, and honesty are all on the side of a prohibiti.on

against the use of any involuntarily raised funds for tke support of anypolitical activity including voter registration drives. Accordingly, I
am seriously considering offering an amendment _;t the time this
legislation is being considered by the House which would make such
expenditures unlawful.

I have stated in prior testimony rny constitutional objections to
curbs on one's basic rights to freedom of speech and disposition of
one's property according to the dictates of his; own ccnscience short of
trespass. Many of the efforts at so-called "reform" in the area of
campaign spending do violence, in rny judg:ment, to these constitu-
tional]3_ protected rights. But the co_]stitutional sate.guards of these_
rights are as clearly trampled upon when coercion m employed by
non-governmental bodies as when coercion is employed by govern-
ment. It is for this reason that I beseech_' the support of fair-mind[ed
colleagues in my effort to remove an injustice.

Pax:_xr M. CaaNE.
(a0)
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MR. VEYsEy

In addition to the views above, I would like to comment on the
problem of campaign length and'. the inadequate solution offered by
the Committee bill.

One of the overall aims of the campaign reform [)ills before this

Congress is to cut down on the enormous costs of political campaigns.'Our entire electoral process is [)eing sky.wed and distorted by the ]huge

amounts,of money it takes to get elecl;ed. Nothing runs these expensesup more than the unnecessary len_,,th of most races. Presidential
campaigns are becoming eternal[ and House and Senate races are
growing like Pinnochio's nose.

No one benefits_ from the length o:t'cam/_aigns today except camp
follower consulting .companies. The voters ]_ecome apathetic, and too
many incumbents ignore their legisl_tive cesponsibilities and spend
their time "showboating" emotional issues.

Direct controls on the length c,f campaigas are not practical. Theywould be unfair to unknown chall,!.nge% and might well be unconstitu-
tional. The best we can hope for is an incenti[ve to pursuade candidates
to concentrate the;r campaigning i:n the last months before an election.
The Senate passed bill provides such an incentive Py discounting
broadcast rates 45 days before a prirr ary election and 60 days before
a general or special election.

The Committee bill, on the oth_r hand, contains no such incentives.
In fact it would generate ev,sn lon;gcr c_,mpaigns by encouraging
candidates to spend as much as poslsible before the single required
report is due ten days before the election. This problem is increased
by the practical impossibility of analyz]kng tlhe thousands of reports _n
time to make any sort of meaningful di_;c]tosure;'before the election.

To shorten political campaign,_, we need a number of cumulative
reports spread over the campaign period and lower advertising rates
before the actual election.

I voted to report the present bill so that the,se issues could be brought
before the full House. Efforts will be made to substitute most, if not
all of the Senate bill on the Floor.. I hope my colleagues in the House
will support these changes and help :_ontrol the length of political
campaigns in this country.

VICTOR V. VE¥SEY.

(31)
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MR. FRENZEL

H.R. 11060 is an apparently well-intentioned effort at electiorr
reform which falls far short of effecting reform. Rathe:L it is counter-
productive. Its restrictions add significantly to the alr3ady enormous
advantage of an incumbent seeking re-election.

The bill is flawed in many ways. It ignores demons brated problem
areas. It violates constitutional rights. Its disclos,ure provlslors
are deficient. It puts regulation in the hands of those who are to be
regulated.

But the overriding defect is the devastating effect of this bill on a
potential challenger in any conventional election eonl,est. All of the
bill's other' inadequacies are overshadowed by' the fact that it is an
"incumbents' protective bill".

The bill had long hearings in subcommittee and ex:ensive marku, p
sessions in the full committee. The Chairman of the Subcommittee
and the Committee are to be congratulated on the ncanner in which
the Committee meetings were conducted. However, the testimony
received by the Subcommittee was largely i_ored by the full Com-
mittee. The product, H.R. 11060, deserves little eommendatio:a.

The Subcommittee testimony was almost unanimous in recommend-
ing (1) full disclosure, (2) effective supervision by :m independe:m:Lt
agency, (3) resonable spending limitations directed at abuses. Testi-
mony with respect to personal contribution limitations was both pro
and con.

H.R. 11060 satisfies some of these criteria but leaves too many
unsatisfied.

Di_'closure

The disclosure provisions are not all bad, but ther_ are two major
faults. First, the bill requires only two reports, one prior to election
and one after election. The public will have no idea of what contribu-
tions and expenses are being made until only two weeks before an
election. The bill, therefore, allows a year and one-half of cover-up
before political committees begin their disclosures. This is a serious
loophole.

Secondly, the listing of those who contribute $25 oI more is a need-
less reporting exercise which will place an undue burd_m on candidates
and committees. It will impose a needless record-keel)ing function on
the supervisory agency and subject c.ontributors to _ater solicitation
of all kinds. A more reasonable limitation would fall between $100 a:ad
$1000. Further, the revelation of contributions as low as $25 may raise
a constitutional question relative to "personal spheres of privacy".
Publication of these minor amounts wU1 undoubtedly discourage psx-
ticipation in political campaigns by many' people. It is hard to imagine
an abuse of a $25 contribution that is worth discouraging participation.

(32)
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Supervision
Nearly every person who testified before the Subcommittee indicated

the need for an independent regu]atori_r agency to supervise elections
and election reporting. A Federal Ele4:tions Commission would seem
to be the best agency for this task. H.R. 11060 establishes paid em-
ployees of the House and Senate a,s supervisors and judges of what is
right and not right under this bill. AgMn we have the fox in charge of
the chicken coop.

This criticism does not mean t5oimply that Congressional employees
are dishonest or easily influenced. ']Pheblunt fact is that there are some
jobs like supervision of elections for which absolute independence is
essential.

It is also necessary for an Elections Comraission to have powers in
excess of what has been granted under this bill. There ought to be a way
.to seek restraining orders through the courts when such are necessary
in the opinion of the Commission.

. Penalties
An unwitting violation of the act wilt resul L:in a penaky for a known

candidate of $1000 or one year in prison or both. The willful violator
needs no sympathy, but the penalties against the unwitting violator
will surely make it difficult for recruitraent of persons to serve on
political campaigns in positions of resp' msibilitY. Again the bill has the
effect of restricting political participati(m.

Constitutionality
The penalty section which prov!ides for barring elected congressmen

from taking office, and further provi, tes that they may not file foroffice for several succeeding elections, {vould s_,em to be counter to the
Court's decision in the case of Powell versus McCormic,k (1969). The
penalty provisions clearly impose additional restrictions over those
required by the Constitution.

the limitation of contributions by indi'Tiduals may also be un-
constitutional. The alleged inabilit.y to exerc:[se independent judgment
after receipt of a large contribution is based on conjecture rather
than evidence. The suppression of free speech and the reduced par-
,ticipation in political processes is :not justified.

The limitations also may be suc]h tlhat :;hey prohibit candidates,
especially minor or independent candidates, from participating fully
in the process because they are not able to spend what is necessary,
to carry their message to the people.

A further defect of the bill is that it ti]mits only money contributions
:and not service contributions. That is. a contributor can give $10,000
worth of his personal time but only $5,000 of his cash money. As long
as only money limitations are included in the bill, there exists the
large loophole for other "hidden" con bributions and possibly another
.constitutional defect.

Finally, there is tho constitutional cluestion of whether the publica-
tion of contributions in amounts as liiw as $25 violates any polfiicM
right, s of free expression. Certainly publicity about a modest contribu-
tion could limit tho exercize of an employee's politicM participation
if he felt his employer would not bc pleased. The publicity might
also be an intrusion into t,he donor's personal privacy which is not
warranted absent a compelling need. 'Phc publication of lists of smM1
,contributors is hardly necessary to m.fintahl a clean election process.
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Expense Limitations
This is the section of the bill tha_ al[most guarantees successful

re-election of incumbents. It is difficult to argue against incumbent, s
in this Congress. Challengers have a mighty small constituency here,
nevertheless every election includes at least half challengers.

]in the elections of 1970, 93 per cent, of incumbents that sought rs-
election were re-elected. Incumbents already have erormous advan~
rages which need not be increased by excessive low-spentling
limitations.

A. $50,000 limitation for a congressional campaign may senn4
generous to incumbents whose re-election does not require spending
of amounts anywhere near that, figlire. For the challenger the limitat_ion
imposes nearly impossible problems. With today's costs there is no
way a challenger can make himself known over a well-identified
incumbent under these restrictions.

Incumbents have a formidable array of we_ponry available to them.
They have staff allowances. Legitimate staff legislative work frequently
overlaps the political function. They have [he franking privilege.
Legitimate use of the frank can be extremely helpful politically, ar[4
the use of postal patron mailings is commonly thought to be a very
potent political device as well as a means of commuificating with the
district. Incumbents also have name and face recogmtion because _f
their legislative activities. Because they are news, they have ready
access to _he media. Since most political expense is directed toward
name recognition, the incumbent need not spend near y as much as a
challenger..

In addition, the expense limitations include all expenses. Ol:her
limitation recommendations have normally confined themselves.; to
verifiable expenses. The sweeping overall restriction may invite vfola-
tions of the law because such violations may be extremely difficult to
document or prove. If, on the other hand, only medi_ or advertising
expenses wm'e included, all of these expenses would be readily auditab]e
and violations could be well documented.

]in setting limitations on the common man's ability to get hin:tself
elected to Congress, the bill fails to do anything aboul_ the problem of
the man who brings not money but et:her resources to the election.

The celebrity, the sports figure, the movie star, the ast_'onaut, all havehad their advertising done for t.hem as a result of their occupation. They
don't need to spend money on their political campaigns. Financial
restrict.ions imposed on theh' opponents simply insure an unequal
contest and deny the common man a chance to serve i:a this Congress.

The limitations also will provide a strong incentive for candidates 'm
force primary campaigns. Since the hmitation of $5(},000 applies bo
both primary and general elections, the candidate who needs to ad-
vertise or to promote his name or policies will be well advised to have
primary election whether he or the constituency needs it or not. Pri-
mary elections are healthy events in a democracy. But, it is doubtful
wisdom to force primary elections on the public because of unwise
expense limitations.
Other Considerations

In some needed areas, the bill is silent. Where restrictions are not
needed the bill imposes them.
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1. Credit Cards.--Over $1 millJion :is Owed to regulated industries
over the past half dozen year_,; _Lsa result of credit card campaign
spending. These industries have been literally forced to contribute
to campaigns against their wJill because of abused credit. It is a
simple matter to give regulatory agencies the ability to set up rules
to prevent this obvious abuse.

2. Cost of Living.--H.R. 11060 d,_es not have a cost of living
escalator. Since many other reform pr(q0,osal_ included such escalators,
and since it is a matte r of record that election laws never seem to get
updated, the lack of a COL factor is _m obvious defect.

3. Identification of Lobbyists.--Con_ributiion lists filed by commit-
tees must identify lobbyists. Since the penaLy section does not forgive
honest error, this reqmrement is another whiclh will needlessly dampen
enthusiasm for service on political committees and discourage political
partiq_pation.

4. No Encouragement for the People.--There is no encouragement
for "voters' time" or free time, or for reduc,_d rates in various media,
for reduced rates in mailing. ]30th S. 382 and the Anderson-Udall
Bill tried to meet these needs.

5. Spot Broadcasts.--Although the testimony clearly showed that
spot broadcasts were a prime complaint area, no effor_bwas made to
deal with them. Instead, the blunt i:flstrument of ow_rall limitation
was used.

5. Large Contributions.--The Bill gives _ real incentive for Con-
gressional candidates, at least, to seek large contributions rather
than to rely on a broadened contribution base. To achieve the broadest
financial base, a candidate must use direct mail, bar-b'cues, and other
organized efforts that cost money to execute. The costs of these
fund raising efforts will reduce the amLount_he can spend under the
Bill's limits. Any candidate will be better advised to find 10 "fat cats"
and get $5000 from each. Then ]he can spend his whole $50,000 on
his campaign.

Recapitulation
Because of the good intentions ,of H.R. 1:L060, I am most reluctant

to identify its shortcomings: I s,m reluctant to criticize any law w]kich
purports to reform election procedures. I commend those who support
it out of an earnest desire to improve our election processes, and I am
pleased that the Committee has s_cted after years of inaction.

Nevertheless, despite its good intentions, the bill has so many
deficiencies that an amendment in the nature of a substitute is required
to make it whole. To make this bfil reascnable, constitutional and
effective, at the very least the following improvements :must be m:_de:

1. Timely reporting must" be provided in the disclosure section
and a listing of contributors of les_ than $100 must be eliminated.

2. A Federal Elections Comrai,ssion _ust be created to super-
vise the operation of this l_tw witlh adequate powers.

3. Reasonable constitutJionat penalties must be provided.
4. Expense limits must be removed or they must be restricted

to limitations of verifiable e_t_en:_es in _areas which have prow_d
to be subject to abuse.

5. Personal contribution limitations must be elilxfinated.
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Sweeping changes such as those noted above are unlikely in floor
amendments. Therefore, I feel oblige tt to suppor_ alt amendment in
tile nature of a substitute which would impose the provisions of S. 382,
a bill which has already passed the Senate. I do not necessarily concede
any superior wisdom to the Senate, bu_ in :_his riel,i, free from t]he
pressures of competing committees, i;hey have done a better job of
balancing the eqldties and producing an effective bill. S. 382 is rLOt
necessarily my first choice, but it is acceptable while this bill is nc,t.

It;ILL FRENZEL,

©
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Also, committee resumed executive consideration of of additional district iudgeships, amended (H. Rept.
the nominations of William H. Rehnquist, of Arizona, 92--677); and
and Lewis F. Powell, Jr., of Virginia, each to be an Asso- Report entitled "National Research Programs To
elate Justice of tile Supreme Court of the United States, Combat tile Heroir_ Addiction Crisis" (H. Rept.
and agreed to vote on such nominations on Tuesday, 92-678). Pag.421'14
November 23, not later than noon. Cancer: House insisted on its amendments to S. x828,
COMMITTEE BUSINESS to amend the Public H[ealth Service Act so as to estab-

Committee on Public Works: Committee, in executive lish a Conquest of C;mcer Agency in order to conquer
session, ordered favorably reported the following cancer at the earliest possible date, and agreed to a co:n-

ference asked by the Senate. Appointed as conferees:measures:
An original bill to authorize an additional $628 mil- Representatives Staggers, Rogers, Satterfield, Kyros,

lion through x973for x3 comprehensive river basin plans Preyer of North Carolina, Symington, Roy, Springer,
to be administered by the Corps of Army Engineers. As Nelsen, Carter, l?tastings, anti Schmitz. P*u_42046
approved by the committee, the bill would include Foreign Aid: By a record vote of 269 yeas to xz5 nays,
miscellaneous and sundry items, including provisions of the House agreed to H. ires. 7io, providing for taking
S. 2I:27, authorizing improvement of certain roads in the bills S. 2819 and S. :,.82ofrom the Speaker's table,
the vicinity of Perry Reservoir, Kansas, and S. 2307, to amending both bills by striking out all after the enacting
provide for municipal use of storage water in Benbrook clauses and inserting in lieu thereof the: provisions .of
Dam,Texas;and H.R.99xoasl:,assedby theHouse,passingbothbills,and

S. xzz3, to establish a national environmental labora- amending the titles toconform to the title of H.R. 99zo,
torysystem(amended). insistingon the Houseamendments,requestingconfer-

Committee also approved an amended prospectus for ences with the e,:e: ate, and authorizing the Speaker to
construction of the Consolidated Law Enforcement appoint conterees to attend said conferences. Subse-
Training Center at BeltsviUe,Md.; and the following quently, the Speaker appointed as conferees on the two
water resource projects under the i cisdiction of the bills: Representatives I4org:m, Zablocki, Hays, Fascell,
Corps of Army Engineers: Frio Rivet' at Three Rivers, Mailliard, Frelinghuysen, and Broomfield.
Tex.; Gah'eston Harbor and Channel, Tex.; Mississippi w,..s 4204642053
Ri[verat Winona, Minn.; and Murrells inlet, George-
town County, S.C. Election Reform: House concluded all general debate

Also, committee referred back to its Subcommittee on on H.R. xzo6o, Federal el :ction reform, and began read-
Public Buildings and Grounds S. Con. Res. 47, to pro- ing the bill for amendn.ent when the Committee of the
vide additional temporary parking area for Senate Whole rose.
employees. H. Res. 694, the rule undier which the bill was con-sidered, was adopted earlier by a voice vote.
FINAL REPORT OF COMMITTEE Pages42053-42059,4206342083

Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity: Continuing Apropriafions: By a record vote of 367
Committee met in executive session to consider its final yeas to x5 nays, the ]!-Iouseagreed to H. Res. 7xz, pro-
reporL,but made no announcements, viding for th,: consi&ration of a conference report on

H.J. Res. 946, making further continuiing appropria-
tions for fiscal year x972.SubSequently,by a record vote
of 344 yeas to 26 nays, the House agreed to the confer-House of xxepresentatxves _nce report; ,md sent tbc: measure to the Senate for fur-
ther action. Po,ge, 42059-42062

Chamber Action Consent Calendar---Suspension of the Rules: Objec-

Bills Introduced: 3z public bills, H.R. xx86o--Ix89o; tion was heard to a unanimous-consent request that it
four private bills, H.R. zx89x-xx894;and eight resolu- be made in order for the Speaker to entertain motionsto consideF'business under "Suspension of the Rules",
tions, H.I. Res. 976--978,H. Con. Res. 463-465, and H. and to call the Consent ,Calendar on Monday, Novem-
Res. 712 and 7x3,were introduced. Pog..42114-42115 ber 29. Page 42061
Bills Reported: Reports were filed as follows:

Conference report on H.J. Res. 946, making further Late Report:: Comnfittee on Armed Services receivedpermission to file a report by midnight Friday_ Novem-
continuing appropriations for fiscal year z972 (H. Rept. ber z9, on H.R. 9526, to authorize certain naval vessel
9:"-676); loans. Page 42062

H.R. H394, to create an additional judicial district in
the State of Louisiana, to provide for the appointment Adjournment: Adjourned at 7:21 p.m.
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Committee Meetings on an Army disposal p[oject from William J. Cronin,
Otfice of the Director ot Real Estate, Office of Chief of

PERISHABLEAGRICI ILTURALCOMMODITIES AC'T Engineers. !
Committee ,on ,4grid_ture: Subcommittee on Domes- NI
tic Marketing and Con tamer Relations concluded hear- IMPACT AID Plq:OGIL 4kM

ings on H.R. 9313 and S. z838, to amend the provisions Committee on EducatioJ:and Labor: General Subcom-of the Perishable Agri, ultural Commodities Act, x93o, mittee on Educati:,n me: in open legislative session and
relating to practices in_ he marketing of perishable agri- approved for full comml[ttee action H.R. zx8o9, to pro.
cultural products (rep Lrationprocedures). Testimony vide that for purposes ofilPublic Law 874, 8Ist Congress,
was heard from Repre entative Robinson, Department relating to assistance foJ:[schools in federally impa;:ted

and public witnesses, areas,Federal properl:y_ansferred to the U.S. PostalService shall continue tcibe treated as Federal property
NAVAL VESSELLOA _qS-- for 2 years.
REPORT AND CON'I_LACTAPPROVA/_; 'The subcommittee _:so discussed an agenda for
Committee on ,4rmed _ervices:Concluded hearings ,an hearings on financing ff elementary and secondary
and ordered reported f tvorably to the House H.R. 9526 education.
amended, to authorize certain naval vessel loans. Testi-
mony was heard from Rear Adm. J. H. I)ick, USN, EMPLOYM2ENTA2q'Dj'.24_NvPOWERACT
Office,Chief of Naval )perations; and Thomas iR.Pick- Cvmmitteeon Eda:catio_;':nd Labor:Select Subcom:afit-
ering, deputy director Bureau of Politico-Military Al- tee on Labor continued hearings on H.R. xzz67, and
fairs, Department of S :ate. related bills, Employnae:_ and Manpower Act of x97z

The committee also approved the followhag: T¢:stimony was keard :l!_omRobert Cord, chairman,
· Report by Special Sgbcommittee on Transportation Manpower Comm!ttee, :_ati°nal Association for Corn-
on proposed transfer of]Military Sealift Command rune- munity Developm,.nt, B_ton, Mass.; and Fred Curvy,
tions to Military Traffic Management and Terminal Manpower Coordinator, q_renton, N.J.
Service; and [ , Hearings were adjourned subject to call.

Department of Navy_ contract with Standard Oil Co.
for operation of NavalLPetroleum Reserve No. I (Elk AGRICULTURAl.. CI-]ffI.ELABOR ACT
Hills), Kern County,._alif., submitted for committ:ee Committee on Educatio;,__ndLabor: Subcommittee on

Agricultural Labo:r conl:iJued markup of H.R. xo499,consultation.
TAC'TICAL COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT Agricultural Child Labo_ Act, but did not complete

action and adjourned sub ct to call·Committee on Armed Services: Subcommittee on De°
lense Communicati °n continued executive hearings u.s. CONTRIBUTIONS 70 UNITED NATIONS

on the adequacy of the tactical communications equip- Committee on Foreign .,'1 :airs:Subcommittee on Inter-
ment of the military d, _artments and developments of national Organizations :m:l Movements held a heating
new tactical equipmer and secure voice equipment, on pending legislation to imit U.S. financial contribu-
Testimony was heard f ,m Dr. Louis W. Tordella, Dep- tions to the United Nation. Testimony was heard from
uty Director, National Security Agency. Representative Sikes and _rthur J. Goldberg, former

Hearings continue 'I aesday,November 3o. Permanent U.S. Represen ative to the United Nations.

RECRUITING AND ETENTION PROBI.EMS SOVIET JEWRY
Committee on Armet Services: Subcommittee on l_e-

Cvmmittee on F_reign /t _airs:Subcommittee on Eu-cruiting and RetentioJ of Military Personnel held a
hearing on the effect new directives concerning the rope met in executive sessi ,n to consider resolutions on
selection of personnel r service in the National Guard Soviet Jewry. No announc :ments were made.
and the problems of re miring and retention peculiar to PI:OBLEMS OF THE AGING
Guard and Reserve foi :es. Testimony was iheard from
Deputy Assistant Secre :ary of Defense for ReserVeAl- Cvmmittee on Governme :t Operations: SubcOmmit-
fairs Theodore C. Max's; and the Commanding Gen- tee on Special Studies corn hued hearings on problems
era_Isof the Office of C fief of Reserve Coml;_)nents; the of the aging and heard test mony from Mike Burk, Na-
National Guard Bureat Army Reserves; and Air Force tional League of Senior Ci izens.
Reserves. i[-Iearingswereadjourne,subjecttocall.

Hearings continue ¢ :dnesday, December L INDIAN JUDGM:E1VTFL q'DS

DISPOSAL :PROJECT Committee on lnt,:rior aad rnsularAffairs: Subcommit-
Committee on Armed Services: Special Subcoinmittee tee:on Indian Affa:[rshem a _earingon and approved[for
on Real Estate met in )en session and took testimony fu!l committee action tie ollowing bills:
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PERSONAL EXPLANATION come instead a plutocracy--with wealth with a bill that was passed last year by

Mr. SPRINGER. On rol]call 408, on the Or access to it the principal qualifications t l_[s House and by the Senate and wasfor Federal office. We know.about tile es- ve_;d by the President. It took the sub-
conference report on House Joint Resolu-
tion 946, I was unavoidably absent from calating costs of getting elected to this committee 3 days to mark up the bill,House and we hear stories of millions be- _nd it took the full committee 5 days to
the Chamber. Had I been present, I would lng spent in some Senate races and in zrutrk up the bill. We have worked our
have voted "yea." the presidential election campaign. Each will to the best of our ability, and it is

, election it becomes more and more dif- now up to the House to do what it thinks

FEDERAL ELECTION REFORM ficult for honest men of limited means best. As I say, this bill is not perfect, butto run and get elected to Federal ,office. it is a good start.
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I move that I believe that this Nation was developed, Under our bill, we have set out to elim-

the House resolve itself into the Corn- grew, and prospered because the men laatx; money as the determining factor
mittee of the Whole House on the State elected to public office were the best qual- getting elected to Federal elective office.
of the Union for the consideration of the ified to hold public office. Today as never ]_Ioney will always be a factor, we know,
bill (H.R. 11060) to limit campaign ex- before we need the able men in l_deral but this means that some person with
pendltures by or on behalf of candidates elective office. We must assure that 3r,qllons cannot come up and say, "I
for Federal elective office; to provide for wealth or access to great sums of mono.y, want to be a Congressman or a Senator."
more stringent reporting requirements; with its attendant corrupting influence, Costs are skyrocketing. There is a
and for other purposes, does not become a qualifcation for Fed- .,erious threat that America will cease to

The SPEAKER. The question is on the oral elective office. The legislation which be a democracy but will become a plutoc-
motion offered by the gentleman from is before the House today could be the racy with wealth or access to it as the
Ohio. most important step taken in that direc- pr[n4_pal qualification for elective office.

The motion was agreed to. tlon in 46 years. Fantastic sums are being spent now by
TH_ COM_r,','_- Or ?HZ WHOLZ Let me review briefly for Meml_rs of .,_ome candidates in running for office.

Accordingly the House resolved itself the House what the legislation, H:R. :[YLey are not always elected, but many
11231, from the Interstate and Forel_m are.into the Committee of ithe Whole House

on the State of the Union for the con- Commerce Committee would do. It 'ITm bill, as I said, can be amended,
sideration of the bill (H.R. 11060) with would: !md the House will be able to work its
Mr. BOLT.XNGin the chair. First. Repeal the equal opport.unlty _ll. I know of no better way to bring this

The Clerk read the title of the bill. provisions of the Communications Act of bill to the House. In a democratic way,1934_hereafter the act--with respect to the House can work its will.
By unanimous consent, the first read- candidates for President and Vice l_esi- :If this is not done, we will be able tolng of the bill was dispensed with.
The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the rule, dent of the United States so as to permit find in some newspapers in the future,

general debate will continue fo_ not to the broadcast networks to donate broad- probably, some ads such as these--andcast time for the presentation of stgnlifi- ] ,should like for the Members of the
exceed 2 hours, 1 hour to be equally cant candidates for those offices---s_c- Hou,_e tx)listen--
divided and controlled by the chairman
and the ranking minority member of the tion 3. One at the future ads might be:

Second. Provide that legally qu_dified votes for sale in blocks of thousands..
Committee on House Administration, and candidates for public office may not be Lowest cash prices. Delivery guaranteed;
1 hour to be equally divided and con- charged more than the lowest unit clharge
trolled by the chairman and the ranking for broadcast time--section 4(al. Another ad might be,:
minority member of the Committee on Third. Provide that legally qualilgied Why campaign? See us for best deals.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Under candidates for Federal elective office, or Still another might ]be:
the rule, the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. nomination thereto, may not be charged Political assassinations arranged.HAYS) and the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
DEVINE) and the gentleman from West more for the use of advertising space in Strict secrecy assured.newspapers and magazines than the
Virginia (Mr. STAGGERS), and the gentle- A fourth:
man from Illinois (Mr. SrP_Na_a) will charges made for comparable use of such

space for other purposes--section 4(b) Unlimited expenditures. Unlimited corrup-
each be recognized for 30 minutes. (1). itoh.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman. Fourth. If space in a newsPaper or Another might be:
from West Virginia (Mr. STAC0EaS). magazine is sold to one legally qualified Constaatine bought the imperial crown.

Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, I candidate for Federal elective office, or Who will be the modern_ Constantine?
yield myself 5 minutes.

Mr. Chairman, 46 years have passed nomination thereto, entitles any other .another:
since the Federal Corrupt Practices Act candidate for that office to buy equivalent America, the land of the civil office for hire.
was enacted into law. No basic reform space on the same basis-section 4(b)
of our Federal political process ha_ been (2). Another:
enacted into law since 1925. Yet, every Fifth. Limit the amount which could Buy your way to power.
Member of this House knows that the be spent by or on behalf of any candidly,to I believe if we continue the way we
Corrupt Practices Act is fiddled with for Federal elective office, or nomtr_atton are going any of these could fit the fu-
loopholes and hopelessly outdated, thereto in any primary, runoff, special, or t ure political trend. We must do some-

This is scandalous, Mr. Chairman. The general election on radio, tele_lslon, thing to stop it and to see that men with
people of this country want political cable television, newspapers, and maga- qualifications to serve in the Congress of
reform and they want it now. Today, we zincs to 10 cents times the voting age the 'United States have an opportunity
are beginning consideration of legisla- population of the area of the election-- to come here and serwe the people of the
tion which could be the most important section 5(al. lqation; .,not just those who have great
step in providing that reform. When re- Sixth. Provide that no such candidate _;ums of money or access to such sums.
duced to its simplest terms, this legisla- may spend more than half his expendi- So this is a start. The House has an
tion as I see it, would eliminate money ture limitation on radio, television, and opportunity to work its will. Let us not
as the principal determining factor of cable television--section 5(al (1)(B). l_ear any more of people saying this is
who is elected to Federal office, or for Seventh. Include escalator provisfons the wrong time or the wrong way to
that matter who can run for Federal so the the media expenditure limitations write this legislation. This is the demo-
elective office which in some cases is Just in the legislation reflect increases in the cxatlc way, with the whole House having
as important. True, money will still be a cost of the media--section 5(al (4) (Al. an opportunity to work its win.
factor in the elective process, but not the Eighth. Be enforced with civil and ][ hope that this will not be a corn-
major d_termtning one. - criminal penalties---section 7. pletely partisan issue. I disagree with

If We do not act effectively and re- Ninth. Take effect January 1, 1972_ _ome aspects of the bill as it is now con-
sponslbly on the legislation before the section 8. Etituted, but I trust we can adopt neces-
House today and election campaign costs Mr. Chairman, the Subcommittee on eary amendments and pass this legisla-
and expenditures continue to skyrocket Communication and Power of our eom- rich.
there is a serious threat that America mittee held 5 days of hearings on t]tfis '.Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, I :yield
will cease to be a democracy and will be- legislation. This was also in conjur_ction _rq_self § minutes.
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Mr. Chainnan, I believe it would be to have access to the same amount of If I were down at the White Ho_se,
most easy for those who wonder about space at the same cost. There is a serious I would be tickled to death if we took
whether this is a good b!ll to read the questS, on as to whether that is eonsti- the provisions of this bill, becausE; it
minority views, which are lound on page tutional. 'would limit it to about $6.5 million, that
28 of the report which accompanies the Now on the matter of contributions, i_ the expenditures of the challenger,
Macdonald bill to the floor. The minority I might say first of all ;hat there is a _nd I :lo not believe anyone would hare
views, as expressed by 12 of us, are on provision in the Senate bill which does a chance against the present incumbent
page 30. handJ.e those matters. ]President who would probably get $15

There are addltionel v_ews submitted The CHAIRM;AN. The lime u, the gen- or $20 million of free time in the year
by the gentleman from Massachusetts tleman has expired. 1972. _'ilo, Mr. Chairman, I say it is an
(Mr. KEITH), the ranking Republican on Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, I yield Lncmnbents' bill.
the subcommittee, myself 2 additional minutes. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the

There are also additional views, on In :the Senate bill there is a provision geni;leraan yield?
page 33, by the gentleman from North which takes care of credit by airlines and Mr. SPRINGER. Let me proceed with
Carolina (Mr. BROYHILL). utilities, including the telephone and _2_is thought. I cannot yield to the gen-

There are also separate views of Mr. telegraph utilities. There is no provision tlemark at this time.
BROWN of Ohio, Mr. NELSEIq,Mr. CoLLr_s in this bfil and there is nc, such provision This is an incuments' bill, and I do
of Texas, Mr. McCOLLISTER, and Mr. Dr- in the Hays bill to that ,_ffect, either, not see how if this is enacted you would
vn_r on pages 34 and 35; all of them find- I think one of the worst matters we had ever g_._ta Member of Congress out of
lng the Macdonald bill inadequate to in the: lazt two elections of 1968 and 1970 office with all of the marling privileges
cover the matters that they believe was the a:mount of money charged off as that he has--and that is the biggest sin-
ought to be included in any fair cam- credit; by the airlines ar d by the tele- glo advant, ge he has, with the l:.mita-
paign elections bill. phone companies. These moneys have not tion or_ the amount of expenditures [hat

Now, what does this bill provide? been collected even to this day. one challenger can make.
First with reference to section 315 of Now with reference to total contribu- We lmow very well that in some of

the Federal Communications Act of 1934, tions. The House Committee on Inter- these districts it is very common to
as amended in 1958, this bill repeals as to state and Foreign Corrtrxerce does not spend $100,000 or $200,000 in order to
the President and the Vice President. cover that matter. However, it is covered get eletrted, and in some instances it will

Now, what has been the history of that in the Senate bill and in the House take raore. This limitation of $50,000
provision? In 1960 it was suspended tern- Administration Committe,., bill. wouitd be adequate in my district, bat

As to reporting and disclosure, that ][ could name you at least 25 other dis-
porarily only for the 1960 campaign. In ls in the Senate bill as well as in the tricts throughout the United States
1964 and 1968 this body did nothing. House bill, but tlhere is no_;hing in the bill where in every election they spend $100,-
Now, in 1972 there is a great rush to do which has been reported cut by the Corn- 000 or more.
it. I cannot say there is not politics in rnittee on Interstate and Foreign Corn-. I do say that we went into this, in my
this, because there is. This is the first merce as to enforcement, opinioz:, extensively, and we on the mt-
time that this body has sought to repeal The House Commerce Committee has a nority side feel that this is an incum-
section 315 as to the President and the $1,00C, civil penalty and a 810,000 penalty bents' bill, whether it is a Democratic or
Vice President since 1960. It was blocked as to willful violation of the provisions a Replxblican, it is an incumbents' bill.
in both 1964 and 1968 by the President of om: bill. The CHAIR_MAN.The time of the gen-
of the United States, Mr. Johnson. I Mr. Chairman, pulling tDgether the two tieman from Illinois has expired.
think that is pretty welt known. They are House bills on political exl;,enditures, with Mt. ;SPRINGER. I yield myself 2 ad-
now trying to repeal it rather than sus- major revisions, one or the other would ditionaL minutes.
pond it as to President and Vice Presi- result in some possible contradictions Mt. :IqELSEN. Mr. Chairman, will tl._e
dent so that there will be no misunder- like this: gentleman yield?
standing about it in the future. First. A congressional candidate could Mr. ISPRINGER. I yield to the gen*_le-

Now let us go to the second, which use up to 5 cents per pot4mtlal voter for man from Minnesota.
has to do with expenditures for broad- broad,asting. Mr. NELSEN. I would like to refer to
casting. It covers only those matters Second. He could spend the balance of the m,edia rate requirements in the
which our committee has jurisdiction of. 10 cents per potential _oter for other r_/Iacdonald and the Brown-Frenzel bill.

The Macdonald bill provides for 10 media,. In the committee I offered the amend-
cents per potential vote for all media, Third. He could spend the difference ment t_ strike section 4 which requJxes
but not over 5 cents of it can be spent between these--as adjusted by the price the i[ov_est rate from broadcasters. That
for broadcasting on radio and television, index.--and 6 cents per person--or $50,- mean:, making the lowest rate available,
That is the second provision. 000--1:'or all other campaign expenses, and also the "comparable" rates for

Now, the third provision pertains to Fourth. The candidate would be cer- new_,;papers. In addition a newspaper
charges for broadcasting and news- tifyin_,_ t_ TV stations and newspapers on must make space available to all candi-
papers. The Macdonald bill provides first one criteria--under rules ,)f FCC and the dates if it makes it available to one. _[n
the lowest unit rate for broadcasting. In Attorney General_and to the "super- other words, you must make it available
other words, anyone who goes into a visory otlicer" for the balance under to others, giving the medis, no discretion
television station who is a candidate, another criteria, whatsc_-verin the matter.
must be given the lowest unit rate of Fifth. It also appears that on a ha- I will again offer this amendment when
that station, tional basis the l0 cents f_r media based we get to the amendment stage on this

Now you come to newspapers, and it on voters may be more money than the bill because I do believe that this
uses these words: "Comparable rates for 6 cents on population which the Hays feature contained in both bfils is totally
newspapers." There is serious doubt in bill allows for everything. [mfair and should be changed by
my mind as to whether that provision Now, Mr. Chairman, what is the real amendments.
is constitutional, because if you could do objective? May I say th_;t we said this I tho:ak the gentleman for yielding.
this, then they could do it for 5 cents was a '_sweetheart" bill cLesigned to as- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairraan, wfil the
a line, I suppose you could say, which sure as far as legislation cpn do so the gentleman yield?
would clearly be found unconstitutional continuation of incumbent Congressmen Mr. SPRINGER. I yield to my disth_-
by any court, because it would be below in office, and I think it is. What do I _:uished colleague, the gentleman from
cost. mean by "sweatheart" b[l? Ohio(I_r.HAYS).

There is a serious question, aM/, as to Mr. Chairman, I picked up an old Il- Mr, :[lAYS. I would point out to the
whether the other newspaper provision linois colloquialism which is very corn- :gent':.eman that I agree with him about
in the Macdonald bill is constitutional, mort in the newspapers cut there since ,ahar_z_g airline tickets and not paying
It provides that a candidate must have the Powell scandal, which indicates this [or them. The distinguished gentleman
equal access to a newspaper. In other is a bill for incumbents, it is a bill for [rom Oi.aio (Mr. DEvz_r) brought that up
words, if that newspaper editor allows incumbent Members of Congress, and it m the :markup of the bill and on l_age 3
one candidate to have an ad in the paper, is a bill for incumbent Pr ssidents of the in th.e il;em under the term "contribution"
then he must allow the other candidate United States. we include gifts, subscriptions, loans, ad-
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vane.es, or deposit of money or property Houses, and it was vetoed by the :Pre,si- worked together on the legislation and
or services of significant value, dent. we all saw the specter of money rurming

That means if a candidate charges air- This should not be a partisan bill and ]_olitics.
line tickets he has to report that. How- it is not intended to be. Nor is it intended I think the only thing we gave in on
ever, we did not feel that we should be- to be an incumbent's bill. was the effective date.
come a collection agency for the airlines I think it is certainly unfortunate that Tile conference report was passed by
if they are foolish enough to let some- anyone would say that, because that; is _ vote of 247 to 112 in the House and in
one charge tickets for which they do not the type of misinformation that could the Senate it passed by a vote of 60 to 19.
think they will be paid. spread across the country. I certainly do Now, I think it is a grave mistake to

But at least he has put that down, and not think it is an incumbent's bill in any turn this bill into a partisan thins:. We
it comes within the limits that he can way. all know---or we all think we know at
spend. If the gentleman knows of a bet- I think the way to campaign is to get :teas_--that people on the other side of
ter way to handle it let me say I am open out and talk to the people, and give them the aisle, the Republican Party in general
to suggestion and acception of an amend- your views. I do not think that you can :anyway, usually have more money than
ment that will do it better, just merchandise a person on _I_7 ,md we do over here.

Mr. SPRINGER. I thank the gentle- say that this person should sit in the But members of my party also abuse
man from Ohio for his contribution. At Congress of the United States. I believe _,ampaiam sending. T/herefore, I do not
least he recognizes the problem. I think that the candidates must get out and think there should be partisanship in
we can offer an amendment which I be- meet the people, shake hands with I;he _Lis bill.
lieve would be persuasive, and I think people, and tell them their views, and I look with dismay at the fact that
might solve the problem, let them know what kind of a mrm they _is could become a partisan issue. My

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- are, instead of being merchandised like distinguished colleague--and, as I have
tieman has again expired, toothpaste or razor blades, said, a man xx:ho I know is a very, very

Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, I yield The CHAIRMAN. The time of hhe good Member of thi.'; Congress---talked
myself I additional minute, gentleman has expired, about political things. I do not think it

Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chair- Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, I should be political in the slightest. If our
man, will the gentleman yield? yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from bill is accepted and passed, it is not you

Mr. SPRINGER. I yield to the gentle- Massachusetts (Mr. MACDONALV). and I _ho are being protected--it is the
man from Maryland. Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. public interest that :is being prot_,cted.

Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Do you think we should go back to an
the gentleman has indicated that this is House, I am sorry that there a_ not era in which money just buys a seat
an incumbent's bill. It would seem to me more Members present, because txhi.s is here? Do you think a man should be
that that is true in the occasional case a very complicated and important bill. elected on the basis of the advertising
where an incumbent is faced by some I did not choose to have the bill of agency he retains and the 30-second TV
multimillionaire who comes along with our Committee on Interstate and For- spots the agency makes for him?
vast sums of money, which does happen eign Commerce put together with the bill In my area someone with a deep voice,
time after time, and who can buy his way submitted by the very distinguished gen- with the background of the ocean rolling,
in. In this case the incumbent would be tleman from Ohio, but that is what was is talking. It is not the candidate. It is
protected against that type of person, decided, not the candidate at all. It is an adver-

But it seems to me normally the in- I think what we do need, t.hough, is rising agency, and I think that that is
cumbant can raise more money than the a reform bill. I believe thatmy chairman something that should be stopped.
challenger. I have seen that happen was so right in saying that House seats There are probably other things hq
time and time again. The incumbent and Senate seats should not be up for l_)litical campaigns s_d in the political
because he is in office, can raise the sale. area that should be cleared up. I believe
money. So I do not think for the nfost of It is a proven fact lately that if you Mr. I-IA_s has tried w:ry hard to do that.
us this is an incumbent's bill. get an awful lot of money, you lmve a But what I am concerned with is title I

Mr. SPRINGER. I can cite you at least really pretty good chance of coming here of the bill
25 that come to my mind, and I can to Washington and representing either I would just like to call to your atten-
name them if you wish. And I can a State or a congressional district, lion that last week s;enator Haagxs had
name you the case of our former col- There are two parts to the presenta- to drop out of the race to become a presi-
league, the gentleman from New York, tion which I would like to make. dentfal candidate because he lacked
Mr. Ottinger. I do not know how much First, the reason why we need a bill. ftmds. According to the figures I have
money he spent in order to get into the Second, what is contained in the !bill had given me, he spent over a quarter
Congress in the beginning. That is just that the Commerce Committee brought oJi a million dollars in 2 months and now,
one example. You asked me for examples, through the Committee on Rules _md currently, he is $400,000 in debt. His el-
and I give that one to you. ,_md I am which is to be joined together here on the forts to wage a campaign for the presi-
not citing that example in any way so as House floor with the Hays bill. dential nomination floundered because
to impugn Mr. Ottinger. He was on our I respect the senior Republican mere- he (lid not have enough money. So, more
committee, and he was a fine gentleman, her of my committee very much, but I and more, politics in our great country

Mr. LONG of Maryland. I can give do not understand why he talks about are becoming a rich man's preserve.
you 110 instances that are not. this as being an incumbent's bill. Because I should like to givE,,you a concrete ex-

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- it really is a public interest bill. I tiq_ink ample, and I was sux_rised when I was
tieman has again expired, our political system can end up in grave furnished these figures. In the Nation's

Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, I trouble if people can just put up enough seven largest States in 1970, 11 of the 15
yield myself 2 minutes, money and buy a seat in the Congress. major senatorial cmldidates were, mil-

Mr. Chairman, just in reply to the This is what, at least, title I of the bill lionaires. The four who were not mil-
gentleman from Illinois, and to some of will prevent. It has been proven that the lionaires lest their bici for election. Again
the suggestions made in his statement, most effective way to campaign these i say that is not a partisan issue, and I
section 315 of the Communications Act clays is to campaign by means of tele- hope we do not get partisan. I under-
was suspended for the presidential elco- vision, stand that the President is afraid of
tion of 1900. We passed a bill in both I would just like for a moment to i:alk having to engage in debates if this legis-
Houses to suspend section 315 for the to those who were not here or maybe to lataon is passed. But there is nothing In
1964 presidential election, and we had a those who have forgotten about a very this bill that would make the President
Democratic President then. But it never similar bill which we passed a year ago. debate. It would merely relieve the net-
came out of conference. We passed it here in the House by a vote works of the duty, if they give broadcast

In 1968, we passed a House bill that was of 272 to 97. The other body pass,ri it time to a major-party presidential can-
killed in the Senate. I think most of you by a vote of 58 to 2?. We went to toni'er- didate, of having to give equal time to

· know why it was killed over there. It was ence and, for once, the Members of the the presidential candidate of the Vege-
filibustered by the Senator from nlinois, other body accepted practically line by tarian Party, the Greenback Party, or you
who has now passed away. line and word by word our version of the name the party.

But .we passed a bill in 1970, both bill. That was because both 'parties _at. is why in our bill we have re-
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pealed the provision relative to the Pres- What I did say was that they would go MI'. ]E_3kZEN. But there are so mal_
ident and the Vice President. . along with it. fields oll service they perform every single

Do you know that if we repeal section Mr. HAYS. I understood from the gert- day/or local clubs and local churches.
315, as applied to candidate for the tleman's chairman and others that the Mr,. ]YIACDONALD of Massachusetts.
House, the broadcasters could give time broadca,_t industry wanted the equal time 1:guess the gentleman did not understand
to your opponent and then refuse to sell provisJ_on repealed, period, what I ,_aid. They get a license to operate
you time? That is one reason, as I said Mr. MACDONALD of iYtassachusetts, on a public rsdio frequency. They do not
earlier, I feel we should have more Mere- That its correct. But they will go along own an:_thing except perhaps the physi-
hers here to hear this debate, with repeal for' presidetLtial and vice cal plant. They are given by the Federal

Last year we sent a good bill down to presidential candidates. ¢_overnment a right tO have a monopoly
the White House and the President ve- Mr. HAYS. Of course, t_ls is one of the on radio frequency. They are supposed to
toed it. He said that it discriminated things ir am bitterly oppo,,_d to, because operate in the public interest.
against the broadcasting industry, since it is becoming taore and more popular, The CHAIRMAN. The time yielded to
the other advertising media were not in- and we have had a case in the district the ger_tleman from Massachusetts has
cluded. So we have included the print next to mine in the last el_ction in which again e:,:pired.
media. We have tried_and I mean not an announcer for the local television sta- Mt'. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
only the Democrats on our subcommittee tton had exposure after ,._xposure after lJae gerttleman 2 additional minutes.
and the committee,.but all the members expos_we and decided to run. Mr'. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, will '_he
of the full committee tried very hard to He decided to :run for Congress, and he gentleman yield?
come out with a fair bill. I know time is got the nomination of one of the parties, Mt'. _,tACDONALD of Massachusetts. I
limited, so I would like to give a brief and ff it had not; been for the equal time yield tc the gentleman from Arizona.
summary of what my bill would do. provision, ihe would have h _d all the time, Mt'. UDALL. I want to commend the

First, it repeals section 315--that is and his opponent would not have had any gentleman. The public at large, the
the equal-time provisions of the Corn- time at all unless he paid for it. _merican people, o_e the gentleman Ln
munications Act, for the presidential and That situation can perwLde and spread the welt a great debt of gratitude. He
vice-presidential candidates. The broad- like mtu_hrooms, has fought this battle for 2 long years.
cast industry goes along with us on this. Mr. MACDONALD of i.Vtassachusetts. ! sho,_tld like to comment on sometl_ing

Second, the bill places an overall limi- It happened in Dallas in the mayoralty the gentleman said. He said that we
tation on the amount of money which campaign. The television _nnouncer got needed bipartisanship. The gentleman
can be spent by or on behalf of any can- elected, had it a year ago. The committee adop'_d
didate for Federal office. The limit is ob- Mr. BiAYS. Then would it be fair to the bill by a bipartisan vote, and it was
rained by multiplying 10 cents by the call the substitute bill a television an- adopted .in the House by a bipartisan
voting age population of the district or nouncer_s bill, as some of the opponents vote. Now we seem to be in danger of
State. The bill further limits the amount are calling this an Incumbmt's bill? k_sing that.
which a candidate can spend on the Mr. MACDONALD of M_ssaChusetts. I I believe this is _rong, because all of
broadcast media to 50 percent of the am not familiar with the substitute. I us haw_ an Interest In giving our people
overall limit, am ta]iking just talking about our bill_ _ better system. We ought to be looking

Third, we have separate limits which title I. to the :seeds of the next generation, as
apply both to primaries and to general Mr. KA:7.EN. :Vlr. Chailman, will the well as h_ the needs of the next electi_un.
elections. In the case of presidential pri- gentleman yield ? ! should like to ask the gentleman a
maries, candidates' expenditures are lira- Mr. MACDONALD of l_assachusetts, qaestton. There has been a great wo:_y
ited on a State-by-State basis with the I yield t_ the gentleman from Texas. abou_ 315, for the Presidency. Does not
candidate able to spend no more than a Mr. KAZEN. Mr. Chairman, would the the gentleman agree that no 'incumbent
candidate for the Senate could spend gentleman please explain _o me what he ]_l_side]at is goIng to be embarrassed by
withIn that State. means by the urAt price? _'efusir_t t_ debate with a nonincumbent

Fourth, and I think this is important Mr. MACDONALD of ]_Iassachusetts. o:pponent?
to all of us, broadcast stations are re- Yes. The lowest unit rate means the Mr'. li_ACDONALD of Massachuset;ts.
quired to extend to the candidates their gentlem_m under the bill would get the ]];e uaay be embarrassed; he does not
lowest unit rate--and if any broadcast- same rate on a television slation as some- have to do it.
ers write Members that we are telling body who, because of the volume of his Mr. UDALL. Does the gentleman ]m-
them what rates should be charged, they advertising the year around, gets the lieve it would be any great handicap :for
are just wrong. They have a rate card, station's lowest price. Lyndon Johnson In 1964 to say, as he
and they determine what rate. But we do not :set that. Xhe stations do. did:

Also, no advertising can be accepted Mr. [_.AZEN. Let me tell the gentleman _ do :sot want to debate Senator Got_
from or on behalf of any candidate un- that I was one of those who voted against _va_-r_:.]: know national secrets. I have all
less the candidates certify themselves in the bill _ast year because ,)f this specific _hese other questions and consideratlc,uz,
writing that the expenditure Involved is thing. ]i will tel_. the gentleman why. I _,,_dI ca:snot do it.
within his spending limit, represent a rural district, with several It is said this is an antl-Nixon pro-

So it seems to me that partisan poll- small radio stati(ms. The people who keep _':ision.
tics should not be a part of this. We rep- those radio stat!-.ons on the air are the Mr. I_IACDONALD of lVIassachuse{;ts.
resent all. I have any number of Repub- comer grocery store and the comer drug- .It is not.
licans In my district and I hope I repre- store, day in and day ou;, year in and Mr. UDALL. ! do not believe he wfil
sent them as well as I hope I represent year out, who have the s_,me news pro- lose om_ vote if he refuses to debate on
the Democratic people in my district. I grams a:ad weather progr_ms, and they tl_e 8roand he is an incumbent and ibis
think, it is long overdue that this Con- get a special ra_. ol_po_aent is not.
gress should do something about the Mr. MACDONALD of ]_Iassachusetts. Mr. I_IACDONALD of Massachusetts.
abuse of money and of media in cam- Let me cut In _n the gentleman. I re- He will not.
paigus for Federal elective office, member the gentleman's _.rgument. Mr. BARVEY. Mr. Chairman, will the

Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman But what do these people on TV and _;entl,_man yield?
yield? radio get a license to dc? The license Mr. i_I_CIX)NAIX)of Massachusett_. I

Mx'. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. I says, "public in',;erest, convenience and _ield to thegentleman from Michigan, a
yield to the gentleman from Ohio. necessJ.ty." If they want t,) sell automo- very di_,_tinguished gentleman who used

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, the gentle- biles or second-hand furniture or some- to serve on the subcommittee.
man stated the broadcast Industry thing else, that is up to them, but if they Mr. IqIARVEY. I thank my good friend
wanted the equal time provision repealed, receiw, a broadcast licenss they have a' from Ma.ssachusetts for yielding.

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. duty to the conuntmity they serve. I wo_dd poInt out to the Members in
Mr. Chairman, I did not say they wanted Mr. KAZEN. I agree with the gentle- the F.£ouse that the facts speak for the:m-
it. man. selve.,_. _?his Congress refused in 1964 to

Mr. HAYS. I thought the gentleman Mr. MACDONALD of ]_Iassachusetts. pass a bill out that would have permitted
did, I am sorry. Then why did the gentleman vote against debaq;es or would have suspended the

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. it? *:,tuaI-time provision for the President. It
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passed a bill out in 1968, and now again I yield to the gentleman from Mary- can under present law extend credit and
is urging it. I think one can say this is land for a unanimous consent request. :aever get paid, thereby evadhlg the pro-
nonpartisan, but it speaks for itself. Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Chairman, the corn- '.aibition against corporate contributions.

Tile CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- plexity of the parliamentary proce- My second recommendation for ira-
tleman from Massachusetts has again dare under which we are considering l_he provement of the campaign spending
expired, various campaign reform bills before this laws has not been included in the bills

Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman. I yield body is matched only by the comple_:ity before us and I will direct my energies to
the gentleman 2 additional minutes, of the legislation itself and the problems _securing the passage of an amendment

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. which it seeks to resolve. '_o be offered by our colleague from Mia-
The gentleman from Michigan, I believe, We are faced with a choice of three :aesota ,(Mr. FRENZEL) which will, hope-
is very incorrect, because there is noth- different bills, reported from different :fully, rectify this situation. This amend-
lng in this bill that makes any Presi- committees and even from different :ment to H.R. 11060---if it is deemed in
dent--whether he be President Nixon, bodies of this Congress. From the hum- order as we proceed _rader the amending
President Johnson, or any other Presl- her of complaints that have been cireu- :_rocess which has been set for this legis-
dent--debate. It just gives the net_,orks lating during the last week about _tlae lation---will direct that "any amount ex-
a chance to present the significant presi- deficiencies in each of these bills, it is pended for entertainment, or food at, or
dential candidates to the public, which clear that a firm and strong campaign direct mall advertising for, any fund-
they are supposed to do anyway, so the reform bill will have to be written in :m,ising event shall not be considered to
public can look at those candidates, this Chamber. Although I ordinarily dis- be an e_penditure" for purposes of sec-

Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, will the approve of this type of le_slating, in this _ion 2--Expenditure Limitations for Can-
gentleman yield? case the entire House membership a_ll didates for Federal Elective Office--_f

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. I have to be called into action bq_ause this bill.
yield to the gentleman from Michigan. of the deficiencies arising from the Jarls- To backtrack for a moment, Mr. Chair-

Mr. HARVEY. The real question be- dictional conflicts over the subject, mat- man, anLd examine the reasons behind the
fore the Members of the House is the de- ter of these bills. :aced for such an amendment. I believe
cision that they have to make whether BasicaUy, the three bills before us, Bi.R. that all of us in this Chamber will agree
the broadcasters have really reached a 11060, 11231, and 11280, include v:arious that it is in the best interests of the pub-
degree of maturity where they will treat provisions regulating the following as- tic to broaden the base of campai_,m fi-
ail candidates for political office fairly. It peers of election reform: ceilings on ,ex- nancing. The more individuals we have
is not any different for Richard Nixon penditures and contributions allowed, Ire- contributing small amounts of money to
than it is for Mr. KENNrD¥ in Massa- porting requiremei_ts for both campaign politica! campaigns, the more effective
chusetts or Mr. MACVONALDin Massachu- contributions and expenditures, enforce- our democraCY will hq: and the more in-
setts, whether he be a Congressman or a meat provisions for violations of the law, dependent the elected Representatives'
Senator or a President. partial or total repeal of the equal tic:me votes on the issues will be.

The question is whether the broad- provisions of the Communications Act, If ew_.ry voter would cont?ibute $1 to
casters will treat the candidate fairly, and establishment of a political adver- the candidate of his or her choice, the

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. tising rate in all media, eampai:,ms would be adequately financed
The fairness doctrine is one thing; equal When taken at face value these are and the elected representative would
time is another, ail laudable provisions, but the lar_gu'._ge feel no debt of gratitude to speci_,l in-

Mr. HARVEY. I will say to the gentle- and practical ramifications of some of terest groups who might have contrlb-
man--and he knows this very well, be- the provisions would still allow some _[m- uteri heavily to his campaign, but merely
cause certainly he is the chairman of scrupulous politicians to evade the '.taw to the electorate at large, which in a
the subcormnlt_ee and the most knowl- through the available loopholes. M_my very real sense elected him.
edgeable-,he knows the fairness doc- amendments wfil be offered in the fol- Mr. Chairman, if the committee will
trine will stay in regardless of what we lowing days to close these loopholes _md forgive a personal reference, in my own
do here. I hope that we will choose wisely and well I.q70 campaign for reelection, a total of

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. to approve only those amendments wlq:ich ¢,294 individuals contributed financially,
But it is just a doctrine; it is not the law. will strengthen this legislation and for- of which number 3,953 contributed $50

Mr. HARVEY. But the real question ts mulate a law which is fair to the Amer- or less. Of that number, 3,200 contrib-
whether the broadcasters are going to act icon public and to their candidates for uted less than $10. These figures should
fairly. Will my friend agree with me? public office, be compared to the 344 contributors do-

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. For my o_'n part, I expressed my major na.ting over $50 to my campaign.
Section 315 gives us the protection of concmmsin this area in testimony before IJ1 my first congressional campaign
equal broadcast treatment. If we give the Committee on Standards of Official irt 1968:, I received contributions from
that up we would be turning over the Conduct. I am pleased to see that one of more than 5,000 people, the average con-
country to the broadcasters, my suggestions, relating to the loophole tribution being $22.50,

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- in the present Federal Corrupt Practiices I mention this as a prelude to estab-
tleman has expired. Act which allows a candidate to accept lishing the need for this amendment. If

Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, ! loans for his campaign from corporations we are going to place a limitation on
yield the gentleman 1 additional minute, and not repay the loans. This he_s been the amount of money which can be
That is all the time that there is left, and corrected in the bill reported by _Lhe spent in a campaign, then we must give
I yield him the last minute. _ Committee on House AdministratJion. some consideration as well to the amount

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Will the gentle- Under the definition of "contributions" of money "wasted" by the candidate in
man yield to me on that? in H.R. 11060 is included "a gift, sub, raising money from a large group of con-

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. sCription, loan, advance, or deposit, of tributors.
I yield to the gentleman, money, or property or services of sigrdf- My own broad base of support from

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. How did we sur- lcant value, except a bona fide loan of contributors of small amounts of money
vive in the years when we had no broad- money by a national or State bank: made resulted primarily from mass mailings.
casting and just had newspapers tn this in accordance with the applicable b_nk- This is a very costly way to raise money
country? There was no equal time pro- lng laws and regulations and in the ordi- because only a small fraction of the peG-
vision for newspapers, and yet the repub- nary course of business, and includes a ple receiving such letters respond with
lic survived, contract, promise, or agreement, whether donations. On the other hand, another

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. or not legally enforceable to make a con- candid,_te might, through a few phone
I cannot tell you. I have no expertise tribution." I urge my colleagues to re- calls or personal visits, raise his war chest
about that. I was not here. tain this definition as included in _,;eetion for his campaign from special interest

Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, this Is a 1 (a) (6) of H.R. 11060 in whatever bill we groups. Similarly, if a candidate were
rather difficult presentation to follow, finally approve. I hope that, if tt_s pro- independently wealthy, he would not have

I will be happy to yield to the gentle- vision is included in the bill passed, the to rely upon financial support from the
man from Massachusetts (Mr. MacroN- legislative history will show that this raa,;s of' voters.
OLD) 1 minute if he would like to further prohibition also includes the-extending l& for example, Mr. Chairman, we ap-
enlighten us. of credit to a candidate. A corpora_ton prove H.R. 11060 with a spending limit
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of $50,000 or 6 cents per constituent; or vlsioILs of the ,CSenate biil into our legis-. ;propo_ition and it must be solved at this
ff we approw. · H.R. 11231 with a spending lation, ipolnt.
limit of 10 cents per eligible voter; or Immediate public disclosure of cam- l_m_l.kly, because of my feelings in this
even H.R. 11280 with either a $60,000 or paign spending and the monitoring of area I think we all, maybe, have to give
10-cent-per-voter limitation on spend- caml:,aig_t practices by _m Independent a little in order to get a decent bill. How-
ing_ the candidate who must rely on body is one of the best ways to keep cam- ever, I intend to ofer an amendment to
broad-based support from small contri- paign financing honest. Spending and the M_cdonald bill which will do two
buttons might have to expend nearly half c_tribution limitations will be meaning- _htngs::
of the authorized limit in order to raise less u'_ess we have an effective means of Firs*, we hope to add billboards to the
his $50,000 or $60,000. So we can sec very enforcement. The Senate version, with _ype o:I controllable expenses. Right :now
obviously and blatantly, that a dollar its reporting requirement{ and provisions we have four items which include m_io,
limitation of the sort envisioned in all for _m Independent Federal Elections 'IV, newspapers, and magazines. I would
three bills, while being basically a hig,hly Commission, affords thi_; means of en- _'2ke to add billboards and to add other
laudable reform, would favor the wealthy force:mont. _hings such as telephone and postage ex-
candidate and the candidate who relies ! f,_r that ali of our _ood intentions peru{es. However, I recognize the fact
on special interest groups Ior his cam- will end in frustration ff we fail to adopt that; we cannot get it through the House.
paign financing, unless an amendment these provisions. I thLnk with respect to the 10-cent
such as that to be introduced by our col- I do not want, to create the impression, limitation I would like to retain it, but
league from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL) however, that lCam com)letely satisfied as far as the radio and television goes,
is approved. The wealthy candidate and with the bill passed by ';he other body. I would like to allow them a little more
the special interest group candidate It toc, can be strengthene,i. While I favor leeway I would like to allow them 60
would receive full benefit from the $50,- limits on broadcast an_l other media cents iinstead of 50 cents_ This will m-
000 or $60,000, whereas the candidate spencLing, I would like to see us go even crease it a little bit. It does not go as far
seeking broad-based support would re- further and adopt a limitation on all as I w:_mt to go but it would allow some
ceive only half benefit, expenditures. I know timt some have discretion.

Mr. Chairman, in sum ! would hope _aimed that the total e:cpenditure lira- Mr. Chairman, every candidate who
that this amendment would be approved, ttation will give the inc_nnbent an ad- rum_ tn a congressional district in this
and that a healthy compromise incorpo- vantage, but I do not _gree with this comltr7 ls confronted with different
rating the most workable and most argument. An incumben _ has a record, problems. A candidate running for office
worthwhile pro_ions of these three Whether it is good er bad, he has earned Lu Boston or New York cannot afford to
campaign reform bills will be approved it and will run on it. Gi,_en our present go onto television and radio, but in the
by this body. laws against the mism:e of franking i_'ar West you have to do it. However, this

Mr. KEITI-I. Mr. Chairman, I yield as privileges, I believe that any unfair ad- amendment will give them flexibility.
much time as he may consume to the vantage arising from being an incum- Mr. ]f_[AYS.Mr. Chairman, will the gen-
gentleman :from Massachusetts (Mr. bent will be offset by the fact that he _leman yield?
CONTE). must run on his performance rather Mr. i_"REY. Yes, I yield to the gentle~

The CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman than promises, man from Ohio.
yield a specific amount of time? I am also dissatisfied with the Senate Mr. HAYS. The gentleman said he

Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, I yield to biil's provisions relating t_ contributions, fought the subcommittee chairman on
the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. q_ey pertain only to c_ntributions of section315?
CoN_) 5 minutes, the candidate and the candidate's tm- What is the gentleman's position on

Nix. CONTE. Mr. Chairman, ff we are mediate family. The evils of large con- sect[orr 3157
to maintain a truly democratic system tributlons are too apparent to warrant Mr.:f,_REY. My personal conviction was
of government, we must agree today to discussion. We need a limitation on in- that, I thought it should be repealed for
enact the strongest bill possible to con- dividual contributions wRhout regard to the Presidency, and the Senate and the
trol campaign spending. It is no secret who the donor :may be. ]_Iouse of Representatives. It seemed to
that the present procedures for con- I urge that we all coo_erate in enact- me that we were in a peculiar position
trolling, reporting, and monitoring elec- lng a bill that will be free of loopholes, and in effect saying you go ahead and
tions are woefully inadequate, that will end the abuse_, that threaten debate but we are not going to debate

Unless we take decisive action we will our system of representat:ve government, ourselves. This was my position.
soon end up with a Congress that is little Mr. KFffTH. Mr. Chairman, I now Mr. i_AYS. Mr. Chairman, if the gen-
more than a club for millionaires and yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from tleman will yield further, the thing that
those beholden to wealthy interests. This Fmrida (Mr. FREY)° bothem me and which ! do not under-
was not the intent or the desire of our Mr. i_"REY. Mr. Chail_nan, we have stand is ff you repealed it totally----.
Founding Fathers, nor is it the desire of had t_artisanshlp in this bill, I think, in Mr. _ftEY. "Debate" is a wrong term.
the people we represent, our ¢_mmittee. The final vote in the Mr. HAYS. In other words, a r_ulio

No one in this Chamber has to be re- conm_ittee, if my memory is correct, was station would give the potential opponent
minded of the awesome power of the 23 to 20. I do not thin_: that this is a as much as they like and give discretion
dollar in waging an effective campaign, good thing, because we :aeed reform in _ tlmt; manner?
The best of intentions, the highest quali- this _'ea. Mr. :I,'REY. I think there is this danger.
fications, an admirable record_all of Mr. Chairman, one of _he things that I do not believe there would be as many
these can be overriden by massive, ex- tm'ns many of the young people off is people on the TV stations with re[erence
pensive campaign practices and giro- the fact that we do not lmlice ourselves, to what they are going to do.
micks. We now have the opportunity to If we do not want to do it now and ap- Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, will the
curtail the influence of the dollar, and proach this problem at this time, I think gent, leman yield?
we must take advantage of that oppor- we can write it off for a number of years. Mr. FREY. ! yield to the gentleman
tunity. As the chairman of the subcommittee, _rom Washington.

Our distinguished Committees on Corn- whom Y.respect very much and who was Mr. ADAMS. Does not the gentleman
meree and House Administration have extremely fair during the consideration believe there is a qualitative difference in
reported to us two bills designed to close of this legislation, know:_, I fought him the effect of section 315 as it relate._ to
up some of the present loopholes. I com- very hard on several a_endments with the Presidency as opposed to a congres-
mend them for their efforts, but I re- reference to section 315 across the board :_ional _listrict race?
spectfully disagree with the approach on the 10.-cent limitation with the 5-cent Mr. FREY. Certainly, there has to be.
they recommend, subcefiing for radio and TV. Mr. ADAMS. Should there not be a

In cnm_ar, lng the bills before us with I, personally, feel yin-., strongly that distinction made between the two for
that already passed by the other body, the sin is not where the money is spent han._h_g this matter?
I am convinced that the Senate version but tlae amount; in which it is spent. We Mr. FREY. Obviously the gentleman
will be more effective in accomplishing know that the cost of buying votes has i_ takiltg one d';rection which is the Pres-
the reform we desire. For this reason, ! gone up from 19 cents in 1952 to about idency, but the total impact of sec,;ion
support and will vote for the amend- 60 cents in 1958. We know further that 315 as to the House of Representatives
merits to write the more preferable pro- it has practically become a geometric versus the Presidency, I do not thi_k so.
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I think this is an equal branch as much In that interest, Mr. Chairman, I ask _ve thousand dollars for U.S. House, all
as the executive branch and I think the unanimous consent to inse_t at this point ptu_osez.
people should have the right to know in the RECORD an outline of the differ- SFEC_L MF_ PeOVXS_ONS
what is going on: We are talking about ences in the three bills which will be un- I_a_lsbill--House Admtnistratto?_
spending and a buying situation. Section der consideration. This chart also in- ComT,.tttee
315, in my opinion, is one way you can dudes comparison with the present law. Not in committee's Juriedlctlon.
assure that you do not have to spend too The CHAIRI_IAN. The Chair will ask Macdonald bill--HouSe Commerce
much. The record shows that in 1966 the gentleman from Ohio whether this is Com_r_tttee

the cost was about 10 or 11 times as the gentleman's own compilation'..' Repeal of "Equal Time" provision for pres-
much as any other year. I think this Mr. BROWN of Ohio. A form of this ldentia_ race only.
would calTy over to the Senate and also compilation has already appeared in Broadcast rates cannot exceed "lowest unit
the House. print, charge" for same time period.

l_r. Chairman, in conclusion I would The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will !_tate Print media rates cannot exceed charge
like to say that on this amendment ! to the gentleman from Ohio that the /'or comparable commercial ads.
am willing to go a certain length on problem is whether permission can be Fqual space required of print media.
this thing because of my overriding feel- granted by the Committee of the Whole, saute bill--Spoz_orewl by House
lng that we do need a bill on this and or whether permission has to be giw,n in Republicans
this is really, I think, our last chance the House. If this is the gentlemo_'s ,own Repeal of "Equal Ti.me' provision for all
to get it. compilation then permission can be federal races.

I will offer this amendment for the granted by the Committee of the Whole. "Lowest unit charge" broadcast rates Just
pm'pose of compromise and hope that If it is not the gentleman's ovn_ ¢_)m- _fore elections.
the chairman and the other Members pilation, if there is extraneous matter, L_Mrrs o_ CONrRXBWr_O_S
will accept it. then permission will have to be granted Xays bill--House Administration Com_mtttee

Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 in the House. From any individual: $35,000 tv any pres-
minutes to the gentleman from Ohio Mr. BROWN of Ohio. It is a personal ldentlal candidate; $5,¢_)0to any Senate can-
(Mr. BaOWN). didate; $5,000 to any House candidate; Plus

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, compilation.The CHAIRMAN. Is there obJectio:n to r_nits on candidate's use of hls own money.
the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. the request of the gentleman from Ohio? Mac_o_o_a bi]l_House Commerce Co_mtttee
FRENZEL) and I introduced H.R. 11280 Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, reserving Not in committee's Jurisdiction.
after the Connnittee on House Admirals- the right to object, and I do so in order to $_;nate btli_$po_zsored by Hou._e
tration and the Committee on Interstate ask the gentleman from Ohio a question: Repub_ans
and Foreign Commerce had each corn- The gentleman referred to the corn- LtmH_ on candidate's use of bls own
pleted consideration of the respective pilation in a local newspaper, and pre- money only.
bills on election reform, which fell raider sumably he is going to follow that as a _esent _aw--Co_rupt Practice Act of i9ZS
their respective jurisdictions. After see- guideline in his own compfiation. Is he ]_dividual contributions limited to $5,000
lng those two bills, the ones being dis- aware that that had a mistake in lit in per candidate.
cussed today, it was apparent to ns that which they said that the Committee on a_o_rs o_ CON_RmU_O_S, _X_NDX_:U_S
the prospects were slim of resolving the House Administration had allowed $5,000 _ays bill--House Adm_Intztration Committee
conflicting principles and language in the for all purposes, and it should have been To: Clerk of House, Secretary of Senate.
two bills during any floor consideration $50,000? Required only 10-15 days before election,
of the Committee of the Whole. Mr. BROWN of Ohio. ! am aware of aaa 45 days after election.

Although the Senate bill on this sub- the error, a_ports include all items over $25.
Ject, S. 382, did not completely conform Mr. HAYS. And in the esti/Ila_ed ex- Macdo_.alcl bill--Hou._e Commerce Committee
to our individual views on campaign re- ample again they used $5,000 instead of
form, it seemed a much more sensible $50,0007 Will the gentleman from Ohio Not _,_ co,-,-_ttee'e Jurisdiction.
vehicle for us to use in attempting to correct that? Strafe btl_---$po_tsoreg by House
achieve any orderly reform. Mr. BROWN of Ohio. That port:_on will Ilepub_.tcans

Since the Senate bill had been con- be omitted. To: _leral Election,s Com_tssion, Clerk
sidered as a single unit by one commit- Mr. HAYS. ! withdraw my reservation of local U.S. district court.I_,qulred four times yearly plus before elec-
tee of the Senate, its original drafts- of objection, tlo_m.
manship had few conflicts. _[any amend- The CHAIRMAN. Is there obJecl_ion Report_ include contributious'J$100 orments were considered on the floor of the
Senate, several were adopted, and the to the request of the gentleman from more; expenditures over $100.
bill was passed by an overwhelming, bi- Ohio? Present _aw--Oorrupt Practices Act of _t925
partisan vote of 88 to 2. There was no objection. To: C,_erkof House, ;Secretary of S_uate.

I serve on the Communications Sub- The material referred to follows: Four times yearly plus before elections.
committee of the Committee on Inter- Tm_ C=ozc_s B_ro_ ._,. _ow,= _TV FOe_VXO'-'_O_
state and Foreign Commerce which s_z_vrsa _.,_rr r_a ca_ro_&_ l_rays bill--House Admtnistratto_ Cor_,mtttee
worked on the Macdonald bill, and the Hays bill----House Admt_tstrattlr_ Oandidate for President: $25,000 fine.
gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. i_EN- Committee Others: denial of seat, disqualification for
ZrL) serves on the Elections Subcommit- Fifty thousand dollars for all purposes or future .elections.
tee of the Committee on House Admln- a cents per constituent---(Whichever is lffacc_o_ald bill--House Commerce Co_.mtttee
istration which worked on the Hays bill higher). $10,0i_) fine and 1-year prison term for will-
and each of us feels that those bills were Mac&ma_ btZl--House Commerce ful viol_tion.
both partisan and proincumbent when committee Senate btU--Spo_sore_ by House
theF came from those committees. Five cents per voting-age constituent; for Republ',icans

The Senate bill seemed to avoid those broadcast ads. $5,000 fine and five years prison for media
obvious pitfalls. Ten cents per voting-age constituent for sectlon_.

Since the Senate bill had never been newspaper, magazine, and broadcast _ads, $1,000 fine and one year prison for reports
referred to a committee here in the Senate btll_Sponsoeed by Ho_zse section.
Hou_e, we introduced it as our own, and Republicans Present _aw--Corruption Practices Act o/Jf925
asked the Committee on R_fies to m_ke Six cents per voting-age constituent for
it in order as an amendab!e substitute, broadcast ads. $10,000 fine and 2 years prison.(,All bills apply to candidates /or federal
and permit its amendment. That was six cents per voting-age constituent for o]_ce only. Figures given are for genera! alee-

newspaper, magazine, billboard ads, 10ut not t:_s; eqltal additional sums permitted in
done and our substitute itself win be over lo cents per voting-age constltuen_ for _wst cases fo_ primary, special or runo_ alee-
amendable under the rule. broadcast, newspaper, magazine and billboard ttof_s.)It is our hope that the Macdonald ads or $30,000 minimum limit for each cate-
bill will be amended to conform it toward gory. Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
the broadcast provisions of the Senate Present _aw---Corrupt Practices Act the principal differences in the Macdon-
bill, our substitute H.R. 11280. And then of 1925 aid bill and our sub.stitute are that the
that our bill will be substituted for the Twenty-five thousand dollars for U_. Macdonald bill repeals the equal time
Macdonald bill snd the Hays bill. Senate, all purposes, p,rovision, section 315 (a) of the Commu-
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nications Act, for the President only. the facts will be readily f,vailable to the Mr. I![AZEN. Would the gentleman like
Our substitute would repeal it for all local press in a timely fashion, me to (.,all for a quorum?
Federal elective offices, President, Vice Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the gert- Mr. IIAYS. No; I would not, because if
President, Senate and House. We feel tleman yield? the geI_tleman calls for a quorum, I will
that what is sauce for the goose is sauce Mr. KEITH. I yield to _he gentleman, mow_ tl_at the Committee rise.
for the gander. Mr. HAYS. Many States do have very Mr. liLAZEN.I would like to get some

The Macdonald bill provides-a 1-'--_- restrictive reporting laws. The State of i,Vfem.be_.,shere.
cent spending limit per person of voting Ohio',,; laws are very similar to the House Mr. HAYS. I do not thank you wordd.
age, as does the substitute, but the Mac- Administration Committee bill. But what Most ail them are gone for the week.
donald bill's limits apply to broadcs_st- do you dO about, States w2o do not have Be that as it may, I am sure we will
lng, newspapers and magazine advertis- any htws? i_ve some time in the amending pm.
lng, while the substitute also covers bill- Mr. KEITH. I am just u3ing this forum cedure to answer any questions. I wom2d
board ads. But the Macdonald bill fur- to say that no matter how well we should :_xerely like to say that the House Ad-
thor limits spending on television and ra- or cocdd perfect this legisi:ation, it is not :0ainistr:_tion Ccmmittee bill was worked
clio to 5 cents, while the substitute per- going to be adequate unless it not only on for 7 days in hearings and 7 days in
mits candidate discretion to spending up requires full disclosure---but is at a place :maxkul:,, and everybody, I think even the
to 6 cents on broadcasting or print media that is easily accessible, four who voted against th{; bill, will say
so long as the total does not exceed 10 If I recall correctly, your particular ';:hat in the markup every member of the
cents in the covered areas, bill only requires reporting and disclos- cormnittee had adequate time to present

One other problem that exists in the ute 10 days before the erection and 45 Isis ame. ndments. I hope Mr. FSENZEZiS
Macdonald bill which does not exist in days s,fterward, listening. Every Member had adequate
the substitute at all is the provision that Mr. HAYS. That is right. _;ime tc present his amendments. There
requires newspapers to provide the same Mr. I<,EITH. Why did :sot you tneor- 'aras no attempt to steamroller the bill.
space to all candidates for the same of- porate the Ohio provisioiqs in your bill? 18,Neryamendment was discussed and w_m
rice if it provides space for any candi- Mr. HAYS. _Tze Ohio provision does put to a vote.
date for that office. It is our hope that not require any reporting 'before and The end product, let me say, in m,v
there will be amendments to the Mac- one report 45 days afterward. I went jud_._ent is not perfect. I :must say that
donald legislation so that we can move beyond that. t_is is the first time sinoe I have b¢_n
that legislation toward the Senate sub- Mr. IK.EITH. I believe the law _hat we here that speaker after speaker seemed
stitute, the bill H.R. 11280, which we have in. Massachusetts Is better than I;o demand instant perfection in a ]>ill
have introduced, and then the substitute that. itt provides for continuing reports when it. was brought to the floor. But (;he
will be approved, and is quite effective, bill was near enough perfect that the.,'e

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- Mr. Y2AYS. I_.'t me say to the gentle- were 20 members out of the 25 who voted
tleman has expired, man, and I will yield him some time if I for it; one was not present, and four

Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, I yield my- transgress too much on his time--we voted against it.
self 5 minutes, tried to get a consensus. Some people did All I would ask is that itl it is the will

Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, once again not wm_t any re:port until after the elec- of the ]!{ouse--and I intend to vote that
I would like to compliment the chairman tion. But there was an amendment of- way--to accept the Macdonald bill w:ith
of the Committee on Interstate and For- fered that they would rave to report whatever amendments are agreed upon
eign Commerce and in particular the between the 15th day and the 10th day-- as title [, that they would turn down the
chairman of the Subcommittee on Cam- in that interval.--how much they spent ,C_enate bill, the remainder of the bi!l, and
munications .and Power. These gentle- up to then. That is an improvement over let us go to conference with the Senate. I
men and their committees and staff what we have now, I think, do not :mbscribe to the theory that the
worked long and diligently to make this Mr. KEITH. It certainly is an improve- ,¢_enate i.s perfect, and we ought to sw:3Jl-
bill one which would be in the public ment over what we have now. low wh:_,t they have done hook, line, and
interest. Mr. HAYS. If the House _;ants a tough- sinker.

But the kinds of reforms, it seems to er amendment, they will have an oppor- Iiqrtal]y, as I said, I am not going to at-
,,-ne, that Chairman SraGC-ERSindicated tunity to offer one. tempt to explain this bill because the au-
were necessary in order to cope with Mr. KEITH. I rather lqope we will. (lience i..;very small, the time is late, and
the kinds of advertisements that he May )Zsay I think it is very late. In we widlhave plenty of time in the amend-
prophesied for the future, were really any event I realize my time is running lng process. But I do not think there i:s a
net within the sphere of the Commerce out. majority on either side of this House that
Committee. That is, except in the limited I would call to your at:ention an ex- wants t,) repeal section 315 in rata and
way it related primarily to the media, cellent article written in last Sunday's tlkrn over to the television broadcasting
We tried to reform or improve the bill Post lay John Oberdorfer. The editor statkms in our districts the right to name
in other respects, but it was not just an of the newspaper excerpted the follow- the next Congressman from. that district,
adequate vehicle for us to do that. lng phrases-- which they would do in many instances.

I have one amendment in particular Unless the House acts without further de- I gawk:,the example of television broad-
which I referred to on the floor earlier, lay, the struggle to regulate campaigns for casters _.'unning for Congress. They have
re!ating to the use of credit in regulated Federal (>fficewill be dead for this year and _ lot of exposure, and I think it would
industries. It will be discussed when the years to come. certainly be about as unfair a thhlg as
time comes for amendments. There is, it seems to :me, a decided you cmtld think of.

But in my view, this bill does not eh- possibility that i.f we do not do an adc- As I said earlier, some people have
able us, as it comes from the Commerce quate job, we will have to live for another called thJs an "incumbent's bill." I do
Committee, to accomplish the reforms 50, years with a half-way measure. So I not agree with that. But if you repeal
that we so badly need. Nor am Icer- propose, Mr. Chairman, that we use these section 3].5, you had better call it "the
tain that the Hays bill speaks to or re- rules to work, not the politicians' will, television announcer's bill."
fiectively speaks to the reforms that were but the peoples' will! What about the "incumbent's bill"
outlinedin the Anderson-Udall bill which If there are no further requests for charge? Well, the incumbent has certain
I cosponsored many months ago. time, X yield back all my time. wdvm_tsLges by being an incumbent with

The Senate bill seems to me to get the Mr. HAYS. M_.. Chairman, this is what or without any regulation. But what
closest to the subject of true reform. I like about general debate and always _bout the challenger? We are here to-

It does not matter whether we do our have liked. It is pretty near useless be- night. We are going on record every day.
work here, under the rules that have cause there is nobody here to listen to it, You can have a challenger back home
been devised to assist us to work our will and I mn sure very few p_ople will read now rtmning around footloose and fancy
on this legislation. It will be necessary, I it. So I do not propose to use vez_ymuch free for a year before election, making
believe, to get it closer to the people. In time. a'fi the meetings you haw_ to miss for
this matter, the States must take action. Mr. :E'_AZEN. Mr. Chairman, will the being here, challenging whatever votes

It is all very wellto have adequate laws gentleman yield') he wan_s to challenge, attacking your
in Washington, but it is much better if Mr. HAYS. I yield to _he gentleman record, and you have to run on a record
you can have them in the State, where from Texas. and he has to run on promises.
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Well, let me tell you something. I by the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. the de__uition? Certain types of spend-
found in my time that it is sometimes DzviNr), the gentleman from Alabama lng are easily identified as campaign ex-
easier to be a challenger than it is to (Mr. DICKINSON), the gentlema:a from penditures, but there could be many that
be an incumbent. Iowa (Mr. SCHWENGEL), the gentleman are not so easily categorized. What is a

! do not propose to load the bill the from Michigan (Mr. HARVEY), the gen- campaign expenditure from one point
other way. I hope we can come out with tleman from Idaho (Mr. HA_SF.:_), the of view _ not in another. Essentially the
a bill that is fair to everybody and not gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. problem arises from the fact that an at-
loaded in favor of either side, and I think WARE), the gentleman from California tempt is made to limit overall expendi-
this House administration bill will be (Mr. VzYs_.Y), and the gentleman from tm'es.
that kind of bill if some of the amend- Minnesota (Mr. FSENZZL); and supple- Coupled with this serious drawback to
merits we propose to offer are adopted mental views of the gentleman from the bill is the fact t:hat in part it would
to make it even better than it is--and I Alabama (Mr. DICKINSON); and addi- be the omciais of the States, in the case
am sure there are people who have some tional views of the gentleman from New of congressional candidates, who would
amendments I do not know about, some Hampshire (Mx. CLEVELAND); and dis- msJ:e _,he determinations as to whether
of which may very likely be acceptable, senting views of the gentleman from the law had been v_olated. There could
and some of which may make it an even Illinois (Mr. CRANE); and supplemental thns be as many different interpretations
better bill than it is now. views of the gentleman from CalLifornta of the law as there are States and it

Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Chairman, I yield (Mr. VEYSEY); and additional giews of seems to me this could result in a corn-
myself 5 minutes, the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr, pletely intolerable situation.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to record FRENZEL). r.[_le section of the bill that would'deny
a little bit for posterity here. We wonder So the Members will see there is ImY- indivicluals the right to run for public
about the great clamor for legislation of thing but unanimity on the handiing of office f:'or a number of years if they are
this nature. I counted the House just be- this particular legislation. The major deemed violators of its provisions is of
fore assuming the floor, and I find less drawback in H.R. 11060 in my opinion is doubtful constitutionality. The portions
than 10 percent of the Members are the unrealistic limitation it would place of the bill that limit contributions and
present on the floor, on campaign expenditures. All of us here expenditures from candidates personal

We are not supposed to mention the are aware that the makeup of congres- resources are also of doubtful constitu-
press gallery, so I will not mention the sional districts across the country waqes tionality. The reporting requirements of
fact that there are less than half a dozen greatly. Geographically, district,,; come the bill are inadequate.
reporters up there, in all shapes and sizes from large I should like specifically to invite the

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the to small; some are entirely urban and attention of Members to the views which
gentleman yield? some entirely rural; they differ greatly appear on page 25 of the report. We are

Mr. DEVINE. I yield to the gentleman economically; there are vast differences lacking .in this, and the chairman very
from Ohio. in the communications and trs,nspor- graciously stated he would hope to cure

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, if my eyes ration facilities among congressional the, credit card situation. In here it shows
do not deceive me, the fellow who has districts, that as a result of the last election the
written the most about it in criticizing In spite of these and other sigrdflcant National Democratic Committee has un-
the Congress is not up there either, differences, which produce widely w..'a'y- paid a_::rline bills wit].l American Airlines

Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Chairman, also the lng campaign spending needs from dis- alo:ne as of last April of $426,000 plus.
clock now reads exactly 19 minutes be- trict to district, the bill arbitrarily lumps The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
fore 6 o'clock, all of them into one category and places tlemarL from Ohio has expired.

Mr. Chairman, X commend the chair- essentially the same limit on all. Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Chairman, I yield
man of the House Administration Com- We did in committee increase the top myself 1 additional minute.
mtttee for bringing the Federal election limit from $30,000 to $50,000 to try to Without going into the figures here,
reform legislation to the floor of the take care of what appears to I_ gross I can say this is nonpartisan, because
House for consideration, inequity. Our hearings certainly pro- there are hundreds of thousands of dol-

This is one of the matters that has duced no information or unanlraity of lar.,_ owed by both political parties and
been discussed and cussed over the years, opinion in support of such a campaign candidates, and by deceased candidates,
I remember the Committee on House spending limitation or concerning what wh:ich ,_ave not been paid. But it appears
Administration a few years ago did get an might be a proper limit, so this really to me to be a violation of the Corrupt
election reform legislation bill out, but amounts to a classic case of legislating l:Tactices Act. Indirectly these corpora-
the House leadership did not see fit at in the dark. tions are making w]_teoffs, doing what
that time to set it for action, but at least There are other features in the bill they cannot do directly. This is some-
we have reached this stage, so we will which give cause for concern. It ha:_ no thing to which we did not address our-
have an opportunity to vote it up or guidelines as to precisely what spending selves.
down. would come under the limitations. This I have touched on major drawbacks

It has been long recognized that there means that scores of questions could in the bi]Il before us today. It seem:; clear
are many inadequacies in the laws on arise. Does the use of a candidate's pri- that fuxther modification is needed if we
the books relating to campaign spending pate auto, for example, amount to a cam- want to make this a workable and rea-
on Federal elections and efforts to do paign expense, or his lodgings or meals? sortable law to update our Federal[ cleo-
something about it always seemed to fall Do incumbent's activities have to be in- tf.ons.
short of success, so it is definitely a very cluded, such as including the cost. of his We have an open rule on iff.R. 11060,
encouraging step forward to have this district office space, mailings to con-
legislation before us today. The unfor- stituents, and so forth. Expendit_xre_,_ in the rule also makes it in order to con-
tunate part is that this bill has various a business which conceivably could re- siider as an amendment in the nature of
undesirable features which detract seri- dound to the benefit of a candidate ].')re- a substitute the bill H.R. 11280, which is
onsly from its merits. Many of these sents questions. These are only a :few identical with the Senate-passed election
are set forth in the additional and sup- of the many potential questions that bill,. S. 382. The membership will have
plemental views in the committee re- could arise, a:n opportunity to improve this legisla-
port, and I certainly recommend that It is a matter of concern that a ca_:tdi- tion. If we do not, perhaps a recommital
these views deserve the attention of all date for office would be subject to the would be the better course for a'new
Members. far-reaching sanctions of such a law start tx) meet the rea'.[ problems head on,

and legislate meaningful reform--not
As we go through the committee re- which contains indefinite and w, gue just; a political approach to protect in-

port--and I am making reference to the guidelines as to its requirements, cumbent_ and an effort to single out the
bill as it emerged from the Committee on It could be stated that if the bill con-
House Administration--we will see there tains so many potential questiorm a;s to President, through repeal of section 315
are separate views signed by the gentle- what would come within the spending in the Macdonald apl)roach. We are sup-
man from New York (Mr. BINOHaM), the limitation, why not spell out what would posed _o legislate for the good of the
gentleman from Michigan (Mr. NEDzx), be included. The trouble is that you run country--not just for the 1972 campaign.
and the gentleman from California (Mr. squarely into the same old problem all The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
HawKINs); and additional views, signed over again. What should be includc_t[ in gentleman from Ohio has expired.
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Mr, HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the We all know that all an incumbent needs I:_: the long run our democratic society
gentleman yield? to do to have a_l advantage is to be a will endmm only if our democratic elec-

Mr. DEVINE. My time has expired: diligent representative, to have a good k.on system is protected and maintaine_[.
Mr. HAYS. iVIr. Chairman, I yield the staff, s_nd to vote the wa g in his con- Vihat are the hallmarks of .'t truly demo-

gentleman 1 additional minute, science he feels he should and hope to cratic e:tection system? First, the £ran-
Mr. DEVINE. I yield to the gentleman satisfy the majority of hk, constituents, c_dse mast be broadly based; and I am

from Ohio. We all get during a 2-year period of in- delighte_! that the 26th amendment has
Mr. HAYS. Does the gentleman have cumbency ixxflnitely more publicity than now ext_._nded the franchise to 18-year-

any specific amendment in mind that any pctential incumbent, aside from a old citiz_ns.
would cure the airline credit card thing? veiny, very few isolated on,._s, can get in Just as important, the election syst_m

Mr. DEVINE. Yes, I have an amend- our districts. It seems to me ttlat we sim- must be honest and open; It must be fr_e
merit. It is the same amendment I of- ply cannot legislate away these advan- of CO1TU:ptpractices and insidious infiu,
fered in the committee, tf the chairman tages, but what we can do and what we ertce by a few powerful interests, l_h'.
remembers, made em honest attempt to do is to pro- C!hairm_,n, it is an unfortunate but un-

Mr. HAYS..Yes. hibit the purchasing of seats in the House deniable fact that the cost of conduct-
Mr. DEVINE. At the proper time I in- of Rer,resentatives and the purchasing iilg a political campaign has soared duz-

tend to recommend it. In effect, it goes of sea_ in the or:her body _uad the Presi- iJ_g the last decade. It is also an unit,r-
to the three regulatory agencies involved, dent's ,qeat. hate bu_; undeniable fact that in ordLer
to have them set up rules and regulations 'there is a lot of talk about partisan- t0, meet J-ising campaign costs, candidates
to cure this problem. Those would be the ship an.d of bipartisanship. £know a gree_t t_ave become increasingly dependent
CAB, the FCC, and the ICC. many :.VIembers on both sides who have u.pon eli;her their own personal wealt:h

Mr. HAYS. The gentleman from Ohio a real, genuine interest in this. I know a or the wealth of a few large contributor,';.
who is th_ chairman of the committee great many Members who k ave some heat q.:his dependence of candidates upon the
would be glad to take a good look at any on them a,_;a result of their activities to concentcated wealth of a few individuals
amendment the gentleman has on this, try to bliug about election reform. The or orga_izations is basically undemo-
and if it seems remotely workable, so fact is, as our colleague from Indiana cratic. :'_rthermore, it opens the dc<_r
far as he is concerned, would say he (Mr. l%_[aDOrN)said so cot,)rfully earlier tc_ corrllpt and insidious influences on
would accept it, because this is an evil in the day', the eyes of tlae people are cur elec_;lon system.
which should be cured, upon us and there is in fact and in deed When candidates are dependent upon

Mr. DEVINE. If I am not mistaken, a nationwide demand foi this type of s, small number of large contributioll_,
when this amendment was offered in the legislal;ion, the con:liqbutors may be in a position to
committee the chairman did support it. We are going to come back here fol- exert ar_ tmhealthy influence on the con,

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 lowing a recess a:.ad we are going to begin _.uct of t3overnment by promoting special
minutes to the gentleman from New Jer- the 5-minute rtLle. X_e chairmen and i:_teres_; at the expense of the public
sey (Mr. T_O_PSON). the subcommittee chairmen of the re- welfare. In a democratic society, compeH-

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. First, spective committees involw_d and a num- tion t_etween candidates should be deter-
Mr. Chairman, I should like to commend her of others of our colle_ues, all per, mined cn the merits of their quail fica~
very highly the Committee on Interstate fectly '_ble and capable of answering any tions a_:td political views, not on theLr
and Foreig-n Commerce, and in particular questions among the grout_ of them that s,bfiity t_ attract support from sources ¢,f
the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. can be raised, are willing, as Chairman ¢oncent_cated wealth, whether the wealth
MaCOO_VALO)who has worked on thls leg- HaYs indicated just a minute or so ago, cf the candidate, his family, or outside
islation for a number of years, to the distinguished gentleman from iztdi'fid_ais and organizations.

I believe it is impossible to exaggerate Ohio (Mr. DZW_E) are _illing to con- Mr. Chairman, there are a number of
the importance of the three bills which sider constructive, workable amend- ways to counteract the growing depend-
are under consideration, because in the ence of _'andidates on large contributicnsments at any stage of the game. _%_r.
long run our democratic society will en- HAYS, my chairman, has _aid time and from c_)ncentrated wealth. First, one
dure only if our democratic elections could place a strict limit on the araour_t
system is protected and maintained, time again that he has a major objec- a. corttributor may give to a candidate..

One of the hallmarks of that system, rive, and I consider that taat major ob-
Jective is a reasonable one, and he has Secorxd, one could require large contril_u-

first, is that the franchise must be also talked about comprorrise day in and tors to report their contributions, hopingbroadly based. I am delighted, inciden-
tally, that the 2$th amendment has now day out, up and down, a:_d ali around that ])ublic disclosure woulci inhibit con-tribu_or._ from attempting to inftuer_ce
extended the franchise to 18-year-old until I am sure he is going to be gtad for the con_tuct of government in unjustifi-
citizens, a few days of respite between now and s,ble wa:_s. Third, one could establish a

Just as important, the system must be the time that this thing is debated, tight li_,_it on the cost of campaig_as,
honest and open, free of corrupt prac- Any suggestion in adw,nce, however, thereby making it unnecessary for a can-
tices and insidious influences by a few that this matter should be disposed of cUidate l:o depend on large contributors.
powerful interests, by a motion to recommit and sent back l,_ourth, one could generate, adequate 1%

The history of this legislation in the for further study is pure unadulterated r_nces for campaigns by ushug tax in-
Committee on House Administration is poppycock. It cannot wal.t; it will not ¢entive_ to encourage a large number of
not limited by any means to the 7 days wait; the people will not wait. I assure people t_ make modest contributions.
of hearings and the 7 days of mark-up to you of that. Last, or:e could provide direct Govern-
which our distinguished chairman al- The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- merit stLb.sidies to candidates from public
luded. The history of it goes back many tlemax_ has expired, fund,,;.
years. I happen to have served on the Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. If I Frlmt:ly, Mr. Chairman, I believe the
committee for 17 years, and I have been may have 1 more minute fourth Mternative, using tax incentives
active in trying to develop some form of Mr. HAYS. M;._. Chairm _n, I }_leld the to gene,:ate widespread grassroots flnan-
election reform legislation over a period gentleman 1 additional minute, cia1 support for candidates, is the best
of at least 7 years myself. Mr. q.X-IOMPSON of Hew Jersey. I _;._.ternalive for the long run. However,

There is not one single person here, as would suggest that we ap proaeh this in the b,ill:_;under consideration would t_;e
a newspaper recently wrote, who cannot the manner as has been suggested by the various forms of the first three altern.s,-
qualify as an expert at least to a degree two committee chairmen; namely, that tives--]_mitations on contributions, re-
in elections, we wo:ck on this and work the will of the porting requirements, and limitations on

Some of us might be better and thereby House and we get a bill s_ad pass a bill expenditures. These measures are de-
have larger margins, but all of us at least and indeed not that we ::ecommit one, Mrabie :_rst steps in the process of cie-
are expert enough or have others who even though it might be more comfort- velopin_ legislation to guarantee a demo-
are expert enough around us so we are able for some of the brothers, as Mo cratic e}ection system in an age of soar-
here. U_)aLL would say, not to have anything, ing campaign costs.

Implicit in any legislation involving Mr. Chairman, it would be impossible H.I{. :[1060 would establish llmitatior_
Members of this and the other body is the to exaggerate the lmpo::tance of the ola overall campaign expenditures, ltml-
fact that incumbents have an advantage, three bill,,_ under consideration today: tations on contributions, and require
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reporting of expenditures and contribu- attempt because we have experience in money spent in his behalf fo]: public ad-
tions. H.R. 11231 would establish limi- the mechanics of the political process vez$isi-ag; specifically where such adver-
tations on communication media ex- and should be most familiar with its tising was placed with the correct s_'ci-
penditures and repeal the equal-time shortcomings, but it Is also a clear man- ficatio:as; and the amount spent for each
provision on broadcasts connected with date from the citizens we represent that advertisement, his opponent would know
the presidential general elections, tI.R. this action be taken. I compliment tho immediately in most, eases whether the
11280 is the Senate-passed bill and gentleman from Ohio (Mr. I-I__Ys) and report was complete and honest and also
would repeal the equal-time provision his committee for bringing this bff.[ before importantly, whether the advertising
establish limits on communication media us for action, media were giving fair and impartial
expenditures, limit the amount a candi- I do not believe we can devise a per- treatment in charges and placement:; of
date may contribute to his own campaign, feet campaign contribution and expendi- advert:ising.
and require reporting of expenditures ture system, but we can do the I)es,t; we If tl_ds Congress is unsuccessful in en-
and contributions, can with the tools we have. We can ira- acting meaningful, lmderstandable, fair

Mr. Chairman, as we begin work on prove existing legislation on the subject and es:_ential campaign spending legisla-
this very complex issue, I believe we by taking certain necessary steps, for tion, then we inevitably face the stern
should keep three goals in mind. First, example: alternative of public financing of election
an informed electorate is the foundation First. We can improve disclosure :pro- campaigns. If we provide legislation in
of a democratic election. Therefore, we visions and provide for reporting wtifich which the public car[ have faith, then a
should support measures which en- will be meaningful. I believe we sh:mld greater number of citizens will volun-
courage widespread debate on public create independent enforcement ma- tarily share the expenses of campaigning
issues and on candidates for public of- chinery for this purpose, in behalf of their favorite candidate. If
flee. Second, we should reduce the op- Second. We should provide that sp_md- we fail to enact meaningful legislation, or
portunity for a candidate with a large lng limitations be meaningful; that enact legislation in which the public ihas
campaign fund to distort the election wealthy candidates do not have an tmfair no confidence, then the list of those who
process by monopolizing communica- advantage over candidates who do not corttribute to political campaigns will be
tion facilities during a campaign. Third, represent wealthy families or assoeia- narrowed and one way or the other, can-
we should reduce the dependence of tlons. We can provide that the candidate didates will be exposed to excessive in-
candidates on support from a few sources shall not be at the mercy of specific ad- fiuence of those on whom they must de-
of concentrated wealth. Above all, Mr. vertising media. In this respect I bell[eve lc,_nd for financial support to finance the
Chairman, we should oppose any pro- it is unfortunate that the current most campa:ign.
posal which would have the effect of popular medium for political candidates, Finally, I repeat, the public should :not
prohibiting widespread participation in namely television, has within its power expect perfection or even near perfection.
nonpartisan election activities, such as granted by the federal government the There are too many ways for evasion, of
voter registration and get-out-the- means to give favored treatment, ,rtespite even the tightest legislation. For ex-
vote drives. We should defeat measures current legislation designed to the {;on- ample, a $1,000 limitation on a single
which outlaw the use of contributions trary. We can, however, aim to reduce contributor could be evaded simply by a
of money and services from great num- the chances of affording such favorlte $5,000 contributor dividing up his finan-
bers of workers, since such proposals treatment. It is not only in the interest cia][ influence among five associates. Or-
are profoundly undemocratic, and would of the candidate, but certainly in the ganiza_¢ions could supplyfree labor which
tend to close our election system rather interest of public-minded citizens who is not susceptible at this point to 1E_isla-
than make it more open. make contributions for political _..'[m- tire restriction. Anyone in public life can

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield my- paigns, that the difficult effort to se_mre make ,_ long list of evasions of the spirit
self 1 minute, and provide adequate funds for cam- of control which _ao legislation can

Mr. Chairman, I have heard a state- paigning is not exploited by irrespom_ible prevenk We can do much, however, _md
ment made today and many times previ- advertising media of any kind. Political we have the obligation and the mandate
ously that any campaign limitation bill campaigns can provide a windfall of ex- to do a_ much as we can and to be candid
cannot be enforced, cessive profits for some advertising media and fo.rthright in our explanation to the

Well, let me tell you something. The who follow discriminatory or selfish citizenry.
British have a campaign expenditure bill practices aimed at soaking up the politi- Mr. [tARVEY. Mr,, Chairman, I yield
that limits them to something like $2,000 cai dollar. Actually it is not enough to myself 5 minutes.
per candidate and 3 weeks of campaign- provide equal time. True fairness is the Mr. Chairman, with the beginrr[ng of
lng, and it is enforced and can be and result of honest and sincere policy wt_lch debate this afternoon on a Federal Elco-
it has been. prevents employees of television stat!(ons t:[ons Campaign Act, thc House is fac-

So, if that kind of a stringent bill can or other advertising media from exer- ing one of the most important issues in
be enforced, certainly one with a $50,000 cising cute and harmful practices to the its long history. The importance of the
limitation and some reporting can be eh- injury of the candidates whom they hold Federal Elections Campaign Act lias notforced if they want to enforce it. in disfavor.

Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield? Third. Our political system should be in the specifics of the various bills beforeus today, but rather in the implications

open to new ideas and new candids_,tes, such legislation has for the future of the
Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman No policy should deliberately and lnten- )anericanpolitical system. Because of thefrom Missouri.

tionally discriminate in favor either, of fundamental changes any bill, 'which
Mr. HALL. Did the gentleman's corn- the incumbent or the challenger.mittee consider a time limitation as well would effectively lim._.tcampaign contrl-

as the other items in the writeup of Fourth. Spending limitations should be bution_s or expenditures, will have on our
this bill? nondiscriminatory as to specific media, two-party system, it is absolutely essen-

Fifth. Disclosure and reporting should tial tht_t every _/lember of this great body
Mr. HAYS. I will say to the gentle- apply to nonelection years as well as cleo- be aware of the issues at hand. I urge my

man that we did not. I wish we had. I tion years. The sometimes phony '"get colleagues to take this time, if they have
wish it were possible to have one. I think well parties" have provided easy evasion not already done so, to familiarize them-
it would be wholesome if we could limit of some laws where reporting is required selves with the arguments on both sidesit to about 60 days or so.

Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield only during the election season, of the issues; the consequences are too
such time as he may consume to the I believe that ultimately we should significant to be left to snap decisions.
gentleman from Utah (Mr. LLOYD). adopt campaign expenditure cont_rol I have done a great deal of thinking

Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Ch,airman, it is ap- which has more effective enforc'ement and reading on this vital subject, and
propriate and necessary that we make an potential built right into the system, q[[his I would like to share some of my thoughts
honest effort to place tighter and more would be a control which would be exer- with my colleagues at this time. Last
understandable control on contributions cised by the political candidates them- spring, I introduced legislation to grant
which we made to candidates for public selves who, after all, are the most r;en- a Federal income tax credit for ehmtion
office and the purposes for which those sitive and concerned, campaign contributions to strengthen
contributions are spent by the candidate. For example, ffa candidate were re- disclosure and reporting requirements.
It is not only our obligation to make this qulred to report at proper intervals all IJ1 my statement that accompanied that
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bill, I indicated that the best political fi- "strong opposition," tt spells "veto" for o:,'thi_,; action states that the repeal makes
nance system is one based on a large any bill that would include such limita- tlme available for the candidates while
number of small contributions, and the lions, a measure that I am sure the saving t!_ese parties money. This reason,
only way to achieve this goal was to in- President and thE.' House would find most I believe, is only a surface argument. The
still confidence in the voters. Stiff re- embarrassing. In addition, I believe it Presider_t always has minor party candi-
porting and disclosure requirements were would errode the public's confidence in dates ot_posing him, and our experience
aimed at doing just that. At that time, I their elected officials once they realized in the 1970 general elections shows that
did not feel it was necessary to legislate that they could not agree ¢n such a fun- minor party opposition in House and
limits on contributions and expenditures, damental issue as election reform. Senate E_lections is definitely a factor that

! have long considered attempts to If there were no other arguments in must be considered.
limit campaign contributions and ex- favor of adopting the Senate bill, I be- To salt that section 315 should not be
penditures as a violation of the first lieve these two practical reasons would repealed with regard to House and Sen-
amendment. As Prof. Ralph Winters, of strongly support its trea;ment of the ate elec_ions is nonsense. According to
Yale University, so eloquently stated dur- problem, I believe there are several rea- the official election returns for the 1-c_70
lng the Senate hearings on this subject: sons for selecting the Senate version over general election, 35 minor parties fielded

The first Amendment plainly prohibits the either the Hays or the Macdonald bills, candida,_es in House and Senate elec-
setting of a legal maximum on the political First, the Senatm bill, and only the Sen- lions. ]_lighteen of these parties nora-
activities in which an individual may engage, ate bill, establishes what I consider to be i:._.ated a total of 41 senatorial candidates,

Any limit on the amount of money a adequate disclosure provisions. As I snd si_: additional individuals listed
candidate may spend can be viewed as stated previously, strong disclosure pro- themselves as "independents." The nt_m-
an attempt to limit his political speech, visions can only strengthen the public's berm in Iqlouse elections were even greater:
The situation is somewhat analogous to confidence in its representatives. The 30 minor parties and 163 candidates are
saying that a speaker in public parks can Senate bill provides for an independent l:isted in the 1970 returns. Together with
only speak for 10 minutes. Federal Elections Commis,,ion and quar- the 20 ]!rouse candidates running as i.r_-

The charge has also been made that terly reports with addition_l reports prior deper_dents, 183 individuals not of the
limitations on campaign contributions to the election of all contributions and Democratic or Republican Parties sought
and expenditures discriminate against expenditures of ,'$100 or m_re. The Hays election in 151 House districts.
some candidates and in favor of others, bill only provides for two disclosures-- For these reasons, Mr. Chairman, I am
To limit campaign contributions and ex- 10 to 15 days prior to the election and 45 supporting the Senate version of the
penditures is to increase the relative ira- days after the election_a:._d many peo- Federal Election Campaign Act. When
portance of those groups that conduct ex- ple consider this to be w _rse than the tire proper time comes to offer the Senate
tensive educational programs for po- present law, which we all admit has more bill as a substitute, I would hope a major-
litical purposes. Labor unions, for exam- loopholes than we know what to do with. ity of my colleagues would lend their
ple, can support these limitations because The Macdonald bill has no disclosure pro- support_ so that we can pass it without
their political activity extends to other visions, a:mendxaent.
areas. Limits on direct spending increase A second arg_ment in favor of the Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the gen-
the importance of voter registration Senate bill is its flexibility with regard tleman Field?
drives, news releases, and so forth, none to media spending. While it dces not Mr. HARVEY. I yield to the gentle-
of which would be affected by the pro- place an overall spending limit on candi- man fr(:m Ohio.
posed legislation. Now I am not saying we dates, it does place spending limits on Mr. }lAYS. I would say to the gent_-
should limit these activities; I simply broadcast and nonbroadcast communi- man that they m.qy very well be uncon-
want to point out to my colleagues that catior_. It initially sets a limit to 5 cents stitutional. I do not know. But I have
contribution and expenditure limits can per person of voting age---or $30,000, heard s!ince I came to this body on nearly
be viewed as discrimination against can- whichew_r is greater--ior broadcast e,yery piece of legislation someone say
dida_tes who receive money from individ- spending smd an additional 5 cents per that it was unconstitutional.
uals and in favor of candidates who have person--or $30,000--.for nonbroadcast If there is anyone around here who (;an
interest groups working on their behalf, spending, lit does provide for a 25-per- predict what the nine gentlemen across

The Members of the House and Senate, cent interchangeability within these two the street or the seven gentlemen at the
however, seem to favor some form of categories, making the final breakdown l_resent time are going to rule as to what
limitaticns, as witnessed by the three 6 to 4 cents for broadcast and nonbroad- is constitutional or unconstitutional he is
bills the distinguished Rules Committee cast spending respectively, a lot better off than most of us. I have
has determined should be considered un- While some may consider broadcast always felt that we should legislate the
der one rule. spending excessive, it is L_ometimes the best way we could and then if someone

Mr. Chairman, I have studied all of only way for a candidate to overcome wanted to take it to the Supreme Court
these measures very carefully, and I have the built-in advantages of the incum- then the Supreme Court would have to
come to the conclusion that of the three, bent. 'Since, as we all kncw, recognition make that decision. We have limitations
the Senate-passed bill--the bill the Rules is essential to election, television and iix the Ohio law and no one has ever
Committee has permitted to be intro- radio e×posure :are sometimes the only clhallen_;ed it in the cpurts and made it
duped as a substitute--is by far the best way a challenger can get his name be- ,,;_ick.
and the one that should be adopted by fore the public, especially when the op- Mr'. HARVEY. I say again that this
the House. ponent is a weE-known rmlitician, or a was on_ of my own thoughts. I felt it

My decision to support the Senate bill sports or movie star. And for those who was unconstitutional. I felt that it also
is based not only on practical reasons, but claim that excessive broadcast advertis- ,;harply discriminated in the treatment
also on its treatment of the issues. In lng can. buy an election, I need only cite of people who wanted to participate in
the realm of the practical, I believe the the experience.,; of our fo:'mer colleague oui' pollit:cal system, some of whom want
Senate bill is the vehicle that will lead to from New York, Richard Ottinger, or to contribute money, some whom want to
immediate reform. If this Congress is go- Senator TAFT'S opponent in Ohio, How- contribate time and other things. How-
lng to pass legislation in time for the ard Metzenbaum. ever, w'aen you put a limitation on the
1972 elections, it will have to do so Finally, the .qenate bill treats the mat- amount a person can give, you discrira-
quickly. The Senate bill has the advan- ter of section 315 of the Cc,mmunications inate a_,_ainst that person who wants; to
tage of already having overwhelming Act fairly. I have grave personal doubts l_articirate by contributing money, and
Senate approval, and any minor amend- about the repeal of sectio_ 315, but I do _[might say you discriminate against him
ments in the House could easily be recon- beliew; that any .action taken should treat in favor of organizations who want to do
ciled in conference, all Federal elections equally. The Senate [t through one fashion as, for instance,

The second practical reason for sup- bill, of course, repeals sec';ion 315 for ali ;abor unions do in registering the vote
por 'gAngthe Senate bill is that it has Federal electicms; the 5_[acdonald bill :and getting out the vote and doing l'his
Presidential support. The President has provides for the repeal of the "equal sort of :_hin?.
stated his strong opposition to any at- time" provision for Pre:_idential races _.. ii,lAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
tem_,t at imposing linfitations on cam- only. minute.; to the gentleman from New
paign contributions. As I read this One of the arguments made in support _.rork (]!_Ir. PODELL).
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Mr. PODELL. Mr. Chairman, I thank the Congressman from the 13th Co_._gres- had never heard of bain. He did not know
the gentleman from Ohio for yielding, sional District is concerned, him. Well, the fellow knew me, and he

Mr. Chairman, I have I suppose the In 1968 in that special election, I ran did not want me do_ here. I do not
unique position of having the oppGrtu- against a man who spent a quarter of a really consider that to be the kind of
mty of serving on both the Committee million dollars--and none of it for ad- freedom we ought to be handing around
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, as vertising on radio or TV or the news- to peopie.
well as the Committee on House Admin- papers. But you take seven first-class dis- Mr. FODELL. I thank the Chairman.
istration and, along with the gentleman trictwide mailings, each containing a I mfght add t.h_t I think it would make
from Ohio (Mr. DrVINE), found myself brochure labeled and addressed at a cost :it more logical if we could limit cam-
running back and fort.h to both commit- of $14,000 for each mailing. Do you k_._ow paign c_)ntributions to $1,000. The Hays
tees in colmection with the markup of where the postage came from? It was bill does something ,else. It limits the
legislation that was before us. postmarked in Yonkers which is al_out _rngunt that an individual can contrib-

The major problem that presented it- 60 miles north of my district because tlaat Jlte to Ids own campaign. It would take
self was that while the matter before us is where his business factory was---that ,_are of the situation of money spent in
under the jurisdiction of the Committee was who paid for it, his business. Ohio by Mr. Metzenbaum in which a
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce The Hays bill seeks to put a sloop to dsLught_,r 12 years old contributed $60,-
and the matter that was under the juris- that. I cannot afford to run against a )00 to her daddy's campaign. Those are
diction of the Committee on House Ad- multimillionaire. I do not know how _he kinds of things that are important
ministration were interrelated, they are many Members of this House can. This _o us, in addition to the other problems
quite different. They are as different as man ran not as a Republican, not a,_ a _at Mr. MACDONAL_has talked about.
apples and oranges, conservative and not as a liberal party W'ith a limitation on TV, if a man can

Sure, the Senate bill was passed almost candidate. He organized his own party ;_;pend $50,000 and he wants to spend $40,-
unanimously. Do you know why? Simply and called it the New Leadership Party. 000 on television or radio, that i.,s Ids
because the Senate was concerned with He had the support of no major party business. He can do so.
those matters that affect the Senate, pri- and no major organization. I had the I can only say this, gentlemen: If we
marilly radio and television, support of the Democratic Party plus 14 do not put a stop to the kind of prolifer-

Radio and television is of no concern years in the State legislature plus ha_ing '._ting expenses that accompany po!itical
in my district. Shall I spend money to the experience of having run in some- ,._ampai;_s, as has happened in recent
reach 20 million people, the money it thing like 16 different elections s_nd '_imes, _e shall be ma_dng a terrible mis-
would cost for a 1-minute spot on CBS primaries. I beat him by 4,000 vot_es crut '_ake. We have got to do it. Give us a bill
or ABC for the purpose of soliciting the of about 60,000 votes. '_hat will stop this spending. That is
votes of 500,000 people? That does not That is what could happen. I came 'what we need. That is what the Hays bill
make sense, pretty close to losing. Three montl_; la_er ,ac,es.Steely it is not perfect, but it is an

So the first problem we must immedi- the same gentleman ran against me as a important step in the right direction.
ately resolve is that the Senate is inter- candidate in the Democratic Party in i_he Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield to
ested primarily in radio and TV because primary. By this time, of course, I had 1;he gentleman from Missouri for a unani-
they operate statewide. A House candi- the advantage of an incumbent and I mous-eonsentrequest.
date has other concerns, won by a considerably larger margin. Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Chairman, I wish to

Leastwise this Member does not care Someone said that this is an incum- ,,_ommend the House Administration
about radio, or TV nor will he place even bent's bill. True--the incumbent does Committee, its chairman and the mem-
a 10-cent ad in a newspaper because it have some advantage; are we not entitled i_ers of that committee, as well as the
is of no value to the limited confines of to some small advantage? ,_hairman of the Inte]._state and Foreign
his congressional district. Let me tell you that if I voted fora I_lll Commerce Committee and the members

Obviously we must treat these prob- that was not at least somewhat ad- of that committee for bringing these two
lems differently but at the same time vantageous to an incumbent, I thiulc l_he :measures to the House. Anyone who has
try to resolve all of them, if we possibly people back in my district would thi[nk ,_xamined the problem of campaign ex-
can. This is the dilemma which will re- I am out of my head. I am sure that penditures well knows the difficulty under
quire give and take as well as compromise would be their view if I would vote for a wtfieh these two committees have labored.
by all concerned, bill that would give anyone seeking _borun :It is very easy, Mr. Chairman, to com-

I recall in 1968 when I was asked by against me additional advantage. '_lain about campaign expenditure
a number of individuals whether or not Briefly, the Hays bill and the M_._c- :_buses, but it is very, very difficult to
I wanted to run for Congress to fill donald bill does three things that a_'e ira- ,,Ir'aw effective campaign expenditure
a vacancy that occurred because my portant. ,:ontrol without rewarding the unscrupu-
predecessor had been elected to the First. It sets a limit. $50,000 is more :]ous participants and candidates at the
bench. I said I might be interested. They than enough to spend for a seat in l_he expense of the scrupulous. So I commend
then stated and I quote: ."There is one House of Congress. the chairman and the members of the
qualification I want to talk to you about." Second, it limits the amount an indl- committee.

I thought they would ask me whether vidual can contribute to a political can- Mr. Chairman, the framers of the Dec-
or not I agreed with my party on cer- didate. No one can make out a ch_2_ck '.[aration of Independence and the Con-
tain issues. They did not--the qualifi- for $10,000, because if they did, you ;_titution of the United States especially
cation was--"How much money can you would be beholden to. that individual. :Intended to establish a representative
raise?" That was their first question. I When a person gives you that kind of form of government as the best way to
said--"Well, do you not want to hear my money for a campaign, you will owe him :_r'eserw _,man's God-given right to be free
position on the issues? Shall we discuss something, and do not kid yourself, and enjoy equality under the law, as well
my national policy or my domestic poi- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the gen- as. the right to freely compete. Their
icy?', Their response was simply--"No, tleman yield? theory was that such a system would
first toll us how much money you can Mr. PODELL. ! yield to the Chairman. work best ff people from various walks of
raise." Mr. HAYS. The gentleman will re- iai'e, occupational backgrounds, religious

I really did not know. I never tried to member that the gentleman from Mich- convictions, and geographical regions
raise large sums of money. But surely it is igan (Mr. HARVEY) said that he d_id not were brought together to make the laws
frigh.tening that while we approach the want to limit campaign contributions and supe_wise thc operation of the Gov-
problems of the seventies, the criteria was because he did not want to interfere ,_r:nmen_.
"how much money you can raise before with somebody's right to participate_, if It is tor this reason that the statutory
you can run for public office?" spending money was the way they wan l_d and established provisions regulating

While the Senate bill has some excel- to participate. :0ub]ic officeholders contain few stipula-
lent provisions and indicates major Well, I had an opponent runn:[ng tions concerning the qualifications of a
areas of concern, the fact that the bill against me who had a $250,000 co:ntrib- .cax_didate for public office, except such
does not contain a limit on the amount ution in five separate checks, through basics as citizenship and minimtm_ age
of money a candidate can spend in a five different committees, and from _the :_equirements. With the exception of a
political campaign, then it is not worth same fellow in Texas. He had to ask my :few offices such as prosecuting attorney
the paper it is printed upon so far as campaign manager who the guy was. He ,_r attorney general, where a legal back-
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ground is required, there are no educa- The statute, concerning the filing of M'r. _JOLLINS of Texas. I yield to the
tional, professional, ancestoral, financial, political contributions arLd expenditures gentleman from Ohio.
or status requirements to he elected to in Missouri s_.mply states that the rem Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the
represent the people, port of a political commlttee for a can- gentleman leave that last sentence irt

We have pointed with pride over the didate must be filed in the county of the Rrcoan about returning every Mere-
years to the fact that only in this country residence of the committ._e treasurer. In ben to Congress?
could a man rise from such humble be- another recent campaig.l for the U.S. Mr. COLLINS of Texas. This is a Per-
ginnings to become President of the Senate in Missouri at least two commit- son,ti expression, I will say to the gentle-
United States aa did Abraham Lincoln. tees for one c_mdidate fil:_d their reports man from Ohio (Mr. HAYS).
In my opinion, _[r. Chairman, the spiral- in other Stat_;. One re:_ort of $53,000 Mr. iEIAYS. I just thought if the gen-
ing costs of campaigns have brought into was fll¢_l in one neighborhood State, and tlen:Lan would leave it in, we could get
quest this basic American tradition. If another report involving sums unknox_m these bills passed by acclamation.
we do not take effective steps to control to me was filed in a second neighboring Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, will the
and li_nit the amounts of money that can State. I obviously have no way of know- gentle:mm yield?
be spent on the various political cam- ing whether or not this action was taken Mr. COLLINS of Texas. I yield to the
paigms, we stand in.danger of limiting the with the candidate's lm_wledge of the gentle,nan from Arizona.
holding of elective office to those who are same. But, surely, someone in the cam- Mr. UDALL. I am surprised by the
either very rich, or to those who are paign organization sholi d be reslconsi- gentleman's statement that he prefers
v,qiling to accept the large contributions ble for supervhsing the filing of reports _;o have the present system which, at
from individuals or organizations with to conform _qth the law. This would least, gives the outside a showing. The
special interests along with the possible appear to be a violation of the spirit of Ccngr_ssional Quarterly shows that; in
obligations that accompany such con- the law, if no_ the letter of the law. the last presidential election 90 percent
tributions. Whatever may be the case, it is a good of the House contests were won by in-

I submit to you today that cur Govern- example of how loosely State corrupt cumbents, and in 1970 in the mid-term
merit cannot function in such a way to practices acts are drawn or not enforced, election, 96.7 percent of the House in-
preserve our heritage and way of life if Mr. Chairman, I am well aware that cumbe]lts were elected.
we reach the point that most or all e!e_ed it is extremely ,difficult t¢ control totally How much more showing for the in-
officials have great wealth or owe their the receiving of contributions and cam- cumbe:nt can we have than we have now?
political life to special interest groups, paigm, spending in any election. However, Mr. COLLINS of Texas. I agree that
If this development ever takes place, the it is incumbent upon thi,'; House to take under _;he present system the incumbent
people will not be fairly represented, some action to limit individual and corn~ has a pretty good chance of returning,

In an affluent society where people are ruittee contributions to iL candidate; to but under any new plan suggested the in-
conditioned to buy certain products by limit overall spcndng in campaigns espe-, cumbent has a guaranteed reelection.
high-powered public relations and adver- cially in regard to the media: and to set This i:s.what will happen. We will ab-
rising specialists trained to produce the up a system of overseeing and enforcing ,solutel:F guarantee the incumbent will
TV commercial which will get results, it these regulati(ms, return in the future, unless we provide
is becoming easier to "sell" a candidate Admi. ttedly the meastue H.P. 11066 is a higher spending limit for the challenger
with the money to buy the TV time. In not a perfect bill. The area of campaign over the incumbent.
the State of New York the successful can- expenditure corLtrol is a difficult area in Let me mention some of the advan-
didate for Governor has spent from $5 to which to le_slate effectiw;ly and we must l;ages ,;_e, as incumbents, have, and my
$10 million in each of the last two cam- be careful that the unscrupulous candi- fellow Members know them. We get ex-
palgns. In my own State of Missouri, date :isnot given an adwmtage over the cellent newspaper coverage. We are in
which has a population of slightly less scrupulous candidate because of the newspapers every day. We get televi_ion
than 5 milli(m people, the losing candi- great difficulty of enforcing such con- and r,tdio exposures, and when we go
date in a recent U.S. Senate race alleged- trols. At least three differ ent approaches hem. e, we get full televised programs. We
ly spent over $1 million, while a centres- will I>e presented to the House in the _send out newsletters to all our con-
sional candidate reportedly spent around course of debate. I sincerely hope that ,;tituents. V/hen we go home, we haw_ an
$200,000 also in a losing effort. A number what does emerge _ill place a realistic opport_mity to speak to luncheon groups,
of candidates for the U.S. Senate have limit on campaign expenditures, provide high ;_chool graduations, and civic
been reported spending in the neighbor- full and detailed disclostr:e of the source meetings.
hood of $1 million in primary campaigns of campaign contributions, and also pro- I think we have tremendously favor-
alone. Figures compiled in 1969 on the vide for .fair mad effective enforcement able rmme identification. I can think of
total amount of campaign spending as with penalties for violations of the law. only two situations where there is equally
reported in Was,hington was $70.1 mil- Mr. FRENZEL. M_'. Chairman, I yield good name identification. One of them
lion, compared to the previous record 5 minutes to the gentlerran from Texas is if a person is a famous athlete and
spending of $47.8 million in 1964. Of (Mr. COLLINS). the other is if a person is a well-lmown
course, these figures represent less than Mr. COT.T,nqS of Tex_s. Mr. Chair- tele_qsion announcer. But outside of
a third of the total spending since no re- man, every Member of _2ongress is xd- those situations, it would be pretty hard
ports are required to be _ed in Washing- tally concerned with a campaign reform for a businessman or a lawyer or the
ton on primaries or St_ate-level spending, bill, lc,ut in the three approaches that we averag,_; civic leader to start out from
It has been estimated that $300 million are taking to this, all of the provisions scratcr, and be able to get political name
x_-as spent in 1966 on campaigns for can- are heavily weighed in f:_vor of the in- identification and win.
didates on all levels of government. This cumbents. Since none o::' the potential We could provide one thing, which
figure is also estimated to be a 50-percent challengers are here, it :s well that we would be, a tremendous help. We could
increase of total campaign spending in consider both sides of the campaign bill provide, extensive debates.
1964. I am strongly inclined to believe when we evaluate it. Mr. ]BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
that the figure of $300 million could be on We are desto,ming legislation here that will '_h{_:gentleman yield?
the low side. will absolutely guarantee the reelection Mr. COLLINS of Texas. I yield to the

In the State of Illinois, for example, no of ew_ry man that ts in Congress. There gentleman from Ohio.
reports of contributions and expenditures is no question about it. This bill will bring Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairm_m,
for campaigns are required to be filed in back every man to Congress except in l: w(,uld just mention there was a can-didate in Ohio who had a pretty good
the State capital. In my own State of two particula:_ situations. One occurs, name identification. The name of theMissouri th_ce is no requirement to re-
port any money collected or spent in ad- if the area is redistricted, and the in- candidate was John Glenn. Does the
vance of 90 days before the primary elco- cumbent gets relocated, and the other is gentleman know what he did for a living?
tion. This means if a candidate is able to if an incumbent retires, iBut other than Mr. COLLINS of Texas. Apparently he
purchase TV time prior to the applicable these two instances, we will absolutely was not well known in Ohio.
date for reporting--TV time that may be guarantee the reelection of every Con-, Mr. :_]ROVv'Nof Ohio. He was the first
nsed at any point in the primary cam- gressman, man irt space and an astronaut. That is
paign--he has no legal obligation to file Mr. HAYS. ;Mr. Chai::man, will the why h_; thought he would not need[ to
any report concerning this exPenditure, gentleman yield? ,,;pend a great deal of money in Ohio.
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Mr. COl&INS of Texas. I might say vide equity for a challenger, so i/hat a each containing some good points and

astronauts' political record is not as good challenger will be given a fair chance, some weak points. II our efforts are to
as that of athletes and television an- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield mmh be worthy we must somehow, lift out the
nouncers, time as he may consume to the gentle- best features of all three and arrange

Mr. HAYS. If the gentleman will yield, man from Illinois (Mr. PRICE), the chair- them into a meaningfui whole.
if there is anything in Ohio that is not man of the Committee on Standards of Irt one of these, the so-coiled modi-
named for John Glenn, I do not know Oliicial Conduct. :fled Senate bill, we will be considering
what it is. He might have been over- Mr. PRICE of Illinois. ),_r. Chairman, limits on some campaign expenditures.
exposed. I want to commend the chairman of the But I ask, is a partial limit_that is, one

Mr. COLLINS of Texas. I thank both Committee on House Administration and that covers TV media cost alone and
gentlemen for their very sage comments, also the chairman of the Subconnniti_ee excludes cost of production, and excIudes

We could provide help to the chal- of the Connnmittee on Interstate _md alternative channels into which cam-
lenger by providing for debates on tole- Foreign Commerce for the work they paign money may pour--really any limit
vision and radio, where every incumbent have done in this very important area. at _!17 It is true that media-only costs
would face every challenger and in that I know the hard job they have had s:nd could be policed, but is it not also true
way make them thoroughly familiar. We the difficult problems with which they that unless you can police the others,
had debates in a recent mayor's election have had to deal. I believe they have we have half a loaf? Will halfway
in Dallas, and it was very effective in given the House now an opportunity to :measures really reduce our costs of elec-
bringing an unknown challenger to the deal with this subject. 'ti(ms? ;is it not possible that we will
attention of the public. Mr. Chairman, I hope Members _lqll :revive ward-healing practices of decades

When this bill was discussed in our have an opportunity to read my state- ago by driving th_ unenforceable por-
subcommittee, I submitted an amend- merit on this subject. 'riCh of the spending underground? And
merit that provided the challenger would Mr. Chairman, no literate Amerim{n, who knows, we may be stalking the
be allowed twice as much campaign in or out of elective office, could possibly l_host Gl TV spots, which by the time we
spending limit as an incumbent. I again have escaped the present demand :_or can redo this effort may have faded
submitted this amendment before the reform in the way we pay for American !n favor of new techniques like corn-
general committee, and we had more sup- politics. But it seems that some of thc_e ':mterized direct nmi!ings to prejudice
port in the general committee, but again not in office ascribe to those who are, profiled mailing lists which the modified
we did not receive a majority vote, so it motives which amount to a conspiracy I_enste version of limits ignores? And
was not accepted, not to bring about this reform. Any how will this type of expenditure ceiling

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, if the gen- elected official knows this just is not so hold accountable committees established
tleman will yield, will the gentleman offer that the reason reform has been slow 1:ooppose a candidate? Deduct those, fig-
that amendment on the floor and see how in coming is that we must be sure what urea from his opponents limits?
many backers there are? we do is in fact reform, and not a cure But above all, can we invoke a uniform

I would be tempted, if this would not worse than the disease, ceiiling l[,roposed at $50,000 on 435 .seats
embarrass the gentleman, to put it to a As chairman of a committee which has in tkds body without bringing up to that
teller vote and see how many supporters some limited jurisdiction in this area, ceiling the cost of the 90 percent of those
there are for this. I have spent many hours studying this _,,ea.tswhich now cost less, and at the

Mr. COLLINS of Texas. I would be glad problem. From this, I am able to offer same time, possibly limit legitimate po-
to, if the gentleman recommends this. some observations in three areas which litical communication on the remakning
Some of my colleagues say they would I respectfully ask my colleagues to con- l0 percent?
rather not follow that suggestion but sider carefully, lest we end up with a Mr. Chairman, I make these observa-
would prefer to have a voice vote. But, cosmetic gesture, which may only change t ions no* in opposition to spending ceil-
before our general committee, it did not the form and not the substance of the ings. I firmly support the proposition of
get much enthusiasm. The only really problem, r ealhstic and enforceable limitations. But
favorable comment was from one of my First, I want to size up the proble,n; I must point out that limitations in name
colleagues, who said he thought it was a second, I want to ask whether the raeas- t,nly will not solve the problem.
good idea if it would apply only to the ures we are about to consider reach the _M_other proposition we will consider
Third DistrictofTexas. problem; and third, what other facets will be so-called full disclosure. As

In my district we would not consider of the nroblem are we ignoring, worthy as this concept is in general, it
it much of a contest if we had the Irving In sizing up the problem, I must first also contains some hazardous areas. Most
High School football team try to take on take exception to the incessantly re-
the Dallas Cowboys or to have a Golden peated proposition that campaign cot;ts important of these is what will be theeffect on contributors? Will even the

· Gloves boxing match between a 250- in this country are astronomically high.
pound heavyweight who would take on a Surely some campaigns are too expert- most legitimate contributions dry up?
160-pound middle-sized fellow, sloe, often so much so that they manage ()ur goal must be to broaden the base of

In other words, it is not a fair match to defeat the leading spender. But aver- contributors.
under the proposed campaign bills, aged out and leveled over a 4-year period, 2m important failing of disclosure as

Mr. HAYS. What was the name of the total .election process costs m. less a discipline is one simple reality--_asl_.
that high school team again? than $1 per person per year, or less than If the purpose of this whole exercise is

Mr. COLLINS of Texas. Irving, Tex. the bookmaking take in just one large to hold accountable those who give and
Mr. HAYS. Well, everybody but them city. Shall we take a shotgun approach tlhose who receive, is it not hollow to rely

would beat the Dallas Cowboys, lately, against the overall process or shalLl we on a technique so open to circumvention?
Perhaps they ought to take them on. legislate only to the needs? I emphasize I am not opposing full dis-

Mr. COLLINS of Texas. I thank the Mr. Chairman, let us make it clear that closure. Among the several devices we
disting-dished gentleman from Ohio. I it is not just how much money the over- _ill be discussing, it is by far the most
hope he has an opportunity to come out all process costs, but rather the overcon- reasonable. But what I am suggesting is
to see the football game next Sunday centration of costs in some particular that along with full 0disclosure we need
between the Washington Redskins and races that present the evil we are seeking more emphasis on dew.qoping legitinmte
the Dallas Cowboys. to remedy. But most of all, let m: not s,mrees of broad-based participation,

If all things were balanced equally like obscure the real problem, in any ir,- which will permit disclosure with no fear
this game--for this is going to be an stance, and that is, whether our present o:f drying up legitimate campaign money.
even football game--we would have bal- system or 'any new ones we may adopt, The essential deficiency of the linen-
anted, fair, and challenging elections, afford the potential for that elusive eon- forceable.limitations and any degree of

Even in a horse race, if a horse has copt, conflict of interest. However refomm c_isclesure, is that both will tend to re-
da record of winning and winning and appearing it may he, it will, in fact, not strict, rather than wholesomely generate,
winning, usually they weight him to give be that, unless we test our propositions tt_e needed money for the process most
_he challenger a fair chance, against this principle and the prol:osi- elementary to our entire system.

I hope that some of us on the floor tien survives the test. My second point Looking to the third area of my ob-
can find ways to provide in this legis- reaches essentially to these tests, servations, let me take, a more positive
i[ation for balanced competition, to pro- In effect we have before us three bills, position and suggest additional eonsid.-
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erations that ultimately must be elements on spending at_ contrary to our demo- $50,0D0. The Macdonald bill sets a limit
in any true reform of this process---ele- cratic spirit and to the principles of of 5 c.ents per eligible voter for broadc;_st
ments so far ignored: our Constitution. media and 5 cents for print media. Ou3:---

First. The focus must be on how to But. as in most legisla_;ive endeavors, Harvey.--substituteis similar to theMac-
raise the money properly--the source, at the time of the moment of truth, some donald version, but includes an option to
not the amounts. This should take the compromise is necessary, Therefore, I shift 20 percent--1 cent--at the discre-
form of establishing a public mechanism have authored, :along with Congressman 1;lionof ;he candidate. The fixed limits in
for contributions in increments small CLARE:_CEBROWN of Ohio, H.R. 11280, _2ne :t-lays bill do not consider district
enough for the donor to expect nothing which as S. 382 passed the other body in differerLces and give inctumbents enor-
in return, yet large enough for him to Augm;t by a vote of 88 to 2. It is not, and mous _dvantages over challengers.
feel a sense of involvement, never was, my personal _irst choice for We incumbents are knowledgeable and

Second. Public support of the process, election reform. Neverthe.ess, it is so far _xperie:aeed. We have the frank. We have
but channeled so that the taxpayer-con- superior to thc a!ternati_es available to staff. We have access to the media. We
tributor has some say-so about who he us today that I have felt compelled to :have r,_;cognition. The challenger must
is supporting, author :_tand to now give it my unquali- spend, imt our need to spend is less. The

Third. Support year-round political fled support. Hay,; b:'.llwould strip from the challenger
party organizations. This alone would do H.lq',. 11060, l;he Hays bill, is in my his onl_ weapon in this unequal strug-
much to reduce overall costs of elec- judgment, a poor choice for an election glo---93 percent of the incumbents were
t!onsby simply providing for better plan- reform vehicle. Coupled _Lsit may be to success:ful in the 1970 elections.
ning and more effective full-time political H.R. 11231, the Macdonald bill, it becomes These spending limits will also narrow
communication, a package that ;_iml_lydocs not fit either the base of political participation because

Fourth. Amd, we must consider all election conditions or our Constitution. fund-r:_Lising costs are inch]dod in the
elective offices in the country, Federal, Generally, Hays bill will tend to re- limits. Candidates who seek the broadest
State and local. The mixture of govern- strict rather than broaden political, financial base of support will find thern-
mental responsibility today, can no participation. Its disclosure provisions selves ;:enalizedbecause the costs--direct
longer ignore this aspect, are inadequate, and it provides for in- mail o:t'food--will be included in their

Mr. Chairman, I am mindful that appropriate supervision. Specifically, it sper_di:tlg limits. Under the Hays bill
what I have said is once again more of has t:ae following major flaws: there i;_;'a strong incentive to find 10 big
a restatement of the problem than an First. Inadequate disclosure--the Hays donors rather than 1,000 small ones.
open sesame formula to resolving it. My bill disclosure is inadequate since only Sixths. Unreasonable personal contri-
urging here is not for inaction, but for two reports per year are 2'equired. Our_ bution_,_ limits.--The Hays bill limits per-
constructive, true, bona fide reform--re- Harvey---substitute requires quarterly _,;onal contributions to $35,000 for Pres]-
form that will merit the confidence of reporting and also on the 15th and 5th dent; trod $5,000 for Congress. Our--
the American people and not merely days next preceding an election. ]_Iarves.--substitute has no limits on con-
some gesture to placate for the time be- Second. Imtppropriate supervision--- tributi,:ms by noncandidates, but has
lng, awaiting that moment of truth when _T_e ;Secretary' of the Senate and the similar limits to the Hays bill on candi-
all is revealed. I stand prepared to sup- Clerk of the House provide supervision dates' contributions to their own cam-
port all that accomplishes true reform, under the Hay,'; _Oill.They :xre good people, pa]ga. During hearings the Justice r)e-
I cannot be a party to that which mere- but l:ecause t:aey are employees of in- partm_.nt raised constitutional questions
ly embalms it. cumbent candidates, theg are inappro- about :irnits on contributions.

Mr. Chairman, true reform of this priat_supervisors. Our--l_[arvey--substi- The::e are other differences. Our--
vital process is clearly not beyond our tute provides [or a balanced Federal I-Iarvey--substitute, H.I_. 11280, has fea-
ability to attain. For over 2 years now I Elections Commission with adequate :_ures 'uch as a cost-of-living escais_,tor,
have been working on an entirely new powers, credit card restrictions, prohibition.,; on
and separate approach. It involves some Tlx[rd. Unconstitutional penal]ties--- ,,ontributions in the name of another,
methods which government in other The Hays penalties are so doubtful con-. immediate reporting of large contribu-

stltutionaiity, filtate government officials tions, and other items which are not
areas has already clearly demonstrated are authorized to withhold election cer-. dealt _:[th in the Hays or Macdoaald
can work. It amounts to its own internal tificates, and candidate:; may be pre-. bills.
discipline---it is not of the proscription, vented from filing again for 5 years. Any elections bill that limits anything
sanction, enforcement school of problem Our--Harvey--substitute provides tough ,2armor help gi_qng special assistance to
solving. I hope as soon as some few more fines and jail sentences, but no denial of incumt_emts. On Se¢tember 23, 1971, :[in-
refinements are worked out, to offer a election reft]fi.cutes. These very harsh troduced into the CONCRESSmNaLRECOS_
program called operation clean bill. and unconstitutional penalties will eh-. a stud7 conducted by Professors Lott and

This program will be directed toward courage mischief. Since _hey provide an Warner of the University of Connecticut.
raising funds from a very broad base opportunity to deny the election victor Their conclusions were that equal and
and establish a kind of public market- his seat, we may expect plenty of con- absolute limits on campaign spending
place in which legitimate campaign con- tests. The contests will probably involve will increase the possibility that the in-
tributions can be made. campa_ign committee members as well currtbent will be elected. Based on the

I can also assure you that it will have as candidates. 1970 returns, that possibility is already
Based on the way the tlays bill is writ- above 90 percent. Professors Lott and

thoroughly considered all cf the other ten and the probability cf contests, I be.- Wa:mcr go on to state that the spending
questions I earlier raised, lieve it will be extremel._, difficult to get ratio [:etween challenger and incumbent,

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I yield anyone to serve on your campaign com.- which varies with amounts and voter
myself 5 minutes, mittee, much less to serve as your chair.- regi_St;:ation, show that a challenger must

Mr. Chairman, very few Members of man or treasurer. The risk is just too spend in the neighborhood of 10 times
this House would take the position that great. It does not require a willful vio_ wh_[t an incumbent must spend to get
our election laws do not require updating lotion to send ti committee officer to jail. the _mxe number of votes in a sirailar
and reform. Since each of us is a eerti- Who among your supp)rters wants to district. Mr. Chairman, I insert tables 1,
fled election expert, and since each of us take the risk of spending a year in jail. 2, 3, and 4 and the conclusion section of
has different kinds of districts, the deft- Fourth. Unequal equal time---The the L_tt-Warner papers, following my
nitions of reform and updating are as Macdonald bill repeals equal time for remarks.

presidential candida:les only. 0ur--Har.. Today this House has the opportunity
diverse as our membership, vey--substitute repeals equal time for all to pa,;s a reasonable compromise, _'hich

Personally, while I am inclined very .Federal elections. I believe that equal is certainly not my first choice and prob-
strongly toward full disclosure, a broad- time is either fair for everybody or for ably rtot any other Member's first choice,
ened base of participation in all cam- nobody, or to pass a combination bill which is
paigns and effective independent super- Filth. Unfair spending limits--The probably partially unconstitutional, does
vision of election laws. I have strongly Hay,'; bill sets :_n overall limit of 6 cents not fi l; together, is shot full of loopholes
opposed limitations on contributions or .per person, :mbject to a minimum of and which may never eraerge from the
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conference committee. If we really want TABLE4.--MAXIMUMLIKELIHOODPOINTESTIMATEOF Tt iS merit, not money, which we are
election reform, in my Judgment we CAMPAIGNEXPENDITURENECESSARYTOGIVECANDI- obligated to keep instilled in the Ameri-
would be well advised to pass the Hat- DATEANEQUALAPRIORICHANCEOFEL£CTION caRL political system. I urge that Con-
vey substitute amendment. If not, we tress embrace this opportunity to keep
may have lost the country's best chance Voteregistrationin the the doors of the public offices in Americapartyofthecandidate, [xpenditurt_s
to achieve significant election reform, o, apercentageoftotal opened wide to all of its citizens.

THE CONCLUSXONS registration Incumbent Challenger Mr. VANIK. Mr. Chairman, tradi-
The results of our analysis are preliminary f2[onally the House .floor has been the

and incomplete, and do not do Justice to the 30.......................... $31,335.59 $343,960.69 burial ground for effective, enforceable40.......................... 11,091.46 121.747.36
enormity or importance of the problem. On 50.......................... 4, 955.96 M.399.96 election legislation. As a result, we are
the basis of our research, however, some 60.......................... 2,566.O8 28,167.05 now reaping the harvest of 46 years of
tentative conclusions can be drav_l: 70........................... 1,470.83 16,1.¢5.54 accumulated legislative loophole,,; and

I. That there Is an extremely small margin- inconsistencies.al return to campaign expenditures. This
return is even smaller if, as we suspect is Mr. TAYLOR. Mx. Chairman, it has The problem, simply stated, is that
the case, actual expenditures exceed reported lung been my concern that Congress 3znerican candidates are more and more
expenditures by a factor of, say, 20 percent, should enact legislation to place mean- dependent on large sums of campaign

2. That equal and absolute limits on cam- ingful limitations on campaign spend- casla, and public officials are increasinglypaign spending will move tn the direction
of a more "competitive" election but not far ing and it ls my intention to vote in favor tied to those individuals and groups who
enough. Ordinarily by limiting the amount Of a bill which promises to accomp:tish can supply the money. High elected office,
& challenger could spend the possibility that this objective. There must be a lid on parUcularly statewide and national
the incumbent will be re-elected will be campaign spending, races involving expensive advertising
increased, We would argue that remedial leg- Action must be taken to preclude uny campaigns, is becoming a career open
iatatlon ought to equalize, rather than rang- possibility of an individual or his political only to the rich or those who can some-
nlIy the imperfections tn present election party buying the Presidency or likewiSe, how win the support of major economic
procedure.

It is clear that our analysis needs to be a seat in the U.S. Senate or the House of interests. As the costs of campaigning
expanded. We have ana:lyzed only three of Representatives. A candidate should :not skyrocket, so does tile influence of the
a vast number of variables tn the election win just because he has the largest cam- dollar.
process. Our results cannot help but benefit paign budget or can hire the best ad- Neither regulation nor restraint has
from further research, vertising agency. People of Abraham Lin- been provided by the law on the books,
TABLE1.--ESTIMATESOFCONDITIONALMEDIANPERCENT-coin's background and means are needed the Corrupt Practices Act of 1925, which

AGEVOTEFORCONGRESSIONALCANDIDATESIN 1970; in government and should be afforded an is laced with loopholes and invitations
BYPERCENTAGEOFVOTERSREGISTEREDINCANDIDATESOpportunity to seek and be elected to to evasion. Not only IS the law ig:nored
PARTYAT VAmOUSLEVELSOFCAMPAIGNEXPENDI-responsible offices for which they are by offieeseekers and. officeholders but
TURNS-INCUMBENT qualified, also by tile Justice I_._partment which is

In my judgment, whatever reforms supposed to enforce the law.
Votersregisteredin candidatesparty(as a are ultimately adopted should estab:liSh The result is a situation where ability

Levelsof percentageoftotalvoterregistration) liJnlt_ on spending for television and Pa- will not be necessary to run for public
campaign
expenditure 30 40 50 69 70 clio and newspaper advertising _md ot_qce--_)nly personal wealth or the abil-

should also contain a total lin_Atation on ity to acquire financial backing.

10,000........... 42.26 49.08 55.10 s0.54 65.55 campaign spending for all purpose& I Eighteen years ago, during my first
20,000........... 46.74 54.29 60.95 66.97 72.52 further feel that we should impose a congressional campaign, I spent $6,000
3o,ooo........... 49.55 57.57 64.63 71.03 76.91 limit on the amount of money that any in order to be elected. Between 1956 and40,OOO........... 5i.65 60.00 67.37 74.04 80.17
50,000........... 53.33 61.96 69.57 76.46 82.79 candidate can receive from a_r one 1966 I never spent more than $3,500 for
75,000........... 56.52 65.67 73.74 81.04 87.78 source and should require a complete a campaign. Until the 1968 election I was100,000.......... 58.89 68.42 76.84 84.45 91.45
150,000.......... 62.38 72.49 81.41 89.48 96.90 disclosure of all campaign donations, able to maintain thai; Iow level of cam-

Studies on campaign spending during paign spending. However, in 1968 my dis-
TARLE2.--tSnMATES0FC0NDm0NALM£DIANPERCENT-the last decade suggest that we have ar- trice was abolished and I was forced to

AGEVOTEFORCONGRESSIONALCAN0iDATESIN1970;BY rived at a point in our political life when rcm in _nother district against a 28-year
PERCENTAGEOFVOTERSREGISTEREDIN CANDIDATE'Sa candidate's financial resources, or his Lncumbent, if I wanted to remain in Con-
PARTYAT VARIOUSLEVELSOFCAMPAIGNEXPENDI- ability to muster them, overshadow _Lhe tress. During this campaign, almost $9O,-
TURES--CHALLENGER importance which should be directed OOOwas spent in my campaign while over

toward his attitudes and personal qual.ifi- $240,000 was spent in campaign expend-
Votersregisteredincandidate'sparty(asa cations. If this trend iS permitted to con- itures by both candidates.

tevelsof percentage of total voter registration) tinue, American voters could well be My 1968 experience is certainly notcampaign
expenditure 3G 40 5O 60 70 forced into the habit pattern of picking an isolated incident, Throughout the

their public leaders on the basis o_ their _ountry, similar campaign expenditures
10,000...... ;__.. 29_97 34.79 39.04 42.ss 46.41 ability to utilize television and oU_er are a normal occurrence, and the level
20,000........... 33.14 38.47 43.18 47.73 51.34 high-priced advertising media to gun.r- _f campaign spending is increasing.
30,000........... 35.14 40.80 45.78 5o.3o M.45 antee the projecUon of a well-coached In 1968 an estimated $300 million or40.000........... 36.62 42.52 47.72 52.43 56.75
50.000........... 37.81 43.91 49.28 54.14 58.61 image rather than upon an objective $0 cents a vote, was ,';pent on all politi-
75,000........... 40.07 46.53 52.23 57.38 62.13 evaluation of their true substance, cal campaigns. This compares with 29100,000.......... 41.75 45.45 54.42 59.60 64.74
150,009.......... 44.23 51.36 57.66 63.35 68.59 It iS my further concern that an effec- ,,ents in 1960 and 10 cents in 1944.

tide mechanism must be devised to dis- The national Democratic and Republi-
TABLE3.--70PERCENTCONFIDENCEINTERVALONCAM- courage the offering and acceptance of can committees' expenditures on national

PAmNEXPENDITURENECESSARYTOOSTAmANEQUAL large contributions which might corn- elections has risen from $11.6 million in
A PRIORICHANCEOFELECTION promise the integrity of either donor or :L952to $44.2 million In 1968. Total broad-

recipient. As was so eloquently stated I:e- casting charges for general election cam-
[Voterregistrationinthepartyofthecandidate,asapercentagecent]y by my distinguMhed North C_ro- ])aigDs amounted to $40.4 million in 1968oftotalregistration]

llna colleague, Senator B. EvzgzTa_ Jog- compared to $9.8 million in 1956. Presi-
Incumbent Challenger vaN: dential and vice-presidential candidates

We cannot afford a system under which ahme accounted for a staggering $28.5
Per- U,uper Lower Upper Lower only the rich can aucceed in politi_s--.or, lnillion of the total in 1968. In the non-
cent limit . limit limit limit probably worse, a system under which only broadcasting media, it has been esti-

a man or woman willing to accept rea*fly big lllated that $11.6 million was spent on30.... $295,166.50$3,300.17$4,225,512.00$40,620.05 money can win public office.
40.... 97,437.69 1,045.36 1,272,803.00 14,100.94 newspaper ads alone in 1968 with $2.8
50.... 43,068.61 410.21 524,373.26 5,939.43 Candidates should not be pro indusSry million of it being spent for presidential
60.... 22,712.07 186.05 261,606.31 2,846.19 or pro labor, but should be for altl the candidatas during the general election0.... 13,440,64 93.76 148,247.88 1,497.87

people, period.
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In the Nation's seven largest States in burden of campaigning is a challenge to It is not an overstatement, then, to
1970, 11 of the 15 major candidates were the de:mocratic process. J: urge my col- ,0,bsc_.we,as one writer did recently, that
millionaires. I certainly applaud any man leagues to support S. 382 to preserve in- "the fu:mre of American politics is up for
who can make a million dollars honestly, tegri_g within our elective process. _'ote this week on the floor of the House
but a mandate of personal wealth for Mr. M__,TSUNAGA. Mr Chairman, as of Representatives."
public office takes us back to the mort- we consider the various r roposals to re- iVY:.Chairman, that vote must come out
archies of Europe. form_ederal campaign finance practtces, corr_t:ly. I pledge my best efforts to

The present spectrum of legislation be- I think we can all agree t;aat some legis- _chlew_, that result.
fore us does not provide enough control lative action is imperatiw_. Indeed, of all l_r. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Chairman, I
of election spending. But I will support the bills before this COrLgress, perhaps ]qse in _upport of the substitute conte/m-
the strongest bill, which is the Senate this legislation .will be th,.' measure with lng ImLguage identical to the Senate-
version, the most profound effect ,)n our national passed bfil, S. 382. I feel this bill is a

S. 382 will establish a Commission for politicos and our system of government, much better bill than the committee bill,
Federal Elections. This Commission will There can be little question that the i.:LR, li060, and I intend to support it
be responsible for overseeing the entire rapidly mountb_g costs oil political cam- with certain amendments which I shall
campaign expenditure process, and will paigns are undermining the integrity of disct_; later.
have the power to investigate and inl- the electoral :process an/i progressively Let me start, Mr. Chairman, by corn-
t/ate prosecution against the -violators of narrowing the pursuit of puMic office to mending the leadership of the House, of
the provisions of that bill. It provides for those who porwss great personal wealth the H_mse Administration Committee,
expenditure ceilings on campaigns and or have acces_ to large sums of money, the Ho_z_e Commerce Cormnittee, and the
makes other necessary reforms. Estimated 1968 total expe:_ditures of $300 Co_¢nittee on Standards of Official Con-

While I favor the Senate bill and in- million, for example, re)resent an in- duct l,_r the various roles they have
tend to support it, there are still major crease of 50 percent just in the 4 years played in finally bringing this issue be-
areas of campaign procedures that are since 1964. If these trends continue, by fore the House for action. Quite frankly,
not effectively equalized in the bill. 1980 we will be speaking of multibillion- it is my conviction that the House has

I believe that the high degree of in- dollar campaii.TLs, not aci_d as responsibly in this matter
cumbency in both Houses is due to the Clearly, Mr. Chairman, we cannot al- as has our Senate. The other body has
unfair advantage that the incumbent Iow thk_ trend to continue. The great so- passed an election reform bill on four
has during a campaign. In the House, cial thrust of the last decade has been to occasions in the recent past only to have
the average length of service is presently reafmxn equal:ity of opportunity for all it die b_ biffs body, I hope, therefore, tkLat
11.8 years. In 1968, out of 400 elections Americans, especially with rgeard to the _he House will not disappoint our ,col-
where incumbents were trying to regain power of the ballot. We must not let these leagu_ in the Senate for the fifth time
their scats, only 10 lost. This amounts to impo]_ant advances to be eroded by a by failing to act affirmatively on a strong
a 97.5-percent return rate for Members growing inequality in campaign finance bill. Perhaps, ff we pass an especially
of the 90th Congress to the 91st Con- and access to public office. _tro:ag bill we can make up in some de-
greys. In the 1970 congressional election Vital elemen_ in wherever plan the free for our earlier failure to act on this
there was a similar figure of over 95 per- House approves should be timely, en- _proble:rm
cent. The maintenance of such astonish- forceable prow:.sions fo_ disclosure of _ae need for reform of our procedlJ.res
Lug rates of return for those wishing to what has been spent and where it came :_or fil_l_cing campaigns is clear to nearly
keep their seats illustrates a decisive ad- from, and res_;onable, enforceable limits all citizens. They can see this Just from
vantage to the incumbent and a decisive on spending. :Lcoklng at the astronom/cal figures spent
edge against a challenger. There is one area not covered by any of fin the 1968 and 1970 elections. In fact,

A Member' of Congress has franking the bill before the House, Mr. Chairman, some c,f us have had even more poh_ted
privileges, staff access to the press, office to wi21ch I should like !x) address my- personal experiences with the problem.
space, and long-distance phone privileges, self briefly, lake many other Members, I :My opponents spent over $500,000 in
that mcat challengers Just cannot match, have sponsored, bills wh!ch provide tax their attempts to defeat me in 1970.
This gives a tremendous advantage to incentives for political _ontributors of The case is further documented in two
the incumbent since he can send out small amount_. As some cf my colleagues recent publications. The first, entitled
newsletters up to election day, or have may know, my own State of Hawaii is "Electing the Congress, the Financial
his name in any newspaper almost at one of at least nine States which provide Dilemma," was published by the Twen-
will. some type of tax incent:ve for political _ieth Century Fund of New York in 1970.

Several weeks ago the Republican contributions. The others are Iowa, Min- The second is entitled, "Making Congress
Party raised an estimated $5 million nesota, California, Utah, Oklahoma. More :Effective," and was published by
campaign war chest for 1972 by selling l_ssouri, Oref;on, and Arkansas. In the C_)mmittee for Economic Develop°
$500 dinner tickets to major contributors Hawaii, the taxpayer mi_y deduct up to merit m September 1970. Pertinent ex-
throughout the Nation. Some companies $100 each yea:r, provided that his contri- cerpts follow:
bought entire tables: the oil industry bution is made to an active political [Exc_;rpts from "Electing Oongreas, the
alone purchased 400 tickets for a single party. Financial Dilenuna"]
regional dinner in Houston---_ total of The _enate, I understaad, has adopted, I. Pv_xcrz_ Ca_mN _rkr, aNC¢
$200,000 by one industry_an industry as p,_r_ of the revenue bill, a proposal
deeply interested in Federal policies. Be- similsr to those I have advocated. I do _. FULL_mc_osv_

We believe that full public disclosure _nd
cause of the loopholes in virtually all of hope the Hol_;e will concur at the proper pub[lc_,tion of all campaign contributions
the Federal laws regulating elections, time. and expenditures are the best disciplines
none of those contributions to the Re- Mx. Chairman, the present statute, the available to make campaigns honest and fair.
publican war chest will be disclosed. Federal Corrupt Practices Act of 1925, we also believe full public reporting will tell

With political contributions of the has b_rl described as "more loophole the public where political contrlbutiox_ ar_
magnitude ][ question whether the loy- than law." It does not a._rve to curb the going, where they are needed, and thu.,_eh-
ally of a public official is clo_er to his evils that are assocla_ w_th high fi_ courage; more people to make contributions
constituents, or his contributors. I feel nance in political campaigns, to ];_)ll_lca] campaigns.

M:or(_than half the money spent in con-
this is a great irony of democracy, and Public office should not be for sale, gressio:_;d elections today is not reported to
a challenge to the responsiveness of our either to wealthy contributors who pile the pu;_l[c. The federal Corrupt Practices Act
system, up tztfiuence through larl,e contributions, requlr_a candidates and committees to file

I will continue to push for stronger or tx, wealthy candidates who pay their report:_ on contributions and expenditures,
controls over election spending than have own way. but the taw is riddled with loopholes and, as
been proposed at this time. But the first Although we do llOt know the precise a result, few campaigns are fully reported. In
step must be taken. The irregularities effect of spending on a particular elec.. _9s8, 1_2 candidates for Congress filed reportS
that have existed in our electoral system lion result, we cannot ignore the fact statln{_ that they had personally spent noth-Lug an_: knew of no committee expendlt_,res
have severely limited the qualifications that money tr_mslates _ily into politi., tha:: _:eeded to be reported at the federal
of potential public omclals to the wealthy cal Power, and political Power, in turn, lew,1.
or those who can rally the support of attracts new _d incre/,_d amounts of s_m,., of those who report_ nothing at the
major economic interests. The financial money, feder&[ level filed more complete campaign
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Income and spending reports with state or lstrative _,oid must be filled if campaign fi- of 1;he !:nternal revenue code. This may be a
county agencies. However, thirty-one states nance regulations are to be effective, raore effective restraint on individual contrI-
either have no reporting laws or require re- We recommned the establishment of a bi- butions than the limit in the Corrupl; Prac-
ports of varying degrees of completeness only partisan federal elections commission to ad- tices Act.
after an election. Almost no state has ade- minister regulations affecting federal cam° Several members of the Task l_orce favor a
quate auditing or enforcement procedures to paigns. The commission should audit and linait oil the amount ar: individual, including
deter or uncover illegal activities. As a result publicize all campaign finance reports and the carLdidate himself, may contribute to a
of the weaknesses of federal and state law-s, report possible violations, including late fil- campaign. Mary Zen and Thomas B. Curtis
some candidates spend more than $1 million ina, to the appropriate enforcement _[gencles believe that such a limit should be enacted
in their campaigns without reporting any for action. The commission should have, the and. can 'be enforced, ltowever, we were un-
of it to the public, staff, resources, and independence to dc the able to prescribe an effective device for eh-

Total spending on the 1968 congressional Jobs assigned to it. It should have the power forcing such a reconunendation.
campaigns reported under the federal stat- to investigate charges of illegal act:lvtty in We considered recommending a $5,000 llmlt
utes totaled $8,482,857. Actual spending was federal campaigns, to subpoena evid_;nce, on individual contributions even though it
probably more than $50 million. We believe and to establish uniform accou,ltlng and might not be fully enforceable. But since we
the public has the right to know who is pay- reporting procedures for political commit- hell eve one of the principal challenges of our
lng how much for congressional campaigns, tees. etectoral system is to restore its credibility
So long as the public is denied this informs- .2. SPENDING L_MFrS witlLl large numbers of the American :people,
tion, beliefs about political finance that un- The traditional Intent of campaign fin:_mce we were reluctant to recommend anything
dermine respect for our political institutions regulation in the United States has been to that we did not think could be enforced.
will persist. The routine failure of candidates limit the size of campaign contributions and _ioreow?r, we feel that unreported large con-
ior high public office to disclose how much expenditures and to prol_iblt contribut4ons trlbutic,n.n are much more of a danger than
they spent in their campaigns and where from certain sources. The Corrupt P rac'_lces large co atributlons that, are publlcly reported.
they got the money contributes to this grow- Act limits the amounts candidates and The principal burde:a for reporting cmn-
ing cynicism. If respect for our political in- political committees may spend in any one palgn contrlbutloris and expenditures ought
stitutxons is to be restored, finance regula- year and limits the contributions an in- to _ bo,me by campaign organizations, ttow-
tions must be changed. The public cannot be dividual may make to political coEan_!ttee ever, reports from individuals who contribute
expected to respect the law when those who in any year. Contributions from corpora- substantial amounts of money to politics will
would be its lawmakers avoid or break the tlons, unions, and government con,;ratters _rve as. a valuable addition and cross-check
law to get elected, are prohibited entirely. I_) the_, reports.

Information about campaign finance We do not believe this policy of ceilIng has Vie recommend that limits on the size of
should be available to the public In easily served the public well because expertdltures l_xd:Lvld_xal contrlbutlo:ms to political cx_m-
comprehended form during the campaign, have been neither limited nor discloeed. The mittees be eliminated.
Both the public and the candidates should limits now in the law--t5,000 for a H_:mso We recommend that individuals who con-
be confident that attempts to conceal cam- candidate, $25,000 for a Senate candidate, tribute more than $5,000 in a year to federal
paign contributions or expenditures will be and $3 million a year for a political commit- candidates and polltleal committees be re-
investigated, exposed, and penalized, tee---are unrealistically low. They do not qulred t_ file a report with a federal elections

At present, the federal statute specifically significantly affect the amount of ca mp_ign _)mmia-3ion listing the date, recipient, and
excludes primary elections from reporting re- spending. They are unenforceable and _nile _mount of all contributions (including pur-
qulrements. In many areas primaries are some members of the Task Force wo_ld pre- cha.%_s of tickets to fund-raising events),
more important than general elections. We fei legal limits we believe that no workl_ble p',ledges and loans of $100 or more, and the
believe that money contributed and spent to set of limits can be devised, aggregat:e total of all contributions of ]ess
influence the selection of the party nominees Many people are concerned that candidates thall $100. Such donors should be required
in a federal election should be as fully re- spend too much in their campaigns. _kt least to c_-ti_y that they have contributed thelr
ported to the public as the contributions and one candidate for the House in 1968 spent o'_n money and that they will not be relm-
expenditures of the election itself. $2 million in the general election alone. In bu_:,ed in any way.

We recommend that every political ergs- some Senate campaigns, In the prlm_m_ _and s. BAN ON CONTRIBUTIONSFRO]_[CORPORATIONS,
nization and committee that spends money general elections, as much as $5 or $6 xall- vNzo_,s, TRADE ASSOCIATIONS, AND GOVERN-
or other resources to influence a primary or lion have been spent. Current laws ha'_e been MENT CONTRACTORS
general election for federal office be required ineffective In preventing or disclosing tktese
to register with a federal elections commie- expenditures. Corporations, unions, and government con-

tractors are now prohibited from making con-
sion and to keep orderly and open records If there were full public disclosure _and tributio:._s to federal campaigns. Several ways
of its activities, publication of all campaign contribut:lons have been. developed to evade this prohlbl-

Any such organization or committee that and expenditures during a campai_,m, the tion. In tl_e past, however, there have beenraises or spends $1,000 or more in any year voters themselves could better Judge whe'_.her
only sp¢:adic efforts to enforce this ban.

should be required to file a report With a a candidate has spent too much. Thi_._policy But ;ye believe that corporations, unions,
federal elections commission quarterly and would do more to protect the political sysi_m trade associations, and government contrac-
fifteen and five days prior to a primary or from unbridled spending than legal llmlte tore are unacceptable as sources of money
general election, on the size of contributions and expe_:tdi- and resources for federal campaigns. Contrl-Reports should be clear, simple, and easy fuses.
for the public to understand. They should Some candidates probably spend too mi:Ich, butions from these sources create too many

potential, etl_ical problems for both the con-
provide complete information about the but that Is not the point; the larger prob- tributor_ and the recipients. We believe can-
source of all contributions, pledges, and new leto is that many candidates, especially chal- didates should guard against such contribu-
or outstanding loans; and about the recipient lengers, do not have enough money for their tions. When illegal contributions are dis-
and purpose of all expenditures, election campaigns, covered and prosecuted, the names of the

We recommend that firm and realistic pen- We recommend that all spending liml$_ candida_;es who received them should be re-
alties be established and enforced to deter for congressional campaigns be eliminated, leased to the public. This has not happened
late, inaccurate, or incomplete reports. Can- 4. LIMITS ON INDrqIDUALCONTRI_UTION_: in the recent prosecutions.
didates and their authorized agents should
be held responsible for the accuracy and This Task Force was concerned that re- Mary ,Zon objects to the equating of unions
completeness of reports filed by their cam- moving all limits on individual contrlbuti,ons and corporations because of their wholly dif.
palgn committees, to political committees might open the l_rOS- ferent purpose, constituencies, and methods

pect of rich individuals buying feder_l elco- of adop-tlng and administering policies are
2. _0raAL ELrCT_ONS COMMISSION tlons, We would like to protect our political different.

No agency is now responsible for supervls- system from that threat. The Task l_)rce We re.commend corporate and union non-
tng compliance with federal campaign fi- agreed that neither rich candidates spend- partisan efforts to encourage employees and
nance regulations. The Secretary of the Sen- lng their own money, nor rich eontr_ibu'_o_s rnember.._ 1;0 contribute personal money and
ate and the Clerk of the House are the stain- supporting a candidate should be allowed, to time to political campaigns and parties. We
tory repositories for campaign spending re- have undue influence on elections. Fx:ll ,_[ls- encourage corporations and unions to expand
ports but they do not have the authority, closure will warn the voters when such an _hese activities. They should be allowed to
the staff, or the motivation to do anything attempt is being made. ,:ontinue fnancing them with regular opes-
but accept the reports that are filed. Fur- The Corrupt Practices Act prohtbit_ ix_di- sting fu:ads.
her, there is no ofi_ce that keeps records and viduals from giving more than $5,000 to a Wc recommend that current prohibitions
provides Information about political con- poli_cal conhmittee in any year. This l_w has against corporate, union, and government
trlbutions and expenditures of committees not deterred people who wanted to make contractor contributions to federal campaigns
seeking to influence federal elections, large contributions to candidates. They sim- be continued and vigorously enforced. 'When

There is no federal agency that regularly ply give their contributions to sever_! corn- a corporation, union, association, or con-
investigates serious charges of illegal con- mittees supporting the same candidate. ,_ractor Is prosecuted for making illegal con-
duct during a campaign. Nor is there any Gifts, Including political contrlbutlon_, of '_rlbutior_s to federal campaigns the names of
agency competent to give legal advice about more than $3,000 to any sIngle reclplenl; la _:_ndidates who received such contributions
campaign activities. We believe this admin- any yesx are subject to the gift tax pro'_rislons :_;hould be released to the public.
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We recommend that nonpartisan political opened except by a majority vote of the [ree:,.e ';he Republican Party into its cur-
solicitation programs financed by corporate Senate Ethics Committee. rent minority status.
and union operating funds be encouraged. Under the Code of the :_ouse of Repre-
fi. A SINGLE RESPONSIBLE CAI_PAXGN COMMrrTEE sentatlves, Congressmen and key assistants Tllir_l. Spending limitations mt_st be

are requircql to file two types of annual re- reas_m_ble, flexible, enforceable, not dis-
A common way for candid_tes and their ports: one pub:Lit, dlscloslrg maJ,_r sources criIllin. E_te against one media or plug just

managers to avoid the current limitations of outside income; and one _ealed, specifying (>ne helle in the spending sieve.

on spending and reporting is to establish amount,% which may be exa::ained only upon Fourth. Reform legislation must be
many committees to finance and organize majority vote of Its Ethics Committee. The genuinely in the public interest and not
a single campaign. This procedure usually House Code forbids acceptance of money or design_!_l with partisan motivations orobscures information about the amount and services from s.m_rces with any interest in
sources of money spent in their campaigns, official, actions a:ad furthe_ regulates cam- intentions to politically embarrass the
We believe that the elimination of c_ntrlbut- paign funding. President.
lng and spending limt:ts removes any pos- There is dissatisfaction with tl,_eee Codes Tile Language contained in the substi-

sible Justification for the establishment of ia both House and Senate becaus._ they are tuts comes much closer to meeting these
multiple financial structures for any con- iacompl_._te in lheir reporting requirements obj_tl_Tes than the committee bill.
gres_lonal election campaign. To simplify dis- and do not provide adequate public dis- While the language referred to in tine
closure of the sources of funds and use of closun_ of financial interest,., involved in leg-. ,clubetJtil_ is the more preferable bill,money being spent in any campaign, only one islatlon. Measur,_ to lmprov. · these Codes are
official campaign comn_.ttee should be under consideration in both cham0ers, most there ,_re two areas where I feel ii; is
established, actlvel.y in the P.'[c,use of Repcesentatlves. The fdglT[fi¢'.antly deficient. The first is _lle

The majority of the task force members highest officials of the Exei:utlve snd Judl- enforc_ment mechalqism, alld the secozld
believe that if this recommendation ls to be cial B_anches haw._ begun to p_bllsh the basic qea_s _,ith repeal of the equal time reliu -
effective, individual contributors should facts atx)ut their personal fi:_ances Congress lations of the Pederal Communications
make all of their contributions to one corn- ought :sot to ]permit itself to become the Commission as they apply to House can-
ml_tee. Nell Staebler and Charles Barr are last stronghold of secrecy ia thes_ matters.
concerned that limiting individuals in this CE_'iJ 1968 St_,tement on National Policy, didates.
manner is lmpractioal and may, in faot, have Financing a Be_ter Electto_ System, pointed Wit_L all due respect to the incumbents
an adverse effect on broadening the base out the dangers to this dtmocratlc society 0f the _l!l_ce of Clerk of the House, and
of campaign givers, from the rapid e.'_calation o:! campaign costs the office of Secretary of the Senate, it

we know that many candidates and man- and t!(xe means being used to f_md them. is inconceivable to me that an employee
agers believe :It is useful to organize their Each ,.fear the situation grews more serious, iS going to be terribly aggressive in eh-
campaigns around many specialized corn- Yet Congress hs_ not actea to assure full forcing laws against his boss. And that
mlttees. We have no intention of i,_terferlng disclo_.ure nor tc provide strong incentives
with the proliferation of political commit- for campaign gifts througl_ tax ,-redlts, as iS eractly what you would have under
tees unless this practice is carried out to feces:mended. Consequently,, the situation the provisions of either H.R. 11060 or
evade the law and obscure financial d_.ta, permil_ lobbies for every kind of special the sui_stitute. We simply must make
This recommendation would not stop truly intere_;t to lnfiu.ence public polich_ and al- those persons responsible for enforce-
independent committees supporting a can- feet the careers of Members. merit more independent. For that re:a-
didate from being set up. Lobbi_ prey:ids Informs.lion l_at busy s.on, I will support an amendment to the

we recommend that all candidates for Meml_r.,_ would not otherwise have. They ,,;ubstit_lte establishing a Registry of
federal office be required to designate one lrffor_ the public about _rospec_lve legls-. Election Finance in the General AC-
official campaign committee. Ail subsidiary lation and may serve as a collective voice
and specialized commlt_tees should be raspon- for groups of scattered ind:.viduals who are COUr,tiI!_g Office. The Registry would h_ve
slble to the official campaign committee otherv_.se helpless. However, Corgress has the same duties and power as the Inde-
which shall file all required income and recognized the _aeed for some degree of reg- penC[er. Lt Election Commission contah_ed
spending reports for the entire campaign, ulatlma of lobbying ac_lvi_.es. The Legisla- in the substitute. It would, however, be
Individuals should be prohibited from mak- tire Reorganization Act of 194_ did not lis- govern._;d by a seven-member board, gq_h
lng contributions to more than one com- it lobbying except to require registration tWO members appointed by the Speaker
m_ttee organized specifically to support the as a means of iden_ifying t,ressur,._s on leg- of tile House, two by the President prosame candidate, lalatorm

In the nearly 25 years teat the law has tempers of the Senate, two by the Pres-
[Excerpts from "Making Congress More been in force, tlaere has be_,n only one con- ident, with the Comptroller General

Effective"] victto_ for failure to register. Obviously, the serving as the seventh member. The
THE PRESSI]_RE_OF CAMPAIGNFI_ANC][2'qG law call,'_ for only a minima,, disclosure. Less amen&nent also provides that no Mere-

The stakes involved in issues before Con- obvio_tsly, the !.aw contalr_ loopholes that ber of Congress or congressional era-
gress are extremely high, involving tens of permit lobbyists -_o avoid re,;Istratlon and to ployee may serve on the board and that

mask the actual amount of funds spent and appointments shall be made on a bipar-
billions of dollars in taxes, expenditures, and the way in which these funds are chamxeled, t.isar_ basis.
the impacts of regulatory requirements. The lf_w as pre,,ently admirlsteredl is unfair
Pressures upon Members by lobbyists for to those few or_:anlzatons that faithfully re- The _econd deficiency in the bill d_mls
every kind of special interest are increasingly port the exact terms of their operations, with repeal of the equal time provisions
severe, gaining strength from swiftly rising There are at least three things that can be of tlle :FCC. While I favor repeal of trds
costs of Congressional election campaigns, done in. _his sphere to prever,t further erosion section, a sudden termination without
Candidates need heavy financial support, and of public confidence in Congress. proper controls could work a serious
the resulting temptations are far greater We recommend. (a) a thc,rough reform of hardsh:Lp on House candidates. In those
than any that, might lead Members or their campaign finance arrange_aents, including congre,:;_ional districts served by a ha;ad-assistants to use power or influence for (ii- fuller disclosure and tax l:_centives to en-
rectpersonalgain.

Congress has recognized that loss of faith courage ca:mpaign contributions; (b) strong- Jul of broadcasters repeal of the equal
er control and full reportiag of all lobby- tJ_le_ provisions without a corresponding

in the integrity of government and in the lng activities; a;ad (c) estab:lshme:a.t of more adjustment of the fairness doctrine ceuJd
probity of its officials poses grave dangers. It s_;ringent Congressional "Codes cf Ethics," confer inordinate political power on a
has encouraged establishment of higher actlve:ly enforced few stationowners. It would be ex-standards to minimize conflicts of interest

in both the Executive and the Judicial Ill order to achieve me_,nlngful reform tremelv difficult to develop here on the
Branches. The Corrupt Practices Act of 1925 of our ,_ampaig:a financir g the bill must floor. :_dequate provisions to deal with
and the Legislative Reorganization Act of meet a minimum of the fallo,wi:._g objec- this problem. Therefore, I will support
1946 sought to eliminate improper cam- lives: an a.m_mdment to the substitute to delay
palgn funding and require registration by
lobbyists although neither measure has First. _[q_ere must be strong, timely repeal of the equal time provisions as
had much effect, reportmg and fiisclesure provisi,)ns along they r_late to House candidates, and to

In 1068 the House and the Senate each with an_ independent enfcrcement mech- require the FCC to study the question
adopted a "Code of Ethics." The Senate Code anisnl so that voters have a fair oppor- and develop adequate legislation to dca1
requires Senators, Senatorial candidates, and tunity to leam._ the source of campaign with it
key Senate employees to report publicly all fundi_ and express their preferences Mr. _q_tENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I have
contributions and each honorarium of $300 or accordingly, no fur::her requests for time, and I yield
over. It also requires them to give under seal Second. Election laws must be fair to back t:le remainder of my time.
to the Comptroller _eneral income tax re-
turns, itemization of legal fees over $1,000, challengers as well as incumbents so Mr. :HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I have no
and disclosure of all business connections, that our Political system mag remain furthe: requests for time.
trusts and properties, major liabilities, and oPen to new ideas and c;_ndldates; pro-- The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will rea&
gifts received. These documents may not be Incurnk_nt legislation would tend to The Clerk read as follows:
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House o/ Mr. Speaker, I cc mmend to m:y col- The EI_TS progl lira is a satellite sys-
Representatives o/ t;ze Un{ted States o/ leagues the followir ,_ resolution of the tem th,tt is aimed ieventually at a eom-
America in Congress assembZed, Washington Suburb .n Transit Co:mnfis- pl'ehensive as well as specific survey of

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I move that sion, and I join in _ support: the ,earth's resource,s. According to NASA
the Committee do now rise. WASHINGTOi_*SVBUSB_ TaANsrr COM_:XSS_:ONofficials with whorr I have discussed the

The motion was agreed to. RESOLUT:)N 5--71 ERTS _rogram, it should be possible by
Accordingly the Committee rose; and Whereas, the vlablli y of a regional rapid remote sensing to detect poppy fields.

the Speaker, having resumed the chair raft transit system or the Metropolitian Poppies cannot be :oncealed from above
(Mr. BOLLING), Chairnmn ol the Corn- Washington area is h_ wily dependenl; upon ',_ince they are varicolored when in bloom
mittee of the Whole House on the State the ability of the Wa hington Metrol_ollI_ _.nd must grow in :lirect sunlight. Thus,
of the Union, reported that that Corn- Area Transit Authorii (WMATA) to adhere _q.ey can be det,_ted, providing the

to its "critical path" _nstruotlon schedule; :growth is not spars _.
mittee, having had under consideration and Detecbionof the marihuana plant pre-the bill (H.R. 11060) to limit campaign Whereas. the caplt contractual obllga-
expenditures by or on behalf of candi- 'tions of Maryland, VI_ inta and the Dlst:dct ,!;ents difficulties in that illicit growth is
dates fox' Federal elective office; to pro- of Columbia to WIVIA A must be met tn a 'usually found mix4_d with other growth,
vide for more stringent reporting re- timely fashion; and ,_peciaity other gr_tsses and particularly
quirements; and for other purposes, had Whereas, the Washi_ gton Suburban Tran- corn. Irt general, lnarihuana cannot 'be
come to no resolution thereon, sit District has, in th, past, met its capi.tal _:_epa.rat4Mout from the other growth, bat

obligations due WMAq & as required; ired i:_ome work is bein_ contemplated on de-
- Whereas, the Dlstrt(; of Columbia, due to 'l;_tJng _he plant. '['he separation of the

GEq_ER_ _EAVE the highway impasse, _ failed to m_t Its ]i)lant may be poss: ble because the malecontractual obligation to WMATA for Fi_,cal
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Spaker, I ask unani- Years 1971 and 1972; a Ld i;Aant I_comes senescent before the re-

incus consent that all Members may have Whereas, the high_ Ly impasse for which male, and this far may give a le_Ld to
5 legislative days i_ which to extend the funds of the Dis rlct of Columbia are detection by remot sensing techniques.
their remarks durin general debate on being held "hostage" _ not a matter under 'rhtts, there is some hope for detection of
this bill. the WMATA's control nor the responsibility marihuana plants, _lthough some re:fined

of all the members the interstate cbm- t_-hniques _qll ha'Te ix) be found Im_fore
The SPEAKER. there objection to pact; and

the request of the get Lleman from Ohio? Whereas, solutions to the highway ira- 1_rernot_ detecting system is usable.Cocaine-yielding coca plants cannot be
There was no obje_ ;ion. passe are being sough , through the courts; detected by aircr_ ft or satellite, sinceand

Whereas, the Maryl; nd and _lrginia par- 1.his pla_t grows lo _er to the ground be-
PERSONAL _ OUNCEiVIENT tlcipating governmen s of the interstate neath a multistor rain forest canopy.

(Mr. PICKLE ash _d and was given compact have faithful y and promptly con- The first NASA atellite that could be
tributed the shares Icl which they haw_ con- ()f use in detectir ' poppy fields is the

permission to addre_ s the House for 1 tracted; and earth resources eclmology satellite-
minute, and to revise and extend his re- Whereas, the lack o: action on the part of

A_-ERT'E.-A--to l e launched in themarks and include e :traneous matter.) the Congress of the U_tired States is in effect _.pring of 1972. It is believed that fields asMr. PICKLE. Mr. ;peaker, on rollcall penalizing the subur pan participating Jiu-
No. 405 I am not reco ded. I was en route rlsdictions to the tnte:'state compact, sddl:ng ,,mall as 1:0 acres an be detected :[rom
to Washington fro] a longstanding daily to the cost of c( nstructlon; and ]_]RTS. NASA hoI _s a proper expert-

Whereas, the contlE ued delay of Congress irlent can be devise to study this Is,rob-
speaking engagemeni in another city. If tn appropriating fun, ts to the District of lerrl from the ERT_ spacecraft.
I had been present _ would have voted Columbia threatens t increase the cost of NASA earth r_ murces survey pro-
"no" on Roilcall No. 4 0. the regional rail syste_ above that which t:he _;ram officials hav: had discussion with

I wish the CONOm $SIONALRECORD to participating governn ents can be r¢_sc,n- the U.S. Departm_ nt of Justice on. re-show that I was in f .ocr of sending the ably expe_ed to assurr e,
foreign aid bill tocon mitteo rather than Now, therefore, be it resolved, that t]ae raote se_rsing of d: ug-.producing plants.

I[ the initial expert: dents verify the feast-to conference. Washington Suburban. Transit Commission
urges the President of the United States and bility 01_ detectin; poppy fields with

'~ the Congress to releas _ the funds requested ]FIRTS, I would str _ngly urge the Presi-
'WASHINGTON SUE in the District of Co .umbla approprlatlc.:as dent to propose tl at the International

JRBAN TRANSIT request for Fiscal ¥e_ ,rs 1971 and 19_2, s.1- Narcotic Control ] ;card in cooperation
COMMISSION RE lOLUTION 5-71 lowing the District _,f Columbia to meet with the U.S. Gore nment use the ERTB
(Mr. GUDE asked md was given per- its contractual obllg: ,tions to WMATA in r,rogram for more ffective international

order to avoid furthe_ delay to the regional rtarcotic enforceme _t.
mission to address th _House for 1 mtn- project.ute, to revise and ext¢ id his remarks and ,,
include extraneous natter.)

Mr. GUDE. Mr. S_ eaker, in 1966 as a NATIONAL BIBLE WEEK
member of the Mar:iland,_ State Senate USE O1' SATELIfTES TO DETECT
representing Montgomery County, Md., POPi_IES The ,'_PEAKER pro temPore ,[Mr.l_r_). Under a p evious Order of the
l: worked with considerable interest and (Mr. FREY asked and was given per- House, :*he gentl{ nan from Alabama
enthusiasm to refine and firm up Mary- mission to address t_e House for 1 mb:l- (M:r. BI:CI-IANAIq) recognized for 60
land's part of an interstate compact ute, to revise and exi end his remark.,; and minutes.
with Virginia and th( District of Colum- include extraneous _atter.) Mr. BUCHANA] Mr. Speaker, the
bia for the creatio_ of the proposed Mr. FREY. Mr. ;peaker, one of the _k of November 1-28 marks the 31st
Washington Metropol: ;an RegionalTran- greatest weaknease m present narcotic anJ_ivers;_ry of N _tional Bible Week.
sit System. I felt then md have continued enforcement effortS is the inability to Y o_mded in 1940 R ent_ourage the read-
to believe that through this ratified corn- obtain accurate ii, f( rmation concerning i_g and study of _oly Scriptures, Na-
];mot, we had devised _i most effective and the amount of and specific location of ti onal Bible Week J celebrated annually
representative instru nent for intergov- poppy fields. The Ir _rnational Narcotic dux_ng the week o Thanksgiving. This
emmental cooperati¢ n, Control Board ores9 d by the Single Con- annual e_servatior is sponsored by the

Today, however, t_e planned trans- vention on Nareoti_ Drugs in 1961 hsz Layman's National Bible Committ_ of
l_,ortation system for _,hich this compact been unable to mort tor the illegal culti- New York City, Jot n F. Fisler, executive
was created is critie_lly threatened be- ration of opium be muse signatori(_ to director, in eooper_ qon with the Ameri-
cause the District of (!otumbia's financial the convention ha' e not reported ac- c_m. Bible_ Society, the Greek Orthodox
commitment has not been met. Already curately and the Co_ trol Board lack,,; the Archdiocese Depart nent of the Laity, the
Maryland and Virgini _ jurisdictions have means to ascertain what the true fac t_ Je,rish Committee for National Bible
contributed $133 million into Metro, but are. Week, and the U.S. Center for the Cs,th.-
as of today Congres:; has continued to The earth resom' :es technology pro- olic Bible Apostolal _.
withhold $72 million of District of Co- gram--ERTS--whic _ I have spoken of This year's nati¢ ml chairman is for.-
lumbia contributions money which Dis- so highly in past re narks on the House mcr .'_upreme Cou 't Justice Arthur J.
trict of Columbia is (ommitted to spend floor, may provide _he means for effec- Goldberg. serving _s chairman of thc;
as its share of the regi onal system and its tive international co _trol of illegal oplmn Governor's commit ee i,sGoo. Luis 1*erre,
obligation to that con >act. cultivation, ct Puerto Rico, wit] i.Mayor Louie Welsh,
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House of Representatives videcamefOrtonom°reresolafionStringentthereon.rep°rtingrequirements; but
Further considerat!ion will continue tomorrow.

ChamberAction While in fi_e Com:miu:eeof the Whole, took the fol-
lowing action:

Bills Introduced: 24 public bills, H.R. zz9z5-xx938; Agreed to:
seven private bills, H.R. xx939--n945; and three resolu- An amendment (text of H.R. xz23z), which limits
tions, H. Con. Res. 468 and 469, and H. Res. 7x6, were media spending and repeals section 3i 5 (equal time pro-
introduced, p.uo,4al,e-4a_,9 vision) of the ©:)mmunications Act for Presidential and

Bills Reported: Reports were filed as follows: Vice Presidential c0a'tdidates.
Conference report on S.xxx6,to require the protection, Agreed to t.he following amendments to the previous

management, and control of free-roaming horses and amendment:
burros on public lands (H. Rept. 92-68I); An amendment ti:mt includes "outdoor advertising

Conference report on S. 2oo7, Economic Opportunity facilities" into &finition of' "communications media";
Amendments of I97z (H. Rept. 92--682); An amend:mcnt that perraits broadcasting stations to

Report entitled "Third Party Prepaid Prescription charge comparable roi:es in lieu of lowest unit charge
Programs" (H. Rept. 92--683); and (agreed to by a record teller 'voteof 219 ayes to x5onoes);

H.R. xx932,making appropriations for the District of and
Columbia for the fiscal year I972 (H. Rept. 92-684). An amendment that forbids carryover of any unused

P.;, 4318a funds from primary elections to general elections; and
An amendment _at provides equal time for all Fed.

Presidential Message--Mine Health and Safety: eral elective offices; and
Read a message from the President received on Tuesday, A clarifying amendment regarding advertising in
November 23, transmitting to Congress the first manual newspapers or magazines (agreed to by a division vote
report on health matters coveredby the Federal Coal of46yeasto3=nays).
Mine Health and Safety Act of x969--referred to the Rejected:
Committee on Education and Labor. Pc,g, aa__,_ An amendment that would repeal sect!ion3_5 for elec..
Defense Appropriations: House disagreed to the tions of Senators (rejected by a division vote of 23 yeas

to 83nays);amendments of the Senate to H.R. xx73x, making appro-
An amendment that sought to eliminate the rate sec.-pfiations for the Department of Defense for fiscal year

i972; and agreed to a conference asked by the Senate. tion for TV and newspapers and language that requires
Appointed as conferees: Representatives Mahon, Sikes, newspapers equal acoess for advertising (rejected by a
Whitten, Andrews of Alabama, Flood, Addabbo, record teller vote of J45 ayes to 2x9 noes);
McFall, Minshall, Rhodes, Davis of Wisconsin, Wyman, An amendment that sought to strike out section 3x5
and Bow. Pac, 4al!=, provision (rejected by a record teller vote of 95 aye:; to

277 noes); and
I.ate Report: Committee on Appropriations received A point of orcler was sustained against an amendment
permission to file a report by midnight tonight on a bill that would direct tl:,eCAB, FCC, and ICC to promul-
making appropriations for the District of Columbia for gate regulations regarding unsecured credit to any
fiiscalyear x97z P*uo43117 candidate for Feder;d office. .*Ue,4314143175

Revenue Act: House disagreed to the amendments of Referrals: Nineteen Senate-passed measures were re-
tl_e Senate to H.R. xo947, Revenue Act of x97x; and ferred to the appropriate House committees.
agreed to a conference asked by the Senate. Appointed as
conferees: Representatives Mills, Ullman, Burke of Mas- P.u,,431e6
sachusetts, Griffiths, Byrnes of- Wisconsin, Betts, and Adjournment: Adjourned at 5:39p.m.
Schneebeli. !'.u. 43140

Ocean Dumping: House disagreed to the amendments Commtt_¢a? _ ¢'¢t_$
of the Senate to H.R. 9727, to regulate the dumping of COTTON' ADJUS_rMI_NT$

mi_terial in the oceans, coastal, and other waters; and Committee on Agriculture: Subcommittee on Cotton
asked a conference with the Senate. Appointed as con- concluded heaAngs on H.R. n7o6, to require the Secre-
_erees:Representatives Garmatz, Dingell, Lennon, Pelly, tary of Agriculture, in the event of a natural disaster, to
and Mosher. Uog,43_al make adjustments in payment yields for producers of
_lection Reform: House continued consideration of I cotton. Testimony was heard from Representatives
ff.R. xxo6o, to limit campaign expenditures by or on J Burlison of Missomi and Pickle, USDA and public wit-

_ehalf of candidates for Federal elective office; to pro- [ nesses. Statements fi)r the record were submitted by Rep-
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amendment providing that the Corporation except pursuant bo guidelines established by Jurt_, health insurance, group life Insurance,
shall assure that the project attorneys ad- the Corporation. 'I"ne House amendment con- and shaitar matters) and "without reduc-
here to the American Bar Association's Code talned a f_.at prohibition a_ainst '_he use of lion _' 1_ classification or compensation :[or
of Professional Responsibility and Canons of funds cz' personnel provided by th,_ Corpora- one ye_r following the transfer. The Director
Professional Ethics. lion t_) provide itegal service_ in any criminal of t;ae Office of Economic Opportunity was

Both the Senate bUl and the House amend- proceedings. Tine Senate receded. The con_ further required to take the necessary and
ment authorLzed the Corporation to establish ferees want to make clear t _at thls prohlbi_ reasonable actions to "find" suitable em.
standards of client eligibility. The House lion does not in any way tel:eve any attorney ployme_zt for such persons who did not Wish
amendment, however, required the standards fimm specific cz general re.,ponsibilities tm- to t_'amffer. The House receded with clazlfy.
to be "consistent with those established by posed on him as tm officer o! the court by the lng iLanguage to the effect tllat non-lavryer
the Office of Economic Opportunity for the courts before wlaich he practices, persom]el shall be transferred in accord_.nce
provision of legal services". _ne Senate bill The House amendment mmde the Corpora_ with applicable laws and regulations and
contained no such limitation. The House lion liable to any prevailing defendant for "shall _ot be reduced" in classification or
receded, the payment of legal fee_ or o)urt _ compensation for one year. Further amend.

On a related matter, the Senate receded award,_t irt con:section will any proceeding
from a provision in the Senate bill which brought by attorneys employed by the Cor_ men_ r_;quired that the Director take such
directed the board of the Corporation to es- potation. :there 'was no co:_parable Senate iuction _s was necessary and reasonable to
tablish graduated fee schedules to allow the proviso on. The ;FIvnse receded. "seek" suitable employment for all th¢_e
near-poor to pay all or part of the cost of The Senate bill required all employees of persons who did not wish to be transferred.
legal services provided them. There was no legal services proFrams, whl:e engaged in ac_ The Senate bill protected existing coiled-
similar House provision. It is the intention tivitie_ c_nnected with thc,si, programs, to re- live bargaining agreements covering person-
of the conferees that the Corporation should frain from any partisan pol{ tical activity as- riel tra:asferred to the Corporation. There
not provide funds to afford free legal assist- sociated with a candidate for public or party was nc, comparable House provision. The
ance to individuals or corporations who can office _md from any voter registration activity Hozu_e r,_ceded.
afford to employ private counsel. The deci- or from _Oroviding transportstion to the polls.
sion not to include a specific requirement The House amendment applied the provisions CaRr_ D. PZRSLZ_S,
that the standards of eligibility be consistent Of the i_atch Act to all full-time employees A_aUST_S F. HaWF. ZNS,
with those established for legal services pro- of the Corporation and of l)rograxas funded WlzLxa_ D. Fern),
grams by the Office of Economic Opportunity by the Corporat:!cn and, in :Lddltiou, prohib- PHn_Ln' BURTON,JOSEPH i_. GAYDOS,
should not be understood to Imply any dis- lied non-partisan political _ctlvity.
satisfaction on the part o£ the conferees with The. conferenc_ agreement pro, rides that Wrr.*.ZA_ L. CLAY,
those standards. Rather, the conferees intend such !'u_ll time employees _,hlle e:agaged in SHIRLEY CHISHOLM,MARLO BIAOGZ_
that the Corporation should give serious activltiea carried on by the Corporation re- ELZ_ Gm_sso,
consideration to the guldellnes heretofore frain from partisan or nonpartisan political
established by the Office of Economic Oppor- activity including voter registration or trans- Onum_ RIND,
tunlty for the Legal Services program. How- portatlon. :Pull time employc_s mt_t also re- _!C_agers o_ t_e Part o/ _/_e Ho_,,.
ever, the conferees thought It wise to provide fraln from identifying the Corporation with GAYLORD NELSON,
authority to the Corporation to make such any candidate for political ct party 0f_ce. The E_wAma K_N_DX,
adjustments as time and experience may Corporation is directed to sstabli_h appro- W_L_R F. i_ONDALE,

require, priate guidelines dealing with free time polit- ALAN CRANSTON,
The House amendment required that ap- ical activities c! _he full-time employees of tIaaOLD E. HU'O_S,

proval of grants be based on economical the Corporation or its grantees. ADL_ STEVENSON,
comprehensive delivery of services in both The Senate b'.l:t provided that the finan- JENNnffGS RAi_DOLPH,

urban and rural areas. There was no Senate clal t:eans_tions of the _orpor_tion, its JACO,, K. JAvrrs,
reference to re'ban and rural concentration, grantees arid coni;ractors, w_,re to 1_ subject RxcHtm_ SGHW_nCER,
The Senate receded, to an_ual audit by the Ger.eral Accounting

The Senate bill authorized the Corporation Office. The Hou_:e amendme:_t exp:_nded the M_;_._.axyer$o,_ tlze Part o! t_s $e_zate.
to be reimbursed for the cost of services ren- authozitF of the General Accounting Office
tiered to other Federal agencies. There was and, in addition to financial a_.dits, au-
no comparable House provision.

The House receded with an amendment to thoriz_.<t the General Accounting Ofi_ce to ex- _LPPOINTIVIENT OP CONFEREES ON
make clear that reimbursement would take amine the acco'u:ats, operations, reports of
place only where arrangements for such evaluations, and inspections of the Corpora- REVENUE ACT OF 1971
services were "otherwise authorized", tion, its granteas and contractors. The Sen-

The House _umendment prohibited alter- ate receded, Ml:.]_LLS of Arkansas. Mr. Speaker,
heys or other persons employed by the Cot- The Senate bill included In the definition I ask l:manimous consent to take from
Ix)ration, or engaged in programs funded by of "legal servicers'" the prov_ton of bilingual 't_le Speaker's table the bill (H.R. 109_q)
the Corporation, from solicitation of clients legal services to residents of conumunities '_O provide a job development investment
except that the Corporation was to be allowed when the predoml uant language is ¢,ther than
a "mere announcement or advertisement" of English. Where was no comparable House _;redit, _io reduce individual income taxes,

provision. The House reced_,d. '_0 reduce certain excise taxes, and :_0r
Its existence in the community. The Senate The Senate bill provided that rights to other p,n'poses, with Senate amendmentsreceded with an amendment which made
clear that the prohibition against solicitation capital equipment of legs/ services programs ';hem;to, disagree to the Senate amend-wer_ to t_ trans:_'e,rred to th_ Corpc.ration on
was not intended to include any conduct or the date of enactment. Th_, Hous._ amend- :._1en{;s, and agree to the conference asked
activity permissible under the provisions of ment prescribed that all such rights should ]3y the Senate.
the Code of Professional Responsibility of
the American Bar Association governing' transfer _t a tirae prescribed by the Direc- The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
solicitation and advertising, tot of the Office of Managerr.ent and Budget the request of the gentleman from l,"-or six months {M'ter enactnlent, whichever

The Senate bill directed the board to es- is earl:(er. The :_£ouse proviston insured the kansas? The Chair hears none, and aP-
tablish graduated fee schedules to allow existence of resl_)nsible persons and ergs- Doints the following conferees: Messra
near-poor to pay all or part of the cost of nizatien_d structure to take responsibility ].VfILLS 0f Arkansas, U,.L_N, BURKE of
services. There was no comparable House for sa.eh capit_d equipment. The Senate ]_fassachusetts, _rs. (_RIF_TItS, 1V[essr$.
provision. The Senate receded, receded.

The House amendment required the Oar- Both. the Senate bill and ti_ e House amend- BYRNES of Wisconsin, BETTS, and
poration to notify the Bar Association of the ment provided for the tram;fer to the Cor- _CHI_rEE:]ELL
State of grant approvals within that State poratlon of all !.aersonnel, assets, liabilities,
thirty days prior to their actual approval, propers;y, and records used in connection wlth
There was no comparable Senate provision, the Office of Eom.notate Op?ortunity Legal
The Senate receded with an amendment re- Services program. Non-lawyer personnel II.S. ECONOMY IS FARINe BETTER
qutrlng notification "within a reasonable transferred were proteeted by the Senate bill
time prior" to approval of a grant instead tn that transfers were to be effected ln accord- (Mr. O E1ZALD R. FORD asked and
of "thirty days prior" to the approval of a ance x_rlth applic_ble laws _nd regulations wa,$ given permission to address the
grant. (including the _ntlnuation of benefits pro- tI0use J!or 1 minute and to revise and

The Senate bill prohibited the use of funds vlded under civil service l_ws relating to extend his remarks.)
for criminal proceedings or extraordinary senlori'_y_ classification of positions, retire-
writs, such as h_beas corpus or coram nobls, ment ]aenefits, cempensatio_x for work in- iVIr. C;ERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speak,_r,
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on November 19, the Washington Post There has never bee t a time when the I_ent Helst _ski Reuss
acknowledged that ti U.S.' economy is balance-of-payments deficit has been so rmrwinskl Hilll._ Rhodesr_ickinson Hogs _ Rodlno
:faring better. And ir deed it was right, large nor has there _ver been a time in i)iggs Jarrr m Rogers
Revised statistics st:0w that the real modern history v;h, n the balance of r_owdy Zon .N.C. Roy
,gross national produc_, grew at an annual trade has been in su( .qa deficit position. I_ulski Land!.um Royball:'.dwards,La. McC1,_ry Sandman
:rate of 3.9 percent dullng the third quar- The stock market wh: :h some claim to be _'ilberg McC1_skey Saylor
'_er of 1971, rather tkan the 2.9 percent a barometer of busi: ess conditions, ..:,1- ]_;rlen'born McCo.mack Scheuer
shown in earlier proj, _tions. Simultane- though it had appa 'entlY a litth; ad- Esl'fie:man McK_vlt_ Shriver_:vins. Tenn. MuFti Slkes
0usly, inflation, as me Lsured by the GNP vance on Friday, ha _ been going down Yoley Mayn S_ack
deflator, rose at an ar aual rate of 3 per- and down and down. Unemployment re- fraser _ch, Springer

cent during the tl_ir(i quarter, as corn- mains at almost tp _rcent and our kn- Galla_her MilleJ Calif. Steelepared to 4 percent in the second quarter dustrial capacity till unused to the omsso Minis L StephensG_y Mt_c]:,ql Stuckey
and 5.3 percent in th e first. The rise in extent of about 30 per _ent. (_n,_en,oreg. Nelse Thone
the Consumer Price Index during the So I say, Mr. Spea :er, if these.condi- ('_n-_en,Pa. Pepp_ Ullman
month of October wa_ 0.1 percent, after tions present a rcs: picture, I 'would (:mrna Pike WaldieOubser PJrnf4 Whltehun_t
seasonal adjustment. ['his was the small- hate to see a gloomy c le. ]{all_,rn PoagE Whitten
est monthly rise in i _e CPI since April ]:[anna Pryor _rk. Wiggins
1967. _ ]!{_bert l_alls] ack Wilsoa,

It is obvious that:President Nixon's AMERICAN PEOPLI SHOULD KNOW l.[eckler. Mass. Rang 1 Charles H.
new economic policy is working. Phase WHAT PRESIDE,_ r PLANS TO D][S- The ESPEAKER On this rollcall, 335
I--the freeze---was great success. It CUSS WITH COM; IUNIST LEA]DE][Lq Members have an_ wered to their names,

clamped down hard m the inflationary (Mr. PUCINSKI a_'ked and was given ::_quorum_
spiral which we inhe ted from the fiscal permission to addre: the House for 1 By unanimous :onsent, further pro-
irresponsibility of the previous adminis- minute.) ,:;eedlng._ under tr call were dispensed
tration. It united th,; American people Mr. PUCINSKI. IV:r. Speaker, I read witlq,
in a massive attack on the monster which _qth great interest ov _r the weekend that
has been eating away at the purcbasing President Nixon will tell Prime Minister APPOINTMENT )F CONFEREES ON
power of the American worker. In con- Trudeau, Prime Minister Heath, Prime H.R. 9727, MA tINE PROTECTION,
structing phase II t he administration Minister Pompidou, P rime Rqinister Sato, RESF, ARCH, ,4.ND SANCTUARIES
has sought to incorporate a high degree Prime Minister Brant t, and a lot of other ACT OF 1971
of equity into the framework of its pol- foreign leaders what it is that he phms
icies. Requests for exc,;ption to or exemp- to discuss with the Uommunist hinders Mr. DINOELL. Mr. Speaker, I ask
tion from the guidelin ;s of the Pay Board in Pe -king and adth tt,e Communist lead- ana,nimous conser to take from the
and the Price Commi, sion will be exam- ers in Moscow. Speaker's table th bill (H.R. 9727) to
ined carefully on an individual basis. I wonder ff it w( uld be asking too regulate the dump ig of material in the

Because of these l; ositive, innovative much for the Presider t to be good enough oceans, coastal ar :l other waters, and
administration polici_ s, 1972 will fulfill to tell the American people and l_o tell for other purposes with Senate amend-
President Nixon's pre fliction that it will the Congress of the '3nited States what ments thereto, dj: agree to the Senate
be a great year econo mically. The pres- he intends to discuss _dth the Communist arnendments, and request conference
tigious Organization for Economic Co- leaders in Peking an, t Moscow. _q[th the Senate th_ :eon.
operation and Development Secretariat We have heard a great deal of talk The SPEAKER. Is there objection to

the request of the _ mtleman from Mich-
has predicted that th( U.S. economy will about the President's contemplated visit igan* The Chair xears none, and ap-grow at a real rate of ,)ver 6 percent dUE- to Peking and Mosc( w, but at this mo- "
lng the first _ months of 1972. Economic ment nobody in this o)m_try really l_-nows points' _r,he follo .,v_.n_ conferees; Messrs.
expansion at this rat _ wiU constitute a what it is that the President hopes to GaR_ATz, DZNOE_., LE_O_, Prt_.¥, and
strong recovery from _.he economic Slow- achieve at Peking _nd Moscow. MOsses.
down which we experJ eneed during most In view of the dis_ ml track rec_)rd of
of 1970 and will rettr'n us .to a path of sumnfit meetings V previous Presi- ]_'EIDERAL ELECTION REFORM

steady economic growth in a climate of dents--including Yal a_I think it would Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I move that
price stability, be pretty nice ff tlq; American people the House resolve itself into the Corn-

knew what their Pr sident plans to do mittee of the Whole House on the State
before all these forei_ n dignitaries. AJ'ter of the Union for the further considera-

THE PRESIDENT'I PREDICTIONS aH, its the America i taxpayer who is lion of the bill (H.R. 11060) to limit
(Mr. BOGGS ask, rl and was given funding these trips _nd it is not asking campaign expenditures by or on behalf

pe_ntssion to addres the House for 1 too much that he be t _ken into the Pr_i- of candidates for Federal elective office;
minute and to revise md extend his re- dent's confidence, to provide for more stringent reporting
marks.) requirements; and for other purposes.

Mr. BOGGS. Mr. I peaker, I listened The motion was agreed to.
with great interest to Lhe statement Just CALL OF T] [E HOUSE

IN TIlE COMMITTEE', OF THE WHOLE

read by the disth uished minority Mr. DORN, Mr. S eaker, I make the
leader. Accordingly the House resolved itself

I would express t hope that his point of order tha{ a quorum _[s not into the. Committee of the Whole House
present, on t,he State of the Union for the further

rosy prediction would come to pass. But The SPEAKER. E_ dently a quorum is consideration of the tqll H.R. 11060, with
if the past and if tk ,' present are any not present. Mr. BOLLING in the ci_air.
indication of the futu] .,, then I am afraid Mr. BOGGS. Mr. ]peaker, I move a
that the result will b quite different, call of the House. The Clerk read the title of the bill.

We have had pha_ II now for sev- A call of the Hous was ordered[. The CHAIRMAN. When the Commit-
eral weeks---and most eople do not know The Clerk called ti roll, and the fol- tee :rose on Thursday, November 18, 1971,
what it is. I have 1__d more inquiries lowing Members falle to answer to their the Clerk had read the enacting clause
about what it is and what it does, and names: of [he bill.
what it means and _hat it does not troll Nc 411] For what purpose does the gentleman
mean, and what it fl ;ezes and what It Anderson, Bell Chisholm from Massachusetts (Mr. MaCVON_.V)
does not freeze or tu freezes, than any Calif. Belts Clark rise?
other so-caned econor ,lc policy that this Anderson, Blatnik Clausen. A.kVIENDMEi_T OFFERED BY MR. MACDO_qAI_DTenn. Burton Don H.
country has ever seen. Arends Byrne, Pi Clay Mr..MACDONALD of Massachlmetts.

Certainly, you see he results in the Ashley CafferF Collins. m. Mr. Chairman, pursuant to House Reso-Aspinall Camp Colmer
confusion and utter I andemonium now Badlllo Celler Cotter lution 694, I offer an amendment lin the
prevailing elsewhere :n the free world. _arrett Chappell Davis, s.,m form of a new title I.
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The Clerk read as follows: (A) spend for the use (,f cormnunicatlons munlcations media. Such index shall be
Amendmertt offered by Mr. MACDONALDof media on behalf of his c:andidE_y in such est_bliished and rnaintained by the ,_cre-

Massachusetts: Page 1, after the enacting election a total amount in excess of 10 cents tary o,f Commerce.(or _;uch greate:_ amount l_ may be certified (B) During the first week of January 1D72,
clause insert the following: under paragrap;a (4) (A)) multiplied by the and dm'lng such week in every second sub-
TXTLE ][---CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS voting age population (l_ certified under seque:t_,_ year, the Secretary of ComJ_erce

SHOgT _rrL_ paragraph (4) (_8)) of the geographical area shall certify to the Attorney Oenera_, and

SECTION 101. This title may be cited as the in which the E:lectlon for _mch off/ce is held, puhti_h in the Federal Register an estimate
"Campaign Communications Reform Act". or of the voting age population of each State

(B) spend for the use of broadcast sta~ an¢t congressional dis_rict for the last cal.
D_FXm'rXONS tton_ on behalV, of his candLdacy t:.x such elec- endar year ending before the d_te of certi-

SEC. 102. For purposes of this title: lion a total amount in exi:ess of 50 per con- ficatlon.
(1) The term "communications media" tuna of. _he a_ount determined under sub- (5) Amounts spent for the use of corn-

means broadcasting stations, newspapers, and paragraph (A) with respect to such election, munk;atlons media on behalf of any 1,:gally
magazines. (2) No legally qualified candidl_te In a pr_- qu_lltied candidate for Federal elective

(2) The term "broadcasting station" has mary eleq:tlon for nomination to a Federal oeqce (or for nomination to such since)
the same meaning as such term has under elective ofilce, other tha:_ President, may shall, for the purposes of this subsection,
section 315(d) of the Communications Act spend-- be d_;med to have been spent by such can-
of 1934. (A) :for the ',,se of rom_.unlcatlons media, didate. Amounts spent for the use of corn-

,, munic_tions media by or on be_aalf o.f any(3) The term Federal elective office" means or
the off/ce of President of the United States, (B) for the use of broadcast stations, legally qualified candidate for the office o!
or of Senator or Representative in, or Resl- on behalf of his candidacy in suca election a Vice ]_!resldent of the United States shal.1, for
dent Commissioner or Delegate to, the Con- total amount in excess of the amount's deter* the purposes of this section, be deem,_d to
gress of the United States (and for purposes mined under paragraph (1) (A) or (B), re- have ii,sen spent by the candidate for the
of section 1O4(b) such term includes the spectlvely, wlt]_ respect to the general elco- off/l_ of President of the United Sta_es with
office of Vlce President). 'tiaa for such office. For pu:_poses sf this sub- whom he is running.

(4) The term "legally qualified candidate" section a primsxy runoff election shall be (t_) For purposes of this section and: sec-
with respect to Federal elective office, or treated a_ a separate primary election, tton $t5(c) of the Communications Act of
nomination for election to such office, has (3) (A) No person who Is a ca:adldate for 1934, ;i;pending and charges for the use of
the same meaning as such terra has when presidential ncmlnation m_y spend-- oorrma'anicattons media include not onl$, the
used in section 315 of the Communications (i) for the _me in a St_'_e of _mmunica- dlre_-t charges of the media but also a_:en_'
Act of 1934. lions media, or conun:_ssions allowed the agent by the media.

(5) The term "voting age population" (il) ior the _e In a S_ate of broadcast (b) No person may make any charge for
means resident civilian population, eighteen stations, the us_ by or on behalf of any legally quail-
years of age and older. on behalf of his candidacy for presl- fled c/mdid_te for Federal elective offics (or

(6) The term "State" Includes the Dis- dential nomins,tton a total amount In excess for non,nation to such office) of any news-
trict of Columbia and the Commonwealth of of the amounts which would have 0eon deter- paper or magazine, unless such candidate (or
Puerto Rico. mlne_ under lcaragraph (1) (A) or (B), re- a _r,_on specifically authorized by suchcandidate in writing to do so) certlfi,3s to
REPEAL OF E_UA_.-TIME REQUIB.EMENq_FOR CA_q[- specttvely, had he been a candidate for an such person in writing that the payme:at of

Dina*rEs _oa PaES_rNT AN_)VIC=.raESniENT election for the office of Senator from such such charge will not vlol_te paragraph (1),
SEC. 103. (a) The frst sentence of section State (or for the office of Delegate or Resl-

315(a) of the Communications Act o! 1934 dent Commissioner in the case of the Dis- (3), or (3) of subsection (a), whichever isapplicable.
(4? U.S.C. 315(a)) is amended by inserting trict o! Columbia or the Commonwealth of (c) Section 315 of the Communlc_tions
beforethe colon the following: ", except Puerto Rico). Act of 1934 is amended by redesignating
that the foregoing requirement 'shall not (BI For purt_,ses of thls paragraph, a per- su!_section '(c) as subsection (e) and by
apply to the use of a broadcasting station son i,,_a candlctate for pre,,ldential nomtna.-
by a legally qualified candidate for the office lion if he makes (or any other pe:_on makes insertiagnewsubsectionsaftersubsection: (b) the followin_
of President or Vice President of the United on his behalf) aa expendit'_re for the use of
States tna general election", any c_rnmunications medium on behalf of "(c) No station licensee may n/ake any

ih) The second sentence of such section is his c_ndidacy for any polit:cal party's nomi- cha_e for the use of such station by or on
amended by striking out "any such candy- natlon in an election to the office of ProsY,. behalf oi any legally qualified candidate for
date" and Inserting in lieu thereof "any dent. He shall be considered to be,,;uch a can,, Federal elective office (or for n0minat,10n
legally qualified candidate _or public oeqce #. dldat_ during t:_e period_ to such office) unless such candid_te (or a

- (t) beginning on the dat_; on which he (or person specifically authorized by such can-
MED_A RATE REQUIREMENTS - such other person) first makes such an ex- didate in writing to do so) certifies to such

S-.c. 104. (a) Section 315(b) of such Act la pendlture (or, i_ later, January 1 of the year license,) In wrltlng that the payment of
amended to read as follows: in which 'the election for t:ae office of Presl- such charge will not violate any limitation

"(b) The charges made for the use of any dent is held), a:ad specified in paragraph (1), (2), or (3) ofsection 10§(a) of the Campaign Communica-
broadcasting station by any person who is (ii) ending cn the date on which such po- tions ]!reform Act, whichever paragraph is
a legally qualified candidate for any public lltlcai party ncnxinates a tandidl.te for the appllc_ble.
office shall not exceed the lowest unit charge office of President. "(d) For the purposes of this section:
of the station for the same amount of time For purposes ol! this title and of section 315 "(1) The term 'broadcasting station' in-
in the same time perlod." of thE; Commuidcatlon Act of 193.t, a candy- cludes a community antenna television ,_ys-

(b)(1) To the extent that any person date for presidential nomination shall be tern
sells space in any newspaper or magazine to considered a legally qualified candidate for "(2) The terms 'license' and 'station ll-
a legally qualified candidate for Federal public office.
elective c_ee, or nomination thereto, tn con- (C) q.'he Attorney Gener.[1 shall prescribe censee' when used with respect to a cem-
nection with such candidate's campaign for reguli_ttons under whtch any e_penditure munlty antenna television system, mean the
nomination 'for, or electton to, such office, the by a candidate .for pre_deatlal nomination operator of such system.
charges made for the use of such space in for the use in two or more States of · "(3) The term 'Federal elective office'
connection with his campaig n shall not ex- broadcasting station, newspaper, nv magazine means the office of President of the United
coed the charges made for comparable use shall be attributed to sucl: candidate's ex-. States, or of Senator or Reprssentattve i:a. or
of such space for other purposes, pend_ture llmit_,tton in each s_xch State, Reside_.t Commissioner or Delegate to, the

(2) If any person sells space in any news- based on the number of persons in such Congre_'_s of the United States."
paper or magazine to any legally qualified State who can reasonably be e_pected to a_na_xoNs
candidate for Federal elective office, or nomt- receive such broadcast, newspaper or Src. 106. The Attorney General shall pre-
nation thereto, In connection with such magazine, scribe :_uch regulations as may be nece._sary
candidate's campalgn for nomination for, or (4) (A) Durln8 the first week cf January or appropriate to carry out sections 102, 104
election to, such office, such person shall 1974, and during such week in every second (b), 105(a), and 105(b) of this Act.
make equivalent space available on the same subsequent year, the Secretary of Commerce
basis to all legally qualified candidates for shall certify to the Agtorney General and pENALTIES
the same office, or 'for nomination to such publl_h in. the Federal Retister an amount SEC. 107. (a) Whoever violates any prevl-
office, as the case may be. which bears the s_une ratio ';o 10 cents as the sion of section 104(b), 105(a), or 105(b) or

value of the communlcat'.ons p_Ice index any regulation under section 108 shall be
LIMITATIONS OF EXPENDITURES FOR IYSE OF for the l_t calendar year ending before the asse.,_ec_: a civil penalty of not more than

COMMm_XCATXONSMED_ date of certification bears to the value of $1,000 :_or each violation.
S_:c. 105. (a)(1) No legally qualified can- such index for 1972. The communications (b) .!tny legally qualified candidate who

didate in an electlon (other than a primary price '.iuiex shall be a price index, using 1972 willfull7 violates section 105(a) or any regu-
or primary runoff election) for a Federal as a base year, measuring chant'es in the lationxmder section 106 shall be punished by
elective office may-- oharg_ to candidates for _he us_ of corn- a fine of not more than $I0,000 or by 1m-
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prlsonment of not more than one year, or ldent and Vice President. And for those required to extend to the candidates their
both. of yOU who are not all that familiar _th lowest unit costs, which are their lowest

]gFFECTXVEDATE the Communications Act that me,ms the costs, rates that they set themselves.
sro. 108. Sections 103 and 104 of this Act networks, the broadcasters, if they give l_[ewspapers and magazines are not held

and the amendments made thereby shall free time to the Republican Party, the to that amount but can charge a candi-
take effect on January 1, 1972. Section 105
and the amendments made thereby shall ap- Democratic Party, or another well-known date their standard open or transient
ply only to expenditures for the rise on or third party, do not have to give t;ime to rate and treat us political candlidates
after such date of communica$ions media. Loll Daly in Chicago, the Vegetarian from every level as they would somebody

Party, or any of the other fringe parl_es, selling a commercial product.
Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts Second, title I places an overaill l:[mi- Fifth, no advertising would be accepted

(during the reading). Mr. Chairman, I tation on the amount of money which from er on behalf of any candidate un-
ask unanimous consent that the amend- can be spent by or on behalf of any can- les.'_the, candidate certifies in writing that
ment be considered as read, printed in didate for Federal o_ce. the expenditure involved is within his
the RECORD,and open to amendment at And this, of course, is to stop the loop- spendi:ag limitation.
anypoint.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to hole of money being spent by con_._nit- I know this is a very important bill,tees for a candidate, and yet the can- and I know that our time is limited. ! am
the request of the gentleman from Mas- didate does not have to report a cent not gGing to transgress on the time of
sachusetts? ofit. other Members.

There was no objection. The limit in title ! is obtained by mul- Mr. _¢DMONDSON. Mr. Chairman, will
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from tiplying 10 cents times the voting age the gentleman yield?

Massachusetts is recognized for 5 population--that is people who are e]igi- Mr. i_IACDONALD of Massachusetts. I
minutes, ble to vote whether they register or :not. _4e!d to the gentleman from Oklahoma.

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. The bill further limits the amount w',t_ich _lr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Chairman, !
Mr. Chairman, ! think all of us are quite a candidate could spend of that 10 cents congratulate the gentleman and the cpm-
aware that the legislation we have be- through the broadcast media to !50 per- mitres on which he serves with great dis-
fore us today will affect the political life cent of that, which obviously is 5 cents, tinction as a subcommittee chairman
of America for many years to come. So no candidate can come in and. _:re a upon s, very fine job of legislative crafts-
Many of us who served here a year ago hotshot so-called advertising agency, manship on this bill.
understand well the bill that was passed The CHAIRMAN. The time of the I recognize that there are some things
at that time, but I think for the benefit gentleman from Massachusetts has ex- that p!inch everybody's toes in this, and I
of those who have either forgotten or pired, recognize there are some things that are
who were not here at that time, it might Mr. VAN DEERLIN. Mr. Chairman, be- not perfect in the lOill. To my way of
be well to review the history of this bill. cause of the importance of the gentle, thinking, however, it is a balanced.

In 1970, this House by a vote of 272 to man's amendment, ! ask unanimous con- thoughtful, and care:Sully written piece of
97 passed a bill which is terribly similar sent that he be allowed to proceed_ for legislation that meets a national need
to what is now called title I of the Hays an additional 5 minutes, and a_so meets the primary objections
bill. That bill had been passed out of the The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to that _'ere raised in the President's veto
House Commerce Committee. It stayed the request of the gentleman from Call- message, and meets them very, w_ry cf-
strictly within the jurisdiction of that fornia? fectively. I congratulate the gentleman
committee, as it pr_)perly should. It was There was no objection, on the job he has done on it.
passed by the Senate by a vote of 60 to Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. ][ hope, as the gentleman dces, that thiswill be a measure that will be beyond par-
19. Then the conference report came over Mr. Chairman, as we all know, the isle- tisanship in the final work that is done on
to the House. Incidentally, the Senate, vision blitz has worked on both sides, it in tills House. I think the public is en-
in conference had for once, adopted all The last time this was a bipartisan ef- titled _o this kind o_ legislation. I think
of our measures except the effective date fort, and ! hate to see this become a it is in the interest of this country to have
of our bill, and the conference repo_ was partisan effort, even though I have heard the House pass it, and I hope it will re-
ovelqvhelmingly adopted, rumors that is what it is about to develop ceive _:he overwhelrrfing support of this

What the bill did then and what it will into, because we have had our transgres- House
now is to limit the amount of money that sors on this side and obviously there have Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts.
can be spent on so-called communtca- been transgressors on that side o__' the ]._'. C:bairman, I thank the gentleman.
tions media blitzes. The bill, of course, aisle. I would like to point out that this bill is
then went to the President, and for what- It has been said this is an inctrmbent's in substance exactly the same bill that
ever reasons he had, and despite the bill. It is not. It is a public interest bill, came out of the Subcommittee on Cpm-
great display of bipartisan support, the because the public interest should be pro- munica.tions a year ago with not a dis-
bill was vetoed at the White House. In tected. If one is sold a package of ;soap senting vote, and which came out of the
the veto message the President indicated or razor blades or anything else that full Committee on :Interstate and For-
that a bill would be forthcoming from turns out to be defective by an advertising eig_ Commerce with only one dis.,;enting
the administration which would plug blitz tactic, the person has a rigl_t to go vote.
more holes. As I recall, the President said to a consumer agency or to the FTC and No amendments were put on in the
that the bill he was sent plugged only to complain. However, if the voter is Sold subcommittee or, after it left the sub-
one hole in the sieve. He acknowledged a bad bill of goods by a television blitz committee, either in the full committee
the fact that spending was getting out of and gets a packaged candidate who never or here in the House. It passed over-
hand in all Federal elections and, in- even really appears on TV, but has an ad- whelmingly, with bipartisan support, a
deed, other elections as well. vertising agency do all spot am_ounce- year ago here in the House. It passed the

We waited for a long time for another ments, the person has nowhere to turn Senate with bipartisan support. The con-
bill to be sent up and we never got one. to complain except 6 years later for ,.;ome ference report was accepted with a bi-

In his veto message the President in- candidates, 4 years l_ter perhaps,; for 'partisan spirit.
dicated also that he thought the broad- others, and in our case 2 years later. So For the life of me I cannot see how in
casting media were being discriminated this seems to me not to be an incumbent's the space of 1 year, when we met the ob-
against, inasmuch as there was no liml- bill but a public interest bill. Jections--tried to meet and believe we
tation placed on newspapers or maga- Third it has separate limits both as to have met the objections-of the veto
zines. So in order to avoid another veto, primaries and general elections. In the massage, it sudden)y should become a
and because we do have jurisdiction over case of the presidential primaries, the partisan issue.
both newspapers and magazines, they candidates' expenditures are limi'_ed on a
were added to this bill. State-by-Str, te basis with the candidate PARLIAi_LEIqTARYINQUIRY

SPecifically, with relation to title I of able to spend no more than a candidate :Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
the bill, it would, first, repeal section for the Senate would be able to spend a parl:Lamentary inquiry.
315(a) of the Communications Act of within that State. The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
1934 with respect to candidates for Pres- Fourth, the broadcast stations won!id be state it.
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Mr. BROWN of Ohio. May ! ask the or 10 cents multiplied b_ the _oting age amendment is ofered. If indeed it will

procedure now with respect to H.R. 11231. popu'_lation. In the present Macdonald of help t_:_bring out a bill tlmt is so badly
Is my understanding correct that the bill Massachusetts proposal we have a 10- needed, ! do not think that there Is any.
is now to be read section by section, or to cent-per-voter Limitation and we have a thing magic about the difference
be considered section by section for subcefiing within the Macdonald of of 10 and 5 and 5 or 6 and 4 as a formula.
amendment? Massachusetts proposal that 5 cents can Within a very narrow range.
-The CHAIRMAN. The amendment of be spent on TV and on r_dio. X compliment the gentleman on l_is

the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. The second item in say anlendment work l:_th onthe bill and in the _Ub-
MACDONALD)has been read, and is open goes to allow a little more disc:_etion for committee even though we did have some
to amendment a tany point. TV and radio. In essence, it would al_ differences.

Mr. BROWN of Ohlo. Under therule? low _ cents to be spent or 60.1 of the As far as I am concerned, ! would be
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule and $50,0.00_ which.ever is greater, on radio, happy to accept this amendment.

the unanimous-consent agreement. _N of the total amount. Mr. ilYREY. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. I thank the The third item of my a_endraent goes Mr. iI:tAYS. Will the gentleman yield?

Chair. to increase the area of covera_ie. It in- Mr. I,_REY. I am happy to yield to the
AME_0_NT OrFraED SY "L FEZY TO T_ creases it by one item_autdoor adver- chairman.

AMEBrl)MENT OFFF_RED BY I_[R. ]_ACDONALD OF rising. Mr. HAYS. I have not had the privilege
_AasacnvsE-_rs Let me make one thing very clear now_ of seeing a copy of the gentleman's
Mr. FREY. Mr. Chairman, I offer an This ataendment is offered in terms of ame:adment. Does the gentleman's

amendment to the amendment offered a compromise. In the committee I felt amenctment set a top ceiling on all ex-
by the gentleman from Massachusetts that we should :have complete flexibility, penditures?
(Mr. MACDONAr.D). I think we had a very interesting debate lVfr. J?REY. Yes, sir. By the way, the

The Clerk read as follows: on the complete flexibility that should amendment was printed in the RrC0RO
Amendment offered by Mr. FnzY to the be allowed to candidates. It seems to before we adjourned for Thanksgiving.

amendment offered by Mr. MACDONALDof me tlmt i£ it l.,_a sin to spent! 9 cents The cefiing is on five items, radio, televi-
Massachusetts: Page 1, strike out lines 7 and on newspaper.% then it is equally a sill sion, newspapers, magazines, and cut-
8 and insert in lieu thereof the following: to spend 9 cent_ on radio and television, door advertising. It sets a top limit of 10

"(1) The term "communications media" Because districtls vary, I think a can- _ents l_er vote for voting age population
means broadcasting stations, newspapers, didate should be able to pLck and choose, or $50,000, whichever is greater.
magazines and outdoor advertising facilities.' The sm is on the amount of molley spent Mr. :EiAYS. I thank the gentleman.

Page 4. strike out lines 8 through 21, and and not on how it is spent. To do other-insert in lleu thereof the following: MI:..ANDERSON of Illinois. Will the
"SEc. 105. (al (1) NO legany qualified wise is l_) discriminate against zadio and gentleman yield?

candidate in an election (other than a pri- TV. Mr. l?REY. I am delighted to yield to
mary or primary runoff election) for a Fed- This came to be a very partisan fight She gentleman.
eral elective office may-- in the, committee. My amendment to al- Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. If I under-

"(A) spend for the use of communications 1OWcomplete fiexibUity wen several times stand the gentleman's amendment c0r-
media on behalf of his candidacy In such and finally lost on a vote of 24 to 21. Be- rectly, in essence, what you are doing is
election a total amount In excess of the cause of my laersonal f_eling that we _;onfornling this particular communion-greater of--

"(I) IO cent.$ (or such greater amount as have only this chance to get a cam- tions section of the bill to the Senate bill
may be certified under paragraph {4) (A) (l)) paign reform bill through and ii' we miss in that the Senate bill also contains bill-
multiplied by the voting age population (as it this time we will not get it through at boards and contains interchangeabiMty
certified under paragraph (4) (B)) of the all, I am willing to take something less features. The difference is however, that
geographical area in which the election for than I want. ' the ow_rall limitation that the gentle-
such office ls held, or As with any compromise, this is not man is suggesting is $50,000 whereas I

"(il) $50,000 (or such greater amount as what [ want completely. :: am .,ure that I;hir_: ii; was a $30,000 limitation in _;tie
may be certified under paragraph (4)(B) there are people who fought equally as _'_enate bill. Am I correct on that?(ii)). or hard on the other side; against my"(BI spend for the uae of broadcast sta- Mr'. I?REY. Yes, with one caveat. There
tlons on behalf of his candidacy in such elec- amen¢_mnt. But unless we can work out is a total in the Senate bill of $60,000,
tion a total amount in excess of eD per- a compromise, I believe tats bill will be ,';30,000 for broadcast and $30,000 :for
centum of the amount determined under defeated, and 1 do not think this should nonbroadcast items.
subparagraph (A) with respect to such elec- happen. Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. With
tiom- I think it is abundantly clear that the broadcasting and nonbroadcasting a

Page 6, beginning on line 15, strike out "a American people want it. I took a poll lotal of $60,000.
broadcasting station, newspaper or mags~ in my district of 23,400 Deople. Eighty-zinc," and insert in lieu thereof "communica- MI'. Ft_EY. Yes.
tlons media." follr percent were for limitations on cam-

Page 6, beginning on line 19, strike out paign spending. The chsirman of the Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. As cue
"receive such broadcast, newspaper or maga- committee staS_d before recess that the who ori_,_inally espoused the idea statedby the gentleman of complete flexibilityzinc" and insert in lieu thereof "be reached GalluD poll recently showed 78 percent
by such communications media." of the people wanted a limitation on within any ceiling and of a five-item

Page 6, beginning on line 24. strike out "in campaign reform, ceiling, I want to congratulate the gert-
the Federal Register" and all that follows Our credibili,;y is at st_Xe today. We tlemsm for the spirit of compromise in
down through "1972." in line 3 on page 7, and need this bill. While I thin;c it still is dis- which he has offered this amendment.
insert In lieu thereof the following: "in the criminatory toward television and radio, Mr FI._E¥. Mr. Chairman, l Field backFederal Register-

'' (t) an amount which bears the same ratio it is better than the origir al Macdonald the balance of my time.
to locents, and bill. We need campaign reform--now. The CHAIRMAN. The question is on

"(ii.) an amount which bears the same ratio For this reason, and this reason only, I t he amendment offered by the gentleman
to $50.000, as the value of the communica- offer this amendment and .;ertainly hope from Florida (Mr. l_r-z) to the amend-
tions price index for the last calendar year that the distinguished chairman of the ment offered by the gentleman from
ending before the date of certification bears subcommittee, Mr. M&CDONALI), who Massachusetts (Mr. MACDONALD).
to the value of such index for 1972." worked: ,,_ hard[ and who has I_een ex- The amendment to the amendment

Page 8, beginning on line 7, strike out "any tremely :fair, would accept this amend- was agreed to.
newspaper or magazine" and insert in lieu ment. AMiENDMI/:NTOFFEREDSY MR. VAIqDEERLI1VTOthereof "any newspaper, magazine, or out-
door advertising facility." Mr. MACDONALD of l_iassachusetts. THE A1MENDMENT OFFERED eY I_IR. MACDONALD

1_'. Chairman, will the geutlem:m yield o_ _AS;_Cn_S_S
Mr. FREY. M.r. Chairman, let me very to me? Mr. VAN DEERLIN. Mr. Chairman, I

simply explain what this amendment Mr. :PREY. I am delighted to yield to offer an amendment to the amendment
does. the chairman of the subcommittee, offered by the gentleman from Masa_,-

First. It establishes as the limit on Mr. MACDONALD of l_fassachusetts, c:ause_ts
spending the greater amount of $50000 I appreciate the spirit in which the The Clerk read as follows:
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Amendment offered by Mr. VAN D_RLr_ to has ever known. Television and radio are ence under strict orders from the White

the amendment offered by Mr. MACDONAT.Dof effectively denied a role in presenting House. If you do not believe me, I can
Massachusetts: Page 2, strike out llne 18 and candidates for President without inchid- cluote you the page number of the CoN-
all that follows down through line 5 on page lng the Socialist Labor Party candiidate, CaESSZONALRECORDwhere Senator MANs-
3. and insert in lieu thereof the following: the Prohibition Party candidate,, the rXELr, made a motion to table it, and it

"pARTIALREPEALOF EQ_J'AL-TI_EREQUIRE- Vegetarian Party candidate or for that was tab.led, and there_ was no que._tion
MENTS; STUDY matter, the Nudist Party candidate. _s to wl_ it was done.

"SEc. 103. (a) (1) The first sentence of sec- T would further point out that this re: I can also point out to you in 1968, and
sion 315(a) of the Communications Act of
1934 (47 U.S.C. 315(a)) is amended by ln- peal was apparently acceptable to the many of you who were here then may
setting before the colon the following: ', ex- President, because in his veto message lmve forgotten it, but that was the rea-
cept that the foregoing requirement shall last year he did not state objections to ton 'we _tayed in session for almost 24
not apply to the use of a broadcasting sta- repeal of section 315 in the Presidential l_ours, around the clock. That was tile
lion by a legally qualified candidate for the campaign, reason some people missed 35 or more
office of President or Vice President of the In the normal senatorial campais._, no quorum and rollcalls at one particular
United S_ates, or a legally qualified candidate single broadcaster or handful of broad- time. It certainly was a partisan :issue
for the office of United States Senator, in a casters can really determine the out- then, indeed.
general election'.

"(2) The second sentence of such section come of a statewide election. Therefore, For 1 minute, Mr. Chairman, let us
is amended by striking out 'any such candi- there is not the same peril to a Senator look at some of the arguments that are
date' and inserting In lieu thereof 'any lc- or a candidate for the Senate in this re- Idven. One of the arguments advanced
gally qualified candidate for public office', gard. bY my good friend, the gentleman :[rom

"(b) The Federal Communications Corn- These races occur every 6 years. C_n- California (Mr. VAN DEERLIN)--and let
mission shall conduct a study to determine didates for a U.S. Senate seat are more me say that he is my good friend, and he
what safeguards may be necessary to as- likely to be in the news--and they cannot is certainly one of the ablest members of
sure reasonable access to broadcasting sta- be ignored, nor can the issues they raise our committee--but one of the argu-lions by legally qualified candidates for Fed-
eral office following the repeal of section be ignored, ments given is that when you run for
315(a) of the Communications Act of 1934 _ne U.S. Senate this year, by an ow_r- Pres:ident as contrasted to House Mere-
in the case of general elections for such of- whelming majority, has passed a bill _c_- hers, it should be repealed because there
rices. Not later than January 3, 1973, the pealing section 315 for all Federal offices, _re so many more different parties, minor
Oommission shall submit its recommenda- themselves included. ]turtles, that otherwise clutter up the
lions for implementing legislation to the A different problem exists for ]_o_:_e presidential race, that the networks can-
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com- Members, and challengers for l:Iol:[se not give equal time.merce of the United States House of Repre-
sentatives and the Committee on Commerce seats. Many of our districts have a sin_:_:le AU o_er the United States in the last
of the United States Senate." broadcasting outlet, or a very small hand- presidential election there were some 19

ful of broadcasters. Most of these b ro_d- different; parties, and this includes all of
Mr. VAN DEERLIN. Mr. Chairman, casters, I believe, are fully responsible the local parties as well which might

this amendment undertakes to carry out people. But I think, and I believe most ]xm :in one State and not run in another
in regard to the Presidential campaign of you agree, that we should move w_,ry State.
the terms of a bill which this House and slowly, very cautiously in the rel_ml of Actually, the re we:ce only some six
the Senate both passed last year, to re- section 315 across the board. _hat I would call major-minor parties,
peal section 315 of the communications We need the kind of examination of _mch as the American Party that Mr.
law as it applies to campaigns for Presi- this problem that could be made in the Wallace headed and so forth. There were
dent and Vice President. It would ex- intervening 2 years by the Federal only six of those.
tend that repeal to campaigns for the Communications Commission, and hence Now let us look at the congressional
U.S. Senate. It would not, however, ex- I have in this amendment asked that situation just a minute. In the 1970 gen-
tend repeal of section 315 at this time to such a study be conducted, with a report eral election there were a total of 35
campaigns for the House of Represents- to be returned to the committees of l_he l,_Lnor parties fielding candidates in Fed-
tires. CongreSs. There would not be a rial re- eral el_:tious in the ]_Iouse and Senate.

Instead, the Federal Communications peal of section 315 until and unle_ I_:,th lin addict,ion to that, lCmight say, there
Commission would be mandated to con- Houses of the Congress had agreed to it. were any number o:f candidates thatduct a special investigation into the con-
ditions that might prevail ff section 315 Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, I _se in '.Jisted themselves as. "independent"-
were repealed across the board, opposition to the amendment offered by 'which I do not class as a particular party

The Commission would report not later my good friend, the gentleman from of any kind at all.
than January 3, 1973, to the Commerce California (Mr. V_,_ DrES'.XN), and I do I would point out that in the Senate
Committees of both House and Senate. so for this specific reason. I can ,';ce no :races in 1970 18 minor parties fielded
At that time we would be able to take logical basis nor a commonsense basis _$enatoriat candidates. The total number
another look, to determine whether a whatsoever for treating the President ,of candidates supported by these parties

'was 41, with six additional candidates
beefing up of the Fairness Doctrine or of the United States any differently lin- listed as independent. The total nmn-
other steps might be desirable before we der section 315 than we treat a Member her ,0f candidates therefore seeking office
were ready to see section 315 repealed of the House of Representatives, whether :in the U.S. Senate in 1970 other than onacross the board.

The problems are very different in that Member be my friend, the genl_le- the Democratic or Republican ticket was
regard to equal time guarantees as they man from California, or whether it be a 4q'. I would point out, that, in the Sen-
apply to Presidential candidates, U.S. Member of the U.S. Senate. We _re all ate, two of those got elected and I refer
Senate candidates, and House candidate, elected officials. Section 315, which goes to the Senator from New York (Mr.

In the presidential area, we have the to certain public officials, as we have BUC_LEY) who was elected as a Consent-
problem of fringe party candidates---Il written it into law, applies equally to all ative and the Senator from Virginia (Mr.
or 12 of which were on various State of us. B'zsr) who was elected as an independ-
ballots in 1968. Under present law it is Mr. Chairman, they have said that [his ent.
impossible for broadcast licensees and, is not a partisan question, and thai; it Now let us look at the House for a
therefore, his networks to offer free time should not be a partisan question, lind minute. It is proposed to give the House

some special treatment by the Van
to any candidates, for panel discussion with that I wholeheartedly agra;. But I)eerlin amendment. For some reason It
or in formal debate, as long as this re- let us not kid ourselves one bit. I h;f_ve is said the Members of the House shouldstriction is in the law. This means that
in the greatest political decision that the been in this House of Representatives bi; singled out and made benefactors un-
American people have to make every 4 since 1960, and I can recall in 1964 when der this law. That is not true for the
years--the choice of a Presiden_--they the Republicans were trying desperately Senate and the President.
do not have full availability of the great- to repeal section 315, and when that bill Now, what has happened in the House
est communications asset that the world was killed in the House-Senate confer- races?
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In 1970 again in the House races, 30 six; Los, Angel,_.% 19; Miami, four; Mil- The bi:fl will go to conference, and on
minor parties fielded at oral of 163 candi- waukf_, five; New York, 37--including _he bs_:,is of my experience, I can see
dates for office with an additional 20 areas of New Jersey and Cormecticut; ahead what is going to happen in con-
candidates running as independents. So Philadelptfia, 12.--includir, g areas of New ference We are going to take out '_he
we have 183 minority party candidates Jersey; San l_.mncisco, nine; E;t. Louis, mnendi:aent as it pertains to Senators,
rurming in 152 House districts. I do not five; Washingl_n, D.C., :1ye--including _md then once again we will single out
have to tell you, of course, that none areas of Maryl:_nd and Virginia. 1;herTesident. Mr. Chairman, the amend-
of them were successful. I could go on My f:ciends, the sole question when merit should be defeated.
and on and point out what the compari- you repeal section 315, whether you add The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
son was for Governor and what it was the President, the Senate, or the House :fieman has again expired.
in other races, of Representat:.ves is whether or not you Mr. :EiAYS. Mr. Chairman, I rise i:n

But it seems to me, it is clear that the beliew', that _he broad,:aster:_ across opposit:ion to the amendment.
profusion of parties is just as common America have achieved lhat degree of The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
and just as much of a danger as to House maturity so that you can trust them with- Ohio is recognized.
candidates and Senate candidates, as to out section 315 as we have written it into Mi'. :I_IAYS. Mr. Chairman, I oppose
the President. law. 1;he amendment for practically all the

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the You say that you can t_ust them as to reasons the gentleman from Michigan
gentleman from Michigan has expired, the President and you car trust them as has outlined, plus a couple more. I t1_nk

(Mr. HARVEY asked and was given to the Senate, but we do not trust them the amendment does treat the Hov.se
permission to proceed for 5 additional as to the House Members and s_, there- differerLtly, and I do not want it treated
minutes.) fore, we are gc.ing to exempt the Presi- J_at wa.y, because it says that we shall

Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, the ar- dent from 315 and we are going to exempt be subj,:_t to a study by the FCC. I have
gument that is made that somehow there the Senate, but not the House Members. heard l_4enty of speeches from both sides
are more parties in the race for Presi- Let us, just t_ke a look at this. of tiffs aisle about the Congress sun-
dent and, therefore, we should treat the Mr. 'VAN DF.?.RLIN. Mr. Chairman, rendering its power to the executive
President differently just does not hold will the gentleman yield o:a this point? branch, and if that is not another sm'-
water. There are just as many parties Mr. HARVEY. I yield _o the gentle- render :_:do not know what it is. I do not
In the election of House Members and man in just a moment, if my frltend will want the FCC telling me what we h_Lve
the election of Senate candidates con- just allow :me to finish thi_ point--then I to do in tiffs body and how we have to run
eerned as there are in presidential races, will be glad to yield, our campaigns. We are competent to

Mr. VAN DEERLIN. Mr. Chairman, The real question, Mr. Caairm_n--and make d_:cisions ourselves and to make ourwill the gentleman yield?
Mr. HARVEY. If the gentleman will this is going to come up la _er becmuse we own studies. We do not need the FCC toare going to have amendments offered to qo it_

let me go on further for just a second, leave section 315 in in its entirety and to Mr. DINGELL. If the gentleman _dll
I will be glad. to yield to my friend, ff take 3].5 out in i_; entirety--but r,_ally the yield, we are not setting ourselves up for
I can just answer his second argument, question is are you going _o treat Sena- _. study by the executive. We are settingif possible.

The gentleman also, and I am referring tons differently from the _ay you treat ourselves up for study by a creature of
Congressmen? Are you goiug to t,reat the the Congress, the Federal Com/nunica-

to my friend, the gentleman from Calf- President differently from the way you tions C¢_mrnission, which is an arm and a
fornia, makes the point that we should treat Congressmen? I submit that basic creature of this body.
treat House Members differently and that fairness requires that they all be treated Mr. BAYS. I will say to my friend from
we should give ourselves this special alike, Mr. Chah'man. _licl_igan that you can believe that if you
bonus benefit, and special treatment as Mr. Bk_C)WN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, want to. but I do not. I know it was set
selected individuals under the repeal of will the gentleman yield? _p originally as an arm of Congress, butsection 315 because of the fact, he says.

Mr. HARVEY. I yield to my good i_; has not functioned that way. It has
the statewide nature of Senate races friend, the gent:eman from Ohio. served as an arm of the executive branch,
makes Senate. candidates less vulner- Mr. B_OWN of Ohio. I should like to which is what all these commissiom;'
able to a single broadcaster, than a Con- ask the gentleman how rrany networks fanctior_s are.
gressman, for example. But look at the are likely to cover a presidmtial contest. The gentleman from Michigan (M,'.
facts: We h_ve :only three networks in this l:[a_w:y) sa'_d, "Do you trust the telems_on''

First, five States have only one congres- counta:y. Why i.,_that different f:com the stations in the case of the President and
sional district: Alaska, Delaware, Ne- situation of a Member of Congress who in the case of the Senate but not in the
vada, Vermont, Wyoming; has three stations, say, cow_ring _ds cam- case of :he House?" My answer is, I do

Second, 10 States have two congres- paign in his o_.a district? It s,sems to not trust them at all, period. I do not
sional districts: Hawaii, Idaho, Maine, me ths_t if you had all three networks think you can trust them to be discreet.
Montana, New Hampshire, New Mexico, against, you, you might have as difficult about whom they give time to and whoru
North Dakota, Rhode Island, South a time as a congressional candid:_te with they (lo _aot. I do not think you can trust
Dakota, Utah; only three stations in his district and all them to be fair about how and to whom

Third, two States have three congres- of them against :aim. they g_w!_time and from whom they with..
sional districts: Arizona, Nebraska; Mr. HARVEY. :[ would ss_ to m_, friend hold it. ::: do not thank there is a remote:

Fourth, three States have four con- that I have gone through this; I have possibility that they would not be prej.-
gressional districts: Arkansas, Colorado, racked my brain studying It, ar.d I see udiced _md do exactly as they please.
Oregon. no difference. T.hey say ths,t it should be Certainly 'that would apply in the case of

Thus, 20 States--or 40 percent--have studied. W:hat are you go:.ng to study? Blouse, Members even more, because in
four congressional districts, or less. Three :htmdred and fifteen is the same many a district one television station
These 20 States have a total of 43 con- as to Senators and as to House Members dominab:_ the district, and you are noJ;
gressional districts or 10 percent, and as :_)the President. going to get help. In my case, for ex-.

In addition, there are 164 congressional Mr. VAN DEF, RLIN. Mr. Chairman, ample, a station in Cleveland which
districts--or 37 percent--in what must will the gentleman yield? r_._ches part of my district would prob-.
'be considered major metropolitan areas. Mr. I{tiRVEY. I will yield to the gen- ably not give time to either me or my
Certainly, these congressional districts tleman in just a :.moment. opponen'l_ if the main station in my dis-
have a multiplicity of broadcast outlets. Mr. 'VAN DEERLIN. The ger.:tleman trict decides to support me or support
These areas and the number of congres- will then be out of time. my opponent.
sionaI districts in or around them include Mr. HARVEY. There is plenty of time. Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
the following: There is no effo_ to cut o:_ the debate, w:!I1the ¢entleman yield?

Atlanta, five; Baltimore, eight; Boston, I do no_ feel that is in the _r. My friend Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman
'five; Chicago, 1S--including areas of In- is well :_ware, sinoe he has been in Con- from (.)hJ:o (Mr. BEOWN).
diana; Dallas, six; Detroit, 10; Houston, gress for some time, of the effect of this. Mr. Blq:OWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, d:c
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I understand then that the gentleman in stances, but in many instances, and who b_ make '_he study. Perhaps it ought to be
the well is opposed to the provision which is going to sit in this body. somebody else, and the House and the
is in the Macdonald bill currently, which Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, ! move to Eenate ought to make studies.
would repeal section 315 for the Presi- strike the requisite number of words. The fact is that under the amendment
dent? Mr. Chairman, this is one of the mc_st t_ere wilE1be no repeal for House Mere-

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, ! would put important amendments we will consider hers until and unless :some future Con-
it this way. On principle I do not think we in this debate. I see great division on both Btess ac_. We will certainly not act on
ought to repeal it at all, but ! am willing sides of the aisle. There are members ,of i_:next year.
to go that far in the case of the Presi- the Democratic Party who are not about -c_oI s_rongly support the amendment
dent. I think we ought to have an amend- to repeal section 315 for anybody under cffered by the gentleman from Cali-
ment in there, I will be candid, so if there any circumstances and members on the fornia. Ii, is a middle-ground position and
isa third party that got 10 percent in the Republican side who feel the same way. i'_ :puts us on the right track. It makes
last election, it ought to be treated as a This is a matter that deals directly with sure a bill cannot be vetoed on the
major party. I did not vote for George their own elections and a matter that is _'rounds of favoritism in this particular
Wallace, I would not, I did not support important and controversial. _,rea. ! should like to see this amendment
him, but fair is fair and unfair is unfair. Mr. Chairman, I think the gentlem:_m _,reed to.

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. If we repeal it from California has a middle-ground lc,o- ]._. VAN DEERLI2L Mr. Chairman,
for the President? sition that deserves our support. Here is wi]_ the gentleman yield?

the situation. The Macdonald bill, the Mr. UDALL. I yield to the gentlemanMr. HAYS. I will tell the gentleman
about my position on this. Whenever an House committee bill, repeals section 315 from California.
amendment is offered to strike it, watch only for the President and Vice I'r_.,_l- Mr. VAN DEERLIN. Let me say that
howI vote. dent. E_ter hearing the gentleman's eloquence,

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. The Senate bill, on the other hand, re- I feel much better not only about my
Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last peals 315 across the board, for Prest.del_xt, i_endment, but about, myself as well.
word. Senate, and House. M_r.HARVEY. Mr. C'hairman, wff[ the

Mr. Chairman, ! rise to point out to To my Democratic friends, one of t]_e gentleman yield?
my good friend, the gentleman from problems we have in getting a bi_[ ti:ds MJ:. UD_TJ., [ yield to the gentleman
California, the danger that is contained year is, frankly, whether we can have from Michigan.
in repealing section 315 ps_t that for eno'.'-gh compromise and enough modifl- M_r.HARVEY. ! thmak m_/_riend from
the President and Vice President[ I think cation of the hardline positions gnd _rizona for yielding.
all of us who have dealt closely with the reach some common ground and corn- '.Ifwe :_regoing to have a study of this,
broadcasters know they have enough monsense, which will result in a bill. l_,en why should we not have a study of
power already to be a real force to be The gentleman from Florida offe:_ed it for all three offices; the President as
reckoned with. I commend whoever set a compromise that was agreed to t]tds well as the Senate and House Members?
up the Communications Act of 1934 afternoon in the spirit that I would lJike My friend is vef_re!.oquent, but in my
when television was Just a dream maybe, to see in the Chamber as we debate t_ds Judgment he has not "_ni_e any case as
and all those people were afraid of was important matter, to why we should treat the Senators in
the power of radio, and time has proved One of the fears our Republican I_different manner and the President .in
them right. If we take a look at the friends have is that this 315 repeal l[or a different manner.
senatorial campaigns and obviously the the President only is a gun pointed at Mr. IrDALL. The President and the
presidential campaigns, and take a look Richard Nlxon and the Republican l?axSy. J_e_te have been st21diod forever.. We
at where all the money is spent, and They say that in 1968 we were ar_ious have study after study on the question.
take a look at the people who can come to have it repealed so that our under- We cannot produce any_new argunmnts
in overnight, as I said in my earlier re- financed candidate could debate thMr I_bout the presidency. But no one has ever
marks, we will see the parties on both candidate. And now we are playing' a ]ookod _t the 435 House districts to de-
sides and people on both sides can buy different game, where they haw_ the _:maine whether in a fair way we could
their way into of_ce. White House and we face an upl:dll administer a 315 repeal. I am not sure

What ! keep trying to make clear is battle. _:hat I want it repealeq for my district or
we are not trying to protect ourselves, So, as a show of good faith, the amend- for the districts of my colleagues. That
we are not trying to protect the Presi- merit offered by the gentleman from Cai- t_sthe reason why the House is in a ape-
dent, we are not trying to protect the ifornia says: cAalsituation.
Senate, but we are trying to protect the all right; we will repeal it for the P_d- Mr. HARVEY. If my friend will yield
public interest. Any time this political dent across the board permanently, and we for one moment further, there was noth-
system gets to be such that a candidate will repeal it for the Senate across the bo:_d !_lg .in the 1960 act ox' the 1968 act that
has to either be very rich indeed or be- permanently. :had anything to do wi'_h any study what-
come indebted to people who are, or Senators of both parties said th_ are _ever. So far as I know, there have
who have financial resources which they for this repeal and it was adoptod by a been no legislative act[on on that matter.
expend on behalf of the candidates, and wide bipartisan margin. But he says: Mr. UDALL. The gentleman may be
automatically Members of the House and For the House Members we have a cliff,er- !_i_ght, but scholars, journalists, and
Senate and perhaps other branches of ent problem. 'Members of the House and of the Senate
the Government become indebted to :_Lw; studied this question. I suspect
these people--I think that is a terrible Presidents will lose some statio_z _md _here are any number of volumes which
threat. I think it should be stopped. X, wfil win some. They will have bitter op- :_ave been written on this.
for one, having dealt with the broad- ponents among the broadcasters, _md I am pained to see the gentleman from
casters, know how arrogant they are they will have friends. Michigan tell us how w_?g and selfish
anyway_they are arrogant enough al- Senators, in most States, will l_,ve we were as Democrats i_,: 1968 and in
ready. The only protection we have many outlets and have diverse responses 196t. He told the story. N6w he wants
against turning over the control of the for many broadcasters, us to do what he urged we do In 1964.
political system to the broadcasters, both But there are Members on both sides Let us do the right thing. If il; was
radio and TV, but especially TV, is sec- of the aisle in tiffs House who are under right in 1964 it is right today. Why does
tion 315. the thumb of Just one broadcast_er in the gentleman object to it now?

I respect the gentleman fro TM Call- particular situations. We ought to st_dy The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
fornia, who has done a great job, but these situations before we move. tlernan from Arizona has expired.
I point out to him and to other Members The fact is that under the Van Deeriin (On request of Mr. ]_CDONALDOf 1VIas-
the great danger in repealing 315 un- amendment no House Member will ever saclinsetts, and by unanimous consent,
less we want the broadcasters to dictate face this equal time problem_and n_rk Mx. UD_L'. was allowed to proceed for 2
who is going to sit on the Senate side, this well--unless the Congress acrid, additional minutes.)
end who is not going to--not in all in- Perhaps the FCC is not the righ% belly Mr. I_L_CDONALD of Massachusetts.
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Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? seems to mo that his position is truly a ff tiao gentleman will yield further, under
Mr. UDAI&. I yield to my friend from middle ground and one in which there the first amendment the newspapers

Massachusetts. can be considerable arsument on both were lree to do what they wished in b_rms
Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. sides, of coverage of election campaigns and

I should like to ask, through the gentle- I think: tha_ it is absolutely clear that our system survived.
man in the well, ff this is so bad this we Should not remove 315 fr,_m House Does not the gentleman think we can
year why did the gentleman who spoke coverage for l easons in e ddition to those surviw. · if section 315 is repealed ill all
so eloquently against the amendment previously stated. The _ain reason why cases with reference to television _md
vote for the repeal for President and I say' this is because, aRhough we may rac_io _;tations?
Vice President twice last year? consider ourselves able to command at- Mr. ECKHARDT. I suppose we could

Mr. UD^r,L. Now suddenly, in 1972, he tention of the media, it seems to me that sumdv_ it, but I think it would be very
finds this a very evil thing, the media can. :Frequentl_ ignore a House harmful to our system.

I suggested to him we were wrong in Member and freeze him out simply by not The CHAIRMAN. The time of the ten-
1964. We should have had repeal, mentioning him. They _anno_ do that tlemmL .from Texas has expired.

This does not mean an incumbent with regard to a Senate race in any State (]By unanimous consent (at the re-
President has to debate. This is an equal that I know oil They certainly cannot do quest of Mr. HAYS) Mr. ECKHARDT was
time provision and has little to do with it with regard to a presidential race. allowea to proceed for 2 additional mia-
debate. Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Will the gantl_- utes.)

I said earlier that I do not believe man yioldtome? Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will _he
Richard Nixon will lose a single vote if Mr. ECKHARDT. I yield to the gen.. gentleman yield?
he says, as an incumbent President, "I tleman. 1_.£r.ECKHARDT. I yield to the gentle-
decline to debate." I do not think we Mr. BiR_)_I of OMo. I am hard man from Ohio.
would make any "brownie points" with pressed to understand th_ subtle distinc., l_.[r. HAYS. I think there is one big
the voters as a challenger against an .tion in the arguments presented by the difference that the gentleman from Ohio
incumbent President on that. gentleman from Texas between the (Mi'. BaOWN) has failed to point out. I

Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, will the broadcast media and newspapers or other understand the gentleman owns both
gentleman yield? forms of printed media, i_lewspapers can newspapers and radio stations.

Mr. UDALL. ! yield to the gentleman certainly freeze out a csndidate if they l_.[r. BROWN of Ohio. Could I correct
from Michigan. wish to, can they not? the gentleman?

Mr. HARVEY. We are talking about a Mx. ECKHARDT. Yes: they can. But 1V.[r.HAYS. If I am wrong.
distinct broadcast station. We are not I think the difference is this: television Mr. BROWN of Ohio. The gentleman
talking about the networks. There are and radio are so much more powerful from Ohio (Mr. HAYs) is wrong.
stations in Phoenix, Ariz., in Cleveland, becatme lin eff,_t television _nd radio _[r. HAYS. You do not own any news-
Ohio, and all across our country which constitute a parade. The listener or the papers?
have their rights. As licensees what they observer must see what i_ paraded across Mr. BROWN of Ohio. We do not own
do or fail to do affects the President as the screen. The newspap_r is rr,ore like a any radio stations.
well as the Senate and the House circus. You cain take your choio. _ of rings, l_[r. HAYS. All right. I just wanted to
Members. It seems to me it is much more important make sure that you only owned news-

Mr. UDALL. I do not trust them any that television and radio afford equal papers.
more than the gentleman does. time, because I think they have more of _[r. Chairman, the point I would like to

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman the power to make or break a candidate make wllich it seems to me has not been
yield further? for Congress. made, is this: In my district people (:an

Mr. UDALL. I decline to yield for just Mr. BROW_i of Ohio. _ill the gentle- subscribe to any one of a dozen different
a moment, man yield further? daily newspapers, but there is only (,ne

If I should run statewide, I would Mr. ECKHAB,DT. Surely. television station. So, there is a big dff-
get help by some and would be 'hurt by Mr. BROWN of Ohio. For 160 years in ference between newspapers and televi-
some. But in my own limited district the this country we did not have television sion--a big difference.
situation might be different. That is why and radio. DuriJag that period o:_time the The only recourse you have with tele-
I think you can logically and phUosoph- newspapers frequently dominated tho vision is to turn it off, and if you do that,
ically defend a special position for the conmmnity just as the gentleman is al- Lq certain parts of my district, then, you
House. It is because you have 435 special leging that television ami radio do now. could :sot see any program.
problems there that do not confront a We survived as a society and have come So, :[ think you are talking on the one
President running nationwide or a Senn- this .far with newspapers under the pro- hand _Lbout a monopoly and on the other
tor running statewide, tection of the ftI_t amenchnent. ;_ow, does hand about newspapers from which the

Mr. HARVEY. I think the same can the gentleman feel that the current public can pick and choose.
be said for the Senate, though, media control is such that there is a Mir. ECKHARDT. It seems to me that

Mr. ECKHAR_. Mr. Chairman, I problem here, ,_r is the gentleman speak- what the gentleman is stating here, and
move to strike the last word. lng out against _he first _._endment pro- very ably so, is that if it is a good thing

Mr. Chairman, because the amend- vidin_: the media with an opportunity to to have section 315 apply to radio and
ment offered by the gentleman from Call- make suct_ a news assessrr_ent or editorial televisi:on, it might have been a good
fornia is a middle-ground position, he judgment, thing in the past to have applied the
seems to be getting a rather impassioned I axa a little ,_mfused al,out the gentle-, same kind of rules to newspapers.
attack from both sides, man's, position. Mr. ]:IAYS. Maybe we ought to do that

If I understand his amendment, it does Mr. ECI_IARDT. How does the gentle- now.
not disturb the proposition that there man find that i.t is in viols tion o _ the first Mr. ECKHARDT. But, we certainly
should be an opportunity for the type amendment? $.qm first amendment does shotfid not restrict section 315 from coy-
of open debate in the presidential race not give a man a right to dema:ad that a orate of television and radio today. I
that has existed in the past by tom- newspaper giw_ him equal treatraent. The think that is what the author of _he bill
porarily removing the restriction of 315. first amendment does not even demand is talk!ing about. I think the gentleman
It does not, on the other hand, as I that _ newspaper sol1 a person advertis- from California also takes that position.
understand it, disturb the protection of ing The only difference, I think, between
every Member of this House to equal time Mr. BROWF[ of Ohio. '3nder the pro- them i_; with respect to what should be
if he is in a situatilon where radio and tectio_a of the :first amen¢_nent._ don(: i_:_the Senate races. I, marginally,
television outlets are limited and con- Mr. ECKHARDT. I rather agree with favor t_e position of the gentleman from
trolled. The only difference his amend- the gentleman that section 315 should California, but I strongly believe that [he
ment makes is to extend the 315 removal have been extended to a r_ewspaper situ- protection of section 315 should be ap-
to the Senate race. ation which is a monopoly but, perhaps, plied tc House races.

! do not think that that is so innova- it is a little late to raise that question at Mr. _?ODELL. Mr. Chairman, I move
tive or so terribly dangerous; nor do ! this thne. to strike the requisite number of words.
consider it to be so terribly helpful. It Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mx. Chairman, Mr. Chairman, I rise to take unenthu-
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siast/c opposition to the gentleman's ment it certainly involves all Federal whatsoever in the relationship between
:amendment. elective offices, those for whom we have a broadcaster and a HOuse Member and

It is obvious that ail of us realize the repealed section 315, and the Members 9.broadcaster and any cafididate fol' tile
iimportance of removing section 315 as to of the House of Representative,'; for _;enate or the President; or Vice President.
:President and Vice President. Certainly, whom we have not repealed sect/orr 3:15. ][do not think our constituents see any
the gentleman from Michigan referred It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that ciifferenc, e. We are ali seeking a Federal
bo his prior votes in that direction. IIe this highlights the inconsistency o:_ this elective office and should be treated the
than afforded us a lot of statistics, some particular amendment. We want tc pro- same under section 315.
of which makes one wonder if we were tect ourselves while yet a study is macle, lin the interim under this amendment
not discussing President Nixon's sixth but we want to repeal section 315 for the offered by the gentlems[n from California,
phase program for the moment. President, the Vice President, and the it treats House Members differently .from

Mr. Chairman, the issue before the Senate, while the study is being made. I c_thers while the study is going on. I
House is simply whether or not section think it makes us look a little ridic_llous, think it is inconsistertt and inequitable
315 as it applies to Members of the House I think you might call it a House of Rep- _tnd I think the amendment ought to be
of Representatives is important, resentatives seLf-interest, or self-protec- {lefeated.

It is not truly an issue with regard to tion amendment. Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts.
the President and Vice President of the Why can we not be consistent, either l_Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
United States because the stations them- repeal it as to all, or repeal it as to none? :Mr. GERALD R. FORD. I yield to the
selves would want them to discuss the At least the other body had the consist- gentleman, if I have eny time renmining.
issues which they deemed important in ency of repealing section 315 as to every- Mr. IYrACDON.aT.r) of Massachusetts.
debate. This admittedly should include body, the President, Vice President, Sen- ]vlr. Chairman, the gentleman is a verypractical politician, and the gentleman
the major party candidates, but not the ate, and House of Representatives. l_nows the public would not stand for
Vegetarian Party and all various other It would make us, in my opinion, look three networks giving free time to just
party candidates which would insist upon interested in our self-perpetuation, it one candidate for President because the
equal time. As to the President and Vice would make us appear to be comr,let_Hy lmtiona]i interest is obviously conce:med.
President section 315 should and must inconsistent if the Van Deerlin araend- The gentleman _so understands, I
be repealed, ment is approved, would ttaink--I do not know this--but I

Insofar as Members of the House are I personally think we are much more would guarantee on the presidential,
concerned, while you and I are sitting qualified in the House Committee on :In- l;hat in :any given State you cannot keep
here today every local radio station, terstate and Foreign Commerce or _;he a bona fide senatorial candidate off of
every local TV station have what they comparable committee in the other body l_levision without a terrific protest;, but
call an editorial policy, to conduct any study that involw.,s ,the ;_ou can keep a congressional candidate

Each one of these editorials that come repeal or nonrepeal or modification of off in a congressional district.
on daily are being responded to by some section 315. Mr. GERALD R. FORD. I would point
individual back in your district. We have Mr. Chairma n, I strongly oppo,,_ the out to the gentleman that the broad-something like eight or nine different
channels in New York City, that do this amendment offered by the gentlLeman ,_,asting media are trying and are doing
very thing. I never get a chance to re- from California (Mr. VAN DEERLIN). :_,reasonably good job in protecting the
spond to the editorial policies because a. Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. :interest of all candidates.
I do not hear it in Washington, and b. I Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? Mr. DI3._GELL. Mr. Chairman, I move
am unable to respond because by the Mr. GERALD R. FORD. ! yield to the to strike out the last; word and r/_e in
time it is transmitted to me and I finally gentleman from Massachusetts. _pposition to the amendment.
attempt to respond, any one of a number Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusel;ts. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to
of people have already responded. So we Mr. Chairman, ! thank the gentleman for the amendment offered by the gentle-
operate at a disadvantage. For this ad- yielding, and ! respect the disting_xished man from California. I have high regard
ditional mason I think section 315 is ina- minority leader, as I am sure the gentle- for the gentleman from California. He is
p0rtant for Members of the House of man knows, but when did the gentleman a man of great ability and great in-
Representatives and should be retained, from Michigan change his mind? JBe- tegrity _nd fundamental decency and he

As to Members of the Senate, and we cause last year this part did not bother is a very useful and valuable member of
have spent an hour of debate here on the gentleman at all. The gentleman the Commerce Con_rnittee and we are
whether or not they want to retain sec- voted twice last year to repeal sectiion very proud of him.
tion 315. If they want it, well, then, let 315 just for the President and the Vice T.he gentleman from California has a
them have it. If they do not want it, then President. viewpoint---he comes from the broad-
let them not have it but that should be Mr. GERALD R. FORD. There i:_ql_ite casting industry and this tends to some-
their decision and not ours. This can be a difference between this amendment What color his attitude toward that; par-
accomplished in conference, and the action we took last year. This ticular industry.

It seems to me the best thing to do is amendment perpetuates self-interests for I think the amendment should be
to just pass the bill in its original form, the Members of the House. I do not see viewed as being essentially an industry
and if the Senate wants to insist upon where this amendment relates at aZ[ to amendment. It is one which either leads
it in conference we should have no ob- what the House did last year. at this time or ult/mately will lead to
jection. Mr. MACDONJ_LI3 of Massachusetts. the foo'_ of the broadcasting industry be-

Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chair- Does the gentleman feel that the broad- lng on the throat of every single candi-
man, I move to strike the requisite hum- casters in various sections of this cram- date for public orifice in the United
ber of words, try--and, incidentally, it will not be oc- States.

Mr. Chairman, ! have listened with cuffing in my sect/on--but in vari.ous I think it is time that we understand
great interest to the arguments pro and sections of the country is the gentleman there is a distinct difference between a
con, and the impression I get is that if we willing to turn over to the broadcast, ers candidate for the Presidency and a can-
pass this amendment that has been of- who will be and who will not be succes_.,;ful didate for the Senate and a candidate
fered by the gentleman from California candidates? Because I would point out for the House. These three offices are es-
(Mr. VAN DEERLIN) that then we have to the gentleman and to all other Mom- sentially different in their impact and. in
taken definitive action for the President, bers of the House that a broadcaster can the way the broadcasting industries are
Vice President, and the candidates for give free time to one candidate and re- going to view them. A candidate for the
the Senate in the repeal of section 315, fuse to sell time t ° the other candidate PreSidency is probably going to be treat-
and on the other hand we are going to if section 315 is repealed, ed essentially fairly by the networks--
have the Federal Communications Corn- Mr. GERALD R. FORD. I understand which is something that does not obtain
mission conduct a study--the impression what the gentleman is saying, but how with regard to a candidate for the Sen-
being that the study would only be appli- can you justify the House treating itself ate and of the House or to Members, of
cable to the problem of section 315 as it differently from the candidates for Pres- the House or Senate.
relates to the House of Representatives. ident, the Vice President, or the Senate? q_his body has had a conUnuing se-

But as I read this proposed amend- I do not see any rational difference quence of scrutinies by the Commerce
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Committee of the fashion in which the the part of networks in term,_ of their 1_[r. VAN DEF, RLIN. :["ne gentleman
broadcasting industry has conducted its coverage, has raentioned the fairness doctrine.
responsibilities in the public trust. MI'. DINGELL. I mentioned network. Both what my California dean, and most

I would like to take this opportunity The gentleman is a member of the Com-. of wh_t the gentleman has complained
to recall to my colleagues some of the- merce Committee and has heard refer., about would have reference to the :_air-
scrutinies that have been engaged in by once to what ]: am speaking about, nes:_ doctrine, and not to section 315
the Commerce Committee and by its Mr. BROWN of Ohio. I am trying to l_[r. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, I ]lave
Subcommittee on Investigations so that determine whether the gentler_an is ar.. mentioned one case which deals directly
you can see whether or not Members of guing that thc networks will be. fairer to with .';ection 315. The gentleman has a
this body want to put the foot of the the President than will irtdividual broad., goocl enough imagination to see how, if
broadcasting industry on the throats of cast ;_tations to Members of Congress and section 315 is repealed, the broadca.,;ters
Members of the House of Representatives their constituency, in ins district can do things which will
and candidates for the House of Repre- Mr'. DINGELL. I am glad the gentle-, lmI:,irri;e upon his candidacy.
sentatives, man gleaned that from my remarks. That Mr. VAN DEERLIN. The gentle:man

Not long back, a Member of the House is exactly the impression I intended to has hnpinged upon my reliability.
of tbepresentatives had a situation foisted make. The fact of the mall;er is an Mr. DINGELL. I did not.
upon him which I think cries to the amendment which woulc! authorize that 1V.[r.VAN DEERLIN. The fact of the
heavens for investigation and redress, kind of situation is very bad. matter is that the Senate, with only two

A chairman of a committee of this The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- disseni;ing votes, has indicated its will-
body was defeated because the broad- tleman from Michigan has expired, ingn_;s to submit themseh,es to the fair-
casters in his area turned over to his (O:n request, of Mr. HOLXFXEtD,and by ne_ oi_the broadcasters.
opponent on election eve, an immense unaninlous co:asent, Mr. _DXN0rLLwas al-, l_[r. DINGELL. I will be glad to dis-
amount of free time which was utilized lowed _o proceed for 3 additional min-, cuss the Senate another time.
against him for his incumbent oppo- utes.) Mr. ALBERT. Mr. Chairman, ! move
nent--and that Member is no longer Mr. HGLIFIELD. Mr. Chairman, will to stri._e the requisite ntu_ber of words.
with us. the gentleman yield? Mr. Chairman. I take this time Dri-

I just think that if that could happen Mr. DINGEI,r.. I yield to my good[ ma_il_ to commend the gentleman from
to a chairman of a committee of this friend from California. Ohio (Mr. Hays) and the gentleman
body, it could happen to any other Mr. HOLIFIlELD. Iwa., very interested frora West Virginia (Mr. STa0OESS)s_d
Member. in the gentleraan's illustrations. I think, the ge_atleman from Massachusetts ,',Mr.

Let me recount a few other things, it is something we ali kno_ has happened M_c,rO_aLU) for bringing these matters
Recall the program "Say Goodbye." We and wilt cont:inue to ha:;)pen lmder the to the House. I do this because I think
had a careful investigation of some of the present; proceiures of the broadcasting election reform is a top priority meas_xre
outrageous things which took place in industry. I would merely like to, take this facing this Congress. I am grateful that
there, the compendium of pictures of time to point c,ut that both CBS and NBC the committees have reported thee bills.
polar bears shot from aircraft, which was presented so-called pubhc interest tele- 'rhi,,; legislatibn is important to the
foisted on the American public as some- vision documentaries in _vhich they gave gouge because it is important to the
thing to be regarded as reprehensible, me some 3_ minutes to state :_ position American people. There are too maI_v
and it turned out later that the polar on mi important matter and _hen pro,, signs cf a loss of faith in govel_rnent :for
bear depicted as being shot from an ceeded to give the other I_5or 55 minutes us not to be concerned and to take r_si-
aircraft was in fact, shot with a tran- to th_,, opposing viewpoint; and absolutely live action to restore public confidence
quilizer by a game warden as part of a knock it down, and having had that ex- in t:ae political process. When 47 million
game management program--and later perienee on both CBS and NBC, I un-, eligible 'voters do not think it is worth
released alive and unhurt, hesitatingly say that I ha-e no confidence bothering to vote for the candidates for

Recall how the hunger in America in the integrity of either of these chains the hi_i:hest oflice in the land, I think it
documentary was utilized as a vehicle to or arty other television operab)r who is is time for us to be concerned.
stir public emotions with a child pictured given the righ'_ to so victimize the Amer- _he accelerating costs of running :for
as starving to death, a child which ican people as they have _ione on numer,., pub's[lc office are becoming a serious na-
turned out to be a premature baby. The ous occasions, tional problem. Spending in the last
welfare line was generated by the broad- Mr. DINGELL. The gf_ltleman is en* Presidential campaign exceeded $44 l_til-
casters having the doors clo_ed to thc tirely correct. I would Just like to add lionel,; 50-percent increase over 1964 and
welfare agency. Remember, these are the that this body, not long bs ok, unanimous.- 100 p_rcent more than in 1960. Total
friendly broadcasting people who utilized ly condenmed tlhe activities of one of the spendk_g for all campaigns across the l_a -
their resources to electronically eaves- networks where they '_ok--they did _ion itl 1968 has been estimated at I_300
drop at a meeting of the Democratic Na- broadcast "falsehoods" on the air--what millior_., and the massive outlays in last
tional Committee. Recall some of the they did was that they tc, k and doctored year's statewide elections indicates t_lmt
things done by the broadcasters at the a stw_ernent of public officials and then an even greater escalation is in the works
Democratic Convention, to facilitate cir- broadcast the:_t so that the public of- for 19';!2 unless we call a halt. We are
cumstances showing people engaged in _cial,,_ said something very differently iiterall_, on the crest of a deluge wlr. ch
violence in order to generate a situation from what they had actually said in thq 6hreat,;ns to get completely out of hand
where the aura of outrage would be very '.m_r_qe_. ' ......... _ and make a mockery of the democratic

clear to the American people to the hurt Io I ti_i:nk thi,,_ House must understand proc:es&of the Democratic party, ne thing. With the lmx_ense power of Our political system is predicated on
I will not say the entire broadcasting the hroadcastkrtg and television media, the br)adest possible participation and

industry is bad. That is not true. There the one prote('tion that ,_very citizen of the broadest possible opportunity to .,;eek
are honorable men in it. Most of the men this country must have is a ]_rotectlon poli{;ic_l office. We undermine that cardi-
in the broadcasting industry are honor- from the exce:_ses and at,uses by broad- nal principle when the electoral process
able. But the temptation is to seek some- casters and the television industry, and threatens to become the exclusive pre-
thing sensational. The broadcasting in- they can get tlmt by seeir_g to i_;that the serwe of wealthy men. The blocking of
dustry by its very nature tends to be a equal-time provision, section 315, re- opport_mity to run for office is a cause
sensational type of industry: In times mains intact, and that the fairness doc- for deep concern to every American.
past they have utilizecl means which we trine, which affords another similar pro_ It is not a question of integrity. ]it is
have questioned after careful scrutiny by tection, remains intact '_ith regard to not a c:uestion of corruption. It is a ques-
committees of the Congress. persons who are Member t of the Senate lion oi elemental democracy, and it i_; a

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, or the House or candidates for the Sen- question that often results in the crea'Hon
will bhe gentleman yield? ate or the House. _/-- of a climate of opinion that elections are

Mr. DINGELL. I yield to the gentleman -iVl_, VAN DEEl_LIN.'_hairman, up for :;ale. That climate is not conducive
from Ohio. will the gentleman yield? to public faith in government.

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. The gentleman is Mr, DINGELL. I yield to the g_ntleman It is not a matter of whose ox is gored
confusing me with examples of bias on from Csdifornia. be_wee:a incumbent and clmllenger. ];t is
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the disenchantment of the public that a15 for presidential races only, tmle.,m the gentleman from Iowa (Mr. MAYNE).
must be our concern, you are willing to suggest that w_ters Mr. MAYNE. Mr. Chairman, I yield

Each of us in this Chamber has a per- need indepth exposure to the abilities back my time.
sonal stake in restoring reason and sanity and positions of presidential candidates, The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
lgocampaign practices. As individuals who but not to candidates for the House and the gentleman from Texas (Mr. COL-
!.qave all been burdened with the onerous Senate. Instead of adhering to this ira- L:tZVS).
and sometimes demeaning task of rats- portant objective of increasing meaning- (By unanimous consent. Mr. COLrX_S
_ingfunds, we should welcome relief from ful candidate exposure to the electorate, o:f Texas yielded his time to Mr. B_0wN
'the spiraling rate of campaign expendi- the Democratic majority of the commil,_ of Ohio)
_mres. We must, it seems to me, encourage tee chose to take a cheap partisan shot The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
:meaningful presentation of the issues to at the President which has nothin_ the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. BROWN).
_he broadest public possible, whatsopver to do with genuine reform. Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,

I believe that the American people ex- Mr. Chai_unan, I know the gentleman t]:xe question of broadcast domination has
'pect us to enact significant reform. It is from Massachusetts (Mr. M^C00_AL_) cc)me into this discussion with charges
my deep conviction that we should. An has expressed the view, sometimes with that monopolies are more common in
election reform bill will cap a responsible considerable agitation and alarm, that broaqcas_ media than in print media. I
and productive first session of this repeal for congressional candidates s'._ould just like to suggest that with re-
Congress. would be a license for local broadcasters spect to monopoly coverage that we

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I ask uriah- to discriminate against candidates they s],_ould look at the nmnbers of broad-
:imous consent that all debate on this oppose. While I do not think this danger c::_sters _s opposed to the numbers of
_amendment and all amendments to this is as great as th _.gentleman would have newspapers. Let us look at the statistics
_amendment cease in 20 minutes, us believe, it cannot be dismissed com- _:hich exist at this moment.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to pletely and requires that a repeal of 315 We cu_:rently have in the United States
_he request of the gentleman from Ohio? be accompanied with some kind of m;w almost as many TV stations as we do

There was no objection, safeguards, albeit more flexible ones. I daily newspapers. With cable coming into
The CHAIRMAN. Under the unani- think particularly in metropolitan reed;ia many communities we are going to have

mous consent agreement, Members will markets like New York City where _here a gre_t :many more outlets than we do
be recognized for approximately 1_/2 would be nearly gO House candidate;s, or daily newspapers.
:minutes each. in Los Angeles where there would be 35 We have as many radio stations, AlVI

The Chair recognizes the gentleman candidates there is special need for safe- a nd PM, as we do weeklies in the United
.from Florida (Mr. PREY). guards to insure lair treatment for _]l _tates.

Mr. ANDEI_ON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- major candidates. But there is not If the move is to try to control the
:man, will the gentleman yield? reason why the committee could not [,ublic e×pressions and the campaign at-

Mr. FREY. I yield to the gentleman have developed these over the past year titudes of those people who have broad-
from Illinois. if it would have had a m_d to. cast media usable in campaigns. Then

l_r. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair-' Mr. Chairman, because of this negli- what are we going to do about the maga-
man, I rise in support of the amendment gence on the part of the Macdon_ld zincs, the newspapers, or even mailings
offered by the gentleman from Califor- committee we are now confronted wi_h [.y private individuals and their right to
nia (Mr. VaN DEERLIN). I want to make an impasse that could well mean the life take sides in campaigns.
clear at the outset that I have firmly or death of the entire campaign finance ]; l_hink we tread on very dangerous
supported the principle of across-the- reform effort this year. A repeal of 315 _rst amendment terr:itory in this 315
board repeal of equal time clause. One for the President only has no place in ._ua thing, and we have for many years. I
of the most distressing aspects of our honest refortff measure and must be would like to point out, as I tried to in
election process in recent years has been stricken or replaced. Yet it would be ira- r_, earlier questions, that newspapers
the wholesale adoption by candidates of possible at this late date to write a btu c,nce dominated the mass media in this
the 10-, 20-, and 30-second spot commer- on the floor that would provide the safe- co_mtry. It was not too many years ago.
cials. While these broadcasts can some- guards for House candidates that I think We have been "protected" by the Corn-
times make a positive contribution in must accompany an across-the-board ratm_cations Act only since 1934. That
allowing a new candidate to develop repeal. The Van Deerlin amendment, was only 3'/ years ago. We had gotten
name recognition, on the whole, they fail therefore, provides a way out, although _;long until '_hat time on the basis of free
almost completely in fulfilling the essen- it is a second best approach to be sure. specch without control through this Con-
tial task of providing the voting public By mandating the FCC to propose legis- _:ress of what people could say or print in
with detailed Insight and knowledge lation that would provide safeguards fol- newspapers during political campaigns.
about a candidate's capabilities and post- lowing the repeal of 315 for House cam_- It seems to me what we are talking
tions on the issues, dates, it will force the Communic_tio:ns _bout is not a lack of confidence or the

Yet because of the greater dollar eft- and Power Subcommittee to face tlae _,xistence of confidence in the media but,
ciency involved in repeated spot corn- issue that it so studiously avoided this rather, of a lack of a confidence in the
mercials as opposed to longer broadcasts time around. _ve_age citizens of our' country. It seems
:it is almost certain that this trend will Mr. Chairman, this amendment is a to me that the average citizen is smart
continue. I think the answer to that fair compromise and I understand tlae _nough to see through biased media when
dilemma is a public subsidy for program gentleman from Massachusetts will agree l_e _, being subjected to only one view-
time similar to the voter's time proposal to it. It is the only approach to 315 that I_:ln_'
I introduced with a bipartisan group of will strengthen rather than weaken the The c&airman of the subcommittee
80 cosponsor sponsors earlier this year. Senate bill on final passage. So I wotfid _greed _lth that. As Mir. M_CV0_Ar0 said,
However, since it is clear that we are not say to those who would either not yield the public will not tolerate three net-
yet ready to take a step of that kind, I on the current repeal for President only works giving only one side of the presi-
think the next best alternative is to re- or who would hold out for an immediate dential picture, and I am sure that that
move the 315 restriction so that broad- across-the-board repeal: Do you want a is true of public confidence in media in
casters will be free to offer at least lira- bill or an issue? I think the American individual congressional districts.
ited amounts of program time for de- people overwhelming demand refmnn of Besides that, media economics will re-
bates and indepth presentations by ma- our election process. If the House again quire that many different viewpoints be
jar candidates, becomes _ burial ground for reform, it represented. And media economics tn-

Mr. Chairman, this objective of elevat- may well be because too many of us Were eludes print media as well as radio and
ing political dialog during campaigns content to play politics on this issue television. The philosophical spectrum
is the fundamental rationale for repeal when the choice to support reform was will be covered. History has proved that
of the equal time clause. It is therefore clear indeed. ! hope that will not happen, there is a sound regard for balance and
impossible to avoid the conclusion, I The Van Deerlin offers the opportunity fairness in the exercise of free speech.
think, that the Macdonald subcommit- for those who genuinely want refo:_m to 3But b/story tells us that law is not an
tee failed miserably in its treatment of see that it does not. i_ffective limitation on free speech when
this issue. It makes no sense to repeal The CHAIRMAN. The Chair reco_,_i:_es the people desire to express themselves.
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The multiplicity of voices and the df- It _seerns to me that in a situation like good f_tend from Illinois (Mr. ANDERSON)

versity of outlets in our country are what the one facing us, which goes far beyond say, particularly to the Members on my
protect us in our freedoms and our ra- self-interest by anyone involved in a side el the aisle, that if they truly wanted
tional political judgments, minority owne2_hlp posi';ton o:_ such an election reform then they should vote

I am not so sure that there is anything interest, it is important; that we face for this amendment.
_ong, on occasion, with running against up t_ the broader impact of 'what this I say to my friends on both sides of tile
the media. It is done sometimes, and I amendment would do. aisle, :Lfyou want election reform, then
think it is done with some success. We And, for this reason, I intend to vote vote, down this amendment.
only have to look at the history of cam- on the substan.ce of this n_easure and not Men_bers of the committee may recall
paigning in this country. If you look at to volze merely "present." thai, bE._fore the recess I appeared in the
the old-time newspapers of a century or Mr. Chairman, on this :aarticular point well and said that if you truly want elec-
more ago when they were the only voice before us now, I would ,qay it would be tion reform, then you will vote for the
in a district and you did not have radio sound _md fab' and in the public interest substitute which will be offered by Mr.
and television, you will see that they took that we vote ta repeal sc_:tion _15 across FaE3_ZZ,- and Mr. BaowN of Ohlo and
sides and sometimes they took sides the bo_r¢i. LacMng that, it would seem which I will introduce later. Why do I
ferociously and with strong bias. Never- to mi; ,'_tmd l_td fair and in the public say _hi,s? I say this because there are two
theless, Lhe voters made their own judg- interest that we leave it in existence things going for it. The Senate has al-
ments and we survived, acros:s thc; board, ready _Lpproved it and the White House

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- I, l_rsonali.v, think th:_t fahaaess and has ;said it is perfectly fine with them and
tleman has expired, equity does not rest on the side of those that they will accept it.

The Chair now recognizes the gentle- who say that we should le'; it alaply partly Mr. Chairman, if the members of the
man from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL). but not across t2ae board. Commiittee of the Whole House on the

(By unanimous consent, Mr. FRENZZr. The C]._.IB;MAN. Tho Chair recog- State (_f the Union want to get elecl;ion
was allowed to yield his time to Mr. nizes the gentleman fro_l Arizona (Mr. reform, then vote down this amendment.
BROWN of Ohio.) UDALI,). If yim do not want election reform, tlhen

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. When Mr. FaEN- Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, I wish to go ahead and vote for this amendment
ZELand I put in our bill, the Senate piece make only thrc_ points bi,fore we vote. and fu:_ther clutter up the bill.
of legislation on this subject, we con- Pir,_t, this amendment is an attempt I s_ayvote this amendment down if you
sciously wanted a total repeal of section to arrive at a compromise in or¢ler to get wan_ c;lection reform.
315 as it applies to all Federal office- a bill thai; can be passed _md signed into The next point is a point which we
holders, law. have g(me over, back and forth, but there

We do not see how we can logically The Senate :mid, repeal 315 f,ar ever: f- see=_ {;obe no clear understanding of it.
discriminate between aPresident covered one. The committee l_dtion which Z There _ nothing in section 315 of t:he
by three major networks. That is where probably would: have supl_}rted, given the Commtaalcations Act that applies to net-
the presidential election coverage will lack of the necessity of compro_aise, says worSE, itt applies to licensees and broad-
come from. It will not originate from the for the President and Vice iPresident casters. I submit to you that exactly the
local broadcasters. The local stations will only. :it clearly says we w:_l do tt for the mine situation applies in Boston, Mass.
get their story on the campaign through President and the Senate; now and sec ar Detroit, Mich. or in any other Stat_; of
the three major networks. For those of us whether or not it is feasible to repeal sec- '_he Union--the exact same broadcasters
who have districts where there are no tion 315 for 43ii House cortgressienal dis- i_andle broadcasting as it pertains to the
television stations or where we are ringed tricts. :Presi.de:at, the Senators and Member,,; of
about by television stations in nearby Mr. Chairman,, the second point is the Congre,,_o
areas, it is those local stations from fact t,hat the Senate ham already said You cannot make a distinction betw,_n
which a portion of our coverage will they do not mind having sect-ion 315 re- l_hemt. However, that is what this amend-
come. The networks will not play a part pealed for Senate seaM. The amendment merit would do.
in such local campaigns. We ought to gives 12tern whist they haw; asked for and So, I plead with you to give the Prt,_i-
have confidenc& I believe in the ability alaproved, dent a break, give the Senate a break,
of the average citizen to judge if they are Fina, lly, I would like to make l_he point and give the House Members a break $xid
getting bad coverage or biased coverage that the House :is protect_.<l. Section 315 t;reat them the same. They are all candi-
just as they can in newspapers and will n.ever be repealed ior any House dat_ for Federal elective office, l see no
magazines. We ought to have discretion Member until a future Cc_gre_ acts on reason why they should not be treated
enough and honesty enough in this body the proposed study. So, yea can vote for alike.
to repeal 315 for all Federal ofiXceholders this amendment with the certainty that There;fore, I urge you to vote down _he
and not try to legislate our own protec- nothing will be done with reference to amendment.
tion under a law which I think is long your district until a study is =u_de and The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
since outmoded, reported back to the Bouse and the 13se gentleman from Massachusetts (]dr.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes Senate. KErr:_).
the gentleman from Oregon (Mr. DEr,- Mr. Chairman, I think probably the Mr. F_/a'rH. Mr. Chairman, it seerm; in
LENBACK). finest hour in our political history was in me that, as has been mentioned by _;he

Mr. DELLENBACK. Mr. Chairman, 1960 when we had the grt,at debates be- gentlem, an from Michigan (Mr. HAaW'._')
each time since I have come to the House twecn former President Kennedy and :;hat the, real reform the people want and
that we have had a measure dealing in President Nixon. t,hat the Nation reaUy desires lies in the
any wise with the broadcast media I have We can get hack some of the ]_otentiaI l._eld of full disclosure, in the limitation
made it a point to call to the attention of' television if we take o:_ the shackles on expenditures, and in the fair treat-
of my colleagues in the House that I am arid in effect r,aaybe bring the Lincoln- merit for the President commensurate
one of those who have a minority interest Douglas debat_ into th_; livi_._g room. with that of the Congress.
in a licensee of a radio and television Therefore, I think this is a sound amend- It :is :sot strange that it was the finest
station. I do so once again, merit and one which should be adopted, hour for the gentleman from Arizona

I recall when I first came here llst_n- The CHAIRLV/AN. The Chair recog- when the record was put on the line, as
lng to the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. nizes {;he gentleman from Georgia (Mr. it was in 1960, and when they tried to
UDALL) commenting on the potential THOMPSON). llail Nixon to the mast. But by the same
conflict of interest and making a point (By unanim_ms consent;, Mr. T_o_v- logic if you did not do this in 1964 and
when any such situation does exist where SON of Georgia yielded h_s tim_ to Mr. if you ,tid not do it in 1968, then we
we can be accused, that, of course, we I-havE'r.) .,:hould not do it now. You have an tn-
have the right to say we plead this situa- The C_cIAIR]V;AN. The Chafe recog- _annbent defending a record that is a
tion and then vote "present." But he nizes the gentleman from 3J_ichiiian (Mr. good record, but there are always dis-
advised then, and I think soundly, that a HaRvz'z). agreements about such a record, many
preferable procedure is to more full dis- Mr. HARVE_.L Mr. Chidrman, ! Just of us have contributed t o this. 8o ! be-
closure and then proceed to vote in the want to make _;hese two _oints. First of l[eve Section 315 should be kept the $a_ne
public interest, all, I was very slhocked to hear my very _m it was in 1968 and in 1964.
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The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- (By unanimous consent, Mr. HAYS 104(a) or 104(b) or any regulation under sec-
razes the gentleman from California (Mr. yielded his time to Mr. STAGGERS.) lion 105shall
VANDEERLIN). The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- Page 9, strike out line 23 and insert in lieuthereof _;he following: "lates section 104(a)

Mr. VAN DEERLIN. Mr. Chairman, razes the gentleman from West Virgi:aia _r any :regulation under section 105 shall
second only to hearing myself described (Mr. STAGGERS). be*'.
as a spokesman of industry on the floor Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, ! Page 1O,strike out line 4 and insert l:n lieu
today, I am concerned about having been thank the gentleman from Ohio l_or thereof the following:
referred to as somehow or other advanc- yielding. I did not mean to raise tl_is "SEC. 'L07. Section 103 of this Act and the
lng a self-interest piece of legislation, subject, but since ! have, Z hope that amend-':.

Page 10, line 6 strike out "105" and insert
The minority leader very forcefully de- I can dispose of it in just a moment or :In lieu _,hereof "104".
scribed my amendment as something two.
that would protect only House Members. If we are going to continu e to h_ve POINT OF oRDI_;RRESERVED
Well, Z believe I should point out--al- a democracy then we must continue to The CHAIRMAN. For what purpose
though it seems so obvious that it should elect our representatives "of the 10,eople, does the gentleman from West Vir-
not require me to point it out--that, this for the people, and by the people." ginia (l_[r. STAGGERS) rise?
also would protect the opponents of It is getting to the point today that Mr. _iTAGGERS. iV..ir.Chairman, I do
Members of the House who run for re- an ordinary person in America cal_aot be not know what this amendment has in
election. As it is now, in many areas the elected to the Congress of the Urated it and I_cannot tell a thing about it, so
sitting Conkressman might logically ex- States, and we might as well reeogrAze I would reserve a point of order against
pect to have a better time with the ex- that. the amendment until ii hear an explana-
isting broadcasters than his lesser- When I first ran for office, it wa:_ a lion of lhe amendment.
kno_m opponent is going to have. So the different proposition. You could rim for The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
opponent should have an equal interest office and go around seeing people and West V_rginia reselwes the point of or-
in requiring, before we move in, helter- talking to them and telling them things, der against the amendment.
skelter, to repeal section 315 across the You cannot do that today. Mr. SPRINGER.. Mr. Chairman and
board, that the matter be given ample I say that we have to make a real :my colleagues, this is a simple amend-
study--for final determination by the reform legislation out of this biU. Lea. is- !ment even though it seems to be some-
House and Senate--by the agency with lation that will have some teeth in it and what complicated in the fact that there
the most appropriate ability to conduct set some limits so that all men and .,_re some 13 alterations in the bill in or-
such a study, which, of course, is the women, regardless of what party they der to arrive at this amendment. This
Federal Communications Commission. belong to, can run for high office and be amendment was to be introduced by Mr.

Mr. Chaixrnan, I rest my case. elected. But you cannot do it today.---! ]_ELSEN, of Minnesota,, who could not be
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- do not care what party you belo3._g to. '.acre today because of a family emer-

nizes the gentleman from West Vlr- You have to have a great deal of wealth :_e.ncy. IL does three things: First, it elim-
ginia (Mr. STaCGERS). or access to.it. :inates the section which covers the en-

Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, I rise We, as representatives of the lSeOl)le, '_ire question of rates for political b_mad-
in opposition to the amendment offered have to pass reform legislation. A bill cast.lng. Also it eliminates the "compa-
by the gentleman from California (Mr. that is really worthwhile and one that '.cable" r_st for newspapers. Finally, it
VAN DEERLXN). I do SO very reluctantly has some teeth in it and one that 'is fair eliminat;es that portion which compels
because of my friendship for the gentle- to those who are out of office and _[sfair laewspapers to give equal access to all
man from California. I agree with what to the one who is in office, candidates.
has already been said, that he is one of The CHAIRMAN. Ali time has ex- I want to consider th'st the newspaper
the finest gentlemen we have in the House pired on the amendment. _ituation, if I can. Most of you probably
of Representatives. I disagree with the The question is on the amendment received this brief which was made tip by
gentleman very strongly on the conclu- offered by the gentleman from Cali:_or. aia '_h.e School of Journalism of the Ur_i-
signs he has reached in this matter, and (Mr. VAN DEEaLIN), to the amendment versity of Missouri, Columbia, Mo., in
indeed I have disagreed with the gentle- offered by the gentleman from Mas_,:a- l,_:ptember of 1967, the Freedom Infor-
man before, but always we have done SO chusetts (Mr. MACDONaLS). _aation Center Report. No. 187, adw_rtis-
in a way that has been friendly. The question was taken; and o_. a :ing the right to refuse. There is a seri-

Mr. SPRINGER. iVLr. Chairman, will division (demanded by Mr. VANDE_:aL_CN) ,:)U!Sconstitutional question involved.
the gentleman yield? Under the amendment to the Consti-

Mr. STAGGERS. I yield to the gentle- there were---ayes 23, noes 83.So the amendment to the amendinent _ution which provides freedom of the
man from Illinois. was rejected, l_ress it has been repeatedly held in any

l_r. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, may l_umber of court deci,,_ions,which I will
I say that I admire the distinguished A1V_ENDMENTOrrER_ B_ Ma. sPRn_R _.'O_C_E _c,t attempt to point out for lack of time,AME_'_DMENT OI,'I_'_;I_.ED BY MR. i_ACDON&LD OF

gentleman from California (Mr. VAN _assacHusm_rs which state that newspapers may deny
DEERLIN). The gentleman has contrib- any advertising it sees fit to deny. There
uted greatly to our committee. However, Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, ][offer is a serious question about whether this
on this very important question I fully an amendment to the amendment offered .';_:tion of the bill is co:astitutional or not.
agree with the Chairman that, after hay- by the gentleman from Massachusetts. That _s the first point.
lng discussed this matter back and forth The Clerk read as follows: Tile second, having to do with news-
for 12 years, that we are on the right Amendment offered by Mr. SPsnw_ra to '_he paper rates, which forces the newspaper
track at the present time, and that this amendment offered by Mr. MACOON_L_of

Massachusetts: Page 2, line 6, strike out _:Og_ve a comparable rate to a Member
proposed amendment in my opinion is "(and for" and all that follows down through ¢)f Congress that it would give to any
not in the public interest, line 8 on such page, and Insert in lieu t:hereof other cc,mparable per,,_on who seek,,; ad-

Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, I a period, vertising, to me is unconstitutional, be-
thank the gentleman from Illinois for Page 3, strike out line 6 and all that follows cause it seems to me that a newspaper
his statement, and I share his views, and down through line 5 on page 4. liar the zight to set any rates it wishes to,
I also agree with many of the Other state- Page 4, line 8, strike out "S_c. 10.q' s.nd and you are forcing them to set rates
ments that have been made that we are insert in lieu thereof "SEc. 104". which I think the Supreme Court would

Page 8, line 24, strike out "105" and in- l;ay in e,asence is a rate which would putafter election reform, sert in lieu thereof "104".
However, from the way we seem to be Page 9, line 14, strike out "S_c. 10_:" and _ uewspsper out of business, if they are

moving we are not going to be a democ- insert in lieu thereof "Sw.c. 105". J'orced 9_ give rates low enough to deny
racy for very long; we are going to be a Page 9, strike out line 16 and insert in li_eu the :newspapers to pay their own costs
plutocracy, and ruled by wealth, thereof the following: it .'iSwrong even if con,';titutional. That is

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the out sections 102, 104(a), and 104(b) ¢,f this the seco_d one.
gentleman from West Virginia has ex- Act.Page 9, line 18, strike out "S_c. 10_" and The third one has to do with TV gtv-
pired, insert in lieu thereof "Szc. 106". lng you the lowest unit rate. It seems to

The Chair recognizes the gentleman Page 9, strike out line 19 and insert in lieu I_le that in this area we must remember
from Ohio (Mr.HAYS). thereofthe following: that we have made _he media a free
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enterprise. We have made it a free eL- that there lis a serious question of whether being raised by the gentleman from
terprise in essence because we have given we have the right to do it. Massachusetts (Mr. MACDONALD)in ;his
them the right to charge what they be- Mr. COLLrEtt. It is not an uncommon amendment is we would have to chaJ:ge
lieve to be reasonable rates to make a practice in marly parts of _he country to _ coraparable rate for the same kind of
profit, charge a political candidate a ra_e which service. That is in the Macdonald bfil,

What in essence we are doing in this is generally a premium rate over what is which I understand the gentleman from
section of the Macdonald bill is to force charged for other adverti_,ing. Ohio ssLys is a different kind of prob-
the 'rv to give you the lowest unit rate. Mr. SPItING]gR. That is right. I do not leto.
In the second place we have said that argue that question with ;he gentleman Mr. ]lAYS. I am saying newspapers
newspapers must give you ,, comparable at ail. ][ merely .say we are on constitu- should charge the political candidate the
rate. In the third place we have said the tional gro_mds as to whether that can be same thing they would charge a fellow
news c.apers must give you equal access, done--not as to whether they can charge who advertises only twice a year, but in
I think the first thing you are going to higher or lower rates, but ',vhether it can some instances they charge the political
get--and I think the newspaper associa- be done at all. candidate a 50-percent premium.
lion has said that this is going up to the I do think it is a questi9n of whether Mr. SISK. Mr. Chairman, will the geL-
Supreme Court to determine whether or we ough'i to say that the TV station must tleman yield?
not Congress has the power to impose charge us the lowest unit rate, because Mr. SPRINGER. I yield to the gentle-
a regulation of this kind upon news- when we come to politics, I think all of us roan from Califmmia.
Izapezs. Personally I have. _ot been ever- realize this is a temporary ';king, and this Mr. SISK. Mr. Chairman, in view of
charged in my own area either by a news- is the reason--I have had e_plained to me the fact that the gentleman raised the
paper or by a TV station, in my opinion, by some newspapermen_that it Is a lira- q.uestioI_ of constitutionality of setting
I have tried to compare those rates in ired thing, and in some Ca,,es it is limited r.,ewspai_r rates, or the fear that there
view of what appears in the Macdonald to 2 or 3 weeks over the year. woukl be a constitutional question; in
bill with newspapers of similar size all Mr. HAYS. rv[r. Chairman, will the the letter the newspaper association put
over the country, and I find that in our gentleman yield? out on this, they, as a part of that pack-
area they are charging approximately Mr. SPRINGiER. I yield to the gentle- age, at ]east in the letter I received, they
the same rate. Some are a little lower; man from Ohio. cited the fact they do not endorse this
some ere a little higher. I can under- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I ara a little l:usiness of gouging political candidates
stand that because of the question of size uncertai:a as to where toe gentleman and they have indicated the desire to
of circulation and amount of advertising does sgand on i;he newspaper tEing. My eliminate that.
that each individual newspaper has. But experience on b_levision in my dLstrict is The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
on the whole it is comparable, that they will i,qve me thE: same rate as gentleman from Illinois has expired.

As to TV rates, TV rates in my area are anybody else is f.qven for the time I use. (Cql request of Mr. SEEK,and by unan-
lower than they are in other parts of If I want 50 sr_t annour_,'ements, I get i:mom5 o:,nsent, Mr. SPRn_GERwas allowed
the country. So I do not say that we are the 50-spot rate, to proceed/or 2 additional minutes.)
being overcharged, Some of you might At least one newspape:: out there I Mr. S:[SK. They further cite that some
be interested in determining for your- know charges for politic:_l advertising six Stat,i;s in the United States at present
selves in your own areas whether or not exactly 50 percent more than it does for d.o set, by State law, a limitation.
you are being overcharged or under- other em;m_l ads paid in advance. Is that The thing which raises its head ira-
charged. But I think TV would be willing constitutio.uai? mediate)y with me is the question why,
to listen to anybody who wants to talk Mr. SPRING;ER. I thin]: it is. en the one hand, were they making a big
about this thing as to what a fair charge Mr. I:iAYS. In other words, there is no sxgurnent it would be unconstitutional
should be for TV time. di_rimination? f_r us t;o enter into the so-called rate-

It seems to me in the first place when Mr. SPtgINGit,,'R. The gentleman is setting area and yet at the same time
you are in the newspaper field you are t.qgking about ne'_,spapers? t:se as _tn argument, for a lack of need,
clearly on serious constitutional grounds. Mr. HAYS. Yes. the fact; that some six, seven, or eight

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the geL- Mr. Sl_ftING_,q_. The :newspapers, I States already have a ceiling in connec-
tleman from Illinois has expired. _hink, are bound by the Constitution. In t[on 'aqth political advertising in news-

(By unanimous consent, Mr. SPRn'_oER other words, tE_ey have a freedom, and papers.
was allowed to proceed for 3 additional this brief whic:b has beerL made up by For example, the State of Maryland
minutes.) the University of Missol_ School of right out here, I understand, has a law

Mr. COLLIER. Mr. Chairman, wfil the Jourrrali._qn is s_gcurate, i:2 regard to newspaper rates for political
gentleman yield? The CHAIRMAN. The time of the sdvertising. I believe the State of Hawaii

,_{r. SPRLNGER. I yield to my col- gentlem_m from Illinois h_,s expired, has sucil a law. ! believe the State of
league, the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. (By mm.nimoas consent, Mr. _;PRI_GER Arizo:[la does. I do not have those in
COLLIER). Was allowed to proceed for 2 additional front of me.

Mr. COLLIER. Mr. Chairman, Just one minutes.) Mr. SPRINGER. May I say to my col-
question. I do not think the problem that Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. ChaiITnan0 I league, that has never been tried out in
has developed with respect to rates has think the list o! decision,,; is w_ry con- any of :_hose States. It has never gone
been directed to rates that are not corn- elusive on the question ¢,f whether or t,_ the suvreme court of the State, and
parable in different geographical areas, not they can refuse, never to the Supreme Court. On the basis
It was my understanding that this was Mr. HAYS. As I understood the testi- of the cases that have gone up at the
directed to comparable rates for adver- mony of the man who ,';poke for the present time, it is my opinion it is un-
tising within a given publication. In other newspaper association, it '_as ttmt they constitutional.
words, are we suggesting it is _Tong to did not .object to an equal pay_nent by Mr. T;[ERNAN. Mr. Chairman, will the
say that a political candidate should not political candidates. The thing they did gent!emcon yield?
be permitted, for example, to buy two not want was for politicaJ candidate to Mr. S!?t_INGER. I yield to the gentle-
columns by 4 inches of advertising at a get preferential treatment as though man from Rhode Island.
rate higher than what thelocal business- they were advertising over 365 days of Mr. q:t[ERNAN. I thank the gentle-
man pays in the same newspaper in the the year. I am sure I hea::d the gentle- man for yielding.
same issue? man right, and I was there, that. he had As the gentleman knows, the hearings

Mr. SPRINGER. What I have said to no objection to an equal treatment for clearly indicate we had the repre_nta-
this date was in trying to compare rates political candidates, and re puE_ortedly t!.ves of newspaper associations before
in different parts of the country, spoke for the whole association, t:ae sub_mmmittee. At that time, there

I think the gentleman strictly speak- Mr. SPRING]V.R. If I mlderstand the was never a question about the consti-
lng is more nearly right as to what the gentleman correctly, I th;nk it is true tutional[ty of this provision raised be-
intent of the Macdonald section is, which on the question of discrindnati¢,n there fore the committee.
is to do what the gentleman is talking is no question that I think that would Second, it was at their suggestion that
about, but I think the gentleman is right be objectionable. But I think the point t;ae p_esent language in the proposal be-
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fore us, the Macdonald of Massachusetts First I would like to go to the. sub- problems, to me at least, with regard t,,
proposal, was included. That is the lan- ject of broadcasters, that section.
guage they suggested to the committee. The point has been raised that 'we However, inasmuch as the Presiden

The CH._IRMAN. The time of the have no right to set rates for the broad- _._ked for it and inasrauch as he said h,.
gentleman from Illinois has again ex- casters. I point out to the gentleman would send up a bill that you could tak_
pired, something that I think I do not need to and inasmuch as the President did not

(By unanimous consent, Mr. SPRINGER point out to him, because I am sure he send up a bill which contained newspa
was allowed to proceed for I additional knows it; namely, they set their o,am pers and magazines, our subcommitte-
minute.) rates and they set their own lowest unit and the full committee saw fit to do ii

Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, may I rates. I also point out to the gentlemstn, for him.
read this so that there will be no mis- which I know he knows very well :in- So it strikes me rather peculiarly thru
understanding: deed, that the Federal Government. gives the gen'_leman, who I :know is a loyal fol-

The attachment from the Freedom of In- them the right to operate on public lower of the President, should be goine
formation Center traces a long line of cases property. When they are issued a E_cense _gainst the message that the President
which hold that the publishing of a news- by the Federal Communications Corn- _nt up to us and tohi us to put into an
paper ts a private business, and that pub- mission they are not using their own acceptable bill.lishers are under no obligation to accept ad-
vertising from all who apply for l.t. There Is Property; they are using the public air- Therefore, I urge as strongly as I pos-
little doubt that Section 4(b) (2) of the waves. As such, it seems to me, ii they _ibly can the defeat of this amendment
Macdonald bill would violate the holdings of are going to live up to the promise that because it goes to the very heart anti sou]
these cases, they make when they get that lice_xse to of the money spent.

The attached story from PublIshers' Aux- serve the public convenience, necessity, In my Judgment--and this was seri-
iliary Indicates that there is very little need and need and to serve in the public Jin- ,_usiy suggested year:; ago--the broad-
for a federal law regulating the rates which terest, certainly they should haw, and, ,,re,stets using the public airwaves in the
newspapers charge for political ads. Yet this
is exactly what Section 4(b) (1) of the Mac- as far as I am concerned--and l: de.al ipublic interest should give time.
donald bill and 103(b) of the Frenzel-Brown With them almost daily if not weekly-- Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, I move
bill would do. I have had no protest about this section :_0strike the requisite number of words.

I am reading from a letter signed by of the bill from any broadcaster. Mr. SPRINGER. 1V.[r. Chairman,. will· As a matter of fact, the three presi- _:he gentleman yield?
William G. Mullen, general counsel of the dential broadcasters have indicated they Mr, HARVEY. I will in just a mo-National Newspaper Association.

Mr. TIERNAN. What was the date of have no objection to this personalkT, s;nd meat.
thatletter? I have not heard from a single brolgi- First, Mr. Chairman, I want to say

Mr. SPRINGER. November 24, 1971. caster because they understand that they _,hat I :rise in wholehearted support of
do get a license to serve in the ]public _he amendment which has been offeredMr. TIERNAN. Then he has changed

his mind since he came before the sub- interest, i,_ythe gentleman from nlinois. I do not
committee. So obviously the lowest unit rate is a l,)elieve Lhat this section ought to be in

I would suggest, as the gentleman from fare matter. Is it fair for them to _11 ,_he bill. I believe t_ds amendment to
California has already suggested, that soap at a low unit rate? What good does strike this section is well taken.
we had testimony before the s,ubcommit- that do the community? They haw; a Mr. SPRINGER. Now, Mr. Chairman,
tee that this type of language is in State license to serve the community, _tnd, if will the gentleman yield?
statutes now and has not been challenged they do not live up to that license, the Mr. HARVEY. Yes, I yield to the gen-
by any of the respective associations in only argument that makes any sense _;leman [rom Illinois.
the various States as to constitutionality, to me is, when their license comes up Mr. SPRINGER. There have been

Mr. SPRINGER. I have Just this brief, for renewal, as it does every 3 years, questions raised here by my diLstin-
That is all I have to go by. you can take that matter up then. guashed colleague, a member of the corn-

The CHAIRI_AN. Does the gentleman In any event, it seems perfectly clear l:nitt ee from Rhode Island; also a ques-
from West Virginia (Mr. STA0aZ_S) in- to me that the broadcasters are a:nd 1;ion by the chairman of the committee,
sist on his point of order? should be and must be included unless'we _td at least one other member with

Mr. STAGGERS. No, Mr. Chairman. I are going to let spending once again take _reference to what was said at the time
withdraw my point of order. I believe over the political processes of this _;his bill was heard. ·
the subject is germane to the bin. country. I read from page 20'1 from a statement

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. It was President Nixon himself who of Mr. John Howell, publisher, Warwick
Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the asked in his veto message that we also 13eaton, Warwick, R.I., wherein he said:
requisite number of words. , include newspapers. :_ir. Chairman, my name Is John Howell. I

Mr. Chairman, this amendment is a As the gentleman well knows, in the am the publisher of tl_e Warwick Beacon.
very sweeping one and goes to the very bill he voted for last year it included '_Varwlck. Rhode Island.. I am here today
he_rt of the bill. television and radio. We sent this down testifying on behalf of the National News-

In the first place, I could not follow to the President by an overwhelmi:ng paper Association.
everything that was contained in the margin both out of the House and the Then on page 208 after the seventh
memorandum of the gentleman from Senate, and the conference report was l:mragraph, I quote:
Illinois from the Missouri School of equally well received. The President said The bill's lowest un:it rate requirement
Journalism, but I believe we ought to he wanted to veto it because in his judg- would wreak havoc on newspaper publishers.
take in order not the newspapers first meat it only plugged one hole In the 'Pyplcally, rates for newspaper advertising
but the broadcasters first, sieve, and the newspapers, the rnara- _pace take into consideration such factors as

It is perfectly clear that the Congress zincs, and the other forms of advertisJ_ng the frequency of publication, size of the ad-
has jurisdiction over communications, should also be included, vertlsement, the complexity and hazard ofthe copy and the amount of service required
and it is perfectly clear that the ques- We did that in order to avoid another l:o prepare the copy :for publication. Of
tion of constitutionality never has been veto. We are Just doing in this title I ¢!ourse, there are other factors which enter
raised before, either at the time the gert- bill what the President indicated to us into figuring rates In specific instances.

tleman voted for a similar bill last year he wanted. Now, another paragraph, the third
or in om' committee. Therefore, I am Second, as is very clear to me, in many paragraph below that which I just quotedrather surprised it is raised at this late sections of the country, including my own
date. section, it is unfair for the newspapers _;vhich reads as follows:

However, I have a copy of the Con- to raise rates just because you are a can- ]tn adc_ltion, we are of the opinion that· _cth)n4(b)(2)clearlyinfringesonthefree
stitution with me, and there are two didate for political office, so it see:ms to press guarantees of the, Constitution. This
places in which we get jurisdiction not me they, too, should serve somewhat in _ection requires newspapers and mag_mines
just over communications so far as the the public interest, although I agra; with lo make advertising space available to all
broadcast media are concerned but also the gentleman from Illinois that that ¢.andidates for an office once they sell such
sO far as the newspapers are concerned, section is not as clear and raises some _pace to any candidate :for that office.
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Mr. Chairman, I wanted to be sure that What we are trying to do in this bill is 1M'r. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I move to
the RECORDshowed that whe_ this testi- to come up with a measure that is equi- strike ;he requisite number of words.
mony was delivered, Mr. Howell speaking table not only for incur_bents, but for M:r. Chairman, I do not know who
for the National Newspaper Association, challengers as well. We ale trying to pro- really _;peaks for the National Newspaper
exactly what was said. vide a means by which the .american Associ_tion, but I want to read you some

Mr. TIERNAN. Mr. Chairman, will the public caw lool/: at two candidatez or more' quo_at:[ons from our hearings--and the
gentleman yield? and try to determine in th eir own opinion gentile:man from Michigan (Mr. HARVEY)

Mr. HARVEY. I yield to the gentleman which one of these is going to serve them Was il:_volved in this, and I will start
from Rhode Island. best. there:

Mr. TIERNAN. I agree with the gen- I personally believe that we are not Mr. _i:_wY. I have a question. Mr. Mackey,
tieman. It is in the RECORr and that is interfelqng with the freedom of the press :c cml s_e why the newspapers would be ,ap-
why the gentleman from Rhode Island when we tell the newspa!_ers that if they posed t_) the lowest unit cost for a candida'_e's
remembered it so well and inasmuch as are going to cttarge one advertiser acer- adverti;lng which you mentioned in your
he represents the area from which Mr. lain rate for sc, many insertions and for a stat_;mc,nt, but I have conslcierable difllc_dty
Howell comes. That is when we changed certain place in the pape::, and a certain underai:a_ldlng why the newspapers feel theysho_Jd be able to charge a greater rate for
the lowest unit rate for newspapers to size, that they s:aall not charge a political politica! advertising than they, would for
a comparable transient rate and agreed advertiser more money. We are not try- any ott_er type of advertising.
with that. He suggested that very lan- lng to set the r;_tes for t]lem. _dl we are Mr. _L_CKEr. Our rates are based on :tc_al
guage. They said that a newspaper trying to do kl to require that equity be aclvextt_ers and national advertAsers and we
should charge the comparable transient accomplished, charge tlxe same rate for political ads as we
rate for people running for public office. Personally, ]: :_tm opposed to t]xe section do far our national advertisers.

Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, if the in the bill which requires the broadcaster Now, 1Vir. Mackey happens to be Irom
gentleman will yield further, may I say or a TV statio_a to charge the lowest rate the local paper in my home county, smd
that is not what is now said by the to a political candidate. If we want to I can ve_.qfy his statement about the same
National Newspaper Association. I read make as a requirement relating to the rate fear political ads as for others.
it to the gentleman and there is no ques- obtaining of a license for the use of the _) we go on down a little further, and
tion about their position, public ailmay:; that one of the required I poin'[; out that Mr. Mackey is clair_ing

Mr. TIERNAN. I do not question what public services is free tlme or reduced thai; that is exactly what they do, and
the gentleman read and I hope the gen- time, so that each station know,; that this then ] say that we should have sc.me-
tleman does not question what I said that is the paymen_ he has to make for use of thing :in the legislation that they should
Mr. Howell said before our committee. 80, public airways then tha_. is a different not be able to single out, and I am quot-
you can take your choice as to which time matter ]Fmt we have not; done this and lng: "oolitical candidates for an excep-
he meant it. His language is in the bill. should not do t'nis after the fact-that is tionally high charge."

Mr. HARVEY. I want to say, Mr. after a license lis granted. Sino.' we have The:!t 1_1'.HARVEYsaid:
Chairman, I do not think we have any not done it I personally hope that we will I certainly agree with Chairman HA_S in
business getting into whether we provide support the amendment _o be offered by this rel!._rd. I think such a provision is bs_lly
equivalent space in newspapers and, the gentleman from Texas (Mr. PICKLE). nee4ted.
therefore, I hope the amendment passes. I believe it will provide ior equity. I be-

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the lieve equity in this particular instance, 7hca a fellow by the name of Mr.
gentleman yield? insofar as the newspaper_ are concerned, Serrfil gets'into the act. He was sitting

Mr. HARVEY. Yes; I yield to the gert- is to require a comp:,rable rate be out thcre. Therecordrea_:
tleman from Ohio. charged just as it should ae for radio and Mr. ;_Eaanm. May I Comment on that, Mr.

Mr. HAYS.I want to say to the gen- q._g. Chalrn:.aa.
tleman from Illinois that I was talking Mr. STAGGF. RS. Mr. Chairman, will Mr. _i_arrr. Mr. Serrlll.
about the hearings before the House Ad- the gentleman yield? Il; t:_'ns out that Mr. Serrili is the
ministration Committee .in which an- Mr. TI4OIVIPSON of C_orgia. I yield to executive vice president of the National
other different person representing the the gentleman from We_t Virginia. Newsl:_aper Association and listen to w:hat
newspapers spoke, and I sent for a copy Mr. S'rAC_3ERS. Mr. Ch_drman, I he say'_.
of what he said. I believe I am right in would like to _ssociate myself with the I said'.
the fact that he said that they had no remarks being made by the gentleman L_ tr_e gentleman wnl yie_d--objection to a comparable rate for tran- from Georgia (:gr. THO_:_SON).
sient advertisers, which is what I under- I also wan_ to say that I commend He was going along talking about what
stand the Macdonald amendment now the gentiema:a for the stateraent that Mr. IgARVEY said and saying that they
proposes; is that correct? he has been making in the welil, did no_ do that.

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chi.irmart, will the Isald:
Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman will gentleman yiehl? I2 the gentleman will yield, do you have
yield, yes. Mr. THOMPSON of (._eorgia. I yield any objection to having a section in the bill

Mr. HAYS. And, I believe further in to the gentleman from rexas that s_tys that they can't charge a higherrate.?
answer to a question I asked he stated he Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman, it is my
did not believe it was proper to charge a intention, to off'er an am,mdment just as l_Ieaning what they wottld charge any-
political candidate 50 percent more than soon as :it is possible that wculd make one eL,_6.--
you would a fellow who came in who the rat_s for :Klvertising with broadcast- Mr. S_RRILL. Than the established card
wanted to run an ad for a photography ers or newspapers the saree. I am glad the rate?
shop or something like that. gentleman h_,s mentioned th_ amend- M_-.]L_vs. Yes.

Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. Mr. ment that I w!:ll offer. Mr. _ERRILI,.That is all :right. We would
Chairman, I move to strike the requisite Mr. TI-IOh[PSON of Georgia. Mr. not ob.iect to that.
number of words. Chairman, I would just like to conclude _[_e:n he goes on to say:

Mr. Chairman, I have nothing but the by stating this: That everyone in this In f_ct as I say, over the many years--and
highest regard for our ranking minority body should look on thi._ mall;er as you I hs,ve been in newspaper management _sso-
member, the gentleman from Illinois. would upon any issue rased on equity, ciatior work since 1944---

I do, however, take exception with his lin my view, equity provides t:aat news- That'_hey have been doing that in most
viewsin this matter, papers in (tealing with a_vertisers_ instar_ces, but he thoughtit was bad :pub-

I, personally, feel that a good lawyer, whether they be the locali hard,are store lic rel:_tions to have a surcharge for polit-
given 15 legal-sized sheets of paper and or drygoods merchants or po::itical ad- ica] a,:tvertising.
a typewriter, could make a convincing vertisers, should be charged with the I do not know whether they had a
argument either way as to the constitu- same amoun_ for the same space. A man i;estifying to a different thing in
tionality of this matter. For my part, I, political cand:[date should not be charged front )f the other committee but this is
personally, believe the provision to re- a premium nor should the newspaper exactl:_ what they said in the hea_qngs
quire that a comparable rate be charged publisher be required to give him a Mr. Assz_ conducted for the Commit-
is constitutional, discotmt, tee on House Administration.
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Mr. TIERNAN. Mr. Chairman, I move formation Center traces a long line of cases therefor.e it should be forced to accept his
to strike out the last word. which hold that the publishing of a news- a_ivertis:ng. Federated exhibited a copy of the

Mr. M_&CDONALD of Massachusetts. paper is a private business, and that pub- plaintiffs advertising, and, in the language

Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? lishers are under no obligation to accept of tile record, "did not wish to accept adver-
adevrtislng from all who apply for it. There tising for theaters con_:aining suggestive or

Mr. TIERNAN. I am happy to yield to is little doubt that Section 4(b) (2) of the prurient material, and plaintiff's advertising
the gentleman. Macdonald bill would violate the holdin§s of required extensive editorial effort by defend-

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. these cases, ant's enaployees to meet defendant's pub-
Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the The attached story from Publtshen_' Aux- Hshed standards."
attention of the gentleman from Illinois illary indicates that there is very lltt'.Le need In Ca,town Theatre v. Feclerated Publics-
inasmuch as he raised the question of for a federal law regulating the rates which tions, h_c., the court said: _
the constitutionality of this measure. I newspapers charge for political ads. Yet this "The i_irst Amendment to the Federal Con-
do not know what the gentleman quoted, is exactly what Section 4(b) (1) of the Miac- st;itution declares and safeguards the sanctity

donald bill and 103 (b) of the Frenzel..Brown of freedom o'f the press. Our founding fathers
but I will quote two things that might bill would do. We realize that some i:adl_71d- recognized that well-informed citizens are
clear up his problem, ua_ members of the Congress have problems essential for the preservation o1 democratic

In the first place, the Associate Deputy with political advertising rates of certain institutions, and toward this end. an lnde-
Attorney General Wallace Johnson of the newspapers. All I _an say is that this a,,;so- pendent press is indispensable. The public
Department of Justice accompanied by ciation is pledged to eliminating these in- interest, therefore, insofar as it affects the
William Nichols, the legislative counsel, equities as rapidly as possible. Great ira- operation of a newspaper, demands that the
who testified before our committee and provements have been made in this area press si_all remain independent, unfettered
in this testimony which the gentleman within the last ten eyars, by governmental regu:tations regardless of

Once again, on behalf of the moro than whether that regulation stems from legi.,;la-
can find at the bottom of page 186 and 6,600 community publishers represented_ b_ tire enactments or Judicial decisions ....
continuing over to the top of page 187 NNA, we ask that you support amendments We subscribe to and are bound by the pre-
reads as follows and he is talking about to delete the newspaper provisions of _ec_Hon w_iling authority, that _ newspaper is strictly
our bill. He says: 4 of the Macdonald bill and Section 10S;(b) a private enterprise."

Some proposals would require broadcasters of the Frenzel-Brown bill.
tocharge candidates the lowest unit rates Since floor action on these bills is set for ONE LANDMARI_.'SHUCK V. CARROLLDAIL'Y
charged others for similar time blocks. At a Monday, there is a great deal of importance HERAL_
least one of the bills before you would ex- attached to your presence on the Hou;se floor In arriving at this decision, the court, not-
tend the lowest unit rate provision to pus- during the consideration of these amend- lng the absence of action on this question in
chasers of nonbroadcast media, merits If the_y are to be successful. Mlchigaa, turned to the landmark case in

Your consideration of the views of wee,kly this area, Shuck v. Car:,olZ DaiZy Hera;!d and
And then he said: and small city daily newspaper publishers an annotatiofi on it in the American Law
The department---meaning the Depart- is de,eply appreciated. Please call upon me if ltev_gew.

merit of Justice--favor such a provision and you have any questions or need additional In this 1933 case in the Iowa Supreme
strongly feels it should be made applicable information on this matter. Court, _. clothes cleaner and repairer in the
to both broadcast and nonbroadcastlng cum- Sincerely yours, city of Carroll named Shuck sought to re-
munications media. WrLLL_ _r. MULLEN, verse a lower court decision refusing to grant

General Co_',nseL his request for an injunction forcing the
That was the Assistant Deputy of the . .. Carroll :DaiZy Heralg to print hl_ advertising.

Department of Justice. Shuck claimed the Heralc_ "orally agreed to
Then going on farther to a higher, [From Freedom of Inf0rmatlonCenter publish" his advertisement, then did not.

perhaps, plane--a letter was forwarded Report No. 187] l_rther, he said, the Herald publlshE._i ad-
to me by Richard Kleindienst, Deputy ADVERTISING: THE RXGHT TO RF_FXXSX w_rtising from "both residents and non-
Attorney General. On page 3 of that let- (NoTE.--Thispaper, which surveys thel,egal residents" and from "others in the same

ter which is dated, June 23, 1971, Mr. bases for the right of newspapers to refuse bustnes.,; class." He asked $400 in daJmages,
advertising, was prepared by David C. Ham- "for failure to publish s.dvertlsing tendered,"

Kleindienst said: llton, a graduate student in the Sci_ool of and an :_nJunction forcing the Herald to halt
H.R. 6628 is a far better bill than H.R. Journalism.) what Shuck considered discriminatory prac-

8627. It would extend the lowest unit rate When, in December 1964, Fred G. Bloss tice. The de'fendant newspaper countered
provision to newspapers, and magazines as complained before Michiga_ courts that ad- that; "only the legislature can legislate a
well as to the broadcast media. We favor that vertlsements for his Eastown Theatre had control to advertising which does not now
provision, been refused publication in Battle Creek's exist," and claimed "the private right of 'the

SO, if the gentleman can top that, for Inquirer and News, the defendant, Federated defendaat to contract."
constitutionality, I will be surprised. Publications Inc., was in a position to show In deciding the case, _;he court reduced 'the

the court ample evidence that it was within que.,;tior_ to whether a newspaper is required
Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, will its rights in choosing to turn down the ad- to accept advertising or not, and produced

the gentleman yield? vertising. This case, which was decided No- a capsule history of legal thought c.n '_he
Mr. TIERNAN. If the gentleman will vember 9, 1966, in Division Three of thc Court matter:

get me some additional time, I will yield of Appeals of Michigan, is the latest in more "The first English newspaper is believed
to the gentleman at this time if he wants than half a century of legal debate over the to be the weekly News, issued in London in
to respond to that. question of a newspaper's right to re_!use 1622. In the United States, Pub_ick Occur-

Mr. SPRINGER. I just want to read advertising, fences was started in Boston in 1690; 'the
this now so that there can be no mis- Like many manifestations of this complex Bos_on News Letter followed in 1704; but the

society, advertising was not anticipated'as old_st existing newspaper in the United
understanding about how the National a problem in either constitutional o:c cum- Slides is _he New Hampshire Gazette, founded
Newspaper Association stands. There is mon law. When questions as to the nature in. 1'_56.
the brief accompanying it, which I would of newspapers and newspaper advertisl_ag first "Our common law is generally dated at
be happy to insert in the RECORD but I arose, they naturally became wards of the a_ut t:ae time of the Declaration of In-
understand I cannot ask permission to courts--and subject to the relative vagaries dependeace, or perhaps, at the time of the
do so now because we are in Committee of Judicial reasoning. After nearly fifty years l_ew)lut_on. Newspapers had then existed
of the Whole, but I will get permission of deliberations the courts h_ve ruled over- in England for one hundred and fifty years
to put it in the RECOSD when we are In whelmlngly--with only one decision to the and in _rnerlca for almost a hundred years.
the HOuse. contrary--in favor of the newspaper'_ right Du_ng that period they operated side by

as a private business to contract with whom slde with carriers and irms. The rules forbid-
But they do say here: it pleases. That right has been questie,ned in ding the, latter to discriminate between CUS-

NATIONAL NEWSPAPEB ASSOCIATION, terms of unfair business practices, in terms tcmers were established, yet nobody goes so
Washington, D.O., November 24, 1971. of monoply, and in _erms of the so-called far as to even claim that there is any holding

Hon. WILLIAM L. SPRINGER, "public interest" nature of American news- _t common law under which a newspaper
I].$. House o! ltepresentatives, papers, was bound by the same rules."
Waskington, D.C. Bloss reported to the Michigan court that T_rrnl:ag to court decisions, the Iowa JUS-

DEaR MR. SraxNaEa: ! am enclosing some the defendant had accepted his advertise- _lces cited Friegenberg v. Times, in re Louis
material which may be helpful to you when merits for about 30 days prior to Novembe:r 3, Woh.l, Mack v. GosteZlo, Commonwealtk v.
the House again takes up Federal Election 1964, when it notified Eastown Theatre by Boston Transcript _o., and Wooster v.
Reform. The principal bill, tt.R. 11060, and mail that it would not accept Eastown ad- Mahaska County. The holdings of these cases,
two related bills are now scheduled for floor vertisements effective November 4, 1964,. Bloss in. abbreviated statemer._ts, are as follows:
action on Monday, November 29, at noon. sought court agreement that the newspe;per

The attachment from the Freedom of In- was "clothed with a public interest" and that Footnotes at end of article.
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,cAs]; S_g_RX_ paper .ileld." O:a this point, the court re.. port of its commentary. Pertaining matter
Friedenberg v. Times. The Loulsiana court, mtnde/i Wohl that monopoly as a test el.' in these; decision includes:

ruling in 1930, sa/d: public Interest '_aad been rejected in Brass v, State ex reL Baraboo v. Page. This 1930
"The weight of awthority is that the pub- Nort,_ Dakota mad applied il_elf to the ques.. Wiscon._;ln decision concerned publisher H. K.

lishing of a newspaper is a strictly private tion of whether public Int,:rest l.'l personal Page, w:_o accepted the title of "official news-
enterprise, and the publishers thereof are contracts as defined by Oer. nan Ai'.ltance In.. paper" for his Baraboo News-Republic from
free to contract and deal or refuse to contract surance Co. v. Lewis could be app'..ied to the the town's council and then refused to print
and deal with whom they please. And at any newspaper Industry. In supF orr of i_is claims, corm.oil minutes. The council sued, but the
rate, It is for the Legislature, and not for the Wohl cited Tyson v. Banton, in which theater court s;,,ld:
courts, to declare that a business has become ticket brokers h:_i been decimated ch)thed with "Tha_ statutes (which require publication
impressed with a public use." a public interest, and Ribnik v. _'cBride, in of cou_cil activities) . . . do not constitnte,

Mack v. Costello. In this 1913 decision, a which an employment agercy ha([ been de.. or w_thorlze the city to constitute, the pro-
South Dakota court declared: elated tl_e same. prietor, publisher or editor of the official

"... it may be that the publishing of a The cohrt noted itself cognizant of the new.,_paper a public officer; . . . they are not
newspaper is g quasi-public business; but if precepts of Inter..American PubltsJ,ing Co. v. requlre:i to take an oath, and they exercise
so, it is only because, from long existence, Associated Pres% in which the AP "was held none o:i the functions of sovereignty, which
it is regarded as a public necessity. But as to be a business upon which a public interest are sorae of the usual characteristlc.,i of
much mtgh$ be said of the hardware or gte- was engrafted"; ¢,f the holdings of Uhlman v. public oft/ce."
cery business, and yet no one would contend Sherman, the lone decision vequlrl:ag a news.. The court s_ld, further, that the city
that a grocer or hardware dealer could be paper to accept advertising (to be discussed should _ave sued Page for breach of contract
compelled by mandamus to sell his wares at greater length); and o1 the decision in for his failure to print the council minutes,
ff he preferred to keep them on the shelves." Wolff Packing v ]ngnstrtal Court, which said rath_r than having attempted to vest the

that a business, it found clothed with a pub- new.,:paper with public character.
The question arose when Georgia Coetello, lic Interest, "is '_und by the comraon law to Jou_;al o/ Commerce Publisl_tng Co. v.

published of the Cavour Clarion, lone Cavour serve without ¢[l;_crimlnaticn." It neverthe.- Tribum_ Co. In this case, in which the 7Ylb-
newspaper, refused to publish a petition ren- less ruled: une Company sought to establish its right
derd to her by Mack and others in order to ".. _ while it may be t_ue that legisla- to m alr.tain a fleet of carriers separate from
fulfill a South Dakota statute requiring the tion declaring businesses affected with a th._t maintained by the Journal of Commerce
publishing of legal petitions. The court fur- public interest ss a ground for regulating Publishing Company, a 1922 Illinois Judg-
ther stated: such businesses may be mer,_ly dec:taratory of men_ s;_,ld: "The publication of a newspaper

"It is true, the statute defines a legal news- the common law... It has sot been pointed is a pri_rate business."
paper and requires that legal notices be pub- out that any _t._te has _ver attempted ti) Ch,'g_ v. New York Newspaper Union. This
llshed in newspapers so designated.., but it regulate the buslness of a xLewspaper on the 1887 New York case---one of the earliest tits-
nowhere attempts to impose any obligation ground that such buslne_; is one clothed tlon_-'_vas decided in favor of appelhmt
to publishing any and all notices .... neither with a public Interest. Clegg. 1_¥om the ALR conclusions concerning
can the publication of a newspaper be held "I find from the foregolag that there la the Jo_rna_ and Glegg cases, it la assumed
to be an office, trust or station (and) because no such trend of declsio_ as tixe trustee that th_ decision, like Journal, is useful In
appellant's course may Impose a hardship urges. A newspaper is not at common law transferring the fact of "private business"
upon respondents does not authorize the a business clothed with a public i:_terest." from ceses involving distributorship to cases
court to exercise a Jurisdiction not con- The court cited a number of cl.,ses as in.. conten¢tlx_g advertising right_.
ferred by statute." fiUentlal to Its di._ision, lncl.udlng Common- Thus to the mandates of decisions covered

Commonwealth v. Boston Transcript Co. wealth v. Bosto_t Transcript Co. and Wooster- by S]_u,;_c v. Carroll Daily tleral_, the &LR
In 1924, a Massachusetts court ruled that V. Mahaska Co., discussed above. Also of in-. append,_,_i two mqirmations of the non-p_bilc
"the legislature has no power to require any terest are Lake _ounty v. Ldce Ce. drily Pub.. charact,_r of newspaper publishing. The Mich-
newspaper, at any time. to publish anything Iishtng an_ Print_:ng Co., and Belleville Alivo.. igan court, in deciding Ecmtown Theatfe v.
whatever agalnst its will," and declared un- cate Printing Co. v. St. Ciatr County, two Federated Publications Inc., could have little
constitutional a statute which forced papers illinois de_islo_. In the former, read in douh¢, :in view of Shuck and the Araertea_
to publish labor commission findings. 1917, the court salff:. % . . . a pEnter is at Law Re_lew statement, of its decision. A lit-

Wooster v. Mahaska Co. Also an Iowa court liberty to pub]l_;h or not." The case was tlc doubt, however, did exist.
ruling, this 1904 decision said: "... neither similar to Woo.'_ter v. Mah_tska Cm in that & _I._OR1TY Vr_-W: UHLMAIq V. SI/ERMA]_'
the legislature, nor the board, could compel the printer had sued to collect a higher rate
any paper to publish the proceedings, no for printing delinquent ta:_ lists than the It m_y be symbolic, and it is at least
matter what compensation might be fixed country would allow, ironic, ;hat the lone case standing against
therefor." Publisher Wooster and others had In the BeZleville decision [1929), the court the tide, of decisions favoring the newspaper's
sought to collect a higher rate for publish- made the same ruling agairst a printer who right ta:_refuse advertising occurred in the
lng county board of supervisor announce- sought higher rates for prl:xtlng tax assess- Conzmo:a Pleas Court of Defiance Cou,_.ty,
ments than had been paid them for a year's merit lis_s, saying that the n_wspaper "was at Ohio. There, in 1919, gathered Sherman and
publication. "He was under no obligation to llberty to print or not." othe_m of the Crescent Publishing Company
do the work," 'the court concluded, to oppose the efforts of Uh_man, a mercantile

In re Louis Wohl. In 1931 a federal district T_ SHUC_ V_B:_L_ trader, i_ have them forced to accept his _i-
court discussed the Michigan case in which The area of protection th,_s seen to be en- vertiseraents. Sherman testified to dlslf, fJ,ng
Wohl, principal stockholder In a bankrupt compassed in the Shuck v. C'arroH .Daily Her- lYhhna_'s business practices, but filed no
company, had reorganized his business and alg decision Is great: no zecoura_ to com.. answer to the plaintiff's brief,,
sought to advertise with the Detroit News men law is pos/dble; the right to refuse ad.. Judg_, _. Hay, in what was to become Uhl-
and Detroit Times, both of which had lost vertlslng is protected from _)oth court-made man v. Sherraan, allowed that, "Ordinarily,
money to Wohl's bankrupted enterprise. The and legislative law; hardship to tho potential persons cannot be forced into contracts." :But,
newspapers required Wohl to make good advertiser is rejected as a cause for com-. citing ]_llott on Contracts (Sections 570--
their previous losses before dealing with him, plaint; the condition of monopoly is spe- 571) ,, h_, l:toted that railroads, street railways.
again; he dld, but subsequently sued to re- ctfically denied as a basis for derAal of the canals, turnpikes, gas and water, telephone
gain his money on the basis of restraint of right. OYhenewspaper is defned a_, a private and telegraph, heating and the like were not
trade, enterprise, completely free :o deal or to re.. exenq.pted. Public wharves, grain warehouses,

Wohl asked an ir_junction directing the fuse to deal wit[a whomever it ma_ choose, grist m!.lls, stockyards, fire insurance, grain
newspapers to deal with him on the basis To this landmark decision, the America_ elevators, hack lines, theaters and "otl_er
that "a newspaper must print advertising Law Review appended an annotation which public places of amusement," he said, had
offered to it. The court ruled that the re- concludes: been remanded to public control.
straint of trade accusation was based upon "With the exce:)tion of one case, Uhlman v. Cltlnl!, Munn v. Illinois to the effect that
the second half of Wohl's complaint, and Sherraan, it has been uniformly held in "when private property is affected with a
therefore limited Its decision to the question the few cases which have consideresl, the public interest, it ceases to be luria prtvatt
of whether newspapers should be required to question that the business of publishing a only," the judge prepared h_s statemenl; on
accept advertising, newspaper lsa _lrictly prlv_te enterprise, as newspai_)er rights:

Wohl sought, to prove that "the newspaper distinguished fzom a busings affected with "New_;papers in this country have become
business has become of such great public a public intere.,;t, and that its publisher is unlver_d. They are now practically in every
importance . . . that the owners have grant- under no legal obligation t_ sell advertising home .... They publish . . . the one and
ed the public an interest in the property" to all who may apply for It" the l_ur_dred other things which people de-
(using the landmark railroad decision Munn In addition to the Lake C_unty _nd Belle.. sire to read and know .... They are fa-
v. Illinois as the basis for this "public utility" vilIe decisions, discussed above, ALR cltee vore¢[ b:V the law in the matter of prln_lng
claim); "and further, that . . . the Detroit State ex rel Barcboo v. Pa_e, Journal o! Cora- public r_otlces.
News and the Detroit Times exercise what is merce Publishi_g Co, v. Tribune Co,, and "The,'_e ail add to the interests of the
virtually a monopoly in the evening news- Clegg v. New Yc_k Newspap,'r Uni(r_ in sup-, publlc ia the business and serve _o make it a
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success, and cause the public to depend upon best dictates without incurring liability for e_;'ery person may exercise lawfully for rea-
r_ewspapers not only for knowledge of cur- advertisements rejected by lt." scans he deems sufficient or for no reason
rent events both local and foreign, but also The case involved the Tampa Tribune and whatsoever: and it is immater!al whether
for a knowledge of these matters of public Tampa Times which, without giving a re:g_- such refusal is based upon reason or is the

-concern which virtually affect every citizen son, refused to accept advertising from three result of mere caprice, prejudice or malice,
and taxpayer, private employment agencies. The ap!_llore it being part of the liberty of action which

"We believe that the growth and extent sought to prosecute on grounds of breach ,cfi c(_nstitutions, state and federal, guarantee
cf the newspaper business, the public favors contract and monopoly. The "breach" suit t(_ citizens."
and general patronage received by the pub- was dismissed at the appeal level, sin¢_ no The court limited its own Jurisdiction in
lishers from the public, and the general de- contract, as such, existed. Supporting its con- tt_e matter, saying:
pendence interest, and concern of the public clusions on the other half of the suit, the "The fact that the legislature has not seen
ira their home papers, has clothed this par- court cited especially Shuck v. Carroll .Daily fi_'_to :reas._nably regulate the newspaper ad-
ttcular business with a public interest and Herald, J. J. Gordon _o. v. Worcester Tele- v(_rtising business does not; confer power upon
rendered them amenable to reasonable reg- gram Publishing Co., and Poughkeepsie Bu!_,- the courts to impose rules for conduct of
rLtatlons and demands of the public." tug Services v. Poughkeepsie Newspaper.s, st_ch business."

Judge Hay was quick to point out in his Inc. The co_.xrt rejected the UhZman theory,
concluding remarks that a newspaper should The conclusions of the last-named are in- c(_ncludlng:
have control over its news space, and that eluded in the Gordon decision. In it the ". , . it is contrary to general and funds-
if it did not allow advertising to others of plaintiff, a real estate dealer, complained i_o mental doctrine laid down in our decisional
the same class, tt could not be required to a_Massachusetts court in 1961 that the .Daily law. For Instance, we find decisions here,
accept advertising. Also, the justice noted, Telegram, Evening Gazette and Sunday rel,_- t_,ough not in point, i n which it has been
_o decision similar to his could be found gram, after accepting his advertisements for gE:nerally held that the p:ablication and dis-
ira court records. "about a year," on March 15 "cancelled a_._a6,- trlbution of newspapers is a private business

Although the Uklman decision has found vertisement after one publication thereo._: and and that newspaper publishers lawfully con-
l_s way into most of the cases tried In this (has) since without Just cause, maliciously dlLctil_g their business have the right to de-
area since 1920, it has not found a sup- refused and continues to refuse to accept for termine the policy they will pursue therein
l:,orter. The Iowa court upholding the Carroll. publication in (its) newspapers further ad.- a_d the persons with whom they will deal."
Daily Herald said. "The Uhlman case has vertislng by the plaintiff corporation." G_r- PJ_tla_e_p_la Record Co. v. Curtis.Martin
been before two respectable courts since it don alleged that the newspaper w_s a public lqe,wspapers, Inc. Pennsylvania courts ruled
was given forth .... Both have refused to utility, but the Telegram Publishing Co. filed in 1931 that Co.rtis-Martin could not force
fallow it." The Michigan court preparing a demurrer and was sustained, the cou_ Philadelphia Record Company to use the
i_ re Wohl, after studying the majority of holding that "we Judicially know that under seine distributors for its "bulldog" (night)

ec;itions, saying, "The publication and sale
precedents, including Uklman, concluded: our law a newspaper is not a public utllity." o! newspapers is a private enterprise .... not
"! find from the foregoing that there is no In its concluding statement, the court said: in any sense ia) public service corporation."
such trend of decision as the trustee urges. "Although the precise question here has Lorain Journal v. United States. "The pub-
A newspaper is not at the common law a not often been before the courts, the prevail- li_her claims a fight as a private business
business clothed with a public interest." The lng view in the few cases that h'ave co:said- c¢,ncern $c_ select its customers and to refuse
most recent Michigan decision, involving ered the question--and in our opiniorL the tc _cept advertisements from whomever it
Eastown Theatre, said of Uh_man: correct one--is that the publisher of a rLew_s- plesses," the U.S. Supreme Court summarized

"That the Uhlman case was not followed paper is under no obligation to accept ad- in this 1951 case which arose when the pub-
by another Ohio court is evidenced by the vertising from all who may apply for it."' ll-'_her of the Lorain (Ohio) Journal refereed
case of Sky Higt_ Theatre, Inc. v. Gaumer Supporting Cases tc _ell advertising to tho_._ Lorain merchants
Publishing Co. (Unreported, No. 22820) in
the Common Pleas Court of Champaign _ntegral to the court's decision, in addition w'._o purcl_ased advertising with Lorain radio
County. The court therein stated: to cases already discussed,2 were Lepler v. station WEOL, which was owned by the pub-

'' 'Under the circumstances, is the court Palmer, Pouykkeepsie Buying Services v. li_her of the close-by Elyria Chronicle-Tele-
bound by the decision In the Uhlman ease? Poughkeepse Newspapers, /nc., PhiZade;!pkia gz_m. The court said:

Record Co. v. Curtis-Martin Newspapers, Inc., "We do not dispute that general right . . .
The Judgment of the circuit court of 'one Most rights are qualifi_ The right
district is not conclusive authority upon the Loratn Journal v. United States, and Ttme_ ....
Judges of another district though the view Picayune Publishing Co. v. United $t:atez. cl_lnaed by the publisher is neither absolute
obtains that the decisions by one court Short abstracts follow, n_r exempt from regulation. Its exercise as a
should be followed in other circuits unless LepZer v. Palmer. A New York court. _ltng p_rposeful means of monopolizing interstate
l'_ clearly appears to the latter circuits that in 1934 in a case involving the right of a commerce is prohibited b_ the Sherman Act
the decision is wrong .... It should be fol- newspaper to determine who its retailers . . . Ir_ the absence of any purpose to create
lowed unless it clearly appears to this court should be, Said: "The publication and d:Lstrl- ox maintain a monopoly the act does not
that the decision is wrong--which is the button of newspapers is a private busines_% restrict the long recognized right of the
case.'" and the publishers have the right to deter- trader or manufacturer engaged in an eh-

Although the Uhlman decision will remain mine for themselves by whom the papers tireIy private business, freely to exercise his
ss a temptation to those who would test the should be sold." Lepler had been turne_fi own independent discretion as to parties with
newspaper industry's right to refuse salver- down by the New York Publishers' Assecia- w'.aom he will deal."
rising, it would seem that the growing weight tion (represented by Palmer) in his b!id _;o T_imes-Picayunc Publishing Co. v. United
of decisions to the contrary will render it obtain a newsstand franchise, and the ecu:ct St ates. A second U.S. Supreme Court opinion
useless, upheld the Association's decision. "Unle:{s w;_s delivered In 1953, following proceedings

done pursuant to a combination with other instigated against Time_.-Pisayune by the
ANOTHER LEG; APPROVEDPERSONNEL, ]ET AT.. publishers to injure him," the court said, the U.S. Attorney General's office to test the

Although sufficient bases for defense in a newspaper was free to deal or to refuse 1;o company's policy of selling "combination
case involving refusal of advertising are pro- deal.S acts" which required that purchasers of space
vided by the umbrella cited in Eastoum Poughkeepsie Buying Services v. Pough- in _rhe morning Times.Picayune also buy
Theatre v. Federated Publications, Inc., and keepsie Newspapers, Inc. This 1954 New York li]x_age in the afternoon Daily States. The
above, there exists another branch of legal ruling dismissed the Buying Service'_. w_- court reiterated its statements in Lorain
thinking which was cited as recently as 1965 tempt to obtain an Injunction to force thc Jou_'nal v. United States in ruling that "corn..
l',a a Florida case, Approved Personnel, Inc., Poughkeepsie New Yorker, a monopoly paper, blue,lion ads" were not a form of monopoly.
et aZ. v. The Tribune CO· The conclusions to accept its advertisements, confirmir._g The strands of Judicial thought gathered
struck three familiar chords: that: together by Approved Personnel, Inc., et al.

"... the law seems to be uniformly set- " in New York, the newspaper bust- v. 7%e Tribune Co. are as diverse as tl_ose
· ' ' covered by the Shuck umbrella, and, in con-

tied by the great weight of authority ness is in the nature of a private enterprise, junction with that line of defense, form an
throughout the United States that the news- and in the absence of valid statutory regu- air,tight c_se for the publisher--provided he
paper publishing business is a private enter- latlon to the contrary, publishers of n.ew:_.- dc,es not overstep the boundary of monopoly
prise and is neither a public utility nor al- papers have the general right either to pull- lei_lslation. Claims of "public utility" are re-
fected with the public interest. The decisions lish or reject commercial advertisement Je_ted; license is expanded to the point of
appear to hold that even though a particular tendered to them; their reasons for rejecting not requiring a reason for refusal of adver-
n.ewspaper may enjoy virtual monopoly in the them being immaterial, unless they are con- ti:_ment; and the right to publish Is plugged
area of its publication, this fact is neither nected with fraudulent conspiracy or with in_o the well-developed current of Judiclal
unusual nor of important significance. The furthering an unlawful monopoly, d_,cision on the right to control distribution
courts have consistently held that in the ab- "Refusal to maintain trade relations with oxttlets. In addition, affirmation of the right
sence of statutory regulation on the subject, any individual is an inherent right which of the publisher to refuse advertising has
a newspaper may publish or reject commer- b(en gained from the hll;hest tribunal, the
cial advertising tendered to it as its Judgment Footnotes at end of article. U.S. Supreme Court.
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Any test of the right to refuse advertise- J.J. Gordon Co. v. Worcester Telegram :In eleclon years to $400,000, on a state-wide
ments could most probably stand upon the Publishing Co. (343 Mass. 142, 177 N.E, 2d basI:,.
legs drawn above; however, along the twisted 586) Tile slwvey asked state association man-
trail of Jurisprudence lie a few more decisions Journal of (Jommerce _ublishLng Co. v. agers how many member newspapers in the
worthy of mention, Tribune Co. (285 Fed. Ill) state charg_ higher rates for political adver-

A recent Texas case, Mtrl-West Electric Co- Lake County r. Lake County Publishing tlslng than for any other type of advertising.
operative, Inc., et al. v. West Texas C_arnber and Printing C m (280 111. _43, 117 N.E. 452) Newspapers were asked whether their local
o! Commerce (1963) was decided very strong- Lepler v. Palmer (270 N.3'.S. 44£,, 150 Misc. and national political ad rates are higher
ly in favor of the Chamber of Commerce, pub- 546) or lower than local or national advertising
lisher of a magazine. The Electric Coopera- Locker v. American Toba:co Co. (121 App. rates.
live, having been refused publication of a Div. 443, 106N.¥.5. 115) Most newspapers get their advert[sing
politically oriented advertisement, hoped to Lorain Journa:l v. United State.,_ (342 U.S. througlt agencies or through their state news-
prove that the Chamber had discriminated 143, 72 S.Ct. 18i, 96 L.Ed. 132) paper association, the survey indicated. It
against it. Leaning heavily upon Shuck v. Lucornsky v. 1,. B, palmer (141 Misc. 278, also showed that agencies supplied more of
Carroll Daily Herald and the American Law 252 N.Y.S. 529) the advertising than associations.
l_eview annotation to it, the court ruled: Mack v. Costello (32 S.D. 511,143 N,W. 950, Robert E. Miller, manager for the Mon-

"Publishers of newspapers or magazines are An. Cas. 1916A 394) tane, P,ess Assn. pointed out that some pa-
generally under no obligation to accept ad- Midwest gleet:,ic Cooper4_tive, i'ne., et aL pets in his state, as in other states, have two
vertising from any and all who may apply v. West Texas Ckamber oj' Commerce (369 rates--one for advertising submitted by lo-
for its publication but are free to deal and S.W. 2d 842) cai people, and one for advertising submitted
decline to contract with whom they please." Munr_ v. llli_4_is (94 U.S. 113, 24 L.Ed. 77) by an i_gency or by the Montana Advertising

Skaron Herald Co. v. Mercer County, a 1938 People ex rel Burnham v. Flynn (49 Misc. Service on which a commission is paid.
Pennsylvania case, stands as a firm state- 328, 9d N.Y.S. 198) "But in each case the political advertising
ment of the non-public character of news- Philadelphia t_ecord Co. v. Gu:tis-Martin is not :_egregated and it is charged the _ame
papers. In it, the court was asked if the Newspapers, Inc. (157 A. 796. 305 Pa. 372) as for other advertising within that cate-
Sharon Herald were within its rights in Pougl_keepsie Buying Services v. Pougk- gory," he said.
raising the rate for legal advertising done by keepsie Newspapers, hw. (131 N.Y_. 2d 515, According to the response received by
Mercer County officials, who sought to es- 205 Misc. 982) NNA, few, if any Montana newspapers charge
tabllsh a ceiling on such rates or to advertise ._tbnig v. McBride (227 il.S. 3_0, 48 S.Ct. higher rates for political advertising than
at a rate lower than that announced by the 545, 72 L.Ed. 912, 56 A.L.R. 1S27) for other advertising.
paper. "Newspapers are not public utilities Sharo_ Hera{d Co. v. Mercer County (200 Ste_rt W. Gainan, retail advertising raan-
subject to governmental control and super- A. 880, 132 Pa. Super. 245) ager f(_r the Billings (Mont.) Gazette ex-
vision as to the reasonableness of their ad- Sffuc_c v. Carroll Daily ]teratcl (215 Iowa plainer[ that his paper offers political candl-
vertislng rates," the court concluded. 1276, 247 N.W. 813, 87 A.L.R. 975) dates iCa retail rates on contract. "If they

Amalgamated Furnitilre Factories v. Roch- S_uck v. Carroll Daily Heral_ Annotation deslr; to use the same amount of space, they
ester Times-Union Co. (1927, New York) (87 A.L.R. 979) will re{elve the lowest rate sa our largest: ad-
contributes to the body of law in this area Sky i_Iigk Theatre, Inc. v. Gaumer Publish- vertise_:," he said.
the ruling that a newspaper not only has tnt Co. (Unrep¢,rted No. 228_0, Court of Corn- Herb Patrldge, advertising director for the
the right to refuse untrue advertising, but, in mon Pleas, Champaign County, Ohio) Medford (Ore,) Mail Tribune, said that ]local
fact, is charged with the duty to refuse to State ez tel Baraboo v. Page (229 N.W. 40) political advertisers qualify for the ,,_ame
give publicity to statements known to be Times-Picayune Publiskiag Co. v. United earned rates or contract rates that any other
untrue." The furniture company was known States (345 U.S. 594, 624-25, 73 S.Ct. 872, 97 advertl_er has available. ".., . The political
to the newspaper to be only a distributor and L.Ed. 1277) advertiser would pay local open rate or a
not a manufacturer, and the publication re- Tyson v. Bam_cn (273 U.S 418, 47 S.Ct. 426, lesser ['ate, depending on his volume and
fused to print Amalgamated advertisements 71 LEd. 718 58 A.L.R. 1327) frequertcy," he said. But there are no earned
after printing only 4,045 lines of a 15,000- Uhlman v. She:,man (22 Chlo N.I'., N.S. 225, rates r:or contract rates offered to any ns-
line contract. The court affirmed the right of 31 Ohio Dc. N.P. 54, 46 C.J.) tlonal _,dvertlsers, including political.
the newspaper to break the contract under Wotl_ Packing v. Industrial Court (262 U.S. "National political advert_lsers qualify, as
the given circumstances. 522, 53 S.Ct. 690, 67 L.Ed. 1103, 27 A.L_. do all m_tlonal advertisers, for our 18-cent

CONCLUSIONS 1280) per lin,_ rate," Partridge said.
Woos'_er v. Mc,basks Court _y (98 N.W. 103) He _;timated that his paper received $4,000

The right of a newspaper to refuse ad- _Journal o/Commerce v. Tribune Co., in re in i'e_mue in the last statewlde election
vertising seemingly admits of no loopholes--- Wohl, $guclz v. Carroll Dail.v HeraI, i, Frieden- and apyroximately the same amount in the
except where purposeful restraint of trade berg v. Times Pi[bIishing Co., Mactcv. Costello, last pr,_sidentlal election.
can he proven. However. it may prove worth- and Commonwealt_ v. Bost._ Transcript Go.while to recall the nature of the law. Ht.'po::ts from 114 newspapers in pennsyl-

The "right" is totally dependent upon Sin reaching this conclusion, the court vania, :_no_tly dailies, reveal that four charge
judicial opinion, and the possibility of a sec- cited Collins v. A'_erican News Co., Lucomtky higher prices for political advertising, l0
ond Uhlman v. Sherman decision surfacing v.L.B. Palmer, .Locker v. ,_.raericc:n Tobacco cl_arge more than local rates, but less than
(though in light of the weight of opinion Co., People ex tel Burnlzam v. Flyr*n, and nationt_l for political advertising, while 100
to the contrary, the possibility is admittedly Journal o/Commerce Publicizing Co. v. Trib- charge the same local rates for political
slim) must forever be admitted, une Co, each of which outlines the right of a 'ads.

private business to control its retailers. The Ti_e irlzona Newspapers Assn. said that 19
FOOTNOTES importance of the Leple_ decision is, of of its newspapers charge higher rates for_Law library citations for all decisions course, that the court's statement included

noted in the paper are as follows: ":publication" ss well as "cistrib_.tion" sa a polltlc_l advertising than any other adver-
t_nalgimated Furniture Factories v. private right of newspaper publishers, tising while four charge less.

Rochester Times-Uni0n Co., (219 N.Y.S. 705, Ti_e :_ssociatlon estimates that it lmndles
128 Misc. 673) {From the Pukllshers' Auxiliary, October 2, $32,000 in political advertising for newspapers

Approved Personnel, Inc., et al. v. The Trl- 1971] in elevation years and that metropolitandallies received at least twice as much for
bune Co. (177 So. 2d 704) Suavz¥ political ads.Belleville Advocate Printing Co. 1. St.
Clair County (168 N.E. 312) (By Sharon Mikutowicz) Some papers are governed by state laws as

Brass v. North Dakota (153 U.S. 391, 14 S. WAs:.qxNaroN.---In a National Newspaper to what they can charge politicians for their
Ct. 857, 38L.Ed. 757) Assn. survey o! newspaper,, on political ad- adve.rtl_ing.

Clegg v. New York Newspaper Union (44 vertlsing :rates, the overwhelming majority A llle_:l Daily Newspapers of Washington
Hun 630, 9 N.Y.S.R. 235) cf th? respondents said they charge the said theft statutes in this state limit charges

Collins v. American News Co. (34 Misc. 260, same rates for political advertising as they to no more than the national advertising
69 N.Y.S. 641} do for local and national advertising, rate.

Commonwealth v. Boston Transcript Co. The survey was conducted through state It is also illegal to charge higher rates for
(35 AL.R. 1, 144 N. E. 400, 249 Mass. 477) newspaper associations. The survey was made pollticid advertising in the state of Maryland,

Eastown Theatre v. Federated Publications, in regard to tlae "Fair El_ctlon Campaign the Ma_'yland-Delaware-D.C. Press Assn. :{aid.
Inc. (145 N.W. 800) Act of 1971," the Senate _ersion of which The association said that 20 percent of its

Friedenberg v. Times Publishing Co. (127 would require newspapers to offer candi- Delawa:¢e papers do charge more and in the
So. 345, 170 La. 3) dates for nation:al offices their "very best Dlstric_: of Columbia, some newspapers charge

German Alliance Insurance Co. v. Lewis advertising rate" or the s_me rW_e a news- the same as the national rates while others
(233 U.S. 389, 34 S.Ct. 612, 58 L.Ed. I011) paper offers ltf, biggest co:_tract advertiser, charge less than the local open rate for local

In re Louis Wohl (50 1,. 2d 254) The survey showed that state :_ssoclatlon potitlcal advertising.
Inter-American Publishing Co. v. Assocl- member paper* generally receive anywhere Ronald Hicks, manager for the Louisiana

ated Press (184 Ill. 448, 56 N.E. 882) from at leas, $ £6,000 in political advertising Press ._ssn. told NNA that Louisiana law also
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prevents charging candidates a rate higher Most of the political advertising placed /;his country than to provide that the
than the highest local open or national rate. through an advertising agency or the U_ah newspaper publishers charge the same

The vast majority of Ohio daily newspapers State Press Assn. is commissionable at a {.'La- ILnlount that they charge anyone using
have the same political and national line tional rate, according to the association, l heir newspapers for advertising. I do
rates. Among the exceptions are the two
Columbus metropolitan papers and the Mr. MACDONALD of Massachtaetts. not believe that people who aspire for
Clevelandmetropolitan papers. I am happy to have it in the RECORD, public office should be charged a higher

At least two papers, the Ohio Newspaper Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman valle than what would be charged any
A_n. said, offer lower votes to political can- yield further? other _erson using that media for
didates. Mr. TIERNAN. I yield to the gentle- advertising.

"As far as weeklies are concerned," said man from Massachusetts. To ge_ back to Mr. SPRINGER'S citing
John J. Ahern, assistant director of the as- Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. the ass¢_iation, naturally they do not
soclation, "we simply don't permit them to
charge any more on anything going through I would just like to clear this up at this want to .have something that will cut into
our ad service." He estimated that their ad point. Does the gentleman from Illinois th:_ir ability to charge a rate that will
_ervicehandles Just about all the non-local take the word of a trade association raean additional profits to them, but ttle
political advertising the newspapers get. about constitutionality or the word of statement of the witnesses of the U.S.

Ahern said that last year this association Richard G. Kleindienst, Deputy Attorney I)epartment of Justice b_fore our corn-
handled about $30,000 in political advertising General, as to the constitutionality cf raitttm was---
for the weeklies for the primary campaign of the bill? some proposals would require broad-
ex-governor Rl_odes. Mr. SPRINGER. As I have said, I am casters to charge candidates at the lowest

Arthur E. Strang, manager of the Illinois
Pre_ Assn., said that less than five percent going to put this brief, which I believe _;mit rates charged others for similar time
of the newspapers in his state are charging to be accurate, in the RECORD,and I th/nk blocs, and at least one of the bills before ·
higher r_tss for political advertising, it speaks for itself. I believe it. you would extend the lc,west-unit-rate pro-vislion to space purchased in nonbroadcast

Executive vice president of the North Da- Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. u:tedta.
kota Newspaper Assn., Paul C. Schmldt, said I recommend that the gentleman send
he knew of no paper in his state that had a it down to the Department of Justice, :Chis _; usinl the words "lowest unit
rate for political advertising that was more whose witnesses testified before our coin- rates," _hich was even more severe than
than the local or national rates, mattes as well as wrote us letters about what we put in this bill. Continuhlg--In Georgia, only one paper charges more
for political ads. The Rome News-Tribune, a this very subject, ume department favors such a provision
daily, charges 25 percent more for political The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gell- add strongly feels it should be made appli-
advertising. Most of the advertising for the tleman from Rhode Island has expired, c_ble to both broadcasters and nonbroadcast
paper comes from an agency or the state as- (On request of Mr. MACDONALD of c;m_,nunicatlon media.
soclatlon. Glenn McCullough, executive man- Massachusetts, and by unanimous con- So, gentlemen, I hope, and I am sure
agerof the Georgia Press Assn. said. The pa- sent, Mr. TIERNAN was allowed to pro- the House will vote down the amendment
pets stand to gain $250,000 in election years, coed for 5 additional minutes.) of the gentleman from Illinois (Mr.he said.

Likewise there is only one known paper in Mr. TIERNAN. Mr. Chairman, most of SPRINGEB), because you know that the
Michigan that charges more for political ads, what I was going to say has been covered v_to message of the President clearly
_ald Elmer E. White, executive secretary of bY the ranking member of the committee, spelled out to Congress that he would not
the ,Ailchigan Press Assn. He said a Detroit Mr. SPRINGER and Mr. MACDONAT.Dof sign into law any bill that provided for
weekly, the Michigan Chronicle, has higher Massachusetts, the chairman of the sub- regulatioa of broadcasters only. There-
rates for political advertising than for other committee, but I wou]d like to make ref- fore, we had to include the press and
advertising. White said a "hot campaign"
year could bring as much as $350,000 in ad- erence at this time to a book written by o_her m_dia in this most urgent reform
vertlsing to Michigan newspapers. Herbert E. Alexander, the title of which hill.

"In Texas we have 56 newspapers (out of is"Financing of the 1968 Election." On Mr_ GROSS. Mr. Chairman, will the
602) that charge higher rates for political page 113 of that book, after quite a dis- gentleman yield?
advertising than display advertising (ns- seration about the additional cost of Mr. TIERNAN. I yield to the gentle-
tlonal rate) ," reported Bill Boykin, general campaigning in 1968 over previous years, man from Iowa.
manager of the Texas Press Assn. there is this quote, and I would like 1_o l_ir. GROSS. Is the gentleman talkJng

"Our rough estimate for statew/de or ua- read it to the distinguished ranking about a card rate which takes into ac-tional political advertising for our newspa-
pers last year was somewhere between member of the committee, Mr. SPRINGER° count several factors including the hum-
$200,000and $300,000," he added. "We han- It states-- ber of insertions and so on?
died $86,000 through this office," he said, Newspapers frequently speeify rates usually There is quite a ,difference as to
"and we know a lot more was placed locally." higher for political advertising. For instance, whether a card rate is used which takes

0nly two dailies, and no weeklies, have the New York Post political rate, according into accotmt the frequency of advertising
higher political ad rates in Oklahoma, re- to standard rate data is 30 cents a line more insertions or frequency of broadcasters.
ported Ben Blackstock, secretary-manager of than the open rate. When we speak of class A or prime time
the Oklahoma Press Assn. He noted that
_omepapers charge less for political ads, We had before our committee the test[- on t;elevision or radio, tile lowest per trait

"Tho overall rate is less than combined mony of the representatives of the new_,;- cost might be class C time. It seems to me
open national rate," Blackstock said. "We paper association, and as Mr. HA_S that we ought to have a clarification of
refuse to sell ads higher than regular open has pointed out and as the chair- what the gentleman is talking about.
national line rate." man of the subcommittee pointed out, M_r. TIERNAN. If the gentleman will

The manager also said that most statewide at that time their objection was to the refer to page 3, it clearly states that ii;
or national political advertisements come language in the Senate bill and also i:a will not exceed the charge made for
through an agency or the association and the the Brown bill that was introduced here comparable use for such space for o[her
advertising is commlssl0nable, in the House. That language, I would ptwposes. That language is acceptable. It

On the average, Blackstock said, newspa-
pers in Oklahoma stand to make $400,000 In point out to the gentleman again, re.- wf_s the lunguage suggested in the hear-

political year. quires that the rate that would be ings before the committee by representa-
A spokesman for the Utah State Press charged not exceed the lowest unit :rate tires of the National Newspaper Associa-

.._ssn. Inc. said, "no Utah weekly paper charged to others by the person furnish., tach, in fact, by the publisher of the
charges more for political advertising than lng such media, pa per in my hometown.
:my other kind. This office placed $16,000 in As a result of the testimony of those Mr. ECKHARDT. Mar. Chairman, Ii
political advertising in our member papers witnesses, the subcommittee changed th,f,' move to strike the requisite number of
_lur_ng1970. language from the lowest-unit rate to words.

"l_Iost of our papers, the spokesman said, read that the charge made would be for Nit. Chairman, there is no constitu-have a one-rate system but local advertisers
can earn a lower rate based on large amounts comparable use of such space in th,'.' tk,nal question here serious enough to
of space used. Political advertising is treated newspaper, deserve long consideration, but since {;he
the same as national and any placed locally Gentlemen, I do not think we could, question has been raised and since the
lan earn the same discount as any other have gone any further in trying to ac.. setlool of journalism's report has been
advertiser, commodate the newspaper publishers o:l' cite/i, I have taken the opportunity to
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look at it, and it does not deal with the have been raised was the question of the Delluras Jones, Tenn. Price, rtl.Denh¢, Ink Kal'th Pucinski
question here at all. What it deals with power of Congress. Thai has so long been Dent Kastenmeier Purcell
is the question of whether or not a pri- resolved that it seems iutile _md ridicu.- DirLgeH Kazsn Rangel
vats advertiser in competition with other Ions to raise the point here. Dono_ue Kelth Rees
advertisers may demand that his adver- The CHAIY_MAN. Tke question is on Dom Kluczyn._kt Reid, N.Y.Dow Koch Riegle
tisement be taken by a newspaper where the amendment offered by t_e gentle,- Dowmng Ky-cos Roe
there is no statutory provision that de- man from I1Hnois (Mr. SPRINGER) to the Drina:_:_ Lennon Roncallo
mands that it do so. The courts have ob- amendnlent offered b_ the gentleman D_[sk: Link Rooney, N.Y.
Viously held that the refusal to accept from Massachusetts (Mr. M_CDONAtD)_ Eckhard_dUPont LlOydLong.Md. RooneY,RosenthalPa.
the other advertiser's advertisement is in TELLER VOTE WXT:¢CLER:KS Ed_no:adson Lujan Rostenkowskl

Edwai_ls, Calif, McCormack Roush
no wise prohibited by law. Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, - ][ Ewme, Colo. McFall Roy

The other kind of case cited in the demand tellers. Fisher McKay Ryan
school of journalism's survey was that Tellers were ordered. _loed McMillan St Germal_
which involved a State law which re- Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, ii Flynt Macdonald, SandmanFoley Mass. Sarbanes
quired a newspaper to print public no- demand teller,_ with cleIks. Forsyihe Madden Scherle
tires, and In that instance the court said Tellers with clerks were ordered; and Fount_la Ma_liard Scheuer
that it would not be so required, being a the Chairman appo_ated as tellers Fraser Mann Schneebeli.Freltn:_huysen Matsunaga Seiberltnl_
private enterprise. Messrs. SPRINGER, MACI_ONALD of Massa- Fulton, Tenn. Mazzoli Shtpley

But these cases do not involve the chusetts, Haze, and THOMPSON of C_:_or- Galifi_nakls Meeds Sisk
question of Congress exercising its au- gia. Garmatz Metcalfe Smith, Iowa
thority under the commerce clause or The ComrrdLtee divided, and the tellers Gaydcs Mikva SnyderGetty; Miller, Calif. Staggers
under the specific provisions of the Con- reported that there were--ayes 145, noes GiaincLo Miller, Ohio Stanton,
stitution authorizing Congress to regu- 219, :cot voting 67, as follows: Gibbons Mills, Ark. JamesV.
late Federal elections. It is perfectly clear [Roll No. dlm] Gonzalez Mills, Md. StephensGr_ Minish Stokes
that the commerce clause gives Congress [Recorded Teller Vot4;] Green, Oreg. Mink Stratton
the power to regulate in areas affecting AYES---I&5 Green., Pa. Monagan Sullivan
interstate commerce, and, of course, the Or[ifil Moorhead Symington

Abernethy iPuqua Price, Tex. Grlffit, h_ Morgan Taylor
commerce clause has been most broadly Anderson, 111. Ooldwater Qule Gross Moss Teague, Ctdlf.
construed. Andrews, Goodllng Qu lllen Hagar Murphy, rtl. Teague, Tex.

Furthemlore, there is a specific author- N. r)ak. Grover Randall Haley Murphy, N.Y. Terry
ity contained In the Constitution in Archer ,3nde Rarick HamEton Myers Thompsc_n, Gg,Arend_ Hall Roberts Haole7 Natcher Thomps(,n, N.J.
article I, section 4: Baker l/ammer- Robinson, Va. Hans_n, Wash. Nedzl Tlernan

The Times, Places and Manner of holding Belche_ schmidt Robison, N.Y. Harri:ag_on Nix Udall
Elections for Senators and Representatives, Betts Hansen, Idaho Rogers Hathaway Obey Ullman
shall be prescribed in each State by the Blester Harsha Rousselot Hawkin_ O'Hara Van Deerlin
Legislature thereof; but the Congress may Blackburn Harvey Rtnnels Hays O'Neill VanderJa_Bow Hastings Ri: ppe Hech] er, W. Va. Passman Vanlk
at any time by Law make or alter such Reg- Bray Heckler, Mass. Re.th Helstoski Patroon Vlgortto
ulatlons, except as to the places of choosing Brinkley :Heinz Sa';terfield Henderson Patten Waldle
Senators. Broomfield Hicks, Wasl:. Se]_-nitz Hicks Mass. Pelly White

The bill and the section which is Brotzman Hosmer Schwengel Holifi_fid Pepper Williams

sought to be amended does not require Brown, Ohio Hungate S_)tt Hortea Perkins WolffBroyhill, N.C. Hunt Sebeliue Howa_'d Pettis Wright
newspapers to print any political saver- Broyhill, Va. Jarman Shoup Hull Peyser Wydler
rising. All it says is if any person sells Buchanan Johnson, Ps. Shriver Hutct,inson Pickle Wyman
space in any newspaper or magazine to Burke, Fla. ;Keating Skubitz Ichor4 Pike Yates

Byrnes, WiS. Kemp Smith, Calif. Jacob 3 Podell Yatron
any legally qualified candidate for Fed- Byron :King Smith, N.Y. John,,!on, Calif. Poff Young, Tex.
eral elective office or nomination thereto Caffery Kuykendall Spence Jo',aa_, Preyer, N.C. Zablockl
in connection with such candidate's carter Kyl Springer

Chamberlain Landgrebe Stanton, NOT VOTING--67
campaign, they have to sell to all. They clancy Latta J. William Anderson, Dowdy McKevltt
do not have to sell to any, but ff they sell Clausen, Lent Steed Cal:f. Edwards, La. Michel
to any, they must sell to all. Don H. Long, La. Steele Andrews, Ala. Eilberg Mitchell

There is no question but what Con- ClawS<m, Del McClure St,_lger, Ariz. Aspin_l_ Erlenborn MollohanCleveland McCoUister Steiger, Wis. Badfi! o Eshleman Nelsen
gress can enter this field of Federal elec- Collier McCutloch Stabblefield Barrei;t Evins, Tenn. Nichols
tions, and this title is wholly limited to Collins, Tex. McDade Tslcott Bell Flowers Pirnle
Federal elections. Congress has regulated Coughlin McDonald, Thomson, Wis. Bevil] Ford, PoageCrane Mich. Thone Blatn ik William D. Pryor, AJ'k.
Federal elections with respect to contri- Daniel, Va. McEwen Veysey Bcllil.g Gallagher Railsback
butions by corporations and with respect Davis, Wis. McKinney Waggonner Burti:n Gray Reuse
to contributions by labor unions. It has de la Garza Mahou W:h'npler Byrn,, Pa. Gubser Rhodes

Dennis Martin Ware Comte Halpern Rodlno
dealt with all manner of questions re- Devine Mathlas, Cellf. W'.aalen Cederberg Hanna Royb',d
garding Federal elections, and clearly Duncan Mathis, Ga. Whalley C_.mp_)ell Hebert Saylor
this is justified under the Constitution. Dwyer Mayne Widnall Chisholm Hillis Slkes

Now then, some would attempt to Edwards, Als. Melcher Wiggins Clark Hogan SlackEsch Mlnshall W _lson, Bob Clay Jones, Ala. Stuckey
stretch in some peculiar way the first Fascell Mizell Winn Colm_r Jones, N.C. Whitehurst
amendment to some kind of protection Findley Montgomely Wyatt Cotter Kee Whitten
to the newspapers to do precisely what Fish Morse Wylie Davis, S.C. Landrum Wilson,Ford, Ge:mid R. Mosher Young, Fla. Derw.nakl Leggett Charles H.
they want to do with respect to using Frenzel O'Konskl Zion Dickinson McClory
space. What the first amendment pro- Prey Powell Zwach Digg.'_ McCloskey
tects is the people's right not to have NOES--_:19 S(_ 'Lhe amendment to the amendment
their right of free speech abridged. It Abbitt Bennett Carey, N.Y. was rejected.
is in plain terms. It says that Congress Abourezk Bergland C_;rney
shall make no law abridging the right Abzug Biaggi C_sey, Tex. aI_mMENT OFFEREDBY liaR. PICKLE'_) TI_EE

Adams Binghanx Celler AI_iElqDMENT OFFERED BY MR. _IACDONALD
of free speech. Addabbo Blanton Collins, Ill. o:[, :MiASSACHUSETTS

Do we abridge free speech by requiring Albert Boggs Conable
that if a newspaper prints one political Alexander Boland Conic Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
advertisement it must likewise print an- Anderson, Brademas Conyers amendment to the amendment offered by

Tenn. Brasco Corman the gentleman from Massachusett_ (Mr.other political advertisement by the Annunzlo Brooks Culver
opponent of that person running for Ashbrook Brown, Mirh. Dlmtels, N.J. i_![ACDONALD).
office? Obviously the first amendment is Ashley Burke, Mass. Danielson T)3e Clerk read as follows:Aspin Burleson, Tex. Davis, Ga.
not Involved in any sense of the word. Baring Burlison, Mo. Delaney A_:aendment offered by Mr. PICKLE 'tO the

The only question that could possibly Begicl_ Cabell Dellenback amendment offered by Mr. MACDOI_L_,LD 02_
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Massachusetts: On page3 oIH.R. 11231 strike he is allowed the actual charge.,.. This are good arguments to suggest that it
out line 9 and all that is following through means ff in the broadcasting busili[ess should be, then the Government, not the
line 15 and insert in lieu thereof the yOU give a rate to any person, you have media, should provide that subsidy.
following: to give everybody else in effect that same I know there are many here who find

"(b) The charges made for'the use of any rate. The same would apply to news- it, hard to work up much sympathy for
broadcasting station by any person who is a
legally qualified candidate for any public of- papers. You cannot discriminate one as large television outlets or major news-
rice shall not exceed the actual charges made against the other, papers. But in States like South Dakota,
by such station for any comparable use of I think it is eminently fair and this our newspapers and radio and television
such station for other purposes." would simply make these two units and stations are considerably smaller. They

Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman, the the charges the same. have much less income, and they usually
amendment which I have offered will In view of the fact that we have :u st operate with a very small profit margin.
place broadcasters, newspapers, and voted down the amendment offered by Reducing income to ii,ese people by forc-the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. S:PSINa~ ink them to sell at below their normal
magazines under the same rule, that is, fa), I would assume and I would hope local advertising rates, could be a finan-
under the earned or under the compara-
ble rate. The Macdonald bill provides that he and his side would now support cial blow to an already marginal opera-
that newspapers will be able to charge this particular amendment, t_.on.
the comparable or earned rate. So we say to both these medias, broa_l- Please keep in mind, Mr. Chairman,

The same bill, though, Provides that casting and newspapers, you would ac- that these are small operations run
tually be charging the same unit of rate, locally in small towns often as a "Ma and

broadcasters would be required to charge and that would mean the earned rate. Pa" fatnily business. Certainly, I want
the lowest unit rate. I cannot expand on the technicali:_.ies campaign spending refor_n, but I also

It seems to me that we ought to make of it any more fully than to say .,;imply want these small newspapers and broad-
both media the same. If it is fair for one that they should charge the same rate. casters to survive. For this reason, I in-
then logically it ought to be fair for the I think it is fair. tend to support strong spending reformother.

I think the Committee would be in- Mr. ABBITT. Mr. Chairman, w:[i1 the legislation, but I would hope' we could
terested in knowing that this amend- gentleman yield? do it without forcing t_e lowest unit rate
ment was adopted in our committee. Mr. PICI_LF.. I yield to the ken[leman provision on these small-toam opera-

As a bit of background, our committee from Virginia. tions.
had an amendment offered at one time Mr. ABBITT. Mr. Chairman, I c_m- Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, will the

mend the gentleman from Texas on of- gentleman yield?
to take newspapers out of the bill eh- Iering this amendment. I think it willth'ely. It was pointed out that the bill a Mr. PICKLE. I yield to the gentleman.
year ago was vetoed by the President be a great improvement. As the gentle-
primarily on the ground that it was not man has so ably pointed out, it simply Mr. WRIGHT. Is ii; not true that theputs television and newspapers and other _q:esident vetoed the bill last year on theground that it discriminated against the
fair to put limitations or restrictions media in the same category. I think i'[ is broadcasting media and did not treat thesolely on broadcasters and not on news-
papers, and for that reason, among otb- unfair for candidates to expect to get thelowest rate. The only thing they should broadcasting media the same as the
ers, he vetoed lt.

The committee felt then, that we were ask for is equal treatment and tlaat is :aewspapers? Would tibia amendment notwhat your amendment does and I h(_pe correct that situation?
on solid ground in including newspapers the amendment will be adopted. Mr. rICg_r,_.. That is correct. It would
into this bill, and therefore the commit-
tee voted down the amendment offered Mr. PICKLE. I thank the gentlem_n. :make them the same.Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. Chairman, wiJl Mr. MACDON,at,r_ of Massachusetts.
that would take newspapers entirely out the gentleman yield? lg:r. Chairman, I move to strike out theof this bill.

I pointed out that the votes ought to Mr. PICICT.w.. I yield to the gentlemlm. '.last word.
be the same. Then the gentleman from Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. Chairman, I do Mx. Chairman, it is with some reluc-
MaSsachusetts (Mr. MACDONALD),offered not want to burden Members with e;n- l_ace that I come to the well to oppose
an amendment that would make news- other lengthy exposition of the need f.or l_ls amendment. However, I think the
papers be allowed to charge this compa- reform of campaign finances. :Yiany Idea behind the amendment goes to the
rable rate. I pointed out that that ought Members have spoken far more e;[o- very heart of the bill.
to apply also for the broadcasters. There- quently than I could about the eff_mt of With all due respect to Mr. PI:CKLE
fore, ! offered this amendment which is unlimited spending on the quality of trod his statement which was absolute-
before us now, and it was adopted in the public life in this Nation. Many have 1¥ correct, that this amendment did pass
committee by a vote of 19 to 4. worked hard to insure that the legislation the committee, the gentleman recalls

At the very end of the debate, however, we are writing here today is truly effec- that it passed with no debate and it; was
as we passed out the bill, a substitute tire. It is my understanding that Con- tacked on under a th_ae limitation and
was offered, and this particular amend- gressmen UDar._. and ANDERSONwlr.[ a]iso not everyone was quite sure what it
ment was swallowed up and lost, but it be proposing a series of perfectLag meant. Could I ask the gentleman from
lead been approved by the committee, changes. I hope that the House will _:ee _2exas Lf he feels that the position of

Now, the intent of my amendment is fit to accept their recommendations, newspapers and broadcasters is the same
.'_lmply to say that a man buying time, I do, however, want to express my con- so far as the media is concerned?
whether he goes to the newspaper office, cern about the provision we are exam- Mr. P:[CKLF._ I think the unit charge
or to the radio station, in effect ought ining here. It seems to me that askJ:ag should be the same. The argument can
to be charged an earned rate on the local broadcasters or newspapermen to sell be made and has been made that broad-
card. We do not use the term"local card," advertising to political candidates at ¢asters should give the lowest unit rate,
because that term, legally speaking, var- artificially low rates is nothing more th:_.m because they have a license and, there-
ies so much over the country that it was asking them to subsidize political caxa- fore, they must protect and operate La
very difficult to say what was or what paigns. Passage of this provision would the publ;ic interest.
was not a "local card." mean that the lower total amounts that l_ I may expand on that and if I take.

My intent is to say that a man buying can be spent will be nullified by a lower u,p too much of the gentleman's time,
time whether in broadcasting or for per unit cost with the net result that tkte I will a_k for additional time for the
newspapers would be able to get an average citizen will still face a bll:ma:rd $entleman--that is an argument that
earned rate, that is the discount rate of 30-second spots every Halloween. I _mow .many of us here in the House
based on the number of inches he buys If a used car salesman were asked tz_ eavisionc_l at the time--that broadcast-
or based on the number of times he runs soil cars to political candidates at a re- ers ought to give special consideration,
a spot. duced rate it would be a scandal. Yet we or a special rate.

It is not my intent to say that he can think nothing of requiring broadcasters Years ago, right after the war, I had
charge the one time national rate. to do the very same thing. If a campaign aa interest in a radio station_I have, not

You will notice the language says that subsidy is to be provided at all, and there had for 20 years, but I did then--_nd
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I can say to you that a radio station man from Texas (Mr. t_ICKLE) to the wam:ple' Williams Young, Fla.Ware Wilson, Bob Young, Tex.
gives a great deal of time in the public amendment offered by the gentleman Wha!ley Wright Zion
interest. We carried an endless amount from Massachusetts (Mr. MACDONALD). White Wylie Zwach
of time in the public service. If the gen_ The question was taken; and on a df- Widnall Wyman
tleman would want to differentiate be- vi,sion (demanded by Mr, MACr,ONALDOf NOES---150
tween the two and say the only test for Massachusetts) there were--ayes 74, abzng Hansen, Wash. Peyser
public service is the unit rate he charges noes 52. Addabbc Harrlngton PikeAlexander Harsha Podell
for advertisements, then I think he is 2[qELLE_q;VOTEWITH CLERKS &ndersoa, Hathaway Price, rtl.
taking a very limited and narrow view. Tenn. Hawkins Rangel

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. I Mr. JAMES V. STANTON. Mir. Chair-. Anntmzko Hays Rees
appreciate tlle gentleman's remarks. I r/lan, I: demand tellers, asm_,y Hechler, W. Va. Reid, N.Y.
would like to point out to the gentleman Tellers were c,rdered. Aspin Heckler,Mass. RoeBerglan,:l Helstoskl Roncalio

that the Congress will not be setting rates Mr..JAMES V. STANTON. Mir. Chair-- Biaggi Hicks, Mass. Rooney, N.Y.
to be charged by broadcasters. The man, I demand tellers with clerks. Binghara Hollfield Rooney, Pa.
broadcasters will be setting their own Tellers with clerks were ordered; and Blackburn Howard Rosenthal
rates, and as the gentleman wisely said-- the Chairman appointed ss tellers Messrs. Bradem::,,sB°gg*_Ichordjohnson,Calif. RoyPWStenk°w_kt
and I hope he agrees with what he did PICKLE, ],ViACDONALDOf Massachusetts, Srasco Karth Ruppe
say---they gel; a license to operate in the HAav_.¥, and THOMPSON0J:New Jersey. Brooks Kastenmeier Ryan
public interest, and not only do they get The Committee divided, and the tellers BuchananBurke.]_lass. KochKlUczynskl SarbanesStOermam
a license to operate in the public interest, reported that _mlere were--ayes 219, noes Burllson, Mo. Kyl Scheuer
but they get a monopoly to operate in 150, not voting 61, as ::ollow,';: Byrnes, Wis. Kyros Scott
the public interest. If you lived in Austin, [Holl No. 4111] CellerCarney LattaLeggett ShipleySeiberllng
Tex., and a broadcast station there--I [Recorded Teller Vote] Collier Link Slak
think there is one, and I do not know how AYES---219 Colll:as, ill Long, Md. Smith, CalI:LConyers McCormack Smith, Iowa
many newspapers Abbltt l_lood Matk,ias, Calif. Corman McKay Springer

Mr. PICKLE. There are three television Abernethy Flowers Mathis, Ga. Danlelscn Macdonald, Staggers
stations. Abourezk ]_q:int Mazzoll Delaney Mass. Stanton,

Adams Pord, Gerald I L Melc:aer Dell_m_ Madden James V.
Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. Anderson, Ill. t_'orsythe Mills, Ark. Dent Martin Steele

Three--but my point is that if you feel Andrews, Pcuntain Mille. Md. DlngeU Matsunaga Steiger. ALL',..
you want to serve the public and also N. Dak. t'rellnghuysezL Mize:l Donchue Mayne Stokes

Archer ]_'renzel Montgomery Dow Meeds Sullivan
want to make some money by starting a Arends Prey Morse Drinan Metcalfe Thompson, N.J.
newspaper, you can do it. But you do it Ashbrc_>k Gidlfianakis Mosi:er Eckharc:t Mlkva Thone
with your own money. You do not come Aspinall Gettys Myers Edward.%Ala. Miller, Calif. Tlernan
to the FCC or any other arm of the Gov- Baker Glalmo Natc:_er Edwarcb_,Calif. Miller, Ohio UdallBaring Goldwater Nedzl Fascell Mintsh Ullman.
ernment and say, "Give me a license to Begich Gonzalez Nichols Foley Mink Van Deerlkt
operate in the public interest," and then Belcher (_oodllng O'Hara Ford, Minshall Vantk
refuse to serve the public interest by Bennett (;_rimn O'Konski Willie:mD. Mollohan Waldle

Belts (_roas Passman Fraser Monagan Whalen
bringing to the public qualified eandi- Bevill Grover Felly Fulton, renu. Moorhead Wiggins
dates who are running for office who just Biester Gubser Pettis Fuqtla Morgan Wlnu
dO not have as much money as their Blanton Gude Plck]e Gallagher Moss Wolff

Boland tlagan Poff Garmat:_ Murphy, nl. Wyatt
opponent, As a matter of fact; I think Bow tIaley Pews,11 Oaydos Nix Wydler
that this amendment has some merit, but Bray ltaU Preyer, N,C, Gibbom; Obey Yates
I think it should be defeated for the rea- ,Brinkley ttl_allton PriCE,,Tex. Grasso O'Neill Yatron
sons I have advanced, the main reason Broomfield Hammer- Puctaskl Green, ,:)reg. Patten ZablockiBrotzman schmidt Purcell Green. Pa. Pepper
being that the broadcasters and the news- Brown, Mich. Hanley Quie GrilYLth_: Perkins
papers are not the same. They are not Brown, Ohio Hansen, Idaho Quil]en
treated the same and should not be Broyhill, N.C. tiarvey Randall NOT VOTIN(_--61

Broyhill Va. Hastings Rarlck Anderson, Dickinson Mitchell
treated the same. Newspapers are not Burke, Fla. Heinz Rieg::e Calif. Diggs Murphy, N.Y.
licensed, never will be, and never should Burleson. Wex. Henderson Roberts Anch'ew_, Als. Dowdy Nelssn
be. Broadcasters are and will continue to Byron Hl.cks, Wash. Robinson. Va. Badi[lo Edwards, La. Patman

Cabell Horton Robtson, N.Y. Barrett Ellberg Plrnie
be, despite w:hat has been said by certain caffery Hosmer RogErs Bell Erlenborn Poage
officials downtown who have urged that Carter Hull Roush Blatnik Eshleman Pryor, Ark.
virtually all regulations be taken away Casey, 'rex,, H'angate Rom_selot Bolling Evins, Tenn. Rafisback
from broadcasters. Cederberg Hunt Run aels Burton Gray ReussChamberlain ]'Iatchinson Ruth Byrne, ._['a, Halpern Rhodes

Personally, I have not been contacted clancy Jacobs Sandman .Camp Hanna Rodino
by one broadcaster who indicated that he Clausen, Jarman Satt_rfield Carey, I:r.Y. H_bert Roybal
felt this was unfair. I have talked to the Don H. Johnson, Pa. Sch_,rle Chappe:_l Hillis Saylor

Clawson, Del Jonas Sclnaitz Chisholm Hogan Sikes
presidents of the three networks and Cleveland Jones, Tenn. Schneebell Clark Jones, Als. Slack
they are in favor of giving lowest unit Collins, Tex. :Kazen Schwengel Clay Jones, N.C. Stuckey
rate. Conable ]Keating SebE.lttm Colmer Landrum Teague, TeK,

Conte :Kee Shoup Cotter McClcskey Whitehurst
As you recall, this whole thing started cougmin :._elth Shrivel Davis, f.C. McClure Whitten

some 2 years ago when a bill was crane '.Kemp Skubitz Derwlnskl McKevitt Wilson.
presented to our comniittee in which it Culver :King Smith, N.Y. Devine Michel Charles H,Daniel, 'Lra. :Kuykendall Snyder
was urged that the broadcasters be forced Daniels, N.J. Landgrebe Spence l_r. CULVER changed his vote from
to give free time in the public interest. Davis, Ga. Lennon Stanton. "nc," to "aye."
We defeated that. We thought that was Davis, Wis. Lent J. wunam So 1:he amendment to the amendrnent
going too far. But certainly I do not think clela Garza L:loyd SteedDellenback :Long, La. Stele-er, Wis. wa,; a ;reed to.
there is any Member of this House who Deraholm LuJan Stel:hens A_it'_'ND:ViENTOFFFREDBi' MR, $Yr,iINGTO:NTO
thinks it is going too far to make some- Dennis M:cOlory Stratton TIKEA:_IEND_iKNTOFFEREDBY .',iR.}.:ACDON-
body who has literally a license to steal, Dom M:cCollister Stubblefield

Downing M:cCulloch Symington ALU _F __AssacHus:TTS
once that license comes out, to, in the Dnlski lV..(cDade Talc:ott l_r. SYMINGTON. Mr. Chairman, I
public interest, give the lowest unit cost, ]Duncau M:cDonald, Taylor offer ::m amendment to the amendment.
not just to incumbents, but to anybody du Pont Mich. Teague, Calif.Dwyer M:cEwen Terry :[Th( Clerk read as follows:
who is a legally qualified candidate who Edmondson l_._cFall Thompson, Ga. Amc adment offered by l_[r. S','_:NOTON to
is ready to run for a Federal office, and I Esch M:cKinney Thomson, Wis. the amendment offered by Mr. MaCDON._LD of
urge defeat of this amendment. Evans, Colo. l_icMfilan Van_ler Jagt ,Massachusetts: Page B. lnser_ alter line 4

Flndley Mahon Vey:;ey
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on ]Fish lV._allliard Vlgorito the fo:lowing:

the amendment offered by the gentle- Fisher l_![ann Wa_gonner "(7) For purFoses of this section and ,,sec-
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lion 315e. any expenditure for the use of to believe that they favor this araend- Mr. ,c;YMINOTON. If the gentleman
any communications medium by or on be- meat. ,_ill yield; no, I mere:ly used that as an
half of the candidacy of a candidate for We want to be very sure, for example, i[lustrat:ton.
Federal elective office (or nomination should we establish let us say a $50,000 :Mr. SPRINGER. W_.aat is the purls)se
thereto) shall be charged against the ex-
penditure limitation under this subsection limit for the primary and a $50,000 linlit of. the amendment?
applicable to the election in which such for the general election, that we do not :Mr. SYMINGTON. :['he purpose of the
medium is used." permit a fellow who has no primary op- amendment is to insure that whatever

l_ir. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the position or very weak primary opposition limitation applies upon a candidate's pri-to accumulate a lot of debts during his mary andgeneral e:tection campaign,
gentleman yield? primary for purposes that he intends to that the sums that he spends for corn°

Mr. SYR_INGTON. I am glad to yield use in the general campaign, and ciharge zmmications media will be charged to tile
to the gentleman from Ohio. them to his primary campaign limil; and, limitation applicable to the campaign in

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I have asked therefore, go into the general election which they are actually used.
the gentleman to yield for the purpose with, effectively, a $100,000 limit instead ]gr. SPRINGER. Let me ask the dis-
of trying to arrive at a limitation of de- of a $50,000 limit, t inguished gentleman this question:
bate on the Macdonald of M_ssachu- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, if the gert- Suppose that the gentleman is a can-
setts amendment. I wonder how many tleman will yield, the gentleman is saying didate from the State of Missouri; and he
more amendments are pending? Are that you cannot pay for time during the has no opposition. I am assuming the
there any more at the desk? primary, and then not use it, and then f;entteman spends $50,000 in the primary,

The CHAIRMAN. There are three at carry it over and use it in a general elco- e yen under his amendment.
the desk in addition to the one which tion. Is that the sense of the amendment? ].VIr.SUMINGTON. That would be pos-
has been offered by the gentleman from Mr. SYMINGTON. That is corr_mt, sible yes; if you are going to the $50,000
Missouri. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, as far a._. I ILmit_tion.

Mr. HAYS. I thank the gentleman for am concerned, for whatever worth it is, Mr. SPRINGER. If he spends $50,000
yielding. I accept the amendment, that would be legal?

Mr. Chairman, in due time I shall ask Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, will the 1VIi'.SYMINGTON. Yes, that would be
unanimous consent to close debate on the gentleman yield? legal. It is legal, certainly, to charge
:Macdonald of Massachusetts amend- Mr. SYMINGTON. I yield to the gentle- _50,600 r_) his primary campaign.
:ment. man from Iowa. Mr. SPRINGER. Even though he is

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. Chairman, I Mr. GROSS. The gentleman spoke of _:nopposed?
:have a very brief amendment and I shall time. Does this also apply to newspaper Mr. S'.2'MINGTON. Yes.
;briefly speak to it. advertising? Mr. SPRINGER. He applies this trader

The purpose of this amendment is Mr. SYMINGTON. It would apply, t[xis amendment solely and alone to cover
simply to protect the intent of this House, Mr. GROSS. To both media? the _r a nd radio media?
the intent of Congress in passing what- Mr. SYMINGTON. To all commuaica- Mr. SYMINGTON. Well, the thrust of
ever legislation we do pass that achieves lions media, yes. That is, ff you would ray amendment is merely to those mat-
the objective of limiting campaign ex- buy newspaper advertising and tonga- ters cow;red by the Macdonald amend-
penses. I do not think that the Read- zinc advertising, and then find it incon- uxent which do indeed include the com.-
ina Clerk's presentation was well heard venient, let us say, to use it for the pur- mumicati:ons media; that is, newspapers,
here and, therefore, I would like to state pose of your primary election, and save magazines, and broadcasters. He could
what is hoped to be achieved as a result that space and use it in the general elco- spend the money on other things that
of the adoption of this amendment, lion, it would be charged to the general are not included within the definition

Mr. Chairman, we know now that all election, s ach as billboards and matchboxes, and
of these bills provide limits for both the Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chair- t_ais would not be covered under the
primary election and the general elec, man, if the gentleman would yield, the amendment.
tion, and you can spend the upper lira- gentleman from Missouri talked {z) me Mr. SPRINGER. In other words, he
it in each of those two elections. What about this amendment and, as I recoUect, could spend an extra $50,000 in the pri-
we want to be sure does not happen is he had one for the Macdonald bill, one to nmi-y with no opposition if he did not
that a candidate accrues debts in the pri- the Senate version, and one to the :FIays s'.;)end it on TV, radio, magazines, and
mary election campaign and pays them bill, and the one that the gentleman has newspapers; is that correct?
then for communications media purposes offered here is only applicable to the Mr. SYMINGTON. You are addressing
which are actually used for the general electronics media and the newspaper your question merely 1;o the Macdonald
election, during the time in which the media? amendment itself, and the Macdonald
general election campaign is carried on. Mr. SYMINGTON. That is right;: the amendment itself covers only the eom-

The bill is not really sufficiently clear gentleman is correct. This amendment is munications media. There are other bills
as it stands right now to prevent an merely offered to the Macdonald bi[1, before as which cover---and which wfil
imaginative finance chairman and a very which covers only the communica¢ions be before us---w_ch will cover other
necessitous candidate from achieving media, fi)rm'4 of advertising; other form_; of
this subversion of the intent of Congress Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanl- _rapaiga expense.
in this way. mous consent that all debate on this Mr. SPRINGER. ! would like to get

Since I do have the time, I will turn amendment and all amendments to the t]ds straightened out and that is the
your attention to page 8 of Mr. MACDON- Macdonald of Massachusetts amend- purpose of my taking this time.
ALD'S bill which would read at the end meat close at 5:30. I want'to repeat--the $50,000 limitation
el 1ihe 4 as follows: Mr. SPRINGER. I object, Mr. Clmir- that the gentleman is talking about,

For purposes of this section and section man. wrrlch has to do only with these forms of
315(c), the use of any communications
raedlum by or on behalf of the candidacy The CHAIRMAN. Objection is heard, o_n_mniLcation in the Macdonald bill
cf a candidate for Federal elective office Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, I move would be for radio, television, magazines,
(or nomination thereto) shall be charged to strike the last word. a:ad newspapers. Are you agreed on that?
against the exepnditure limitation under this Mr. Chairman, may I ask the distin- Mr. SYMINGTON. I think it might be
subsection applicable to the election in gulshed gentleman from Missouri (Mr. helpful at this point, if I were to refer
which such medium is used. SYMINGTON) some questions, as I may not tlle gentleman to the gentleman from

That is the language carefully chosen be opposed to his amendment? How,ever, 1V.[assachusetts who wishes to speak at
to achieve the result. I am not sure from the reading of the ti d.,;point.

Mr. Chairman, I have had the opportu- amendment that I understand exactly Mr.. M&CDONALD of Massachusetts.
nity to speak to various leaders here to- what the gentleman has in mind. I would like to point out that when the
day who are sponsors of the various bills, Now, it is the purpose of your amend- Frey amendment was adopted my bill
and I hope it is no presumption to say ment to limit expenditures in the prli- was expanded to include billboards, so
that they have given me encouragement mary to a total of $50,000? you are right if you are talking about
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the Macdonald amendment, as amended, and that is what I would hope to achieve "leg/flly qualified candidate for the office of
Mr. SPRINGER. Are you then, may I by this amendment. I believe it does, be.- Pres'.Lde_lt or Vice President of the United

ask the gentleman from Missouri, includ- cause it stat_ that it shall be charged stature n a general election" and lnseIt tnlleu thc;reef "legally qualified candidate for
lng billboards? against the limitation applicable to the Pede,ra] elective office (or nomination there-

Mr. SYMINGTON. My amendment in- election in which such mE,dla w:_s used. _),,,
cludes only communications media. If Mr. SPRINOER. Mr. Chairmsn, I think
billboards are to be included as commu- the legislative history has been :made and Mi,. FREY. Mr. Chairman, I listened
nications, they would be included under ff that lsthe gentleman's thought, I have with i_ great deal of interest to the
my amendment, no objection to the amendment;, amendLment offered by the gentleman

Mr. SPRINGER. AH right now, that is The CHAIRMAN. The :;ime o:_the gen- frora California (Mr. VAN DrESLX_). I
the question I am trying to get cleared tleman from ll].inois (Mr. SPurner. a) has supported that amendment and was dis-
up. Is this amendment clear enough-- expired, appoir_ted that it was not; agreed to be-
and he is trying to make it concise and (Mr. SPRIiVGER asked and was given cause I thought it provided an oppor-
he is given credit for that in the report-- permission to proceed far 2 additional tunity for compromise, a chance to get
I want to be sure it is---what is involved minutes.) somettfing with which we all could live.
in this figure that is limited to $50,000? Mr. M:I3qSEt_L. Mr. Chairman, will I listened also with interest to the de-

Mr. HARRINGTON. I would use the the gentleman yield? bate :,bout protecting the interests of
$50,000 figure as a hypothetical figure. Mr. SPRINGER. I yieli to the gentle- the House and how the amendment could
The 10 cent_ per eligible voter figure is man. hurt t:!le interests of the Blouse, and what
covered by the Macdonald bill really-- Mr. MINSE[ALL. I should like to ask it would do to the Senate and the l_cesi-
the 10 cents per eligible voter figure is in the gentleman from Missouri _hy in ref- dency
fact the figm'e we would use. erence to new.,; media aad co:.qamunica- I arx sure that everyone would agree

qqae CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- tions media; :namely, radio and TV you {ha5 tlae important question is, what._ is
tleman from Illinois has expired, include billbi_a:rds solely ? best ft)r the country? Is it wrong bast-

(Mr. SPRINGER asked and was given Let mi; ask this question. I1' you had cally _:o want more debate? Is it wrong
permission to proceed for 2 additional z number of dollars in so many bio-. to want more interest in an election? Is
minutes.) chures and Jl you hat[ x number of it wro_ag to get more people to vote in an

Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, I have dollars irt so many match boxes and you election? Is it wrong to want to keep
asked for the additional time to get this did not use a_Llin the plimary and only spend:Lng down? Is it wrong to treat all
straightened out. Perhaps I can accept used half; would those be counted or candidates for Federal office equally'?
this amendment, could you use those ir the fall cam- I tldnk the answer in each case is,

Mr. FREY. Mr. Chairman, will the paign--or are they to be charged against "No." For this reason I have offered this
gentleman yield? your fall campaign? · amendment which repeals 315 for all

Mr. SPRINGER. I yield to the gentle- Mr. SYMINGTON. I think that the Federal offices.
man. portion of materials of that kind now We have had section 315 repealed for

Mr. FREY. I believe the amendment covered under the Maidonal_ amend-, the P_'esldency only one time since 1927.
that was passed by the House redefines ment which _'vuld be used in tlae general That yas in 1960. Because of this we do
communication media and in the Mac- caml_aign wo_lld be charged against the not h._ve a great many facts to go on,
donald bill, section 2, subparagraph (1) general campaign and the portion used certai_.aly not as many as we would like.
to include broadcasting stations, news- in the primary would be charged against But; we do have some facts. For example,in 1960, when section 315 was suspended
papers, magazines, and outdoor advertis- tlae primary.
lng, billboard. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairn_n, will the gen- for the Presidency, we had 82 hours and

I think my understanding of the gen- tlemanyield? 30 minutes of free time given. In 1964
tleman's amendment, the gentleman Mr. SPRINQER. I yied to the gentle- we h/Ld only 26 hours, and in 1968 only
from Missouri, this would in essence be man from Ohio. 27 he,irs.
the definition so it would include it. Mr. HAYS. I think the answer to the We had more interes_ in 1960. 'Fne

Mr. SPRINGER. And you are talking gentlemim from Ohio is that this pattie- Roper poll in 1956 asked the que_,tion,
only of those forms of media covered by ular amendment applies only b) the Mac- "How many people were 'very much in-
your amendment within the 10-cent donald amendment. The only things terested' in the campaign?" Forty-six
lir_dt; am I right? covered by the Macdot.aid amendment Derce:at of the people were interested in

Mr. SYMINGTON. That is correct, are newspaper, radio, television, and bill-. September and 47 percent were interested
The language of my amendment covers boards. So anything else would have tm, in October. In 1960, when section 315 was

any commm_ication media covered by the be covered in another v'ay. If there is a repealed, the same question was asked.
Macdonald amendment, as adopted, prohibition, s, ceiling, sa;r, of $50,000, and. Ther_ were 45 percent interested in Sep-

Mr. SPRINGER. You cannot carry it survives, then you weald have to offer teral_r, and then it juml_d, when we had
over any part of that after the last date an amendment to cover ';hat.._ it stand_; the; clebates, to 54 percent in October.
of the primary; is that correct? now, the a_.aendment applies only to Over 1t5 million people watched the de-

Mr. SYMINGTON. I think--as to bill- newspapers, radio, tele'dsion, and bill-, bai_s
boards--let us say you put up your bill- boards. Let us look at where it really pays off,
boards and put up $10,000 worth of bill- The CHAIRMAN. The que:_ion is on be_mt_se what we are talking about is
board advertising for 1 week. the amendment offere/! by the gentle-, peopL_ and votes. We arc talking about

Mr. SPRINGER. And that is before the man from lVk[ssouri (Mr. SYMINGTON), t0 peep] e becoming involved in our political
primary? the amendment offerecl by the gentle-, process. In 1960, we had the best _twn-

Mr. SYMINGTON. That is right--1 man from Nllassachuset_,s (1_. M_acvo_-- out l_rcentagewise in the preside_tial
election and the election for Membcl'S ofweek before the elections--and you leave _Ln).

it Up for a number of weeks after perhaps The amendment to the amendment was the t [ouse that we haw; had in r_:ent
years; 64 percent of the eligible voters

all the way through the general election, agreed to. parti_:ipated in the presidential elec-
I think my amendment is sufficiently a-,ZNO_ENr OFFEREDBY I_[R. FI_E'r TO TYd_ lion-.-59.6 voted in the U.S. House rf_es.

clear, given the regulations that we as- _:_rmNT OrFraEn rr _a. ,,_CDO_LV O:_ That compares to an off-election y_,_x of
sume to be promulgated by the Attorney _ssacuvsgm_s 42 te_ 46 percent in the House and for
General to clarify the details to permit Mr. PREY. Mr. Chairman, I offer a_x insta, ace 61.8 percent fo]' the Presidencythat portion of billboard use which was
used during the primary to be allocated amendment _) the amendment, in 19,i;8.
to the primary limitation and that per- The Clerk read as follows: Le_: us look at spending. CBS, for in-

Amendment offered by Mr. ].,"_Y to the stan(e, during the 1960 campaign,, be-
lion used during the general election to amendment offered by _/r. I_C_mVAU_ of
be allocated to the general. Massachusett/.: Page 2, line 19, strike out ca as/! of the repeal of 315, gave 32_/_

Mr. SPRINGER. That is what you in- "PRESIDENT AND VI_'-_EPRES]_DENT" and hour_; free time to the President and the
tend and do you think that is what your lnser_ tn. lieu thereof "FI/DERAL ELECTIV)_. Vice President, which they stated was
amendment does? OFFICE". equa. to $2 million. If you use that _._gure

Mr. SYM_GTON. That is my intent Begs.nm.rig em line 24 o_' page 2, strike out a,q a _asis you will see that the networks
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gave about $6 million of free time in 1960. characterized this amendment accurate- .':omc of us is not fair for the rest of us,
If we are talking about cutting down ly. It should by all means be defeated. It :md :it is a bad thing for the broadcasters
costs, here is a chance to provide the op- is so transparent it needs no further ex- to pick the people who will take charge
portum_y across the board in all Federal planar]on than that which the gentleman t_f one office but not another.
elections, has given. It see:ms to me what is fair for one

Furthermore, we heard a great deal Mr. HAYS. I thank the gentleman should be fair for all. If we are going to
about how the Presidency is different from New Jersey. have a repeal, it should be a total repeal
than the Senate and House--nobody will Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. or no repeal at all. If we are going to
deny that. But I think also no one will Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the reql:gi- trove real fairness, it seems to me that
deny that the House and the other body site number of words, the Frey amendment is worthy of our
together are equally important. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to total support.

Certainly one congressional race is not this very dangerous amendment. I think The CHAIRMAN. _e question is on
going to attract the attention that the it is terribly dangerous because an_rbody lhe amendment offereq by the gentleman
presidential race will or that a Senate who tries to pull a rabbit out of the hat l'rom Florida (Mr. FREY) to the amend-
race may, but taken together en toto they and say that the fairness doctrine J_ go- men_ offered by the gentleman ]."rom
are equally important. I think the pub- ing to protect candidates for office just 17[assachusetts (Mr. MACDONALD).
lic has a right to have Federal omce seek- does not understand the fairness doc- TELLERVOTEWith CLERKSers stand up and debate or discuss the trine.
issues whether the person is a candidate In the first place, 315, the equal time Mr. FEtEY. Mr. Chairman, I demand
for the presidency, the Senate, or the provision, is law, and the fairness doc- tellers.
House. I think the public should know trine is merely a rule: The fa]mess doc- Tellers were ordered.
what we believe, trine does not go to political debates. It Mr. FREY. Mr. Chairman, I demand

We have heard a great deal about not covers controversial issues. If somebody tellers with clerks.
trusting the radio or TV people. I do not is given time on a TV or radio station to 'reUers with clerks were ordered; and
distrust the TV and radio as many here present his point of view about a contro- the Chairman appointed as tellers
do. Furthermore, ff I had to choose, ! versial issue---busing or something like Messrs. [PREY, HAYS, i_J[ACDONALD Of Ma,q-
would much rather take a chance on that--then the responsible opponent, ge_, r achusetts, and FRENZEL.

the local people than I would on the net- under the fairness doctrine, also such The Committee divided, and the tellers
works, time to be heard. But under the fairness reported that there were--ayes 95, noes

For these reasons, I would like to see doctrine the opponent does not have to be 277, not voting 59, as follows:
section 315 repealed across the board. It given the same time level or the same [Roll No. 414]
should apply to everybody in Federal of- time socket. [RecordedTeller Vote]
rice equally. Discrimination against the I have said before--and I am gettimg aYES--95
President just does not make sense.' bored with myself saying it--that if we ,_nde_on, Ill. Esch Powell

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in repeal 315, the broadcasters of this corfu- 2.ndrews, Fish Qule
opposition to the amendment. This is a try are going to run our political life. N. Il)ak. Flowers Quillen
very simple decision we have to make. If I would like to clear up the matter ,of _rcher Ford, Gers:(dR. Reid, N.Y.

2rends Frenzel Robinson, 'Va.
the Members want every television an- debates. Of course, the debates in 1960 ]E',elcher Frey Robtson, N.Y.
:nouncer in the United States to be run- were a high point, as has been said. sev- E.lester Goldwater Ruppe
ning for Congress, they should vote for oral times, in our political life, but ob- _ow (]rover Ruth

]_;ra.y Gubser Schneebelt
this amendment, because this releases viously there is nothing in our bill that l:rinkley Hansen, Idaho Schwengel
the stations and the networks from any w_kl, make it mandatory for anyone to Brcomfieh[ Harsha Scott
:responsibility whatever to treat anybody /_lebate anyone he did not want to deba,[z. E.rotzman Harvey Sebelius

:[airly or to give equal time. We can on- lit merely is a shield against the :a_?- _ rowrl, Mich. Hastings Shoupl:.rown, Ohio Heckler, Mass. ShElver
vision a television announcer in our dis- {gance and the power_not potE.ntml r royhill, N.C. Heinz Steiger, Wis.
$ricts--and I saw it happen in the dis- _ower, but actual power---of the broad- r.y,.nes, wis. Horton Talcott
ir]ct next to mine--run for Congress, and _asters to pick candidates for the Senate carter Jarman Terry
iif this is repealed, at the beginning of a /and .to pick candidates for the House :ha Cederberg Kent]rig Thomson, lNls_C h_gnberlain Kemp Thone
newscast an announcer can say, "This is [certain areas, and-ii-will not affect l_dl Clausen, Kuykendall Vlgorlto
,Joe Doakes, candidate for Congress, reas. Don H. Latta Waldle

asit C lawson, Del McCollister Wamplerbringing you the news," and at the end affects two areas, that is two too Cleveland McDade Ware
of his broadcast he can say, "The news many. I do not believe we should abro- C_lller McEwen Whalen
l_as been presented by Joe Doakes, can- gate our protection, c _llins, Tex. MeKinney Wiggins
didate for Congress." I do not believe we should turn the Conable Mathlas, Calif. Wilson, Bo]_

Conte Mathis, Ga. Wyatt
That is exactly what this amendment political process over to the broadcasters, C_ughlm Mayne Wydler

will do. I can predict if this passes that and especially the TV broadcasters who n ellenback Mills, Md. Wylie
E'ennis Morse Zion

i.n about 250 districts around the country have such tremendous control already, x:evine Mosher Zwach
that is exactly what we will find will I point out, for those Members who r.unc_m O'Konski
happen, were not here before, if we repeal 3J[5 duPont Passman

Mr. FREY. Mr. Chairman, will the gen- a TV station can give time to your oppo- NOES--2?7
tleman yield? nent, just give him time, and refuse to Abbltt Boiand Davis, Wis.

Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman sell you time, and there would not be a Aberneth_ Brademas de la Garza
from Florida. blessed thing you could do about it. Abourezk Brasco Delaney

Abzug Brooks Dellums
Mr. FREY. Mr. Chairman, there is a If you really want to put a dent in o'llr Adams Broyhill, Va. Denholm

little bit of confusion between 315 and political system, adopt this amendrae_t. Add[abbo Buchanan Dent
the fairness doctrine. If 315 is repealed, I urge you not to. Albert Burke, Fla. Dingell

Alexander Burke, Mass. Donohue
the fairness doctrine would still apply. Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I move Anderson, Burleson, Tex. Dorn

Mr. HAYS. I suggest that the gentle- to strike the last word. Tenn. Burllson.Mo. Dow
,nan get the 315 fairness applied in time I also voted for the Van De_rI]n Aanu_zlo Byron Downing

A_hbrook Cabell Drlnan
for his campaign if he can, but I am op- amendment, and I hope the maker of Ashley Caffery Dulakl
posed to this amendment, and I think that amendment will keep it aroun([ uz_- A_pin Carey, N.Y. Dwyer
everyone in this House who wants to pre- til he has an opportunity to use it again A:_pinall Carney Eckhardt
serve some ability to have some fairness, later. Nevertheless, faced with the c]aoice B_dillo Casey, Tex. EdmondsorL

B_ring Celler Edwards, Alu.
whether he is a challenger or an incum- we have before us now, it seems l_ me Begich Clancy Edwards, CaUf_
bent, should vote against the amendment, elementary we should vote in faw)r of Bennet_ Collins, IlL Evans. Colo.

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. the Frey amendment. What we are being Bergland Conyers Fascell
Botts Corman Findley

Chairman, will the gentleman yield? told by the chairman of the subcommit- B_vill Crane Fisher
Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman tee, the gentleman from Massachusetts, B_aggi Culver Flood

from New Jersey. the chairman of the Committee on House B_ngham Daniel,Va. Flynt
Blackburn Daniels, N_r. Foley

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. Administration, the gentleman from Bianton Danielson Ford,
Chairman, the gentleman from Ohio has Ohio, and others, ls that what is fair for B._ggs Davis, Ga. William D.
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Forsythe LuJan Rogers The Clerk re.._l as follows: It is not a new law we are talking of. The
Fountain McClory Roncalio Amendment offered by _/r. HAnVEY to the equ/tl time amendment has served us
Fraser McCormaCk Rooney, N.Y. amendment offered by l_r. MACDONALD Of very well. You can make a good argu-
Frelinghnysen McCulloch Roone_, Pa.
Fulton, Tenn. McDonald, Rosenthal Massaci_usetts: Page 2, l',ne 7, strike out ment either way here w:hether you be-
Fuqua Mich. Rostenkowskl "104" and insert In lieu thereof "103". lieve n the equal time section 315 or
Gallfianakls McFall Roush Page 2, strike out line 1{l and esl that fol- whether you oppose it.
Gallagher McKay Rousselot lows down through line 5 on page 3.
Gaydos McMlllan Roy Page 3, line T, strike out 'SEc. 1_)4" and in.- Back in 1958 there was considered the
Gettys Macdonald, Runnels sere in lieu thereof "SEc. 1_3". question before the House at that time
Giaimo Mass. Ryan
Gibbons Madden St Germatn Page 4, line 8, strike out "SEt:. 105' and whether the equal time amendment was
Gonzalez Mahon Sandman insert in lieu thereof "SEC. 104". actually preventing some appearance,'; on
Goodling Mailliard Sarbanes Page 8, line 24, strike cut "1(]5" and In- te]evi,'!ion. So at that time the Congress
Grasso Mann Satterfield sere in lieu thereof "104". saw fi; to amend it, and they put in what
Gray Martin Scherle Page 9, line 14, strike o'lt "S_.c. 106" and they _ailed the Lar-Daly amendment,
Green, Oreg. Matsunaga Scheuer insert in lieu thereof "SEC. :.05".
Green, Pa. Mazzoll Schmltz Page 9, strike out line 16 and lrsert in lieu narrte_i after the gentleman from Chi-
Griffin Meeds Seiberling
Griffiths Melcher Shipley thereof the following: "out sections 102, cage. _at specifically exempted from
Gross Metcalfe Slsk 103(b), 104(al. and 104(b) of thl.s Act." the section 315 statute and I quote:
Gude Mikva Skubltz Page 9, line 18, strike out "SEc. 107" and Fir,_t. Bona fide newcast.
Hagan Miller, Calif. Smith, Calif. insert in lieu thereof "SEc. [06". Second. Bona fide news interviews.
Haley Miller, Ohio Smith, Iowa Page 9, strike sue line 19 and lrsert in lieu Third. Bona fide news documentaries.
Hall Mills, Ark. Smith. N.Y. thereof the following: "l_3(b), 104(al, or
Hamilton Minish Snyder Fourth. On-the-spot coverage of bona
Hammer- Mink Spence 104(b) or any regulation _nder section 105 fide n,_ws events.

schmidt Minshall Springer shall".
Hanley Mizell Staggers Page 9, strike out line 23 and irsert in lieu qTlese are excluded from section 315
Hansen, Wash, Mollohan Stanton, thereof tile following: "lares see';Ion 104(al an([,therefore,;they are not covered. An
Harrington Monagan J. William or any regula:;lon under section 105 shall apr._arance can be made on a broad,'ast
Hathaway Montgomery Stanton, be". stal_o:il that is covered by the equal time
Hays Moorhead James V.
Heckler, W. Vs.. Morgan Steele Page 10, strike out line 4 and irsert in lieu law b,v a candidate for President, Senate,
Helstoskl Moss Steiger, Ariz. thereof tile following:
Henderson Murphy, 111. Stephens "SE(;. 107. S_etion 103 Gl this Act and the or th_.. House, and provkting it fits intothese "news" exceptio TM, it is st/Il not a
Hicks, Mass. Murphy, N.Y. Stokes amend---'".
Hicks, Wash. Myers Stratton Page 10, line 6, strike ou_ "105" and insert vio]atzion of section 315. I am referring
Holifield Natcher Stubblefield in lieu thereof "104". now to such programs as "Pace the Na-
Hesmer Nedzl Sullivan tion," "Issues and Answers," Huntley and
Howard Nichols Symington MM. HAR_I?,Y (during the reading), Brinkey, Waiter Cronkite, and the other
Hull Nix Taylor
Hungate Obey Teague, Calif. .MX. ChairmaH, I ask unanimo_ consent news programs that the Lar-Daly
Hunt O'Hara Teague, Tex. that the further reading of the amend- amendment to section 315 was intended
Hutchinson O'Neill Thompson. Ga. ment be dispensed with, and that it be and does exclude. My Ixlint is that we
Ichord Patman Thompson, N.J. ]prilltedin the RECORD.
Jacobs Patten Tlernan caF. Ladopt my amendment, thereby :lear-
Johnson, Calif'. Pelly Udall The CHAIPM_AN. Is there objection to lng section 315 as it is, and candidates
Johnson,Pa. Pepper UUman the request of the gentleman from Michi- for Federal office can still appear as they
Jonas Perkins Van Deerlin
Jones, TemX. Pettis Vander Jagt gan ? have ]:,een appearing in the past on these
Karth Peyser Vanik There was no objection,
Kastenmeier Pickle Veysey Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, the rea.. progr,_mls.Let me point out one other advantage
Kazen Pike Waggonner son I made the unanim,ous-consent re- of leaving it the way it is. Section 315
Keith Podell Whalley
King Poff White quest to dispense with further reading
Kluczynskl Preyer, N.C. Widnall of the amenckment is bec _use the amend- noWthelaPr°vidingw.I thinkequalthat/st/me'important.iswrittenThereinto
Koch Price. rtl. Williams ment is Iengtlhy, but what it does is very has. been a case history of this ]aw.
Kyl Price, Tex. Winn simply this: This is the ,all-or-nothing Lax_ers understand it and candi(t'_tes
Kyros Pucinaki Wolff

Landgrebe Purcell Wright amendment with regard to s_,_tion 315. can b,_; advised.
Leggett Randall Wyman It does just l;he reverse of the previous
Lennon Rangel Yates amendment offered by the :gentleman If y_tl do not believe me, I might refer
Lent Rarick Yatron
Link Rees Young, Fla. from Florida (Mr. PREY). Instead of you: back to the several very eloquent
Lloyd Riegle Young, Tex. completely ret_aling section 315 as to sta_nlents made over on the other side
Long, La. Roberts Zablocki the President, as to the Senate, and as of the aisle adth regard to why we should
Long, Md. Roe _tO the House Members, my m_endment not repeal section 315 just a few m0-

NOT VOTINCr---59 does just the reverse. It says section 315 ment_ ago.
Anderson, Dowdy Mitchell has served us well. Let it alone. Let us I hope you heed this statement now

calif. Edwards, La. Nelsen not do anything with it with regard to and do not repeal it.
Andrews, Ala. Eilberg Pirnie l_[r. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, wi]J. the
Baker Erlenborn Peace the P_:esident, with regard te the Sen-
Barrett Eshleman Pwor, Ark. ate, and with regard to _he House Mem- gentleman yield?
Bell Evins. Tenn. Railsback bets. Let us treat them all equally. Let Mr. HARVEY. I yield to the gentle-
Blatnik Oarmatz Reuss
Bolling Halpern Rhodes US leave section 315 of lhe Communica-- man.
Burton Hanna Rod/no tions Act in the law as ii; is written righ; Mr. GROSS. Do I understand thai; _hisreinstates section 315 into the law? Pre-
Byrne, Pa. Hawkins Roybal now. -=- .... _--_- ....

' ' n

Camp H_bert Saylor 2/ffS_hairrnan, once again the_,as_ c_sely what does the gentleman s amc a-_lKeS

Chappell Hillis Slack _q/uestion for this House on what to do_ me:a_ _o,Chishohn Hogan
C_ark Jones. Ala. Steed /with section 315 is the cuestion whether \ Mr. HARVEY. What the amendment
Clay Jones, N.C. Stuckey . /or not we trust our broacleastexs. I gather does s to strike from 'the Macdonald
Colmer Kee Whitehurs_ /from _he last vote which was 277 to 95 amendment all references m the repeat

CotterDavls,S.C. LandrumMcCloskeywW_nistotnen _against repealing section 31.q .that the pi section 315, as they apply orfiy to,the
Derwinski McClure Charles H. \House resoundingly went on record that Preskient and it leaves in the law ,Sec-
Dickinson McKevitt \_hey did'trust ihe broad,;asters, and they /c/on _15 as it applies to the Presiden_

D/gas Michel _a not want to, repeal se-tion_ Jl_J__eqlI ho / the Smate..n andim the House Memoe:a,; a_So the amendment to the amendment the"-same -nmnber- o_ pe0!_ are now the plese t t e.
was rejected, going to march down the ais'..e and say Mr. GROSS. Were not, there amend-
_.._¢NO.'_N_ orr_RE, BY _e. U_SVEV _O _r just exactly that, that we do not want me:at,' adopted here today that go to

_,Y_E_n_EN'r orrn_Fm _ _. _XCDO_ O_ to repeal s_'.tion 315; that we should section 3157
_SS_C_SEVrS leave section _15 in the law a:_ it is, and Mr. HARVEY. No, none have been

M.r. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, I offer as it applies to the Pcesident, to the adopted thus far, I will advise my friend.
an amendment to the amendment of- Sena_, and tlhe House Members as well Th, Macdonald amendment goe_ to
fered by Mr. MaCDONaLD of Massachu- Let me just .';ay this. This Ccmmunica.- sectio.x 315 and would affect only the
setts, tiGriS Act goes all the way back to 1934. Presi(:ent, but it is pending at this time
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_d has no_ been voted upon, I will say Mr. HAYS. In other words, you want right to see their candidates and to make
to the gentleman, to go through all this again in the their own judgments.

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- substitute? _'nat is the reason the licensees have
r,aan, will the gentleman yield? Mr. HARVEY. I do not----- the:ir license to serve the public interest.

Mr. HARVEY. I yield to the gentle- Mr. HAYS. Yes or no? I believe the public interest is best served
raan. Mr. HARVEY. I intend to offer a sub- by repealing 315 for presidential and

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- stitute, and the subshitute will not cork- vLce presidential candidates to permit ,
man, I intend to support the amendment tain that. the networks not to be burdened by the
offered by the gentleman from Michigan Mr. HAYS. It will not contain that? choice of no free time for major candi-
for no repeal of section 315 even though Mr. HARVEY. Not if this amendment d:_tes,, or _o better serve our country.
I previously supported what I felt was a prevails. Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, I move
viable compromise in an attempt to erect Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. to, strike out the requisite number of
statutory safeguards as well in an across- Chairman, will the gentleman yield? words.
the-board repeal including the House, Mr. HARVEY. I yield to the ge_atle- The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
the Senate, and the President. man from New Jersey. Illinois is recognized.

It seems to me that the time has come, Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. :[ am Mr. SPRINGER. I think there are two
_Lsthe gentleman has said, in view of all constrained to agree with the gentleman things that everyone should know. There
the trouble that this issue seems to be from Michigan and the gentleman :from is what :is called the fairness doctrine,
causing for this reform bill, to lay it aside Illinois, and think that in effect the w hich has nothing to do with equal time,
and send it back to the committee with gentleman's amendment would let s_- which th:is amendment goes to the heart
the hope that they will in due time come tion 315 alone as it is now. Is that of. The fairness doctrine applies in those
back to the House with a better pro- correct? h_sl_ance_, where someone says something
vision. Mr. HARVEY. That is correct, o J_erTV or radio on some public or posi-

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the Mr. THOMPSON of New JersE;Y. I time position on a question involving the
_,entleman from Michigan has expired, would hope that your amendment would local community, the State or the Nation

(Mr. HARVEY, at the request of Mr. prevail. _he fairness doctrine demands that the
AN0_RSON of Illinois, was granted per- Mr. HARVEY. I thank the gentlc_an, people who do that do one of two things:
mission to proceed for 2 additional Mr. MACDONALD of Massachuseti;s. They either report it in balance or, if
minutes.) Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to the it is not reported in balance, the person

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- amendment. _l_ the other side in all fairneas may have
man, will the gentleman yield further? The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman :from a r'ight to answer.

Mr. HARVEY. I yield to the gentle- Massachusetts is recognized. They can do it in either one of those
man. Mr. MACDONALr) of Massacht_etts. two waym That is the fairness doctrine.

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- Mr. Chairman, the amendment is rather Let us come now to the equal time,
man, as I was saying, with the hope that unique. I must say there is some merit v hich is an entirely different section, the
in time the Commerce Committee of the in what the gentleman has said but al,,_o equal time section, which is section 315.
House will come back with an acceptable ! have some reservations about the ]?qual time has to do with public can-
provision dealing with this very sensitive amendment. I might point out tc, the didates. Ail the talk that is going on here
subject, gentleman that I do not think the vote today would make us think only the

I am not sure I can agree that section which was Just taken shows we do not Presiden_ and House and Senate are in-
315 has served us so well over the years, tn/st broadcasters. We just do not like volved. From all ! have heard this after-
I am reminded of some figures that were to see them put in the position of great noon, I know there is a very definite
brought in in hearings that were held temptation, and I do not think that they impressi_m in the minds of many Mere-
before your committee, would be in a position of great tempta- bers tha,_ 315 is applicable solely to the

In 1964 there were 20 States where tion as far as presidential equal time is Fresiden_ and Members of the HouSe and
there were only 2 candidates running as concerned or even senatorial time. E_o, _enate. But 315 applies to any office for
candidates of major parties. In other I repeat, I think the position I haw_ e_c- which a:._ybody runs, from dogcatcher,
words, there were no minority party pressed is consistent, ti_rough the State legislature, to Con-
candidates or so-called frivolous fringe The amendment cam e as a surprise i_o gress and the Presidency.
candidates, me, although maybe the amendment has For any office equal time would apply.

Yet, despite that fact in the broad- been seen by others on the floor. I think If a local candidate for mayor is put on,
casting industry in those 20 States, only it is a terribly serious amendment. _Cst lLll gSEm the other candidate may demand
27 percent of the television stations of- believe in my opening remarks. I think equal time and get it.
fered any free time at all to the major that the broadcasters do a better job When we are talking about repeal of
party candidates, than any other media, the TV people do t_e equal time, we are talking about re-

So I am afraid that all too often equal a better job than anybody in bringing the loeal for everybody. The point I am try-
time has simply meant no time for politi- candidates into the living rooms of the i'_g to make here today in the light of
cal candidates to discuss the issues, people of the United States. It gives the the amendment offered by the gentleman
:_evertheless, I support the gentleman public a chance, if there are debat_, to from Michigan is thai; we ought not to
in his effort because I think it does make see what candidates stand for, how they tamper with this under any circum-
sense in view of the action the House has handle themselves, et cetera. I there- s_ances.
·Laken earlier this aftern_con to try to fore, feel that in the public interest, itl- -'_ectio:a 315 was put iin this bill in 1934,
]lay aside this issue and get on with the though I am not convinced that t_h_:re end if the people who wrote that into
balance of the bill. will be any presidential debates this year the 1934: act on both sides of the aisle

Mr. HARVEY. I thank the gentleman no matter what we do here today, I _m _:new what we were doing with this in
:ror his support, not convinced that the incumbent Presi- the last few years, they would turn ow_r

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the dent,--and I am not sure I blame him for ta their graves.
Igentleman yield? it,--I am not sure he wants to debal_. Section 315 is applicable to, us and to

Mr. HARVEY. I yield to the gentle- However, the general public has a right the Sen_te_and that is in essence what
:man from Ohio. to see the candidates, to see what they we have said, I take ii;, by the defeat of

Mr. HAYS. I just want to ask the Stand for. We have talked about 19_0, the amendment offered by the gentleman
gentleman this question: If his amend- the great number of people who partici- from California. We have said it is ap-
ment prevails, are you then going to sup- pated in our govermental proce_ by plicable only to the President, but not
pert the substitute, which will turn watching those debates, and while it ap- to us nor to the Senate. If it should be
around and repeal everything again? pears to be a simple answer merely to _pplicable to the President because, as

Mr. HARVEY. No; I will say to the say "Leave 315 alone," I think 315 has they say, they bring him to more pimple
gentleman at that point that if the served us well. I think we should not in their living rooms, why should ii; not
amendment prevails, I will support the tamper with it. As it stands now, 315 has be just as applicable to us in the House
substitute without the section in it which been suspended in the past, and I thh_k or irt the Senate?
would repeal section 315. we owe it to the public to give them the i[ think the gentleman from Ohio made
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a good statement a few minutes ago that close to an election. It was just a year All the amendment does is to leave 315
if we just want to see our opponents on ago that thL_. same pro_4sion passed the exactzly where it is today, with no change
and not be able to appear, then we should House by an overwhelming margin. The, in th_,, '_law, and it does not tamper with
vote 315 out. Why is not 315 as applicable fact is that in the shadow of an election any other provisions of the bi!l?
to us as to the Senate or to the Presi- we cazmot resolve it. Mr ADAMS. I yield to the gentleman
dency? It is as applicable to one as to the To_alght I believe thc thing to do is from Illinois.
other. Section 315 ought not be tampered to take 315 out of the debate entirely. Mr SPRINGER. I believe it wori[d be
with for any purpose. If we want more It does not amount to a hill of beans, bette_ l'or the author of the amendJment
people in their living rooms to hear the I urge those who want a bill this year, to ;_:_;wer the question.
President oil the United States, we ought who want to get at the rer_)rting, at ]_Sr, ADAMS. I yield to the gentleraan
to be able to bring ourselves and our op- the disclosure, and to do somet[._ing about from i%_ichigan.
portents into the living rooms. This ought TV blitzes, to vote for ;his amendment _r. PIARVEY. The answer is "Yes."
to be as applicable to us as to the Presl- and take this whole thing out of con- 1_5r. UDALL. My support is predicated
dent, and part of being able to demand tention, on th,.· understanding that what we are
equal time. Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Ch_drman, will the doing is leaving 315 exactly where ii; is,

Let me say that in 1964 I did every- gentleman yield? and that the gentleman makes no other
thing I could with the networks to see if Mr. SPRINGER. I yield to my col- change,_ in the committee bill. ,
we could get some kind of equal time. league from Washingtol_, a member of l_[r, ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, I'hope the
Even though 315 was not l_pealed, I the committee. House will adhere to its position of 1968
could not get an answer from NBC, CBS, Mr. AI)AM_B I should like t_) say that and d_.'feat the amendment, so that there
or .iBC as to equal rime in 1964. In other the _ifference between House races and will b? an opportunity, at least, to de-
words, they just said, "We are not going presidential races is the very reason why bate. _en the Members can go home and
to give anyb,xiy any time." we passed the bill wrlch the House say' t¢ their constituents, "We gave the

But if anybody has any time in this passed 2 years ago, candi,[ates an opportunity to debate,
elt_,_tion, it ought to be within the pro- For example_, in 1968 there was a sug- whether they want to or not."
vince of the Republican President or his gestion that there be d(_bate, but there _[_ae CHAIRMAN. The question is on
challenger to say, "I want equal time," were 18 candidates for President, and the antendment offered by the gentleman
and be able to get it. The gentleman nobody wanted that, not PresldentNixon from Michigan (Mr. HAav_.Y) to the
from Massachusetts indicated there may or challenger HuMrHsr¥. amen¢iment offered by the gentle:man
not be any debate, but the point I am The CttAIRMAN. The time of the gert- from l!_assachusetts (Mr. i_,ACDONALE).
trying to get over is if the President tleman from _[llinois has expired. The amendment to tlle amendment
makes a political statement, his oppo- Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chai::man, ! move to was a_reed to.
nent ought to be able to ask for equal strike the req'_xisite number of words. _-_Sm_:NT OFFEREDBYMR.HATHAWAYTC,THE
time, and if his opponent makes a state- If I might continue my colloquy with A_[rrnI_ENr OFFEREDBy _./_. MACDONALDOF
ment on TV, then _:he President of the my colleague on the comr. aittee, we did go ,_,_ss,_c,,vsrrrs
United States, if he wants it, ought to through this in 1968. l_.[any of us will 1Mir. tIATHAWAY. Mr. Chairman, I
be able to ask for equal time. remember that we debat_ d it w_ry late at _ffer sn amendment to the amendnlent

_Tle CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- fright, and finally passed it, and parsed it offe:ceci by the gentleman: from Massa-
tleman from illinois has expired, only with rega:cd to the Presidency, for chuset _s

(By unanimous consent, Mr. S_S_NCrS this reason: N]_C, CBS, and otJaers indi- T.he Clerk read as follows:
was allowed to proceed for 2 additional cated in the 1968 election they would Azue_,.dment offered by Mr. Ha_uAw_'r to
minutes.) make debate time available for the two the a_endment offered to Mr. Macoo_qA_

Mr. SPRI/qGE_. Mr. Chairman, this major candidacies. They were not saying ot i_a_achusetts: On page 3, line 22. strike
315 is, in my estimation, one of the very either one would take it, but it would be (Jut "s_._" and insert "makes available."
fundamental things u-P°n which the available. The American people wanted The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman f'com
whole electoral process in this country this. Maine will be recognized for 5 minutes in
depends. We just must have 315 avail- The only ha,sis on whica they could do suplc_)r_ of his amendment.
able. I am not saying it ought to be used ii; for the Pres',dency wes in some way Mr. :FIATHAWAY. Mr. Chairman and
every time. I am saying it ought to be to avoid making time available to 18 memb(rs of the committee, this is a
available to any candidate for any office, candidates, rather simple amendment to cover up
Where any media such as radio or TV In the election of the gsntlemma, or in what ] believe to be a gaping loophole
uses it for one candidate, then the other my election, or elections of Members of in the .;cotton in question.
candidate ought to be able to say, "I the House or of the Senate, yes, some- T. txe seotion is very brief, and I shall
want equal time," and get it under the times we end up with three or four par- read it. '.It begins on line 22, page 3, of
law, and not have to ask the TV owner ties, but they still manage to get us all the _Ia,'.donald amendment, and it states:
if he will give the time as a matter of on and allow other pattie,; to participate. (2) 1_ a any person sell.,_ space in any
grace, but be able to ask it as a matter Thel_ is a flmdamenta:[ diffe_:enee be- newspaper or magazine to any legally qualt-
of right under the law. tween the Presidency and other offices, ned ca_d_date for Federal elective office, or

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, will the For my colleague from Arizon_ I would nomina ;ion thereto, in connection with such
gentleman yield? say I, too, would like to see a bi[l passed, cand:lda ;e's campaign for nomination for, or

Mr. SPRINGER. I yield to the gentle- but I believe it is important, with respect _lect_on to, such office, such person s:aall
mar. from Arizona. to 315, not only for this election facing make e(iuivalent space available on the samebaSis t( all legally qualified candidates for

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, I want to us but for the l_ext one arid the next one _he san_e office, or for nomination to such
say to the gentleman I very reluctantly afte:r that. The people of America would :t_ce. a_ the case may be.
have come here this afternoon to the like to have the oandidate,,; offered an op-
same conclusion the gentleman has. portunlty to debate. If t_ey wi,;h to re- The :oophole I envisage is, in view .of

I shall vote for the amendment, fuse? they can refuse. '_:he fac_ that it says if a publisher sells
There are two important lessons for The present circumstances are very space, he has to make available equiva-

us here. differen_ from _hose of 19 ]4. One cannot lent spa.ce to the opposition candid'_te at
One is that no incumbent President go to the majc_r networks and :;ay, "We _;he san_e rate, it does not cover the stru-

ts going to debate. Lyndon Johnson did will have a debate with 18 candidates." ation cf the publisher simply giving a
not want to do it in 1964, and President M:c. UDALL. Mr. Chai_'man, will the candidi_te the space. That is all my
Nixon does not want to do it in 1972. gentleman yield? amend_aent does. It covers both the sale

If we hang on to this very divisive Mr. ADAMS. Yyield to the gentleman and th_ _;dft of advertising space.
issue, it may be that we will lose the .from. Arizona. Mr'. 2OLLIER. Will the gentleman
whole bill in the thought that we some- Mr.. UDALL. il,said that _ would support yield?
how can force an incumbent President to the amendment, and one o:! my colleagues Mr'. HATHAWAY. Yes. I yield to the
debate. We cannot, asked me a question about it, and I gentlerran.

The second lesson is that we should should like to ask a question of the gen- Mr. (OLLIER. I think, to clarify that,
not decide important issues like this too tleman from Iltinois. to avoid what could be a very seri¢,_
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situation, might I suggest you say "ad- making financial contributions to ipoliti- e_mnot make a contribution of this kind.
vertising space," because as your amend- cai candidates. I will have to conf_ that Nevertheless there are some newspapers
meat is written this would apply to mak- I am not knowledgeable enough to kxLow owned by individuals and I suppose they
lng any space available, which, of course, whether or not a corporation--a news- would be free to give space.
is news space as well as advertising, paper operating under a corporate struc- The CHAIRlvlAN. '/'he time of the gen-

Mr. HATHAWAY. I tt_ink we can furor--is prohibited from giving I_ver- tleman from lvtaine has again expired.
clairfy that by the colloquy we are hay- rising space to a political candidate. Mr. t[AZEN. Mr. C:hairman, I move to
lng on the floor that this is not in- Does the gentleman from Maine, know strike t.ae requisite number of words.
tended in any way to abridge the rights what the answer is to that question_ Will the gentleman in the well tell me
of the press under the first amendment Mr. HATHAWAY. In my opinio:a they whether by the adoption of his amend-
to the Constitution, that it does not ap- would be so prohibited, but I shall y:ield ment he intends to make editorial space
ply to news and it does not apply to edi- to the chairman of the committee or the availal_le?
torial comment, but it does apply only subcommittee for the purpose of answer- h/ir. I-[ATHAWAY. ]Jr. Chairman, if the
to advertising. I think that taken in the ing the gentleman's question, gentleman will yield; no, this applies to
con_xt of section 104, "Media Rate Re- The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- advertising only. Th:_s itl no way is in-
quirements" would be so interpreted, tleman from Maine has expired, tended to fringe upon the newspaper's

I yield further to the gentleman. (By unanimous consent (at the re- r:[ght t_ comment editoriaUy in favor of
Mr. COLLIER. I still feel that this quest of Mr. THOMPSON of Geergi:a)'.Mr. or against any candidate or to affect

could create, as the amendment is pro- HATHAWAYwas allowed to proceed for 3 news policy. But it does apply to adver-
posed, a grave question, and by the in- additional minutes.) tJising ¢_nly.
sertion of the word "advertising," I think Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. :Mr. Mr. t_r,AZEN. Newspapers generally en-
you eliminate any possibility of such Chairman, if the gentleman will :_ield dorse candidates, so if a particular news-
confusion, further, I will repeat the questiorL in ls,aper endorsed one candidate, underthis

Mr. HATHAWAY. If the gentleman order that the chairman of the subcom- amendment they would not be obligated
wants to offer that as an amendment to mittee, if the gentleman will yield for to give equal editorial space to the other
mY amendment, I will accept it. that purpose may answer the question, candidate?

Mr. COLLIER. Thank you. Mr. HATHAWAY. I yield for that put- Mr. HATHAWAY. 'That is correclL.
l_r. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. pose. Mr. KAZEN. I thank the gentleman_

Will the gentleman yield for one ques- Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. M_y a The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
tion? newspaper operating under a corporate the, amendment offered by the gentleman

Mr. HATHAWAY. Yes. I yield to the structure give advertising space to a from Maine (Mr. /[-IA_HAWAY) to the
gentleman, candidate? amendment offered by the gentleman

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. from l_Sassachusetts (Mr. M_croN_.r).
What does "makes available" actually Under the terms of title I, because we The question was taken; and on a di-
mean? close the loophole by saying "moJ:Ley" _qsion (demanded by Mr. H^THaWaY)

Mr. HATHAWAY. Well, it means and this would be a form of money or a there _vere--ayes 46, noes 32.
makes open on any basis whatsoever, contribution which must be okayed by So t:ae amendmen_t to the amendment
The reason I chose the phrase is be- the donee and he must signify in writing was as:reed to.
cause the same phrase is used later on the amount of money. _,_END_NT OrFrRrn _,_ ,_a. _Xrr_ :to ?Hz
in the same section, page 4, line 2, where Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. Mr. A_/iEr'DIVIENTOFFEREDnY _WR.MACDO]_rALI)OF
it says "such person shall make equiva- Chairman, I could not hear the gentle- _SS,_CUVSE_TS
lent space available." It would mean, in man's answer. Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
my opinion, whether they sell or in any Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. amenc_ent to the amendment offered by
way convey to any individual advertising In section 104, on page 3, we indic_te that the ge:atleman from Massachusetts (Mr.
space, any money spent by or on behalf of a I_C_CN_L_).

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. candidate--and I would think if an op- The Clerk read as follows:
Is it aimed at, let us say, a large labor ponent raised this question that that Amendment offered by Mr. K_rrH to the
union or a large corporation giving a would be considered as money _;ven _maen_dment offered l_y Mr. MAcno_a_ of
candidate space and, if that happens, though it was donated in lieu of money, l_Iassacausetts, as follows: Insert on page 9
then the paper has to make available and I think would be included within the after line 1_ a new section, as follows:
the same amount of space? prohibitions of this bfil. "Z_T_S_O_ OF cr_rr r_ aEGUna_._n

Mr. HATHAWAY. No. It means only Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. If I un- _N_VS_S
if the newspaper publisher himself is derstand the gentleman's answer, the ',sEc 401. The Civil Aeronautics Board_ the
making available that space, gentleman is simply stating that that Peder_! Communications Commissie.n, and

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. would be in lieu of money and included the In'_erstate Commerce Commission shall
Right; but make available for free or in the limitations of the bill? each promulgate, within ninety days after the
make available for money? Mr. MACDONALD of Massaclauaetts. date of enactment of this Act, its own regula-

Mr. HATHAWAY. Make available for Money spent on behalf of a candidate is _lons with respect to the extension of credit,
either--free or for money, covered, withoct security, by a_ayperson regt_lated by

Mr. VAN DEERL1N. Mr. Chairman, Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. l_y ¢.lues- _mch ]_oard or Commission to any candidate_or Federal office (as such term is de_ned in
will the gentleman yield? tion, actually, goes to the law which :pro- sectior., 301 (e) of the Federal Election Cam-

Mr. HATHAWAY. I yield to the gentle- hibits a corporation from making a cash patgn act of 1971), or to any person on be-
man from California. contribution to a candidate. :half oi such a candidate, for goods furnished

Mr. VAN DEERLIN. Is it the gentle, Would the giving of space by a news- or services rendered in connection wlth the
man's intention for this amendment to paper operating under a corporate struc- campaign of such candidate for nomin_tion
deal exclusively with advertising and not ture be prohibited under another law-- :_or ele_tion, or election, to such office."
with news and editorial opinion? not this law--in other words, m;_._ya POINTOF ORDER

Mr. HATHAWAY. Yes; it is the gentle- newspaper legitimately give space with-
man's intention to deal only with adver- out running afoul of other Federal laws, Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, I rise
rising and not with news or editorial give space to any one candidate? to m_ke a point of order against the
comment. Mr. MACDONALD of Massachu.,_etts. araendment in thai_ the amendraent is

Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. Mr. That question the gentleman canno$ an- :not germane to the amendment.
Chai_unan, will the gentleman yield? swer, but as the gentleman knows it is Th_ CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman

Mr. HATHAWAY. I yield to the gentle- not presently included in this bill. from West Virginia desire to be heard on
man from Georgia. Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. Sc), we his pc_int of order?

Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. ! thank do not have an answer to that que_,;tion. Mr. STAGGERS. I do, Mr. Chairman,
the gentleman for yielding. Mr. HATHAWAY. Let me say to the if the Chair would indulge me.

May I ask this question: As we all gentleman that I assume the gentleman The facts are that we are now con-
know, corporations are prohibited from is correct to the effect that a corporation sideri:ag a bill for the limitation ot ex-
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penditures by candidates for TV, radio, Hero we find, for exaraple, the case of I r_gcet that as yet the program has
CATV, newspapers and magazines, a can_tidate, a member of such a corn- not b_en researched in all the minute de-
The amendment offered by the gentle- mittee, runni!ng up exiensive bills for bails l!hat should be examined before it
man from Massachusetts (Mr. KErT_) services rendered in connection with his is offered in the form of legislation. _2hus
limits the extension of credit to eandi- campaign, then being unable to pay these I do not intend to officially introduce it
dates on an entirely different subject not bills. How does he vote when the ques-, at Lhi_ time. But that research is going
covered by the amendment offered by the tlon comes a:_ to tighte_fing up, or cor-, on an,_ when it h_s been satisfied it _l
gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. recting abuses, on legBlation affecting be appropriately presented.
MACVONA'.D)in any way. For that reason airlines? l%_y purpose in introducing my cel-
l say that it is not germane. To remedy this problem, I intend to leaguE_s to the plan at this time is so that

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman offer the amendment which I offered in they viii know that there is more to
from Massachusetts desire to be heard the executive session oi the _ull Corn- come. More that can be counted on k_ get
on the point of order? merce Cbmra:ittee. Tl_is amendment to the positive side of the issue, while not

Mr. KEITH. I do, Mr. Chairman. would have prohibited federally regu- interf,.._ring with whatever steps in the
Mr. Chairman, I offered this amend- lated mdustr, ies from advancing credit right _irection we can accomplish now.

ment in committee. It was discussed and to candidates for Federal elective office I respectfully ask my colleagues _o c×m.
rejected, but a point of order was not unless the debt so created is secured by sider l_e proposal and offer their most
made against it at that time. a bond or by other collateral. It would fo_.hr, ght comment and criticism.

It is argued by the chairman now that have requlr_:l the Ci_il Aeronautics The plan can best be set forth in the
_he bill does not deal with the regulation Board, _he Federal Communications following excerpt from a paper prepm_d
of newspapers, radio and telephone Commission, and the Interstate Corn- to expiain its function. It first establishes
cor_ununications, merce Commis:_ion to promulgate regu- 14 obj_:tives, which are as follows:

! think in its present form the bill has lations to impalement tl_is requirement. Tha_ the right solution to the problem
been amended and is truly a reform bill But the Parliamentarian has declared should:
that speaks to this point and that cer- that it is not germane. Not .-estrict necessary politic_l dialc_ue;
tainly this is within the jurisdiction of ! shall prea_ :_or these reforms'because Be fie×lble enough to accommodate_ to
the committee and within the jurisdic- I believe it imperative that the Congress wlde,ly varying resources requirements;
tion of the bill. act now to bnng an end to the practice Support year around political party ma-

It is an abuse recognized on the Sen- under which, a_l too often, money is the chiner_:Th.kc into account minority and dissident
ate side where candidates for high pub- prime determining factor in nomination party efforts when they have sufificlent i_n-
lic office ran UP telephone bills and air and election to Federal office, stituen_:y to be viable;
travel bills and, then having lost the If we are going to go _head with the Nc,t overly Insulate incumbents;
election, were unable to pay those bills, kind of reform that we h_ve shown here Be es_;entially non-partisan in application;

The Commerce Committee does have t_)day that we really want, then the cc.vet all elective offices in the U.S.;
jurisdiction over this subject matter. It problem of extension of credit by regu- Involve contribution increme_ts small
truly is a reform thing and all my amend- lated industrie.,; is some _hing we must enough for the donor to e_pe_ nothing in re-turn ye; large enough to generate a sense of
ment will do is to require agencies to get to later in this debate. We can do so involvement;
issue regulations to deal with this prob- when we take up the Senate sabstitute. Provide a more direct link between the con-
lem. It certainly is germane to the prob- I hope that the House vqll at that time tributc_: and his choices;
leto, and I believe it is germane to the agree that it will make this legislation El,iml_xate corrupt praci_lces reporting
bill. much more effective in coping with this hypocrl:._;y;

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. BOLLIN6). The w_rY real abu_;. Be ac_.'ountable;
Mr. PRICE of IlIinois. Mr. chairman, Invol'i'e minimum change from existing

Chair is ready to rule. I move to strike out the Isst word. meaxm _:,ffund raising;
Provide dignity for the contribu*_or and the

The Chair has had an opportunity to Mr. Chairman, on November 18, during candidate; and
examine both the Macdonald amend- the debate on ]_t.R. 11060, I spoke of cer- ._b_v_ an be constitutional.
ment and the amendment offered tain reservations I had about whether
thereto by the gentleman from Massa- the several elements of election finance Mor_ will be said about these later.
chusetts (Mr. KEITH). reform under consideration would, in Neiti:_er the present law nor the propos-

The provisions of the Macdonald faet_ accomplish any true and Is,sting re- als so far advanced even come close to
amendment deal with a limited area; form in this _totty problem area. filling this bill. What is needed is a wholly
limitation of expenditures by candidates ! also spoke of several vital elements _fferent attack, rethought along the lines
for radio, TV, newspapers, and bill- of any genuine reform plan, which are of finding an internally disciplined laiss,_
boards. The provisions of the amend- not now a part of a_kv of the measures :_aire approach. The rethinking must eh-.
merit of the gentleman from Massa- we will be considering, compas_ more than the traditional legB-
chusetts (Mr. K_xTU) go well beyond Principal among these missing cle- _ative t,_;chnique of prohibition and sane-
that area---extension of credit, as well merits is any fetus on how to actively _ion, it _ust involve disciplines like ruer-
as Civil Aeronautics Board and other generate, from the proper sotr_ces, the chandi,,_ing, banking and any other that
regulatory agency rules, moneys le_,qtim;_tely neede_ for this most contributes to the attainment of the de-

Therefore, the Chair holds the amend- essenti_ and b_;ic political communion- sired e_d_ Stated another way, a syst_,m
ment not germane and sustains the point ti(re. Clearly, the answer lies in the oreo- regulab_;d by natural law has a higher re-
of order, lion of a public mechan_:_m to encour- liability potential than a ,_trictly pol:ice

Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, I move to age, and properly discipli:_e the flow of method of control.
strike out the last word. numerous small campaign contributions Havirg in mind the complexity of the

Mx'. Chairman, I am disappointed, of into the fundamental political p_:ocess, problems involved in financing a modern-
course, in the ruling of the Chair. ! In my remarks I stated that I would day poi[riehl campaign, let us examine
understand the logic. The Senate bill soon offer for t_e consid._ration of my on the )asis of certain assumptions, :_n
however does contain my amendment, colleagues, a pro,ram intended to meet entirely different approach.
It seems this is an appropriate time to not only this primary obj_mtive, but one First, .assume at the worst Oswald
make the point that I hope in some form that would also reach to the full spec- Spengle:;'s contention that "Money or-
this amendment will be before us. In tmun of the campaign fin.once dilemma, ganizes elections in the interest of those
this way we cart show our great concern The program _[ offer is ;o supplement who po,._sess iQ." While this is only par-
for the abuses that have occurred in whatever we may eventua:ly enact now, tinily true--for there are numerous car,a-
recent campaigns, but, if it holds k_ its promise and to the I:aign resources other than money---it

There is a problem confronting the prophecies of quite a number of knowl- n everth,_less does have more versatility
Congress---particularly those Members edgeable individuals in this field, it may t:han an_ other. Money being the single
whose committee assignments give them in a short time _prove to be all that we best e.qualizer of other inherent dispafi.-
specific jurisdiction in regulation of need to dispose _f this problem ortce and t',.es that are natural in any contest, then
communications and air travel, for all. let us further assume a source of money
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ilo small enough increments to be free of credit union offices, credit card solicita- percent of the face amount, or $411,0, is
any potential conflict of interest, avail- tions, company and government payroll Iaailed :_o the previously qualified no-
:able in direct proportion to the size of the deduction, union checkoffs, income tax tic,nal political party or the State or local
constituency to which the candidacy is refunds and numerous other outlet_i. The branch of one, designated by the person
aimed, trust's direct promotion would be as- redeemi:ag the certificate. If the party

Let us next assume that any candidate sisted by tie-ins with commercial _d- redeeming the clean bill certificates hap-
prefers no-strings contributions--a safe vertisers, public service radio and 'rq/, l_ens to _)e a political organization it; still
assumption--and that the public will re- flyers in bank statements, credit card must designate another. The remaining
spond to an intelligently marketed self- billing, monthly statements, co-advertis- 5 percer_t or $100 is retained by the Trust
interest approach to monetary campaign lng with the candidates, and so forth. :for its cost of operations.
participation. With such distribution machinery at To objections that the original pur-

Within such an assumptive framework, work, virtually anyone who is persua(led chaser has no control over where 20 per-
could a program be developed that might to buy a clean bill will find the opport, u- cent of his contribution is going there
well accomplish all the objectives set nity to do so not only easy but recurring. :;_re two responses. First, that after taxes
forth earlier? If he happens not to have the $20 awdl- the purchaser really contributed only

Let us explorethe possibilities, able when he is next in his post oil[ce, :half the amount, and the part passed to
For now, let us set up a program and bank, savings and loan, or credit union '_he political party and the Trust was

call it operation clean bill. office--where of course he would 10e re- :from the governmental subsidy. Ox', the
Operation clean bill involves thinking minded by point-of-purchase disl_)ls,yfaa- _)ri[inal donor might be assured by the

in terms of three concepts: Clean bill terial--then he may have, when he is recipient that the clean bill would be
candidates, clean bill organizations, and canvassed by his local political org_miza- redeemed separately and the party por-
clean bill certificates. Its operations would tion, or at the meeting of his civic club. tion would be designated to go accord-
be carried out by a federally chartered Or even if not at any of these times then hag to the purchaser's_ wishes.
nonprofit corporation, which we will call he might make a deferred purchase ar- T:be _Lrithmetic inw)lved in the plan is
for the moment the American campaign rangement by "ordering" one c,n his not acc:Ldental. An allocation of the sub-
fund trust, credit card, or by signing up for a payroll sidy portion is necessary so that candi-

A clean bill candidate would be any deduction or union checkoff plan. dates for relatively inexpensive ()ffices
duly qualified candidate for any elective The idea here is simply the same that may not finance their total campaig_as
office in the United States. At the time effective mass marketers long :_tg0 frora their own tax deductible moneys.
of filing and certification by the appro- learned; th.at, however salable a product, This would tend to create too many arti-
priate election authority, the candidate it must have distribution machinery tt:m- ficial candidates as publicity seekers or
would be provided with a form to identify mediately available after a succe_;ive advertisers. But more important, it. is a
himself to the trust and the trust would number of motivations to buy has stlim- disciplined way of providing public sup-
ha turn establish an account for the can- ulated the latent demand, port to party resources not dependent on
didate and authorize him to advertise When the sale of a clean bill certific:ate handouts from higher up, and to provide
himself as a "clean bill candidate"-- has been consummated, the purch,Leer more initiative to grassroots fundrais-
something like a seal-of-approval, would detach the receipt portion god re- trig efforts.

A clean bill organization would be any tain it. On the other portion he would fill The possibilities presented by this sys-
national political party---as defined by in the name of the candidate or political farm of [und flow are numerous. Local po.
law--or any State or localbranch of such. organization whom he is supporti_tg and liti(_al units might expect candidates
The organization would similarly apply hand it over directly. This might be by which Lhey endorse to turn back a part
to the trust for participation as a clean mall, by handing it to the eandida'_e at a or all c_f their designated amounts to the
bill organization and be authorized sim- conventional fundraising event, or any unit treasuries or the unit might inde-
ilar privileges, way at all. penden.tly raise tim. ds for the ticket.

The clean bill certificate would be se- The clean bill candidate or organiza- l_kmds could fiow upward from the locals
rial numbered, coded for data process- tion receiving it would then forward this b_ State or National levels or downward
Lng, legally protected against counter- portion singly or in multiples to the Trust or lLaterally as the demands were seen to
feiting, savings bond like, two-part form. for immediate reimbursement according exist.
For reasons of simplicity and account- to the method explained below. A candidate, incumbent or challenger,
ability, it should be in a single denomi- The purchaser would attach ]._ls re- coudd, of course, raise funds at any time
nation--say $20. tained portion of the "clean bill" to his he chose but actual campaigning time

The governance of the trust would be next Federal income tax filing and claim could be somewhat regulated by the trust
by a blue-ribbon board of trustees rep- a tax credit for one-half or $10, or in fixing a specific date before the election,
resenting such interests as business, labor, multiples, a tax deduction for purchases at which time it would commence to
education, political parties, State and lo- up to $100. This would be per individual, makeredemption for candidates.
cai governments, the public and the trust so double these figures would apply to I_eturning to the, objectives of the
itself. While most of these interests would joint returns. Later the two portions of "right" campaign finance plan mentioned
be expected to have political bias, the the clean bill certificate would be re,::on- cartier, it is worthwhile to examine the
balance of the interests should insure ciled by the Trust. anticipated results of operation clean bill
ultimate fairness fin the trust's opera- So far the plan involves essen!_ially a on the individual points:
tion. It should be financed initially by the matching Federal subsidy, plus a system First. Not restrict, necessary political
sale of Government guaranteed bonds of merchandising. But its perhaps most dialog---under the clean bill system there
so that no appropriated funds would be unique aspect lies in the method of re- would be no limits on spending except
involved in the operations. The trust also demption from the Trust to the candi- those set by the laws of diminishing re-
should be able to accept tax deductible date or political party organization, turns and margina2l productivity. Sev-
contributions of up to, say $100, from any- Suppose a candidate for Governor had eral political managers have already
one, corporate, union or individual, qualified with the Trust to rtra :_[s a noted that more was learned in 1970

Come election time anywhere, and bor- "clean bill" as well as had his St,'_te and about what not to do again--especially
ro_qng heavily on Madison Avenue meth- county political party units. He theft has with '.FV spots--than what to do in the
ods, the trust would initiate a highly pro- a fundraising event--barbecue, corn future. But, more important, we, focus
fessional plan of merchandising clean roast, testimonial dinner, a direct :mail t_x) much on the campaign period and

· bill cel_ificates and the entire clean bill request to the party faithful, or what :not enough on the continuing political
concept, much in the same manner as the have you. From the event he red,elves a educa'tion of the voter, thus enabling him
marketing of savings bonds, hundred clean bilis--$2,000 face val:ue-- to m,tke a more considered choice at

Using as its marketing premise, the from his supporters, electi¢m time.
same that all sound promotions do, the Along with a simple cover sheet he Second. Flexible enough to accommo-
self-interest of the purchaser, the trust forwards these to the Trust and the ,:;amc date to widely varying resources re-
would aggressively promote "get out the day it is received he is mailed :a check quirernents: The realities of politics do
vote" and the sale of "clean bills" through for 75 percent of the lace amount, or not yield to uniform fnmncial demands.
over 30,000 post offices, 50,000 bank and $1,500. Simultaneously a check for 20 The costs of comparable offices in dif-
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ferent localities may vary by a factor of is due not only to the added exposure the felt; that he had to support his donation
·10 or more. Since more persons than office provides, but also to the fact that with _dditional effort, so he ofterL did
just those voting in the more expensive the hacumbeni, has a re.cord to run on addit_ionai work in the campaign.
races have a stake in the outcome it is or to defend. This aisc means sources t,'ul:! participation in the elective proc-
only proper for their moneys to take some of campaign funds are _vailable to sup- ess irLvolves more than just money, or
part in these contests. Under the clean port or oppose him as bas record will as another officeholder commented
bill system, assuming the budgeted figure Justify, and these sourc.-s generally are "G:Lve me the guy who will put his mouth
of $400 million were achieved, $80 mil- better organi::c_l for the incumbent than where his money is." A system of cam-
lion or more would be available to be they are for the challe:xger. Therefore, paign finance involving more Peopi!e as
moved within the party structures as the any system w]xlch automatically restricts well _s just the dollars needed should
priorities demanded. What such a system both to the same resources is inherently have i;he effect of reducing some oil the
does not do, as some other forms of sub- inequitable. A flexible systera on the needs for which the money is raise_ in
sidies would, is to channel large sums to other hand, that favors neither, except the filst place.
a single authority who in turn might to the extent that one has more sup- lqqni;h. A more direct link betweerL the
reallocate them in a manner which porters than _;he other, .,hould provide a contrisutor and his choices: Small con-
overly obligates the recipient, means for eit)_er to win :.'airly and with- tribub)rs provide most of. their support

_qird. Support year-round political out any string,% implicit or otherwise, through organizations such as political
party machinery: A large part of the Sixth. Be _;sentiaily nonpartisan in action groups who in turn place the
party money generated by operation character: Hislx)rically certain segments cornbi:aed sums according to the deci-
clean bill presumably would go for "nuts of the elector.',-te have been cozltinuingly sions of a few at the top. For the most
and bolts" purposes. One factor in the identified with one or th_ other political part _Lhe individual's participation ul-
high cost of lower level campaigns par- party. Therefore campaign fhmnce re- timately gets to candidates or causes
ticularly, is their slap dash organization forms that weigh heavie:_ on any one or sympathetic with his philosophy; but by
which comes from hasty and often un- several of these segments versus others no me_ns do all such contributors sup-
professional planning. An ongoing party necessarily take on part;isan overtones, port; ell the recipients of their funds.
organization obviously can be better pre- This adds ano'_,her dimen:;ion of difficulty With contributors of say $1,000 or raore
pared for campaigns. In countries like to an already tough enough problem, to committees of one sort; or another, a
West Germany--where political parties Essentially campaign gDring i,a another dlffere_at kind of dilution occurs in _;he
have a statutory organizational b_sis--- form o_ "voting" for a person or a posi- transfers between committees as party
direct subsidies can and, in fact, do work tion and it should be re_:arded with the fund r.teeds vary. Though this is no _,eri-
for' candidates and parties alike. But in a same seriousnm_s as the &ustralian hal- ous pr_)blem, a system providing a more
loose knit party organization system like lot. Any move weighted lo give partisan direct connection between, the contr._.bu-
ours, Federal assistance must be chun- imbalance woxLld not onl_, be of doubtful tot and the translation of his contri:bu-
neled by other means if it is to bear a legality but more important w_uld sm'- tion i_to political action would un-
direct relationship to numbers in the roxnld the deba'_e with such acrimony as doubtedly be more democratic.
constituency and thus be equitable, to make obserT_mce of the law unwilling Tenth,_ Eliminate corrupt practices re-
Given the legitimate role of political par- at best. Though part',! coraplexions porting? hypocrisy: The present system
ties in our system and responsible tune- change there still remaim_ the great body contai_ts so many reporting loopholes
tions they can perform, a wherewithal of labor and minority elements which' that it can fairly be said to be no report-
directly proportional to the member- the Democrats claim and the silent ma- ing sy,_tem at all. The se, far proposed
ship's willin_oness to financially support jority which the Republicans cl,_im, both system_; indeed strive to remedy this de-
the party efforts is vitally important to groups equally capable at the proposed feet, bat one simple reality--cash_can
campaign reform. Of all the proposals so contrib_ation level to participate in numa- rend.er these as useless as the present. In
far mentioned none adequately provides hers sufficient to pay the bill. the absence of an auditable reporting
for this type of political party assistance. Seventh. Cover all elective offices in the system the remaining discipline of

Fourth. Take into account minority United States:: Many constitutional as limii_--_xcept for broadcast expendi-
and dissiden_ party efforts when they well as practical questi¢,ns of Federal ture,._--likewise becomes _mcontroIlable.
have sufficient constituency to be viable: support of State and local race_ exist in The sy._:;temproposed here also would; be
Most studies of this problem dwell on the current proposals fer reform. But vpen tc circumvention by the passing of
how to fairly support reform elements realistically the question cannot be ig- _ash but if the premise that the system
within the parties and third party et- nored q_hen al×)ut a third of _he total can an,[ will generate adequate resources
forts. Clearly if public financial assist- budgets of the.,;e governmental '_nits de- with ch,.an bill certificates, the use of cash
ance goes only to the two major parties, rive from Federal funds. While partici- would l:e obviated, and with the tax in-
no such outside movements could suc- pation in a program sucJ_ as clean bill ,:entive surely the contributor would pre-
ceed however well supported they may be would be voltm.tary, it is fiifficU[t to ira- ::er to buy a clean bill than to pass the
by the electorate. Under this system one agine someone r_.,fusing it. Thus _he santo straighi; cash.
can participate with his dollars and benefits accruing to Federal candidates Eleve:uth. Be accountable: With '_he
where the numbers are sufficient the et- would flow to these other ofi_es with clear._ b',ill certificate coded for data proc-
fort will be sustained. Keep in mind, the the resulting reduction of conflict of in- essing :md with the subsequent recon-
number of dollars per individual are few, terest in these offices. If these results ob- cllia_,ion of the two parts after comple.-
so whatever the economic profile of the fain, the Federal expendit_re e_a be jus- tion of the transaction, the greatest
dissident or third party element, it still tiffed. _gnount of information ever' developed on
is capable of rising to '_'hatever level the Eighth. Sm_ll contri',_ution incre- l his phi_e of national expenditure wo_£ld
members who support it will provide, ments: This general proposition_the t_ al; f_ngertip, We could finally les_rn
Though the history of success of such i_ltial premise of operation cleero bill_ what elections cost, where, and the true
efforts is spare, the effect they have in is universally accepted a_ the solution _,ffeci;oi _money on our most basic process.
shaping the political philosophies of the to potential conflict of intercept stem- Chance:_, are that there wOLt[d be reveaiied
m_jor parties has been quite consider- ming from carr.paign contributions. But r_uch less to rue than the present ob-
able and such efforts should be permitted that is by no means its o:xly value. Re- fuscated mess insinuates.
and publicly supported proportionately cently a very wealthy oi_ceholcler, who Twelfth. Involve minimum charge
to any other, for the most pa:ri finances his ca:._paigns from e_:isting fund raising techniques:

Fifth. Not overly insulate incumbents: from a relatively few large contributors, Politicali campaigns like other human
No system can fully compensate for cer- commented that he woulc much prefer experie_-..ce tend to habituate into cert,.in
fain inherent values built into incum- more smaller contribution,s, even if it lsrovi_acialisms. A barbecue at one place
bency. And that is not all bad. Public cost more to raise the money. His argu- i.,; a corn roast at another, a black '_ie
office like any other calling demands a ment was that once larg_; contributors dinner a.t another, a fish fry at anoth,.-r.
certain know.-how that naturally ira- had anted up they felt their participa- l_rot only candidates but supporters have
proves with experience. That incumbents tion to be complete. On the other hand, accustoraed themselves to these quaint
succeed themselves more often than not the contributor who put up $2¢_ or $25 bits of Americana and for more reasons
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than one they should survive. Even so Though the funds projections prop~ t_talccntext. The plan isnotcomPlicated
durable a system as ours cannot survive erly should be viewed over a 4-year cycle, if' seen only from the critical viewpoint
too much shock, so our proven institu- even the presidential year campaii_,'ns, of where the dollars change hands. There
tions should continue to be used as they which would account for half the 4~year is a true value to the purchaser, su-qicient
fit the localities and situations where totals, present a seemingly, easily at- communication--advertising--for him to
they nave arisen. The system proposea tainable goal. compre.hend this value, recurring moil-
here accommodates to every type of exist- The November 1972 population total vat:ion for him to act and a distribution
lng fundraising effort in addition to is projected to be about 210 million with machinery readily available to consum-
opening up many new ones. If big money approximately 140 million of voting age. mate the transaction_
in small sums is to be realized, the maxi- It would require some less than 15 per- There _qll be gaps between what ts
mum number of opportunities for con- cent of this total, or 20 million per.,;ons conceived in the hypothetical and what
tribution is vital, buying single clean bills to cover every will occur is practice. Between these

Th!rteenth. Provide dignity to contri- election cost in the United States. Since points there should be a more detailed
butor and candidate: Something of an many will make multiple purchases, the pro forma complete with budgets, projec-
elitism has grown up around campaign participation percentage will lower, tions, 'tests, comments, and so forth. If
giving. Society pages carrying pictures While the past experience of about 6 such an operation as proposed here did
and stories of dignitaries at $1,000 per percent of the voters contributing may withstand this extra scrutiny, it would
plate dinners naturally tend to suggest to be insufficient, the figure mention,ed ,ear- well be worth the investment even if for
those who carmot afford to attend such lier from the 1968 survey of 38 perc. ent no other reason than. better understand-
affairs that those who do enjoy some pre- of those asked to make contributions do- ing of this truly knotty problem.
ferential treatment, whether true or not. lng so, the goal of some less t:aan 15 The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
That the pecking order is still apparent at percent participation seems by no re,runs the amendment offered by the gentlenmn
these or even lesser priced affairs, does ambitious. Even if the fullest des]red el- from :_,gassachusetts (Mr. MACDONALD),
not abate the generally bad taste that feets were .not attainable from t2_e out- as amended.
the climate, and too often the food, leave set, what was accomplished would be -The amendment, as amended, was
with the guests as well as the public. With salutary, agreed to.
a basic contribution increment of $20, Though such a notion may seem. in- Mr. :HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I move that
after taxes reduced to $10, virtually compatible with the seriousn_s with the Committeedonowrise.
everyone can participate, which this entire issue should be treated, The motion was agreed to.

Fourteenth. Be constitutional: Of late, a very sure way to insure the sales of Accordingly the Committee rose; and
more emphasis has been placed on thls enough clean bills to do the job, would the Speaker having resumed the chair,
problem with respect .to limits, and so be to add a lottery feature to it. At the Mr. BOLLING, Chairman of the Committee
forth, than heretofore. Of course one outset, at least, the psychological fac- of the Whole House on the State of the
cannot predict what the courts might tots involved might tend to obscure the Union, reported that that Committee,
hold on whether limiting one's ability to real purposes of the Undertaking and having had under consideration the bill
financially support his position abridges thus diminish the sense .of participation _[H.R. 11060), to limit campaign expendi-
free sl:eech, but prominent constitutional in the electoral process, which is a _nain tures by or on behalf of candidates for
scholars by no means dismiss the impll- element of the plan. ]_ederal elective office; to provide for
cations. A program like clean bill, involv- Perhaps a better question is what hap- more stringent reporting requirements;
ing only tax incentives and an initial loan pens if the gystem generates more money and for other purposes, had come to no
guarantee, certainly is less open to con- than needed and Parkinson's Law sets re.'_olution thereon.
sfitutionality hazards than the other in. This would mean that the "n,,._ls" , :
proposed means of control, would rise to the available level of funds

Would the public respond in the kind thus reversing the main objective of the 2_IE POLIT] _S OF CANCER
of numbers necessary to raise a substan- plan. (Mr. SYMING _.ON asked and was
rial, ff not the total amount of the funds Initially, this could be managed bF the given permission c, address the House
needed? At least two experiences sug- trust drawing off a larger share than 5 for 1 minute, to: evise and extend his
gest an affirmative answer. Last year a percent and using the extra fund.,; to pro- remarks and inclu, e extraneous matter.)
total of over $4.66 billion of new money vide research and other services on a Mr. SYMINGT )N. Mr. Speaker, I
went into the purchase of savings bonds, strictly public and nonpartisan basis. Or would like to call the attention of my
True, there were almost as many re- if this proved insufficient or practically colleagues and the :_ublic to an informa-
demptions, but it still was by no means unmanageable, the trust could petition five _rticle, "The Politics of Cancer,"
the most profitable investment avafiable Congress to reduce the tax incentive,,; thus written by Cristine L_ussell. The item ap-
in this pexqed of extremely high interest shrinking the sales to at or near the ap- l_eared in the Was dngton Post on Sun-
rates. So, one could conclude that cf- propriate levels, day, November 28, ', .971.
fective marketing based on a public in- There Is undoubtedly a growing The article is an :.'xcellent summm.7 of
terest appeal was productive, scrutiny into how we pay for our politics, congressional acti:)n against cancer.

As of mid-June 1971 the public inter- That certain long standing customs may More?ver, it is a rivid account of theest lobby, Common Cause, according to in fact be less innocuous and dew,id of vital .cole RepresenJ ative PAUL G. ROCERS
a Wall Street Journal article, had en- any effective political venality than they has played in this 1 gislation. As a mere-
listed in a 10-month period over 1_0,000 have been represented to be will not quiet ber of Mr. ROGEr ;' Subcommittee on
members at $15 each and reported new the movement to bring the whole matter Public Health a_ d Environment, I
recruitments coming in at the rate of out into the open. Inertia to cha_4;e is heartily agree with the author's assess-
4,000 to 5,000 per week. This is not say- natural but so is change Itself. The op- merit that "the Ro_:ers bill represents a
ings, in fact the $15 is even a nondeduc- tions are not change versus statu_ quo but significantly enhari red commitment to
tible expenditure. This too suggests the which form the changes will take. The co.ncer research."
public's willingness to support Public in- issue is no longer one of politics, it is one Whatever the ou _ome of the c_)nfer-
terest undertakings, of government. The chances for success ence on this ma ter, Representative

It is interesting to note that a reliable of an undertaking like clean bill are only ROOERS well deser,_ .'s the praise given
research center found, following the 1968 as good as the soundness of the hypoth- him in this article.
elections, that of a sample of 1,346 adults eses on which it is based, but t_w_n the_ Mr. Speaker, I in: err in the RECORDat
surveyed, some 8.3 percent had made po- known defects in the alternative.,;, and this point the articlt_ entitled "Politics of
litical contributions. But, only 23 percent given the fact that any results ii; doe.,_ Cancer":
of the sample had been asked to con- produce would be a step in the right dj.. THE POLITI:(_ OF CANCER
tribute. Of that pumber 38 percent gave. rection, it is surely worthy of being ex-. (By Cristi: e Russell)
If some less than half that proportion of amined more closely. Co._gress is not nc ,ed for rejecting pro-
the voting population bought just one Regrettably the plan sounds compli., grams with deep ma_ appeal for quieter ap=
$20 clean bill, it would more than cover cared. So would any marketing plan for proac_es that have a i,,rea_er chance of suc-
the costs of every elective offiao_ in the the simplest 5-cent item used by every cess. Quiet success_ _o not win elections.
United States In 1972. housewife in America, ff viewed in lt,,_ _ut m the case of ca_ cer research, the law-
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care facilities which are (_amaged ox' destroyed by a of Federal campaign ftnds (agreed to by a divisiol:tvote
major disaster, amended (_. Rept. 92-090); Of79 ],cas to 52 nays);

S. 2887, authorizing az ditional appropriation:; for An amendment teat will prevent unions from using
prosecution of projects in certain comprehensive river iavoluntary dues paym,:nts of union members for polit-
basin plantsfor flood conn _1and navigation, amended ical activities (agreed :o by a record teller vote of 233
(H. Rept. 92--69x); and _yestc.x47noes);

H.J. Res. 893, to authori ,edisaster loans with respect An amendment that authorizes the Compu'oller
to certain losses arising as the result of recent natural General to serve as a national clearing house for infor-
disasters, amended (H. Ret_t.92-692). _'oge 41442 raation with re.q)ect to the administration of elections;

An amendme:nt tha: includes telephone and :om-
Late Report: Committee on Appropriations rec,:wed puter mailings campaign expenses into overall cam-
permission to file a report ,y midnight tonight on H.R. [aign expenses calling (by a division vote of 80 yeas to
x1:955,making supplemeJ tal appropriatiol_s for :fiscal 48 nays);
year z972. Pog,_:3a60' An amendment desigrLedto clarify provisions of the

Credit Union Insuranc_: House disagreed to the new Federal Election flaw with existing State election
amendment of the Senate to H.R. 996x, to provide Fed- laws;
eral credit unions with 2 :Editional years to race:: the An ;mendment that,trikes out language that requires
requirements for insurance; and agreed to a confer- candidates to suppl,y :ampaign statements with the
ence asked by the Senat :. Appointed as conferees: Clerk of the U.S. Distrc_: Court (agreed to by a record
Representatives Patman, B: rrett, Sullivan, Rcuss, Moor- teller vote of 23o ayes t,:) z54 noes);

An amendment that prohibits OEO funds from be-
head, St Germain, Widnal, Dwyer, Johnson of Penn- big used to establish aJly political activity in any ;_rea
sylvania, and J. William S anton. Pe,ges z15460 to sway a vote; as_d
Late Reports: Committee on Rules :received perrnis- Two conforming and two clarifying amendments.
sion to file certain privi eged reports by mi&:tight Reje:ted:
tonight, vo,j_,43a61.-.4.aa62 An amendment that :_;oughtto clarify the total spend-

lng in any election for candidates of the House of
Election Reform: By a record vote of 372 yeas to 23 Representatives (in the primary, runoff, or general) may
nays, the }-lousepassed H.R. xzo6o, to limit campaign n_t exceed $50,000for each election; and
expenditures by or on behalf of candidates for Federal An amendment that would prohibit any individual
elective office; to provide for more stringenl: reporting f_om contributing more than $5,000 for each officeof
requirements. Senator or Representative and $35,000for President (re-

Subsequently, this passage was vacated and S. 38?, a jccted by a division vote of 38 yeas and 122 nays).
similar Senate-passed bill was passed in lieu :ffter bz_.ng In the engrossment ol the bill, the Clerk was author-
amended to contain the language of the House bill as /zed to change section numbers, cross references, and
passed, other conforming changes to reflect the action of I:he

On a demand for a separate vote agreed to an amend- tdlouse.

ment to the following amendment that inserts a new Home insisted on its axLendmentto S.382, to promote
title I (text of H.R. Iz23I ) as amended by the Ho'use fair practices in tlxe contract of election campaigns for
on Monday, November 29 (agreed to by a divi.,;ionvote Federal political office; and asked a conference w3ith
of 257 yeas to one nay). While in the Committee oI :_he the Senate. Appointed a_ conferees to titles III, IV, and
Whole agreed to the same amendment by a voice vote. V: Rel:,resentafives Ha2:s_.Abbitt, Gray, Harvey, and

Took the following action in the Commi_:teeof _'_he Dickinson. Appointed _s conferees to titles I and fi:
Whole: Representatives Stagger.%Macdonald of Massachusetts,

Agreed to: V:m Deerlin, Spriinger,a:MDevine. pog_ 44363-43_I:_2

An amendment in the nature of substi_tute(text of A,:ljournment: Adjourr_(d at 7:4z p.m.H.R. zz28o, identical to S. 382) which limits media

spending, repeals section 3_5 for all a candidate's spend- Committee?vfeet;:'2gslng of his own resources, makes changes !in the dis-
c!Gsurerequirements, and establishesa FederZ ElectiGns AGRICULTURAL MARI[ETING AND
Commission. B_LRGAINING

Agreed to the following amendments to tl_eprevicus Commi,eteeon ztgdcultu:,_:Subcommittee on Domestic
amendment: Marketingand Consurr,._rRelationsmet in executive

An amendment that designates the Secre_:aryof the se.,sion to consider H.R 7597, and related bills, age:i-
Senate for Senate candidates, and the'. Clc_'k of the cultural marketing and bargaining legislation. No final
House for candidates of the House of Representatives ac::ionwas taken _nd l:h_:subcommittee adjourned sub-

as supervisory officers in compliance wid_ disclosure ject to ,:all.
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_HE DISTRICT C ? COLUMBIA AP- by the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. provide l'or more strinfgent reporting', re-
PROPRIATIONS B]I_L.AND ITS IM- FnqDLEy) to limit pt yments received re:L- quirements; and for other purposes.
PACT UPON AC FIVITIES IN THE der the program to _20,000 a year. qr_nemotion was agreed to.
DISTRICT We certainly do _.ot want this bill to m _z COM_rrrZE OFT_rz WHOLE

(Mr. GLIDE aske¢ and was given per- be used as a vehicl, for further enrich- Accordingly the House resolved itself
mission to address tl ,e House for I miD- Lng vertically Luteg ated conglomerates, into the Committee of the Whole House
lite and to revise nd extend his re-other large agricu] ;ural combines and cnthe S_ate of the Union for the further
marks.) individual large op rators. The subter- consideration of the bELlH.R. 11060, 'with

Mr. GUDE. Mr. S eaker, on Thursday fuges through whi, h they continue tc _x'. BOLhZNGin the chair.
we shall decide whe her the great Ken- dr_w huge combine4 payments in exces., The Clerk read the title of the blll.
nedy Center for the '.'erformLug Arts will of tlle present $55, _00 limit have been The CHAIRMAN. When the Commit-ex.t)osed and very pr )perly denounced.
be a select gathering place for the rich-- tee rose on yesterday the Macdonald of
or shallbeavailable )all. Members genuLuE y interested irt _tl_, Z(assachusetts amendment, as amended,

On Thursday, we hall decide whether survival of the faro ly farmer will want had been agreed to.
l_his Capital City sh_ I have a vital down- to make sure thcs( agri-giants do not House Resolution 694 provides theft at
l_own or a vacant, larkened wasteland exploit the reserve as a further mean.,_ this poLU_ it shall be in order for the Chair
of crime and danger, of widening the un 'air competitive ad-. to recognize Members for the purpose of

On Thursday, we: hall decide whether vantage they alre. dy enjoy enabl_l_: c,ffer:mg, without the intervention of any
Connecticut Avenut has been ripped them to gobble up lore and more small Ioiint of order, the text of the bill H.R.
_apart for a purpose, or as an expensive and medium sized _rms. 11'?.80 as an amendment in the nature of
exercise, lVIr. Speaker, I h_ e our colleagues wil'.l E_substitute for the bill.

On Thursday, we J hall decide whether Join me and Mr. FJ _vx.rY in urging thc,
'_e Federal Coven rnent shall be ac- R_les Committee b _fore final action _ _MEND_E_T X_ ?_r N^X,_ O_ ^ S_SSXn_OT_
cessible to the peop' _. taken on this rule _o open it up sufft.. O_ER_.D_Y M_. _VE_

On Thursday, we __all decide whether cisntly to permit co_ sideratlon of a $2_,.. NIr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, I offer
we mean what we say about creating 000 limitation ame_ dment. If the coin.. _n amendment in the, nature of a sub-
greater accessibility _o jobs, rather than rnittee does not wai ,e points of order to .,;titute for the text of the bill H.R. 11060.such an amendmez The CHAIRMAN. Does the Chair
:adding to our welfaz; rolls. _, it is our presen_

On Thursday, we .' _all be deciding all intention to ask the House to vote down _m.derstand thgt the offering of the text
these things because we shall be decld- the previous questio: _on the rule in order vf H.R. 11280 by the gentleman h,; not
lng whether to fun_ the Washington- to make the amend Dent in order, objected to by the authors of H.R. 112807Mr. HARVEY. That is my understand-
area Metro subway s_ _tem. lng, Mr. Chairman.

Thursday will be th; crucial time of de- Por_T OF ORDERRESERVED
clsion. If we do not otc then to permit CALL OF HE HOUSE Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I reserve
the District of Colum _la to pay the debts Mr. SCHMITZ. ir. Speaker, I make a point of order against the amendment
:it owes the public , orporation that is the point of order _at a quorum is not _n order to ask the gentleman a question.
building the subway, then that corpora- present. Is this the exact text of the bill which
tion's construction w ,rk will halt. I was The SPEAKER. ddently a quorum i_ the :r_ile makes in order, or has it been
advised this mornLu_ at a meeting with ne,t present, changed?
Montgomery Count_ Executive James Mr. BOGGS. Mr. peaker, Imoveaca]l Mr. I-IARVEY. No; I would state to my
Gleason that the o unty cannot con- of the House. chairman that this is, the exact text of
_tnue to pay for s_ bway construction
when there is no sig_ that Congress will A call of the Ho_ e was ordered, H.R. 11280, which contradicts what r
release the District _f Columbia funds 'The Clerk called ' he roll, and the icl- _aid to my chairman yesterday. However,

lowing Members faiJ ;d to answer tm,thor I wanted to get into this first because thedue. If Congress doe@ not release these
funds the County will make no further names: :rule does require that I introduce the
payments after this _oming month, the [Pon o. 4_5] exact text of H.R. 11280.
county executive saic]. In all likelihood, Andrew_ X_a. Dlggs Moorhea_ It is rny understanding, however, thatAshley Dowd Mor_n _h.e gentleman from _&assachusetts (Mr.
the other suburban Jurisdictions will take Baring Edwar_t .La. Morse 'MACD01_LD) chairman of the subcom-
similar action. Then_ the great tunnels Be_cher Ellberg Murphy, ;_.Y..
that have already beeh dug under Wash- Ben _.vin_, _[mn. Pepper :_l_t'tee, is going to offer an amendment

Bl_nton Fraser Pryor, Xr_ tO the substitute which will make it con-
lngton will become a bitter reminder to _tnm _la_h r Puc_ form exactly to what the House expressed
all that congressional[ authorizations and _urton _ray Ramb_c_
long-standLug commi_ ments are without Byrne, Pa. Gubser Rang_l _esterday on the several votes that wereCabell Halper_ Rees taken. This amendment will go to title I.
substance. Celler Hanna Rhodes l_m_,her, ! want to say to my chairman

Chamberlain Har-_a Rlegle and the rest of my colleagues that I _n-Chisholnl H_bert Rodino
STRATEGIC RESER _ E BrrJ. FORTHE Cl_,rk Heckle, Mass. Ro_bal tend to wholeheartedly support thatchoy Hogan Satterfield amendment, which will mean we will not

PURCHASE OF W tEAT AND FEED Collins. In. Landru a Scheuer hg,v_ to plow over that old ground again(}RAINS Colmer McOlor ' Slkes
Conyers McCall. eh Teague, _ex but, ra/_er, ff we accept the Macdonald

(Mr. MAYNE ask_ I and was given Davis, ca. Mc_e_ amendment to the substitute, what we
permission to addres the House for 1 Davis, s.c. McM_ _nt Wl_on, _bWilson, did on yesterdaY wmdd be embodied tn
minute and to revk, and extend his De_ Miner, ;alii. Charle_H. titleL
remarks.) The SPEAKER. )n this rollcall :.369 MM. HAYS. The reason I made this

Mr. MAYNE. Mr. _ _eaker, the House Members have ans_ ered to their narne_, reservation of a point of order was to
Rules Committee h_ rd testimony this a quorum. Luqutre of the gentleman as to that par-
morning on H.R. 829( a bill to establish By unanimous c ,nsent, further pro,- tlcular point. I agree with the gentleman.
a strategic reserve ¢ _ wheat and feed ceedLugs under the call were dispensed I'wtll also support the Macdonald amend-
grains. This is one of the vehicles being with. ment when it comes up. I withdraw my
suggested to raise _e price of corn, reserva'_ton of a point of order.
which is now below 'oduction cost and The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report
definitely requires d: stic improvement. FEDERAL ELECTION REFOItM tile amendment which has been offered
It will cost from $1_ to $1_ billion to
acquire the reserve _ rovided for in the Mr. HAYS. Mr, Speaker, I move that by the gentleman from Michigan,
bill and an additiom $210 million an- tile House resolve itself into the Cpm- The Clerk read as follows:
Dually to store it. _dttee of the Whole House on the, Stat_ Amendment In the nature of a substitute

Mr. Speaker, it is e: ;remely important of the Union for the further comdde_- offered by Mr. HARWY: Strike out all afterthe enacting clause and insert in lieu thereof
_,hat ffa rule is gra_ ted on this bill It tion of the bill (H.R. 11060) to limit cam- the foHc,wing:
be sufficiently liberal _o waive points of paign expenditures by, or on behalf ¢,f, _t this'Act may be cited as the "Federal
order for the offerin of an amendment candidates for Federal elective ot_ice; '_o _lection Campaign Aci; of 1971".
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TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO COMMUNI- eral elective office may spend for the use of (1.) ':'Federal elective office;" means the of-

CATIONS ACT OF 1934; LIMITATIONS broadcasting stations on behalf of his can- rice oi President, Vice President, United
ON CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES FOR didacy in such election a total _amount in States _Senator or Representative, or Deh;gate
NONBROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS excess of--- of Re:_ldent Commissioner to the Con-
MEDIA "(A) S cents multiplied Ly the estimate of gress;

EXCEPTION TO EQUAL TIME REQUIREMENTS AND resident population of voting age for such (2) 'nonbroadcast communications me-
CI_[ARGELIMITATIONS om. ce, as determi_ed by the Bureau of Census dlu£a" means newspapers, magazines, and

SEC. 101. (_)(1) Section 315(a) of the in June of the year preceilng t_ae year In other F.erlodlcal publications, and billboard
Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 315 which the electS.on is to be held; or facllltl4_,s;
(a)) is amended by Inserting after "public "(B) $30,090, If greater than the amount (3) "legally qualified candidate" means
office" in the first sentence thereof a comma determined under subparagraph (A). any person who (A) meets the qualifications
and the following: "other than Federal etec- For the purposes of computing the limitation prescrll:,ed by the applicable laws to hold
tlve office (as defined in subsection (c) of provided by the; first sente_tce of this para- the Federal elective office for which he Is a
thls section) ,'.. graph In conne0tlon with a Presidential prI- candidate and (B) is eligible under appli-

(2) Section 315(a) of such Act is amended mary election, the resider[ pop:als[ion of cable S_ate law to be voted for by the elec-
by inserting after the first sentence thereof voting age for t:t_,soffice oi Presldelat shall be [orate _Llirectly or by means of delegates or
the following: "When a licensee permits a held and considered to be tlxe entire popula- electoral; and
legally qualified candidate for Federal elec- tion of voting age for such office within the (4} '_tu_e of any nonbrcadeast communl-
tire office to use his broadcasting station in State in which such pr[mar7 election is con- cations media by or on behalf of any candl-
connection with such candidate's campaign duc[ed. Arnoun_ spent by or on behalf of date" lucludes not only amounts spent for
for nomination for election, or election to any candidate for nomlnatic,n for election to advocat{ng a candidate's election, but also
such office, the licensee shall afford such such office In connection with his primary amounts spent for urging the defeat of his
candidate maximum flexibility in choosing campaign in an7 State shall not e}:ceed such oppone_:Lt or derogating his opponent's stand
his program format." limitation for that State. on campaign issues.

(b) Section 315(b) of such Act Is amended "(3) ihmount_ spent for the use of broad- (b) During the forty-five days preceding
to read as follows: casting station_; on behali of any legally the date of any primary election, and alu:ring

"(b) The charge6 made for the use of any qualified candidate for Federal elective office the sixty da_s preceding the date of any gen-
broadcasting station by any person who is Cot for nomination to such office) shall, for eral or :_peclal election, the charges made for

the purposes of this subsection, be deemed the u_e of any nonbrcadcast communications
a legally qualified candidate for any public
office In connection with his campaign for to have hecn spent by 3uch candidate, medltu_L by an Individual who is a legally
nomination for election, or election, to such Amounts spent for the use of broadcasting quallfi_:t candidate for Federal elective o_ce

stations by or on behalf of any leg_dly qua[i- ._hall nc,_ exceed the lowest unit rate charged
office shall not exceed--- fled candidate for the office of Vice President ,others by the person furnishing such

"(1) during the forty-five days preceding of the United S'_.ates shall, :'.or the purposes :_edlum for the same amount and clam_ of
the date of a primary election and during the of this subsection, be deem._d to have been :3pace.
sixty days preceding the date of a general spent by the candidate for the office; of Presl- (c) E_:cept as provided in sectlon 104 of this
or special election In which such person lsa dent of _he United States _,lth whom he Is Act, no legally qualified candidate in any iprl-
candidate, the lowest unit charge of the sta- running, mary, rx_noff, general, or special election l'or
[ion for the same class and amount of time "(4) i_qo station licensee may raake any :LFederat elective office may spend for the use
for the same period; and charge _or the use of such .,_tation by or on of nc.nb:¢oadcast communications media on

"(2) at any ,other time, the charges made beha]l of any candidate for Federal elective behalf oi! his candidacy in such election a to-
for comparable use of such station by other office (or for nomination to such office) un- la[ amo_mt in excess of.__
users thereof." less such candidate, or a person specifically (1) 5 _ents multiplied by the estimate of'

(c) Section 312(a) of such Act is amended authorized by such candlda';e In writing to resident population of voting age for such
by striking "or" at the end of clause (5), do so, certifies to such licensee tax writing office, as determined by the Bureau of Census
striking the period at the end of clause (6) that the paymem; of such charge will not ia June of the year preceding the year In
and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and violate paragraph (2). which the election ts to be held.; or
"or", and adding at the end of such sec- "(5) Broadcasting stations and candidates (2) $30,000, if greater than the amount de-
tion 312(a) the following new clause-- shall file with the Commission such reports terml_aec under clause (I).

"C_) for wilful or repeated failure to al- at such times and containing; such informa-
low reportable access to or to permit pur- tion as the Co_malssion shaU prescribe for For t_te purposes of computing the limitation
chase of reasonable amounts of time for the the purpose of this subsect:on an,_[, in the _rovlded by the first sentence of this para-
use of a broadcasting station by a legally case of broadcasting stations, subsection (d). _raph in connection with a Presidential pti-
qualified candidate on behalf of his "(d) If a State by law and expressly_ mary election, the resident population of rot-
candidacy.", "(1) h_ provided that a _rima_ or other l:ag age for the office of President shall be held
EXPEi_DJ[TukE LrMITATION$ FOR CANDIDATES election for any oflSce of such State or of a and cons_.dered to be the entire resident popu-

FOR MAJOa X_ECTXV_ O_C_ political subdlvls_c,n thereof i_ subject to this latlon of voting age for such office within '_e
subsection, and State in _hlch such primary election is con-

SEC. 102. Section 315 of thc Commun[ca- "(2) has specifi_._l a limitation upon total ducted. Amounts spent by or on behalf of
[ions Act of 1934 is further amended by re- expenditures for thc use of b_adca_.ttng sta- any candidate for nomination for election _m
designating subsection (c) as subsection (f) tions on behalf of the candidacy of each such office in connection with his primary
and by inserting immediately before such
subsection the following new subsections: legally qualified _andidate irt such election, camps,Igc:, tn any State shall not exceed such

"(c)(1) For purposes of this subsection and llmitatiot_ for that State.
and subjection (d), the term-- "(3) has provided in anx, such law an (d) A_:aounts spent for the use of non-

unequivocal expression of int_;nt to be bound broadcas:: communications media on behall of
"(A) 'Federal elective office' means the of- by the provisions of this section, and a ay legaldy qualified candld_te for Federal

rice of President, Vice President, United '"(4) has stipulated that _he amount of elective office (or for nomination to such of.
States Senator or Representative, or Delegate such limitation slaaU not exce_ed the amount fire) shail, for the purposes of this section,
or Resident Connnissioner to the Congress; which would be de,ermined for such election bs decree,2 to have been spent by such can,i!-

"(B) 'use of broadcasting stations by or under subsection (c) had such election been d_te. Amounts spent for the use of nonbro_d-
on behalf of any candidate' Includes not only an election for a Federal elective office or c:_t communications media by or on behalf
broadcasts advocating such candidate's elec- of any le!;ally qualified candidate for the oll-
tion, but also broadcasts urging the defeat nomination thereto; :[l_e of V!:ce President of the United St_',_es
of his opponent or derogating his opponent's then no station licensee may make any
stand on campaign issues; charge for the use of such s_ation '_y or on slmll, for ghe purposes of this section, bed,._emed to have been spent by the candidate

"(C) 'legally qualified candidate' means behalf of any legally qualified candidate in :for the office of President of the United
any person who (1) meets the qualifications such election unh;ss such candidate, or a 8:ares with whom he Is running.
prescribed by the applicable laws to hold the person specifically authorizer by such can-
Federal elective office for which he Is a can- didate _n writing to do so, ceriifies to such Ii- (e) No person may make any charge for
didate and (2) is eligible under applicable censee in writing that the payment of such the use o:i any nonbroadcast communications
State law to be voted for by the electorate charge will not violate sucl_ limitation, medium by or on behalf of any candidate for]._._deral e_ective office (or for nomination to
directly or by means of delegates or electors; "(e) One who wiilfully and knowingly rio- _'_uch offic_.) unless such candidate, or an in*
and la[es the provisions of subset';ion (c) or (d) dlvidual :_peclfically authorized by such can-

"(D) 'broadcasting station' includes a of this section shall be punished by a fine dfdate In writing to do so, certifies, to such
community antenna television system, and not to exceed $5,000 or Imp_sonment for a
the terms 'licensee' and 'station licensee' period not; to exceed five years, or both. The. person that the payment of such charge will
when used with respect to a community an- provisions of sec.[ions 501 through 50_ of this _ot vfola!:e subsection (c). Any person wi_to
tenna television system, mean the operator of Act shall not apply to vlolatio_s of such sub- furnishes the use of any nonbroadcast coza-municatic,ns medium to or for the benefit of
such system, section." _my such candidate without charge there-

"(2) Except as provided in section 104 of L_MITATIONfS ON C_,'-_PA][_I_EXt'ENDITErRES FOa ]['or shall t:.e deemed to have made a contribu-
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, NOlO'BROADCASTCOMMUNICA_IONS _IED_& tion to s_tch candidate In an amount equal
no legally qualified candidate in any primary, SEC. 103. (a) For purposes ,_f this section, l_ the amount normally charged for such per-
runoff, general, or spec[al election for a Fed* the term .... son for such use. Any person who furnishe_
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the use of any nonbroadcast communications expression of a preference for the no:mina,, "(3) a transter of funds between political
medium to or for the benefit of any such can- tion of persons for election to the off,ce o:t committees;
didate at a rate which, is less than the rate President, and (5) the election of del,-_gat;el; "(g) 'person' and 'whoever' mean an indt-
normally charged by such person for such to a constitutional cor_ventlon for proposing vid.us,l, partnership, committee, association,
use shall be deemed to have made a contribu- amendments to the Constitution of tho corporation, or any other organization or
lion to such candidate in an amount equal United States; t;roup of persons; and
to the excess of the rate normally charged "(b) 'candidate' means an individual who "(h) 'State' means each State of the
over the rate charged such candidate, seeks nomination for election, or election, United S_ate$, the District of Columbia, the

(f) One who willfully and knowingly vie- to Federal office, whether or not such indl- Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any ter-
lates the pro.visions of this section shall be vidual is elected, and, for purposes of this ritory or possession of the United States."

punished by a fine not to exceed $5,000 or paragraph, an individual shall be deemed t_) SEC:. 202. Section _00 of title 18, United
imprisonment of not more than five years, seek nomination for election, or election, t_ .qt4_tes C_xle, is amended to read as follows:
or both. Federal office, if he has (I) taken the act:Ion "§ 600. Promise of employment or other bene-

LIMITED INTERCItANGEABILXTYBETWEEN necessary under the law of a State to c[ualifv fit for political activity
EXPENDITURES LIMITATIONS himself for nomination for election, o:r elec- "Whoever, directly or indirectly, promisee

tion, or (2) received contributions or m_bde _ny employment, position, compensation,
SEC. 104. (a) A legally qualified candidate expenditures, or has given his consent for _xmtract, appointment, or other benefit, pro-

in any primary, runoff, general, or special any other person to receive contributions or _tiiled for or made pc_lble in whole or in
election for Federal elective office may, at make expenditures, with a view to bringing ])art by ,_ny Act of Congress, or any gpecial
his option, transfer not to exceed 20 per about his nomination for election, or elco- consideration In obtaining any such benefit,
centum of the expenditure limitation under lion, to such office;
section 315(c) of the Communications Act "(c) 'Federal office' means the o_Sce cf 'x) any person as consideration, favor, 0r re-m_rd for any political activity or for the
of 1934 as amended or section 103(c) of this President or Vice President 'of the United _,_pport _f or opposition to any candidate or
Act between one or the other to be spent On States, or Senator or Representative in, ¢,r :_ny political party in connection with any
either the broadcast or nonbroadcast media Delegate or Resident Commissioner 1_, the .general or special election to any political of-
on behalf of his candidacy in such election. Congress of the United States; _lce, or 1_ connection with any primary elee-
Any amount so transferred from the one ex- "(d) 'political committee' means any :in- tl<)n or political convention or caucul_ held
penditure limitation to the other shall be dividual committee, association, or ¢,rganl.- _ seleel candidates for any political office,
deducted from the expenditure limitation zatlon which accepts contributions or mah:e ;_hall be fined not more than $1,000 or lin-
upon the media from which such transfer expenditures during a calendar year in an :[)rlsoned not more thar_ one year, or both."
Is made. aggregate amount exceeding $1,000; S_c. 202. Section 608 of title 18, United

(b) Any such legally qualified candidate "(e) 'contribution' means--- States Code, is amended to read as iollows:
exercising this option shall promptly notify "(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or
the Federal Elections Commission in writing deposit of money or anything of value (er- "§ 608. Limitations on contributions and ex-
of the amount so transferred and spent, and copt a loan of money by a national or S1;aI_ penditures
shall provide such Commission wlth such bank made in accordance with the appllcl_- "(a) (I.) No candidate may make expendi-
information as the Commission, in its Judg- ble banking laws and regulations and in the lures from his personal funds, or the per-
ment, deems necessary and proper In the ex- ordinary course of business), made for the sons.1 funds of his immediate family, in con-
ercise of this option, purpose of influencing the nomination for m._tion with his campaign for nomination

(c) The Federal Elections Commission Is election, or election, of any person to Fo/i- for election, or election, to Federal office in
authorized to develop and promulgate ap- oral office, for the purpose of influencing tile excess o_..--
propriate rules and regulations to carry out results of a primary held for the selectiola of "(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for
_he purposes of this section, delegates to a national nominating convert- the Office of President or Vice President;

(d) The definitions contained in section tion of a political party or for the exprem;lc,n "(B) $35,000, in the case of a candidate
315(c) of the Communications Act of 1934 of a preference for the nomination ,_f per- for the Office of Senator; or
and in section 103(a) of this Act are appli- sons for election to the office of President, "(C) $25,000, in the case of a candidate
cable to this section, or for the purpose of influencing the e,lec't,ic,n for 'the Office of Representative, or Delegate

COST-OF-LIVING INCREASE IN LIMITATION of delegates to a constitutional conven'_lc,n or Resilient Commissioner to the Congress.
FORMULA for proposing amendments to the Constitu- "(2) Per purpoaes of this subsection, 'lm-

SEC. 105. (a) For purposes of this section, tion of the United States; mediate family' means a candidate's spouse,
the term-- "(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, ex- and any child, parent, grancyarent, brother,

(1) "price index" means the annual aver- press or implied, whether or not legs_lly e_a- or sister of the candidate, and the spousee
age over a calendar year of the Consumer forceable, to make a contribution for _u4;h o_ such persons.
Price Index (all items--United State_ city purposes; "fb) No candidate or pol.itical committee
average) published monthly by the Bureau "(3) a transfer of funds between lPoll_ical shall knowingly accept any contribution or
of Labor Statistics; and committees; authorize any expenditure in violation of the

(2) "base period" means the calendar year "(4) the payment, by any person other tlhan provisions of this section.
1970. a oandidate or political committee, of corn- ",(c) Violation of the provisions of this

(b) Commencing immediately after the pensatlon for the personal services of another section is punishable by a fine not to exceed
end of 19_1, and after the end of each calen- person which are rendered to such candidete $1,000, imprisonment for not to exceed one
dar year thereafter, as there becomes avail- or political committee without charge lor year, or both.".
able necessary data from the Bureau of any such purpc6e; and SEC. 204. Section 609 of title 18, United
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, "(5) notwithstanding the foregoint: me,an- States Code, is repealed.
the Secretary of Labor shall determine the lngs of 'contribution', the word shallnot be S?.c. 205. Section 811 of title 18, United
difference between the price index for the construed to include services provided with- S.tates Code, is amendtgi to read as follows:
immediately preceding calendar year and the out compensation by individuals volunteering "§ 611. Contributions by Government con-
price index for the base period. The amount a portion or all of their time on behalf 01!a tractors
computed under section 315(c) (2) (A) of the candidate or political committee; "Whoever--
Communications Act of 1934 (as added by "(f) 'expenditure' means--- "(a) entering into s_y contract with the
section 102 of this Act) and under section "(1) a purchase, payment, dlstrlbut;ion, United Sta_s or any department or agency
1O3(c) (1) of this Act shall be increased by loan advance, deposit, or gift of money or thereof either for the rendition of personal
such per centum difference (excluding any anything of value (except a loan el mor,ey servlce_ or furnishing any material, supplies,
fraction of a per centum) and rounded to by a national or State bank made in accord- or equipment to the United States or any
the laext highest cent. Each amount so in- ance with the applicable banking li_ws and deparl_ent or agency thereof or for selling
creased shall be the amount in effect for regulatlor_ and in the ordinary course, of bxm- a_ay land or building to the United States
the twelve months following the end of such iness), made for the purpose of influencing or any'department or agency thereof, if pay-
calendar year. the nomination for election, or electio:a, of ment f_r the performance of such contract
TITLE II--CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS .any person to Federal office, for the purpose · or pal, ment for such material, supplies,

of influencing the result of a primE_ry held equipment, land, or building is to be made
SEc. 201. Section 591 of title 18, United for the selection of delegates to a nat:lo]Iai in 'whole or in part from funds appropriated

States Code, Is amended to read as follows: nominating convention of a political party or by the Congress, at any time between the
"§ 591. Definitions for the expression of a preference for the ¢_mmeacement of negotiations for and the

"When used in sections 597, 599, 600, 602, nomination of persons for election to the ,_f- later of (1) the completion of performance
610, 611, and 614 of this title-- rice of President, or for the purpose a_ lin- under, or (2) the termination for negotia-

"(a)' 'election' means (1) a general, spe- fiuencing the election of delegates to a con- i;ions for, such contract or furnishing of ma-
clal, primary, or runoff election, (2) a con- stitutional convention for proposing amend- terial, supplies, equipment, land or build-
vention or caucus of a political party held monte to the Constitution of the U_alted lngs, directly or indirectly makes any con-
to nominate a candidate, (3) a primary cleo- States; tadbution of money or other thing oI value,
tion held for the selection of delegates to a "(2) a contract, promise, or agreemenl_, ex- or promises expressly or hnpliedly to make
national nominating convention of a politi- press or implied, whether or not legally eh- any such contribution, to any political
cal party, (4) a primary election held for the forceable, to make any expenditure; and. party, committee, or candidate for publio
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office or to any person for any political put- compen_ation for the personal _ervices of expend:ii,ire In a le_er amount, if the ag-
pose or use; or another person which are ]endered to such greg_te amount of such expenditures to the

"(b) knowingly solicits any such cor_trl- candidate or con_nittee wt_;hout ,,,harge for s_me p_;rson during a calendar year exc_._ds
button from any such person for any such any such purpose: and $100,. _l_ho treasurer shall preserve all re.
purpose during any such period; (5) notwithstanding the foregblng mean- cetp_ed bills and accounts required to be kept
shall, be fined not more than $5,000 or Ina- lngs of "contrllmtlon", the word shall not by this section for periods of time to be
prisoned not more than five years, or both." be cox_trued _ include _ervices provided dete._rnined by the Commission.

S_c. 206. The table of sections for chapter without compensation by l_dividuals volun- (el Aay political committee which solicits
29 of title 18, United States Code, is amend- teering a portlm_ or all of t_eir time on he- or receives contributions or :makes expendi-
ed by-- half of · candidate or political o_mmittce; tures ol_ behalf of any candidate that is not

(1) striking out the item relating to sec- (f_ "expenditure" means--, authorized in writing by such candidate to
tton 608 and Inserting in lieu thereof the (1) a purchase, payment, di_tribution, d.o so s_'_lall include a notice on the face or
following: loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or fron_ page of all literature and advertise-
"608. Limitations on contributions and ex- anything of value, made fei' the l_.urpose of menl_ i)_.bllshed in connection with such

pendltures."; influencing the r:omlnatton for election, or nandlda_e_s campaign by such committee or
(2) striking out the item relating to sec- election, of an7 person ir, Federal office, on its l_ehalf stating that the committee is

tion 600 and Inserting in lieu thereof the or as a presider_tlal and vice-presidential _ot _mtlorized by such candidate and that
following: elector, or for the purpose si' influencing the ;3uch c_ndldate is not reslxmslble for the
"609. RepealedY'; result of a prirn_ry held for the selection of activILtie_ of such committee.

(3) striking out the item relating to sec- delegates to a n_ional nominatinl_ conven- (f) (1[ Any political committee shall -fla-
tten 611 and inserting in lieu thereof the tlon of a political party or for the expres- ,:lude o_. the face or front page of all liters-
following: sion of a prefer,_nce for tht_ nomination of -Ture _n_ advertisements soliciting funds the
"611. Contributions by Government con- persons for election to the office of Presi- follo_zln!; notice:

tractors.", dent, or for the purpose of lnfiue;_clng the "Aco, t)Y of our report filed with the Ped-
TITLE III--DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL election of delegates to a co_stitu_lonal con- ,_al Ele,:tions Commission is (or will l_e)

CAMPAIGBI FUNDS ventlon for proposing amendmeni:s to the l_vatll_bl,:, for purchase from the Superin-
_m-x_rrxoNs Coustfitutlon of the United _tates; _ndent c_[ Documents, United States Go'r*

(2) a _)ntr_t, promise, or agreement t_rnmen_ ]._'lnting Office, Washington, r}.c,
SEc, 301. When used in this title--- whether or not legally enforceable, to make :_0402.'
(a) "election" means (1) a general, special, an. expenditure, and (2) (A '.Fhe Commis_ion shall compile 2_nd

primary, or runoff election, (2) a convention (3) a 'transfer of funds b_tween l_lit/cal lurnlsh _ the Public Printer, not later thsl_
or caucus of a poll.tical party held to nora- 0ommi.ttees; the h_t day of March of each year, an an-
inate a candidate, (3) a primary election (g) "Commls_lon" :means the Federal _ual re:i)ort for each political comxnittee
held for the selection of delegates to a ns- Elcotiona Commis.,don; which h,_ flied a report with him under thh_
tlonal nominating convention of a political (h) "person" :_._eans an l]_divtdual, part- title lltu:tng the period from March 10 of the
party, (4) a primary election held for the nerahip, committee, association, corporation, preco_lin!_ calendar year through January _ll
expression of a preference for the nomlna- lal_r organization, and any other organiza- cf tho ymr In which such annual report is
tion of persons for election to the office of tlon or group o_ pemons; and wade a_ Mlable to the Public Printer. Each
President, and (fi) the election of delegates (1) "State" mea_ each St_e of the United such a_mal report shall contaln_
to a constitutional convention for proposing States, the District of Oolurabia, the Corn- (1) a ;spy of the statement of organhm-
amendments to the Constitution of the m_nwealth of Puerto l_ico, a_d any terrtt_3Ty tiou c_ t_e political committee required _.n-
Un, ted States; or possession of the United States. clef sect'.Leu 303, together with any amend-

(b) "candidate" means an individual who £_ent_ tl_.ereto; and
seeks nomination for election, or election, to OR_AN_I_ATIONO:_'POLIWICA]hCOMM_EES
Federal office, whether or not such lndivid- 8_c. 3_2. (a) Every political c_m_mlbtes (ii) a copy of each report filed hy such
ual is elected, aud, for purposes of this para- shall have a chairman and a trea_;urer. No ,commit/_e under section 304 from March l0
graph, an individual shall be deemed to contribution anti no expenditure shall be of iht; l_,receding yea r through January $1
seer nomination for election, or election, if accepted or made by or on behalf of a pol_t_- of the year in which the annual report is sof'arnlsh_:[ to the Public Printer.
he has (1) taken the action necessary under cal cormxdttee a:; a time _aen t_.ere is a
the law of a ._Itate to qualify himself for vacancy In the office of chalrntan or ';re_urer (B) The Public Printer shall make copies
nomination for election, or election, to Fed- thereof. Bio expe:a_itture shall be made for of such _mnual reports avalla'ble for sale to
eral office, or (2) received contributions or or on behalf of a political c_mmit_ee with- ti_e publc by the Superintendent of Docu-
made expenditures, or has given his con- out the authori.'_tlon of lt_ chairman or ments a_ soon as practicable after they i_re
sent for any other person to receive cont_bu- troasure_, ce their de_ignatext agents, r_.-ceiw;d from the Commission.
_lons or make expenditures, with a view to (b) Every persor: who receives a con_ribu- _C,XS_a_TXON OF ponrrxcaL COMMr_r_-S,
bringing about his nomination for election, tion in excess of. $10 for a political cam- STaTEmmNTS
or election, to such office; mitteo shl_ll, on d_nand of tho tre_urer, and S_c.' 3,)3_ (a) Each political com_fittee

_rc) "Federal office" means the office of In any event within five da_ af_e'.: receipt 'which artlctpates receiving contributions cr
President or Vice President of the United of such contrlhutton, render lo the lre-asurer '.making _xpenditures during the calendar
States; or of Senator or Representative in, a de_ailed account thereof, lnclu¢ling the year in a_t aggregate amount exceeding $1,000
or Delegate or Resident Comml_qoner to, amount, the name and address (occupation _hall file with the Commission a statement
the Congress of the United States; and tl_e principal _lace of b_,.qinees, if any) o_: organization, wtthln ten days after its

(d) "political committee" means any corn- of 12_e person makl:ag such co]xtribution, and organization or, If later, ten days after t:ae
mittec, association, or organization which the ds/ts on which received. All fm_d_ of a date on which it has Information which
accepts contributions or makes expenditures poli$lcal comrnltt_._ shall be segregated cl_u_s th_ committee to anticipate it will re-
during a calendar year in an aggregate from, and may not be coma, tingled _ltli, any c_:ive con_;ributlous or make expenditures tn

personal fur_ds of office_, m_mber_, or as- excess of $1,000. Each such committee tn
_umount exceeding $1,000; sociates of such c_mml_tee, t._3.ster.Lce at the date of enactment of thi_

(e) "contrtbutlon" means-- (c) It _hall be the duty 07 the trei_ureg Act sh_fil tis a statement of organization wi_;h
(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or of a political conunittee to keep a detailed the Cam_dssion at such time as it prescribes.

deposit of money or anything of value, made and. exaci; account, of_ (b) Th._ statement of organization shid[
for the purpose of influencing the nomlna- .(I) all coxltrlb_[tions made %o or :'or such t_.clud_._--
tlon for election, or election, of any person committee;
to Federal office or as a presidential or vice- (2) tho full name and r_lllng address (1) '_h_ name and address of the commit.,
presidential elector, for the purpose of ii1- (occupation and l;he .principal place of bus- tee;
fiuencing the result of a primary held for the lnese, if any) of ew,'ry person maktnff a con- (2) _the names, addresses, and. relationships
selection of delegates to a national noml- trtbutton In excea_ of $10, and the c!ate and of affillat_d or connected organizations;
hating convention of a political party or for amount thereof; (3) _he area, scope, or Jurisdiction of the
the expression si: a preference for _he nomi- (3) all expenditures made _y or on behalf ccmmttte0;
nation of persons for election to the office of such committ_;; and (4) the name, address, and position of the
of President, or for the purpose of infiuenc- (4) _;he full name and rnallhtg addre_J (cc- c_todian of books and accounts;
lng the election of delegates to a consti- cupatton and the _rinclpal place of _uslness, (5) the name, address, and posttion of
tutlonal convention for proposing amend- if any) of every _erson to _rhom ),ny ex- other p,rlr_clpal officers, including officers a_d
meats to the Constitution of the United penditure is made,' the date and amount m._mbers of the finance committee, If Shay;
States; thereof and the n_e and _idress of, and (6) the name, address, office sought, a_d

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, office sought by, each candidate on whoso _,ax_y affil:!atlon of (A) each candidate whom
whether or not legally enforceable, to make behalf such exper.diture was made. %he coma lites Is supporting, and (B) any
a contl_bution for any such purpose; (d) :it shall be t:he duty of the treasurer et her indl rldual, if any, whom the committee

(3) a transfer of funds between political to obtain and keep a receipted bill, stating is supporting for nomination for election, or
committees; the particulars_ fc_ every ex1_nditul_ made eh._-tion, '_o any public office whateyer; or,

(4) the payment, by any person other by or on behalf o_ a political committee in l_ the co:_mnlttee is supporting the enti_
than a candidate or political committee, of excess of $I00 in _nount, ant: for m_y such ticket of _tny party, the name of the party;
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(7) a statement whether the committee is ture ar expenditures have been made by such (1) represents a State, or a political sub-

a continuing one; commi'ttee or on behalf of such commltt4_ division thereof, or any group of peraons, tn
(8) the disposition of residual funds which or candidate within the calendar year in an d._aling with officials of a national political

'will be made in the event of dissolution; aggregate amount or value in excess of $100, p_rty with respect to nmtters involving a
(9) a listing of all banks, safety deposit the amount, date, and purpose of each such convenMo'a held in such State or political

boxes, or other depositories used; expenditure and the name and address ,:}f, _uhdivislon to nominate a candidate for the
(10) a statement of the reports required and omce sought by, each candidate on whc_e circe of _ssldent or Vice President, or

to be filed by the committee with State or behalf such expenditure was made; (2) represents a national political parW in
local officers, and, if so, the names, addresses, (10) the full name and mailing a¢id_;ss, n_aking arrangements for the convention of
:and positions of such persons; and business, if any, of each person to whom an such party held to nominate a candidate for

(11) such other information as shall be expenditure for personal services, sa'.iariE:s t:ae office of President or Vice President,
required by the Commission. and reimbursed expenses in excess of $1_, shall, within sixty days following the end of

(c) Any change in information previously has been made, and which is not otherwise tlile canwmtlon (but not later than twenty
submitted in a statement of organization reported, including the amount, date, atadl days prior to the date on which presidential
shall be reported to the Commission within purpose of such expenditure; and vlce..presldential electors are chosen),
a ten-day period following the change. (11) the total sum of expenditures ma.de tg.le with the Commission a full and complete

(d) Any committee which, after having by such committee or candidate during the £m_r_lal statement, In such farm and detail
filed one Or more statements of organization, Calendar year; a_ it mi.y prescribe, of the sources from
disbands or determines it will no longer re- (12) the amount and nature of debts ariel _thich it derived its funds, and the purposes
ce!ye contributions or make expenditures obligations owed by ar to the committee, In f,)r which such funds were expended.
during the calendar year in an aggregate such form as the Commission may preseribe D_rrms OF TIlE COMMISSION

amount exceeding $1,000 shall so notify the and a continuous reporting of their debt.'_ S_.C. 308. (a) It shall be the duty of the
Commission. and obligations after the election at s_,ch ¢,_ommission--

REPORTS BY pOLITICAL COlVI_ilTTEESAI_D periods as the Commission may require uxlttil (1) to develop and furnish to the person
cAN_ma_s such debts and obligations are extlnguishe,d; required by the provisions of this Act pre-

SEC. 30A. (a) Each treasurer of a political and scribed forms for the making of the reports
commibtse supporting a candidate or candl- (13) such other information as shall b,; _,nd statements required to be filed with It
dates for election to Federal office and each required by the Commission. lmder this title;

. candidate for election to such office, shall (c) The reports required to be filed bg sub- (2) to prepare, publish, and furnish to
file with the Commission reports of receipts section (a) shall be cumulative during th,_ the person required to file such report.,; and
and expenditures on forms to be prsecribed or calendar year to which _hey relate, but wher,_- statements a manual setting forth recom-
approved by it. Such reports shall be filed there has been no change in an item reported mended uniform methods of bookkeeping
on the te_th day of March, June, and Sep- in a previoUS report during such year, o:[_ly ired reporting;
tember, In each year, and on the fifteenSh the amount need be carried forward. If no (3), to develop a filing, coding, and cross-
and fifth days next preceding the date on contributions or expenditures have been E_c- I nde_fing system consonant with the pur-
which an election is held, and also by the eepted or expended during a calendar: yt;ar, poses of this title;
thirty-first day of January. Such reports the treasurer of the political commiitee or (4} to make the reports and statements
shall be complete as of such date as the candidate shall file a statement to that ,el- filed wlt'n it available for public inspection
Commission may prescribe, which shall not fect. Ired copying, commencing as soon as prac-
be less than five days before the date of filing imPORTS BY OTHERSTHAN POLrX'XCA_ tic:able but not later than the end of the
except that any contribution of $5,000 ar CO,_MX'A'A'X_ t_;ond day following the day during which
more received after the last report is filed S_c, 305. Every person {other than _ poll- 1%was received, and to permit copying of any
prior to the election, shall be reported within tical committee or candidate) who mak, s _meh report or statement by hand or by
forty-eight hours after lis receipt, oontributdons or expenditures, other than by duplicating machine, as requested by any

(b) Each report under thls section shall contribution to a political committee ce c_m- '_erson, at the expense of such person:
disclose-- dldate, in an aggregate amount In ex,_ass of J'ro_ifled, That any information copied from

(1) the amount of cash on hand a_ the $100 wit,bin a calendar year shall fils with auch reports and statements shall not be
beginning of the reporting period; the Commission a statement containi:_g t,he i_old or utilized by any person for the pur-

(2) the full name and mailing address information required by Sscti0ex 304. Stat_,- '_ose of soliciting contributions or for any
(occupation and the principal place of busl- merits required by this asc_ion __n?l t_ filed ,_ommerclal purpose;
ness, If any) of each person who has made on the dates on which rep_'ts by palitic_d (5} ix, preserve such reports and state-
one or more contributions to or for such oomml_ are filed, but need not be cum_t- merits for a period of ten years from date
committee or candidate (including the put- lative, df receipt, except that reports and state-

chase of ticket_ for events such as dinners, _OR_A_ RE_UXREIIKENTSRESPZCTIN_ RI_ORT$ ments relating solely to candidates for the
luncheons, rallies, and similar lundin/sing AN_ STATF,_ HOUSe O:_Representatiwm shall be prei;erved
even.ts) within the calendar year in an ag- for only five years from the date of receipt;
gregate amount or value of $100 or more, to- S_c. 306. (a) A report or statemtmt m.-- (8) lx_ compile and maintain a current
gether with the amount and date of such quired by this title to be filed by a treas_rc, r list of a:_l statements or, parts of statements
contributions; of a political committee, a candidate, o_ by pertaining to each candidate;

(3) the total sum of individual contribu- any other person, shall be verified by tl_e oath (7) to prepare and publish an annnal re-
t!ohs made to _r for such commit_ee or can- or affirmation of the person filing such repo:,-t port including compilations of (A) total
al[date during the reporting period and not or statement, taken befare any officer au- reported contributions and expenditures for
reported under paragraph (2); thor!zed to administer oaths, all ean¢itdates, political committees, and

(4) the name and address of each political (b) A copy of a report ar statement shs,n other persons during the year; (B) total
committee or candidate from which the re- be preserved by the person filing ii; for a amount; expended acc_'ding to such categor-
porting committee or the candidate received, period of time to be designated by th,; Octal- les as it shall determine and broken down
or to which that committee 0_ candidate mission In a published regulation, in.to ca:ad!date, party, and non-party ex-
made, any transfer of funds, together with (c) The Co--minion may, hy publis'h_Kl penditmma on the National, State, and local
the amounts and dates of all transfers; regulation of general applicability, relieve levels; {C) total amounts expended for in-

(5) each loan to or from any person within any catego_ of political committees of the fiuencing nominations and elections stated
the calendar year in an aggregate amount or obligation to comply with section 304 If i;uch separately; (D) total amounts contribu¢_l
value in excess of $100, together with the full committee (1) primarily supports pe_o_s a_'_rding to such c_tegories of amounts as
names and mailing addresse_ (occupations seeking State or local office, and ch)es nvt it shall determine and broken down Into
and the principal places of business, if any) substantially support candidates, and (ID contributions on the National, State, _nd
of the lender and endorsers, If any, and the does not operate in more tha3x one ,o'.tats vr local levels for candidates and politicalt corn-
date and amount of such loans; on a statewide basis, r_dttces: and (E) aggregate amounts con-

(6) the total amount of proceeds from (A) (d) The Commiaslon shall, by public,hsd tributedL by any contributor shown to have
the sale of tickets to each dinner, luncheon, regulations of general applicability, presc:_ll_e contributed in excess of $I00;
rally, and other fundraising event; (B) mass the manner in which contributions _mfi ex- (8) t_ prepare and publish from time to
collections made at such events; and (C) penditures In the nature of debts and o_-_ee time special reports comparing the various
sales of items such as political campaign contracts, agreements, and promises to ma:[_e _tals a_d categories of contributions and ex-
pins, buttons, badges, flags, emblems, hats, contributions or expenditures shall be _e- penditnres made with respect to preceding
banners, literature, and similar materials; ported. Such regulations shall provl,._e that elections;

(7) each contribution, rebate, refund, or they be reported in separate schedule_. In (9) to prepare and publish such other re-
other receipt in excess of $100 not otherwise determining acgregate ammints of cont_'l- ports sm It may deem appropriate;

(10) :_ assure wide _issemihation of statls-
listed(8)underthetotalParagraphSsumof all(2)receiptsthr°Ughby(6)or;for butlons and expenditures, amounts rel_,:rted tics, summaries, and reports prepared underas provided in such regulations shall nc,t be
such committee or candidate during the re- considered until actual payment is hind,E;, this title;porting period; (ll) make from time to time audits and

(9) the full name and mailing address (cc- aEPoaTs oN CONV_NI'ION FINA_C_G fieRl in.vestlgatlons wlth respect to reports
Cupation and the principal place of business, SEc. 80?. Each committee or other or_a- and statements filed under the provisions of
if any) of each person to whom an expendi- ntzatlon whieh_ thl_t titlie, and with respect to alleged failures
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to file any report or statement required received, and to permit copying 02 any such the du_i;ies of the Commission in accordance
under the provisions of this title; report .or statement by h_nd or by dupll- wtth tile provisions of title 5, United States

(12) to report apparent violations of law to caring machine, requested by any person, at Code.

the appropriate law enforcement authorities; the expen.,_ of linch person; and (J) ??he Commission may obtain the aery-
(t) to compile and mirlmum a current ices of experts and consultants in accordance

anal3) to prescribe suitable rules and regula- list of _11 state:_._ents or parts of _3tatements with section 3109 of title 5, United States
tiGriS to carry out the provisions of this title, pertaining to e_ch candidate. Code.

(b) il) Any person who believes a violation _VERaL :m,rcTio_s co_Mmszo_ (k) _teetlon 5316 of title 5, United States
of this title ha_ occurred may file a corn- SEC. 310. (a) There Is :lereby created a Code, 1_;amended by adding at the end there-
plaint with the Commission. If the Commis- Commission to be known as the Federal of the Ionowing new paragraph:sion determines there is substantial reason to
believe such a violation has occurred, it shall Elections Comn_J_slon, which shall be tom- "(131) Executive Director, Federal Floc-
expeditiously make an investigation, which posed of slx members, not more than three tlons Cvmmisslon."
shall also include an investigation of reports of whom shall be members of the m_me polltl- (1) La carrying out its responsibilities nn-

cal party, who shall be chosen from among der this title, the Commission shall, to theand statements filed by the complainant if he
persons who, by reason of maturity, experi- fullest extent practicable, avail itself of the

is a candidate, of the matter complained of. ence, and public service have t_ttained a 8eslstaz_ce, including personnel and facilities,
Whenever in the Judgment of the Commis- natlonxvide reputation for integrity, impar- of the General Accounting Office and the
sion, after affording due notice and an op- tiality, and good Judgment. are qualified to Deplwtraent of Justice. The Comptroller Gen-
portunlty for a hearing, any person has eh- carry out the functions of the Commission eral and the Attorney General are authorized
gaged or is about to engage in any acts or and shall be appointed by _he Pr(:sident, by to nmke available to the Commission such
practices which constitute or will constitute and with the ad.vice and consent cf the Sen- personr_el, facilities, and other assistance,
a violation of any provision of this title or ate. One of tho original members shall be with or without reimbursement, as the Co:m-
any regulation or order issued thereunder, appointed for a term of two years, one for a miss:ion may request.

the Attorney General on behalf of the United term of four yearn, one for a term of six years, Pao_nmriuoN OF CONTRIIBUTIO.._ISrig NAME OF
States shall institute a civil action for re- one for a term of eight yeaxs, one for a term aNOTI_F_m

lief, Including a permanent or temporary in- of ten years, and one for I_ term of twelve S_c. _lll. No person shall make a contrlbn-
Junction, restraining order, or any other ap- years, beginning from the d_te of ,mactment tlon in the name of another person, and no
propriate order in the district court of the of this Act, but their sueeessoH_ shall be person_hall knowingly accept a contribution
United States for the district in which the appointed for lmrms of t_elve years each, made by one person in the name of another
person is found, resides, or transacts busi- except that any individual chosen to fill a person.
ness. Upon a proper showing that such per- vacancy shall be appolntsd onl:r for the
son has engaged or is about to engage In such unexpired term of the member whom he shall PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS
acts or practices, a permanent or temporary succeed. The l_.:esldent shall designate one S_. ?.12. Any person who violates an 7 of
Injunction, restraining order, or other order member to serve as Chalr_Lan of the Como the provisions of this title shall be fined not
shall be granted without bond by such court, miss:ion and one member '_ serme as Vice more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more

(2) In any action brought under paragraph Chairman. The Vice Chalrrlan shall act as than one year, or both.

ii) of this subsection, subpenas for witnesses Chairman In the absence or disability of STA_ LaWS Nor aF_ECT_

who are required to attend a United States the Chairman cr in the event of a vacancy Szc. 31_. (a) Nothing in this title shall be
district court ruay run into any other district. In that office, deemed to invalidate or make Inapplicable

(3) Any party aggrieved by an order (b) A vacancy in the Commission shall any proTislon of any State law, except wl_ere
granted under paragraph (1) of thIs subsec- not Impalr the _ght of the remaining mom- complla:ace with such provision of law would
tlon may. at any time within sixty days after hers to exercise all the powers of the Corn- result in a violation of a provision of this
the date of entry,thereof, file a petition with mission and font membem thereof shall title.

the United States court of appeals for the constitute a quorum. (bi, The Commission shall encourage, and
circuit In which such person Is found, resides, (c) _?_e Commission shall have an official _-ooperat_ wlth, the election officials in the
Or transacts business, for Judlclal review Gl seal which shall be Judicially noticed. ._everal Btates to develop procedures which

such order. (d) _e Connnlsslon shall at the close of mrlll eliminate the necessity of multiple ill-
(4) The Judgment of the court of appeals each fiscal year report to t:_e Congress and Lugs by permitting the filing of copies of

affirming or setting aside, In whole or in to the ]President concerning the action it i_'ederal reports to satisfy the Sta:'e require-
part, any sucl_ order of the district court has taken; the rmmes, salaries, and duties of ments.
-,hall be final, subject to review by the Su- all lndlvLduals la its emplo_ and the money _aaTLmL nVVA_.n)rrY

proms Court of the United States upon cer- it has disbursed; and shall make such further S_;. 314. If any provision of thL2 title, or
tlorarl or certification as provided in section reports on the matters within its Jurisdiction the application thereof, to any person or1254 of title _-8 of the United States Code. and such recommendations _or further legls-

(5) Any action brought under this sub- latlon as may appear desirahle, clrcums_:ance Is held Invalid, the validity
of the remainder of the title and the appll-

section shall be advanced on the docket of (e) lVZembers of the Commlss_on shall, catior_ of such provision to other persons
the court In which filed, and put ahead of all while serving on the bustn(:se of bhe Corn- and circumstances shall not be affected
other actions (other than other actions mission, be enti,_led to receive compensation ';hereby.brought under this subsection), at a rate fixed 1)y the Director of the Office

STATEMENTS FILED WITH CLEEK OF UNITED of Management and Budget but nol In excess Rm'EALINO CLAUSE
STaTZS COURT of $100 per day, including traveltlme; and SF_. 3.5_ (a_ The Federal Corrupt Practices

while so serving away from their homes or Act, 1023 (2 U.S.C. 241-256), is repealed.
SEC. 309. la) A copy of each statement regular places of business they may be al- lb) ht case of any conviction under this

required to be filed with the Commission by lowed travel expenses incl'_ding per diem _;itle, where the punishment inflicted does
this title shall be filed with the clerk of the in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by sec- not Include imprisonment, such conviction
United States dlstrlct court for the Judicial tion 5703 of title 5, United States Code. .,;hall be deemed a misdemeanor conviction
dlstrict in which Is located the principal of- (f) The principal office of the Commission only.
rice of the political committee or, in the case shall be tn or near the DistrLct of Columbia, _'ITLE IV--MISCELLANEOUS
of a statement filed by a candidate or other but it may meet or exercis_ any or all its I_XTEIq[SIONOF CREDITBY EEOULATEDINDIYST_IlF_

person, in which is located such person's resi- powers at any oth_;r place. SEC. 401. The Civil Aeronautics Board, the
deuce. The Commission may require the fil- (g) AIL officer_, agents, attorneys: and em- ]*ederai Communications Commission, and
lng of reports and statements required by ployees of the Commission :_hall be subject the ]fnterstate Commerce Commission stroll
this title with the clerks of other United to the provlston_ of section 9 of t:he Act of each promulgate, within ninety days after
States district courts where it determines the August 2, 1939, as amended (the _Iatch Act), the date of enactment of this Act. Its cum
public !nerest wlll be served thereby, notwithstanding any exempt:.on cor..tained in regulations with respect to the extension of

lb) It shall be the duty of the clerk of a such section, credit, without security, by any person regu-
United States district court under subsec- (h) The Comn_lssion shall appoint an Ex- lated by such Board or Commission to any
tlon (a)-- ecutive I_irector without re_ard to the pro- candidate for Federal office (a_ such term is

(1) to receive and maintain In an orderly visions off title 5, United Stat.;s Code, govern- (lefim._l In section 301(c) of the Federal Elec-
manner all reports and statements required lng appointments in the competitive service, tton Car[palgn Act of 1971), or to any person
by this title to be filed with such clerks; to serve at the t)l*asure of the Comrnlsslon. on behalf of such a candidate, for go,_is

(2) to preserve such reports and state- The Executive Director shall be responsible furnh_ed or services rendered in connection
merits for a period of ten years from date for the administrative operations of the Corn- with th_; campaign of such candidate for
of receipt, except that reports and state- mission and shall perform SrLch otb.er duties nomination for election, or election, to such
merits relating solely to candidates for the as may be delegated or assigned to him from office.

House of Representatives shall be preserved time to time by regulations or orders of the F._I*EC'rXVEDaT_
for only five years from the date of recelpt; Commission. ltowever, the Commission shall

(3) to make the reports and statements not delegate th_: making of regul_tlons re- S_c. 402. Except as provides for in ssction
filed with him available for public inspection gardlng electlmm to the Executive Director. 4._1 of this Act, the provisior_ of this Act
and copying during regular office hours, corn- ii) The Chalrnmn of the Commission shall -,;hall become effective on December 31, 19gl,
mencing as soon as practicable but not later appoint am! fix the compersation of such or sixty lays after the date of enactment of
than the end of the day during which it was personnel as it 1_;deemed necessary to fufill lhis Act, whichever is later.
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Mr. HARVEY (during the reading), this area of difference, I would point out chusetts (Mr. M.ACDOI_IALD), will make a
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that testimony before our com:mitt,_ stxonger bill. I said at the outset that as
that the amendment in the nature of a from Deputy Attorney General Klein- far as Ii was concerned, the real key was
substitute be considered as read, printed dienst clearly indicated his belief that a strong disclosure provision. In addition,
in the RECOaD, and open to amendment such limits wolxld be unconstitutional, the absence of a limit on contributions
at any point. In addition, I would POint out the vel2/ in the Senate substitute is more realistic,

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to clear and convincing testimony o_ Prc.f. and the agency regulations for extension
the request of the gentleman from Ralph Winter, of Yale University Law olF credit to candidates is essential. I
Michigan? School, in this :regard. This matt_r was would, therefore, urge you to support

There was no objection, considered in the Senate and becs,us_ of this Senate substitute which I have in-
Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, As ! this fact and because the White House troduced so that we may have true re-

mentioned earlier this is the fun text of was so strongly opposed to such limits, form.
H.R. 11280, that I am introducing as a the Senate substitute contains no provi- A]YIENDMENTOFFEREDB'Y MR. MACDONALDOF
substitute. It iS the Senate bill. It was sions in this regard. MaSSACn--_SET_STO TI_ESUBSTITUTEAME.N'D-
first introduced in the House by the gen- The Hays-Macdonald bill, which we _ENT OFFEREDBY ]MR.HARVEY
tleman from Ohio (Mr. BROWN) and the are now considering, however, does con- Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts.
gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. FREN° lain such limits and would prevent any Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment to
ZEL). If adopted with the amendment of individual and member of his immediate the amendment in the nature of a sub-
Mr. MACDONALDof Massachusetts, it will family from contributing more than $31,- stitute .offered by the gentleman from
indeed serve as a good vehicle for cam- 000 to any Presidential candidate, $5,000 Michigan (Mr. HARVEY).
paignspending reform, to any Senate candidate, and $5,000 _o The .Clerk read as l_oliows:

Mr. Chairman, the amendments which any House candidate. Amendment offered by Mr. MACDONALVof
the House adopted yesterday actually Three. Limits on the amount a candi- Massachusetts to the amenchment in the ha-
bring the combination Hays-Macdonald date may spend in his own behalf. Again, ture of a substitute offered by Mr. HARVEY:
bill that we are working on much closer if you read the testimony of ProfessDr Page 2. strike out fine 1 and all that _rollows
to the Senate substitute that I am offer- Winter, there is considerable question down through line 2 on page 13 and insert
lng. Certainly, the Frey amendment, about the con:_titutionality of such a in lieu thereof the following:
which broadened the nonbroadcast provision, but ii; is clear from the senti- :CXTLEI---CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS
media to be limited as far as spending ment expressed in both the Senate and S_XOaTTITLE
iS concerned, and the 20 percent flexible House that the Members feel there SECrXo_ 101. This title may be cited as the
feature that he added made the House should be such limits. "Campaign communications Reform Act".
bills spending limitations very close to The Senate substitute provides thai; no DEFINI'._IONS
those in the Senate substitute. The only candidate from his funds or those of his SEC. ]02. For purposes of this title:
major difference is that the substitute personal family may spend more than (1) 'Flae term "conununicatlons media"
provides for an overall limit as high as $50,000 as a candidate for President or means broadcasting _tatlons, newspapers,
$60,000, or $30,000 each for broadcast- Vice President, nor more than $35,000 as and. outdoor advertising facilities.(2) The term "broadcasting station" has
lng and nonbroadcasting, whereas the a candidate for the Senate, nor more tlhe same meaning as such term has under
limit of the House bill is a total of $50,- than $25,000 as a candidate for t'_ae section 315(d) of the Communications Act
000. House. of 1934.

There are, however, several other The Hays-Macdonald bill before us (3) The term "Federal elective office.°
major areas of difference between the even further limits the amount that c_m means _he office of Pr_mident of the United
Senate substitute that I am offering and be spent and would prohibit a preside:a- States, or of senator ox'Representative in, or
the combination Hays-Macdonald bill tial candidate from spending more t/.h_m Resident CommLssloner or Delegate to, the
now before us. The fact that these areas $35,000, a Senate candidate more than Congre_ of the United, States (and for pur-!c_)sescf section 103(b) such term includes
of difference do still exist in itself should $20,000, and a House candidate more the office of Vice President).
be enough to persuade those Members than $15,000. (4) 2_he term "legally qualified candidate"
who truly want reform that there is con- Four. The agency regulations _th re- with respect to Federal elective office_ or
siderable merit in supporting the sub- gard to extending credit. The Senate rtomina.tlon for election to such office, has
stitute, as it will be amended by Mr. substitute clearly requires the CAB, the the same meaning as such term ha,,_when
MACdONaLD of Massachusetts. Let me FCC, and the ICC to issue regulations used lr._section 315 of the Communications
take a minute to point out some of these concerning the extension of credit to ,.mn- Act of t934.
areas of difference between the two bills: didates. (5) The term "voting age population"means resident civilian population, e_ghteen

First. Disclosure and reporting. The The Hays-Macdonald bill has no :_;uch years o.fage and older.
Senate substitute requires full reports provision, and you will recall yesterday (6) The term "State" includes the ]District
from candidates, from committees and that this was xafied nongermane by the of Columbia and the Commonwe_dth of
from individuals, and provides for filing Parliamentarian. Puerto Rico.
these reports 15 and 5 days before an Five. Penalties. The Senate substitute MEmARATER]_,QUIREMENTS
election, as well as for quartely reports in each case provides for a fine c,f up to sec. 103. (a) Section 315(b) of such Act
throughout the year, These reports would $5,000, or as much as 5 years in pr:ison, is amended to read as follows:
be due on the 10th of March, June and for violations thereof. "(b) The charges made for the use of any
September each year and the January The Hays-Macdonald bill provJ.dez J_or broadcasting station by any person who is a

legally qualified candidate for any public
31st following an election. Further, a a fine of up to $25,000 in the case of a office shall not exceed the actual charges
Copy of the report would have to be filed candidate for President or Vice Presi- made I_y such station for any comparable
with an Elections Commissiol. to be ap- dent, but no fine in the case of Senators use of such station for other purposes."
pointed by the President, with the ad- or Representatives. It does, howew_r, itmve (b) (t) To the extent that any person sells
vice and consent of the Senate, and also a very severe restriction which would space xn any newspaper or magazine to a
with the U.S. District Court for the dis- disqualify any person from assuming legally qualified candidate for Federal elec-
trict in which the committee is located such office; in the case of a candidate for tire office, or nomination thereto in connec-
orthe candidate resides,-and where they Congress, 5 years, and in the case of a tion with such candidate's campaign fornomination for, or election to, such since,
would be available for inspection, candidate for the Senate, 7 years, _mtil the charges made for the use of such space

The Hays-Macdonald bill, on the con- he had compli¢_l with the act. in con:aection with h._s campaign shall not
trary, simply requires two reports, one Although it is my understanding ,,tach exceed the charges made for comparable use
between 15 and 10 days before the elec- a provision is in existence in the ,'_tate of of such space for other purposes.
ti0n and one 45 days after the election. Ohio, I think again there is considerable (2) :ff any person makes available space in
It simply requires that these reports be doubt about the constitutionality of t_ais any newspaper or magazine to any legally
filed with the Secretary of the Senate, provision insofar as Members ¢,f Con- qualified candidate for Federal elective office,or nomination thereto, in connection with
the Clerk of the House, or the Comp- gress are concerned. _mch candidate's campaign for nomination
troller General--insofar as the Presi- For all of these reasons, I believe l_e _:or, or election to, such office, such person
dent-Vice President is concerned. Senate substitute, with the amendment shall make equivalent space available on the

Second. Limits on contributions. In to ti,tle I of the gentleman from Mas:;a- same basis to all legallty qualified candidates
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for the same office, or for nomination to such subsequent yea_, the Secr,tary of Corn- "(3) Tho term 'Federal elective office'
office, as the case may be. merce sllall certify to the Attorney General means the office of President of the United

LIMITATIONS OF EXPENDITURESFOR USE OF and publish in the Federal Register-- States, or of Senator or Representative in, or
COM1V/UNICATIONSMEDIA (l) an amount which bear_ the s_me ratio _esldent Commissioner or Delegate to, the

SEC. 104. (a) (1) No legally qualified candl- to 10 cea,ts, and Congress of the United States."
,(Ii) au amount which bea._ the s_me ratio

date in an election (other than a primary or to $50,000, REGULATIONS
primary runoff election) for a Federal elec- as the value of the communications SEC. 1_5. The Attorney General shall pre-
five office may---

(A) spend for the use of communications price index for the last calendar _ear end- _ribe su._-h regulations as may be necessEmy
media on behalf of his candidacy in such tng before the date of Certification bears or appropriate to carry out se_ltlons 102, 103
election a total amount In excess of the to the v'xlue of _uch index for 1972. The (b), 104(a), and 104(b) of this Act.

communications price index ._hall be a price PENALTIESgreater of--
(1) 10 cents (or such greater amount as lndex_ m_.ng 197_ as a base year, measuring SEC. lC6. (a) Whoever violates any provl-

may be certified under paragraph (4) (A) (i)) changes In the charges to c_dldates for the sion of s,_tlon 103(b), 104(a), or 104(b) er
multiplied by the voting age population (as use of communh_tions media. Such index any regulation under section 105 shall be
certified under paragraph (4) (B)) of the shall be _mtabllshed and maintalne41 by tho _3sessed a civil penalty of not more than
geographical area in which the election for Sei_etaxy of Oamm_rce. $l,000 for each violation.
such office is held, or (B) Durirqg the first week cf January 1972, (b) Ar_y legally qualified candidate w:ho

(il) $50,000 (or such greater amount as and during such week In evers, second subse- wtlifuJLIy violates section 104(a) or any rog-
may be certified under paragraph (4) (B) quent year, the Secretary of Commerce shall ulatton _nder section 105 shall be punished
(11)), or certify to the Attorney General and publish bi a fine of not more than $10,000 or by l,n-

(B) spend for the use of broadcast sta- in the Federal lqegister an _timate 4yf the prisonmeat of not more than one year, or
tions on behalf of his candidacy in such voting age populat:ion of each State _nd con- b_th.
election a total amount in excess of 60 per gressional district for the la_ calendar year EFFECTIVE DATES

centum of the amount determined under ending before th, date c_f cel$ificatJon. SEC. 10L Section 103 of this Act and the
subparagraph (A) with respect to such elec- (5) Amounts l_ent for tee use of com-
tion. munlcations medlf_ on behalf of any legally a'mend_nents made thereby shall take effec_

(2) No legally qualified candidate in a qualified candida_, for Fede_d elective office o:_ Janmtry 1, 1972. Section 104 and t:5e
primary election for nomination to a Federal (or for nominatlor_ to such office) l;hali, for a_mendxnents made thereby shall apply only
elective office, other than President, may the purposes of l;his subsection, be deemed to expenc_ltures for the use on or after such
spend.-- to have been spent by s_ch cs_adidate, date of c_mmunlcations media.

(A) for the use of communications media, Amounts spent for the use of communlca- Mr. i_ACDONALD of Massachuset_
or tions mec_ia by or on behalf of anf legally (during tile reading). Mr. Chairman, :[

(B) for the r, se of broadcast stations, on qualified candid_te for the office of Vice _a;_k u_aanimous consent that the ftu_her
behalf of his candidacy In such election a President of the United States shall, for the rl;adizlg )f the amendment be dispensed
total amount in excess of the amounts de- pm4x_es of this _ction, be c.ecmed to have
termined under paragraph (1) (A) or (B), been spent by the candidate for the office of with, altd that it be printed Lri tim
respectively, with respect to the general President of the Ernited States wit:_ whom I_.ECOn_).
election for such office. For purposes of this he is rustling. Th_ C:_-AIRMAN. Without objection, it
subsection a primary runoff election shall be (6) For purpose_ of this section and section iis SO ordered.
treated as a separate primary election. 315(c) of the Cc_nmunlcatlons Act of 1934, Th_,re was no objection.

(3) (A) No person who is a candidate for spending and charge_ for the use of corn-
presidential nomination may spend-- munlcations me_:t_ include not only the The, CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from

(l) for the use in a State of communlca- direct charges of the media but als<, agents' l.V._assachasetts (Mr. MACDONALD) /_ rec.-
tachs media, or commissions allowed the ages _ by the media, el,mAzed _or 5 mlnutes in support of h13

(ii) for the use tn a State of broadcast (7) For purpo_.,_ of this s_ction :md sec- amendment.
stations, on behalf of his candidacy for tlon 315(c) of tlc CommunJcation.,_ Act of Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts.
presidential nomination a total amount in 1934, any expendllnre for the t_e of any eom- ]_:r. Chairman, the amendment Which :£
excess of the amounts which would have munications medium by or ou behalf of the .il.[St now offered is the amendment which
been determined under paragraph (1) (A) candidacy of a candidate for l'ederal elective
or (B), respectively, had he been a candi- office (or nomination ther_rbo) shall be W_tS adopted yesterday by the Committ,_
date for an election for the office of Senator charged against the expenditure lhnltation Of the W_._ole.Stated in another way, it is
from such State (or for the office of Dele- under th).s subsection applicable to the cleo- t;he ameadment which I offered under
gate or Residen'_. Commissioner in the case tlon in whic:h such medium l_ used. the r_de as an amendment yesterday. ][
of the District of Columbia Or the Common- ih) No person may make _my charge for think jl_t for those who do not follow
wealth of Puerto Rico). the use by or on be:half of an 7 legally quallo parlia:mentary procedure any better than

(B) For purposes of this paragraph, a fled candidate fox :_ederal elective office (o_ ]: do, I eight to spell out what is includ-.
person is a candidate for presidential nora- for nomination to, ,tach office} of any new_
inatlon if he makes (or any other person paper, magazine, _.., outdoor _vertisin_ fa, ed in the amendment which .isnow pend-.
makes on his behalf) an expenditure for cility, unless sud_ candidate (or a person lng.
the use of any communications medium on sp_-lfically authm_'.,,ed by suc:x candidate in Ill the first place, it includes the Frey
behalf of his candidacy for any political wrltlng to do so) certifies to .tach p_rson In amendment which added bi|lboards and
party's nomination in an election to the writing that the payment of such charge established a floor on expenditure lam|-.
office of President. He shall be considered will not violate per._graph (1), (_), ce (3) of tatiom_ cf $50,000; and it provides not
to be such a candidate during the perlod_ subsection (a), w:alchever is applicable, more than 60 percent of the candidates

(c) section 315 of the C(,mmunications
(t) beginning on the date on which he Ach of 1934 is amended by redeslgnating e_:pendit_re limitation could be spent onfor such other person) first makes such an

expendi'mre (or, if later, January 1 of the subsection (c) as subsection :'e) and by in- broadcas_h_g.
year in which the election for the ofi_ce of sorting after sub_ction (b) the following Second, it includes the Pickle amend-
President is held), and new subsecthms: ment.

(ii) ending on the date on which such "(c) No station license _.ay make any Third, the Symington amendment,
charge for the use of such st_tlon by or on

political party nominates a candidate for behalf of any legally qualified candi iate for w]_ich provides that area expendituresthe office of President.
Federal e!_._tlve office (or for aomin_tlon to CCllrlt against the limitations in the dec:-

For purposes of this title and of section 315 such office) _mless such candidate (or a per- tachs in _hich they are used.
of the Communication Act of 1934, a candl- son specifically a:_;horized b:t such candl- It h_cludes the Harvey amendment,
date for presidential nomination shall be date In. writing to do so) certifies to such 11- which would leave the provisions of sec-
considered a legally qualified candidate for censee in _rriting that the payment of such t[olq 315(a) of the Communications Ac_,
public office, charge wil_ not violate any lir_ltatio:a speci- kr_own as the equal time provision, in the

(c) The Attorney General shall prescribe fled In paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of section
regulations under which any expenditure 104(a) of the C_npalgn Ccmmunlcations bi'.l exaclly as they are in existing law.
by a candidate for presidential nomination Reform Act, whichever parag.'aph is appli- It inclr, des also the Hathaway amend-
for the use in two or more States of corn- cable, l_ent, which relates to advertising space
raunlcations media shall be attributed to "(d) For tlm purposes of th!s section: l_l:tde :available in magazine,; and news-
such candidate's expenditure limitation in "(I) Th,_ term 'broadcasting stat!on' in- papers.

each such State, based on the number of cludes a community antenna television sys- III adopting this amendment, thepersons in such State who can reasonably tern..
be expected to be reached by such communi- "(2) Th,_ terms 'license' ar_d 'station lA- Rouse will be only reconfirming how and
cations media, eensee' when u_ed vrlth respect; to a commu- In what _ay it worl_ed its will on my crAg-

(4) (A) During the first week of January nlty autenna telev[slon system, m_n the in:_l so-called Macdonald amendment
1974, and during such week in every second operator 0:_ such ,;_stem. wlfich is title I.
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Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, win tn the Harvey amendment and add sor.t_e- with many of the amendments, ! will sup-
the gentleman yield? thing, in effect eliminating parts of the :aort the action of this House and win

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. Harvey substitute that we might like to _,_upport it fully.
! yield to the gentleman from Illinois. keep in there? Mr. BROWN of Ohio. I thank the

Mr. SPRINGER. I should like to ask Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. gentleman.
my distinguished chairman of the sub- I point out to the distinguished m_aority Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair-
committee this question. What you are in leader that ! do not think Mr. HARVZY man, I move to strike the last word.
effect doing, to reduce it to the irreduc- would support that, and he has already Mx. Chairman, first I would certaizfiy
ible, is to take the Harvey substitute, supported it in his speech In the well tihis like to add my commendation to those
which is in effect the Senate bill; am I aftemcon. _ai; have already been received by the
correct in that? Mr. EDMO_N. Mr. Chairman, _ll gentleman from Michigan (Mr. HARWY)

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. the gentleman yield? for offering the Senate substitute as I
That is correct. Mr. MACDONALD of Massach_xset_. tkdnk it is the best chance that; this

Mr. SPRINGER. Now, by what you are I yield to the gentleman from Oklahoma. House has today to adopt a really com-
proposing, you are amending title I of Mr. EDMONDSON. The gentleman h_s preher_;ive limitation on media spending
the Harvey substitute in such a way as to incorporated in the amendment he :isnow a_; well as to enact effective relx)rting
put this bill in the exact form which we offering both Republican-sponsored and and disclosure provisions.
put it yesterday by the amendments that Democratic-sponsored amendments thf_t I previously addressed a question to
were offered yesterday to the Macdonald were offered and adopted in the Commit- the Chair as to whether or not at this
bill; am I correct? tee of the Whole yesterday, and thus 1_ tx)int i_ the debate further amendments

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. giving to us a bipartisan product that tis to the Macdonald amendment would be
Absolutely correct, a House product and a substitute for 12_e in order, and the members of the corn-

Mr. SPRINGER. And that includes all Senate language? mittee will recall that the Chair answered
the amendments which were offered Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. that question in the negative. I still must
yesterday? That is exactly correct.

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. Mr. EDMONDSON. ! think it ,,_hould cxmfesS,,commltteeandtoIwouldindulgeaskmememberSforseveral°fthe
I point out to the gentleman from Illinois have bipartisan support. I commend tl_e minutes, while I discuss what I would
that I Just enumerated for the record gentleman for what he has done. like to have offered in the form of an
the amendment_ which were offered and Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusett,,_. ! a_id:itional amendment to the communi-
accepted by the House on yesterday, thank the gentleman, c_Ltions section of this bill.

Mr. SPRINGER. And may I ask the The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- As Members may know, there is a con-
distinguished gentleman whether thase tleman Zrom Massachusetts has e_:pired, troversy raging in the country at the
were all the amendments that were of- P_'rA_T n_QVXaT present time on the question of a cam-
fered yesterday and there is nothing Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Ch_dr- l_zign check off, and there are those in
in addition? man, a parliamentary inquiry, the other body who are insisting that in

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will order to fund the expensive television
Nothing more, no. This goes to title I. It state it. campaigns that have become necE._sary
includes the so-called Macdonald amend- Mz. ANDERSON of Illinois. The gert- in recent years, the taxpayers of this
merit as amended by the various Mem- tleman from Massachusetts has just ,of, country should be asked to indicate on
berg: Mr. FREY, Mr. PICKLE, Mr. SYMING- fered an amendment to the amen,iment their tax returns a contribution to the
To_r, Mr. HARVEY, and Mr. HATHAWAY. in the nature of a substitute offered, a :['ew l_rtY of their choice. I think a far au-
They are all included and nothing else minutes ago by the gentleman from pex_or propasal to that would be one
is included. Miclfigan (Mr. It_VEY). My parliame_L- which I offered in the form of legislation

Mr. SPRINGER. ! thank the gentle- tary inquiry is, Would it be in order l_t earlier this year and last year, cospon-
man. this time to submit further amendmenl_ gored by the distinguished gentJeman

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the to the amendment Just offered by _.e from Arizona (Mr. UVALV.), and as Z re-
gentleman yield? gentleman from Massachusetts,, :hit. call almost 85 Members of this House on

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. MAC,ON,D? both sides of the aisle, a proposal cailing
! yield to the gentleman from Ohio. The CHAIRMAN. The answer is t:h!_t for voters' time, where the Federal C_)v-

Mr. HAYS. I think we ought to clear it would not. ezranent would pay for it, would pay .for
up one thing. The gentleman from Illi- lVl_r. ANDERSON of Illinois, I th:mk blocks of time in half an hour each, six
nods, I am sure inadvertently, kept say- the Chair. blacks of 30 minutes each for the major
lng, "It includes all the amendments of- (By unanimous consent, Mr. M_c_,_.m- party candidates.
fered yesterday," It does not. It includes A_.Vof Massachusetts was allowed to Pre,- I would add in that original proposal
all the amendments that were adopted reed for 1 additional minute.) we also provided for voters' time for
yesterday. Me. BROWN .of Ohio. Mr. Chairma_, tt_e candidates for the Senate and /or

Mr. SPRINGER. I thank the gentle- will the gentleman yield? the House as well.
man. That clarifies it even better. Mr, MACDONALD of Massachuf;ett_,_. I But ._[think in the interest of trying

Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chair- yield to the gentleman from Ohio. to meet the problem of financing the ex-
man, will the gentleman yield? Mr. BROWN of Ohio. I am pleased[ to pensive television campaigns that have

Mr. MACDONALD of 1V_as_achusetts. see that the gentleman has incorp,_rated bt._n encountered in recent Presidential
I yield to the distinguished Minority in his amendment the action of the House elections, it would make sense to realize
Leader. yesterday, tlmt publicfinancingof a portionof the

Mr. GERAI__ R. FORD. I think the But am I to assume then that my sub- presidential campaign is in order. My
gentleman has adequately clarified the committee chairman, the gentleman fttndamental opposition to the campaign
situation, but let me put it in another front Massachusetts, intends to support checkoff is that it represents just an
way. The amendment that you have of- the Brown-Frenzel substitute with the indiscriminate use of Federal funds. I
fered are amendments approved yester- Macdonald bin :ff the Macdonald bin :Is think ii! we were to rifieshot the problem,
day to the Macdonald bill that relate to adopted as amended by the Frenzel sa_- if we were to enact into law a pro,_ision
comparable provisions in the Harvey stitute? for voter time that would say to the
substitute as far as substance is con- Mr. MACDON^t.r)of Massachusetts. I presidential candidates of the major
reined? do not completely understand the ger._- parties, yes, you can go out and buy, you

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. tleman's question, rim go out and contract for six 30-minute
Actually, I offered only one amendment. Mr. BROWN of Ohio. If the Mac¢lonald time segments on network television dur-
My amendment was then amended by bill is adopted as an amendment to t_he lng prhne time, and the Treasury of the
five other amendments which this House Brown-Frenzel substi.tute, the Senate bill, United States will pay for that televi-
in its wisdom saw fit yesterday to adopt, then is the gentieman from Mas._,ach_L- sion time, then ! think we would accom-

Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Let me phrase setts planning to support the subslttute ? pllsh the kind of intelligent reasoned dis-
it in another way. The amendment which Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. ! cttssion of the issues that the voters of
you have offered today to the Harvey support the bill as amended. Although I this country are entitled to, and at
substitute does not strike out something do not, as ! indicated yesterday, agree the same time, I think we would avoid
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some of the vices of the campaign check- paper or periodical advertising. Thus the yes, l_etause the Hays bill provides eom..
off where funds would be indiscriml- Senate bill in its present form substanti- prehensive coverage for all expenditures,
nately applied[ through a national eom- ally has no effect in my district or la lint s_s .has been pointed out, one of the
mittee for any purpose whatsoever re- other metropolitan New York districts, as objections to that bill is that it raises a
lating to a presidential campaign, pointed out ve_, eloquently by my col- number of questions about what is J.rt-.

I regret very much that at this point league from New York (Mr. Pom:,.z.), the eluded _md what is not Included, which
in our consideration of this bill, it is not other day. is met by limiting the coverage to major
possible to offer that kind of amend- What I had proposed to do wolfid cover ('.ategor_es which are readily identifiable.
ment as it would pertain to a presidential the major items in such districts. It Mr. PODELL. Does not the Hays bill
race. I would express, however, in closing, would not cover individual mailings. It itself provide for expenditures and ac:-
the hope that in this Congress, perhaps would not cover you asking yotw friend counting for the expenditures on postage,
not in this session of Congress, but early to make some telephone c:_lls for you. It on printing, on telemeters and all phases
in the next session of Congress we could would not cover some letters casually of campaign spending? Is it not pres-
get on with the job of still further re- written. But it would cover what we cue- ently included in the Hays bill?
form. as far as this whole campaign tomari1:y use in New York, bank.,_ of tele- Mr. BINQHAM. Yes, it is. But what I
process is concerned, phones operated either _y automated _m saying is what I am offering will be

It is an evolutionary process. None of equipment or by paid telel:honists, some- in the natm_ of a compromise between
us is going to accomplish all of the things times voluntary telephon[sts, i:_ one is the Senate limited coverage and the to_al
we would like to see accomplished today fortunate enou:_:a to be a,le to procure ¢overag._ of the Hays bill.
in the way of campaign financing re- them. Mr. EiAYS. Well, since the Macdonald
form, but given the importance of the It would also cover postt_ge--and I am of Massachusetts bill was debated for a
office and given the importance of the not proposing to try to cover the print- whole day yesterday and this is the pend-
issue, I would hope we would not think ing problem, because that is complicated, ing thing, I was wondering if we can get
our job was done today with the enact- or even the label:ing problem but just the ,xt agreement on limitation of time 0n
meat cf this bill, even though it does postage.--which is an identifiable, clearly the Macdonald of Massachusetts amend-
represent a very significant advance, measured :item of expense which comes raent.

Ihope particularly in this area of mak- to large sums in any ge:,eral mailing. Mr. ZROWN of Ohio. Mir. Chairman,
lng available to Presidential candidates That would be beth bulk rate -'md first will the gentleman yield?
the necessary television time, that will be class, for, as I l;)ut it, computerized or Mr. EiAYS. I yield to the gentleman.
paid for out of the U.S. Treasury for a identical mailings in quam;ities of 200 or Mr. t_;ROWN of Ohio. I wonder if it
discussion of national issues, this will be more. Why 20D? Becaus,; that is the would be possible for the two of us wlao
something that will be discussed and minilnura number specified in the bulk put In the Frenzel-Brown bill, now ia-
talked about, and I hope ultimately wiU mail regulation;_ to the po_t office, troduced by Mr. Haavmr, to speak on that
receive approval of this body. I hope at some stage in ;he considers- amendment prior to limitation of time on

Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I move lion of this bllt--either l_,tor on in the the 1V[acdonald of Massachusetts amend-
to strike the requisite number of words, consideration of the substitute or per- ment.

Mr. Chairman, first I want to say that haps at the stai, e when we are cDnsider- Mr. BAYS. Are you against the Mac..
I will, of course, support the Macdonald lng the Hays b:ill, if the substitute is donald ¢,f Massachusetts arrkendment?
of Massachusetts amendment, and I voted down, or perhaps in conference--it Mr.. BROWN of Ohio. I am not against
compliment the gentleman and the will be possible k} introduc_ this concept, the 1V[acdonald of Massachusetts amencl-
chairman and members of his committee It seems to me to offer a reasonable ment,, bat I would like to have the dp-
for the work they did, which was realized compromise between the very limited lc,ortunity to speak.
on the floor yesterday, coverage of the, Senate bill, which does Mr.. H&YS. Mr. Chairman, I ask unmx_

I rise to explain an amendment I had not have any effect in many districts, and imous co_tsent that all debate on th_
hoped to offer to .the Senate bill, which the total coverage of the Hays lc,ill. Macdon_Id of Massachusetts araend-
I now find, because of the procedure Mr. GERALD [it. FORD. Will the gert- ment---and there will be no amendmen['s
being followed, cannot be offered, at least tleman yield? to it _mcer the rule-cease in 10 minut_.
at this time. I will seek to find a way to Mr. BINGHA_L I will be glad to yield Mr. I_EITH. Mr. Chairman, reserving
offer it at a later point in the bill. to the distinguislhed minority leader, tlae righ_ to object, yesterday under sim..

What I had wished to do was to offer Mr. GERALD R. FORD. I can. under- ilar ctrc:anstances there were only one or
something that would be a compromise stand the gentleman's posi,:ion, and I am two people who apparently wanted to
between the limited coverage of the lim- sure others in other dis;ricts have a talk, anl by the time the question was
itations in the Senate bill--namely, TV comparable problem, but :_s not an an- asked tLere were 25 who stx_od on their
and radio, newspapers and periodicals, ewer to your problem to ar cept the Sen- feet, _o that each one got a minute or at
and billboard,--on the one hand, and on ate version or the Harvey 7ersio:a which the moss a minute and a quarter and ii
the other hand the total coverage of the has no limitation on expenditures? Does hope, really, prior to adopting the I0..
Hays bill, a ceiling covering all expendl- that not take care of your problem? minul_ lmfitation a better estimate could
lures in all campaigns. Mr. BINGHAM. I would _;ay.to the dis- be made as to the number of people who

The purpose of my compromise would tlngulshed minority leader that my pun- want to talk. I would hope that those of.
be to introduce and add two additional pose is to include limitat':.ons on these us who want to comment on, or contrib..
categories to those contained in the Sen- items. I think ff we pass le;;islatlon that, ute to, t)_e debate would get at least 2 or
ate bill; namely, organized telephone in effect, sets no limitatior_ for expendi- 3 minutes in which to express their views.
campaigns and organized mail cam- tunes in many Congressiom_l districts be- Mr., FLAYS. When I made the unani-.
paigns. I would have done that by insert- cause it does not cover the typ_: of ex- :mous-.co:._:ent request, if the gentleman.
lng the following language after the penditures _hat _[re made Ln those Con- _'ill yield, I will say to the gentleman that
words "outdoor advertising facilities": gressional districts, then we have left a there were three people standing and I

Telephones, including the cost of paid tele- major gap. :mean;_. the request to be for 15 minutes,.
phonists and automated equipment, when The CttAIRM,_N. The time of the gen- .5 minutes to Mr. FSE_ZEL, 5 minutes to
used In banks of five or more instruments to tleman has expir_._l. Mr. Bao_arN of Ohio and 5 minutes to Mr.
communicate with potential voters, and (By' tmanimeus consen';, Mr BiNs- :[_[O]_qA,_qAl.r, and then the gentleman from
postage for computerized or Identical mall- HAM was allowed to proceed for 3 addi- Iowa (l_:r.. Gs0ss) got up, and I do not
inga in quantities of 200 or more. tional minutes.) know whether he wants to speak on the

Let me point out what this would do. It Mr. PODELL. Will _ e gentleman :_[acdonald of Massachusetts amendment
would Include two major categories of ex- yield? o:: what_
penditures in ·many congressional dis- Mr. BINGHAI_L I will b_ glad to yield Mx. C}ROS$. Mr. Chairman, il the
triets, to tlu., gentleman from New Yor]r. g,mtleman will yield, I have not made up

In my campaigns I have never used Mr. PODELL In the event that the my minC as yet. It will take a little time
TV and radio. I do not believe anyone in tIays bill is approved, is not your objec- to fifid out.
the New York metropolitan district does. tlon covered by _,hat part of the bill? Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I ask unan-
It is too expensive. I rarely use any news- Mr. BINOHA_/I. Well, in a gene:ral way, iraous consent that all deba_ on the
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Macdonald of Massachusetts amendment continue in this same spirit to develop a t_)tal of $100 million, up 67 percent over
cease in 15 minutes, piece of legislation of which we cart alit be 1964. This does not include contests for

The CHAIRMAN, Is there objection to proud and that can, in fact, become law. 435 seats in the House of Representa-
the request of the gentleman from Ohio? The gentleman from Ohio (Mr. tives, 34 senatorial seats, 21 governor-

There wasnoobjection. BROWN) and I introduced our :bill lz_ ships, Dr local races. The total on all
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I have which he refers as the Brown-Prermel political spending in 1968, according to

now made up my mind. Z ask that my bill, but which :is correctly identi_aec[ tm the Ci_;izens Research Foundation, was
name be stricken from the list of those the Frenzel-Brown bill, and now, lamen- $300 million, up 50 percent over 196_.
standing, tably_perhaps fortuitously for the court- The problem of campaign financing is

The CHAIRMAN. The name of the try, has become the Harvey sub_;titute, not a new one. At the beginning of this
gentleman from Iowa will be stricken. We did not dc, this because we were century, Theodore Roosevelt, seeking to

The Chair recognizes the gentleman against election reform, but, rather '._:- find a solution to high campaign costs,
from Connecticut (Mr. MONAOAN). cause we judged that this was the best recomraended that Congress provide "an

Mr. MONAGAN. Mr. Chairman, I sup- we could do in order to get el:ecticn appropt'iation for the proper and :legiti-
port the Macdonald amendment, reform, mate expenses of each of the great na-

I rise simply because I find myself in We already :have congratulated the tional parties." During the 1920 presl-
the position of gradually being prevented, two chairmen and the two subcommii:tee dential campaign, the Democratic: can-
as several of the other Members who chairmen of the two committees which didate, William Gibbs McAdoo, said:
have spoken have been, from presenting produced these bills. We have soughl_ 1_ If the national government paid tiae ex-
an amendment which I had hoped to clarify the situation and to produce _e penses of the national campaigns and ape-
present and which I had told the mere- best vehicle, the best coordinated, the creed _ae legitin_ate objects which expen-
bership I would present. That is an best integrated vehicle that would give ditures might be made, polltics would be
amendment which would have limited us honest reform for our Nation's e'.Lec- purified enormously.
the time for presidential campaigns to tions. Our substitute amendment, the Today, the public is demanding that
60 days. Harvey substitute, is one Which we th!ink l_Dlitical spending and contributions be

Mr. Chairman, it is my belief and has clo_m ali the loopholes and produces l_he _[sclosed. A recent Gallup poll reported
been for a long time that the time for best law. We did not think that _e that 73 percent of the public favored a
these campaigns in this country of ours is amalgamation of the Macdbnald-Hays ]XmJt GU campaign spending.
ridiculously long. There are only two bills produced a usable, coordinated re- The legislation before the House to-
other nations in the world about which I form instrument, day is an avenue to bring our Federal
know--the Philippines and Chile--which Again, Mr. C_airman, ! am wil]irg electiorLs laws up to date so the public
have campaigns that compare with ours to surrender my first choices, as :h_m will have a better understanding of cam-
m length. The average democratic court- the gentleman from Massachusetts ('.gr. p:_ign .financing, thus a better under-
try in the world, whether it be Israel or MAC:DONAn_),in ()ur joint effort to achieve stax_ding of representative democracy. I
India, Canada or the United Kingdom, reform. I urge that the Macdona]d _m hopeful that strengthening amend-
conducts a national campaign of about amendment be promptly adopted, merits will make the bill even more re-
30 days and they present the issues ade- The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- sponslve to the great needs for refolxn.
quately. So, because of the phenomenal nizes the gentleman from Florid_ (Mr. It; is my feeling that there shotfid be
cost, because of area of diminishing re- BmN_.T_). full disclosure in the bill we pass, and
turns from expenditures and physical Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, X sup- that there be limits on contributions and
exercise which comes in every campaign port the efforts in the House of Repre- expenditures by candidates and by m-
and the resulting lack of communication sentatives today to bring about refo_n _vidua[s who contribute.
between the candidates and the elector- and modernization of our campaign Mr. Chairman, it is my belief that
ate, the circus flapdoodle quality detracts finance laws. I congratulate the co:mn:dj;- l_)lltica[ broadcast advertising should
from the importance and seriousness of tees for bringing this legislation to J;he ultimately be free to the qualified can-
the campaign, floor and I am hopeful a strong bill will dids_te; and that local broadcasting sta-

Mr. Chairman, this is not a matter of be passed by the House of Repre,_enta- tions should be required to provide free
restriction, it is not a matter of control; tires, t_me either as part of the license proce-
it is not a matter of censorship, but a This debate is highly important be- dure or recompensed by Government
matter of bringing some proportion into cause what is involved in the costs of get- frauds. My bill, H.R. 4086, the Po:itical
the campaign for the Presidency. I be- ting elected strikes at the base of demo- Broadcasting Spending Reform Act,
lieve it could ultimately be extended, of cratic government. People who run for which I testified for in the House Inter-
course, it would seem to them that as an public office, especially for the hlghe_t state and Foreign Commerce Committee
opening to Senatorial and House cam- offices in our land, should be required to would make fairer the use of the a:[1 '_n-
paigns this would be an appropriate place disclose what and where they get fund._ portant radio and television media for
at which to start, and resources and how they expend: them all (_ndidates. It is this media advertis-

I have flied a bill to accomplish this in running for office. The public has a lng cos(; that has put political spending
result and it is my hope that it will be right to know this if we are to mainta_a out of the realm of commonsense. The
reported favorably and that we may be the integrity of our system, airwaves are oWned by the public. It is in
able to do directly what we would be t have long been an advocate of stl:lc.t _e public interest that political adw_r-
doing Immediately by amendment here. reporting of campaign finances, m_d J_n- _l.,_ing be free to' candidates. Also, there

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes trodueed a bill, H.R. 1213, to establish :_.he ,_hould 'be minimum times placed on all
the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. Federal Campaign Disclosure Act to lhnJt :ooliticai_ broadcasting advertising. Can-
FRENZEL). and control spending by Federal candt- _tdates should be allocated time in seg-

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman and dates, on January 22, 1971. I testified be- merits not less than 5 minutes in length.
members of the Committee, the Mac- fore the House Administration Commit- Money is the moral issue we are talk-
donald amendment in my opinion does tee on this bill. :rog about. Knowledge of the expenditure

:_nd use of dollars to influence legisla-
tlemendrasticthingSfromOhlot°the(Mr.billwhichBRowN)theandgen-!T_fis legislation follows the :model _ion and decisions and to elect individ-
introduced in the nature of a substitute. Florida elections law, known to FiG- 'aais to _ederal office must be made open
Nevertheless, because of the bipartisan ridians as the "who gave it--who got :it" :_nd available to the public and the news
spirit in which the House worked yester- law. The Federal Government should media. As President Eisenhower wrote in
day in attempting to develop a true cpm- have such a law on the books for full :196_:
promise, an amendment that the Mem- disclosure, repealing the antique l_ersl :rf bettor laws, vigorously enforced with
bers on both sides of the aisle and all in- Corrupt Practices Act of 1925. l:)i_Uesspublicity are needed--and they sure-
terested parties, including the people of Will Rogers said years ago: :y are--we must still remember the w_e old
this country, could all live with and sup- Politics has got so expensive it take_ a Irt :_xiom that government can be no better than
Port, was adopted, of money even to get beat with. '_he :men who govern. As citizens wlt:h thepriceless right of franchise, we must in-

I intend to vote for the Macdonald In the 1968 presidential election t_he ,_:t upon the highest code cf honor in pub-
amendment. It is my hope that we can three contending parties spent a repor:_ed ::isILls.
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Mr. Chairman, the House can make the regt_atory _tgencles sh_ll issue regu- Pago 2'), line la, strike out "Commission"
a significant contribution to American latiorm that will catch up with those and J.ns,r_ in lieu thereof "appropriate
democracy by l_assing a strong bill, with candidates who run up large bills and supervisory omcer'.Page 29, line 13, strike out "It" and inserat
teeth, to modenaize our Federal campaign then raft to pay them. _he rel_ulatory m lieu thereof "him".
finance law. agencies_ the ICC, the FCC and the CAB, Page 2% line 18, strike out "Commission '_

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes will stop the pr_tice which has left some aud inse_._t in lieu thereof "supervisory o_l-
the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. BROWN). Members of Congress, in ,,'fleet, in debt c_r".

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I to the airline sx_d telephone companies Iago 32, line 7, strike out "Commission',
rise in somewhat reluctant support of the who oftenttme have leg_flatlon before aud insar_ in lieu thereof "supervisoryomeer'.
Macdonald amendment to the Harvey committees on which they serve. Page 32, line 9, strike out "Commission"
substitute, once known as the Frenzel~ The point of order that lay against and Jmser_, in lieu thereof "supervisory
Brown and Brown-Frenzel bill. I say "re- my amendment .yesterday will, I believe, officer"'.
luctant" because I am not particularly no longer stand _inthe way of our effort Page 3:{, line 12, strike out "Commission"
happy with the action taken in regard to to establish true, reform in _his respect, and insert in lieu thereof "supervisory o_l-
section 315(a) of the Communications The CI_AIRS_AN. The Chair recog- cer".
Act nor with the Hathaway amendment nizes the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Page 33, line 1, strike out "Commission"
to section 103(b)(2) of the Macdonald HAYS). aud ins.,rt in lieu thereof "supervisory
bfil. But as has been indicated here, we Mr. HAYS. Mr.. Chairn_a, ! yield back o_cer".Page 33, line 15, strike out "Cornmlssicn"
are hi the process of working out acom- the balance of my time. aad tnser_ in lieu thereof "supervisory
promise, and compromise is the only The CHAIR_I. The question is on omcer".
method by which we are going to get leg- the amendment offered by the gentle- Pago 33, line 16, strike out "Commission"
islation in this relatively touchy but very man from Mas_,_chusetts [Mr. _cnoN- aad lnse_ in lieu thereof "supervisory offi-
significant area. ALD) to the amendment in the nature of o_r".

The gentlenmn from Minnesota (Mr. a substitute offered by _e gentleman Page 33, line 23, strike out "Commission"
amd insey_ in lieu thereof "supervisory O:_]-

FRENZEL) 9JYd I introduced our bill--the from Michigan (]._Jm.HAaWY). _.,r".
Senate bill_in the hope that we could The question was takm; and the Page 34, line 23, sf,rike out "Comml._ion"
have a better and more substantial ye- Chairman announced that the ayes ap- a:ad inser_ in lieu thereof "Comptrorler
hicle than the two bills which sprang peared to have it, .General ,)f the United States".
from the Committee on Interstate and Mr_ SPRINGI_._. Mi'. Chairman, I de- Page 3,, line 24, strike out "it" and tns,;rt
Foreign Conmlerce and the Committee mand tellers, in Meu thereof "he".
on House Administration. Tellers were refused. Pag_ 3;4 line 4, strike out "Commission"

_zad lx_se_t in lieu thereof "supervisory ol_q-
The Senate bill--our bill--passed the So the amendment to the amendment cer".

Senate by a bipartisan vote of 88 to 2. in the natume of a substitute was agreed Page 3.% line 8, strike oufc "it" and lns_;rt
It has the tacit support of the White to. t_ lie_; tlcereof "him".
House, and the vocal support of the mi- _N_r O_'za_ ,,Y 2_. _AYs To _m_ Page Si;, line 16, strike out '"_t" and in._:rt
nority leader of the House, Mr. (_ERALD1_. SUBSTr_T_: AM:_MF_ O_,'F_U_ _ Ma. _[_lieu thereof "him".
FORD. We felt that it also encompassed _L_Rvrr Page 36, line 15, strike out '"it" and insert
most of the aspects of the bipartisan bill Mr. HAYS. I_,. Chairman, I offer an :,,_ lieu. t_ereof "he".
introduced earlier in the session by the amendment to the amen_hment in the Page 3_, line 21, strike out '"it" and insert
gentleman from Illinois (Mr. ANDERSON) nature of a substitute offered by the 'm lieu thereof "he"._4b'_t 37, line 5, strike out "it' and _.nsert
and the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. gentleman :from _/[ichigan _Mr. BAawY). !m lieu thereof '_he".
UDatL). The Senate bill had come to The Clerk read as folllows: Page 37, line 19, strike out "Commtaslo:a"
the House but had not been referred Amendment offered by Mi'. HAx,q to the a_d L_e_t in lieu thereof "supervisory o_
because the Committee on Interstate amendment in th,) nature cf a substitute cer".
and Foreign Commerce and the Commit- offered by Z_r. H_v_r. On page 2_, strike Pag_ 3", line 20, strike out "Commt_io:a _''
tee on House A_mtnt._tration were in the out lines 19 and _0 and insert in lieu thereof ,_d lr_se_t in lieu thereof "supervisory offi-
process of developing bills of their own. the following: _;r"."(g) 'supervisory oaqcer' means ';he Sec- Page 37, line 21, strike out "it" and insert
SO we introduced the Senate bill as our rotary of the Senate with r_pect to candl- lin lieu theft*of "he".
own, got it referred, and that made it dates for Senator:: and the Clerk of tho Page 3_', line 25, strike out "Commission"'
possible for the Committee on Rules to _ouse o_ Represe._tatives with r_{pect to _ad lxase_t in lieu thereof "supervisory o111.
make it in order as a substitute for the' ci_ndldates for Representative tn, _r Dele- ,_;r".
two bills that sprang from the two House gate or Resident Commissioner to, the Con- Page 3t_, line ii, strike out "Commtssio:a"'
committees. We think it is a better vehi- gre,ss of the United States; _.nd th,_ Comp- _ud lr_e_t in lieu thereof "supervisory o{ll.
cle as we introduced it, however, in the troller General of the United State{ in any _-er".other case;" Pagtt 39, line 16, strike out "Commt_to:a"
interest of trying to get a bill we are Page 25, line 2,% strike out "Con_icel" i_,_d lx._se_tin lieu thereof "supervisory offi-
happy to support the Macdonald amend- and insert in lieu thereof "aupervlsory c_m".
mont. crater". Page 3__, line 18, strike out "ti" and insert

The CHAISq,MAN. The Chair recog- Page 26, beginc_._ng iix lin, 9, strike out it_ lieu thex_of "he".
nlzes the gentleman from Massachusetts "Federal :Elections C4yrnmissl,)n" and insert Page, 40, strike out line 15 and all that
(Mr. KEITH). in lieu thereof "appropriate supervisory ifoliowt_ down through page 43, line 20.

Mr. KEITH_ Mr. Chairman, I rise in officer". Page 44.:,line 10, strike ont "Commlssio:a"
Page 26, line 18, strike out "Commiasio,;" I_d i_se_t In lieu thereof "supervisory offi-

support of the Macdonald bill, and of and Insert In lieu thereof "sup,;rvisoE_ oillcer". ,_;r".
the Brown-Frenzel bill. But I would like Page 27, line 6, strike out "Commission" MI'. I-L_YS. Mr. Chairman, ! ask unar_-
to point out, as the gentleman from Ohio and inser_ in lieu thereof "supervh_r? offi- '.[tn0US consent that the further readhag
has recently mentioned, that really this cer". ,9:_the. amendment be dispensed with and
bill has been debated at length on the Page 27, line l:t, strike out "commission" _hat it he printed in the RECOaD at t?dsSenate side. It is not the Brown-Frenzel and insert In lieu _;hereof "su])ervlsory
bill, it is the Senate bill and it has great officer", p_int. ! will explain the balance of the
merit. It broadens the base of our re- Page 27, line l'g, strike out "Commission" :_,mendment---the main thrust of tiao

and lnse:ct in lieu thereof "supervisory _mendment has already been read.
form. It has enlarged the scope of our officer". The CH.AIRMAH. Is there objection to
approach and 'we are better able to reach Page 27, line 18, strike out "it" and insert _he requ_t of the gentlemax_ from Ohio?
the abuses that need reform, in lieu thereof "ho". There was no objection.

The procedure the House has followed Page 28, line ii{, strike out "Commission" The CE_rIAIRM_A.N.The gentleman from
has been most responsive to the public and insets in lieu thereof "supervh{ory off- _,hi0 (M_. HAYS) iS recognized.and the political needs of the situation cer".

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, ! am de.-
that confronts us. I particularly hope Page 29, begin: ,akng in llnt_ 1, strike out lighted to hear Mr. _RENZEI, say now hethat the amendment which Senator "Commission" and insert l_ lieu thereof
Sco_T won on the Senate side will re- "supervisory officer", wants a bill and that he is willing to work

Page 29, line 7, strike out "Con, mission" i_o get a bill, and compromiso--beeause
main in the House version. It provides, an_ insert In :lieu there_ "supervisory _T_ understanding is that in commlt_% _
as I mentioned in debate yesterday, that cruces', h_ did nc,t want any bill.
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However, I am willing to work to get a Chairman, my feelings with respect to support it, and if it is not adopted, I in-
good bill. I think probably what we are this amendment are, I must COrLfess, tend to offer an alternative.
going to come out with is less than I had somewhat ambiwdent. I agree entirely Mr.. Sq:AGGERS. Mr. Chairman, wLL1
]loped for in the way of overall coverage, and thoroughly, however, with the fur. f- the gentleman yield?

But I am a realist and this particular damental purpose of the distinguished Mr.. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I yield
_L-nendment goes to the commission set gentleman from Ohio, my chairman, :[n to the gentleman from West Virginia.
up in the Senate bill which it has been his assertion that the House should n:)t Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, I
estimated to cost $10 mfilion--and which accept the version set forth in the other would like to read a portion of the Con-
,you can bet will cost at least $20 million, body, which you will find beginning ¢,n siitution, and the gentleman referred to

Now this thing is going to be eh- page 23 of the Senate-passed legislatio:a, it jusl; a moment ago, which says:
forced--if there is any reporting at all-- In the bill of the other body the com.- Each House shall be the Sole Judge o! the
it is going to be enforced by the press-- mission is appointed by the President ELections, Returns and Qualifications o:[ its
and by dissemination by other media. It with the advice and consent of the Sen- o_t Members,
is going to be enforced by them. You ate. I have proposed and have served no- It says, "elections, returns and quali-
make a report and have it accessible--- rice in the Rrcom) that I would offer an fi_ations" and that to me covers the elec-
_md you can do that, the Clerk of the amendment subsequently to put the re- ti0ri of and all the things pertaining to
l_Iouse tells me that he can handle all of porting in the GAO in circumstances tm- tile elect_on, so I do not see how we can
these reports with two people additional der which the President of the SenaLe g w_,away authority to any other body or
and make it available to the press as they would name two members, the Speaker a]:_yother group to judge what our quail-
come in. They can broadcast any way of the House would name two members, fications for office shall be and how me
they like exactly what was in your re- and the President would name two mom- run our campaigns. We are the judges of
port--who contributed and who did not bors; the seventh member would be the that under the Constitution.
contribute; how much you spent, and for Comptroller General. It occurs to me Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. The
what---within the 1hmits of the so-called that the amendment offered by the gen.- S_,'Late-l_ssed language is, in fact,, of
Senate bill. tleman from Ohio is at least--and I :ha_;e questionable constitut"lonality, because of

I have a fixation, you might call it, no pride of authorship in mind--J;_ at t_e charge made in the Constitution
against unnecessary commissions, and I least a step in the right direction, a:ad iit which the gentleman just read.
t/_ink this is another unnecessary corn- is imperative thai; it either be accepted Mr.. Flq',ENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I move
mission at which you are doing two or, in the alternative, my amendment be to strike the requisite number of words.
things. I think you ought to listen to adopted, l_ir.,chairman, I oppose the amend-
this because it affects every one of you In other words, the amendment offered merit. Mr. Chairman, what the distiin-
perhaps more than any other piece of by the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYs) g_shed chairman of the House Coramtt-
legislation you will have. Under the Sen- is in the nature of a compromise, arid t_e on .Adn_inistration is doing here is
ate bill you are transferring to the execu- although in all candor I do not think _.t t(_ re'instate his supervisory agent into
tive branch a part of the control over is as good as the GAO amendment, it l_ the Harvey substitute, the late lamented
your election and to the courts the rest indeed, and I am certain in fact, better Frenzel-Brown bill. What he does then
c,f it. If there is any validity in the sepa- than that which _[s embodied in the bi.Il is to put this law in charge cf the super-
ration of powers, it is just as valid today passed by the other body. vision employees of the House and the
_s it was when the Constitution was writ- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the S_nate instead of an independent super-ten, and for the life of me I can see no gentleman yield?
reason why we have to have a commis- Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I v_sory agency as provided in the Harvey
sion appointed to be run by the executive yield to the gentleman from Ohio. substitute.
branch, which certainly is going to be Mr. HAYS. I will say to the gentleman l_fx. Chairman, this is tantamount to
subservient to the executive branch, to that I would faw)r the GAO approach, platting the fox in charge of the chicken
handle the presidential campaign and and the gentleman knows that we dl,_- coop. These people under the powers that
the Congress, and then in addition you cussed it in the committee. But the head remain a_ supervisory agents--and I re-
have to report to the Federal court in of the General Accounting Office has for the 1_[embers to page 38--can go in
your district, sent a letter to the Speaker and others mid seek: injunctions and restraining

If that is not breaking down the sepa- saying that he does not want to be orders and so on. The employees of the
ration of powers, then I do not know. charged with supervising the election of House and the Senate are good and hon-

I would like to make another point. Members of the Congress. So my amend- e.,.t and upright people.
I do not know since when around this merit places the reporting of the House lq'evertheless, they are inappropriate
Chamber just what the other body does on the Clerk of the House, that of the people to be judging how this blll--I hope
has become so sacred. I hear a lot of Senate on the Secretary of the Senate, this law---is going to operate. I think they
criticism of it. But I have heard over and for the President, on the Comp:bro;L- wLll not be credible in the eyes of the
and over on this bill, "Well, the Senate ler General, which is a compromise of public as simply judging how the Mem-
passed it 88 to 22' Well, so what does sorts, .[ suppose, bors, you and I, each of us, is going to be
t_aat prove? They passed the Tonkin Gulf But it seems to me the way to do il;. c_.mpaignlng under this law.
resolution 92 to 2 and now they are re- And, of course, all of these reports would I think it is absolutely essential thai;
pudiating it all over the place. So that be public property. Certainly I just do w,_ have an independent agency, and X
does not prove anything to me except not think we ought to have the Federal would agree with those who said that the
l_,_at they can be wrong, and sometimes court and a Presidentially appoi_ated substitute_, the GAO compromise, which
are. And ! think we ought to write our commission handling the reports by I Aope will be offered, would be offered
own bill on the floor of this House and Members of the House. If this amend.- in the spirit of compromise.
then we will go to conference with the ment fails, I would certainly be in favo:r M:r. Chairman, as to the cost of this
Senate, and if there are good things in of something like the gentleman's a_d as' to the constitutionality, ! think
their bill, we will take them, and if they amendment, these questions can always be raised. In
are not so good, we will reject them and Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Z un.- the area of elections and campatgv, s,
come back here and let you approve or derstand this. The chairman and l have everything we do has an element in it
disapprove what we do. But I strongly discussed this matter. It is a fact that the thai; may be violating some constltu-
sqAggest that this commission and Fed- Comptroller General who is, in. fact, m:t tk_nal right. I think there are many
oral court approach is certainly the employee of the House, has expressed m:t things in both these bills that may be of
wrong way to go about it. unwillingness to 'undertake this _Idt.. dc ubtful constitutionality. Ail we can do

I hope this amendment will be adopted tional responsibility. That does not nec.. is go ahead in the best way we know how.
In case the substitute is approved, essarily persuade me, however, since h,_ However, there is nothing in the Harvey

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. is an employee of ours and would, in fact, substitute, in the Frenzel-Brown bill,
Chairman, I move to Strike the requisite if given his duty, carry it out. that gives away the right or authority of
number of words. My attitude at the moment is that al.. th_ House to be the Judge of its own

The CHAIR_a.N. The gentleman from though the amen(hnent by the gentle.. Members. There is a provision in the
New Jersey is recognized, man from Ohio is not adequate, certainly H_ys bill, through which a State elected

'Mr. THOMPSON of New 'Jersey. Mr. it should be accepted, and I intend b_ o_tc'ial can withhold certification of an
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election if itl his Judgment the law has Mr. Chairman, gentlemen and ladies, that, _x_d I can tell you ff I ever violated
been violated. But, we do not give away Z rise to support the amendment offered, it, ][ _ould have heard about it a long-
this right in our substitute, by the gentleman from Ohio. I believe time ago.

Mr. Chairman, I would urge this that in our ellort to cultivate the favor Mr. DANIELSON. I thank the gentle-
amendment be defeated. If necessary, a perhaps of the media o_ probably corn- mm_.
substitute could be supported in the form men cause---I do not know jt_st who it I submit to my colleagues that the
suggested by the gentleman from New is---in that effort to cultivate that favor President neither has any business irt the
Jersey (Mr. THOMPSON). we are on the verge here of doing some- affairs of this Congress, either directly or

Mr. HAY:$. Mr. Chairman, will the thing wbAch would wreak trremedtal by appointment, nor should he even
gentleman yield? damage to the status of the Cents'ess of want ;o Involve himself in our internal

Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- tho United States. affairs. And that goes for both parties,
man from Ohio. Section 5 of article I of the Constitu- becam;e there is a way of changing the

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, in the first tion provides that each Hous,, · shall be Inclanbent at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
place, the gentleman said this commas- the sole judg,_ of the elections, returns I submit that this is our Job, ladies and
sion could go into court and seek in- and qualifications of its Members. gentle:men. We should not avoid it. We
junctions, and so on. I would suspect if I subrrdt, Mr. Chairm_n, in the light ought to meet it ourselves.
this became law, we would have prac- of that language, this House has neither I st_pport the amendment offered by
tically every election in the country tied the moral nor the legal right to delegate the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS).
Up in the courts before and during and that responsibility to someone else. Most Mr. STAGGERS. Will the gentleman
after the elections. I believe that is very certainly it does not have the right, and yleld t _ :me?
dangerous. I submit it does not have the constitu- l_[r. DANIELSON. I yield to the ten-

The point I wanted to make is that tlonal power, to delegat_ even a portion tlematk from West Virginia.
the gentleman and the gentleman from of that responsibility to the executive or i_.[r. STAGGERS. I would like to agree
Ohio keep talking about the Frenzel- to the judiciary, and associate myself with the remarl_q of
Brown bill. I have not attached any title My colleagues, this is our p::oblem. It the gentleman from California and say
to arly bill. Some people call one of them is a problem of the House of Representa- to this House that if we ever come to the
the Hays bill. fives. It is our duty and our privilege to position of saying that we are so dis-

I would say to the gentleman, if he rise to meet this problem, to provide an hones( that we cannot decide whether an
has pride of authorship in this and wants answer which :is suitablE_ under the cir- election is fair or not then we have seen
to go down in history as author of the cumstan(_s; and we can do it. the en_l of democratic government. If we
biU, if he wfil accept a few amendments The existing law may be faulty. It is do not have a majority of the 435 M;em-
to this bill and not try to get the Senate faulty perhaps in the manner in which bers _ho can and will stand up and. say
bill in tote, I might get around to the it requires reporting of contributions, tha'_ tlds is right or wrong, then God help
point where I would say, "All right, let PerhaPs it does not require enough Ameri,m, and we have gone too far down
us accept the substitute and get this detail. But tha_. can be remedied by the the ro_d.
thing over with." legislation we are draft:ag here today. I agree With the gentleman in his

Mr. FRENZEL. I thank the gentleman. We need a workable law. staterrent.
Mr. HAYS. I cannot agree to the Sen- We need a workable law; we need one lV.[r.DANIELSON. Amen..

ate bill in tote, and I do not believe the that meets the requlrement_ of the The CHAIRMAN. The time of the ten-
House would agree to it. 19g0's; but I have never heard any valid, tlemaxL has expired.

Mr. FRENZEL. I agree with the gen- serious c_qtlclsm of the manner in which (By unanimous consent, at the request
tleman, and have no interest in telling the Clerk of the House of Reloresenta- of 3/Ir. BROWN of Michigan, Mr. Damr. r,-
the House the Senate is the sole fount fives has exe_'.ised his legal duties under SON WaS allowed to proceed for 2 add(-
of wisdom. The chairman's interest in the existing law. True, he has not been tional minutes.)
achieving a compromise is supported by reporting alleged violations. Why should Mr. BROWN of Michigan. Will theme. I just do not support this one. he? The law does not say that he must

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, will the do so. But he ts the cus_odian of all of gentleman yield?
l_.[r. DANIEI_ON. I yield to the gen-gentleman yield? these records under existing law and,

Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- so far as I know, no one has ever crlti- tlema_,
man from Arizona. cized the manner in which he ihas taken Mr. BROWN of Michigan. I have lis-

Mr. UDALL. I want to say the gentle- custody. He hm_ made them a_ailable to rental to the gentleman's constitutional
man from Ohio has been very accom- anyone who might wi.sh to :;ee them, arg_xments with great interest, and I
modating and very reasonable, and I am whether iLtbe the press ,>r the Attorney think ae states the law very clearly and
impressed by his desire to reach a corn- General, and I 'mbmit th_Lt we should not correc_;ly. However, I do not see the rele-
promise. I have the same misgivings the remove this responsibility frogt our own vance of his arguments to the bill in
gentleman from New Jersey expressed shoulders, que:_ti{,n. I do not believe he has tied 'the
about this amendment. I should like to Mr. HAYS. Will the gentleman yield? pro,fisions in the substitute to his c_m-
clarify one part of it. Mr. DANIELSON. Yes. I yield to the stitutional arguments, because under the

One thing I liked about the proposal gentleman, pro_risions of the substitute there t.,_no
of the gentleman from Minnesota was, Mr. HAYS. I point out that prosecn- authority to preclude one from ma:hag
instead of having 900 reports in the base- tion for violatkm would not be initiated, for off.ce nor does it provide for enjoin-
ment of the Longworth Building 10 days presumably, by a commission or the lng the candidacy or election of anyone
before the election, with the press and Clerk or anybody else except the Justice under any circumstances; it only pro-
everybody else falling over each other, Department. rides for the enjoining of violations or
in addition one would be required to *ffie Mr. DANIELSON. That is correct, further violations of campaign expendi-
a copy in the district court' of the dis- Mr. iFIAYS. You can ]_et your bottom ture limitations or other related acts cov-
trict involved, dollar whoever is the recipient of the re- ere_l Icy the bill. Would the gentleman

I am not sure whether the gentleman's ports, if it is the press or [he person's op- try to make his constitutional arguments
amendment deletes that provision, ponent, who t .hinks he has violated the more relevant to the bill?

Mr. HAYS. The gentleman's amend- law, will go l_ the Justice Department. l_[r. DANIELSON. Surely. I will an-
meat does not delete that provision, but I have said tinte and time again any elco- swer the gentleman.
the gentleman is aware of another tion reporting law that ts worth its salt I_irsi; of all, I do not accept the as-
amendment which will be offered to de- t_5self-enforcing .We hay.'; a much tough- sumpton that my argument is not rele-
lete it, and the gentleman from Ohio in- er law than anything like thi_'_ in Ohio, vant. :.;Iowever, I will answer the ques-
tends to support It. and I can testify that thc peopi_e in Ohio tion o_ the gentleman.

Mr. UDALL. I appreciate the informa- scrupulously abide by the law. I do not I would submit that neither the Con-
tion. I personally am torn by this. It is l_k,lOW of a sin_;Ie one who does not file a gr_zs r.or the executive nor the judiciary,
a step in the right direction, complete and total report listing every none of the three separate branches of

Mr. DANIELSON. Mr. Chairman, I expendit_ge with an amount of over $10 Government, has the right to do indt-
rise in support of the amendment, that he has re:eived. I have lived with rectly that which it may not do directly.
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To the extent that you allow the Presi- I want to make this absolutely clear v.ith my friend from Illinois and shall
dent to appoint this commission you are Those letters were written in response to, vote aga:Lnst the amendment in the hope
]aaving his representative exercising an earlier proposal that would have that we will be able to get to the counter-
:;ome form of supervision over the inter- lc_lged all the supervisory authority and laroposal which will be offered by the
nal affairs of the Congress of the United re;sponsibility in the Comptroller General. gentlemen from New Jersey (Mr. THOMP-
States and that, sir, is most relevant in Mr. Chairman, I spoke to Elmer Staa,t_ soN) .. However, the willingness of the
my opinion, on the telephone at 11 o'clock this morn- gentleman from Ohio to yield a little on

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Will the gentle- irtg and described the kind of cornprc_- t:ais point leads me to have some hope
man yield9 r_ise proposal that I have just outlintM tlaat :in the conference, and undoubtedly

Mr. DANIEL,SON. Yes. I yield to the which would retain unto this House, az_.d tl:le gentleman from Ohio will be one of
gentleman, tJLe other body their rightful decisio:cm the most important conferees, that, per-

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. The Comptroller which they would have to make wit:A re- haps, w.ith the Senate having a far
(._eneral is an omcer of this body. Is that sI_ct to the naming of members, tougher version, we can have something
not the reverse of the case of the Presi- Mr. Chairman, I want to assure the _orked out on which the gentleman from
dent having the power to exercise some 1M:embers of the House that Mr. Staats I_ili:nois and I can agree.
control over this body--when you give told me and gave me authority to ((uote I do agree that our proposal is far su-
the Comptroller authority to monitor him on the floor this afternoon that he perior. I am going to stand with my
presidential elections? would have no objection to that kind of flriend, t}ae gentleman from Illinois, but

Mr. DANIEI_,5ON. It is my understand- procedure and that he thinks to the all is not; lost even if the amendment is
lng that the Comptroller General Is an extent it would become a wholly eepa- adopted.
employee of this Congress, but he is ap- rate division of GAO, but an independent Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Let me say
pointed by the President of the United Commission which would give him. the in conclusion, Mr. Chairman
Btates. ri._ht and authority to delegate the ne:- The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert-

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Why would he essary operational forces that would be tleman from Illinois has expired.
not make a good person or location to as- required to take over the monitoring of (On request of Mr. EVANS of Colorado,
s;ess propriety of elections of all Federal the various reports of the 435 different s;ad by unanimous consent, Mr. ANOER-
offices, then? congressional distric/s, that this would SON of Illinois was allowed to proceed for

Mr. DANIEI.,5ON. The function of the Ix., an acceptable compromise. 1/<lditional minute.)
Comptroller General is to run the Gen- Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I would urge l_lr. EVANS of Colorado. Mr. Chair-
eral Accounting Omce. If we are going the House to turn down the amenchnent man, will the gentleman yield? '
to keep him apolitical, nonpolitical, and wl_ch has been offered_ by the ge_atle- Mr.. A.WDERSON of Illinois. I will be
keep him on the job of running the man from Ohio so that we will have an h_lapy to yield to the gentleman from
audits himself, we are going to have to opportunity to work our will on thlts Colorado.
proceed scrupulously in our affairs in or- _oposal. PARLIAMEICfTARYINQUERY
clef to try to keep him out of the thickets Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the
c,f politics, gentleman yield? Mr. EVANS of Colorado. Mr. Chair-

Mr, BROWN of Ohio. Are you refer- Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Yes; I y!lei[d _a:n, I have asked the gentleman from
ring to the Clerk of the House and the to the gentleman from Ohio. Illinois to yield to me for the purpose of
Seereta_y of the Senate as political Mr. HAYS. When I talked about it; _o l_ing a parliamentary inquiry.
offices? the Comptroller General, he certair/iy _e CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the said he did not want the reports of Con- stat;e his parliamentary inquiry.
gentleman has expired, gress which would overburden him Mr. EVANS of Colorado. In the event

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- The second point is that the gentleman the amendment offered by the distin-
man, I move to strike the requisite num- h_ all of these wonderful amendm_en'[_ _i:_ed gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
bet of words, in the name of reform but he has not B_YS) is defeated, will we then be m a

Mr. Chairman and members of the dc,ne the courtesy to show them to the p_ition _o entertain an amendment as
Committee, I certainly accept the injunc- chairman of the committee. Had he done d_cr/bed by the gentleman from Illi-
tlon of the distinguished chairman of the so, it is possible that we might la:ave nots (:Mr. A_DERSON) .9
House Administration Committee that worked out something of a compromise, The CHAIRMAN (Mr. BOLLING). The
there is no need to accept in every single but since he did not, I am standin_g by C:aalr will reply to the gentleman from
detail in haec verba the language of the my amendment. Colorado that the Chair cannot antici-
,_enate bill. But out of due respect to the Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. In an:swer l_te events precisely. If the amendment
chairman I would hope that his amend- to the gentleman from Ohio, I would like offered by the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
merit to that bill would be defeated so we to yield to the gentleman from l_Ie'_v HaYs) to this particular section is voted
would have an opportunity under the Jersey (Mr. THOMPSON). down, then another germane amendment
procedures that prevail here this after- Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. The tc the particular area could be offered.
noon to pass upon an amendment which amendment to which my distingui,,_hed Mr. EYANS of Colorado. I thank the
in my opinion will answer his fears that co_league has referred is the amendment C]:_alr.man.
tlae House is being shut out completely of proposed by me and put in the Record Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair--
the monitoring process through the of November 1_, 19_1; Is that correct?' man, if ! have any time remaining le_
establishment of a completely independ- i_Ir. ANDERSON of Illinois. Theft iis me say to the gentleman from Ohio that
ent and presidentially appointed Coin- precisely the amendment I have in nflnd I regret any feeling that the gentleman
mission. I refer to an amendment which and the one on which I hope we will have hi_,s that there was any discourtesy to..
has been drafted which would provide an opportunity to vote this afternoon, w:{rd him. I had certainly no intention
for the appointment of a seven-man Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chah-man, will the to }.'eep this matter a secret from the
Commission, two to be appointed by the gentleman yield? gen'_leman. I had a,_umed that sLuce
Speaker of the House of Representa- Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I yield to the matter had been in the CoN_a_.s..
tives--cne from each party--giving the the gentleman from Arizona. SZON_L1ZX:COaVthat the matter had been
House the representation that it right- lV/r. UDALL. I would like to say to/;he called to the gentleman's attention. I
fully should have in this process; two gentleman from Illinois that I was ara truly sorry if it was not, because I
zrtembers appointed by the President of pleased to help him develop the com.- think the gentlemanfromOhiothrough-.
the Senate to represent that body; two promise amendment to which the f,_e'n., out this debate has exhibited a reason-
rr,embers appointed by the President be- tle:mar,_ has referred and which was :fur.- a_le willingness to compromise on these
cause after all it is his election that is ther refined by the gentleman from New is_:u,_s, and I certainly _alute the gentle-
going to be watched over as well; and, Jersey. (Mr. THOMPSON). In our opinion m:_n for iL
finally, the Comptroller General as the we thought it was a pretty good com.. Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I move
seventh member of that Commission. promise. I still believe it is just that. to strike '_he requisite number of words.

Mr. Chairman, some mention has been Mr. Chairman, I am impressed wiLth M:r. Chairman, this matter was dis-.
_tade of the fact that the Comptroller the gentleman from Ohio in his efforts cussed ex_ensively in the Committee on
General has written some letters in which to get a bill this year and the spirit of House Administration, and several alter-
he has stated that he does not want this compromise which he has demonstratedi, n_tives were discussed.
responsibility. I am personally in complete agreement It is uni_ortunate that we are operating ,
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here under a procedure which does not Surely the Congress can delegate its gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) irt 11215
allow the consideration of an amend- l_sponsibillties in this rEgard ix_ any of- amemtment.
merit to the amendment offered by the ricer. It can delegate them to a commis- If we defeat the amendment by the
gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) or sub- sion or to th(; Comptroller General. gentleman from Ohio, we are presented
stitutes to the Hays amendment, and One proposal that was made in the with a commission. Now I think there is
that our only recourse, if we want to committee, and I believE, I made it, was one, thing to be said about Commissions
change what is in this amendment, Is that these supervisory responsibilities and that is this.
to vote it down and then consider some- should all be :given to ';he Comptroller Wh:_t this coUntry does not need is
thing else. General. one, more Commission. A study by the

The compromise proposal that the A major difficulty with the tripartite gentleman from Connecticut (Mr, MONA-
gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. approach contained in the Hays amend- cA,q) indicates there are some ',1,200
THOMPSON) 1Sprepared to offer I thought ment is that we may h_[ve different in- Comrrdssions in the country today w_dch
had been widely discussed. I thought it terpretations of the same provi:_ions corn- cos'_ the taxpayers some $75 million a
had been discussed with the Chairman. 'Lng from the _'gecretary of the Elenate, the year.
It has been in the RECORD, and it does Clerk of the House, and the Comptroller There is a Commission which 'was
seem to me that it offers General. Surely it would be bet_r to have created in 1947 to create a Marine Me-

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the gert- a uniform procedure that worrd give the morlat in ChicagO. That Commission is
tleman yield? whole job of supervision to one office, stK£ iu existence and nothing was ever

Mr. BINGHAM. I will yield to the whether it be the Com;_troller General done.
gentleman from Ohio if I may proceed himself--or as I understood was going to (;)ne of the worst things we can pos-
for Just another minute, be proposed by the gentleman from New sibly ,io is to relegate the activiti{m of

It does offer a compromise which goes Jersey--a commission, mclud!ng repre- the l_mnbers of this House to an inde-
to a problem that the amendment offered sentatives of the Senate and of the House. pendent Commission appointed by a po-
by the chairman, the gentleman from Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chai:rman, will litical individual--the President of the
Ohio (Mr. HAYS) does not meet, and that the gentiemml yield? Un![t_t States.
is the problem of public confidence. Mr. BINGi:[AM. I yield to the gentle- Hac. the amendment--or had the sug-

I believe that, if we adopt the idea of man from Texas. gestio:a as recommended by the gentle-
leaving the responsibility for oversight Mr. ECKHARDT. Does the gentleman man irom Illinois (Mr. ANDERSON) been
with the Clerk of the House and the Sec- agree with rae that in none of these befor_ us, I would take a different lposi-
retary of the Senate, the American pub- proposals, neither in thE_ Senate bill nor tion--but it is not and we face the possi-
llc are going to say, "There they go in the proposal of Mr. T}{OMPSON,nor in bility, by defeating the amendment sug-
again, no matter what IS in the bill it is the proposal ef Mr. HA'zs, is there any geste(_ by the gentleman from Ohio of
not going to do any good, they will take provision by which we _ive a[:thorlty to relegating our activity into the hands of
care of themselves, and this whole thing any agency t;c; determine who shall be a Presidentially appointed Commission.
is a farce." seated? lit seems to me all we do in all Let me tell you--it would be one big

So I would hope, and I say this of those provisions is simply to give a mista!re.
reluctantly, because I have the greatest certain authority to !cersons to keep I _ould only submit one additional
admiration for the way the chairman, records and tv keep books and to receive thougat to the Members of the House---
the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYs) information and report information, for 2 days I have been hearing a lotUltimately, that information may re- about the Senate bill and it makes sense
has managed this bill in committee and sult in a law suit. But the agency itself to me that the Senate passed a bill that
here on the floor, I would hope that this has no right to scat'or not to seat any- was _ood for the Senate. We have to
amendment would be voted down, so that
we can then proceed to consider the one, as I understand it. pass a bill which is equally as good forMr, BING_AM. Thc, genLleman is the House of Representatives.
adoption of the compromise amendment correct. 31r. ALBERT. Mr. Chairman, wilt the
to be offered by the gentleman from New Mr_ BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman. gentleman yield for a question?
Jersey (Mr. THOMPSON). will the gentleman yiell? Mr. PODELL. I yield to the distin-

Now I will yield to the gentleman from Mr. BINGHAM. I yield to the gentle-- guished Speaker.
Ohio. man. l_lr.3!.gERT.Whichof the amend-

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, there IS one Mr. BROWN of Ohio. I understand meats, the amendment ahteady offered by
point that I would like to make, and that the Hays bill lCrovides that a certificate the g(ntleman from Ohio or the amend-
is the assumption that I read the CoN- of election can be withheld by State ment that is proposed to be offered if his
CR_SSXONALRrcoao In its entirety each Secretaries of State irt certain cases, amendment is defeated, would give the
day, please, nobody assume that any Would. not that be a denial of a seat by conferees the greatest latitude in work-
more, because I am sure that no one else someone out;_ide the Iq,louse of lgepre.- Lng this thing out?
in this body does. I would have to be sentatives? Mr. PODELL. I think the amendment
thought the only one who spends his time Mr. BINGHAM. We _re talking now introCtuced by the gentleman from Ohio
this way. about art amendment to the Harvey sub- (Mr. ?IAYS) would.

The second thing is that I have dis- stitute and the Harvey substitute con- Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. ChMr-
cussed thIs with the gentleman, and be- tains no such provision, man, will the gentleman yield?
tween us there ts nothing personal in Mr_ BROWN of Ohio. That is correct, Mr PODELL. I yield to the gentleman
what I am about to say. When the gentle- Mr. BINGHAM. So what the gentle- from Illinois.
man talks about the American public man from Texas (Mr. ECKHAIIDT) said is lvlr, ANDERSON of Illinois. I merely
saying, "There they go again," I think quite correct, that there is no power in wantxtd to point out that in the lan-
that he may be confusing the Washing- any officer tc bar the seating afa Mere- guagt_ of the bill H.R. 11280, which is the
ton Post and the New York Times for the bet of the I-louse or a Member of the, Fren_el-Brown bill, at page 35, there !is in
American public, because what they say Senate. four or five paragraphs a specific lizt of
we have to do and what the American Mr. PODELL. Mr. Chairman, I move the d_ties that would be required of this
public says we have to do, as far as my to strike out _;he last word. Corrm_ission. They are as follows:
interpretation of it goes, are two entirely Mr. Chairman, perhal)s I, f_r one, am (1) to develop and furnish to the person
different things, confused because I find that we are dis-. required by the provisions of this Act; pre-

Mr. BINGHAM. My chairman is en- cussing a proposal by the gentleman, scribe_! forms for the making of the reports
titled to his view of the matter. I just do from Illinois that is not before us at this and s;atements required to be filed with Ii;under this title;
not agree with it. moment, relating to the supervisory ca-, (2) to prepare, publish, and furnish lin,the

MaY I just say in conclusion that I paeity of the GAO and to the selection; perso_ required to file such report..; and
would like to address myself to the ques- of members of a board between the Sen-, statements a manual setting forth recom-
tion whether the Congress is in some way ate and the House of Reprf'_entatiVes. mend_._d uniform methods of bookkeeping
passing on a responsibility which is its That is not the issue before us at the and reporting;
responsibility under the Constitution and moment. (3) to develop a filing, coding, and cross-
that it has no right to do this, as was The issue before us is either first, that; indexing system consonant with the purposes
suggested by the gentleman from Call- which is outlined in tho Senate bill; or, of thl_ 'title;
fornta (Mr. DA_XE_.SON). second, that which Is outlined by the _h_d _soon.
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It is unfair to suggest to this House The Clerk read as follows: families, on any subject, which the courts
that we would have another Marine Amendment offered by l_r. HA_.';E:_*of have held is permitted.
Commission that would sometimes sit Idaho to tho amendment in the m[tm'e of ;the amendment sets forth the limited
and vegetate somewhere without duties, a Substitute offered by Mr. HARVEY:Page 18, circunq_.stances where such communica-
The language of the bill makes it clear line 20, renumber section 205 as sec'blon :!06 tions :[re permitted in connection with
that this will be an active, hard-working and insert in lieu thereof a new section 205,
commission during the period that the to read as follows: an election. These include:Section 610 of Title 18, United States Cc,ie, (1) non-partisan registration and get-out-
reports are coming in and are being moil- relating to contributions or expend/tuxE_'s by the-vote campaigns by a corporation aimed
ttored. An investigation may be called national banks, corporations, or labor orga- st its st;ockholders and their families, or by a
for. ! disapprove of the type of commts- ni_tions, ts amended by addAng at the end labor organization aimed at its members and
sions to which the gentleman has re- thereof the following paragraph: thelr families.
ferred as much as does the gentleman ,,Az used in thts section, tire phra_e 'con- (:2) t:ae establishment, administration and
from New York, commissions that sit trlbutlon or expenditure' shall Include any _oliclta_lon of contributions to a separate
around and do not do anything. But the direct or indirect payment, distrlbutic,n,, ]loi_n, _egrega'ted fund to be utilized for political

advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any purpos_s by a corporation or labor organi-
proposed Commission simply is not that services, or anything of value to any candi- zation.
kind of commission we are talking about date, campaign committee, or politic_l ];*a]ty
under the language of the bill. or organization, In connection with any This fund must be separate from any

Mr. PODELL. Will the gentleman from election to any of the offices referred to tn union or corporate funds, and contribu-
Illinois advise the House who, under the this section; but shall not include commuzd- tions must be voluntary. To insure that
existing Senate bill, would appoint the cations by a corporation to its stoc_ol[dcrs contri[,utions are voluntary, the amend-
members of the Commission? and their families or by a labor organize,ti)n meat prohibits the use by the separate

to its members and their families on la.y sr:b.
Mr. ANDERSON of 131inots. ! quite Jeer: non-partisan registration and get-o_tt- politic_l fund of any money or anything

agree I do not like the*vote campaigns by a corporatiort al:reed of value obtained by the use or threat of
Mr. PODELL. Will the gentleman an- at l'ks stockholders and their familie:3, o_ by force, job discrimination, or financial re-

swer the question? a labor orgnization aimed at Its members a:_d prisal, or by dues or fees, or other moneys
Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. The Presi- their families; the establishment, wcl:_[_bs- required as a condition of employment

dent would appoint the Commission. I am tration, and solicitation of contribul;io_,s to or merabership in a labor organi:'_ation,
a separate segregated fund to be utilized lot or by rrloneys obtained in any commercial

proposing that we vote down the amend- political purposes by a corporation or Iai:or transaction.
meat so that we get a chance to work organization; provided, that it shall be un-

Then et e_e ame_ndm_ent,
on another amendment which will give lawful for such a fund to make a 'ccntri. bu- tlaer_fc_to tighten an-d-_iarLfy thethe House an opportunity to provide two tlon or expenditure' by utilizing money or
members of the Commission. anything of value secured by physical force, provisi,_ of___se¢_oii_ _1_)_f_title_-ls,
Mr. PODELL. Suppose that amendment lob discrimination, financial reprisals, or t_he Um_f_d S-S_ates c0_e_n_0--_o_tify-the

is not adopted? Then you are back to the threat of force, Job dtscrlmtnation or fir._an- C:,,_,_-_I_-I-t s_e_!__s_i[[nore'_l_arly - the
Commission. That is the problem, ctal reprisal; or by dues, fees or other mc,n_es rule_'_ni ei_o n activities -f_$

required as a condition of membership ":b_a ap'_ly equa¥[y"_lab6_'-_ttfil6ffs'_a_':Cor_ _
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- labor organization or as a condition of em- p0r!_[[_,n_l_h_le_oro_lblting abuses that

tleman from New York has expired, ployment, or by monies obtained ha a:ay involve activities directed at the general(On request of Mr. LATTA, and by commercialtranzaction.'"
public, the amendment recognize.,_ that

unanimous consent, Mr. Po_.L was Mr. HANSENofldaho. Mr. Chairman, the constitutional guarantee of free
allowed to proceed for 1 additional the purpose of my amendment _; to speech protects the right of labor organi-minute.)

codify the court decisions interln_'t;ing zations and corporations to communicate
Mr. LATTA. Mr. Chairman, will the section 610 of title 18 of the United ._t_tas with their own members or stockholders.

gentleman yield? Code, and to spell out in more detail What Section 610 of title 18 of the United
Mr. PODELL. I yield to thc eentleman a labor union or corporation can or crux- States Code makes it a criminal offense

from Ohio. not do tn connection with a Federal for a cx_rporation or labor union to make
Mr. LA_'rA. I rise in support of the election, a contribution or expenditure in con-

amendment offered by the gentleman _e text of the amendment may be nection with any Pederal election. The
from Ohio.. I do not think Congress found in the CONGRESSIONALRECOI_'.Dfor legislative history of section 610 dcm-
should shirk its constitutional responsi- Wednesday, November 17, 1971, at page onstrates that it was not Congress' in-
bility to be the judge of its own elections. 41869. tent in passing this provision to corn-
Under the Constitution, Congress ts to be Section 610 of title 18, United Stat_ pletely exclude these organizations from
the judge of its own elections not some Code, prohibits the making of a ¢×mtri- the political arena. That history, as the
commission as proposed in this bill. The bution or expenditure in connection _ith Justice Department, which has the re-
Hays amendment Is necessary if we are to certain elections by a corporatiol_ or a sponstbUity for enforcing the statute, has
carry out this proper constitutional func- labor union. The first part of my amend- stated, shows instead that the purpose
tion. Had the drafters of the Constitution meat reinforces that prohibition emd cie- of section 610 ts simply to insure that--
meant that we should not police and fines the phrase "contribution or e::- When a union [or corporation] undertakes
judge our o_1 elections, they would have penditure" to include "any direct or ir_- active el.ectioneertng on behalf of particular
given this responsibility to some other direct payment, distribution, los_a,, ad- federal candidates and designed to reach lbo
branch of the Government. Since they vance, deposit, or gift of money, or _m.y public at large, [the organization's] general
specifically gave It to the Congress, we services, or anything of value to any can- funds . . . may not be used (Brief for the
should not pass It on to a commission or didate, campaign committee, or pollt:lcal gaited _tates in U.S.v. UAW, 352 U.S. 567).
to some other agency.

The CHAIRMAN. The question ison party or organization, in connection with Corporate and labor political commu-any election to any of the offices referred aications directed at members and stock-
the amendment offered by the gentleman to in this section." holders nonpartisan registration and
from Ohio (Mr. HAYs) to the amendment The eff_c.t_.of this language is to carry get out the vote activities, and partisan
in the nature of a substitute offered by out th_ bastclnten_-bTEe_fi-$r0,-u?l_lch electioneering directed at the general
the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. is to prohibit th e[_i_-o-?.___-]_.dl;: public :ananced by voluntary contribu-
l_vrv). Porate fundslf0_'_t__C___tiQn----_r_nlg dl ._ tions, are all lawful.

The question was taken; and on a divi- rected at the general public on0_l_i-_E While these rules are well known to
sion (demanded by Mr. ANDERSONof Il]i- a Candidate in a-Pedel_C_lection. T hiLs student_ of this area of the law the exact
nois) there were---ayes 79, noes 52. part of my amendment is identical bo I_e scope of section 610 is a matter of some

So the amendment to the amendment first part of section 8 of HA_. 11060. mystery to the uninitated. This stems
in the nature of a substitute was agreed Next, the amendment, in further d_- from the fact that the cryptic statutory
to. fining the phrase "contribution or e_:- language is of little help and a full under-
AME_TDMENTOFFERED]BYI_R.HANS]_NO1_][D&_O penditure," draws a distinction betw,_._n _tanding of the provision's meaning re-

TOTHE sUBSTITUTEAMENDMENTOFFERED]BY activities directed at the general public, quires a diligent study of the court cases
Ma. r_wY which are prohibited, and communt[.a- and the legislative history. The result
Mr. HANSEN of Idaho; Mr. Chairman, tions by a corporation to its stockholders ihas been an undesirable confusion as to

I offer an amendment to the amendment and their families, and by a lab_)r or- w']_at section 610 actually provides. And
in the nature of a substitute, ganization to its members and their this has led to numerous charges that the
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law ts clefective, or that it is not being 610 discourag_; corporate political ac- eating freely with their members and
observed. Many of these charges stem tion, the Internal Revenue Code, through stocl,_holders--see U.S.v. CIO, 335 U.S.
from a lack of appreciation of what sec- the deductiom{ allowed, encourages lob- 106--from conducting nonpartisan regis-
tion 610 actually provides_ Others indi- bying. In addition, at pre.'_nt sc_tion 610 tratJ.on and get out the vote campaigns,
cate that there may well be instances in does not, and under either thf_ amend- or from securing voluntary contributions
which corporations and unions seek to merit or section 8 of H.]_. 11060 would madle clirectly to the support of a labor_
utilize the complex interrelationship be- not, regulate corporate or union political or m_,nagement _ political organisa-
tween the statutory language and the activity in co_mection with State elec- tion_[_3 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 6440,
gloss which had been put on that lan- tions evext though such sctlvity, by rea- remar_ of Senator Taft.
guage as a cover to obscure the fact that son of 3uch factors as t_e parl;y system Tod_y, as 24 years ago, there is a broad
they are acting unlawfully. In either and the simu;[taneous rlmning of Fed- consensus that these limited permissions
event the public confidence in the regula- eral and State elections, may lmve some are proper. For example, Senator Dom-
tion of Federal election financing suffers, residual overlapping eifect. For the zcxcK s_)eaking on the floor of the other

Despite this lingering confusion it has power of the States to regulate _heir own body ca behalf of an amendment to sec-
been 24 years since Congress last legis- elections is essential to _ healthy Fed- tion 610 ihe had proposed, stated:
lated in this field. Section 8 of H.R. 11060, eral system. If a member wishes to pay money ochre-
the so-called Crane amendment to the With these preliminaries to the side tarlly t_ .a candidate or to a labor orgardza-
Hays' bill, a.ttempts to break this legis- the first section of my amendment spells tlon fu_d for a candidate or even to a fund
lative logjam by adding a new final par- out in detail tlae point that corporations which _he union will determine how ti; :ts to
agraph to section 610 defining the criti- and unions may not use their treasury be s}pert, ! have no objections . . . A labor
cai phrase "contribution and expendi- money--that is, the money a corporation orga:n_z_tion should be able to expen¢l its
ture" as used therein, secures from commercial transactions or fund.s cn behalf of... nonpartisan polttical

Unfortunately, as often happens in a union secures from due.';, initi:_tion fees activity _uch as voter registration or voter
education on campaign issues... (and) en-

dealing with. a complex subject, the and simfia_r exactions--either directly or dots,:rig a particular candidate in its normal
Crane amendment's definition tends to indir_tly to make any tyl)e of "contribu- union Fubllcations. This, I believe, is a legiti-
make the problem worse rather than tion or expen&iture in connection with ma_; exercise of free speech_ 117 Cong. Rec.
solving it. For section 8 of H.R. 11060 can any federal election." This prohibitory page 29329 (Aug. 4, 1971).
either be read as prohibiting all union language foUows that of section 8 of H.R.
or corporate activity financed by treas- 11060 word for '_ord and it is plainly all- The compelling policy considerations
ury money that touches Federal elections _ encompassing. That is as it should be. supporting this consensus can be very
in any way, or as continuing the limited,_ For as I noted at the outset the basic succinctly stated.
permissions the 1947 Congress extended" purpose of secti_on 610 is to prohibit ac- FJXs_;,every organization should be al-
to corporations and unions with one ex- tire electioneering by ccrporai;ions and lowed _o take the steps necessary for its
ception_"get out the vote activities" unions for Federal candidates directed at growtL and survival. There is, of com'se,
which are presently permissible but the public at l_2ge. There can bE_no doubt no need to belabor the point that (l_)v-
which would be prohibited. In the name that this language accomplishes that end. ermnent policies profoundly affect both
of providing legislative clarification it Before going f'urther, ar_dto insure that business and labor. One need turn no
creates new confusion. The result is cer- the accepted :not be confused with the 2urthe: than the present economic stabi-
tain to be fresh uncertainty and a new necessary, it should be noted that this _izatio._x program for a compelling illus-
round of litigation, prohibition is the most :Yar-reaching in '_ratior of the extent to which Federal

While its execution is faulty the idea the entire elec'_ion lav_. While the regula- policy is the critical detriment of ocr-
behind section 8 of H.R. 11060 is sound, tion of corporate and union political con- porate and union health. If an organza-
Congress should set out in a clear statu- tributions is bvsed on a fear of the effects rich, whether it be the NAM, the _IA
tory form precisely what corporations of aggregated wealth on l_oliticS these or- or the KFI.,-CIO, believes that certain
and unions can and cannot do in the ganizations are not the sole repositories candidates pose a threat to its well-being
election area. And it is plainly proper to of funds adeq_ate to tin,race big money or th_, well-being of it,_ members or
do so during, the consideration of thls contributions_ Yet Congress has never stockh)lders, it should be able to get its
overall attempt to modernize campaign regulated the :_tivities o:_ legal, medical, views _ those members or stockholders.
reg_Llation. But since section 8 does not or farm orga_i:,_ations, for example, nor As fiduciaries for their members and
in fact accomplish that goal I hereby has it placed comparable stringent limi- stockh)lders the officers of these instil;u-
offer my amendment, the aim of which tatiom_ on weal_;hy individuals. Indeed, if tions _ave a duty to share their infonmed
is to perfect section 8, and by so doing any of the proposals presently under con- insigh(s on all issues affecting their in-
to clarify the exact scope of section 610. siderat_on by tl_ds body become law, only stitution with their constituents. Both

Section 610 strikes a balance between corporations, m_ions and political candi- union members and stockholders have
organizational rights and the rights of dates will be limited in the making of po- the right to expect this expert guidance.
those who wish to retain their sharehold- litical contributions and expenditures. In det_'rmining where their self-interest
ing interest or membership status but Thus, sectio:n 610 as it _tand.% and un- lies they have no _other comparable
who disagree with the majority's politi- der my proposal, represents a complete scm'ce of information. Indeed, as the Su-
cal views. The balance presently obtain- victory for thc,se who believe that corpo- preme Court stated in the CIO case, if
lng provides, in my judgment, an opti- rations and unions have no moral right to Congress were to prohibit communica-
mum solution to the complex problem utilize their or_anization_' general funds tions )etween an organization and its
of accommodating these conflicting in- for active public partisan politicking. It members concerning "danger or advan-
terests. This solution is sOUnd in theory totally subordinates organizational in- tage tx, their interests from the adopti, on
as I shall show, has proved workable in terests to indiTidual interests, of measures or the election to office of
practice, and has generated a broad bi- Recognizing that group interests must men, espousing such measures, the g:av-
partisan consensus in favor of continua- be given some play and t_at the interest est doubt would arise in our minds as to
tion of the present rules. For this reason of the minorit:_ is weakes; when corpora- its corstitutionality."
my amendment, with one exception, fol- tions and unions confine their activities Second, it has also been recognMed
lows the present law. to their own st_ckholder_ and members, thai; i_; is proper to, allow corporations

Analytically the proposal I offer has the beneficial owners oil these organi- and mA)ns to conduct nonpartisan re_is-
three component parts. Before turning to zations, the second sub _ivision of the tratior_ and get out the vote campaigns.
them, two preliminary points should be amendment sets out thr_.'e precisely de- Indeec, any other conclusion would have
noted for the sake of completeness. At fined and limited permis_;ions for corpo- been contrary to the basic precept _lmt
present section 610 does not, and under rate and union activity r_lated to the po_ the exercise of the franchise is not merely
either this amendment or section 8 of Litical process, a poll:leal right but a civic duty. The
H.R. 11060 it would not, cover corporate The courts, as well as other independ- health of our representative form of goo-
or union legislative activities. Lobbying ent students of section 6:.0 and its legis-, ernment requires that every possible step
is a separate field which has traditionally lative history, have concluded that the be taken to maximize the number of
been, and should continue to be, regu- 1947 Congress did not in:_nd to prohibit elig_ible vote rs who go to the polls. At-
lated separately. Indeed, while section corpor_tions or unions Jrom communi- tempt_ t,o restrict the number who vote
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are inimical to the democratic precepts for COPE or BIPAC cannot abtlse Els Mr. HAYS. Corporations only directed
upon which the political process rests, organizational authority in seeking poliO- at stockholders ?

Of course, such campaigns must be ical contributions. Of course, nothing can Mr. ;[-IANSEN of Idaho. Directed to-
nonpartisan. Within the constraints set completely erase some residual eff,:_ts ward s,:ockholders and their families.
by an organization's resources which may on tl_ds score, any more than the law can Mr. t_AYS. From voluntary funds lin-
require it to concentrate on particular control the mental reaction of a bust- ions could spend the money any way
areas where its members are most nu- nessraan asked for a contribution by s,n they saw fit, within the law?
merous or where a race of particular ira- individual who happens to be his ban:_:er, Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. That is cor-
portance is to be held, it must make an or of a farmer approached by the head rect, so long as the funds came in a
effort to reach all those in the area and of his local farm organization. The truly w)luntary manner and without the
not merely those who will vote in acer- proper approach, and the one acior,ted employment of the kinds of threats or
tain way. A failure to respect this llm- here, is to provide the strong assuranc:e reprisals or other methods that are pro-
itation would, of course, be a violation that a refusal to contribute will not lead hibited by this amendment.
of section 610. to reprisals and to leave the rest to the Mr. HAYS. I have one other question.

It isnot entirely clear to me, even after independence and good sense of e:_ch AlS to corporations, would the g_mtle-
substantial study, as to whether the pres- indivMual, man's amendment prohibit voluntary
ent law requires such campaigns to be As a further safeguard the proviso _dso contributions by members of corpora~
limited to members and stockholders. It makes it a violation for such a f_tnd to tions ff they were reimbursed sub rosa?
is myjudgmentthattheyshouldbe, and make a contribution or expenditure Does the gentleman understand? In
the amendment I propose insures that from money collected as dues or other other words, we will say that John Doe
such a limitation would have to be ob- fees required as a condition of member- is vice president of X corporation, and
served. The dividing line established by ship c}r employment or obtained throug Pl that he gave $500 to a fund, and the coy-
section 610 is between political activity commercial transactions. This h_mres poration then reimbursed him, say, with
directed at the general public in con- that any money, service, or tangible some k_ad of cover saying it was expenses
nection with Federal elections which item--such as a typewriter, Xerox _r something. That would be prohibited
must be financed out of political dona- machine, and so forth--provided t<_ :_ :Lfit were found out?
tions and activities directed at members candidate by such a fund must_ be Mr. ItANSEN of Idaho. That in my
or stockholders which may be financed financed by the voluntary political dona- Judgment would constitute a violation of
by general funds. As a matter of prin- tionsLthascollected. _Law; in fact, a violation of law as it
ciple this line of demarcation supports At the present time there is bro_ _xists now, as an indirect payment.
the proposed limitation and there is no agree_a_ent as to the essence of the proper Mr. HAYS. I appreciate the gentle-
consideration of which I am aware that balance in regulating corporate a_nd man's answer. I thought that wa,_ the
requires an exception to the basic guid- union political activity required by way it was. It is done sometimes, I am
lng theory of this provision, sound policy and the Constitution. It _ure, as [ have heard.

Finally, there can be no doubt that conair,ts of a strong prohibition on _;h_ In other words, the money that is truly
union members or stockholders should use _,f corporate and union treasur.! voluntarily contributed either by stock-
have the right to set up special political funds to reach the general public in sup- holders or officers of a corporation or by
action funds supported by voluntary do- port of, or opposition to, Federal can&i, members of a union they can spend by
nations from which political "contribu- dates and a limited permission to corpo- contributing or any other way that is
tions and expenditures" can lawfully be rations and unions, allowing them t_) ]egal; is that correct?
made. As Senator Taft stated in his floor communicate freely with member,,_ and Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. That is correct.
explanation of section 610: stockholders on any subject, to att_,mpb Mr. HAYS. T. thank the gentleman.

,_ If [union members or stockholders] are to convince members and stockholders Again I say I appreciate the gentleman'sasked to contribute directly . .. to the sup- to register and vote, and to make politi., offering this amendment. It is substan-
port of a labor [or management] political or- Cai contributions and expend:Lture3 tially what is in the law now. Everybody
gantzation, they know what their money is financed by voluntary donations wlMch has lived with it for a long time. I in-
to be used for and presumably approve it. have been kept in a separate segregated tend to support the amendment,
From such contribution the organization fund. This amendment writes that. bal.. ]_r. GERALD R. FORD. Will the gert-
can spend all the money it wants to with anco into clear and unequivocal statutory tieman _'leld?:r_spect to such matters. But the prohibition
is against labor unions using their mem- language. ].VIr. E:ANSEN of Idaho. I am happy
ibers' dues for political purposes, which Is The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (l_[r. to yield to the distinguished minority
exactly the same as the prohibition against HOLIF_CELI))..The time of the gentl_ln;_r._ leader.
a corporation using its stockholders' money from ]daho has expired. ]_ffx. GERALD R. PC)RD. A moment
:_or political purposes, and perhaps in viola- (On request of Mr. HAYs, and by ulqLall., s.go the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAY,';)
_;ion of the wishes of many of lt_ stock- txnous consent, Mr. HANSEN Of Idaho wa_ _ked this question, and I think this is
]Solders. 93 Cong. Rec. 6440 allowed to proceed for 5 additional mia. the way he phrased it: If a corporat_ ex-

For the underlying theory of section utes.) ecutive gave $500 to an individual candi-
610 is that substantial general purpose Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, wilI the ¢!ate and then he was subsequently tefra-
treasuries should not be diverted to po- gentleman yield? _ursed by the corporation, was that ll-
litical purposes, both because of the effect Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. I am happy _bc, l,_'gaL and the gentleman from Idaho said
on the political process of such aggre- yield to my chairman, i_,was.
gated wealth and out of concern for the Mr. HAYS. I want to say to the gert- Now, if a union official gives a don_~
dissenting member or stockholder. Ob- tleman I commend him for offering thi_ tLon to aa individual candidate and then
viously, neither of these considerations amendment. I intend to support it. he was subsequently reimbursed by the
cuts against allowing voluntary political The gentleman has made a very clear union, is that illegal?
funds. For no one who objects to the or- and concise statement on the an_.end- ldr. H._NSEN of Idaho. I would inter-
ganization's polities has to lend his sup- merit, but for the purpose of legislative l_ret tha_; as also being clearly illegal.
port, and the money collected is that in- history I should like to ask a COUl_le of ]_Ir. HAYS. Will the gentleman yield?
tended by those who contribute to be questions, if I may, to see if I uncler- ]_ir. H._NSEN of Idaho. Yes. I yield to
<_ed for political purposes and not stand it as he does. the gentleman.
money diverted from another source. The amendment would allow unions te ]_Ir. HAYS. I agree, except I would say

The essential prerequisite for the conduct get-out-the-vote drives and reg- 9:) the distinguished minority leader I
validity of such political funds is that istration drives from union 'funds? do not think I said if the union reim-

bm:sed him, and that is what we are talk-
tlhe contributions to them be voluntary. Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Directed at the ing about-either the union reimbursingFor that reason the final section of this
amendment makes it a violation of sec- union members and their families o:n]y, l_ira sub rosa or the corporation reim-
ttion 610 to use physical force, job dis- Mr. HAYS. And the same for cor_)ora- bursing him sub rosa. Both would be
crimination, financial reprisals or the tions and stockholders? illegal in my opinion and I believe in the
threat thereof, in seeking contributions. Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. That is coy- opinion of the gentleman. I understood

This is intended to insure that a solicitor rect. tl_e gentleman to mean that.
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Mr.'GERALD R. FORD. I did mean to Mr. HANSF2_I of Idaho, That ts correct. This amendment does nothing to pro-
Imply that. I will correct it in the RECORD, I nOW yield to the g,mtieman from hibit tilat kind of abuse but, in fact, by
because I meant to place them on an Oregon. its pre_;ent language puts a specific st_mp
equal basis. Mr. I)ErJ.I_.I_.BACK. I Join in the com- of approval on this continued abuse

Mr. HAYS. I thought that was what mendation of the gentieraan in the well which has gone on for many years _ we
the gentleman meant, and I asked the and also of the chairm,,n of the com- all we_ know.
gentleman to yield to make it clear that mittee_ the gentleman from Ohio, for MI'. B'ANSEN of Idaho. I would not
that was what we all meant. Joining in the ,upport of tlals amendment, agrE,_ that that is the eftect and purpose

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Will the May I ask a,s a gener_d question, Mr. of the tanguage of the amendment.
gentleman yield? HANSE_, J_ it 7_UX intention by the way l_ir. CRANE. It might not be the lOur-

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. I will be glad you have drafted the amendmeut to pro- pose of the amendment, but in my judg-
to yield to the gentleman, pose that corporations and lmions be :merit i_ is the effect of lt.

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I want to treated absolutely equally? Mir. :itANSEN of Idaho. 'The gentle:man
join in commending the gentleman from Mr. HANSES of Idaho. That is correct, is entitled to his own opinion.
Idalho (Mr. I'IANSEN) for submitting his Mr. DI/_LENBACK. A_ld, fm_ther, if a The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
amendment. I th:ink he is trying to reach situation is proper for a corporation, it is tiemar[ from Idaho has again expired.
a problem area where there have been also proper for a union and if il; is proper (By unanimous consent (at the request
some serious abuses, and I think his for a union, then it is also proper for a of ]_lr_ HAYS), Mr. HANSEN of Idaho was
amendment helps to meet the problem, corporation, allowe'l to proceed for 3 additional mtn_

Recently I read a statement from Mr. I think it is extremely important that utes.)
Lane Kirkland, the AFK,-CIO treasurer, what you have here proposed is an Mr. [-IANSEN of Idaho. I believe the ef-
where he said: amendment that seeks to brlng about fect m_d the purpose of the amencknent

We have to carry our message to every equity. I thixLk it is important that a is to circumscribe the kinds of activiLies
American eligible to vote . . . and we have union be able to commlmicat_; with its that n:ust of necessity be protected trader
to make sure that every voter we can reach members and do what tlae law already the flint amendment and which recog-
is registered and that they go to the polls, permits it to do, and likewise :[ feel it is nize the right of the union or the corpo-

Under the gentleman's amendment important that a corporation be able to do ration to communicate with the mere-
that would not be possible, would it? that samc_thingwith its stockholders, bors o:¢ its stockholders for get-out-the-
They could not use union funds to go out Mr. Chairm,m, I joi_ in support of vote drives or voter registration and also
and indiscriminately try to register the this particular amendment. It seems to to establish, administer, and solicit f_nds
general public or engage in vote-getting me that it doe.'; work eqtdty in what has for a separate voluntary, political fund.
activities with the general public but been a very tx_ublesome situation in the Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman, would the
they are restricted to pursuing their ac- past. gentle:man yield for a question for a ];Kdnt
tivities among their own union members Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman, wfil the of information?
and their families, which was stated in gentleman yield? Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Very briefly.
the case of the United States against Mr. HthNSt/Vl of Idaho. I yield to the Mr. CRANE. I/ I am a member of a
UAW and United States against CIO, gentleman from Illinois, union and I am forced to pay dues as a
where the court gets into the first amend- Mr. CRANE. The concern I have with condition for employment, and these
ment considerations that have to be the gentleman's amendraent deals with mone_ s go into treasury funds under the
taken into account in considering the what I think it3the nub o_Ithe h_ue under check_off system, would your amend-
kind of limitations that can be placed on consideration, and that is the question ment permit them to be spent for voter
both unions and corporations, of voluntarism versus compulsion, regishation and get-out-the-vote astir-

Does the gentleman feel that that is The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- ities? if, as in the case of 1968, I wa_; one
substantially the matter at issue? tleman from Idaho has again expired, of the 44 percent of union members who

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- (By unanhnous cons_t (at the re- the polls indicated were opposed 9o the
tieman has expired, quest of Mr. CaANE) Mr. L_ANSE:._of Idaho Deraocrat candidate for the Presidency,

· (By unanimous consent, at the request was allowed l_, proceed for 2 additional would not my union dues nevertheless
of Mr. DELLENBACK,Mr. HANSEI_of Idaho minutes.) be sl_nt contrary to my interest and in
was allowed to proceed for 3 additional Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chahman, ff the gert- a _st_ra where I am denied any redress
minutes.) tleman will yield further, as I understand of that grievance in the courts under the

Mr. DELLENBACK. Will the gentle- the gentleman's amendment, when he ph_h_g of this particular amendment?
man yield? talks about permitting the unions or cor- Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. The amend-

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. I will be happy potations for that matter or national merit is. designed to recognize the fact
to yield to the gentleman, but may I first banks to be a'jlowed to engage :in not just that _ stockholder or a union member
respond to the gentleman from Illinois _'conm_unicatlons" but "nonpartisan" exists in two capacities: In his individ-
(Mr. ANDEaSON) and hisquestion, registration lind get-our-the-vote cam- ual capacity with his ,awn indi_kiual

The gentleman interpreted my amend- paigns, ia effect, this is negating the ef- views and his capacity as a member of
ment exactly as it is intended. As a mat- forts that Iarn sure the gentleman is try- an ori;anization that has interests as an
ter of fact, the indication of plans to lng to make; namely, h) prohibit invol- organization.
direct get-out-the-vote drives and regis- untarfiy :raiseti moneys fi om being used to, q_ intent and the purpose of the
tratio:n drives in the general public fur- support a cand_idate oppysed bMthe indi- amenlment is to strike a balance between
ther prompted my bringing this amend- viduals who_ moneys may be involun- those interests.
ment to the floor. To make it absolutely tartly raised. Thc l_olitical activities that are de-
clear that the activities directed at the I think tighter language is required to signed to elect specific candidates must
public are prohibited and activities dl- achieve that objective. Moreover, this be lqnmnced out of a separate political
rected at the membership are now pro- position has Ix:en upheld by the courts ir. fund.
tected, the past. _[q_efunds achninistered by COP] _. are

Mr. AN'DERSON of Illinois. In the case In the case of Seay afainst McDonneI]i an e_ ample of such a separate political
of United States v. CIO, 335 U.S. 106, the Douglas which happened in California, ftmd that is recognized both ir: my
court did say that if Congress were to the courts took the position that: amendment and the so-called (_:ane
prohibit communications between an . . . The diversion of the employees' smendment which is part of H.R,. 11060,
organization and its members concerning money from use for the purposes for which i_; the Bays bill.
"dangers or' advantages to their interests was exacted damages the:_ dou'Sly. Its uti.- Th,_ question of whether the expenses
from the adoption of measures or the llzatloa to support eandld_tes and causes the of an organization like COPE be ps2d for
election to office of men espousing such plaintiffs oppose renders tlaem csptlve to the th':o_,gh voluntary money is often asked.ideas, associations and causes espoused bit
measures, the gravest doubts would arise others. At the same time it depletes their own _nv of COPE's activities, such as the
in our minds as to its constitutionality." funds and re_m_rces to th_ extent of the ex.- preps,ration of voting records and state-

The gentleman's proposal does not proporlation .a_d renders them unable by ment_ of the AFL-CIO's_ political peel-
seek to cross that constitutional line and these amount:_ to express their vwn convic- tion, are directed at llIaion members.
prohibit communications from the union tions_ their own ideas, and support their own Thes,_ activities may be paid for by treas-
to their o_m membership. Is that correct? cause_, ur7 money. However, to the extent that
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COPE incurs expenses by providing per- any pressure, and yet you have corpora- tire electioneering 'on behalf of particu-
sonnel tm a candidate, or performing a tions and medical societies who have lar Federal candidates and designed to
service for a candidate, such as a mailing spent money on particular issues al_mg reach the public as large--the organiza-
for him, or by giving a candidate tangible a particular line. tion's---general funds--may not be
items for use in his campaign, such as Mr. CRANE. That is not an inw_hm- used"---brief for the Uniteg $ta_es v.
typewriter, leaflets, and paper. Those tary association. I am saying t]_t in UAW, 352 U.S. 567. COrporate and labor
items must be paid for by voluntary those cases where a man must JoJ[ELIf_qld l_Dlitical communications directed at
money, pay these assessments as a condition of members and stockholders, nonpartisan

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, will the employment, and that is 85 perce:at of registration and get out the vote activi-
gentleman yield? the members of organized labor t,_La:_, ties, and partisan electioneering dh'ected

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. I yield to the who have to join a union as a corL6,ition at the general public financed by volun-
gentleman from Pennsylvania. of employment, and pay union dues, th:Ls t_ry contributions, are all lawful.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, as I under- seems to me to be an outrageous sitL_,- While these rules are well known to
stand it, this only covers whatever iran- tion, a violation of the constitu.tion_d students of this area of the law the exact
spires between the corporation and its rights of these individuals, and a deni_l scope o:? section 610 is a matter of some
stockholders and families and the union of their freedom of choice, mystery to the uninitiated. This stems
leaders and the union members. How- Mr. DENT. That is against the IIaw from the fact that the cryptic statutory
ever, the union member himself is not now. language is of little help and a full un-
restricted in his solicitation of registra- Mr. HANSEIq of Idaho. May I ,,_y t'a derstanding of the provision's melming
tions or for voting, getting out the vote, is response to the gentleman this d_ :a¢$ :require_ a diligent study of the court
that right? reach organizations such as the cimm- cases and the legislative history. The re-

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. No. The lYrohl' hers of commerce, and it does prohibit ',_ult has been an undesirable confusion
bition is against the use of union funds, the use of funds of a union or a colics:m- :_s to what section 610 actually provides.

Mr. DENT. Right. tion to support a specific political candi- ._td tbJis has led to numerous charges
Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. For anything date. That is now prohibited, anc[ ti:mt :_hat the law is defective, or that it is

other than communications directly prohibition is reinforced under the l_n- _aot being observed. Many of these
dealing with the members and their guage of this amendment, charges stem from a lack of appreciationMr. FISH. Mr. Chairman, will the gen- of what section 610 actually provides.families for these specific purposes.

Mr. DENT. There will be a question tleman yield? Others indicate that there may well be
asked later on by the chairman of the Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. I yield to i;h,_ irrstances in which corporations and un-
committee, so i will not ask the ques- gentleman from New York. ions seek to utilize the complex inter-
tion, except I will ask this: What about Mr. FISH. The gentleman has UsE._ttlh,,' relationship between the statutory Iaaa-
other organizations such as Chambers of term, the general term "corporation" in Image a_ad the gloss which has been put
Commerce, who are very active in this this section, and is the gentiemaa re,- _)n tlhat language as a cover to obscure
situation, they solicit beyond their lerring to a business or stock corporal_,ion, the fact that they are acting unlaw-
leadershlp--I mean, beyond their mem- and in no sense a foundation which may l u]Ily. ItL either event the public confl-
bership. They raise funds through dues be incorporated under the laws of t]ae clerics in the regulation of Federal elco-State, and engaged in voter registratio_ tlon financing suffers.
_d they are in many instances very activities? Despite this lingering confusion it, has
active in their efforts, especially in my Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. The term ",_r.. i_m 24 years since Congress last legls-district.

Mr. HANSElg of Idaho. Of course, sec- poration," as used in the amendment, is luted in _his field. Section 8 of H_R. 11060,
q_on 610 never did cover these kinds of the same corporation as used in the orl!_l., the so-called Crane amendment to thehal law enacted back in 1947, so _al; IIays bill, attempts to break this legis-
organizations, farm organizations, medi- there is no change With respect to the l ative logjam by adding a new final para-
cal organizations, and various other or- category of corporations that come with- _raph to section 610, defining the critical
ganizations that do become very active in the scope of the provisiau. _,kcase "contribution and expenditure
in political affairs.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the Mr. FISH. This is a business corj_)ra- as used therein.
tion---- Unfortunately, as often happerm in

gentleman from Idaho has again expired. The CHAIRMAN. The time of the ge:a- dealing with a complex subject, the
(On request of Mr. C_A_E, and by tleman from Idaho has again expired. Crime aa_endment's definition tends to

_manimous consent, Mr. H_s_ of Idaho Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey, _.[r, make the problem worse rather than
was allowed to proceed for 3 additional Chairm_ I rise in support of t_t_e s_lving it. For section 8 of H.R. 11060 can
minutes.) amendment, e_ther be read as prohibiting all union

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman, will the Mr. Chairman, first of all Z would l£ke or corporate activity financed by Treas-
!;entleman yield? to commend the distinguished gentleman ury money that touches Federal elco-

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. I yield to the from Idaho for the development and f_:)r tions in any way, or as continuing the
gentleman from Illinois. the offering of this amendment, limited permissions the 1947 Congress

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman, may I Some of the colloquies we have heard e:_tended to corporations and unions with
_lso have the attention of the gentlenmn exhibit rather dramatically, I think, the _ae exce:ption--"get out the vote activ-
from Pennsylvania so that he might also lack of specific knowledge of the etiect tiles" wtfich are presently permissible
be drawn into the colloquy? of section 610, title XVIII, United S_l_f'_ bat which would be prohibited. In the

He made the suggestion that there is Code which this would clarify, which name of providing legislative clarifica-
a parallel between what is under dis- makes it a criminal offense for a corpo- tion tLt creates new confusion. The re-
cussion here and the activities of chum- ration or a labor union to make contribu- s_dt is certain to be fresh uncertatinty
_,ers of commerce. I submit that there tions and expenditures in connection m_d a new round of litigation.
is no parallel that can be drawn because with a Federal election. V_nfie its execution is faulty the JLdea
we are talking about individuals who Section G10 of title XVIII of the Unit_d behind section 8 of H.R. 11060 is so,md.
are in a situation where, as a condition States Code makes it a criminal ofien:_e O)rgress should set out in a clear statu-
of employment, they are compelled to 'for a corporation or labor union "to make to,fy :form precisely what corporations
join an organization. In addition %o that a contribution or expenditure in connec- and traions can and cannot do in the elec-
t'.hey are compelled to pay dues to that tion with any--Federal--election." q_e ti_n area. And it is plainly proper to do
organization. Their dues, in turn, have legislative history of section G10 demote- sc, during the consideration of this over..
been used to support specific political strates that it was not Congress lnf_._r_t all attempt to modernize campaign reg-
candidates. As indicated earlier in the tn passing this provision to complete];g ulation. But since section 8 does not in
case of the 1968 election, at the national exclude these organizations from the po- fact accomplish that goal Mr. H_srr_
level; at least, these moneys were spent litical arena. That history as the J_rstice offers his amendment, the aim of which
for a candidate who was not supported Department, which has the responsibilit_g is to perf(._t section 8, and by so doing to
by 44 percent of the people who were for enforcing the statute, has st_ted, clarify the exactscopeofsection 610.
locked into this kind of a situation, shows instead that the purpose of _- _ction 610 strikes a balance between

Mr. DENT. You fail to recognize you tion 610 is simply to insure that "whet_ °rganizat_Lonal rights and the rights, of
do not have to become a stockholder by a union--or corporation--undertakes ac- those who wish to retain their share..
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holding interest or membership status litical organizw;ion"--93 CONGRESSIONAL import znce is to be held, it must make
but who disagree with the majority's ItEcoRD6440, Remarks of flenatcr TAFT. an effort to reach aLI those in the _Lrea
political views. The balance presently ob- Today, ,9_24 years ago, ';here is a broad and not merely those who will vote in a
taining provides, in my judgment, an consensus that these limited permis- certalr_ way. A failure to respect this lira-
optimum solution _o the complex problem sions are l_roi:er. For example:. Senator itation would, of course, be a violation
of accommodating these conflicting in- DOMn_XCK speaking on t:ae fi_)r of the of section 610.
terests. This solution is sound in theory other body on behalf of an antendment It is act entirely clear to me, even after
as I shall show, has proved workable in to section 610 he had proposed, stated: substantial study, as to whether the
practice, and has generated a broad bi- If a member x_qshea to pay money volun- Presenl; law requires such campaigns to
partisan com_nsus in favor of continua- tarily to a candidate or to a labor organlza- be limited to members and stockholders.
tlon of the present rules. For this rea- tion fund for a candidate or even to a fund Iii is my judgment that they should be,
son Mr. HANSEN'S amendment, with one which, the unio_l will determine how l_tis to and the amendment Mr. HANSEN pro-
exception, follows the present law. be spen_, I have no obJectLons . . . A labor

Ana/ytically the proposal has three organization should be ab'ie to expend its POSES insures that such a limitationfunds on behalf' of... nonpartisan political would have to be observed. The dividing
component parts. First, it spells out in activity such as voter regt_tratio:a or voter Line established by section 610 is between
detail the point that corporations and educationon campaign issues... (and) eh- Political activity directed at the gert-
unions may not use their treasury dorsing a partlc<Llar candId_te in its normal eral public in connection with Federal
money--that is, the money a corporation union publications. This, I believe, is a lc- elec_io:l_ which must be financed ou.t of
secures from commercial transactions or gittmate exerci_,_ of free speech, politic:_l donations and activities di-
a union secures from dues, initiation fees, The compelling policy consi.derations rected at members or stockholders which
and similar exactions---either directly or supporting this consens_m cart be very may be financed by general funds. As a
indirectly, to make any type of "con- succinctly stated, matte_ of principle this line of demarca-
tribution or expenditure in connection First, every organization shoald be al- tion supports the proposed limitation and
with any Federal election." This prohibi- lowed to take the steps rLecessary for its there _s no consideration of which I am
tory language follows that of section 8 growth and st_vival. There is, of course, aware that requires an exception to the
of H.R. 11060 word for word and it is no need to belabor the point that Gov- basic ;uiding theory of tilts provi:don.
plainly all-encompassing. That is as it ernment polich;s profotutdly affect both Finally, there can be no doubt that
should be. For as I noted at the outset business and labor. One neeq turn no union members or stockholders should
the basic purpose of section 610 to pro- further than the present economic stabil- have the right to set up special political
h/bit active eleetioneering by corpora- ization program for a campeIling illus- action _unds supported by voluntary do-
tio ns and unions for FederM candidates tratlon of the extent bc which Pederal nations from which political "contrfbu-
directed at the public at large. There can policy is the critical detriment; of corpo- tior_ Ired expenditures" can lawfully be
be no doubt that this language accom- rate and union health, if an organiza- made. As Senator TArT stated in his :floor
pushes that end. tlon, whether it; be the NAM, the AMA or explanation of section 610:

Before going further, and to insure the AFI_.4_IO, 'believes khat cel_in can- If [union members or stockholders][ are
that the accepted not be confused with didates pose s, threat to .'.ts well-being or ask_<l to contribute directly * * * to the sup-
the necessary, it should be noted that the well-.being of its memben_ or stock porl; o:: a labor [or management] political
this prohibition is the most far reaching holders it should be able to ge'_ its views org_mi_ation, they know what their moneyIs to be used for and presumably approve
in the entire election law. While the rog- to those members or'st_.,kholders. As fi- lt. _[,'ro_nsuch contribution the organization
ulation of corporate and union political duciaries for their members and stock- can spend all the money it wants to with
contributions is based on a fear of the holders the officers of these institutions respect to such matters. But the prohibition
effects of aggregated wealth on politics have a duty to share their informed in- is _aJnst labor unions using their mom-
these organizations are not the soIe re- sights on all issues affecting their lnsti- ber.,e clues for political purposes, which is
positcries of funds adequate to finance tution with their constituents. Both un- exactl_ the same as the prohibition against
"big money" contributions. Yet Congress ion members and stockholder_; have the a corporation using its stockholders' money

for poiltlcal purposes, and perhaps In vlo-
has never regulated the activities of right to expect this expert guidance. In lation of the wishes of many of its stock-
legal, medical, or farm organizations, for determining where their self-interest; holdert. 93 Cong. Rec. 6440.example, nor has it placed comparable lies they have no other comparable ,,
stringent limitations on wealthy individ- ' ': l_'or

source of info ,rmatlon. It deed, as the Su- _ ' the underlying theory of section
uals. Indeed, ff any of the proposals preme Court stated in l_e CIO case, if 610 is that substantial general pm,pose
presently under consideration by this Congress were to prohibit communica- treasrries should not be diverted to polit-
body become law, only corporations, tions between an organization and its ica]l p_rposes, both because of the effect
unions, and political candidates will be members concerning "danger or advan- on the political process of such aggre-
limited in the making of political' con- rage to t:heir :interests fram the adoption gated wealth and out of concern for the
tributions and expenditures. Thus sec- of measures ar the election to omce of dissenting member or stockholder. Obvi-
tion 610 as it stands, and under the men, espousing such me_,tsures: the gray- ously, neither of these consideration,,; (';uts
Hausen proposal, represents a complete est doubt would arise in our minds as to agedn_;t allowing volmxtary pol:[tical
victory for those who believe that cot- its constitutionality." funds For no one who objects to the
porations and unions have no moral Second, it Iaaa also been recognized organ:zation's politics hasto lend his sup-
right to utilize their organizations' gen- that it is pro;_r to allow corporatior_s pox% and the money collected is that
eral funds for active public partisan pol- and _mions to conduct nonpartisan reg- intended by those who contribute ix) be

, iticking. It totaIIy subordinates organiza- istration and get out the vote campaigns, used _or politicaI purpose,,; and not money
tional interests to individual interests. Indeed, any other conch_ion would have diver(ed from another source.

The second subdivision of the amend- been contraE? to the bs sic precept that The essential prerequisite for the va-
meat sets out three precisely defined and the exercis,e of the franchise is not merely lidity of such political funds is that the
limited permissions for corporate and a political right but a civic duty. The corttr_butions to them be voluntary. For
union activity related to the political health of our representative form of gev- that reason the final :section of this
process, ernment requires that every possible am.en_rnent makes it a violation of sec-

The courts, as well as other independ- step be taken to maxinfize the number tion 6 l0 to use physical force, job dlscrim-
ent student.,; of section 610 and its 1egis- of eligible voters who go to the polls, inaticn, or the threat thereof, in seeking
]afire history, have concluded tba_ the Attempts to :cestric_ the number who contributions. This is intended t_ 1n-
1947 Congress did not intend to pro- vote are inimical to the democratic pre-. sure that a solicitor icl' COPE or H[PAC
hibit corporations or unions from corn- copts upon which the political proces.,_ cannot abuse his organizational author-
municating freely with their members rests, ity in seeking political contributions. Of
and stockholders--see United States v, Of course, such campaigns must be cours;, nothing can completely erase,
CIO, 335 U.S. 106--from conducting non- nonpartisan. _Nithin th._ constraints set some residual effects on this score, any
partisan registration and get out the vote by au orga_._ization's resources which more than the law can control the mental
campaigns, or from securing voluntary may require it to coni entrate on par-, r_tctLon of a busin,essrnan asked :_or a
contributions "made directly to the sup- ticula:c areas where its membe:m are most contribution by an individual who hap-
port of a labor-or management--po- nume:cous or where a r:_ce of pa_%icular pens t_) be his banker, or of a farmer
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approached by the head of his local farm in the history here that we will have a and its employees to register voters, then
organization. The proper approach, and new day, that labor unions and corpora- I think under the gentleman's amend-
the one adopted here, is to provide the tions meat it would be prohibited as much as
strong assurance that a refusal to con- The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- a labor union would be prohibited from
tribute will not lead to reprisals and to tleman from New Jersey has expired, u.,_ing i_;s place of business and its. em-
leave the rest to the independence and (On request of Mr. UDALL,and by un:_m- ployecs to register the general public. Do
good sense of each individual, imous consent, Mr. THOMPSON 0:[ _ew you agree?

As a further safeguard the proviso also Jersey was allowed to proceed for 1 add1- Mr. I_£ANSEN of Idaho. The gentleman
makes it a violation to transfer to such tional minute.) has not disagreed with me. That is the
a fund money collected as dues or other Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I yield view I ,expressed.
fees required as a condition of member- to the gentleman from Arizona. Mr. HAYS. Then it would be pro-
ship or employment or obtained through Mr. UDALL. We have made R vexy hibited.
commercial transactions. This insures clear that labor unions and corporaticms Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. It would be
that only moneys specifically intended by are no longer going to be able to play prohibit;ed.
the donor to be utilized for political pur- unfair games, but that there is a l:imited Mr. CABELL. If the gentleman will
poses will be available for union or car, role for labor unions and corporation]_ in yield fuxther, does the gentleman in the
porate political "contributions and ex- the political process, and that such re]Les, well believe that is consistent with good
penditures.' however, are limited to their sl_Ock- citizenship, to make it impossible for

At the present time there is broad holders, limited to their members. We labor unions or corporate entities, as far
agreement as to the essence of the proper need the kinds of registration and get- a,_ that goes, to exercise their duties and
balance in regulating corporate and out-the-vote activities that are author- responsibilities of citizenship in register-
union political activity required by sound tzed under the amendment. I hope that ing vot(_rs and encouraging them to vote?
policy and the Constitution. It consists of the gentleman's amendment will be sup- Mr. HAYS. The gentleman from Ohio
a strong prohibition on the use of car- ported in s bipartisan fashion, can only say in reply that if I were writ-
porate and union treasury funds to reach Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I lng the amendment, I would make it
the general public in support of, or ap- might say to the gentleman from ArJLzona broader than it is. But the gentleman
position to, Federal candidates and a that the purport of the amendment :is frora Olmio is also a realist and he believes
limited permission to corporations and limited to corporations and to labor that th:is is probably as broad an amend-
unions, allowing them to communicate unions and not to other organizaticms, ment as we can get through. Therefore
freely with members and stockholders on which obviously operate 'under the:ir first he is supporting the amendment offered
any subject, to attempt to convince mere- amendment rights, which exist anyway, by 'the gentleman from Idaho.
bors and stockholders to register and Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I rise In Mr. CABELL. I thank the gentleman
vote, and to make political "contribu- support of the amendment, for yie][ding. I hope the amendment is
tions and expenditures" financed by The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from defeated.
voluntary donations which fiave been Ohio is recognized. Mr..3IAYS. Mr. Chairman, I had a
kept In a separate segregated fund. This Mr. CABELL. Mr. Chairman, will the question I wanted to ask the authors of
amednment writes that balance into gentleman yield? the bill. I do not see either one of them
clear and unequivocal statutory language. Mr. HAYS. I yield to, the gentleman present in the Chamber at the moment.

What the gentleman's amendment will from Texas for the purpose of aslk[ng a Perhaps I can defer the question to a
do is simple. It, in effect, incorporates question, later point in the debate. But since we are
the case law into existing statutory Mr. CABELL. I thank the gentlerasn talking about corporations, I would c_ll
law and would allow within a very limited for yielding. I would like to direct this your attention to the language on page
area already existing in the law the ex- question to the gentleman from Idaho, 14 of the so-called Senate substitute, line
penditure of certain treasury moneys or the author of the amendment, lin the 15, which says--
corporate moneys for the sole purpose of case of corporations and with relation "(el 'cmxtrlbu. tion' means--
reaching either union members or stock- to registration drives, nonpartisan, ge_.- 'VI) _ gift, subscription, loan, advance, or
holders in the corporations--and no one out-the-vote drives, if a bank president deposit of money or anything of value (ex-

CelYta 1,0_nof money by a national or State
else outside of that very specific purpose should authorize, for the purpose of sui:h h_nk m_de In accordance with the applicable
of reaching the voters or drives for get- registration, one of its clerks or d_mti,_s h_nking laws and regulations and _m theting out the votes.

Mr. UD,AT.?,. Mr. Chairman, will the to set up a desk in the lobby of a bank $o ordinary course of business),encourage such a drive on strictly a non-
gentleman-yield? I wisla to speak to this section, bE._ause

partisan basis, would that be in violatk,n this was in the bill that was reported out
Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. I yield of the law under the terms of your of the House Administration Committee,to the gentleman.
Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, I want to amendment? They have done that qt,ite and it was an amendment I offered in

commend the gentleman from New Jersey often, as I am sure the gentleman knows, the connnittee because of a fracas we had
for his statement and the gentleman Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. If the gentl,_- in Ohio last year, in which an attempt
from Idaho for his amendment, man will yield, I would not interpret that was made to prosecute the Republican

I like the spirit that I see here this activity, which I understand the genti,_- candidate for GoVernor because he ob-
afternOOn and I am beginning to believe man's question to be directed toward---- tained a loan for $10,000 from a national
that we can get a strong, workable, and Mr. CABELL. This is for the benefit bank. It just so happens that if the ten-
sensible bill. of the general public. It does not neces- tleman in question, the Republican nam-

We have had a bipartisan spirit evi- sarily go to the stockholders or the ,E;m- inee, had come to the bank of which I am
denced on this amendment and the gert- ployees of the bank. c_hairman and asked for a $10,000 loan on
tleman from Ohio says that he will ac- Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Then it would his financial statement, we would have
copt it. A number of distinguished Re- not be permitted under the language of granted it to him, because he certainly
publicans in this House have said they the amendment, was a good risk.
can live with this and that they agree Mr. CABEIJ,. That was the obserw_- I do not think tha t it was very smart
with the spirit and the purpose of this tiaa that I made. I raise this question be- of my party or anybody else to raise this
amendment, cause those are very valuable adjtu:,cts as an issue. But at the time the law was

I hope that we shall not here today in all walks of business life in encourag- compleLely unclear and seemed to and
try to load this bill down with all kinds lng registration and where no other el- probab:ly did prohibit such a loan. I do
of peripheral, emotional, and divisive ele- fort is made, merely to impress', upon not think a candidate for office who has
ments that are n_ really essential to those contacted their obligation to, regis- a net worth of $100,000 or $200,000, who
campaign financ e reform, This is a bi- ter and exercise their vote. might not want to sell some equity he has
partisan amendment. The amendment Mr. HAYS. I am afraid I disagrec _,tl;h t_) pay, perhaps, for his hotel bills and
would merely clear up confusion in exist- my friend from Idaho about this'bec_m_e gasoline for the campaign, should be pro-
lng law. The trouble with existing law is it seems to me under the scope of his hibited from borrowing the money, and I
not the way it is written but the way it amendment ff the bank, which is a co:c- am delighted to see this particular section
has been observed. W-e would make clear poration, is using its place of bu.,_ir,ess t.,; in t_he bill.
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The CH,_JRMAN. The time of the penditares for voter re_stratlon or get-. funds.-be so spent, but that either a
gentleman from Ohio has expired, out-the-vote activities x_ould run 'head corpolal;ion or a union can set up a ,sep-

(By unanimous consent, Mr. HAYS was on into the existing laws of practically arate _oluntary fund to which voluntary
allowed to proceed for 2 additional all States which prohib:t corporate ex- contri)utions only are made and which
minutes.) penditures for any political purpose. In can b_ used for financing get-out-the-

M_r. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I thought addition cor_rarate expenditures for po- vote d_,ives?
I would call this to the attention of the litieal purposes are considered ultra vires Mr. CRANE. I thank the gentleman
membership and try to make a little linden prevailing case law, and could also from 3ndiana for raising this question. I
legislative history here. The gentleman be disallowed s_ not me_ting the test of do J,ndeed, in the event the amendment
from Ohio (Mr. DEWNE), the ranking ordinary and[ neeessar.! business ex- offered by the gentleman from Idaho
minority member, is aware of the con- penses tnlder section 162 of th_ Internal fails, n_end to offer an amendment to
troversy we had in Ohio. I would like to Revenue Code. the an:endment under corrsideration. As a
ask the gentleman if he thinks, in his The Hansen amendment on the other mattm, of fact, this is already a part of
opinion, this language would clarify that hand would validate un:ion voter regis- the campaign spending bill that came ()ut
to the point where this would not happen tration ftmctlons which are conducted on of the Committee on House Administra-
under similar circumstances, a highly partisan basis. The director of tion, rnd it received bipartisan support

Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Chairman, ff the AFL-CIO COP]_, Alexander Barkan, has to corse out of that committee.
gentleman will yield, I agree with the candidly desc:fibed how organized labor I believe the essential difference be-
gentleman from Ohio it does clarify and has taken over the precinct voter regis- tween this amendment I intend to offer
it would avoid such a situation as did tration activities for polliical candidates, and ti:at offered by the gentleman from
develop in ,our State during the last and how the.';E_ activitie{ reach out to Idaho_s this language:
campaign, large _,_egmen_ of the pol)ulati¢,n beyond N(ith ng in this section shall precludt_ an

Mr. HAY,']. I thank the gentleman the ram._,ksof union members. In describ- ,arganl_atlon--

from Ohio. lng labor's acthqties in _e 196S elections I alii referring here to corporations,
Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman, I move Mx. Barkan says: national banks or unions--.

to strike the requisite number of words. In many Stat_s labor dfc, the r_gistration from e_tablishing and administering a sop-
Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to Job for _t_nphrey singleha:_dedly, the Dem_. arate contributory fund for any poll_;lcalthe amendment that has been offered, ocratic party hsd abandoned the field. °. We

because I think it has some egregious were the major national organization work- purp.os_, 'Including voter registration or get-
out-'_he-vote drives, if all contributions, gifts,

deficiencies. The proposed amendment mg at registering black voters and getting or payrxents to such fund are made freely
would, in my Judgment, allow labor out their vote... The labor movement mo- a.ud vo:untarily, and are unrelated to duez,
unions and corporations to make expend- blllzed Mexican._nerlcan f;_rm workers; and fees, or other moneys requh-ed as a co:adl-
ittu'es for political activities which un- the AFL-CIO funded an op;,ration which in- %ion of membership in such organization or

c_uded a million leaflets, ::adlo ;_pots, and e.s acorditionoferaployment.der a strict :reading of the language of hundreds of election day workers in Califor-
title 18 United States Code, section 610 nia alone .... In many Stratos, a house-to_ Mr. _)ENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I move to
are now prohibited, house canvass w;_s conduct_<l as part of our strike t:he requisite number of words.

Expenditures by corporations in con- get-out-the-vote effort, pm_icula].ly ia se- The CI_2,IRMAN. The gentleman fromnection with Federal elections have been looted labor areas and in minority-group
flatly prohibited since the original Cor- s_eas wlhere th_'e are rel;,tively few tole- InclJ.an_ J_recognized for 5minutes.
rupt Practices Act was adopted in 1925. phones.. The number of persons involved In 1Vfr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the
This prohibition was extended to _abor this operation w_ 7_,225. gentler._an _eld to me for an observa-tion ?
unions in 1947 for the purpose: first, of The source f_r this is B_rkan, Issues ia _r. DI_INN_. I yield to the gentlemau
reducing the undue and disproportionate Industrial Society, volume 1, No. 2, Con- from Ohio.
influence of unions on Federal elections; nell Umversity School of Industrial Rela- lyre. _YS. I should like, to say to thesecond, preserving the integrity of such ttons.
elections for the use of aggregated wealth The _t_._CI, O Executiw_ Council meet- gentlermn I have had long experiencein getting-out-the-vote drives and there
by union as well as corporate entities; ing at Miami :Seach, Flu, on November is Just one thing I can tell him. You can
and third, to protect' union members 16, 1971, announced a major union- get them out, but once they get behind
holding political views contrary to those financed effort _ register newly enfran- that c_rtaia there is no way for you to
supported by the union from use of their chised voters he,worn 18 _o 21 years old, know t:ow they vote. I could give an ex,
membership dues to promote acceptance and that political action will be "a psi- perience we had in Ohio, where a sitting
of those opposing views, mary activity of the enti:ce labor move- GovernGr was defeated in a primary.

The amendment proposed by the merit from now to election day 1972." Mr. [)t,_INIS. I could give the gentle-
gentleman from Idaho (Mr. HANSEN) The Gee of _ion mone_ for these par- man some experiences, too, but I would
would create a large and very significant tisan political activities clearly violates :._ather get along with my remarks, ff
loophole which would legalize broad- the existh_g prohibition ia title 18, sec- [ may.
scale union political action_which is tion 610 agains_ union eXPenditures in Mr. _xairman, I believe this is one
now prohibited--and undermine what- connection witA Federal elections. The place we ought to be very clear about
ever protection the law now seeks to give gentleman's amendment would legailze what we are doing. We can do what we
rank and file union members against these illegal expenditure_, in ray judg- plea_;e, imt let us not kldourselves.
political use of their dues money, ment_ We l_ave before us an amendment of-

The Hansen amendment would rede- Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, will the :!ered by the gentleman from Idaho (Mr.
fine the phrase "contribution or expendi- gentleman yield? ]_iANS.E_) which Specifically legalizes the
ture" as used in section 610 as not in- Mr. CRANE. I am happy to yield to _se of anion dues money, which is ex-
cluding expenditures for voter registra- the gentleman :h'om Indiana. ';racted from everybody who has to join
tion and get-out-the-vote campaigns Mr. DENNIS. As the g_mtleman from _he mnon to work in a union shop, for
aimed at either a corporation's stock- I1/inois has po:_ted out, ;he H;_nsen of the p_'pose of voter registration and
holders and their families or a union's Idaho amendment specifically and in so get-out-the-vote drives. Now, that is of
members and their families. Its net effect many words makes legal and m,thorizes very doubtful validity under the present
would be to put the stamp of approval on the use of union funds, paid in as dues law, buq, it is not going to be doubtful at
partisan political action by unions with by voluntary and involuntary union all if you adopt the Hansen amendment,
money obtained through compelled union members, for financing get-out-the-vote because the Hansen amendment Just
membership dues and fees which rank drives, states thatthatislegal.
and file union members are required to Is it not true that the gentleman in the Mr. }fANSEN of Idaho. 'Will the gen..
pay under compulsory union shop eon- well ha_ an amendment which he will t]eman y_eld?
tracts, offer, ff this Hansen of :Idaho amend- Mr. '_ _,_)ENNIS. I yield briefly to the

Although the amendment purports to ment _:_ defeated, which specifically _,_enttems:n. Yes.
allow corporate expenditures on the states that urdon funds of this kind Mr. t!_ANSEN of Idaho. irs it not true
same basis ,as union expenditures it cannot be used :for financing a get-out- that the language in the :present Hays
would not work this way. Corporate ex- the-vote drive.--nor can c_rporate bfil ado,_ted by the Commit;tee on Hol_
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Administration would also permit union Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. It wou'td I_ u,nJion resources in political campaigns.
funds or corporate funds to be used to members of the union to whom t]Sis ii; P_ctisan politicking is strongly resented
register voters? I believe the gentleman directed, by those, wage earners who are corn-
referred to registration of voters. Mr. DENNIS. I do not quarrel wi'tSL ielLled by collective bargaining agree-

Mr. DENNIS. No. I talked about that. I am talking about the member o_: raente to, pay for unwanted union repre-
getting-out-the-vote drives. That is what the union who maybe does not ws_ t_D _entation.
! am talking about. I am perfectly well use his money in that way. Inclusion of the Crane amendment in
aware that the registration of voters Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Will the t he pending legislation would close a gap-
clause was stricken out of the Crane gentleman yield? lag loophole in our present law. It will
amendment in your committee although Mr. DENNIS. I yield to the gentleman, put unions on the same footing ir: the
the exact effect of that action may be Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. One oi political arena with corporations, banks,
debatable, but getting out the vote was the advantages of the Hansen amend, lind all other associations.
not so stricken. Spending union treasury ment is that the present law is J_,m.e- The :_mendment of the gentle, man
money for get-out-the-vote drives is not what unclear about whether it is l_gdted fronqL Idaho (Mr. HANSEN) would not.
permitted.under the Hays bill and it is to unions. :Onfact, it would open the door to a use of
permitted under your amendment, and Mr. DENNIS. But i want to make it lmion general fund moneys not now
that is exactly what you are trying to do. clear that you cannot use any ol tills available for political purposes. The

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. ExCept that involuntary money in that way. Crane amendment would prohibit such
the gentleman specifically referred to Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. _[ay I _ase while the Hansen amendment would
voter registration, say to my friend I think such a con- al:low tlds use. Both amendments would

Mr. DENNIS. I am talking about get- structlon would pose serious coxq_tit;u- :_roperly distinguish between voluntary
ting-out-the-vote drives. That is what tional problems, contributions and these which are ex-
I am referring to now. If I referred to it Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Chairman, I _racted by union dues which are involun-

erroneously before, I want to make that words.m°veto strike the requisite numl_'r c,f _atarYclosedSinceshopin almostarrangementallinstanCeSand iunionthereis
clear now. Mr. Chairmaxa, the unique and priv. i- membership is a condition of employ-

However, what my friend from Idaho
is doing is legalizing the use of union leged role of labor organizations :tn o_u_ merit.
dues to finance get-out-the-vote drives, election processes was :recently raider- M_. C_airman, I particularly ws_t to
He cannot deny that. That is what he scored by delegates to the 1971 c()nven- m_k a question in relation to the preced-tion of the Nation's largest and wealth[- lng colloquy, and I direct this question
is doing, est union, to the sponsor of the amendment (Mr.

Now, what Mr. CaAN_'s amendment Delegates to the Teamsters Union con- H_s_).
will do, if he gets a chance to introduce vention adopted what is genera]ay m_- I think it is patently clear what we
it, which he will not unless we defeat the garded as an omtn0US amendment _o would get into. In the Hansen amez_d-
Hansen amendment, is to specifically their constitution. It authorizes the ment, we are talking about getting out
outlaw the use of union dues money for union's general president to "make ex- the union vote. Are we to assume that ff
the purpose of financing get-out-the- penditures from the general ftmd in your amendment were to pass and the
vote drives or corporate money or stock- amounts to be determ!_ed by him iLu_ds Teamsters UniOn, for example, were to
holders' money, bUtMr. Cm_'sproposed sole discretion for lobbying and other spend money to get out the vote that
amendment specifically says that either a political purposes, including cont;rfbu- they cc,uld come to the door of the union
corporation or a union can establish and tions to candidates for State, provincial member and his family and say "We will
administer a separate contributory fund
for any political purpose, including voter or local office." take you to the polls," but they couldWithout question, this amendment to not take anyone else in the household to
registration or get-out-the-vote drives, the Teamsters' con_titut;ion will encour- the polIs? How can you possibly limit it,
if all of the contributions are made freely age the continued wholesale flouting of I would say to the gentleman from Idaho,
and voluntarily.

So the issue is perfectl y plain. If you restraints imposed bY the Congress on just to members of the union and theirunion political activities in 1947 w]aen it famUles? Are you talking about families
are in favor of restricting the financing amended section 610, title 18, of ti.lc s_d friends? Or just family? How do you
of get-out-the-vote drives to voluntary United States Code. intend to limit it just to members of the
money contributed by a union member It is common knowledge that dues _mion and their families?
voluntarily, or by a stockholder volun- payments collected from invo!L_mtary )Jr. :gANSEN of Idaho. I would say in
tartly--if you want to limit it to that, members, as well as from vo]L_mtary response to my friend that the language
then you ought to defeat Mr. HaNSF_'S members, are deposited in a union's gen- c,f the 'amendment includes the mere-
amendment and give Mr. CaANr a chance eral fund. Obviously, President Fitz,_hn- bers of their families and the stockhold-
to introduce his. If you think it is all mona will not be under any internal re- ers of a corporation and their families.
fight and fine to take involuntary money straints when he contemplates contrlhu- Mr. ASHBROOK. The gentleman said
that is paid in as dues or for some other tions to certain political candidata,; from a few minutes ago that he wanted to
purpose and use it to finance get-out- the union's general fund. make Ms amendment perfectly clear. It
the-vote drives, then you ought to sup- Admittedly, the union's amended _:en- is not being directed Just to unions and
port the Hansen amendment, stitution does not authorize the u.';e of members of unions but also their faro,

What we are doing if we put this money from the general fund in (:¢,nn_- flies? How far does this go? Do you go to
Hansen amendment in the law is that we tion with Federal elections. Let u_; not be ceusir_s--first, second, and third? What
are making positively legal a practice deceived, however, would l_e the interpretation of "families?"
which is now illegal, although it is evaded The widely respected, and authorita- Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. I would inter-
every day. I have had experience with tire Congressional Quarterly ha_, stated pret it as immediatefamlly.
these things, too. Let us not kid ourselv'es flatly that union officials concea]I con- Mr. ASHBROOK. In other words, the
about what we are doing. I am not tributions to Federal candldatesby "sim- mother, father, sons, and daughters?
against unions or corporations but I am ply reporting transfers of gross .,;_m_ to That would be as far as you would go and
for holding down political activity to State committees... The State commit- not cousins and nephews?
voluntary money on the part of anybody, tees, in thrn_ transfer the money t(:, :m- Mr. [-IANSEN of Idaho. No, I would not

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Will the gen- dtvidual candidates, but the names ol! the include anything other than tn_edlate
tleman yield? recipients never appear on the national- family.

Mr. DENNIS. Yes. I yield to the gentle- ly flied reports." Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the
man. This in only one example of metlhods gentleman yield?

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. I think it is now being used to circumvent the exist- Mr. ASHBROOK. I yield to rrkV col-
important to point out that the per- ing law. league from Ohio.
mitted activity, that is, the get-out-the- Mr. Chairman, I Submit that t]ae cc,n- Mr. HAYS. I think in applyix_g this
vote drive, which is now permitted under vention delegates who handed Mr. _j,q_z- you would have to use the rtile of corn-
existing law, is limited to the members simmons this blank check are not typical monsease. I suppose if they went; up to
of the uriion. I think every time refer- of the Nation's uni °n members. All avail- the dc_r that anyone who lived in that
ence is made to it it should be made clear, able evidence indicates that dues.-paying house would be included.

Mr. DENNIS. Well, all right, unionists take a dim view of the u.,_eof lYIr. ASHBROOK. That is the polar I
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was going to make. Consider this exam- we had no maney for c_rs, we did have rive h_Lthe areas, where if I wanted to
ple. I am a union get-out-the-vote orga- a little money for handbills, ',_ we had conduct a massive voter registration _h-ive
nizer. I come to the door of your home. 100,000 handbii.is printed that .,aid at the I could either turn out a large number of
There are people in the home such as top, "You paid funds to {;et people to get Democrats or a large number of Repub-
the union member and his family but a ride. ?' We said, "These are flmds from licans_ To be sure, there will always be
also people who are not members of the State money that is hirh_g these cars, so gray s,reas in these things, and as Mr.
family, just get in a car and t_Lke a ride with Meany himself said, the unions exercise

Are you saying it would be legal to get them and go Ix, the polls and vote." And selectivity in spending union money.,_ to
out the vote for families of the union Sawyer carri._l the co_mty i_)y 10,000 get oui; the vote.
member but under the rule of reason- votes. 1VIr. ASHBROOK. My concern comes
ableness I would be allowed as a part of So I am sa_:ng, I do no t get too excited more/rom a national scope than from a
ger..out-the-vote campaign to get out about who hauls the people to the poUs, local scope, and in my d/strict, if they
other people in the same household who but I _m excited about w ao they vote for want to get out the vote for the purpose
would not be members of the family? when they get to the polls, of voting against me, it probably will end
Would it be legal, illegal or would the Mr. A/_HBttOOK. I would generally up helping me more than hurting me,, but
rule of reason cover it all? agree with th,_ gentleman from Ohio in at tlhe national level it is a different sit-

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. I can only give what he has _id, but I do get excited uation, t would respectfully oppose *the
you my own opinion which is perhaps of about one particular aspect, and that is amendment offered by the gentleman
no greater value than yours, or the opin- this. I_ yen look at the Tmmsters Union from I_l'aho.

.ion of the gentleman from Ohio. How- cOnvert;ion th[r, very year, and the au- Mr. ZION. Mr. Chairman, will the
ever, I would still limit it to immediate thority that they gave ti, thei_ interna- gentlelaan yield?
families, those who are in the home and ttonal president you car get excited. I Mr. ASHBROOK. I yield to the gentle-
are a part oX what may be determined will qtmte you _hat authority that they man from Indiana.
to be a family unit. As has been pre- gave him. It was the absolute _uthority Mr. Z_[ON. Mr. Chairman, under the
viously stated there may be some cases "to make expenditures from the general terrrLs c,f the Hansen amendment, regard-
on the borderline that may be difficult to fund in amou,_.ts to be determ_ed by lng the involuntary dues, would the union
determine. But I would say to the gentle- him, in his sole discretion, for lobbying be pe_nitted to pay people to use the
man that also under the existing law and ott._er political pur_ea including dues to haul friends and associate,,{ to
there is no limitation on how far you can contributions to candid_tes for State, the ]_l[s?
extend the get-out-the-vote activities, provincial, or local omccs." Mr.._HBROOK. I would assume t_t
There are indications of plans in the So if we go on down lhe line on the would be alegitimate purpose. The gen-
making for rather broad get-out-the- Hansen amen{knent I dc get excited. I tleman from Idaho said a while ago, that
vote drives directed toward the public at will say to the gentleman from ,Ohio, my my op._nion was as good as his, but I
large, but if some kind of language such good friend and colleague, I do get ex- think you will find that, as the author of
as this strikes a reasonable compromise cited abou_ tits absolute pote. atial for the amendment, his opinion would be
is not adopted, I think we will begin to abuse that you could hay. · if we legaliz_ :_ollowel more closely than mine. _) ff
see this activity undertaken, this type of activity. When the Teamsters the gei.tleman wishes to respond, I 'will

Nix. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the Union givesblanke_-autho:?ity to4heir in- 'be glad to yield to the gentleman.
gentleman yield? ternational pres[dent to use his sole dis- Mr. t[ANSEN of Idaho. Mr. ChairmaaL

Mr. ASH'BROOK. I yield to the gentle- cretion to di,,;tribute any amount oi I believe any communications ordered, by
man from Ohio. money, for any legitimate purpc_;e, I hap- a labor union to its members which is

NIX.HAYS. I would like to call the gert- pon to think when we ar_ talki:ag about designe_ to get out the vote, to get people
tleman's attention to the language in the reform that we ought to be m_rrowing uo the polls to exercise their obligations
House Administration bill which, of the area where unions can expend money as citizens, would be permitted. It would
course, we are not considering now. We rather than opening it up, which seems also be true of support for the same par-
are considering the substitute bill. How- to be the thrus_ of this a_endment, pose directed at its stock:holders by a
ever, we spelled it out as follows: Mr. C]_ANE. Mr. Chairman, if the gert- corporation.

For the purposes of this section, the term tleman will yie].d on the q_estion of who Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. 1i/.r.
"lmmedlat_ family" means a spouse, and any is influenced by the unions. In their Chairm_n, I move to strike out the last
child, parent, grandparent, brother, or sister own lite,rature they acknowledge oper- word and rise in support of the Ha_;en
and the spouse of any of them. sting on the as_umptior_ that for every amendment.

I tDink_ if the gentleman wfil yield member of the anion yot_ are reaching Mr. Chairman, I support the amend-
further, that probably there will be some with labor publications, ti_at yo_l are st- meat offered by the gentleman from
borderline cases. I think if yOU pulled multane_usly reaching tl_etr spouse at Xdaho.] have listened to thecomment_,_ of
up to a union member's house and asked home, and two fi_ends, neighbors, or tel- my colleagues on both the Republican
the wife to go to the polls and her next atives. So if we start with 15 million un- and De, socratic side and I must say, in
door neighbor was sitting there and ion members, yott will be r_,_ching, in ad- all honesty, it is apparent that there are
asked may she go too, I do not think clition tz) the ].5 million members, the some who believe that if you are for the
they would turn her down. I do not spouse o_ the member, and two :relatives ttansen amendment that somehow you
think they should be prosecuted under or friends, and we are then talking about are g_anting power to organized la.l_>r
those circumstances, somewhere in the netgh_)rhood of 60 which r{ow they do not have.

The gentleman will recall what I said million voters. I a_m _me of those who has been rather
earlier_it goes back to the old story that I would also like to comment in re- _igorou_ly opposed on a number of oc-
you can take a horse to water, but you spouse to *the gentleman from ,Ohio _)n casions by the AFL-CIO, the United
cannot make him drink. You can haul knowing where your vote:._s are with a Automobfie Workers, and others in this
people to the polls, but you cannot con- quotation by Mr. Meany himself: field. TLus, I do not believe it ought to
trol how they vote once they get in there. When you spend your money to g_t people be construed as being pro or antila_mr

I do not know whether the gentleman registered, and thma spend a h,_ser proportion on corporations when cne talks about
remembers the case of Governor Davey to get them out to vote, you _now you got a what is available or legitimate for cor-
when he was defeated in the primary, vote in the ballot box. Of course, we are a _oratio_s and labor unions reportinglittle bit choosy when we chc,_se the districts
· The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- in which we want to better these votes in under title 18, section 610. What the

tleman from Ohio has expired, the ballot box, so that when they _o In we _[ansen amendment does is to codify i:n
What we did, the late Governor Davey have a pretty go<_didea how they _,re going t'fle statutes what section 610 of title 18

had all the money that you could imagine to vote. has beer interpreted to mean.
available to get people to the polls, and I can s.ssure the gentleman frc,m Ohio Mr. C_UDE. Mr. Chairman, will t:he
in my home county they advertised that that in my hom_ State of Illinois I could g_nfieman yield?
they would have 300 cars, which was on this ";choosy" basis make sorae esti- Mr. S_I'EIGEI:t of Wisconsin. I yield t_
three ears to a precinct, available for mate as to how people would vote, and I the gentleman.
this purpose, think I would be good enough to know Mr_ GUDE. Mr. Chairman, I _se in

I was managing the other campaign, how the outcome would be by being selec- support of the Hansen amendment
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which is intended to clarify section 610 amazed at my friends like the gentle_ax[ taaow they are lumped that way in. the
,of title 18 of the United States Code from Illinois and others who keep talking corrupt practices bill and the present
:ms.king it a criminal ot_ense for a cor- about unions and forgetting the dual ha,- t)ill. Bu_ as I see this, we are talking
poration or labor union "to make a con- ture of this problem and the fact t_t t_,_ _bout corporations which, at least in the
tribution in connection with any I_ederal amendment goes to both unions and cot,- _]tate oJ Michigan from which I come,
election." porations and that the Hansen araend, do not have registration and get-.out-

I think it is appropriate that we ad- merit would make it possible for the first l,he-vote drives, for that matter. How-
dress ourselves to this problem while we time to insure that the funds th_ht are ever, there has been tremendous union
are considering Federal election reform constitutionally protected--union and activity.
and I believe that the I-lanson amend- corporate funds under section 610 cf ti.tlc As I ilcok at what could be contem-
mentis the best guarantee that the intent 18, United States Code can only be used /_lat_, ._[am bothered by this. My criti-
of section 610 will be understood and in terms of carrying on campaigm_ for _._,_q. is sincere, so I ask this question.
followed, voter registration and drives to get out Corporations are diverse, their stock-

The original language of section 610 the vote and campaigns aimed at mom- ]aolders scattered all over the eountl_,,
was so ambiguous that its full meaning bors on the family or stockholders of :_nd their efforts are perhaps limited to
only becomes clear when it is read along bot h labor organizations and corpora- _ letter campaign of some kind. But that
with the numerous com't cases which tions. :_s not what the unions are doing. The
interpreted the legislation. The Haman It is for that reason I think this amend- anions are actually registexing people,
amendment would co(kLfy these inter- merit makes a lot of sense, sending out cars, deliverying them to the
prorations so that the original purpose Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman, will l_he _olis. 7hey have computers and other
of the section--to insure that the gert- gentleman yield? _,p_isticated equipment to aid them in
oral funds of a corporation or union Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. I y_.el_!to _b.e pr_'_ess.
cannot be USed for election activities the gentleman from Illinois, I wor_der if it is fair to say that cot-
geared to the general public on behalf of Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman, let me si.m- porations are in the same category with
specific Federal candidah_--will prevail, ply remind the gentleman from Wisco=.- unions !_nthis respect?

Corporate and labor union political sin that I quoted from my amen,_nent Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. I am sorry
communications directed at their stock- which is contained in the House a&_iTfi_:- I do not have time to yield further. No,
holders and members should be allowed, tration bill and refers equally to corpore,- cor_rations are not in the same cate-
Likewise, nonpartisan :registration and tions, national banks, and labor orgar_[- gory. Bat within my remaining time let
get-out-the-vote activities were not the zations, me discuss a further reason I support
target of the original section 610. And, To me the issue still comes back t_ that the Hanson amendment. The other body
of course, partisan electioneering direct- of voluntarism versus compulsion. I do is now consideling a national voter regis-
ed at the general public financed by vol- not care whether it is a corporation or a tration program through use of the mails.
untary contributions are acceptable, national bank or a labor organi_at:lon--- We ought not to turn around and sc_e-

I believe that the Ha_en amendment we are talking about compulsion. It _eenm how make it impossible or more di_cult
will be very helpful in clarifying the pro- to me in the interest of fairness and ii,m- for vohantary drives of the kind we have
visions of section 610 without imposing tice to all--whether you are talking of discussed to register voters and get out
limitations on corporations and labor stockholders of a bank or a corporat;t¢,n the vote. The United States stands proud
unions which either violate the Constitu- or whether you are talking of members of in :its :reliance on volunteer efforts by
tion or fly in the face of our American a union_I think it is unjust, urifa:Lr, '_,d private organizations--and the fact that
traditions, inequitable to take money invol_a_arliy w'e are not like France, Britain, or

X strongly favor the passage of a strict from them and to use that money _, pro- C_xm_la where they have municipal sys-
campaign reform measure, and I think mote ideals that are contrary tx, _eir terns o:_ federal drives--in encouraging
that by accepting the Hansen amend- own. vohmtary drives. I want the voluntary
merit we will significantly lmpro_,e our Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. I rel_e drive to be maintained and I do not want
final product, to yield further. I might say thL,_ t_ on h) move in the direction of our neighbors.

Mr. STEIGER of W_consilm I thank my time, though I am delighted to have _Tnm, I_support the Hanson amendment
the gentleman for his contribution, the gentleman's contribution. ! sl_.ply and urge its adoption.

Mr. Chairman, ! thff_k it ought to be disagree with him. I think you are _apos- Mr. Chairman, I rise in opp(mition
clear at the outset that what the Su- lng what I would judge to be a ve_r quos- to the Hansan amendment primarily
preme Court said effects the rights of tionable concept on organizations, be it a because, if adopted, it will preclude
both labor and management to engage in labor union or a corporation, that some- consideration of the Crane amendment.
a narrow range of educational and non- how that organization does not have the q_ose of you who have a copy of the
partisan activities which are allowed and right and should not be allowed t_) carry _[oUSe Administration bill, the Hays
protected at the present time under the on a campaign of education among its bill, before you, H.R. 11960, look at page
so-called CIO case. stockholders or its members, and Ix) try 18, serbian 8. That is the Crane amend-

The Supreme Court in that said, and ! to deny that right on the basis of the mont. That is the one that was adopted
'quote: ancillary issue of compulsorism versas in the House Administration Commit-

if [18 Usc §610] were construed to p_ voluntarism is beside the point, tee,, because we think it addresses itself
hiblt the publication, by coTporatlons and It seems to me that what the H:ansen proper._y to the problem. It was inserted
unions in the regular course of conducting amendment does is to assure that we _a the bill because the members of the
their affairs, of periodlc'ally advising their restzdct these funds to being used solely committee recognize that section 610,
members, stockholders or customers of clan- for the purpose of carrying on campaigns title 18, has failed in the purpose forger or advantage to their Interests from the
adoption of measures or the election to or,ce among their members and their faro- which Congress originally intended it--
of men, espousing such measures, the gravest files, to l_nhibit the activities of labor unions in
doubt would arise in our minds as to its con- The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- the l_)litical arena. Thus, the Crane
stltutionallty, tleman from Wisconsin has expired. _endment does nothing beyond that

The Court then went on to say that (By unanimous consent, Mr. _.:£CEa which Congress set out to do tn 194_
"the evil" which Congress may constitu- of Wisconsin was allowed to proceed for when ?;he law was amended to cover po-
tionally regulate is "the use of union 2 additional minutes.)
funds to influence the public at large to Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, wU]. the lltical contributions by labor organiza-
vote for a particular c_'_ndidate or a par- gentleman yield? tions.
ticular party." Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. ! :rie].d to Although the Crane amendment,

One of the reasons ti% Hanson amend- the gentleman from Michigan. which we hope to reach if the Hanson
ment makes sense is lit does provide a Mr. HARVEY. I thank the gentleman amendment is defeated, is aimed at eor-
limitation which presently is not found in for yielding. My question is really' one of porations and banks in addition to labor
the language of. 18 U.S.C. 610. That limi- clarification. I am not satisfied _n my organizations, it is now being denounced
tation is that the fun,_ that are to be own mind that we are correct tr_ _l_mp- as antilabor by union spokesmen. So I
used by the union or by a corporation-- lng corporations and unions together in think it is reasonable to presume that
and I must admit to being somewhat the manner in which we are doing lt. I the amendment offered by the gentle-
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man from Idaho would be considered an marks made earlier. Fl'ankly, I find it preclt_ed on either a door-to-door basis
AFl-CIO amendment, somewhat surpltsing th_,t the gentleman or ammg minority groups?

Whereas these spokesmen formerly in- from Wisconsin should describe the is- Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Mr. Chairman,
sisted that union political activities are sue of freedom, of choice and freedom to wil]Ltile gentleman yield?
funded exclusively by voluntary contri- dispose of one's property according to },fr. HARVEY. I yield to the ge_tle-
butions from members, union officials the dictates o:._,me's own conscience as an ma_a from Idaho.
now complain that Mr. CaAN=-'Sproposal "ancfiliary red herring." Clearly in my Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. That activity
"would prohibit all union activity fi- judgm_ent that is the pr,)blem involved, would be precluded to the extent that It
naneed by Treasury money, connected in I would also like to pass o_L a quota- was aimed at persons other than mere-
any way with Federal elections." Their lion of Justice Black o,_ the .,_ubJect. bors o_ the union and their familles_ or
complaint represents an admlaslon of The CHAE._MAN. The time of the for co_porations stockholders and their
noncompliance with section 610. gentleman fr_)m Ohio h_s expired, far_dli_.

Another complaint by union spokes- (On request of Mr. CRA_, and by unan- I believe, the gentleman raises an ex-
men, namely, that "union funds could tmous consent, Mr. DEV::NZ W_S allowed cellent point. There is now no efta;tire
not be used for nonpartisan, 'get-out- to proceed for 2 additional minutes.) or practical limitation In the law _ to
the-vote' activities aimed at union mom- Mr. CRAHE. Mr. Cl_,airman, if the the extent to which these get-out-the-
bors and their families," Is altogether gentieraan will yield, I would like to give vote activities can go. They may very
misleading, the quotation by Justice Hugo Black: well be directed, to the general public

In the first place, the Crane amend- There c_m be :_o doubt that the federally or t_ certain segments of the general
merit includes this notable safeguard: sanctlonedL union shop COxLtract here, as it pUbllC_ who are obviously more likely to

Nothing In this seotlon shall preclude an actually works, takes a pazt of the earnings vote, tn the same way as the sponsors of
organization from establishing and adminlS- of some men and turns 1_ over to others, the ca_npaign.
terlng a separate contributory fund for any who spend a s_a!_Stanttal r.art of the funds _his amendment would have the ef-
political purpose, including voter reglstra- so received In efforts to th,vart the political fect of restricting the persons who w_)uld
lion or get-out-the-vote drives, if all contri- econon_ and ideological hopes of thosewhose money ]_as been lc,reed trom them be the object of a get-out-.the-vote cam-hu.tlons, gifts or payments to such fund are
made freely and voluntarily, and are unre- under authority of law. paiin.Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, in the

aslatedaconditionTMdues, offeeSmembership°rother moneYSinsuchrequiredorganl-Ther.e was l_ classic battle b_.fThom_ September 19_0, National Journal there
zation or as a condition of employment. Jefferson on behalf of f m_z_lom of leU- was featured a 10-page article on the

gion i_, the fttate of Virginia. At that Committee on Political Education. It
Second, there is an abundance of evl- time h,_ state_i that to force a man to stresse,1, among other things, COPE's

dence provingthatunionsponsored"get- contribute I_ money fo support the involvement in voter registration and
out-the-vote" campaigns are not non- propagation of views that are contrary campaign work. According to the Jouro
partisan. George Meany himself has to his own is sinful and _yrarmtcal. The hal, and I quote:
acknowledged, when he sald: principle involved today is exactly the m 19tl8 Its nuts and bolts registration and

When you spend your money to set people same as that involved in Jeffer:_on's day. I_et-_ut-.the-vote effort helped elect .l_
registered, and then spend a lesser pro- Mr. DEVINE. Mr, Chairman, I would House .t_[embers and 15 of the 34 Senators
portion to get them out to vote, you know ask the. gentleman from Illinois ff the cho_n by America's voters.
you got a vote In the ballot box. Of course, proposed Har_en amenc[nent does vie-
we are a little blt choosy when we choose lence to the proposed Crane amendment? Wha,_ bothers me, Mr, Chairman, il_,as
distrlots in wlfich we want to better these
votes In the ballot box, so that when they MI'. CRANE. ]:t does, be _ause :it ignores £ sa:Z, _n Michigan, at least, thls is no_
go In We have a pretty good Idea how they this question of Invohmtarfiy raised _ bil_a_tisan effort, but thts is strictly a
are going to vo*_. moneys and, h_ fact, put_ the stamp of :part/sm_ effort. It points up to me that

approval on _he use of inv¢,luntartly cert_dnty this whole area ts tmdoubt/,_Uy
Furthermore, _IO Secretary- raised moneys for registration drives and '_he bi2gest loophole in either the sub°

Treasurer Lane Kirkland, while address- get-out,-the-vo_; drives. _titute we are considering or in the
lng the Amalgamated Transit Union con- Mr. DEVINE. Is it the opinkm of the [H_ay.,I-l_[acdonald bill that we are eomdd-
vention in Las Vegas, New last Septem- gentleman from Illinois tlmt if _;he Hall- ,_ring. _Vhtle we are talking about p]ac_
ber, exploded the myth that union polit/- sen amendment is adopted, the tmion ac- :Mg l[m/.ts on what a candidate can Sl_._nd
col activities are merely "aimed at union tivity w_uld be broadened or co_tfined? :in ]Ms own behalf, and making that can-
members and their families., While vig- Mr. CRANE. :fl would l_ sig_dficantly ,/ida_ _ccount for'all expenditures on _is
orously attacking President Nixon, he broadened and in my jud_,,ment It would _)wn behalf, we are saying either the
said: be to the detriment of m_t Americans. _mlon or the corPoration, can go out _md

Over the next Iii months labor and its Mr. _ARVEY. Mr. Chairman, I move do It in behalf of a particular candidate
political arm--O3PE---has a great deal of to strike the requisite nmnber of words. _md yet that is not accounted for at all.
work to do. We have to carry our message to iV[r. Chairman, I am rather confused Mr. I-L4_ISEN of Idaho. Mr. Chairman,
every American eligtble to vote, and we have
to make sure that they understand what about tiffs amendment. I should, like to will the gentleman yield further?
America's choices really are. And we have to ask the author of it, the g,mtleman from M_,. HARVEY. I yield further.
m_,_e sure _hat every voter we can reach Is Idaho, a couple vi questioas. Mr. }}'.ANSEN of Idaho. The gentler_an
registered, and that thel_ go to the polls. I wot_.d say to the gentleman, to l_ref" make_ _n excellent poInt, and I: sho'ald

ace my questio]_, that, believe It or not, like to a_derscore lt.
Clearly, the leaders of organized labor I have t_reat admiration icr the ef_ciency The ger_tleman refers to the activities

are attempting to influence union mem- of the tmions in their activity in getting of COP_. I would point out COPE is not
berg and all other voters in the Nation. out the vote and in registration drives as touched by this amendment or by the
And they are using union dues money well. These ha_e both been conducted in l;_resent law or by the language of the
provided mostly on a compulsory basis Michigma, although in a highly partisan tiays bi.il. As a matter of fact, the HikVS
from members, m_nner, nevertlheless in ar extremely el- bill with the so-called Crane amendment

We must protect America's working ficient ms_mer. I believe that can be truly speclfic_lly recognizes the right to estab-
men and women from thls abuse, said, also around the country, l[sh _, voluntary political fund, and that

I suggest we vote down the Hansen But ir_ Michi.gan, I wmfid point out, t_swhat COPE is.
amendment, in order to give us an oppor- both the registration drives and the get- This _mendment does not reach COF_:.
tunity to consider the Crane amendment, out-the-vote drives have been, at; least In COPF. i._j,excluded from its coverage and

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman, will the my l_est Judgment, directfd not only at from the terms of the Crane amendment
gentleman yield? union members but also conducted, No. I, as it wa_ adopted In the Hays bill.

Mr. DEVINE. I yield to the gentleman on a door-to,dc,or basis a_.d, No, 2, con- Mr. HARVEY. I thank the gentlem_n
from Illinois. dueled among minority gr)ups, f_r his contribution.

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman, I thank Il. say to my frlend from Idaho, am I Mr. it_AYS. Mr. Chairman, I asg
the gentleman for yielding and for his correct that his amendme:at would pre- unanimous consent that all debate on
support for my amendment which I hope clude any such _:tivity in the future? In ti.'fts amendment close in 5 minutes.
I will have a chance to introduce, other wo_d._, am :i correct that any union The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to

I want to comment on some of the re- activity or corporation act:vity would be tlae request of the gentleman from Ohlo?
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There was no objection. Messrs. HA_SgN of lilaho, C'_g, H_,gJs, ,_lancy Hunt Rousselot
The CHAIRMAN. Tile Chair recog- and DENNIS. ,DlaUSen. Hutchinson RuppeDon H. Jarman Ruth

nizes the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. The Committee dhdded, and the tellers Clawson, Del Johnson, Pa. Sandman
FRENZEL). relx)rted that there were--ayes 23_, noes Cleveland Jonas Satterfielil

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I think 147, not voting 51, as follows: Collier Keith Saylor
Collins, Tex. Kemp Scherle

it is important that we understand iron No. 416] Oolmer King Schmltz
neither the Crane amendment nor the [Recorded _'aUer Vote] Crane Kuykendall Schneebe]l

Daniel, Va. Kyl Scott
Hansen amendment is directed toward AYES--_m3 _LViS,W_S: Landgrebe Sebeltus
voluntary or COPE moneys. What we are Aboure_ OarmaW. Murphy, N.¥o Dtmnls Latta Shoup
talking about is Treasury money. The Abzug Gaydos Natcher Devine Lennon Skubltz
principal distinction is that the HanSen Adams Glaimo Nedzi Dickinson Lent Smith, Calif.
amendment would allow its use to get- Addabbo Glbbonil Nix Eq)rn Long, La. Snyder

Albert; Gonzalez Obey Downing McClory Spence
out-the-vote drives for union members Anderson, Orasso O'Hara Duncan McCollister Springer
while the Crane amendment would not. canf. Gray O'Konskl du Pont Mahon Steiger. Ariz.

I cheerfully supported the_ Crane Anderson, IlL Green, ()res. O'Neill Edwards, Als. Mann Stephens
Anderson. Green, Pa. Patman Erlenboru Mathias, Calif. Talcott

amendment in committee in it_ unex- Tenn. Griffith_ Patten fisher Mathis, Ga. Taylor
purgated version, which: is stronger than Andrews, Oude Pepper Flynt Miller, Ohio Teague, Calif.
the version now tn the Hays bill. There N. Dak. Hamilton Perkins Ford, Gerald R. Mills, Md. Thompson, Ga.
is a time, I think, when it is appropriate Annunz_o Hanley Peyser Fountain Minshall ThoneAahiey Hansen, Idaho Pickle F_:elinghuyaen Mlzell Vender Jagt
to retreat just a little bit. If we vote down aapm Hansen, W/t_tl. Pike Frey Montgomery Veysey
the Hansen a mendmenl; in our efforts to B_dmo Harrington Podell Gettys Myers Waggonner
get to the Crane amendment, we may Beglch Hathaway Preyer, H.0. Ooldwater Nelsela Wampler

Bennett Hawkins Pryor, _ck, Goodlin_ Nichols Ware
well lose both of them and go tn_) confer- Bergland Hays Purcell Griffin Pa.-qman Whalley
ence with nothing on tile subject. BovlLI Heckler, W. Vis. Qute Oross Pelly White

On the other hand, the Hansen Biaggl Heckler, Mass. Randall Grover Petits Whltehut_t
amendment is a step forward in clarify- Blester Heinz Rangel Hagan Plrnle WhittenBingham Helstoski Rees Haley Poage Wiggins
lng what has been judicial precedents in Boggs Hicks, Mase. Reid, N.Y, Hall Poff Winn
the field. Therefore I urge an affirmative Boland Hicks, wash. Reuse Hammer- I_owell Wyatt
vote on the Hansen amendment. Brademu Hlllis Robimon, I_.Y. schmidt Price, Tex. Wylie

Brasoo Holifield Roe Harvey Quillen Wyman
I yield to the gentleman fro_a Illinois Brooks Howard ._,ogers Hasl_ingr_ Rarlck Young, Pla.

(Mr. CRANE). Burke, Mass. Hull Roncalio Henderson Roberts Zion
Mr. CRANE. I would like to comment Burlison, Mo. Hun_te Rooney, N._,r. r4:oamer Robinson, Va.

on the point the gentleman from Mtn- Byron Iehord Rooney, I_, NOT VOTING--51Carey, N.Y. Jacobs .Rosent_l
nesota made. carney Johnson, Cal_, Rol_h Alexander FAlbers Price, hi.

I disagree. The Hansen amend- cener Jones, :['en_ Roy A_drews, Als, Evins, Tenn. Pucinskl
ment in effect _ts the amench_Lent I in- Chappell Karth Run_el_! Axende Gallagher RaUsbackChisholm Kast_meier Ryan Raring Gubser Rhodes
troduced before in the Comnfittee on mar_ Kazen St Ger_mlla_ _rrett Halpern Rlegle
House Administration. I still argue it is cmy Keating Sarban_ Beh'her Hanna Rodino
a vital issue. I am fully cognizant of the corona, 111. Kluczy:aski Scheuer Bell ltarsha Rostenkowski
nature of labor's influence in o_ legisla- Conable Koch Schwengel B!anton HGbert Roybalcants Kyros Selberlln_ Blatnlk Hogan Slke_
tive councils, and very frankly I do not conyers Leggett; Shipley Bolling Horton Slsk
anticipate, if my amendment were to carman Link Shriver Broyhlllr, Va. Jones, Als. Steed
stay in any bill that came out of this cotter Lloyd _ Slack ]_$urton Jones, N.C. StuckeyCoughlin Long, _d. Smith, ',iowa Byrne, Pa. Kee Wilson, Bob
House, it would survive the conference Culver LnJan Smith, :R,Y, 'r)a¥1s,S,C. Landrum Wilson,
committee. Daniels, N.J. McCloskey Staggers Derwinski McClure Charles H_

I think we are engaged in an exercise Danielson McCormack Stanton. Diggs McKevitt WrightDavis, Ga. McCulloch J. Wlll_a_n Dowdy McMtllan
in semantics, but let us not be hypo- de la Garza McDade Stantolt, Edwards, La. Michel
critical as to what is contaim.<l in the Delaney McDonald, James!V. So the amendment to the amendment
bill. That is the importance, in my Dellenback Mich. Steele

Denums McEwen Steiger, Will. in the nature of a substitute was agreed
judgment, of defeatiLng the Hansen Denholm _c-_all 8toku to.
amendment. Dent McKay Stratto_a

The CHAIRMAN. '_he Chair recog- Dingell McKinsey Stubblefield j,_az_nmz_u_N'go_r{maxu-,Ir Ma. l)gVXl_ 'to
nizes the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Donohue Macdo_lald, Sulllva_l suBs_rrtrl_ _NDZ_NT OI_FERED]JT Ma.Dow Maim, SyminstoD _rAaV_Ir
HAYS) to close debate. Drinan Madde_ Teague,,Tel. Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Chairman, I offer anMr. HAYS. I would like to say to the vmslu Mafiliard Terry
Members who are here that there is a lot Dwyer Martin Thompson, _'_. amendment to the amendment in the na-
of sound and fury here about how much Eek_;nlt Matetutat_ Thomson, W_*- ture OI a substitute.

Edmondson Mayne Tlernan The Clerk read as follows:money labor spent. In '1968 the Ohio Edwards, Caltf. Mazzolt Udall
Medical Association contributed more Each Meeds Ullman Amendment offered by Mr. DrVZNE to the
money to my opponent than COPE did to Eshleman Melchle Van Deerll:a amendment in the nature of a substitute of-

Evans, Colo. Metcalfe Vanik fared b,y Mr. ILtaw_r: Page 21, line 21, after
the whole slate of congressional candi- Fasoeu Mikva Vigorit_ l'_he word "value" and add *'(except a loan
dates in the State of ()bio. Pindley Miller, calif. Waldle of money by a national or State bank made

The CHAIRMAN. _he question is on m_h Mrna _rk. Whalenmood Mlnish Wldn_!t In accordance with the applicable ba_kmg
the amendment offered by the gentle- mowers Mink Willia_ ]_aws and regulations and in thc ordinary
man from Idaho (Mr. HANSE_q) to the 1,oley Mitchen Wolff oour_e of business)"
amendment in the nature of a substitute Ford, Mollohan Wydler

offered by the gentleman from Michigan wmism D. Monasan Yates The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman fromForsythe Moorhead Yatron OtlI0 (Mr. D_.vn_ =,) is recognized for §(Mr. HARVEY).
The question was taken: and ' the FrenzelFraser Morga_Morse ZablocmY°ung'_er,, mlnutes in support of his amendment.

chairman announced that the ayes ap- Fulton, Tenn. Mosher Zwach :Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Chairman, this is a
Fuqua Moss corrective and clarifying amendment.

peared to have it. Gan.._-._. Murphy, m. The committee will recall that when
rrr_Lza VOT_ va_rr_ c'r.s_n:s NO_,_---147 the chairman of the committee, Mr.

Mr. CRANE. Mr. CI_irman, ! demand Abbitt Bray Burleson,'rex. H_yS, was discussing the situation that
tellers. Abernethy B_nk]ey B_nes, W:te. occurred during the Ohio elections lastAreher Broomfield cabell

Tellers were ordered. Ashbr°°k Brotzman Caf_ery year having to do with candidates bor-
Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman, I demand Aspman Brown, _Uch. Camp rowing funds for campaign purposes,

tellers with clerks. Baker Brown, Ohio Carter that we adopted an amendment in c0m-
Betts Broyh:LU,N.C. Cagey, _e_:, mittee and we approved an amendmentTellers with clerks were ordered; and Blackburn Buchanan Cederhel_

the Chairman appointed iLS tellers Bow Burke, Fla. ChamberB_tIL here but it confined itself only to the
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Crixninal Code Amendments when It serve as a cle:_ringhouso for tiffs lnfor- merit la the nature of a substitute of.
related to a definition of "contribution." mation. The Comptroller General is re- fered by the gentleman from Michigan
That appeared on page 14, line 16, of thQ stricted from making any recommenda- (Mr. HP,RVEY).
bill. tlons and is tc :provide information only The amendment to the amendment in

II' we movE; to the subject matter and when requests.% He will not interfere the nature of a substitute was agreed to.
address ourselves to the amendment in with local and State governments. AMZ_m_ZNr OFrr_ED RY_,. SING_AM XOT_
question, it has to do with page 21 of the Election day is the most important day -"ENaMZ_r IN THE NATUREOFA SU_tSTrrtrTg
bill under the disclosure features. It in any democratic nation. When the o_rza_D er MR.HARVmr
merely makes the definition of "contrlbu= Government f:_Js to function efficiently Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I offer
tlon" at that point conform with the on this day, a tremendous credibility gal) an amendment to the amendment in the
same definition under the criminal sec- occurs hetweert the Ooveznment and the nature of a substitute.
tlon. I believe the gentleman from Ohio people. Ail of the sectiom; of the bill are The Clerk read as follows:
is aware of the amendment, meaningless l! we are usable to prop- Amendment offered by Mr. BINGZ_A_to the

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the gert- erly execute the election itself, amertdment in the nature of a substl_ute
tleman yield? In Cincinnati this past clectio:a the clt- Dffered by Mr. HARVZY:

Mr. DEVINE. I yield to the gentleman izens woke up the mornint_ after the elec- Page 13, after line 2, lnserta new title as
from Ohio. tlon to read l_l the paper: follows: "TITLE II

Mr. HAYS. I agree with everything the There are no election returns to report.
gentleman has said. This is in the nature There won't be for three days. "S}_. 201. No candidate for federal electivevfi_cen_y expend, in a primary, primary run-
of a corrective amendment to make the A day later _he papers reporl_M: off, or general election, an amount In excess
bill the same in both areas, and ! think The Hamilton County Board of Elections ,of the l_mltations imposed by Section 10t of
that everybody in the House: would has tentatively agreed to at, irt the count of Title T ![for the use of communications me-

probably be in favor of it. I certainly all ballo_ of last Tuesday's election Sunday duo) for the following purposes: (a) tele-
support it. evening, phone c_mpaigns, including the cost of tele-

phones, paid telephonists and automated
Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Chairman, I yield Research int_) this probl.;m shows there _quipment, when telephones are used in

back the remainder of my time. have been nllmerous dtmculties in elec- banks of five or more instruments to corn-
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on tion administration acr_m the Nation. :muntcate With potential voters, (b) postage

the amendment offered by the gentleman In I_troit during the primary elee- for computerized or identical mailings in
from Ohio (Mr. DEVINE), to the amend- tion the newsl_zper headl_ae was: "Corn- quantities of 200 or more. Amounts expended
merit in the nature of a substitute of- puters Foul Vote Count," Later when _:orthe _tse cf communications media as pro-

,tided In Section 104 of Title I will be charged
the general election occ_ed the paper _gamst _he llmltstions Imposed by this sec-fered by the gentleman from Michigan in Detroit reported:(l_r. HARVEY). 1;ton. '_

For the second.-t;lme In a raw thc Counting And zenumber the following Titles and
The amendment to the amendment in of Detroit's new punch cartt ballots turned .,_ctlons accordingly.

the nature of a substitute was agreed to. into a colossal foul-up Tue_lay night. Some
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. I._EATING TO T]iKIg computers broke down. Mr. I_INGHAM. Mr. Chairman, earlier

l: spoke of the amendment that I had in-
s_ssTrrm_ _zz_m_r o,,,_,o _l' _ Similar stories have appeared in San tended to offer to the substance of _he
H_EWY Francisco, Atlanta, Los ,_geles, and in- Macdonald bill, which we have already
Mr. KEATING. Mr. Chairman, I offer deed in other cities acros_ the Nation. lulopted. This amendment, which I l_lve

an amendment to the amendment in the The magazine Computerworld reported worked Out with the assistance of some of
nature of a substitute, a case in Philadelphia _here: the experts in this House--and I am :hi-

The Clerk read as follows: James :Martin, a candidate for Judge In the debted to them--provides for the same
Amendment offered by Mr. NrayXNG to the recent primary e'.teetlon was _thnost "elected" _'Jlld of compromise I was talking about

amendment in the nature of a Substitute by errors In keypunching, before.
offered by Mr. HARVEY:Page 37, _mmediately This l_nendment will allow for State What the amendment does is to add
after llne 17, insert the following: and local ofilcials to turn to a national two categories to those categories wh/ch

(b) It shall be the further duty of the center or clear:mghouse for information _re the subject of the limitations of titleComptroller General to serve as a national
clearing house for information in respect to O][1good and bs_l ideas on voting systems. 1_,and the two categories are organized
the admlnistrat!on of elections. In carrying The center also will colle_rt infc,rmation telephone campaigns and organM_d
out its duties under this subsection, the on theresponsibillties and ,iuties of board trailings using computerized or identical
Comptroller General shall enter into con- of elections officials and _ersor_ael, plus raailings in the quantities of 200 or more.
tracts for the purpose of conducting tnde- the maintaining of regist]_tton list and As far as the mailings are concerned, only
pendent studies of the administration of any other problems that pl:_ue the effec- the postage is covered, and as far as the
elections. Such studies shall include, but five ad_firfistration of elt,_tion/_. Hope- telephones are concerned, the cost of the
shall not be limited to, studies of--- fully wi_h information ol_ciais will be telephones or paid telephonists or of au-

(l) the method of selection oi, and the able to carry o_.t their responsibfiities on tomated equipment would be covered.
type of duties assigned to, officials and per- election day in _2te most ettclent manner
sonnel working on boards of elections; _?/lese items are readily identifiable, they

(2) practices relating to the registration of possible, constitute a majo r share of the cost of
voters; and .Ti is mY und,.,_tanding that i;he gert" congressional campaigns in many dis-

(3) voting and counting methods, tieman f.rom IV.iinnesota (Mr. Fa_gL) tricts,, and if we do not include some-
Studies made under this subsection shall and the gentleman froza Ohio (Mr. t_Mng of this kind, and if we then adopt

be published by the Comptroller General and BROWN) and tim gentleman from Ohio /[_e Senate substitute, we will have left a
copies thereof shall be made available to the (MI'. H_zs), the Chairman, are ha agree- major gap in the coverage intended by
general public upon the payment of the cost ment with this _mendmen_. t:Ms bill.
construedthere°f'Nothingtoauthorizelnthis theSUbsecti°ncommissionshallbeto Mr. IPRENZE]'.. Mr. Chairman, will the ThJs does not go as far as the Hays
require the inclusion of any comment or ree- gentleman yield? bill, which I personally supported. It does
ommendatlon of the Comptroller General in Mr. KEATIN_,_. I yield _o the gentle- not call for a ceiling across the board
any such study, man from Minnesota. covertng all expenditures. I myself felt

And redesignate the following subsection Mr. FRENZE,_,. Mi'. Chairm.'m, this that that effort shoMd be made, but an
accordingly, amendment was proposed to u_ a long argUn_ent has been raised against that,

time ago. It seems to us it is a rei_sonable that aU kinds of expenditures would be
Mr. KEATING. Mr. Chairman, my inclusion for the duties of t:ae supervisory s_bject t_) argument. Do we include tiffs

amendment is designed to broaden the authority without giving them a:,_thority and do we not include that under the
jurisdiction of the Comptroller General in local elections,, but it does provide for ceiling?
which is established in the hopes amend- them a central marketplace for ideas. If thi_ amendment is adopted we will
ment to the substitute bill. Mr. KEATIN(}. Mr. Chalmlan, I thank have five clearly defined, identifiable

My amendment will give the Comp- the gentleman for his conunen_s, categories of expenses which cover the
troller General the responsibility to con- The CHAIR_[AN. The question is on major expenditures in the various cars-
tract independent studies on the prob- the amendinent offered by _;he gentleman paigns we are trying to provide for. I
lems of election administration and shall from Oh/o (Mr. K_ATngo) 10 the amend- would s_bmit to the committee that tiffs
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offers a compromise position between the (By unanimous consent, Mr. BnqGz_A]_ or more. This is not covered in. any way,
limited coverage in the Senate bill, the was allowed to proceed for I addition_l shape, or form in the so-called substi-
Harvey substitute, and the complete coy- minute.) tute, and all Mr. BINGHAMis trying to
erage in the Hays bill as it emerged from Mr. BINGHAM. I should like t5 .,_ayI do is to bring this kind of expenditure
the committee on House Admini.,;tration. am sure that this is perhaps not the :mo_t _mder the limitation.

I would hope very much that this artful way to accomplish the pure)se, For those of you whodepend on radio
amendment would be acceptable to the but I would also assume In confereace and television, that is fine, but there are
chairman of the committee and to others the conferees would be able to work :it a number of districts where the Member_
who heretofore have supported ti_e corn- out so that the gist of these provisions dc) not use it much, and this subj_ts
plete provisions in the Hays bill, Emdthat could be added in an orderly way. _Lem to the same kind of a blitz that
it would also be acceptable or at least not I yield to the gentleman from Mlc',M.- everybody here has been deploring with
objectionable to those who have favored gan (Mr. I'tARVEY). regard to television and radio. This is
the Senate bill as It emerged from the Mr. HARVEY. I thank the gentleman easily proved, because if you buy corn-
Senate. for yielding, puterized mail, you have to report it,

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, wUl the I very reluctantly have to oppose re;he and ff you do not report the correct
gentleman yield? gentleman's amendment. I know that he amount, they can go to the firm and, ff

Mr. BINGHAM. I yield to the gentle- is sincere in seeking a compromise ihe_, necessary, subpena the records and find
man from Ohio. but I would say to the gentleman ttmt out ihowmuch you did spend.

Mr. HAYS. I had hoped, of course, we what the Senate is trying to do and w.h_kt The same thing with computerized
could get a bill that would set a top ceil- the Macdonald blll is trying to do is to telephones. That is what this is directed
hug on expenditures for Congress, for establish certain categories that could t.o. Nobody is going to say very much or
the Senate and for the President. The be very easily enforced, do very much if you have volunteers. -
original bill which came out of the Corn- The CHAIRMAN. The time of the g_;- As a matter of fact, they are specifi-
mlttee on House Administration set a tlemanfrom New York has again e_.'pired, cs_ly exempted. This is banks of corn-
limit of $50,000 for congressional races, Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in puterized telephones which again run
6 cents times the population of a State opposition to the amendment, in.to tremendous sums of money, and ff
or $50,000 whichever was larger for sen- · Mr. Chairman, what the Senat_ in this amendment is adopted, then the
atorial races, and 6 cents times the popu- their deliberations in the other i_)dy substitute becomes a real campaign lim-
tation of the united States for the presi- finally agreed upon is very simfitar l_ l_ation bill and I think it is one that all
dential races. That would be the ideal I what the deliberations of the Interstal_ oil us should support and one with which
should like to shoot for, but, ss I said and Foreign Commerce Committ_ we_'e we can live.
earlier, I am a practical man. I sense and what they finally agreed upon. Wl_Lt Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, will
that the House does not want to go along both were trying to do was, somehow W the gentleman yield?
with that type of complete limitation, so find some criteria that could be enforc_i. Mr. HAYS. I yield to the _entleman
as a comprdmise I certainly support the This is awfully important. It is one lkb_tng from West Virginia.
t_ltion of the gentleman from New to set an absolute limit on what any per- Mr. STAGGERS. I would like to asso-
York, because with this amendment and son can spend in his campaign. It i.,san- ciates myself with the gentleman's re-
the categories already covered in the other thing for anyone to have to prove marks.
Macdonald of Massachusetts amendment that person has spent more thm_ that ITlour committee in talking over these
we would have the five principal cate- particular limit. _ is very difficult 1_ t_fings we were trying to figure every pos-
gorles of expenditures placed under prove that more than that lin_[t _ sible loophole we could within the juris-
limitation; namely, telephone, direct _ spent. But if you do limit it t_, cer- diction of our committee. However, some
mail, radio and television, an_ news- tatn readily identifiable and readily of these are outside the jurisdiction of
papers and outdoor advertising, provable categories, this can be done. our committee. I think in order to have

I could say to the Members, while this That was the whole intent, I might _a:r, an effective bill this would very much
does not meet my ideal, some of the press of limiting it to broadcasting, to new:_- i_prove it.
which has been howling for reform and papers, to magazines and then yesterda:z, Mr. HAYS. I thank the gentleman.
wanting much less than this, apparently, by the Frey amendment, enlargim; it, as Mr. Chairman, I would say that there
saying that the Senate bill was a great we did, to include outdoor adverti_i_,_ _ l_as been a lot of talk about com-
bill_I did not think the Senate blil went 'well. promise. I have attempted and endear-
far enough---should be informed that I Certainly the cost of telephones _d olm,d to compromise. As I said earlier,
think, with a couple of other minor the cost of the people to man the t_.,.le- if we can get a real limitation here in
amendments, I might be in a position to phones are a bona fide e_ection expen,,_ the form of this amendment---perhaps,
say, "Yes, I will buy the substitute and for any particular candidate. I would the language will have to be changed a
we can finish up this evening and have a guess that the cost of the telephone_ little irt conference and be made more
bill perhaps not as complete as some of themselves could probably be proved very Sl_;ific with reference to telephones; l
us might like but one certainly better easily, but when we get into the t_lt,_ do not know--but this will be a bill with
than what we have now." phonists themselves and how much _e which we can live.

Mr. BINGHAM. I thank the chairman candidate is paying that particular per- Purther, if two other minor amend-
very much. son, we are getting into a category wb.iCh merits are accepted to the substitute and

Mr. MACI_NALD of Massgx;husetts. is very, very difficult to prove, if the House adopts the substitute, then
Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? Mr. Chairman, as I say, I knb.w the wee an call it a day.

Mr. BINGHAM. I yield to the gentle- amendment is offered in good faith lind Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
man from Massachusetts. the gentleman wants us to enlarge l_he-,e will the gentleman yield?

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. categories, but for these reasons I mu,,_t Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman
! sympathize very n_uch with the gentle- oppose it. from Ohio.
man's position. As I said earlier today, Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chai]_man, I ri_e in Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Would the gert-
candidates from large cities a:_d con- support of the amendment, tieman give me some kind of descrip-
8resslonal districts cannot use TV and Mr. Chah'man, in my opinion, thts tion of "postage for computerized or
radio very effectively. But I would ask amendment plugs up the most serioc._ identical mailings in quantities of 200
the gentleman, is this not sort of a back- loophole in the Senate bill. or more"?
door way of amending title I, which has I do not know whether some Members The gentleman is chairman of the
already been adopted'? are aware of it or not, but it is po.,_ib]e House Administration Committee and as

Mr. BINGHAM. I would sa_ to the to go to certain computer firms and for a s_ch that committee makes available to
gentleman, no. This adds a new title. It tremendous amount of money b_,,y au Members of Congress reproduction ma-
ts not in any way a violation of the rules address, an inside address, a "Dear _r. c]Mnery which can reproduce letters from
under which we are proceeding. ! have Jones" letter to everybody tn your di.,_trict a tape system as well as other kinds of
discussed it with the parliamentarian, lndifferentcategorleslfyouwanttocor_- equipment which can produce what I

The CHAIRMAN. The time of _he gen- pose different letters. Now, that would would call "computerized mailings" and
tleman from New York has expired, run in the normal district about $100,[)_0 "computerizod letters."
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Is it my understanding that postage is some definition of the word "banks" be _Le ._ame as the case under the aCh-
for computerized identical mailings in as far as teleph,)nes are concerned? t_eman'_ bill for a friend who take_, a
quantities of 200 or more would cover Mr. BINGtL_M. Mr. Chairman, win newspaper advertisement on his own
any mailing made by a Member of Con- the gentleman _,_eld? and whether this would be covered. I do
grOSS that would exceed 2009 Mr. MACDONALD of i.Vlassachusetts, not believe there is any substantial dif-

Mr. HAYS. No, it would not. The gert- ! yield to the gentleman, ference in that, and the organized phone
tlemanltves under an identicalprovision Mr. BINGH_dVI. Bank is described as ¢,_ml_algn. If it is conducted for the
as this in the Ohio law. The gentleman five or more telephones in the same benefit of the candidate, then I think it
mails out campaign literature askir_ place. I think the word is commonly would come within the limitation pro-
"Vote for Mr. Brown" and ff he does so understood. I do not belie're it i_ a tech- vided tl_ere are five or more in one place.
he must put a stamp on it and he must nical term. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, would the
include the cost of the printing, the cost Mr. MACDONALD of :_J_ssachusette. gentleman yield further?
of the st-fiq,_g, and the cost of the post- ! would Just like to poi'at oul; to the Mr. MACDONALD of M_a_sachusett.s.
age. gentleman what troubles me, and the I yield further to the gentleman from

This requires that ff you send out gentleman from Ohio (M:'. IIa_s) indl- ()bio,.
something that you cannot send out un- cated that perhaps this wiJl be cleared up Mr. HAYS. If you have 100 friends wlho
der a frank in quantities of 200, you have in conference, but ][ woul, l like to have said, "I am going to put on a telephone
to report how much it costs, the gentleman clear up what he has in campaign," and they divide the phc:ne

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, mind because in my area, :_ my partlcu- book up into 100 different sections, _ad
ff the gentleman will yield further, sup- lar district, we have People who volun- they ,do it on their own time and on their
pose I send out a letter telling what a teer to come in and use a _;elephone, and own phone, that would be all right. It is
wonde_qul job I did in voting on a patti- they call thet_ friends, or they call c,nly if you pay for it.
cular bill of interest to farmers or busi- throughout a ward, or call eJa area, Mr. MACDONALD of MaSsachusetts.
nessmen in my district and it is a com- would that be included in this b[U within I thank the gentleman.
puterized letter? thlsamendment? Mr. PICKT_E, Mr. Chairman, I move

Mr. HAYS. Are you going to send it out Mr. BINGH. AiM[.Where you have to strike the requisite number of worqs,
under your frank or not? Mr. MACDONALn of l_assa_;husetts, snd lCrise in opposition to the amend-

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Suppose It is sent If I had, for example se_en telephones raent,.
either way? that were used :k_r calling at once, would Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that

Mr. HAYS. If you send it under your they be preclu6.ed from the jurisdiction we are going far afield for the pur-
frank it does not count; otherwise, it of your amendment? pose of this bill that we have before
does. Your conscience has to be the guide Mr. BIiNGHAM. If you had seven tele- _Ls. We have already established lim-
as to whether or not it is campaign phones being used for calls for the put- Rations on the five main categories
literature, pose of contacting the potentia/t voters, that we have a reason primarily to put

The CHAIRMAN. The time oi the gen- I would say they would be included, yes. limitations on, the radio, television, news..
tleman from Ohio has expired. People you know who may work on their papers, billboards, and printed material.

(By unanimous consent (at the request own time, on their own phon_, they Ii we carry this into all other categories
of Mr. BRow_q of Ohio) Mr. Hays was would not be included, you are going to put yourselves---er your
allowed to proceed for 1 additional rain- Mr. MACDO]_ALIY of }_aesachusetts. opportent---out of business. How far do
ute.) Would you thh_k that there would be you go in this?

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Suppose I send some sort of difficulty _dth the first You add the telephone business, y¢,u
it out with a stamp, amendment abcut this, pei_ple wlao want add the other category--the compute:r-

Mr. HAYS. Then, you have to report lt. to call their friends, who are w_ to say i_:ed mail--that he has listed in this pa_..
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Because it has they cannot call their friends? i2icular amendment, I say to you you

a stamp it becomes a campaign expense? Mr. BINGHA:YL No. I dc not say that. o_uld put 50 more items in. Are you go..
Mr. HAYS. If in your judgment it has That is precisely why it i3 worded this ina to charge for JUSt any kind of tele..

become a campaign document..If you way. It would laot preven_ Or interfere phone in the headquarters? Or are you
send it out this year under a stamp this with someone who wants t_ call his own going t_ charge for putting furnitm:e
year or under a frank and say, "I voted friend from his own telephone, What we in the headquarters?
for the election reform bill" as a matter are talking about are t_;lephones in- Are you going to charge for transports..
of information, I would assume you stalled In banks, and I have done this in tion of ali kinds? Are you going to have
would send it out under your frank and campaigns myself, 20 or 30 telephones, to account for bringing any speaker into
it would not be covered. However, to send and you attempt to get voi_unteers to do y,_ur district? Are you going to have to
it out 2 weeks before the election in my it. And we have gotten volunteers to do account for all kinds of recreation, food,
opinion it would be a campaign docu- it, but the exper_e is certainly quite sub- dcink,,_, including, perhaps, some beer or
merit and would be covered, stantial, particularly in the city of New Coke parties or other entertainment?

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. What would be York where you :pay for e_eh individual Where do we stop? I .say that we have
the limit in terms of time under this pro- telephon8 call. But this was particularly a'.lrea/[y adopted the five categories. We
vision with reference to mailings? Would drawn to exclude the individual who on have Jurisdictional rights to make liml..
the gentleman tell me when it becomes his own tinge and on his o_n phone calls rations :_n these categories. Our State.
all right? If it ts not all right 2 weeks up his friend, l_ws wi_t govern other costs. You keep
before the election, is it all right 2 Mr. HAYS. _[r. Chairman, wc,uld the on and you could put yourself out of
months before the election? gentleman yield? business. Some of you pure in heart

Ma-. HAYS. I cannot set a specific limit Mr. MACDON,_LD of l_[assachusetts, want to write a bill that the Post and-
of time. As the gentleman knows, some I yield to the gentleman from Ohio. the Star would like. I want to write a bill
iViembers send out what purports to be a Mr. HAYS. Even if you have banks of that ! _h_k would be f,air to the people
newsletter 2 weeks before the election, telephones manned by v¢,lunteers, the in office and the people who would be
and it has been ruled to be a newsletter, only expense you have to report is the r_mnb_g against them.
if it is not blatantly political. So it would telephone expense, you do not re_)rt any I thtnk you have stretched this .,;o
have to be a bona fide newsletter or a costs for the volunteers, far that you take it clear out of the realm
campaign document. Mr. MACDO_LkLD of l_[assachusetts, of practicality. I hope you use some judg-

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. So, this becomes That is right, obviously not. But, say you merit here and do not get carried away
a kind of a guessing game? have very generous friends, and they are with the emotion of the moment by say-

1VIr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. willing to put in different phones that ic,.g we are going to account for eve_
Mr. Chairman, ! move to strike the you do not pay /or, and they are doing conceivable cost tn addition to the five
requisite number of words, it on their own, they are _aying for the categories. I just do not think that i_

Mr. Chairman, I would like to clarify in phone, and they are giving you volun- feasible :_nd I think it is going too far.
my own mind, and ! suppose other Mom- teered service, would they _e covered by We have already have these five cate-
bers have the same question in their this? gories it:_ the bill. I say that that :is
mind--I would like to ask the gentleman Mr. BINGHAlVL If the g_ntleman will enough tmless there is a bigger and over-
from New York (Mr. B_NC_{a,_) ff there yield, I think the answer there would powering reason, but I do not think that
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_there is any such overpowering reason boilerroom and computerized mail op,. c,ur vote hardly credible to the public
l_hat we should try to detail 50 other erations have become one of the raost today.
categories. I just think we ought '_oclose vicious unreported campaign tactics go.. ][ yield back the balance of my i_,ne.
this thing off and vote down this amend- lng. I will support this amendmgat to Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I ask unan-
ment and I say this without any .,ense of bring that under control, imous consent that all debate on the
derogation at all at the gentleman from Mr. ABBITT. As a matter of fact it _ pending amendment cease in 5 minutes.
lqewYork. a very modest amendment and onlF ap.. The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection

I just think we ought to stay with this plies to mafiings and telephone banJ_ to the request of the gentleman :[rom
:and stop there and quit trying to find and would not apply to any volunteer Ohio?
trouble areas for individuals who want workers. 'I_ere was no objection.
to try to run for office. Mr. Chairman, I hope the amendmen'_ 'ITLe CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-

Mr. ABBITT. Mr. Chairman, I move to will be adopted, nizes the gentleman from New York (Mr.
strike out the last word. Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I rl_,; pOr_:Lt.).

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the in opposition to the amendment. Mr. PODELL. Mr. Chairman, I support
gentleman yield? Mr. Chairman and Members of t h_,' the amendment offered by the gentleman

Mr. ABBITT. I yield to the gen'_,leman. Committee, this was one of the very Iza.. J!rom New York. But I would like to
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I want to portant features which was not _a the point out to the House that it doe_;not

thank the gentleman for yielding and to Senate bill and is in the House bill. Of do the trick, nor does it answer the prob-
say to the gentleman from Texas Lhat we course, the House bill is much stronger. ]em thai many of us have.
are not trying to kill anybody. Nevertheless, in working this out on the 'I was involved in a campaign in

If $50,000 is not enough to get elected floor of the Senate, a very delicate com.- which nkv opponent opened up 11 offices,
in Texas--we are only limiting radio promise was reached between the major- l 1store :[ronts, each with large billboards,
and television and billboards and news- ity and the minority and, we are _,id, distributing millions of pieces of lLiter-
papers and if this amendment is adopted, concurred in by the White House. atare. ,Lu_d there is nothing that pre-
banks of telephones and computerized To go beyond that delicate balancemay vents an opponent of yours from doing
mall. imperil this bill and will certainly make the very same thing, even with the Btng-

We are not putting in anythin,; about it less of a reform measure. ]mm amendment. I think what we have
your beer parties---I do not know how In the second place, :Mr. Chairman, got to do is to provide an overall limi-
many votes you can get with them, but these expenditures are really not audit- lation oa campaign expenditures. If you
as many as you can--go ahead. We are able. You can disperse your mailing of dc, not do that, then the bill you are
not putting in anything about spending letters in such a way that nobody Jn the l)asslng today is not worth the paper
money for banquets or about buying hal- world can possibly audit you. it is printed on. If any man can go into
Icons to pass out at fairs or nail files or You can break down :your campai_ql a ,district and spend a million dollars to
matches and all of those categories, telephones into fours or fives any way beat you in your seat, let me tell you
There is nothing like that. you want to to subvert the definition o_ l:hat for a million dollars he is going to

There are plenty of States where you the gentleman from New York as b) beat you. If that is the kind of thing you
have to :report everything. Of course, what a bank of telephones is. want, that is what you are going to get,
there are not very many States where you Mr. Chairman, these expenses are ]:LOt unless you limit the total amount that
can raise as much money aJsyou can in verifiable. J_candidate can spend.
Texas, but there are plenty of States In the third ,place, this particular One gets to wonder at times whether
where you have to report every dLme that provision extends the advantage of th,_ or not the o_ce held by a public official
you spend. We are not trying to do any- incumbent over the challenger, which is laas that much value, where people spend
thing to you Texans. We are Just saying delightful for all of us who are irLcum- _Lllions of dollars to try to _qn it. I ran
that in these five categories, you cA-not bents, but there are very few people who against a multimtllionalre the last time
spend over $50,000 and on all the rest speak in the name of the chanenger. If :C:ran in 1968. Believe me, ! know what
the sky is the limit--let the money come a challenger is to do a bollerroom or It means to fight that kind cf money.
from where it may, presumably, computer mailing under the limlt_ticmn 'the man organized his own party. He

Mr. PIC'q_._._ Mr. Chairman, '_11 the imposed here, he could do but three such Jaz_d no major endorsement at all. He
gentleman from Virginia yield? mailings. In the meantime, there is noth- las_l no party affiliation. He organized

Mr. ABBITT. ! yield to the gentleman, lng to prevent any of us from rollk_: (mt a brand new party. And I barely beat
Mr. PICKLE. We have five categories the same kind of mailing on a weel_'_Z him by a few thousand votes. That is

now under title I, and you have added basis under our frank, using any l_md of wlmt could happen in a campaign where
two more categories. Why don't you put mailing or newsletter we would ch_:_s_ money xs the major commodity.
in fingernail filers and pencils and all to employ. I think the people of this country need
of those things? Mr. Chairman, we have staff. We ]have public officials who are dedicated, who

Mr. ABBITT. And beer partie_, telephone privileges. We have acc._s b_ .are in,rested and committed to pub-
Mr. PICKLE. All of those thin_'s go for the media. We have a vast arsen_d of :_c:life, not people who are millionaires

many who have been elected, weapons with which we can campal_m !_ ..and have nothing else to do but run for
I am Just saying as a practical mat- a legitimate way, and we are not s_bj_mt '.0ublic office.

tot--try to be reasonable about it. I just to the limitations that a challenger wmd,l The ,CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-
say we have gone far enough, have. This provision unfairly loads this :aizes the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.

Mr. ABBITT. In Virginia we have to bill toward the incumbent and e_;a_mt Hays).
report all expenditures and we do not the challenger. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield back
have any trouble. ! think this t,_a very Finally, Mr. Chairman, it broaches _he the balance of my time.
mild and a very reasonable amendment, limits of the Macdonald amendment and The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
I hope very much it will be accepted, threatens the expenditure limits that the _Le amendment offered by the gentle-

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, _ll the House has voted upon in the last 2 day_. man fr_)m New York (Mr. BZ_GX_,AM)to
gentleman yield? By putting these two items in our _:_- the amendment in the nature of a sub-

Mr. ABB1TT. I yield to the ge_.tleman, pense limitations, we would limit ti:mt stitute offered by the gentleman from
Mr. HAYS. This amendment only which we thought would be derlrable M'ichigan (Mr. HaawY).

plugs up the biggest loophole ,_f all-- under the Macdonald araendment. The question was taken; and on a dj-
computerized mall can be the nkost ex- The gentleman from 'Texas has cot- visi(m (demanded by Mr. Haav_.¥) there
pensive thing and can put a caneldate of rectly stated the problem. This amend- were--ayes 80, noes 48.
modest means out of business, ment is not meritorious. We have zm_!e So the amendment to the amendment

Mr. McKINNEY. Mr. Chairman, I two decisions in the last 2 days ia t_s in. the nature of a substitute was agreed
would Just like to rise and SUpl_)rt your House in favor of a 10-.cent limitatlo:a to.
remarks on this amendment, for media expense. To go beyond U!mt M_'. DEVINE. Mr. Chairman, I move

For those of us who live in lare:e urban would imperil the passage of this bllh _ostrikethe requisite number of word_.
areas and cannot afford the TV market It would be very unwise to give ore,elves Mr. Chairman, last night the Evening
and cannot afford newspaper ads, the such additional advantages as to make Star contained a story about the financ-
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lng of the GOP National Convention in matter with a :number 0:: my colleagues, gered b _'Mr. HARVEy:Page 44, strike out lines
San Diego. The story raises a matter I do not feel t:hat it is ne,'_essary. The old 8 through 9 and insert in lieu thercoJ_ the
which I feel we must clarify as we ad- law is very clear that it does net prohibit following:
dress ourselves to the issues of reforming such corporate contributions and the "r_rEcT oN s?a_m. LAW
the Federal election campaign laws. amended lanfmage of the new law re- ",C_-c. 313. (a) (I) Nothing in this Act

Every 4 years major cities throughout ferring to "co:ntributions" and "expend- shall h_ deemed to invalidate or make inap-
our Nation bid for political conventions, itures" makes it even clearer _hat such 911cl_bl_;any provision of any State law, ex-
These conventions bring business to the corporate contributions are not within cept w_aere compliance with such provision

of I_w _ould result in a violation of a p:_vl-
cities that far exceed the moneys prof- the proscriptions of the ],'ederal law. sion of this Act.
fered by them to attract the convention. I am raising this matter lx_ make it "(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), no
Not only do they bring business, but they very clear in the leglsl_,tive history of provision of State law shall be construE_t to
fOCUS national attention on that city as this reform l,_gislation _;hat such con- prohibit any person from taking any action
a convention city and this in turn brings tributions by corporations are not ira- authorized by this Act or from making any
more conventions and more business. The proper expenditures or contributions. To expenditure which he could lawfully ranks
convention business is, indeed, a vital the contrary :_hey are w;ry healthy ex- und,_r this Act."
part of the financial life blood of our penditures in that they l_nefit not only l_r. UDALL (during the reading). Mr.
cities, the city, but also the corporation, and Chairman, I ask unanimous consent '_hat

It has been noted, however, that the help defray tlhe increasing cost of the the amendment be considered as read
Federal law is "gray" or "fuzzy" regard- convention phase of our campaign proc- and printed in the RECORD.
lng the necessary activities of the cities ess. I hope tl_at by raising this matter The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
in raising bidding money, goods, and at this time there will :no longer be a the request of the gentleman from Art-
services to attract political conventions. "gray" or "ftu:zy" proble:_a in interpret- zona?
I agree that the law is gray and fuzzy lng the l_ders.1 law. T_aere was no objection.
in that it is silent, but I think that the AMrND_E_T O_-'R_ IBV _. _V_-'. TO Tram Mi'. _[YDALL.Mr. Chairman, I have of-
legislative history of the Corrupt Prac- s_s.rrr_,rr A_ENDI_ENT OFFERNDBY ]JR. fered this amendment at the request of
tices Act of 1925 and the years of prac- _ARWY several of my colleagues. It deals With
tics under that law are very clear. For Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, ir offer an the conflict between the new Federal law
example, I note that the Internal Rev- amendment b_ the amendment in the we are gohxg to have and the 50 State
enue Service has ruled that a corpora- nature of a substitute, laws. ,qome of the State laws are very
lion may take a deductible business ex- The Clerk read as follows: ancien_ and have unrealistic and un-
pense for contributions to a committee Amendment Offered by Mr. Udall to the workable spending limitations and all the
organized to bring a national political Amendment in the Nature of a Substitute rest.
convention to the locality in which the Offered by Mr. Harvey: Page 4_;, line 16, This amendment comes in two piu_s.
taxpayer is engaged in a trade or bust- strike out "title" and insert in ll,_a thereof The first deals with the dilemma one
ness, provided such contributions are "Act".

Page 44, line, 18, strike out "_ltle" and might have, where, bY complying with
made with a reasonable expectation of l_xsert In lieu thereof "Act". the re_oortlng provision in the Pederal
a commensurate financial return, Re- law on,_ would violate the State law,. or,
vised Ruling 55-265, 1955-1, CB22. Also Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, before we by complying with the State law, would
it is a deductible business expense for finish marking up thl Senate bill I have violate the Federal law. So the first half
any amount paid or incurred for adver- two clarifying amendments, and I do not of the f_lendment says:
tising in a convention program of a po- believe there is much Opl_)sition to them, Nothing in this Act s_l be deemd tc ln-
litical party distributed in connection and I hope they will be accepted, validate or make ina_plicable any provision
with a convention held for the purpose The first on,_ deals with the severabil- of a_y State law, except where complilu_ce
of nominating candidates for the offices tty clause in the Harw,y amendment, was zuch provision of law would result in a
of President and Vice President, pro, which is the S_nate bill. On at ileast half vlolatio_ of a provision of this Act.
vided, first, the proceeds from the pro- of the amendments which have been be- Tl_at simply says that one does not
gram are actually used solely to defray fore us in this debate someone has raised violate a State law when one complies
the costs of conducting the convention, a question whether a particular provision with this Federal law.
or a subsequent convention held for the or a particular amendment is constitu- Tim second half of the amendment
same purpose; and, second, the amount tional or _mcoI_titutional. deak_ h_ a more affirmative fashion with
paid is reasonable in light of the business The Senate language hss a very limited this conflict of State and Federal law
the taxpayer may expect to receive dl- severabllity clause, limit_;d Just to title prob,ler, a, and it says that:
rectly as a result of such advertising, or III of that bill. Ail this amenchnent will No p_vision of State law shall be eon-
as a result of the convention being held do is to strike out "title" and insert in strued _x_prohibit any person from taJring
in an area in which the taxpayer has a lieu thereof "Act" so that we w:al have a any action authorized by this Act or from
place of business. See IRC 276(c). workable severabillty cla_me applying to _aking any expenditure which he could law-

Since most of these goods, services, the entire bill, and ff any one of these ruuy m_ke under this Act.
and funds must come from local mcr- clauses should be held to be unconstitu- Let me give you an examl_le. One Mere-
chants, hotels, and the like, and most of tional we will snake sure ii does not affect ber lae_e tells me in his State there i_ a
these businesses are corporations, I do the balance of the act. very rigid provision which limits him to
not believe that it was ever the intent of I hope the amendment wiU be accepted, about ,_;5,000. The new Act will have a
the COngress nor has it been the intent and then I can offer the next amendment, $50,009 limitation in it. All this amend-
of this reform legislation, to place re- which I hope will not be any more con- merit says is you can spend up to the
strictions on corporations contributing tx_versial, amount authorized by the Federal Act
to cities to enable them to bid for politi- The CHAIR:._qAN, The question is on without regard to a lot of old, obsolete
cal conventions. Of course, I am refer- the amendment offered by the gentleman State Acts. I do not know of any con-
ring to corporations that do business in from Arizona (l_lr. Ur_LL) to the amend- troversy. I hope it will be adopted.
that city and corporations that would merit in the nattLre of a su_stitut;e offered
properly anticipate a return on their ex- by the gentleraan from Michigan (Mr. Mr. ,qTRATTON. Will the gentleman
penditure in the form of more business. HARVEY). yield.?

Mr. Chairman, I had considered of- The amendment to the amendment in Mr. UDALL. I yield to the gentleman
fering an amendment addressing itself the nature of s, substitute was agreed to. _rom New York.Mx. _,'I_ATTON. I wonder ff you _mn
to this problem, but after reviewing the a_r_'VM_N_ OFF,nEDSY _a. _OALL_O T_r sva- explain that last point again. Which
legislative history of the 1925 act, the s?r_r_ A_F._:_r OfFeRS,,_ _;. _ARW_ :._ro_isk,n of your amendment deals
many years of practice under that act, Mr. r0DALL. Mr. Chairman, I offer an ;_peciflcally with it? It is my understand-
the extensive hearings that have been amendment to the amendment in the ha- !rog you are using the same language as
held regarding the needed reforms under ture of a substitute, appears in the Frenzel substitute, which
the old law and discovering that this The Clerk read as follows: refers to cases where "compliance with
problem has never been deemed to be an Amendment offered by Mr. Ur_r.,. to the _mch Provision of State law would result
improper practice, and discussing this amendment m tla_ nature of a subf;titute of- :[ri a violation of the provisions of this
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:a_l, for purposes of this paragraph, an indl-

title." If you hav e a State law that Umlts Mr. UDALL. I yield to the gentiemlm ._ldu_ shall be deemed to seek nomination
yOU to an unrealistic total of $5,000 and from New York.
the only way you can conduct a campaign Mr. PODELL. I thought you mentkme¢[ :_or election, or election, if he has (A) taken_he action necessary under the law of a State
IS to set up separate committees, then a moment ago that there was a li:_dta., to qualify himself for nomination for elec-
if you are going to report properly under tion of $50,000 on expenditures. That t..{ '_lon, or election, to Such office, or (B) re-
this new Federal bill, you would have to not the case here. There Is no limitatioxt ,'_lved contributions or made expenditures, or
report amounts greater than the state here. :h_ given his cofisent for any other person to
limit of $5,000. Mr. UDALL. On some expendi_re.,_.: _ueive contributions or m_dre expenditures,

Mr. UDALL. This says you can do that Under the Bingham amendment, wtE[C]l wi.th a view to bringing about his nomina-
without violating State law. we just adopted, it is $50,000 on these _on for election, or election, to such office.

Mr. STRATTON. l want to make sure five categories. (8) The term "Representative" meazm theoE_lceof Representative, or Delegate or Resi-
that the gentleman's wording Imtually Mr. PODELL. Yes. But it is possible dent C_nmiseloner to the Congress.
does take care of that situation, to spend at least $100,000 in Other (;ate- (4) Th e term "political committee" 2n-

Mr. UD_!.T,. Let me assure the gentle- gories and still be under the provisions cludes any committee, assoctation, or orga-
man from New York that it doe s. I of this bill. : ntzation which accepts contributions or
checked this with staff counsel _ud with Mr. UDALL. In that event, ff you ha,_ makes expenditures for the purpose of in-
the Legislative Reference Service and a State law which prescribed a limll_ti0J1 fluencing or attempting to influence the elec-
double-checked it and submitted it to two on the other expenditures, the Sta_; law t4on of one or more candidates for Federalelective office.
or three Members who are very con- would apply.
cerned about being prosecuted under Mr. PODELL. But if there is no State (§) The term "expenditure '_ includes ap4_ymenr,, distribution, loan, advance, de-
Stat e law, and everyone agrees that it law, there is no limitation in the _[IL p_lt, or gift. of money, or property or serv-
does the job. Mr. UDALL. That is correct, ices of significant value, and includes a

Mr. STRATTON. I thank the gentle- The CHAIRMAN. The question is on contract, promise, or agreement, whether or
man. I think it is a very necessary the amendment offered by the gentle- not legally enforceable, to make an ex0endt-
amendment, man from Arizona (Mr. UDALL) t_ the t_e.

Mr. GROSS. Will the gentleman amendment in the nature of a substitute (6) (A) For purposes of paragraph (5), thete_nl "Inoney, or property or services of
yield? offered by the gentleman from Mic_dt;an significant value" includes money in _ny

Mr. UDALL. I am glad to yieh! to the (Mr. HAav_z). amount and services or property (other than
gentleman from Iowa. The amendment was agreed to. money) the value of which exceeds $25.

Mr. GROSS. In both instances the *MrNDMEWrOFFEREDBY MR. PO_0_LL_:¢, 'r_?- (2) Notwtthshanding paragraph (5) and
gentleman changes "title" to "Act," does SUBs_rrvTE _MEN_Mm_rr o_'_a_0 m_Y:_ra. subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, the
he not? In both amendments. _wY term "expenditure" when used in this sec-

Mr. UDAI_&. Well, ! did chemge the Mr. PODELL. Mr. Chairman, ]: offer tion sh_ll not include (l) the rendition ofpersonal services for which no compensa-
word to "Act" so it applies clear across an amendment to the amendment in tee tion is paid to the individual rendering the
the board. That is right, nature of a substitute, services, or (fi) an individual permitting a

Mr. GROSS. In both tnstance,,_ and in Mr. Chairman, I ask unantmot_ cor_- candidate or political COmmittee to Use the
both amendment,_- sent that the reading thereof be _vatved individual's nonbusinees property or his non-

Mr. UDALL. Yes. and the amendment be printed lm _.e bus{_ess telephone (but not including toll
Mr. GROSS. The gentleman :referred RECOan, and I will explai_ the _,_elac[- _1,_) or similar service.

to title, ment. (b) Notwithstanding any other provisiono_ this Act, the aggregate amount of expendi-
Mr. UDALL. I thank the gentleman for The CHAIRMAN. Is there object,ion tures made by any candidate for Representa-

his clarification, to the request of tbs gentleman from New tire or on behalf of his candidacy_
Mr. McKAY. Wil 1 the gentleman yield? York? (1) may not exceed the limitation deter-
Mr. UDALL. I yield to the gentleman. Mr. GER_r.r_ R. FORD. Mr. i_h,J].- I_Lined tinder subsection (c) In any general
Mr. McKAY. With your ame:adment, man, reserving the right,to object, is t_e election,

for example, in my State there h_a total gentleman from New York asking thief (2) (i) may not exceed the limitation deter-
limitation on all campaigns, primary and we waive the reading of the amendment? rrdned under subsection (c) in each primary,or primary runoff, in which he is a candidate
general, of $50,000. Would this then have Mr. PODELL. Mr. Chairman, if t_._e and which is held to select candidates for
the effect of doubling the opport_mity for gentleman will yield, only for the 1_'- R_Preeentative for any general election.
spending, in my State conside_mg the poses of clarification. (b) The limitation applicable to any elec-
two, both primary and general? Mr. GERALD R. FORD. How ]o:nl?. :is tton for Federal elective office !s $50,000.

Mr. UDALL. No, it would not. _Ille Fed- the amendment? (d) FOr purposes of this section, an ex-
eral law would apply in that c!_e, and Mr. PODELL, It is a very brief amend- l_mdlture shall be regarded as having been
yOU have to. comply with the Federal ment, but a numberof pages had to t_ _e o_ behalf of a candidate if it is made
law. Under the Symington amendment reordered in order to get to the meat of at the direction, request, or with the c<m-s_mt of the candich_te or of any l_)litical
of yesterday you cannot use money from the amendment. If I could have t_ae op- _)mmit_ee supporting his election or agent
your primary $50,000, in effect, for the portunlty to explain it---if the genl2e- tllereof.
general election, man will reserve his objection----- (e) Any person who violates this section

Mr. McKAY. But is not the present Mr. GERAI_ R. FORD. Has the gen- sl_all bs_ fined not more than $1,000 or im-
law we are working on granting $50,000 tleman from New York provided us v_ith l_iscaxed not more than one year, or both.
as a maximum for each electio n, pri- copies of the amendment? (f) This section shall apply with {_ect
mary and general, totaling $100,0007 Mr. PODELL. No, I have not. to elect>ions occurring after December 81,

Mr. UDALL. $50,000 for the primary Mr, GERALD R. FORD. Then, Mr. 1971.
and $50,000 for the general. Chairman, ! object. Mr. GER_T.n R. FORD (during the

Mr. McKAY. Which is $100,0C_0. The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will _port reading). Mr. Chairman, I will withdraw
Mr. UDALL. Yes. the amendment, my objection, but reserve the right to
Mr. McKAY. But in my State there Is The Clerk resd as follows: Object antil the explanation by the gen-

a total for those two elections oi $50,000 Amendment offend by Mr. Po_g, _ _he tIeman from New York.
for both. amendment in the nature of a su_t_u'te _Tle CHAIRMAN. Does the gentler_mn

Mr. UDALL. And a candidate would offered by Mr. l_tav_r: Page 45, lnse_ ester from New York (Mr. POD_._.) desire to
be able to spend up to $100,000, $50,000 line 14 the following: make a unanimous-consent request?
in each election, by my amendment, ov_,.,. _a-_vrrv_ x_ra_xo_a Mr. POD_.T,. Yes; I do, Mr. Chair-

Mr. McKAY. My State is one of those S_c. 402. (a) For purples of this s_;tlon: nmn, so as to explain the amendment.
that have been a little more prc,gressive (D The term "election" means (A) ,a_ty ! ask unanimous consent that fur-
in working on this issue. Therefore, ! general, special, primary, or runoff election or th er reading of the amendment be dis-
feel bound to oppose the amendment, (B) a convention or caucus of a l_litical pensed with, and that it be printed in the
because it doubles the potential expendi- PT_ heldThetermt°nomtnate,candid_te,,acandidate.meansan _adi- RECORD.
ture in my State. viduat who seeks nomination for elec_l,o_t, ,_r The CHAIRMAN. And the gentleman

Mr. PODELL. Will the gentleman election, to the office of Repreee_'_i_,e, from Miehigan (Mr. GnALoR. FoRD)re-
yield? whether or not suoh individual is el,_c_d, serves the right to object to that request?
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M_r. TIERNAN. Mr. Chairman, Z also Mr.Chairman, :Crise in ol_posltion to the and pl_cards---that is It--it is the l_mit.
object, amendment. 'You m_ght call it a poor m_m's limitation.

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman Mr. Chairrn:E1, I understand what the Bllt there are certain Members--per-
from Rhode :Mland object? gentleman from New York is trying to do, hap,,{ n:illlonaires who want to enter into

Mr. TIERI_IAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I and I sympathize with ';he gc_ntleman, oampa_gns and spend hundreds of thou-
object, because we are halfway through but I would point out to the gentleman sands of dollars---and they campaign for
the amendment, or more, at this stage, that in title I we have _lready covered Conl_ess. I think it is wrong.
and it should be read, since we do not that subj_mt, and have put in $, cost-of- Mr. HARVEY. May I ask my friend
have a copy of it. communlcatlolm escalator in which, as another question.

The CHAIRMAN. Objection Is heard, the cost of co atmunicatlons grow, then Does this do away completely _th
The Clerk will read. the amount of money that can be spent categories of expenditures that were set
The Clerk concluded the reading of Irt that area can also grow. It seems to up--.th. · broadcasting media, newspa-

the amendment, me that if the a:mendmen; offered by the pets,, magazines, and outdoor advertls-
Mr. PODELL. Mr. Chairman, that long gentleman from New York (Mr. PODELL) lng and just recently postage and tele-

amendment that was Just read by the is adopteq that this wouJd put an arti- phones?
Clerk does but only one thing: It pro- ficial ceiling on what the House has al-. Mr. PODELL. It does not. It says,
rides that notwithstanding the provi- ready adopted.. Therefore I _Jrge the "Notwt.;hstanding any of the categories
slons of title I, and notwithstanding any defeat of the amendment, afor4.=mentloned, no candidate can in any
other provisions of the bill before us, the Mr. }LARVE¥. Mr. Chairman, I move E_vent expend more than $50,000."
total amount that can be expended by to strike out the last word. That is all the amendment does.
any candidate in a primary election or Mr. Chairmml, I am not at all sure Mr. HARVEY. I still say to my friend,
in a general election is $50,000 for each that I understand this smend:ment. In r am beginning to understand this bett_r
election, the first place, none of us over here have now, but I still do not see any reason why

In other words, if you have a primary seen the amen,iment at all. We have rou sh¢.,uld discriminate here against the
you can spend up to $50,000. If you have heard it read and lit is impossible to person who has a really large district _md
a general election you can spend an ad- tmderstand from the way it was read. this se_ms to me exactly what you are
ditional $50,000, subject, of course, to the Mr. PODELL. Mr. Chairman, will the ;i'oint; to do.
provisions passed by the gentleman from gentleman yie!id to :me 1;o explain the Ml_. PODELL. I discriminate c,nly
MiSSOUri (Mr. SYMINGTON) _I1 that the amendment to 1dm? :_gainst :!_person who has a real large
moneys carmot be carried over from Mr. HARVEY. ! do m,t yield to the :maolml of money.
one election to the other, gentleman at tl_ts time, but I wilt ask Mr. :fffARVEY. Under the Macdonald

I bring th:ts amendment to the at- the gentleman some questions 5n Just a :_nendment that we agreed to here, we
tention of the House because I believe minute. :_re talking about 10 cents a Vote. l_[ow
that there comes a point in time when I do want to protest wE at you are go- ';hat 10 cents a vote can conceivably be-
more than enough money is spent on hag to do here. Yesterday we adopted ::ore 1980 when the next census is taken
elections for public office---particularly what I though_ were some amendments mean a very great deal to some candl-
to elections irt the House. This does not in. title :{and today we adopted the Mac- date or to some challenger in a dist:dct
include elections in the Senate, obvl- donald amendment where we affi_,aned that suddenly mushroomsinto the sub-
ously, nor does it include elections for what we said t_xtay and we ai_eed we _rbs, of 800,000, and It takes place over
the President. were not going to plow up old ground, and ow:r again.

Mr. KAZE_L Mr, Chairman, will the Now it seems we are d_iag Just exactly Ma.. Chairman, I do not see any rea-
gentleman yield? th&t. You seem to be putting in another ,_on itt al_ why you should set up a ltm-

Mr. PODELL. I yield to the gentleman limitation now c,n what a candi:late can ltatl(m on this. It seems to me we have
from Texas. spend here. acted with a great deal of wisdom so far

Mr. KAZEN. What about runoff elco- This, :as ! understand it, is a complete and I lail to see why you should try to
tions after the primary? overall limitation dtsrt_,mrding corn- .,;et a_a t_pper limit on what is spent at all

Mr. PODELJ_. You would have the pletely the nmnber of people of voting :md ch_mge what the Macdonald s_Jb-
right to, spend $50,000 in each election age in a district over 17 years of age as stltute contains.
that you are compelled to be in. spelled out in the Senate bill and as Mr. ]_LEITH. Mr. Chairman, I rise tn

1_-. KAZEN. Mr. Chairman, ff the gert- spelled out in the Macdoaald bill. opp_tton to the amendment.
tleman will yield further, if I understand There is no difference al ali. It is a fiat Mr'. { ;halrman, I spent about $30)_00
the gentleman correctly, a runoff elco- 8mount---_my candidate for Congress lnea_qaoflastyear'scampatgns--thep_-
tion, is a selaarate election, and $50,000 can spend, as [ understated It, $50,000; mawr a_d the election. One of my op]ao-
would be the limit for the runoff election is .that correct? nent_; spent $184,000 in the primary and
itself? Mr. POI)ELL That is correct, lost, an_t the other reported spendinl; a

Mr. PODEIJ,. For each election. A run, Mr. HARVE_.t ', Well, I ,_11 say to my i_tal of $1_1,000 in his primary and the
off election is obviously a separate elco- friend that ! se:_lously object t_} that. X runoff.
tion. think it discr/minatea very sharply And ;_o, I do not believe that $50,000

Mr. KAZEN. But it is in the primary against any dh_trict that happens to be is at al_ realistic. If one runs against an
system.- a ltarge district _ad that happen:_ to have incumbent, even though it would have as-

1_.. PODEI_t,. But it is a separate elco- over 500,000 pe_,ple--and it is bound to _,azred my election the last time, $50,000
tion. happen ha the next period of tho census, or arty figure approximating that is _m-

Mr. KAZEN. Therefore, the gentleman I do not think t:Sat was h_tendi_ at all. realistic. Accordingly ! cannot support
is talking about $150,000 if a candidate Mr. POI)ELL. Mr. Chal:man, will the this amendment.
has a primary, a runoff, and a general gentleman yield? Mr.C_,'HARA. Mr. Chairman, Xmoveto
election; am I correct? Mr. HARVEY. ! yield to _he gentleman° strike ti:ac requisite number of words;

Mr. PODELL. That is rlght, If you have Mr. PODEL_5. Under the one-man Mx'. Chairman, I represent one of
three campaigns, yes. one-vote--.I th_._ we can agree that most t;hose raushroomtng suburban districts

Mr. KAZEN. ]: thank the gentleman, of the districts in the core,try will even- that mg good friend, Mr. H_awx,, of
Mr. PODELL. There is one additional tually at that time be uniform. Sa, there- ]_chig_., has suggested would be dis-

thought that I would like to commend to fore, we udll all t_ operath_g at the same crimt[nated against under this amend-
the attention of this body, and I have advantage or disadvantage from the pop- ment. l_,ff.vdistrict has a population of
mentioned this before. While we are ulation point of view. _30,000 aa of the 19_0 census. However,
sitting here there are people who are Second, as _) the question of the that is not 630,000 of vet.lng age, and 12_e
running against us, campaigning against amount of limitation in the Macdonald l_Iac/tonaJd amendment speaks in terms
us and taking advantage of the fact that amendment, it :simply mesns if it is lira- oi voting age. I cannot imagine a district
they are at home, talking to our con- ited to one who spends $50,000 on tele- f,_'ow_x_gso rapidly that it would, by the
stituents, while we are here trying to pass vision, he can do it. But if he is going _d of a decennial census period, hav.e a
legislation for the benefit of the country, to spend $50,000 on tele_lon, he Just voting-_e population in excesi of 500,-

Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts. cannot go out a:ad buy bmnper stickers 000 i_eo:ole.
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And as a Representative of a large dis- complete disclosure where the candi,da,tA_ tleman from Ohio (Mr. BROWN), anti the
trict, let me say that I support Mr. is required to disclose. If *wecannot, con.. gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. Y'arN-
POrELL'S amendment. We do need a good, trol it on the one hand, how can we: con,. :_EL).
tight, overall limit, trol it on the other? If the gentleman Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, ! was on

I do not think that any of us really will yield further, ! wouid like to r,om_ my feet and asking recognition before
think that a congressional candidate out that in Ohio we have to disclose. _ the time limit was asked. Normally the
ought to have to raise that kind of money, everything we spend over $10, and to bo person on his feet is given his time be-
None of us really feels comfortable with frank with you, I am afl'aid not to dis.- fore the limitation of time is hegira.
backers who have contributed verylarge close everything. Therefore, I report The CHAIRMAN. The Chair asked if
sums. Certainly the public is not served everything. If we have a $50,000 lirrdta,, there was objection, and heard none.
by having its representatives beholden to tion, when ! get to $49,500, ! qlfi_. Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I asked for
large contributors. I ask that the PodeU spending, my 5 _nutes before the gentleman did,
amendment beagreed to. Mr. UDALL. You have a good law in _nd when he made his request, I asked

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, I move to Ohio. It works. We want a workabl,_ sys:- ,:vhetheI my time would come out first.
strike the requisite number of words, tern. We do not want. to breed hypocnisy ]: think, in fairness, I have not taken

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from and evasion by trying to lkmit some things the :floor yet, and this came out o1: our
Arizona is recognized, that we cannot effectively limit, co:mmittee and I do have. a few words

Mr. UD_.T,. Mr. ChairmaI_, I rise in Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Chairman, will to say.
opposition to the amendment. We are the gentleman yield? Mr. _CAYS. Mr. Chairman, I wi_h to
getting a pretty good bill here. I now Mr. UDALL. I yield to the gentle:man amend the unanimous-consent request. I
am encouraged to think that we will have from Oklahoma. do not want any time myself. I do know
a workable, defensible bill. I hope we do Mr. EDMONDSON. M:c. Chairman, :[ the gentleman from Pennsylvanla was
not go too far. I am sympathetic with my thank the gentleman from Arizona :ior on his f_._t.
friend from Michigan. I am sympathetic yielding. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con-
_qth the problem of my friend from New I think the gentleman is talking prae- _:ent theft all debate end in 10 minutes
York (Mr. PODELT-). A millionaire could ticai commonsense when he takes thJ, on this amendment and that 5 minutes
not beat him and ! do not believe I couid position that he takes in opposition to t h4_ be given to the gentleman from Form-
have withstood that kind of campaign, amendment of my good friend, the, jgen- .,_ylwmia and the other 5 be given to the
! suspect that he will either die in ofiace tleman from New York (Mr. PODELL). We _:m,med gentlemen.
or retire voluntarily because he cannot have had experiments in my own Stat_ The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
be defeated, with overall limitations that did not t_) the :request of the gentleman from

I associate myself with the remarks specify categories and give provabl,_ Ohio?
that the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. limitations, provable standards for tht:_ There was no objection.
Hays) made on this subject awhile ago various categories. To my way of think- The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-
in talking about the Bingham amend- tug, this bill as it stands right now i:_.;a ]:xis_ the gentleman from Pennsylvania
mont. I associate myself also with what practical, workable, and sensible methc,! (M.r. DENT) for 5 minutes.
Mr. MAC_ONAr.D said earlier on this of controlling the areas in which th_ Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I know all
subject, abuses have been most severe. I h,0pe It of us are interested in elections and in

The philosophy of the bill we have will not be complicated by the additional l:_eing elected, or we would not be here. I
developed so far is twofold. There are amendment that has been offered, sup:g)se there are great differences in
certain expenditures in a campaign Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- many o'f the districts, but I find ff one
which can be checked, monitored and man, will the gentleman yield? i_oes ou_; to spend money in an elec_on,
controlled. There are certain kinds of ex- Mr. UD_TJ,. I yield to the gentlem_ ]ac triggers spending on the part of his
penditures that cannot be effectively from'Iilinois. _:)icqxment.
monitored or controlled, and you breed Mr. ANDERSON of Illiuois. Mr. (,q:air- It hm_ been said this is all in favor of
hypocrisy or evasion when you try to do man, ! echo what the gentleman frr)ra _he inc_anbent. I do not know how some
so. Arizona has said in the very c_)gent :_embers run their elections, but ]: was

The things we can control are such arguments he has made against this :_aazed when I heard the reports of a
things as billboards, television rates, particular amendment. We do not want :mUlion dollars or $300,000 being spent. !
newspapers, magazines, postage and to make this a complete]_F proincumbent wonder how any normal person can
telephones. But as to the cost of match- bill, and that charge has already bce]a :_eally have faith in the membership of
box and fingernail-files and beer busts, made, but when we take into constider- the Congress of the United States when
and workers, and so forth, we have a dif- ation the staff allowances and the ma'Ll we are quibbling about a limitation on
ferent situation. Who can tell whether a allowances and the travel allowances we aniy a restricted type of spending of al-
person is being paid by an employer to have as Members of Congress, to imp:)se :most two and a half times our total gross
work for a candidate? Who can say what that kind of ceiling on the chailenger Js .,_alary in this body.
the values are? To try to control that to truly, I think, make this a pro- Now iit is well known that the person
kind of thing merely breeds hypocrisy incumbent bill, where it willnot be re_dly who pays the fiddler usually cal_: the
and evasion. You cannot control that a reform bill at all. tune. We do not have to spend that kind
kind of thing. ! earnestly hope the Members of lla]s ,_f money. ! do not know whether I am

As to the things we can control, we House heed the advice of the genKLema:a _._omethtng speciai. I do not believe :[ am.
will handle them by tight limits. We can from Arizona, the advice that he has But I ran for the U.S. Senate against an
monitor them. You and your opponent given us that we proceed with what we incumbent who was entrenched with 12
can be checked out on those things, have worked out today and yesP_rday, :_ears of service and a reputation of in-

But as to the things you cannot con- which I think is a very workable bill, ginc_bi:_ty at the pOllS.
trol, the remedy_and it is not a perfect wherein we limit the spending ceiling ! ran for the Congress at the same
remedy In an imperfect world--is dis- to those items Clearly identifiable _s '_ime. My total expenditure, for both of-
closure. We will have a new, tight dis- listed in the bill fi<_s, was $67,000, and I came within 2 ¥_
closure system. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, ! ask tmon- :_)ercent of winning the Senate and would

So while _ am sympathetic with and imous consent that all debate on llMs aaw_ won that if I had not gotten a little
originally favored the kind of approach amendment cease iii ,.5minutes. "double deal" in Philadelphia.
proposed, ! think we have a good middle The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? I say to you, if you want to bring some
ground that we should not depart from. There was no objection. :faith and trust back to the elected offices

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, is that lt:m- :In the Congress of the United States, let
gentleman yield? ltation to apply after my 5 minutes axe us not tell the people that we cannot win

Mr. UDALL. ! yield to the gentleman up? uniess we spend the enormous sums some
from Ohio. The CHAIRMAN. The Chair obser_red _f _r_are talking about.

Mr. HAYS. One thing bothers me. You standing when the unanimous-constant Look over the last list of the last ira-
say there are certain things you cannot request was agreed to the gent:lenm:a :mediate elections to this Congress,. and
control and we never know what is spent, from Ohio (Mr. BAgs), the gentleman :lo_k at the amounts that were spent.
In the next breath you say we will have from Pennsylvania (Mr. D,.N_), th_ gen- 'they may be good Members, certainly.
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I do not think it is wrong for a man to lng th{: spending by non-incumbents from _, challenger, because he' correct
be a millionaire, but he should not have who are trying i;o unhorse an incumbent spend ,nough to gain recognition, but
to spend a million to be elected. Member of Congress. :bow are you going to spend enough to

I should like to know what chance a I suppose if we set a l:mit o:f $50,000 defend yourself from John Wayne or
person like myself has, who is celebrat- on what our o:pzponent can spend to try :FIenry Fonda or Lenny Dawson or some
lng his 40th year as a member of a legis- to get our job this year, a couple of othe:r movie star or sports celebrity?
lative body, never having spent at any years from now we could reduce that to _. ¢;halrman, this is an unreasonable
election during my lifetime more than $25,000, and then perhaps to $10,000, restriction which falls more heavily on
$1g,000 for a primary and'general elec- and then to $1i,000, and _;hen to $2,000, _he minority than on the majority. This
tlon, and most of that spent to help carry and in a few years heno_ just make it :_men_nent ought to be defeated.
my colleagues running for the legislature, illegal for an_,body to ran against us The _I_I.AIRMAN. The question Is on

Perhaps the time has come when we while at the s_Lme time ae increase our khe amendment offered by the gentle-
should do a little peddling of ourselves staff allowance.,: and our traw:l alloW- man from New York (Mr. PODELL) tO the
among our people. What truth is there anees and the various prhileges we have amendment in the nature of a substitute
tn an election when one spends the as incmnbent ;._embers o[ Conlrress. At offered bythe gentleman fromMiehisan
money to hire a John Wayne or some- that rage, I ttdnk we will prol0ably be ,:Mr. HARVEY).
body to represent him on the air? I am able to increase the percentage of in- The amendment was rejected.
sure if I had to go on TV I would have cumbents who are reelected from about aar_a_D_,;,_T orFram BT "a. nAN=LSONTO
to hire somebody, because I would never 93 percent to about 99 percent or even _., a_Em_mNT IN T_rs No'tm= oF a sm_-
be elected on my looks. 102 percent, s_.n_r_ OFF_RE_Bar '-'L mavEy

I say to you, it is wrong and completely Mr. LONG of Maryl_mil. Will the Mi,. D.4LVIEI_ON. Mr Chairman, I of.
wrong, and the amendment offered by gentleman yield? fer an _mendment to the amendment in
the gentleman from New York at least Mr. BROWl_' of Ohio. 12do not have the nature of a substitute.
tries to make it a little reasonable. Every too much time. so I will ;field in a mo- The Cqerk read as fonows:
item should count toward the total lira- ment when [ have complet_-,t my Amendment offered by Mr. DAN_SO_r l;o
ttation of spending per election, thought, the amendment In the nature of a sub.stt-

In my case, If I were a big spender, it We must have some confidence in the tute offered by Mr. I-L_vEv: Page 30, lt:aes
would be go{xl lor me to defeat his ability of the people to make a judgment f, and[ lO, after the word "value" in line 9,
amendment, because all my campaign- on when their vote and their support is strike ot_.t "of $100 or more," and insert "la
ing is done with little Items. There is a being purchas(._i with the challenger's _.xces_et $_00,".matchbook now and then, and maybe a

money and when incumb_nts are trying Mr. 13ANti,ON. Mr. Chairman and
little pen or a pencil, little Insignificant to purchase vol;er support with the vet- members of the committee, this is sim-
thing; and I keep It up 24 months every ing taxpayers' own mone:_. By limiting ply a perfecting or conforming or clari-2 years. I tr_ to go to every wedding,
every christening and every funeral. I what we can spend and what we let the fylng araendment.
see people in my office from dawn till challenger spend on the ,)ne hand and In the major portion of the amend:-
dusk when I am not here in the District by increasing what we make ,_vailable raent o:ffered by the gentleman from
of Columbia. to ourselwm in taxpayer financial con- _&tchtgan (Mr. HARVEY), the frame of

I cannot walk down the street without gressional allowances to spend in holding reference is to receipts in excess of $100.
someone saying "Hello," and everybody and trying to maintain ourselves in I do :aoi; wish to delineate them all, but
saying "Hello," and even little kids call- ot_ce, they apl_-var on page 31, line 8, page 31,
lng me "Johnny." All of us in thts l_ody do r_'J_ncon- llne 1:7, page 31, line 24, and so on.

I remember when the Governor came tlnually for 2 years. We _11 make those Mr.. Chairman, my amendment would
to town, they let me ride in the car with trips home, as the ger_tleman from conform the language on page 30, line It,
him, and everybody was hollering Pennsylvania (Mr. D_NT)indicated, to so th:at we are talking about contribu-
"Johnny," and[ he said, "Don't they know go to public fmtctlons and baptisms and tlfons having a value in excess of $I00.
my name is 'George'?" ftmerals and all that, bu_ Members of I_ woulc! conform to the rast of the bffl,

If you are going to represent your Congress do some of tha_; on the tax- and I re'ge that the amendment be
people, do not represent them through a payers' moneY. If we put an overall adopted.
shadow man or an ifibetween runner, limit of the nature of t:ae ge_:tleman Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairmsn,
Represent them yourself, and you will from New Yor_r's amendment, we will _rill the gentleman yield?
not need these enormous sums of money, have done a disservice to the voters. Mr. DANIELSON. I Yield to the ge:a-
and I do not care what they spend The CH.AIRI_IAN. The Chair recog- tl.eman irom Ohio.
against you. You are talking about things nlzes the gentleman from Minnesota Mr. BROWN of Ohio. I am hard
of value. (Mr. FRENZEL). pressed to understand the purpose of the

The most valuable political asset is l_r. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman and amendment.
yourself, see your people, know your dis- members of the committee, I tl._nk we Mr. D&NFgr,SON. It is very simple to
trict. Stand tip to be counted for your should go back to the lh st point that understand, If I may say so.
people, the gentleman from Ne_ Yor_: ms_e, Mr. BI._OWN of Ohio. You are chang-

This is the formula, not the canned which Is that tlds Imposes no lkattation ing it from $100.01 down to $99.99?
heat campaign of money, money, money, on the Senate and the Pre_,_ldent. We are Mr. D&NIEI._ON. No; just the oppa-

This is everybody's democracy. Do not only talking akcut oursel'_es. The only site. It 1,_Just the opposite. It Is so that
put up barriers of gold against the hen- people that ne_,_t special ;.rinds of 'pro- tl_roughout the bill we have a uniform
est but not rich candidate, tectlon from all challenge,,_ are i;hose of si:andar_'.; we must report contributions

The CHAIRMAN..The time of the us in this body. which exceed $100 but we need not re-
gentleman from Pennsylvania has ex- Why do we have to have specialpro- port contributions which do not exceed
pired, tectlon? 1£submJt every man here is good $100.

The Chair :recognizes the gentleman enough to stand on hls own t_ro feet The CHAIRMAN. The question Is on
from Ohio (Mr. B_OWN). against a :reasonable challeng e from a the amendment offered by the gentleman

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, challenger, from Catifornia (Mr. DANIELSON) to the
I am sure my 2_ minutes are not going Mr. Clmirman, this imposes aa addi- amendment in the nature of a substitute.

tlonal unreasonable limitation on those offered l:,y the gentleman from Michigan
to be worth the gentleman's time, but I already Imposed by th_; Macdonald C,VIr.lla_twY).
believe the gentleman from Arizona amendment, and renders the Macdonald The arrmndment t_ the amendment lin
(Mr. UDALL), as iS SOfrequently the case, amendment; liml+_ation redundant. You the m[ture of a substitute was agreed to.
spoke common sense on this subject in will be simply restricted to total spend- a]_ZN*_._' O_R_n _V _R. na_LSO_ _O
opposing the overall limitation on ins' in such a way that it cloes not make _H_ AI_IEIqDMENTIN THE NAT'[YREOF A SUB.-
spending, any difference what limitations are ap- s_mrr_ OFFERED]BY_[R.HARVEY

AS we consider trt_s bill we walk a plied by the Macdonald _men_ent. Mr. I_,.&NIEI_ON. Mr. Chairman, I
narrow line between trying to determine 5[txis does not do anything to protect oiler an amendment to the amendmen_
what controllable expenditures can you or any challenger, from the celebrity lr[ the natur, e of a substitute.
really be controlled versus unduly limit- candlda_. You trove protected yourself The Clerk read as follows:
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Amendment offered by Mr. DANmnSON to X would like to point; out one ,uther bedy ill my district would ever know
the amendment in the nature of a substitute thing. We have here the fourth _tate. what is filed there. And that applies to
offered by Mr, I-IARV_Y:Page 89, line 9, after We have the press. Is there any need iD many of the other Members.
line 8, strike out lines 9 through 25 of page gO further than to make a public record This :_sa ridiculous requirement. Under
89and lines 1 through 14 of page 40. hero in Washington of these campaisn tiffs bil/l now if it becomes law you have

Mr. DANIELSON. Mr. Chairman and statements? to roport six times a year, six times a
Members, the effect of this amendment I wager that the press will report your year, tz) the Clerk of the House, pre-
is to strike out all of that portion of the declaration and mine. They wm repo:rt smnably once or twice to the local of-
amendment which requires the filing of every peccadillo; every infraction of law, ficial in your State, and then they want
campaign statements and the like with that any of us make !by any chmace, you to report six more times a year to
the clerk of the U.S. district court. That is their mission. They have a public the Federal court. I say it is ridiculous.

My purpose in submitting this amend- service to perform and I am sure they I say it is unnecessary. I say let us keep
ment is, first of all, in line with my belief will do it. the courts out of the Congress.
that we must and should continue to Take the Pentagon papers, there tlhe_y I hope the amendment passes,, and
maintain a complete separation of powers published something that might not even quickly
between the executive, the judicial, and have been legal. I am certain they wou]d Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, I move to
the legislative branches, publish anything illegal that appear_ in strike the last word.

Second, I do not know how the law our campaign statements. Mr. Chairman, I will not take the full
reads in the other 49 States, but I as- To further relieve the mind of the 5 minut,s, but I believe that this amend-
sume that there are some which are gentleman from Illinois, I would '.like re.eat is very unwise. For 47 years we
similar to my o_m State of California in to point out that If this px;ovision of t_.Le have had a system that has been un-
which all candidates, including congres- bill is to do what it claims todo it ts irt- workable, and that has caused a great
sional candidates, are required to file a effective. I would wager that witl_ this erosion in the public confidence in our
sworn campaign statement with the sec- body about one-half of the Mem{a;r ¢[0 whole electoral system. We hope today,
retary of state and with the registrar of not have a U.S. Distrk;t Court within sand I believe we are going to do it, to
voters of the county in which the race their district, therefore it would not l_er- start a new system that will start a 'whole
isbeingrun. tala, quiteobviously, new era, and make politics the honor-

This provides ample local access to Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chai.rmm_, able profession it ought to be, and which
your campaign statement, and I would will the gentleman yield? it has been. But the engine that will
say to do more is redundant. Mr. DANIELSON. I yield to the gen_ta!._- make that new system work is disclosure.

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- man from Ohio. Now either you believe that the public
man, will the gentleman yield? Mr. BROWN of OhiO. Mr. Chatxms_a, a_ad your local newspapers and your op-

Mr. DANIELSON. I yield to the gen- I am hard pressed to know how you are l)onenk_ have the right to know what
tleman from Illinois. going to get information back to your you are, spending in your preelecticm re-

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I fail corn- newspapers, and television and radk_ s t_- l_arts, or you do not. If we believe in dis-
pletely to understand the constitutional tions in some of the smaller di,,_trlcts, closure then let us make it effective.
argument that the gentleman has raised saY, as far away as California. Are t'hE,y T.he bill now has a provision in it
against the filing of such statements with to send for this information, or are t:hE,y Which says---and the opponents of the
the clerk of the U.S. district court, You to send a reporter to Washington to tbr.te Senate bill have already won the point---
have said that this somehow violates the Clerk of the House, or the Secrota:ry of that the Clerk of the House, is going to
doctrine of the separation of powers the Senate, or th_ Comptroller O_meral, be the instrument for the filing of all
when you file in the district court when to get the information? tiffs. They have won that main point. It
the clerk merely accepts the filing of the Mr. DANIELSON. Under the existirLg is not going to be the Comptroller Gen-
statement by candidates. This is merely a law we must file them with the Clerk of eral. Ali it says, you send the Clerk: your
ministerial function, the House and the Secretary of the SerL- roport, you make a carbon copy of it to

It seems to me it is important to the ate. Frankly, I do not believe we ahou]d semi to your local U.S. district court.
public's right to know that your state- change that present system, m_d t,y Now, I have heard great fears here
ments be on file in the Federal district passing this amendment we are g¢,J_ag to about incumbents. We are all worried
court in the constituency where a man reinstate the present system, about what is going to happen to us as
is running Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, w.tlt l_ke incltmbents. Well, let us take a look at

I fail to understand either the consti- gentleman yield? that. Say you have a millionaire oppo-
tutional argument or why the gentle- Mr. DANr_-qON. X yield to the gen:_e- neat that the gentleman from New York
man should be adverse to having this man from Iowa. (lVIr. PODELL), wastalking about, and
additional resource made available to Mr. GROSS. They do :have ne_,_m_;r he is trying to buy the election. We al-
the public, services, and press servicers, r¢_iy have him controlled on television

Mr. DANIELSON, Mr. Chairman, I de- Mr. DANIELSON. I certainly af,_',', and on billboards, and the only way he
cltne to yield further, l desire to answer Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chatlrm_a, can buy the election is through paid
the gentleman's implied question. I do if the gentleman will ,yield further, I workers, store fronts, match boxes,
not say that the proposed procedure is think that the press services wouJ:d t_ b_r busts entertainment, and all the
unconstitutional. I said that we should kept filled for several days, nay,, :for re_t. What is needed is disclosure, so that
maintain an absolute, complete, separa- week, getting reports on a llne-by-]!irte you can charge him--and prove it--with
tion of powers. I do not want the Judl- basis as to what may have been contrlb- buying the election. And what the simple
ciary participating even to this extent in uted and spent in each campaign, provision now in the bill does, and this
our elections. It is much like Caesar's The CHAIRMAN. The time of the mnendment would take it out, is to per-
wife, she must avoid even the suspicion gentleman from California has expir_L mit the, local press, if we ever find our-
of evil. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I _q,se in seIves in that kind of situation,, not to

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- support of the amendment offered by the have to come to Washington. My local
man, will the gentleman yield further? gentleman from California (Mr. Da:si:is;,- press dces not have anyone here in Wash-

Mr. DANIELSON. Yes; l yield further so_). tngton. Can you imagine the scene in the
to the gentleman from Illinois. Mr. Chairman, I would not want to _;e basement of the Longworth Building 9

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Would the the word "phony" about some of these days before the election, in the heat of
gentleman in his concern for the doctrine arguments about the Federal court, but I all that; is going on, with reporters and
of separation of powers go so far as he will use the word "specious." The gentle- staffers, of people that you have phoned
would not want a Federal judge to ad- man from Illinois says that they want it desperately in Washington, to get over
minister the oath of omce to a member in the local _strict court so your local there a'ad find your opponent's report?
of the executive branch? people can have access to it. I_o ycu _his would put the information locally

Mr. DANIELSON. I think we can carry know where my local district court; Its? lit where it ought to be. And if disclosure
that a little too far. In other words, in is in Dayton, Ohio, which is 50 milE_ is going to work, then disclosure ought
our search for virtue, we should not rea- farther than Columbus, where I haw; lo to be effective, and ought to be prac-
der ourselves sterile, report to the secretary of state, axtd rxc,- tlcable, and ought to be complete.
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It is not going to help much if the the State in the State capital and they tling away some of the strength of the
Washington Post knows how much your also send :it out ltouse of Representatives. _T_e first thing
opponent is going to spend for the elco- $o this is a red herring _bout _;he pub- you know It would be perhaps to the r)e-
tion, if they have enough interest to lie's right to knew. I,artment of Justice or to the Supreme
send reporters to find out. You know I have tried to cooperate Courl_ c_ to the President of the United

I want the local papers to know where with the gentleman from Arizona and States to whom we would have to re-.
and how my opponent is spending $200,- with the gentleman from ]21ino/m Some- port? How do we know?
000, and where he got it. times I wonder who on th_; com_nittee Is I say '_hat we should stick by the Con-.

Mr. DANIEIL_SON. Does the gentleman handling' the biL_ and who is writing it. stitutior._ in the way it was written. If you
realize that there are some 98 or 99 U.S. I hesitate to bring this up, but the last want to whittle away the powers given to
district courts and there are 435 Mere- time we had a big bipartisan move like E_, this is the way to do it. ! say we should
bets of Congress? Each district court is this, we got the postal reform bill. God report here, and anybody can get any
located in somebody's district. What are forbid that we get another one like that. facts they want to get and report them.
you going to do with the other 336 Mom- Mr. GROSS. lVIr. Chairman, will the Why re,2tfire them to go to a district
bors of Congress who do not have a dis- gentleman yield? court? I would have to go 100 miles to a
trict court? .Mr. ABBITT. I yield to the gentleman, district court ff I wanted to be sure that

Mr. UDALL. This is an imperfect sit- Mr. GRX)SS. I am surpcised that the tlt2ngs were right there or if I had some
uation. The solution is not perfect. What gentleman from Arizona (Mr. UDALL) question about the report. Someone
the bill provides is that every congres- did nc4 st_ges_ makhug _wo copies in might _ve in a place where a district
sional district is in some judicial district, order to send one each to _he Associated court ts located. But on many others this
There is not a town in America or a con- Press and the l[h_lted Press. Tl_t would 1_an extra burden.
gressional district in America that is take care of the situation by providing As ii _ave said, the next step will be, a
not in a U.S. court judicial district, full and inlmediate dlsclo_ure a_ld I am r,_qufu:ement to report to the Attorney
You file and your report is sent to the for that. There is no g_d re_on for General_ the President, or somebody
clsrk of the court who is closest to the filing with. the Federal (Listricl; courts else.
hometown of that candidate. The place which only m_ms these courts will de- Mr. C[hairman, we have belittled tiffs
from which he files his report, mand more employees to handle the ill- Congress; enough now. Instead of pro-

In three districts out of four there will ings. riding ttmt some other officer of the Gov-
be no serious problems of administration. The press services supply tim tele- eminent is going to supervise what we
I would venture in S0 percent of the oases vistonandradiostatlonsw[thth,_irnews have to do, we ought to be our o_a
and In my ovm case at least, in the dis- and it would simplify the dissemination masters_
trict court where it is filed, it is very ob- of information to send each a copy of Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I rt_e
vious one can send a law student or the statement, in oppmition to the amendment.
volunteer or a college kid over there ]._lr. HAYS. Mir. Chair_an, will the The Ci_IAIRMAN. The gentleman from
every morning to find out what your gentleman yield? Minnesota isrecognized.
opponent is up to and what he filed. Mr. ABBITT I yield t_) the gentle- Mr. F_ENZEL. When our committee

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. man from Ohio. held hearings on the subject of electio_a
Chairman, will the gentleman yield? Mr. HAYS. I w_mld say ttmt that would reform, _he only Idea that every witness

Mr. UDALL. I yield to the gentleman, make a lot of tl_._n happy becat_e they agreed t_ with full and vigorous enthu-
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. You are would not then have'to go to the bother siasm was the concept of disclosure of

right. The whole basis for making this of doing any work to get it out to their elLection expenses---complete and timely
system work is discrimination. I think newspaper_. The_, would merely put it disclosure. The amendment that yo_
it is intolerable ff this amendment is on they, re. have before you Is an anti-disclosure
adopted and it would seriously impair Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, ,_dll the amen,lment.
the public and the press' right to know gentleman yield? It ts a limited-disclosure amendment;.
what is being spent by whom and for Mr. ABBI'I'r. I yield t_ the gentle- I_ fact, we might call it "what the peo-
what. man from Arizona. pie do Dot know would not hurt them"

I commend the gentleman for his state- Mr. UDALL. I thank tl_ gentleman, amendment. Sure, it is fine if you are a
merit and I want to join with him and The gentleman ,,'_id that the EPI and b:ig new_paper, a big radio station, or a
urge the defeat of the amendment, the AP would pick up thc infonmation large telsvision station. You can send a

Mr. ABBITT. Mr. Chairman, I move and the.7 will, but they'll only f4ve the representative to Washington. It is also
to strike out the last word. _totals. But ff I want to ge_; a handle on l_Dssible, if you are so minded, for you

Mr. Chairman, this is a very simple my opponent, I want to _now who his to subsc:4be to the AP or the UPI. But
amendment. It takes out the require- contributors are and exactly what and in my di,_;trict I have a lot of weeklies and
merit that we file with the clerk's office where he has spent, the UPI or AP will small rsdio stations that ,do not sub-
in the district court in our district, not carry a detafied story on m:_ oppo- scribe to those services. Nevertheless, the

This is a useless matter. We already nent's spending, people they serve should be fully in.-
file in our State and file in the clerk's Mr. HAYS. Let me say to my good formed, and as fully informed as th_
office, friend from Arhmna that t '[ you want to readers of the Washington ]Post and the

I hope very much the amendment will get a hat, die on what your _pponent has subscribe,rs of the Associated Press.
be approved. ]It seems to me we have reported, you have 15 _nployees in Mr. C_airman, the proposal is not per..'
ample ffiing requirements now. This is Washin§ton. Hav,_ one of ti,em wldk over feet, because there are not enough olt
just another requirement to file with the to the cleric's ol_ce and copy dc,wn the these district locations. Nevertheless, it
Federal judiciary. I do not want to ex- details for you. is a h_mdred times better than jamminl,
press my opinion of some members of Mr. ABBrrr. Mr. Chainaan, this is a the repert._ into one office in Washingt_,n
the Federal judicial courts at this time. simple amendment and I hope It will be and letth_g people pick out the evidence.

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the adopted. If we really support the people's tiglon;
gentleman yield? Mr. STAGGE],_S. Mr. Chairman, will tc knc.w, we will defeat this amendment.

Mr. ABBITT. I yield to the gentleman, the gentleman yield? Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Chairman, will the
Mr. HAYS. I have listened to the most Mr. ABBITT. £ yield to t]_e gentleman gentleman yield?

ridiculous argtnnen_s that I have ever from West Virgizfia. Mr. F_tENZEL. ! yield to the gentle-.
heard--that the local papers will not Mr. STA(_EJRS. I wish to a/_oclate man from New York.
know what you file. myself _th the remarks of the gentle- Mr. C3NABLE. I am at a loss 1_,

In the first place, the UPI and the AP man from Virginia and. the originator of understand the vehemence of the oplx,-.
have a whole bunch of reporters here the amendment. Every Member of this sRion tc disclosure. I subscribe corn-
and they send it out on the wire the body has to reportto the prsper authori- pletely to the statements the gentleman
minute your return IS filed back here to ties in his own _;tate as Eell as to the has made_ I urge opposition to the
your local paper exactly what you filed, Clerk of the House of Represar_tatives amendment. It may be a simple thing,_
from the office of the Clerk of the House. and those repor_ are open to the press but it :is very basic to any idea of reform

In addition, nearly every State re- and to everybodM else in the co_z_try--! of election laws. I think we must leave
quires you to file with the secretary of believe this part of the bill is Just whit- the disclosure provision in the bill.
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Mr. STAGGE RS. Mr. Chairman, will lieving that a Member of this Hot_f; is File;it with the Clerk of the House. FUe it
the gentleman yield? dishonest because he skTnply w_ats l_ with th e U.S. distrietcourt.

Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle" limit required reports to the Clerk of _e In my State we file with the circuit
man from West Virginia. House. The U.S. attorney can inquire if court already. Nobody has ever con_d-

Mr. STAGGERS. I would like to say he believes any Member has done some- e]_l that was a violation of the separa-
that ! am certainly not one who does not thing fraudulent in reporting wlmt he tlon of powers or anything else. We have
wish to disclose what he spends, and I do has received and how he has expended it. I_en dc,ing it for years.
not think there is a Member on this side I say this is a matter for the Con_e:_ I will file it with the district corot.
of the aisle or on the other side of the and not a matter for the eourt_ until Why not? File it anywhere. Let us dis-
aisle who does not want to do that either, someone charges formally there has been close it_
I do not believe the gentleman meant to fraud. One of our problems today I_,d Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, will the
say what he did about antidisclosure, maybe our most serious is too muci_ ItL- gentleman yield?
Why was the district court picked out? tervention by the Federal courts. Mr. DENNIS. I yield to the gentleman
Why did not you pick somebody else Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will thee ge_t- fix)m Minnesota.
out? Why did you not pick out the Sec- tleman yield? Mr. FRASER. As I understand the pro-
retary of State or someone else? We have Mr. WAGGONNER. ! yield to the gert- v_[sion now in the bfil, that would be
to disclose in our States to our State of. tleman from Ohto, sl_lcken, and what we are asked to do is
ficlais. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, an,_t]_er to file with the Court as a repository. It

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, the an- thing under the present law is that we cLo does net really involve the court in any
swer is that this is the best we could de- not have to report contributions o1 cer- respect; it is Just simply a place to have
termine in attempting to assemble evi- tain sizes, and we do not have to repo:_t the report within the State so that it is
dence in a place where it would be read- on the committees. This blll expa_Ld,'5 It available for the press and others who are
fly obtainable by the public. State caPi- from what we have had, yet the mo]._iv,g !rLterested.
tals would have given us half as many paper attacked me and said it was ful][ of Mr. DENNIS. I thtn_ the gentleman is
locations. _hat would be a better solu- loopholes and came out for the Senal;e right. I: suppose for a Federal ofilce one
tion than merely striking this provision, bill. would, under this bill, file it with the clerk

I thank the gentleman for his corn- The radio station owned by this S_Lme ol_aFederalcourt, Just as l file mt,e now
ments, newspaper has some al/my little c_,ar- with the clerk of the State court.

Mr. STAGGERS. If the gentleman win acter who in an editorial said I dh! _)t Mr. FRASER. I agree with the gentle-
yield further, there are 364 districts that file any report for the last tim(.,. The ,,mn. l do not think it is a wise amend-
do not have district courts. Yet there is a truth is they had a copy of the repo:rt ,rLent. I: think the disclosure part of this
desire to submit it to the district courts, which was filed with the Secret_E_y of blgllis very imPortant.
I would say why do we not find some- State and it listed every single CorLtribu- _riginally ! was going to support the
body in our own districts, if we are going tlon over 10 cents, ff there was one theft _mendment, but I have listened to the
to do that, or why not give it to the press low, and every single expenditure of ¢,_._r debate, and I tht_ic the amendment
right there? I think we should have it $10, with a receipt. But theylgnored th_e would be a sad mistake.
here, because we have access to it when it facts and in their editorial said e,xa,,._/Ly Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, wi]ll the
is mailed in. It should be in our State what it suited them to say. I do not r_dl_ gentlenmn yield?
capital and here, but the gentleman care, because WTOP does not rcacl_ _ Mr. DENNIS. ! yield to the distin-
wants to give it to a district court, and district. They evefi'went so far, wil2_ this gulahed chairman.
there are nearly 364 districts that do not slimy little Jerk, as to mall a copy of his Mr. HAYS. I have no objection to dis-
have district courts. That does not mean editorial to papers in my district, _,_.d closure. I had hoped we could write in
to me good commonsense, none of them used it. So far as I mn something where we Would do it in our

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I did concerned, this bill gives W'IY)P _Le o_rn districts, with the election board of
not mean that any Member was antidis- chance to come to the Clerk's office _md the largest county in the State, or some-
closure. I mean' that the amendment is see. If they want it mailed down to them, thing of that kind, But if this amend-
antidisclosure, that I am not going to do. m_ent is defeated, and then we go to con-

Mr. WAGGONNER. Mr. Chairman, X Mr. WAGGO_. The gentlema_t :is ference, there win be no leeway.
move to strike the requisite number of exactly right. This is a matter f,_r 'the There are 300 or 216, or whatever num.
words.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in support Of the Congress and not the courts until some- I_r it is, that have no district court.
one has done somethtng fraudulent which Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,

amendment, We would believe, from lis- would then involve the courts, will the gentleman yield?
tening to the discussions here on this Mr. Chairman, i urge support of t_te Mr. DENNIS. I yield to the gentleman
particular amendment, that no disclosure amendment, from Ohio.

would be required if the amendment of- Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I move Mr. BROWN of Ohio. The gentleman
fered by the gentleman-from Californl_ to strike the last word. from Ohio makes a good statement. On
(Mr. D_r_so_) prevails. We are re- Mr. Ch a!_rn_, it seems to me th_,'e the basis of what he said we ought to
qulred by his amendment to report to are two things really, basically, that we defeat thls amendment and, if the gentle-
the Clerk of the House. His records are can talk about in this bill. One of them _x would like, put in an amendment to
open for any who are curious enough to is some kind of expenditure limltatlo.'a, provide that we file with the Board of
inquire. I have just talked with the Clerk which is what we have done most of the Elections of the largest county, whichof the House, and he tells me that the
media does inquire, talking about up until now, and tl_; ,oth_ is the Ohio law, or at the State capital,

For those Members who do not believe is the matter of disclosure, which is the Ohio law.
that reporting to the Clerl_ is sufficient, Now, an expenditure limitation ,,_,unds r would be happy to accept that, but I
I would say there is no prohibition that good, but as a matter of fact we lm_ve a do think the public has a right to know
prohibits a Member from doing more. I lot of problems with limitation it we what lz spent, and this is the reason for

want to look at it, some of them <_nsti- tiffs provision in the law.
would suggest to the Members that any tutional. If we are not careful we will get Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, wUl thewho believe they should do more have
Xerox machines in their offices, paid for ourselves into a position where We have gentie_an yield?
by the Government, by the taxpayers of an unrealistic limitation, as we do tu the Mr. DENNIS. I yield to the gentleman
this country, and they can duplicate and law now, which leads to evasion, as the from Arizona.
mail to everyone they choose to, perhaps gentleman from Arizona said awhile ago. Mr. UD_T.?,. I have been bothered by

We have to watch that, so far as lh_r[t_- tiffs point all day. I have been carryingto every citizen, to every newspaper, radio tions areconcerned.
station, television station, or to every a]._md an amendment which says to file
Federal Judge and to the U.S. Supreme When it comes to disclosure, I re_f_!Y it with thepostmaster. There seems to be
Court, ff the Member feels there is some- cannot see why we should not hav,e the objection to the district court. The gen-
thing somebody ought to know without very fullest disclosure. So far as :£ _ean tleman from Ohiomentioned that,
being curious enough to inquire. . concerned, file them in any number of ! We could file it with a UJS. postmaster
· I would suggest we support this amend- places. I do not understand the exc'.lt_,,- in, the congressional district, and that
ment, because there is no b_L__!-for be- _ ment about this particular amendrmmt, mae be the answer.
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Mi'. STAGGERS, Mr. Chairman, will Mr. HAYS. I hope we can vob_ on this _?off Schmltz Sullivan
:?oweli Scott Symington

the gentleman yield? amendment shoi_ly. Price, Tex. Sebelins Teague, Calif.
Mr. DENNIS. I yield to the gentleman I would say to the House theft if this :Purcell Seiberling Thompson, Ga.

from West Virginia. amendment ps_ses and we go to con- ,;_ulllen Shlpley Thompson, N.J.
Mr. STAGGERS. I just want to make a ference and have the whole subject up :_andall Shoup Thomson, Wl_.:/tarick Shrlvcr Tlernan

suggestion, and I thank the gentleman in conference, the confe_'ees c:_n write i._oberts Skubitz Ullman
for yielding, out a better sys_;em. :_oblnson, Va. Slack Vanik

If we really want to be fair, why do Mr. PATTIES. And on telephoning, l_oe Smith, Calif. Vlgorito
i._ogexs Smith, Iowa Waggonner

we not defeat the amendment? ! will say most of your :_riends around tlhe State J_oneallo Snyder Wampler
at the moment I am for the amendment, call you on the telephone. It ]s just a !._ooney,_.1'. Spence Whalley
because this part of the bill is just a beehive of activity. And it is not just a :_.coney,_?a. Springer White

]._oste nkowski Staggers Whitehurst
lot of folderol, where we would be de- mere filing. _ou_lo_ stanton, Whltten
meaning Members of Congress, taking The CHAIRMAN. The question is on ]_unnels J. William Williams
away a little all the time, saying we are the amendmenl; offered by the gentleman J._uth Stanton, Wolff
not capable, that we are just a bunch of from California (Mr. DAI_IELSO_f) to the Ryan JamesV. Wydler

_t Ge:rm_dn Stephens Yates
crooks and thieves, amendment in the nature of a substi- .'_andmar_ Stokes Yatron

I would say to defeat it, and there tute offered by the gentlemanfrom Mich- 13atterfie_d Stratton Young, Tex.
ought to be an amendment that would lgan (Mr. HARVEY) '3aylor Stubblefield Zablockl' 1½cherie Stuckey Zion
compel every Member to file in every The question was taken; and ¢,n a divl-
county court, in every county, and in sion (demandE,_/ by Mr. Hays0 there NOES---154
the district, and then everybody would were--ayes 69, noes 56. Abourezk Ford, Gerald R. Mills, Ark.
know. I would not mind filing it that way. ,_bzug Forsythe Mink

Mr. PATTEN. Mr. Chairman, I rise in TZLL_a VO_'Ewrra cL_ Andersor_, Fountain MinshallCalif. Fraser Mitchell
support of the amendment. Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chfdrman, ! _.ndex_ma,IlL Frenzel Morse

I Was the secretary of Stat e in New demand tellers. Anderson, Prey Mosher
Jersey for 8 years, and some of you are Tellers were ordered. Tenn. Gallfianakts Moss· AndrE,w& Gibbons Obey
talking as if you do not know what you Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I _. Dak Grasso O'Hara
are talking about, demand tellers with clerks, z_rcher Green. Oreg. Plrnle

In the first place, I have heard no TeUers with clerks were; ordered; and _spin Gude PodellBadillo Hamilton Preyer, N.C.
testimony as to how many millions the the Chairman appointed as tel/lets Mr. l_egich Hansen, Idaho Pryor, Ark.
Federal courts will want if they are will- DANIEr.SON, Mr, Baow_ of Ohio, Mr. Aa- Benin;ti; Harvey _ule
Lng to take this responsibility. _x_, and Mr. I)EVXN_. Bergland Ha_tings RangelBiester Hechler, W. Va. Rees

Let me give you a little of the physical The Committee divided, and the tellers mngham Heckler, Mass. Reid, N.Y.
setup in my office the Friday before elec- reported that tlaere were---ayes :230, noes Boland Heinz Reuss
tion where the candidates must file their 154, not voting 46, as foUows: Bradem_ Hicks, Mama. RlegleBrotzma_l Hillis Roblson, N.Y.
reports. I have 72 daily papers in the ii,on No. 417] Brown, Mich. Hosmer Rosenthal
State. I will tell you how it shapes up. _rown, Ohio Jacobs Roush
Every candidate who is interested in it [Recorded Teller Vote] Broyhill, N.O. Jarman Roy
will have his friends in the area. When AYES--230 Byrnes, Wi_ Kastenmeler Ruppe

Byron Keating Sarbanes
you have the 12 or 15 Congressmen and Abbitt D:icklnson Jones N.C. Camp Keith Scheuer
you have a couple of Senators that have Abernethy D:_ngell" Jones Tenn.· Cartel' Kemp Schneebeli

Addabbo Donohue Karth Chamberia/n Koch Schwengel
to file, it is not uncommon to have 400 Alexander l_)rn Kazen. (_hishol_.. KuykendaU Smith, N.Y.
people waiting around. You have all of Annunzio Dow Eeo (_ancy Kyl Steed
these important friends of the opposing Ashbrook Downing King Conle:r Lent Steele
candidates and you have one sheet of AspinaU Drinan Klucz_,nskl Conable Link Steiger, Ariz.

Baker DUI ski Kyros Oonte Lloyd Steiger, Wis.
paper in connection with the report that Barrett Edlaondson _._d_ebe Cotter " LuJan Taleott
IS flied the Friday before election. You Betts Edwards, Als. Latta Cougldl_ McCloskey Taylor
have a problem there. You will be behind Bevtll Edwards, Callf. Legge_;t Culve:r McClure Terry

Blaggl Fisher Lenn¢,n Davis, W_s. McColllster Thone
a desk trying to satisfy everybody, win Blackburn Flood Long, La. DeUenback McCormack Udail
yOU read it aloud, or how are you going Boggs Flyat Long, Md. ])ellum$ McDade Van Deerlin
to do it? Bow Prelinghuyson McCU[looh Dennis McDonald, Vander Jagt

I can tell you that we stayed in our of- Brasco l_lton, Tenn. McKa_ Duncan Mich. Veysey
Bray Fuqua McMU lan ¢[u Pont McEwen Waldle

rice until 12 o'clock on Friday night to Brlnkley Gallagher Madden l)wyer McKevitt Ware
serve the press and everybody else. Mast Brooks Oaydos Mahol_ lgckhard_ McKinney Whalen
of the reports come in by mail on Satur- Broomfield G,_ttys Marti:a F.rlenbor_x Macdonald, Wldnall

Buchanan G:.aimo Mathias, Calif. F.sch Mass. Wiggins
day. We would be open on Saturday to Burke, Fla. Goldwater Mathls, Ga. l_hleman Mallllard Wilson, Bob
satisfy the press and other interested Burke, Maas. Gonzalez Matsunaga Evans, Colo. Mann Wlnn
people, but you do not think the Federal Burleson, Tex. _×gtllng Melcher l.,'al_e_tl Mayne Wyatt
Court clerk will make himself available Burlison, Mo. G'._ay Metcalfe Flndley Mazzoli Wylie

Cabell G:.'een, Pa. Mills, Md. ]_lsh Meeds Wyman
after 4 p.m., do you? caffery Grimn Minis_ l,qowers Mlkva Young, Fla.

He will not do it alone, either. You will carey, N._'. O::ifiiths Mlzel] ],'oley Miller, Ohio Zwach
have five clerks doing it. This takes a carney Gross MolloiaanCasey, Te_. G::over Monagan NOT VOTINg6

little doing. And if he is going to work on Cederberg Hagan Montgomery _dams Dowdy McClory
Saturday morning, that is another deal. Celler Haley Moorhead Andrews, Als. Edwards, La. McFall

That is only on the preelection report. Chappell H_I Morgs_a Arends Eilberg Michel
Now, on the posteleetion report where Clark Hl_nmer- Murphy, IL1. Ashley Evins, Tenn. Miller, Calif.

Clauson, _:hmldi_ Murphy, N.Y. Baring Ford, Price, Ili.
you are supposed to get the whole story, Don H. Hanley MYers Belcher William D. Puclnski
if you think it does not take a little cleri- Clawson, Del H_sen, Wash. Iqatcher Bell _3armatz Railsback
cai work and activity with four or five clay H_.rtngton Nedzl Blant_n Oubser Rhodes

Cleveland Harsha Nelsen l_latn_ Halpern Rodlno
people setting up things and security I conlns, nl. Hathaway Nichols l_olling Hanna Roybal
want to tell you you are wrong. It is a big Collins, Tex. H:_wklns Nix Broyhill, Va. H_bert Slkes
job. Colmer Hays O'Kor_ski Burton Hogan Stsk

And I will predict that the clerks of the conyers H._lstoskl O'Neill Byrne, P_. Holifield Teague, Tex.
Corman H,_nderson Pass_,an Davis, S.O. Horton Wilson,

Federal courts will not even pay any at- crane H:;cks, Wash. Patman Derwlnski Jones, Ala. Charles H.
tention if you pass the law. They do not Daniel, Va. Howard Pattell Dtggs Landrum Wright
want this task. Otherwise they will be Daniels, N.J. Ha21 Pelly

Danielson H'm_gate Pepper MI'. _IGORITO changed his vote from
back here next year seeking about $1 Davis, Ga, H_Lat Perkins
million in order to make it operate, dela Oat'aa H'_;chinson Pettis "no" to "aye."

Mr. HAYS. Wfil the gentleman yield? Delaney Ichord Peyser SO the amendment to the amendment
Mr. PATTEN. I yield to the gentleman Denholm Johnson, Calif. Pickle in the nature of a substitute was agre_lDent Johnson, Pa. Pike

from. Ohio. Devine Jor_as Poage tO.
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AMENDMENTOFFEREDBY ]_R. HAYS TO THE Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, will "(2) $5,000 in the case of a candidate for
SlYSSTITUTE AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. the gentleman yield? the office of Senator; or
HARVEY Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman "(3) $5,000 in the case of a candidate for
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairnmn, ! offer an from Washington. tlhe offi_e cf Representative. or Delegate or

amendment to the amendment in the Mr. McCORMACK. I do not have a Reslder._t Commissioner to the Congress.
"For the purposes of this Subsection, a

nature of a substitute, copy of the amendment before rae, _ I candtd_Lte for Vice President in a general
The Clerk read as f°llow_: am not certain of the language of tlke election shall not be treated as a candidate
Amendment offered by Mr. HAYS to the amendment. Would the amendn_Lent for Federal elective office, but contributions

amendment in the nature of a substitute prevent a person who is employed iii. _'_n l_ade cn behalf of his candidacy shall, for
offered by Mr. HARVEY;Page 23, line 2, lmme- administrative capacity in the OEO from tlhe purposes of such subsection, be deemed
diately after "value" insert the following: becoming involved in a voter registra- to be contributions on behalf of the candi-
"(except a lo_n of money by a national or tion program on his own time? dacy of the candidate for the office of Presl-State bank made In accordance with the
applicable banking laws and regulations and Mr, HAYS. Not on bas own time, but dent with whom he is running."(c_ For the purposes of this section. 'lin-
in the ordinary course of business)" it sure does on the Government time if mediatt_ family' means a spouse, and any

any of them work. child, parent, grandparent, brother or sister
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Mr. McCORMACK. I thank the ge:._- and th_; spouses of such persons.OMo is recognized.
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, this prowl- tleman, and re_ieslgnate the following subsections

Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Chairman, if the accordingly.
sion has already been written into the bill gentleman will yield, would thi_; cover
in two places. The amendment would put the so-called Model Cities program? Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, wlhat
it in a third place to make the language Mr. HAYS. It does. In my district In thi.s amendment does is to incorl_rate
conform. The amendment was agreed to one instance there were some ten_nts into th_ Harvey substitute the provisions
on the other occasions it was offered in a Iow-cost housing project that were of the Hays bill as it was reported out of
unanimously. I ask for a vote on the literally tearing the place down. The tlhe House Administration Committee
amendment, manager of the project sought to evict with regard to limitations on individual

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on them. Somehow or other it got to t].le contributions to campaigns.
the amendment offered by the gentle- Federal court, and, talking about the The Senate bill, the Harvey substitute,
man from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) to the Federal court judges, the Federal judlge provides limitations on candidates of
amendment in the nature of a sub- appointed an attorney at $40 an ho'_r $50,000 for a candidate fox' President or
stitute offered by the gentleman from to defend these people from e_etion. Vice l_._esident $35,000 on the candidate
Michigan (Mr. HARVEY). Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, _111 the for Senator, and $25,000 cn the c_,ndidate

The amendment to the amendment in gentleman yield? for the House. Those limitations include
the nature of a substitute was agreed to. Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman the members of his family, which are
AMENDMENTOFFEREDBY _R. HAYS TO T]H_ from Michigan. de, neVi quite broadly to include not only

SUBSTIT1D'TEAMENDMENTOFFEREDBY _vrR. Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, ! have the spouse but also the child and par-
H_VEY no objection to the amendment. In fact, ent, grandparent, brother, or si_;ter.
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I offer an I intend to support it, but this quesLion What my amendment does is to set

amendment to the amendment in the does come to my mind, which is: He,w some limitations, I be!ieve they are quite
nature of a substitute, is it that the officers and employee;s of genero_s limitations, on contributions to

The Clerk read as follows: the Office of Economic Opportunity are candidacies.
Amendment offered by Mr. HAYS to the presently able to do*this under the IIatch Tho_;e limitations would be $35,000 per

amendment in the nature of a substitute Act--at the present time? calendar year in the case of a presidential
offered by Mr. HARVEY:Page 45, fmrnedlately Mr. HAYS. They set up these com- campmgn and $5,000 in the case of aafter line 14, Insert the following:

munity activities programs, and they campaign for the Senate or for the House.
"PROH_qrl_ONA(]_NST USEOFCERTAL__EDAL take in some people who are so-called In one way this is a restrictive amend-

rv_os FOR_RC_O_ SC_,,,-_ volunteers, and pay their way into the ment, and in another way it is a liberal-
SEC. 402. NO part of any fundS approprl- meetings, and get them under the i:_ng amendment.ated to carry out the Economic Opportunity

Act of 1964 shall be used to finance, directly thumb, and tell them what they ought to It is restrictive in the sense that it
or indirectly, any activity designed to in- do, and they do it. I cannot tell the gert- would extend a limit to indiwldual con-
fluence the outcome of any election to Fed- tleman how it happens, but it happer, m. tributions to campaigns, which is not
e_al office, or any voter registration activity, The CHAIRMAN. The question i._:on now in the Senate bill. But it would
or to pay the salary of any officer or em- the amendment offered by the gen tl,_- also liberalize to some extent the lhni-
plcyee of the Office of Economic Opportunity man from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) 1_ the tations on the candidates which are now
who, in his official capacity as such an officer amendment in the nature of a substitute i_ the Senate bill, by putting in the term
or employee, engages in any such activity, offered by the gentleman from 1VI_chlgs_n that a contribution from a member ofAs used in this section, the term 'election'
has the same meaning given such term by (Mr. HARVEY). the family is included only if that is a
section 301(a) of this Act, and the term The amendment to the amendment :Ln member of the family under the control
'Federal office' has the same meaning given the nature of a substitute was agreed to. of the candidate.
such term by section 301(c) of this Act." AMENDMENTOFFEREDBY MR. ]9INGHAMTOT]_[E _S it now stands, a contribution from

And renumber the following section ac- svss_-xrrz _F,_DI_ENT OFFEREDJB3_'_;R. a candidate's brother is in a different cat-
cordingly, x_awy egory from a contribution from a candi-

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Mr. BINGHA1VI. lVIr. Chairman, I offer date's friend or a candidate's nephew.
Ohio is recognized, an amendment to the amendment in the It seems to me that there is no logic

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, the amend- nature of a substitute offered by the gen- iii saying that we are going to limit what
ment would merely prohibit the OEO tleman from Michigan (Mr. H_RW:Y). the candidate can spend and what the
and any of its adjuncts in setting up Amendment offered by Mr. BX_HA_._to the candidate's sister can spend, or His
Political organizations in any community amendment in the nature of a substl_,ute brother in his behalf, but we are not
to influence the vote in any primary or offered bY Mr. H_RV_Y Page 17, line 22, s:fter going to limit what the candidate's
general election. ! think it is fair that the word "family" insert "under his control", friend can contribute to the campaign.
we do not allow them to use the tax- Page 18, strike out lines 8 through 11 and in- A candidate for the House is limited
payers' money for as against any can- sert in lieu thereof the following: ti) $25,000, and that includes everything
didate in a Federal election. There have "(b) No individual may, in any c_lend_r

year, make contributions from his personal from a!ly member of his immediate faro-
been many instances in which this has funds (including contributions from the per- ily, but if he has a friend willing to put
been alleged. In a couple of cases I know sonal funds of his immediate family under Up $100,000 or $50,000, that is perfectly
they were an adjunct of a local election, his control) on behalf of the candidacy ,_f OK as it now stands.
I do not think that should be, but be- any one candidate for nomination for elec- That is what this amendment does. It

tion, or election, to Federal elective office !_n
cause I wanted to keep the thing excessof-- would provide relatively generous lAm-
germane, I did not take in local election_ "_1) $35.000 in the case of a candidate for itations on individual campaign contri-
but cnlyFederal elections, the cffi:ecf Fresident; butions, and this is what was recom-
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mended by the Committee on House Ad- Mr. BINGHA[V[. No. It 1,';in the funds, those teller votes come out, of the thne
ministration by an 18 to 4 vote. If it is held in trust or if it is held, as l:Lmitation at 7 o'clock?

Mr. EVANS of Colorado. Mr. Chair- I said, by minors under control of the The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will stat, e
man, will the gentleman yield? parent. Ia_ one case there was a matter i:a re.,:poase to the parliamentary inquiry

Mr. BINGHAM. I yield to the gentle- publicized where a 15-year-old child cf the _entleman from Ohio that the
man from Colorado. made a large contribution to a parent's time limitation has been fixed at 7 o'cleck

Mr. EVANS of Colorado. There is one campaign. Now, that would be consid- and all _;lme used comes out of that time
part of the amendment wl_ich troubles ered to be under the centzol of the par- rmaitation.
me, which is the portion of it which uses ent. But if you have brothers and sisters (By_u:aanimous consent, Mr. GERALD]F_.
the words "under his control." I believe living 5,000 mile,,; away, it does not seem FeuD, Mr. COLUEa, and Mr. ABSITT yield-
those were the words, to be logical to put them under greater ed their time to Mr. HARVEY.)

This intrigues me, because I do not restraint as far as contributions _re con- The CHAIRMAN. The gent. leman from
know what those words mean. I know cerned than yo_ put your friend.. _tictrLgan is recognized for 5 minutes.
that a sister might be under control and Mr. EVANS o:_ Coloradv. How about Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, the he ur
a wife not. A 16-year-old boy might be loans of money? i.,_late and we are all impatient to go
under control, yet a grandmother might Mr. B_iNGHAM. Loans are co:_idered about, our business. However, let me say,
not. as contributiom_, but that is und,,_r a dif- A_[r.Chairman, that this amendment was

What does the gentleman mean by ferent section of the bill. discussed in our committee. But more
the words "under his control?" Mr. VANIK. W'lll the gentleman yield? importa_atly it was discussed over in the

Mr. BINGHAM. That is a fair ques- Mr. BINGHA_,L I yield to the gentle- ether be,dy when that body passed their
tion. This was discussed in the committee, man from Ohio. lc,articular bill. They very carefully con-

What is intended to be covered is the Mr. V.ANIK. Mr. Chaln,_an, I would sidered whether there should be a limita-
case, let us say, of a minor child who has like to ask what *,he gentleman's amend- tLon on ;ontributions.
money of his own, or the case of a spouse, meat will do with respect to family foun- Mr. Chairman, two things stand out
where the funds are actually under the dations. They have been a factor in sev- from their consideration of this matter.
control of the candidate, eral elections. 1_[o.1, the evidence that it was unconsti-

Mind you, what we are setting up is a Mr. BINGHAM. I do net know. rational to place a limitation upon what
limitation on any contribution, so if the The CHAIRMk_N. The thne of *,he gen- a per,or, could contribute to a candidate
contribution is made by the candidate's tleman has exl:ired, or to a cvmmittee was overwhelming, but
brother and it is not under his control, Mr. B1NQHAM. Mr. Chairman, I ask more tm_portant, was the fact that the
that brother is free to contribute up to unanimous consent to proceed for 1 addi- White ]/louse was violently opposed to
$5,000 to the congressional campaign, tional minute in order to respond to the such an amendment. I say that becarLse

In the present bill, as it now stands, the gentleman from Ohio's question, thus far this body has pretty well worked
limit is $25,000 for the candidate and in- The CHAIR_AN..Is there objection il_s will. I believe we have come up with
cludes brothers, sisters, parents, grand- to the request of the gelltlemial from a bill, alt. hough notperfect, nevertheleas,
parents, and so on. Ohio? i,'_ a bill with which we can live. It _11Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I go a long way toward campaign spending

Mr. PIKE. Mr. chairman, will the object, r_formi_athiscountry.
gentleman yield? Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I ask uriah- But;, I say to any of you who truly want

Mr. BINGHAM. I yield to the gentle- imous consent th£t all debate on this tv scuttle the bill and end it, adopt thlsman from New York.
Mr. PIKE. Specifically, is the candi- amendment anti ail amendments to the amendment and write in some unconstt-

date's wife deemed to be under his con- substitute end al; 7 o'clock, rational provisions to the amount whielh
trol? The CI-EAIR_IAN. Is there objection can be contributed.

Mr. BIaXlGHAM. I think there could be to the request of the gentleman from Let me read a couple of lines by Prof.
no certain answer to that. Ohio? Ralph Winter of Yale University Ia_w

Mr. PIKE. So that although there Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, reserv- ,CLchoolwherein he says as follows:
might be a limit on the candidate the lng the right to object, I was on my feet No matter what else the rights of free
wife could go ahead and spend anything trying to get recognition before the speech aad association do, they protect ex-
she wanted in his behalf? chairman made t;hat request. Is :my time lClicit pe_.ceful political activity from regu_la-tLon hy _he Government. But the legislation

i_[r. BINGHAM. NO. If she had funds included itl that figure, also? _xxder consideration openly sets a maximum
of her own under her control she would Mr. HAYS. I would think yq_ur time cn the l_olitical activity in which persons
be limited to the proper contribution, and my time and everybodv's time would may engage.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- have to be inc;.uded. Such _ law is indistinguishable from laws
tleman from New York has expired. Mr. HARVEY. Then, r object, Mr. fvrbiddir_g people from engaging in other

(By unanimous consent, Mr. BINGHAM Chairman, because I thinl: the minority _inds of activity. A law forbidding someoneought to have an opportu_fity to answer from spending more than a certain amount
was allowed to proceed for 2 additional this very serio_ amendment, cannot _e distinguished from a law for-minutes.) , _,ldding speeches of over 10 minutes in

Mr. BINGHAM. She would be limited _OT_O_ OF_R_ BY _£1_.H_rS F.ublIc parks.
to the contribution limit of $5,000 in a Mr. Hb,YS. Mir. Chairman, Imove that I would point out also that the At-
congressional campaign, allL debate on '_,t_is amencment and all torney _.qeneral, Mr. Kleindienst, test:f-

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, will the amendments to the substitute end at fled Jit _as unconstitutional, but more
gentleman yield? 7 o'clock, than that such a requirement, such a

Ma'. BINGHAM. I yield to the chair- May Il propound a parliamentary in- [fmit o_ contributions, also discrirai-
man of the committee, quiry? nates. I_ discriminates against a person

Mr. HAYS. I think it is perfectly clear The CHAIRI_IAN. The t,entleman will who chooses to exercise his political ac-
that when they say "under his control" state it. tivity by making a contribution. It dis-
that means, for example, if he gave his Mr. HAYS. _:s it in order to reserve, crimina:tes against him and in favor of,
wife $5,000 to turn around and give, in let us say, 3 mtautes to each side? for example, a labor union which makes
addition to what she had already given The CHAIRMAN. Not on a motion, ils contribution by registrations and by
of her own, that would be under his The question is on the :notion offered f:etting-out-the-vote drives such as we
control, by the gentlemaa from Ohio. have h_d. It discriminates in favor of

Mr. EVANS of Colorado. Mr. Chair- The motion was agreed to. universities. As I stated earlier, universi-
man, will the gentleman yield? _ARLIAMEHTAR_'_na_ ties or colleges will declare a recess dur-

Mr. BINGHAM. I yield to the gentle- Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mc. Chairman, a lng which to provide that 2 weeks before
man from Colorado. parliamentary i.nquiry. _,n eieCi;ion their students can disband

Mr. EVANS of Colorado. Do these The CHAIR,_iAN. The i;entieman will _nd go Lo work for whomever they please.
words apply to the control by the can- state ik Apparently, that is the way they ch_se
didate of the money because of legal rea- Mr. BROWN of Ohio. If there is a to exercise their political activity. They
sons or do they apply to the relation be- teller vote on the Binghaa_ am,:ndment are in favor, rather, of the students who
cause of the relationship? or any subsequent ame_.dm, m'.;, would .,_y i;he_, are not able to contribute so
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many thousands of dollars, we will con- It seems to me that if you are a single aires from buying Senate seats. No one
tribute so many hours in time. person with no siblings, no parents ]::iv- will be able to buy the presidency tinder

Mr. Chairman, it is clearly discrimina- lng, or children, then you can contr_bute this bilh The Macdonald bill got tiffs
tory and for all of these reasons I urge the whole $5,000. Now, if that is not :_ome _elevision monster under control.
you to oppose the amendment, kind of a constitutional impingement o:n I think the President was wrong to

But most of all, Mr. Chairman, I urge a person's right to express himself on a :indicate that he did not want a con-
you t3 oppose it because it can make the campaign, I never heard of it. tribution limitation. He said he would
difference as to whetl:er we have an elco- Further than that I would like to ask if veto the bill and is also looking for an
tion reform bill or whether we do not it is not a constitutional question, be- _xcuse to veto the bill and this is going
have one. cause we set $5,000, then obviously we _o give him that excuse if this is adopted,

This is really the guts of the reform could set $1 as a limit on an individual I am going to introduce legislation to
bill that you have in front of you right And, frankly speaking, I think as free il)ut contributions in once we get out of
now. So I say t_ you that under all of the citizens we ought to be able to express t;he woods here.
circumstances it should be opposed, our opinions with respect to camp_dgns I want to make two or three other

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes as long as we are doing it out of our owla '_oints.
the gentleman from Georgia (Mr. resources. I have a letter from organized labor
THOMPSON). The CHAIRMAN. The Chair re_:,g- I:hat says they want the Senate bill.

Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. Mr. nizes the gentleman from New York (Mr. The Senate bill--Senator MaNSFIrLD
Chairman, I wonder if the gentlemen Pmr). and ether people put it in over there.
from New York (Mr. B-_N_HAM)WOuld re- Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, now that I This is a bill which the Democratic
spend to a question? think I understand this amendment, ! National Committee wanted. You have

In the amendment I understand that would like to say a couple of words in its a ]letter from Larry O'Brien on this. The
the limits apply to a calendar year. What behalf: ]_,,mocrats got more large contributions°
if a candidate announces 2 or 3 years in I cannot accept the concept that ii; is oddly enough, over $5,000, than the Re-
advance for an office? Would he be eh- not unconstitutional to limit the speech ]mblieans. So on the very practical
titled to $35,000 per year for each year he of a candidate by limiting his expendi- ground tonight of determining whether
has announced? tures, but it is unconstitutional to limit _)r not you want a bill, I urge you very

Mr. BINGHAM. He would be, that is the speech of somebody else by limiting reluctantly, and forcefully appeal to you
correct, their contribution, to pleasevote down this amendment and

Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. That I agree with the gentleman from 'texas we will have a bill and have something
would discriminate, would it not, against (Mx. ECKHARDT) that there is no consti.- mea_xingful, and something we can be
the major parties whose candidates prob- tutional question here. This amendraenL proud of.
ably would not be determined or may not is directed toward individuals. We are The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-
be announced candidates until the elee- talking about discriminating agairLst tn.- r_mes the gentleman from New York (Mr.
tion year, and they would have a $35,000 dividuals. Well, who are the individu:sds llrsaH_,w).
limitation. But if a person wanted to an- we are talking about? Those who cent;rib.- Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I just
nounce 4 years in advance then he would ute more than $35,000 to a presidential want to make two points very quickly.
',have $140,000. campaign, more than $5,000 to a ,s_ma.. The constitutional point has been well

Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, if the torial or a congressional campaign, raade. I previously put in the Rrco_:D
gentleman will yield further, presumably I am perfectly wil_tng to put a few '.lhn.. comraen'ts by Professor Bickel of the 'Yale
the limitation would apply itations on the power brokers of our land, Law School and Professor Freund of

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- because that is what we are talking about Harvard Law School and Professor Ro-
tleman has expired, in this situation, senthal of Columbia Law School sma-

The Chair recognizes the gentleman Mr. Chairman, I would like to see ttx_t t.,_ining the constitutionality.
from Texas (Mr. ECKHaRDT). amendment adopted. The second point I want to make is

Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, there The CHAIRMAN. The Chair r_._;og- that this is not antifamily. It is the Sen-
has been so much talk about constitu- nizes the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. ate. provision that is antifamily because
tionaiity on every issue th'at has come (]saY). if the gentleman from Ohio will look at
here that I find myself constantly say- (By unanimous consent, Mr. GR,_.Y his own bill, he will find he is limiting
ing, "I see no constitutional questions yielded his time to Mr. HAYS.) contributions that a candidate can get

from members of his family to $25,000
about this." The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes for a contest of the House---brothers, sis-

Now, there must be some very sharp the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. _'A_- tA_rs, parents, and so forth.constitutional lawyers here to find a con-
s titutional issue on almost every amend- GONNER). l_y provision would increase that
raent. Mr. WAGGONNER.Mr. Chairman and amount by $25,000 for a candidate and

There is a constitutional right for a members of the committee, there is no those under his control plus $5,000 from
l;erson to express himself by buying his reason whatever to adopt under the_.;e each of his relatives. I would say this
own time on a specific issue, but I know circumstances a figure which places a is less antifamily than the existing bill.
of no constitutional right that anyone limitation on contributions which can The CIqAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
can exercise to expend an unlimited be made by anyone including especially tlxe gentleman from Minnesota (Mr.

a member of a candidate's family. There Fa_:NZEL)
amount of money on a campaign of is nothing sacrosanct about $35,000 foranother. Mr.FHENZEL.Mr.Chairman,thepro-

We regulate the right of various or- the Office of the Presidency or about vision to establish limitations on personal
ganizations to contribute at all, and $5,000 for a U.S. Representative. The, fig- contributions is probably unconstitu-

ures are just magically drawn out of a tional; it is certainly unfair; and it is
therefore We cut off the right of expres- hat--they are arbitrary, they are mean- obviously discriminatory since it is many
sion in some areas with respect to a cam- ingless and are unneeded. This amend- times more restrictive on presidentialpaign, but we cut off no one's right to ex-
press his own views on his own time, and ment should be rejected, c_mdidates than on other candidates.
on issues which he desires to express The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- First. Constitutionality: Personal cam..
himself. Certainly there can be no con- nizes the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. paign limitations may violate not only
stitutionsl issue in this particular case. U_nn). the first amendment but also the fifth_

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman, tlhis Tile Supreme Court has not reviewed
the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Baows). amendment is constitutional. I have specifically, but dissenting Justices in

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I made speeches for limitations and writ.- U:aited S_ates against C'IO--1948--and
ttfink this is a senseless amendment in ten articles for limitations. I am goin_ United States against UAW_1957_
that it discriminates against somebody to vote against it. I want to tell you very raised first amendment questions.
from a large family which has four gen~ quickly why. i_n CIO, Justice Rutledge referred to
erations covered, as this amendment We have Democrats on this side who the "presumptive" weight against tntru-.
does, because that means each generation had better decide right now whether you siena or encroachments upon the--fret
can contribute $1,330. If you are married, want a bill or an issue, we have a cracker amendment--reserves against legislative
that makes it $670. Jack bill here today. It will stop million.., annexation.
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Justice Douglas in United States $5,000, but you have made it seven times, represent a major step toward restoring
against Auto Workers--1956--said: Therefore, it looks like somebody is try- public confidence in the electoral proc,ess

When the exercise of First Amendment lng to put a little "stuff" in the game. -'md ts elected officials.
rights is tangled with conduct government I do not know which President it hap- There is no more serious problem in the
may regulate, we refuse to allow Flrst Amend- pens to bE; aimed at. It looks like it is American political process today than
ment rights to be sacrificed merely because aimed at the incumbent, the l,_u_mcing of campaigns. The s_'-
some evu may result. Mr. Chairman, obviously it is unfair, rocketil_g cost of campaigning has pro-

The equal protection guaranteed by The amendment should t_., defeated, duced a situation in which practically all
the Constitution may be especially sig- The CHAIRZ.VLAN. The Chair recog- but the wealthy--or their friends--.'_re
nificant to protect the rights of minor nizes the gentleman from Massachusetts prohibited from running for office.
party or independent candidates to par- (Mr. MACDONALD). Ill recent years it has become apparent
ticipate in election processes. (By unanimc,us consent, Mrl 'M_CDON- that th,., potential candidate of meda_t

In William against Rhodes--1968--the AY.Dof lVlassachusetts yielded hi,_ time to means is being driven from the field.
Supreme Court struck down as unconsti- Mr. HAYS). Without a source of outside wealth, he is
tutional a part of the Ohio law. The law The CHAIRi_L_N. The C aair r(,_ognlzes facedl with the choice either of runninl; a
imposed more burdensome restrictions the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. ANDER- ,,_hoe_;tring campaign or relying on a few
on minor candidates to get on the Ohio SON). major :ontributors. If he chooses the
ballot than for regular party candidates. Mr. ANDER_CLONof Illinois. Mr. Chair- former course, he faces staggering odds.

Second. Unfairness: Money is the only man, at this late hour we have accom- ]t he seeks out large contributors, he
way that some people can participate plished, it seem,,_ to me, the alraost mi- creates a serious potential conflict-of-in-
in political campaigns, It Is one valuable raculous task of meldin8 together two l_rest s,_tuation.
commodity. Other valuable commodities House conunlttee bills an(L a Senate bill, It seems clear that at a time when l_Le
are a celebrity status, name recognition, and in the process I think we have come dems_d for reform grows strong on many
personal services, use of nonbusiness cars up with a pretty acceptable piece of leg- fronts, the area of election law must not
and telephones and nonmoney gifts. Of islation. It seems to me absolutely in- be ig_aored. Current Federal election laws
these, obviously personal services are the credible that my friends on the other are more loophole than law. Their limits
most usual campaign contribution. We side of the aisle, many of whom I know do not limit and their penalties sa:e
have already given anonymity to those are sincerely dedicated to the cause of empty threats.
who contribute personal or noncash campaign finance reform, would put that The Federal Corrupt Practices Act
services. We have already given them entire tortuous effort in j(,_pardy at this purl_rts to require disclosure of cam-
unlimited ability to contribute those late hour by the adoption of thi.,; amend- paigrl contributions and expenditures,
services. We have already stripped an- ment. I tried r,_yself on cne occasion to but because the law does not apply lx)
onymity from the cash participant. Now draft a contributions-limitation amend- primaries nor to campaign committees
we seek to place a limit on that which merit. I know from my study of the prob- operath_g solely within one State, it is
we can contribute. This is obviously an leto that the Bingham am,mdment is full _,,raw;ly defective.
unreasonable and unfair provision. It of loopholes. It does not a_ply to the Spe- Another unfortunate onfission is our
strikes most violently at the aged and cial Interest Committee. llt doe., not ap- failure to enact legislation either to
tm_irm who have no other way to par- ply to groups like COPE. brosater, the base of campaign finance by
ticipateinpolltics. Why is it wrong,for an individual to encoursooing contributions from small

Third. The provision has been written make a $25,000 contributicn, or for one of donors through tax incentives or to
in such a way that it obviously discrim- these huge national corrLmittees to go .achieve perhaps the ultimate campa!ign
inates against presidential candidates, ahead and mai_e a contribution of that reform which eliminates private con-
Whether it intends to discriminate kind? There are loopholes in this law, tributions altogether.
against one obvious presidential candi- and I would submit we already have had Prolx,sals to replace private campaign
date or not is a moot question, but the enough of that under the Corrupt Prac- contributions With public funds are not
suspicion will arise, and I raise it specifi- rices Act of 1925 new. Such proposals were suggested by
cally here, that it may have been aimed The CHAIRM AN. The Chair recognizes President Theodore Roosevelt many years
at President Nixon. Based on the num- the gentleman from West; Virginia (Mr. _go ant they were recommended to Con-
her of people in the constituency which STAGGERS). gress b?7 President Johnson in 1967. As
all of the bills have accepted as a basis Mr. $TAGOERS. Mr. Chairman, a we debate this bill today, the Senate al-
for other limitations, the limitation on moment ago I said that what we do here read_ has passed an amendment to 'the
contributions for a presidential campaig-n with the district courts should also cover revenu_ bill which would create public
should be 435 times that allowed for a the circuit courts. I me_t the county fundins of presidential campail,ms
congressional campaign. That ratio c(mrts and all t&e courts of the United ';brough a $1 tax checkoff fund adminis-
would allow contributions in excess of $2 States. ':ered by the Comptroller General.
million. Instead, the proponent of this First, I would like to say this: After all While such an amendment would :not
provision seems to be pretending that it the debate.=--and a lot of it has been emo- be germane to the legislation before the
only costs seven times as much to run tional--.I think we are coming up with a House today, I am hopeful that the House
a presidential campaign as it does to run very good bill. I am for ti is amendment, conf,._rees on the revenue bill will accept
a House campaign. The Senate limits are and I would not let the rarest of a veto :Lt.
equally inappropriate, particularly in deter me from voting th_ way I think I With regard to the legislation now be-
the large States. This kind of bias has sl_ould vote. I do not believe the gentle- tore us it is my hope that we will corn-
no place in any election law reform and man really mesx_t it when he _mid that bine the bill H.R. 11231 reported by the
makes use of the term "reform" ridic- we should let that stop _s from voting Committee on Interstate and Foreign
ulous on its face. for what we think is in _e best interests Commerce with H.R. 11280, which is

There was no showing of evil in the o[ the Nation. I think when we come out identic_g to the bill passed by the Senate,
subcommittee or committee hearings, with a bill, it _11 be a bill that has been and strengthen both with amendments. I

Second, this is unfair as well as un- melted down ._md has come together. It thinlk we must keep in mind the over-
constitutional. Money is the only way has not been partisan. _?_ere has been whelmiag likelihood that whatever form
some people can particir_ate. It is one a great deal of bipartisanship here, and the election reform bill ultimately takes,
valuable commodity. Some other corn- I want to con_:ratulate e_ery Member of it will :;epresent at best a first step and
modities are celebrity standing--voter the House for the part he or she has that fu_her reforms clearly will be called
recognition--your own personal eon- taken in it. I think we have come up with for on _he basis of our experience under
facts--personal telephones of whatever, a good bill, arid the amendment should the new law.

This provision strikes most violently be adopted. The House Commerce Committee bill
at the aged and the infirm who have no Mr. B/EDILLO. Mr. Chairman, for the has several key features which deserve
other way of participating, first time in nearly half a century, the our support. Among these are repeaJ of

Third, it is discriminatory against the Congress is about to erkac; a comprehen- section 315, the equal-time provision, of
President. If we have a $5,000 limitation stye election reform bill said it is my most the Federal Communications Act, for
for Congress, it should be 435 times sincere hope that the final prcduct will presidential and vice presidential can-
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didates. This is essential for the broad- make the electoral process more rear, mi- fidence in our national election campaign
casters to provide free air time for de- sire and more responsible. It will repr, e- procedures and insuring that every quail-
bates between the major party presiden- sent a true response to a public demarLd fled citizen has an equal opportunity to
rial candidates but I supported the which has been growing for years and run for any Federal office in this country.
amendment of the gentleman from Call- which, if not met, would result in an eve,n I, there tore, urge and hope that the House
fornia (Mr. VaN DrEaLI_) extending this greater credibility gap between the Am.e:r- wfil overwhelmingly accept the challenge
provision to U,S. Senate candidates while icon people and their Government.. A and fuUy discharge the legislative re-
authorizing a study of the desirability of strong election reform bill will st:md as sponsibility that is facing us today.
including House candidates, as well. one of the major achievements of this Mr. CONTE Mr. Chairman, I support

Another key feature of H.R. 8628 is the Congress. We dare not ignore the cba[- the amendment offered by the distin-
10-cent-per-voter ceiling on broadcast lenge, guished gentleman from Idaho.
media spending. This feature, coupled Mr. DONOHUF. Mr. Chairman, our The purpose of the amendment is
with the requirement that broadcasters overriding and lasting objective, with re- quite sJimple: To codify recent Supreme
charge candidates the lowest unit rate spect to these Federal election refor]xx Court decisions regarding the use of
for media time represents a major step bills before us, must be, in my opirrion, Enion treasury funds during political
toward curbing the excessive costs of to restore and strengthen public faith and campaigns by amending title 18 of the
campaigns, confidence in the National Government. United States Code.

It will be argued that a media spending Our more immediate purpose is to tl?_ Let us be perfectly clear. This amend-
limitation is only a partial cure for the to insure that our Federal elective offices merit would not prohibit the use of _mion
high cost of campaigns, snd that an are, in fact, equally open to any qualified treasury funds to explain union positions
overall spending limit should be enacted, candidate and are not the exclusive l:,r_:- to union members. Nor would this
In this regard, it must be pointed out serve of individuals who possess great amendment prohibit nonpartisan "get-
that whatever law we write here is only as personal wealth or those who have acce_qs mat-the-vote" activities aimed at imion
good as the means by which it can be to extraordinarily large amounts of csx_.- members and their families.
enforced. I am convinced that a media paign spending subsidies. But t_his amendment would quite prop-
limitation is far more enforceable than To accomplish both of these urgerLtly erly safeguard the interests of share-
an overall limitation and that it really needed objectives, the majority cf this holders in their corporations and work-
gets at the root of excessive campaign House must, and ]_ hope they will, _._D- mgmen in their unions by insuring that
costs, prove the strongest possible compromise their flmds are not diverted to broad-

The key features of the Senate bill ! bill that will effectively limit campaiga scale political activities. Without the
feel should be incorporated are: spending to a reasonable level and wi:Il explicit permission of the donors, the use

First, effective requirements for public require a contributor revelation proce- _f such funds would have to be confined
reports of campaign contributions and dure that will serve to remove any public to the shareholders and workingmen
expenditures. The Senate bill requires doubt about unwholesome influences i_a _.emselves. ,'q_As is as it should be.

our National Government election cam- It is imperative that our deliberationsfive reports at regular intervals before an
election and on the following January paigns. ,an campaign spending reform produce
first. The preelection reports will pro- In my opinion, the acceptance of t,h_ :,esults which will encourage the free and
vide the public with the kind of campaign substance of the Senate and Macdonald tmtrarmneled functioning of our elco-
financing information to which it is on- bills, with other improving amendments:, _o:ral process. Shareholders and union
titled, would be a substantial forward st_;p to- members have the right to determine

ward the accomplishment of the obj_m- whether or not to contribute to partlcu-
Second, the Senate bill establishes a tives we desire to r_ach in this legisla.- lar candidates. And they have the right

bipartisan Federal Elections Commission tive area. I would also hope that the pro.. 1:omake this decision without fear of re-
to enforce the legislation, to receive 'all ' vision in the tax bill, very recently adopt., prisa1. Passage of this amendment would
required reports and to make public the ed in the Senate, as a beginning towarc[ affirm their right to give full vent to
information it receives. This mechanism ultimate public financing of all ek:ction their political beliefs without the threat
is clearly preferable to H.R. 11060, which campaigns, by permitting individual tax of losing their livelihood.
gives this authority to the Clerk of the deductions on small political contribu-. .as a clarification of Supreme Court
House and the Secretary of the Senate. tions and by allowing each taxpayer to x_alings in this area and as a ringing al-
If we are to increase public confidence in earmark $1 of his t4_x for the presidential[ firmation of the right to unfettered par-
the electoral process and in elected offi- candidate of the party of his choice or for tlcipatiorx in American political life, this
cials, the task of policing the election re- a fund from which presidential candi-, amendment deserves our unqualified
form law must be assigned to an lade- dates could draw, will be accepted by the support.:pendent agency with no conflicts of in- House when that measure comes before
terest, us in the near future, It seems to me that, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

S. 382 has one glaring defect, how- in the finality, the establishment of a Mr. BRASCO. Mr. Chairman, the ever-
ever, and it must be corrected here. As public financing system that will include growing cost of political campaigning is
the bill now stands, limits are set on all Federal offices might well be the best lowe,'ing the quality of American politi-
what a candidate and his immediate method of insuring the elimination of col life. _ television increasingly domi-
family can spend on a campaign, but no the plague of special interest influence nate_ most candidates' consideration,,;, he
limits are set for other contributors. In by donors of private money in election oL'she must come to grips with the real-
this regard, the bill actually is regressive campaigns and also reassure the public ifies of what it costs to run significant
for present law contains limits for all of the integrity of mu' election processes, n maters of television advertisements. In
contributors. At the very least, the exist- Mr. Chairman, I want to emphasiz_ no way can this be avoided.
lng limits should be incorporated in this my belief that neither the executiw_ nor Television is the surest way to reach a
measure, or as an alternative, the limits legislative branch of our Federal ,_qov- mass audience up to the moment of the
contained in the House Administration eminent can effectively operate in the actual poll. The growth of cable televi-
Committee bill, H.R. 11060, should be national interest without the confidence sion is b]'inging this harsh reality to the
adopted. These latter limits are $5,000 and the backing of the majority oi' the f_wthest corners of the Nation. A wired
from individuals for House and Senate American people. The retention and ex- sc,eiaty i_ in the immediate offing, and
candidates, and $35,000 per year for pres- pansion of that public confidence is trut(y politic, al candidates are being whipsawed
ldential and vice-presidential candidates, at stake in our action on this campaign by the political costs. The few special in-
while use of a candidate's personal funds spending reform legislation. The par- te rests w:_o can deliver massive amount

'would be limited to $15,000 for House ticular challenge to the Congress, in this o1 campaign money are too often in a
races, $20,000 for Senate races, and $35,- question, is to demonstrate to the Amer- commanding position as far as eventual
000 for presidential and vice-presidential ican people that, irrespective of personal influence upon an elected candidate's
races, or party concerns or loyalties, we can voting positions. This is as true of the

Adoption of these provisions will rep- patriotically legislate in the lasting na- Federal as it is of the State legislative
resent a 'major effort by Congress to tional interest by restoring public con- area. lin sum, the quality of political life
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is lowered and the people are less well dates, within tl._e limitations applied tc to cover primary elections. All of us
served in the process, all others, know ;hat as much and perhaps more

Campaign spending reform is the only It is interesti:_g to note _that tabor un- morley is actually raised and spent; in
answer and sole hope for a reversal of ions spent $1,097,000 on 24 _:.uccessful primaxies. What possible lapse in legis-
this ominous trend. We have before us Senate candic[ates last :_ear--up to as lative intent can explain our failure to
exactly such an opportunity, the first of much as $151,000 for one cand:idate, provide for reasonable limits and effec-
its kind in 45 years. In addition, unions contributed $669,- tire disclosure in the nominating process?

It is also a fact that the Republican 000 to 17 unsuccessful Senate candidates_ In tlbis respect, the legislation before the
Party has a virtual lock on major cam- On the Home side, 32 successful union- House is a step toward realistic reform.
paign contributions from large vested in- backed candidates got more th_.n $10,000 EverL where ceilings on cash contribu-
forests. Most major corporations have each; wit:h $140,000 going to urmuccessfui tions are reasonably protected by State
persistently poured significant contribu- candidates, relx)rting laws, Federal statutes have not
tions into the coffers of this party, with But that is not all. The:to were 58 addi-, prohibited corporations and the wealthy
more than usual success in terms of a tional successful candidates for House from evading those laws by lending air-
quid pro quo. seats who received $5,00) or more each planes executives, and other company

_,Ve must strike some sort of balance from unions, resources to favored candidates.
which will hold down rising campaign These contributions w4;re lesal. But it M:oreover, and most importantly, there
costs and reveal more of the sources of would seem [hat in the public interest has shnply been no enforcement of our
political money. Only in this way can we such financial help should come from in-. presenb laws. Attorneys General in every
make public servants less vulnerable to a dividuals and not from organizations adrnir/stration of both political parties
big, single checkbook. Only in this man- which obviously and admittedly have have shrugged off their obligations--and
ner can we insure that the public will selfish interesLs to be served. ,_lthough ._[ candidates for Federal office have ton-
know far more of what its public servants am not aware of any individual Member tinely engaged in the most transparent
are doing in their name. Sunshine is the being influenced unduly by such contri.- hypocracies without fear of prosecution.
best disinfectant, and especially in the butions, I think the sys_;em which per- I intend to vote for the modified _$en-
national legislature its exposure is mits it is bad. ate bilt (H.R. 11280) legislation we h'ive
required. Mr. Chairman, on February 4 of this before us today. But I want to say that

We have already made significant year I introduced H.R. 3520, which con-. I wiill do so most reluctantly. I will vote
progress. But more must be made if the rains the chief objectives; of the legisla-, for it _oecause it represents a step away
measure is to emerge as a full scale tion now being considered. ! am pleased from the past, but, at best, it is only a
reform, that progress is be!ng mad,-_ in ad-. tentative step into the future. By no

It is my fervent hope that we will un- vancing legislation on tt_s subject. If the means does this bill represent a serious
derstand how unlimited special interest final version, as worked o_lt by the House- effort to reform campaign spending in
money and the rising cost of campaign- Senate confe,'ence committee, is in ac.- this country. Moreover, my vote for this
lng are corrupting the national political cord with what is being attempted here, bill is :sst reluctantly because I am con-
process. Understanding these factors, the and if mesn_.rtgful enfr,rcement provi- corned that our present requirements
next step is the obvious one of acting to sions are included, the result will be have remained on the books as the ].aw
wrap up the reform package, widely acclaimed by the iuneric an public, of the land for the past 46 years. If by

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Chairman, the pend- Mrs. ABZEG. Mr. Chairman, as we passing this bill, we are lulling ourselves
lng bill has my support. I would hope the debate H.R. 11060, the lqays bill and the into the belief that the necessary reforms
controls and limitations on campaign two substitw;e bills---I_i.R. 11231 and have been accomplished, then this le_s-
spending are made enforceable, l1280--we face one of the most serious lation is more dangerous than no legis-

The vast amounts of money expended questions in American politics. We lotion at all.
by and on behalf of candidates for office must find a way to reduce the influence But, as I have said, I will vote for this
in recent years has become a national of money in the electoral politics of this bill as a needed, but temporary, measm'e.
scandal. By sheer influence of unlimited country if one man, o:._e vo_;e is ever In so ctoing, I believe I assume an obliga-
spending, making maximum use of radio again to !have meaning, tion t,) continue to examine this prob-
and television, and in other ways, wealthy The need f_r reform in the laws gov- leto and to establish a dialog in the
candidates and those who have access erning the financing of Federal elections country about the problem and some
to wealth, strive to literally buy public is urgent. The present laws are inade- proper solutions. And I think tha_; we
offices. Is the Congress to become even- quote, ignored, and uncnforced. As the undertake an obligation also to forrau-
tually a rich man's club? costs of campaigns increased over the late legislation in the next session, and

This spending craze has created a past several years, parties and candi- each _.ession thereafter, until we actneve
crisis which affects the American sys- dates alike have continued to rely ex- a system of political finance in this co'mu-
tern of government. Efforts to control the tensively on a few big givers to meet try that will restore to voters and dollars
evil has been feeble and nonproductive, their expanded needs. At the present the relative influence that they properly
An intolerable situation has been cre- time, the best estimates have it that 90 deserve..
ated. It begets corruption, unethical tac- percent of the money raised for political I do not know all the attributes of
tics, deceit, and deliberate distortion of campaigns corses from 1 percent of the such a system, but there are certain char-
facts and issues. That is inherent in"win- contributors. _._here is no way to accu- acteri-:tics that are fundamental.
at-any-price' campaigns. The public is rately assess the influence that this sec- There must be effective limits on the
fed up with it and demands relief. A ondary constituency ot big givers has size and number of political contribu-
recent G_!lup poll showed 78 percent of on public policy, tions. The present $5,000 limit is perhaps
the public favors a me.sningful limita- While the present la_ provides a ceil- 10 times too large; $50 would be more ap-
tion on campaign spending, lng on indivi.d.ual gifts, it is easily and propr:ate if we genuinely sec': to limit

I sm sorry the bill does not contain a routinely circumvented. First. the limit the, irfiuence of money in politics.
restriction on campaign contributions by is excessive---S5,000 per donor, per corn- At the same time, we should provide
labor unions. The Corrupt Practices Act mittee. Since there is no limit on the tax incentives to encoursge sm:ill l_v-
now prohibits contributions by corpo- number of committees that e:_ch candi- inst. Parties snd csndidates h ve keen
rations and banks. Why should it not date may establish, bi:; con_:ributors-- equally lax in developing program._; to
apply to union funding, much of which and their sons, daught,.'rs, and wives--- stimulate aversge c_tizens to pmticiF, ate
is derived from union dues---and con- merely contrfi:ute whatever to';al amount in politics with their dollars ss well as
tributed without, in many instances, the they choose ';o a myriad of srecial com-, wii:h their votes. It is a sme. ll enough
consent of those who pay the dues. mittees. I do not pro_se to go through inves_;ment in democracy to permit a
Wheth_-r done indirectly, by evasion or the litany of these par';icular abuses at citizen a reasonable deduction frora his
otherv/ise, the public interest would be this time. The Members of this body income taxes in return for his suPl_.ort
better served if such contributions were know them well. None cf the bills before for the candidate of his choice.
pr( h;.bited. Then let individual union us alleviate this problem. 'there must be effective disclosure pro-
members and their officers provide finan- Perhaps ti_.ebest single example of the visior_ to insure that the public is aware
rial assistance to their favored candi- unreality ox' ;tie present law is its failure cf wliose money is supporting the ro-
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lttical campaigns of its elected repre- lation is the preservation of ollice :For trtbutions to nonincumbents than any
sentatives. Reporting provisions must be those who enjoy the status of being an other one law. My campaign treasurers
timely so that abuses are not turned up incumbent. Anyone proposing to, def4mt can attest to the differences and difi_cul-
45 days after the election, but in time an incumbent must carry thefight h:, the ties irt raising funds for an incumbent
for them to be made public before elco- incumbent. This entails the use o:f a lot trod _ nonincumbent. People have a
tion day. The penplties for violations of money, the amount varying from. c,ne rlght to remain anonymous in 4resting
must be severe enough to make candi- congressional district to another. _hus, their ballot.
dates resist the temptation to evade the arbitral_limitation will restrictthe a_,ll- I think to some degree, there is a
law and realistic enough that our law ity of nonincumbents to carry ti_e fight, parallel between the sanctity of secrecy
enforcement authorities take them serf- and, thus, help to insure the safet;y of of the, ballot and the right to remain
ously, incumbent officeholders. _monymous in making political campaign

Primary elections must be subject to But, let me address myself to the three contri)0utions.
the same regulations as general elec- arguments that I have heard mo,,;t fre- ManLy people, by reason of their busi-
tions. This is fundamental and cannot quently given in favor of rigid campaign ness connection, or professional connec-
be compromised, to purify the influence limitation laws and rigid reportirLg laws. tions, may wish to support a candidate
of money at the final stage of the proc- First, I challenge the stateme_l$ that who espouses a political ideology for
ess and ignore it at earlier stages is America cannot afford a free exerci.';e of which they hold a sympathy. At the
either self-deluding or contemptuous of the democratic process. The right to ps,r- same time, they might fear retaliation
the public intelligence, ticipate in political campaigns, no'_ only against their business interests of their

Finally, we must begin to reassess the as voters, but as contributors or cam- professional association by persons hold-
entire premise of our present system of palgn workers, is too valuable a rij;ht to lng positions of authority who cio not
total reliance on private gifts. In this be limited by law. Suppose yo_, as a agree with their thinking.
era of rising campaign costs, we have citizen, desire to contribute to my op- Ironically, it is the small businessman,
attempted only to regulate the size of ponent in next year's campaign but your seeking to hold government-related bust-
private gifts and the total amount of contribution is returned because my op- ness, the union member, seeking to sup-
dollars spent. We have been transfixed ponent was limited in his spending and 10,crt a candidate his union leadership
by ceilings, when the more fundamen- had already accepted the total araottnt opposes, or the college professor see-king
tal problem has to do with floors. We 'allowable under law. It would be your to establish tenure with a college having
must seriously address the question of right as a citizen that would be cuJ_taJlled, a leadership of strong political philoso-
hog, many Americans can no longer al- and not merely the candidate wh,:) is phy contrary to his, who would be the
ford to participate in politics as active being inconvenienced, least able to afford public disclosure of
candidates for public office. How many When I see the material confforts of t)aeir financial support for political can-
people today find the price tag of public life which we enjoy, I am somewl_t didates. The result would be a greater
office prohibitive? When a citizen must skeptical when someone argues that we polarization of our country into contests
risk personal bankruptcy or go into po- cannot afford the most precious right a involving big business, big money, and
litical hock to special interests in order citizen in a democracy can ever enlioy: big union bosses to an ever greater ex-
to be able to make the initial decision that is, in giving direction to his govern- clusion of participation by the "little
to run for public office, we have crc- ment through full participation in bolt b- man" that these laws ostensibly are seek-
ated a situation that corrodes the foun- lcai campaigns, lng to serve.
dation stones of our democracy. We The second argument, that big con- Mr. C_UDE. Mr. Chairman, it is a credit
must begin to seriously examine the tributors exercise an inordinate in:l_u- to the House that the issue of Federal
need for public subsidies for political ence over officeholders probably Ires election reform is up for consideration,
campaigns. We must equalize access to some merit. But the campaign lin_taticn and that there is a bipartisan effort to
our political system for all citizens. The laws would only improve their con_t,rol forge a meaningful reform measure.
costs are not high, especially wh en because a few big contributors could Many of the critics of Congress predicted
measured against the eroding confidence soon fill the financial limitations a_d that a reform bill would never reach the
and growing cynicism bred by the pres- thus exclude the smaller contrib'ato]_ floor. I_astead we stand on the verge cf
ent law. from having any impact on a can_di_t,e's passing a strong reform bill which would

Mr. BLACKBURN. Mr. Chairman, campaign, meet the requirements of those of us who
during the debate today, many Members In the final analysis, a politicia:a's wish to see the undue influence of money
have discussed the need for full disclo- personal character will determine '_he in politLcs reduced and the integrity of
sure of all campaign finances. I believe degree to which he can be a "bougi_t" _he democratic electoral process shored
there are arguments in opposition to this man. If a man is for sale for one priice, up.
proposition which have not adequately he is probably equally for sale at a lesser Any campaign reform legislation must,
been presented to this body. price, depending on his needs cf the :in my view, have as its base a strong

The arguments have been developed moment. It is a politician's conduct 1_ :reporting and disclosure provision. Pri-
that: First, the cost of political cam- office which answers the question ,D:Ihis rate wealth has become a corrupting
paigns has become so high that America personal character and integrity. :£t is :_orce in American politics today, not be-
can no longer afford unregulated democ- these qualities which are reexamined pc- cause 0[ the nature of the democratic
racy in action; second, "fat cat" contrib- riodically when he offers for reelectioxq. ,,_ystem Dr the character of the men in
uWrs demand commitments from can- If his conduct in office shows a pfLttern l)olitics, but because of the soaring costs
didates before making contributions and, of undue responsiveness to a partl;,cu:lar of campaigning. Federal offices must not
thus, candidates are controlled by big segment of his constituency to the dis.- be allowed to become the exclusive prop-
contributors; and third, a candidate's advantage of the great majority of hi_ cri_y of millionaires or those whose poll-
purity of motive would be insured by constituency, then this is a matter to be tics attracts the support of the wealthy.
complete disclosure by the candidate of considered by the voters in choosing be.. :t_tis is _aot an ideological or party :mat-
every contributor and the amount of his tween one candidate and the other, ter. Individuals of both leftwing and
contribution. .The demands for a disclosure of con.. _ightwing persuasions have been

These arguments have received such trlbutors and the amount of contr:ibu,, substantial contributors to political
wide publicity that, by reason of repeti- ttons is probably the most questionable campaigns.
tion, they are rapidly approaching the argument being advanced. In the first I also feel that it is important to keep
status of divine revelation, not to be place, a dishonest candidate and a d_s-. the sFstem open to challengers. A bill
challenged. Let me take this opportunity honest contributor are not going to re-. favoring incumbents would be a mockery
'bo challenge these arguments, recogniz- port their financial transactions. It would[ snd would in all likelihood be vetoed.
jing the political risk involved in stand- be an impossibility to adequately enforce, People are well aware of the many ad-
l_ng alone when political security could such a provision of law. The honest ca:a- vantages enjoyed by incumbent office
best be served by following the herd didate and the honest contributor won:id ho]lders. Well qualified individuals will
J_Stinct. be the most disadvantaged, hesitate to spend their time and money

I am firmly convinced that no small The implementation of fUll reportin§ ca a campaign if the odds are further
motivation of those proposing such legls- laws woUld do more to discourage c o_t- stacked _gainst them. As Representatives
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we should recognize that our personal 'When I was writing that book I did Nlxon's !?hlladelphia plan, a formula for ,._n-
self-interest and the national interest not realize that 2[would one day feel the l_uraging Negro employment in the _)n-
separate at this point, effects of that power first hand. Fol- _tructlor_ trades. Mrs. Chisholm voted againsthim. For._lengineered the defeat.

Campaign financing reform must, of lowing my election in 19(;9, after a bi- A last-minute attempt was made on 'tile
course, eventually set some limits on partisan agreement, ! was to be a]_pointed trouse floor to secure unanimous consent for
spending. This limit must be high enough to the House Committee on Education the committee enlargement. Both Puclns:_
to allow a challenger to make himself and Labor along with my colleafme from E_d l_ep. Joe D. Waggoner iD., La.] Jumped
known and yet low enough to be a mean- New York (Mrs. CHISHOLM). But the up to object. Waggoner, whose objection wa8
ingful limit and not an enticement to unanimous-consent reclu_t, mutually preslxmat)ly aimed at M_rs. Chisholm, _on.
media saturation, agreed upon by _lle Demociat and Repub- "It was disappointing and disillusioning,"Orane, s_dd of the experience. "It certainly

In my view, the Senate passed cam- lican leadership, was denied, and I was proves nLy contention that Congress is dom-
paign reform bill, H.R. 11280, is a note- subsequently assigned to tEeBan_ring and lnated by labor chiefs who pay little atten-
wortl_ and acceptable measure. The Sen- Currency Comra:ittee. The events of that lion :bo _he wishes of the rank and file."
ate bill would limit broadcast spending day have been detailed i_ an article by Mr. CRANE. We witness another ex-
to 5 cents per eligible voter and spending the noted columnist, Willard Edwards, i_nple c,f the blatant power of the labor
for newspapers, magazines and billboards which appeared in the Chicago Tribune. _mions. While decrying the Cra,me
to 5 cents as well. Twenty percent of un- At this time I insert the Edwards column: mnerld_ent, they manage to foist on
spent funds in one category may be cRAN_ :_OS _HO IS BO:_ m _COUSr this House a substitute which wo_[d
transferred to another thus allowing 6 (By Willard Edwards) legalize their past illegal a_tions, while
cents per voter for broadcasting and 4 WASH_UCT.ON, December 26.---On his 22d ,,;imUltaneously stating that this was
cents per voter for nonbroadcasting day in orate, Rep Philip M. CranE, Illinois' merely "codifying section 610" of title
media, newest Republic_m congressman, w_s given a _[8of the 'United States Code, the Corrqlpt

H.R. 11280 also puts a limit on spend- dismaying lesson in the harsh political ]?ractices Act.
lng from the personal funds of candidates realities of life on Capitol hill.
in campaigns for nomination or election. Crane learnecL who really controls the CORRUPTPRACTICESACT
These limits would be $50,000 in a Presi- Democratic majority in the ]touse and, thus, The intent of title 18, United States
dential race, $35,000 in a Senate race and Congress Itself, wen In such a minor matter Code, section 610, is to prohibit contribu-
$25,000 in a House race. No limit was as a frestmmn's committee _,sslgnment. tions of' expenditures by banks, corpora-It is not, he discovered, _peaker John W.
placed, however, on contributions. McCormack iD., Mass.] or Rep. Carl Albert tions m_,dlabor unions in connection _ith

Finally, the Senate bill has quite ade- iD., Okla.], the r.miJorlty leader, or the Demo- l?ederal election campaigns. Although
quate disclosure provisions. Candidates, cratlc chairmen of House committees. ,;ection 610 appears on its face to be clear
individuals and committees would have These Democralic leaders can be ._verruled, '.t_2dunambiguous, it has not effectively
to file periodic, detailed reports and the he found, when organized l_.bor, in the per- :_rew,mted large scale political expendi-
bill would extend the report requirements son of Andy Blemlller, chief lobbyist for the '_llre_; by labor unions as Congress in-

AFL-CIO, chooses to exerci:_e his influence, tended. When section 610 was amended
to all primary elections, the presidential As a restrlt, Crane was deprived of a posi-
nominating process, and State and Dis- tlon on the Hous_ educatio_ and labor corn- i_119,4_ to cover labor union political ex-
trict of Columbia committees not now mittee, for which he is em!nently qualified ;_enditures, its stated purpose was:
covered, as a formerhistory professorat B_dley unl- First_ to reduce the undue and dls-

I believe that the time is at hand to verslty and as an author ar.d expert on the proportionate influence of labor unions
control the power of private wealth in problems with which the committee deals. 'apon Federal elections;
Federal elections and we have before us, Instead, he w_ shun_ed _ a spot on the Second, to preserve the purity of such
in H.R. 11280, the means with which to banking and currenc_ con_nittee. Its legis- _lections against the use of aggregatedlative Jurl_lction, while important, is re-
do this. mote from the field in w]_lchhis talents wealth by union as well as corporate

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Chairman, on the would be most _seful. entitie_; and
floor of the House of Representatives, we After Crane _as sworn l:_to crete Dec. 1 Third, to protect union members hold-
again witness a display of the awesome he sought out Rep. Gerald _ord [I_£1ch.],the lng political views contrary to th.ose
muscle that organized labor wields in Republican minority leader, and a.'_kedto be suPl2,or_ed by the union from the use of
this body. assigned to ihs education a:_d labor funds contributed by them to promote

After an intensive campaign, the'labor committee. _cceptgnce of these opposing views. See
Ford _onsult_d Speaker McCor.2_ack and U._. v. CIO, 335 U.S. 106.union bosses have finally succeeded in Albert, majority leader, as well as the corn-

getting their language into a campaign rnittee chairman, Carl Perkins iD., Ky], and Unfortunately, these objectives of the
reform bill, rather than the language Rep. Wfiliam H Ayres iR., O.], the ranking law have not been met. Today the in-
that would have provided the only true rrdnority memb_._r, fiuerlce of organized labor on Federal
campaign reform. All agreed that Crane w_ a "n_,tural" for elections is greater than ever before,

My amendment, which was included in the committee. "Yhe Democrat le_ers were and a very large part of the time, energy
H.R. 11060, would have prohibited the also seeking a ,_lace for R_p. Shirley Chis- and wealth of major labor unions is de-
use of involuntarily raised funds for holm iD., N. Y['], the first Negro woman to voted to political action in Federal eliot-serve in Congresm They decided bo enlarge
political purposes by the unions. It would the committee _c, 37 memb_;rs from 35, put- tion campaigns.
have restored to millions of union mem- ting Crane and Mrs. Chisholm l_x the tw_ By b_coming deeply inwflved in po_Jti-
bors the right to determine whether they places created, cal carapaign activities, American labor
wanted their hard-earned money to be But when labor lobbyist 'Blemtl]er learned unit,ns have depart, ed from their primary
used to support political causes of their of this plan, accc,rding to b!partis_n sources,, functic,ns as collective bargaining agents
own choosing, or to support the causes he put hl._ foot down. He _egards the com_ and h_ve become, in practical effect,
dictated by the union bosses, nfittee, with con._iderable vm_on, a_ his do_main. !_e made _t clear that his opposition political organizations. In the pr_ss

The bill which has now been passed by was based on an aversion lor Crane, a con_ they ate rapidly transforming one of
the House of Representatives is a servative who l:a his book, "The Democrats' the two major political parties into a
mockery of campaign reform. It opens Dilemma," denounced control of Congress by labor _arty, a result which will most
wide the floodgates to union, bank and a labor hlerarclt_y, mentioning Blemiller by certain, ly have an adverse effect upon
corporate activity in an area where it has name. the traditional two-party system in this
never been legal before. Protests agai_rst the Dem_vatic leadership coulltry'.

propesa_ were h._t by Repre.,entatlve_ t_oman
Therefore, I had no alternative but to c. Puc_nski iD., Ill.] and Augustus F. If membership in labor organizations

oppose the bill. Hawkin_iD.,Cal.]. were entirely voluntary, objections; to
H_STO._V In vain, McCormack, ;nuch disturbed, partisan political activities by unions

1VIyfirst contact with this problem came pleaded with these obJect_rs that he had would _erhaps have not so strong a base.
during my academic career in 1963 and reached a firm agreement with Ford. Such But Blreau of Labor Statistics figures
1964 when I was writing a book entitled bipartisan arrangements are always re.. show that approximately 85 percent of

spotted.
"The Democrat's Dilemma." The central But lie was r_;buffed. Tt_e fact that Mrs. all union contracts now contain clauses
theme of this book deals with the power Chisholm would also go do_n the drain was which compel continued union member-
and control which organized labor has disregarded by Biemiller, _rho wss incensed ship 0_' payment of union dues and fees
over the U.S. Congress. by his loss o_ a fight t.gainst President as a condition of employment. The rs,ilk-
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and-file worker is thus compelled to pro- not only represents trade union members and If additional proof is needed to con-
vide financial support for the union even members of their families but reflects the lq[rl_ labor unions' involvement in parti-
though the union uses a substantial pon- results of labor's registration drives !m the san politics, listen to this. In January

Negro, Puerto Rican, and Mexican-American 1963 the national AFL-CIO's official or-lion of his compulsory dues dollar to communities. In many states, labor clid tko
support candidates and political causes reg_tration job for Humphrey stng_eh,ang- gan, in an article dealing with the fed-
which he either opposes or would not edly; tl_e Democratic party h._tt_aba:ncloned eration's annual convention during the
_'illingly support if he were given a free thc field, preceding month, reported, and I quote:
choice. Public opinion surveys immedi- Negro trade unionists were mobilized', at The Convention called for top priority for
ately following the 1968 election showed a series of conferences in the spring of 19§8 political _tction . . . All unions are urged to
that 44 Percent of union members and which led to the formation of unit;s In 31 _sign as many full-time staff memhers as

big cities to Increase the vote in the black po_;ible for full-time l_olitical education
their families opposed the presidential community. Three and a half millio_ pieces work as early as possible in 1968.
candidate endorsed and financially sup- of literature, especially prepared for the
ported by their unions. It was precisely Negro community were distributed. We were Here is another example. This past
this sort of situation that title 18, section the major national organization working at June, national director A1 Barkan of the
610 was intended to reach, registering black voters and getting thE,ir A_'q_-CIO's Committee on Political Edu-

vote. The Negro vote for Humphrey ex- cation was a principal speaker during the
THE CRANE A_ff,END'M'ENT ceeded 80%.

My amendment, which is identical to The labor movement mobilized Mexican- a:nnual convention of the Hotel and
section 8 of H.R. 11060 except for a loch- American farm workers; and the AI_L-CIO lq_staurant Employees and Bartenders
nieal change, would have clarified and funded an operation which included a million Union in Chicago. Both he and a Mom-

broadened the definition of the terms leaflets, radio spots, and hundreds cf ele_- I_r of the House of Representatives
"contribution" and "expenditure" as tion day workers in California alone. Farm talked principally about the 1972 presi-
used in title 18, section 610. Under this workers' ballot boxes in the state also ex- dential election, according to reporter

ceeded 80% for Humphrey. _hcma._; Power of the Chicago Tribune.
new definition it would be perfectly clear In many states, a house-to-house canvass ]dr. Barkman cautioned his audience
that labor organizations, as well as was conducted as part of our get-out-the- not to become confused about its priori-
banks and corporations, could not have vote effort, pgrtlcularly in selected labor areas ties of 1972. According to the Tribune'smade any direct or indirect payments or and in minority-group areas where the:.*e
provide any services or any other thing are relatively few telephones. The nuraber of 9x'_count, he shouted to the delegates:
'of value to any candidate, campaign persons involved in this operation was 72,225. Don't tell me about your contract negotia-

tions next year. The important thing you
committee or political party or organiza- There have been other cases, q_;'ice bare to do next year is to organize your
tion, or to make any expenditure related during the past decade the U.S. Supreme member._ and win the election.
tv get-out-the-vote activities in connec- Court acknowledged that union officia'ls
tion with Federal election campaigns, ff are spending compulsory dues money for Mr. Speaker, thousands and thousands
involuntarily raised, partisan political purposes. Associat_ of hOur:s of union staff time sro required

At the same time, it also made clear Justice Hugo Black wrote 10 year's ago. to, c_rry out the various activities I have
that this section would not prohibit a There can be no doubt that the federally Just described--staff time that is paid
union from organizing' and administer- sanctioned union shop contract here, a.:; It for with the dues co!lected from union
lng a separate contributary fund for actually works, takes a part of the e_rnt:ags members. By defeating the Crane amend-
political purposes if all contributions, of some men and. turns it over to others, ment, we have said to the victims of
gifts or payments to such fund are made who spend a substantial part of the funds compulsory unionism:
freely and voluntarily, and not related to so received in efforts,to thwart the pc,Il.tie,al, _N'e will not lift a finger to restore
dues or fees required as a condition of economic and ldeologtcal hopes of tho_ _ither your freedom of association or
employment. Enactment of this provi- whose money has been forced from them· :_'our political freedom. You will be re-
sion would have clarified the intent-of under authority of law. q_Lired to continue paying union dues
Congress to distinguish between volun- aECE_T CAS_S _gainst your will in order to earn your
tary coI)tributions and the use of cpm- Mr. Speaker, the interests of unio:a /kiveliho._d, and we do not object to the
pulsory union dues for political purposes, members who oppose the political _rlews '_se of your tribute to elect candidates

I[INIONPOLITICALACTXVXTXES of union officials are not being pro_;cted you will not voluntarily support.
under existing law. Because the members Mr. _:peaker, I, for one, am appalled

It is no secret that labor organizations are-obligated to pay union dues in order _hat we would transmit such a message
provide cash contributions to political to retain their employment, they are _o our country's union members.
candidates. But more important Is the powerless to forestall the diversion cf PARLIAMENTARYBACKGROUND
furnishing of a large volume of union- their dues into partisa n political chart-
paid manpower to perform partisan pre- nels. Only the avenue of costly litigat_ion In the House Administration Cornmi. t-
cinct love! functions of getting-out-the- is open to them, but because of their tee, of which I am privileged to be a
vote and moving voters to the polls. Dun- limited means, it is beyond their reach member, my bill--H.R. 1259--was ac-
ing election campaign periods, and even in most instances, copied in a modified form as section 8
between elections, thousands of union Just a few months ago a group of l_[c- of the bill under consideration, H.R.
:salaried staff personnel are assigned full Donnell-Douglas Corp. employees iix Cai- 11060. l_iy bill thus became title 8 of the
time to the job .of registering voters, ifornia achieved a notable legal victol_', bill which we are presently discussing.
'.keeping voter lists up to date and all of In 1967 they filed a lawsuit challenging When the Frenzel-Brown measure was

considered as a substitute for the origi-
the other functions related to traditional the use of their compulsory "ag enc;_ ual House administration text, I realized
]partisan political activity. The massive shop" fees for political purposes. _eir that my section 8, the so-called "Crane
:_cale of this type of union political activ- complaint was dismissed by the trial amendment" would have to be added as
_ty is described by Alexander Barkan, court, but last year their appeal wes up-
director of AFL-CIO COPE, in an article held by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the _ new section to this measure.
appearing in Issues in Industrial Society, Ninth Circuit. In a commonsense opm.- .As you know, Mr. Speaker, I attempted
vol. 1, no. 2, published by the New York ion reversing the trial court, the court o:_ lo obtain recognition to introduce my
i_ehool of Industrial Relations at Cornell appeals held as follows: _mendment, but the Cl_mrman Ol tl_eCommittee of the Whole House instead
University. The diversion of the employees' money xecognized the gentleman from IdahoEvidence of the intensity of labor's pollti- from use for the purposes for which lit w_
esl activity in 1968 was the 55 million pieces exacted damages then doubly. Its utili:r_- (Mr. HANSEN).
of printed matter distributed by National tion to support candidates and causes the There followed a succession of speakers
COPE to union members and an additional 60 plaintiffs oppose renders them captive '_ the £,n the new Hanson amendment which
million plus distributed by state AFL-CIO ideas, associations and causes espoused by i:acluded Republicans and Democrats,
bodies and international unions. It is un- others. At the same time it depletes theil.' Liberals, and Conservatives. Regrettably,
likely that any organization--including the own funds and resources to the extent ,oilthe the Hansen amendment passed by a vote
two major parties--ever produced so much expropriation and renders them unable by c,f :233 to 147, which precluded consid, era-political literature in any one campaign, these amounts to express their own convtc-.

Labor's nationwide registration drive put lions, their own ideas, and support their own tio:n of tile Crane amendment.
_.6 million voters on the registration rolls, causes. (Sony v. McDonnell Douglas 42? P.2, l[ say "regrettably" Mr. Speaker, be-
Most were Humphrey supporters. The figure 996, CA 9 [1970]) cause the Hanson amendment in no way
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gem to the problem which we face in this When you spend your money to :;et people cram have, no ir_tention of paying this mo:ney.
area. In fact, it puts the imprimatur of registered, and tixen spend a lesser proper- Therefoce it will be written off as a bad debt
this body on a situation which has ex- tlon to get them out to vot_, you know you by thos_ corporations to whom it is owed,got a vote in the ballot box. Df course, we are their net proft will decrease accordingly, and
isled for a numbei of years and which a little bit cheesy when we cheos,_ districts the gow_rnment's tax (usually 48% of the net
is clearly outside the law. Here I am in which we w_rtt to better these votes in profi$ for these corporations) will also de-
referring specifically to the use of man- the ballot box, :_ that when they go in we crease ];.roportlonately. Thus, the $9 million
datory union dues for political purposes, have a pretty g_x_l idea ho_v they are going debt of the Democrat National Committee

THE lt.ANSEN AMENDMENT to vote. and l_tsallied groups will end. up costing the
taxpayer more than $4 million lost in revenue

Let me explain what the Hanson Furthermore,, APPle Secretal,y- to theTreasury.
amendment does, Treasurer Lan,_ Kirkland, while address- In summary, Mr. Califano and his friends

The Hansen amendment will, in my lng the.Amalgs.mated Trmaslt Union con- in the Oongress seem unwilling or unable to
judgment, allow labor unions and corpo- vention in Las Vegas, Ney., on September distl:agul_h between voluntary contributions
rations to make expenditures for politi- 28, 1971, exploded the myth that union (of an_, magnitude) and those which are
cal activities which under a strict reading political activities are merely "aimed at compul_;orally obtained. Beyond this, l_hey

' 'Ii " also have a very strong proclivity towardof the language of title 18 United States union members and tlaeir :¢arm es.
Code, section 610 are now prohibited. While vigorously attacl_ng iPresldent spending beyond their means and then :3_l-dllng ttze taxpayer with their debts. The Iai-

Expenditures by corpors, tions in con- Nixon, ihe said: ter trait, I miglat parenthetically add, is cer-
nection with Federal electio ns have been Over the next 1.3months :Laborend its po_ tainly riot limited to their campaign ac'_ivi-
flatly prohibited since the original Cor- litical arm--CO:?._---has a great deal of work ties but 1_:_very much in evidence dally in the
rupt Practices Act was adouted in 1925. to do. We have .;c,carry our message to every Conb_e_s.
This prohibition was extended to labor American eligible to vote, and we have tc Cordially,
unions in 1947 for the purpose: first, of make sure that ;hey understand what Ameri- EUWXNJ. _EULNER,Jr.ca's choices really are. And we have to make,
reducing the undue and disproportionate sure that every voter we can reach is regis- The Wall Street Journal, in an article
influence of lmions on Federal elections; tered, and that they go to 1;he polls, by Jer_y Landauer on November 15, 1971,
second, preserving the integrity of such describes in more detail the corruption
elections for the use of aggregated wealth Clearly, the leaders, of organized labor and coercion involved in the Manne F_-
by union as well as corporate entities; are attempting to lnfiuerce union mem_ gineera Benefit Association's pension
and third, to protect union members hers and all other voters in the Nation_ fund. 'i_e MEBA is a constituent unit of
holding political views contrary to those And they' are using union du,_ money the A_L-CIO. They finance their politi-
supported by the union from use of their provided mostly on a compulsory basis cal activities by compulsory assessments
membership dues to promote acceptance from members, of $10 a month from retired members
of those opposing views. In this regard, I have received a copy ,and widows of members and, accordJ, ng

The amendment by the gentleman from of a letter to the editor cf the Washing- to Mr. Landauer's article, virtually ex-
Idaho (Mr. HANS'.N) will create a large ton Post--which h_ not yet been pub-. tort this money from these members be-
and very significant loorhole which will lished--and which clearly sets out or- fore providing them with the remainderganized labor's role in th_ 1968 elections,
legalize broad scale union political ac- I include the h;tter at tills point: of [heir pensions.tion--which is now prohibited---and un- I inserted the full text of Mr. Lfm-
dermine whatever protection the law now Lrrn.:a To THE_._rroa dauer's article in the CONGRESSIONAL
seeks to give rank and file union members D_ Sra: _r. CaJ,tfano'a plea for public REcess) on November 17, 19_1. It appears
against political use of their dues money, subsidy of caml;,aigns (November 15, 1971) on O11pa_:e 41903.the basis t:hat s¢,_ae elected ¢_cials are too in-.

The Hansen amendment will redefine debted to an elite group of wealthy lndi-. UNION ACTIONS
the phrase "contribution or expenditure" viduals obfuscates the real problem of earn.. 1Mfr. Speaker, The unique and privi-
as used in section 610 as not including ex- palgn reform. 3_he less than $3 mlllion which leged :ole of labor organizations in our
penditures for voter registration and get- he cites a_ having been spent by '_hese lndl., election processes was recently under-
out-the-vote campaigns aimed at either viduals on the l_;epublican candid.ate in the scored by delegates to the 1971 conven-
e corporation's stockholders and their 1968 Presidential election t_.a pittance when
families or a union's members and their compared with the more ';han 850 million lion of! the Nation's largest and wealth-
families. Its net effect will be to put the spent by tlhe va;_lons unlo_ns on the Democrat iest mAon.candidates in the same elections. Beyond the Delegates to the Teamsters U_Mon
stamp of approval on partisan political quantitative d'.fferences, however, the real convention adopted what its generally re-
action by tu?.ions with money obtained difference Is thl_t the mone_ given by wealthy gardect as an ominous amendment to
through compelled union membership individuals to el'_her party Is give:a on a free their constitution. It authorizes the
dues and fees which rank and file union wlll basis, while contributions extzacted from urlion'_ general president to "make ex-
members are, required to pay under corn- union member.,; are seldom obtained in that penditares from the general fund in
pulsory union shop eontracts_ manner.An example is the recent dlsclo:mre of th,: amom tts to be determined by him in his

Although' the amendment purports to nefarious actlv[tles of the Marine Engineer.,_ sole discretion for lobbying and ether
allow corporate expenditures on the same Beneficial Associ_,tion, A:._W._CIO,pension, political, purposes, including eontzibu-
basis as union expenditures it will not fund. Here union officials virtuall_ extort $10 tier, ts to candidates for State, provincial
work this way. Corpor_ate expenditures a month from retired members and wldow_; or loe_d office."
for voter registration or get-out-the-vote of forr_ter members of the union which are_ Wit)_out question, this amendment to
activities will run head on into the exist- put Into a poutical kitty for distribution to ,a, the Teamste:'s constitution will encour-
lng laws of practically all States which few favored individuals. It {s clear to me, and. age the continued whole,;ale flouting of]: think to the vast majority of Americans,
prohibit corporate expenditures for any that wlxile neither they no:_ I are completely restra:nts imposed by the Congress on
political purpose. In addition corporate pleased with large donations from wealthy union political activities in 1947 when it
expenditures for politic?l purposes are individuals, nonetheless this does much les._; amended section 610, title 18, U.8.C.
considered ultra vires under prevailing violenc_ to the conscience and free will of. I'_ iS common knowledge that dues
case law, and could also be disallowed as the individual citizen than lees art automatic paym_;nts collected from involuntary
not meeting the test of ordinary and $1o rake-of from a $300 a month pensioner, members, as well as from voluntary
necessary business expenses under sec- A second area of campaign reform which members, are deposited in a union's gen-
tion 162 of the Interns.1 Revenue Code. Mr. Califano convenlentl._, ignored is thc eral :[und. Obvi'ously, President Fitz-

The Hansen amendment on the other manner in whict_ the Democratic party par..
hand will validate union voter re_s- tlcutaxly :is tn the process of obtaining tax,- sizDmons will not be under any internalpayer funding for a good portion of its _'968 res_ramts when he contemplates co:ntri-
tration functions ;x-hieh ...re conducted on campaign debts. The maneuver is quite sim.- butiohs to certain political candidates
a highly partisan basis, ple: Charge as much as possible during the fro:tn _;he union's general fund.

NONPARTISAN? campaign period for such Ltems as air fares, Adraittedly, the union's amended con-
telephone, printing, etc., titus ov,;rextendlng stitution does not authorize the use of

Th9 _e i_s an abundance of evidence yourself far beyond your anticipated h__come money from the general fund in ceE:nec-proving that union--;_or,e-'_d get-out- and, then. whe:a the campa:gn is over, you are
the-vote camoaigns are Zl_;:_nonpartisan, unable to pay _:ha bills. This happened to the tioa with Federal elections. Let us not be
George Meany himself has ackr_owl- Democrats In '968 to the tune oi a reporte_i deceived, however.
edged: $9 million. Indications ar_; that the Demo_ '].'he, widely respected and authorita-
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tire Congressional Quarterly has stated director of the AFL_IO and from M:r. prom_t_ acceptance o_ those op,po_;lng
flatly that union ofiqcials conceal contri- Fitzsimm0ns, president of the Teamsters views...'

Section 8, which does nothing beyond thatbutions to Federal candidates by "simply Union:
which Congress set out to do In 1947, was

reporting transfer of gross sums to State One provision, the Crane amendment;, is inserted in H.R. 11060 at my request by the
committees. The State committees, in patently anti-labor. If broadly inte_,ri;_d, B[ovse Administration Committee because its
turn, transfer the money to individual this amendlnent would prohibit aI_ union membe_ recognize that the 1947 amendment
candidates, but the names of the recip- activity financed by treasury money, co_- tx) Section 610 has failed in the purp_se for
ients never appear on the nationally nested in any way with federal electiorus, which Congress had intended lt---to lnhiblt
filed reports." Th_ interpretation would include prohil_,l- the activities of labor unions in the Ix)lltlcal

tions against using union treasury fllnd,,_ '_o arena.
This is Only one example of methods explain union positions to union membe_. Although Sectlon 8 is aimed at corporations

OW being used to circumvent the exist- In addition to prohibiting this educational and banks, In addition to labor organizations,
fi/g law. activity, union funds could not be us_ for it is now being denounced as "anti-labor"

Mr. Speaker, I submit that the con- non-partisan "get out the vote" a¢:tti_:ltles by unio:._ spokesmen.
ventlon delegates who handed Mr. l_itz- aimed at union members and their famllie_. Where-as these spokesmen formerly imwlsted
simmons this blank check are not typical If narrowly interpreted, the Crane l_zae:nd- tlmt un[on political activities are funded ex-
of the Nation's union members. All avail- ment would continue present permission for elusively by voluntary contributions from

cdupational and registration activities, bllt n_embers, union officials now complain that
able evidence indicates that dues-paying would prohibit any "get out 'the w:,te" _gctlon 8 of H.R. 11060 "would prohibit ail
unionists take a dim view of the use of activities, union activity financed by treasury money,
union resources in political campaigns. The Crane amendment clearly is alm_J[ i_t connected in any way with federal elections."
Partisan politicking is strongly resented _epriving un_on members of the informed T,F_e_rcomplaint represents an admission o!
by those wage earners who are compelled views of their leaders on political matl;e:cs--- m_n-compIiance with. $ectio_ 610.
by collective bargaining agreements to views that the members have every right; to Another complaint by union spokesmen,
pay for unwanted union representation, consider. Further, the amendmenr's afl,:apt namely, that "union funds could not be used

Inclusion of my amendment in the to deny unions the right to get their m,_:m- for non-partisan, 'get-out-the-vote' activities
legislation adopted Tuesday would have hers to the polls is contrary to the baa;lc pre- aimed a_; union members and their families,"

cept that exercise of the franchise is a ci._[c is altogether misleading.
closed a gaping loophole in our present duty. In the first place, Section g includes this
law. It would have put unions on the If the Crane amendment is offered to the notable safeguard:
same footing in the political arena with su_titute (H.R. 11280) ,' the .4__U_--CIOtn_gt._ "Noticing in this section shall preclude an
corporations, banks and all other you to vote against its adoption. If the sulk- organization from establishing and adm_n-
associations, stitute bill fails and the House is am.en_LIng ls_;ering _ separate contributory fund for any

_nz_ram_-r_ nxsrazc_ o_avzo_r the Hays bill (H.R. 11060), the A_q[_IIID political purpose, including voter registra-
urges you to support the effort to _tri',z_. '_;lxts tion or get-out-the-vote drives, if all contri-

Within the past few months, I con- unfair provis_on, butions, gifts or payments to such ftu_d are
ducted my annual constituent survey Sincerely, _ade freely and voluntarily, and are unre-
and one of the questions asked was '_o A_w J. B_._w_ Dlreel._o.r. [ated to dues, fees or other moneys required
yOU favor the use of mandatory union --- _s a condition of membership in such orga-
dues for political purposes?" We call your special attention _ the :Mzation or as a condition of employment."

Almost 40,000 questionnaires have "crane" Amendment introduced by Con- ,Secondly, there is an abundance of evi-
gressman Philip Crane (R.-Ill.) which _[s,dj- dence proving that union sponsored "get-out-

been returned to my office and better reefed toward labor unions. This a,qe_ad- '_he-vote" campaigns are not non-partisan.
than 93 percent of them, representing merit, if made the law would seriously l_m- _rge Meauy himself has acknowledged:
more than 36,000 of my constituents, in- pair efforts to extend the exercise of the "... when you spend your money l_) get
dicated they oppose such use of involun- right to vote to thousands, if not millo:m_ cf people registered, and then spend a lesser
tarlly raised funds. Americans who would otherwise fail, tl_roug_ ]_roportion to get them out to vote, you know

I submit that this not only represents ignorance, fear or apathy, to expres_ their 'you got a vote in the ballot box. Of course,
the overwhelming majority in my district political opinion. We, you and our lzmtitu- we are a little bit choosy when we choose

ties, cannot allow those few who fe,_. ¢.he districts in which we want to better these
but that one would find similar views will of the American people to narrow 'the ,_otes in the ballot box, so that when they
throughout the Nation. Further, I insist possibility of the exercise of the right ta vote. t_o irt we have a pretty good idea how they
that it is hypocrisy to speak of meaning- we cannot express too strongly theft ¢he _re going to vote."
ful campaign reform so long as any in- "Crane" Amendment must be defeated in ]_'urther, _IO Secretary-Treasurer
voluntarily raised funds are used for any order that the American political ba_e will Lane Kirkland, while addressing the Amalga-
political purposes. Mr. Speaker, we have not be narrowed. _aated 2_anslt Union convention in Las
failed in this most elemental regard, and Sincerely, _tega.% Nevada, on September 28, 1971, ex-
therefore, the bill which is before us is r'a_ E. I_'rZSIMMONS, plcgled the myth that union political activ-Get,oral Prestde_t,. ltles axe merely "aimed at union merabers
:a mockery of campaign reform. Worse e,nd their families." While vigorously attack-
still will be the disillusionment suffered CRa,_rREPLy lng President Nlxon, he said:
iby those who are gulled into believing Mr. Speaker, in reply to the BiemUlel: "over the next 13 months labor and _ts
significant reforms have been introduced letter, I sent my own detafied letter to allt _,oat_ea_arm--COPE--has a great deal of
'_hen belatedly they discover the truth, of my colleagues, and I include the ful[ work to cio.We have to carry our message to

I, for one, will not be a party to this text of it in the I_.ECORDat this point: _very American eligible to vote, and we have
t_) n]:3ke sure that they understand what

deceit. It was for this reason that I voted CONaRras or r_ U_rr_ S_A_ES, ._,merlca's choices really are. And we have to
against the bill when it came before the 'HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, E:mke sure that every voter we can re_s2 is
]_Iouse. Waski_gto_, D.C. November29, 1_'rI. r_;gistered, and that they go to the polls."

DEAR COLLEAGlYE; Section 8 of H.R. 1;[0[;0, (E_nphasis added)
13NION OPPOSITION TO TI{E CRAlqEAblEI_DMENT the Election Reform Bill, contains a pro_Jsior, Clearly. the leaders of organized labor

My amendment was inserted in H.R. which would strengthen that portion of exi,s:t., are attempting to influence union members
l1060--the Hays bill--by the House Ad- lng law (Section 610, Title 18, USC) whloh a,t_t all other voters in the nation. And they
ministration Committee because its prohibits contributions and expenditures by a_e using union dues money provided mostly
members recognized that section 610, banks, corporations and labor unions in con- oa a compulsory basis from members.
title 18, has failed in the purpose for section with Federal elections. The interests of union members who op-
which Congress had intended it--to in- In 1947 the Congress amended Section _1C pose the political views of union ol_clals are
l_ibit the activities of labor unions in the to cover POlitical contributions and expendi- not being protected under existing law. Be-

tures by labor unions. Its purposes were m_use the members are obligated to pay
political arena. Thus, my amendment summarized as follows in 1948 by the U.S. union dues in order to retain their eno-
Would have done nothing beyond that Supreme Court In U.S.v. CIO, 335 US i06: plo]_nent_ they are powerless to forestall the
which Congress set out to do in 1947 "... (1) to reduce what has bec,o_e re- diversion of their dues into partisan polltl-
when the law was amended to cover polit- garded in the light of recent experience as col channels.
ical contributions by labor organizations, the undue and disproportionate influence of Only the avenue of costly litigation is

Although my amendment was aimed labor unions upon federal elections; (2) to open to them (the only such cases on record
_t corporations and banks, ill addition preserve the purity of such electlon_; . .. r(quired more than ten years in court), and

against the use of aggregated wealth by union b,_cause o:: their limited means it is beyond
to labor organizations, it was denounced as well as corporate entities; and (3) te pro- thel.r reach.
SS antilabor by union spokesmen. I in- tact union members holding political views I solicit your support for the Crane Amend-
elude excerpts from letters I have re- contrary to those supported by the union nqent.
ceived Irom Mr. Biemilter, the legislative from use of funds contributed by them t;o pHILiP i_. Caalq'Z
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SMALLBUSINESSSUPPORTFORCRANE Mr. Chairman, there has been a great amendnent to the amendment in the
AMENDMENT deal written ir the local press about this natrwe of a substitute adopted by the

It is clear that the bill which passed issue. There has not beer much in the Committee of the Whole?
the House will work to the advantage of press back home about election reform. Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, I d.e-
the big unions and the big 2orporations, I have not been able te impress them mand a separs;te vote on the so-called
but what of the backbone of America, with ik_ importance. I b,.qieve that if I Macdonald of Massachusetts amend-
the small, indenendent businessman? had sponsored the Senate bill, the edito-, ment to the Harvey amendment in the

These individuals wield no big stick in rial writers for the Post--I am not talk- nature of a substitute.
Washington, but they do know what has lng about the reporters--would have said The SPEAKER. The question is on the
happened in the past under the Corrupt it was a bad bill They start out with the amendment on which a separate vote has
Practices Act; and, therefore, they over- Premise that I would not be for anything beendcmanded.
whelmingly support my position, good, and anything I might propose, in Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, on that

I include a letter which I have received t:heir eyes, is bad. Now that we have the ][demand tellers.
from the legislative director of the Na- Senate, bill with some ._menC[ments, I Tellers were refused.
tional Federation of Independent Busl- would very much like to confound them, p_amL_M_-_TARYn_w_aY
ness at this ];mint: but I know I _411 not. I know they will Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, a par-

NATIONALFEDEX&TIONOF find some way to weasel cut of it. I would liamentary inquiry. May I ask at this
INDEPENDENTBUSINESS, like to confound them bi being for the time for a division?

wc_nington. D.C., November aG, 19Zl. Senate bill with the amendments that T!ae SPEAKER. The gentleman (:rom
Hon. PHILIP _[. CRANE, have been adopted. We could make a par- lllin oi_ requests that this vote be taken
U.S. House o/.Representatives, tisan effort to defeat th_ substitute and by division.Waskington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CRANE: On Monday, Novem- go back t:hrough all this l)roce_; with the The question was taken; and on a di-
ber 29th, the :House wlll begin consideration committee bill. I feel this is not a perfect viskm (demanded by Mr. StRaNGER) there
of the Election Reform BIll (H.R. 11060). At- bill. It does not do everything we desire were--ayes 257, noes 1.
tached to this legislation ts the Crane Amend- or would like to see done. But I think it is So the amendment was agreed to.
ment--a proviso to strengthen the existing a start in the right direction and I am The SPEAKER. The question is on the
law prohibiting contributions and expendi- going to support the substitute whether amendment adopted by the Committee of
tures by corporations, business organizations yOU call the substitute th_ Frenzel-Brown the Whole.
and labor unions during Federal elections, substitute;, the Harvey-Bi:own substitute,On a recent Mandate Ballot, the 294,000 The amendment was agreed to.
member firms of the National Federation of the Harvey-Hays substitute, or whatever The SPEAKER. The question is on the
Independent Business voted 91% in favor of yOU call it. I have no pride in authorship, engcossment and third reading of the bill.
this position. I am not trying particularly Ix) get my The bill was ordered to be engroased

The reason for this overwhelming endorse- name on the bill. I suspect the bill uiti-, and read a third time, and was read the
ment is clear. Small independent business- mately will _e called the elections re.- third time.
men view recent trends in political financing porting bill of ].971. The SPEAKER. The question is on the
as alarmlng and dangerous. The spectacle of So I intend to support the bill. I do
big business and labor using their almost un-
limited economic power and resources'to vie support this amendment. I hope it passage of the bill.N[r. GERAI,Y) R. FORD. Mr. Speaker
for poltlcal favor has had a sobering effect, passes. If it does not, then the vote will
And our member firms strongly believe that come on the substitute and I will vote, on that I demand the yeas and nays.
the time has come for Congress to take ac- yes, and if t:he substitute prevails, the The yeas and nays were ordered.
tion to eliminate these sources of potential committee can then rise, and Lhe House The question was taken; and there
political abuse, can vote on the substitute, were-.-yeas 373, nays 23, not voting 35,

The Federation, therefore, respectfully The CHAIt_MAN. The question is on as foEows:
urges that you give every serious considera- [Roll No. 418]
tlon to the merlta of the proposed Crane the amendment offeredl:ythegentieman YEA_--373
Amendment. from New York (Mr. ]_INGHK_) tO the

Sincerely, amendment in the nature of a substi-. Abbitt Burleson, Tex. DingellAbo'urezk BurUson, Mo. Donohue
JAMESA. GAVIN, tute offered '0y the _entleraan from Abz'ag Byrnes, Wis. Dorn
Legislative Director. Michigan (Mr. HARVEY) Ada:ms Byron Dow

CONCLVSmN The question was taken; and on a dj.- Addabbo Cabe11 DowningAlexander Caffery Drlnan

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I would vision (demanded by Mr. BINGHAM) Anderson, Camp Dulskl
only say that the Nation is again going there were--ayes 38, no, rs 122. C_dif Carey, N.Y. Duncan
to receive legislation which will be hailed So the amertdment to the amendmen'_ Anders_n, III. Carney du PontAnders _n, Carter Dwyer
as a true reform, but which will not be in the nature of a substitute was Ten_. Casey. Tex. Eckhardt
such. re!ected Andrews, Cederberg Edmondsou

The small man will be the one to suffer, The CtIAI:RMAN. Tl_e cuesticn is on N. D_.k. Cell_r Edwards, _da.
because the large union and the large the amendment in the ::atur_ cf a sub,- Arc:a_rAnrtunzi°ChappellChamberlainErienbornE'iwards'Calif.
corporation can participate in their own st(tuts offered by the gent:eman from Aspin Chisholm E_ch
p,oliticM activiUes. Michigon (_([r. HARVEY', PS amended. Asp(nail Clzncy Eshleman

I will not be a party to this charge, and The ,_mendment in ;he nature of a Ba'JillCBak:er Cl-,_sen.Clark FascellEvans'Colo.
commend my colleagues who endeavored substitute, as amended wzs agreed to. Barret; DonH. Findley
to help me achieve meaningful campaign The CHAI:RMAN. Under the rule, the Beg!cb Clawson, D_l Fish
reform. Cotton(tree r[_es, Benne ;t Clay FisherBergia _C[. Cl_v_tand Flood

The CHAIRMAN. The Cb.air recognizes Accordingly the Committee rose; and Betts Collier Flowers
the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. H_YS) to the Ssesker having resumed the ch.qir, B_x,i!l Coll'._n_,Ill. Foley
close the debate. Mr. _OLLIFIG; Chairman of the Commit- BiaggJ Cclmer Ford, Oer_;1.dR

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I am in tee of the Whole House on the State of Blest_ Conable Ford,Blnghv. m Cents William D.
favor of this amendment. I do not want the Ur, ion, reported that that Commit- Blantcn Conyers rorsythe
to belabor it. I will support the bill tee having bad under (:onsideration the Boggs Corman FountainB, ,1::n: [ Cotter Fraser
whether the amendment is in it or kill (tI.R. 1:.060) to limit campaign Boiling C:ughlln Frelinghuy:_en
whether it is not. But I think it would be ex_endltm'es by or on behalf of candi- Bray Culver Frenzel
a good addition, dates for Federal elective office; to pro_ Brsdmnas Daniel, Va. FreyBrs,sc_ Daniels, N.J. Fulton. Telm.

Perhaps the funniest statement I have vide for more stringent reporting re:- Bray Dantelson Fuqua
heard today is that if this amendment quirements; and for other purposes, put.- Brinktey Davis. Ga. Gallfianakis
passes Mr. FRENZEL said it would take suant to House _esolution (;94, he re- Brook:; Davis, Wis. Gallagher
away from the aged and infirm their ported the bit1 back tc the House with BLoomfield delaGarza GaydosBrotzr :an Delaney Gettys
right to participate. If you knew any an amendment adopted by the Commit;- Browr, Mich. Dellenback Oaimo
aged or infirm person who wants to con- tee of the Whole. Br,)wr:. Ohio Dollums Gibbons
tribute $5,000 tv a crackerjack candidate The SPEAKER. Under the rule, the Broyhill, N.C. Denholm (_onzalezBuchanan D _nnis Goodllng
for Congress, I ,xill be glad to send him previous question is oTdered. Burke Fla. Dent Grease
my card. Is a sepal'ate vote demanded on any Burke Mass. Devine Gray
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Green, Oreg. Mallliard Ruth SO the bill was passed. ._zoxa RATE aEQIYI]REMENTS
13reen, Pa. Mann l_yan The Clerk announced the follo_lLg s_c. 103. (a) Section 315(b) of such Act
Oriffin Martin St Oermain ii; amend_._l to read as follows:
E.grifilths Mathias, Calif. Sandman pairs:
13rover Mathis. Ga. Sarbanes On this vote: "(b) The charges made for the use of any
E3ude Matsunaga Satterfield broadcasting station by any person who is a
:Hagan Mayne Saylor Mr. Burton for, with Mr. H6bert agai_¥_t, legally qualified candidate for any public
:Hamilton Mazzoli Scheuer Until further notice: o_uce shah not exceed the actual charges
Hammer° Meeds Schneebeli nliude by r uch station fc_r any comparablE: use

schmldt Melcher Schwengel Mr. Oarmatz with Mr. Broyhill of VlrglLnla. of such s_;ation for other purposes."
Hanley Me'tcalfe Scott Mr. Price of Illinois with Mr. Arends.
Hansen. Idaho Michel Sebelins Mr. Evins of Tennessee with Mr. Belcher. (b) (1) To the extent that any person sells
Hansen, Wash. lViikva Seiberling Mr. Blatnlk with Mr. Halpern. s_;)ace in any newspaper or magazine to a
Harrington Miller, Calif. Shlpley legally qxmllfied candidate for Federal elec-
Harsha Miller, Ohio Shoup Mr. Ashley with Mr. Derwinskl. t::ve office, or nomination thereto, in con-
:Harvey Mills, Ark. Shrlver Mr. Slkes with Mr. Bell. n action with such candidate's campaign for
Hastings Mxlls. Md. Skubitz Mr. Sisk with Mr. Hogan.
Hathaway Minish Slack Mr. Charles H. Wilson with Mr. Gubser. n omir_tion for, or election to, such office,
Hawkins Mink Smith, Calif. Mr. Davis of South Carolina wittx _lr. t_e charges made for the use of such space
Hays Mlnshall Smith, lowa McClOry. BI connection with his campaign shall not
Hechler, W. Va. Mitchell Smith, N.Y. Mr. Byrne of Pennsylvania with Mr. 'Rails-. e_ceed the charges made for comparablE: u.,;e
Heckler, Mass. Mizell Snyder of space for other purposes.
Heinz MAl¢,han Springer back.
Helstoski Monagan Staggers Mr. Rodino with Mr. Horton. (2) If [my person makes available space in
Henderson Moorhead Stan_ n. Mr. Ellberg with Mr. Diggs. any newspaper or magazine to any legally
Hicks, Mass. M_rgan J. WlUiam Mr. Wright with Mr. Dowdy. qualified candidate for Federal elective of-
Hicks, Wash. Morse Stanton. Mr. Andrews of Alabama with Mr. Rhod_m, rice, or nomination thereto, In conn_-tion
Hillis Mosher James V. Mr. Hanna with Mr. Landrum. with such candidate's campaign for nomina-
Holifield Moss Steed Mr. Pucinskl with Mr. Roybal. tlo'n for, or election to, such office, such per-
Hosmer Murphy, 111. Steele son shall make equivalent space available on
Howard Murphy, N.Y. Stelger, Am. The result of the vote was anno_mcl_ the same basis to all legally qualified candi-
Hull Myers Steiger, Wis,
Hungate Natcher Stephens a,_ above recorded, elates for the same office, or for nomination
Hunt NedzI Stokes The title was amended so as to :_md: to such office, as the case may be.
Hutchinson Nelsen Stratton "A bill to promote fair practices _a the 'xMrrATIONS OF EXPENDXTOI_ESFOR USE OF
Ichord Nichols Stubblefield
Jacobs Nix Stuckey conduct of election campaigns for Fed- COMMUNICAmXONSMF_L_
Jarman Obey Sullivan eral political offices, and for other pur.. .'_EC.10't. (a) (1) No legally qualified clmdl-
Johnson, Calif. O'Hara Symington ilat_ in _m election (other than a primary
Johnson, Pa. O'Konski Talcott poses." ¢,r :primary runoff election) for a Federal elec-
Jonas O'Neill Taylor l_r. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, pursuant to tire office may--
Jones, Als. Patman Teague, Calif. House Resolution 694, I call up frown the (A) spend for the use of communications
Jones, N.C. Patten Teague, Tex. Speaker's table for immediate consideIa., lnE_lla on behalf of his candidacy in suchJones, Tenn. Pelly Terry
Karth Pepper Thompson, Ga. tion the bill (S. 382) to luromote fail: E_lection a total amount in excess of the
Kastenmeisr Perkins Thompson, N.J. practices in the conduct of election cam.- [_eater of--
Kazen Pettis Thomson, Wis. paigns for Fedexsl political offices, s_nd ,ii) 10 cents (or such greater amonnt as
Keatlng Peyser Thone 3nay be certified under paragraph (4) (A) (1))
Kee Pickle Tiernan for other purposes,
Keith pike UdaU The Clerk read the title of the Senate znultiplied by the voting age population (as

certified under paragraph (4)(B)) of the
Kemp Plrnle, Uilman bill. !_,e_)graphical area in which the election forKing Poage Van Deerlln
Kluczynski Podell Vander Ji_ I_OTION O_ BY Ma. HaYS !;nth office is held, or
Koch Poff Vanik l_l'. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I oiler a ,{ii) $50,000 (or such greater amount as
Kuykendall Powell Veysey motion. _ ,nay be certified under paragraph (4)(B)
Kyros Preyer, N.C. Vlgorito ',ii) ), or
Latta Price, Tex. Waldie The Clerk read as follows:

(B) spend for the use of broadcast stations
Leggett Pryor, Ark. Wampler Mr. HaYs moves to strike out all after 't;he on behalf of his candidacy in such electionLennon Purcell Ware
Lent qatte Whalen enacting clause of S. 882 and insert in lle_l a total _maount in excess of 60 per centum
Link Q_illen Whalley thereof the provisions of H.R. 11(_$0, as of the amount determined under subpara-
Lloyd Randall White passed, as follows: graph (A) with respect to such election.
Long, La. Rangel Whitehurst That this Act may be cited as the "F_le:ral (2) No legally qualified candidate in a pti-
Long, Md. Reea Wldnall Election Campaign Act of 1971". mary election for nomination to a Fede_qal
LuJan Raid, N.Y. Wiggins
McCloskey Reuss Wfiliams TITLE I---CAMPAI(_NCOMMUNICA'i![O]_[S 4_lect:ive office, other than President, may
McClure Riegle Wilson, Bob SHORT TrrLE ,tpend--
McColllster Roberts Wlnn (A) for the use of communications media,
McCormack Robinson, Va. Wolff SEc'rxoN 101. This t£tle may be cited as 'rase or
McCulloch Roblson, N.Y, Wyatt "Campaign Communications Reform Act". (B) for the use of broadcast stations,
McDade Roe Wydler
McDonald, Rogers Wylie DEFINrrlONS _:)n behalf of his candidacy in such election

Mich. Roncalio Wyman Src. 102. For purposes of this title: a total amount in excess of the amounts de-
McEwen Rooney, N.Y. Yates (1) The term "communications media" '{;ermined under paragraph (1) (A) or (n),
McFall Rooney. Pa. Yatron
McKay Rosenthal Young, Fla. means broadcasting stations, newspapers, :.'espectivsly, with respect to the general elec-
McKevltt Rostenkowski Young, Tex. magazines, and outdoor advertising :fa::ll- 'l;ion for such office. For purposes of this sub-ae_-tlon a primary runoff election shall be
McKinney Roush Zablocki lties.
Macdonald, Rousselot Zion (2) The term '_broadcasting statlo]_" hss _xeated ,_s a separate primary election..

Mass. Roy Zwach the same meaning as such term has xmdE,r (3) (Al, No person who is a candida're for'presiden'tial nomination may spend--
Madden Runnels section 315(d) of the Communicatio:as Act (1} for the use in a State of communic_-
Mahon Ruppe of 1934. +,ions media, or

NAYS---l]8 (8) The term "Federal elective office" mefms (ii) for the use in a State of broadcast
Abernethy Goldwater Passman the office of President o! the United la,mt;es, _tions,
Ashbrook Gross Rarick or of Senator or Representative in, or R_l-
Baring Haley Scherle dent Commissioner or Delegate to, the Ocm- or._ behalf of his candidacy for presidential
Blackburn Hall Schmitz nomination a total amount in excess of the
Collins, Tex, Kyl Spence gress of the United States (and for pux-
Crane Landgrebe Waggonner poses of section 103(b) such term includes _mount_ which would have been determined
Dickinson McMillan Whitten the office of Vloe President) . under paragraph (1) (A) or (B), respec-
Flynt Montgomery (4) The term "legally qualified can¢lidate" tively, had he been a candidate for an elec-tion for _he office of Senator from such State

NOT VOTING---85 with respect to Federal elective office, o].-:aom- (or for the office of Delegate or Resident
Andrews, Als. Dowdy McClory inatlon for election to such office, ha,; the Commis_doner in the case of the District of
Arends Edwards, La. Price, Ill. same meaning as such term has when used Columbia or the Commonwealth of Puerto
Ashley Eilberg Pueinski in section 815 of the Communications Ac'_ ¢,f Rico).
Belcher Evins, Tenn. Railsback 1934.
Bell Garmatz Rhodes (B) For purposes of this paragraph, a per-
Blatnik Oubsqr Rodino (5) The term "voting age population" ._on is a candidate for presidential nomina-
Brcyh_ll, Va. Halp-_m_ IImvb_.l means resident civilian population, eighteen tion if he makes (or any other person makes
Bu:'t,-n Hanna Slkes years of age and older. 0r._his behalf) an expenditure for the use of
Byrne, Pa. H_bert Si_k (6) The term "State" includes the District any communications medium on behalf of
Davis, S.C. H: gan Wilson,
D'._rwinskl H_rton Ch_les H. of Columbia and the Commonweal;th c,f his candidacy for any political party's nom-
Diggs Landrum Wright _ Puerto Rico. lnation :m an election to the office of Pres-
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tdent, He shall be considered to be such a (e) Section 315 of the Communlcatlons constit.ltlonal convention for proposing
candidate during the period-- Act of 1934 is a]nended bY r._designatlng sub.- amend_nents to the Constitution of the

(i) beginning on the date on which he section (c) as .,m.bsection (,;) and by insert_ UnD;ed States;
(or such other person) first makes such an lng after subsection (b) ti_e foll_wing new "(b) 'candidate' means an individual who
expenditure (or, if later, January i of the subsections: seeks r, omination for election, or election, to
year in which the election for the office of "(c) lifo station licensee may make any Federa_ office, whether or not such individual
President is held), and charge for the use of such station by or on is e'leci.ed, and, for purposes of this para-

(ii) ending on the date on which such behalf of any l_gally qualified candidate for graph, _n individual shall be deemed to s_ek
political party nominates a candidate for Federal elective ofiqce (or fir norldnation to nomination for election, or election, 'to Fed-
the or, ce of Presldent. such office) un]ess such candidate (or a per.- oral office, if he has (1) taken the aetlon
For purposes of this title and of section 315 son specifically authorized by suc_ candidate _ neeess_try under the law of a State to qualify
of the Communication Act of 1934,a candi- in writingto do _o) certlfie_to such licensee himseL for noroAnattonfor election,or elco-
date for presidential nomination shall be in writing that the payment of such charge tion, o_' ,[2) received contributions or raade
considered a legally qualified candidate for will nc,_; violate any limitE,tlon specified in expend.tures, or has given his consent for
publio office, paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of section 104(a) any other person to receive contributions or

(C) The Attorney General shall prescribe of the Campaign Communications Refdrm :make expenditures, with a view to bringing
regulations under which any expenditure by Act, whichever paragraph i_ applisable, about :lis nomination for election, or elec-
a candidate for presidential nomination for "(d) For the purposes o1' this _,;eetion: tlon, tc such office;
the use in two or more States of communion- "(1) 'The term 'broadcasting s;ation' in.. "(e) 'Federal office' means the office of
tions media shall be attributed to such can- eludes E_commu:aity anten:xa television sys.. President 'or Vice President of the United
didate's expenditure limitation in each such tern. States, or Senator or Representative in, or
State, based on the number of persons in "(2) The term_ 'license' end 'station licen.. Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the
such State who can reasonably be expected see' when used %lth respee1 to a community Congre_;s of the United States;
to be reached by such communications media, antenn_ television system, mean the oper.. "(d) 'political committee' means any lndi-

(_) (A) During the first week of January ator of _uch system, ridual committee, association, or organlza-
1974, and during such week in every second "(3) The term 'Federal elective office' tion wfich accepts contributions or make
subsequent year, the Secretary of Corn- means the offie_ of President of the United expendtures during a calendar year in an
merce shall certify to the Attorney General States, or of Senator or 1Representative in, aggregate amount exceeding ,%1,000;
and publish in the Federal Register_ or Resident Commissioner or Delegate to, "(e) 'contribution' means---

(1) an amount which bears the same ratio .the Congress of _he United Staten" "(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or
to 10 cents, and · _EGULATION_ deposit of money or anything of value (,ex-

(il) an amount which bears the same ratio SEC. ]05. The Attorney General shall pre- copt a _oan of money by a national or State
to $50,000, scribe such reg'3Jations as may be necessary bank made in accordance witlh the applicable
as the value of the communications price or appropriate tc carry out seotlozm i02, 103; banking; laws and regulations and in the
index for the last calendar year ending be- (b), 10_:(a), and 104(b) of this Act, ordinary course of business), made for the

purpose of influencing the nomination for
fore the date of certification bears to the pENALTiES
value of such index for 1972. The communi- electior, Or election, of any person to ]Fed-
cations price index shall be a price index, SEC. 106. (a) _;Vhoever violates any provi- oral office, for the purpose of Influencing the
using 1972 as a base year, measuring changes sion of section 10S(b), 104ia), or 104(b) or results of a primary held for the selection of
in the charges to candidates for the ttse of any regulation under section 105 s:aaH be as- delegatos to a national nominating conven-
communications media. Such index shall be sessed a civil penalty of not n_ore than i:,ion of a political party or for the expression
established and maintained by the Secretary $1,000 :for each violation, of a preference for the nomination of per-
of Commerce. (b) Any legally quallfiecL candidate who sons foL' election to the once of President,

(B) During the first week of January 1972 _lllfnlly violates section 10_(a) o:.' any reg_ or for the purpose of influencing the election
and durlng such week in every second sub- ulation under section 105 small be punished of delegates t0 a constitutional convention
sequent year, the Secretary of Commerce by a fine of not zaore than _10,000 or by in- for l:,roposing amendments to the Constitu-
shall certify to the Attorney General and prisonment of :not emote than one year, or tion of I:he United States;
publish in the Federal Register an estimate both. "(2) a contract, promise, or agreement,
of the voting age population of each State r_ECTiWE _a_ express or implied, whether or not legally
and congressional district for the last calen- SEC. 107. Section 103 of this Act and 'the enforceable, to make a contribution for such
dar year ending before the date of certifies- amendments made thereby shall take effect purposes;
tion. o:a January 1, ]972. Section 104 and the "(3) :_ transfer of funds between political

(5) Amounts spent for the use of ex)m- amendments made thereby shall apply only conunit_,_;
munleations _edia on behalf of a_y legally to expenditures for the Use on or ;_fter such "(_) the payment, by any person other
qualified candidate for Federal elective of- date of eommunlcatlons media, than a candidate or political committee, of
rice (or for nomination to such or,ce) shall, TITLE II compensation for the personal service,_ of

another person which are rendered to _;_ch
for the purposes of this subsection, be SEC. 201. No candidate for Federal elective candidate or political committee without
deemed to have been spent by such can- once may exp_nd, in a primary, primary charge loranysuchpurpose; and
dilate. Amounts spent for the use of corn- runoff, or general election, an amount in "'(5) _otwithstanding the foregoing mean-
munieations media by or on behalf of any excess of t:he lin_i.tations imposed by section tngs of 'contribution', the word shall not be
legally qualified candidate for the office of 104 of title I (:for the use of communications construed to include services provided with-
Vice President of the United States shall, media) for the following pucposes: (a) tele- out con_pensatlon by individuals volunteer-
for the purposes of this section, be deemed phone campaigns including the cost of tole- lng s_ p,Jrtion or all of their time on behalf
to have been spent by the candidate for the phones, paid t e]ephonists and automated of a candidate or political con_ittee;
o_lce of President of the United States with equipment, when telephones are used in
whom he is running, banks of five or more instrumenh_ to corn- "(f) 'expenditure' means--

(6) For purposes of this section and sec- rnunica_e with potential vo_ers, (b) postage "(i.) a purchase, payment, distribution,
tion 315(e) of the Communications Act of for computerized or identical m:_lllngs in Loan advance, deposit, or gift of money or
1934, spending and charges for the use of quantities .of 200 or more. Arxnunts expended anything of value (except a loan of morley
eommunicatio_m media include not only the for the use of communications med.ia as pro- by a n_t$.onal or State bani{ made in ac-
direct charges of the media but also agents' vided In section 104 of 'title :[ will te charged cordanc_ with the applicable banking laws
commissions allowed the agent by the media, and regulations and in the ordinary co_rse

(7) For purposes of thls section and sec- against the limitations iraposed by this _f busine_), made for the purpose of fly
tion 315(c) of the Communications Act of section, ftueneing the nomination for election, or
1934, any expenditure for the use of any q[1[TLE ]_:I--CRI1ViIN, bL CO:DE _lection, of any person to Federal office, for
communications medium by or on behalf A_ENDM_ENq_ the purpose of influencing the result of a
of the candidacy of a candidate for Federal SEC. 301. Section 591 of title 18, United primary held for the selection of delega'bes
elective office (or nomination thereto) shall States Code, is amended to read as follows: to a natlonal nominating convention of a
be charged against the expenditure limlta- "§ 591. Definitlon_ polit::ca5 party or for the expression of a
tton under this subsection applicable to the "Whe_ used i:a sections 5'.)7, 599, 600, 602, prcfere_ ce for the nomination of persons
election in which such medium is used. 610, 611, and 61_ of this tltie--- for elect;ion to the office of President, or for

(b) No person may make any charge for "(a) 'election' _:_eans (1) a general, special, the purpose of influencing _he election of
the use by or on behalf of any legally quali- primary, or runoff election, _2) a c.)nvention delegates to a constitutional convention for

proposing amendments to the Constitu_;ion
fie_l candidate for Federal elective office (or or cauc'b.s of a political par_y held to non- of thee Dnlted States;
fcr poml,_ation to such office) of any news- inure a candld_.te, (3) a primar_r election
paper, magazine, or ou*door advertising fa- - "(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, _x-
cll'ty unless such candidate (or a person held for the sel,_ctlon of delegates to a ua- press o_ D_nplied, whether or not legally eh-
specifically authorized by such candidate in tional nominatl:ag convention of a political _orce_bie, to make any expenditure; and
wr_.t!n_ to do so) c_rtifies to such person in party, (4) a pr:.n_ary election hel_l for the "(3) a transfer of funds between la_litiq:_l
writ_n_ that the pa*'meut of s'_ch charge will expression of a pr(;ferenee for the nomination _onamlt_;ees;
not violate paragraph (1), (S), or (3) of of persons for e._ection to the office of Presi- "(g) 'person' and 'whoever' mean an In-
subsectio _ (a), whichever is applicable. _ent, and (5) tl_e, election of delegates tx) a Jlvldual, partnership, committee, association,
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corporation, or any other organization or tlon or aa a condition of employment, or l_y (d) "political committee" means any cum-
groups of persons; and moneys obtained in any comraerclEd mtttee, associatfon, or organization which

"(h) 'State' means each State of the United transaction." accepts contributions or makes expenditures
States, the District of Columbia, the Cum- SEC. 306. Section 611 of title 18, Unlited during s calendar year in an aggregate
monwealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory States Code, is amended to read as follows: sraount exceeding $1,000;
or possession of the United States." "§ 611. Contributions by Governmenb curL- _e) "contribution" means--

S_c. 302. Section 600 of title 18, United tractors (1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or
States Code, is amended to read as follows: "Whoever-- deposit of money or anything of value (ex-

''§ 600. Promise of employment or other "(a) entering intx) any _>ntract with the cept a loan of money by a National or State
benefit for political activity United States or any department or a_gem:y bank m2,de in accordance with the applicable

"Whoever. directly or indirectly, promises thereof either for the rendition of personnel t_mklng laws and regulations and In the
any employment, position, compensation, servlce_ or furnishing any nmterlal, supplies, ordinarl_ course of business), made for the
contract, appointment, or other benefit, pro- or equipment to the United States or arLy purpose of influencing the nomination :for
vlded for or made posslble in whole or in part department or agency ther{mf or for sel/LlrLg _lection, or els-lion, of any person to Federal
by any Act of Congress, or any special con- any land or building to the United Sta'Ce._;or office or as a presidential or vice-presidential
slder_tlon in obtaining any such benefit, to any department or agency thereof, 1I pa:_- elector, for the purpose of influencing the
any person as eonsideratien, favor, or reward merit for the performance of such contract result of a primary held for the selection of
for any political activity or for the support of or payment for such material, supplies, delegate_ to a national nominating conven-
er opposition to any candidate or any polltl- equipment, land, or building is to be nmdc, In lion of t, political party or for the expression
cal party in connection with any general or whole or in part from funds approprl_[tecL hy of' a prelerenc e for the nomination of persons
special election to any political office, or in the Congress, at any time between the o:m_- for election to the office of President, or for
connection wlth any primary election or puli- mencement of negotiations for and the lat,_r the purpose of Influencing the election of
tlcal convention or caucus held to select can- of (1) the completion of performance under, delegates to a constitutional convention for
dldates for any political office, shall be fined or (2) the termination of negotiations fcr, proposing amendments to the Constitution
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more such contract or furnishing of material, s,up- of the United States;
than one year, or both." piles, equipment, land or buildings, directly (2) a contract, promise, or agreement

SEC. 103. Section 608 of title 18, United or indirectly makes any contribution of whether or not legally enforceable, to make
States Code, is amended to read as follows: money or other thing of value, or promises s contribution got any such purpose;

expressly or impllediy to make any such con- (3) a transfer of funds between political
"§ 608. Limitations on contributions and ex- tribution, to any political party, committee, committees;

pendltures or candidate for public office or to aJly :per- (4) the payment, by any person other than
"(a) (1) No candidate may make expendi- son for any political purpose or use; or a candidate or political committee, of com-

tures from his personal funds, or the personal
funds of his immediate family, in connection "(b) knowingly solicits arty such contrlbu- pen,qatlcn for the personal services of anot:her

lion from any such person for any such pur- person which are rendered to such candidate
with his campaign for nomination for elec- pc6e'during any such period; or con_,alttee without charge for any such
tion, or election, to Federal office In excess Shallbe fined no_ more than $5,000 cr tm- purpose: and
of--

prisoned not more than five years, or bc:L_.." (1[) n.otwlthstanding the foregoing mean-
"(A) $50,000, In the case of a candidate for S_c. 30_. The table of sections.for chapter tugs of "contribution", the word shall not

the office of President or Vice President; 2,0 of ti.tie'iS, United St,ales Code, is amended be con_trued to include services provided
"(B) $35,000, in the case of a candidate for by-- without compensation by individuals volun-

the office of Senator; or (1) striking out the l'_rn relating tx) i,_'- leering a portion or all of their time on be-
"(C) $25,000, in the case of a candidate for _l_n 608 and Inserting in lieu therEmf tlte half of a candidate or political committee;

the office of Representative, or Delegate or following: (f) "t_xpendlture" means---
Resident Commissioner to the Congress. "608. Limitatio TM on contributions and ex- Cl) t_ purchase, payment, distribution,

"(2) For purposes of this subsection, 'la- pendltures."; loart, aclvance, deposit, or gift of money or
mediate family' meausa candidate's spouse. (2) striking out the item relating to _- _a¥[hlng of value (except a loan of 'money
and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, tion 609 and Inserting in lieu thereof the by a na_:lonal or State bank made In accord-
or sister of the candidate, and the spouses of following: ance with the applicable baulking laws and
such persons.

"(b) No candidate or political committee "609. RepealedY,; _, regrtlatlons and in the ordinary course of(3) striking Out tlhe item relating to _,-_- business), made for the purpose of lnfiuenc-
shall knowingly accept any contribution -or tlon 611 and Inserting In lieu thereof the lng the nomination for election, Or election,
authorize any expenditure in violation of the following: ol_any person to Federal office, or aa a pres-
provisions of this section.

"Cc) Violation of the provisions of this sec- "611. Contributions by Oovernmen:_ con- ictentlal and vlce-preside_tial elector, or for
tion is p_m!_hable by a fine not to exceed t_actorS.'L tide purpose of influencing the result of a
$I,000, imprisonment for not to exceed one TITLE IV--DISCLOSURE O F FEDI,IIL_,L p:rlmar!_ held for the selection of delegates
year, or both.". _AMPAIGN I_2qDS to a national nominating convention of a

S_c. 804. Section 609 of title 18, United n_-mNIT_ON'S politics3 party or for the expression of a pref-erence [or the nomination of persons for
States Code, ts repealed. S_c. 401. When used in this title--- _l.ection to the office of President, or for the

S_c. 305. Section 610 of title 18. United (a) "election '_'means (1) a general, special, purpose of Influencing the election of dele-
States Code, relating to contributions Or ex- Prima'y, or runoff 'election, (2) a convert- ga_;s tca constitutional convention for pro-
penditures by national banks, corporations, tlon or caucus of a political party hehi _o posJJag _mendments to the Constitution of
or labor organizations, is amended by adding nominate a candidate, (3) a primary elec- the United States;
at the end thereof the following paragraph: tion held for the selection of delegate_i, go

"As used in this section, the phrase 'con- a national nominating convention of a I>_- C2) _ contract, promise, or a[reement
tribution or expenditure' shall include any litlcal party. (4) a primary election held f_r whether ornot legally enforceable, to, make
direct or indirect payment, distribution, loan, the expression of a preference for the: nora 1- an expe,_aditure, and
advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any nation of persons for, election to the ofllce of (3) a transfer of funds between political
services, or anything of value to any candl- President, and (5) the election of delegates c_>mmit_ees;
date, campaign committee, or political party to a constitutional convention for pr_>Imsing (g) "supervisory officer" means ti e Secre-
or organization, in connection with an elec- amendments to the Constitution of the tary of '_he Senate with respect to ca diddles
tion to any of the offices referred to in this United States; for Senator; and the Clerk of the House of
section; but shall not include communica- (b) "candidate" means an individual wl_o Represeatatlves with respect to ca _didates
lions by a corporation to its stockholders and Seeks nomination for election, or elec'_ion, to for Representative in, or Delegate , r Real-
their families or by a labor organization to its Federal office, whether or not such in_,Ivldnal dent Commissioner to, the Centre s of the
members and their families on any subject; Is elected, and, for purpo,,_es of this para- United States: and the Comptroller General
nonpartisan regIstration and get-out-the- graph, an individual shall be deemed to s:e_k of the _Ynited States in any other" .se;
vote campaigns by a corporation aimed at its nomination for election, or election, If he (h) "person" means an individu-.1, part-
stockholders and their families, or by a labor has Ci) taken the action necessary under nershlp eommlttee, association, cerpgration,
organization aimed at its members and their law of a State to qualify Idmself for heal- labor organization, and any other , rganiza-
families; the establishment, administration, _atton for election, or election, to Federal lion or i;roup of persons; and
and solicitation of contributions to a sepa- i_ffice, or (2) l'ecelved contributions or nm.te (i) "State" means each State of t* e United
rate segregated fund to be utilized for pollt- expenditures, or ha_ given his cons,ut for States, the D_strlct of Columbia, t' s Com-
ical purposes by a eorporation or labor ergs- any other person to receive contrlbution,s or m0nwealth of l:'uerto Rico. and any t errltory
nization: Pro_ided, That it shall be unlawful make expenditures, with a view to bringing or possession cf the United States.
for such a fund to make a contribution or ex- about his nomination for election, or elec,;lcn. O_Oa_Z_T_ON OF POLITICALCOMMITTEES
pendlture by utilizing money or anything of to such office;
value secured by physical force, Job dIscrlm- (el "Federal office" means the c,ffic_: of S_c. 402. (a) Every political committee
ination, financial reprisals, or tho threat of President or Vice Fresldent of the Urtlt_l shall h_ve a chairman and a treasurer. No
force. Job discrimination or financial reprisal; States; or of Senator or Representative in, contribution and no expenditure shall be
or by dues, fees or other moneys required as a or Delegate or Resident Commissioner Ix), the accepted or made by or on behalf cr 'pollti-
condition of membership ina labor organiza- Congress of the United States; cai committee at a time wt_en there is a
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vacancy in the office of chairman or treasurer (B) The Publl, u Printer shall make copies (b) E_ch report under this section ah.all
thereof. No expenditure shall be made for or of such annual reports aw_tlable for sale discla{e
on behalf of a political committee without to the public by the Superint_mdent of Docu- (1) the amount of cash on hand at the
the authorization of its chairman or [teas- merits as soon a_ practicable after they axe beginning of the reporting period;
urer, or their designated agents, received from the supervlso{_y omcer. (2) th._ full name and mailing address

(b) Every person who receives a contribu- REGZSTI_&T][ONOP POLITICAL COMMITTEES; (occupation and the principal place of busl..
lion in excess of $10 for a political committee E,T&TEMENTS E.ess, Lf any) of each person 'who has made
shall, on demand of the treasurer, and in any
event within five days after rece:pt of such SEC. 403. (a) 1;ach poll[legal cx_mmittee one or _nore contributions to or for such
contribution, render to the treasurer a de- wl_lch anticipate_ receiving contributions or committee or candidate (including the pur..
tailed account thereof, including the making expenditures during the calendar chase of tickets for events such as dinners,lunch,_ors, rallies, and slmiIar fundraisl.ng
amount, the name and address (occupation year In an aggregate amount t,xceedl:ag $1,000 event, s) '_thin the calendar year In an ag-.
and the principal place of business, if any) shall file with the supervisoz2' officer a state- gregate amount or value in excess of $100,
of the person making such contribution, and merit of organization, withln ten days after
the date on which received. Ail funds of a its organization or, If later, tea days after the together with the amount and date of such
polltlcal commlttee shall be segregated from, date on which It has information which contributions;
and may not be commingled with, any per- causes the comz_,lttee to anticipate it will [:tons(3):madeth'_totaltoorSUmforsuch°findividUalcommitteeCOntrlbU-orcan-
sonal funds of omosrs, members, or associates receive c0ntributlcns or make expenditures
of such committee, in excess of $1,000. Each such committee in dldate during the reporting period and not

(c) It shall be the duty of the treasurer of existence at the date of ensctmenl; of this re.ported under paragraph (2);(4) th,_ name and address of each politi-
a political committee to keep a detailed and Act shal_ rite a s*_atement of org_mizatlon c_l conanlittee or candidate from which the
exact account of-- wi$h the supelwlsory officer ,t such time as r,_porting committee or the candidate :re-.

(1) all contributions made to or for such be prescribes.
committee: (b) The .,;tateraent of org_nization shall c_ived, o:r to which that committee or car. t-

(2) the full name and mailing address include--.- didate made, any transfer of funds ';ogetherwith the amounts and dates of all transfers;
(occupation and the principal place of busi- (1) the name and addre_ of the corn- (5) each loan to or from any person within
ness, if any) of every person making a con- mit[ce;
tribution in excess of $10, and the date and (2) the names, addre_es, and relation- tlae calendar year in an aggregate amount orv_lue in excess of $100, together witlx tb.e
amount thereof; ships of al_llated m' co_nectec, organizations; full r_ames and mailing addresses (occupa-

(3) all expenditures madr_ by. or on behalf (8) the area, _×_pe, or Jurisdiction of the tions and the principal places of business.
of such committee; and committee; it' any) cf the lender and endorsers, if auy_

(4) the full name and mailing address (4) the name, address, sa_d pot. Ilion of and the date and amount of such loans;
(occupation anti[ the principal place of busi- the custodian of books and _ccounla; (6) the total amount of proceeds from (A)
ness, if any) of every person to whom any (5) the name, address, a_td position of tile sale of tickets to each dinner, luncheon,
expenditure is made, the date and amount other principal officers, including officers and rally, an(_ other fundralsing event; (B) ma,as
thereof and the name and address of, and members of the :.q:aance committee, if any; c_llecttors made at such events; and (C)
office sought by, each candidate on whose (6) the name, address, om:e sought, and _des of Items such as political campaign
behalf such expenditure was made. party affiliation of (A) each c_mdida'_e whom p:Lns, buttons, badges, flags, emblems, hat_s_

(d) It shall be the duty of the treasurer the committee is supporting and (B) any banners, literature, and similar materials;
other individual, :if any, whom the corn-

to obtain and keep a receipted bill, stating (7) e_g_h contribution, rebate, refund, or
the particulars, for every expenditure made mlttee is supporting for nomination for elco- o_;her receipt in excess of $100 not other-
by or on behalf of a political committee in tion, or election, to any public o_<:e what- wise listed under paragraphs .(2) through
excess of $100 in amount, and for any such ever; or, if the conxmlttee is _upporting the (it);
expenditure in :a lesser amount, if the ag- entire ticket of any party, t_e name of the (8) th_ total sum of all receipts by or for
gregate amount of such expenditures to the party; such committee or candidate during the ire,-
same person during a calendar year exceeds ('?) a sta_ment whether t_.e committee is porting p_riod;

a continuing one; __
$100. The treasurer shall preserve all re- (8) the dL,_position of resld_ al funds which (9) th.a full name and mailing addrl_a
celpted bills and accounts required to be (occupation and the principal place of bus]..
kept by this section for periods of time to will be made in the event ol dissolution; n._ss, If any) of each person to whom an
be determined by the supervisory officer. (9) a listing of all banks, safety deposit e_,-penditx_re or expenditures have been made

(e) Any political committee which solicits boxes, or other rei_ltories ctsed; by Suclh committee or on behalf of such com_
(10) a ._tateme:a:; of the ri,ports required znlttee or candidate within the calendar year

or receives contributions or makes expendi- to be file_! by the committee with State orlures on behalf of any candidate that is not itl an aggregate amount or value in excess of
authorized in writing by such candidate to local officers, and, If so, the nsmes, s_Idresses,

do so shall include a notice on the face or snail, Cai[ions of .such person_; and 8::00, the amount, date, and purpose of eaclbSuch other information as shall be such expenditure and the name and address
front page of all literature and advertise- required by the supvisory o,ncer, o1!, and office sought by, eac.h candidate onments published in connection with such
candidate's campaign by such committee or (c) Any chang!: in Information previously whose behalf such expenditure was made;

submitted in a :_tatement cf organization (10) the full name and mailing address
on its behalf skating that the committee la (occupation and the principal place of busi.-
not authorized by such candl_iate is not shall be reported '_o the SUl_ervisory officer _,_s, if any) of each person to whom an e:x-
responsible for the activities of such corn- within a ten-.day period following the change, ptmditure for personal services, salaries, and
mit[ea. (d) Any committee which, after having reimbursed expenses in excess of $100 has

(f) (1) Any political committee shall in- filed one or more statements c.f Organizatiofl, been made, and which is not otherwise re-
elude on the face or front page of all Iitera- disbands or deter:mines it will no longer re- l_orted, lr, cluding the amount, date, and pur-

calve con_ributiom_ or make: expenditures pose of such expenditure;
lure and advertisements soliciting funds the during the calendar year in an aggregate
following notlce: (11) tt_e total sum of expenditures made

"A copy of our report filed with the appro- amount exceeding' $1,000 Shall so notify the by such committee or candidate during the
prlate supervisory officer is (or will be) avail- supervisory officer, calendar _ear;
able for purchase from the Superintendent r.rrORTS ]BY PO]'._T_CALCOM]_q'rEE-{; A_ (12) the amount and nature of debts a:ad
of Documents, United States Government CaNDm_'r_s obllgal;loi'_ owed by or to the committee, l:a
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402." SEC. 404. (a) Euch treasurec of a political such forn:_ as the supervisory officer may pre-

(2) (A) The supervisory officer shall corn- conLmtttee support::ng a canal.date or candi- scribe an_ a continuous reporting of their
pile and furnish to the Public Printer, not dates for election t.o Federal _ffice _nd each debts an</ obligations after the election a_
later than the last day of March of each year, candidate for election to such office, shall file snch perl_ds as the supervisory officer may re-
an annual report for each political commit- with the supervisory officer relcorts of receipts quire un,;il such debts and obligations are
tee wtlich has filed a report with him under anti[ expenditures on forms to be prescribed or e_:tlnguisl_ed; and
this title during the period from March I0 of approved by him. Such reports shall be filed (13) such other information as shall be re-
the preceding calendar year through January on the tenth day of March, _'une, and Sep- quired by the supervisory officer.
31 of the year in which such annual report tember, in each year, and or_ the fifteenth (c) Thc repcrts required to be filed by sub..
is made available to the Public Printer. Each and ffth days nex% preceding the date on section (_) shall be cumulative during the
such annual report shall contain--, which an election is held, and aisc. by the calendar '/ear to which they relate, but where

(i) a copy of the statement of organiza- thlrty-flrsb day of January. Such reports there has been no change in an item reported
tion of the political committee required un- shall be complete as of snca date as the in. a previ, ogm report during such year, onlyder section 403, together with any amend-
ments thereto; and supervisory officer zany prescribe, which shall the amonnt need be carried forward. If no

(ii) a copy of each report filed by such not be lesa than five days before the date of contrl_)u_!.ons or expe'aditures rave been
committee under section 404 from March 10 filing except that any contribution of $5,000 accepted _r expended d_-_tng a calendar year,
of the preceding year through January 31 or more received after the las'.; report is fi!ed the treasurer of the political committee or
of the year in which the annual report is prlor to the election, shall be zeported within candidate ;shall file a statement to that
so furnished to the Public Printer. forty-eigh_ hours after its receipt, effect.
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REPORTS BY O?I'.ERS THAN FOI.1TXCAL (4) to make the reports and statement_, _'ith the _;upervisory officer. If the supervisory

coMMrrr_s filed with him available for public lrLSpeC- officer determines there is substantial reason

S_c. 405. Every person (other than a polit- tlon and copying, commencing as scH)n al_ t:) bellew_ such a violation has occurred, he
lcal committee or candidate) who makes practical but not later than the end cfi tl_e ahs.ll expeditiously make an investigation,
centributlons or expenditures, other than by second day following the day during wlt_lclq v;'hich shall also include an investigation of
(contribution to a political committee or can- it was received, and to permit copying of reports and statements fled by the com-
didate, in an aggregate amount in excess of any such report or statement by hand or by _lalnant if he is a candidate, of the matter
$100 within a calendar year shall file with duplicating machine, as requested by any coraplalned of. Whenever in the Judgment of
the supervisory officer a statement containing person, at the expense of such person: Pro. thE, supervisory officer, after affording due
·_he information required by section 404. vialed, That any information copied frorfL SUCh r_otice anti an opportunity for a hearing, any
_5tatements required by this section shall be reports and statements shall not be sold or person has engaged or is about to engage in
filed on the dates on which reports by pollt- utilized by any person for the purp_)se oJ! s ny acts or practices which constitute or will
ical committees are filed, but need not be soliciting contributions or for any cor_ne,r., eonstitut,e a violation of any provision of this
cumulative, clal purpose; tlt]e or a:_y regulation or order issued there-

(5) to preserve such reports and statement_; tinder, the Attorney General on behalf of the
FORMAL REQUIREMENTS RESPECTINGREPORTS for a period of ten years from date of receipt, _nite_l States shall institute a civil action

AND STATEMENTS except that reports and statements relatinl; for relief, including a permanent or tempo-
SEC. 406. (a) A report or statement re- solely to candidates for the House of ]._ep.. raxy lnJ_mctlon, restraining order, or any

,quired by this title to be filed by a treasurer resentatives shall be preserved for only fiw; cJther appropriate order in the district court
of a political committee, a candidate, or by years from the date of receipt; of ihs Ur_tted States for the district in which
:any other person, shall be verified by the oath (6) to compile and maintain a clnTen_ thE; persor_ is found, resides, or transacts burl-
or a/_rmation of the person filing such report list of all statements or parts of statement_; n_s. UIx)n a proper showing that such per-
mastatement, taken before any officer author- pertaining to each candidate; son has e:agaged or is about to engage in such
tzed to administer oaths. (?) to prepare and publish an annual :r'e.. E_z3 or practices, a permanent or temporary

(b) A copy of a report or statement shall port including compUations of (A) total :_e.. laJunction, restraining order, or other order
'be preserved by the person filing it for a ported contributions and expenditures for i_ht_ll be granted without bond by such court.
peeled of time to be designated by the super- all candidates, political committees,, sn(l (2) In an action brought under paragraph
visory officer in a published regulation, other persons during the year; (B) tol_L · ( 1)_of th_s subsection, subpenas for witnesses

(c) The supervisory officer may, by pub- amounts expended according to such ('.at_.. who are required to attend a United States
Ltshed regulation of general applicability, re- gorses as he shall determine and broken tlistrict ¢_)urt may run into any other dis-
lleve any category of political committees of down into candidate, party, and nonpart,y ¢._x.- l.rict.
the obligation to comply with section 404 if pendltures on the National, State, and. 1octal _I3) _ay party aggrieved by an order
such committee (I) primarily supports per- levels; (C) total amounts expended for :in.- t;ranted under paragraph (1) of this sub-
_sons seeking State or local office, and does fiuencing nominations and elections _sla_e_l _ectlon may, at any time within sixty days
not substantially support candidates, and separately; (D) total amounts contribu_e(! idler the date of entry thereof, file a petition
(2) does not operate in more than one State according to such categories of amount,,_ as h_ .qqith the United States court of appeals for
or on a statewlde basis, shall determine and broken down into con- d,hd_clrcu:lt in which such person is found, re-

(d) The supervisory officer shall, by pub- tributions on the National, State, and. local _,ides_ or transacts business, for Judicial re-
lished regulations of general applicability, levels for candidates and political co_n_.:it, q_lew of such order.
prescribe the manner in which contributions (4) The Judgment of the court of appeals
and expenditures in the nature of debts and tees; and (E) aggregate amounts contr_bu_e_l
other contracts, agreements, and promises to by any contributor shown to have contrlb, idE_n_Ing or setting aside, in whole or in part,
_aake contributions or expenditures shall be uted in excess of $100; _ny such order of the district court shall be(8) to prepare and publish from time _z) linal,, subject to review by the Supreme
reported. Such regulations shall provide that
they be reported in separate schedules. Xn time special reports comparing the vari()u_t (]curt of the United States upon certiorari or
determining aggregate amounts of contribu- totals and categories of contributions s_a(l l;ltle(_rtific_tL°n28of theasUnitedpr°videdStatesinsectiOncode.1254 of
tions and expenditures, amounts reported as expenditures made with respect to pr_:ed:inb,
provided in such regulations shall not be con- elections; (5) Any action brought under this sub-
sldered until actual payment is made. (9) to prepare an(? publish such ot]'_Le:r !_ection shall be advanced on the docket of

reports as he may deem appropriate; the (,_urt in which filed, and put ahead of
REPORTS ON CONVENTION FINANCING (10) to assure wide dissemination c,f sl_- i_ll other actions (other than other actions

SEC. 407. Each committee or other organiza - tistlcs, summaries, and reports propare_l brought under this subsection).
lion which-- under this title; _aonm_rr_o_ OF CON_aIRV_ONS IN NAM_

(1) represents a State, or a political sub- (11) to make from time to time audit_ $_d oF ANOTHER
division thereof, or any group of persons, in field investigations with respect to re]_c,rts S_c. 40_g. No person shall make a contribu-
dealing with officials of a national political and statements filed under the provtsio_as of t,ion in the name of another person, and no
party with respect to matters involving a this title, and with respect to alleged failures ]'_erson shall knowingly accept a contribution
convention held in such State or political to file any report or statement requi're_l _n_gle 'by one person in the name of another
subdivision to nominate a candidate for the under the provisions of this title; ])e:mon.
office of President or Vice President, or (12) to report apparent violations of law

(2) represents a national political party in to the appropriate law enforcement a_t'horl- _z_r FCa VXO_._ONS
making arrangements for the convention of ties; and Srz:. 410. Any person who violates any of
such party held to nominate a candidate for (13) to prescribe suitable rules and reg_:.La- '_he l_rOV:/sions of this title shall be fined not
the office of President or Vice President, tions to carry out the provisions of th_s title. :nore than $1,000 or imprisoned not more

shall, within sixty days following the end of (b) It shall be the further duty _f '_e _han one year, or both.
Comptroller General to serve as a nations_ gErt. cE oN STATI_ LAW

the convention (but not later than twenty
days prior to the date on which presidential clearing house for i_iformation in respect t_ SEC. 4_1. (a) (1) Nothing in this Act shall
and vice-presldsntial electors are chosen), file the administration of elections. In cs.r:_ylng i_e deemed to invalidate or make inapplicable
with the Comptroller General of the United out his duties under this subsectio:a, the :any provision of any State law, except where
States a full and coml:lete financial state- Comptroller General shall enter lnt_) con- ,:;ompliance with such provision of law would
ment, in such form and detail as h.e may pre- tracts for the purpose of conducting '.lncle- _result ln_ a violation of a provision o:_ this
scribe, of the sources from which it derived pendent studies of the administratl:on cf Act.
its funds, and the purposes for which such elections. Such studies shall include, _i)ut (2) Notwithstanding paragraph (I), no

shall n,_t be limited to, studies of-- i_)rovlslo_ of State law shall be construed to
funds were expended. (1) the method of selection of, and the '/)rohibit any person from taking any action

D_rrirs oF T_E COM_mSXON type of duties assigned to, officials and ]pex- _uthorized by this Act or from making any '
SEC. 408. (a) It shall be the duty of the sonnel working on boards of elections',; _xpenditure which he could lawfully make

supervisory officer_ (2) practices relating to the regisl;rai]Lo:a under this Act.
(1) to develop and furnish to the person of voters; and (b) _he supervisory omcer shall encour-

required by the provisions of this Act pre- (3) voting and counting methods, age, ancl cooperate with, the election ofil-
scribed forms for the making of the reports Studies made under this subsection shall ¢ials in the several States to develop proce-
and statements required to be filed with be published by the Comptroller General and d_wes w]aich will eliminate the necessity of
him under this title; copies thereof shall be made available to _;be multiple filings by permitting the filing of

(2) to prepare, publish, and furnish to the general public upon the payment of the co.,;t copies o!! Federal reports to satisfy the State
person required to file such reports and thereof. Nothing in this subsecticn shall he requirements.
statements a manual setting forth recom- construed to authorize the Comptroller GeE.-
mended Uniform methods of bookkeeping and eral to require the inclusion of any commer,t _ARTL_L _qVAI.][Dr_Y
reporting; or recommendation of the Comptroller Ger_- Sr_c. 4_.2. If any provision of this Act, ,or the

(3) to develop a filing, coding, and cress- eral in any such study, appllcat:_on thereof, to any person or clr-
indexing system consonant with the purposes (c) (1) Any person who believes a viLo]a_:icn cumstance is held invalid, the validity of the
cf thls title; of this title has cccurred may file a complaint remaindsr of the Act and the application of
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suc:_ provision to other persons and clrcum- as managers c,n the part of the House on _ae Supreme Court not kick O_¢[ out
sr,ances shall not be affected thereby, titles X and II:: of She public it kicked the s'_ate

ItEr_LXNO CLAUSE Messrs. STAG,3ERS, MACDONALD of Mas-, out of religion.
The Supreme never banned ,7ol-

S_c. 413. (a} The Federal Corrupt practices sachusetts, VAH ]DEERLI_', SPRJiNGER and untiu*y prayer and in the public
Act, 1925 (2 U.S.C. 241-256), is repealed. DEVINE. sch¢_l._; it forbade ;-written prayer and

(b) In case of any conviction under this .... held[ that even though could b_; ex-
title, where the punishment tnriicted does
not include imprisonment, such conviction AUTHORIZA'rlON FO]_ CLERK TO cused _'rom thls still amountedto an "establishment religion."
shall be deemed a misdemeanor conviction M. AKE TECHNICAL AI_.D CON.- Perhaps most Impo the Supreme
only. FORMING CHANGES IN ENGROSS.- Court did not outlaw the teachl g o1! re-

·_'i'_',._: .V--MISCELLANEOUS MENT OF H.R. 11060 llgion :l.n the public it opened the
k

EI_FENSIOlq OF CREDIT BY REGI-TLATED Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanl., door %o it. But this has beeu al-
most wholly ignored.

· XNnVS?ams mous consent that'the Clerk, in the en.. _qm may yet be passed
SEc. 501. The Civil Aeronautics Board, the gr0ssment of the bill H.R. 11060, be by _, future Congress be ratified by the

Federal Communications Commission, and authorized and directed to make such states. Yet what would accomplished?the Interstate Commerce Commission shall
each promulgate, within ninety days after changes in section numbers, cross refer.. Stud,.,nts would be _ected to _ e more
the date of enactmen_ of thru Act, its own ences, and other technlc_l and conform-, rote ex_m;ise so watered even many
regulations with respect to the extension of lng correctiom, as may be required to church leaders say it be mea..ingless.
credit, without security, by any person regu- reflect the actions of the Hotr_. The piety of a fe_ would be satisfied,

but scl_oolchlldren stlll he learning
laird by such Board or Commission to any The 6PEAttLI_R. Lq there ob.iection to nothing about religion.
candidate for Federal office (as such term is the request of the gentleraan from Ohio? In the meantime, we asked to punish
defined in section 401(c) of the Federal Elec- There Was 110 ob_ ection. 162 coI:gressmen for the very
tion Campaign Act of 1971), or to any per-
son on behalf of such a candidate, for goOdS --- kind[ of charaoter prayer s supposed to build.
furnished or services rendered i_ connection
with the campaign of such candidate for GENERA:, LIIAVE
nomination for election, or election, to such Mr. HAYS. Mr. Si eak,;r, I ask unanl.. CIVIL DENIED LARGE
omce. mous consent _lmt aJ Members may have GROUP OP
PROHmlTION AGAJCN'ST USE OF CERTAIN FEDERAL _' legislative ,.qays _ 1 w[2ich to extend (Mr. BIAGGI asked per-

FUNDS FOa ELECTIOI_7ACTI'V1TiES their remarks on th_ bill just ]tossed. mission to address House f¢,r 1
src. 502. No part of any funds appropriated The SPEABZER. I.,I there objection to minute and to revise extend his re-

to carry out the Economic Opportunity Act the request of the ge: _tler._an from Ohio? marks and include matter.)
of 1954 shall be used to finance, directly or There was _0 obj_;ction. M;r. BIAGGI. this II,dy
Indirectly, any activity designed to influence has always shown concern for civil
the outcome of any election to Federal or, ce, ---'--'-- _ and hrmmnitarian :However. tlaere
or any voter registration activity, or to pay
the salary of any of Kcer or employee of the THE SCHOOL PRA' 'ER AM]E._DM'ENT is si;ill one group of that is con-
Omce of Economic Opportunity who, In Ills CO]qTR( VEt_Y sist_mtly denied their civil rights. That
official capacity as such an officer or em- (Mr. BURI_ISON of Missouri asked group is the law ofil:ers of
ployee, engages in any such activity. As used and was given permi ;sion to address the this Nation, the men _ to assure
In this section, the term "election" has the
same meaning given such term by section House for 1 minute, o revise a31d extend the rights of others.Two recent Pederal _learly
301(a) of this Act, and the term "Federal of- his remarks lind nclude e:_traneous show that a police today d_.es not
rice" has the same meaning given such term matter.)
by section 301(c) of this Act. Mr. BURI/[,qO N_ o! Miss¢,uri. Mr, enjoy the rights of ,_'_orded

m__crxv_ naTr Speaker, we ail kno_, of ,the great emo- all other citizens. I fuU_'- -om-
S_. 503. Except as provided for in section t30n that has been irre ! by the school men.tm_y on the under extensi(ms

501 of this Act, the provisions of this Act prayer amen¢_aent controversy. Many of remarks yesterday.
shallbecomeeffective on December 31, 1971, have threatened revenge and retribution However, briefly, in first cas_, the
or sixty days after the date of enactment of tO those who :.lave t__ken the u_apopular judge roiled that a officer _ as not

entitled to legal at a depart-
this Act, whichever Is later, side on this is_.ueinv.)lving the very per- mental hearing--a mind you,

The SPEAK ER. The question is on the sonal matter cf pray ._r. '
motion offered by the gentleman from A leading newspa _er in m_ district, that. cc,uld result in a 1 one's j b or

"The Southeast Mi sogdan" of Cape in being charged with _, crime. The jr_dgeOhio.
The motion was agreed to. Girardeau, Mo., has put the entire af- stat_ _hat--and I,
The SPEAKER. The question is on fair in proper per., receive and I am If every omcer who her"re the

panel were to invoke full pa'_.opl:F of
the third reading of the Senate bill. pleased to bring its ;ditoriaI cf Friday, Judicial process, serlou_ f _he

The Senate bill was ordered to be read lqovember 26, 19_1, tc the _ttention of my disciplinary processes of the Chicag l_Uce
a third time, was read the third time, and colleagues. It i.,_repri_ ted below, department could occur."

passed. T_a Ito_ _ "_o" Is this equal justice?
A motion to reconsider was laid on the It is ironic t:a;_ th, se c_ngres,,_men who Whe:a a mob to tear up the

table. _oted against the sc lool prayer amend- city of Washington, courts require
A similar House bill (H.R. 11060) was ment ars now to be te objects of a cam- fuU due process for arrest: d---re-

laid on the table, paign to defeat t:aem _r reelectlo:a in 1972.
· That, at any rate, is t_e strategy an- gardless of the to the city

APPOIBFTMENT OF CONFEREES nounced by Mrs. Ben i uhll:_, the lady from and its citizens.
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanl- Cuyahoga Falis_ Ohio wh_ has been the In the second case court ruled that

mous consent that the House insist on moving force behind th _amendment. a lit.qlt;erlaIlt was not to ri.in-
its amendment to the Senate bill _S. Funds wlllbe raise_ _o buy billboard space statement on the because hd'._ued

382) to promote fair practices in the in, the d_stricts of aH 112 m_mbers who, she _he police chief. This a challenge to
conduct of election campaigns for Fed- says. "(a) votec[ against the civil right of the authority of the and could re-

free school prayer and (' _) lg'.xored the proven
eral political offices, and for other pur- will of the vast raaJorl :y of the r_tion." $ult in---q_ dissention."
poses, and request a conference with the _t is ironic because there can be little What policeman resort to t[he
Senate thereon, doubt tl_at, In this l_tan_,e at [east, 162 _0ur_s for settlement rievances ii' he

The SPEAI_ER. Is there obiection to politicians acted with _ ones _y and integrity, knows the courts will y lq_le
t_e re_,,est of the _entl-r_n f_m _hio? which is the way religious people are sup- against him on the he i_ chal-
The Chair hears none and appoints the posed to act. There is r.o way of telling how [enging the authority _ his chief?
following conferees on all titles of the many of the 240 othe_ _ wl_o voted for the The policeman today truly a seco:ad-
foregoing amendment except for titles I amendment did so iron con_cience and how

many because i:; was _e s_fe and popular _Iass citizen. He _ted by the con-
and II: thing to do. trac[[ction of his _ the

Messrs. HAYS, ABBITT, _RAY, I-T_ARVEY There has bei_ so uch misunderstand- [aw, bu_ the you. To con,ct
and Dickinson. lng about this issue hat some of it can '_his shameful I have intro-

And appointed the following Members only be laid to _rl:[lful aorance. ,quced'legislation to rights
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Bills Reported: Reports were made as follows: revenue of les,; tahan $15omiillion and with fewer than
x97o Annual Report of Constitutional Rights Sub- x,oooemployc:es;

committee of the Committee on the Judiciary (S. Rept. (3) By 26 yeas to 6:: nays, Proxmire amendment
92__524); No. 778, exerapfing from wage and price controls,

S. Res. 204, recommending that Robert F. Williams be effective June :;0, z972, business firms with annual
cited for contempt of the Senate (S. Rept. 92-525); revenue of less than $5 million and with fewer .than

S. 582, authorizing $x9.5 million for fiscal year x972 xoo employees;
to assist States in establishing and administering coastal (4) By 36 yeas to 5'_ nays, Proxmire amendment
zone andestUarinemanagementprograms, with amend- No. 779, exeml?ting from wage and price controls,
ments, together with individual views (S. Rept. 92-5_6); effective June 30, z972, business firms with annual

S. 2896, defining "adopted child," for civil service revenue of less than $z million and with fewer than
survivor annuity purposes (S. Rept. 92-527); 20 employees;

H.R. 3628, to equalize preferential treatment for (5) By 4° yeas to 5z nays, Packwood amendment
male and female Federal employees and applicants for (as a substitute for Cranston amendment No. 777),
employment in Federal service (S. Rept. 92-528); barring President:from taking any action which impairs

H.R. 8548, to prevent mailing of certain articles pre- or detracts from protections guaranteed by the first
senting hazard to postal employees or mail processing amendment of the Constitution;and
machines (S. Rept. 92-529); (6) By x7 2/e_sto 7z nays, with z voting "p_esent,"

H.R. 8689, to authorize overtime pay for certain part- Buckley amendment (to Cranston amendment No.
time Federal employees (S. Rept. 92-53 o); 777), to take away from the exemption provided therein

H.R. 9442, to authorize Comptroller General to fix wagespaid by the media. F'ag, 43667--43705, 43710-43722
compensation for five General Accounting Office posi- Calendar Call: On call[ of calendar Senate passed six
tions(S.Rept.9:_-53!); billsasfollows:

S. 2262, tO permit a bank examiner to Obtain a home Without amendment and cleared for President:
mortgage loan fi'om a federally insured bank, with an D.C. corpor,_;teorganization: H.R. m383, to per-
amendment, together with individual views (S. Rept. mit incorpor_ttion c,f professional individuals in the
92-532). Page 437'48 District of Columbiv. for purposes of rendering profes-
MeasuresPassed: sionalservices;and

Wage and price stabilization: By 86 yeas to 4 nays, D.C. char_table trusts' H.R. zz489, to facilitate
Senate passed S. 2891 , extending Presidential authority amendment of governing instruments of certain char-
to implement program to stabilize the economy and itable trusts and corporations in the District of Colum-
reduce inflation through controls on prices, w,_.ges,and bia.
interest rates, after taking action on additional pro- Withou_t an,endment and sent to House:
posed amendments thereto as follows: Potomac River reservoirs: S. x362, to authorize:D.C. C°mmis:sioner to, enter into contracts for paym,:ntAdopted:

(z) Modified Proxmire amendment No. 77I, pro- of D.C. portion, of ,:ertain reservoirs on the Potomac
vSiding for public hearings in proceedings coming be- River; and
fore the Pay Board and Price Commission, except in D.C. airspac..o'S :[367,to authorize D.C. Commis..
cases involving confidential information; sioner to lease space abore and below freeways.

(2) By unanimous vote of 85 yeas, Javits amend- With amendment and sent to House:
ment to establish a National Productivity Commission; D.C. government;' S. 2204,proposed D.C. Admin.

(3) By 5° yeas to 36 nays, with x voting "present," istrative Improveme::_tsAct; and
Cranston amendment No. 777, exempting the press Federal cou:rts j_','or: S. I975, to lower, from 2z to
and other news media from price and wage controls; i8 years, age: qualification for service as juror in Fed-
and eral courts. Pages 43642-43656

(4) Inouye amendment requiring a purchaser to pre-
sent claim for overcharge to seller prior to bringing Farm Credit: Senal:e agreed to the conference report
suittherefor;and on S. x483p:roposedFarm CreditAct of x97I, clearing

Rejected: themeasureforacti:_noftheHouse.
(z) By 35 yeas to 56 nays, Proxmire amendment ,Pages 43696-43,697

No. 762, limiting to April 3o, x972,period for controls Federal Election Campaign Practices: Senate dis_
on wages of State or local government empl6yees; agreed to the House amendment to S. 382, to permit

(2) By zz yeas to 79 nays, Proxmire amendment fair practices in, the conduct of election campaigns for
No. 773, exempting from wage and price controls, Federal political offices, agreed to conference with the
effective June 30, I972, business firms with annual House, and appointed as conferees Senators Pastore,

'9'
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[ Hart, Hartke, lordan of North Carolina, Cannon, Pell, { tc,e consideration proposed fiscal I972 appropriationsBaker, Cook, Stevens; and Scott. po,_s 43705-4:1710 for the District of Colun:tbia.
mi I III I

R_dio Free Europe: Senate disagreedto _"_ouse Full committee will meet in executive session tomor-
row to consider' this proposed legislation.amendments to S. lB, authorizing 'funds for grants to

Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty for fiscal }'ear APPROPRIATIONS--SUPPLEMENTAL
z972, requested conference with the House, and app >int- 'IREASURY-POSTAL SERVICE
ed as conferees Senators Fu!bright, Church, Symington,
Aiken, and Case. p=g_s43722-.47::723Committee on ,4ppropriations: Subcommittee, in exec-

Change of Conferee: By unanimous consent, Sertator u:ive session, marked up and approved for full commit°· tee consideration proposed fscal I972 supplemental
Miller was appointed in the place of Senator Be{;nett appropriations for dm Department of the Treasury,
to serve as a conferee for the remainder of this week on Postal .Service, and independent agencies.
H.R. m947, proposed Revenue Act of I9'7z. vog, ,_67_

Nomination_Secretary of Agriculture: Senate be- AIRCRAFT COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEMS
gan consideration of the nomination of Earl L. Butz, Committee on CommeJ'ce: Subcommittee on Aviation

of Indiana, to be Secretary of Agriculture. h:ld hearings on S. 2264, to require installation of col-
Pages 43.671_z:.5672 li:;ion avoidance: and pilot indicator warning systems

President's Message---Trade Agreements Report: on certain civil aircraft. Witnesses heard were Senator
Senate rece.ived a message from the President transmit- _ioss; Wayne Ss.ear and Louis B. Young, both of
ting i5th annual report on thc. trade agreements i:,ro- Bmdix-Aerospac¢ Electronics Co., Washington, D.C.;
gram covering the year z97o--refcrred to Committee on Glen A. Gilbert, aviatioi_ consultant, Wash. ington, I).,C.;

J. J. O'Donndl, Air Lithe Pilots Association; Joseph F.
Finance. Page ,_a686 NkCaddon, RCA; Aha(ale Browde, McDonnell Do_.tg-
Confirmations: Senate confirmed the nominations of las Corp., who was introduced by Senator Eag!:rl:on;
Kenneth K. Hall, to be a U.S. district 5udge for :he \Valtcr }ensen, Air TrartsPort Asscciation; Clyde A.
'Southern District of West Virginia; Parton, Honcywdl, Inc.; George G Rock, Loral Elec-

Leroy 1. Cantle, Ir., to be a U.S. district iudge £or :he trinics Systems, Bronx, q.Y.; Stevc_l B. Sample, Illinois
Northern District of Ohio ; and Board of High_:r Ed:_c:ttion; John t?. Bean, National

Thomas A. Flannery, of Maryland, to be a 'U.S. dis- Business Alrcrar_ Association, Inc.; Ken Miller, WiTcox
trict judge for the District of Columbia. V,=ge43814 Electric Co., Ka!:_sasCie?', Mo.; Herbert J. Frank, Aero-

Nominatkms: Senate received the nomhmtio_ns of sonic Corp., Clearwater: Fla.; David H. Scott, Ex,/:c:n-
' itt

J. Blaine Anderson, to be a U.S. _.tistrict judge for l:he mental Aircraft Associa::ion; Errol L. Johnstad, _li..ht
District of Idaho; El_ginecrs' Inter 2atiorta] Association; and Doug Decker.

Clif[oi'd Scott Green, to be a U.S. district judge :_or cc mmissioncr, Utah Aeronautics Board.
the Eastern: District of Pennsylvania; and Hearings were recessed ,.;;ubjectto call.

Numerous Foreign Service, Army, and Marine Co:ps SUBCOMMITTEE BUSINESS
nominations. Pagest,3806-43314

Committee on t,)e Distrw/ o/ Columbia: Subcommittee
Record Votes: Nine record votes were take:_t today.

or Business, Corrmerce, and Judiciary held and con-
Pages 43677, 43685, 43693, 43695, 43696, 4_705, chided hearings on the following bills:43711, 43712, 43718

S. t353, vesting in tire:' D.C. Council authority to
Recess: Senate met at 8:30 a.m. and recessed ar:8:z4 p.m. re_'ise =:nd modernize i).C. licensing procedures, re-

P=cos43694, 43715,. 43806 Ceiving testimony frcm Graham W. Watt, Ass',ist::.nt

CommitteeMeetings tothe D.C. Comnaissioncr;S. z338, to authorize I).C. govcrnmcnt to fix certain

APPROPRIATIONS_SUPPLEMENTAL COMMERCE fees, rccdving testimony _rom Mr. Watt;
5. 2208, to improve laws regulating insurance in theCommitte,, on Appropriations.' Subcommittee, in. e_ec-

utive session, marked up and approved for full commit- District of C:olumbia. leceiving testimony from Mr.
tee consideration proposed fiscal z972 supplemental Watt; l_.obert Pr!ice, Peoplcs Life Insurance Co.; Arnold
appropriations for the Department of Commerce and W. Wa:pert, National Education Association; lohn D.
related agencies. St:'inger, American /v[utual Insurance Alliance; and

Vernon Holleman, D.C.. Life Underwriters Associa-
APPROPRIATIONS_D.C tic n; ard

Committee on Appropriations: Subcommittee, in ex,:c- 3. 2209, propose:t D.C Law Enforcement and Crim-
utive session, marked up and approved for full commit- inal Justice Act:, recdvi_lg testimony from Mr. Watt.
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Mr. GRIFFIN.! I announce that the section 315(d) of the Communications Ac'_ of (l) for the use in a State of con,tunics.-
Senator from Ohi_ (Mr. S_xer.) is absent 1934. lions media, or(3) The term "Federal elective off;ce" (ii) for the use in a State of broadcast
on official business means the office of President of the United stations, on behalf of his candidacy for

The Senator f: om Utah (Mr. BEN- States, or of Senator or RepresentattWe in, presldeutlal nomination a total amoun_ in
NETT) _nd the Se: tator from South Da- or Resident Commissioner or Delegate to,, the excess of the amounts which would have
kota (Mr. MUND_) are absent because of Congress of the United States (and :[or put- been determined under paragraph Cl) (A)
illness, poses of section 103(b) such term linclrMes or (B), respectively, had he been a candl-

So the result we _ announced--yeas 40, the office of Vice President). date for an election for the office of Senator

nays 51, as _[olloxs: (4) The term "legally qualified candidate" from such State (or for *_he office of Dele-
with respect to Federal elective office, or gate oz' Resident Commiesi_ner In the case

[No. t24 Legl] nomination for election to such ol_lce, has of the District of Columbia or the Com-
YI _S--40 the same meaning as such term has when monwealth of Puerto Rico).

Alken Curti: Randolph used In section 815 of the Communicatlons (B) _or purposes of this paragraph, a per-
Allott Domil tick Roth Act of 1934. _:on is s candidate for presidential nomina-
Beall Farm'. _ Schweiker (5) The term "voting age popt:tatton" lion If he makes (or any other person makes
Boggs Gold_ _ter Scott means resident civilian population eighl_en on his behalf) an expenditure for the use
Brock Ourn, Smith of any communications medium on behalf
Brooke Hatfi__ years of age and older.Stafford (6) The term "State" includes the District of his candidacy for any political party's
Buckley Holliz ;s Stevens
Byrd, Va. Hrus_ _ Stevenson of Columbia and the Commonwealth of nomination in an election to the office of
Byrd, W. Va. Javltf Taft Puerto Rico. ]President. He shall be considered to be such

a candidate during the period--Cannon Jorda k,Idaho Thurmond MEDX_ RATE REQUIREMENTS
Case Packx cod Tower (1) '_aeglnning on the date on which he
Cook Pastoie Weicker SEC. 103. (a) Section 315(b) of such Act Is (or such other person) first makes such an
Cooper Pear_n amended to read as follows: expenditure (or, if later, January 1 of the
Cotton Percy "(b) The charges made for the use of any :rear In which the election for the circe of

NA' _S---51 broadcasting station by any person who Is a President is held), and

Allen GrlffLz Metcalf legally qualified candidate for any p_,_bllc of- (ii) ending on the date on which such
Anderson Hanse Miller rice shall not exceed the actual charges nmde political party nominates a candidate for
Baker Harrl_ Mondale by such station for any comparable t_se of the office of President.
Bellmon Hart Montoya such station for other purposes." :For purposes of this title and of section 315
Bentsen Hugh, Moss (b) (1) To the extent that any person sells .of the Communication Act of 1934, a candi-
Bible Hum .rey Muskle space in any newspaper or magazine _ a date lot presidential nomination shall be
Burdick Inou , Nelson legally qualified candidate for Federal elec- considered a legally qualified candidate for

n tive office, or nomination thereto, in cort:aec- public office.
Church Jack PeU

Cranston Jorda _N.C. ProxmireDole Kenn Rlblcoff tlon with such candidate's campaign for (C) The Attorney General shall prescribe
Eagleton Long Sparkman nomination for, or election to, such omce, regula*Aons under which any expediture by
Eaetland Magn Leon Spong the charges made for the use of such space a candidate for presidential nomination for
Ellender Mansf eld Stennis In connection with his campaign _;halll not the use in two or more States of cornmuni-
Ervin Mathl: m Symington exceed the charge_; made for comparable use catloz_a media shall be attributed 'to such
Fong McCle lan Talmadge of such space for other purposes.
Fulbrlght McG_ _ Tunney (2) If any person makes available space c_ndidate's expenditure limitation in eachsuch State, based on the number of per-
Gravel McInt ire Young in any newspaper or magazine to any legally sons l:x such State who can reasonably be

NOT V )TINCt--9 qualified candidate for Federal e!ect!!ve cfi_ce, expected to be reached by such communlca-
Bayh Gamb ell Mundt or nomination thereto, in connect_ion with tlons media.
Bennett Hartk4 Saxbe such candidate's campaign for nomlr_stlon
Chiles McGo _ern Williams for, or election to, such office, sucla person (4) (A) During the first week of January1974, and during such week tn every second

So Mr. PACKWOC)'S substitute amend- shall make equivalent space available on the subsequent year, the Secretary of Commerce
meat was rejected same basis to all legally qualified candid;ates

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I move to for the same office, or for nomination to f_uch publishShallcertifYintheto FederaltheAttorneYRegister__Generaland
reconsider the vot_ by which the amend- office, as the case may be. (t) an amount which bears the same ratio
meat was rejected. LIMITATIONS O_ ExP_N_rru_s FOR _,,m OF to l0 cents, and

Mr. FULBIZIGE T. Mr. President, I CO_m_CATZO_S MZmA (it) an amount which bears the same ratio

move to lay that n _otion on the table. SEC. 104. (a) (1) No legally qualified candi- to $50,000,date In an electlon tother than a primary as the: value of the communications price
The motion to _y on the table was or primary runoff election) for a Federal index for the last calendar year ending be-

agreed to. elective office may-- fore the date of certification bears to the
(A) spend for the use of communications value of such Index for 1972. The communl-

media on behalf of his candidacy in such cations price index shall be a price index,
FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN election a total amount In exce_,_ of the using 1972 as a base year, measuring changes

ACT OF 1971 greater of--- In the charges to candidates for the use
(1) 10 cents (or such greater amount as of communications media. Such index shall

Mr. PASTO1ZE. Mr. President, I ask may be certified under paragraph (4]_ CA) Ct) be established and maintained by the Secre-
the Chair to lay before the Senate ames- multiplied by the voting age populatio:_. Cas tary of Commerce.
sage from the House of Representatives certified under paragraph (4) (B)) of the CB) During the first week of January 1972,
on S. 382. geographical area in which the electlo:_ for and during such week in every second sub-

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. such office Is held, or sequent year, the Secretary of Commerce

BROCk) laid before the Senate tl_e (il) $50,000 (or such greater amount as shall certify to the Attorney General andmay be certified under paragraph (41 CB) publislh in the Federal Register an estimate:
amendment of the House of Representa- (ii)),or of the voting age population of each State
tires to the bill (S. 382) to promote fair CB) spend for the use of broad,3e_t eta- and congressional district for the last cai-
practices in the conduct of election cam- tious on behalf of his candidacy in such _._lec- endar year ending before the date of cer-
paigns for Federal political offices, and tlon a total amount in excess of 60 per cea- tificat:_on.
for other purposes, which was to strike turn of the amount determined under sub- (5) Amounts spent for the use of corn-
out all after the enacting clause, and paragraph CA) with respect to such elecblon, munlcations media on behalf of any legally

(2) No legally qualified candidl_te In a qualified candidate for Federal elec,tlve of-
insert: primary election for nomination to a Federal rice (or for nomination to such omce) shall,

That this Act may be cited as the "Federal elective office, other than President, may for tile purposes of this subsection, be
Election Campaign Act of 1971". spend--
TITLE I--CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS (A) for the use of communications m"_dla' date.deemedAmountsto haVespentbeenspentforthebYuseSUChofCandl'com-

or muntcatlons media by or on behalf of anySHORT TITLE

SEC. 101. This title may be cited as the (B) for the use of broadcast stations, legally qualified candidate for the ,office of
"Campaign Communications Reform Act". on behalf of his candidacy in such election Vice President of the United States shall,a total amount in excess of the amounl_ de- for the purposes of this section, be deemed

DF.F_NITIONS termined under paragraph (1) ('A) or (B), to have been spent by the candidate for
SEC. 102. For purposes of this title: respectively, with respect to the general ,elec- the office of President of the United States
(1) The term "communications media" tion for such office. For purposes of this sub- with whom he is running.

means broadcasting stations, newspapers, section a primary runoff election shall be (6) For purposes of this section and sec-
magazines, and outdoor advertising facilities, treated as a separate primary election, lion 815(c) of the Communlcatio n_ Act of

(2) The term "broadcasting station" has (3) (A) No person who Is a candidate: for 1934, spending and charges for the use of
the same meaning as such term has under presidential nomination may spend-- communications media include not only the
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direct charges of the media but also agents' r_unlcato with [_tentlal vo_ers, (])) postage, "(1} a purchase, payment, distribution,
commissions allowed the agent by the media, for computerlz_;d or ldentLcal mailings In loan acLw_nce, deposit, or gift of money or

(7) For purposes of this section and section quantities of 200 or more. A_nountm expended anythi]:_g of value (except a loan of money
315(c) of the Communications Act of 1934, for the use of communlc_tlons media as by a national or State bank made in accord-
any expenditure for the use of any commuo provided ha sect'.fca 104 of title i will be anco with the applicable banking laws and
nlcations medium by or on behalf of the charged against tho Bmita';lon ln_posed by regulations and in the ordinary course of
candidacy of a candidate for Federal elective this section, bustlms_), made for the purpose of lnfiuerc-
office (or nomination thereto) shall be TITLE II_I--4_RIMI1UAL CODE AMEND- lng '[;he nomination for election, or election,
charged against the expenditure limitation MENTS of a.uy person to Federal office, for the put-
under this subsection applicable to the elco- pose of l_n'luencing the result of a primary
tion in which such medium Is used. SEC. S_)I. Section 591 of title 18, United held for' 'l:he selection of delegates to a ns-

(b) No person may make any charge for States C0de, is amended to read ss follows: tlonal l'mminating convention of a political
the use by or on behalf of any legally quali- "§i 591. Definitio_ party o:_ for the expression of a prefers,ncc
fled candidate for Federal elective office (or "When. used ifa sections 5)7, 599, 600, 602_ for the nomination of persons for election
for nomination to such office) of any news- 610, 611_ and 614 of this title-- to tb.e c._fficeof President, or for the purpose
paper, magazine, or outdoor advertising fa* "(a) 'election' means (1) _ general, special, uf influencing the election o_ delegates to a
cllity, unless such candidate (or a person primary, or runoff election, (_) a convention uonstitt.tiunal convention for propo.q:ag
specifically authorized by such candidate In or caucus of a r olltical party held to noml- amer._dme_._ts to the Const_.tution cf t:he
writing to do so) certifies to such person in nato a candidate, (3) a prlm _ry election held 5rnit_._i States;
writing that the payment of such charge for the ,{electlorL of delegat,._ to s, national "Ct0 c, contract, promise, or agreement, ex-
will not violate paragraph (1), (2), or (3) nominating convention of _ political party, :press or implied, whether or not legally eh-
of subsection (a), whichever is applicable. (4) a primary election held for the expres- :force. robie, to make any expenditure; and

(e) Section 315 of the Communications Act sion of a prefer.once for th_ nomination of "(3) _ _;ransfer of funds between political
of 1934 is amended by redesignating subsec- persons for electl.cn to the of 2ce of :President, conmlit_.;e_;
tion (c) as subsection (e) and by inserting and (5) the election of rich;gates to a con- "(g) 'person' and 'whoever' means an i):L-
after subsection (b) the following new sub- stitutional conw,n.tlon for p{0posing amend° dlviduaL partnership, con_llttee, assocla.
sections: ments to the (k,nstitution of the United ':ion, co_iooration, or any other organization

"(c) No station licensee may make any States; or group of persons; and
charge for the use of such station by or on ".(b) 'candidate' means an individual who '"(h) 'State' means each State of the
behalf of any legally qualified candidate for seeks nomination for electio]L or election, to _Ynlted i_tates, the District of Columbia, the
Federal electlw_ office (or for nomination to Federal office, whether or not such individ- Corer_act:wealth of Puerto Rico, and any ter-
such office) unless such candidate (or a per- ual is elected, and, for purposes of this para- ritory o_ possession of the United States."
son specifically author'.zed by such candi- graph, ar_ individual shall be deemed to seek S_c. 80_. Section 600 of title 18, United
date In wrltln_i to do so) certifies to such nomination for t:lectlon, or t,lectlort, to Fed- 8tate. s Code, is amended to read as follows:
licensee in writing that the payment of such eral office, if he has (1) t_,Icen the action "§ 600. I"romise of employment or other
charge will not violate any limitation spec- necessary' under the law of a State to qualify benefit for political activity

tried in paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of section himself for nomination for election, or elec* "WJao_w._r, directly or indirectly, prom[ses
104(a) of the Campaign Communications fica, or [2) received contrirutions or made e_y employment, posit'on, compensation,
Reform Act, whichever paragraph is ap- expenditures, or has given _ds con,sent t:or con*_mct equipment, or other benefit, pro-
plicable, any other person '_o receive contributions or vlded for or made possible in whole or in

"(d) For the purposes of thbs section: make expenditures, with a view to bringing part by any Act of Congress, or any sp_:lal
"(1) The term 'broadcasting station' ha- about hL'_ nomination for ejection, or elec- conslderatl:on in obtaining any such benefit,

cludes a community antenna television sys- _lon, to such office; to any person as consideration, favor, or ge-
tern. "(c) 'Federal office' meats the office of _zard :for a_ay political activity or for the sup-

"(_.) The terms 'license' and 'station lio Pr_ident or Vice President of the United port c,f or opposition to any candidate or any
censee' when used with respect to a corn- States, or Senator or Representative in, or ]_mlith'.al party In eonneetlonwith any general
reunify antenna television system_ mean the Delegate or Restd;nt Commissioner to, tihe c,r special _:lectlon to any political office, cz tn
operator of such system. Congress of the :Yaited States; connection with any primary election or :s_-

"(d) 'political committee' means any in- l:.tlcal c_.mvention or caucus held to sele._
"(9) The term q_ederal elective office' dividual committee, associati_n, or organizao candldat_es for any political office, shall be

means the offic_._of President of the United Sion which acce2:;s contributions or make _zaed not zaore than $1,000 or imprisoned not
Stat_, or of Senator or Representative in, expenditures during a calendar year ha an rmre_;han one year, or both."
or Resident Commissioner or Delegate to, aggregate amount exceeding $1,000; Sec. 3_Y_. Section 60g of title 18, Unl'_
the Congr_ of 'the United States. '_ "(e) 'contribution' means-- _tatea Code, _s amended to read as follows:

a_ULA_'XO_S "(1) a gift, subscription, lc:an, advance, or "§ 608. L_mltations on contribution and ex-
SEc. 105. The Attorney General shall pre- deposit of money or anything cf w_lue (ex-

scribe such regulations as may t)e necessary cepta loan of mo_ey by a n_tlonal or State penditures
or appropriate to carry out sections 109, 103 bank made In acc,_rdance wi_h the appllca* "(a}, (1) No candidate may :make expencU-.
(b), 104(a), and 104(b) of this Act. bls banking laws and regulatLons and in the t_tres frcm his personal funds, or the, per..

ordinary course of business), mad_ for the _nal fu_tds of his immediate :family, in con-.
PEN_tX'mS purpose of lnfiueI_cing the :_omlnatlon for nection with his campaign for nomlnatl.on

SEC. 106. (a) Whoever violates any pro- election, ,_r elect:_cn, of any person to 1%d- for election, or election, to Federal office in
vision of section. 103(b), 104(a), or 104(b) or oral office_ for the. purpose of influencing the e_cess of ....
any regulation under section 105 shall be results of a primary held for _he selection ,of "(A) _50,000, In the case of a candida_m
· ssessed a civil penalty of not more than delegates to a national nominating convert- for the office of President or Vice President;
$1,000 for each violation, fica of a political party or _or tho expres- "(B) _35,000, in the case of a candidalm

(b) Any lega:lly qualified candidate who sion of a preference for the nomir_ation of for the o_ce of Senator; or
willfully violat_ section 104(a) or any reg- persons for election to the o_ce of President, "(C) _25.000, in the case of a candlda_
clarion under section 105 shall be punished or for tho purpose; of lnfiue:_cing ';he alee- f_>r the (,ffice of Representative, or Delegal_
by a fine of not more than $10,000 or by tm- tlon of delegates _o a constit_tional conven- or Resident Commissioner to the Congress.
prlsonment of not more than one year, or tlon for proposin_: amendments to :;he Con- _'(2) _or purposes of this subsection,
both. stltution of the United States 'immediate family' means a candidate's

_.qrr_cTr_ _AT_ '"(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, spouse, _nd any child, parent, grandparent,

Sec. 107. Section 103 of this Act and the express or impll_._., whether or not legally brother, or sister of the candidate, and the
amendrnents made thereby shall take effect enforceable, to m_l_e a contrl)utton for such spouse._ cf such persons.
on January 1, 1972. Section 104 and the pturposes; "(b) leo candidate or political commit_
amendments made thereby shall apply only "(3) a _ransfer of funds b_,tween political sba31 knc,w_ngly accept any contribution err
to expenditures for the use on or after such committees; a'_thorize any expenditure In violation of the
date of communications media. "(4) the pay_.ent, by any person other p::ovision_ of this section.

than a candidate or political comrfdttee, of "'(c) Violation of the provisions of this Se0-
_ITrLE II compensation for the perso:ml services of tlon I_ pm_ishable by a fine not to e_ceed

SFac. 201. No candidate for Federat elective another person '_'hich are re:_dered to such $:L,000, i_'_prisonment for not to exceed cn.e
office may expend, in a primary, prhrnary candidate or political con_Jttee without y_;ar, c_' L o_:h.".
_tnoff, or general election, an amount in ex- charge for any such purpose; _d Se_. 3(:,4. Section 609 of title 18, United
tess of the limitations imposed by section "(5) notwlthst_,nding the foregoing mean- _;ate_ Code, is repealed.
104 of title ! (for the use of communion* tugs of 'contribution', the wood shall not be S_c. 3C5. Section 610 of ti_fie 18, United
tions media) for the following purposes: construed to Include services provided wlth- S;ates Cedi;, relating to contributions or ex-
(a) telephone campaigns, including the cost out compensatior, by individuals volunteer- _mditures by national banks, corporatio]m_,
of telephones, l_ld telephonists and auto- lng a portion or _]1 of their _tme ca behe_t/_ or labor _rgalzatlons, is amended by adding
mated equipmer_t, when telephones are used of a candidate or political committee; al; the end thereof the following paragraph:
In banks of five or more instruments to corn- _'(f) 'expenditure' means_ "As ns_d in this section, the phrase 'con-
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trlbution or expenditure' shall include any primary, or runoff election, (2) a conve,atton 1;he purpose of influencing the election of
direct or indirect payment, distribution, or caucus of a political party held to noml- de legatez, to a constitutional convention for
loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money, or hate a candidate, (3) a primary election he'id proposing amendments to the Constitution
any services, or anything of value to any for the selection of delegates to a national of the United States;
candidate, campaign committee, or polit- nominating convention of a political party, (2) a contract, promise, or agreement
ical party or organization, in connection (4) a primary election held for the expression ,_hether or not legally enforceable, to make
with any election to any of the offices re- of a preference for the nomination cf per- _n expenditure, and
ferred to in this section; but shall not in- sons for election 'to the office of Pr_idezLt, (S) a transfer of funds between _g)li*_i-
clude communications by a corporation to and (5) the election of delegates to l_ c¢,_l- ,._:[committees;
its stockholders and their families or by a stltutional convention for proposing amen, t- (g) "s'apervis0ry officer" means the Sec-
labor organization to its members and their men_s to the Constitution of the U:dit,_d ',_'etary of the Senate with respect to candl-
families on any subject; nonpartisan regis- States; dates for Senator; and the Clerk of the
tratlon and get-out-the-vote campaigns by (b) "candidate" means au _ndividual w]xo iFIouse of Representatives with respect to can-
a corporation aimed at its stockholders and seeks nomination far election, or election, to didates for Representative in, or Delegate or
their families, or by a labor organization Federal office, whether or not such lndlvid_Jal *Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of
aimed at its members and their families; the is elected, and, for purposes of this p_ra- _,he Unlt_.xi States; and the Comptroller Gen-
establishment, administration, and sollclta- graph, an individual shall be deemed t;o se._k ,_;ral of tae United States in any other case;
tion of contributions to a separate segregated nomination for election, or election, if :ne (h) "person" means an individual, partner-
fund to be utilized for political purposes by has (1) taken the action necessary under tine' :_;hip,. committee, association, corporation,
a corporation or labor organization: Pro- law of a State to qualify himself for noraina- :labor. organization, and any other organiza-
viclecl, That it shall be unlawful for such tlon for election, or election, to Federal! olli,'_, _lon or group of persons; and
a fund to make a contribution or expendl- or (2) received cor_trlbutlons or made ex- (i) "S_;ate" means each State of the United
ture by utilizing money or anything of value pendltures, or has given his consent far a:ay :_tates, the District of Co]_umbla, the Co.'ca-
secured by physical force, Job discrimina- other person to receive contributions or nmke monwea_th of Puerto Rico, and any territory
tion, firmnclal reprisals, or the threat of force, expenditures, with a vlew to bringing about _r possemlon of the United States.
Job discrimination or financial reprisal; or his nomination for election, or electic,n, to O:_Ga_;_Za_ON OF POLITICAL COMMI_'rEES
by dues, fees or other monies required as a such office;
condition of membership in a labor arga- (c) "Federal office" means the oJlice of Sgc. 4:02. (a) Every political committee
nlzatlon or as a condition of employment, President or Vice ]?resident of the United shall have a chairman and a treasurer. No
or by monies obtained in any commercial States; or of Senator or Representatlw_ in, or _ont_lbu.tlon and no expenditure shall be
transaction." Delegate or Resident Commissioner 'X,, ,the a¢:cepte_ or made by or on behalf of a politi-

S_c. 306. Section 611 of title 18, United Congress of the Unlted States; cai committee at a time when there is, a
States Code, is amended to read as follows: (d) "political conunittee" means any co_x- vacancy in the office of chairman or treasurer

"§ 611. Contributions by Government con- mlttee, association, or organization which ac- thereof. No expenditure shall be made for or
cepts contrlbutlons or makes expend:ttu'-es _n behsif of a political committee w_thout

tractors during a calendar year in an aggreg_te the authorization of its chairman or 9reas-
"Whoever-- amount exceeding $1,000; t_er, or their designated agents.
"(a) entering into any contract with the (e) "contributlon"mea_s--- (b) E',_ery personwho receives a contribu-

United States or any department or agency (1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance,, or tion in exce_s of $10 for a political committee
thereof either for the rendition of personal deposit of money or anything of value (ex- shall, o:_ demand of the treasurer, and in
services or furnishing any mater_al, sup- cept a loan of money by a national or 1St;ate any event wlthln five days after receipt of
plies, or equipment to the United States or bank made in accordance with the applic_l_le such contribution, render to the treasurer a
any department or agency thereof or for banking laws and regulations and in tixe or- detailed account thereof, including the
selling any land or building to the United dinary course of business), *made for the pur- arnotmt, the name and address (occupation
States or any department or agency thereof, pose of influencing the nomination f(_r elco- and the principal place of business, If any)
ff payment for the performance of such con- tion, or election, of any person to ',M,.qleral of the person making such contribution, and
tract or payment for such material, supplies, office or as a preside_tial or vice-presidential the dat_ on which received. Ail funds of a
equipment, land, or building is to :be made elector, for the p_rpose of influencing the polltica_ committee shall be segregated from,
in whole or *in part from funds appropriated resul_ Of a primary held far the select!ion of and may not be commingled with, any per-
by the Congress, at any time between the delegates to a national nomtnatlng eonv_x- sonal funds of officers, members, or asa>ctate6
commencement of negotiations for and the tion of a political party or for the expresS:on o:£*such committee.
later of (1) the completion of performance of a preference for the nomination o:_ per- (c) I_; shall be the duty ofthe treasurer
under, or (2) the termination of negotiations sons for election to the office of President;, or o_ a po._itical committee to keep a detafied
for, such contract or furnishing of material, for the purpose of influencing the _l,_l;l:on gad exect account of--

supplies, equipment, land or buildings, direct- of delegates to a constitutional con'vent!.on (ii) a_il contributions made to or far such
ly or indirectly makes any contribution of for proposing amendments to _he Cc.nstl_;u- committee;
money or other thing of value, or promises tion of the United Statos. ('._.) the full name and mailing address
expressly or impliediy to make 'any such (2) a contract, promise, or agreement, (occupation and the principal place of busl-
contribution, to any political party, cum- whether or not legally enforceable, to m_ke ness, if any) of every person making a con-
mlttee, or candidate for public office or _o a contribution for any such purpo_; tribution in excess of $10, and the date and
any person for any political purpose or use; (3) a transfer of funds between political amount thereof;
or committees; (3) a:l expenditures made by or on behalf

"(b) knowinglysoliclts any suchcontribu- (4) the payment, by any persox_ ol;lae_ of such committee; and
tlon from any such person for any such put- than a candidate ox' political committee, of (4) the full name and mailing address
pose during any such period; compensation for tl_e personal servlce_ _f _an- (occupation and _he principal place of busi-
shall 'be fined not more than $5,000 or ira- other person which are rendered to such ness, if any) of every person to whom any
prisoned not more than five years, or both." candidate or co_untttee without ch_xge for expenditure is made, the date and amount

SEC. 307. The table of sections for chap- any such purpose; axed thereof and the name and address of, and
ter 29 of title 18, United States Code, is (5) notwithstanding the foregoing mean- office, sought by, each candidate on whose
amended by--- ings of "contribution", the word shall; :act be behalf such expenditure was made.

(1) strlklng out the item relating to see- construed to include services providecl wl_h- (d) I_ shall be the duty of the treasurer
tion 608 and inserting in lieu thereof the out compensation by Individuals volunteer- t_ obtain and keep a receipted bill, stating
following: lng a portion or all of their time on bei_;alf tlae particulars, for every expenditure made
°'608. Limltatlons on contributions and ex- of a candidate or political committee; by or oa behalf of a political committee in

penditures."; (f) "expenditure" means--- excess of $100 in amount, and for any such

(2) striking out the item relating to sec- (1) a purchase, payment, distr!tl_,utlon, expenditure in a lesser amount, if the aggre-
tlon 609 and inserting in lieu thereof the loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or gate araount of such expenditures to the
following: anything of value (except a loan of mo_aey same p_rson during a calendar year exceeds

by a national or State bank made in accord- $100. 7he treasurer shall preserve all re-
"609. Repealed."; ance with the applicable banking ls.v_ ILnd oeipted bills and accounts required to bo

(3) striking out the item relating to sec- regulations and in the ordinary court. · of kept by this section for periods of time to be
tion 611 and Inserting in lieu thereof the business), made for the purpose o,'_ irJlu- d_termined by the supervisory officer.
following: encing the nomination for election, .0r elco- (e) Any political committee which solicits
"611. Contributions by Government contrac- tion, of any person to Federal office, c,r ss a or rece;ves contributions or makes expendl-

tots.", presidential and vice-presidential elector, tures o:a behalf of any candidate that is not

TITLE IV--DISCLOSUR_ OF FEDERAL or for the purpose of influencing th,_ retult authorized in writing by such candidate to do
CAMPAIGN FUNDS of a primary held for the selection of dele- so shall include a notice on the face or front

gates to a national nominating conwmtion page e[ all literature and advertisements
DEFzNrr_oNs of a political party or for the expre.,_slon of published in connection with such candi-

SEC. 401. When used in this title--- a preference for the nomination of per_ns date's campaign by such committee or on its
(a) "election" means (1) a general, special, for election to the office of President;, or for behalf stating that the committee is not
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authorized by such candidate and that such (d) Any committee which, after having exp0ndlture for personal services, salaries,
candidate is not responslhle for the activities filed one or more statemen_ of organization,, and reimbursed expenses in excess of $100
of such committee, disbands or de_;ermlnes It 'All no longer re-. has be,_n made, and which is not otherwise

(f) (1) Any political committee shall tn- celve contribu_lons or m_ke e_:penditures reported, including the amount, date, and
clude on the face or front page of all llterao during the c_endar year in _n aggregate purpose of such expenditure;
lure and advertisements soliciting funds the amount exceeding $1,000 shall so notify the (11) the total sum of expenditures made
following notice: supervisory officer, by _uc:._ committee or candidate during the

"A copy of our report filed with the appro- REPOaTI_ BY POT.ITXCAT. CCM1VIIT'_._ESAND calendar year;
prlate supervisory officer Is (or will be) avail- CANDIDATE_ (12) the amount and nature of debts and
able for purchase from the Superlntendent obligations owed ,by or to the committee, in
of Documents, United States Government SF.C. 404. (a) F_ach treasurer of a political such form as the supervisory officer may
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402." committee snp]×_rtlng a ca:_didat,; or candi- prescrll)e and a continuous reporting of '_heir

(_) (A) The supervisory officer shall corn- d_tes for eleeti0:a to Federal office and each debi_ _md obligations after the election at
pile and furnish to the Public Printer, not candidate for ,._lection to such ¢,ffice, shall such periods as the supervisory officer may
later than the last day of March of each file with Vhe appropriate supervisory officer require until such debts and obligation:3 are
year, an annual report for each political reports of receipts and expe_ditures on forms extlngrdshed; and
committee which has filed a report with him to be prescribed or approved by him. Such (13) such other information as shah be
under thls tltle during the period from March reports shall be filed on the ter_th day of requtre_lbythesupervisoryomcer,
10 of the preceding calendar year through March, June, and September, In each year, (c) 'l_e reports required to be filed by sub-
January 31 of the year tn which such annual and on the fiftee, ath and fifth days next pre- section (a) shall be cumulative during the
report is made available to the Public Print- ceding the date on which an election is held, cale:adar year to w_lch they relate, 'but
er. Each such annual report shall contaln_ and also by tho thirty-first day of January. where there has been no change in an item

(l) a copy of the statement of organization Such reports sllall be complete as of such reported in a previoUs report during .'tach
of the political committee required under date as the sup_rvisory officer may prescribe, yeaL only the amount need be carried for-
section 403, together with any amendments which ah.all not be less than five days before ward. If no contributions or expenditures
thereto; and the date of filln_, except that any contribu- have l>_en accepted or expended during a

(il) a copy of each report filed by such corn- t/on of $5,000 o:: more received after the last calendar year, the treasurer of the political
mlttee under section 404 from March 10 of report ia filed Rrlor to the ._lectlo]_, shall be committee or candidate shall file a state-
the preceding .Fear through January 31 of the reporte_, wlthlr, forty-eighl houn_ after its merit t¢, that effect.
year in wrich the annual report Is so fur- receipt.
nlshed to the Public Printer. (b) Each report under tt_ts se_ion shall m_oRrs BY OTHERS TITAN POLITICAL

(B) The Public Printer shall make copies disclose_-- COMMITTEES
of such annual reports available for sale to (1) the amour_t of cash on hand at the SEC. 4:05. Every person (other than a l_aIit-
the public by the Superintendent of Docu- beginning of t_ae reportln{,, peri¢_l; lcal conmdttee or candidate) who makes _×m-
ments as soon as practicable after they are (2) tho full _mme and mailir_g address tributlcns or expenditures, other than. by
received from :_he supervisory officer. (occupation and the principal place of bust- contr£but[on to a'political committee or 4mn-

ness, If any) of ,.'ach perso_ who has made dldar, e, in an aggregate amount in excess of
REGISTRATIONO:PPOLITICAL COMlVilTTEE_;STATIC- el:lo or mere c_)ntributlons to or for such $100 within a calendar year shall file with

_s committee or c_,ndldate (in:ludinl; the put- the _mpervisory officer a statement contain-
Sro. 403. (a) Each political committee chase of ttckets :for events such ss dinners, lng the information required by sectlon 404.

which _ntictpates receiving contributions or luncheons, rallle,_, and sin_lar fundraislng Statements required by this section shall be
making expenditures during the calendar year events) within the calenda:: year tn an ag- filed on the dates on which reports by polit-
than aggregate amount exceeding $1,000 shall _egate amount or value in excess of $100, lcal cor,mrntttees are filed, but neGd not be
file with the supervisory officer a statement together w_th tlx_: amount _,nd da_ of such cumulative.

of m_anlzatlon, within ten days after its or- contributions; _'oa_,_z, REQUIREI_Elq_S RESPECTZI_OREPOi_SI
g,_nt_ation or, if later, ten days after the date (3) the total m_m of individual contrtbu- z__ S_AT_MZ_TS
on which it has information which caUses the tions made to or for such cc mmittse or can-
com_m!ttee to anticipate it will receive con- didate during the reporting period and not S_c. 406. (a) A report or statement re-
tributions or make expenditures in excess of reported under paragraph ,12); qulr_ _y this title to .be filed by a treas_xrer
$1,000. Each such committee in existence at (4) the name and address of eac_a political of a political committee, a candidate, or by
the date of enactment of this Act shall file a committee or candidate fro!n which the re- any other person, shall be verified by the
statement of organization with the super- porting _rnmJttee or the ca:adidat_t received, oath or affirmation of the person filing such
vlsory officer at such time as he prescribes, or to which that committee or candidate report or statement, taken before any of.

(b) The statl._nent of organizatlon shall in- made, any transfer of funds, together with _cer authorized to administer oaths.
clude-- the amounts an i dates of a_l transfers; (hl, A copy of a report or statement slh_ll

(1) the name and addressYf the commit- (5) each loan to or from e_y person withln be preserved .by the person filing it for a
tee; the calendar yea_: tn an a_grega$_,, amount _erlod of time to be designated by the au-

(2) the namt_, addre_es, and relationships or value In excess of $100, together with the i_ervisori officer in a published regulation.
of affiliated or ,connected organlzatlous; full names and mailing addresses (occupa- (c) The supervisory officer may, by pub-

(3) the area, scope, or Jurisdiction of the tious and the principal plam._s of b'winess, if lished regulation of general applicability,
committee; any) of the lender and endo:_sers, ff any, and relieve any category of political committf_s

(4) the name, address, and pos/lion of the the date and an_)unt of such loans; of the obligation to comply with sectlon 404
custodian of books and accounts; (6) the total amount of proceeds from i.f such committee (1) primarily supports

(5) the name, address, and pos/tlon of (A) the sale of tickets to each dinner, 'versons seeking State or local office, and rices
other principal officers, including officers and luncheon, rally, and other fundrais_ng event; iaot s_:bstantlally support candidates, and (2)
members of the finance committee, if any; (B) mass collec_ton_ made at eueh events; ,foes :act operate In more than one State or on

(6) the name, addxess, office sought, and and (C) sales of ltsms such .._spolitical cam- :_statew_de basis.
party affilie_tion of (A) each candidate whom paign pias, buttons, badges, flags, emblems, (d) The supervisory officer shall, by pub-
the committee is supporting, and (B) any hats, banners, literature, and sinfilar nm- ]lshe<! regulations of general applicability,
other individual, If any, whom the commit- terials; pre_c:_b_ the manner In which contributio:ns
tee is supperting for nomination for election, (?) each contr_.butlon, re,ate, %efund, or _md expenditures in the nat_zre of debts and
or election, to any public office whatever; or, other receipt tn excess of $100 not otherwise other contracts, agreements, and promises to
If the committee is supporting the entire listed ux_der paragraphs (2) thrc,ugh (6); make contributions or expenditures shall be
ticket of any party, the name of the party; (8) the total .,mm of all n;celpts by or for reported. Such regulations shall provlde that

they be reported in separate schedules. In
(7) a statement whether the committee is such conunittee or candldat.., during the re- determining aggregate amounts of contri-a continuing one; porting period;
(8) the disposition Of residual funds which (9) the full name and mailing address buttons and expenditures, amounts repozted

will be made in the event of dissolution; (occupation and the principal place of bust- _ provided in such regulations shall not be
(9) a listlng of all banks, safety deposit ness, If any) o]I each person to whom an ¢;onsider_d until actual payment is made.

boxes, or other repositories used; expenditure or e_penditures have been made REPORTS CN CONVENTION FINANCI2JG
(10) a statement of the reports required by such committee or on behalf of such S=.c. 407. E_ch committee or other organi-

to be filed by the committee with State or committee or candidate witidn the _calendar _atl0n waich_
local officers, and, if so, the names, addresses, year in an aggregate amot_nt or value in (1) represents a State, or a political sub-
and positions of such persons; and excess of $100, the amount, date, and put- division thereof, or any group of persons, in

(11) such other information as shall be re- pose of each suci_ expenditu:'e and the name dealing with officials of a national polit'.ical
qulred by the supervisory officer, and add::ess of, and office l_ought by, each party w_th respect to matters involving, a

(c) Any change In information previously candida_ on whose behalf such expenditure convention held in such State or po!ltlical
submitted in a statement of organlzatlon was made; .,;ubdivis:on to nominate a candidate for the
shall be reported to the supervisory officer (10) ti_e full _tame and matlln_ address office of President or Vice President, or
within a ten-day period following the (occupa_iozx and the prlnclp_l place of bust- (2) represents a national political party In
change, ness, if any) of each person to whom an making arrangements for the convention .of
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such party held to nominate a candidate for (13) to prescribe suitable rules and regina- PEZCALTYFOR VIOLATIONS
the office of President or Vice President. lions to carry out the provisions of tl_ts _ltle. SEc. 410. Any person who violates any of
shall, within sixty days following the end of (bi It shall be the further duty of the the provisions of this title shall be fined not
the convention (but not later than twenty Comptroller General to serve as a n_tic,nal more tlaan $1,000 or imprisoned not; more
days prior to the date on which presidential clearinghouse for tzfformation in resloect to than o_te year, or both.
and vice-presidential electors are chosen), the administration of elections. In _m_ying
file with the Comptroller General of the out his duties under t_ls subsectlo:_, the EFFECT ON STATELAW
United States a full and complete financial Oomptrolle_ General shall enter Into can- SEc. 411. (a) (1) Nothing tn this Act shall
statement, in such form and detail as he may tracts for the purpose of conducting Bade- be deemed to invalidate or make inapplicable
prescribe, of the sources from whlch It de- pendent studies of the adminlstrs.tl_on of any pre,vision of any State law, except where
rived its funds, and the purposes for which elections. Such studies shall Include, !_ut compliance with such provision of law would
such funds were expended, shall not be limited to, studies of-- result l:a a violation of a provision of this Act.

(1) the method of selection of, and the (2) l'{otwithstanding paragraph (1), no
DUT_S O_ THE SUPERVXSOaYorrzcxa type o! duties assigned to, officials and _r- provision of State law shall be construed to

SEC. 408. (a) It shall be the duty of the sonnel working on boards of electio;_;; prohibit any person from taking any action
supervisory ofilcer_ (2) practices relating to the registration of authorized by this Act or from making any

(1) to develop and furnish to the person' voters; and expend:iture which he could lawfully make
required by the provisions of this Act pre- (3) voting and counting methods, under this Act.

(bi :_'he supervisory omcer shall encourage,
scribed forms for the making of the reports Studies made under this subsection sha}.l be and c_perate with, the election oflicial_ In
and statements required to be filed with him published by the Comptroller General and the se'Teral States to develop pro(_duresunder this title;

(2) to prepare, publish, and furnish to the copies thereof shall be made available to the which will eliminate the necessity of mul-
general public upon the payment of the cost ttpXe filings by permitting the filing of Copies

person required to file such reports and thereof. Nothing In this subsection _3hall be of Fed,_ral reports to satisfy the State re-
statements a manual setting forth recom- construed to authorize the Comptroller Gert- quirements.
mended uniform methods of bookkeeping eral to require the inclusion of any comment P,_TXAL XNVALI_rrY
and reporting; or recommendation of the Comptroller Gert-

(3) to develop a filing, coding, and cross- eral in any such study. SEc. 412. If any provision of this Act, or
indexing system consonant with the put- (c) (1) Any person who believes :_ vJtola- the ap_,ltcation thereof, to any person or cir-cumstance is held invalid, the valldity of the
poses of this title; tion of this title has occurred may file a remainder of the Act and the application of

(4) to make the reports and statements complaint with the supervisory officer. II' the such provision to other persons and circum-
filed with him available for public inspection supervisory officer determines there is sub- s.tances shall not be affected thereby.and copying, commencing _s soon as prac- stantlal reason to believe such a violation has
ticable but not later than the end of the occurred, he shall expeditiously make an In- REPEALING CLAUSE
second day following the day during which vestigatlon, which shall also include an in- SEC. 413. (a) The Federal Corrupt; Prac-
it WaS received, and to permit copying of vestigation of reports and statements filed tiecs Act, 1925 (2 U.S.C. 241-256), is repealed
any such report or statement by hand or by by the complainant ff he is a candidate, of (bi :In case of any conviction under this
duplicating machine, as requested by any the matter complained of. Whenever In the title, where the punishment inflicted does
person, at the exepense of such person: Pro- Judgment of the supervisory omcer, after not lm:lude Lmprisonment, such conviction
vialed, That any information copied from
such reports and statements shall not be affording due notice and an opportunity for shall be deemed a misdemeanor conviction· a hearing, any person has engaged or is only.
sold or utilized by any person for the put- about to engage in any acts or practices TITLE V--MISCELLANEOUS
pose of soliciting contributions or for any
commercial purpose; which constitute or wlU constitute a viola- lgXTENSiON O1o CREDITBY REGULATEDL_tDUSTRIES

lion Of any provision of this title or any SEC. 501. The Civil Aeronautics Board, the
(5) to preserve such reports and state- regulation or order issued thereunder, the Federal, Communications Commission, and

merits for a period of ten years from date of Attorney General on behalf of the Uzttted the ln'_erstats Commerce Commt._slon shallreceipt, except that reports and statements
relating solely to candidates for the House of States shall Institute a civil action :for re- each promulgate, within ninety days afterlief, including a permanent or te:mpol._ry
Representatives shall be preserved for only injunction, restraining order, or arty ol;her the da'_e of enactment of this Act, its own
five years from the date of receipt; _ppropela_e oz_er in the distr_ot ooxai of the regulations with respect to the extension ofcredit, without security, by any person regu-

(6) ¢_ complle and maintain a currsn$ list United States for the dlstrlct tn wl_lch the fated _y such Board or Commission to any
of all statements or parts of statements per- person is found, resides, or transacts bust- candidate for Federal office (as such term ts
taluing to each candidate; ness. Upon a proper showing that such l_er- definedL in section 401(c) of the Fedezazl Elco-

(7) to prepare and publish an annual re- son has engaged or is about to engage in tlon Campaign Act of 1971), or to any person
port Including compilations of (A) _otal re- such acts or praoticos, a permanent or r_m- on. behalf of such a candidate, for goods fur-
ported contributions and expenditures for porary injunction, restraining order, o:r o_;her nished or services rendered in connection
all candidates, political committees, and order shall be granted without bond by such with the campaign of such candidate for
other persons during the year; (Bi total court, nomination for election, or election, _bosuch
mounts expended according to such cate- (2) In any action brought under pfxagraph office.
gorles as he shall determine and broken down (1) of this subsection, subpenas :_or Wlt-
lnto candidate, party, arid nonparty expendi- nesses who are required to attend s_ United :._ao_xrsnrXON aC_ZNST X_SEOF CZRT_ _J_
tures on _he National, State, and local levels; States district court may run into a:a_y o_her FUN_S FOR ELECTXONACTIVITIES
(C) total amounts expended for influencing district. SEC. 502. No part of any funds appropriated
nominations and elections stated separately; (3) Any party aggrieved by an order _ carry out the Economic Opportunity Act
(D) total amounts contributed according to
such categories of smouz_ts as he shall de- granted under paragraph (1) of tl_is _ub- of 19_b shall be used to finance, dlrectly or
terrains and broken down into contributions section may, at any time within si:cty days lindlrectly, any activity designed to influence
on the National, State, and local levels for after the date of entry thereof, file ,a '_,etl- _he outcome of any election to Feder_tl office,
candidates and political committees; and tion with the United States court of appeals or any voter _egistration activity, or to payfor the circuit In which such person is _cund, the salary of any officer or employee, of the
(E) aggregate amounts contributed by any resides, or transacts business, for Judltelal O_ice of Economic Opportunity who, In his
contributor shown _o have contributed in review of such order, official capacity as such an of_cer or em-
excess of $100;

(8) ¢_ prepare and publish from time to (4) The Judgment of the court of appeals ployee, engages In any such activity. As used
time special reports comparing the various a_rming Or setting aside, in whole ox' in part, lin this. section, the term "election" has the
totals and categories of contributions and any such order of the district court shall be _ue meaning given such term by sec%ion
expenditures made with respect to preceding final, subject to review by the Supreme Court 40_ (a) of this Act. and the term '"Federal

of the United States upon certiorari or cer- office" has the same meaning given suchelections;
(9) to prepare and publish such other re- tification as provided in seCtion 125_._of _ltle term blt section 401 (c) of this Act.28 of the United States Code. F_CTXV_ DATE

ports as he may deem approprlate; (5) Any action brought under t_alis z_ub- S_c. 503. Except as provided for in sec-
(lO) to assure wide dissemination of eta- section shall be advanced on the d_ket of l_ton 501 of this Act, thc provisions of this

tlstics, summaries, and reports prepared un- the court in which filed, and put _head of .Act shall become effective on December 31,
der this title;

(11) to make from time to time audits and all other actions (other than other actions :t9'll, or sixty days after the date of eru_ct-
field investigations w_th respect to reports brought under this subsection). :merit of this Act, whichever Is later.
and statements filed under the provisions PROHXBITXONO_ CO_TR_B_rZONS :N _: O_ Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move
of the title, and with respect to alleged fall* ANOTHZR that the Senate disagree to the amend-
utes to file any report or statement required SEc. 409. No person shall make a co_atr:tbu- ment of the House and agree to the re-
nnder the provisions of this ,_ltle; tion in the name of another person, and no

(12) to report apparent violations of law to person shall knowingly accept a contriibution quest of the House for a conference on
the appropriate law enforcement authorities; made by one person in the name of smother the disagreeing votes of the two Houses
and person, thereon, and that the Chair be author-
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lied to appoint the conferees on the part groceries, and _xes. ff he find_ himself all the powers that employer c_m
of the Senate, controlled by the _ lagE-Price, BoaJrd, exercise, tit gives the ovemment a club

The motion was agreed to; and the wl'dle at the $_e tl ne he sees a man {;ohold over the of the pres:;, a
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. PASTOR_-, with equal tectmical '_ill working for a club of the very natt that the Con-
Mr. HARt, Mr. HAR_w., Mr. JORDA_ of newspaper and beln _ al_le to demand .,;titution expressly in the first
North Carolina, Mr. CA_NON, Mr. P_.LL, and sold(ye a 10=, 5-, 10-percent in- amendraent, that motivated the
Mr. BAKER, Mfr. COOK, Mr. STEVENS, aJld crease, again we will haw a demonstra- sponsors of the amendment that
Mr. SCOTT conferees on the part of the ble inequity which ti e Araertcan people will be before this bod after the amend-
Senate. will not swallow, an neqtfity which will merit of the Senato] New York has

-- erode the kind and cl_;s of controls been disposed of.
whlch are required. ' The censor with and blue pen-

ECONOM.IC STABILIZATION ACT I believe thi_ woul,, als() limit; at least oil ia very easy to ttify and to guard

AMENDMENT, 3 OF 1971 the wage part of the ,rage-price position against, but the mmic censor, the
The Senate contin_ ed with the con- in this inflationary c,_cle '_e are all suf= man who comes with controls over

sideration of (;he bill ( 3. 2891) to extend feting _'rom by keel trig wage,,_ in the the payroll, has greai;er,
and amend the Econ,)mic Stabilization media _zu(ier t_ san e type of controls becalzse it is so insidi and, therefore,
Act of 1970. aa wages {n other indu _tries. so hard to guard so hard to _xtd

i_-. BUCKI_-'Y. Mr. President, I offer We are not croat: ag charges which directly, as you can the man with
an amendment to the Cranston amend- have to be absorbed [ ? th,.· publishers or lxis scissors or with blue pencfi.
ment (No. 777). the operators of br( _dc_sting stations If the Dower to is indeed a power

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The th.at would have to be reflected in higher to destroy, then the )wet to grant or to
amendment to the alnendment will be prices charged by adv,;rtisers. That withilold pay raises is the power to
stated, would be (>ne thing _ Mch we _.1_ trying destroy press enterprise, and

The second assist,az,t legislative clerk to eliminate, independence.
proceeded to state the amendment. I submit that this particular amend- Fo:r these but I think

Mr. BUCKI_Y. Mr: President, I ask merit would eli:x,Jnate one of tht glaring Jlundamental I oppose this
unanimous consent th _t further reading inequitie_ of the pe lLding amendment, amendraent.
of the amenchnent be dispensed with. Mr. President, regard: ess of the outcome 1_'. President, this

The PRESIDING CFFICER. Without of this :amenchnent, _i will Vote against prov_sicninthe] BUCK-
objection, it is so ord ;red. th.e Cranston a_nendnc ont. {;fy would amend was put in by my

Mr. CRANSqX)N. iV[r. Preside:at, ! OD- ;unextdz. aent to the As the proposal
The amendment re _ds as follows: pose the amendment, Jmd i[ urge all other came before us it provided onlyOn page 2, line 5, st: lke the conuna and

the Word "or" appearing after the word "sys- Senator.'; to oppose it for the following for hohting down and permitting
tern' and insert a perle d in lieu thereof, reasons. Prices to rise. The would not be

On page 2, strike everrthlng m subsection The burden of c(intr(,1 should fan controlled. Senator would seek
(ill) beginning with t_ ._word "wages" on equally on labor and business alike. It to do the same thing.
line 6 through the wore "That" at the end Would be totally inequitable and totally The suggestion
of line 14. out of keeping with tile sl:irit of this bin merit by the from New Yol:k

Mx'. BUCKLEY. M_ President, ! ask to control the prices c [ industry alone or could hardly does it do?
for the yeas and nays. to control only 'the _ _ges of those who lit provides that will be able to

The yeas and nays iere ordered, work for a living, increase their but the wages of
Mr. BUCKLEY. M President, this Where consti_utiom 1principles or eeo- their workers, i down. This makes

should not take too[ much time. My nomic condition_,{ requ re tlxe exclusion of winc_all profits a certainty'.
amendment is very s:mple. I think my one segment of ei_he labor or business Mr. I_.U'CKLEY. President, will _he
amendment will be _cceptable to the from controls, it; is o fly, therefore, fair Senator yield?
Senator from Califorr ia. to likewise exclude m other :;egment, Mx'. PROXMIRE will yield in just a

What it do(m is to _imply take away the coumterpart, moment.
from his amendment ;he exemption for Equity very ptain] deraands that, if The other point I would like to make
the wages paid by t: _e media. It does we free the wages o{ maaagem.ent and is ths_t the thrust of Cranston amend-
not interfere with th_ exemption of the editorial writers, whl h clearly must be merit is to protect free expression by
prices charged to ti at media or the free to protect fr._ sp_ _ch, we should also editors, reporters, so forth. They a:re
printing plant, an ex(tmption from eeo- free the other work_ :s o:_ these enter- the o,nes who would _e continued to be
nomio control as it _ffects the prices prises wtfich are indir( atly involved in the covered if the Buckl amendment were
charged and as to ra es of wages, expression of these id_,as. _,,greed _x). Their would be

But a theoretical ( as( can be made If we allow prices i)f the media to be i_t tho mercy board.
with respect to the pi _er to prevent an freed from controls _ hile continuing to It seems to me the Senator from
organization from di_ ._minating opinion control wages, some fi_dus_ries could re- New York offers amendment wi/[c.h
or forcing a newspap, r or an organiza- ceive large profiv_s as lbhe :cesult of wage gqves us the worst all possible worlds.
tion out of business, hereby giving the control rather than _s a result of in- Mr. I_.UCKI_Y. r. President, I yield
Government i,he optJ )n of closing out creased productivity. _ minutes to the from Connecti.-
the media establishm ,nt or, in a punl= The provision for qlndfall profits in (..ut for purposes of:
tive way, suppressing t _e written opinion, this bill would not ne :esssrtly bc able to The F'RESIDING The Sen..

To the extent tha{ it is self-evident do the job adequatel_ ator :from :ut is recognized.
that if we are going 1 ) have a workable It is very pls,i'a th: t th,; media are a Mr. _rEICKER. President, first,
system of controls w] ich involve sacri- service hxtensive indtr try. :[u suc'.a indus- the Senator from York has been
rices on the part of ev ,_y element in this tries, according to th; testimony before candid _nd honest to say that
country, to the exten, that the exemp- our committee which heard the bfil, Dr. regardless of the of the amend--ant extent we are
tions are limited, to I Arthur Burns vointe_ ,out in the Senate raent he is going ;o vote against the
more apt to maintain a sense of control hearings, in tho:_e h( _rings on this bill Cran'_to:a amendme period. No one

I suggest that the ituation involving that productivity [,' jtu;t about the recognizes more than he thea writer who has grad tared from CorneLl toughest t_fings there ,s to measure.
School of Journalism and is subject to It see_ns to :me t_.; other aspect we arguraents of ' and _nequity.
control while a class hate of his in the have to cormider in r lation to this pro- Mr. P'ROXMIttE Mr. President, will
same city is able to ne i:otiate a 15- or 20- posed amendment is k_e classic concept the Senator yield?
percent increase for doing that same of the clfilling effect ;hat gover_mental Mr.. _:ICKER. do not wish to yield
kind of work will lea to the situation authority can hs,ve _ human freedom, t_ the Senator at time.
which will corrupt tl_ whale system. Giving the Governme_ tt Board the power If ][ nfight go to the argument;s

I submit that a ty_ otter or a worker to deterraine the m ax mtm_ pay a writer stated hy the from California,
for the same printing plant has to pay or con_nentator can ;receive puts that there w:m of wage and pr[ce
the ,same am,aunt of money for rent, board in a role of q asi=(mplo_er with controls in terms equity, yet the
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9_0 Co_or_ss } It0USE or REPRESENTATIVES _ Rr.roaT-
1st Session _ _ No. 92-752

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971

Dr.C:eMBER 14, 1971.---Ordered to, be printed

Mr. HAYS, from the cc,mmittee .of conference,
submitted t]ae following

()ONFERENCE RE2ORT

[To accompany Si. 382]

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two

Houses on the amendment of th,___!Ouse to tile bill (S. 382) to promotefair practices in the conduct of election campaigns for Federal political
offices, and for other purposes, tm.vin_: met, after full and free con-
ference, have agreed to recommend anq do recommend to their respec-
tiveHousesasfollows:

That the Senate recede from it,_ disagreement to the amendment
of the House and agree to the sv.me with an amendment as follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be insert_ed by the House amend-
ment insert the following:

That this Act may be cited as tt_e "Fede,ral :_lection Campaign Act _
1971"

TITLE I.--UAMPAIGN COMMUNIUA TIONS

SEc. 101. This title may be cited as ;_he"Campaign Communicati;orag
Reform Act".

DEIq'N.ITIO:gS

Sre. 10_. For purposes of this title:
(1) The term "communicai_ions media" means broadcasting sta-

tions, newspapers, magazines, outdoor advertising facilities, andtelephones; but, with respect to _elep_,,ones,spending or an expendi-
ture shall be deemed to be spe_r_iing or an expenditure for the use g
communications media only if ,,_uct_,spevxiing or expenditure is for
the costs of telephones, paid:'telephonists, and automatic telephone
equipment, used by a candidate lot l;edermi elective oj_e to communi-

v rs e lm'n ' 1 s rredcate w_th potential ote ( xc '_,i g any costs oJ te ephone incu
by a volunteer for use of telep,_ones by him),.
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(2), The term "broadcasting station" has the ._ame meaning as
such term has u_der section 315(f) of/ti_e CommunicatioT_s Ac;! of.
1934.

(31, The term "Federal elective o_ice" means the o_ce of/Presiz!ent
of/the United States, or of/Senator or Representatwe in, 07'Resident
Commissioner or Delegate to, ti_e Congres,_of/the United States (and

.for purposes of/section 103(b) suck term includes the _j_ice of/Vice
President).

(4) The term "legally qualified candideuie" means any person who
(A) 7neets the qualifications prescribed by _he appl';cable laws to hold
the t_ederal elective office .for which he ._:sa candidate, and (B) is
eligible under 'applicable State law to be voted Jo;_ by the electorate
directly or by means of/delegates or electo?_.

(5) The term "voting agepopulation" means re,_identpopulat'ion,
eighteen years of/age and older.

(6) The term "State" includes the Di_;_rict oJ Columbia and the
Commonwealth, of Puerto Rico.

MEDIA RATE AND RELATED REQUIREMENT_

Src. 103. (a) (I) Sectio_ 315(b) of/the Communications Act of/193./_ is
amended to read as .follows:

"(b) The charges made .for the use oj any broadcast,.ng slatwn by any
person who is a legally qualified candidate f/or any public o_ice in connec-
tion with his campaign for nomination .for e,!ection, o, election, to such
ojfficeshall not exceed--

"(1) during the f/orty;/ive days preceding the date ,_ a prim_ary
or primary runoff election and during ti_esixty days preceding the
date of/a general or special election in wMch sucit person is a can-
didate, the lowest unit charge of/the station f/or t,_e same class and
amount of time f/or the same period; and

"(2) at any other time, the charges made .for comparable use of
such station by other users thereof. _'

(2) (A) Section 312(a) of/such Act is amended by striking "or" at the
end of/clause (5), striking the period at the end of/clause (6) and inserting
in lieu thereof/a semicolon and "or':', and adding at the _nd of such section
312(a) the.following new paragraph:

"(7) .for willful or repeated f/ail_tre to ailow reasonable acces_ t:oor
to permit purchase of/reasonable amounts of/time f/or the us_ of a
broadcasting station by a legally qual_i/ied candidate f/or _edera,!
elective oy_ce on behalf/of his _andidacy. _'

(B) The second sentence of/section 315(a) (_ such Act i_ amended by
inserting "under this subsection" after "No obligation i.'_imposed".

(b) To, the extent that any person 8ells space in xny newspaper or
magazine to a legally qualified candidate f/or Federal elective o_.ce:, ov
nomination thereto, in connection with such. candide;te's campatg'n for
nomination f/or, or election to, such o_ce, the charges made f/or the u_e of
such space in connection with his campaign shall not exceed the charge_
made )for comparable _tse of/such space for other purposes.
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LIMITATIONg OF EXPE_FDITURE_! FOR USJ_ OP COMMUNIGATION_] MEDIA

SEc. 10_. (a)(1) Subject to par_;i,rap,_ (/_), no legally qualified ca'ndi-
date in an election (other than a primary or pr'_imaryrunoff election) ]or a
Federal elective o_ce may-

(A) spend for the use of commu'aicatio_s media on behalf of his
candidacy in such election a _k_taJamount _n excess of the greater (_--

(i) 10 cents multiplied, bY _e voting age population (as
certified under paragraph (5)) oj'the qeographical area in w)_ich
the election for such o_ice _isherd, or'

(ii) $50,000, or
da(B) spend for the use of broadcast stations on behalf of his candi-

cy in such election a total a_;_ount in excess of 60 per eentum ofthe amount dete_nined under s_l,bparagraph (A) with respect to such
election.

· ' : · . . . ·

(2) No legally qualified candidate _n a primary elect$onfor nommatwn
to a Federal elective o_ce, other thav Presidenl',, may spend-

(A) for the use of communiA_ationsmedi_, or
(B) for the use of broadcast sil_ticns.

on behalf of his candidacy in suc,_ elecl',ion a total amount in excess of
the amounts determined under paragraph (1) (,4) or (B), respectively,

s_!h respect to the general election,),'bt such oy_we.For purposes of thisosection a primary runoff election ,i_,halibe treated as a separate primary
election.

(3) (,4) No person who is a candidate ?r presidential nomination may
spend_

(i) for the use in a State of c(i,mmxnications media, or
(ii) for the use in a State oTbroadcast stations,

on behalf of his candidacy for presidenti,_ nomination a total amount in
excess of the amounts which would; _,ve be_.nde_ermined under paragraph
(1) (.4) or (B), respectively, had il_ebeen acan, didate for election for

the og_ce of Senator from such Stat4_('orJ_' the o._we of Delegate or Resi-dent Commissioner tn the case of ti_,.District of Oolun_Sia or the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico).

(B) For purposes of this paraoravh (3). a verson is a candidate for· ° ° ' _ * _r .4L - _ · L

prestdent_al nomtnatwn if he makes (.or any other person makes on his
behalf) an expenditure for the use of a,_y c_munications medium on
behalf of his candidacy for any po,_itical party:'s nomination for election
to the o_ce of President. He shall be considered to be such a candidate
during the _eriod---

(i) oeginning on the date on whic,_ he (or such other person) first

makes such an expenditure (_', if ila!er, January I of the year inwhtch the election for the offwe of Pre,sident is held_ and
· I °' ]' *(ii) ending on the date on which _uch political party nominates a

candidate for the oy_iceof President.
For purposes of this title and of section 3:!5 of ttte Communications Act:,of
193_, a candidate for presidential n_._ina tion Mwdlbeconsidered a legally
qualified candidate for public oj_ice,

(C) The Comptroller General s,_all prescribe regulations under which
any expenditure by a candidate .f_r oresidenti_d nomination for the q_e
in two or more States of a commu_rici':_tionsmedium shall be attributed to
such candidate's expenditure limitation i_ each such State, based on l!he

number of persons in such State who can reasonably be expected to bereached by such communications medium.
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(4) (A) For purposes of subparagraph (B):
(i) The term "price index" means the average over a calendar year

of the Consumer Price Index (all items--rrnited S:',ates city average)
published monthly by the Bureau of Labo__ Statistics.

(ii) The term "base period" means the calendar year t970.
(B) At the beginning of each calendar year (commencing in 1972), as

there becomes available necessary data from the Bureau of Labor Stat_ist_ics
of the Department of Labor, the Secretary of Labor s,_all certify to the
Comptroller General and publish in the Federal Register the per cent'tim
difference ,between the price index for the 12 monti_s preceding the beginning
of such calendar year and the price index for the base period, k;_ch
amount determined under paragraph (1)(A)(i) and (ii)_hall be increased
by such per centum difference. Each amount so i,ncreased shall be the
amount in effect for such calendar year.

(5) Within 60 days after the date of e_actment of thi,': Act, and duri,,g
thefirst week of January in 1973 and every subsequent bear, the Secretary
of Commerce shall certify to the Comptroller General and publish in the
Federal Register an estimate of the' voting age population of each State
and congressional district for the last calend, c,_ryear ending before the
date of certification.

(6) Amounts spent for the use of communications r_edia on behal? of'
any legally qualified candidate for Federal elecllive o_ce (or .for nom_._a-
tion to such office) shall, for the purpose,_ qf this subsec !ion, be deemed to
have bee_ spent by such candidate. Amo_tnts spent for thz use qf communal.
cations media by or on behalf of any legally qualified candidate for the _ce
of Vice President oJ the United States shall, for _itepurpc scs of this sectwn,
be deemed to have been spent by the candidate jot the o_:ce of President 03r
the United States with whom he is running.

(7) For purposes of this section and section 315(c) qf the Communica-
tions Act of 1934--

(A) spending and charges .for the use of communications media
include not only the direct charges of the medio, but also age_ts'
commissions allowed the agent by the media, a_d

(B) any expenditure for the use oJ' any' communications med'ium
by or on behalf of the candidacy of a ca_ didate .for Federal elective
office (or nomination thereto) shall be charged agaiv, st the exp.endi_',_tre
limitation under this subsection applicable to the election va wi_ich
such medium is used.

(b) No person may make' any charge j'or the _tse by or on behalf.q/' any
legally qualified candidate for Federal .elective office ( gr for nomtnation
to such office) of any newspaper, magazi'ae, or outdoor odvertising faci.!ity,
unless such candidate (or a person spec?;fically authorized by such candi-
date in writing to do so) certifies in writing to the person making _,:_wh
charge that the payment of such charge will q_ot violc,te paragraph (1),
(2), or (3) of subsection (a), whichever is appi_icable.

(c) Section 315 of the Communicat'ions Act qf 193_ is amended by
redesignating subsection (c) as subsection (g) and by inserting ({fter
subsection (b) the following new subsections:

"(c) No station licensee may make any ci_arge for the use of ,,_uck
station by or on behalf of any legally qual_;fied candidate for _o:eral
elective oy_ce (or for nomination to s_tch o_ce) unless such candidate:
(or a person specifically authorized by such candidat_ in wv'iting to dc,
so) certifies to such licensee in writing that the paym._nt of such ch,_rge
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will not violate any limitation sp,_,,_ed in paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of
section lO_(a) of the Campaign {.,omm,!_nicat';_onsReform Act, whichever
paragraph is applicable.

"(d) If a State by law and exj_essly ....
"(I) has provided that a primary or ob_erelection for any oy_e of

such State or of a political a_,_bdivi._ionthereof is subject to this sub-
8ection,

"(2) has specified a limi;_tion upon total expenditures for the
use of broadcasting statio_ ,on 4_ehalf of the candidoxy of each
legally qualified candidate i_ such electiaa,

"(3) has vrovided in any _,r,c.hi'aw a_, unequivocal expression of
intent to be._ound by the pr_n_ii_on_oJ th_ su_sectwn, and

"(4) has stipulated that t_,,eamo_nt oJ such limitation shall not
exceed the amount which woui_ be determined ]or such election under

section lO_(a) (1)(B) or I0,_ (a,i!(2) (B) (whichever is applicable.) oj
the Campaign Communications R_yrm .Act had such electwn beenan election for a Federal elective o_,e or nomination tkereto,

then no station _'icenseemay make any eh,argefor the use of such station
by or on behalf oj a_y legally quail;ged candidate in such election unless
such candidate (or a person spec y_i_zllyauthorized by such candidate in
writing to do so) certifies lo such li_.:ens4,ein writing that the payme_t of
such charge will not violate such State l_mitation.

"(e) Whoever willfully and k2w,u:.,ingi:yviolates the provisions of sub-
section (c) or (d) of' this section _hall be punished by a fine not to exceed
$5,000 or imprisonment/or a period not: to exceed five years, or both. The
provisions of sections 501 throug,h 50_ _ of ttds Act shall not apply to
violatiovs of either' such subsection.

" (f) (1) For the purposes of il)g'_!i_section:
"(A) The term 'broadcasti.ng s_tion' includes a community

antenna television system.
"(B) The te_vns 'licensed and 'station licensee' When used ,with

respect to a community anten'na television system, mean the operator
of such system.

"(c) Thetem'Federalele,,ti e the of
of the United States, or of Senator or Representatwe _n, or t_es_en_
Commissioner or Delegate to, the Congress of the United States.

"(2) For purposes qf subsectio4u_(c) a_d (d), the term 'legally qualified

candidate' means any person' who, (A) meets the qualifications prescribed
by the applicable laws to hold tk_ o#ice for which he is a candidate an_t
(B) is eligible under applicable _,tatlela_:vto be votedfor by the electorate
d_rectly or by means of delegates or elect(rs. _,

RE6_UL,_TIC'_'S

Src. 105. The Comptroller Generol shm!l prescribe such regulation_ as
may be necessary or appropriate to carry out sections 102, 103(b), 104(a),
and 104(b) of this Act.

PEhrAJSTI_ 8

SEc. 106. Whoever willfully c_d k_wwingly violates any provi_ion
of section 103(b), IC_(a), or I04(b) or any re(_ulation under section 105
shall be punished by a fine of not more-th_, $5_000 or by imprisonment of
not more than five years, or both.
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TITLE II--CRIMINAL CODE AMJ_NDMJ_NTS

SKy. 20I. Section 591 of title 18, United States Code is amended to
read as follows:
§ 591. Definitions

"When used in sections 597, 599, 600, 602, 6G8, 610, crud61I of t)_is
title--

"(a) 'election' means (1) a general, spe,y_al, pri_ary, or runoff
election, (2) a convention or ca_c_ts o.f a politicai', party held to
nominate a candidate, (3) a primary election held .for the selection
of delegates to a national nominating convention of a political party,
(J) a primary election held for the express',_onof c; preference for
the nomination of persons for election to the office oJ President, and
(5) the election of delegates to a constitutional convention for pro-.
posing amendments to the Constitution of t,% United States;

"(b) 'candidate' means an individual who seeks nomination for
election, or election, to Federal office, whether or not such individual
is elected, and, for purposes of this paragraph, an ?,ndividual sha,!t
be deemed to seek nomination fo/ election, or election, to Federal
office, _f he has (1) taken the action necessary under the law of a
State to qualify himself for nomination for election, or election, or
(2) received contributions or made expenditures, o, has given kis
consent for any other person to receive contributions or make expend.-
itures, with a view to bringing about his nominatio_ for election, or
election, to such o._ce;

"(c) 'Federal office'means the office of President o_'Vice Preside_'_t
of the U_ited States, or Se_ator or Representative iz,, or Delegate or
Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of l:he United States:

"(d) 'political committee' means any individual, committee,
association, or organization which accepts contributions or makes
expenditures during a calendar year in a._ aggreoate amount ex-
ceeding 81,000;

" (e) 'contribution' mea_s--
"(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or _posit of money

or anything of value (except a loan of money by a _ationa_i or
State banlcmade in accordance with the applica,_le banking taws
and regulations a_d i, the ordinary course of busi, esO, made
for the purpose of i_fiuencing the nominatio_ .for election, or
election, of any perso_ to Federal office, .for the purpose of i,n-
fiuencing the results o.f a primary _.eld .for the selectio_ of
delegates to a national nominating convention of a political
party or.for the expressio_ of a preference for the nominatior_ of
persons for election to the q_ce of President, or for the purpcse
of influencing the election of delegatea to a co,_stitutional c,o,-
vention .for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the
United States;

"(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, ex_,ress or implied,
whether or not legally enforceable, to make a contributio_ .for
such purposes;

"(3) a tra_s,fer of fuvds betwee_ polb_ical committees;
"(4) the payment, by any person o_'.herthan a candidate or

political committee, of compensation for the pe_'sonal services _?f
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another person which are.rendered to such candidate or polit,ical
committee without charge for any such purpose; and

"(5) notwithstanding' the foregoing meanings of 'contribu-
bution', the word shali, not _,e construed to include services

provided without compe_}sati_ by ?individuals volunteering aportion or all of their time on be._alf of a candidate or political
committee;

"(]) 'expenditure' means--
''(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit,

or gift of money or anything of value (except a loan of money by a
national or State bank _ade in accordance with the applicable
banking laws and regui2_tiOnsand m the ordinary course of
business), made for the lr_xpoee of influencing the nomination

.for election, or election, oj any?ersoa to Federal oy_ce, for the
purpose of influencing tJ_eresu,!t of a Primary held for the selec-
tion of delegates to a national nomina_,ing convention of a politi-
cal party orfor the expression of a pr_erence for the nominat, ion
of persons for election to ;theo_i_ieof President, orfor the purpose
of influencing the election of (lelegates to a constitutional con-vention for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the

· United States;
"(2) a contract, prom_e, or agreement, express orimplied,

whether or not legally enjForceab4!e,to make any expenditure; and
"(3) a transfer of funds betw,een political committees;

"(g) 'person' and 'whoever' mean an individual, partnership,
committee, association, corporation: or any other organization or
group of persons; and

"(h) 'State' means each State of the United States, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth ojfPuerto Rico, and any territory or
possession of the United State,,:.".

Src. 202. Section 600 of title :!8, United States Code, is amended to
read as follows:

"§ 600. Promise of employment or other benefit for political
activity

"Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises any employment, position,
compensation, contract, appointment, or other benefit, provided for or
maae possible in whole or in part by any Act o:FCongress, or any special
consideration in obtaining any such benefi:t,to any person as consideration,

favor, or rewardfor any political act?v,ii;tyoefor the support of or oppositionto any candidate or any political party in connection with any general

or special election to any Political oj:,_ce,or in connection with any ,_iri-mary election or political convention or caucus held to select candidates
for any political o_ce, shall befined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
not more than one year, or both.".

SEc. 203. Section 603 of title 1'8, Un";ted St'ates Code, is amended to
read as follows:

"§ 608. Limitations on contributions and expenditures
"(a)(1) No candidate may make ezpe_itures from his personal

funds, or the personal funds of hi_ immediate fftmily, in connection with
his campaign for nomination for election: or election, to Federal o_ce in
excess of---
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"(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for the oy_ce of Presf&_ent
or Vice President;

"(B) $35,000, in the case ora candidab; for the o_ce of Sena:tor;
or

"(C9 $25,000, in the case of a carxlidate .for the oy_ieeof Repre-
sentative, or Delegate or Resident Commis,,_ionerto the Congress.

"(2) For purposes of this subsection, 'immediate family' mea,m_ a
candidate's spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, or sister
of the candidate, and the spouses of such perso_r_s.

"(b) No candidate or political committee &_all knowingly accep,t any
contribution or authorize any expenditure iv, w;olation qf the prowswns of
this section.

"(c) Violation of the provisions _ tkk_ section is punishable by a fine
not to exceed $1,000, imprisonmentfor not to exceed o_e year, or boti_.".

S._c. _0_. Section 609 of title 18, Unitod States Code, is repealed.
SEc. 205. Section 610 of title 18, United S_ates Code, relating to can-

tributions or expenditures by national bank_, corporations, or ,labor
organizations, is amended by adding at the end thereo,f the .following
paragraph,:

"As used in this section, the phrase 'contribution or .expenditure' si_all
include any direct or indirect payment, distribution, loan, advance,

deposit, or gift of money, or any services, or anything of value (ezcept a

loan of money by a national or State bank m_e in accordance with the
applicable banking laws and regulations and _in the w'dinary course, of
business) to any candidate, campaign committee, or' political par:_y or
organization, in connection with any election to any of :_heo_ces referred
to in this section; but si,all not include communication.,, by a corporation
to its stockholders and their families or by a labor o,ganization to its
members and their.families on any subject; nov_partisa,_ registration and

get-out-the-vote campaigns by a corl_oration ai:_[ed at it._stockholders andtheir.families, or by a labor organization aim_xl at its members and t_eir
families; the establishment, administration, a_ solicitation of contrq;bu-
tions to a separate segregated fund to beutilized.for political purpose_ by
a corporation or labor organization: Provide& That it shall be unlawful
for such a fund to make a contribution or exp_Tfliture _y utilizing money
or anything of value secured by physical force, job discrimination,financial
reprisals, or the threat of force, 3ob discrimination, or financial reprisal;
or by dues,.fees, or other monies required as a condition of membership
in a labor organization or as a condition of employment, or' by monies ob-
tained in any commercial transaction."_

S_c. 206. Section 611 of title 18, United S_!ates CoJe, is amended to
read as .follows:
"§ 611. Contributions by Government cont factors

''Whoever--
"(a) entering into any contract witl_ _.he United States or' any

department or agency thereof either .for the rendition of personal
services or .furnishing any material, supplies, or equipme;;t to the
United States or any department or ageru:¥ thereof orfor selling any
land or building to the United States or _2ny department or agency

there.of, if payment,for the performance of such contract or payment.for such material, supplies, equipment, 'land, or building 'is to be
made in whole or in part .from funds appropriated by the Congress,
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at any time between the commencement _ negotiations for and the
later of (1) the completion of pexformance under, or (2) the termina-
tion of negotiations for, such co_tract or furnishing of material,
supplies, equipment, land o_,build'ings, directly or indirectly makes

any contribution of money or othe:, thinz! of value, or promises ex-pressly or impliedly to make any _!_h contribution, to any political
arty, committee, or candidate for publ_i:coffice or to any person
or any political purpose or use: or

"(b) knowingly solicits any s_'_ch coatribution from any such
person/or any such purpose durin:l any _uch period;

shall be fined not more than 85,000 o:' imprisoned not more than five
years, or both.".

Sro. 207. The table of sections Jo;, chapter 29 of title 18, United States
Code, is amended by-

(l) striking out the item relating to section 608 and inserting in
lieu thereof the foUowing:

"608. Limitations on contributions and expenditures.";

(2) Striking out the item '.,elatin_ to section 609 and inserting in
lieu thereof the following:

"609. Repealed.";

(3) striking out the item relating to section 611 and inserting in
lieuthereofthefollowing:

"611. Contributions by Government contractors,".

TITLE III .DISCLOSURE OF FEL_ERAL CAMPAIGN'
FUND_f

DEFIlglTIO lqS

Sre. 301. When used in this title--

(a) "election" means (1) a general, s_ecial, primary, or runql_

election, (2) a convention or caucus ,?_ a political party held tonominate a candidate, (3) a pr_imary election held for the selection of
delegates to a national nominating convention of a political party, (4)

a primary election held for :_h,,_expression of a preference for thenomination of persons for elect,ii',on_iothe office of President, and (5)
the election of delegates to a constitutional convention/or proposing
amendments to the Constitution of the United States;'

(b) "candidate" means an indiviudal who seeks nomination for
election, or election, to Federol o_ice, whe_her or not such individual
is elected, and, tbr purposes of th/s paragraph, an individual shall be
deemed to see_ nomination Jbr electiozb or election, if he has (1)
taken the action necessary unde;,_the law of a State to qualify himself

for nomination for election, or election, to Federal ojgice, or (2)
received contributions or madleexpenditures, or has given his consent
for any other person to rece_ivecontributions or make expenditures,
with a view to bringing about ,_is no_inatwn for election, or election,
to such off,ce;

(c) "Federal o_ce" means t_heo$ce of President or Vice President
of the United States; or of Senator or Representative in, or Delegate
or Resident Commissioner to, tt,_,eCongres,_ of the United States;
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(d) "political committee" means any c,_nmitte_, association, or
organization which accepts contributions or makes expenditures
during a calendar year in an aggregate amount exeeeding 81,000;

(e) "contribution" means--
(1) a gift, subscription, loan, adva_:e, or deposit of money or

anything of value, made for the pu:,pose oj_influencing the
nomination for election, or election, of any person to Federal
o_ce or as a presidential or vice..pres._dential elector, or for the

purpose of i_fiuencing the result of a primary held Jot the seiec-
tion of delegates to a national n(m_inat_ingco_;w.ntion of a politi-
cal party orfor the express'!on of a pr_yerence_r the nominat'ionof persons for election to the office of President, orfor thepurpose
of influencing the election of delegate_ to a constitutional con-
vention for proposing amendments _'.(,the Constitution of the
United States;

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, whet_er or not leqally
enforceable, to make a contribution f_r any such purpose; _

(3) a transfer of funds between poetical committees;
(4) the payment, by any person o_her thaa a candidate or

political committee, of compensation for the p_rsonal servicee of
another person which are rendered ii(, such c_ndidate or com-
mittee without charge for any such :purpose; and

(5) notwithstanding theforeg(ling meanings _J "contribution's,",
· the word shall not be construed_Jo include services provided w_ith-

out compensation, by individuals volunteering a portion or all of
their time on behalf of a candidate or political committee;

(f) "expenditure" means---
(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, lean, advance:, de-

posit, or gift of money or anything of _411ue,made for the purl:ose
of influencing the nomination for election, o;_ election, of any
person to Federal office, or as a presidential and vice-presiden!_&l
elector, or for the purpose of influencing the result of a pr_mctry
held for tl_e selection of delgates to a n,ationa_ nominating con-
vention of a political party or for the expre&,_ionof a preference
for the nomination of personsfor election to the officeof President,

or for the purpose of influencing the election ,°J delegates, t9 aconstitutional convention for proposing amendments t6 the
Constitution of the United States;

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, whelher or not legally
enforceable, to make an expenditure, and

(3) a transfer offunds between political committees;
(g) "supervisory officer" means the Secretary _f the Senate with

respect to candidates for Senator; the Clerk of the House of Repre-
sentatives with respect to candidates for Representative in, or Delegate
or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the United States; and
the Comptroller General of the United States in any other case;

(h) "person" means an individual, pari_nerShip,'committee, associ-
ation, corporation, labor organization, and any other organization or
group of persons; and

(i) "State" means edch State of the United States, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, an _1any territory or
possession of the United States.
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OR(_ANIZATION OF POLIT, rCA.L (!OMM'IT_EE$

Sro. 302. (a) Every political committee shall have a chairman a_d a
treasurer. No contribution and no e:¢penditure shall be accepted or

made by or on behalf of a politi_¢al corr_¢ittee at a time when there is a
vacancy in the offtee of chairman or tIea6'urer thereof. No expenditureshall be made for or on behalf of a l:,_olit,_alcammittee without the author-

ization of its chairman or treasurer, or their designated agents.(b) Every person who receive_, a co_tribut, gon in excess of $10 for a

political.. cOmmitteeshall, on de_,,a_d_'i o ' theytreasurer, and in any ,eve.nt.
w,th%nfive days after receipt of s,[cJ[ contribution, render to the treasurer

a detailed account thereof, including the amottnt, the name and address
(occupation and the principal pl_,.e oj business, if any) of the personmaking such contribution, and tht, (;lateon which received. All funds of a
political cOmmittee shall be segregated f,,G,n, and may not be commingled
with, any personal funds of o_cers, members, or associates of such
committee.

(c) It sl_all be the duty of the trea4il,urer,_ a political committee to keep a
detailed and exact account of_

(1) all contributions made to.or for such committee;

(2) the full name and mailing address (occupation and the prin-cipal place of business, if an_ ) of every person making a contribution
in excess of $10, and the dalte and amount thereof;

(3) all expenditures made by or og. behalf of such committee; and

(_) the full _,n_,meand mailing address, (occupation and the prin-
cipal place of business, if any) of e_!_eryperson to whOm any expendi-
ture is made, the date and xo_ount thereof and the name and address
of, and oj_ce sought by, each ca,:m_didateon whose behalf such expendi-
ture was made o

(d) It shall be the duty of the treasurer to obtain and keep a receipted
bill, stating the particulars, for ev_,ry ezpe_ntiture made by or on behalfof a political cOmmittee in excess cf $100 in amount, and for any such

expenditure in a lesser amount, _ ihe agqregate amount of such expendi-tures to thesame person during a calendar'year exceeds $100. The treasurer

shall preserve all receipted bills aru:taccounts required to be ke_t by thissection for periods of time to be dete:cmi_d by the supervisory o]lteer.
(e) Any political committee which sc,licits or receives contributions or

makes expenditures on behalf of any candidate that is not authorized in
writing by such ca_adidate to do so shall include a notice on the face or

front page of all literature and advertisements published in connection
with such candidate's campaign by such comn_,itteeor on its behalf stating
that the committee is not author;ized by s_cig candidate and that such
candidate is not responsible for the acti_zities _ffsuch committee.

(f) (1) Any political committee shall in_'lude on the face or front page
of ad literature and advertisement s soliciting funds the following notice:

"A copy of our report filed w_iththe appropriate suvervisory oB_cer is
(or will be) available for purchase fY'om t_e S_perinten_ent of Documents,
United States Government Prini_ing 05_ce, Washington, D.C. 20_02.".

(2) (A) The supervisory oj_cer shaU c(_pii!e and furnish to the Public
Printer, not later than the last day of 2Plarc_ of each year, an annual
report for each political cOmmittee which has filed a report with him under
this title during the period frOm .March 10 of the preceding calendar year
through January 31 of the year in wJ_ich such annual report is made
available to the Public Printer. Lqachsuch annual report shall contain--
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(i) a copy of the statement of organization of the political c_m-
mittee required _ander section 303:, toget,_er with any amendments
thereto; and

(ii) a copy of each report filed by such committee under section 304
from March 10 of the preceding year through January 31 of the
year 'in which the annual report is so furni._hed to t,_ePublic Printer.

(B) The Public Printer shall make copies of suc_ annual reports
aw_ilable for sale to the public by the Superintendent of Documenis as
soon as proxticable after they are receivedfrom llhesupervisory officer.

REOISTRATION OF POLITICAL COMMITTJ_S; jgTATEMENTS

SEc. 303. (a) Each political committee _,ich anticipates receiving
contributions or making expenditures during the calendar year in an
aggregate amount exceeding $1,000 shall file w_'.ththe supervisory officer a
statement .°J organization, within .ten. ' y .ydas a 'ter its .o_'ganization er, _i
later, ten days after the date on which _t b_as'_nformatw_,which causes the
committee to anticipate it will receive contributions or make expenditures
in excess of $1,000. Each such committee in ex,i,,_tenceat the date of enact-
ment of this Act shall fde a statement of organization with the superwisory
offwer at such time as he prescribes.

(b) The statement of organization shall include-
(I) the name and address of the committee;
(2) the names, addresses, a_ul relationsMps of a y_liated or c._n-

nected organizations;
(3) the area, scope, or jurisdiction of the commifiee;
(4) the name, address, and position of _t,,ecustodian of books and

accounts;
(5) the name, address, and position cj other principal oj_cers,

including oy_cers and members of the finance committee, if any;
(6) the name, address, office sought, avxl party a y_liation of (A)

each candidate whom the committee is supporting, and (B) any ot_er
individual, if any, whom the committee is ._,_pportirgfor nomination
for election, or election, to any public _ice wh,ztever; or, _f the
committee is supporting the entire ticket o.}_any party, the name of
the party;

(7) a stateme_itwhether the committee is a continuing one;
(8) the disposition of residual funds wMch will be made in the

event of dissolution;
(9) a listing of all banks, safety deposit boxes, or other repositories

used;
(I0) a statement of the reports required to befiled by the commi_tee

with State or local officers, and, if so_ the names, addresses, and posi-
tions of such persons; and

(1I) such other information as shall be _"equired_y the supervisory
0 _cer. ,

(c) Any' change in information previously submitted in a statement of
organization shall be reported to the supervisory oyster within a ten.-d,ay
period following the change.

(d) Any committee which, after having filed one or more statements of
organization, disbands or determines it will no longer receive contributions
or make expenditures during the calendar year in an aggregate amount
exceeding $1,000 shall so not_fy the supervisory oy_cer.
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REPORTS BY POL1TIiTAL COMMIT'fEE_ AND C_ANDIDATEIg

Sro. 304. (a) .Each treasurer ora _ooli,ticfl committee suvporting a
candidate or candidates for election to liederai, o_ice, and eaci_ candidate
or election to such offce, shall file with the appropriate supervisory offcer

reports of receipts and expenditures o_ j'ol_ns to beprescribed or approved
by him. Such reports shall befiled on the tenth day of March, June, andSeptember, in each year, and on the :_fie,_nthand fifth days next preceding
the date on which an election is he_!d,and also by the thirty-first day of
January. Such reports shall be cc_aplete as of such date as the supervisory
o_cer may prescribe, which shall :rwtbe kss than five days before the date

filing, except that any contrib_[tion oj _5,000 or more received after the
ast report is filed prior to the election s,_tll be reported within forty-eight

hours after, its receipt.
(b) Each report under this section shall disclose--

(I) the am(runt of cash o_ hand at the beginning o] the reporting
period;

(2) the .full name and mailing address (occupation and the

principal plac e o.f business,, i.f an?t) of each person who has made
one or more contributions t._ or for suck committee or candidate
(including the purchase o.f ti_k,etsj'or events such as dinners, lunch-eons, rallies, and similar j_,ndraising events) within the calendar
year ,in an aggregate amount or value _;n excess of 8100, together

with the amount and date of such contributions;(3) the total sum o.f indii_lual contributions'_ made to or .for such
committee or candidate during the :'eporting period and not reported
under paragraph (2);

(4) the name and address, of' eac_ politlical committee or eand,idate
.from which the reporting cc_amittee or the candidate received, or to
which that committee or ca_r_'lidatemade, any transfer o.f .funds,
together with the amounts a, at ,date_'_oj ali', transfers;

(5) each loan to or.from any pereon within the calendar year in an
aggregate amount or value ,h_,excess of 3100, together with the full
names and mailing addressea (occupations and the principal places
of business, _f any) of the lend:era:_d endorsers, if any, and the date
and amount of such loans;

(6) the total amount of proce,eds:rrorn (A) the sale of tickets to each
dinner, luncheon, rally, ami other jundraising event; (B) mass col-

lections made at such events; aad (U) sales of items such as politicalcampaign pins, buttons, badge.:_,flags, emblems, hats, banners, litera-
ture, and similar materials;

(7) each contribution, rebate, refund, or other receipt in excess of
$100 not otherwise listed under pa:,agraphs (2) through (6);

(8) the total sum o.fall receipts _y or./or such committee or candi-
date during the reporting period;

(9) the.full name and maili:ng dg!dresa (occupation and the prin-
cipal 3olaceof business, if any'>of each person to whom expenditures
have been made by such ccrm_aitteeor on behalf of such committee
or candidate ,within the cakndar year ,in an aggregate amount or
value in excess of $100, the amour, t, date, and purpose of each such
expenditure aud the name and: address of, and office sought by, each
candidate on whose beh_J suck expenditure was made;

(10) the .full name and mailing ad'dress (occupation and the
principal place of business, if aa:y) of each person to whom an

H. Rept, 752 65-006-2
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expenditure for persoTlal services, salarie_, and reimbursed ex2enses
_n excess of .$100 has been made, a_d wh_k_his not otherwise reported,
including the amount, date, and purpose of such expenditure;

(11) t_ total sum of expenditures, mad_'_bysuch committee or candi-
date during the calendar year;

(12) the amount and _ature of debts a.nd obliga !ions owed by or to

the committee, in such form as the supervisory oj_cer may prescribeand a conti_uous reporting of the_ir debt_ a_d oiiligatio_._ after the
election at such periods as the supervisa,y o_cer may require ,until
such debts and obligations are exti_guis]_ed; and

(13) such other informatio_ as shall be_,equiredby the supervisory
o_cer.

(c) The reports required to befiled by subsection (al) ._hallbe cumulative
during the calendar year to which they relate, but where there has been no
change in an item reported iv a previou_ report duri _ g such year, only the

amount need be carried forward. If no contribution_ i_rexpenditures LhawIbeen accepted or expended during a calenda__ year, the treasurer ,y the
political committee or candidate shall file a stateme_t to '_hateffect.

REPORTS BY OTHERS THAN POLITICAL COMMITTEES

SEc. 305. Every person (other than a polit_'cal c(m_,mitteeor candidate)
who makes contributions or expenditures, other than by contribution to a
political ,committee or candidate, in an aggregate amount in excess of
$100 within a calendar year shall file with the supervi_,ory oy_cera s;!ate.-
ment containing the information required by section 30_. Statements
required by this section shall be filed on the dates o_ which reports by
political committees are filed, but ,need not be cumulative.

fORMAL REQUIREMENTS RESPECTINt_ ]?EP¢)_TS AND STATEMENTS

SEc. 306· (a) A report or statement _'equ_re_by th_ t_tle to befired by
a treasurer of a political committee, a ca_,dida:_e,or by any other person
shall be verified by the oath or a_irmation of the person filing such repori!
or statement, taken before any officer author_ized to administer oa_!hs.

(b) A copy of a report or statement shall _.e preserved by the per'son
filing it for a period of time to be designated by the supervisory o_icer in
a published regulation.

(c) The supervisory oy_cer may, by published regulation of ge'neral
applicability, relieve any category of political committees of the obliga..

tion to comply with section 30_ if such committee (1)' _,rimarily support_
persons seeking State or local o_y_ce,and does not substantially support,
candidates, and (2) does not operate in more t_an One State or on a state-.
wide basis.

(d) The supervisory o_icer shall, by publiehed regulations .of general
applicability, prescribe the manner in which c(mtributions and expendi-
tures in the nature of debts and other contracts, agreements, and promises
to make contributions or expenditures shall be reported. Such regulations
shall provide that they be reported _inseparate .schedules. In determi_ning
aggregate amounts of contributions and expenditures, amounts reported
as provided in such regulations shall not be c(,,sidered until 'actual pay-
ment is made.
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REPORT8 0_ CONVENTIO!V FI_ANilING

SEe'. 307. Each committee or (?er organizalion which--(1) represents a State, o_ a political subdivision thereof, or any

group of persons, in deali_? witk off_c'_71sof a national politicalparty with respect to matt_xs inw)lving a convention held in such
State or political subdivision to nominate a candidate for the oy_ee of
President or Vice President, or

(2) represents a national .political part.y in making arrangements
for the convention of such pa.rty helClto _,ominate a candidate for the
oj_e of President or Vice Pre.!igdent,

shall, within sixty days following the end of the convention (but not later
than twenty days prior to the d_te on wkich presidential and vice-
presidential electors are chosen), fi,i!ew_itJ_the Comptroller General of the

United States a full and complete ;gnat,gal _tatement, in such form anddetail as he may prescribe, of the s_:a_re,.sJrom which it derived its fiends,
and the purposes for which such. j:unds were expended.

ovTr_s or Tnt surrr, vrsoR:_ orrIvrR

S_e. 308. (a) It shall be the dutz! of the su2ervisory o_cer--
(1) to develop and furniM_ :1!.othe person required by theprov_?onsof this Act prescribed form_ for the mak'gng of the reports and state~

meats required to befiled with him wn_er this title;

(2) to prepare, publish, a.:i_dfurnish to the person required to
file such reports and statements a :m_anualsetting forth recommended
uniform methods of bookkeeping and reporting;

(3) to develop afiling, coding, and cross-lndexing system consonant
with the purposes of this tide;

(_) to make the reports and sl!atements filed with him available

for public inspection and eeq_ing, commencing as soon as practicablebut not later than the end of tildesea,nd day following the day during
which it was received, and _IopeC_nitcopying of any such report or
statement by hand or by d_.lica_:ing m_hine, as requested by anyperson, at the expense of suc]_person: Provided, That any information
copied from such reports and statements shall not be sold or utilized
by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions or for any
commercial purpose;

(5) to preserve such reports and statements for a period of ten years
from date oj' receipt, exce:pt that reports and statements relating

'solely to candidates for the Hou_'e of )?epresentati_es shall be pre-
servedfor only five years from the gate of receipt;

(6) to compile and main_z_in a current:list of all statements or parts
of statements pertaining to each candidai_ ;

(7) to prepare and pub_fis]i,:an annual report including compila-
tions of (,4)total reported cont_gbutions and expenditures Jbr all
candidates, political committees, ,_d other persons during the year;

(B) total amounts expend?,, acco_,dmg., ' 1!osuch categories as he shalldetermtne and broken do_q_ tats) candidate, party, and nonparty
expenditures on the nation_!, State, and local levels; (C) total amounts
expended for influencing nominations a:r_delections stated separately;

(D) total amounts contributed acc,:_rdingto such categories of amountsas he shall determine and brok_n do_m into contributions on the
national, State, and local levels .f')r candidates and political commit-
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tees; and (E) aggregate amounts contr_ibuted b$, any contributor
sho_m to have contributed in e_ess of' $100;

(8) to prepare and publish from time to time special reports c_rm-
paring the various totals and categories of contributions amd ex-

penditures made with respect to preceding elections;(9) to prepare and publish such other' reports as he may d, em
appropriate;

(10) to assure wide dissemination of statistics, summaries, and
reports prepared under this tit_;

(11) to make.from time to time audits and field ii_vestigations withrespect to reports and statements filed uz!der the _rovisio_s of this
title, a_d with respect to alleged failures ;!ofile any report or state-
ment required under the provisior_s of thi.s title;

(12) to report apparent violations of law to the appropriate law
enforcement authorities; amd

(13) to prescribe suitable rules and reffdations to carry out the
provisions of this title.

(b) The supervisory o.j_cer shall encourage, and cooperate with, the
election offtcials in the several States to develop proeetures which urill

eliminate the necessity of multiple filings by permitting the filing g
copies of Federal reports to satisfy the State req_irements. ·(c) It shall be the duty of the Comptroller Oe_b_ralto serve as a national
clearinghouse for information in respect to the administration of dectio_gs.
In carrying o'ut his duties under this subsection, the Uomptroller Oenei_al
shall enter into contracts for thepurpose of cond_wting independent studies
of the administration of elections. Such studi_s shall i,_elude, but shall
not be limited to, studies of__

(1) the method of selection of, and the type of duties assigned to,
oy_cials and personnel working on boards of elections;

(2) practices relating to the registration of voters; and
(3) voting and counting methods.

Studies made under this subsection shall ,bepublished by the Comptroller
General and copies therof shall be made available to the general pub,!ic
upon the payment of the cost thereof. Nothing in this s_bsection shall be
construed to authorize the Comptroller General f_orequire the inclusion of
any comment or recommendation of the Comptroller Gensral in any such
study.

(d)(1) Any person who believes a violation of this t.gtle has occurred

may file a complaint with the supervisory officer.,If the supervisory o_cerdetermines there is substantial reason to beli_ve such a violation h._

occurred, he shall expeditiously make an invest?gation, which shall also
include an investigation of reports and statement,filed by thecomplainant
,if he is a candidate, of the matter complained of. Whenever in the judgment
of the supervisory oMaicer,after affording due notice and an opportu.nity
for a hearing, any person has engaged or is ab gut to engage in any acts
'or practices which constitute or will constitute a v_;olation;_ _f any provisioa
of this title or any regulation or order issued thereunder, the Attorney
_eneral on behalf of the United States shall institute a civil action fi)r
relief, including a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order,
or any other appropriate order in the distr;J_tcourt of the United States for
the district in which the person is found, resides, or transacts business.
Upon a proper showing that such person has engaged or ie about to engmle
in such acts or practices, a permanent or t_empoi'aryinjuaction, restrain-
ing order, or other order shall be granted without_bond by such court.
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(2) In any action brought uv_ler pa:ragraph (1) of this subsection
subpenas.for witnesses who are reT,l',ireo!l',oattend a Un'ted States distric
court may run into any other district.

(3) Any party aggrieved by a_$ order granted under paragraph (1) of
this subsection may, at any time within sixty days after the date of entry
thereof,file a petition with the United States court oJappeals Jor the circuit
in which such person is found, r4_ides, or transacts business, for judicial
review of such order.

(4) The judgment of the court of,,appealst,a'_rmmg.' or setting aside, .inwhole or in part, any such order of i.hec._trict court shall befinal, subject
to review by the Supreme Court ij the United States upon certiorari or
certification as provided in section 125j of title B8, United States Code.

(5) Any action brought under l'kiis subsection shall be advanced on the
docket of the court in which filed, and put ahead of all other actions (other
than other actions brought under th_i;ss_:bsection).

S_v._TC_r:VTSrxLz.o VgIT;ts'.rA_'rorricrRs

" Src. 308. (a) A copy of eac_ statement :,equired to be filed with a
supervisory officer by this title shC_!!lbefiled with the Secretary of State
(or, if there is no o_ce of Secretary of State, the equivalent State o_cer)
of the appropriate State. For purposes of this subsection, the term "ap-
propriate State" means---

(1) for reports relating to exvendit.,_res and contributions in
connection with the campaign J'Orn°_q_inationfor election, or election,
of a candidate to the o.y_ce of President or Vice President of the
United States, each State in _,vhic/_an expenditure is made by him
or on his behalf, and

· (2) for reports relating to expenditures and contributions in con-
nection with the campaign jot nomination for election, or election, of
a candidate to the oj_ce of Senator or R_.presentative_ in, or Delegate
or Resident Uommissioner _io,the ,_ngress of the United States, the
State in which he seeks eleci_ion.

(b) It shall be the duty of the Secretaq! of State, or the equivalent State
o._icer, under subsection (a)--

(1) to receive and mainta_in in an orderly manner all reports and
statements requ_iredby this title to befiled with him;

(2) to preserve such repor_ and ._tatementsfor a period of ten years
.from date of receipt, except tJ_atrej_ortsand statements relating solely
to candidates Jot the House of' Rej_resen_atives shall be preserved for
only five years from the date: of:receipt;

(3) to make the reports and stat,_ments'_"filed with him available for

public inspection and copying during regular offwe hours, cOm-mencing as soon as practicable but not later than the end of th, day
during which it was received, and to,permit copying of any such report
or statement by hand or by duplicating machine, requested by any
person, at the expense of s_ch per,_on; a.:_d

(4) to cOmpileand maintain a current fist of all statements or part._
of statements pertaining to eac]_ca:_didate.

PROHIBITION OF CONTJ_JrBUTIC'NS IN .VAME OF ANOTHER

Src. 310. No person shall make. a c_mtribution in the name of anotho
person, and no person shall knowi'im_glyaccepi a contribution made by om
person in the name of another peri:on.
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prNALTr fOR VIOL_rXO_S

Sro. 311. (a) Any person who violates any of the provisions of this
title shall befined not more than $1,000 or impTiso_ed not more tl_n one
year, or both.

(b) In case of any conviction under this ti_%, where the punishment
inflicted does not include imprisonment, sUCh c4mviction st_all be deem_:d
a misdemeanor conviction only.

TITLE IV--GENERAL PRO17'ISIONS

EXTENSION OF GREDIT BY REGULATED INDUSTI_:IB8

SEc. _01. The Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal Communicatio_
Commission, and the Interstate Commerce Commi_ssionshall each promul.-
gate, within ninety days after the date of enactment of ti_is Act, its own
regulations with respect to the extension of ,credit, without security, by any
person regulated by such Board or Commission to any candidate for Fed..
eral oj_ce (as such term is defined in section 301 (c! of the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971), or to any person on beha_·of such a candidate,for
goods furnished or services rendered 'in con_tectio_ with t_ campaign (!f
such candidate for nomination for election, or el_;tion, to such o_ce.

PROHIr_TIO_V.4o,4;_vsTvsB or C_.t_rN Fro_a_ rv_oS FO_ rLrCT;O:_
A C TIVITIES

Sro. _02. No part of any funds appropriated _ocarmj out the Economic
Opportunity Act of 196_ shall be used to finance, directly or indirectly,
any activity designed to influence the OUtcomeof any election to Federa_
o_ce, or any voter registration activity, or to pay the sala_j of any o_cer
or employee of the Oj_ice of Economic Opportunity who. in his oywial
capacity as such an oy_er or employee, engages in any sitch activity..As
used in this section, t_e term "election" ha_ the same meaning given suct

term by section 301(a) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 197I,and the term "Federal offwe" has the,same meaning given such term by
section 301(c) of such Act.

rrrrv_' oN s_'a_r_

SEc. _03. (a) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to inval_ or make
inapplicable any provision of any State law, e_ept where complianc,_
with such provision of law would result in a violation oJ a provision o.f
this Act.

(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), no provision of State law shall be
construed to prohibit any person .from taking x_y action authorized by
this Act or .from making any expend_tu e (as __h term ,s defined in
section 30I(f) of this Act) which he could la,_ly make angler this Act.

SEe. _0_. If any provision of this Act, or the applicc_tion thereof to
any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the validity of the remainder
of the Act a_l the application of such prowg_ion_ other persons and cir..
cumstances shall not be affected thereby.
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REPEALJI"iVG CI,AUSiI

SEe. 405. The Federal Cormqpt Pr,'u;t_cesAct, 1925 (2 U.S.C. 241-
_56), is repealed. rrrroTzw z,A_

SEe. 406. Except as provided fi)r in section 401 of this Act, the pro-
visions o] this Act shall become _ective on December 31, 1971, or sixty
days after thedate o.fenactment of t_is Act, whic]_everis later.

And the House agree to the same.
_AYNE L. HaYs,
W. M. ABBITT,
KEN GRAY,

JAMES HARVEY,
W_I. L. DICKINSON,

_Lz?mgers on the Part of the House
as to titles IIZ, ]'V, and V o.fthe House amendment.

HKRLEY O. STAGGERS,

T. II. MACDONALD,
LIONEL VAN DEERLIN,

SAMUEL L. DEVINE,
AXCHER; NELSEN,

Ma nager,_ on t_,eParto f the Hinge,as to tides I a,_t II of the House amendment.
JOHN 0'. PASTORE,
r. A. _[ART,

VANCE HARTKE,
B, EVERETT JORDAN,

HOWARI)W. CANNON,

CLAIBORNE PELL,
HOWARD BAKER,

MARLOW COOK,
W:m) STEVENS,

HUGH SCOTT,

Managers on the Part o.fthe Senate.
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JOINT EXPLANATORY STATF, MENT OF THE COMMITTEE
OF CONFERF. NCE

The managers on the p.art of the House and the Senate at the
conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amend-
ment of the House to the bill (S. 382) to promote fair practices in the
conduct of election campaigns for Federal political offices, and for

other purposes, submit the foUowimg j?nt statement to the Houseand the Senate in explanation oJ! the eff,_ct of the action agreed upon
by the managers and recommended irJ the tLcCompanying conference
report:

The House amendment struck out all of the Senate bill after the

enacting clause and inserted a substitute text.
The Senate recedes from its dLia41_eement [o the amendment of theHouse, with an amendment whiclh is a substitute for both the Senate

bill and the House amendment. The differences between the Senate
bill, the House amendment, and the ,,mbstitute agreed to in confer-
ence are noted below, except tior clel_(,,al corrections, conforming
changes made necessary by reason c,f agreements reached by the
conferees, and minor drafting aIr/t clarifying changes.

CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS

EQUAL TIME AND RELATED MATTERS

REPEAl:, OF EQUAL TIt:gE REQUIREMENT FOR
CANDIDATES FOR FED_:_RAL ELECTIVE OFFICE

Senate b///.,-The Senate bill amended subsection (a) of section 315
of the Communications Act of 1934 (which presently provides that
if a licensee permits any legally qualified candidate for public office
to use his station, he must afro,rd equal opportunitie s to all other
candidates for the same office in the use of h{s station), to make that
subsection inapplicable to candidates for ,Federal elective office
(President, Vice President, Ser_ator, RePre.sentative, Delegate, :and
Resident Commissioner).

.House amendment.--The House amendment made no change in
section 3 15(a).

Conference substitute.--The con:l_ererlce substitute does not include
this provision of the Senate bill.

PROGRAM: FE'RMAT

Senate bill.--The Senate bill also provided that.when a licensee

permits a legally quahfied candidate t[olr tederal elective office touse his broadcasting station in connection with the candidate's
campaign, the licensee must afford the candidate maximum flexibility
in choosing his program f°rmat.

(2:1)
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House amendment.--No comparab!e provisiorL.Conference substitute.--The Senate recedes or_ this provision.

MEDIA RATE AND ACCESS REQUIREMENTS

CHARGES BY BROADCAgT ST_'PIONS

Both the Senate Bill and the House amendment revised section
315(b) of the Communications Act of 1934. Under the existing section
315(b), the charges made for the use of a,ny broadcas_ _tation for anzy
of the purposes set forth in section 315 may not exceed the charges
made for comparable use of the station for ot_aer purposes.

House amendment._-The House amendment provided that the

charges made for the use of any broadcasting station by any personwho is a legally qualified candidatu for any public office could net
exceed "the actual charges made by such statkm for any comparable
use of such station for other purposes". (Matter inserted in existing
law in italic.)

Senate bigl.--The Senate bill revised section 315(b) Lo require that
the charges made for the use of a broadcast station by any perso:n
who is a legally qualified candidate for panic office could not, during
the 45 days preceding a primary election and durini_ the 60 days
preceding a general or special election, exceed '_he low_,st unit charge
of the station for the same class and amoun_ of time for the same
period. The comparable rate requirement under exist:Lng law would
have continued to apply except during these 45 and 60 day periods.

Conference substitute.---The conference substitute includes thi_
provmmn of the Senate bill.

AccEss To BROADCAS'_STATm_S

Senate bilL--The Senate bill made a broaccast license subject to
revocation under section 312(a) of the Communications Act for willful
or repeated failure to allow reasonable access to or _;opermit pur-
chase of reasonable amounts of time for the use of _ broadcasting
station by any legally qualified candidate on behalf of ibis candidacy.

House amendment.--No comparable provision.
Conference substitute.--This provision ils included in the conferen, ce

substitute, with a clarifying amendment limiting tlhe provision to use
of broadcast stations by candidates for Federal electiw_ office. A con-
forming amendment is also made to section 315(a).

NONBROADCASTiMED:_A RATES

House amendment.--The House sectio:nL103(b)(1) provided that, to
the extent that any person sold space in any newspap4_r or magazine
to a legally qualified c_ndid_te for Federal eject:ire office or nomination
thereto, in connection with that candidate's c,ampMgn, the charges
made for the use of the space in connection wish his c_mpaign cmdd
not exceed the charges made for comp_rab]e use of such s!)ace for
other purDoses.

Senate bilL--The Senate bill provided th_n; during the 45 days
preceding any primary election, and during thc, 60 days preceding xay
general or special election, the charges nmde for the use of any non-
broadcast communications medium (new spaoers, magazines, other
periodicals, billboards) by an individmfi who is a legally quMified
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candidate for Federal elective ef_ce mazy nob exceed the lowest unit
rate charged others by the person fur.'rLishing such medium for the
same amount and class of space.

Conference substitute.---The cortferen,:_e substitute contains the pro-
visions of the House amendment in this respect.

NONBROADCAST MEDIA ACCESS

House amendment.--Section 103;(1::))(21)of the House x/ersion required
any person who made space avaJilable in any newspaper or magazine
to any legally qualified candidate for Federal[ elective office, or nomi-
nation thereto, in connection with the (:.andidate's campaign, to make
equivalent space available on the same basis to all candidates for the
same office.

Senate bill.--The Senate bill conll_ain,_(lno provision comparable to
section 103(b)(2) of the House amendment.

Conference substitute.---The House recedes.

FREE OR REDUCED RATE USE OF NONBROADCASTMEDIA

Senate bill.--Section 103(e) of the Senate. bill provided that any
person who furnishes the use of any nonbroadcast communications
mediu TM to or for the benefit of any such candidate without charge or
at a reduced rate would be deemed t:.ohave m_Ldea contribution to such
candidate in an amount equal to th,_ exce_ss of the rate normally
charged over the rate (if any) charged such oandidate.

House amendment.--The House amendment contained no com-
parable provision.

Conference substitute.---The Senall;e recedes

LIMITATIONS ON EXPENI)ITURES FOR USE OF COM-
MUNICATIONS MEDIA

Both the Senate 'bill and the House emend ment imposed limitations
on expenditures for the use of corumunications media by candidates
for Federal elective office.

AMOUNT OF L][MITP_TION

House amendment.--The House bill contained an overall limit on
expenditures for the use of communications media of the greater of
(1) 10_ times voting age population, c,r (2) $50,000. In addition, the
House bill provided that not more; tlhan 60% of the overall communica-
tions media limitation could be spent for the use of broadcasting
stations.

Senate bill.--The Senate bill had Cwo separate limitations: ()ne
limitation of 5_ times voting age, popuJation (or, if greater, $30,000),
applicable to expenditures for tlhe us,_ of broadcast stations; and a
second limitation of 5_ times voting age population (or, if greater,
$30,000), applicable to expenditures for the use of nonbroadcast
communications media. Section 1('.1,4oJi the Senate bill permitted not
more than 20% of either of the two limitations to be transferred to
the other, if the Federal ElectionLs Coramission was notified.
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Co.n.fere_cesubstitute.--The conference substitute incorporates the
prommons of the House amendment.

PRIMARIES

Both the Senate bill and the House ame_ndmenl provided that
each primary, general, special, or runoff, el,_ction w_uld be treated
as a separate election and have a separate exper_diture limitation
applicable to it. The conference substitute contains this provision.

PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARIES

Senate bill.--The Senate bill provided that in computing the limi-
tations for broadcast and nonbroadcast expenditures applicable to
Presidential primary elections, the voting age population in the State
in which the election is held would be used to compute the expenditure
limitations, and that a candidate's expenditures for a Presidential
primary in a State could not exceed thc limitations al:plicable to that
State.

House amendment.--The House amendment imposec. State-by-Statelimitations on media expenditures by camt!idates tor Presidential
nomination. Under the amendment, no candidate for Presidential
nomination could spend for the use in a State of communicatior_s
media, or for the use in a State of broadcast stations, on behalf of his
candidacy for Presidential nomination a total amount in excess of
either the overall communications media ]imitation, or the broadcast
limitation, which would have been appficable to him had he been a
candidate for the office of Senator from that State (or for Delegate or
Resident Commissioner in the case of the District of Columbia or
Puerto Rico).

Under tlhe House amendment, a person would be considered a
candidate for Presidential nomination if he ramie (or any other persen
made on his behalf) an expenditure for the use .of any communications
medium on behalf of his candidacy for any political par';y's nomination
in an election to the office of President. He was considered to be such
a candidate during the period-

(i) beginning on the date on which such an e_penditure was
first made or, if laterl on January 1 of the year of the election,
and

(ii) ending on the date on which the political party nominated
a candidate for the office of President.

The Attorney General was directed to prescribe regulations under
which any expenditure for the use in two or :more States of a com-
munications medium by a candidate for Presidential nominati[on
would be attributed to the candidate's expenditure limitation in each
of the States, based on the number of persons in the State who could
reasonably be expected to be reached by such medium.

The House amendment also provided that, for pur[oses of the bill
and section 315 of the Communications Act, a candida';e for Presiden--
tim nomination would be considered a legally qualified candidate for
public office.

· Conference substitute.--The conference subs_itute contains the pro-.
wsmns of the House amendment respecting candidates _or presidential
nomination, except that the function of pre,_cribing regulations is
vested in the Comptroller General rather thar_ the Attorney General[.
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"ESCALATOR" t>RO¥ISION

Senate bill.--The Senate bill pro,tided that the broadcast and
nonbroadcast expenditure limitations computed under the "5 cent"
formulas would be increased (beginning ii1 1972) in proportion to
increases in the Consumer Price IrLdex over calendar year 1970.

House amendment.--Under t_e I_Iouse amendment, the Secretary of
Commerce was directed to set up a communications price index to
measure changes iii the charges to candidates for the use of communi-
cations media. Biennially, begimfing m 1974, the Secretary. of Com-
merce would certify a proportionate increase or decrease m the i0
cent multiplier and the $50,000 altern_bive ]limit, based on changes in
the communications price index.

Conference substitute.--The conference substitute follows the
provisions of the Senate bill wiith tedhnical and conforming changes.
Under the conference substitute mmh communications media expendi-
ture limitation computed under section 104(a) (1) (A) would be in-
creased in proportion to increases in the Consumer Price Index, with
base period being calendar year 1970. The first year in which an
increase could occur would be !L972.

For example, since the Consumer !?rice Index for the base period
(1970) is 100, if the Consumer Price Index for 1971 was 104.3, each
limitation under section 104(:_) (1) (A) would be increased by 4.3
percent. Thus, in a State which for 1971 had a voting age population
of 400,000, the overall media expen,]iiture ]imitation for senatorial
candidates would be the greater of__

(A) $41,720 (the product of 10_×400,000, increased by 4.3
percent), or

(B) $52,150 ($50,000 incre_i!medby 4.3 percent).The broadcast limitation in th_i_example would be $31,290 (60 per-
cent of the $52,150 overall limiit). The primary election limits would
be identical to the limits for the general election: $52,150 for' all
media expenditures, and $31,290 :for broadcast expenditures.

VOTING _._GE POPULA'['ION

Senate bill.--Under the Senate bill the "5 cent" formulas were based
on "resident population of rot!rog ag{,', de_ermined annually for the
year preceding the election.

House amendment.---The House, "lO c,en'_" formula was baser[ on
"resident civilian population, ].8 years of e_ge and older", estimated
bienniallY, beginning in 1972.

Conference substitute.--The conference _mbstitute bases its "10
cent" formula on "resident population, 18 years of age and older"
estimated annually, beginning iin 197['..

EXPENDITURES BY POLITICAL mQOI_:MITTI_:ES, ETC., OR BY VICE

PRESIDENTIAL C &NDIDATES

Both the Senate bill and the House, amendment provided, and the
conference substitute provides, that amounts spent for the use of
communications media on behalf of any legtdly qualified candidate for
Federal elective office (or for nomina_i;ion to such office) will, for pur-
poses of the expenditure limitations of the bill, be deemed to have
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been spent by the candidate. Under tkis prevision, the expenditure
limitations of the bill apply to all comrnunicati, ons media expenditures
on behalf of the candidate, whether made by the candMate, a political
committee, an individual, or otherwise, and whether or not the person
making the expenditure is authorized by the candidate to do so. ([See
the second[ following paragraph for requirement of certification from
candidate.])

In addition, amounts spent for the use of broadcasting stations by
or on behalf of any legally qualified candidatB for V_c,_ President wJ.l!_for the purposes of such limitations, be deemed to have been spent b_
the candidate for the office of President wR_ whonc_ he is running.

CERTIFIC._TION REQ UIRE_:EI_TS

The Senate bill, House amendment, and conference substitute all
provide that no charge may be made for the use of any newspaper,
magazine, outdoor advertising facility, or broadcasting station unless

the candidate or his authorized representative[ certifies that paymentof the charge will not violate the applicable expenditure ]imitations.

SPECIAL RULES RELATING 'PO AGENCY COMMISSIONS; DETERMINA-
TION OF ELECTION TO WHICH EXPENDIq?URE IL ALLOCABLE

House amendment.--The House amendment provided that in como
puting the amount of a candidate's expenditures for the use of com-
munications media, there would be i[ncluded not only the direct charges
of communications media, but also agents' commissions allowed tlhe
agent by t]he media. In addition the House amendment provided that
for purposes of section 104 of the House amendment an d section 315 (c)
of the Communications Act, any expenditure for the use of any com-
munications medium by or on behalf of the candidacy of a candidate
for Federal elective office (or nomination thereto) w(mld be charged
against the expenditure limitation applicable 1;o the ei[ection in whi_.h
the medium is used.

Senate bill.--No comparable provisions.
C'o.nJerence substitute._The conference _ubstitutc contains the

provisions of the House amendment.

REPORTING TO FCC

Senate bill.--The Senate bill contained a provision requiring broad-
casting stations and candidates to file such reports as were requJ[red
under FCC regulations.

Itouse amendment.--No comparable provision.
Conference substitute.--This provision was not incl;ded in the con-

ference substitute because the FCC has adequate authority to require
reports under existing law.

OPTIONAL COVERAGE OF STATE AND I_OCAL ELECTIONS

Senate bilL--The Senate bill contained a provision permitting
States, if certain conditions were met,. to irapose liraitations under
State law on expenditures for'use of broadcasting stations by or on
behalf of candidates for State and local elective offices, and prohibiting _
any broadcast station from making a_.!,ych_u_ge for the use of such
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station unless the candidate (or his representative) certifies that, the
payment of the charge will not violate tlhe applicable State expenditure
limitation.

House amendment.--The House alnendraent contained no com-
parable provision.

Conference substitute.--The Ho, se r_cedes.

DEFINITIO]._S FOR TITLE I

COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA

Senate b//1.'Title I of the Senate bill applied to broadca,;ting
stations (defined, infra) and nonbrt_adcast communications media.
Nonbroadcast communications mediia was defined as newspapers,
magazines, and other periodical publications, and billboards.

House amendment.-ZCommunications media was defined, for pur-
poses of title I of the House amendment, as broadcasting stations,
newspapers, magazines, and outdoor adw*_rtising facilities. Title II
of the House amendment expanded the coverage of the expenditure
limitation provisions of the House amendment to include the cost
of telephone campaigns when banks of fiw_ or .more instrument,s are
used, and postage :for computerized or identical mailings in quantities
of 200 or more. (See below for description of this provision in House
amendment.)

Conference substitute.--The confere:ace substitute defines communi-
cations media as broadcasting stations, newspapers, magazines,
outdoor advertising facilities, and telephones; but provides that, with
respect-to telephones, spending or an expenditure will be deemed to
be spending or an expenditure for the use of communications media
only if such spending or expenditure is for the costs of telephones,
paid telephonists, and automatic telephone equipment, used by a
candidate for Federal elective office to communicate with potential
voters (excluding any costs of ll:,elephones incurred by a volunteer
for use of telephones by him).

BROADCASTING STATIONS, ]'_ICENSE, S_'ATION, LICENSEE

The definitions of the terms "broadcasting station", "license",
and "station licensee" are iden_bical ia the Senate bill, House amend-
merit, and conference substitute, q?he definition of broadcasting station
incorporates the definition of broadcasting station used for purposes
of the Communications Act, but adds to _hat definition community
antenna television systems.

FEDERAL E:r,ECTIVE OFFICE

Senate b///.--Federal elective oil!licewas defined for purposes of title
I of the Senate bill to include Pre,_ident:. Vice President, Senator,
Representative, Delegate, and Resid,mt Commissioner.

House amendment.--The definition of Federal elective office for
purposes of title I of the House amenclment was identical to the Senate
definition except that the office of Vice President was not treated as a
Federal elective office for purposes of the expenditure limitation pro-
Visionsof that title. (Expenditures on behalf of the candidacy of a Vice
Presidential candidate are deeraed to have been made on behalf of the
Presidential candidate with whon:l he is running.)

Conference substitute,_The Senate recedes.
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LEGALLY QUALIFIED CANE_IDATE

Senate bill.--Legally qualified candidate w_s defined under title, I
of the Senate bill as a person who (A) meets the qualifications pre-
scribed by the applicable laws to hold the Federal elective office for
which he is a candidate and (B) is eligible under applicable State ]aw
to be voted for by the electorate directly or by means of delegates orelectors.

House amendment.--Under title I of the ]House _;mendment, the
definition of legally qualified candidate incorporated the FCC's
definition of legally qualified candidate for purposes of ;_ection 315 (a) of
the Communications Act. The FCC's regu.lations 9resently define
legally qualified candidate as a person who has publicly annourLced
his candidacy, who holds the qualifications for the office, and Who has
either qualified for a place on the ballot or is a write-in or similar candi-
date who meets certain requirements.

· Coaference substitute.--The conference substitute follows the pro-
vis:tons of the Senate bill.

USE OF MEDIA BY OR ON BEHALF OF CAND[DATE

Seaate bill.--Under title I of the Senate bilk use of eommunicatftons
media by or on behalf of any candidate includes net only amounts
Spent for advocating a candidate's election, but also amounts spent
for urging the defeat of his opponent or derogating his opponen['s
stand on campaign issues.

House amendment.--The House amendrnenl; contain_ no comparable
provision.

Conference substit_te.--The conference suk.stitute does not include
this provision of the'Senate bill. However the coaferees wish to
stress that the deletion of this provision does. not evince an inten_ion
to exclude from the coverage of the expendil;ure limi:ations expendi-
tures .urgin.g the defeat of a candidate or derogating his stand on
campaign issues. In many cases such an expenditu:m is clearly on
behalf of another candidate, and Wouhl be treated so for purposes of
the expenditure limitations. The conferees expect that _he Comptroller
General will prescribe regulations respecting Lhis marl;er.

VOTING AGE POPULATION

See explanation on page 25.

STAT_

House amendment.--State was defined under the Hc use amendment
to include Puerto Rico and the District of C&umbia.

Senate bill.--No comparable provision.
Conference substit_tte.--The Senate recedes.

RE GULATI ONS

Senate bill.--Title I of the Senate bill con,_ained no provision gem
erally authorizing any Federal officer or agency to prescribe regulations
to carry out title I, although the Federal Elections Commission was
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authorized to prescribe regulal_ions under section 104 (relating to
limited interchange between expenditure lindtations) and the Federal
Communications Commission's genera][ rulemaking authority under
the Communications Act applied _o the .,_ec$ionsof the bill amending
that Act.

House amendment.--The House Ame:adment authorized the Attorney
General to prescribe regulations to carry ou_ section 102 (definitions),
section 103(b) (charges by and e_cc:essto newspapers and magazines),
section 104(a) (expenditure limitations), and section 105(b) (certifica-
tion requirements for use of nonbroadcast media). The Federal Com-
munications Commission had au_horit,y to prescribe regulations to
carry out the provisions of the bill which amended the Commurdca-
tions Act. Violation of the Attorlaey Genera]['s regulations was subject
to the penalties provided in section 106 of the House amendment.

Conference substitute.--The conference substitute contains the
provisions of the House amendment except that the functions of the
Attorney General are vested in l_he Comptroller General.

P:$N 3-LTIES

Senate bill.--Under the Senate bill, willful and knowing violations
of section 103 of the bill or section 315(c) or (d) of the Communica-
tions Act were punishable by a :_ne n,_)l:to exceed $5,000 or imprison-
ment of not more than five year.s, or _ oth. q.ltle V of the Communica-
tions Act would not apply to these violatiolm.

House amendment.---Section 106(a) of the House amendment made
any person who violated the provisions of title I (other than those

amending the Communicatiorls Act') liable for a civil penalty of$1,000 for each violation. Th_, sanctions provided in title V of the
Communications Act would apply to persons violating the provisions
added to the Communications Act by title I.

Section 106(b) made any candidate who willfully violated the expen-
diture limitations of title I subject t_) criminal penalties in addiition
to the civil penalties to which he was subject under 106(a). The
maximum penalty' under this subsect:ion was a fine of $10,000, or 1
year's imprisonment, or both.

Conference substitute.--The conference substitute makes violations
of the provisions of title I (other tharL those amending the Communi-
cations Act) and of the regulations of the Comptroller General subject
to the penalties provided in the Selaate_ bill. The penalties for violations
of the provisions of the bill amending tlhe Communications Act foUow
the provisions of the Senate bill.

EFFECTi][VE DATE

Senate bill.--The provisions of the Senat_e bill (other than section
401) would have taken effect on December 31, 1971, or 60 days after
the date of enactment of the bill, whichever was later.

House amendment.--Section 107 of ,_he House amendment provided
that section 103 (media rate requi'_ements) would take effect on
January 1,. 1972. The expenditure limitations under section 104 would
apply to expenditures for communication media if the use of the media
occurs on or after January 1, 1972.
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Conferenc e substitute.--The House recedes. The conferees intend

however that the expenditure limitationls would applyto all expendi-tures for communications media t]he uJe of which o,_curs after the
effective date of the bill.

EXPENDITURE LIMITS FOR CERTAIN

TELEPHONES AND PC'S:TAGE

House amendment.--Title II of the House amendment imposed
expenditure limitations-

(l) on telephone campaigns, including _he cost of telephones,
paid telephonists and automated equipment, when telephones are
used irt banks of five or more instruments to communicate with
potential voters, and

(2) on postage for computerized or identics,1 mailings in
quantities of 200 or more.

Under this provision, no candidate foi' Federal elect:Eve office could

spend for these purposes, in a primary, priraary runoff, or general
election, are amount in excess of the limitations nnposed on expendi-
tures for the use of communications media under title I, and any
amounts spent for the use of communications media would be counted
against the limitation under this title.

Senate bilL--No comparable provision.
Conference substitute.--The conference subsl;itute deletes title II of

the House amendment. However, certain expenditures for costs of
telephones, paid telephonists, and automated telephone equipment are
included in the overall communications media expenditure limitatic.n
under title I.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS

CONTRIBUTIONS OR EXPENDITURES BY NATION.k[,

BANKS, CORPORATIONS, OR LABOR ORGANIZATIONS

AMENDMENT TO SECTION 610 OF TITL:E 18, UNITED STATES CODE

Senate bill.--No comparable provision.
House amendment.--Section 305 of the HOUse amendment amended

section 610 of title 18 of the United States Code, relating to con-
tributions or expenditures by national banks, corporations or labor
organizations, to add a new paragraph defining the phrase "contribu-
tion or expenditure" to include any dh'ect or indirecl; payment, dis-
tribution, ]loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any services,
or anything of value to any candidate, campaign committee, or political
party or organization, in connection with any election to any of the
offices referred to in such section. In the ce.se of a contribution or

expenditure by a national bank, or by a corporatioa organized by
authority of any law of Congress, section 61[, refers to "any political
office". In the case of a contribution or expe:nditure by any corpora-
tion whatever, or by any labor organization, section 610 refers to the
offices of ]presidential and _dce presidential electors; Senator; and
Representative in, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the
Congress.
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The House amendment specifically provided that the phrase "con-
tribution or expenditure" did not include---

(1) communications by a corporation to its stockholders and
their families or by a labor organization to its members and their
families;

(2) nonpartisan registralbon and get-out-the-vote campaigns
by a corporation aimed at its stoel_hohlers and their families or
by a labor organization aimed at its members and their families;;

(3) the establishment, administrati_on, and solicitation of
contributions to a separate segregated fund to be utilized for

political purposes by a corp_ration or labor organization.The House amendment furth_r provided that it would be unlawful
for any such separate segregated fund to make a contribution or
expenditure-

(A) by utilizing money or anytlfing of value secured by physi-
cal force, job discrimination, financial reprisals, or the threat
thereof; or

(B) by dues, fees, or other monies required as a condition of
membership in a labor orgsmizatiort or as a condition of employ-
ment; or

(C) by monies obtained in any commercial transaction.
Conference st, bstitute.--The conferer_ce substitute is identical with

the House amendment except, that the phrase "contribution or
expenditure" does not include a lo,_n of money by a national or State
bank made in accordance with the applicable banking laws and
regulations and in the ordinary course of business.

DISCLOSURE OF FEI)ERAI__ CAMPAIGN FUNDS

DEFINED TERMS

CONTRIBUTIONS AND ]_XPF;NDITURES

Senate bill.--For the purposes of provisions relating to the dis-
closure of Federal campaign funds, ;ection 301 of the Senate bill
contained a comprehensive definition of ;he term "contribution"
and of the term "expenditure". Each such definition included a loan
of money made for the purpose of i,nfiuencing the nomination for
election, or electkm, of any person to Federal office or as a presidential
or vice-presidential elector, or for the t urpose of infiuenciag the result
of a primary held for the selection c f de[egate_ to a national nominating
convention of a political party or for the expression of a preference
for the nomirmtkm of persons for election to the office of President,
or for the purpose of influencing the election of delegates to a consti-
tutional convention for proposing amendnmnts to the Constitution
of the United States.

House amendment.---The Hcalse a_nendraent contained identicM
definitions of the terms "contribution" and "expenditure", except
that, hz each case, the House amerLdment specifically excluded a
a loan of money by a national c,r State bank made in accordance
with the applicable banking law,; and regulations and in the ordinary
course of business.

Conference substitute.--The conference ,mbstitute follows the Senate
bill.
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FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMISSION AND SUPERVISORY OFFICER

Senate b///.--Section 301 of the Senate bill defined the term "Com-
mission'' to mean the Federal Elections Commission. Section 314) of
the Senate b'.fil,provided for the establishmen_ of the Commission al_d
various provisions of title III of the Senate bill vested in the Com-
mission virtually all of the functions, power:s, and duties relating to
the reporting and disclosure of campaign funds.

House amendment.--The House amendment omitted the defini'Lion
of the term "Commission" and substituted s_definition of the term
"supervisory officer". The House amendroent d e:qned the term
"supervisory officer" to mean tile Secretary of the Senate _vqth
respect to candidates for Senator; the Clerk of the House of Repre-
sentatives with respect to candidates for Repres._ntative In, or
Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the (_ongress of the Un!Lted
States; and the Comptroller General in any other case. The House
amendment omitted all references to the Commission and substituted
references to the appropriate supervisory officer in each instance.
Thus, under the House amendment, the funcl_ions, powers, and duties

relating to the reporting and disclosure of campaign funds were vested
in the supervisor_ officer having jurisdiction with respect to pax'tJ_c-
ular candidates.

Conference substitute. The conference substitute is the same as tlhe
House amendment.

REPORTING OF CONTRIBUTIONS BY POLITICAL
COMMITTEES AND CANI)IDATES

Senate b//l.--Section 304(b) of the Senate bill required that each
report of receipts and expenditures by a political com_nittee or a can-
didate dmclose the full name and mailing address (occupatmn and t.ae
principal place of business, if any) of each person who made one er
more contributions to or for such committee or cand!.date (inclu(_ing
the purchase of tickets for fundraising events) within the calendar
year in an aggregate amount or value of "$ZL00or more", together
with the amount and date of such contributio:as.

House amendment.--The House amendmen_ was identical, except
that it required reporting of such contributions in an aggregate
amount "in excess of $100" within the calendar yes.r.

Conference substitute.--The conference subsLi,tute is _he same as t]_e
House amendment·

REPORTS ON CONVENTION FINANOING

Senate bi//.--Section 307 of the Senate bill requh'ed Bach committee
or other organization which--

(1) represented a State, or political subdivision thereof, or any
group of persons, in dealing with officials of a n_tional political
party with respect to matters involving a convention held in such
State or political subdivision to nomiuate a calxdidate for the
office of President or Vice President; or

(2) represented a national political pexty in making arrange-
ments for such a convention,
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to file a complete financial statement of the sources from which its
funds were derived and the purpos,i_s for which such funds were
expended. Such statement was required to be filed with the Federal
Elections Commission within 60 day,,_ following the end of the con-
vention, but not later than 20, days before the date on which
presidential and vice president!Lal elec:tors were chosen.

House amendment.--The House amendment was identical, except
that it required the statement to be filed with t.he Comptroller General
of the United States.

Conference substitute.--The conference substitute is the same as
the House amendment.

INFORM,ATION .AND STU]-)IES RELATING TO ELECTIONS

Senate bill.--No comparable prc,,vision.
House amendment.--_ection, Ob(b) of the House amendment re-..)

quired the Comptroller Genera][ to serve as a national clearing house
for information in respect to the administration of elections. It also

provided that, in carrying out hi,,_duties,, the Comptroller General wasrequired to enter into contracts for ind,_,pend_nt studies of the adminis-
tration of elections, including, but ntt limited to, studies of (1) the
method of selection of, and the type of duties assigned to, officials and
personnel on boards of elections.; (:'.2)practices relating to the registra-
tion of voters; and (3) voting and counting raethods. The Comptroller
General was required to publish such studies and make copies avail-
able for sale to the general pub]lic. The Comptroller General was
prohibited from requiring that any suc]h study include any comment
or recommendation made by h:[m.

Conference substitute.--The coifference substitute is the same as the
House amendment.

ADDITIONAL FILING OF STATEMENTS

STATEMENTS FILED _;V'IT][ STATE OFFICERS

Senate bill.--Section 309 of the Senate bill provided that a copy of
each statement required to be filed wiih the Federal Elections Com-
mission under title III of the Sens,,te bill must be filed with the clerk
of the United States district court in which iislocated the residence of
the candidate or the principal o_Lce of the political committee. The
Commission was authorized to re,,:tuir,_ the filing Of such statements
with clerks of other United States district courts where it determined
such additional filing, would serve the public interest. Under the Senate
bill, the clerk of each United States di:_t.rict court was required--

(1) to receive and maintain all statements filed with him;
(2) to preserve all such :statements for ten years, except that

statements relating solely to candidates for the House of Repros-"
sevtatives were required to be preserved for only five years;

(3) to make such stateraents :tvailable for public inspection
and copying; and

(4) to compile and maintain a ,torrent list of all statement,_ or
parts of statements pertaining to each candidate.

House amendment.--No comparable provision.
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Con/erence substitute.--The conference substitute, instead of re-
quiring filing with the clerks of district courts, requh'e:_ copies of sta_;e-
ments filed with a supervisory officer under tit][e II of the Act (relating
to disclosure of Federal campaign funds) to be filed with the Secretary
of State (or equivalent officer) of the State in which the election is
held (in the case of candidates for nomination for election, or election,
as Senator, Representative, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to
the Congress) or each State in which an expenditure is made (in the
case of a candidate for nomination for election, or election, as President
or Vice President). The duties imposed by tlhe Senate bill on district
court clerks with respect to the preservation and availability to the
public of copies of such statements filed with. him are imposed by the
conference substitute on the State officer wRh whom the copies are
filed.

FEDERAL ELECT][ONS COMMISSION

ESTABLISHMENT AND ORGA'NIZATION C,F THE 4_OMMISSION

Senate bill.--Section 310 of the Senate bill provided for the establish-
ment of a bipartisan Federal Elections Commission composed of six
members appointed by the President, by mid with the advice and
consent of the Senate. Members of the Commission were required to
be appointed to serve staggered terms of twelve years, with the term
of one of the members expirin g every two years. The President was
required to designate one member to serve as Chairman and one
member to serve as Vice Chairman. This section o:f the Senate bill
also. contained several provisions relating to the organization and
operation of the Commission, including pro;isions--

(1) requiring four members of the Commission to constitute
a quorum;

(2) requiring an official seal;
(3) requiring an annual report to the President and to the

Congress on matters within the jurisdk:tion of the Commission
and recommending further legislation;

(4) requiring the Director of the OtT[ce of Management and
Budget to fix the compensation of the members o:_the Commission
at a rate not to exceed $100 per (lay;

(5) requiring the principal office of the Commission to be
located in or near the District of Columbia;

(6) requiring that all officers and em[,loyees ol!the Commission
be subject to the provisions of section 9 of the Hatch Political
Activities Act, restricting political activities by officers and
employees of the executive branch of the GoVernment;

(7]) requiring the appointment of an Executive Director,
without regard to the provisions of the civil service laws governing
appointments in the competitive service, to serve at the pleasure
of the Commission at level V of tlhe Executive Schedule ($36,000
per annum);
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(8) requiring the appointment (,f additional personnel to carry
out the duties of the Commission, subject tl) the civil service laws;
and

(9) permitting the hiring of corsultarLts.
This pro,Asion of the Senate bill al:,o required the Commission to

avail itself of the assistance (including personnel and facilities) of the
General Accounting Office and [he Department of Justice. :['he
Comptroller General and the Attorne.y General were authorized to
make such assistance available, with' or without reimbursement, in
accordance with the request of the Commission.

_enate, bill vested in the Corn-Other provisions of title III of the '_
mission virtually all functions, powers_ and duties relating to the
disclosure of Federal campaign funds_ Such functions, powers, and
duties included, among other things, prescribing recordkeeping
requirements for political comnfi[ttees; :registration of political eom-
mittees with the Commission; the :filing of r,..ports_ with the Commis-
.sion by political committees, candidates:, and others; and the filing of
reports on convention financing. The Sena'm bill also required the
Commission to pres(:ribe and furnish forms for the filing of reports; to
compile and maintain a current lisll; of all statements or parts thereof
pertaining to each candidate; to prepare and publish an annual report
of contributions am] expenditures for all c_mdidates, political com-
mittees, and others; to prescribe rules and regulations to carry out the
disclosure requirements; to investigate complaints of violations; and
to cooperate with State electron officmls to develop procedures to
eliminate multiple filings by permitting the filing of Federal reports to
satisfy State requirements.

House amendment.--The House amendment did not provide for
the establishment of a Federa]_ Elections Commission. Under l_he
House amendment, all functions, ]i:)owers, and duties relating to the
disclosure of Federal campaign funds, referred to above in the dis-
cussion of the Senate bill, were vested irt the appropriate supervisory
officer. The House amendment defined tlhe term "supervisory officer"
to mean the Secretary of the Sem_Ltewith respect to candidates for

' Senator; the Clerk of the House of R,_presentatives with respect to
candidates for Representative irt, or Delegate or Resident Com-
missioner to, the Congress; and t]he Comptroller General of the United
States in any other case.

Conference substitute.---The conference substitute is the same as
the House amendment.
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GENERAL PROVISIONS

PROHIBITION AGAINST USE OF CERTA]:N FEDERAL
FUNDS FOR ELECTION ACTIVITZES

Senate b///.--No comparable provision.
House amendment.--Section 502 of the Itouse smendment pro-

hibited the use of any funds appropriated tc carry out the Econoraic

Opportunity Act of 1964 to finance, directly or indiiectly, any voterregistration activity, or any a.c_ivity desigr, ed to influence the out-
come of any election to Federal office, or to pay tile salary of any
officer or employee of the Office of Econoraic Opportunity who, in
his official capacity as such an officer or employee, engaged in any
such activity. This section of the House amendment also provided
that the terms "Federal office" and "election" wmfid have the same
meanings given such terms by section 401 of the House amendment,
relating to disclosure of Federal campaign funds. Tl_e term "Federal
office" was defined to mean the office of President or Vice President;
or of Senator or Representative in, or Delegate or Resident Cc,m-
missioner to, the Congress. The term "election" was defined to mean
(1) a general, special, primary, or runoff election, 112)a convention
or caucus of a political party held to norr_inate a candidate, (31 a
primary election held for the expression of a preferenc s for the nomina-
tion of persons for election to the office of President, and (4) a pri-
mary election held for the selection of delegates to a rLational nomir at-
mg convention of a political partv.

Confere)lee substitute.--The co_nferen,ce substitute is the same as
the HouSe amendment.

EFFECT ON STATE LAW

Senate biU.--Section 313 (a) of the Senate bill plovided that nothing
in title III of the Senate bill (relating to disclosure of Federal campaign
funds) would be deemed to invalidate or make inapplicable any pro-
vision of State law, except where compliar,ce with State law would
result in a violation of such title III o

House amendment.--The House amendment provided that nothing
in the House amendment (not just the provisions relating to disclosure
of Federal campaign funds) would be deemed to invalidate or make
inapplicable any provision of State law, except where compliance
with State law would result in a violation o:_the House amendment.

The House amendment also provided that no provision of Statelaw could[ be construed to prohibit any person from l;aking any action
authorized by the House amendment or frora making any expenditure
he could lawfully make thereunder.

Gonferenee substitute.--The conference substitute is the same as the
HOuse amendment.
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SEPARA_BILrI'Y

Senate bill.--Section 314 of 1;he Situate bill provided that if any
provision of title III of the Senate bill (relating to disclosure of Federal
campaign funds), or the application of such provision to any person
or circumstance, was held invalid, the validity of the remainder of
such title III and the application of any such provision to other
persons and circumstances would :not be affected.

House amendment.--The House amendment was similar,.except that
it extended the application of the separability provision to ally
provision of the House amendment end was not limited to the pro-
visions relating to disclosure of Federal campaign funds.

Conference substitute.--The confererJce substitute is the same as the
House amendment.

W_YNE L. HAYS,
W, _([. ABBITT,

KI_:N GBAY,
JA_ES ]_[ARVEY,
W]_, iL. DICKINSON,

M%_nagerson tt_ePart of the House
as to titles IH, IV, arid V of the House amendment.

HARLEY O. STAGGERS,

TC,RBER_C H. MACDONALD,
LIONEL VAN DEERLIN,
SA,_UF,L L. DEVINE,
ANCHER NELSEN,

M_tnager_ on th.ePart of the House,
as to titles I az d II of the House amendment.

Joan O. PASTORE,
P. A. HART,
VANCE ]][ARTKE,

B. EVERETT JORDAN,
HOWARDW. CANNON,
CLAIBORNE PELL,
HOVTARD BAKER,

MARLOW COOK,
TED STS_VENS,
HrGa SCOTT,

_:fanagers on the Part oJ the Senate.

0
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December 14, 1971 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD--DAILY I)IGEST D 705

Meeting Hour: By unanimous consent, the House will House-passed ver,;ions o:1!H.R. io6o4, to amend the So-
meet at xI a.m. on Tuesday, December z4. ra,e 46602 cial Security Act ,;o as to permit payment of burial and

Lobbyists: The compilation by the Clerk of the House memorial expenses for ar, insured individual whose body
is unavailable for burial. ConEerees agreed to Senate

and the Secretary of the Senate of all new registrations amendments relating to payment of intermediate care
and reports for the third calendar quarter of x97I, and for medically indigent under medicaid, and x-year ex-
reports for the second calendar quarter of x97x received tension of the period of pass along of x97o social secu-
too late to be previously published, that were filed by rity increases. Conferees also agreed to compromise ver-
persons engaged in lobbying activities appears in this sion of Senate work in,::enfive program amendments.issfie of the Congressional Record. ,o,e, 46645--46680

Referrals: Eight Senate-passed measures were referred UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
to the appropriate House committees, voge 46642' Con/erees, in executive session, agreed to file a confer-

ence report on the differences between the Senate- and

Adjournment: Adjourned at 5:5 x p.m. House-passed versions o:_H.R. 6o65, providing xo-year

CommitteeMeetings extension of period during which States may obligatecertain funds trans:l!erred front excess Federal unem-
MED][CATEDANIMAL FEEDS ployment tax co':!lecfions.

Committee on Government Operations: Subcommittee WAGE AND PR2[CE STABILIZATION

on Intergovernmental Relations resumed hearings on Conferees, in exec:udve session, agreed to file a confer-
drug safety and medicated animal feeds. Testimony was
heard from FDA Commissioner Edwards and Dr. Ken- ence report,on the differences between the Senate- and

neth McEnroe, Deputy Administrator, Consumer and House-passed versions of S. 289:( , extending Presidential
Marketing Service, USDA. authority to implCn':tentprogram to stabilize the econ-

Hearings were adjourned subject to call. omy and reduce inflation through controls on prices,
wages, and interest rates.

CONTINUING APPROPRIATIONS

Committee on Rules: Granted a closed rule providing

for the consideration of and z hour of debate, waiving Tuesday, December 14, 1971
the 3-day rule, and waiving all points of order against
H.I. Res. xoo5, making further continuing appropria-
tions for fiscal year x972. Senate

Chamber Action
Johzt Committee Meetings Ro,,tl.eProceedings,;!)ages_6896-46943

ALASKAN NATIVE CLAIMS :Bills Introduced: x4 k.ills and two rcs,2-dons were
Conferees, in executive session, agreed to file a confer- introduced, as fol]lows: 5. 3oxz--3o24; and S.J. Res. x83
ence report on the differences between the Senate- and and I84. Page 46899

House-passed versions of H.R. io367, providing for the
settlement of certain land claims of Alaska natives. Bills Reported: Reports were made as follows:

[ Conference reporl: on S. 382, to promote fair prac-
APPROPRIATIONS--D.C. tices in the conduct of election campaigns for Federal

S Rept 0_--58c2)Conferees resumed, in executive session, to resolve the .political offices (....: ,._ ; ]
differences between the Senate- and House-passed ver- Conference reporlt: on H.R. x0367, to provide for the
sions of H.R. II932 , fiscal x972 appropriations for the settlement of cer:taiin land claims of Alaska Natives
District of Columbia, but did not reach final agreement (S. Rept. 92-58i);
and rc:cessedsubject to call. S. 2z9i , to prohibit importation of fishery products

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN PRACTICES from nations not conducting fishery operations in man-
ncr consistent with international fishery conservation

Con/crees, in _xecutive session, agreed to file a Confer- t?rograms, with _rt amendment (S. Rept. 92-582); and
ence report on the differences between the Senate- and H.R. 33o4, to prc,hibk importation of fishery prod-
House-passed versions of S. 382, to promote fair practices ucts from nations not cc nducting fishery operations in
in the conduct of election campaigns for Federal political manner consistent: with international fishery conserva-

.,2>ffices. k tion programs (S. Rept. 92-583). "age 46899

SOCIAL SECURITY--BURIAL PAYMENTS Measures Passed:

Conferees, in executive session, agreed to file a confer, President's Eco_:wmic Report: Senate passed S.[.
cnce report on the differences between the Senate- and Res. _83, extending t:oFebruary I5, x972, date for trans-
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Deeember 1_, 1971 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD --- SI?,NATE 46899
The second assistant legislative clerk ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLE- pIans approved under such title, from ev ad-

proceeded toeall the roll. MENT ACT--CONFERENCE RE- lng their financial and other parental re-
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, ! ask PORT (S. kEPT. NO. 92-581) otherSlmnslblLltieSpurposes.t°wardReferredSUChtoChildren'theCommitteeandfor

unanimous consent that the order for the Mr. BIBLE, from the commii;tee of on Finance.

quorth'n call be rescinded, conference on the disagreeing votes of By Mr. METCALP:
the two Houses on the amendmcnl; of the s. 3020. A bill for the relief of Johng Un

COMMUNICATIONS FROM EXECU- Senate to the bill (H.R. 10367) i;o pro- Kin. Referred to the Committee on the Judl-
TIVE DEPARTMENTS, ETC. vide for the settlement of certain land ciary. By Mr. BYRD of West Virginia (for Mr.

claims of Alaska Natives, and fo:' other BENTSEN):
The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid be- purposes, submitted a report thereon, s. 3021. A bill to amend section 2031(b)

fore the Senate the following letters, which was ordered to be printed. (1) of '_ltle 10, United States Code, to re-
which were referred as indicated: move the requirement that a Junior Reserve

REPORTOF OVERSEASPRIVATEINVESTMENT Officer Training Corps unit at any Institution
CORPORATION INTRODUCTIOH OF BILLS AND must h_.ve a minimum number of physically

A letter from the President, Overseas Pri- JOINT RESOLUTIONS fit male students. Referred to the Comraltteeo:a Armed Services.
rate Investment Corporation, Washington, The following bills and joint resc,lu- Bi Mr. BAYH (for himself and Mr.
D.C., transmitting, pursuant to law, a report tions were introduced, read the firsi; time CaANSTO_):
of that Corporation. for the fiscal year ended and, by unanirnous consent, tile second s. 3022. A bill to provide for the Issuance
June 30, 1971 (with an accompanying re-
port); to the Committee on Foreign time, and referred as indicated: of $2 bills bearing the portrait of Susan B.
Relations. By Mr. TAFT: Anthony. Referred to the Committee on

PROPOSEDTRAI_SFEROF THE TEACHER CORPS TO tainS' 3011.conditionsAbill tot° persons°fferamneStYwhohaveUnderfailedcer'Bankint:,By Housing,Mr.JAVITS:andUrban Affairs.
ACTION or refused to register for the draft or who S. 3023. A bill to amend the Public Health

A letter from the Associate Directs)r, Of- have failed or refused induction into the Service Act so as to permit greater involve-
rice of Management and Budget, Executive Armed Forces of the United States, and for merit of American medical organizations and
Once of the President, transmitting a draft other purposes. Referred to the Committee personnel in the furnishing of health serv-
of proposed legislation to transfer the on the Judiciary, by unanlmous-con_sent or- ices and. assistance to the developing nations
Teacher Corps to Action (with an accom- der. of the world, and for other purposes. Referred
panylng paper); to the Committee on Labor By Mr. CURTIS (for himself, Mr. Ii;EH- to the Committee on Labor and Public: Wel-
and Public Welfare. Nm-r, Mr. FANNIN, Mr. HANI_EN, Mr. fare.

__ JORDANof Idaho, Mr. SCOTT, a!ad Mr. By Mr. JAVITS (for himself, Mr.
DOMINICK). DOMINICK, Mr. _CHWEIKER, Mr.

PETITIONS s. 3012. A bill to strengthen and [raprove TAFT, and Mi'. BEALL) (by request,):
the private retirement system by establish- S. 30114. A bill to amend the Welfare and

Petitions were laid before the Senate lng minimum standards for participation In Pension Plans Disclosure Act. Referred to
and referred as indicated: and for vesting of benefits under penf;ion and tlhe Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.

By the PRESIDENT pro tempore: profit .sharing retirement plans, by allowing By Mr. SCOTT:
A letter, in the nature of a petition, relat- deductions to individuals for personal say- S.J. Res. 183. JoInt resolution extending

lng to the registration and licensing of lugs for retirement, and by increasing con- t:he date for transmission to the Congress
weapons; to the Committee on thc Judiciary. tributlon limitations for self-employ sd in- of thc iPresldent's economic report. Consid-

dividuals and st{areholder-employees of ered an i passed.
electing small business corporatio:ns. Re- By Mr. MANSFIELD (for Mr. PROX-

REPORTS OF COM'NLI_ES ferred to the Committee on Flnanc_. MUm):
By Mr. THURMOND: S.J. Res. 184. Joint resolution extending

The following reports of committees S. 3013. A blll for the relief of John Rob- t:he dates for transmission of the economic
were submitted: eft Davies. Referred to the Committe_,, on the report and the report of the Joint Economic

By Mr. STEVENS, for Mr. MAONUSON, from Judiciary. Commit.tee. COnsidered and passed.
the Committee on Commerce, without By Mr. BROCK:
amendment: S. 3014. A bill to transfer the Teacher

H.R. 3304. An act tx) amend the Flshermen's Corps to Action. Referred to the Committee STATIL'MENTS ON INTRODUCED
Protective Act of 1967 to enhance the effec- on Labor and Public Welfare. BILLS AND JOINT RESOLU-
tiveness of international fishery conservation By Mr. NELSON (for himself _nd Mr. TIONS
programs (Rept. No. 92-583). PROXML_):

By Mr. STEVENS, for Mr. MAGNUSON, from S. 3015. A bill to provide a temporary dis- _3y Mr. TAFT:
the Committee on Commerce, with an trlct Judgeship for the U.S. District O::mrt S. 3(]11. A bill to offer amnesty under
amendment: for the Western District of Wiscom;I:a. Re- certain conditions to persons who have

S. 2191. A bill to amend the act of ferred to the Comrnlttee on the Judiciary. failed or refused to register for the draft
August 27. 1954 (commonly known as the By Mr. INOUYE (by request): or who have failed or refused induction
Ftshermen's Protective Act) to conserve and S. 3016. A bill to amend section 10_(13) of Inix) the Armed Forces of the United
protect u.s. fish resources (Rept. No. 92-582). the Federal Aviation Act by establishing ,_-er- States, and for other purposes. Referred

taln conditions under which a corporation iX) the Committee on the Judiciary, 'by
organized under the laws of the Umted unanimous consent order.

ENROLLED BILL SIGHED States or o'. any State, territory, or l)Of;ses-
sion of the United States may qualify as a Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I introduce

The PRESIDENT pro tempore signed u.s. citizen and for other purposes. Referred a bill which relates to the matter of pro-
the enrolled bill (H.R. 9961) to provide to the Committee on Commerce. riding amnesty for draft resisters within

Federal credit unions with 2 additional By Mr. STEVENS: thi.'; country and outside, on condition
years to meet the requirements for in- S. 3017. A bill to amend section 5303(a) of t]aat they undertake 3 years of service
surance, and for other purposes, which title 5, United States Code, to authorize iii the _rmed Forces, or in the alterna-

higher minimum pay rates for certain addl- tire, o_her Government service trader
had previously been signed by the tlonal Federal positions. Referred to the regulations prescribed by the AttorneySpeaker of the House of Representatives. Committee on Post Office and Civil Ser_;,lce.

_-- By Mr. INOUYE: General and various other Federal ,'tgen-
· s. 3018. A bill to amend title II of t]ae So- cies.

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT cial Security Act to permit, in certatr_ cases, Mr. President, we have consulted with
OP 1971---CONFERENCE REPORT (S. a woman who in good faith has gone tl_.rough the Parliamentarian and there is some
REPT. NO. 92-580) a marriage ceremony with an individual, to question about the appropriate reference

be considered the widow of such individual Of this bill. I have consulted with the
Mr. PASTORE, from the committee of even though, because of a legal lmped:im,!mt, c]hairman of the Armed Services Corn-

conference on the disagreeing votes of such woman is not legally married to such mittee and I am about to make a request
the two Houses on the amendment of the individual. Referred to the Committee on

House to the bill (S. 382) topromote fair Finance. with regard to referral of the bill. The
By Mr. LONG: cUstinguished chairman has indicated

practices in the conduct of election cam- s. 3019. A bill to amend title XV of the So- that he can preserve his rights in this
paigns for Federal political offices, and cia] Security Act so as to include ther.sin cer- connect;ion, which, of course, he certainly
for other purposes, submitted a report tain provisions designed to prevent parents may dc,, and I shall make the request !
thereon, which was ordered to be printed, of children, who are receiving aid und,_r St;ate a:rn abeut to make without prejudice to
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his right to ask f(: later referral of tile Service hospital:i, d other Federa! sera,- ihe Armec Forces of the United ',States _Inder
bill to the Commil :.ce on Armed Services ice provided by app regulation. It such Act : ubsequent to such date is hereby
/_fter the initial r _ferral. _'ould be nly that while they granted i::umunity fro]a prosecution and

pur. i:_hme_:_t under secticn 12 of the Military
I, therefore, as: unanimous consent could express a ference for one type Selective E.ervice Act, aB l all ot:her laws, on

that tile bill _vhi( 1 I send to the desk, of alternative their duties would accoum o: any such e, a.sion or failure to
dealing with amn( .:ty for draft resisters, be designated ii1 a, :cordan .'e with their ret!seer ruder such Act )r refusal to be in-
be referred to tl Committee on the abilities and the ol the various du:ted un_er such Act, ts the case may be,
Judiciary. agencies, if r_o_ later' than one ye .r after the date of

The PRESIDEN pro tempore. With- Under this app,', ch they would serve enactment of this Act st _h person--
out objection, it so ordered, such 3-5'ear period tt tile rMnimum pair ,1) preset'nra himself t the Attorney den-

Mr. TAFT. Mr. 'esident, at the pres- schedule as estaolJ bi' the Armed eral of she United Sta_es _r such other'official
or officials as ma}' be designated by the

ent time, more ti m 500 draft registers Forces and the ag( designated for President.
are now in our F_deral jails and it is alternative servic,s. _2) agre,_s in aecordar '.e with regulatic, ns
estimated that {lmost 70,000 young Those electing alternative service establisheci by the Atto] _ey General of the
Americans are liviitg as exiles in Canada would not be eligJbl for normal Federal. lJnited Seas:es to enlist a: d serve for a period
and other llations because tile)' sought employee l:_)nefii.s, of three years in the A med Forces of the
to avoid participi ting in the war in While many resisters have gone United Sta el, or agrees o serve for a period
Southeast Asia. to Canada, other men have con- e,f three 5'ears in Volta teers in Service to

America (VISTA), a Ve crams' Administra-
Many of these d 'aft. resisters are vic- sidered it to be honortble to stand, tion ho_pilal, a Public Iq _a_th Service hospt-

tims of bad judg] lent of poor advice, trial and go to n. Irt my judgment tel or ethic federal aery _'e eligible pursuant
Others have acted >ut of deep and con- we sholfid be no m( harsh with these to regulatims issued un, er section 6 of 'this
seientious objectim s to tile course which young men; tense, this bill would Act, and[
our country follo_ _d as 'a'e became in- permit them to sele a rolm of service is) agrm,s to serve fm such perio'd in the
volved in the Vietn gm conflict, to their country d have their time lowest pay grade at whi,:h persons serve in

One of'my cerise: :uents, Dr. J. Z. Scott spent in prison 2fl _.gainst their the Armed _?orces of the United States, Volun-
of Sclc, Ohio, has _'ritten to me that-- 3-year obligation, ex( that such credit tee:s in Sera;ice to Air_e :ica (VISTA). Vet-

era)_s' Administration hospitals. Public

. fr otherfederalIt is my contenti, n that many of these could not exceed a ,cried cf 2 years. 14lea]th Service hospitaL,,byoung men could b, induced or persuaded Fendir}.g legal would be service, as tlc ease may .
to return to their retire land to assume dismissed if the defe ldants entered into (b) The willful failur! or refusal of any
their responsibilitie and become useful such agreements, person 'to comply with the terms of this
citizens again. I do {not mean grant them Under this it would be the aareemet_t u',:_der Seetio_t 2(a) of this Act
amnesty, but the), l;mst earn their return "
and regain their norzxal heritage and birth- sense of the Co:n that young men shall void ar:y grant of immunity rnade to
right through hard work and proof that who completed thei] service obligations such persoJ:t under this kct.
they s,re honest, sircere, and thankful to under this act wmfid be granted a Presi- szc $. (t_) Any person _-ho has been con-victed and is serving a ,risen sentence for
be re-accepted by ti e land of their birth, dential pardon, evading or I!a:[llng to regi: ter under the i%[ili-

Young men w[5> ad been previously tar? Selective Service A t alter August 4,
In this Christina; season I believe the released from ,qven a suspended 196i, or for evading or refusing induction

time has come, for is to turn our atten- sentence could a pardon if they in the Arm<.d Forces of th _United States un-
tion to the questi, n of draft resisters agreed to undertake type of military der such Act after suet date shall be re-
and whether we, Ls a nation, are so or public service _templated by this leased itoH', prison, and he remaining per-
wise, strong, and ( _aritable as to offer measure, tlort of an 2, punishment shall be waived If

them an opportunil !_,to be reunified with This measure d be .'tdministered suci_ persor_ complies Wit _ the pro_'islons of
our American socie ,_. by the Attorney eral dj tile United section 2 (si of this Act, e :cept that the threeyear per!lcd of military c public service re-

The Seventh G_ aeral Synod of the .States. q'ui:red thmeunder shall )e reduced by any

United Church of ( hrist, the 181st den- This bill would llot apply ;o those who per!od equa!, to the period served by such per-
eral Assembly of th United Presbyterian had deserted the Forces since I son in ]pris,:)r_ for his e.¢ eviction, but such
Church in the U B.A., the Ullion of believe that is a ate problem _hich period shall not be reduc_ 1 by more than two
American Hebrew Congregations, and should be dealt with other ways. years. Any such person .__all be afforded an
the Catholic Bishol s, are among distin- America is a s_ron cotm';ry. America opportunity 'to present drnself to the At-

torney Gen,_.ral pursuant to Sect[on 2(a) of
guished groups in this country which is a good eount:_. I believe that thi_ Act.

have advocated w rious anmesty pro- America is the comltry which will (b) Arty F.e._ding legal ] roceedings hrought
posals, give, these young an opportunity to against an_' person as a r suit of _his evading

I believe, howev, r, that Dr. Scott is be reunited to the l_nd of their birth or failing tc, register _nder the Military
right when he sug_ _sts that unqualified by makhlg valuable and !cositive con- Selective Service Act af er August 4, 1964,
amnesty is not th_ answer. When over tributions to our life. or for evading or refusi_ g induc'tioa in 'the
55,000 young Ame_ cans have lost their Mr. President, I a., urtanimous con- Armed Forces of the U _ited States under
lives serving their ountry in Southeast sent; that the text of bi.1 be printer{ such Act a:<ter such dst{ shall be dismissed
Asia, we should not simply welcome back at tl_is point in tile [ECORD. - by the Uni{:ed States if _uch person entersinto an agr_ement deseri _ed in ,%_ction 2 (a)
tile draft resisters v'ithout any endeavor The PRESIDENT ,ore. The bill of this Act and complete: the period of mill-
or requirement on ;heir part to under- will be received and ithout objection it taw or public service }rescribe_l in such
take service for the r country. Similarly, is referred to the on the Judi- agreement.
I believe it is a greet mistake for us for- ciary as requested the Senator from s:sc. 4. (a> It is the se _se of the Congress
ever to foreclose th,_se young men, how- Ohio; and, without ection, the bill _qtl tha'; the PceMdent gran; a pardon to any
ever misguided, fro: n participating fully be printed l_mon (_neicted of an offense described
in American life, The text of the is as [ollows: in. Section 3(a) of this _et if such person

enters in.to a'_ agreemen described in Sec-
In an attempt to deal fairly and effec- s. 3o tion 2(a> o?/ this Ae_ an[ completes the pe-

tivcly with this problem I am today il:l- A bill to offer amnesty certain condi- riod of railitary or publi_ service prescrib(_
troducing a bill that would permit these tions to persons who 1 we i'ai: ed or refused lB. suck agr,_e:x_ent.
men to return to th _ United States with- to register for t or wLo have failed (t)) Ir.; any case in _ _ieh a person hss
in I year from th( date of enactment, or relused induction to the Armed Forces bee]_ convicted of _n o Yense described tn
During that year th y could return with- of the United for other pur- Sec!ion 3(a of this Aci and has been re-
out fear to crimi d prosecution, pro- poses leas_i from prison, or giv_ n a suspended sen-
video they agreed , serve their eountI_' se, it e2_aeled b:_ th Senate and Hollse fence, it is the sense of the Congress thai
for a period of S y rs. They could serve of lq'.eprese_iatives of e Uni:!ed States o! the Preside'_.t gra_tt a pa_ don to such person
America in one of we ways. First, they America in Congress That this /'or such o'.![ense if sue:_ person perforgm

Act may be cited a:_ "_ An:nesty Act of militaxy or public servic_ prescribed in Sec-
could agree to enli ; as members of the 1972% tion 2(a',t of this Act, r_duced by a period
Armed Forces, or s_ ond, they could elect SEC. 2. (a) Notwi';i_tal any other pro- eqAtai to the period serve, by such person In
to sexve in alternat _e service. The alter- vision of law, any l)erso_] who has evaded or pris)n for his eonvictio _ (such period of
native service pro_ ded in this amend- refused registratioxt un(!er the Military Se- service not t:o be reduced by more ttxan two
ment would incl_ e VISTA, Veterans' lectire Service Act subsequent to August 4, years), _.x_o,.ided such lm moa undertook to
Administration. ho; )itals, Public Health 1964,. or has evaded or _efused induction la perform ,suc]x service pri< to the expiration
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Our National Marine Fisheries Service estl- RECESS QUORE .Vi CALL
mates that the Amerit an industry could per-

haps quintuple its cat4 h without even leaving Mr. MANSFIEL] I_ I move thai; the Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I suggest
American shores. Obv:ously. then, we should Senate stand in re( .ss mltil the hour of tille, absence of a quc 'urn.
get on with the Job Cf hnding economically 2 p.m. today. Wile PRESIDING )FFICER. The clerk
feasible ways of tak.ng our share of the The motion was:greed to; and (at 12 v_ill call the roll.
oceans' harvest, o'clock and 43 min_ tes p.m.) the Senai;e The se,_ond assis ant legislative clerk

Numerous fishery a tthorities see the ulti- took a recess until i p.m.; whereupon the lc,roceeded to call the roll.
mate solution lu a oint government and Senate reconvened _,hen called to order Mr. PASTORE. DIr. Pre._ident, I ask
industry effort, emi hasizing these basic by the Presiding O ricer (Mr. PEARSON). _nanimous consent i hat tile order for the
points:

The federal govern nent, which has long quorum ('all be resci: dod.mm

neglected our fisherm m as politically unlm- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

portant, must start l reating, them as vital MESSAGE FR( M THE HOUSE cbjectiori, it is so ord :red.
to the economic and political goals of the
United States. It mt st not sacrifice them A message from the House of Re]m-
autonmtlcally to th- interests of other resentatives, by Mr. Hackney, one of its I'EDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
groups. Twice the U.S. Tariff Commission reading clerks, mmounced that the OF 1971--CONFERENCE REPORT
has ruled that import: of fish were damaging
fishermen, but Wasl ingt0n responded by House had agreed to the amendinent_ Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, ! sub-
lowering our tariffs o L fish even further in of the Senate to th _ amendment of the raft a report of the committee of con-
return for foreign ts; ff concessions on U.S. House to the bill S, 1938) to amend ference on the disagreeing votes of the
exports, certain provisions ¢ _ subtitle II oil title two Houses on the amendment of the

The federal govern nent must vigorously 28, District of Cok a_bia Code, re]:ating House to the bill (S. 382) to promote fair
support our fishermex in conflicts with for- to interest and usur', practices in the conduct of election cam-
elgners. Congress has finally declared that The message also announced'that the paigns for Federal political offices, and
Americans have exclu! ye fishing i'ights with- House had agreed o the report of the I or other purposes. I ask unanimous eon-in 12 miles of our s_ )res, but we were one
of the last major pow rs _o set such a limit, committee of confer nce on the diss. gree- .cent for the present consideration of the
And we still tolerate Peru's and Ecuador's lng votes of the wo Houses on the report.
enforcement of their unilaterally declared amendments of th_ Senate to the bill The PRESIDING OFFICER (1_II'.
200-mile llmlt. Whet tl_ey haul American (H.R. 10604) to ar end title II ¢,f the ]::EARSON). IS there objection to the pres-
tuna boats into port tile US. government Social Security Act to permit the pay- ent consideration of the report?
ends up meekly payin t the fines--as much as ment of'the lump-: mn death payment 'There being no objection, the Senate
$155.a40. to pay the burial ar, d memorial services proceeded tO consider the report.Washington must ¢ mtralize its scattered
efforts to help: at tin es. 22 federal agencies expenses and relat_ _d exPenses for an (The conference report is printed irt the
have had a say in cc nmereial fishing. The insured individual wilose body is un:ava!il- House p:coeeedings of the CONGRESSIONAL
industry must moder ize, with government, able for burial. L RECORP of this date at pp. 46791-
subsidies if need be. · _J6801.)

Both government ad indurtry must do / Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, for the

more basic research a the seas around us _B purpose of the REcosn, I will say thatand. specifically, learl better ways to locate, APPOINTMENT Y THE VICE

catch, handle and ma: ?,et fish. Dayton L. Al- PRES _IpENT , 1;he sign:lng of th e report was unanimous.Mr. President, today the Senate has
Service,Vers°nOfrememberstheNatiCv:;iting_alMarineaSovietFlsherieSscien- The PRESIDIN(_ OFFICER (h,[r. _;he opportunity to complete a task it

tific boat in the Bla k Sea: "It had more PEARSON). The Chai[r, on beh,_f of the t nitiatedl almost 1 year ago. Enactment
electrical equipment than all the Service's Vice President, undlr the prolisio:rls Of of a comprehensive election campaign
vessels combined." Public Law 91--452, i ppoints the follow- ',la'a,.

state governments must lay aside local ingSenators to the l_ational Commission In terms of its impact on our demo-
politics and remove the restrictions that on Individual Rights'; cratic system and its potential for good,make American fishlr unnecessarily ineffi- -'
cient. The Senator from Arkansas (Mr. 1Mc- _his legislation is the most significant

Most of all, fisherm mu_t cast off their CLELLAN), the Senat ,r from North C;aro- :measure considered in this Congress. By
lethargy and work to_ ard becoming efficient ]ina (Mi'. ERVIN), _he Senator from _he same standards, I believe it is also
enough to face a corn _etitive world without Florida (Mr. GURNE ), and the Senator :_ major' landmark in the entire history
permanent subsidy, from Delaware (Mr. _OTH). ,;)f our legislative process.

"There is no reasoz why We cannot be a As benefiting legislation of such trans-
major exporter of tis L and fish products," cendant importance, it is in the highestsaid the late Wilbert Chapman, nationally
knoam fishing auth¢ 'lty and government QUORU_ sense a bipartisan effort. Perhaps, Mr.

consultant. "We rail [against the Russians L CALL _ President, nonpartisan would be an even
for developing fisherle] off our coasts. What Mr. MANSFIELE Mr. Presid,mt, I more appropriate word. Because tile
we reluse to face up t I is that a communist suggest the absence c_t a quorum. Members of both Houses were not moti-
society is out-compe_ ag us capitalists by The PRESIDIN(_ OFFICER. The rated by Democrat or Republican inter-
applying science and]_echnology to its op- clerk will call the rol{i isls. Rather they were guided solely by
erations. We must stol crying and do what The second assists nt legislative clerk w]hat would best serve the American
needs doing," proceeded to call thd roll. pf._ple and our country.

' Mr. BYRD of virg: nia. Mr. Preside:at, This, I believe, is the highest tribute
CONCLUSION OP MORNING I ask unanimous con lent that the order that can be paid them. The conference

BUSI] qESS for the quorum call e rescinded, report the Senate considers today, in my
The PRESIDING )FFICER. Without judgment, substantially reflects the will

Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. President, is objection, it is so dered, of the Senate when it passed S. 382 last
there further mornii]g bush2ess? _ August.

The PRESIDENT _ pro tempore. The ,,i To be sure, not everything we of the
time for the transact: on of morning busi-
ness has expired. QUORUi{. cALL Senate wished remains, but the same is

· true for the House. And that is the es-
Mr. MANSFIEL D Mr. President, ! Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- sence o:i compromise.

suggest the absence )f a quorum, ident, I suggest the _ _ence of a quorum. The important thing is that, as re-
The PRESIDEN_ pro tempore. The The PRESIDING ,_ ?FICER. The clerk ported by the managers, the provisions

clerk will call the ror will call the roll. of the bill will deal effectively with the
The second assist: mt legislative clerk The second assist,' it legislative clerk escalating cost of campaigning for pub-

proceeded to call the:oiL proceeded to call the coil lie office, and will require ireqaent and
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, ! ask Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I ask full disclosure of campaign contributions

unanimous consent t mt the order for the unanimous consent tl _t the order :k_r the and expenditures,
quorum call be resci: _ded. quorum call be rescil led. Mr. President, I will not take the

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With- The PRESIDING ,FFICER. Without Senate's time with an exhaustive ex-
out objection, it is sc ordered, objection, it is so ord_ 'ed. olanation of the conference report be-
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cause as I have said, it closely follows quite involved, their thoughts ran along _guage ,;vith respect to the use of tele_
what we did last August. Briefly, how- parallel lines, phones and automated telephone ca:m-
ever, the conferees agreed to the follow- Mr. Preside:at, these, I believe, are the :paigns. We were able to strike out some
lng major Provisions: significant fee.tures of the bill as agreed :[ll-cons_dered language regardirig :_o-

First. During the 45 clays preceding a to in conference. ,called "computerized nmilings," but that
primary election, and 60 days before a Many of us would also liked to have ,_ther l_t.nguage was retained in modif, cd
general election, broadcast licensees may ._;een the equal[ time requirement of sec- :[orm reserving what appear to be and are
only charge candidates their lowest unit tion 315 of the Communications Act re- volmxtary telephone solicitations. That
rate. Simply stated, a licensee may only pealed for President and Vice President woul,rt r_ot have gone in had it not been
charge a candidate the lowest rate he in the general election. :_orthe :insistence of the Senate conferees.
charges anyone else in the same time Here again, the House was absolutely ! am concerned about the enforceabi;:-
period; that is, morning, afternoon, adamant. We were again given the ulti- Ity of this telephone provision, and es-
prime time, et cetera, mature that il we insisted on the equal- i_ecielly concerned about its obvious first

There is no other qualification on the time proviso we could forget a bill. amendraent implications. We can almo_,;t
lowest unit rate concept. Unlike most elections f)r other offices, envisaon an age of Orwellian snooping

Second. At all times, candidates for a presidential race attracts numerous when Government agentswill bug a can-
Federal elective office may be charged candidates anti broadcast,._rs have told us didate's campaign headquarters to _ad
no more than comparable rates for other they are, therefore, reluctant to give free out how many "bootleg" telephones he
purposes when they purchase space in time to signiflc_nt candidates because of may be using. In this Philadelphia law-
newspapers and magazines, the equal-time :requireme:at. yer's o_inion, the "telephone" provision

Third. A spending limitation of 10 Thus, I feel the major reason for ex- is a legs.1 nightmare.
cents times the resident population of empting the office of the _'residency from The conferees also, unwi:;ely, included
voting age _or the office in question is this requirement is not present where ".gen_s' commissions under the commu-
placed on the following media for all other offices are concerned, and we should nicatiorLs media spending ceiling. Here
candidates for Federal elective office in have e×empted it from se,'_tion 315. is a per,eot example of good intent gone
primary and general elections: Broad- I repeat, the House was most adamant astray. Any candidate who uses an
cast, newspapers, magazines, outdoor on this and the:ce was no place to go ex- agent to purchase space or time in corn-
advertising facilities, and paid telephone ceptto compromise, munications media has to pay a corn-
campaigns. I would hope that the ])roadcasters in mission_ normally in the 10- to 15--per-

No more than 60 percent of a candi- cooperation witia the Fed_ral Communi- cent rs_nge. So instead of excluding
dates total limitation may be spent on cations Commission will discharge their these fees, they were included. In my es-
the broadcast media, public interest, responsik,ility imagina- timatio_l, this provision wil_ work to the

Agent's commissions are also included tively, and dc, their utmost to assure disadva_atage of little-known challengers
in computing a candidate's spending that in keeping: with the spirit of this leg- who _._ay have to use more sophisticated
limitation, islation, significant candidates for the communications techniques and who

What that language actually means, highest office :[ri the lancl will be given would thus need the services of a profes-
and this explanation is for the conven- ample opportunity to pre:;ent their can- rional campaign consultant.
ience of Members of the House more didacies to the American people. On the disclosure section of the bill.,
than Members of the Senate--and it is I repeat, that is going t4_be rather dif- I do not think we should be requiring the
quite understandable--the candidate flcult. It is a c[ich6 when we say it. The Clerk of the House and the Secretary o£
would spend up to 10 cents for the networks mad,_ clear that unless there the Senate as the repository of report;s,
eligible vote in his district, but no more was an exemption under the law they to police the compliance of Members. My
than 6 cents of that 10 cents on broad- would be besieged under _he equal time own ca._npaign reform bill would have
casting; but if he chooses to spend all rule, resulting, it could be, in giving na- created an independent Federal Elco-
of it on nonbroadcasting, he can spend tional hookup time to a h_tf-dozen or tions Commission and this was reaffirmed
up to 10 cents, even a dozen candidates and the cost cn the _!;enate floor by a vote of 89 to 2.

Fourth. The Senate provision provid- would be proh._bitive. I cannot blame C)ur only solace, at this point, is the fact
lng that the amount of the spending them. We did this in 1960 and we tried it that l_he bill still retains all of the pul).-
limitation may be raised to reflect a rise again, l::c availability of records and the luna..
in the consumer price index. This is not perfect le_r, lation. Lq this tions and duties which the Commission

That is more or less an amendment area I do not think anyone can be perfect would have had but simply transfer,_
suggested by my colleague and good but I t_Link it is good legislation. Under them t,:_ the appropriate supervisory
friend, the Senator from Kentucky (Mr. the circumstances the con_'erees did what cmcer.
CooK). I would term aa excellent job. ObvioE_sly, there are q_lestions which

Fifth. The House provision requiring Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I would remain unanswered when we turn _;(_
the Secretary of the Senate, the Clerk of have been quite happy with a provision t_ree different repositories--the Clerk
the House, and the Comptroller General s_mpending or re:pealing se_tion 315 of the and the Secretary for congression._l
to supervise and receive the reports and Federal Communications Act. I see no candidates and General Accounting O:_-.
disclosure information required by the reason why the use of br.)adcasting fa- 1_.cefor the President and Vice President.
legislation, cilities should :not be made available to For exa;:nple, some politics] committees

On this point there was some dispute ail Federal offi(:ials, but that was not the support candidates for all three offices--.
in conference. The House was adamant decision of the conferen_,'e. I have no are they now required to file three sepa-.
that inasmuch as under the Constitu- fault to find with the fact we left it alone, r._.te reports? The language of the bill L,:
tion the House and the Senate are the It means we will have to come back to it not cleal:' on this point and I am hopeful
sole judges of the qualifications of their some day and face it again but it was the that appropriate guidelines can be issued,
Members, the House conferees insisted best that could _e done _mder the circum- to clear up some of these _'_y areas.
it be filed on the part of the Senators stances. So I rise today with a bit of sat- Th(; c_.)nferees also directed that dis-
with the Secretary of the Senate and isfaction and a bit of relu-.tance in sup- closure ::'eports be flied with the score-
on the part of the House with the Clerk port of the conlerence repc_rt on the Fed- t'tries of State, or comparable officehold-
of the House; but at the same time we eral Campaign Act of 197]. This legisla- ers, in et:ch of the States and the District
added that it must be filed also with tion, truly of landmark zature, is long of Columbia. This provision w,_s inserted
the Secretary of State or an individual overdue. :It re:presents many, many in lieu o:l_the Senate's wish to have such
of the agency in that State who has months of tedious work by the Congress. reports filed with the clerks of the appro-
comparable responsibility. Yet, in several ways, som_ of that work priate U.S. district courts. Now, the ques-

Sixth. The Senate's reporting and dis- was in vain. We .simply rni:_sed the mark. tfon :is this--where does the Federal
closure requirements with minor modi- For the first; time, _3ongress has C_overnn:_ent get the authority to direct
fications made in the House. clamped a fairly tight limit on the these State officeholders to comply with

I wish to say at this juncture that in- amounts which Federal c_ndidates can certain Federal directives? This point Js
solar as disclosure provisions are con- spend on communications media. How- unclear _nd its further implementation
cerned, the House and Senate were not ever, in the ru_,;h to be nE-inclusive, we will almost have to be left up to court
very much in disagreement. While it was have incli_ded so:mc very a:nbiguous lan- decision_
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During debate in the House of Repre- the senior Senator from Rhode Island merit of the Senate in considering such
sentatives, there wa_ considerable senti- (Mr. PASTORE), whose diligent efforts, major legislation in this hurried maimer.
ment for determining, more clearly than good humor under stress, and sense of Ii passed, this bill will relate to expendi-
ever before, the limits to which labor cooperation enabled the Senate to pro- ture re;porting procedures and require-
unions and corporations could go in duce anexcellent bill which does limit merits for the most important elections
political campaigns. An amendment was campaign spending on communications in the United States--those of the Presi-
offered in the House, and adopted, which media. Second, the junior Senator from dent and of Members of Congress, both
purported to codify existing law on this Nevada (Mr. CANNON), with whom I Senators and Representatives.
sensitive point. However, on a closer have the great pleasure of serving on As I understand it. if I read the news-
review of the amendment, I cannot agree the elections subcommittee, and who paper reports correctly and if I have
with my House colleagues that it is made the public reporting and d.iscloe- Ustened carefully enough to my col-
simply a codification of existing law. I ute sections of the bill effective _.nd leagues, the bill will determine how often
regret that the conferees would not agree tough. And, of course, my colleagues, the waters :,n the United States will be able
to modify the House amendment to bring conferees from both political partlies in ti) hear or see or read about the pro-
it into closer conformity with the ex- this body. And, I certainly cannot forget posed ;:latforms and policies of the vari-
pressed intent of its sponsors, my good friend and compatriot, the sen- pus presidential and congressional can-

One new amendment which the con- for Senator from Montana, the distin- didates. The impact of this legislation
levees approved made the Comptroller guished majority leader (Mr. 3/Ia;_s- will be substantial, just in the upcoming
General's once a national clearinghouse FXELD),whose patience and guidance led e]Lection year. We have 33 Senators cpm-
for the administration of elections, the Senate through a maze. of par]lis- lng up for election next year--34 count-
Among the studies and reports it isex- mentary and partisan conipllcationso lng the distinguished Senator from Ver-
pected to prepare, I am hopeful that one Mr. President, we have not prod;_tced a mont (Mr. STArrORV), who will be run-
will focus on the ability of the Clerk of great bill, but we have produced a good ning for election in January. We have
the House and the Secretary of the Sen- bill. I urge the Senate to approve thc con- the President of the United States :hope-
ate to comply not only with the letter but ference report and to send it speedily on fully running for reelection. We have
the spirit of the law as well. I would also its way to the other body so that they, one Member of the Congress who has
hope that the Comptroller General in- too. may join in the spirit of affirmatiion, annourxced his intention to run for Pres-
dicate his preference for an alternative Ultimately, the President may also j,oin ident. We have at least six Members on
approach, should the Clerk and the Sec- us in the approval of this bill which, in the Democratic side of the Senate rm_-
retary prove to be unable to handle the my opinion, will greatly improve the ning for the Presidency, either presently
job. operation of the campaign spending isms, or without having officially declared

! am pleased to note that my amend- which have been so long, and, I think:, so themselves to be candidates.
ment with respect to the extension of justly, criticized. It is of enormous importance to the fu-
credit to candidates by certain federally I may conclude by saying, in regard ture pi all the people in this country to
regulated businesses was included in the to campaign spending, that it cotLld cer- have the opportunity to hear and see
final bill. It was well documented that tainly be said that we have left '_adone what the programs and platforms of the
both political parties were running up things we ought to have done, and we various; candidate are, and this bill sub-
huge telephone, telegraph, and airline have done those things which we ought stantially limits these opportunities, if I
bills and then, in some cases, reneging not to have done, and which wa._. :not to <mderstand the newspaper reports cor-
entirely on the unpaid balances. My our political health. We have tr:iedl to rectly. Again I reiterate that nobody has
amendment directs the Federal Cpm- proceed in accordance with the Boo l_ of had a chance to study the conference re-
munication Commission. the Civil Aero- Common Prayer. So I join in the :prayers port except the conferees.
nautics Board, and the Interstate Cpm- for the success of this bill. Mr. :PASTORE. Mr. President, will the
merce Commission to promulgate new I yieldthefioor. Senator yield?
regulations governing the extension of Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President., I :l,_nd Mr. DOMINICK. I am glad to yield to
credit to candidates within 90 days of the myself caught in a rather unenviable the Senator from Rhode Island.
President's approval of the campaign re- position here, as I fear I am goir.tg to be Mr. PASTORE. The fact is that we
form bill. During that period, I intend in opposition not only to the dis.tin-
to call into my office the three chair- guished Senator from Rhode Island (.Mr. passed that bill in the Senate, and they
men of these independent offices to as- PASTOR_) but also my own leader (Mr. passed it in the House. The Senator does
certain their thinking and their intent ScoTT), because I rise in opposJ:tion to not have to have the newspaper reports.It is 10 cents in every senatorial district
on this important subject. In any event, the haste in which this conference re- or congressional district, multiplied by
I am hopeful that new rules can be in el- port is being considered by the Senate. the number of people of the age of 18 or
fect in time for the presidential season. Mr. President, it seems to me that .,_;uch

Mr. President, the Congress has come haste is unwarranted because I under- over living in that particular area. This
full circle on this important piece of leg- stand that the House has already decided iSlmdWhatwediscussedWedeterminedallthis forin severaltheSenate,days,
islation. A little over 1 year ago, I suc- not to take up this particular report until ired they did the _ame thing in the
cessfully urged the Senate to sustain they return next January. In the, mean-
President Nixon's veto of another PO- while we are faced with the pro:;peet of House So one does not have to read thenewspapers to know that. That is the
litical broadcasting bill. At the same pushing through a major piece of lefts- guts of the bill, and it has alway,_ been
time, I followed through on a pledge to lation which we have not had an oppor- there. And that is what passed lin the
introduce a new, comprehensive bill to tunity to consider in any detail, the ape-
compensate for the deficiencies in the cifics of which we know of only through Senate.
vetoed bill. In the months which fol- newspaper reports of the conference, plus Mr. DOMINICK. It was mY under-
lowed, I testified before two Senate cpm- the brief explanation by my two di,_;tin- standing that the conference report al-_Lered the scope of campaign expense af-
mittees in support of this new legisla- guished colleagues. !rected.
tion, worked in executive session to re- If we delayed this matter for even 24
port it favorably, and labored on the hours we could at least get the confer- Mr. PASTORE. Just the telephone ex-
Senate floor to make this a fair and ence report printed and have a chance pense.
workable piece of legislation_a model to compare what actually was done in Mr. DOMINICK. Does the conferencethe conference with the Senate bill which report expand the coverage of the prig-
law, if you will. The Senate pretty well passed this body last August. We _re not inal Senate bill concerning campaign
succeeded, although the conference bill, given even that privilege, expenses?
while still meritorious, does not measure I understand that this being a privi- Mr. PA,STORE. No, no; the only thing
up to our previous action, leged matter the Senator from Rhode ..added was what the Senator from Penn-

In the final analysis, we have achieved Island can proceed to bring it up at any sylvania just mentioned, the pay tele-
a compromise bill, in the true sense of time; that there is no requirement in the phones.
that word. But I would be remiss if I Senate rules that a conference report Mr. DOMINICK. So pay telephones are
did not offer my congratulations and must be printed. Rather than appealing withlr_ the restrictions also?
commendations to some of the men in on the basis of Senate procedure, Mr. Mr. PASTORE. Yes; pay telephones
thls body who made it possible: First, President, I am appealing to the judg- ..are.
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Mr. DOMINICK. What about volun- Mr. CURTIS;. ! thank the Senator. :md 0w_r again, but I have to give the
teer telephones? Mr. _:_)MIN_iCK. Mr. President, as long ,'_enator the explanation the House con-

Mr. PASTORE. They are not. That was as we are on the subject of what is or ferees gave, because they wrote the lan-
the only change we made in that respect, is not _,ncluded, I now have before me !,uage. That is exactly what it mean,,;.

Mr. DOMINICK. How does the confer- for the first time, a print of the confer . To answer the question further, if a
once report define "pay telephones"? ence report defining what is included group of people get together, let us say,

Mr. PASTOR, E. No, it means with the within .the term "communications on some college campus in the Senator's
telephone bill not being paid by any cam- media." Such term is, irt tarn, restricted, _State, and set up four or five telephones
mitres or on behalf of the candidate as I understand it, to 6 cents per voter of in one room, and begin calling up people
himself. The Senator knows that there the age of 18 or over for broadcast com- asking them to vote for him, and he did
is no such thing as a free telephone bill, munication media is that correct? not pay them a quarter, and they did not
because A.T. & T. would be out of busi- Mr. PASTOB'E. Well, it is 10 cents, but collect _ dime, if they paid for the whole
ness. Let us not be absurd, not more than _;cents fox the electronic thing tt_emselves, because they like him,

What it means is a volunteer; in other media, they are volunteers. That happens every
words, if someone likes you very much Mr. DOMINi[CK. Ten cents, but not election We did not want to discourage
in Colorado, and wants to pick up a tole- more than 6 cents for the electronic volunteer,_ working for a candidate.
phone, call someone, and say, "Vote for media? Mr.. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I alp-
my good friend PET_- DOMINICK," that is Mr. PASTOB',E. That is ::ight. l_,reciate the explanation. I think the
not charged up to the candidate. That is Mr. DOMIN:ZCK. Here is what it ih- explana_:;ion has served to indicate the
a volunteer, eludes: shortcog:(lingsand loopholesin this bill.

Mr. DOMINICK. But if you have a The term "comlnunicatlon_ media" meanS There are other difficulties with the bill
voluntary group organized to make a broadcasting stations, newspapers, magazines, which I want to enumerate for purposes
telephone campaign, ks that covered or outdoor advertising facilities, and telephones; of maintaining a proper record.
Ilar'? but with respect _o telephoxLes, spending or

Mr. PASTORE. No, it is not. They are an expenditure shall he deelzed to be spend- We are asked today to vote for pro-
still volunteers, hug or a_ expenditure for tae use of corn- posed legislation, without having the

Mr. CUI%TIS. Mr. President, will the munlcations media only if such spending or opportmlity to read or consider the con.-expenditure la f_r the costs of telephones, f_ren(;e :report or to compare it with the
Senator yield to me for the purpose of switchboards, ps.i,i telephonists, and auto- previously passed Senate bill. As I said
addressing a question to the manager of m:atic telephone equipment _.sed by a candi- before, I find it hard to understand why
the conference report? date for federal elective office to communt- we m.us_:; do this today, when in just

Mr. DOMINICK. I am glad to yield to cate wit:a poter.tial voters, excluding any another 24 hours we could have the con..
the Senator from Nebraska. co.sis of telephozLes Incurred by a volunteer ference _:'eport printed, compared it withMr. CURTIS. ! ask the distinguished fo:t use of telephones by him. the Senate and House bills, and reason..
Senator from Rhode island what items of I do not kno_ why reference to a re- ably debate its merits.
campaigning are included in the 10-cent male candidate was not included in the .Asmy colleagues know, election reform
limitation, definition, i., more than a passing interest to me. In

Mr. PASTORE. E1eetronic media, the Let me pose a hypothetical; suppose a statement to the Subcommittee cn
newspapers, ,outdoor advertising faeili- we had a bank of telepho.,_es in a cam- Privileges and Elections of the Commi't..
ties, newspapers and magazines, and the party's office, wi_ether it be a business or tee on lq'..u[es and Administration, I de-.
House insisted on the telephones. They a labor _mion, and a group of people go t_LHed provisions of S. 382 which I con-.
had had direct mailing in there, too. down there at night and t_e those tele- sidered c[etrimental to the entire elective

Mr. CURT]iS. Is direct mail included? phones after business hou:_s to carry on process. _,t that time I voiced concern--.
Mr. PASTORE. No, it is not, for the a telephone campaign in a candidate's and Z still voice concern--for protecting'

simple reason that it would be unfair to State or district, or nationally. They are the constitutional free speech rights of
someone running against an incumbent. I voluntarily und¢.rtaking the communi- candidates whose campaign tactics are
resisted that, I mean, the incumbent has caring. The question is, if a committee strictly l:imited by this bill. Yet, here we
his fight of franking, and he has his is formed, to pay the exl)enses of the h_ve a biS. which will dictate how much
newsletter, which he can use up until telephoning, then they wot_[d fall within television time a candidate can purchase
election day. I did not want to be accused the coverage of the bill; bu; if the volun- and how much newspaper advertising be
of making it an incumbent's bill, and, tc_;rs themselv_;, without making a c-'m place.
realizing that the frank might be used formal conunittee agree to pay for the Under this bill, a national candidate
by some people, I did not want to be in expense of the te'.ephoning then they are c_.n spea_: at as many afternoon teas cr
the bind of passing on that, and that is not covered; is that correct" PTA roostings as he or she chooses. But
how we compromised. The House con- Mr. PASTORE. That is the way I un- the candidate can only commm_tcate to
ferees listed telephones and computerized derstand it. Now, the Senator has to tke voters through the medium of tole-
mail. Finally the suggestion was made by realize that thai ,vas an amendment that vision and radio x number of hours and
the Senator from Pennsylvania that he was in the House bill. I wo_ld have pre- u_';e x :number of billboard or newspaper
would be amenable to taking the tele- ferred that it not be inserts J, and I made spaces.
phone part of it if they took out the mail- that clear. The ;_enator ha,,; been around It is aLo obvious that he can use onl:7
Lng part, and that ks how it was resolved, here long enoug.q to know that when you _: number .of hours of telephoning. It is
! am sorry the Senator from Pennsyl~ go to a conference, you have to give and fallacious.--and may even be unconstitu-
vania is not here. you have a chance to tak(,. There were tional--to distinguished between politi-

Ma'. CURTIS. I ask further, What is some places where they had to give in cai activity measured by man-hours and
the effective date of the measure? to us, and some places where we had to pc,litical activity measured by dollars, as

Mr. PASTORE. December 31, or 60 give in to them. 'these sections do.
days after enactment, whichever is later. ]_ would have :preferred to have had A step do,ax the road of limiting politi.-

Mr. CURTIS. Are any transactions telephones out, and to have adopted the cai activi',:y, whatever its forra, is by and
prior to the effective date affected in any Senate version, but when me got to con.- la:ge a st:_,p away from the process which
way by this measure? ference they were adamant. They wanted we consider democratic in this country.

Mr. PASTORE. No. I do not think we computerized m_:iling, too, so we talked And for what purpose? Mr. Ralph J.
need fear about that. Does the Senator back and. forth, to and fro, and finally Winter, Jr., a professor at Yale Law
have in mind that Muskie and the rest we compromised. School, ir_referring to the dollar limita-.
of these potential candidates for the Please do not put me in a position of lions, points out that:
presidency are out campaigning a little being devil's advocate; I do not like to

Consl:itutb_nally speaking, there is no
bit? dO that. :But what it mean; is that if a countervai;.ing interest--preserving the p'tlb..

Mr. CURTIS. No, I am thinking of candidate, or any committee on his be- itc peace, et cetera--to "balance" against the
Members of Congress who may have en- half, set:; up telephone or electronic restriction on speech for the restriction 1.';
tered into contracts, made expenditures, eq_apment whereby his c,'m_idacy is ad-. imposed not to preserve some other legiti-.
or raised money, var.areal by him cr by peoyle who work ma.to intere'c.t of society but solely for the

MI'. PASTORE. NO. Fundamentally, it for him, 'as distinguished from a volun- sake of re_criet!ng the speech itself, for _he
does not affect anyone mxtil the day i5 teer, tha_; activity is covered. It seems s_ke Lndeed o_ affecting the political out-
becomes effective. It is not retroactive, that we are obliqued to explain that over co:ne.
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Because of the ineffectiveness of pres- tion allowances, service of radio and tele- !:)it issue here is, are we going to put pub-
ant campaign restrictions, there has been vision studios, and travel allowartces, flit: office on the auction block. That is
very little Supreme Court activity in this To overcome this tremendous id.entity why this legislation is being proposed. I
area, and no freedom of speech precedent lag the challenger is limited to about ara happy to listen to the Senator from
has been set. Section 610 of the Criminal $60,000; or, if he finds that billboard or Colorado but please do not tell me that
Code has enjoyed the greatest litigation newspaper advertising is ineffective in 'l;his is an incumbents bill. Incumbency is
activity, but on two past occasions the Montana, he islimited to $36,000 for tele- 'ac guarantee of reelection. Some incum-
Supreme Court has avoided the con- vision and radio expenditure. 'aents arenot reelected for thesimple rea-
stitutional issues which were raised. Sec- Thus we have the very thing that the ,.';on tha _ they are not good incumbents.
tion 610 prevents national corporations Senator from Rhode Island said he ,0t,as ilf the incumbents do not do a good job,
and labor unions from making any cam- trying to avoid--namely, an incu_ber, t's th.e American people are intelligent
paign contributions or expenditures in bill. We might as well admit it. That is enough to know that, and they can throw
and of themselves. As we all know, this what it is. We have all the monetary ben- _,h.em out of office.
has been gotten around by virtue of es- efits of the offices we hold, be it in the Mr. DOMINICK. That is true. The:ce
tablishing political education committees House or in the Senate--or, for that mat- are a number who will be looked at quite
into which money is siphoned, and then ter, the President of the United States, closely _bhisnext fall.
the political education committees give if he runs for reelection. We can use Mr. PASTORE. Let us hope so.
the money to various candidates and these benefits on a national, State, ordis- Mr. I)OMINICK. I hope so too. But
committees, trict basis against an unknown chal- th.ey are not going to be looked at: too

The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals lenger who is now limited, under this closely :if the challenger's campaigm ef-
dismissed a first amendment issue last bill, as to how much he can spend in or- forts are substantially curtailed. We are
June in United States against Pipe Fitters der to try to get the voter to listen to not going to have a chance to have rea-
Local Union No. 562, by a 4-to-3 decision what his platform is. aonable alternatives if the challenger is
in which the three minority members This aspect of the bill causes another unable to mount a competitive cam-
arg-ued that the prohibitions were in serious consequence. We are being asked paign because of this bill.
violation of the Constitution. But the to vote on campaign restrictions wh!ich What we should be doing, and which
case has not yet reached the Supreme should be impartial and affect i:ncum- the Senator from Rhode Island has re-
Court. bents ap_d challengers alike, but it is not, aisted t:cemendously, is to not have any

_.,_ .... +_ ..... :_._ _ _,, -_ _ _ T hnvo nlr_clv nninfod t_l_f ,_hmtlrl ',:,-_ _+"_°+'^ _ on campalgn gifts or cam-

violations could be avoided if the spend- in good faith, vote ourselves this rather paign spending but to require explicit re-
lng limitations in S. 882 could actor- substantial financial advantage on cae portmg and we do not have sufficient re-
plish the purpose of promoting "fair hand while restricting the unknown can- porting controls in the bill.
practices in the conduct of election cam- didate, facing an uphill recognition bat- Mir. PASTORE. Of course we do. 'That
paigns," but it does not appear that it tie, on the other? I say we should not. is exactly the purposeWe should defer the impact of the bill_ Mr. I)OMINICK. If I may proceed Ican.

The premise of limiting campaign ex- we should have done this in August and 'will explain this further in a second----
penditm'es for broadcast and nonbroad- we should now--for at least 4 years. Mir. PASTOI_E. I thought the Senator
cast time is that it somehow equalizes As I point.ed out in my debate corn- hadnot read the bill.
the opportunity to the media and thus ments on the checkoff provision of l:;he Mir. DOMINICK. I have read every-
equalizes the opportunity for election. At Revenue Act of 1971, we'should noi; allow thing that was available in the news-
least, that was given as one of the rea- it to affect this upcoming election If we paper reports. I have not had a chance
sons during the pre_qous debate. But in are going to do it, we ought to do it :for to read the conference report.
most campaig-ns, the restrictions will the next one. That is how the checkoff Mr. t_resident, prior attempted cam-
tend to aggravate rather than equalize provision was finally determined ga the paign legislation has been totally inef-
campaign opportunities, conference, that is, to put over its effects fective. This bill may improve on it a

Consider for a moment the chance an until the 1976 presidential election. But .itt!e I say to my friend from Rh_r__e
unknown candidate from a sparsely pop- those of us who will be voting on this Island, but not very much. Again, if I
ulated State like Montana would have conference report are putting th!Ls into understand the explanation of the Sen-

............... an_ theagainst an incumbent Congressman. I effect right now, _iving ourselves a:n _:,d- _+_,' from r_,,ao ,,_ a and Sen-
apologize to the distinguished majority vantage in whatever reelection ca:m- ator from Pennsylvania, and the news-
leader for using his State in this hy- paigns we may be participating iii. I do paper reports, a person who contributes
pothetical, but I think it is pertinent. Un- not think it is right. $100 or less to a candidate or a campaign
der section 102, a Montana candidate Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, _11 l:;he commitbee need not report his contribu-
would qualify for the minimum broad- Senator yield on that? rich. May I ask the Senator from Rhode
cast media limita+Aon of $36,000 with Mr. DOMINICK. I am happy to, yield. Island whether I am correct on that?
$24,000 left for nonbroadcast media. If Mr. PASTORE. The. Senator voted :for Mr. i=ASTORE. Will the Senator please
he spent the total amount, he would have this bill. repeat that? My attention was distr.'_cted
a total campaign media expense of Mr. DOMINICK. I did, hoping that the for the :moment.
$60,000. Not only is the incumbent who independent Federal Elections Commis- Mr. DOMINICK. If a person contrib-
is running for reelection well known sion could compel strict disclosures, utes $1D0 or less to a campaign corn-
from the last election, but also, he has Mr. PASTORE. Everything he is co:m- mittee or a candidate, his name and ad-
been benefiting from the publicity re- plaining about now is i.n the bill, mad he dress need not be reported either by him
ceived from his day-to-day functions as voted for it. m' the candidate or by the committee.
a legislator. Also, the incumbent has the Mr. DOMINICK. Hoping that; such Mr. PASTORE. That is correct. It has
tangible benefits of a federally paid staff, strict disclosure would prove adequate ::!9r to be $100 or more.
free office space in Washington, $2,400 votes policing.. Mr. DOMINICK. Thus, we very well
for offÉce space in his district, $5,500 Mr. PASTORE. The argument; Il,he may have a wealthy supporter who con-
worth of office equipment, $3,000 per Senator is making now were made at tributes; $100 to 100 committees. He
year for stationery supplies and printing, that time and we reached a decision. We spends $10,000 for the candidate and
35,000 minutes of long distance telephone crossed that bridge a long time ago.. I he does not report a single thing as the
per term, 480,000 heavy-duty brown eh- realize the Senator from Colorado prob- bill does not require it. So if anyone
velopes per year, $700 worth of stamps ably feels there should be no restrictions thinks chat this is a full-disclosure bill,
per year, and $2,400 per year for district at all on the amount of money to be he is misinformed.
office supplies, spent. That is philosophically where we Mr. :PASTORE. But the candidates

A great deal of this should and will disagree. Ithink election costs are gett!ing have to report it. So if he gives $100
Be expended on constituent problems; out of whack. It is becoming a national to a Senator, $100 to a Congressman,
but, obviously, it is also going to pro- scandal. The idea that a person slhould and he gives $100 to his Governor, and
mote his name and what he is trying to spend a half a million dollars, or pe:rh_[ps $100 to his school committee, and $100
do for the State. In addition, the incum- $5 million to be elected to an office that to his sheriff, how does that hurt anyone
bent has franking privileges, publica- pays only $42,500 is truly scandalou.,;. The rlmning for the Senate?
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Mr. IX)MINIC'_. It does not hurt a should be a c¢,mbination of the two, a SCOTT, added just such a commission to
thing reasonable dischxsure law and a limita- the bill during the process of considera-

Mr. PASTOR. E. I do not get the point tion on spending, to police things and compile reports that
the Senator is trying to make. I do not know what may be the eligible tion by the Senate. That was the inde-.

Mr. DOMINICK. If he gives $100 to lx_ulation of the Senator's State, but if pendent election committee. It was to tz_'
100 committees for the same candidate we take that figtLre and multiply it by 10 were due indicating that the necessary
he has given $10,000 to that candidate cents, that means a lot of money. There rules and regulations were properly ail-.
without having to report, are many capable candida':es who do not ministered so that the limitations were

Mr. PASTORE. All these committees have that kind of money to spend and l>_ing iraposed. As the Senator from
for that candidate have to report the they should be given a fair chance to Pennsylvania mentioned a few minutes
money, run for public office, ago, thi_; provision was mafortunately

Mr. DOMINICK. Not at $100 or less. We have had pIenty og instances of deleted. 8o we are now back to the old
Mr. PASTORE. Oh, yes. The commit- certain individuals runni:ag for public situation of filing our reports with the

tees have to report every nickel they office--individuals who came from Clerk of the House and the Secretary of
collect, wealthy familiars, the Senate. Both of whom are fine gen-

Mr. DOMINICK. They do, but not the There was an instance in one State tlemen who are aware of the situation in
name and address of the contributor, so w]here the rather said: "My son wants to the Senate and House whereby they in-
we do not know who is contributing. That run for the Senate. If it costs me $I mil- d_!rectly _ve'iyon the Senators and Repro-
is the point I am making, lion, I am willing to pay that $I million." sentatives for their jobs. With a vested

Also, if a committee spends less than My daddy never said that. He never interest, they cannot be as effective as an
$1,000, the committee itself does not have ha.d $1 million. But this generous father independent commission.
to report it. There is nothing that a polit- happens to haw._ $I00 million. So I guess I might say in answer to some of the
ical candidate has more extensively than he did not mirtd spendin_ a measly $1 ir,ferences raised by the Senator from
ingenuity and it is not going to be very million to :make :his son a Senator. That Rhode I_Iand that I have had the honor
hard for that candidate, be he running is fine. I am not as lucky as that. of running, in the Rocky Mountain re-
for Congress or the Senate, to set up 1,000 'Mr. DOMINICK. If my recollection is glen, probably the three most inexper.-
committees end tell each one to hold correct, that candidate gc,t beaten, stye campaigns that they have ewer
down their committee spending to Mr. PASTOE,E. There you are, with had. And I might also say to the Senator
$999.99 and do it with every candidate, alq[ the money you could: command, you from l_hc_de Island that this was done on
The net result would be that no eom- can stfiI get beal:en. There i:; an argument purpose.
mittee make,,; any report. The total of for saying he prc,bably ore:presented his Some States, because of their geog-
the money spent will be the same as it was case. Maybe if he had had a wise limita- raphy o_' population, require expensive
before, as though we did not have this tion on spending money, he might have campaigns. For instance, in the State c,f
bill. won. Maybe he spent h)o much. Over- California, in order to get to the people

It seems to me that the effort taken exposure could be deadly, and to be able to express a candidate's
by the Senate, the House, and the con- Mr. DOMINI(_K. That is exactly what philosophy, a considm-able amount cf
ference committee is a simplistic one. we need, to have full disfiosure to an money must be spent either on radk_,

Mencken once said that "for every impartial body. 1'.reiterate I think that televisiorJ, or in the newspapers, and
human problem there is an answer, neat, limitations in t_.rms of dollars and cents probably hi ail three.
simple, and wrong." This bill provides an is 'wrong. I very much doubt wi_ether this legisla-
answer which is neat, simple, and wrong. I think it is quite possibly unconstitu- tion will give any challenger an opportu-

We cannot get campaign reform simply tivnaI. Let me give an exam pie. Suppose a nity at $tl against any incmnbent.
by putting a dollar limitation on what candidate runs for the Senate who is I understand that an amendment
can be spent by a committee or on a enthusiastic and dedicated to the welfare adopted by the House which would have
candidate, because there are going to be of the people. Suppose that he has sub- restricted the use of labor union funds
loopholes around which they can move stantial money behind him, but is brand- has at,;o been eliminated in conference. I
with relative ease. What we need to do new as he just reaved into _he State, but might ask the Senator from Rhode Island
isto have full disclosure so that'every that man would be restricted from if he could tell me whether Representa-
candidate will receive money and will mounting a large campaign while the in- rive Caa_'z's amendment, which would
have to telI the public where it came c_mbent would :_est on his recognition hltve res_:ricted the use of labor union
frorn, The public can then determine and campaign aa_isted by the benefits of funds, was knocked out.
whether they think expensive campaigns his office. Mr. P_a,STORE. _Ir. President, would
are all ri=_ht, or whether the candidate I want to say that it would be a pretty t_e Sen:,tor plea;e tell me to which
spent too much money, tough situation ss far as the challenger a_:_endmcnt he is referrln;?

Mr. PASTORE. We went all through was concerned. Unless he soent 24 hours _Ir. DOi_iiNICK. I am _'eferring to
that in Au_st. I said then, time and time a day in activities during ';he campaign [Representative CRANE'Samendment.
again, that disclosure alone was incom- trying to overcome the incumbent's rec- Mr. PASTORE. I do not think it wa_
plete and limitation alone was ineom- ognition advantage, asreed tc on the House floor.
plete but we had to have a combination As the Sena;or from ]{hode Island Air. DC,I_IINICK. I thought it -,vas. But
of the two. knows, there may be States which are I am not certain.

This question of the $I00 came up at geographically smaller than Rhode Is- Mr. P_STCRE. I do not think it was
that time and it was voted on by the land, bu_ not many. a_reedto
Senate. I took the Senate version to the Mr. PASTORF.. No. We are the small- Mr. DC,MINICK. In any event, there is
conference. The $1,000 the Senator est State. But I ,:an assure the Senator uo restriction on the u_e of labor union
speaks of was voted on in the Senate. I that we vie wi_h all of the States in :[uuds.
think the Senator from Kentucky made quality. Mr. PASTORE. Mx-.President, under
a motion to remove that, and it was voted Mr. DOM!NICt<. There was no impu- _:heterms of the law. one cannot use labor
down by the Senate. I took that to con- ration meant concerning quality. The vazion [ur_ds for a campaign. This was in
ference, so the Senator is just rearguing Senator from Rhode Islanc is extremely ':e/latio:a to a volunta_'y gesture on the
the bill ali over again. He has that right able. And no one ts saying that he is not. part of a worker.
if he wishes to do so, of course, but I hope ][ am not saying that strict public dis- Mr. DOMINICK. That is a gocd argu-
he does not expect me to answer all these closure and, publication L_ the answer to ment. However, it is not true.

,questions again since I answered them all of our election defects but dollars and Mr. [PA;STORE. It m_,y not be true in
time and again in August. I know that cents formulas are not. Colorado, but it is true in Rhode Island.
the Senator feels that there should be no I voted for the bill originally because Mr. DC M'iNtCK. No; it is not.
hmitation on spending-- ! had felt tihat full and strict disclosm'es Mr. P.__STORE. Do not tell me wha_

Mr. DOiVIINICK. That is correct, to an impartial independent election the situai:ion is in Rhode Island. Please
Mr. PASTORE. The Senator made that commission would overcome many of the do not tell me that. I am telling the Sen..

very clear, but I feel that there should minor defects irt the bill. at,)r a fac{;. I do not know 'c;hat the situa..
be a limitation on spending and there The Senator from Perm_ylvania, Mr. t:ic.n is in C¢Iorado. Alayl:e _hey do not do
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that there. However, in Rhode Island, cover approximately one-half of I per- ness here, unfortunately; I wish we were,
we do not use public funds to elect anyone cent of the vote, but they were unable to but we are not. In view of that, it would
to office, giveus time without giving each of those be best to give us a chance to go over

Mr. DOMINICK. I did not say that. I fellows time. th[is matter and to find out how many
was referring to taking a portion of the Mr. PASTORE. The Problem is bad Members are here. I understand over
funds and putting that portion into poll- enough in the States. The Senator can one-.thi_M of the Member,s of the Senate
tical action activities and using it on imagine how serious it is on a national are aws_y, and if that is so, on a bfil of
behalf of a candidate all over the State. level. At least there are three prominent this magnitude, they should at least have
In many cases these are compulsory candidates. If you give them time you the oppartunity to have notice that this
union dues paid by a man in order to have to give time on a national hookup is being brought up.
maintain his job. to the Prohibitionist Party, the Socialist Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the

I have argued this matter with the Party, or whatever it may be, and they Senatoryie]d?
Senator from Rhode Island before, and do not attract altogether more than 1 Mr. DOMINICK. I yield.
we know all about it. I thought this was percent of the vote. The Senator (,,an Mr. PASTORE. Nothing was more ira-
one thing that had been adopted. I did imagine that inasmuch it runs into a portant in this session than phase II of
not know that it had been rejected. I half million dollars to give a neLtional the President's program. We took care
am sorry about that. hookup the result is that they wou_[d gi[ve of that matter yesterday. The conference

Mr. President, I want to summarize it to no one. I cannot blame them. report came over and in a matter of
briefly hei_ some of the points that I am Mr. DOMINICK, I do not either.. I minutes we passed it on a voice vote. I
trying to make and then I will ask one wondered how the Senator feels, have been here and I hare'been _qlling to
additional question of the Senator from Mr. PASTORE. I have discussed t]Ms answer all questions. We had four con-
Rhode Island. with the networks. They told me Jln pti- ferees ,from the Republican side on the

First of all, I do not think that the rate conversation and they said publicly conference. All of them signed the'report.
question of frequent or full disclosure in the hearings---I have in mind Mr. The matter has been explained by the
has been settled. I do not think we can Goodman, president of National Broad- Senator from Pennsylvania (Mr. Scor_)
provide a so-called fair-election proce- casting System, Dr. Stanton of CBS and s:ad by me. I hope we do not delay ii; fur-
dure by restricting the amounts a candi- Mr. Ooldensen of the other network_ ther. I have been with this for a long
date can spent and thereby restricting that they were willing to give up to 4 time and there is a time when I feel my
his ability to express and debate his hours to each of the candidates on pri:me job is done, too. I do not see what put-
viewpoints before the American people, time. I thought it was a gift, free. But pose it is going to serve. We may or may

It strikes me that we made a mistake we were told that perhaps the President not be here tomorrow; maybe tomorrow
in agreeing to the insistence of the House would not sign it. we will not have a quorum. I hope we
that the Clerk of the House and Secre- The reason we did it for the Preside?tcy can vote this up or down. Frankly, this
tary of the Senate perform this function, was t_hat only a presidential campaign is pretty much what we passed, with some

Ultimately even the so-called restn.'c- involved the national networks rather exceptions. There is section 315--that
tion on spending limitations can be got- than the individual broadcasters. I had has been knocked out. We report to the
ten around rather easily. I do not know a commitment that the candidate hJim- Secretary of the Senate or the Clerk of
yet who will write the rules and regula- self could choose the format so it would the House under the same guidelines with
tions on this or what will be done about not be subject to debate. I said that I ,did the same responsibility we had in the
this matter. However, we can just take not care who the candidate would be,, he measure for the Federal Election Corn-
the matter of the telephone situation, should not be embarrassed in the debate, mission. We have the telephone matter
about which we had a colloquy and in- There are many things the President and we have gone through that. There
dicated the difficulty of interpreting this cannot say on television and he is put is not nmch change.
particular law. I ask the Senator from at a disadvantage ff the candidate at I know how the Senator feels. He does
Rhode Island what happened to section that level should speak to the Araerican not like the limitation on the amount of
315, the equal opportunity provision in people the way he wants to speak to the money Lhat can be spent in the campaign,
the bill. American people. The Senator thinks it is unconstitutional.

Mr. PASTORE. The Senate put in a I thought we had that straightened I suppose we will have to wait to have
provision on the Federal election of out, but the House said no. that answer. We have a law on the books
omcm_, and the House knocked it out Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator and I now prohibiting a candidate from spend-completely, totany agree on that point. lng above a certain amount, $3,000 or

They told us in no uncertain-terms I would like to ask the Senator in sonlething like that.
that if we insisted on the provision, we that connection if there might be some I do not know what the elegible vote
would come out without a bill. chance to amend that provision next is in the Senator's State over the age of

Mr. DOMINICK. Is section 315 in the year. 18. What would the Senator say is the
bill? Mr. PASTORE. When the House passer 9Dtal eiligiblevote in the State of Colo-

Mr. PASTORE. Section 315 is in effect this bill, ask me within 24 hour.,; and I rado over the age of 187and is intact, will give the Senator an answer.
Mr. DOMINICK. That means that Mr. DOM/NICK. I understand the Mr. DOMINICK. I would say proba-

equal time must be given to all people, House will not take it up until next year. bly 950,000, maybe I million.
regardless of party. Mr, PASTORE. That is what they _'aid Mr. PASTORE. Then, the Senator can.

Mr. PASTORE. The Senator is cor- in our conference. Representative HAYS take 1 million times 10 cents and that is
rect; and this would be true with respect declared in conference, and I believe it $100,000 to spend on time to be bought
to presidential and congressional races, was in the newspapers--he had a press for radio and television. Do not tell me
senatorial races, and the election of offi- conference after we broke up the (,,:on- the Senator needs more.
cials, I guess, ir_ many of the States. ference--that he has an agreement with Mr. DOMINICK. It is not just that. It

I would be very happy to agree with the leadership that it would not l_e called includcs newspapers.
the Senator from Colorado that that is up until they came back in January. I Mr. PABTORE. That is right as well as
true. said at the time that did not bother me. raagazmes and outdoor advertising

Mr. DOMINICK. That creates prob- As far as I was concerned I would, rather facilities.
lems as I think the Senator from Rhode see it done now, The Senate was to act Mr. DOMINICK. And direct marl ad-
Island would agree, first on this magter, and I said I was vertising.

! remember, just to strike a personal going to present it to the Senate and ask Mr. PASTORE. No, not direct mailing.
note on this point, being offered time by for a vote on i_. Mr. 'I)OMINICK. And telephones.
a prominent television station during my Mr. DOMINICK I understand, and ! Mr. PASTORE. And telephones outside
last campaign on an equal basis with my appreciate the frankness of the _;enator. of vokmteers. Do not tell me that is not
opponent, without the real knowledge of However, I have great difficult.v trying enough money. That has nothing to do
either myself or my opponent that there to understand why we should take up this with.p roduction costs, travel, headquar-
happened to be three other separate par- matter tiffs afternoon. The Senator has ters, automobiles, stickers, buttorm, and
ties who were also running as candidates, every right to do it, and I am aware of pencils and sundries that are given out.

Among all of them I think it would that. We are not through with our busl- What we are trying to do is to provide
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that whatever applies to you applies to Mr. DOMINICK. Almost a leap over :;ify th_.t he is not exceeding his time.
your opponent· a cliff. The Senator from Rhode Island Otherwi.se they will not sell him the

Mr. DOMINICK. If I were running I and I are in disagreement on a lot of _;ime, and they do not have to sell hi.re
would think this is good because it would philosophical things. '_,hetime. It is as simple as that.
give me an advantage over an opponent, Mr. PASTC,RE. The i]enator is not Mr'. CURTIS. That applies to broad-
but I am not up for reelection this year, kidding, easting_ 1tow about the other restricted
and neither is the Senator from Rhode Mr. DOMINICK. I vot._d against sa1- items?
Island. oxy roi.sea fol' Senators. I have voted Mr'. tJ'ASTORE. It applies to the otb-

Let me ask the Senator this question. I against every salary r_,ise since I have ers, too
gather we are again mandating the type been in omce. ][ said what we ought to Mr'. CURTIS. With respect to the otb-
charge that can be made either by radio, be doing is granting a pay raise, if need- er item,_;, there is no report made to t:he
television, or newspapers to anybody ed, next time. not for lhe incumbent. ]?ederal Commmlications Commission or
running for public office. Over and over again I said we should not to any ether agency.

1VIr.PASTORE. We are not mandating raise our own ;salaries while we arc in Mr. P'ASTORE. Can I read the law to
anything. What we are saying is if a office, the Senator?
broadcaster establishes a low unit rate That is exactly what is being done Mr. CURTIS. I will be glad to have
for any advertising fo: 45 days before the here. We are manda_ir_g expenses a the Senator do so. I tried to get a col_:g
primary and. 60 days before the general candidate can get so he ,_ill be entitled of the conference report. It is not print-
election, he cannot charge a candidate to a commerciat rate, anti we are doing ed.
for office more than that lowest unit rate it; when we a::e in office. I think it is Mr. P'ASTORE. The law reads:
he establishes. If he does not like a low wrong. No person may make any charge for the
rate, he does not have to establish it. The Mr. PASTOR_E. I do no _disagree with use by or on behalf of any legally qualified
broadcaster lhas his choice, the Senator's philosoph_ about a pay (andldate for Federal elective office (or for

Mr. DOMI. NICK. The lowest unit cost is raise. I feel as he does about it. But the nominat:Lmxto such office) of any newspaper,
for an entirely different type of business fact is l;hat pay raises axe not related to magazino, or outdoor advertising facili_;y,

or advertising program, I take it. tllis bill at alii. I do not know who is unles.,; s,m:h candidate (or a person specifi-
Mr. PASTORE. That is right. Now the going to run and who is not going to run. tally authorized by such candidate in wr:it-· ' lng to dc so) certifies to such person In wri:t-

Senator is getting down to the crux of the Mr. CURTI_k Mr. President, will the ing that the payment of such charge will not
problem. When a man applies for the Senator yield/or a question? _iolate paragraphs (1), (2), cr (3) of sub..
license, he states that he will conduct Mr. DOMINICK. I yiel.d. section (a), whichever is applicable.

himself to the public good. He has to ren- Mr. CURTIS. I unders;and that if a Mr. I)OMINICK. That means, then,
der public service. When he gets that commitLee pro:cods to get up to $1,000, as I unClerstand it, that for every adver-.
license, he has the pot of gold. it makes no report.Mr. I)OMINiCK. As I understand it, tisemeni:; in any newspaper, and for any

The man who gets that certificate, radio, or television broadcast, ttrat fa-
that license, from the FCC can go to that is correct.Mr. PASTOI_F.. That is correct, cility must have a written authorization
the bank and cash it in for millions of .Mr. CURTIS,. Is there any restriction for that broadcast from the: person who
dollars, as to what that commit';ee can spend is the condidate?

To whom do the air waves belong? that sure for? Mr. PASTORE. Or his agent, if he is
They belong to the public domain. The Mr. DOMINICK. As ft_r as I know, dloing it on behalf of the candidate. I:[
Senator should hear applicants when there is no restriction except for the anyone went down to the Providence
they go before the FCC to get the li- 10-cent limita_;ian. They cannot spend 3ournal and said, "I want to run an ad
eense. They promise themoon, more than lO cents on t;h,,· media, ts en.docse JOHN PASTOItE,' the l%'ovi-.

What we are saying is that after all Mr. CURTIS. How is t_at going to be dence Journal will say, "Do you haw._ hi_
the democratic process can only be of- authorized if we permit ',he setting up _ermission?" He would have to bring
fective if it is clear and if the people of committees that file :mcreports? How r.ot only my authorization but my ce:c--
have the proper understanding not only is that going to be chaxg,._d against the tifieate bhat I am within 'the limit. IJ_
of the candidates but of the issues. All candidate? the Senator wants anything tougher
we are asking is that 60 days before the Mr. I)OMINICK. I wouli not have the than that, let him invent it.
election the broadcasters charge the po- faintest idea. This is one of the quos- Mr. DOMINICK. All I can say is we are
litical candidates no more than the Iow- tions that arise, going to have a lot of volunteers out of
est rate established for other advertisers Mr. PASTOltE. Let me remove the work this way. What they are going to
who have the opportunity and the desire cloud of doubt from the Senator. If the l_ave to llltve, as I see it, is a written au-.
to use the facility around the calendar, committee went down to the television thorizatJon from the candidate on every
A political candidate does not do that. station in his State in support of the single thing that goes on. Is that cot-.
The President runs only once every 4 Senator. the c_mmittee would have to reef?Mr. PASTORE. That is about it. Thai,
years. Incidentally, this applies to the ge.t his authorization to buy the time, ii; what the Senator is talking about--.President. He is entitled to the lowest because the time is charl,,ed up to the
unit rate, and I think he ought to have it. cemdidate, f_ll disc:iosure. The Senator was for full
Then he may not need to have $500 Mr. CUI_TIS. Does the law say that? disclosure a moment ago. Now he is cam-.
dinners. Mr. PASTOtUE. Surely. We went all plaining about fuII disclosure.

Mr. DOMINICK. I think he ought to through that i_. Augus%. What we are Mr. DOMINICK. I do not think it is
get the same: free time, as the Senator doing here is r_,mrrecting the dead. We full disclosure to the people. This is just
said earlier, in the electronic media. Now went t_ucough that in Augltst. It is in the v.;hetber or not the candidate stays withir_
he cannot get that unless every Torn, fm_damenLal law. the limit. Suppose he does not st_o

within the limit. What then? Suppose theDick, and Harry is entitled to the same. Mr. DOMINI_K. It may be, but it may
Mr; PASTORE. Why does the Senator be well to bring it out again, gcoup goes to the Providence Journal

say he is not entitled to free time? He is Mr. CUt%TIS. How are we going to and say:;, "We want to run an ad for
entitled to the lowest m_it rate. control somethi_g that we exempt from JDHN PA!_TORE.We are Providence Vol[-

Mr. DOMINICK. We have ah-eady said reporting? Il' a committee does not have unteers for PAS_OgE---PVP."
over and over again--we have said it by to make a report, how are we going to Mr. PASTORE. What are ti_ose
law---in this type of race, as long as all hold the. candidate for something that initials?
the candidates are there they can get eommittee may do? Mr. i:X)MINICK. PVP--Providenee
the free time from different media. Mr. PASTOR E. Because he has to re- Volunteers for P^STOS_.

Mr. PASTORE. We have it in the law, port to the FCC the annount of money Mr. PASTORE. It is beautiful. It i_s
under the Communications Act of 1934. being spent. They have to report it ail euphonic_us. That is why I wanted the
It is provided, under section 315, that to the _'CC. Before he goes to the FCC, S_nator':;o repeatit.
the candidate cannot be charged more he goes to the broadcaste:_ and says, "I '%_[r.DOMINICK. They go to the Provi-
than the corr, parable rate. We have al- g,ant to buy time for Jmes Pas_osm." H:e d,mce Jem'nal and say, "We want to put
ready dictated that. All we have done is not Jomw PAs;=oa_, and they will want this in for P^STOR_.." NOW what?
now ls to go a step lower, authorization. JOHn PAs'ro_m has to cer- Mr. P_STORE. Now what, what?
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Air. DOMINICK. And if they say, "This a general election. This provision me:ans candidates and committees tile local citi-

is Providence Volunteers for PastoRs" that all candidates, whether rich or pc,or, zens are interested in.
and they put it in, are they subject to will be given the same right to purchase I will not attempt to detail at this
penalty? broadcast time and not be required to time, Mr. President, all of the 'specific

Mr. PASTORE. The Providence Jour- compete for time with the big industries provisions of the new act which will con-
nal will say, "Have you PASTORE'Sper- and others who buy huge portions of _he s_itute a complete change in present
mission? .... Yes, I have." "Where is his broadcast time on a regular basis. This, election laws, practices, limitations, and
certificate?" "Here it is." in my opinion, indicates a recognition of reporting; but I want to state very clear-

Mr. DOMINICK. All right. What about the principle that elective office in the ly my gratification, personally, that a
the first amendment? United States is a position requiring the bill incorporating most of the essential

Mr_ PASTORE. There you go. What support of all of its citizens, and in re- reforms that I have been seeking for
about the first amendment? I am not turn carries an obligation to present to many, many years, finally has reached
against it, Is the Senator? the public as much information about the the stage of congressional approval it

Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator sure is par_ies and candidates as possible si:, as now has. I am sure it will be signed
in this bill. to give each voter a fair opportunity to into law by- the President in the very

Mr. PASTORE. No, I am not. judge for himself the best qualified can- near future.
Mr. DOMINICK. What the Senator is didates. , The ]PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-

saying is that a person who wants to The limitation on expenditures as t!ion is on agreeing to the conference re-
come in and put an ad in his behalf is adopted by the Senate and the House for port.
not permitted to do so. That is exactly broadcast and nonbroadcast media is The :,eport was agreed to.
what this bill is going to do and, Mr. very acceptable to me because it permits
President, with that I yield the floor and candidates for every Federal elective of- _='_
suggest the absence of a quorum, fire from any State, as well as :for the QUOR15M CALL

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk offices of President and Vice President, to Mr. MANSFIELr. Mr. President, I sug-
will call the roll. purchase adequate time and space to gear the absence of ,quorum.

The legislative clerk proceeded to call insure public availability of issues and The PRESIDIN, OFFICER. The clerk
the rcll. programs. The base of $50,000, or the will call the roll

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ask amotu]t to be obtained by multiplying 10 The legislative ._rk proceeded to call
unanimous consent that the order for cents by the total eligible votes in each the roll.
the quorum call be rescinded. State, should be sufficient to meet the Mr. MANSFIELI. Mr. President, I ask

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without needs of all candidates for every ofJlce. unanimous consent _hat the order for the
objection, it is so ordered. AdditiOnally, the provision for increases quorum call be resc aded.

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the Sen- on the basis of price index increases 'aqll
ate and House conferees on the Federal keep the present law abreast of changes The PRES/DIN( OFFICER. Without
JElection Campaign Act of 1971 have met in the cost of campaigning as the years c,bjection, it is so or lered.
to consider their differences on the bills progress. I agree with the formula and -
passed by each House and have sub- believe it will accomplish the goal we LUMP-SUM DEAT?I PAYMENT; PRO-
mitted the conference report. The Sen- have been striving for. VISIONS RELA2[ ING TO WORK IN-
ate is acting first and the House will act I regret, Mr. President, that the con- CENTIVE PROG RAM, INTERMEDI-
at a later date. ferees did not agree with my long-time ATE CARE FACILITIES COVERAGE

I am giving my strong support to the proposals that an independent agency, IYNDER MEDI{ ,_ID, AND PUBLIC
conference report because I believe it such as a Federal Elections Comraission, ASS:[STANCE _qCOME DISRE-
will set into motion an enth'ely new and or the Comptroller General of the United GAE_,D--CONFE ENCE REPORT
meaningful series of limitations upon States, would be a vast improvement
spending and requirements for public over the provisions of the existing law. Mr. LONG, Mr. ] resident, I submit a
disclosure which will help to restore the I know that the Constitution of the Unit- report of the commi ;tee of conference on
public confidence in the Federal elec- ed States provides that each House shall the disagreeing rot s of the two Houses
tire process, be the sole and exclusive judge of the on the amendment _f the Senate to the

In 1925 the Congress passed the Fed- elections, returns, and qualifications of bill (H.R. 10604) to _mend title H of the
eral Corrupt Practices Act, a 46-year-old its Members, and_tbat the officers of the Social Security Ac! to permit the pay-
law..And the Congress passed the Corn- Senate and of the LHouse have i_ried to ment of the lump-s_ m death payment to
mUnications Act of 1934, about 37 years do a good job in carrying out the duties pay the burial and _ lemorial services ex-
ago. The time has finally come when. of existing law. However, the dut;ies tm- penses and related expenses for lm in-
the Congress has decided to impose posed upon those officers were lnade- sm'ed individual wl vse body is unavail-
realistic ceilings upon expenditures and quate, and, moreover, mounting critic:ism able for burial. I asl: unanimous consent
to demand at the same time that all has been directed toward the control by /!or the present con ;ideration of the re-
contributions and all expenditures should each House over the financial statements port.
be reported to all of the citizens of the of its Members, Nevertheless, I be]'.ieve 'the PRESIDIN _ OFFICER (Mr,
:Nation. that this Senate and House bill makes it I.:/ANSE:S). IS there )jection to the pres-

I regret, Mr. President, that the repeal so clear what the exact duties and obliga- ent consideration of the report?
of section 315 of the Communications Act tions of the Senate and the House will be The:._e being no o _jection, the Senate
of 1934 was not approved or accepted to receive, compile, summarize,, cate- proceeded to conside: the report.
by the House because I believe it would gorize, and publish for public consump- (The. conference ri port is printed in the
have afforded a far greater exposure to tion all of the information submitted in l?Iouse proceedings c f the CONGRESSIONAL
the public of the opinions and programs statements of all candidates :_or the R_.eom) of this d:_te at pp. 46769-
of the candidates with respect to ira- House of Representatives and b_ ca'J_li- 46772.)
portant issues. Citizens have the right dates for the Senate and committees Mr. LONG, Mr. P L'esident, the Senate
to know what their candidates are think- working in their behalf, that the added three amendr _ents to H.R, 10604,
tag and, most importantly, what candi- stanchest critics should be satisfied, a noncontroversial t ill providing for the
dates for the Office of President think Further, all statements by candidates payment of social ;ecurity lump sum
they may offer to solve domestic and for the Offices of President and 'Vice death benefits in ce_ fain cases in which
international problems. I believe that President and committees supporting the body is not avai able for burls, 1.
the repeal of section 315 pertaining to them, will be filed with the Comptroller _MPROVEMENX'OF T_ E WOR_ xNcm_r_vr-
tree time on broadcast stations would General. The Comptroller General will rRoc _AM
have been a significant step in the pub- act as a national clearinghouse for this The first of these -' enate amendments,
lie interest, information. Finally, copies of all re- introduced by Senat )r TAL_IADC_-,makes

I am pleased that the conferees agreed p6rts mu_t be sent by candidates tc the a number of chant .'s designed to ira-
to accept the "lowest unit cost" concept Secretary of State in each State, or to ]prove thc work inc _ntive program for
for candidates during the limited period the equivalent officer, ill order to n:mke welfare recipients u tder the Social Se-
of 45 days before the date of a primary available on the local level the details of cm'lty Act. ! am plea ed to say that; these
election and 60 days before the date of campaign receipts and expenditures by provisions were acc pled by the, con-
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duPont Kyr)s l_iegle Derwinski Rees be inserted by the House amendment insert
Eckhardt Leg! ;eft Rodino Dowdy Reuss t.he following:
Edmondson Leu ach Roe Dwyer Kee Rhodes That this Act may be cited as the "Federal
Edwards, Calif. Leu Rogers Edwards, La. Land Robison, NY. Electlo_ Campaign Act of 1971".
Eilberg Li_l Roncalio Evins, Tenn. RoonelL NJ!iL
Erlenborn Llol I Rooney, Pa. Fish Rousseltot TITLE I---CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS
Esch Lon ;, La. Rosenthal Flynt McC1 Smith, Call.:[. SHORT TITLE
Evaus, Colo. Mc( [cry Rostenkowskt Fulton, Tenn. Springer
Fascell Mc( [oskey Roush Fuqua Stephe:as SEC. 101. This title may be cited as the
Flood Mc( silister Roy Gaydos Stokes "Campaign Communications Reform Act".
Flowers Mc( _rmack Roybal Goldwater Mills Sullivan DEF_rrzoNs
Ford, Gerald R. Mc( ulloch Runnels Orlfiiths Syxnin_on
Ford, Mc] adc Ruppe Gubser Thompson, N.J. SEC. 102. For purposes of this title:

William D. Mci onald, Ruth Hagan Moss Veysey (1) The term "communications media"
Forsythe L! ch. Ryan Hall Waggouner means broadcasting stations, newspapers,

St Germain Hansen, Wash. Widnall ]magazines, outdoor advertising facilities,Fountain Mc] wen
Fraser Mcltall Sandman H_bert Pelly Wilson, and telephones; but, with respect to tele-
Frelinghlwsen Mclt[ay Sarbanes Hicks, Wash. _rk. Charles H. phones spending or an expenditure shall be
Frenzel MaCdonald, Satterfield
GalifianakIs M[_ss._ Scheuer So a_reed to. deemeq to be spending or an expenditure
Gallagher Mac]den Schneebelt The Clerk the following for the use of communications media onlyil sucL spending or expenditure ls for the
Garmatz Mallon Schwengel pairs: costs cfi telephones, paid telephonists, and
Gettys Mai]liard Sebellus
Gialmo Matin Seiberling On this vote: automatic telephone equipment, used by a
Gibbons Mat[alas, Calif. Shipley Mr. Thompson of for, with Mr. candidate for Federal elective office to com-
Gonzalez Mat_unaga Shoup Smith of California: lmunicate with potential voters (excluding
Gray Maype Shriver Mr. Rhodes for, Mr. Conic against, any co_ts of telephones incurred by a volun-
Green, Oreg. Maz_oll Slkes Mr. Widnall for Mr. Rousselot agsdnst, teer for use of telephones by hlm).
Green, Pa. Meeils Sisk (21, The term "broadcasting station" has
Griffin Mel_her Skubttz Until [ce: t_he game meaning as such term has under
Grover Met_alfe Slack
Gude Micl[el Smith, Iowa Mr. O , Anderson of Illlno:l.s. section 315 (f) of the Communications Act of
Haley Mikta Smith, N.Y. Mr. Moss with Mr. 1934.
Halpern Miller, Calif. Staggers Mr. Waggonner Mr. DerwinskL (3) The term "Federal elective office"

Hamilton Milli _Md. Stanton, Mr. Andrews of Ali _ma with Mr. JBelcher. :means the office of President of the UnitedHammer- Mini J. William Mr. Holifield with: Gubser. ',States, or of Senator or Representative tn,
schmldt Mi m hall Stanton,

Ha_ley Mitchell James V. Mrs. Sullivan_,lth or Resident Commissioner or Delegate to,
Hanna Mizfll Steed Mr, York with Mr. Fish the Cc. ngress of the United States (and for
Hansen, Idaho Mon_gan Steele Mr. Reues with Mr Conyers. ,purposes of section 103(b) such term tn-
Harrlngton Moo'head Steiger, Ariz. Mrs. ,eludes the office of Vice President).
Harvey Morl an Stelger, Wis. Mr. _lth Mr. Baker.. (4) The term "legally qualified candidate"
Hastings Mcr: _ Stratton Mr. O'Hara with means any person who (A) meets the qualifi-
Hathaway 1_{os'.er Stubblefield
Hawkins Mur hy, HI. Stuckey Mr. McMlllan Mr. Martin. cations prescribed by the applicable laws to
Hays Mur ,hy, N.Y. Talcott Mr. H6bert . Hall. hold t]ae Federal elective office for which he
Hechler, W, Va. Nat_ _er Taylor Mr. Fu_ . Veysey. is a candidate, and (B) Is eligible under ap-

Teague, Tex. Mrs. Grlffiths 'with Latta. pllcable State law to be voted for by the rice-

Heckler, Mass. NeLd_tnHeinz Ne Terry Mr. Mr. LuJan. rotate directly or by means of delegates or
Helstoskl Nict_is Thomson, Wis. Mr. Kee with Mr. _ electors.
Henderson Nix [ Thone Mrs. Hansen of W_ with Mr. Rob- (5) The term "voting age population"
Hicks, Mass. Cbc!{ Tiernan lson of New York. means resident population, eighteen years of
Hillis O'K_nski Udall
Hogan Passlnan Ullman Mr. Caffery with M '. McClure. age and older.
Horton Patn_ n Van Deerlin Mr. Blatnlk with r. McKevltt. (6) the term "State" includes the District
Howard Patti L Vander Jag_ Mr. Anderson with Mr, Lan- of Columbia and the Commonwealth of
Hull PepF r Vanik drum. Puertc, Rico.

Hungate Perk Ls Waldie Mr, Casey of Texaf with Mr. Mollohar:, MEDIA RATE AND RELATED REQ_IEREME.NWS
Hunt Pettl _rare
Ichord Peys _rhalen Mr. Flynt with Mr. Arkam_as. SEC. 103. (a) (1) Section 315(b) of the
Jacobs Pick White Mr. Dowdy Hagan. Communications Act of 1934 is amended to
Jarman Pike Whitehurst Mr. Gaydos w_ith '. Symington. read as follows:

Johnson. Calif. Plrn Whitten Mr. Charles _[. with Mr. Fulton of "(b) The charges made for the use of any
Johnson, Pa. Poag Williams Tennessee. broadcasting station by any person who is
Jonas Podt Winn Mr. Rees with Mr. _gton.
Jones, Ala. Poff Wolff a legally qualified candidate for any public
Jones, Tenn, Pow, Wright Mr. Kastenmeler Stephens. office m connection with his campaign for
Karth Prey _r, N.C. Wyatt
Kazen Pric, 111. Wylie The result ¢,f vote was annou:nced nomination for election, or election, 1;o suchoffice .,_hall not exceed--

Keating Prlc_ Tex. Yates as above recorded. "(1) during the forty-five days preceding
Keith Purl _ski Yatron A motion to was laid on the _he date of a primary or primary runoff elec-Kemp Purr ,11 Young, TeX.
Kluczynskl Quie Zablockl table, lion and during the sixty days preceding the
Koch Quil m Zwach date o:: a general or special election in which
Kuykendall Ram _1 such person is a candidate, the lowest unit

Kyl Reid N.Y. CONFERENCE REPORT ON S. 382, charge of the station for the same cl_s and
N YS--60 FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN amouz.t of time for the same period; and

Abernethy Fish Rarick ACT OF 1971 "(2) at any other time, the charges made
Alexander Folel Roberts for comparable use of such station by other
Ashbrook Frey Robinson, Vs` Mr. HAYS submitted the following users _;hereof."
Bevill Good ng Saylor conference report and statement orl the (2) IA) Section 312(a) of such Act is
Biester Gras_o Scherle

Bray Gro_ Schrnitz bill (S. 382) to promote fair practices in amended by striking "or" at the end of clause
Broomfield Hars]_a Scott the conduct of election campaigns for (5), striking the period at the e;.d of clause

(6) and inserting In lieu thereof a semicolon
Buchanan Hosn er Snyder Federal political offices, and for other and "er', and adding at the end of such sec-Burleson, Tex. Hutc,ainson Spruce
Cederberg Jone N.C. Teague, Calif. purposes: lion 322(a) the following new paragraph:
Clancy King Thompson, Ga_ CONFERENCE REPORT (H. REPT. NO 92-752) "(7) for willful or repeated failure to allow

Clawson, Del Land rebe Vigorito The committee of conference on the dis- reasonable access to or to permit purchase of
Collins, Tex. Long _Id. Wampler
Crane McK _ney Whalley agreeing votes of the two Houses on the reasonable amounts of time for the use of a
Dennis Mat_ s, Ga. Wiggins amendment of the House to the bi_t (S. 382) broadcasting station by a legally qualified
Devine Mille Ohio Wilson, Bob to promote fair practices In the conduct of candidate for Federal elective office on behalf
Duncan Monl ornery Wydler election campaigns for Federal political of his oandidacy.".
Edwards, Ala. Myez Wyman offices, and for other purposes, having met, (B) The second sentence of section 315(a)
Eshleman Rail-' ack Young, Fla. after full and free conference, have agreed of such Act is amended by inserting "under
Findley Rant dl Zion to recommend and do recommend to their this subsection" after "No obligation ls

NOT '_ _TING--64 respective Houses as follows: imposed".

Anderson, Ill. Bake Caffery That the Sen.ate recede from Its disagree- (b) To the extent that any person sells
Anderson, Belc] Casey, Tex. rnent to the amendment of the House and space in any newspaper or magazine to a

Tenn. Blat] lk Conic agree to the same with an amendment as !egall_' qualified candidate for Federal elective
Andrews, Als. Bolll]_g Conyer_ follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to office, or nomination thereto, in connection
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with such candidate's campaign for nomina- Price Index (all :items--United States city poH ttcal s_.lbdlvlslon thereof is subject to this
tlon for, or election to, such office, the charges average) publishe,l monthly by the Bureau stLbsecl;ion,
made for the use of such space in connection of Labor Statistics. "(2) has specified a limitation Upon toted
with his campaign shall not exceed the (ti) The term "base period" means the e_penditures for the use of broadcasting sta-
charges made for comparable use of such calendar year 1970. ttons on behalf of the candidacy of eacZ_
space for other purposes. (B) At the beg. nning of each calendar year legally 'qualified candidate in such election,

LIMITATIONS OF EXPENDITURES FOR USE OF (commencing in 1972), ss there becomes "(3) has provided in any such law an un-
OOMMlY_1ICATIONSMEDIA available necesss_y data fron_ the Bureau of equivocal expression of intent to be bound

Labor Statistics of the Depari;ment of Labor, by the provisions of this subsection, and
SEC. 104. (a)(1) Subject to paragraph (4), the Secretary of Labor shall certify to the "(4) has stipulated that the amount cfno legally qualified candidate in an election

(other than a primary or primary runoff Comptroller General and pubJish in the Fed- such limitation shall not exceed the amount
eral Register the per centurc difference be- which wo_lld be determined for such elec-

election) for a Federal elective office may-- tween the price index for the 12 months pre- tion under section 104(a) (1) (B) or 104(a)(A) spend for the use of communications
media on behalf of his candidacy in such ceding the beginnLng of such calendar year (2) (B) (whichever is applicable of the Cam-
election a total amount In excess of the and the price lnde:_ for the b_se period. Each pa[gu Con:m'Lunications Reform Act had suc]l
greater of--- amount determi:aed under paragraph (1) election b_en an election for a Federal elec-

(i) 10 cents multiplied by the voting age (A) (1) and (it) shall be increased by such tiTe office or nomination thereto; ,
population (as certified under paragraph (5)) per centum difference. Each amount so in- then no station licensee may make any
of the geographical area in which the elec- creased shall be the amoun_ In effect for ei_arge fo_ the use of such station by or o_
tion for such office is held, or such calendar year. behalf of any legally qualified candidate in

(ti) $50,000, or (5) Within 60 days after the date of eh- such eltection unless such candidate (or a
(B) spend for the use of broadcast sta- sctment of this 2_ct, and d'_ring the first person specificany authorized by such cau-

tions on behalf of his candidacy in such elco- week of January :tn 1973 and every subse- didate in wl'ltlng to do so) certifies to such
quent year. the Secretary of Commerce shall licensee in writing that the payment of such

tl0n a total amount In excess of 60 per cea- certify to the Comptroller Geaeral and pub- charge wil._not violate such State limitation.
turn of the amount determined under sub, lish in the Fedezal Register an estimate of "(e) Vv'hoever willfully and knowingly
paragraph (A) with respect to such election, the voting age population of _ach State.and violate.,; the provisions of subsection (c) or(2) No legally qualified candidate in a pri-
mary election for nomination to a Federal congressional dis_zlct for the last calendar (d) of th!s section shall be punished by a
elective office, other than President, may year ending before the date of certification, fine no.t fo exceed $5,000 or imprisonment
spend-- (6) Amounts spent for th_ use of corn- foJ_ a period not to exceed five years, or both.

(A) for the use of communications media, munications medis, on behalf of any legally The provl_;lons of sections 501 through 503
or qualified candidal_ for Federal elective office of this Ac_ shall not apply to violations of

(or for nomlnatlo_, to such. office) shall, for either suct_ subsection.
(B) for the useof broadcast stations, the purposes of t;his subsection, be deemed "(f) (1) For the purposes of this section:

on behalf of his candidacy in such election to have b¢_n spent by s_:ch Candidate. "(A) The term 'broadcasting station' in-
a total amount in excess of the amounts de- Amounts spent f,>r the use of communica- eludes a community antenna television sys.-
term[ned under paragraph (1) (A) or (B), tlons media by or on behalf of any legally te:x_.
respectively, with respect to the general elco- qualified candidate for the office of Vice "(B) The terms qlcensce' and 'station Ii..
tion for such office. For purposes of this sub- President of the United State_ shall, for the ceases' whe_ used with respect to a com.-
section a primary runoff election shall be puJrposes of this :_ectlon, be deemed to have m'2nity ar tenna television system, mean the
treated as a separate primary election, been spent by tho candidate _or the office of operator of such system.

(3) (A) No person who is a candidate for President of the United States with whom "(C) T:_e term 'Federa_ elective office'
presidential nomination may spend-- he is running, m_ans the, office of President of the United

(1_ for the use tn a State of communlca- (7) For purpose_; of this section and sec- States, or of Senator or Representative in, or
tlons media, or tion 315(c) of the Communications Act of l_.esldent Commissioner or Delegate to, the

(il) for the use in a State of broadcast 1934-- Congress cfi;he United States.
stations, (A) spending end charges for the use of "(2) For purpases of subsections (c) and
on behalf of his candidacy for presidential coro-munlcattons ,nedla include not only the (d_, the I:e_Ta 'legally qualified candidate'
nomination a total amount in excess of the direct charges of the media but also agents' means any person who (A) meets the qua]iff-.
amounts which would have been determined commissions allowed the agent by the media, ca';ions prescribed by the applicable law_
under paragraph (1) (A) or (B), respectively, and to hold th,!.' office for which he is a candidate

had he been a ,candidate for election for.the (B) any expenl_ture for t:_e use of any _n_ (B) _s eligible under applicable State
office of Senator from such State (or for the communications mt_llum by ce on behalf of law to be voted for by the electorate directly
office of Delegate or Resident Commissioner the, candidacy ol a candida'_ for Federal or by raesn.,_ of delegates or electors."
in the case of the District of Columbia or elective office (or nomination thereto) shall R_CVLArZONS

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico). be charged against the expenditure limitation ,'_.c. 105. The Comptroller General shall
(B) For purposes of this paragraph (3), a under thhs subsec;ion applicable to the elec- prescril:e such regulations as may be neces-

person is a candidate for presidential noml* tion in which such medium t_ used. salT. or appropriate to carry out sections 102,
nation if he makes (or any other person (b) No person may make I_ny charge for 103(b), 101t(a), and 104(b) of this Act.
makes on hls behalf) an expenditure for the the use by or on behalf of any legally quail-
use of any communications medium on be- fled candidate for :_ederal ele :rive office (or _N_LTr_S
half of his candidacy for any political party's for nomination to such office) of any news- iSEc. 106 Whoever willfully and knowinglynomination for election to the office of Presi-

paper, magazine, or outdoor advertising violates amy provision of section 103 (b), 104
dent. He shall be considered to be such a facility, unless such candidate; (or a person (a), or 10_,(b) or any regulation under sec-
candidate during the period-- specifically authori:,_ed by such candidate in tlon 10]i shall be punished by a fine of not

(i) beginning on the date on which he writing to do so) certifies in writing to the mc,re than $5,000 or by imprisonment of not
(or such other person) first makes such an person making such charge thet the payment mc.re than five years, or both.
expenditure (or, if later, January 1 of the of such charge w[[1 not viol_te paragraph TITLE );I--CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENTS

year in which the election for the office of (I), (2), or (3) of .,;uhsection {a), whichever -_;EC.201. Section 591 of title 18, United
President is held), and is applicable.(ii) ending on the date on which such St_.tes C_de, [s amended to read s_ follows:
political party nominates a candidate for the (c) Section 315 of the Communications § 5_I. Defi_dtlons
office of President. Act of 1934 ts ame:aded by redesignating sub-

section (c) as subsection (g) _nd by insert- 'When u_;ed in sections 597, 599, 600, 602,
For purposes of this title and of section 315 lng after subsectim_ (b) the following new 60_, 610, a_:ld 611 of this title--
of the Communications Act of 1934, a candl- subsections: "(a) 'election' means (1) a general, specf, al,
date for presidential nomination shall be
considered a legally qualified candidate for "(c) No station licensee may make any primary, or runoff election, (2) a convention

charge for the usc, of such station by or on _r caucus of a political party held to nora[-public office.
behalf of any legally qualified candidate for hate a candidate, (3) a primary election t_eld

(C) The Comptroller General shall pre- Federal elective of Sce (or for :_omination to for the selby,ct[on of deIegates to a national
scribe regulations under which any expendl- such office) unless .'uch candlcate (or a per- nonfinal_ing convention of a political party,
ture by a candidate for presidential nomina- son specifically authorized by such candidate (4) a primary election held for the expressiontion for the use in two or more States of a

of a preference for the nomination of persons
communications medium shall be attributed in writing to do sc) certifies tc such licensee for elec'_io_:_ to the office of President, and
to such candidate's expenditure limitation in in writing that the payment cf such charge (5) the election of delegates to a coast[tn-
each such State, based on the number of will not violate aa7 llmitatlo_ specified in tional c(>nvention for proposing amendments
persons in such State who can reasonably be paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of 'ection 104(a) to the Co_.stltution of the United States;
expected to be reached by such communi- of the Campaign Communications Reform "(b) 'cared[date' means an ind:[vidual who
cations medium. Act, whichever paragraph is apl_llcable, seeks nomi_::mtion for election, or election, to

(4) (A) For purposes of subparagraph (B): "(d) If a State by law and expressly--- Fee.oral offic;e, whether or not such indivtd-
(l) The term "price index" means the ay- "(1) has provided that a prlmary or other ual Is elect_d,_ and, for purposes of this para-

erage over a calendar year of the Consumer election for _my o_tce of such State or of a graph _n ir:tdlvtdnal shall be deemed to seek
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nomination for election, or election, to Fed- S_c. 202. Section 600 of title 18, United tion or as a condition of employment, or by
eral omce, if he has (1) taken the action States Code, is amended to read as follows: monies obtained In any commercial frans-

necessary under the law of a State to qualify "§ 600. Promise of employment or other ben- action.".
himself for nomination for election, or elco- efit for political activity Sro. :306. Section 611 of title 18, United
tton, or (2) received contributions or made States (lode, is amended to read as follows:
expenditures, or has given his consent for any "Whoever, directly or indirectly, pronfises
other person to receive contributions or make any employment, position, compensation, "§ 611. ,Contributions by Government con-
expenditures, with a view to bringing about contract, appointment, or other benefit, pro- tractors
his nomination for election, or election, to vtded for or made possible irt whole c;r in "Whoever--
such office: part by any Act of Congress, or any special "ia) _ntering into any contract with the

"(e) 'Federal office' means the office of Pres- consideration in obtaining any such benefit, _Ynited States or any department or agency
ident or Vice President of the United States, to any person as consideration, favor, or re- t]aereof elther for the rendition of personal
or Senator or Representative in, or Delegate ward for any political activity or for the sup- services or furnishing any material, supplies,
or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of port of or opposition to any candldat.e or any or equipment to the United States or any de-
the United States; political party in connection with any I:i,en- pertinent or agency thereof or for selling any

"id) 'political committee' means any in- eral or special election to any political ol_fice, land or building to the United States or any
divldual, committee, association, or organize- or in connection with any primary election department or agency thereof, if payment
tlon which accepts contributions or makes or political convention or caucus held to, se- for the performance of such contract or

lect candidates for any political office, .,[hall payment for such material, supplies, equip-expenditures during a calendar year in an
aggregate amount exceeding $1,000; he fined not more than $1,000 or irnprisc,ned ment, land, or building is to be made in whole

"(e) 'contribution' means--- not more than one year, or both.", o:r in part from funds appropriated by the
"(1) a gift, subscrlption, loan, advance, or SEc. 203. Section 608 of title 18, United Congres;, at any time between the commence-

deposit of money or anything of value (ex- States Code, is amended to read aa follows: merit of negotiations for and the later of
cept a loan of money by a national or State "§ 608. Limitations on contributions and ex- CL) the completion of performance under,

bank madeln accordance wlth the applicable pendltures oi._e(h2 ) _he termination of negotiations for,co,street or furnishing of material, sup-
banking laws and regulations and in the or- "ia) (1) No candidate may make expendl- plies, equipment, land or buildings, directly
dinary course of business), made for the put- tures from his personal funds, or the personal o:r indirectly makes any contribution of
pose of influencing the nomination for cleo- funds of l_is immediate family, In connection money _)r other thing of value, or promises
tion, or election, of any person to Federal with his campaign for nomination fur elec- expressly or lmpliedly to make any such
office, for the purpose of influencing the re- rich, or election, to Federal office In excess contribution, to any political party, corn-
sults of a primary held for the selection of of-- mittee, or candidate for public office or to
delegates to a national nominating convert- "iA) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for any per:_on for any political purpose or use;
tion of a political party or for the expression the office of President or Vlce President', or

of a preference for the nomination of persons "(B) $35,000, In the case of a candidate., for "(b) knowingly solicits any such contrlbu-
for election to the office of President, or for the office of Senator; or tion frc,m any such person for any such
·_he purpose of Influencing the election of "(C) $25,000, ir._ the case of a candidate for purpose during any such period;
delegates to a constitutional convention for the office of Representative, or Delegate or shall be fined not more than $5,000 or ira-
proposing amendments to the Consti.tution Resident Commissioner to the Congress. prisoned not more than five years, or both.".
of the United States; "(2) For purposes of this subsection, ':lin- Src. 207. The table of sections for chapter

"(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, ex- mediate family' means a candidate's spouse, 29 of title 18, United States Code, Is amended
press or implied, whether or not legally eh- and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, by--
forceable, to make a contribution for such or sister of the candidate, and the spol.:aqes
purposes; (1) st:clking out the item relating to section

"(3) a transfer of funds between political of such persons. 606 and inserting in lieu thereof the follow-
"(b) No candidate or political commit:tee lng:

committees; shall knowingly accept any contribution or
"(4) the payment by any person other than authorize any expenditure in violation of the "608. Ll:caltations on contributions and ex-

a candidate or political committee, of corn- provisions of this section, pendltures.';
pensatton for the personal services of an- "(c) Violation of the provisions of 'i.his (2) striking out the item relating to sec-
other person which are rendered to such can- section is punishable by a fine not tq exceed tion 609 and inserting in lieu thereof the
didate or political committee without charge $1,000, imprisonment for not to exceed one following:
t_orany such purpose; and year, or both.". "609.Repealed.";

"(5) notwithstanding the foregoing mean- S_c. 204. Section 609 of title 16, Unlited (3) striking out the item relating to sec-
lngs of 'contribution', the word shall not be States Code, is repealed, fica 611 and inserting in lieu thereof the
construed to include services provided with- SEC. 205. Section 610 of title 18, Unlited followings,:

out compensation by individuals volunteer- States Code, relating to contrlbutionf; or ex- "611. Contributions by Government con-
ing a portion or all of their time on behalf of penditures by national banks, corporations, tractors.".
a candidate or political committee; or labor organizations, is amended by addling

"if) 'expenditure' means--- at the end thereof the following paragraph: TITL]_: III--DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL
"(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, "As used in this section, the phrase 'c,:)n- CAi_IPAIGN FUNDS

loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or tributlon or expenditure' shall include any DEFINr_IONS
anything of value (except a loan of money direct or indirect payment, distributions, loan, SEC. 301. When used in this .title--

by a national or State bank made in accord, advance, deposit, or gift of money, or _;_ny ia) "election" means (1) a general, spe-
ance with the applicable banking laws and services, or anything of value (except a 1,::mn rial, primary, or runoff election, (2) a con-
regulations and in the ordinary course of of money by a national or State bank n_ade in vention or caucus of a political party held
business), made for the purpose of lnfiuenc- accordance with ESe applicable banking laws to nomiz_ate a candidate, (3) a primary elec-
lng the nomination for election, or election, and regulations and in the ordinary course 'l;lon held for the selection of delegates to a
of any person to Federal office, for the pur- of business) to-any candidate, campaign corn- national nominating convention of a politi-
pose of influencing the result of a primary mlttee, or political party or organization, in ,:al part_, (4) a primary election held for the
held for the selection of delegates to a ne- connection with _Lny election to any of the ,_;xpresslcn of a preference for the nomina-
tlonal nominating convention of a political offices referred to in this section; but shall :'ACh of persons for election to the office of

party or for the expression of a preference not include communications 'by a corpo;ra- il?residen_;, and (5) the election of delegates
for the nomination of persons for election tion to its stockholders and their families or I;o a constitutional conveution for proposing
to the office of President, or for the purpose by a labor organization to its members and :_mendments to the Constitution of the
of influencing the election of delegates to their families on any subject; nonpartL,_;an 'lYnit_ a States;
a constitutional convention for proposing registration and get-out-the-vote campaiF:ns (b) "c_ndidate" means an individual who
amendments to the Constitution of the by a corporation aimed at its stockholders ,_eeks nomination for election, or election,
United States; and their families, or by a labor organ!zat_.on 1:o Federal office, whether or not such indi-

"(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, ex- aimed at its members and their families; the vidual is elected, and, for purposes of this
press or implied, whether or not legally establishment, ad,ninistration, and sollcita- ]:)aragrapi_, an Individual shall be deemed to

enforceable, to make any expenditure; and tion of contributions to a separate segregal:ed ,,_eek nomination for election, or election, if
"(3) a transfer of funds between political fund to be utilized for political purposes by he has (?.) taken the action necessary under

committees; a corporation or labor organization: Pro- the law of a State to qualify himself' for
"(g) 'person' and 'whoever' mean an In- vided, That it shall be unlawful for such a ]'to:ruination for election, or election, to Fed-

dividual, partnership, committee, associa- fund to make a contribution or expendi- _rs.1 office;, or (2) received contributions or
tion, corporation, or any other organization ture by utilizing money or anything of value res. de exr'.enditures, or has given his consent
or group of persons; and secured by physical force, job discrimination, fur any oglter person to receive contributions

"ih) 'State' means each State 'of the financial reprisals:, or the threat of for,ce, (_r make expenditures, with a view to bring-
United States, the District of Columbia, the Job discrimination, or financial reprisal; or lng abou$ his nomination for reelection, or
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any ter- by dues, fees, or other monies required as a _lection, _o such office;
ritory or possession of the United States.". condition of membership in a labor organiza- (c) "F_._deral office" means the office of
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President or 'Vice President of the United (b) Every per_3]l who receives a contrlbu- REGISTRi_T]'.ON OF PoLrrICAL COMi_XITTEES;
States; or of Senator or Representative in, tion in excess of 810 for a l_)litical committee STATEMENTS

or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the shall, on demana of the tm_asurer, and in SEc. 3£3. (a) Each political committee
Congress of the United States; any event within five days t_fter receipt of which anticipates receiving contributions or

(d) "political committee" means any corn- such contribution, render to the treasurer a making expenditures during the calendar
mlttee, association, or organization which detailed account thereof, including the year in an aggregate amount exceeding $1,0(}0
accepts contributions or makes expenditures anaount_ the name and addn;ss (occupation shall file with the supervisory officer a state-
during a calendar year in an aggregate and the principal place of business, if any) ment of organization, within ten days after
amount exceeding $1,000; of the person making such contribution, and it3 organization or, if later, ten days after

(e) "contribution" means-- the date on whl_]l received. All funds of a the da_e on which it has inforraation whlc:a

(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or political committee shall be segregated from, cs,uses the committee to anticipate it wi:.l
deposit of money or anything of value, made and may.not be commingled with, any per- receive contributions or make expenditures
for the purpose of influencing the Domino- sonal funds of officers, members, or associ- in excess of $1,000. Each such committee l:a
tion for election, or election, of any person ales of such corr_littee, e_:Istence a'l; the date of enactment of this
to Federal office or as a presidential or vice- (e) It shall be the duty cf the treasurer Act shall file a statement of organization
presidential elector, or for the purpose of in- of a political eo:m.mlttee to _eep a detailed with t:he _;upervisory officer at such time as
fiuencing the result of a primary held for the and exact account of-- h,_ pre, scribes.
selection of delegates to a national nominat- (1) all contributions made to or for such (b) Th_!.· statement of organization shah
lng convention of a political party or for the committee; include--
expression of a preference for the nomina- (2) the full a.._me and raalling address (1) the :name and address of the corn-
lion of persons for election to the office of (occupation and the principsl place of busl- _.lttee;
President, or :for the purpose of influencing ness, if any) of every person making a con- (2) th,:_ names, addresses, and relation-
the election of delegates to a constitutional trlbutlon in excess; of $10, az.d the date and silips of affiliated or connected organiza-
convention for proposing amendments to the amount thereof; lions;

Constitution of the United States; . (3) all expenditures made by or on behalf (3) thc area, scope, or Jurisdiction of the
(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, of such corumitte4._; and c_mmitte_,;

whether or not legally enforceable, to make a (4) the full m_me and. mailing address (4) 'the name, address, and I_sition of the
contribution for any such purpose; (occupation and the prlncipsl place of busI- custodian of books and accounts;

(3) a transfer of funds between political ness, if any) of every person to whom any (5) the name, address, and[ position ofcommittees;
expenditure is made, the date and amount other principal officers, including officexs

(4) the payment, by any person other than thereof and the name and address of, and and m. en0bers of the finance committee, iii
a candidate or political committee, of corn- office sought by. each candidate on whose any;
pensation for_he personal services of another behalf such expenditure wa3 made. {6) the name, address, office sought, andperson which are rendered to such candidate
or committee without charge for any such (d) It shall be the duty of the treasurer to party affill, a¢lon of (A) each candidate whom
purpose; and obtain and keep a receipted _111, stating the the comz:littee is supporting, and (B) any

(5) notwithstanding the foregoing mean- particulars, for ,_very expenditure made by other ].nd[vi.dual, If any, whom the commit-
legs of "contribution", the word shall not or on behalf of a ?)litlcal committee in excess tee is supporting for nomination for election,
be construed to include services provided of $100 in amour.t, and for any such expend- o]' electlo::i, to any public office whatever; or,
without compensation by individuals volun- iture in. a lesser amount, il! the aggregate if the committee is supporting the entire
·Jeering a portion or all of their time on be- amount of such expenditun;s to the same ticket of _iny party, the name of the party;
half of a candidate or political committee; person during a calendar year exceeds $100. (7) a s_:;atement whether the committee :is

(f) "expenditure" means-- The tres.surer shall preserve all receipted a continuing one;
(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, bilts and accounts required tc be kept by this (8) _;he disposition of residua_ funds which

section for periods of time ti, be determined will be made in the event of dissolution;loan, advance,, deposit, or gift of money or
anything of value, made for the purpose of by the supervisory officer. (9) a listing of all banks, safety depos:Lt
influencing the nomination for election, or (e) Any political committee which solicits boxes, or other repositories used;
election, of any person to Federal office, or or receives eontribufions or makes expendl- (10) a _tatement of the reports required to
as a presidential and vice-presidential elec- tures on. behalf of any candidate that is not 'b,_ filed b? the committee with State or local
tor, or for the purpose of influencing the re- authorized in writing by such candidate to ol_icers, and, if so. the names, addresses, and
suit of a primary held for the selection of do so shall include a notice on the face or _sitions of such persons; and
delegates t_ a national nominating convert- front page of ail literature and advertise- (11) s_cla other information as shall be
tion of a political party or for the expression ments published, in eonnec';ton with such required by the.supervisory officer,

candidate's eampsign by suca committee or (c) Any change in information previouslyof a preference for the nomination of per-
sor_s for election to the office of President, or on its behalf stating that the committee is submittect In a statement of organization
for the purpose of influencing the election not authorized by such candidate and that shall be i'eported to the supervisory officer

such candidate is not responsible for the within _. ten-day period following theof delegates to a constitutional convention
for proposing amendments to the'Constitu- activities of such committee, cliange.
tion of the United States; (f) (1) Any pol_.tical comrlittee shall in- (d) Any committee which, after having

(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, crude on the fac,_ or front Fage of all lltera- flied one ,::,r more statements of organization,
whether or .not legally enforceable, to make ture and advertisements soliciting funds the dgsbands or determines it will no longer re-
an expenditure, and following notice: c_.qve con. tributions or make expenditures

(3) a transfer of funds between political "A copy of our report filed with the appro- daring' t_l_e calendar year in an aggregate
committees; prtate supervisory officer is (CE will be) avail- a:_xount e_gceeding $1,000 shall so notify the

(g) "supervisory officer" means the See- able for purchase from the Superintendent superviso_:y officer.
retary of the Senate with respect to candi- of Documents, United States Government P_PoaTs B'ff POLITICAL COMMITTEES AND CANDi-
dates for Senator; the Clerk of the House of Printing Of[ice, _rashington, ]),C. 20402.". DATES

Representatives with respect to candidates (2) (A) The supervisory oi_cer shall corn- SEC. 30{.. (a) Each treasurer of a political
for Representative in, or Delegate or Rest- pile anti furnish to the Puklie Printer, not
dent Commissioner to, the Congress.of the later than the last day of 1Via]ch of each year, commJ.tte,_ supporting a candidate or candi-dates :[or election to Federal office, and each
United States; and the Comptroller General an annual report for each poi: tlcal committee candidate for election to such office, shall fi::e
of the United States in any other case; w:hich has filed s, :_eport with him under this _ith the appropriate supervisory o_cer re-

t.h) "person" means an individual, part- title during the 'm._riod from .%_arch 10 of the
nership, committee, association, corporation, precedinl_' calendar year through January 31 parts of .:'e(,,elpts and expenditures on fortes.to be prescribed or approved by him. Such
labor organization, and any other organiza- of' the year in which such ennual report is reports si:tall be fled on the tenth day of
tion or group of persons; and made available ':o the Public Printer. Each A,iarch, J_lne. and September, in each year

ti) "State" means each State of the United such annual report shall contain-- a:ad on t_e fifteenth and fifth days nex_ pre-
States, the District of Columbia, the Corn- ti) a copy of the statement of organiza- ceding the ,date on which an election is held
monwealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory tion of the political eommittee required un- and also by the thirty-first day of January.
or possession of the United States. der section 303, together w_th any amend- Such reports shall be complete as of such

ORGANIZATION O_ POLITICAL COi%_5_[ITTEES meets thereto; _,r.d date as the supervisory officer ruay prescribe,

SEC. 302. (a) Every political committee (ii) a copy of each repozt flied by such _hich sh_il! not be less than five days before
shall have a chairman and a treasurer. No committee under section 304 from March 10 tile date of filing, except that any contribu-
contribution and no expenditure shall be of the pceceding year through January 31 of lion o:[ $5,000 or more received after the last
accepted or made by or on behalf of a politi- the yeai iix which the ann'lal report is so report is fled prior to the election shall be
cai committee at a time when there is a furnished to the Public PEin:er. reported 'within forty-eight hours after i'_s
vacancy in the office of chairman or treasurer (B) T_e Public Printer skall make copies receipt.
thereof. No expenditure shall be made for of such annual reports available for sale to (b) Each report under this section shall
or on behalf of a political committee without the public by tile Superintendent of Doc'u- discloae-
the authorization of its chairman or tress- ments as soon sm practicabl._ after they are (1) the amount of cash on h_md at the be-
urer, or their designated agents, r_eive_[ from the supervisory officer, ginning cf the reporting period;
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(2) the full name and mailing address (oc- the supervisory Grocer a statement conta'tntng That _my information copied from such re-
cupation p.nd the principal place of business, the lnformatio:a required by section 304. ports _nd statements shall not be .,_old or
If any) of each person who has made one or Statements required by this sectio_ shall be utUizecl by any person for the purpose of
more contributions to or for such committee filed on the dales on which repori_ b7 po- soliciting contributions or for any commer-
or candidate (Including the purchase of tick- ltttcal committees are filed, but need not be clal purpose;
ets for events suchasdlnners, luncheons, ral- cumulative. (5) to preserve such reports and state-
lies, and similar fundraising events) within roEr_AL EEQUl_EME1WrSRESPECVrlN(;REPORTS ments for a period of ten years from date of
the calendar year in an aggregate amount or &_._DSTATEMENTS receipt;, except that reports and statements
value in excess of $100, together with the relating solely to candidates for the House of
amount and date of such contributions; SEC. 306. (a) A report or statementreq,,qred Representatives shall be preserved for only

(3) the total sum of individual contrlbu- by this title to be filed by a treasurer of a five years from the date of receipt;
lions made to or for such committee or can- political committee, a candidate, or by any .(6) to compile and maintain a current list
didate during the reporting period and not other person, shall be verified by the oath or of all _'_tatements or parts of statements per-
reported under paragraph (2); affirmation of the person filing such report or raining to each candidate;

(4) the name and address of each political statement, taken before any officer author- (7) tO prepare and publish an annual re-
committee or candidate from which the re- lzed to administer oaths, port ia:_cluding compilations of (A) total re-
porting committee or the candidate received, (b) A copy of a report or statement shall ported contributions and expenditures for
or to which that committee or candidate be preserved b.v the person filing it :for a all candidates, political committees, and
made, any transfer of funds, together with period of time to be designated by the bu- other persons during the year; (B) total
the amounts and dates of all transfers; pervlsory officer in a published regulation, amou_Lts expended according to such cate-

(5) each loan to or from any person within (c) The supervisory officer may,' by pub- gories as he shall determine and broken
the calendar year in an aggregate amount or lished regulation of general applicability, re- down into candidate, party, and nonparty ex-
value in excess of $100, together wlth the full lieve any category of political committe=es of penditures on the national, State, and local
names and matting addresses (occupations the obligation to comply with section 304 if levels; (C) total amounts expended for in-
and the principal places of business, if any) such committee (1) primarily support.'; per- finenc:ing nominations and elections stated
of the lender and endorsers, if any, and the sons seeking State or local office, and does not separately; (D) total amounts contributed
date and amount of such loans; substantially support candidates, and (2) according to such categories of amounts as

(6) the total amount of proceeds from (A) does not operate: in more than one State or on he shall determine and broken down into
the sale of tickets to each dinner, luncheon, a statewlde basis, contributions on the national, State, and lo-
rally, and other fundraislng event; (B) mass (d) The supervisory officer shall, by pub- cal levels for candidates and political corn-
collections made at such events; and (C) llshed regulations of general app;_lcabtttty, mittees; and (E) aggregate amounts con-
sales of items such as political campaign pins, prescribe the manner In which contributions tributed by any contributor shown to have
buttons, badges, flags, emblems, hats, ban- and expenditures in the nature of ciebts and contributed in excess of $100;
ners, literature, and similar materials; other contracts, agreements, and proml:_;;es to (8) to prepare and publish from time to

(7) each contribution, rebate, refund, or make contrlbutl:ons or expenditures, shall be time _peclal reports comparing the various
other receipt In excess of $100 not otherwise reported. Such regulations shall provide that totals and categories of contributio:ns and
listed under paragraphs (2) through (6); they be reported in separate schedul.es. In de- expenciitures made with respect to preced-

(8) the total sum of all receipts by or for termining aggrt._gate amounts of cont:cibu- lng elections;
such committee or candidate during the re- tiGriS and expenditures, amounts re:port,ed as (9) to prepare and publish such other re-
porting period; provided in such regulations shall not be ports ss he may deem appropriate;

(9) the full name and mailing address (oc- considered until actual payment is mad_. (10) to assure wide dissemination of sta-
cupation and the principal place of business, REPORTS O_f CONVENTION F]NANCL_:;_ tistlcs, summaries, and reports prepared un-
if any) of each person to whom expenditures sEC. 30'/. Each committee or other organi- der this title;
have been made by such committee or on be- zation which-- (11) to make from time to time audits and
half of such committee or candidate within (I) reigresent:_ a State, or a political sub- field l:avestigations with respect to reports
the calendar year In an aggregate amount or division thereof, or any group of persol:m, in and s_;atements filed under the provisions
value in excess of $100, the amount, date, and dealing with officials o'f a national political of this title, and with respect to alleged fail-
purpose of each such expenditure and the party with respect to matters lnvolvJing a ures to file any report or statement required
name and address of, and office sought by, convention held in such State or political under the provisions of this title;
each candidate on whose behalf such expert- subdivision to nominate a candidate fo:r the (12) to report apparent violations of law
dilute was made; office of President or Vice President, or to the appropriate law enforcement authori-

(10) the fx{ll name and mailing address (2) represent.,_ a national political party in ties; and
(13) to prescribe suitable rules and ragu-

(occupation and the principal place of busi- making arrangements for the conwmtlon of lations to carry out the provisions of this
ness, if any) of each person to whom an ex- such party held to nominate a candldall;e for
pendlture for personal services, salaries, and the office of President or Vice President, title.

(b) The supervisory officer shall encour-
reimbursed expenses in excess of $100 has shall, within sLlty days following the el_ld of age, a_M cooperate with, the election ,officials
been made, and which is not otherwise re- the convention (but not later thm_ twenty in the several States to develop pr_;edures
ported, including the amount, date, and pur- days prior to the date on which presidential which will eliminate the necesstty of multi-
pose of such expenditure; and vlce-presld,_ntial electors are cho;sen), pla filings by permitting the filing of copies

(11) the total sum of expenditures made file with the Comptroller Genera[ of the of PeC_eral reports to satisfy the State re-
by such committee or candidate during the United States a full and complete financial qulrementS.
calendar year; statement, In such 'form and detail as he may (c) 2Ctshall be the duty of the Comptroller

(12) the amount and nature of debts and prescribe, of th,_ sources from which 11; de- Gener_%l to serve as a national clearinghouse
obligations owed by or to the committee, in rived its funds, and the purposes far which for information In respect to the aqmlnls-
such form as the supervisory officer may pre- such funds were expended, tratlor_ of elections. In carrying out hisscribe and a continuous reporting of their
debts and obligations after the election at nxrrms OF _HE 'SUPERVISORYOF}_IC_R duties under this subsection, the Comptroller
such periods as the supervisory officer may SEc. 308. (a) It shall be the duty of the General shall enter Into contracts for the
require until such debts and obligations are supervisory cmcer-- purpose of conducting indepe,_dent studies
extinguished; and (1) to develop and furnish to the p,E;rson of the administration of elections. Such

(13) such other Information as shall be re- required by the provisions of this Act pre- studies shall include, but shall not be _tmiCed
qutred by the supervisory officer, scribed forms for the making o! the re:laorta to, studies of--

(c) The reports required to be filed by sub- and statements required to be filed with him (1) the method of selection of, and the
section (a) shall be cumulative during the under this title; type o:f duties assigned to, officials and per-
calendar year to which they relate, but where (2) to prepare, publish, and furnL:;:h to sonnel working On boards of elections;
there has been no change in an item re- the person required tO file such relc,ort.,_,and (2) practices relating to the regtstratlot_
ported in a previous report during such year, statements a manual setting forth recom- =ofvoters; and
only the amount need be carried forward. If mended uniform methods of boo:_tkeeping (3) voting and counting methods,
no contributions or expenditures have been and reporting; iStudi_; made under this subsection shall be
accepted or expended during a calendar year, (3) to develop a filing, coding, and c:ross- published by the Comptroller General and
the treasurer of the political committee or indexing system consonant with the put- copies thereof shall be made available to the
candidate shall file a statement to that effect, poses of this title; genera:_ public upon the payment of the cost

(4) to make the reports and staten:,ents thereof. Nothing In this subsection shall be
REPORTSE_ OTHERSTHAN POL_T[CA_- filed with him available for public _spection construed to authorize the Comptroller Gert-

COMMITTEES and copying, commencing as soon as prac- era[ to require the inclusion of any corn-
SEc. 305. Every person (other than a po- tlcable but not later than the end o_I the merit or recommendation of the Comptroller

litlcal committee or candidate) who makes second day following the day during which ,General tn any such study.
contributions or expenditures, other than by it was received, and to permit copying of any (d) (t) Any person who believes a violation
contribution to a political committee or can- such report or statement by hand or by du- of this title has occurred may file a complaint
didate, in an aggregate amount in excess of plicating machine, as requested by any per- 'with the supervisory officer. If the supervisory
$i00 within a calendar year shall file with son, at the expense of such person: ProsuMerS, officer <tetermlnes there is substantial reason
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to believe such a violation has eccurred_ he received, and to permit copyln/: off any such EFFECTiVE DATE

shall expeditiously make an investigation, rela<wt or statement by hand or by dupllcat- SEc. 406. F.xcept as provided for In section
which shall also include an investigation of lng machine, requcs_d by any person, at the 401 of this Act, the provisions of this Act
reports and statements filed by the corn- expense of such pel-son; and shall becotr_e effective on December 31, 1971,
plalnant if he l_ a candidate, of the matter (4) to compile a:ud maintal_ a current list or slxty days after the date of enactment of
complained of. Whenever in the Judgment of of ,all statements or parts of statements .thl_ Act, whichever is later.
the supervisory officer, after affording due pertaining to each candidate. And the House agree to the same.
notice and an opportunity for a hearing, any
person has engaged or is about to engage in PRO]_xBrrxo_v O2_ CCNTRI_BUTIONS XN NAME Cie WAYNE L. HAYS,
any acts or practices which constitute or i_fOTHER WAT]KINS _[. ABBITT,

will constitute a violation of any provision Silo. 810. No' person shall m_ke a contrl- I_N GRAY,
of this title or any regulation or order issued butlon in the name of anothec person, and JaM_s HARVEY,
thereunder, the Attorney General on behalf no ]person shall kn(_lngly accept a contri- WM. L. DICKINSON,
of the United States shall institute a civil bution made by one person in the name of _'anagers o_ _he Part ol the House as to
action for relief, including a permanent or another Person. Titles _'I_, IV, and V o! the House
temporary injunction, restraining order, or PE_rALTY fOR VXOLtTZO_S Amend_,_ent.

any other appropriate order in the district SEC. 311. (a) An:_ person who violates any HARLEY O. STAC.CERS,
court of the United States for the district in of tlhe provisions ¢,f this title :_hall be fined TORBERT H. MACD_NALI),
which the person is found, resides, or trane- not more than $1,000 or Lmprlscned not more LIONEL VAN DEERL:iN,
acts business. Upon a proper showing that than one year, or both. SA_xrrL L. DEvx_rr,

A2¢cI_ ER NELSEN,
such person has engaged or is about to engage (b) In case of s,ny conviction under this
in such acts or practices, a permanent or _'anagers o_ t_e Part o/ the HOuse as to
·temporary injunction, restraining order, or title, where the punishment inflicted does .TitlEs I and II o! the House
other order shall be granted without bond by not Include lmpri,,;cnment, sui;h conviction AmendJ,nent.
such court, shah be deemed a misdemeanar conviction

(2) In any action brought under paragraph only'. JOHN O. PASTORE,
(1) of this subsection, subpenas for witnesses TITLE IV--G]_)IERAL PROVISION P.A. HART,VAN'CE HARTKE,
who are required to attend a United States XX'rENSION OF ¢,qSED1W'BY RF_ULATED B. EVI_ETT JORDAN,
district court may run into any other district, x_mvsTams HOWAa_ W. CANNON',

(3) Any party aggrieved by an order granted Sr.c. 401. The Civ£l Aeronautics Board, the CLAXBORNE PELL,

'under paragraph (1) of this subsection may, Fedcral Communications Commission, and HOWARD BA_ER,
at any time within sixty days after the date the Interstate CoEMnerce Commission aha11 _iARLOW COOK,
of entry thereof, file a petition with the each. promulgate, within nlne';y dayS after Tr_ STEVENS,
United States court of appeals for the circuit the date of enactr:ent of this Act, its own HUG_ SCOTT,
in which such person if found, resides, or regulations with r_pect to th_ extension of _E'anagers on the Part o! the Senate.
transacts business, for Judicial review of credit, without secm, ity, by any person regu-such order.

lated by such Boa;_d or Commieslon to any JoniT EXP1L_,NATORY STATEMENT O_' THE COM-
(4) The Judgraent of the court of appeals candidate t'or Fede:ml Office (as such term is _,_r_rEE OF CONFERENCF,

affirming or setting aside, In whole or in part, defined in section 301 (c) of the Federal Elco- The managers on the part of the House
any such order of the district court shall be tion Campaign Act cf 1971), or to any person and the Set, ate at the conference on the dis-
final, subject to revlewby the Supreme Court on behalf of such a candidate, for goods agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
of the United States upon certiorari or cer- furnished or service.'; rendered :_1 connection amendment of the House to the bill (S. 382)
tificatlon as provided in section 1254 of title with the campaig:_ of such candidate for to promote fair practices In the conduct of28, United States Code.

nomination_ for ele,%ion, Or election, to such election campaigns for Federal political
(5) Any action brought under this sub- office, offices, and for other purposes, submit the

section shall be advanced on the docket of following Jc_int statement to the House and
the court in which filed, and put ahead of ali PRoHmrrxoz¢ a,a_m_sT uss or Cr_tTAn_ FZDEaaX, the Senate Jn explanation of the effect of the
other actions (other than other actions F_r;OS Fca ]_,ECTION AC_IrVI_IIE_ action agreed, upon by the managers and
brought under this subsection). SEC. 402. iNo part o:f any funds appropriated recommend_d in the accompanyi, ng confer-

SrATEMF_TS x_mrv _-_ STARX OrFICmZS to carry out the Ec_)nomic Opportunity Act ence report:
of 1964 shall be used to finance, directly or 'The Hou.'_e amendment struck out all ofSEc. 309. (a) A copy of each statement re_

quired to be filed with a supervisory officer indirectly, any actlv!.ty design_i to Influence the Senate i)i):l after the enacting clause and
by this title shall be filed with the Secretary the outcome of any election to Federal office, Inserted a _mbstltute text.
of State (or, if there is no omee of Secretary or any voter registr_tion actlWty, or to pay The Senate recedes from its disagreement
of State, the equivalent State officer) of the the salary of any of Scer or employee of the to ';l_e amendment of the House, with an
appropriate State. For purposes of thls sub- Office of Economic Opportunity who, in his amendment which is a substitute for both

official capacity as such an office:.' or employee, the Senate bill and the House amendment.
section, the term "appropriate State" engages In any suc;a activity. A:; used In this The differe_mes between the Senate bill, thenleans_

(1) for reports relating to expenditures section, the term "election" Las the same House araeLdment, and the substitute agreed
and contributions in connection with the meaning given such term by s_tion 301(a) to in coxffe_ence are noted below,, except for

of the Federal Election Campai8n Act of 1971, clerical corrections, conforming changes
campaign for nomination for election, or and the term "FeCeral office" Aas the same made necessary by reason of agreementselection, of a candidate to the office of
President or Vice President of the United meaning given such term by section 301 (c) reached by the conferees, and minor draft-

of such Act. lng and clarifying changes.
States, each State in which an expenditure
15 made by him or on his behalf, and F_'FECT ON STATE L_W CAI_[IC'AXGNCOMMUNICAq_IONS

(2) for reports relating to expenditures S_. 403, (a) N_';hing in tills Act shall Equa; time anc_ relate_ matters
and contributions in connection with the be deemed to invalLdate or mak,; Inapplicable Repeal of Equal Time Requirement for Can-
campaign for nomination for election, or any provision, of any State law. except where didat_s for Federal Elective Office
election, of a candidate to the office of Sen- compliance with st;ch provision of law would
ator or Representative in, or Delegate or result in a violation of a pro_qsion of this Senate bi;:L--The Senate bill amended sub-

section ia) of section 315 of the Communl-
Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of Act. cations Act of 1934 (which presently pro-
the United States, the State In which he (b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), no rides that :if a licensee permits any legally
seeks election, provision of .'_tate law shall be construed to qualified candidate for public office to use

(b) It shall be the duty of the Secretary prohibit any person from taking any action his station_ he must afford equal oppcr-
of State, or the equivalent State officer, un- authorized by this Act or fro_z_ making any tunitles to _dl other candidates for the same
der subsection (a)-- expenditure (as such term is defined in office in the use of his station) to make that

(1) to receive and maintain in an orderly section 301(f) of this Act) wLlch he could subsecthm Inapplicable to candidates for
manner all reports and statements required lawfully make under this Act. Federal elective office (President, Vice Presl-
by this title to l_e filed with him; dent. SenatOr, Representative, Delegate, and

(2) to preserve such reports and state- paaTX_,L INVALIDXT]' Resident Commissioner).
menta for a period of ten years from date of, S_. 404. If any provision of this Act, or I_ouse a?_endraent.--The House amend-
receipt, except that reports and statements the application thereof to any pe_on or cir- ment made no change in section 315(a).
relating solely to candidates for the House of curastance_ is held invalid, the .alidity of the Con/erence s_bstitute.--The conference
Representatives shall be preserved for only remainder of the Act and the application of substitute does not include this provision of
five years from the date of receipt; such provision to other person,; and circum- ttxe Senate bLll.

(3) to make the reports and statements stances shall not ]_ affected thereby.
filed with him available for pnbllc inspection Program Format
and copying during regular office hours, com- arr_LXN_ crease Senate bii'.l..--The Senate bill al?_o provided
menclng a,_ soon as practicable but not later SEC. 405. 2[qae Yederal Corrapt Practices tha_ wh_m a licensee permits a legally qual-
than the end of the day during which it was Act, 1925 (2 U.S.C. 241-256), _ repealed, lfie_l can dicate for Federal elective office to
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use his broadcasting station tn connection Nonbroadeast Media Access no candidate for Presidential nomination
with the candidate's campaign, the licensee House amendment.--Section 103(b) (2) of could spend for the use in a State of corn-
must afford the candidate maximum flexi- the House version required any person who municatlons media, or for the use in a State

bUlty In choking his program format, made space available In any newsp:aper or of broacicast stations, on behalf of his can-
House amendment.--No comparable pro- magazine to any legally qualified candidate didaey for Presidential nomination a total

vision, for Federal elective office, or nomina_,;ion amount in excess of either the overall com-

I_on/erenee substitute_The Senate re- thereto, in eonnection with the candidate's E0_unlcatlons media limitation, or the broad-
cedes on this provision, campaign, to make equivalent space avail- cast limitation, which would have been ap-

able on the same basis to all candidates for plicable to him had he been a candidate for
Media rate and access requirements the same office, the office of Senator from that State (or for

Charges by Broadcast Stations Senate biR.--The Senate bill conta:tned no Delegate, or Resident Commissioner in the

Both the Senate Bill and the House provision comparable to section 103(h) (211 of cede of the District of Colurabla or Puerto
amendment revised section 315(b) of the the House amendment. Rico).
Communications Act of 1934. Under the ex- Con/create substitute.--The Hottse re- Under the House amendment, a person

'lstlng section 315(b), the charges made for cedes, would be considered a candfda,te for ]?real-
the use of any broadcast station for any Free or Reduced Rate Use of Nonbroadcast dential nomination if he made (or any other

person xnade on his behalf) an expenditureof the purposes set forth In section 315 may Media
not exceed the charges made for compara- for the _se of any communications medium
ble use of the station for other purposes. Senate btli.--Se_ction 103(e) of the Senate on behalf of his candidacy for any political

HoUSe amen_ment.--The House amend- bill provided thai; any person who furnl.,_hes party's nomination in an election to the office
meat provided that the charges made for the use of any nonbroadcast ocr. ami:mi- of President. He was considered to be such
the use of any broadcasting station by any cations medium to or for the benefit of any a candidate during the period--
person who is a legally qualified candidate such candidate without charge or at a re- (1) beginning on the date on which such
for any public office could not exceed "the duced rate wouldt be deemed to have made an expenditure was first made or, if later, on
actual charges made by such station for an// a contribution to such candidate An an January 1 of the year of the election, and
comparable use of such station for other amount equal to the excess of the rate m,or- (il) ending on the date on which the pollt-
purposes". (Matter inserted in existing law really charged ovt_ the rate (if any) charged leal party nominated a candidate for the of-such candidate, flee of President.

in ltalic.) _Hov_e amendment.--The House amend- The Attorney General was directed to pre-Senate bilL--The Senate bill revised sec-

tton 315(b) to require that the charges made ment contained no comparable provision, scribe regulations under which any expendl-
Con/create su;Sstitute._The Senl_te re- lure for the use in two or more States of afor the use of a broadcast station by any

person who is a legally qualified candidate cedes, communications medium by a candidate for
for public office could not, during the 45 Limttatton_ on expenditures _or ustc, ¢1,! Presidential nomination would be attributed
days preceding a primary election and dur- comm_;nicatton8 media to the candidate's expenditure limitation ineach of the States, based on the number of
lng the 60 days preceding a general or spe- Both the Sen:ate blll and the House- persons :in the State who could reasonably be
cial election, exceed the lowest unit charge amendment imposed limitations on expez:,dl- expected to he reached by such medium.
of the station for the same class and amount lures for the use of communications, media The House amendment also provided that,
of time for the same period. The compara- by candidates for Federal elective off]ce_ for purposes of the bill and section 315 of the
ble rate requirement under existing law Amount of Limitation Communications Act, a candidate for Presi-
would have continued to apply except dur-
ing these 45 and 60 day periods. House amendment._The House bill. con- dential _omination would be considered a

Conlerenee substitute.--The conference rained au overall limit on expenditures for legally qualified candidate for public office.
substitute includes this provision of the the use of communications media of 'the Conference substit_te.--The conference

greater of (1) 104 times voting age popu- substitute contains the provisions of the
Senate bill. latlon, or (2) $50,000. In addition, the House House amendment respecting candidates for

Access to Broadcast Stations bill provided that not more than 60% of the presidential nomination, except that the
Senate b/lL--The Senate bill made a broad- overall communications media limitation function of prescribing regulations is vested

cast license subject to revocation under sec- could be spent for the use of broadcast;lng in the Comptroller General rather than the
lion 312(a) of the Communications Act for stations. &tierney General.
willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable Senate bilL--The Senate bill had two sep- "Escalator" Provision

access to or to permit purchase of reason- state limitations: One limitation of 5t tl_::aes Senate. bilL--The Senate bill provided that
able amounts of time for the use of a broad- voting age population (or, if greater. $30,- the broadcast and nonbroadcast expenditure
casting station by any legally qualified candi- 000), applicable to expenditures for the _mse limitations computed under the "5 cent"
date on behalf of his candidacy, of broadcast stations; and a second limits- formulas, would be increased (beginning in

Ho_e amendment.--No comparable provI- tion of 5¢ times voting age population (or, 1972) in proportion to increases in the Con-
sion. ff greater, $30,0(_)), applicable to ext_ndi- aumer Price Index over calendar year 1970.

Conferez_ce substitute.--This provision is lures for the use of nonbroadcast _omruu- House amen_ment.--Under the House
Included in the conference substitute, with a nications media. Section 104 of the Senate amendment, the Secretary of Commerce was
clarifying amendment limiting the provision bill permitted not more than 20% of e[thel:! of directed to set up a communications price
to use of broadcast stations by candidates for the two limitations to be transferred to the :index to measure changes in the charges to
Federal elective office, A conforming amend- other, if the Federal Elections Commies:ion m;andidates for the use of communications
ment is also made to section 315(a). was notified, media. Biennially, beginning in 1974, the

Nonbroadcast Media Rates Conference substitute.--The conference ,_ecretary of Commerce would certify a pro-
substitute incorporates the provisions of 121e portiona_e increase or decrease in the 10 cent

House amendment.---The House section House amendment, multiplier and the $50,000 alternative limit,
103(b) (1) provided that, to the extent that Primaries. ba_ed cfi changes in the communicatioztsany person sold space in any newspaper or
magazine to a legally qualified candidate for Both the Senate bill and the House price index.
Federal elective office, or nomination thereto, amendment provided that each primary, gen- Conference substitute.--The conference
In connection with that candidate's cam- eral, special, or runoff, election would be _;ubstltu_;e follows the provisions of the Sen-

paign, the charges made for the use of the treated as a separate election and hawil! a ate bill with technical and conforming
space in connection with his campaign could separate expenditure limitation applicable to _:hanges. Under the conference substitute
not exceed the charges made for comparable lt. The conference substitute contain:t this ,_ach co_anunlcations media expenditure lira-
use of such space for other purposes, provision. [tation computed under section 104 (a_ Il )

Senate bilL--The Senate bill provided that Presidential Primaries (A) would be increased in proportion to hi-
creases in the Consumer Price Index. with

during the 45 days preceding any primary Senate bilL--The Senate bill provided _l:xat base peri0d being calendar year 1970. The first
election, and during the 60 days preceding In computing the, limitations for brlmdeast _ear in which an increase could occur would
any general or special election, the charges and nonbroadcv, st expenditures appilcahle to be 1972.
made for the use of any nonbroadcast eom- Presidential primary elections, the voting For example, since the Consumer :Price
munlcations medium (newspapers. maga- agepopulationln_lleStatalnwhichtheelec- Index for the base period (1970) is 100, if
zincs, other periodicals, billboards) by an in- lion is held would be used to com,)ute :[&e the Consumer Price Index for 1971 w.as. 10!.3.
dlvfdual who is a legally qualified candidate expenditure limitations, and that a candi- _ach limitation under section 104(a) (1) IA)
for Federal elective office may not exceed date's expeudltures for a Presidential primary ,_ould b_._ increased by 4.3 percent. Thus, in
the lowest unit rate charged others by the in a State could :not exceed the limitations a State which for 1971 had a voting age pop-
person furnishing such medium for the same applicable to that State. 'alation o,f 400,000, the overall media expmidi-
amount and class of space. House a?nendment.--The House amend- %ure limitation for senatorial candictates

C'on]ere_we substitute.--The conference ment lmposcd State-by-State limitations on would be the greater of__
substitute the provisions of the House media expendlture_ by candidates for Presi- (A) $41,720 (the product of 101 × 400,000,
amendment in this respect, dential nomination. Under the amendment, [ncreasect by 4.3 percent), or
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(B) $52,150 ($50,000 increased by 4.3 per- (7onferenee sitb._titute..--This provision was L_!_gally Qualified Candidate
cent), not included in the conference substitute be- _enate bi!iL--Legally qualified candida_

The broadcast limitation in this example ca_se the FCC has adequate _uthority to re- was defined under title I of the Senate bill

wolzld be $31_190 (60 percent of the 852,150 quire reports uncter existing 'aw. as a perso:_ who iA) meets the qualifications
overall limit). The primary election limits Optional Coverage of State and Local prescribed by the applicable laws to hold
would be identical to the limits for the gen- I/Sections the Feder:tl elective office for which he is

eral election: $52,150 for all media expendi- ,_enate b/iL--The Senate bill contained a candidate _,nd (B) Is eligible under ap-

tures, and $31,2,90 for broadcast expenditures, provision pcrmtttl_ag States, if certain con- pllcabb_ _tate law to be voted for by the
Voting Age Population ditions were met _o impose limitations un- eb._ctorate directly or by means of delegates

Senate biU.--Under the Senate bill the "5 der State law o:a expenditures for use of or eleei_r_.
cent" formulas were based on "resident pop- broadcasting static,ns by or or. behalf of can.- House c mendment.--Under title ! of the
ulatlon of voting age", determined annually didates for State and local elective offices, House amex:tdment, the definition of legally
for the year preceding the election, and prohibiting any broadca_;t station from qualified _:_'andidate incorporated the FCC's

House amendment.--The House "10 cent" making any charg,_ for the use of such eta- definition of legally qualified candidate for
formula was based on "resident civilian pop- tion unless the cpr,didate (or his represents- purposes of section 315(a) of the Communi-
ulation, 18 years of age and older", estimated tire) certifies that the payment of the charge cations Act. The FCC's regulations presently
biennially, beginning in 1972. will not violate thE_ applicable State expendi- de,line legl_lly qualified candidate as a perso:a

Conference substitute.--The conference ture limitation, who has 9ublicly announced his candidacy,
substitute bases Its "10 cent" formula on ,F/omse amendment_The House amend- who holds Che qualifications for the office,
"resident population, 18 years of age and ment contained no comparable provision, arid who has either qualified for a place o:a
older" estimated annually, beginning in 1972. Conference sub_iitute..--Th4; House recedes, t.he ballot or ks a write-in similar candidatewho meet.; certain requirements.
Expenditures by Political Committees, Etc., Definl:tions/or :title I Conlere_'_ce substitute.--The conference

or by Vice Presidential Candidates Comm'_xications l_:edia sc bstitute follows the provisions of the Sen-
Both the Senate hill and the House amend- ,Senate bill.--Title I of the Senate bill ap _ ate bill.

ment provided, and the conference substi- pll,ed to broadcasting slalions (defined. 'Use of _J:ei:.tia by or on Behalf of Candidate
t_tte provides, that amounts spent for the use in,frs) and nonbmadcast e_mmunicatlons Senate _iU.--Under title I of the Senate
of communications media on behalf of any m(_dia. Nonbroad,:ast communications media bill, use t,:i communications media by or o:a
legally qualified candidate for Federal elec- was defined as newspapers, :nagazines, and behalf of any candidate includes not only
tire office (or for nomination to such office) other periodical publications, and bLllboards_ amounts ;:;pent for advocating a candidate's
will, for purposes of the expenditure limi- .House amendment.--Communlcations me- cl.-ct, ion, but also amounts spent for urging
rations of the bill, be deemed to have been dis was defined, for purposes of title I of the tlc defeat.: of his opponent or derogating his
spent by the candidate. Under this provision, House amendment, as broadcasting stations, opponent's stand on campaign issues.
the expenditure limitations of the bill apply newspapers, magm_lnes, and outdoor adver- Ho_e a?nendment._The House amend-
to all communications media expenditures rising facilities. Tl'_le II of the House amend-

merit (:onl;ains no comparable provision.on behalf of tl_e candidate, whether made by merit expanded the coverage _f the expendi-
the candidate, a political committee, an in- lure limitation provisions of the House Con/ere:_ce substitute.--Thc, conference
dividual, or otherwise, and whether or not amendment to lrLclude the e(st of telephone stLbstltute does not include this provision of
the person making the expenditure is au- campalgtLs when banks of fige or more itt- the Se:aa_,._ bill However, the c_anferees wish
thorized by the candidate to do so. (See the struments are urn;d, and postage for corn- to stress i;hat the deletion of this provision
second following paragraph for requirement puterized or ident:lcal malllnl,s in quantities does not evince an intention to exclude from
of certification from candidate.) of 200 or more. (_ below foe description of the cover;cge of the expenditure limitatior,:s

In addition, amounts spent for the use of this provision in House amerdment.) e_end:it_res urging the defeat of a candidate
broadcasting stations by or on behalf of any Con/erence substitute.--The conference or derogal;ing his stand on campaign issues.
legally qualified candidate for Vice President substitute defines communications media as In many <_ses such an expenditure is clearly
will, for the purposes of such limitations, be broadcasting stations, new,';papers, mags- on behali of another candidate, and would
deemed to have been spent by the candidate zincs, ou'gioor ad.vertising facilities, and tel- b_; treatec, so for purposes of the expenditure
for the office of President with whom he IS ephones; but provides that, with respect to li:_ltat.lor_,a. The conferees expect that the
running, telephones, spending or an expenditure will O_mptrolJer General will prescribe regula-

Certification Requirements be, deemed to be s:pending or an expenditure tisns resI:.ectlng this matter.
for the a_se of communications media only Voting Age Population

The Senate bill, House amendment, and if such spending or expenditure is for the ,gee ext_lanation on page 25.
conference substitute all provide that no costs of telepho:a*._s, paid tetephonists, and State
charge may be made for the use of any news- automatic telephc,ne equipment, used by a
paper, magazine, outdoor advertising facility, cancUdate_ for Federal electiv.; office to corn- Hou:_e _mendment.--State was defined urn-
or broadcasting station unless the candidate municate with ]aotential voCers (excluding der the Fl:)t_e amendment to include Puerto
or his authorized representative certifies that any costs of telephones incurred by a volun- i_ico a_ad _;he District of Columbia.
payment of tlxe charge will not violate the toerfor use of teh_phones by him). Senate l)ill.--No comparable provision.
applicable expenditure limitations. _on_'er_:_ee substitute.--The Senate r_-

special Rules Relating to Agency Commts- Broadcasting f]tations, License, Station cedes.Licensee
slons; Determination of Election to Which Regulations
Expenditure Is Allocable The definltlon_ of the terms "broadcast- Senate bilL--Title I of the Senate bill COn-
House amendment.---The House amend- lng staClon", ":.ltense", and "station li-censee'' are tde:aCical in the Senate bill, '_ained no provision generally authorizing

ment provided that in computing the House amendment, and conference substi- a_y Federal officer or agency to prescribe
amount of a candidate's expenditures for lute. Thc definitkm of broattcasting station reg?ala_;io_:_s to carry out title Z, although the
the use of communications media, there incorporates the definition of broadcasting F.=deral E::eetions Commission was authorized
would be included not only the direct charges station used for l:urposes of the Communi- to preser:ibe regulatlons under section 1C4
of communications media, but also agents' cations Act, but ados to that definition corn- (relating I;o limited interchange between ex-
commissions allowed the agent by the media.
In addition the House amendment proviaed munlty antenna television s I stems, penditure limitations) and the Federal Cor_-
that for purposes of section 104 of the House Federa_ Elective ()ffice ._.unications Commission's general rulemak-
amendment and'section 315(c)of the Corn- Senate bill.---:_'ederal elective office was ir_g authority under the Communicatiorts
municatlons Act, any expenditure for the use defined for purpo._;es of title I of the Senate AcC applied to the sections of the b111 amend[-
of any communications medium by or on be- bill to :include President, Vice President, lng that t!.ci;.
half of the candidacy of a candidate for Fed- Senator, Representative, DeI_gate, and Res- House amendment..--The House Amend-
eral elective office (or nomination thereto) ldent Commissioner. _ent au;:horized the Att_r'_ey General to

would be charged against the expenditure House amendr_.ent.--The d,finition of Fed- p:_escribe regulations to carry out section 102
limitation applicable to the election in which eral elective offio; for purposes of title I (,2efinlLticas), section 103(b) (charges by
the medium is used. of the House amendment _as identical to

Senate biZl..--No comparable previsions, the Senate definition except that the office a_d acce.'_;s to newspapers and magazines),
Conference substitute.--The conference of Vice President; was not ir,rated as a Fed- secttorL :!04ia) (expenditure limitations),

substitute contains the provisions of the eral elecClve office for purposes of the ex- alxd section 105(b) (certLfical:ion require-
House amendment, pendlture limltw;ian provisioas of that title, r_,ents for use of nonbroadcast media). The

_lepor_ing to FCC (l/lxpenditures o:a behalf of the candidacy Federal Communications Commission had
Senate bill,--The Senate bill contained a of a Vice Presidential candidate are deemed a,_thorlty to prescribe regulations to carzy

provision requiring broadcasting stations and to have been made on behalf of the Presi- o_t the p_;ovlsions of the bill wl_ich amended
candidates to file such reports as were re- dential _mndidate with whom he is run- the Com:!a_nlcations Act. Vlolatlon of the
quired under l=CG regulations, ning.) ACtorney General's regulations was subject

House amendment.--No comparable pro- Conference s._;_,stitute.--The Senate re- 'Co the p_:aalties provided in section 106 o1
vision, cedes, the Hou_ _amendment.
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Conference _' zmbstitute._The conference CRxMn_A:r.CODEAMENDMENT_ gates t_) a constitutional convention for pro-
substitute contains the provisions of the Contributions or expenditures by _zat_onal posing amendments to the Constitution of
House amendment except that the functions Banks, corporations, or labor organizations the Untied States.

Hous_ amencZment.--The House a:mend-
of the Attorney General are vested tn the Amendment to Section 610 of Title 1_t,United ment contained identical definitions ,of the
Comptroller General. States Code terms "contribution" and "expenditure",

Penalties Senate bill.--No comparable provision, except that, in each case, the House amend-
Senate biZl._Under the Senate bill, willful House amendment.--Sectton 305 of the ment specifically excluded a loan of money

and knowing violations of section 103 of the House amendment amended section 610 of by a national or State bank made in accord-
bill or section 315 (c) or id) of the Corn- title 18 of the United States Code, relating ante with' the applicable banking laws and
munications Act were punishable by a fine to contributions or expenditures by national regulat'_ons, and in the ordinary course of
not to exceed $5,000 or imprisonment of not banks, corporations or labor organizatiions, business.
more than five years, or both. Title V of the to add a new paragraph defining the phrase Cwtlerence substitute.--The conference
Communications Act would not apply to "contribution or expenditure" to include any substitute follows the Senate bill,
these violations, direct or indirect payment, distribution, loan,

House amendment._Section 106ia) of the advance, deposit,, or gift of money, or any ]_'ederal Elections Commission and tSuper-
House amendment made any person who vic- services, or anytlling of value to an.v candi- visory Officer
lated the provisions of title I (other than date, campaign committee, or political party Senate bill.--Se_tion 301 of the Senate bill
lhose amending the Communications Act) or organization, in connection with any elec- defined the term "Commission" to mean
liable for a civil penalty of $1,000 for each tlon to any of the offices referred to in :_uch t:he Federal Electlons_ Commission. Section
violation. The sanctions provided in title V section. In the case of a contribution or ex- 310 of tfe Senate bill provided for thc estab-
c f the Communications Act would apply to penditurc by a national bank, or by a co_po- lishment of the Commission and various
persons violating the provisions added to the ration organized by authority of any law of provisions of title III of the Senate bill vested
Communications Act by title I. Congress, section 610 refers to "any l?olitical In the Commission virtually all of the func-

Section 106(b) made any candidate who office". In the case of a contribution or ex- tigriS, powers, and duties relating to the re-
_ilifully violated the expenditure limitations penditure by any corporation whatever_ or porting and disclosure of campaign funds.
cf title I subject to criminal penalties in ad- by any labor organization, section 610 refers House amendment.--The House amend-
dition to the civil penalties to which he was to the cruces of presidential and vice presl- merit omitted the definition of the term
subject under 106 ia). The maximum penalty dentlal electors; Senator; and Repre_mtative "comlmssion" and substit_lted a definition of
under this subsection was a fine of $10,000, in, or Delegate or Resident Commissl,oner to, time let. sa "supervisory officer". The House
or 1 year's imprisonment, or both. the Congress. mmendn_ent defined the term "supervisoryThe House amendment specifically pro- officer" _o mean the Secretary of the Senate

Conference substttute.--The conference riding that the phrase "contribution or ex- with xespect to Candidates for Senator; the
substitute makes violations of the provisions penditure" did not include--- Clerk of! the House of Representatives with
of title I (other than those amending the (1) communications by a corporation tc, its respect bo candidates for Representative in,
Communications Act) and of the regula- stockholders and their families or by a labor or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the
lions of the Comptroller General subject to organization to its members and the:Il' f_an- Congres_ of the United States; and the Comp-
the penalties provided' in the Set,ate bill. tlies; troller C}eneral in any other case. The l?louse
The penalties for violations of the provisions (2) nonpartisan registration and get-out- amendment omitted all references ti) the
of the bill amending the Communications the-vote campaigns by a corporation aimed Commission and substituted references to
Act follow the provisions of the Senate bill. at its stockholders and their families or by a the appropriate supervisory officer in esx_h ln-

g_ective date labor organization aimed at its members .and stance. Thus, unier the House amendment,
Senate b/IL--The provisions of the Senate their families; the functions, powers, and duties relating to

bill (other than section 401) would have (3) the establishment, administration, ,ired the reporting and disclosure of campaign
taken effect on December 31, 1971, or 60 solicitation of ec,ntributlons to a $sparate funds were vested in the supervisory officer
days after the date of enactment of the bill, segregated fund to be utilized fo r politllcal tin,ring j arisdicticn with respect to particular
whichever was later, purpose._ by a corporation or labor organi- candidates.

House amenc_ment._Sectlon 107 of the zatlon. Conference substitute.--The conference
House amendment provided that section 103 The House amendment further provided substitute is the same as _he House amend-
imedia rate requirements) would take et- that it would be unlawful for any sue_h s sp- ment.
fect on January 1, 1972. The expenditure arate segregated iun_! to make a contrlbu- Reporting of contributions by political corn-
limitations under section 104 would apply to lion or expenditure-- mittees ami candidates
expenditures for communication media if iA) by utilizing money or anything of _al- Senate biU.--Section 304(b) of the Senate
the use of the media occurs on or after Janu- ue secured by physical force, Job dl:_:rirnl- bill required that each report of receipts
ary 1, 1972. nation, financial reprisals, or the thr.$at _nd expenditures by a political committee

Conference substitute.--The House recedes, thereof; or or a candidate disclose the full name and
The conferees intend however that the ex- (B) by dues, fees, or other monies requi:t'ed :_nailing address (occupation and the prin-
penditure limitations would apply to all ex- as a condition of membership in a labor or- _ipal place of business, if any) of each person
penditures for communications media the ganization or as a condition of employment; "_11o made one or more contributions to or

, :?c_..such committee or candidate (including
use of which occurs after the'effective date Or(C) by monies obtained in any commercialof the bill. ';he purchase of tickets for fundralsing

transaction, events) within the calendar year in an ag-
EXPENDITURELIMITS FOR CERTAIq_TELEPHOl%_ES Conference sub$titttte._The conference i_regate amount or value of "$I00 or more",AND POSTAGE

substitute is identical with the Ho_ase amez_d- _x)gether with the amount and date of such
Holies amendment.--Title II of the House ment except that the phrase "contribution or _'.ontribu_;lons.

amendment imposed expenditure limits- expenditure" doet_ not include a lcm,n of .House arne_drnent.--The House amend-
lions-- money by a national or State bank made In lnent was identical, except that it required

(1) on telephone campaigns, including the accordance with the applicable banking laws _:eporting. of such contributions in an aggre-
cost of telephones, paid telephonists and and regulations and in the ordinary course ltate amc, unt "in excess of $100." Within the
automated equipment, when telephones are of business, i_aiendar year.
used in banks of five or more instruments to

DISCLOSI_'RE OF _DERAL CA_PArGI'I p1ul_laS Confd_f,_nee s_bstitllte.--The conference
communicate with potential voters, and t;ubstitute Is the same as the House amend-

(2) on postage for computerized or lden- De_tnecl terms _nent.
tical mailings in quantities of 200 or more. Contributions and Expenditures

Under this provision, no candidate for Fed- Senate bill._For the purposes of provisions Reports om convention financing
eral elective office could spend for these relating to the disclosure of Federal cain- .'_enale biU.--Section 307 of the Senate bill
purposes, in a primary, primary runoff, or paign funds, section 301 of the Senate bill _equired each committee or other organtzao
general election, an amount in excess of the contained a comprehensive definition of the lion whl¢:h_
limitations imposed on expenditures for the term "contrlbutio_" and of the term "ex- ti1) represented a State, or political sub.-
use of communications media Under title I, penditure". Each such definition inclt_ded a ¢li_ision thereof, or any group of persons, in
and any amounts spent for the use of corn- loan of money made for the purpose of i:_a- ilealing with officials of a national political
municatlons media would be counted against fiuencing the nomination for election, ,or l,a_y with respect to matters involving a
the limitation under this title, election, of any pe:rson to Federal office or as convention held In such State or political

Senate bilL--N0 comparable provision, a presidential or v:ice-presidentlal elector, or subdivision to nominate a candidate for the
Conference substitute._The conference for the purpose of influencing the result of office of President or Vice President; or

substitute deletes title II of the House a primary held for the selection of dele§ates (2) represented a national political party
amendment. However, certain expenditures to a national nonfinating convention of a l:_l making arrangements for such a con_en..
for costs of telephones, paid telephonists, and political party or for the expression of a pref- t[on,
automated telephone equipment are included erence for the ncmlnatlon of persoz_ for t:_ :file a complete financial statement of the
in the overall communications media ex- electlon to the office of President, or for the _:)urces from which its funds were derived
penditure limitation under title I. purpose of influencing the election of dele- and the purposes for which such funds wers

CXVII--2946--Par t 36
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expended. Such statement was required to imposed by the co:aference substitute on the o_ a Federal Elections Commission. Ur)der
be filed with the Federal Elections Commis- State officer with whom the ;oples are filed, the House amendment, all functions, powers,

sion within 6a, days following the end of the Federal Elections Commission a, d dutie_ relating to the disclosure of Fed-
convention, but not later than 20 days be- eral campaign funds, referred to above lid
fore the date on which presidential and 'vice Establishment and Organi:,'atlon of the the discu._;sion of the Senate bill., were vestedCommission
presidential electors were chosen, ir. the appropriate supervisory officer. The

House amendment.--The House amend- Senate bill.--Section 310 of the Senate bill House aInendment defined the term "su-
ment was identical, except that it required provided for the establishmen'; of a bipartisan pervisory ofiqcer" to mean the Secretary of
the statement to be filed with the Comp- Federal Election,,; Commission composed of the Sena:;e with respect to candidates far
troller General of the United States. six members appo:Lnted by the President, by _mator; the Clerk of the House of Repre-

Conlerence substitute.--The conference and with the ad, ice and consent of the Sen- ss,ntatJve_. 'with respect to candidates fcr
substitute is the same as the House amend- ate. Members of the CommLssion were re- Representative in, or Delegate or Resident
ment. quired to be appointed to _erve staggered Commissioner to, the Congress; and the

terms of twelve years, with lhe term of one Cvmptroller General of the United States la
ln/ormation and studies relating to elections of the members expiring every two years. The ally otlaer case.

Senate bilL---No comparable proviston. President was required to designate one con/erenee substitltte.--The conference
House amenqment.--Section 408(b) of the member to serve as Chairman and one mom- substitute, ls the same as the House amend-

House amendment required the Comptroller ber to serw; as Vl_e Chalr_nsn. This section ment.
General to serve as a national clearing house of the Senate biL _lso contai]led several pro- OENERaL PROVISION,'_

for information in respect to the adminlstra- visions relating to the organis ation and oper-. .Prohibiti_.n against use o/ certain Federal
lion of elections. It also provided that, in ation of the Commission, IBcludlng provi- fu'_ds/or election activities
carrying out his duties, the Comptroller Gen- slons---
era1 was required to enter into contracts for (1) requiring four members of the Corn- Senate 5ill.--No comparable provision.
independent studies of the administration of mission to constitute a quorum; House a.inendment.--Sectlon 502 of the
elections, including, but not limlted to, (2) requiring an official seal; Bouse an:endment prohibited tlhe use of any
studies of (1), the method of selection of, (3) requiring an annual report to the Pres- funds appropriated to carry (Jut the Eco-
and the type of duties assigned to, officials ident and to the Congress on matters within nomic Opportunity Act of 1964 to finance,
and personnel{ on boards of elections; (2) the Jurisdiction _f the Comndssion and nec- dLrectly or indirectly, any voter registra-
practices relating to the registration of rot- ornmending furt2_er legislation; lion activity, or any activity designed to In-
ers; and (3) voting and counting methods. (4) requiring ';he Director of the Office of fi'deuce tl_.e outcome of any election to Fed-
The Comptroller General was required to Management and Budget to 5x the compen- era1 office_ or to pay the salary of any officer
publish such studies and make copies avail- sation of the me_.bers of the Commission at or employee of the Olllce of Economic Oppor-
able for sale to the general public. The Comp- a rate not tx) exce&l $100 per day; tunity wko, in his official capacity as such an.
troller General was prohibited from requlr- (5) requiring t_he princip_d office of the officer or employee, engaged in any such ac-
ing that any such study include any corn- Commission to be located in ,)r near the Dis- tivlty. This section of the House amendment
ment or recommendation made by him. trict of Columbia; also provided that the terms "Federal office':'

Con/erence substitute.--The conference '(6) requiring ';hat all officers and employ- slid "election' would have the same mean-.
substitute is the same as the House amend- ees of the Commission be _ukject to the pro- irLgs gi vei:_ such terms by section 401 of the
ment. visions of section 9 of the Hatch Political House amendment, relating to disclosure of

Activities; Act, restricting political activities Federal c_mpatgn funds. The term "Federal
ADDITIONAL FILING OF STATEMENTS by officers and ,_mployees o_ the executive office" wa_. defined to mean the office of Pres-

Statement_ Filed With State Officers branch of the Government; ident or Vice President; or cf Senator or

Senate bilL---Section 309 of the Senate bill (7) requiring :;he appointment of an Exee- Represenl:attve In, or Delegate or Resident

provided that a copy of each statement re- ntive Director, without rei, a_d to the provi- Commissioner of, the Congress. The term
quired to be filed with the Federal Elections sions of the civil, service iaw_ governing ap- "oiection" was defined to mean (1) a general,
Commission under title III of the Senate polntments in _;he competitive service, to specialL, primary, or runoff election, (2) a
bill must be filed with the clerk of the United serve at the pleasure of the Commission at conventlc_n or caucus of a political party held
States district court in which is located the level V of the E_:ecutlve Schedule ($36,000 to nonalnate a candidate, (3) a primary elee..
residence of the candidate or the principal per annum); t:.on held for the expression of a preference
office of the political committee. The Corn- (8) requiring the appoinument of addi- for the nomination of persons for election to
mission was authorized to require the filing tional personnel to carry out the duties of t:ae office of President, and (4) a primary
of such statements with clerks of other the Commission, subject to ;he civil service e:ection held for the selectioz/ of delegates 'xJ
United States district courts where it de- laws; and a national nominating convention of a po-.
termined such additional filing would serve (9) permitting, _he hiring (,f consultants, litical party.
the public interest. Under the Senate bill, This provision of the Senate bill also re- Con/er_!nce substitute.--The conference
the clerk of each United States district court quired the Comraission to avail itself of the substg:ut,_, l_s the same as the tIouse' amend..
was required--- assistance (including persor_nel and faclll- merit,

(1) to receive and maintain ail state- tics) of the General Accoutering Office and E/]ecl on State law
ments filed with him; the Department cf Justice. 2?he Comptroller Senate b;iiL--Section 313(a') of the Senate

(2) to pre,_erve ail such statements for General and the Attorney General were au- bill provJd_i that nothing in title III of the
ten years, except that statements relating thorlzed to make such assistance available, Senate bill (relating to disclosure of Federalwith or without reimbursement, in accord-
solely to candidates for the House of Repre- campaign:, funds) would be deemed to invali..
sentatlves were required to be preserved for anco wills the request of the Commission. date or raake inapplicable any provision _:_
only five years; provisions of title I:iI of the Senate Slate la_;g, except Where compliance with

(3) to make such statements available for bil?therted in th_, Commission virtually all State la_ would result In a violation ofsuch
functions, powers, and dutieB relating to the title I:[I.

public inspection and copying; and disclosure of Federal campa!gn funds. Such House amendment.--The House amend..
(4) to compile and maintain a current list -functions, powers, and duties included,, ment pr_:_v:[ded that nothing in the Blouse

of all statements or parts of statements per- among other things, prescrirlng recordkeep- amendment (not Just the provisions reiat-
tainlng to eaclh candidate, lng requirements for political committees;

House ame'mimen£_-No comparable pro- registration of pv]ltical com_aittees with the t:lg to disclosure of Federal campaign fun:ls_would be deemed to invalidate or make l_i..
vision. Commission; the filing of r.:ports with the

Con/erenee substitute.--The conference Commission by political committees, candi- applicable ;any provision of State law, exceptwhere co_npliance with State ].aw would re-
substitute, instead of requiring flung with dates, and other:;; and the flung of reports on suit in a violation of the House amendmerA.
the clerks of district courts, requires copies convention find:icing. The i_enate bill also
oI statements flied with a supervisory officer required the Cc,remission t,) prescribe and The Hr,use amendment also provided that
under title II of the Act (relating to disclo- furnish forms for the filint: of reports; to r.o provision of State law could be construed
sure of Federal campaign funds) to be filed compile and ms,i:atain a current list of all to prc.hibit any person from taking any ac-
with the Secretary of State (or equivalent statements or parts thereo( pertaining to tion authorized by the House amendment D:r
officer) of the State in which the election is each candidate; l;o prepare and publish an from :mah:i_g any expenditure he could law.
held (in the ease of candidates for nomlna- annual report of contributions and expendi- fully make thereunder.
tion for election, or election, as Senator, lures for all candidates, political committees, Con/er_:mce substitute.--The conference
Representative, or Delegate or Resident Corn- and others; to prescribe rules and regulations substitute is the same as the House amend.-
missioner to 'the Congress) or each State in ti) carry out the disclosure iequirements; to raent.
which an expenditure is made (in the case of investigate complaints of vl)lations; and to Separability
a candidate for nomination for election, or cooperate with iMate electlo:i officials to de- senate biIl.--Seetlon 314 of the Senate bill
election, as President or Vice President). velop procedure_ to eliminate multiple /ii- provicted that if any provision cf title Iii[
The duties imposed by the Senate bill on ings by permitt:[r_g the illin:- of Federal re- cf the Senate bill (relating to disclosure of

¢
district court clerks with respect to the pres- ports to satisfy _;tate requirements. Federal campaign funds), or the application
ervation and availability to the public of Hoiise amendment.---The House amend- cf such provision to any person or circura-
copies of such statements filed with him are nlent did not p:c,vide for tl.e establishment stance, was held invalid, the validity cf the
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remainder of such title III and the appllca- Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Let me say to the second supplemeptal appropriations
tlon of any such provision to other persons the gentleman that I think the conferees bill[, ,, !
and circumstances would not be affected, did a good job and I wish to compliment ',,o on roll 455, 4estricting paymentHouse amendment.--The House amend-
ment was similar, except that it extended the House conferees for coming back with of retroactive pay i_creases negotiated
the application of the separability provision what I think are the most important before the wage-pricdfreeze;

and was not limited to the provisions relat- _he other body. FrigJ olng to disclosure of Federal campaign lands. I congratula'te the gentleman from
.Con/erence substitute.--The conference Ohio and his fellow conferees, increases;

substitute is the same as the House amend- Mr. HAYS. I thank the gentleman. "No" on roll 457, pension
ment. I would point out, Mr, Speaker, that contributions by to phase II

WAYNE L. HAYS,

W.M. ABBITT. one reporter :from a local newspaper controls;
KErr GRAY, criticized me severely because the bill has "Yes" on roll 458, _al passage of H,R.
JAMES HARVEY, in it a section that repeals all State laws. 11309, extending the Economic Stabfii-
WM. L. DICKINSON, Ill other words, if a State had a law wkiCh zati0n Act and the Powers to

Managers on t_e Part o! the House as says you could not spend more than $20,- exercise wage and controls:
to titles IIL IV, anc_ V o/ the House 000, now that limitation is out the win- "Aye" on roll 459, )tion of the con-
amendment, dow. ferenee report to H.R. 11341,

_EY o. S_ACOEES, I pointed out to him that his paper had authorizing funds the District of
TO_BE_TH. _-_CPONAL_, editorialized for the Senate bill and that Columbia.
LIONIELVAN DEERLIN, we should swallow it whole, which we did
SAMUEL L. DEVINE,

ANC_R NELSEN, not do, but that that provision was
Managers on tke Part' o/ the House as in the Senate bfil. Some of the editorial- PE:_SONAL )UNCEMENT

to titles 1 an_ I1 o/ the House amend- ists in this town do not know what is: in (Mr. NIIKVA asked was given per-
ment. the bills that they are editorializing mission to extend remarks at thisJo_iN O. PASTOaE, about.

P. A. H_T, .. . _)int in the RECORD.)
VASCZHAarK_, [ Mr. MIKVA. I was neces-
B. EVeREtt Jor, oAN, PERMISSION FOR[COMMITTEE ON :m.rily absent during week of N0vem-
HOWARnW. CAmqON, INTERIOR AND ZII;SULAR AFFAIRS her 15, pursuant to a of absence
CLAmORNZPrL'-, TO FILE REPOR[r ON H.R. 6957, granted for official bus and was un-
How_ao B_acr_, SAWTOOTH NAqqiONAL RECREA- able to be present lg several rollcall
_ow COOK, TION AREA, IDA[lO, UNTIL MID- :_nd teller votes. Had [ been present, ITED STEVENS, NIGHT A_ would have voted "aye ' on the followingHuuH Scott, SATURD!

Managers on the Part of t_e Senate. Mx. TAYLOR. Mx. Speaker, I ask uriah- _even record votes:
.... imous consent that _he Committee on First, passage of H. 11302, Cmacer

Interior and In,iular [Affairs have urttil Attack Act, roll 386;
FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT midnight Saturday, Ipecember 18, 19'/1, Second, passage of Reso-

OF 1971 to file the report on _I.R. 6957, a bill to ]ution 132, extending for 1
(Mx. HAYS asked and was given per- establish the Sawtooth National Recre- :_ear, roll 388;

mission to address the House for 1 man- ation Area in the Stat_ of Idaho, to tern- Third_ amendment H.R. 11731, De-
ute and to revise and extend his re- porarily withdraw certain national for- partment of Defense bill
marks.) est land in the _qtate of Idaho fro:at the cutting roll 395;

Mx. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, the confer- operation of the U.S. mining law_;, and Fourttl, amendment ) H.R. 11731 pro-
ence report which I have just sent to the for other purposes, habiting President calling up tr(_ops
desk for printing under the rule is on The SPEAKER. Is there objection to /or. more than 60 days con,res-
the so-called Elections Reform bill which the request of the Hen ;leman from North _ional approval, roll 398
we just got, after the rollcall started, Carolina? ]Fifth, amendment 11731, pro-
from the staff which has been working There was no objec ;ion, l_biting June 197:). to
most of the night on it with the Senate __ , continue Iud roll 399;
staff. -'_ixth, amendment H.R. 11731, cut..

Mr. Speaker, I do not plan to call this AUTHORIZINO SP! :AKER TO DF.- ting toted Defense appro-
conference report up for the simple rea- CLARE RECESI lES TODAY priations_ by 5 percent 400; and
son that it affects every Member of this Mx. McFALI, Mn Speaker I ask .qeventh, to H_R. 11731,i

body. I think every Member of this body unanimous consent th'. tt at any time dur- hollding defense at l_mal
ought to have a chance to read it and Lng the remainder of the day it may be _ei_ 197._Llevel, roll 401.
understand what it is before they are in order for the Spes :er to declare re-
called upon to vote on it. cesses subject to the ¢ dl of the Chair.

I do plan to call it up the first week The SPEAKE]55. Is ;here objection to ANNOUNCEMEN T BY SPEAKER
when we come back, and I would notify the request of the gentleman from
every Member that I expect to ask for a California? , The SPEAKER. The would like
rollcall vote on it at that time. There was no objec ion. t',) advise the Members in order to

Mr. Speaker, I have received some g as we can, and- in view cf the fact that have no legis-
criticism from certain parts of the press PERSONAL ANN )UNCEMENT lative business ready at moment, we
to the effect that my failure to call it up _'ill call special and after they
at this time would delay its application (Mr. MIKVA a,';ked xxd.was given per-
for 3 months. I asked them to read the mission to extend hi remarks at this are completed declare recess, unlesslcglslative business is x order.
last paragraph of the bill to the effect point in the RECORm) The Chair in this announce-
that it shall take effect on December 31 Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Sp aker, I was neces-
or 60 days after it is signed by the Presi- sarily absent during s_ geral rollcall vo_es ment will state that are not setting
dent, whichever is later. So, there would on December 9 and 1( Had I been pres- t;iLLSas a precedent, but we are call-
be no chance for it to take effect before ent, I would have vob as follows: h_g special orders tod_ and then going
the end of February anyway and to take "No" on roll 450, ¢ the adopth)n of back to _he legislative business, if any,
it up earlier would serve nothing. There the conference report ,accompany H.]_t. after recessing if
is no ulterior motive. I simply think 10947, the Revenue A t of 1971:
everyone ought to have a chance to read "No" on roll 451, pa._ ;age of House Res-
it and know what is in it. olution 729 waif':lng : be 3-day rule for THE LATE BUNCHE

Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker, conference reports fo: the remainder of The SPEAK,,_R. a previous or-
will the gentleman yield? the session; der of the House, the from

Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman "Aye" on roll 453, a, option of the c_n- l_[ichigan (Mr. DIGGS) recognized for
from Michigan. ference report to acco _pany H.R. 11955, 60 minutes.
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suits. Even though the]'e has been a sta- The way to k,_ the Democrats from MESSAGE FROM THE SENAT]E_
bilization of the uneml_ loyment rate at a talking about a d_ficit is for you fellows
figure too high, on the other hand I be- over on that side t_ continue your ancient A message from the Senate by Mr.Arrington, one of its clerks, announced
lieve we can point out that for the last practice of deplorlag it, _hat t_te Senate had passed a resolution
2 months, for the firsl, time in the his- ......./ of the following title:
torYof the United S_ates,more than
80 million people hw'e been gainfully CONFERENCE REPORT ON _L 382, s. _t_s. 225
employed, for an all-t.me record. FEDERAL ELECTION CAMJ?AIGN Resolved, That the Senate has heard with

AS of last month, compared to 6 ACT OF 1971 p_ofound sorrow the announcement of thedeath oF Honorable George W. Andrews, la.re
months before, over i.5 million more Mr. HAYS. Mr. sPeaker, ! call up the a Representative from the State of Alabama.

Americans were %n_ loyed; in other conference report on the bill (S. 382). to _esoZve_, That the Secretary _mumoatewords, an increase ;hose totally em- promote fair practices in the conducl_ of tlae_e resolutions to the House of Represent-
p]oyed of 1.5 million in he last 6 months, election campai_,ms for Federal polit:tcal ,,tires and transmit a copy thereof of the

This is progress, a_ i I am going to offices, and for other purposes, a_ad ask family ,_f the deceased.
make a little predicti_ n for my friend unanimous consent that the statement Resolvec_, That when the Senate adjourns
from Louisiana. Come ;he summer, that of the managers be read in lieu of l_e today, it adjourn as a further mark of re-

spect re. the memory of the deceased Repre-
unemployment rate w 11 be down, and report, sentatlve.
employment will contff ue to go up, and The Clerk re,ri the title of the bill
that is what the Ame_can people want. The SPEAKER. Is there objection to The :message also announced that the

Mr. CEDERBERG. _r. SPeaker, will the request of the gentleman from Ohio? Senate had passed a concurrent r_solu-
the gentleman yield? There was no objection, tion of the House of the following title:

J_[r. GERAT,r) R. FC _.D. I yield to the (For conference report and statA_ment, H. Cc_n. Res. 499. Conourren_ resolution
gentleman from Michig _n. see proceedings of the House of Eecem- l_._vlding for a Join_ sessloa to receive the

Mr. CEDERBER(_. I believe the ber 14, 1971.) P:_slder_t of the United $tatea on Janu-
gentleman's prognostic ltion is correct. Mr, HAYS (during the reading), l_r. a_y 20, 197_..
Actually, the unemploy nent rate is now Speaker, I ask _a_animous consent that ·
back to where it was Lt the beginning f_rther reading of the statement _ dis- CONFERENCE REPORT ON S. 382,
of the Kennedy ack _inistration and Pensed with. FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN
through the Kennedy a, ministration un- The SPEAKER. Is there objection to ACT OF 1971
til we got so deeply im _lved in the war the request of the gentleman from OIxio?
in 'Vietnam. There was no objection. Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself

One of the easiest w_ _s to handle un- such tirae as I may consume.

employment is to draft ,oung men in the iE Mr. Speaker, the conference report has
country, put them in ti e Army, and in- CALL O]P T]_. HOUSE been printed since December. The report
crease your defense e cpenditures and Mr. HALL. Mr. St _aker,'I make the was delliberately not brought up until
your defense contracts. There is no se- point of order that a quorum is not :aow to allow every Member to have an

opportunity, if he so desired, to look atcret about how to hand] unemployment present.
that way. The SPEAKER,. Ev dently a quorum is '_he con,_erence report.

! understand also the: is a movement not present. I do not propose to take a great deal of
on ioot on the other si of the aisle-- Mr. BOGGS. Mr. _peaker, I move a _me, but I do want to mention some of

_the key provisions as cleared by the con-
there was during the las; part of the scs- call of the House. :_erence committee.
sion--that some are co nplaining about A call of the Hous_ was ordered. The report retains the equal time re-
the fact that the Presid nt is not spend- The Clerk called _ _ roll, and the fol- quirement of the Communications Act/LUgall of the money wl_ ch the Congress
has appropriated, and here have been lowing Members faile to answer t_, their of 1934.
resolutions adopted or _roposed to de- names: It lindts to 10 cents per voter,, the

[r,m _ si amount that can be spent by candidatesmand and require that the Congress go
on record to say that e_'ery dime which Annunzio Oian_ao Passman J'or Congress and the President on ad-

Aspin Goldwate Pelly _er_ising by television, radio, news-is appropriated for all p; ejects should be Baring Gray Pepper
spent. This does not se _m to me to be Barrett Green, Or Pettls papers, :magazines, billboards, and auto-
the way to handle fiscal responsibility, if Ben Grufua Rangel _n_tic telephones.

Betts Ori_iths Rees Up to 60 percent of the overall limita-we are really concerned _bout it. I would BeYond Oubser Rhodes
:forget those kinds of re_ olutions. Brademas Han_n, V _ash. Rosentha:[ lion cotfld be spent for broadcasting

Bray Harvey Roybal l)urpose_L
Burke, Fla. H_b_rt Ruppe It requires broadcasters to sell candi-

· DEF'IC_ Byrne, Pa. Heckler. 1_[ass. SaylorCaffery Henderso_ Scheuer dates advertising at the lowest unit rate
(Mr. HAYS asked ant was given per- Carey Zchord Schneebe!_ lC_effect for the time and space used for

Chisholm Jarman Shipley the period of the last 45 days preceding:mission to address th House for 1 cmrk Johnson,! a. Sisk
_minute.) C_ay _ona_ Stokes _, primary election or the last 60 days

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Spca] :r, for the ecU- Collier Kluc:_ynal Stubblcfi_ld preceding a general election.
fication of the minority _ ader, let me say Conyers Leggett Stuckey It strengthens the requirements for re-

corman Lennon Teague, C;_l/. l;_orting to the public on how much athat I, too, was a little mrprised by all Dellums Long, La. Teague, Tex.
these speeches from my _ide of the aisle Dlgg_ McClure Udall ¢:madtdat_ spent in his campaign and the
about the deficit but, you know,'there has DlngeU McC_tllocl Van Deerlm _ources of his contributions.

Downing McI_de Yonder Jagt ][t specifies that all candidates, includ-been a big vacuum here and inevitably Edwards, Ala. McKay Waldie
a vacuum always has so_ _ething to go in Edwards, La. McKevttt Wh_aen _ag political committees, must repor_ the
to fill it. Esch Martl[n Wilson, Bob r_a:mes and addresses of all persons who

The speeches about tlq; deficit should Evins, Tenn. May_e Wolff E_ls_e co:atributions or loans in excess ofFisher Mtlls_, Ark Wyatt
have been coming, as th_ _ have been for Fraser Mtnshall Young, Tex. $100 and all persons to whom expendi-
years, from the Republi an side of the fulton Murp.hy, ! Zwach tm'es in excess of $100 are made.

Fuqua Nelsen It authorizes the supervisorY of[tcersaisle. They deplored ani prognosticated Garmatz Nichols
and predicted the immir mt downfall of for the :5ling of campaign reports; the
the Republic when the _eficit was only The SPEAKER. O_ this rollcall 337 Secretary of the Senate for the Senate
$10 billion a year, and no v it is projected Members have ar_swel _ to their n_nes, and the Clerk of the House for the House
to be $35 billion or $40 I illion and they a qttorum, and the Comptroller General for presi-
are strangely silent, ar consequently BY unanimous con ent, further l)r(_- dentiai candidates.
somebody over here begs talking about ceedings under _e cill were disper_s_._l In addition to that, it requires reports
it. with. h) be filed with the secretaries of State
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or whoever the election omctal is in the _mount that a candidate or his family Mr. _peaker, I simply want to conclude
State where the election is held. mfight spend for a campaign. Is that by say:ng again that this is an oppor-

It defines more strictly the roles of correct'? tunity for this body to respond to a na-
corporations and limits the amount a Mr. HAYS. My opinion :s that the gert- tional demand for election reform.
candidate or his family can contribute to tleman is correct tn his Interpretation. Man7 ,Dfus have differences. You, our
his own campaign and repeals the Cot- Subsection (b> of sectaon 403 refers to chairman, yielded some of the things that
rupt Practices Act of 1925. a whole list of purposes ir section 301(f) you :he!d most closely in your view.

Mr. HAI,t_. Will the gentleman yield? for which expenditures may be lawfully I, as the second-ranking member on
Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman, made. Obviously, eontr_dictory State the committee, having worked on this for
Mr. HALL. I appreciate the gentle- laws are Sulxrseded. Similarly limita- a long time, felt strongly about certain

man's explanation of the conference re- tions on contributions lower than those matter_ but I did not get my way and,
port. in this bill forcibly vitiate the intent of therefore, had to yield on the question

I just wonder, as far as the limitations this bill and therefore, :n my opinion, that the reporting should go elsewhere.
are concerned, if they are, in the opin- they are not vt[lid. However, it did not come out that way.
ion of the gentleman from Ohio, the Mr. BINGH3.M. I thaak the gentle- Thai; item is not nearly so important
chairman of the Committee on House nian. as the overall product which you I>ro-
Administration, equally applicable and Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, will 'the duced and I am willing with complete
limiting to all concerned, gentleman yie:td? enthusiasm to accept and to support this

The gentleman knows, as do I, that we Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman conference report. I wish to express my
have different congressional clubs, some from Iowa. personal appreciation and the appreei-
partisan and some nonpartisan; we have Mr. GROSS. Is the so-called Harmon atio:a of the members of your committee
different groups; we have a marching amendment in this confe:-ence report? to you for the job that you have done.
organization, as I understand it. I have Mr. ][rAYS. It is. Mr_ :HAYS. Well, I thank the gentle-
never marched with them, but we do have Mr. (}ROSS. In all of :.ts glory? marl f_)r his remarks and I hope that
these organizations. We have this kind Mr. HAYS. Well, I dc not know ex- some c,f the people in one or two of the
of a conference and that kind of a caucus, actly what the gentleman means by that, newspapers who have been amusing me
I wonder if this would be applicable in but the Hanson amendment is in. of t_:yhlg to kill the bill were listenin:_.
its limitations to all of these organiza- Mr. (}ROSS. £n other words, it was not Mi. Speaker, I hope that the gentle-
tlons insofar as reporting requirements changed; is that correct? men. on the other side, the gentleman
and limitations are concerned. Mr. HAYS. That is correct, from Yllinois (Mr. SPRINGER) and the

As another example I will give the re- Mr. GROSS. And I wonder if we will gentleimm from Ohio (lVB:. DEWNZ) will
cently formed black caucus as an exam- have a repetition such as that in the use some time.
pie. November 30, 1971, CO[g6RESSIONALREC- M:r. w'rrJ,IAMS. Mr. Speaker, will the

Will the gentleman please explain that ORb of two almost verbatim speeches put gentlermm yield?
to us? in the RECORI} by two Members of the Mr. :HAYS. Yes, I yield to the gentle-

Mr. HAYS. My opinion ts that it abso- House in support of the :lansen amend- man.
lutely does apply to all of the organiza- ment? iq:r. WILLIAMS. I wa.ut to ask the
tions mentioned, if they come within the Mr. HAYS..May I sa_ to the gentle- distinguished chairman if I unders_×_od
purview of the rules laid down, which I r,aan that I dc, not know anything about correctly that they are to report to J;he
will read: "political committee" means who is going to put what in the Rzcoam State or to somebody tlhat the State
any committee, association, or organiza- Surely, some people will ask unanimous designates?
tion which accepts contributions or consenb to extend their remarks, but in- 1V[r. HAYS. Everyone will send a ¢x_py
makes expenditures during a calendar solar as the question is directed to me, of t'heir report to the Clerk of the House
year in an aggregate mount exceeding ray remarks are being made, as you can of Repr_sentatives and to, the Secret_ry
$1,000. plainly see, e_:temporane_usly. They will of State,, if he is the chief election olI[('er,

Mr. HALL. I appreciate the gentle- riot be changed subst_mtially, unless as lie ts in most States.
man's explanation, there is a gmmatical error, if they are l_.[r. WILLIAMS. And one other ques-

Mr. HAYS. My opinion is whatever changed at all. rich: S:_e gentleman made the statement
name they may go by, if they receive or Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. that anyone who contributes more than
spored more than $1,000, they must re- Speaker, will the gentlem_n yield? $100, their name and address and other
port it. Mr. HAYS. :[ yield to the gentleman inforn:ation must be included in the

Mr. HALL. I appreciate that, because from New Jersey. rel_)rt.
I am const_mtly asked and constantly Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr. V/hat happens if you have a dinner
beseiged by people wanting contributions .qpeaker, first of ail, I would like to pay where the cost of the dinner may be
for this or for that ideology. I find it tribute to you, my chairman, for what I anywl:_ere from $10 to $5(17 It would not
most difficult to find out how they have consider to be a really splendid job, but be ne,::essary to report the names and
expended their funds. In some cases we not an easy one by any means; and to pay addr_;ses of those in attendance?
know they have not been expended for tribute for ycur courage, for your will- Mr. HAYS. Not if the person contrib-
the purpose for which the funds were ingnes.s during the debate to yield, for utes $100 or less.
originally solicited. I believe that this will your willingness during t_e debate to ac- Mr. WILI,IAMS. I thank the gentle-
take care of .it, and I compliment the cept the ideas of other :>ersons about a ms_a.
gentleman, matter which i3 extraordinarily sensitive Nix. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, I yield

Mr. BINGHA1VI. Mr. Speaker, will the and complicated, and Jor the product myself' such time as I may consume.
gentleman yield? that you have brought here today. Mr. Speaker, as all Members are well

Mr. HAYS. I yield to the gentleman You, in my judgment have done not aware, the campaign reform bill _ a
from New York. only the conlmittee but the House a velq_ :::omplicated piece of legislation.

Mr. BINGHAM. I thank the gentle- wonderful serv::ce. When it was considered by this body
man for yielding. With respect to the question by my dis- there were three bills touching the var-

First of all, I would like to compli- tinguished friend from Iowa, it might ious issues involved. The rule under
meat the chairman and the conferees well be import:mt that i:a order to make which the House operated in consider-
for their work. I think this is a very sat- legislative history, in order that there be lng ti:ese bills vms unique. In order to
isfactory re(insure, and indeed I intend no misunderstanding _cnd that there arrive at a consensus it was necessm2r to
to vote for it. may be coincidentally, or otherwise, a look at the terms of bills which c.ame

I would like to ask the chairman of the degree of identity or similarity express- from two different committees and which
Committee on House Administration a lng the legislative intent which is so tm- were being handled separately by the
question abc,ut the interpretation of sec- port_nt in this matter, leadership of those committees. Tha'_ the
tion 403 which deals with the effect of I have no idea what my distinguished House was able to make the necessary
this legislation on State laws. As I un- colleague (Mr. H^Nszs et Idaho) is or is decisions and pass what seemed to us a
derstand it, section 403(b) would vitiate not going to say, but his amendment is fairly good bill was a minor miracle.
any State laws which impose either Jmtact. In my judgment it should be in.. _lle praspects for conferring with the
spending ceilings or lower ceilings on the ,tact because ibkscorrect, other body in the hope of retaining most
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of tile decisions made in the House were 18 years old. The conferees considered b:.U,$50,000 with up to 60% for broadcasl_Ang,
not promising. The conference as ex- the Senate versior_ to be fair to ail con- prevailed.
pect_d was dif_cult but agreement was corned, and this was agreed upon. 6. House provisions for presidential pti-ns.aries limitations were retained except 'that
e,ventually reached, and we bring to you Considerable discussion was directed rE,gulations Will be pre_crlbed by GAO rather
today for your approval the results of at the problem of telephone camp_dgr_s than the Attorney General.
that effort, and computerized mail campaigns. There 7. cost of living tncreas,es in the limits,

There were two issues upon which the was considerable feeling that adm:inis- b,_ on the price index, were provided La
House expressed strong conviction, aha tration of any restrictions on such ex- _h bills. Both needed some techzdcal
in these two matters your conferees were penses would be most difficult, although ot_a:ages to he workable and these were made.
_.ble to prevail. The first of these issues the desirability of limiting these activt- s. Perso._s counted to determine the limitswill be all residents over 18. The House
affects the status of section 315 of the ties was undeniablte. This issue was re.- Ih:nj.ted this to "civilian" residents.
Federal Communications Act--the equal- solved by eliminatiing restrictions on the 9. House provision for including agents'
time section. The House determined use of postage but including in the deft- cc,ns.missions in the limits was retained.
rffter lengthy debate and several pro- nition of communications media the cost 10. A Senate provision for state liraits on
posed amendinents to leave section 315 of telephones when used by other l_lla:a local candidates and certifying procedures
i'a the law as it is today. The conference volunteers, w_s Included in the conference version.
s_truggled greatly over this particular Members of ttle House may r,;ca]ll 1]. Accounting for amounts spent purely
r,rovision, but the other body did recede, earlier discussion of the status of loans a_,_lnst a candidate or an Issue will be eov-ered_by re_;ulations of GAO.
and we bring a bill back to you with see- to political candidates. Some Members 12. costs of telephonesd other than by
tion 315 intact, feel that loans for use in a political cam- vc_lunteers are included, postage is not,

The other major issue upon which the paign should be considered as contribu.- 13. Loans by banks must be disclosed as in
House expressed strong feeling was the tions. Others felt that loans made in_the t_,e Sonar; hill but they will not be con$1d-
matter of an election commission. You regular course of business to an indi- ered contributions if made in the regular
will recall that in the course of consider- vidual with proper credentials and se.- o_der of business.
h_g the Senate bill as a substitute the curity should in no way be considered 1_. The Senate bill created an elections
House made a very definite and firm de- a part of campaign funds. The confer- cc,remission while the HoUSe bill kept thepres_at system of reporting to the "super-
cisi0:n that such a commission is not once version provides that loansbybanks vl,_ory officer". The House had expressed it-
desirable and that candidates for Federal to candidates must be disclosed but they se_f on this issue by amending the substl'_ute
elective of_ces should report to super- will not be considered to be contribu- ar, d its v_lon prevailed.
visory of_cers of the Houses of Congress tions if they are made In the regular 15. Stat_; law is preempted only so far as it
as at present. This issue also was re- course of business, w_)uld frustrate the federal law.

s)lved in favor of the House version. Since the thrust, of this entire bill is Mr. TIERNAN. Mr. Speaker, will the
Naturally the House conferees could the improvement of campaign prac_ices g_:*ntlemaf_ yield?

not expect to win every argument on in Federal elections, State laws are pre-- l_Ir. SPRINGER. I yield to the gentle-
every issue involved in this legislation erupted only insof_Lr as they would frus- m an from Rhode Island.
and of course they did not. In the matter trate the operatio:a of the Federal law Mr. TIERNAN. Mr. Speaker, I thank
of rates for the use of broadcast media for the purposes included. If States wish tlc.,e gentleman for yielding, and I want
the House conferees did recede so that to create restrictions applying to S,tate to* _xmgr_tulate the gentleman and the
the bill before you today provides that and local candidates In much the same other conferees in reporting back to the
broadcasters must offer to candidates the manner as this b_ill applies to Fed, oral House a _.tne conference report. There is
'2owest unit rate." We preferred to have candidates, it may be done and broad- one area r,hat I was concerned about, and
broadcast media and newspapers on the casters would be under the same req_dre-, that was the deletion of the inclusion of
same level as regards rates and use ment to obtain certification if this i_'_in.. cc,mputer[zed letters of 200 or more. ];t is
"comparable" standards. This was not cluded in the State law. my understanding that that has been
possible. As a result we do have a differ- This bill goes a long way in campaign ts ken out by the conference.
ent standard for printed media and for reforms. It also falls far short of pro- l_.[r. SP:[_INGER. Mr. Speaker, will the
broadcast media. Newspapers and maga- viding the ultimate desirable reforms, g_ntieman repeat his statement? I mi.,;sed
zincs will be required to charge "corn- There are many tlbings I would like t_ ara)ut two or three words in the middle
parable rates," but the requirement of see included which do not appear, thh_gs of his statement.
equal access to printed media was de- which did not finally end up in either Mir. TIERNAN. In the overall catego-
leted, the House or Senr_te bill and therefore ri,_ that are included in the limitations

In the very important matter of were not even subject to the considera.- or_ expenditures, including radio, televi-
spending limitations the provisions of tion of the conference, sion, new_papers, magazines, outdoor ad-.
the IIouse bill were accepted. The Sen- The subject of campaign reform br:ing,'_ vertising, telephones in banks of more
ai_ bill would have given an overall ceil- forth wide differences of opinion in thi.· than five phones, we had included in the
ir_g of $60,000 for the use of media while committees concerned and in a legtsla.. House version to be incorporated in that
the House version provides only $50,000. tire body as a whole. Considering tlhis liraitation, also computerized letters of
Both bills allowed as much as 60 percent the resulting legislation is well worth 200 or more.
of that spending limitation to be used the effort and the conference report de_ It is my understanding that that pro-
fc,r broadcast purposes. The bills did this serves om' support: vi,,;i¢,n or _,hat category has been deleted
in quite different ways, but the result Attached, by reference, are the specific fr_)m the final bill.
was in _act the same and the House lan- parts of the conference report--15 in '._Ir. SPRINGER. The gentleman is
guage was used to accomplish it. number, co:rrect.

Many changes that were made, al- CO_r_CE Rrroa'r o_v S. 382--Fr_a_.& i.VIr. TIERNAN. Could the gentleman
though important, were not as contrc_ ELECTIONCA_'_aN ACT O_ 19Yl tell us why that was deleted if there is
versial as those which I have already 1. Section 315 is untouched. The House any explanation? Could the gentleman
mentioned. There was, for example, the voted o_xthis issue and the conference re_port enlighten the Members on that? Because
matter of who should make the regula- follows its decision. I :remember we debated that quite at
tions to implement certain provisions of _.. The Hoarse bill provided for "compara-. ler_gth here in the House. I believe that
this law. There was some rather strong ble" rates for broadcasting while the Se_mte
fe,_ling that the Attorney General was too bill used "lowest unit rate". The House (mn- is one of the areas that should be in-
apt to be a party in interest in things forces agreed to the Senate language, cl_ded in the limitation.
political. An agreement was reached to 8. Tile Senate bill made it an offense :ce-. ]VI:c.SPP, INGER. May I say I think the

sultlng in loss of license for a broadcaster to, gent_leman raised a good question, but
use instead the General Accounting wllfully tau to make i_ne available to candio in _he compromise we had, it was ellrai-
Oil. ce. dates. _ was lln_ted to federal o_ce_ by nal,ed after a lot of opposition because

The base upon which all of these ex- the conference, this is a provision which I do not believe
penditures will be made is certainly an 4. The co, florence _greed to "comparab'le" we had full and accurate knowledge of.
important consideration. The House bill rates fo_ newspapers and deleted the "equal ]'.hope in the future we can get some
us,_d the term "civilian residents" while access" requirements, go('_l experience and knowledge with re-
,he Senate bill counted all residents over 5. The spending limitations _f the H¢_u_e gard to this category.
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I understand the gentleman's concern and Power reported ou'; the bill which Mr,. Speaker, I would be remiss if I did
because this has been viewed by certain I believe is :mbstantislly the version nol; as() mention our distinguished rank-
candidates who have had the experJse of adopted by the conference, lng: minority member, BILL SPRINGER, who
using computerized mail in the various Mr. Speaker, this legi.,lation cannot be has worked cooperatively and patiently
communities who have been using this defeated to serve the purposes of any pri- for the last 2 years on getting good
and it was a matter of concern to the rate interest group. I am told that there legislation in the field of media rates and
conferees, but we did not fed we had is some opposition to tr.e legislation be- experditures for political campaigns. Mr.
sufficient knowledge to be able to say cause of the so-called lowest unit rate Speaker, I would like to say that I believe
that such restrictions were capable of provision. For the benefit of the Mem- the Members on the other side o:Cthe
administration and enforcement, bess, I would like to explain how that aisle showed real statesmanship daring

Mr. TIERNABI. I appreciate the gen- provision got into the Conference Re- the consideration of this legislation., in
tleman's remarks and his explanation port. subcommittee, the full committee, in con-
made about the development in the As Members may recsll, the House bill feren,:::e, and here on the House floor.
conference, provided that candidates for public of_ They should be commended for it.

Mr. PEYSER. Mr. Speaker, will the rice could be charged the same rate for Mr Speaker, I hope that there will not
gentleman yield? use of a broadcast statioa as was charged be ar y votes against the conference re-

Mr. SPRINGER. I yield to the gentle- for othe:r comparable uses of the station, po_ct, although I am sure there will be
man. The Senate version contained the "low- some

Mr. PEYSER. I, too, would like to join est unit rate" provision. We must look at reality. The time has
in that comment. As I understand it, the The Senate bfil also contained a re- come for us to revise the law and put
mass mailing question was not included peal of the equal-time provisions (sec. a ]id on spending during political cam-
as the House had voted on it. But I would 315(a)) of the Commmlications Act for paigrs. That is evident from what has
like to ask a question--is there a limita- all Federal elective ofiqces. This was a been happening in this country.
tion on the money that can be spent on provision to which I, a_ld, I think, most '.[ should like to make two things clear.
an individual staff in a campaign? In Members of the House, and certainly the First. the legislation provides that any-
other words, if a candidate wanted to put House confe::ees were dead set against, one _ho spends $100 or receives contribu-
on an unlimited staff of people to work; The House version made no change in tions of more than $100, and uses :it in
is that counted in the total expense of the section 315_(:_). The _'hite House had any way, must report that. I would ask
campaign? passed out the word that section 315 had the _halrman of the CommiLtee on

Mr. SPRINGER. I think It would be in- to apply to all Federal elective offices or House Administration if that is no_5cor-
eluded but defer to the other committee none, otherwise the le_slation would be reef, and if there is not also provided a
on this subject. I do not believe that the vetoed. FacE_I with these alternatives fine of $1,000 or a term in jail if that is
question of House staffs is included, the House conferees were adamant on not done?

Mr. PEYSER. I am not talking of leaving section 315(a) :_lone. We finally MI'. HAYS. The gent;leman is sbso-
House staffs. I am talking of outside prevailed ow.'r the Senate conferees but lutelt_ correct. The person, whoever he
staffs, in other words, if you hire 50 poe- in ret;urn rel_lctantlY .ngreed to accept may be, must make such a report, and
pie in an area; is that included in as part their "lowest unit rate" provision for section 612 of title XVIII in the election
of the campaign expense? broadcast stations, laws_ which we did not repeal, provides

Mr. SPRINGER. I am not sure it is But this "lowest twa'; rate" provision for the publication or distribution of po-
included. But as to whether it is in the only applies (luring th,.' 45 days before lit:ica:[ statements, and states that they
compromise: version, the gentleman would a primary e]ection and the 60 days be- must be signed, and there is a fine for
have to ask the gentleman from Ohio to fore 9, genera] election. During any such a violation of that section. So il; L,;coy-
answer that specifically, period a broadcast li:ensee may not ered t;wice.

Mr. HAYS. My impression is that if charge a candidate m_re for air time Mr.. STAGGERS. The legislation will
you hire a staff of 100 people that the than the licensee's lowest unit charge for stop _Llot of scurrilous material that has
wages if they were telephonists would be the same class and amount of time in been going out before elections a_,ainst
included as part of the $50,000 limitation the same time period, individuals that is unsigned. Those who
that would have to be reported and in- I would like to point out, Mr. Speaker, enga _'e in such activity will be lJ.able for
eluded in that limitation. This would not that the le_.qslation p_ssed in 1970 on proseclltion and a fine of up to $1,000
however include regular staff members of campaign spending did not limit the and imprisonment for I year, or both..
a sitting Congressman. "lowest unit rate" to a class and applied M_'. Speaker, the time has come for

Mr. PEYSER. I thank the gentle-, thew:hole year round, the House to make a judgment as to
man. Mr Speaker, there was a lot of give whet:her we shall have better election

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 5 mtn- and take between the conferees on the laws_ 'When we considered the bill on
utes to the distinguished chairman of part of the Senate and those on the part the _leor of the House last November, I
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign of the House. I wish to congratulate the said if we did not put a limitation on
Commerce, the gentleman from West House Administration _2ommittee under spending, sooner or later the Urfited
Virginia (Mr. STAGGERS). the leadership of the gentleman from States would be governed by a plutocracy.

Mx. STAGGERS: Mr. Speaker and Ohio (Mr. ]_IAYs) arid particularly the That is the direction we are headed. If
Members of the House, I rise in support conferees fro,sa that committee, their dis- candlidates running for public office are
of the conference report and to say I tinguished (:hairman whom I have al- not :-ich men, they will not be able to
think the .conferees on the part of the ready named, Mr. ArmTT, the chairman afield to run, andif those who run bat do
House did a very fine job. of the subcommittee on elections; Mr. not have 'the money themselves to dX)so,

The bill was very intricate and there GRAY; Mr. _[ARVEYwho is als0 a member those 'who put up the money for them
was a lot of emotion tied up in it. of our comndttee; and Mr. DXCKINSON. will be the ones who dictate to those can-

I am going to review only briefly some I would also like to recognize the mem- dida!;es as to how they should vote.
of the things involved here. bors of our ']l_bcommJt;ee on Commmli- Mi:'. Speaker, I do not; believe that we

In 1970, we passed a campaign media cations and Power who have worked on want; such a form of government. ]_t ocr-
spending bill which was vetoed by the this legislation going on to 2 years tainly is not the kind of government our
President. ,One of the things he said was under their distinguished chairman, Mr. fore_a_hers envisioned when they
that it only plugged up one of the holes MACDON^_.D,LIONEL 'V_N DEErmX.'_, FRED founded this Nation.
and there were several more that needed ROOI_E¥, BOB TIERNAtq, GOODLOE _q'FRON, This legislation is a small but effective
to be stopped up. I-hSTrNGS K_;_r_, CLArE_CE BROW_, J_rs start in revising the election laws. I am

And so this year we decided in our COLL:_NS, and Lo_r_s Frsx. And also the sure ii: will have to be revised from time
committee that we would try to stop up conferees from our committee, who, in to time. I suggest that it should be looked
all the holes possible. Our distinguished addition to Mr. MACDONALDand myself, al; e_;ery year or two.
colleague, the gentleman from Massa- were Mr. V_i_' DEERLIN, SAM DEVINE, and A_:a._n I wish to compliment 'bo_;h the
chusetts (Mr. MACDONALD), introduced ANCO:ERNELS:_N. Each ,_f these Members subcommittee under the chairmamhip of
a bill to do this. Under his leadership, worked long, hard, and faithfully on the _,,entleman from Massachusetts ,Mr.
the Subcommittee on Communications thislegislati3:a. M_,C_::,ON_L_)and the committee headed
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UP bY the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. ate. Only a final House vote, which ma_ come _;p]_a_cs in the C_ngresslonal Record of
HAYS) for the work they have done in today, Is needed to f;end the measure to Pre:s1- Ziov. 30. Diligent readers of that day's pro-
bringing this measure and conference dent Nlxon'sdeak. c_edlngs will find Mr. Haneen and Mr.The proceeds of union fund-raising mos_ly _hompso_ giving almost the same speech,
report to the floor, go to labor-leantnii Democrats such as l/r. I_ack to back. Except for minor- editing

Mr. Speaker, I hope the conference Thompson. But tht; amendment in question ("Analyt:Lcally, my propOSal has three corn-
report will be adopted unanimously, was sponsored by Republican Hansen shortly portent parts," Mr. Hanzen intoned; "Analy-

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Speaker, will the gert- before the House adjourned in December. t;lcally the proposal has three eoml_)nent

tleman yield? Many moderates and even some conservatives parts," Mr. Thompson echoed) the two suc-
Mr. STAGGERS. I yield to the gentle- voted for the amendment after hearing the 4_fmlve explanations co/ncide word for wo2_l,

man from Illinois. respected Mr. Hanson explain that It merely l'or 18 paragraphs.
(Mr. CRANE asked and was given "codifies" federal court rulings defining iLa- iMx. Thompson attributes this embarrass-

permission to revise and extend his re- bor's permissible political activity, l_olng"intenchangeability°Verlapnot to a commOnofstaff authorshiPandidentitybUtof
marks, and to include extraneous mate- "OVERRVL_:SmXXSTL'qCT.AW" legislative intent." But he won't identl/y the
rial.) In fact, however, the Hanson amen,/ment lttaffers who supposedly wrote the speech.

NIr. CRANE. Mr. Speaker, this after- invalidates a key court oI appeals decision ',KIs three .top aides say they weren_ involved,
noon, the House of Representatives ts restricting labor's right to raise political dol- and Mr. Hansen's legislative assIstant sayslars and upholding the first successful crlmi- l_e was c,ut slck at the time.
being asked to approve the conference ual prosecution o_' any union for making lin any case, the speech ghost-written for
report on the Federal Election Reform illegal campaign contributions. "The (Hun- Nfessrs. Hanson and Thompson is perhaps
Act. Undoubtedly, passage of this act will sen) provision . . . not only doesn't codify l:nore significant for what It omits than for
be hailed as a step toward meaningful existing law, but It overrules existing law," what It _ays. Most important, the speech ig-
reform of campaign spending laws and a man at the Justice Department says. :ac,res a 1970 ruling by the Eighth Circuit
many of our colleagues will tell their con- Mr. Hanson seems surprised thl_t '.his ._,urt of Appeals in St. Louis that holds that
stituents during this election year that "clarifying" amendment could have any such '.labor can raise campaign cash only through
they have voted in favor of campaign union-protecting effect, "If that sho_xld be ,_oluntary funds that are "separate anti dis-

the interpretation, the language should be '_,lnct" fr.om the sponsoring union.
spending regulations, refined," he now _ays. (But It's too late in A bit ¢Jf background Is necessary to under-

Well, Mr. Speaker, they may be voting the legislative prc_'_ess for any revising; the _tand why this decision threatens labor's
for a campaign spending bill but they are House can only vote the whole bill up or multi-million-dollar political drives and why
not voting for meaningful reform, down.) The Cong:cessman wasn't aware of anion strategists so keenly seek to reverse It,

Anyone who has studied the legisla- all the implication,s when he agreed to sport- J_il;her IL the Supreme Court (where an ap-
tion we are considering this afternoon ocr the amendment, and for a noteworthy peal was argued last week) or by means of
realizes that it fails to come to grips reason: The text as well as an explanat'lon ,VLr.Hansen's amendment.

he gave on the Ho,use floor apparently were Since the Tafl-Hartley Act was passed in
_th one of the major weaknesses of our drafted not by congressional aides but by l_he 1947, unions haven't been permitted tc_ con-
election system, the labor union practice labor lobby. _ributa ,directly to candidates for Congress
of spending millions of dollars of funds Mr. Hansen was acting in good lalth. ;His ,)r President (corporations can't contribute
compulsorily contributed by union mem- objective was to protect the campaign clean- either). But It's been generally assumed that
bors for candidates or causes with which up blll against another amendment, con- unions could set up separate collection corn-
the members may be in total disagr ee- sidered hostile by labor, which couservatlve mittees and give to politicians the proceeds
ment. l_ep. Philip Crane of Illinois was pushing, of voluntary fund-raising drlves. So long as

The original version of this legislation, "If the Crane amendment or something like force wasn't used, most unions assu.med that
It had gotten in, enough guys would have such col]Lectlng was legal. Nor did _he govern-

H.R. 11060, included an amendment voted against the bill to kill it," Democrf_tic merit challenge that assumption until 1968.
which would have addresed this prob- Rep. Morris Udall of Arizona explains. In that year, the Justice Department
leto. Yet that amendment--the so-called (Basically, the :reform bill limits candi- brought charges against Flpefitters Local 562
Crane amendment--was not included in dates' spending or._ political advertising and in St. Louis, a 1,200-member union that
the substitute version of the bill after requires disclosure of who's giving or i,etting raised w_ll over $1 mllnon In five years. The
an intensive campaign against it by the campaign dollars; Congress is acting partly Pipefitters achieved this unprecedented feat
labor unions, in response to criticism that many el,_ctlons by systematically collecting up to $2 a day

are being bought.) Irom every man on the Job. An indictment
.& revealing article in the Wall Street To head off Re]). Crane's proposal, cam- didn't allege that the union extracted cash

Journal of Tuesday, January 18, 1972, paign reformers a_d labor lobbyists got less- by force Instead, it accused the union of or-
explained what happened when thls bill conservative Republican Hansen to sponsor ganizinl/ an innocent-soundlng fund---Pipe-
was passed in the House. This article a competing amendment. He isn't unfriendly titters Voluntary Political, Educational, Leg-
needs no further explanation and I in- toward unions, and he enjoys Just enough ls_.[atlve, Charlty and Defense Fund--as a de-
c!ude it with my remarks at this point: seniority on the l_[ouse committee handling v.ice to contribute what In effect was union

the reform bill to deserve floor recol, nition money.
How Two LEGISLATORS, UNIONS WORK TO ahead of Nv. Crane. After the Plpefitters were convicted, theUNDO FUNDRAZSZI.IG CURBS

(By Jerry Landauer) "x Too_ rr _RO_V . . .' Justice Department went after the Seafarers

_VAsHINGTON.--Rep. Orval Hansen of Spokesmen for the AFI.,-OIO disavow par- International Union. The Indictment In this
Idaho and Rep. Frank Thompson of New Jet- tlclpatlon in the drafting--perhaps ]:,ecause case is based on the same theory: that the
soy seem to be lawraakers of different breeds, the campaign bill :might no_ survive its final _afarers Political Activity Donation COrn-
Mr. Hanson is a softspoken Republican with House hurdle if more lawmakers knew who mittee (1968 contributions: $947,000) exists
conservative leanings, and Mr. Thompson is a wrote the provision relating to labor. "Sure, I mostly ¢)n paper--as a front to conceal un-
voluble, super-liberal Democrat whose voting took It around to talk to people, and we il/s- lawful union contributions--instead of beingcussed with Han_n the importance of the a "separate and distinct entity," as the court
record is rated 100% right by the AFL--_IO. legislative history," says Kenneth You:ag, the decision In the Plpefltters case seems toNonetheless, as the House resumes work
today on long-pending legislation to clean up labor federatlon's :_qo.2 operative on Capitol require.
the financing of political campaigns, the two Hill. "I don't recall who actually did the Indeed, it's safe to suggest that much of
lawmakers are collaborating to support a lit- drafting," he adds. labor's ];_olitical inCome would dry up if all
tie-noticed provision in the bill. It would Still, an unusual mix-up on the House the dollars had to be collected by separate
nullify a five-year effort by the Justice De- floor involving Rep. Thompson suggests t]aat organizations wholly or even largely lnde-
partment to stamp out questionable fund- lobbyist Young isr._'t telling all he knows, pendent of union control. How many Pipe-
raising by labor unions--and, in fact, could The mix-up occurred on the day of the fitters or' Seafarers would give if their unions'

House vote, right after Mr. Hanson explained foremen or port patrolmen weren't soliciting?
enhance labor's political clout.

The provision would specifically authorize his amendment. When he sat dowrt, Rep. And wo_'dd 2,000 retired Marine Engineers let
unions (and corporations) to "establish and Thompson got up "to commend the dis$ln- some independent fund take $10 from every
administer" fund-raising campaigns, so long guished gentleman from Idaho for the de- monthly pension check?
as the collections go into a separate bank velopment and for the offering of this a,mend- To labor politicos worried about these quos-
account and so long as the soliciting doesn't mont.' Mr. Thomlc, son spoke some more off- tlons, the answer is the Hansen amendment.
involve force, financial reprisals or Job dis- the-cuff, then gai_aed permission to "revise But as the Justice Department reads the
crimination. Moreover, union chiefs could use and extend'---tha_ is, edit---his remarks 'be- amendment, prosecuting violators when and
dues money to pay for the soliciting, and fo re publication in the Congressional I_ecord. If it becomes law will pose "a very all, cult
they wouldn't be required to tell members In doing so, he inadvertently inserted a copy burden."
for what purpose the money is going, of the canned explanatory speech th:_t had A memorandum by Wallace Johnson, Aseo-

The campaign-reform bill, complete with also been supplied, to Mr. Hanson. el:ate Deputy Attorney General, stresses how
this provision, has been approved by the Sen- The consequence of Mr. Thompson's _llpup hard it could be to prove that a union fund's
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do:xation8 aren_ voluntary. "Suppose one [hat it represe:.ated an i_crease of almos_ a step forward which we should not de-
man in a 50,000-member union h,;beaten for 1()0 percent over the fi_tres for the pre_ lay one day longer in taking. I urge
not making a 'voluntary' contribution. '_0US Off year election iz. 1966. adoption of this conference repel%.Whether this wouldbe sufficient to show that
the entire fund was derived from threats of The abuse of the coml_lunieations me_ _iRL_E_r_Y _q_y
force, Job discrimination, et cetera, is doubt- diS, and specifically the broadcast media, l_r_ DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, a pa:rlJa-
ful, but that one Incident would definitely has developed a new folm of politics in ment_,ry inquiry.
Influence maaly union members to make their America. It is poMtics by bankroll, where _Je ;SPEAKER, The gentleman will
'voluntary' contributions." those who ar_ rich haw; the advantage state it.

"In some unions," Mr. Johnson argues, and those who arenot ars being forced ln Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, how is; ghe
"membership itself is Inherently coercive, many, many cases, to prostrate them- time _dlocated, and how much tim_, is
since the union exercises complete control selves to varimm monied interests, left?
over the hiring, firing, payroll, Job allocations 1Vfany of tll_,' most competent candi-and other incidents of employment, In those q_ _,BPEAKEt%. The Chair assam:es
unions, if the union representative states to dates _re ]ite_ally being ])riced out of the the gentleman was using time from the
the member that he wants a $100 contribu- competition. ,Dh the other hand, many 30 mh'xutes allocated to his side.
tion to an ummmed cause, the union member who enter the political lib;ts do so because Mr. :DEVINE. Does the 30 minutes rep-
won't question the agent .... '/_us it Is the they are confident that with things as resent the time of both committees, :he
government's position that a contribution to they presently are they c_m buy their way Comn_:[ttee on House Administration and
a political fund be not only 'voluntary,' in into office. The American people are. de- the C,:_mmittee on Interstate and For-
the sense of an absence of force, but also prived of the o,pporturdW to judge can- eign 6ommerce?
knowingly made." didater, on thei:: individual merits, politi- _e SPEAKER. The total tilx_e al]ow-

iVIr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 rain- cai beliefs, and innate ability, able k; :![hour, 30 minutes to each .side.
utes to the gentleman from Maasachu- As we enter the 1970'.,;, American po- At thi,._; time the minority have 21 min-
setts (Mr. i_CUONALD), litical campai_.qs are beiag handled like ute,'; r_mmLning and the majority have 9

Mr. MACIX)NALD of Massachusetts. accounts with a Madisor Avenue adver_ mmnt<:_s remaining.
Mr, Speaker=, I am not going to use the tising agency _md candi Rates are being l_:r. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, I yield
3 minutes. We have plowed this ground packaged in thi} same wag that we packo 5 min_ltes to the distinguished gentle-
innumerable times. We did it in 1970, we age toothpaste or sha_[n=; cream, man from Ohio (Mr. DEVrNr), the rank-
did it in 1971, and now we are here at Ultimately, it is the .Mnerican voter lng n_nority member of the Committee
the moment of truth. I think this bill is who is being abused. While in some cases on Ho:lse Administration.
a great example of how the House can he rejc_cts the high-priced, high-powered 1q:r. ItEINZ. Mr. Speaker, will the
work its will on difficult subjects when it cgmpaign, the fact is trot the millions gentleman yield?
puts its mind. to do that. are stilt spent and that money has be- M:r. :DEVINE. I yield to the gentleman

One point when I thought this bill come the biggest single factor in deter_ from P'ennsylvania.
would be in serious trouble was when we mining a person's ability to run for of_ Mir. I_[EINZ. Mr. Speaker, I rise to
had the rule granted by the Rules Corn- rice. indicate my concern over one provision
mitres, because there could have been In the 1970 elections, of the major in wh_:_t is otherwise an excellent cam-
disputes between the Committee on candidates for ik_e Senat_ in the Nation's paign _pending reform bill. The section
House Administration and the Commit- seven largest _;tates, 11 of the 15 were which gaarantees candidates the lowest
tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce millionaires. While not all 11 won, the unit cost for advertising on radio and
on the serious abuses which this bill four candida_s:_ who wece not mfilion_ television is discriminatory because it
seeks to correct. But the persons involved aires all lost. effectively destroys the media market-
put their differences aside and we have a We will take an impoxtant and not e_ place b_y providing cut rates for can(if
good bill. It is a bill I understand Presi- worthy step lmday in giving final ap- dates. ,Occasionally radio and television
dent Nixon said he would sign. It is a proval to the (:onferenc_ report on the £fil thei:r open time slots at the last rain-
bill which covers areas which President Federal _,qectiJn Campai_,n Act of 1971_ ute with commercials offered at special
Nixon said he objected to previously and Not only will we put an end to the media low rates. This legislation allows can(If
a bill which under bipartisan support blitz as a campaign tool, but we will also dates to take advantage of this practice
we sent to him a year ago. I hope we will be enacting t_e first significant piece by giving the same low rate on a regular
send this bill to the President today. I of campaign reform legis/.ation since the basis. _:k'his sets a bad precedent. Con-
urge adoption of the conference report. Federal Corrupt Practices Act was adopt- gress i:a effect is starting a fire sale in

Mr. Speaker, as the 92d Congress con- ed in 1925. one industry which could conceivably
vened a year ago, prospects for campaign Title I of this bill, wtfich embodies the extend to other areas of political self-
reform legislation were virtually nonex- legislation which I introCuced last May, interesi:;.
istent. The President had vetoed one ma- returns campaigning for political off,ce Mr. OEVINE. Mr. Speaker, the con-
jor effort with the promise 'bo come up h) a level of fi:u_cial sar. ity. The devel- ference report on S. 382 now before the
with a better bill--one that plugged more opment of title I in subcommittee, corn- House cepresents the successful conclu-
than "one hole in the sieve." mittee, on the House ficg)r, and finally in sion of a great many efforl_ over a mun-

Those of us in the Congress who are conference wit;a the Senate has em_ bet of years to replace our antiquated
concerned with this important issue bodied the sDi_it of cooperation between Federa!. election laws with updated cam.-
waited into the spring of last year for those :from both political parties. The paign _;_nding and disclosure regula-
this promised legislation; however, none fact that title I was _fiopted by the tions.
was forthcoming. In May, I introduced House last November wit:a only one dis- I thiak I would be remiss if I did not
the Campaign Communications P_fox_n s_mting w)te is ample testimony to that point o_lt at this time that special corn-
Act in an effort to meet the objections fact. The entire bill was approved by a menda<_ion should go to the chairman of
raised in the President's veto message, vote of 373 to 23, and yo_w conferees, of the Ho_:se Committee on Administrat:on,

This legislation, which has become ti- whom ][ was p_ivileged tJ be one, were the geL,%ieman from Ohio (Mr. HA_:S),
tle I of the conference report before us successful in maintaining the House _m- the gentleman from _Massachusetts
today, had as its goal the placing of sition in conference on virtually every (Rir. i%"[ACDONALD), on behalf of the In-
meaningful curbs on media spending major point, tersiat_ and Foreign Commerce Corn-
during campaigns for Federal office. The Senate approved i,his conference mittee, and, of course, the gentle-

The spiral of this media spending has report by voice vote sho:_ly before the man f:'om West Virginia <Mr, SXAC-
continued unabated for far too long and recess, :and the House sh9uld act decis- SEAS>, chairman of that committee,
the time has come to put an end to it. ively tc_tay to send the bill on to the in addition to the work which was done
The area of primary abuse is in spending White :_Iouse. by the gentleman from l%{innesota C_[r.
on broadeastmedia. Inthel9F0electlons, On occasion, there t_ve been ill- F_E_Z_:0, of the Committee on House
candidates from both parties in the vari- founded charge; that this was a partisan Admin:stration, as well as the tremen-
ous Federal, State, and local elections hill or an ine_abent's bil Clearly, this dous a::d dedicated work of the gentle-
spent a total of $59.2 million to purchase l.,; not the case. It is a bill in the public man f]:_)m Michigan (_r. HARVEY) and
time on television and radio. What ts interest--a biL which _q/L bring new life the gex tleman from Illinois (R{r. ANo_g-
especially significant about ti_s figure is to our _neric_m system of politics. It is SON), al of whom demonstrated great i:n-
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tere_t and worked hard to have leglsla- broadcasting stations. Each primm-y, tht.,_ legislation. Both the House and
ttoninthis area. general, special, or runoff election is _nate bills contained restrictions on

The conferees on S. 382 have brought treated as a separate election and has a cl_arges to candidates for the use of both
back to the House, in my opinion, a separate expenditure limitation, broadcast and nonbroadcast media, the
workable campaign spending bill and one In this regard, the conferees also Senate proposing to require the media
that will be generally acceptable to the adopted the House provisions covering t_, grant candidates the benefit of their
membership of the House. limitations on media expenditures 'with lc west unit rate charge, while the House

The controls placed on campaign regard to Presidential nominations. Un- approach was that the media could
activities by this legislation should go a der those provisions candidates for P2cesi.- charge candidates no more than they
l_mgway toward helping to cope with the dential nomination will be limited on cl_arged others for comparable use.
problem of rapidly spiraling campaign media expenditures to the same amount In the area of broadcast media, the
costs in many Federal campaigns and applicable to the candidates for the office Senate position was accepted. It stipu-
also to provide more information to the of Senate. As the bill passed the House, l_tes that a station may not charge can-
public about elections and create more the Attorney General was directed to d:idates more than the lowest unit charge
trust and confidence in the election prescribe regulations to determine to ol; the station for the same class and
process, which State the limitation would be a:_aount of time for the same period.

As the Members of the House will charged if media is used which reaches _hiis applies for a 45-day period be:lore
recall, when the House Administration more than one State. The conferees mod- p:_lmaries and a 60-day period before a
Committee bill, H.R. 11060, was brought ified this to provide that the Comptroller g,_neral or special election. The House
up in the House the rule made it in order General would pre.,cribe such regulations, position was accepted concerning non-
tv consider as an amendment the text of The Senate escalator clause applying b_oadcast media rates. It provides that
an Interstate and Foreign Commerce to the spending lh_aitations for commu- _) the extent newspaper or magazine
Committee bill, H.R. 11231, which con- nlcations media Was adopted, providing space Is sold to candidates for nomina-
tained limitations on communications for the limitation to be increased in pro- tion or election to Federal office the
raedia spending in Federal elections and portion to increases in the Conslrner charges for the use of such space in con-
related provisions. That amendment was Price Index over calendar year 1970. n ection with the campaign may not ex-
raodified and approved. Under the rule Both the House and Senate pro_dded ceed the charges for comparable use of
H.R. 11280, which was identical with the that amounts spent for the use of corn- s'aeh space for other purposes. Actually
Senate-passed bill S. 382, was then con- munlcations media on behalf of can- t'._is test should have been applied across
sidered as an amendment in the nature didates are deemed to have been .,_pent the board, rather than to discriminate.
of a substitute. That amendment was by the candidates for the purposes of the The conferees accepted a Senate pro-
_pproved, but after it was modified by expenditure limitations of the bill, and vial.on designed to insure access to broad-
the addition of the communications also that no charge may be made for the ca_;t stations. As it emerged from con-
media spending limitations the House use of any broadcasting station, news- f,_rence J.t amends the Communications
had already approved and by the add/- paper, magazine, outdoor advertising ACt to make a broadcast license subject
tion of some of the major provisions of facility unless the candidate or hi.,; au- _ revocation for willful or repeated fall-
the original House bill, H.R. 11969, and thorized representative certifies the _re to allow reasonable access to or to
severai other amendments, charge will not violate the applicable ex- permit purchase of reasonable amounts

The situation, then, at the time the penditure limitation. These provisions cf time _or the use of broadcasting sta-
conferees met was that while the bill as are of course included in the conference t.ions by candidates for Federal elective
it emerged from the House was identical report before the House. cfi2ce.
in many respects with the campaign The conferees accepted a House amend- A somewhat similar House provision, to
spending legislation passed by the Sen- ment providing that in computing the r,_q.uire that space made available in any
ate, there were some fundamental differ- candidates expenditures for the use of _ewspapor or magazine to candidates for
traces. The House conferees were success- communications media there would be Federal office equivalent space must be
ful in bringing back a report upholding included not only the direct charges but made available on the same basis to all
l_e House position to a considerable ex- also agents conm_tssions. Also adopted candidates for that same omce, was
tent. was a Senate provision which per,its dropped by the conferees.

One of the most significant actions States to impose limitations under State The Senate had a provision to require
l_ken in Conference is that relating to law on expenditur4_ for the use of broad- _aat candidates be given maximum flex-
,,_ction 315(a) of the Communications casting stations by or on behalf of eaxl- ibi]lty to choose their program format
Act of 1934, the equal time requirement didates for State and local office, f,_r use on broadcasting stations and a
which provides that ff a licensee permits A significant modification made in 1_revision stipulating ff nonbroadcast
.'Llegally qualified candidate for public conference was with regard to two items media is furnished without charge or at
omce to use his station he must afford the House added for inclusion under the a reduced rate it would be deemed a con-
_ual opportunity to all other candidates communications spending limitations, tribution made to the candidate. These
for the same office in the use of the sta- in addition to broadcasting stations and were also dropped by the conferees.
tion. The Senate bill would have made nonbroadcast media such as newspapers, ()ne o_ the primary purposes of this
that section inapplicable to candidates magazines, and outdoor advertising fa- l_gislaticn is to provide for complete
for ali Federal elective offices, in other cilities. When thi,,_legislation was being and comprehensive reporting of cam-
words, not only for the Presidency but considered by the House an amendment l:ai.gn expenditures and related activities
also to House and Senate races. The was passed providing that the cost of b F candidates and political committees.
]_Iouse,on the other hand, amended the telephone campaigns, when telephones While the bills were very much alike gert-
bill to provide that there would be no are used in bank_ of five or more, and ers_ly in this regard, there was a major
change at all in section 315(a), that it the cost of postage for computerized or difference in the approach taken con-
would stay just as it is. ! am glad to re- identical mailings in quantities ot' 200 cex_ing who will receive the reports and
port that the House position prevailed in or more, would (_me under the corn- disseminate the information. As passed
conference, munlcations media limitation. The mail- hy the Senate, S. 382 would have created

A major purpose of this legislation is lng part was dropped in conference, s Federal Elections Commission to re-
,to place limits on campaign spending. However, telephone costswill come _mder ceive and handle the reports. In con-
Both the House and Senate versions of the spending limitation to the extent trast, the House version, which was ac-
_. 382 contained limitations on expendi- they reflect expenses for telephones, pa_id cepted, retains the Clerk of the House as
!_uresfor the use of communica.tions me- telephonists, and automatic telephone _he supervisory officer to handle the re-
dia by candidates for Federal elective equipment used by Federal candidates l_Orts in the case of House elections. The
office. The House formula was accepted, to communicate with voters. Cos_ of _'_retary of the Senate will be the au-
:It sets an overall limit on spending for telephones incurred by volunteer,'_ for l_exwisory officer for Senate elections and
communications media to 10 cents time use ef telephone by volunteers are the Com:ptrollerGeneralforpresidential
_the voting age populations or $50,000, excluded, elections, Reports on political convert-
whichever is greater. Not more than 60 Various other provisions conce_.q_ing t_oa financing are also required to be
:percent of that amount can be spent for communications media are included in submitted to the Comptroller General.
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The conferees accepted House provi- for campaign advertis_lg of Federal po- thrown out of business, his total record
sions under which the Comptroller Gert- litical candidates, of public service notwithstanding.
eral would serve as a national clearing- Obviously, this requirement singles out In other words, this conference :report
house with respect to information re- the broadcasting industry and requires it not only retains the unfair and repres-
gardlng elections, and which would pro- to provide bargain basement rates for sire equal-time law now on the books
habit the use of OEO funds from being politicians, entirely overlooking the fact as section 315, but it tightens it, thereby
used In any way to influence the outline that nonpolitical advertisers are often making it all the more unfair and re-
of any election to 'Federal office. The much more entitled to _.more economical presslve.
conferees accepted in part the Senate rate by virtue of their a _lvertising volume Wlao is to say what is :really a "reason-
requirement that copies of reports re- or frequency, able amount of time"?
quired to be flied with the supervisory The measure is, therefore, dlscrimina- W/_mt a broadcaster may consider, un-
omcer be also filed with the various U.S. tory to milli_;.qs of busi:._esses and enter- der his circumstances, a "reasonable
district courts. However, instead of being prises that are in no w_,y related to poll- ammmt of time" may not be consi.dered
filed with the clerk of the U.S. district tics and political candidates, so by a candidate who demands such
court, they would be filed with the Secre- I very much regret that this unfair time in the heat of a campaign.
tary of Ste, te or equivalent office, requirement was not re:_oved'during the In fact, what may be considered a

The conference report contains a pro- conference. Xlxe "comparable rate" re- "rea_;onable amount of time" by one
vision to modify section 610 of title 18 quirement of our original House bill was broadcaster may not be so considered by
of the United States Code. That law was much more equitable_ axtotlaer broadcaster. Their regular con-
enacted to prevent national banks, cor.. While I dc, hatend to vote for this leg- tract m'al and programing commit-
potations, and labor unions from making islation becmme of its many improve- merit;s---and audience requirements or
political contributions or expenditures, a merits other t_an this particular matter, preferences--may vary greatly.
prohibition which is now extensively cfr- I do want once again tc express my con- Th.ere are bound to be times in every
cumvented, especially by labor unions as cern that th,_ measure does discriminate broadcasting schedule--and in the pro-
was brought out when this legislation was against the broadcast industry in the fessional experience of every broad-
being debated. H.R. 11060, the original mannerdescrtbed, caster--that are not conducive 5_ the
House bill, as reported contained a pro- _r. SPRIN,DER. Mr. Speaker, I yield sadie of political time, however badly a
posed amendment to strengthen the 2 minutes to the distinguished gentle- candLdate may think he wants :it, or
language of section 610 to help it better man from Massachusetts (Mr. KEXT_). should have it.
to serve its original purpose. However, Mr. KEIT]?I. Mr. Speaker, I shall vote Who is to say whether it is reasonable
that provision was replaced with a for th Ls conference report on S. 382, the for a broadcaster, upon a political can-
watered down amendment that will in Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971. didate's demand, to be compelled to pre-
all likelihood allow labor unions an even On balance, it is goc,d and necessary erupt the time of the long-term corn-
wider latitude to engage in political ac- reform legis_'.ation. It. t,qves us a broad mercml client to whom, by contract, that
tivities. The author of the so-called basis for thi:3 badly needed reform. And tirae _elongs?
Hansen amendment clearly stated its it gives us great ability to end abuses. Who is to say whether it is re_on-
purpose was to codify existing law, so I am particularl_ p'le_sed that this re.- able, and really in the public interest, for
no other interpretation should be made port contains ,abe things for which I have a brc,adcaster, upon such demand, to be
as to his intention nor the application of been pressing--and waich the House compelled to preempt an established
the amendment. This provision has the adopted in pa,ssing its _ersion of the bill public service program which his listen-
potential to allow widespread abuse of last Yiovembm:: Full and timely disclo- er_ h_ve come to enjoy and, upon _vlbich
what should be a union member's right sure of contributions t_ campaigns for to depend?
to prevent the channeling of his dues to Federal office, and prohibition of unse- Ye_:, under this provision, a broad-
political purposes against his wishes and cured credit advancement by federally caster, whose license is obtained and
will bear close watching. Possibly fol- regulated industries to such candidates, retained on basis of performance in the
lowup legislation will be indicated. I consider these reforms so necessary public interest, may be charged with

The gentleman from Idaho (Mr. HAN- that we cam_ot risk lo:dng the benefits being unreasonable and, therefore, fall
SEN) offered an amendment that was that they pIovide by _oting down this subject to revocation of his license.
adopted in the House, and at that time report In the l.aope of rectifying or rem-, To suggest that such a requirement
he stated specifically that it was has in- edying the elements of tais report which, is _aeeded to assure reasonable responses
tention that his amendment codified ex- so obviously, _npose tmdue restrictions to political campaigB advertising pur-
isting law. I believe that should be made upon the Nation's radio and television chase requests is to fly in the face cf the
clear as a part of the legislative history, broadcast industry, industry's 37-year record of performance
that that was the intention of the gert- There is no doubt tha_ this conference under _Y_C regulation. In fact, a num-
tleman from Idaho. I believe the gentle- report does contain eh,,ments that are her of. large market radio and television
man will enlarge upon that when time Inequitable and discr£minatory as far as stations have actually given substsx_tial
is allotted to him. the federally regulated _roadcasting in- discounts to political candidates. Their

With such reservations as I have ex- dustry is concerned--.p_rticuiarly when hard-copy competitors have done i[ess.
pressed, I would recommend adoption of compared wil;h the mariner in which its But, here again, it is wrong to enact
the conference report on S. 382. The bill unregulated competitio:a is treated by legislation which is discriminatory and
does represent a significant step forward this report, inqui?;able to the regulated electronic
by way of providing essential guidelines This legislation will require broadcast- media and which, therefore, places it at
and controls on the conduct of Federal ers to give political can,lidates a broad- severe handicap and considerable Jeo-
elections and in my opinion its enact- caster's lowe_t unit ra_e for campaign pardy vis-a-vis its unregulated competi-
merit into law will be in the public advertising. But it will permit such other tion.
interest. :media as new,spapers and billboards to And so it is that, for these reasons, Z

Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 charge prices paid for "._omparable" use shall work for early remedy of the in-
minute to the distinguished gentleman by commercia'.:, advertising accounts, equitable and discriminatory aspect,_ of
from Minnesota (Mr. Nr_.SEN). It will imp_e a 6-cer_ts-per-voter re- this conference report as they pertain

Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Speaker, as one of striction on _ political candidate's total to the broadcasting and telecasting in-
the Senate-House conferees who worked broadcast spending. But it wiU pe_:mit dustry--but, today, I shall vote for pas-
out final details of the campaign spend- 'the full lO-c_nts-per-vo;er limitation to sage of the report as essential to long-
ing reform measure before us today. I ]be spent with competing media, overdue campaign reform.
want once again to publicly protest those It includes the Pearso:_ amendment to l_r. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, I yield
provisions in this otherwise laudatory require broadcasters to permit any le- such time as he may consume to the gert-bill that are clearly discriminatory to the
broadcasting industry, galiy qualified candidate to purchase a tleraan from North Carolina (Mr. BROY-

On the last day of the first session, I "reasonable amount of ti:ne" for his cam- SXLL)_
pointed out to colleagues that under this paign adverti,,dng. Any broadcaster found I_[r. BROYHILL of North Carolina.
bfil, broadcasters solely would be re- in wfilful or repeated vio_.ation of this re- Mr. Speaker, today the House is consider-
quired to extend their lowest unit rate qulrement co'J:ld lose hi_; license and be ing th_ conference report on a most im-
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portant piece of legislation, the Fed- While I cannot in good conscience op- House, as presently equipped, can pos-
eral Election Campaign Act. This pose this legislation, I would certainly be ldbly fulfill this important function. So,
measure would provide some greatly willing for the bill to be returned to, co:n- if we are determined to leave the super-
needed reforms in regulating political ference in order to correct some of the _dsory responsibilities in that office, it
campaigns, and it is especially timely in defects which I have mentioned, f;eems to me that it is essential that we
lLight of upcoming presidential primaries Mr. SPRINGEt_. Mr. Speaker, I yield promptly provide him with the addi-
iin a few months, one minute to the gentleman from I11i- tional resources and manpower thai; will

The enactment of this reform legisla- nois (Mr. ANI)ERSON). be required to do the job effectively.
l_ion would be the first major revision of Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I ritse in '.Mr. Speaker, despite this one area of
_e Corrupt Practices Act of 1925, the law support of the conference report on the disappointment let me again urge that
currently governing campaign spending Federal Elections Campaign Act of 1971. the conference report be approved. As
:practices. Consideration of this issue is This legislation represents a significant my able colleague, Jim Harvey, who
itong overdue in view of the astronomical and important first step forward in-the l)layed _uch an important and instru-
expense of conducting political cam- imperative task ofrestoringpublicconfi- mental role in moving this measure
paigns in the age of mass communica- dence in the integrity of the electoral through the legislative process last year
tions, process. To be sure, we should be linder _;aJidin a recent report to his constitu-

While I feel it is commendable that the no illusions that this legislation is per- ents: "_['he final version of this legisla-
Congress is addressing its attention to fect or that it is the fnal solution i_ the tion is far from perfect." One newspaper
_his problem, ! would like to express a few' problems of campaign finance; but at the ])roperly entitled a story about its history
:reservations I hold about some provisions same time, there ,can be little doubt that "Chronicle of Compromise." The final
of the conference report, it is a vast improvement over the loop- version passed by the Senate and the

One of my major objections concerns hole-ridden Corzqipt Practices Act of ]_ouse certainly is a compromise, but it
'the treatment of limitations on .rate 1925 which it replaces, is also a noteworthy accomplishment. !
charges for political advertisements for One long-time advocate of campaign llrge adoption of the conference report.
the broadcast and print media. ! feel that finance reform said earlier this year that (Mr. McCLORY (at the request o:f Mx.
the distinction which has been made in if we could at least close up the D_istrict l_rr_NoEa) was granted permission to ex-
the conference report between the broad- ' of Columbia Conxmittee loophole, require tz_nd his remarks at this point in the
cast and print media is unjustified and intrastate as well as tnterstat_ commit- !f_CORD.)
tm/airly discriminates against the broad- tees to report, and extend coverage of the Mr. McCLORY. Mr. Speaker, ][ am
casters. Under this provision, newspapers act to primaries, we would have made a ]_leased to express my support of the con-
and magazines may charge political can- significant improvement over the old law. ference report on the Federal Election
didates comparable rates to charges for Well, this act does eliminate these tm- Campaign Act of 1971 (S. 382), This
commercial advertisers. However, broad- portant areas of abuse and a number of ::neasure sets forth detailed provisions for
casters are restricted to charging the other ones as well Most importantly, the :reporting campaign receipts and expend-
lowest unit rate available to commercial act provides for timely and thorough pre- ltures.
advertisers. This change from the prig- election reports on campaign contribu- Mr. Speaker, this measure imposes ap-
ina1 House version of the bill, which tions and expenditures. As Senate Ma- :oropriate responsibilities on political
treated the broadcast and nonbroadcast jority Leader SCnTT said during the de- candidates and campaign committees. It
media alike and allowed for comparable bate in the other body, the single most :is designed to close loopholes which, at
rates for both, is unsatisfactory and can, important item on the agenda of cam- :oresent, permit concealment of contribu-
I hope, be corrected in the future, paign finance reform is to provide the _ions and campaign spending. The bill

Another section which I would like to electorate with the opportunity to deter- _,_ets a t_p limit on campaign expendi-
see included in the conference report is mine "who gave it and who got it" before tures which should prevent any future
the repeal of section 315(a) of the Cpm- they enter the voting booth. Every poll charges that a political candidate has
municatlons Act, or the "equal time" re- and opinion survey that I have seen lndl* "bough_" an election. The language of
quirement, for candidates for President cates that the great majority of the 8. 382 is fair to candidates of modest
and Vice President. I do not feel that sec- American people disapprove of the esca- means. Those who seek election as a
finn 315(a) should be repealed-for all 'ating costs of modem campaigns and Representative in the Congress---for in-
candidates for Federal office, as had been the disproportionate influence that this stance--would be barred from spending
provided by the Senate, but I feel that gives groups and individuals posse._ed of personal or family funds in excess of
leaving this section of the law as it pres- large financial resources. This act now of $25,000 in any election.
enUy stands has the effect of reducing gives the electorate a concrete oppor_u- Mr. Speaker, the Comptroller General
access to broadcast time by major presi- nity to register that disapproval :_t the is given principal responsibility for ad-
dential and vice presidential contenders, ballot box. ministering the new law. This should per-

I feel that the section of the confer- Mr. Speaker, I must also point out that suade t:ae American public to have, con-
ence report regarding the filing of cam- the conference report is disappointing in fldence that the Congress is determined
paign reports was weakened by the elimi- one major respect. I refer to the fact to establish fair and honorable standards
nation of the provision for a Federal that the supervisory powerwas left with' _lth which all candidates for Federal
Elections Commission. Originally in- the Clerk of the House and the Secretary office are required to comply.
cluded in the Senate version, this section of the Senate. I strongly supported the Mr. Speaker, the new law has some ob=
was replaced by the House version vest- Senate provision for an Independent vious .q_ortcomings--including exemp-
lng supervision of campaign reports in Election Conmr. ission, and when it be- finns which others have discussed in the
the Clerk of the House for House can- came clear that this could not gain the course of this debate. However, the
didates and in' the Secretary of the Sen- approval of the House, I, along with, many measure provides a substantial response
ate for Senate candidates. I feel that the of my colleagues on both sides ,of the la) the need for reform in campaign
supervisory role should be outside of the aisle, urged that an Election Board be spending---and I am pleased to express
Congress itself in order to maintain established in the GAO with the S',peaker my full support for the conference report.
greater distance between political candi- of the House, the President pro tempore Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, I yield
dates and election supervisors, of the Senate, and the President Sharing such time as he may use to the gentle-

X am also dissatisfied with the provi- in the appointments. In my view, this man from Georgia (Mr. THOMPSON).
sion which would define in law the roles was a reasonable compromise that would Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. Mr.
that corporations and labor unions may have been far superior to the pn)vision Speaker, it difficult for me to understand
take in political campaigns. ! feel that as finally agreed to by the conferees, how anyone can justify the discrimina-
this section is not as strong as it should I think we must remember thai; thor- tion that exists in this bill against the
be and would have the effect of sanc- ough and timely reporting bY candidates broadcast media and the candidates' use
tinning certain union and corporate ac- is only one side of the disclosure equa- of the broadcast media.
tivltles in political campaigns. I would tion. The other half is an agency that Make no mistake about the fact that I
much prefer a provision to prohibit any can process, collate, and dtsse:mirtate am delighted that we now have a cam-
union activity and any union funds for these reports in an expeditious manner, paign :spending bill before us and wiU
political purposes. I do not believe that the Clerk of the vote for the bill although ! cannot sup-
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port the unfair section relating to broad- Mr. HAYS. Will the gentleman yield? At ti:xe outset, ! would like to make two
casts. Mr. MoCOLLISTER. [ yield to the points First, I stand fully behind every

In the corrrmittee I voted against treat- clhairman of _e commiti;ee, word ci the statement I made in expla-
lng the broaqcast media differently than Mr. HAYS. Well, I made a broad gen- nation of my amendment and in answer
the printed media. It is wrong to allow all eralization whk:h ! would like to explain to que_,_tions during the course of the de-
money allotted for media advertising to hi more detail, bat(: o:_.xthe amendment. Second, I will
be spent, if it is the individual's desire, As I see it, :it seems [o me that under repeat what I stated several times dur-
on newspaper ads and not at the same the law that we have iii the proposed lng _he, course of the debate that thepur-
time allow a similar right for the use of legislation, if no member of that staff pose and effect of my amendment is to
broadcasting media. I hope this will be you are talkinl about 1firing as much as codify and clarify the existing law and
changed at a later date. picked up a telephone, t. aat they would not to make any substantive changes in

Another unfair provision in this bill not be covered, but if they picked up a the ]law.
is to require of the broadcast media the telephone and r,alked to someone about It is significant that I gave notice to
"lowest unit rate" rather than a "corn- sometlZmg for somebody, _;hat they would the :[-Ioase and to the public of my inlmn-
parable unit rate" allowed the printed be covered, in my opiniom tion to introduce my amendment ap-
media. It is also my hope that this too That is not the way we wanted it. That pro_:imately 2 weeks before it was con-
will be corrected at a later date. came about ss part of a compromise, sidered on the floor of the,House. On

Taken in its entirety, however, this is _Tm only thing I can say to you is if any November 1% 1971, I inserted the full
a much needed bill and will have my sup- staff person yea hired has anything to do text of the proposed amendment and an
port and vote. wide open, as :[ am tryinF to explain, on explan;_tion Ltl the CONGRESSIONALREC-

(Mr. LLOYD (at the request of Mr. will be covered, in my opinion. So per- oa_, vofume 117, part 32, page 41869. 'The
SPRINGER) was granted permission to serially ! will be very csutious and in- ame:a&nent was offered and debated[ on
extend his remarks at this point tn the cl.ude staff as a part of the $50,000. Now_.mber 30, 19_1. Prior to the time of
P_CORm) Mr. McCOLJ';£STER. Does the gentle- the debate no question was raised by any~

Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Speaker, t2m proverb man mean In his descripUon of the use one f.n the Justice Department orby any~
states: "A Journey of a thousand miles of the telephone where it is used in banks one else. l_ my knowledge concerning the
begins with the first step." We are taking of five or more'.' provisions of the amendment that k.ave
a long step bxlay toward campaign ex- Mr. HAYS. Well, I ha'_e that specif- recentl?/ been questioned. Those provi-
penditure reform, ically in mind, but the thing is a little sion,,; relating to the legality of a separate,

Actually, so far as expenditure limita- wide open, as ]: am trying to explain, on segrega,ted voluntary political fund were
tion is concerned, I am very little per- commmxlcatior_ media. You know they not raised during the course of the de-
serially affected. This bill allows 10 cents are prohibited. I am just telling you how bate. IrJ_fact, most of the attention dur-'
per eligible voter to be spent for media I am going to handle It. ! am going to trig the debate was centered on the lea-
advertising, or $50,000, whichever is consider any staff who works in my elec- '_ure of t_he bill which represented t_ae
greater. I represent more than 500,000 tion, that thelr salary is part of the :prin,:ip_l difference between the Hansen
persons, one of the largest districts in $50,000. amendiaent and the so-called Cr;n:m
the country. There are less than 350,000 If somebody else wants to take a amendment; that is, the extent to which
"eligible voters" in the district. Thus, in chance, and if Jt is interpreted otherwise, imion or corporate funds could be used
the case of a Congressman, the 10-cent and someone comes in _,nd says, "Joe _;o _aance a get-out-the-vote drive di-
limitation is meaningless. In my case, Doake$ was o:a the telephone and he :rected _t the union members or the cor-
it would mean $35,000. Therefore, the called 50 people," and they bring in 50 porate _;tockholders.
meaningful figure becomes $50,000. This people and ask them to vo_, I think they Mt.. I._AYS. Mr. Speaker, will the genii
is more than :has ever been spent on my would be covered. _;lem_m yield ?
campaign media advertising in the Past. Mr. S P_INGER. Mr. Speaker, I yield Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. I yield briefly

The reporting requirements, the con- 1 :minub. · to the gentleman from Florida 'l_ the gentleman from Ohio, but; I
tribution Umitations, the disclosure (Mr. FP_IY), _Ould Like to complete my statement.
mechanics, these are all long-needed ira- Mr. ]_REY. :_r. Speake::, I would like Mx.. ]_I[AYS. I will say to the gentleman
provements. ! regret we have not ellmi- to very briefly address tlqe attention of _hat what he is saying will be the leg.itl-
hated the eqnal,time requirements, be- the House to the provision regarding the mate legislative history and that wh:at
cause I believe it encourages irresponsible media. There has been m ach made and _;omebc,:ty down in the Department of
polittcal effortsandmischiefmakers, and written about t'_ and, qrite frankly, I Justice, 'c_ome Assistant Attorney C_.qx-
does not contribute to constructive and worked very h_:_d In the committee to eral's opinion, is worth exactly as much
useful campaign procedure, allow the canc_ktate complete discretion _._ the piece of paper it is printed on, no

There are other changes I woUld make, regarding the _pending of his campaign more arid no tess.
but ! realize that each one of us sees this funds. However, this did not come about, Mr'. HANSEN of Idaho. I thank the
problem a little differently. In the Amert- but we did manage to get a compromise gentleman.
can tradition, our product today is a con- througho Mr'. DENNIS. Mr. Speaker, will '_he
sensus product. As such consensus prod- Mr. Speaker, [ think it is extremely ina- gentlem an yield?
uct, I support it enthusiastically, in the portant that we ]nave this ';_ill. The house Mr, I_ANSEN of Idaho. I shall yield to
hope and in the belief that it will be fur- has acted and the Sen_.tor has also. the gentleman when I complete my state-
ther refined and further improved by While I am not necessarily in favor of mont.
subsequent Congresses. all of the provisions of :_hts bill, ! think I (:a_ certainly understand why the

Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, I now it is a good compromise and one with questions now being raised were not
yield to the distinguished gentleman which we can l:ive. This btu is tmpor- raised pr_or to or during the course of
from Nebraska (Mr. McCo_.LZS_.a) for rant, more important, thax: the few items the debs,to on the amendment. The Hart-,
a question, with which Idi_agree. sen am,_ndment is consistent with the

Mx. McCOLLISTER. Mr. Speaker, I Therefore, I would urg,_ everyone, to le_slative intent expressed by the orl_[_
thank the gentleman for yielding, support thi.s bill. r._l author of section 610, the late Sons,-.

I woUld like to direct a question to the :Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Sl_aker, I yield tor F_obert Taft of Ohio. The Hanson
chairman of the Committee on House 5 minutes to the disting_fished gentle- smendment is consistent with the pos_.-
Administration. man from Idaho (Mr, HANS,.N). tion takert by the Justice Department ia

The gentleman from Ohio, in describ- Mr. YIANSEN of Idaho. Mr. Speaker, the brie. f it filed with t:ae U.S. Su-.
ing the subjects with respect to which I take this time because cuestions have r:reme Court in the Pipefitter c_;e
limitation is made, made some mention re_.ently been zaised as to the purpose end wit?_ the position taken by the Jus_
of the campaig-n staff. I see that in sec- and effect of the so.-c:_lled Hansen tics Dep_rtment when the case of United
tion 104 is described the limit on corn- amendment to the election reform bill. Sta_e;s against UAW was before the 8u_
munications media, and it describes in This amendine:a_ was adopted by the preme Court. The Hansen amendment i_
section 102 what the communications House of Repre,,;entatives ky a margin of also con;_i_tent with the provisions of the
media are. I see no reference there to 233 to 147 and ,vas retained by the Joint s,a-ca]!led Crane amendment dealing wit:a
the staff. Senate*House conference committee, t:.ae legat, ity of a separate, voluntary p0.-
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lltical fund. The pertinent portions of consistent with the basic theory of the tJ_is consensus tracks this language with
both amendments are as follows: Government's prosecution in U:aited a single addition making explicit what

nANSEN ^_ENr_tEN_ States against I_Lpefitters Local 562--- i,,_ 'implicit in the Crane amendment --
"As used in this section, the phrase 'contri- United States Supreme Court No. ',r0-_f4 t'.:lat unions and corporations may solicit

bution or expenditure'.., shall not include October Term, 1971--as stated in the So- cf)ntribui;ions to these funds as long as
· . . the establiskment, administration anti Ucitor General's brief filed with the Court t',aey do so without attempting to secure
solicitation o/ contributions to a separate in November 1971. In that brief the ,_ov- money through "physical force, job dis-
regregaied lund to be utilized /or political ernment states: c r_minat[on, financial reprisals" or the
purposes by a corporation or labor organlza° The essential charge of the indictment and t',:_reat thereof. Thus the Hansen amend-
tion: Provided, That it shall be unlawful for the theory on which the case was tried was l_lent does not break new ground, it mere-
_;nch a fund to make a contribution or ex- that the Fund, although formally set up :as l'J write:s currently accepted practices
penditure by utilizing money or anything of au entlty independent of Local 562, was in tl:lto clear and explicit statutory lan-
value secured by physical force, Job dlscrim- fact a union fund, controlled by the _mion, gaage.
t_ation, /inanclal reprisals, or the threat of contribUtior_s to wb.tc_ were assessecZ _.y tl_e lqIUch has been made of the fact that
_orce, Job discrimination or financialreprisal; union as part o/ its dues structure, col-
or by dues, fees, or other moneys required as lected from non-members in lieu of dues, s_rae of '_he material which I inserted in
a condition of membership in a labor organl- and expended, when deemed necessarg, for t:ile CONCRESSIONAL RECORD as part of leg-
:_.atlon or as a condition of employment, or by union purposes and[ the personal use of the i_;lative ;aistory in connection with my
moneys obtained in any commercial trans- directors of the Fu:ad. (Brief for the Unit_d remarks is similar to material inserted
action." (Emphasis supplied.) States at p. 23, emphasis added.) ]c,ythe gentleman from New Jersey (Mr.

CRANE A I_ENDMEHT

(Sec. 8 of H.R. 11060) The Hansen amendment makes it; per- 'J._HOMPSON)as part of his remarks.
Nothing In this section shall preclude an fectly plain that Federal contribv_tions Those who are familiar with the opera-

organization from establishing and admints- or expenditures financed by "dues, fees, tion of _e Congress are aware of the
_tering a separate contributory lund lot any or other moneys required as a condition clrawlngXother commOnuponcommitteePracticereports,°fMemberShear.
,politicaT purpose, including voter registration of membership in a labor organization tags, briefs, and other background mate-
or get-out-the-vote drives, if all contribu- or as a condition of employment" are tm-
Lions, gifts, or payments to such fund are lawful. Thus, under the Hansen amend- iials and documents in developing leg-
made freely and voluntarily, and are unre- ment the Government would be entitled lslative history for a bill which will help
toted to dues, fees, or other moneys required to a guilty verdict whenever it mee'ts the t.o set forth legislative intent to guide
as a condition of membership in such orga- burden of pro_ng to a properly instruct- i,hose charged with responsibility of im-
nizs.tion or as a condition of employment, ed jury that Contributions were made .plementing and administering the act. Lqthe development of my amendment I
(Emphasis supplied) from assessments which were part of a worked with other Members and their

It has been suggested recently that the union's dues structure.
so-called Hansen amendment to the pres- There could be no dispute on tills ,,_t_ffs. A background paper was prepared_m.d underwent several modifications re-
ent 18 U.S.C. section 610 has the purpose point for in his floor explanation of the llecting comments and suggestions made
and effect of thwarting present prosecu- 18 U.S.C. section 610 Senator Taf'b em- by Members who had an opportunity to
tions against the Pipefitters Local 562 phasized that: :_'eview it. In order to make certain that
and the Seafarers International Union as [U]nions can * * * organize something _:_herecord was complete I inserted por-
well as a contemplated prosecution like the PAC, a polltlcal organization, and
against the Marine Engineers Beneficial receive direct contributions, Just so long as _,ions of that background material in the
Association. As I will show, this conten- members of the u_alon know what they are ;_ECORD under authority to revise and
tion is completely without substance, contributing to, and the dues whicl_ they ,_..xtend my remarks. Obviously, the ten-

In its original draft form, the Hansen pay into the union treasury are not used :for '_,leman from New Jersey (Mr. T_oMr-
[the] purpose [of making federal political ;_ON) with whom I serve on the House

amendment made it unlawful for a labor expenditures and contributions]. 93 Cc,ngres- ,administration Committee which con-
political committee to make a contribu- sional Record 6440. _idered this legislation, utilized some of
tion or expenditure by utilizing money
secured by physical force or job discrimi- In light of this explanation the Gov- the same materials in revising and ex-
nation or threat thereof. Subsequently, ernment advised the Supreme Court in tending his own remarks.
when the allegation was made that the United States v. ;flAW, 352 U,S. 56',I, tlmt Obviously, the members of the joint
Marine Engineers Beneficial Association section 610 "had not silenced the polit- ._enate-House conference committee
had coerced contributions to its political ical voice of labor Unions" since unions were not concerned about the suggested
action fund by threatening pension cut- may "properly" use "special funds con- effect cf this amendment on pending
offs or reductions, the amendment was tributed voluntarily by the membersl_ip" cases. Nor were Members of the other
redrafted and broadened in order to for "purely political activities." Brief for body w:ho approved the conference re-
make the use of financial reprisals or the United Stat_s in the UAW case at port by a voice vote. There is no reason
threats thereof unlawful. Therefore, far pages 37 and 38. And, consistent; with for Members of this body to be concerned.
from undercutting any action the De- that view, despite the fact that unions, as This is much needed and meritorious leg-
partment of Justice may see fit to take in well as the Chamber of Commerce and islation. I strongly urge an overwhelm-
this case, if action is warranted, the Han- the NAM, have openly and notoriously _.g vote, of approval.
sen amendment actually strengthens the carried on political activities through _mR_L L_W
Department's hand. labor and business political organizations Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani-

Again, in the Seafarers' case, the Gov- such as A_IO, COPE, and BIPAC for mous consent that all Members may' have
emment's contention insofar as it can be almost 30 years, the Government ]._as 5 legislative days in wbAch to revise and
gleaned from the indictment and from never prosecuted either a union or a cot- extend their remarks on this subject.
the newspaper stories which led to the porate group on the theory that 'anions The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
indictment, is that section 610 was rio- and corporatiom; have no right to set up the req_lest of the gentleman from Ohio?
lated because the payments were coerced and run legitimate labor or corporate There was no objection.
through job discrimination and threats political organizations such as COPE and Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, I yield i
of job discrimination. That precise evil BIPAC. minute to the gentleman from Indiana
is also covered and prohibited in explict Thus as Senator I)OMINICK .stated, (Mr. D:_xs).
terms in the Hansen amendment, speaking in supr, ort of an amendment to Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Speaker, and Mere-

With respect to the Pipefitters' case, section 610 he offered to the other belly, I_ers of the House, I regret that I could
the thrust of the prosecutions there, as the general view is that: not ask the question of the gentleman
is evident from the Government's briefs, If a member wishes to pay money volun- from Idaho, but during the debate, in a
is that section 610 was violated because tarlly to a candidate or to a labor organiza- colloquy with the gentleman, I pointed
the Pipefitters' Political Action Fund uti- tton fund for a candidate or even to a fund out that it seemed to me that his amend-
lized assessments whose payment was re- which the union will determine how it Is to ment operated to legalize certain union
qnired as a condition of employment, be spent, I have nc, objections, practices regarding the use of union dues
That precise evil is covered in explicit CONGRESSIOIgALRrco_, volume 11_, part for po_itical purposes which heretofore
terms in the Hansen amendment. 22, page 29329. had not been legalized. I am glad to note

The Hansen amendment is completely The Hansen amendment building on that the gentleman claims that this is
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not true, an_t that he is merely codifying Mr. PICKIiE. Mr. Spe _ker, the Mem- Mr. E[AYS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 rain-
existing law. i_rs of the House will remember that utes t_:_the gentleman from Virginia (Mr.

I presume--and this is the question I during the first, floor debate on this leg- ABI_IT?), chairman of the subcommittee,
wished to ask the gentleman--that the islation I offered an amendment pro- who d_d all of the hard work holding the
existing law which the gentleman says riding that broadcast_,.r_; should charge hearings and who did a great job or_:the
his amendment codifies, includes the de- comparable or earned rates, the same section of the bill on House administra-
cision in the Circuit Court of Appeals in as the newspapers an,! other media tiorL.
the Eighth Circuit, I believe, in the Pipe- could charge, The House passed that Mr. _,BBITT. Mr. Speaker, I appreciate
fitters' case, which specifically holds that amendment 10y a strong vote of 219 to very much the gentleman yielding to me
the use for political purposes, of coerced 1:50, a 69-vote raajority, e,n a record vote_ and the kind words he has just spoken.
funds, or of union dues which have to be When the _ill went to conference this Mr. Speaker, I want to commend the
paid, is filegal. _-nendmeht was sort oi traded off on chairman of the committee, and the

The SPEAKER. The time of the gen- the equal time provision. If I could offer chairman of the conference, and the
tleman from Indiana has expired, an amendment, now that would restate Ho_me Me_nbers for the splendid job they

Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 what was the clear intent of the House have done.
minute to the gentleman from I_inue- I would do so. To _dl intents and purposes, this t_ a
sota (Mr. F_.NZEL). But, as you lmow, we have a straight bill that was passed originally by the

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, today this yes or no vote on this conference report. House_ with a few exceptions,
House will pass a much-needed election I wmat to make it plai_ that I do sup- First;, I want to comment on the _ubject
reform bill. It is a good compromise bill _)rt the legisl_tion because overall the of telephones. There wssa slight change
which merits broad support. In addition two co mmittee_ have done a good job there. ,_)me of the Members are a little
it stands as a prime example of con- and the overall purposes and the strong bit excited and exercised by what we
gressional r_ponsiveness, intent here tmtweighs any individual mean when we say "media".

_ts bill is. the first significant reform objection that Y might h_ve. If y(,u will look at the first page of the
in decades. It provides for expanded dis- I do think the provision requiring report_ It explains it very concisely.
closure both for expenses and contrlbu- broadcasters to give the lowest unit rate The :report reads as follows:
tions, and establishes spending lhnita- to political ca:adldates, il that is indeed (1) The term "communications media"
tions for certain media expenses, More what the language real).y says, is patent- means broadcasting stations, newspapers.
importantly, it is tailored to disrupt as ly unfair and _;houid be corrected. I hope magl_zi_e$, outdoor advertising facilities, and
little as poa_ible our traditdonally fair to take steps as we go _dong this year telepho:r_es; but, with respect to telephones,
and open election systems, tx) correct that difference, spending or an expenditure shall be deemed

The Congress has wisely resisted the Mr. I_IAYS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 mtn- to be srending or an expenditure for the __rse
strong temptation to expand substan- ute to the gentleman from New York of comn_unications media only if such spend-lng or _xpendlture is for the costs o! 1;e_e~
tially the ex,.sting, and obvious, advan- (Mr. BINGHAM). phones, ])aid telephonlsts, and automatic
tages of incumbency. It also resisted the Mr. BINOH/_I_L Mr. Sl_ker, the ques- telepho_e equipment.
equally strong temptation to restrict un- tion has been raised about the meaning
duly the rights of citizens who partici- of the term l_dd telepho_xists in section l_c. _;peaker, it is just that simple. T_t
pate financially in the political process. 102 (1) and the s;uggestion was made that is all ti_al_ applies to telephones.

The bill has flaws, omissions, and even this might include a campaign staff. For Now, as to the conference report, there
a loophole, or two. Most significant is the what it is worth, I would like to say as were o_fly about five instances in which
omission of a Federal Elections Commis- author of the amendment in House which _he ]_o_se bill was changed.
sion. On balance, however, the good in included the term "paid _;elephonists"-- First the provision of tibe Senate bill
this bill far outweighs its minor defects, it was not my intention to include in celatin_ te the requirements on broad-

This reform bill complements the that term all ,;taft that r._ight use tele- ,tasters, that is, telev_,sion and radio, was
$50--$100 joint--deductibility for polit- phones incider_tally talk _o voters. ;_doptecL Broadcasters mast charge the
ical contributions. Together, they pro- I had in mind people who are hired '/,owest '_:mit rate for space and time dur_
vide great incentives for broadened polit- for the purpose of ma_:ing telephone !.ng the 45 days preceding a primary and
lcal participation. Together, they are a calls. That is a very disti_ct and recog- _]0days preceding the general election.
real bonus for' the people of this country, nizable category,. It was n(,t my intention Secor_.d, there was stricken from t]:_e

Perhaps the happiest elemeht in our to include any_fing beyond that. These 25ouse _,ili the provision requiring anyone
whole treatment of election reform is people are genecally hired'.nconsiderable who m_kes space available in a news-
that we are passing Congress own bill. numbers and it i_s,as I say, a distinct eat- paper ¢:r magazine to a candidate in a
It did not come from the Executive, al- egory. I repeat it was not; my intention natic_nal election campaig_ must make
though the Executive did contribute as author of the amendment which in- .';pace available to other _andidates for
greatly and has indicated support and eluded the phrase "paid telephonists" to office.
approval. It did not come from pressure include general campaign ,,;taffs. Thlrd_ under the definition of "news
groups, although many groups also made Mr. HAYS. _r. Speaker, I yield I mtn- medi;_," we took out the provision feint-
important inputs. It did not come from ute to the gentl(gnan from Wyoming (Mr. ina to postage in computerized mailing as
heavy popular interest, although the ma7 RONC_L_O). defined in the House 'version, and
jority of our citizenry has been shown, Mr. RONCALIO. Mr. Speaker, I thank change_i cost of telephoning to telephone
in poll after poll, as favoring election the chairman o¢ the committee, the gen- expendl¢;rres.
reform, tleman _rom Ohio (Mr. I_._es). F011rt_, the House reced_,d from. their

All of these influences were important, Mr. Speaker, my purpose in taking the provisio:a providing for a penalty for rio.-
but this bill was passed because Congress floor at t;his time ls to ask a question for 1;_tion cf section 103 and adopted the
saw a problem area and tried to solve it the benefit of absent Members. Senate provision, which provides for a
in a reasonable way. 'What about attacks on rn incumbent? f_e of r_oi exceeding $5,000 or impriserL-.

I want to add my commendations to For example, those who have already _aent of not more than a year or both.
those already heaped on the deserving said, in effect, "We will come into your The fifth change was in the matter of
chairmen, the gentleman from Ohio and area and put u_, billboards attacking you reporting. We in the House report to the
the gentleman; from West Virginia, and on the way you voted or a particular Clerk; t_le Senate reports to the Secre_
on the deserving subcommittee chairman, thing last year." is that allocable to your _ry of the Senate. In addition, there was
the gentleman from Virginia, and the opponent's exper_se limitaiions? the amendment that was offered by Mr.
gentleman frmn Massachusetts. Their el- Mr. HAYS. No, it is not. But if a per- Y.'[ASW:Yrequiring a report to the clerk's
forts reflect credit on all of us. son--if it is an individual, and he spends o_Iice of _he Federal court in the various

It is my hope that this bill will l_e more than $100, he has to :xmke a report districts. ?[_qat amendment was defeated
passed by an overwhelming majority to- on it and, if he does not, then he is in in the H:)rme. At that time the chairman,
day. violation of the law and c_ be fined or (Mr. ItaYs) promised that some provision

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 mtn- sent to jail. _ould be raade. What we did in the cola..
ute to the gentleman from Texas (Mr. Mr. RONCALIO. I thank the gentle- fcrence c,ommittee was to say that a re-
PXCELE). man very much. _)rt sho_fid be filed with the appropriat,_
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State official, either the State election Another important aspect of the bill butions, is there any attempt or pur-
official or whoever the appropriate State pertains to the role unions and corpo- pose in the proposed law that would sug-
official might be, the secretary of state rations (',an play in political campaigns, gest or compel an allocation of the
or the equivalent officer. A copy of the re- Under the provisions of this bill, the lands?
port would be filed with that officer so it definition of the terms "contribution" Mr. HAYS. No, not at alt. If a per-
would be available locally. Other than and "expenditure" does not include corn- a)n, for example, had only $20,000, he
l_at the House provision stands, munications, nonpartisan registration, _arLld spend the whole $20,000 on the

I think we have a good bill, one we can and get-out-the-vote campaigns directed media if he wanted to. The only limita-
live with, and one which represents a at the stockholders of the corporation tl,on is that he may not spend more than
great step in the right direction, and their families and members and their $30,000 total of the $50,000 on the media.

I am pl.eased that the Members of the families of labor organizations. )Jr. DENHOLM. Thank you very
House of Representatives were afforded One of the most crucial provisio:as of much.
ample time to study the conference re- the bill provides for a ceiling on contri- _Jr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I want to
port on S. 382, and I'm sure that having buti0ns by any candidate from his per- s:_y in conclusion that I appreciate all
read the provisions of the bill, We all sonal funds, or the personal fumls of t'.ae cooperation from both sides, from all
realize the importance and far-reaching his immediate family, in connection with t]ae members of my committee espe-
effects of the legislation, his campaign for nomination for elec- c_ally Mr. DEVINE and those on the other

Although the bill is not what we had tips, or election to Federal office in ex- side, who while they were exhausting and
all hoped it would be, it takes a giant step cess of $50,000 for President or Vice penetrating in their questions made no
in the right direction. Our existing laws President, $35,000 for Senator, arid attempt to filibuster consideration of
are so outdated and unrealistic that an $25_000 for Representative. I. feel that the bill. Also I appreciate the coopera-
_argent need for reform exists, this will help deter a wealthy candidate t Jori of the members of the Committee

Tihe House conferees were opposed to from being in a position, as a result of ca Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
a Senate attempt to repeal the "Equal his or bis family'S personal fortune, to l_he gentleman from West Virginia (Mr.
Time" requirement for political candi- "buy" an election. The cost of campaig2_- E;TJ_OCERS), and the gentleman from
dates and after lengthy discussion, the lng is so great today that the average _,£assachusetts (Mr. 1Vf-ACDONALD)as
repeal clause was removed and the exist- citizen cannot even consider running for well as the minority members of that
mg law remained unchanged, office, committee.

In an attempt to keep do_m the rapid- Finally, this bill repeals the Corrupt Mr. Speaker, ! do not say this Is a
].y rising costs of campaigning, the con- Practices Act of 1925 which is so out- lc,effect bill. It does not suit me in every
terees agreed to limit expenditures for dated and imposs:ible to live under that, l:,articul_r. I would rather have had
_he communications media to 10 cents as we all know, it has been honored only lower l_mits and a few other tl_ings,
per eligible voter, or $50,000, whichever is in its breach, bull we gave very little to the Senate
greater. Of this limit, no more than 60 Gentlemen, the time to act is now. Al- i'a the conference. There are only a few
percent could be spent for television and though S. 382 is not a perfect bill, ! urge i'_z:ms, which did not amount to much.
:raffio. An escalator clause was included your full support, for passage-_o that In a conference we have to take as well
with the communications media spend- we might take the first step to need(M as give in order to get agreement. I ap-
:ing limit, based on annual increases in election reform, pr(relate the attitude of the Senator from
_he consumer price index. Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, I yieRl t_tode ]csland (Mx. PASTORr) and the

The bill also provides that broadcast- the remaining tin_te to the minority lead- other Senate conferees. We came up
,ers, meaning TV and radio stations, are er, the gentlem_x from Michigan (Mr. _ith the bill in record time. I think it is
required to sell candidates advertising OEP_LoR. FORD). a long step in the right direction, and
time at the lowest unit rate for the time Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker, I urge adoption of the conference
and space used. This stipulation would at the outset let me commend the Con- zeport.
take effect only during the last 45 days ferees. I think a good job has been done, Mr. MAI-ION. Mr. Speaker, under per-
preceding a primary election and the last and I intend to support the report. I zMssion _o extend my remarks, I wish to
$0 clays preceding a general election, think it.is good legislation, ivy;err at this point in the RECORI) the

In order to maintain the highest de- I wOUld like to ask the distinguish(_ tollowing:
gree of confidence in Federal campaigns, gentleman from Ohio one question. As ]hast _;aturday, January 15, I met with
the public is entitled to know specifically I read the Confe,'ence Report, excel_t for members of the broadcasting industry
and accurately what money is spent by section 401, the effective date for the from the district which I have the honor
and. on behalf of a candidate for Federal new legislation is B0 days after the Pre_;i- to represent. We bad a splendid meeting.
elective office, and also where those funds dent signs it and it becomes law. Is that ]t was informative and helpful to me. I
came from. This bill goes a long way in correct? was given a broad range of information
strengthening the requirements for re- Mr. HAYS. The answer to that is"Yes." _Lnd assistance with respect to the pend-
porting expenditures and contributions, That is exactly right, lng measure, and other pending legisla-
and. thus providing for disclosure to the Mr. GERALD R. FORD. One other t ion, and with respect to a multitude of

clarification. When I say "effective date," _erious problems which confront thepeople.
As opposed to creating another high that means as to reporting expendi'_ures, broadcasting industry. I was much iai-

cost commission, financed by the tax- disbursements, or any other require- t_ressed _ith the objectivity and dedica-
:payers, the House conferees were able manta under the legislation, lien to public service which was apparent
to retain the provisions of the House ver- Mr. HAYS. Theft is right. No section, throughout the meeting.
sion which provided for campaign re- except for one, takes effect, and it does As to the pending conference report,
ports to be filed with the Clerk of the not either until ,$0 days after. It even those speaking on the report have pointed
House, for House candidates, the Secre- has a longer period. But the re_t of it, (_ut mmv' of the weaknesses and in-
_ary of the Senate for Senate candidates, no part of it becomes effective until 60 equities. The measure is far from perfect,
:and the Comptroller General for Presi- days after the President signs it. t_ut, un_er all the circumstances, ! sh_ll
dential candidates. Also, copies of cam- Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker, join in the passage of the measure as
paign reports are to be filed with the let me reiterate what I said at the out- the best thing that can be done at this
secretary of state---or equivalent offi- set: I congratulate the conferees. I think tirae.
car---of the State in which the election this is good legisltation and I hope it is 'With respect to related measures af-
ts held. This last stipulation, I feel, is overwhelmingly approved, iecting the broadcasting industry I would
much more practical than what was pro- Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, ! yield my. urge that early hearings be held and
:posed by the Senate which attempted to self the remaining time. lit)use consideration be given to the r.dgh-
:have additional copies of the campaign Does the gentleman from South Da- priority problems involved.
reports filed with the clerk of the United kota have a question? Mr. EIILLIS. Mx. Speaker, campaign
States District Court in which is located Mr. DENHOL_. Thank you very reform is an absolute must, if we are to
the residence of the candidate or the much, Mr. Chairman. The question X make our election system more just and
principal office of the political cpm- wanted to askts this: If someone 1_ op- (lemocratic.
mittee, erating on less than $50,000 in contrl- However, justice and democracy cannot
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be well served by legislation w_dch treats ],egislative a_ad execut:.ve restrictions funds 'tllat might be allocated for a spe-
any party involved in election reform which were lmiquely p_mitive and in- cific IKm<tla. I have a feeling ti:mt this
with gross inequity. E.qtultal)le, A_merlca's railroads could not decision should be made by the car,ali-

I feel the reform legislation we have continue to ¢q;_erate corlpetitively with date cr his advisers.
before us today is unjustifiably discrim- airlines, buses, and the tracking industry_ Further review of campaign exPendi-
inatory against the American broadcast ]._ence, they are now being heavily sub- ttm._s and funds is certainly itl o:nier,
industry and therefore it is with great sidized and l:assenger service has been However, I recognize that; there ks much
reluctance that I am voting against the taken over by tJ_e Federal Government. tr_ l;he biU which is certainly needed. I
conference bill. Overregulation is worse than no regu- have expressed reservations but feel that

I agree with all other sections of the lation at all, In my opinion, because it the ow_.rall need and the great amomat of
reform bill and am pleased Congress has leads to such ,_overnmcnt control and, study _md legislative offer5 that h_ gone
finally taken action in thh; important ultimately, heavy subsidization and int_, this measure deserve a positive vote
field. However, the great advantages takeover, on fin,,d passage.
which would result from the bfil still Is broadcas:;ing to be next on this list? l_.[r, tkNDERSON of California. :._Ir.
carmot outweigh the gross injustice I_ so, there are few wl.ao could doubt Speaker, r, the current law governing po_
which we would perpetrate on the broad- this would spe;a a heav_ blow to a free litical campaign financing was written in
cast media by passing this bill as re- press and, m,_;t importantly, to a free 1925 a:td does not adequately control the
ported out of conference committee, s;ociety, conduct of elections for Federal office, lin

What is sc, discriminatory? Only three I recognize how hard the Conference additi(_n, it does not protect the elco-
provisions, but they are quite important. Commit_ hsz worked ;o report out a tore,to, nor the candidate,, from corrup-
First, while print media would be re- workable, corr_promise bfil. But I simply tion.
quired by the bill to charge political can- do not think t_ds is gomething on which Llnd _r the current 1925 law, the spend-
didates "comparable rates," broadcssters Congress should compromise. What we lng ceiling for House of Representatives
would be required to furnish time at "the axe de_ling _i_h is a b_sic principle--.- candidates is unrealistically low at
lowest unit rate." This could represent and th_s is som,_b_xg on which Congress $5,0r)0; for Senatorial elections, the ceil-
as much as a 50-percent difference in cannot compromise, inglis ,_;25,000; and worse, there isno ceil-
rates. Surely Congress has not come so far ing on Presidential election spending.

Second, in the 10-cent-per-voter llm- in this importent area to humqedly ac-. The _.mrealistically low lkIouse and _qen-
itation on spending, this bill specifies copt at this l)oint a blatantly inferior ateeei_ingsinviteavoidance; whereas the
that only 6 cents can be spent on the and m_:lust piece of legishttion. I feel this absence of a spending ceiling in. Presi-
broadcast media, but makes no similar bill should be sent be_t: to committee dentiaI elections tends to give a candi-
provision for any other media--prlnt, let- so these odious previsions can be elimi- date with large financial resources sm
ters, telephoning, and so forth, nated and Congress ca:a send to the undue advantage over one whose re-

Third, the bill retains the equal-time la'resident a tm_Jy fair and effective cam- soureer are limited.
requirement :for broadcast media, but in- paign reform bill. The 1925 act is riddled with. loopholes
cludes no such provision for other media. Mr. ]_YDMONDSON. lYf:'. Speaker, the that allow an estimated 50 percent of t_,e

To me, this amounts to unfair discrim- Conferees haw_ done a g'aod job with a money spent on political campaign,; to
ination and favoritism at the expense of rnos_ difficult piece of legislation in go trar¢_ported. In fact, 182 candidates for
an-industry 'which the Federal Govern- bringing this conferenc_ report on S. the _[Y._.Congress in 1968 filed campsdgn
ment has ah'eady sought to control far 382 to the floor. I believe the Committee finsmci:_d disclosure reports indicating
beyond the bounds which I consider nec- els House Ad_dt_istration and the Corn- that they neither received nor spent any
essary and in the public interest. Cer- mittee on Interstate and Foreign Corn- money on their campaigns..
tainly, I recognize the need for regula- merce are d_-,Tving of general public Lsxgcly because of advanced communii-
tion of the airwaves, but not to this commenda{lon for the product of their sations technology, campaign eos_ have
extent, joint labor in t]xis most important field. _kyroc_eted in recent years. In 1952,

I would guess we feel justified in plac- The bill on ';flxieh we w_te today is not candidates for all elective office spent t9
lng additional restraints on this media perfect and nc, one who lass worked for cents I,er vote. In 1968, candidates for
merely because it is the only one which i_s passage makes such a claim for it. ipubE[c c,i_ce spent nearly $60 million on
the Federal Government licenses and, Nonetheless, i.t represents progress in :radio _,nd television broadcasts alone.
therefore, h_us considerable control over. an area on which progr, e,,;s is long over- ;5pendh._.g in 1968 totaled over $300 rah-
Congress did not attempt to apply these due, and good. men haw worked long [ion.
three odious requirements to the print and hard to make this day possible. In order to close the loopholes, o',pen
media because we knew full well we The committee and subcommittee the doors of Federal office to men of
would have to answer to charges of vie- chairman, and their rrtir_ority counter- vutstar_ding ability who have limited fi-
latlon of freedom of the press. Surely parts, have earned the. appreciation of :nancdal resources and, simultaneously,
the electronic press should receive the the Hmme and. of the country. :_ree all candidates from the pressure of
same consideration. Freedom of the press I am confident their product will be politica_, obligations which are often in-
must apply to all forms of public corn- overwhelmingly approved, both in this curm_ in raising funds to underwrite
munication and information, and not lx_ly a_,,d in th_._ country a_ large, i_olitica! campaigns, I urge my colleagues
only to certain segments. Mr. 8!mmker, I suppor_d the Pickle ';o suppo_ the Conference Report to _he

Furthermore, if we are to accomplish a_nendment in the House when this mat- bill, S. ;_82, the Federal Election Refo;._.
the ends these provisions were designed ter was before us last year, and share Under this measure, a candidate f_r
to accomplish, we would have to extend his vie_ that broadcasters should have [Federal ofiSce would be limited to l0
these regulations to all the media. · equal treatmt_t with other media in. rate cents per eligible voter, or $50,000, which-

For instance, in Indianapolis, if the requirements f_)r candidates. _.wer is the larger for the use of 'hhe
equal-time provision did not exist and a I hope this questi(m can be resolved comraunications media. Not more tI_mn
candidate was not allowed to appear or to assure this f_irness oi treatment by 60 percent of these funds could be spent
advertise on ()ne radio station, he would later legislatior, for the use of broadcasting stations.
have more than a dozen other stations Mr. DEI%WIN;BKI. Nh'. FPeaker, I am, A ca_didate who spent more than the
to go to. However, he would have the with some reluctance, voting for this legal amount would be subject to a
chance to appeal to only two daily news- Ctmference Relx)rt on the Federal Elec- _';5,000 fne and 5 years imprisonment.
papers in the: city. Is it fair for us to tion Compaign Act of 197:[. Sl_.'cial interests would not be ail.owed
require equal time of only one segment The reason lor my reluctance is that to unduly influence the outcome of elco.-
of a city's media? This is not to say I the final bill belore us do,_ have, in my t_ons hg making contributioms which
feel these regulations should be extended judgme_t, subst:mtial leeS>holes and in- were se_::ured by physical force, jck_ dj,;..
to the other media_I do not. Instead, consistencies. I am also co_cerned by the criminai;ion, nor would they be allowed
they should be lifted from _he broadcast possibility that the public will be led to to use _:iu:e§required as a condition of
industry's back. believe _iha.tthrough thk,; vehicle we have raeml>er.ship or employment to further

What are the consequences of this solved all the abuses of election cam- the interests of a candidate.
type of favoritism and overregulation? paigns. In a_di.tion, so that the public wi]!
Take a look at the railroads. Because of I also question the proprq ety of limiting know who is attempting to il_fiuence oleo:-
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tions, the disclosure of campaign con- Broyhill, N.C. Hansen, Idaho Pike NAYS--20
tributions is required. If a person con- Broyhill, Va. Hansen, Wash. Plrnle l,shbrook Hlllis Purcell

Buchanan Harrington PodeU t_lackbur_ Jones, N.C. Rarlck
tributed over $100 toward the election of Burke, Maas. Hars]_a Poff ¢:happeH Ky1 Schmltz
a candidate, this would be revealed to Burleson, Tex. Hastings Powell ¢:r_me McMlllan Slkes
the public. Burltson, Mo. Hathaway Preyer, N.C. ¢_c_dling Myers Teague, Tex.

Burton Hawkins Price, 111. (._ross O'Konskl Waggonner
Mr. Speaker, I support S. 382 as a Byrnes, Wis. Hays Price. Tex. _a]l Poage

meaningful reform in the election _ron Hechler, W. Va. Pucinskl
process. Cai)eH Hel_. Qule NOT VOTING_77

However, the bill has several short- Camp Helsl_)ski Quillen _,nnunzlo Fulton Nichols
Carney Hick:s, __o_m Rallsback t_spin Goldwater Passman

comings. I feel that individual contrlbu- Carter Htck_, Wash. Randall F.a_ing Green, Ores. Pettls
tions to campaigns must be limited to Casey, Tex. Hogan Rees I_aJ'rett Griffin Pryor, Ark,
$5,000. I feel that a candidate's use of Cederberg Hollfield Reid I_ell Griffiths RangelCeller Hor_n Reuss ILetts Gubser Rhodes
his personal funds should also be limited. Chamberlain Hosmer Rlegle I_oland Harvey Rosenthal
I feel that television and radio stations Chisholm Howard Roberts I_rademas Hdbert Roybal
should be allowed to present "debates" Clancy Hull Robinson:, Va.. I_ray Heckler, Mass. Ruppe
between the major candidates. Clark Hungate Robison, _,Y, I_t_rke, Fha. Henderson Saylor

Clausen, Hun_; Rodino l_y:me. Pa. Johnson, Pa. Scheuer
These provisions are not in the bill, Don_ Hutchinson Roe CafferY Jonas Schneebeli

but will be introduced in the future and, clawson. Del Ichord Rogers C_ey, N._6. Landgrebe Slsk
hopefully, the law will be amended. Cleveland Jacobs Roncalio Clay Leggett Stokes

Collins, Ill. Jar_Lan Rooney, 1/f.Y. ¢'_o]lller Lennon Stubblefield
In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, ! feel Collins, Tex. Johnson, Calif. Rooney, Pa. (Jonyers Long, La. Udall

that the conference report, S. 382, is a Colmer Jones, Ala. RostenkowskJl Corman McClure Van Deerlln
necessary step toward campaign reform. Conable Jones, Tenn. Roush l)tt,gs McDade Vander Jagt
It closes loopholes, and it provides for conte Kartlh Rousselot I)lngell McKay Waldle

Cotter Kastenmeler Roy Downing McKevltt Whalen
a more open atmosphere in campaign cousmln Kazen Runnels l_dwards, _da. Martin Wilson, Bob
finance. I will support this conference culver Keating Ruth Edwards,/,a. Mayne Wolff
report and I urge my colleagues to also Curlin Kee Ryan ]_sch Mills. Ark. Wyatt

Daniel, Va. Keitl_ St Germaln
vote for its adoption. Daniels. N.J. Kemp Sandman ]_vJins, Te_m. Minshall Young, Tex.

Mr. DONOHUE. Mr. Speaker, our DanielsorL King: Sarbanes l_'lsher Mitchell Zwach
overriding objective, with respect to this Davis, Ga. Kluczynski Satterfield Prasor Murphy, 111.
Federal Election Campaign Reform Con- Davis, S.C. Kocit Scherle So the conference report was agreed to.Davis, Wls. Kuykendall Schwengel
ference Report before us, must be, in my de la Gar_ Kyros Scott 'rile Clerk announced the following
opinion, to strengthen public faith and Delaney Land_'um Sebelius pairs:
confidence in the national government. Dellenback Latta Selberlln_ ,On tl_ vote:

Dsllums Lent Shipley
Our immediate purpose, in our action Denholm Link Shoup ]_r. A:anunzio for, with Mr. Passman

on this report, is to try to insure that Dennis Lloyd Shriver _gainst.
our Federal elective offices are, in fact, Dent Long, Md. Skubitz lFirs. G:_een of Oregon for, with Mr. Baring

Derwinski LuJan Slack _gainst.
equally open to any qualified candidate Devine McCiory Smith, Cs2ff. l_Ir. Nichols for, with Mr. Hdbert against.
and are not the exclusive preserve of Dickinson McC]ioakey Smith, Iowa Mr. Msrtln :_or, with Mr. Landgrebe against.
individuals who possess great wealth or Dcnohue McCollister Smith, N.Y.
those who have access to extraordinarily Dom McCormack Snyder lt_r. Rhodes for, with Mr. Goldwater

Dow McC alloch Spence _,galnst.
large amounts of campaign spending Dowdy Mcl_nald, Springer
subsidies. Drinan Mich. Staggers 'Until :further notice:

To accomplish beth of these primary maski Mc_en Stanton. l_r. Wolff with Mr, Roll.
Duncan Mcl_fil J. William ldr. Barrett with Mr. Collier.

objectives, I earnestly hope and urge du Pont McKlnney Stanton, l_Ir. Stubblefield with Mr. Edwards of Ala-
that the great majority of the House will DWYer Macdonald, James V. _ama.

register their acceptance of this Confer- EdmondsonECkhardtMaddenMaSs' SteeleSteed ]Fir. l_s _er with Mr. Betts.
ence Report. It is not, of course, perfect Edwards, Calif. _phon Steiger, Ariz. /Mr, Evins of Tennessee with Mr. Johnson
nor as strong as many of us would like Ellberg MallIlard Stelger, Wis. iff Pen_sylvania.
but it is commonly regarded as the most Erlenbern Mallory Stephens Mr./_rtfiln with Mr. McClure.
acceptable compromise presently obtain- Eshleman Mann Stratton Mri'Ml_chell with Mr. Le_ett.Evans, Colo. Mathlas, Calif, Stuckey
able to effectively limit election cam- Fascel Mathis, Ga. Sullivan Mr. Aspin with Mr. McDade.
paign spending to a reasonable level and Flndley Matsunaga Symington l_x. Henderson with Mr. Burke of Florida.
establish a contributor revelation pro- Fish Maz_olt Taleott Mr. Lennon with Mr. Jonas.

Flood Meecls Taylor l_J.r.Byrne of Pennsylvania with Mr. Bray.
cedure that will serve to reassure the Flowers MelCher Teague, CallL Mr. Carey of New York with Mrs. Hec]_ier of
general public about the integrity of the Flynt Metcalfe Terry _ssach_etts.
elective process in our national govern- Foley Mlc]_l Thompso:_, Ca. ]Fir. Dingell with Mr. Esch.
merit election campaigns. Ford, Gerald R. Mlkva Thompso:n, N.J.

Ford, Miller, Calif. Thomson, Wis. ].VIr.Murphy of Illinois with Mr. Diggs
The SPEAKER. Without objection, the Wfiliam D. Miller, Ohio Thone Mr. Rosenthal with Mr. Clay.

previous question is ordered on the Con- Forsythe Mllh_, Md. Tlernan ]_Ir. Fraser with Mr. Rangel.
ference Report. Fountain Mlnlsh UUman ],VIr.Co_yers with Mr. Roybal.

There was no objection. Frelinghuysen Mlnk Vanik ]_V_r.Stokes witl_ Mr. Scheuer.
·Tie SPEAKER. The question is on the Frensex Mizen Veysey ]Fir. _h_lton of Tennessee with Mr.

Conference Report. Prey Mollohan Vigorito ]_XcKevitt.
Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, on that Fuqua Monagan Wampler Mr. Mc Kay wlth Mr. Mayne.Gallfiane2_ls Montgomery Ware

I demand the yeas and nays. Gallagher Moorhead Whalley _r. Bx_demas with Mr. Harvey.
The yeas and nays were ordered, oarmatz Morion White Mr. Bo'.and with Mr. Saylor.
· _ae question was taken; and there _aydos Morse Whltehurst M.r. Sisk with Mr. Gubser.

were---yeas 334, nays 20, not voting _, Gettys Mosl_er Whltten Mr. Yo-ng of Texas with Mr. Schneebeli.Glaimo Moss. Wldnan Mr.Waldle with Mr. Pettis.
as follows: Gibbons Murl)hy, N.Y. Wiggins Mr. Udall with Mr. Mlnshall.

[Roll No. 4] Gonsalez Natcher Williams Mr. U1]man with Mr. Ruppe.
YEAS--S34 Grasso Ned_;i Wfison, l,¥Ir. Caffery with Mr. Vander Jagt.

Abbitt Archer Bingha TM Gray Nel_m Charles H.
Abernethy Arends Blanton Green, Pa, Nix .Winn ],VIr.Do w_lng with Mr. Bob Wilson.
Abourezk Ashley Blatnix Grover Obey Wright ],VIr.Corman with Mr. Long of Louisiana.
Abzug Aspinan Boggs Oude O_.s_a Wydler Mrs. Grifitths with Mr. Mills of Arkansas.
Adams Badillo Bolling Hagan O'Nslll Wylie ]_. Pryor of Arkansas with Mr. Whalell.
Addabbo Baker Bow Haley Patman Wyman Mr. W_att with Mr. Zwach.
Alexander Begich Brasco Halpern Patten Yates
Anderson, Belcher Brinkley W_rnllton Pelly Yatron The result of the vote was announcedCalif. Bennett Brooks
Anderson, m. Bergland Broomfield Hammer- Pepper Young, Ela, i_ abow; recorded.
Anderson, Bevtll Brotzman schmidt Perkins Zablockl A motion to reconsider was laid on the

Tenn. Biaggl Brown, Mich. Hanley Pey_ar Zion
Andrews Blester Brown, Ohio Hanna I'lc_e table.
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Opportunity Act--with a single statute which incor., government, where more people can play a more direct

porates the flexibility needed by State and local role--and by placing the power of decision where the
government, people are--I ihope that many of the young will eon're to

The Manpower Revenue Sharing Act submitted to realize that their p;trticipation can truly make a differ-

t}:.eCoz]gress in March of 1971 incorporates all thrcc of ence. This purpose--.this philosophy--is at the heart of
the_e vital concepts. I believe that the application of Special Revenue Sharing.
thenceprinciples in the Manpower Revenue Sharing Act The people's right to change what does not work is
is sound, but the principles are more important than the one of the greatest principles of our system of govern-
details. Reasonable men may disagree on the specifics of ment--and that p:inciple will be strengthened as the

any important legislation, but there comes a time when governments closest to the people are strengthened.
ils principles must be earnestly debated and decisions Though thc Feder;JI Government has tried with intelli-
made. For the principles of Manpower Special[ Revenue gence and vigor to meet t.he people's needs, ;nan), of its
Sharing, that time has come. The fine points of this purposes have gone unfulf,lled for far too long. Now, let

legislation, which were discussed in my message of us help those most directly affected to try their hand.
March 4, 1971, are open to refinement, but I believe American society and American government can only

thc principles of Special Re:'enue Sharing are too impor., benefit from ensuringto our citizens the fullest possible
t3nt to be eviscerated, opportunity to make their communities better places,

Our country needs new manpower legislation. Let us for themsdves, for lheir families, and for their neighbol_.
now write a new charter for the second decade of man..

powerdevelopment that will produce solid performance--- RICHARDNINON
for the economy, for the unemployed and underemployed, The White House

and for government itself. February 7, 19_2

Restoring the American Spirit .,:otz: For a statemeJ'_t by th,: President in connection with the
message, see page 194 of the Weekly Compilation of Presidential

The Special Revenue Sharing approach to providing Documents (Vol. 8, Iqo. 6).
Federal help would enable us to deal more effectively
with many of this Nation's most pressing problems. But

k would do much more. It would help to restore the
American spirit.

Dt recent 3'ears many Americans have come to doubt Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971
the capacity of government--at all levels--to m.eet the

needs of an increasingly complex Nation. They have Statement by the Preddenf Upon Signing the Bill
watched as the power to effect change in their commu- Into Law. ,Febrm:ry 7, 1972
nities has moved gradually from the local level, with the

r,eality of friends and community, to the national center, When I vetoed the bill t,9 lirnlt expenditures on political
to Washington. There was a time when the increasing broadcasting in O(:tober of 1970, I pointed out that the
centralization of government fostered a greater sense of goal of corttrolling campaign expenditures was a highly
national purpose. But more recently, the weight of unful- laudable one. Th,:: chief problem with the bill then
filled promises reinforced by the growing complexity of before me was tha_: it did not limit overall costs but ap-
social problems has caused many Americans to doubt plied only to radio and t_:levision. As I put it then, it
the c___pabitityof our system of government, plugged %nly One hole in a sieve."

By prmdding new resources to the levels of government Since that time, the House and Senate have worked to

closest to the problems and closest to the people !involved .... design a better bill I believe they have succeeded in that
people who may see their problems in a different light endeavor. S. 382, the Federal Election Campaign Act
than the Federal Government--both General and Special of 1971, limits the amount candidates for Federal elective
Revenue Sharing will do much to revive the confidence offices may spend on advertising, not just on radio and
*mdspirit of our people. A free and diverse Nation needs television, but throt,gh all communications media. It limits
a diversity of approaches; a free Nation should invest contributions by candidates and their families to their
ks faith in the right and ability of its people to meet the own campaigns. It provides for full reporting of both the
,'_eedsof their own communities. No greater sense of cola- sources and the uses of campaign funds, both after elec-
fidence can be found than that of a community which tions and during campaigns. By giving the American pub-
has solved its own problems and met its own needs. ]ic full access to the facts ,of political financing, this 'legis-

Confidence in government is nowhere under greater latlon will guard against campaign abuses and will work
challenge than among the young, yet the future of to build public corfidenee in the integrity of the electoral
America depends upon the involvement of our young process.
in the day-to-day business of governing this land. By mak- The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 is a real-
lng resources available to the more localized units of istic and enforceab!e bill, an important step forward in
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-an area which has been of great public concern. Bccause qm_stions. While re:my we:re modified or removed !in the

I share that concern, I am pleased to give my approval to long months of debate, th_ final product adds significanl

this bill. additional restrictionsand limitationsto those alreadyin
law which have hampered the efficient administration of

sorE: As enacted, the bill (S. 38.2) is Public Law 92-.-225.
for,:ign aid and the effective conduct of foreign affai_;.

The foreign a._istance j)rograms of the United States
con stitute a fundamental element of our strategy for peace.
While these programs haYe had a troubled history and

Ambassador Llewellyn E. Thompson have sometimes been unp,'-,pular, their role in maintain..
lng the security of our Nation is indispensable. I call utxm

Statement by the President on the Ambassador's Deatt,. thi.s session of the 92d Co'ng'ress to restore a comprehen..
February 7, 1972 siv{: security and developm,mt assistance program through

legislation equal m the challenges and the opportunities
The death of Ambassador Llewellyn E. Thompson de- for peace which lie kefore us.

prives the Nation--and, indeed, the entire: world--of one x oxz: As enacted, the i_ill (S. ',1!819) is Public Law 92-226.
of its wisest and most experienced counselors in statecraft.

He served a succession of Presidents with cor_.summa_:e

skill in the arts of diplomacy.
I was particularly indebted to him when he came out of

well-earned retirement to advise me personally, on tke White House Conference on the
crucial SALT talks, and to participate in the early ne[[o- Industrial World Ahead
tiating sessions as a member of the U.S. Delegat!ion.

I deeply regret the passing of this great public servant,
who contributed so much to the successes of American Th_' Presldent'sRemarks t_, ConlerenceParticipants.

foreign policy over the past generation. February 7, 1972
Mrs. Nixon and I join Ambassador Thompson's wile

and children--and his many friends, colic:agues;, and ac!- Sec:'etary Stans, Member_: of the Cabinet,. all o/ the
mirers in Washington and around the world---Sn mourn- distinguished gue.tt.s here ,::_tthis cor_/erence.:
lng this grave: loss to the Nation. After that rather lengtJ-_y introduction, I shall try to

NOTE: The White }louse Press Office later announced that Secretazy resFond in kind. I was expecting that Maurice Stans.
of State William P. Rogers would represent the President al: funeral my longtime friend from Washington, California, and

services for Ambassador Thompson, now Washington days, woutld perhaps find somethin_ l'te:
cou]d say. [Laughtey_

Could I just say a word:, however, about him? 32; you
probably have noted irt the press--and this report in tl::c

Foreign Assistance Act of 19'71 press is accurate [JSaughterl--Secretary Stans is complcL..
lng 'tis service as Secretary ,:::ffCommerce and 'then will l:,e

Statement by the President Upon Signing the taking on a new position. Sin.ce this is a nonpar'ti_n group,
Bill .Into Law. February 7, 1972 he k going to be the Chance'llor of the Excheclt_er of ,:.,r_e:

of ti_e two major parties.
I have today signed S. 2819, thc Foreign A_sistanc:

Act of 1971. That act authorizes appropriation_ for oar But I think all of you shc,uld know that the idea of this
international development assistance programs until conterence, the concept, w_s his. He has been: a splendid
June 30, 197:3, and for the remainder of foreign aid activ- Secretary of Commerce irt this Administral:io_. In so

ities, including international security a_istance pro- m_-_nyfields that are not w_!:l}:known, like m_iaority b'._/-
grams, through June 30, 1972:. ne_ enterprise and others, he has done an ours(an(ling

Viewed against the vital national objectives _,_hich o_r job. He is a man, pragrnatisl: 1:hough he is, who has x'isior,
foreign assistance programs axe designed to pursue, the who sees the future. I remember his coming to mc many,
act is a great ,disappointment. It severely cuts the: amount:_ many months ago, ta[l',ing about this conference, develo F-
requested by the Administration for developmeat assist- in!f' its concepts.
ance and security assistance and is below minimum accept- I cannot think of any more effective way that a rn:m
able levels. It does not include the major reform proposal:; coul,t leave the position of Secretary of Corm_ncrce on a
that I sent to the Congress in April of last year. ihi_[her note than a conferer, ce of this type, which was his

Moreover, the bill reaches my desk more: than halfway idea

through the fiscal year, delayed by legislative entangl:- I appreciate the f._ct l:h_.t all of you--representatives
ments resulthlg from the attachment in committee o:? of business, represent:(tires of labor and of gover_xmcnt-
an unprecedented number of restrictive and non.-germartc ha_'e participated in the ct,nference, and wilt bt: doits!;
amendments, some of which raise, grave constitution:_/', so irt the next 2 days.
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92nd Congress, S. 382

February 7, 1972

2n
To promote fair practices in the conduct of election Camlmigls f,,r Federal

IJolitical ofiSees, attd for other purpose:_;.

Be it e_acted by the Se_ate and House o/ReFr.ese_tatices o/ the
United States o/America in Uo_gress assembled, That this Act nlay Federal Elco-
be cited as the "Federal Ei[ection Campaign Act of 1971". tion Campaign

Ao% of 1971.

TITLE I--CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS

SHORT TITLE

SEC. 101. This title ma)' be cited as the "(]ampaign Com,nunieations Ci%a%ion of
ReformAct". ,i, lc.

DEFI]_IITIOI_'S

SEc.102.For purposesofthistitle:
(1) The term "communications media" nleans broadcasting

stations, newspapers, ,nagazines, outdoor advn'tisiag facilities,
and telephones; but, with respect to telephones, spending or an
expenditure shall be deemed to be spendirtg or an expenditure for
the use of communications media only if such spending or expendi-
ture is for the costs of telephones, paid ¢elepho_ fists, and automatic
telephone equipment, used by a candidate f,:)r Federal elective
office to communicate with potential votem (_,xcluding any costs
of telephones :incurred by i_ volunteer for use of telephones by
him). s6 STAT, 3
(2)The term "broac[ca_g station' has the same meaning as 86 STAT. 4

such term has under section 315 (f) of the Communications Act of
1934. .Pos,*,p. 7.

(3) The term "Federal elective office" raeans :the ol_ce of Presi-
dent of the United States, or of Senator or Rel?resentative in, or
Resident Commissioner or Delegate to, the Congress of the United
States (and for purposes Of section 103(b) such terrr_ includes the
office of Vice President).

(4) The term "legally qualified candidate'" means any person

who (A) meets the qualificat/lons prescribed :by tlte applicablelaws to hold the Federal eleeti_ e office for which he k; a candidate,

and (B) is eligible under applicable State law to be voted for bythe electorate directly c,r by means of delegate,; or ele,-tors.
(5) The term "voting age population'"-meaas resiilent popula-

tion, eighteen years of age and older.
(6) The term "State" includes the District c f Columbia and the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

I_EDIA RATE AI_D RELATED REQUIREME]NTS

SEC. 103. (a) (1) Section 315(b) of the Communications Act of 1934 e6 s%a*. 717.
is amended to read as follows: 47 usc 315.

"(b) The charges made for the use of any broad.casting station by
any person who is ,; legally qualified candidate for s_ny pablic office inconnection with his campaign for nomination for election, or election,
to such office shall not exceed---

"(1) during the forty-five days nreceding tke date of a primary

or primary runoff election and duri*ng the m_ty (!ays preceding thedate of a general or special election in which su(_h person is a can-
didate, the lowest unit charge of the static n loc the s_;me class and
amount of time for the :sameperiod; and

72-922 O
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"(9) at any other time, tlhe charge,'; made for eoml:,arabl _use of
such station by other Users thereof."

74 Stat. 894. [2) (A) Sectio n 312(a) of such Act is ._tmended by str[ki_¥q :'or" at
47 USO 312. the end of clause (5), striking tie period at tile end of .['hume 4_) and

inserting in lieu thereof a semico':.on and. "or", and add!irC.; at th,: end of
such section 312(a} the following new paragraph:

"(7) for wfilful o_:repeated faiture to allow r.[msonabl., access
to or to permit purchase of reasonable amounts of thr, e for the use
of a broadcastir[g station by a legal! 5 qualified c:a_.didate f)r Fed-
eral elective office on behalf of his candidacy.".

66 Stat. 717. (B) The second sentence of section 315 (a) of such A.,::tis a,atmded
47 USO 315, by inserting "under this subsection" afl:er "No obligation is im ?osed".
Nonbroadoast (b) To the extent that any person sells space in an), newsp:t]>er or
media ratGs, magazine to a legally qualified candidate for Federal elective ( fl[ce, o2'

--. . -o -- . . , _ ' ·

nomlnatmn thereto, m conneetlo:a w._th such candidate s camp_ q;,mfox'
nomination for, or election to, such office, the charges raade for the use
of such space in connection w!.th his campaign shall not ex:(_mdthe

se STAT.4 charges made for comparable use of such space for other pm]po ;es.
86 STAT. 5

LI3IITATIONS OF EXPEXDiTI:YRES FOR 'USE OF C05fB:[UNI_SATiOXS N.[EDIA

SEC. 104. (a) (1) Subject to paragraph (4), no legally qualif ed. can-
didate in an election (other than a primary or primary l:'unot![e cotton)
for a Federal elective office ma) ....

(A) spend for the use of commu::dcations medis, on bdqalf of
his candidacy :in such election a total amount in excess of the
greater of-

(i) 10 omts raultiP[ied by tl:e voting age pc,pula_ ion (as
certified under paragraph (5)) of the geog_aphieal area in
which the electic2n :for such office is held, or

(ii) $50,,000, or
(B) spend for the 'use of broadcast stations :m behal? of his

candidacy in such election a total amount in excess of 60 per
eentum of the amount determined under subparagraph (/_) with
respect to such election.

Primaries., (2) No legally qualified candidate in a primary eleci:i<_,:_for _.omina-
tion to a Federal elective office, other than President, may span ::i--

(A) for the use of communicatiolts media, or
(B) for the use of broadca st st atimts,

on behalf of his candidacy in such electi(,n a total ammt,,t in excess of
the amounts determined under paragrqph (1) (=%.)o[' (t!;), respec-
tively, with respect to the gener_,l election for such offk:e. Fo r I-u rposes
of this subsection a prinmry runoff elect!on shall be treated as: a sepa-
rate primary election.

Presidential (3) (A) No person who is a candidat,_, for president:iai nor dmttion
primari es,, may spend--

(i) for the use in a State ,3f eommu aications mcd ia_e,'
(ii) for the use in a State of broad( ast stat ions,_

on behalf of his candidacy for Fresident! al nominati(m a total amount
in excess of the amounts which wouh:l have been dct¢rmine:t under
paragraph (1) (A) or (B), respectively, had he been [[ candi late for
election for the office of Senator from such State (of for the office of
Delegate or Resident Commissioner in the case of the l)i: trict of
Columbia or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico).

(B) For pnrpos],s of tlhis pa::agraph (3), a person is a cand date for
presidential nomination if he makes '(or _xnyother person makes ol_his
behalf) an expenditure for the use of any communications me,ilium on
behalf of his candidacy for any political party's non-i.,_atic,n !!c,relec-
tion to the office of President. Hie shall be considered to be su( h a can-
didate during the period---
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(i) beginning on the date on which he (or such other person)
first makes such an expenditure (or, if later, ,]faun:try 1 of tile year
in which the election for the office of President, is held), and

(ii) ending on the date on which such political party nominates
a candidate fo!' the office of President.

For purposes of th±,; title and of section 315 of tile Communications
Act of 1934, a candidate for presidential nominati(m shall be con- 66 stat. 717;
sidered a legally qualified candidate for public ell±ce. 73 Stat. 557.

(C) The Comptroller General shall prescribe reo_'ulations under 47 usc 315.

which an;' expenditure _' a candidate for president±all _]omination for aegul_tions.tile use in two or more States of a communications lat dium sl'lall be'NS6 STAT. 5
attributed to such candidate's expenditure limitation in (:ach such 86 STAT. 6
State, based on tile number of persons in snclt State who can reason-
ably be expected to be reached by such communications medium.

(4) (A) For purposes of subparagraph (B):
(i) The term "price index" means the average over a calendar "Prioe index;"

year of the Consumer Price Index (all items--United States city
average) pubhshed monthly by the Bureau of ],abet Sta.tlstics.

(ii) The term "base period" means the calendar year 1970. "Base period."
(B) At the beginning of each calendar year ;comn'eacm,) in 197')), Put,lioation in

as there becomes available necessary data from the Bureau of Labor Federal aegister,
Statistics of the Department of Labor, the S.ecretarv of L'tbor shall
certify to the Comptroller General and publish in the ]?ederal Register
tile per centum difference between the price index for the ]9, months
preceding the beginning of such calendar year and the ]price index for
tile base period. Each alnonllt determined under' l)aragra,)h (1) (A) (i)
and (ii) shall be increased by such per centum difference. Each
amount so increased shall be the amount in effect k_r such calendar
year·

(5) Within 60 day,; after the date of enactment (:)f this Act, and Publioation J.:n
during the first week of January in 1973 and every subsequent year, Federal Register.
the Secretary. of Commerce shall certify to tile 2oml)troller General
and pubhsh in the Federal Register an estimate of the voting age
population of each State and congressional distrJict for the last calen-
dar year ending before the date of certification.

(6) Amounts spet_t for the use of communications media on behalf
of any legally qualified candidate for Federal electi_e office (or for
nomination to such office) shall, for the purposes of this subsection.
be deemed to have been spent by such candidate. An,ounts spent for
the use of communications media by or on behalf of any legally
qualified candidate for the office of Vice President of tl_e United
States shall, for the purposes of thi,_ section, be deemed to ;have been
spent by the candidate for the office of President of the Unii:ed States
with whom he is running.

(7) For purposes of this section and section 315(C) of the Com-
munications Act of 1934-- pos,, p. 7.

(A) spending and charges for the use o:_communications media
include not only the direct charges of the, media but al:so agents'
commissions allowed the agent 1)y the media, and

(B) any expenditure for the use of any commun icatim_s medium
by or on behalf of the candidacy of a candidate for t. ederal elective
office (or nomination thereto) shM1 1)echarged ag_'.inst the expend-
iture limitation under this subsection applicable to the election
in which such medium is used.

(b) No person may make any charge for the use by or on behalf of certifioationany legally qualified candidate for F(Aeral elective o$ce (or for nomi- requi rsment,
nation to such office) of any newspaper, mag_zine, or ,outdoor adver-
tising facility, unless such candidate (or a person specifically author-
±zed by such candidate, ia writing to do so) certifies ia writing t() the
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86 STAT, 7

person making such dharg_3 that the payraent of such ct:targe wi]| not
violate paragaph (1), (2), or (3) of subsection (a), whiche_er is
applicable. ,

66 Si;a%, 71'7, (C) Section 315 of the (?mmunications Act of 1934 i's amen&'_i[ by
47usc 315. redesignating subsection (c) as subsection (g) and by instrting after

subsection (b) the following new _,mbsection;:
(c) No station hcensee may raake any charge foi' the use of: _uch

station by or on behalf of any legally q_u'alified candidate for Federal
elective office (or for nominai[ion to SUChotaee) unless such candidate
(or a person specifically authorized by such candidate in writing !_)do
so) certifies to such licensee in wri!ing that ,;he payment of tach clL,_rge
will not violate any limitation spcx:ified in paragraph (1), (2), or (3)

An..._*e,p. 5. of section 104(a) of the Campaign Corrmunications Reform Act,
whichever paragraph is applicabL,.

"(d) If a State by law and e_:pressly-
"(1) has provided that a primary or other election fo_: any

office of such State or of a po]]ftical subdivision thereof is st_bject
to this subsection,

"(2) has specified a limitat:.ton upon total expenditures for the
use o_ broadcasting stations on behalf of the candidacy of each
legally qualified candidate in suchelection,

"(3) has provided in any such law an unequivocal expressi )n of
intent to be bound by the provisions of this subsection, and

"(4) has stipulated that thB amount _f such limitation Sha!l not
exceed the amount which wmtld be determined for such el¢_:ction
under section 104(a) (1) (B) or 104(a) (2) (B) (whiche_:er is
applicable) of the Campaigll Commuaications Reforln Ac,:_had
such. election been an election for a Federal elective office or
nomination thereto;

then no station licensee may :make any cha cge for the use of such sta-

tion by or on behalf of any' legally qualified candidate irt such eh_ctionunless such candidatt (ora prison specifically authorized 'by ,tach
candidate in writing to do so) certifies to such licensee in writin[!!' that
the payment of such charge will not violate such State limita.ticr.

Penal%y. "(e)_Whoever willfully and knowingly violates the provisioas of
subS%tion (c) or (d) of tiffs section shall be punished by a fine _:_(:,tto
exceed $5,000 or imprisonment for a period not to exceedfi ye yes m, or

47 usc sol- both. The provisions of sections 501 through 503 of this Act shaJl not
503. apply to violations of either such subsectior.
Defint*ions. "(_) (1) For the purposes of this section:

"(A) The term 'broadcastmg statmn includes a comm anity
antenna television system.

"(B) The terms 'licensee' and 'station licensee' when used with
respect to a community anhmna television system, mean; the
operator of such system.

"(C) The term 'Federal elective office' means the ofiqcecf ]'resi-
dent of the United States, or of Senator or Represen_:ative m, or
Resident Commissioner or Delegate to, the Congress of the, United
States.

"(2) For purposes of sabsect!ions (c) :md (d), the term 'k_:ally

qualified candidate' raeans any person who (A) meets the qua:iilica-
tions prescribed by the applicabh laws to iaold the office,for wh:iclhhe
is a candidate an(l (B) is eligible under applicable State law to be
voted for by the electorate directly or by means of delega_f:es or
electors."

REGIrI,ATIOIVS

SEc. 105. The Comptroller General shall prescribe such reguL4ions
as may be necessary or appropriate to can_ out sections 102, 103(b),
104(a), and 104(b)'of this Act.
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PENALTIES

SEc.106._%qmeverwi]]fullyand knowinglyvioliltesali3'provision
,,f sectio,1 103(b), 104(a), or 10_(b) or any regulation under section

105 shall be punished by a fit]reof not more than $5,001)or by imprison-
ment of not more than five years, or both.

TITLE II--CRIMINAL CODE AMEXI)MENTS

S_:c. 201. Section 591 of title 18, United States Code, is amended 62 Stat.719o
tO read as follows:

§ 591. Definitions
"Wlmn used in seelSons 59'7, 599, 600, 00'2, 608, 010:, and 611 of this

title-- Post,pp.9_10,
"(a) 'election' means (1) a general, special, primary, or runoff

election, (9) a convention or caucus of a l?olit:ical party held to
nominate a candidate, (3) a primary election held for the selection
of delegates to a national nominating"_on.ver/tion of a political
party, (4) a primary ekction" held for the expression of a pref-
erence for the nominatic.n of persons fc.r e.lecti.0ii to the office of
President, and (5) the election of delegates t(, a eo,'_stitutio,,al
convention for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the
United States;

"(b) 'candidate' means an individual who seeks nomination for
election, or election, to Federal office, whether or not su:'h imlivid-
ual is elected, and, for purposes of this paragraph, an individual
shall be deemed to seek nomination for election, or e.leetion, to
Federal office, if he has (1) taken the action ne,:;essar5' under the
law of a State to qualify himself for nomination for election, or
election, or ('2) received contributions or made expenditm_s, or
has given his consent for ...anyor.her person to receive contributions
or make expenditures, with a mew to bringing about his nomina-
tion for election, or election, to such office;

"(c) 'Federal office' means the office of President or Vice Presi-
't · ·dent of the United Stat4.s, or Senator or Representahve m. or

· · 7

Delegate or Resident Corn mlssmner to, the Congress of _;he Umted
States;

"(d) 6political eommitt_' means any individual, committee,
association, or organization which accepts contributiom; or makes
expenditures during a calendar year in an a[rgregate amount
exceeding $1,000;

:'(e) 'contribution' means--
"(1) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposk of money

or anything of value (except a loan of money by a nationalor State bank made in accordance with the ap[Jlicalge banking
laws and regulations and in the ordinary .cormse of business)'.
made for the purpose of influencing the nomination fo" elec-
tion, or elect:mn, of any person to Feder,ql office., for the
purpose of influencing the results of a primary held for the
selection of delegates to a national nominatiJtg convention of
a. political p'u'ty or for the expression of _. preference for
the nomination of persons for electiG,n to th_ office of Presi-
dent, or for the purpose of influencing the election of delegates
to a constitutional convention for proposing amendments to
the Constitution of the United States;

"(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or implied.
whether or not legally enforceable, to :make a oxmtribution for
such purposes;

"(3) a transfer of ftmds Imtween pc,lit ileal ('ommittees:
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"(4) the payment, l:,y any pe_'son other that. a ear_didate
or politicM committee; of compensation fox' the personal
services of another person which are rendered t_ such. candi-
date or political comm!.ttee without charge fol' _ny such pur-
pose; and

Exception. "(5) notwithstanding the foregoing meanings o:/! _con-
tribution', the word shall not be construed to :include s.arvices
provided without com]?ensation by individuals volunm::e,ering
a portion or alt of their time on behalf of a. candidate or
political committee;

"(f) 'expend:iture' means---
"(1) a purchase, payment, .iistribution, loan, advance,

deposit, or gift of money or an?:hing of value (excel)_ a loan
of money by a national or Sra_e bank made in acccxdance
with the applicable banking la;_ s and regulations an(l! in the
ordinary course of business), mlde for the purpose of influ-
encing .the nomination for electi _n, or election, of any i:,erson
to Federal office, for the purpoSa of influencino: the r_:_sultof

primary held for the selection of delegates to a rmtional
nolnilmting eonventior, of a political party or for the expres-
sion of a preference for the nomination of persons for _,Jection
to the office of President, or for the purpose of h_fluen(.ing the
election of delegates to a constitutional convention for pro-

posing,, amendments to the Constitutmn' of the 'United States;
(2) a contract, promise, or agreement, express or implied,

whether or not legally enforcealde, to nmke any exl)elJditure;
and

"(3) a transfer of funds between political commitle_s;
"(g) 'person' and 'whoever' mean an individual, patt]:tership,

committee, associa.tion_ corporation, or any other organization or
group of persons; and

(h) State means each orate of the United States, the District
of Columbia, tlhe Commor.wealth of Puerto Rice,, and al'_y terri-
tory or possession of the United States.".

62 Sta_;. '121. .'SEt'._0'2. Section 600 of title :18,United States ('ode., is a:m_nded t-
read as follows:

"§600. Promise of empl[oyment or other benefit for l[J,olitical
activity

'q_'hoever, directly or indirectly, promises any employme_d:, posi-
tion, compensation, contract, appointment, or other benefit, I_rovided

for or made possible in whole or in part by any Act of Cj)nj,q'ess, orany special consideration in obtaining any such benefit, to ,tniii'person
as consideration, favor, or reward for any political activity o_ fat' the
support of or opposition to any candidate or any politics.l 'l)arty in
connection with any general or special election to any political office.

or in connection with any primary election or politica} conveation orcaucus held to select candidat,.a for an> political office.,shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, o_:both.".

62 Stat. 723. SEC. 203. Section 608 of title 18, Unit.._d States Code, is am._mded to
read as follows:

"§ 608. Limitations on ,contributions and expenditures
"(a) (1) No candidate may make expenditures from his personal

funds, or the personal funds of his immediate family, in eo:anection
with his campaign for nomination for' election, or election, to I_ederal
officeinexcessof--

"(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Presi-
dent or Vice Presidem;;

"(B) $35,000, in the case of a e_,ndidate for th._ oflic{_of Sen-
ator; or
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"(C) $25:000, in the case of a candidate for th,:_ office of Repre-
sentative, or Delegate or Resident Comm!issioner to the Congress.

"(B) For purposes of this subsection, 'immediate famil 7' means a 'U_ediate
candidate's spouse, and any c,hild, parent, grandpa'_'ent, brother, or family."
sister of tile candidate, and thc spouses of such pelsons.

"(b) No candidate or political committee sh'fll knowingly accept
any contril)ution or authorize any expenditure in violation of the I)ro -
visions of this section.

"(c) Violation of the provisions of this section is punishable by a Penalty.
fine not to exceed $1,000, imprisonment for not to exceed one year, or
both.".

Sro. 204. Section 60'9of title 18, United States Cod% :isrepealed. Repeal.
SEc. 205. Section 61,0of title ].8, United States Code, relating to con- 62 Stat. 723.

tributions or expenditures by national banks, corporations, or labororganizations, is amender _ ' end there,:)f the1 by adding at the following
paragraph:

'GAs used in this section, t h,-_phrase 'contribution or expenditure' "¢on*ribu'l;ion
shall include any direct or indirect payment., distribution, loan, or expendi_;ure."
a(lvtut_, deI)osit, or gift of n_oney, or any services, or anvthin_ of
value (except a loan of money by a national or State ban_: made in
accordance -with the applic_tbl¢ banking laws and regulations and in

the ordinary course of business) to any candidate, ca]inpaig.q_commit-
tee, or political party or organJ[zation, in connection _ ich an y election
to any of the offices referred _,o in this section; but shall not include
communications by a corporation to its stockholders and their families
or by a labor organization to its members ami their fitmilies on any
subject; nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns by 'a
cori)oration aimed at its stockholders and their families, or by a labor
organization aimed at its members and their farailie,_; the _stablish-
ment, administration, and solicitation of contributions to a separate
segregated fund to be utilized for political purposes by a corporation
or htbor organization: Pro,ideal, That it shall be unlawful for such a
fund to make a contribution or expenditure by 'atilizint_ money or any-
thing of value secured by physitcal force, iob diserimir_ation,'finanei_al
reprisals, or the threat of force, job aiscriminatic,n, or financial
reprisal; or by dues, fees, or other monies required aq a condition of
membership m a labor organization or as a condition of employment,
or by monies obtained in any commercial transaction..

Szc. 206. Section 611 of title 18, United States Code, is amended to 62 s,a*. 724.
read as follows:

"§ 611. Contributions by Government contractors
"Whoever--

"(a) entering into any contract with the. Unite,:t States or any
department or agency thereof either for the rendition of personal
services or furnishing any material, supplies, or ecluilm_eut to the

United States or any del)artment or agency therec.f or for selling

_. ' . "' .' i '.' .' ' '_'. ...'

lng is to be made irt whole or in part from :funds appropriated bythe Congress, at any time betn een tlle commencement of negotia-
tions for and the later of (1) the comp]'etion cf performance

?nder, or ( S) the te_'mination of negotiations for, such contract orurnishin_, of material, supplies, equipment, hmd or buildings,
dir¢.ctly or indirectly maktn; any contributJ!on of money or other
tiling of value, or i[n'omises expressly or iml)iiedly to make any
snell contribution, to any political party, cc mraittee, or c'mdida(e
for public office or to any person for any politi,:ml purpose or
use; or
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"(b) knowingly solicits aly such contribution from any such
person for any such purpose during any such period;

shall be fined not more than $5.000 or imprisoned not more than five
years, or both.".

SEc. 907. The table of sections for ch:_pter 29 of title 18, 'United
States (]ode, is amended by:---

(1) striking out the item :relating to section 608 and inserf_ing in
lieu thereof the following:

"60$. Limitations on contributions and ex penditt_res.";

(2) striking out the item relating to section 609 and inserting in
lieu thereof the following:

"609. Repealed.";

,(3) striking out the item r_lating to section 611 and inserting in
lieu thereof the following:

·'q;11. Co]_tributions by Governmen;t c_)_ltraetors.".

TITLE III--DISCLOSUR]E OF FEDERAL CAMPAIGN

FUNDS

DE:E[NITIO!_r S

SEc. 301. When used in this title--
(a) "election" me,ms (1) a genera,Il special, primary, o]!:'runoff

election, (2) a convention or caucus of a political par_y held to
nominate a candidate, {3) i_primary election held for the sl:]ection,1
of delegates to a natkmal nominating convention of 'l political
party, (4) a primary election held for the expression of a pref-

erence for the nomination _f persors for election to tl_,e _:ffSceofPresident, and (5) the el_'tio n of delegates to a constii:,utional
convention for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the
United States;

(b) "candidate" means an individual who seek,.; nomination for
election, or election, to Fede.ral office, whether or not such i ndivid-
ual is elected, and, for purposes of this paragraph, an individual
shall be deemed to seek nomination for election, or electi(m, if he
has (1) taken the action necessary under the law of :_ l.:¢tateto
qualify himself for nominMion for. election, or election, to Federal
office, or ('2) received contributions or made expenditure.% or has
given his consent for any ol:her person to receive contributions or
make expenditures, with a view to bringing about his nontination
for election, or election, to s_uehottlce;

(e) "Federal office" roes,ns the office of President or Vice Presi-
dent of the United States :;or of Senator or Representative in, or
Delegate or Resident Connr, issioner Lo,the Congress of the 'United
States;

(d) "political eommi,tt_? means any commktee, association,
or organization which accepts conl;ributions or makes expendi-
tures during a calendar year in a,n aggregate amount exceeding
$1,000;

(e) %ontribution" means--
1/ a _dft_ subserintion, loan, advance, or _leposit of

money or anything of vMue, made for the purpose of influ-
encing the nomination for election, or election, of any person
to Federal office or _usa presidential or vice-pre:iddential
elector, or for the l;,ttrpose o:[ influencing the resatt of a
primary held for the selection of delegates to a :national
nominating convention of a political party or for the expres-
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sion of a preference for the nomination of persons for elec-

tion to the office of Presidemb, or for the purpose of
influencing the election of delegat_s_, to f constitutional
convention for proposing amendraent,_ to thc, Constitution of
the United States;

(2) 'a contract, promise, or agreement, whether or not
legally enforce, able, to make a contribution for any such
purpose;

(3) a transfer of funds between political committees;
(4) 'tile payment, by any person c.ther than a candidate

or political committee, of compensatio:a for the personal serv-
ices of another person which are rendered to such candidate
or committee without charge for any such parpose; and

(5) notwithstanding .the foregoing meanings of "contri- _xoer_ion.
bution", the word shall not be. constraed to include services
provided without compensation by individuals volunteering
a portion or alll of their time. on belialf ol a candidat e or
political committee;

(f) "expenditure" means_
(1) a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance,

deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, made for the
purpose of influencing the nomination for election, or elec-
tion, of any person to Federal office, o_ as a presidential and
vice-presidential elector, or for the purpose oJ_influencing the
result of a primary held for the selection of delegates to a
national nominating convention of a politic, al party or for
the expression ora preference :for the nomination of persons
for election to l_he office of President, or for the purpose of
influencing the election of delegates t,:) a constitutional con-
vention for prol?osing amendments to the Constitution of the
United States;

(2) a contract_ promise, or agreement, whether or not
legally enforceable, to make an expenditure, and

(3) a transfer of funds between political committees;
(g) "supervisory officer" means the Secretary of the Senate

with respect to candidates for Sen:_tor; the Clerk of the House
of Representatives with respect to candidates for;Representative
in, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to:, the 'Congress of the
United States; and the Comptroller GenerM of the United States
in any other case;

(h) "person" means an individual, partnersltip, committee,
association, corporation, labor organization, and any other orga-
nization or group of persons; and

(_ "State" means each State of the-Unitm_d Star.es, the District
of _:olumbia, the Connnonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any terri-
tory or possession of _LheUnited States.

ORGANIZATION OF POLITICAL COMI_[ITTEE_i

S_c. 302. (a) Every political committee shall have a chairman and a
treasurer. No contribution and no expenditure ,;hall be accepted or

made by or on behalf of a political committ_m,,_. at a time when there is avacancy in the office of chairman or tt_ea_un.r th_.reof. No expenditure
shall be made for or on behalf of a political o:)mmitt:ee without the
authorization of its chairman or treasurer, or their designated agents.

(b) Every person who receives a eonti'ibution in exe.ess of $10 for a
political committee shall, on demand of the treasarer, and in any eventwithin five days after receipt of such conltribution, render to the treas-
urer a detailed account thereof, including the amount_, the name and
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address'(o(3(36pati0nan--dtheprincipalpla(eofbusiness:ifany) ofthe
pei_onmaking,suchcontribution,and thedateon whichreceivedIAllfunds of a political committee st[all be segregated from, and ma) not.
be commingled with, any personal funds of officers, membe_'s. <n'
associates o_ such committ_e.

Recordkeepi:ng. ((3) It shall be the duty of the. breasurer of a political committee to
keep a detailed and exact account of__

(1) all contributions mad__to or for such committe _:, J · · . _ .,

(2) the full name and marling address (occupataon and the
prhlcipal pla_ of business., if any) of every person making a
contribution in excess of $10, and thc date and amount thereof;

(3) all expenditures :made by or on behalf of such committee;
and

(4) the full name and mailing at[dress (occupation and thc

principal place of business: if any) o:! every person, to whom anyexpenditure is mad e, the dat_ and amount thereof ,_:ndthe name
and address of, and office sought by, each candidate on whose
behalf such expenditure was made.

Reoeipts, (d) It shall be the duty of the treasurer to obtain and keep a
preserara%ion, receipted bill, stating the particulars, for every expenditure ma&; by or

on behalf of a political committee in excess of $100 in amount, and for
any such expenditure in a lesser amount, if the aggregate amount of
such expenditures to the ,rune l:.erson duIing a calendar year exceeds
$100. The treasurer shall preserve all r_ceipted bills; and accounts
required to be kept by this section for peri _ds of time to be determined
by the supervisory o_cer.

Unautnor_zE:a (e) Any political committee w:aich solicits or receives contributions
ao-bivities,, or makes expenditures on behalf of any candidate that is.not autl,orized
no-tioe, in writing by such candidate to ,Jo so shall include a noti('e on the face

or front page of all literature and adverti:_ements published in connec-
tion with such candid ate'scampaign by such committee or on/its behalf
stating that the committee'_is not authorized by such candidate and that
such candidate is not responsible for the :mtivities of such committee.

Funds so]X,:- (f) (1) Any political c<)mmitt,_ shall !nclude on the face oJ: from
itation,notice,pa_e°'°of all literature and advert!_ment,s '_ soliciting funds lhe :folk,wing

notice:
"A copy of our report filed with the appropriate supervisory officer

is (or will be) available for purclhase from the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, United States Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402.".

Annual report;, (2) (A) The supervisory officer slm]] compile and furnish to the
Public Printer, not later than the last day of March of each year, an

annual report for each politic_d committee which has :.qled a reportwith him under this title during the period from Ma:cch 10 of the
preceding calendar year through January 31 of the year in 'which
such annual report is made ava!liable to the Public Printer. lgach such-
annual report shall contain---

ti) a copy of the statement of organization of the political
,;ommittee required under section 1303.together with any ;tmelld-
merits thereto; and

(ii) a copy of each rel:_)rt file_, by such committee under
section 304 from March [0 of the preceding year tihrough
January 31 of the year in wMch ,the annual report i]_so fulmished
to the Public Printer.

(B) The Public Printer shal} make c_pies of such annual reports
available for sMe to the public by the Sap.erintenden.t of Documents
as soon as practicable after they are recmved from the supervisory
officer.
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REGISTRATION OF POI£tTICAL COM3[ITTEES; ST&TEMEiNITS

S_.c. 80g. (a) Each political committee which anticipates receiving
contributions or making expenditures during t]he calendar year in an
aggregate amount exceeding $1,000 shall file with the ..;upervisory
officer a statement of organiz_ation, within teix days after its organiza-
tion or, if later, ten days after the date on which i_!;has information
which causes the committee to anticipate it will recl_ive contributions
or make expenditures in excess of $1,000. Each s_ich committee in
existence at the date of enactment of this Ac_ shall file a statement of
organization with the supervisory officer at such time as he prescribes.

(b) The statement of organization shall include ....
(1) the name and address of the corcmittee;
(2) the names, addresses, and relat!ionship:_ of affiliated or

connected organizations;
(3) the area, scope, or jurisdiction of the committee;
(4) the name, address, and position of the custodian of books

and accounts;
(5) the name, address, and position of other principal officers,

including officers and members of the finance committee, if any;
(6) the name, address, office sought, and party affiliation of (A)

each candidate whom the committee is supporting, aha (B) any
other individual, if any, whom the committee :is supporting for
nomination for election, or election, to any public office whatever;
or, if the committee is supporting the entire ticket of any party,
the name of the party;

(7) a statement whether the committee is a continuing one;
(8) the disposition of resktual funds which will be made in the

event of dissolution;
(9) a listing of all banks_ ,.safety deposit boxe% or other reposi-

tories used;
(10) a statement of the reports required to be filed by the com-

mittee with State or locai officers, ann, if so, the names, addresses,
and positions of such persons; and

· (11) such other information as shall be requk'ed by the super-
Vlsory officer.

(c) Any change in information previously submitted in a statement
of organization shall be reported to the supervisory officer within a

ten-day period fi)llowing the ?ange.
(d) Any committee which, after having filed one or more ,;tatements

of organization, disbands or determines it will no longer receive con-
tributions or make expenditures during the calendar year in an aggre-
gate amount exceeding $1,000 shall so notify the supervisory officer.

REPORTS BY POLITICAL CO.'3[_IITTEES A_I) CANIqIDATES

SEC. 304. (a) Each treasurer of a political committee supporting a ReoeJ.pts and
candidate or candidates for e]lectikonto Federal 0ffic,?, and each can- expendi];ures.
didate for election to such office, shall file with the appropriate super-
visory officer reports of receipts and expenditures on forms to be
prescribed or approved by him. Such reports shall be filed on the tenth
day of March, June, and September, in each year, and on the fifteenth
and fifth days next preceding the date on which an electi(m is held,
and also by the thilq:y-first day of January. Such reports shall be corn- Completion
plete as of such date as the mJ_pervisory officer may 'prescribe, which da_e, exception°
shall not be less than five days before the date of filing, excep_ that any
contribution of $5,000 or more received after the last report is filed
prior to the election shall be reported within forty-eight hours after
its receipt.
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(b) Each repot_ llnder this sectioa shall disclose--
(1) the amount of cash on hand at the beginning of the report-

lng period;
(2) the full name and mailing address (occupation and Ole

principal place of business, if any) of each person who }las m_de
one or more contributions to or for such committee or candidate
(including the purchase of tickets for events such a,; dinners.
luncheons, rallies, and similar fundrai:dng events) within the
calendar year ill an aggregate amount or value in excess of $/0(k
together with the amount 'and (late of s'lch contributio.s;

(3) the total sum of individual contAbutions made to or for
such committee or candidate daring the reporting peri,od and not

reported under paragragh (2);
(4) the name and address of each political committee or can-

didate from which the reporting committee or the candidate
received, or to which that committee or candidate made, :_ny tr.,ns-
fer of funds, together with the amounts _.nd dates of all Lransf_.'rs;

(5) each loan to or fro n,t any person zithin the calendar year inan aggregate amount or value i:a excess ,)f $100, together with the

full names and mailing addre_ses (occupations and the princq)al
places of business, if any) of the lender ,md endorsers, i f any, :mdthe date and amount of such lof;ns;

(6) the total amount of prc,ceeds fi'om (A) the sale of 1;icl}ets
to each dinner, luncheon, rally, and other fundraising evenl;; _,B)
mass collections made at such ,__;ents; and (C) sales c,f !_tems,,;uch
as political campaign pins, buttons, badges, flags, emblems, 1Lats,
banners, literature, and similar materials;;

(7) each contribution, rebaits, refund, or other recei:Ft in excess
of $100 not otherwise listeA under paragraphs (2) through ((9;

(8) the total sum of all receipts by or for such committee orcandidate during the repox¢ing period';
(9) the full name and mailing address (occupation and _;he

principal place of business, if any) ,)f each person to whom
expenditures have been made by such committee or on behalf of

such committee or candidate within the '_alendar year in an ar'gte-
gate amount or value in excess, of $100, l,he amou/i_;, dar% and ant-pose of each such expenditure and the name and address of, 'and
office sought by, each candidat_ on who.,e behalf such. expendi ture
was made;

(10) the full name and m;_![ling address (occupation and the
principal place of business, if any) of each person to whom an
expenditure for personal services, ,;alaries, and reim.brrsed
expenses in excess of $100 has been made, and which is not other-
wise reported, including the amount,, date, and purpose of such
expenditure;

(11) the total sum of expenditures made by such committ_::_ or
candidate during the calendar year;

(19) the amount, and. nature of debts, and obli:gations o we_:tb_'
or to the committee, m such form as t ae supervmory officer may
prescribe and a continuous reporting of their debts and obli.gal:ions
after the election at such periods as the supervisory officer may
require until such debts and obligations are extinguished; and

(13) such other information as shal] be required b:ythe slq)er-
visory officer.

(c) The reports required '5o k_; filed by subsection (s3 shaJl be
cumulative during the calendar year to which they relate, but _:here
there has been no change :in an item repc.rted in a previous report
during such year, only the fLmount need be carried forward. _if no
contributions or expenditures have been accepted or expended during
a calendar year, the treasm2r of ;he poli_;i(;al committee o:r candidate
shall file a stateme}_t to that effect.
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REPORTS BY OTIIERS THAN POLITICAL CO_:X[ITTEES

SEC. 305. Every person (other than a political o)mmitlee or candi-
date) who makes contributions or expenditm:es, other than by con-
tribution to a political committee or candidate, in ar_aggregate amount
in excess of $100 within a calendar year shall file w[tZh the supervisory
officer a statement containing the information requi red by section 304.
Statements re.q[uired by this section s}mll be filed on the dal:es on which
reports by pohtical committees are filed, but need not be cumulative.

FORMAL REQUIREMENTS RESPECTING REPORTS AND STAZEMENTS

SEC. 306. (a) A report or statement required by this tittle to be filed
by a treasurer of a political committee, a candidate, or by any other
person, shall be verified by the oath or affirmation of the person filing
such report or statement, taken before any officer aufilorized to admin-
ister oaths.

(b) A copy of a report or statement shall be preserved by the
person filing it for a period c4 time to be designated blythe supervisory
officer in a published regulation.

(c) The supervisory officer may, by published regulation of general Nonoomplianoe
applicability, relieve any category o_ political committees of the obli- reliefo
gation to comply with section 304 if such co:mmi_t_tee(1) primarily
supports persons seeking State or local office, and does not substan-
tially support candidates, and ('.2) does not operat,_ !in more than one
State or on a statewide basis.

(d) The supervisory officer shall, by published regulations of gen- Debts, pledges,
eral applicability, prescribe the manner in wlhich contributions and eto., separa_;e
expenditures in the nature of debts and other con,:;racts, agreements, sohedules.
and promises to make contributions or expenditures shall be reported.
Such regulations shall provide that they be reported in separate
schedules. In determining aggregate amounts of contributions and
expenditures, amounts reported as provided, in. suc]l regulations shall
not be considered until actuM payme, nt is made.

REPORTS ON CONVENTION F1NANCIi_O

SEC. 307. Each committeeor other organization which--
(1) represents a Stat? ora political subdivision thereof, or any

group of persons, in defiling with officials of _. nationalpolitical
party with respect to m,ttters involving a conw_ntion held in such
.State or political subdivision to nominate a candidate for the office
of President or Vice Pre;ident, or

('2) represents a national political party ir, making arrange-
ments for the convention of: such party held to nominate a candi-
date for the office ofPresident or Vice President,

shall, within sixty .days following the end e,f the convention (but not
later than twenty days prior tx) the date on which presidential and
vice-presidential electors are chosen), file with the Comptroller Gen-
eral of the United States a full and complete financial statement, in
such form and detail as he may prescribe, of the s,)urces from which
it derived its funds, and the .purposes for which such funds were
expended.

DUTJ[ES OF TIIE SUPERVISORI _ 0FFIC]I_lq[

SEC. 308. (a) It shall be the duty of the supervisory o:_icer--
(1) to develop and furnish to the person required by the pro-

visions of this Act prescribed forms for the making of the reports
and statements required to be filed with him under this title;

(2) to prepare, publish, and furnish to the person required to
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file such reports and statem_mts a manual setting forth r.:om-
mended unifoxm methods of: bookkeeping and reporting;

(3) to develop a filing, coding, and' cross-indexing systerl con-
sonant with the purposes of this title;

Public ('i) to make the reports and statements filed with him available
inspection, for public inspection and coI)ying, commencing as soon as prac-

ticable but not later than the end of the second day followi_tg the
day during which it was received, and to permit COl:ying (_f any
such report or statem, ent by :hand or by duplicating mm:hi ne, as
requested by any person,, at the expense of such person: Pro ;_ided,
That any information copied from such reports and statements
shah not be sold or utilized by any person for the purpose of ·
_oliciting contributions or for any commercial purpose;

Preservation. (,5) to preserve such reports and st_.tements for a t,eriod of ten
years from date of rec_fipt, except that reports and statements
relating solely to candidates for the I{c use of Represen tativ.!; shall
be pr_erved for only :five years from :;he date of receipt;

(_) to compile and maintain a current list of all. statements or
parts of statements pertaining to each candidate;

Armual report, (7) to prepare and publish an annual report including cm apila-
tions of (A) total reported contributions and expenditures :[!c.rall
candidates, political commRtees, and other persons durirg the
year; (B) total amounts expended according to such catego_:ms as
he shall determine and broken down into candidate, party, and
nonparty expenditures on the Natioral, State, and local levels;
(C) 'total amounts expended for influencing nominations and
elections stated sepaXately; (D) total amounts contributed
according to such categories e,f amounts as he shall deterraine and
broken down into contribut!.ons on the national, State_ anti local
levels for candidates and. polkieal committees; and (E) aggcegate
amounts contributed by any contributr,r shown to have contri buted
in excess of $100;

(8) to prepare and publish from time to time special r,E_ports
comparing the various totals and cat_gories of contributions and
expenditures made with respect to preceding elections;

(9) to prepare and. publish such other reports als he may deem
approprmte;

Information (10) to assure wide dissemination (,f statistics, summarie% and
dissemination, reports prepared under' thins title;

(11) to make from time to time auJits and field investigations
with respect to reports and statements filed under the provisions
of this title, and with respect to alleg_d failures to file arty ceport
or statement require(], under the previsions of this title;

(12) to report apparent violations of law to the apprc, priate
law enforcement autl_or_ties; and

Rules aztd (13) to prescribe suitabl._, rules a]td regulations lo earl:? out
regulations, the provisions of this title.

(b) The supervisory ofli?er shall eni_ourage , and coope_'ttewith,the election officials in the _ver al State_; to develop procedures which

will eliminate the necessity of multiple filings by permitt!mg the filingof copies of Federa,1 repo]:ts to :_tisfy th_ State
requirelnents.e It shall be the_;dut '_ of th,_.Comptroller Geners. 1 to s,_rve as a

C(_nptroller (') ' Y .... _ 1 ' '
General, natmnal clearinghouse for mformatmn m respect to :he ad mlnls-
info rrna[ion tration of elections. 'In carrying out his _uties under this subs,:x:tion.
and studies, the Comptroller General shall enter int_) ,.ontracts for t]he purpose of

conducting independent s_udies of the administration of ele,_ions.
Such studl"es shall include, but shall not be limited to, studies of__

(1) the method of se]ecti.0n of, and the type of duties assigned
to, officials 'and personnel working on boards of e]ec_ions;
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(2) practices relating 'to tile registratiou of voters; and
(3) voting and counting methods.

Studies made under this subsection shall be published by. the Comp- rublioation°
troller General and copies thereof shall[ be made available to the
general public Upon the payment of the cost thereof, iNothing in this
subsection shall be construed .to authorize the Comptroller General
to require the inclusion of any comment; or recommendation of the
Comptroller General in an ysuch study.

(d)(1) Any person w:no believes a violation of this title has Violatio:ao

occurred may file a complaint with the supervisory officer. If the super-visory officer determines there is substan_fiM rea':_on to believe such a
violation has occurred, he shall expeditic, usly m:Lke an investigation,
whmh shall also include an :mvestl_,atlon of rel)orts and statements
filed by the complainant if he is a candidate, of the matter complained
of. Whenever in the judgment of the supervisory officer, after afford- Hearing
lng ,due notice and an opportunity for a hearing, any person has opport;unity';
engagedor is about to engage in any acts or practices which constitute injunotion.
or will constitute a violation of any provisiofi of this tittle or any regu-
lation or order issued thereunder, the Attorney General on behalf of
the United States shall institute a civil action for relief, including a
permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order,, or any other
appropriate order in the distxict court of the Un.ired States for the
district in which the per,;on is found, resides, c,r transacts business.
Upon a proper showing that such person_ has engaged or is about to
engage in such acts or practices, a permanent or temporary injunction,
restraining order, or other order shall be granted without bond by
such court.

(2) In any action brought under paragraph (t), of this subsection,
subpenas for witnesses who are required to al_tend a United States dis-
trict court may run into any other district.

(3) Any party aggrieved by aJl order granted under paragraph (1) Zuaioial
of this subsection may, at any time within sixty days after the date of review°
entry thereof, file a petition with the United States coart of appeals
for the circuit in which such person is found, resides, or *.ransacts busi-
ness, for judicial review of such order.

(4) The judgment of the ccmi_ of appeMs affir, aing or setting aside,
in whole or in part, any such order of the district court shall be final,
subject to review by the Supreme Com_b of the United States upon
certiorari or certification as provided in section 1_:5i of title 28, Unfted
States Code. 62 St;al;. 928.

(5) Any action brought under this subsection :shall be advanced on
the docket of the court in which filed, and pul: ahead of all other
actions (other than other actions brought under tMs subsec;tion).

STATEi%IE.NT,;3 FILFD WITH STATE OFFICERS

SEc. 309. (a) A copy of each statement r_uired to be filed with a
supervisory officer by this title shall :be filed with the Secretary of State
(or, if there is no office of Secretary of State, the equivalent State
officer) of the al)propriate State. For purposes o_ this subsection, the
term"appropriateState"raeans-- "Appropriate

(1) for Ivt)orts relating to expenc[itures :_mdcontributions in state."
connection with the campaigm for nominatio,; for election, or elec-
tion, of a candidate to the office of President or Vice President of
the United States, each ;State in which an exl)endittwe is made
by him or on his behakf, and

(_) for reports relating to expenditures :ired contributions in
connection with the campaign for nomination for election, or elec-
tion, of a candidate to the office of Senator or Representative in,
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or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the
United States, the State in which he se eks election.

State offioer, (:b) lit shall be the duty of the Secretary of State, or the equivalent

au'ties. State officer, under subsec}ion (a)-- ,
(1) to receive and. maintain ill ,m orderly manner all reports

and statements requi,rext by this titk to be filed w._th him;
(2) to preserve such rep(aqm and statements for a period of ten

years from date of receipt, except, that reports and stat.Ei;ments
relating solely to candidates for the House of Representatives
shM1 be preserved for only' five yeal_ from the _ate of receipt;

(3) to make the reports and statements filed with him available
for: public inspectim_ ,md copying ,luring regular office hours,
commencing as soon as practical>lc bat not later thegn the end of
the day during which it w:,.s received, and to pe.rmi.t copying of
any such report or statement by hand or by duphcatmg m_tchlne,
requested by any person, at; the expease of such person :; and

(4) to compile and maint'fin a current list of M1statem, mts or
parts of statements pertaining to each candidate.

rROHmrnON Or co_iTmmrIXO_'Sn-r _rA_IEOF A>;OTHEa

SEc. 310. No person shall make a contrikution in the narae of another
person, and no person shall knowingly accept a contribm:ion made by
one person in the name of another person.

PENALTY I_OR vIo]_.¥rIoNs

SEc. 311. (a) Any person who. violates any of the provisions of this
title shall be fined not more than $1,000 ¢r imprisoned not more than
one year, or both.

(b) In case of-any conviction under this title, where tl:te punishment
inflicted does not include iml;4isonmen';, such conviction slmll be
deemed a misdemeanor conviction only.

TITLE IV-GENERAL PROVISIONS

EXTENSION OF CREDIt[ BY REGU':SATED INDUSTRI]ES

SEc. 401. The Civil Aexonautics Boar.], the Federal Coran:tunica-
tions Commission, and the Interstate Commerce Commission shell each
promulgate, within ninety days after _the date of enactment ,:)f this
Act, its own regulations with respect to the extension of credit,, with-
out security, by any person regulated by such Board or Commission
to any candidate for Federal ofaee (as such term is defined in _i;ection

Ant_.%,p. 1:1. 301 (c) of the Federal Election Campaigm Act of 1971), or to m:,y p.er-
son on behalf of such a candid._te, for :?ods furnished or sm'vices
rendered in connection with the camp_.lgn of such candidate for
nomination for election, or election, to sucli office.

PROHIBITION AGAINST IJSE O_ C.ERTAIN ]._E[)ERAL ]FUNDS FOR EI.J_CTtON

ACTIVITIES

Sr_c. 409. No part of any funds appropriated to cam'y out th,, Eco-
78 stat. 508. nomic OppOrtunity Act of 196,[ shall be used to financ% dJ[rectly or
42 USC 2701 indirect.ly_ any activity designed to influence the outcome of ary elec-
note. tion to Federal office, or any voter registration activity, or to pay the

salary of any officer or employee ofthe Office of Economic ()ppor-
tunity who, m hm offima[ capamty as such an officer or emplo3ee, en-

"Elco%ion." gages in any such activity..As used in this section, the term el,:;_ction
has the same meaning given such term by section 301 (a) of t_e Fed-
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eral Election Campaign Act of 1971, and the term "Federal office" "Federal
has the same meaning given such term by ._,ection',01(c) of such Act. oefioe."

Po 11,

EFr_:<TON STATEZ.LW

SEc. 403. (a) Nothing in this Act shall be de_raed to invalidate
,)r make inapplicable anv provision of any State law, except where
compliance wlth such p_ovision of law would result in a violation
of a provision of this Act.

(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), no provision of State law
shall be construed to prohibit any person from taking: any actio,
authorized by this Act or from making any expenditure (as .such term
is defined in section 301(f) of this Act) which he could la wfully make
under this Act.

PARTIAL INVALIDITY

SEC. 404. If any provision of this Act, or the :_pplication thereof
to any person or circumstance% is held invalid, the validity of the
remainder of ,the Act and {;he application of such provision to other
persons and cire-mstance_ shall not be affected th J_reby.

P_:PEALING CLAUSE

SEC. 405. The Federal Corrupt Practices ACt, 19,o.5(2 U.S.C. 241-
956), is repealed. 43 Stat. 1070.

EFF]:GTIYE DATE

SEC. 406. Except as provided for in section 401 of this Act, the
provisions of this Act shall l_,_ome effect!ire on December 31, 1971,
or sixty days after the date of enactment of' this Act, whichever is
later.
Approved February 7, 1972.
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see also contributions; regulated inciustry

Corrupt Practice,; Act
see Federal Corrupt Practices Act

cost estimates (Section 252(a) of the I_egisladve Reorganization Act of
1970), 253

cost of IMng increase
see expenditure limits - escalator' clause
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C Cotton, Norris, 454, 463, 586, 600individual 'views (Senate Report 92-.96), 133

Crane, Philip M., 664, 760, 764-769, 790-794, 866, 891,892, 896, 897-

Cranston, Alan, 596

credit
extension by regulated industri,_s, 183, 218, 271, 397, 398-405,

419-4,21,480, 481,576, 741,800
see also regulated industry, Scott, Hugh

Keith amendment
see Keith

MacDonald amendment
see MacDonald

to estates and trusts
see taxes

credit cards, 271,480

Criminal Code Amendments
see U.S. Code Sections

Curtis, Carl, 53'7-5_'g8
amendment no. 382 (lowest unit ra:te), 588-590

D Danielson, George E., 754, 755;amendment (size of contributions reported), 778-780
amendment (campaign statements), 779, 782

debts, 63, 69, 96, ;269, 357, 578-580
Mathias amendment no. 278

see Mathias
Mathias amendment no. 2.86 (campaign debts)

see Mathias
Scott amendment no. 321

see Scott
Symington amendment

see Symington
seealso credit

delegate, 89

Dellenback, Jolhn R., 760

Dennis, David W., 764, 781

Dent, John H., 77']', 778

Devine, Samuel L., 773, 774
additional views (House Report 92-564), 655-658, 659-660
amendment (clarifying definition of contribution), 769
debates, 685

Dickinson, William L.
additional views (House Report r3'2..564),655-658, 661-662
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D Diehn, Victor, 275

Dingell, Iohn David, Jr., 708, 711,712

direct mail
see mail

disclaimer, 19C, 191,220, 243, 255, 26!;, 3;;2 433,434, 455,462, 827

disclosure, 22, 64, 70. '14, 96, 133, 14.2, 147, 175, 200, 201, 213, 215,
219, 226, 267, 35:2, 357, 433, 434, 446, 450, 461,462, 463, 478,
50:3, 526, 528, 593, 656, 687, 691,692, 694, 696, 741, 781, 788,:
825-833, ;347, 86:2, 866, 868, 895
fair' labeling, 455
forms of, 70, 133_.:!00-203,357,381,638
see.alsoreporting

District of Columbia loophole, 218, 236, 272, 279, 638, 895

Dole, Robert J., 597

Dorninick, Peter H., 480, 481,522, 549, 553, 762, 863-869
amendment no. 315 (compulsory use of union dues), 549, 554.,

555-559

amendment no. 369 (poll closing time).470, 471, 591-.593 (with-.
drawn)

Donohue, Harold D., 787

E Eagleton, Thomas, 558
Eckhardt, Robert C., 7'1C, 723, 724, 785

Edmondson, Echnond A., 705, 749, 800

effective date of FECA
see enl:orcement -. effective date

election law

hist:ory of, :257, 25;8, 435-43'7, 457-458

elections

administration of, 470, 471,849
see also voter r_gistration

clearinghouse for information, 849, 894.
definition, 16, 24., 175, 185, 216, 217, :!23, 224, 233, 238, 38%

825

general, 8% 91,389: 410, 840, 862
primary, 60, 61, 89, 91, 232-234, 238, 313, 314, 355, 359, 389,

410, 488, 547, 641,788, 819, 840, 862
run-offs, 216, 840
special, 89, 91,840

elective office
see federal elective office
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E employmentseepromise of employment

enforcement, 134, 141,267, 646, 687, 895
audits, 202, 361
bookkeeping manual, 362, 582
Clerk of the House, 144, 219, 452, 476, 641,654, 848, 850, t35'1,

862, 866
see also Hays

Clerk of the U.S. Court, 390, 898
complaints, 202, 219, 268
Comptroller General, 202, 203, 247, 248, 267, 361,390, 452, 455,

476, 477, 641,654, 819, 820, 821,845,848, 862, 869
cost estimate, 124, 125
effective date of statute, 2'23,356. 835, 345,864, 899
Hays amendment

see Hays
investigations, 203
Federal Communications Commis:_ion

see Federal Communications Commission
Federal Election Commission, 87, '127, 135, 143-145, 147-148, 219,

291, 358, 361, 362, 4213,452, 455,462, 473,474, 477, 478,
654, 692, 694, 746, 844, 850-851[, 862, 865, 866, 869, 889,
895
aided by GAO & Dept. of Ju_tice, 421
bureaucracy of, 296
commissioners, number, qualifications, 294, 361
executive director, 361, 42!
Pearson amendment no. 291 (to establish FEC)

see Pearson
GAO, 219, 26'7, 268, 270, 271, 3:;8, 473,475, 753, 862, 889, 893
Justice Department, 473,478, 896
preservation of records, 358
regulation promulgation, 421,844-845,889, 893
Secretary of the Senate, 144, 219, 452, 476, 478, 641,654, 848,

850, 851_ 862, 866
seealso Hays

separability, 8:53
supervisory officer, 827, 8131,848, .850, 851., 887

see amsoenforcement .- Clerk of the House and Secretary ot: the
Senate

U.S. Court of Appeals, 204
district court, 205
Supreme Court, 204

validity of FECA, 72, 101;_1114,121,206, 229, 249, 853

"equal time" provision
see Federa.I Communications Act, section 315; communications --

equal time

Evans, Frank, 755

expenditures
cost of living escalator, 133, :;93, 6'77, 753
definition, 18, 19, 26, 62_ 6:5, 95, 96, 105, 106, 111,115, 177,214,

223,224, 234, 388, 460, 64t, 642,685,823,826, 846, 847
limits, 6, 7, 8, 12, 17, 21_ 42, 42;, 77, 109, 113, 135, 137, 261-262,

264, 280, 360, 368, 369, 448, 449, 458, 463, 464, 495, 545,
584-588, 593, 635, 638, 6q9, 642, 643, 677, 678, 681,682,
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E expenditures (c;ontinue(I)
684, 685, 690, 693,704, 773-778, 786, 788, 841,866,893
based on population, '166, 217, 355, 368, 369, 642, 776
constitutionality of, 447-449,451,546, 866
Frey amendment

see Frey
MacDonald amendment

see MacDonald
Podell amendment

see Podell
unused funds

see Sym ngton
seealso communications - expenditures; loans; personal funds

F Fannin, Paul Jonesamendment no. 325
seeFannin-'rower amendment

Fannin-Tower amendment no. 325 (prohibiting tax exemptions for labor
unions), 405, 53(;

family
contributions -- limits, 150, 357,359,. 360, 521,522, 524, 525, 636,

866. 895
minor child, _3, 182
SpOLISe,63, 182
see also contri butions- in the nam4; of another

definition, 359

"fat cat:arnendment", 254, 265, 271,451,481

Federal Cc)mrnunications Commission, 76, 79', 87, 88, 93, 138, 174, 220,
221, 269, 275, 354, 397, 398, 447, 489:, 594, 708, 715, 752, 863,
868, 894
seealso regulated industry

Federal Corrupt Practices Act, 72, '101, 11(.I,,121, 229, 237, 238, 250,
272, 273, 391, 448, 457, 478, 481, :537_.596, 637, 647, 677, 683,
693, 694, 764, 774, 786, 788, 790, 792, 835, 896

Federal Election Commission
see, enforcement

federal elective office, _, 17, 2S, 61, 88, 9,1.,96, 104, 115, 162, 164, 175',
22l, 223, :224, 641,796, 818, 822, 825, 846

federally r,egulated indu._.try
see regulated indus::ry

Fish, Hamilton, Jr., 760

Fisher, C)vieC., 788

Ford, Gerald R., 711, 72.7, 749, 750, 759, 77_;, 794, 899

flanking privilege, 341-345, 358, 361 ,i492, 694, 772, 773,864
seealso mail
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F freedomof thepressseecommunications

Frenzel, Bill, 666-670, 729, 751,754, 769, '770, 778, 780, 781,785, 786,
898
additional views (House Report 92..564'?,655-658, 692

Frey, Louise, Jr.
amendment to MacDonald amendment, ;'06, 728, 729

Gl Galloppollsee public polls

General Telephone & Electronics Corp. (GTI!--),,397, 398
see also regulated industry; communications - telephone

get out the vote drives
see registration of voters

gift
see contribution - definition

Goldwater, Barry M., 554

Goodman, Julian, 78, 79

Government Accounting Office
see enforcement

government contractors, 64, 109, 182, 236, 388, 460, 641, 642, 681,
824
seealso regulated industry

government employees, 63, 107, 218, 4:51
see also Hatch Act (table of statutes)

governor- lieutenant governor, 89

Gravel, Maurice R., 477, 479, 545,552, 553
amendment no. 362 (presidential election campaigns), 568-572

Griffin, Robert P., 477, 550, 551
additional views (Senate Report 92-96). 147-148
supplemental views (Senate Report 92-!)6), 135-146

Gross, Harold R., 723, 730, 750, 751,775, 780

Gude, Gilbert, 766, 767, 789

HI Hansen,Orvaladditional views (House Report 92-564.), 655-658
amendment differing from Crane's, 764, 765-769, 787, 791, 792,

891,896, 897
amendment to H.R.11280- 757, 891,896, 897

seealso 18 U.S.C. Section 610
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H HatchActsee table of statutes

Hart, Phillip A., 459, 595, 596
amendment u nnum _ered, 590
supplement, al views(Senate Report 92-96), 131-132

Hartke, Rupert V.
amendment no. 324 (prohibiting: spot broadcasting advertisements),

4.05, 4.64, 465, 472
amendment no. 366 (prohibiting spot broadcasting), 541

Harvey, james,/71,776, 784
additional views (ltouse Report 92-564),-!!;55-658, 681,688
amenctmem, to M_:cDonald amendment: (equal time for federal

office,;), 70&. T09, 717, 718_ 730, 731
amendment to H.R11060 (same as Senate passed S.382_, 741,763',

768, 794

Hathaway, William D.
amendmem: to Mac)onald amendr_ent (;i_clvertising in newspapers &

rnagazines), 732, 733

Hawkins, Augusl:us, 654

Hays, Wayne L., 677, 6_8, 683, 684, 708, 713,716, 718, 727, 737, 74%
750. '752-755, 759_ 763, 764, ?72, 773, 777, 779-781, 794, 795;,
883

amendmem: to prohibit O.E.O. funds from being used, 783,852

Heard, Ailexander, 544

Holifield., C,hester E., 712

Hillis, Elwood H., 900

Hollings, Ernest F., 504.
amendmerJt (record:; of small conm'ibutors), 504

House Bills
H.R. 1259 - 791
H.R. 3620-- 785
H.R. 8628- 787

H.R. 11060 (Hays [)ill different from 14.?,.11231 and S.6'10)- 675,
677, 683, 684, 685, 692, 697, 701, 703, 740, 741, 757, 758,
893

H.R. 11231 (MacDonald bill different from H.R.11060 and S.610) -
677, 682, 68'7, 701,705, 786, 788

H.R. 11280 (Brown-Frenzel bill) -- 683, 685,692, 740, 741, 786,
788, 790
see also Nansen amendmen_ offered as Harvey amendment to

H.R.11060

House Committee on Rules and Administratiori, 216

House Report no. 92-752 (Conference Repor_I), 752, 817-853, 873-882,
901
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H House ResolutionsNo. 694 - rule under which H.R.11060 was considered, 675, 741,
795

Humphrey, Hubert
amendment no. 266 (voter registration), 352, 559, 582, 583 (with-

drawn), 584
amendment no. 366 (t.v. spot aclvertising)(with Hartke & Stevenson),

544

i Icord, Richard H., II, 689

incumbents' advantages, 80, 138, 267,274, 458, 459, 462, 495, 598, 640,
655, 678, 683, 690, 692, 773, 7gq, 862-868, 892, 898

independent parties
see political parties

interchangeability of media spending
see communications - interchangeability factor

Internal Revenue Service, 774, 792

International Brotherhood of'teamsters, 792

Interstate Commerce Commission, 269, 397, 398, 752, 863
see also regulated industry

J Justice Dept., U.S., 398see also enforcement

K Kazen, Abraham, J r., 680, 733, 7'76

Keating, William, 770

Keith, Hastings, 681,750, 752
amendment to MacDonald amendment (extension of crediit to

regulated industries)l 733, 734, 735, 736, 737
debates, 684, 714

Kennedy, Edward, 557, 595
amendment no. 335 (tax credit f'or political contributions), 409-411
amendment no. 344 (uniw._rsal voter registration), 394, 413-417,

428, 429, 435-437, 5;67, 595

Kleindienst, Richard, 137, 138, 142, 144, 274, 276, 280, 450, 453,455,
461,476, 484, 495, 516

Kirkland, Lane
see AFL-CIO (COPE)
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L labor, organized, 558, 653, 766, 866, 891,894closed union shop, 550, 551
contributions via PACs, 550, 551
dues as contributions, 150, 376, 536, 54c', 551,767, 847, 866
reporting requirements of PACs, 551
services, in-kind, 5;3B
tax exemptions (F:alnin-Tower amendment)

see Fannin-Tower amendment
voluntary nature of contributions

see contributions
see also 18 U.S.C. Section 610

Latta, Delbert, 757

"legally qualified candidate"
see candicJa, te

list brokering
see Bellmoa amendment no. 381

Lloyd, Shermaa, 687, 8c6

loans, 2'14, 21T, 245, 2:71,451,460, 641,769, 889
Mathias amendmen: no. 276

see M,athias
Packwoocl amendment no. 303

see Packwood
see also banks; contribution - defirdtion expenditure - definition

lobbying, 758

Long, Speedy, 544, 679

loopholes, 272,596, 59;', 895, 900

Lott-Warner p_.pers,6c_2,693

M McClellan, John, 526
McCIory, Robert, 895

MacDonald, Torbet H.
amendment, 704, 305, 773,787

deb_Lte, 679, 680, 681, 7135, 709_ 713, 717, 719, 723, 725,
'726, 731,732, 733,748, 749, 771,776

pass;_i_e,726
text. 704

bill -- HoJse CorrbmerceCommittee, 683_684, 711

mail, 341-345, 360, 361,798
cornputerized, 864: 889-890, 893
direc'l: mail, 218, 356, 618, 771,864, 86T, 889,890, 893
expenditu resfor, 356
franked, 1271,341-345, 358, 360, 361,492, 677, 864

major party candidate
see candidate
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M Mansfield, Michael J., 454, 595, 707
Mathias, Charles M., 596

amendment no. 267 (criminal penalties), 358, 513
amendment no. 268 - 358
amendment no. 269 (circuit television), 304, 358
amendment no. 270 (cenl_ralcart paign committee), 306, 358, 359
amendment no. 271 (definition of candidate), 359, 468, 488, 489
amendment no. 272 (spending liimits - presidential primaries), 313,

359, 468, 488, 489
amendment no. 273 (stat,ss right_), 309, 356, 359, 492, 493
amendment no. 274 - 359

amendment no. 275 - 316, 359
amendment no. 276 (bank Ioar,s are not contributions), 356, 359,

514

amendment no. 277 (candidate contribution limits), 319, 320, 357,
359

amendment no. 278 (campaJign debts), 323, 3.59
amendment no. 279 - 359

amendment no. 280 (definitions of state), 325, 359, 513, 514
amendment no. 281 (expenditun_s), 327, 359
amendment no. 282 (occupatior_ & place of business of contributor),

328-330, 469, 505, 510
amendment no. 283 (transfers), ."_33,334, 357, 359
amendment no. 284 (reporting contributions over $100.00), 360
amendment no. 285 - 360

amendment no. 286 (campaiign debts), 337, 360
amendment no. 287 - 360
amendment no. 288 (receipt), 339, 360
amendment no. 289 - 360
amendment no. 290 - 360
amendment no. 291 (campaiign mail), 341-345, 492, 546
amendment no. 292 (Federal Election Commission), 361

Mathias-Chiles amendment (limitatiOns on contributions by persons &
committees), 510, 514-53.5

Matsunaga, Spark M., 694

McCormack, Mike, 783

McKay, Gunn, 775

McKinney, Stewart, 773

media
seecommu nications

membership organizations, 91,376

Miller, Jack R., 555, 558

minor candidates
seecandidates

minor parties
see political parties

Monagan, John, 751
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M Muskie, Eidrnund. 545

mutual broadcasting system, 275

N National Association of IVanufacturers (NAM), B97
National Rifle A,.,;sociation,557

National 'l-eachersAssoci_.tion , 558

newspapers
equal space

see Federal Corqmunications Act
rates

see cornmunicadons

Nixon, Richard, '77, 132, 135, 137,273, 368,445-446, 717, 905;, 906

nominating conv,._ntions
seecorwentions

North Carollina Associatic n of Broadcasters, 27:'_

O O'Hara, James (; rant, 776, 777
operation clean bill, 637

p Packwood, Bob, 306, 49[_;,499amendment no. 303 (reporting loans), 4.6_I,493,494
amendment no. 306 (expenditure limitations), 368
amendment no. 312 (reporting dates), 493;
amendment no. 355 (extension of credit - regulated industries),

578, 379, 580
amendment no. 370 (availability of reports), 575
amendmert no. 371 (reporting dates), 57_',i
amendmert no. 373 (voter registration drives), 577
amendmert no. 374 (guarantors _.,s.urel:ie!i;),576
amendmert no. 375 (reporting dates), 57[i;

Pastore, John O., 48'1, 4195-489,493, 498-502, 515, 517, 527, 542, 585,
586
amendmer_t no. 308 - 367, 381,38.7, 4.45;-450,593

inadequacies of, 433-434, 452-456,462-464
support for, 450-453

Pearson, Drew, 473
amendmert no. 23.8 (to establish FEC), 29'H,378
amendmer t no. 34.0 (to establish FIEC),4'2'H,485,486, 894-

agreed to, 479
debate, 473-4.7_)
modified, 474
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p Pell, Claibornesupplemental views (Senm_e Report 92-229), 266

pens
seecampaign materials

person
definition, 19, 27, 62, 64, 65, 95, 96,105, 111, 115, 178, 223,224,

234

personal funds, 128, 150, 319, 320, 357, 636

personal services
as contribution, 177
Buckley amendment no. 365

see Buckley

Pickle, James J., 772, 773, 898
amendment to MacDonald am,_ndment (permitting broadcasting

stations to charge cornpar.tble rates in lieu of lowest unit
charge), 718, 724, 725, 726

Podell, Bertran, 750, 755, 756, 757
amendment (to clarify total expenditure limits), 773, 775, 776, ,778

political action committee
contributions, 224, 360, 514..535, 847
Mathias-Chiles amendment

see Mathias-Chiles
reporting requirements, 215
see also labor, organized; political committees; corporations; contri-

butions

political committees, 61, 65, 215, 220, 223, 224, 233, 238, 243,741,847
authorized person, 355
chairman, 111, 115, 189, 238, 827
contributions, 224, 239, 2.43,360,514-535, 762, 827

limits
see Mathias-Chiles amendment

reporting, 215, 225, 244, 35'7
Bellmon amendrnent nc. 300

see Bellmon

Spong amendment no. 263
see Spong

definition, 17, 21, 25, 27, 28, 95_ 97, 105, 110, 115, 176, 188, 306,
358, 359, 360, 388, 389, 551,556, 797

multiple candidate, 527
state committees, 596
statements of organization, 29, 31, !97,98, 116, 191, 192, 193,389
transfers, 107, 142, 357
treasurer, 28, 29, 67, 97, 111, 115, 116, 189, 190, 225, 238, 239,

307, 357,358, 389
unauthorized (by candidate), 190, 2!25, 389, 547, 548, 549
unregulated committees, 460
seealso reporting; labor - organized; contributions; corporations

political office, 846
seealso federal elective office
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p political parties. 81,342, 485,486
poll closing timz, 470, 471, 59t-593

preemption of .,.tate law, '7, 41,774, 888
Mathias amendment no. 273

see Mathias

presidential ca_clidates, 5, 9, 88, 446, 450, 453, 485, 487, 568-572, 818,
862
seealso elections -- _rimaries

Presidential Election Campaign Fund Act of lcl,66
Grave_am,._ndmentno. 362

see Gravel

Price, Char,es/vi., 734

price fixing
seecommunications - rates charged
seealso Ol:,_;rationclean bill

price index
seeconsurner price index

primary elections
seeelections- primary

promise of employment, 62, 107, 179:, 235

Prouty, Winston. 135-136, 419-421,457-476, ,:[6_7,497
amendment no. 264 (annual political corn mittee report), 301,352
amendmerlt no. 348 ("equal time" provision), 255, 433,434, 468,

483,484, 48'7,488
amendment no. 34c_(spending limits for candidates), 254, 434, 494-

4.99
SUl_plemertal views [Senate Report 29-229), 272-286
supplemer, tal views f_SenateReport 92-96), 135-146

public financing, 131-132, 459, 568-572,597, :598

Public Law 92-225 (Federal Election Campaigr_JAct of 1971), 911-927

public polls, 86, 449

R reasonto believesee enforcement -- complaints

registration of voters
see voter registratio 1

regulated industry, 323, 197, 219, 22; t, 237 255, 264, 265, 268, 269,
28'1,356, 3.57, 397, 419-421,454-455, 4_i4, 478-483,566, 576, 578,
579,580, 694
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R reportingavailability of reports, 70, 120-121,362, 581,590
Packwood amendment

see Packwood
candidates, 225, 829, 830, 848, 849, 865
Clerk of the House, 112, 119, 120, 239, 452
Clerk of the U.S. Court, 70, 71, 99, 228, 249, 283, 390, 391, '779,

781
Comptroller General, 227-228, 452
contracts, 227
contributions, 68, 194, 21 9, 329-330, 848, 849, 888
convention financing, 69, 99, 119, '197, 247, 390, 893
Danielson amendment (House) (size of contributions reported)

see Danielson
debts, 227, 360
dissemination of reports, 283,362, 452,462
expenditures, 195, 196, 893
fundraising event, 195, 888
large last minute contributions, 4c'3
loans, 194, 389
lobbyists, 636
occupation, 357
persons, 390
placesfor filing, 68, 452, 654
political committees, 225, 244, 389, 798, 827, 830, 848, 849

Bellmon amendment _o. 300
see Bellmon

Spong amendment no. 263
see Spong

preservation of records, 358
seealso enforcement

principal place of business, 357
quarterly reporting, 654
requirements, 69, 99, 1131 1'17, 118, 119, 198, 226, 227, 245,246,

283,434, 452, 461,493j. 505,636, 644, 645,798, 830, 831
candidates, 193,452, 636
committees, 193, 358, 4:52, 636, 798, 827-830
other than.committee and candidates, 118, 196-197, 636, 799,

830
Packwood amendment nos. 31:2, 371,375

see Packwood
regulated industry, 197, 198

Secretary of Senate, 70, 99, 112, 119, 120, 239, 283, 893
statement of organization, .67,100, 116, 225, 352, 828
state officials, 221, 833, 849, 888, 893
treasurer, 193, 196, 357

resident commissioner, 89

Revenue Act of 1971
see table of statutes

runoff election
see elections
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S Scheuer, Sidney, 281
Schwengel, Fred, 694

additional views (House Report 92-.564), 655-658

Scott, Hugh D., 267-273,272-286, 516 519
amendment no, 3:21 (extension of credit by regulated industrie:;),

:397-405, 419-421,468, 47:'3,479, 480, 481
amendment no. 359 (to strengther_ thc.,i_ldependence of FEC), 473

Senate Bills
S. 1 - 78, 144, 148
S. 382 (1971) -- :3,48, 78, 685, 6c'4, 757, 787

amended, 161
bac kgrou nd, 213
Cormnittee or: Rules & Administration's version, 382-387
House amendments to, 807-812
passed,601,740
sectOn-by-section analysis

hearings on, 213
text, 161,382, 601-606

S. 734 - 213
S. 956 - 78, 79, 1,1.4,148, 353,357, '351:;
S. 1121 -- 78

S. 1880 (1967) -:!13, 263,457
S. '.24.36(1960) -:!13, 263
S. 3637 (1971) - :!73,445-446,457, 45E]

SenateCommittee on C.)mmerce (Report IXlo.92-96), 51-151

Senate (:om m ttee on Rules and Admin istrati )n
amendme,nts, 216
Report no. 92-229 155-286, 381
roll call vote, 254, 255

senate election (1970), 447

Senate Report 92-580 (identical to House ReF_ort92-752)
see conference report

separate,segregatedfu n(I
see political committee and PAC

Sisk, Bernice F., 716

Spong, William B.
amendment no. 2,53 (reporting of polii:ical committees), 299, 351,

352,468, 503, 504

spouse
see family

SpringeG William L., 677-679, 715-71'7, '71), 723, 724, 72/, 728, 731,
732, 749, 752, 75!;, 794

Staats, Elmer, 455,476,478
seealso Comptroll _r General

staff, congressional
see congr(:ssional staff
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S Staggers, Harley O., 677, 715, 7:33, 754,771,780, 781,786, 787
Stanton, Frank, 76, 78, 453

"state"

definition, 27, 65, 96, 105, 111, '115,178, 218, 223, 224, 234, 325,
357, 514, 64.1,796, 818, 823, ,826, 844

statement of organization
see reporting

states

laws not affected, 71, 100, 1'i,4, 12'.1,206, 229, 249, 325,359, 391
state and local committees

see contributions - state and local committees
state and local office, 227, :2411,447
state law, 114, 221,241,309-311,488, 493
see also preemption of state law

Steiger, William A., 766, 767, 780

Stevens, Ted, 481,527
additional views (Senate Report 92_96), 151
amendment no. 307 (against mandatory lowest unit rates), 369, 468,

499-502
supplemental views (Senate Report 9,2-96), 135-146

Stevenson, Adlai E.
amendment no. 366 (offered with Hartke, Humphrey to eliminate

less than 60 second broadcast spots), 405, 464-465, 472, 544

Stratton, Samuel, 774, '775

surety
Packwood amendment no. 374

see Packwooq

see also guarantor; banks -- loans; loans

Symington, James W., 517, 547, 726, 727_. 728, 748

' Talmadge, Herman E., 546
taxes

credit, 101,121,123, 209, 210, 229, 250, 251,409-411
deduction for political contributions, 73, 74, 123, 207, 208, 210,

211,215, 230, 251,252, 286, 545
exemptions for labor unions, 53;7
incentives for contributions, 72, 101,. 207, 213, 215, 216, 286, 409-

411

Taylor, Ray H., 693

teamsters
see International Brotherhood of Teamsters

telephone banks
see communication.,;- telephones
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T televisionsee communication

third partie, s
see political parties

Thompson, Vernon W, 753,755, 760, 762, 763,785

Tiernan, Robert O., 716.719, 723, 776

Tower
see FannimTower tmendment

transfer of funds, 178, 333-334, 357_. 359
see also contributi,)ns- transfers

Twentieth Century Task Force on Financing Congressional Campaigns,
124, 133,449, 461,543,638, 694-696

U Udall, Morris, 690, 70'7, 710, 732, 755, 763, 774, 775, 777', 779, 780,781,785

unions
see labor, organiTed
seealso 18 U.S.C. §610

U.S. Code Sections
18 U.S.C. §591 - 18, 388, 822, 8.23
18 U.S.C. §600 - 19, 95, 823
18 U.S.C. § 602 - 20, 95
18 U.S.C. §608 - 20, 95, 357, 35;9, 38_?,,514, 584, 823, 824
18 U.S.C. §609 - 23, 388
18 LJ.S.C.§610 -- 451, 532, 54c,, 558, 647,652-653, 758-760, 762,

76_-,765, 767, 791,793,891,894
bank loans, 450, 451,647
chamber of commerce, legal, medical, farm organizations

see organization name this index
check-off, useof (transfer of), 551. 552
clo_ed shop, 550
corporations and unions to be treat:ed equally, 551, 762
Cra.ne amend ment

see Crane

general treasury funds, 552
limited permissible activities (see I-!,ansen amendment)

constitutional right to communicate with members or
stockholders, 9't
see also U.S.v.C. LO.

get-out-the-vote drives
se,.' voter registration

separat_ segregated funds, 550, 551,552
lobbying, 636
state elections, 550

18 U.S.C. §611 -- 23,824, 825,846, f_47
18 U.S.C. §612-- 890

unsecured credit
see creCit
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V Van Deerlin, Lionel, 707, 708, 712, 733

Vanik, Charles A., 693

Veysey, Victor V.
additional views (House Report 92-564), 655-658, 665

Vice Presidential candidate, 84, 8;8, 17:2, 220, 233, 446, 450, 453, 485,
486, 820

violations

fines, 71, 94, 107, 108, 109, 110, 121, 142, 173, 179, 180, 181,
182, 183, 184, 202, 203, 2,36, 228, 236, 249, 391,514, 637,
647, 834, 84.5, 890, 898

knowing and willful, 20, 2;!, 39, 64, 114, 182, 356, 360, 636, 821
misdemeanor, 207, 229

volunteer time (labor), 646, 823, 8454,_;93

voter registration
get-out-the-vote drives, 653, ;?64, 7,65, 766, 767, 768, 784, 787, 847
Humphrey amendment no. 266

see Humphrey
Kennedy amendment no. 344

see Kennedy
seealso 18 U.S.C. §610

"voter's time" (report of the Twentieth Century Fund Commission on
Campaign Costs), 74, 85, 86, 214, 543

voting age population
seecommunications - residlentvoting age population

W Wale, John, 76
Waggoner, Joe D., 781,785

Ware,John H.
additional views (House Report 92-5t54), 655-658

Winter, Ralph, 143,280, 864

Wright, JamesC., 725

iZ Zion, Roger, 766
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Congressional Debate
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November '18, 195'1 (42603-420831 677-697

November :29, 197'1 (43141-431751 703-737

November30, 1971 (43363-434227 741-800

December 14, 197'1 (46791-46801) 873-883

January 1'9, 1972 (_;19-333) 887-901

1Congress/ona,'Record ,V. 117, Bounc Edition) page references shown in
brackets
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Congressional Debate
Senate:

July 20, 1971 (26105-26'116, 26192) 3511-362

July 21, 1971 (26350-26403) 368-391

July 22, 1971 (26738) 394

July 23, 1971 (26935-26943) 393'-405

July 26, 1971 (27097-27099, 409-411
27117-27121, 413.-417
27127-27129) 419-421

July 28, 1971 (27635) 421

July 29, 1971 (27938-27%9) 428-429

July 30, 1971 (28257-28258, 433-4:34
28315-283.17) 435-437

July 31, 1971 (28504) 440

August 2, 1971 (28696, 28791-2_1802, 444, 445-456
28811-28;820) 457-466

_' August 3, 1971 (28966-28967, 470-471
28998-29017, 472-489
29018-29025) 492-499
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129289-2933'7) 513.-561

August 5, 1971 (29960, 566
:30041-300445, 567.-572
30049-30076, 573.-600
:30077-3008!3) 601.-607

August 6, 1971 (:30325) 609

December 1, 1971 (43705.-43710] 807.-812

December 14, 1971 (46899, 859

46943-4695'1) 861-.869
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Abrams v. ,U.S.,250 U.S. 616 (1919) - 543

AssociatedPress¢. U.S., 13;!6U.S. 20 (1945) -- 5¢3

Banzhaf v. FiC.C., 405 F2d. 1082 (D.C. Cir., 1968) Cert. denied, 396 U.S.
842 (1969) -- 543

Batesv. Littlerock, 361 U.5. 516 (1960) -- 448

Bolling v. Sharpe,347 U.S 497 (1954) - 543

Bridgesv. Califotz_ia,314 U.S. 252 (194.1) - 54:;i!

Burroughs'and C_nnon v. iJ.S., 290 U.S. 534 (,1_;_34)- 85

Business Executives May.° for Vietnam Peac_;v. F.C.C., 25 FCC 2d.
242 (1970) -- 543

Chaplinsk? v. New Hamps,_ire,315 U.S. 568 (,1_iJ42)- 594

Chronicle and Gazette PublishingCo., Inc. v. /_ttorney General,.48 A2d.
478 (1946)-- 448

Ex Porte .$iebo/a', 100 U.S. 371 (1880) - 258

Farmer's Education and Cooperative Union v. 14/DAY, 360 U.S. 529
(1959) -- 543

F.C.C. v. Allentown BroadcastingCorp., 349 U/5.358 (1955) -543

EC.C_ v. Sanders Bros. Rc_dioStat/on, 309 U.S. 470 (1940) -- 543

Garrison v. Louisiana, 37_) U.S. 64 (1964) -- 543

Grobjean v. Ar,_erican Fress Co., In,:. v. Attorney General, 297 U.S.
233 (1936'? - 448

Konigsberg v. Sr_,te Bar, 366 U.S. 36 (1961 ) - I!_5,542

Letter to Nicho/as Zapp/e, 23 FCC 2d. 71)7 (1970)-543

Machinists v. Street, 36'7 U.S. 740 (1961) -551_

McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheaton} 316 (1819) - 258

McGowan v. Mcrtyland, 3_56U.S. 420 (1 cJ61) - 543

Mills v. Alabama, 384 U..(i. 214 (1966) - 543

National Broadc.asting Company v. U.S., 319 U.S. 367 (1969).- 86, 449,
543
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Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 967 (1931)-- 543

New York Times v. Su,qivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964) - 542

Office of Communications of the United Church of Christ v. F.C.C., 425
F20.543 (1969) -- 543

Oregon v. Mitchell, 40(], U.S. 112 (1970] -- 543

Railway Clerks v. Allen, 373 U.S. 113 (q 9'63) - 558

Red Lion Co. v. F.C.C., 395 U.S. 387 (19,58) - 449, 543, 594

Schne/derv. State, 308 U.S. 147 (1939) - 448

Seay v. McDonnell Doug/as, 427 F2d. 996 (9th Cir. 1970) - 791

Smile)/v. Holm, 285 U.S. 355 {1932) - 448

Stephenson v. B/nford, 287 U.S. 251 (1932) '-- 85,448

Term/niel/o v. Chk:ago, 337 U.S. 1 (1949) -542

Thornh/ll v. Alabama, 310 U.S. 88 (1940) - 448

United Public Works v. Mitchell, 330 U.S. 75 (1947) - 543

U.S. v. C.I.O., 335 U.S. 106 (1948) - .)"_'8'_,758, 760, 762, 785, 790, 793

U.S.v. Paramount Pictures,/nc., 334 U.'.5. 131 (1948) - 594

U.S.v. Pipefitters/_ocal Union No. 562, 407 U.S. 385 (197:2) - 891

U.S.v. Reese, 92 U.S. 214 (1876) --255

U.S.v. Robe/, 389 U.S. 258 (1967) - 542

U.S.v.U.A.W., 35:2 U.S. 56 (1957) - 785, 786
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Communication:. Act, 19__4, Act of June 19, 1_i}34,Ch. 652, 48 STAT 56
(Title, 315)

Enforcement Act (Civil Rights Act) of '1870, Act of May 31, 1870, Ch.
114, 16 STAT 140 (repealed - 28 S;:at 36)

Federal Corrupt Practices Acts
January 26, 1907, Ch. 420, 34 SIA-f' 864 (Tillman Act)
June 2:5, 19'10, Ch. 392, 36 STAT 8:22
August: 19, I[911, Ch. 33, 37 STAT 25
August 23, '1912, Ch. 349, 37 STAT 360
October 16, 1918, Ch. 187, 40 STA'!- 101;!!.
February 28, 1925, Ch. 368, Title II I, 4.3 STAT 1070 (see U.S. Cod('.

Title 13, {}602)
June 23, 1947, Ch. 120, Title III, §30z, 61 STAT 159 (see U.S.

Code Title 2, _4416) (Part of Labo Management Relations or
-Faft-Hartl,_y Act)

Foreign investor's Tax-Credit Act of 1966, Act of November 13, 1966, 8(I
STAI 1541 (see Title 26) (Long ['lan)

Hatch Political Activity g ct
August 2, 1939, Ch 410, 53 STAT 1147 (.see Title 18, § § 594, 595,

598, 600, 60'1,605)
July 19, 1940, Ch. 640, 54 STAT 767 See Title 18, {}§595, 608,

609, 1511)
October 24, 1942, Ch. 620, 56 SlYAT 986 (see Title 18, §595)

Pendleton Act of 1883 (Civil Service Act), Ac:t of January 16, 1883, 2:2
STAT 403 (seeTitle 18, § §1,371, 1917)

Revenue Act of 1971, Act of December 1,[3,1971, Title VIII, 85 STAT
497 (see Title 26)

War Labor Dispute Act: of 1943, Act of June _5, 1943, Ch. 144, 57 STAT
163 (Smith-Connall F Anti Strike Act)
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CHRONOLOGIICAL
LISTOF
LEGISLATIVEHISTORY
PRECEEDING
S.382

1867 Legislation enacted into law forbidding assessments for politica_
purposes to be levied against Navy yard employees; expanded in
Civil Service Reform Act (Pendleton Act? :J: 1883 to include
any officer or employee of thc United S_._s.

1907 President Theodore Roosevelt proposed a system of public sub-
sidles for Federal elections (which was not adopted into law);
signed into law the Tillman Act which prohibited national
banks and corporations chartered by Congress from making
political contributions ill any election and which prohibited
corporations from making political contributions in connection
with elections for Federal offices.

191 0 Legislation enacted requiring the disclosu re of campaign contri-
butions in Federal elections.

i911 Amendments. added to 1910 act requiring disclosure of contri-
butions during primary, convention, and preelection periods;
also set spending limitations in congressional elections.

1912 Truman Newberry convicted f:or excessive campaign expendi-
tures in 19118 Michigan Serrate primary under provisions of
1910-11 act:;; conviction ov,!;rturned by U.S. Supreme Court
which held Congress could r_ot limit expenses or activities in
primary and nomination periods [Newberry v. United Stotes_
256 U.S. 232 (1921)].

1925 Enactment of Federal Corrupt Practices Act, requiring dis-
closure of contributions and expenditures by congressional
candidates by political committees active in two or more States,
and limiting expenditures by congressional candidates.

1939/40 Enactment of Hatch Act and amendments restricting political
activity by all Federal employees except those appointed by
the President; limited political gifts to candidates or political
committees to $5,000 in any one year and limited total expend-
itures of a political committee.
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1941 Supreme Court, in United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299
(194.1), rew.m;ed 1921 Newberry clecision and held that Con-
gross' powers did extend to preelections period (case aroused
from State-Federal powers dispute and not directly from ques-
tion of campaign reform).

1943 Smith-Connal y Act enacted profibiting labor unions from
making contr butions in connection with elections for Federal
office.

1947 Taft-Hartley Act made permanent law the ban on labor union
contributions in elections for Federal office and also extended
the Is,an on c_rporations and labor' unions to expenditures (as
well as contributions) and to primary elections (as well as
general elections).

1948/51 House Commttee on Campaign [-x':_enditures reported that sub-
stantial changes were needed in Corrupt Practices and Hatch
Acts, but no _.ction taken by either House.

1952 First Presidertial election year in which'television was used as
an aclvertisement medium; total expenditures in all races, local,
State, and Federal, estimated to be $140 million.

1953 Elections Subcommittee of Senat_.' Rules and Administration
Committee proposed increasing spending limitations; no actiorl
by full committee or either blouse.

1955/57 Elections Sul:committee and the full Senate Rules and Adminis.-
traton Committee reported legislation expanding disclosure
requirements and raising the expenditure limits for congres-
sional candidates; no action by either House.

1960 Sen_te passec measure strengtheni_g reporting requirements by
candidates and political committees, limiting an individual's
contributions, raising spending ceilings in congressional races to
realistic heigkts, and limiting expenditures in Presidential races;
no action by House.

1961 President Kennedy appointed a Commission on Campaign Costs
chafed by Alexander Heard; Co_nmission report emphasized
need for encouraging bipartisan contributions to pay for apoli-
tical activitie:, such as voter registration drives, a progra m of tax
incentives and credits for political contributions, a more realis-
tic set of spe,qding limits, ard a suspension of section 315 (the
"equal time provision") of the Communications Act.

1964 Both Houses approved legislation suspend lng section 315 of the
Communications Act prior to Presidential elections; however,
without administration support, bil dies in conference.

1966 A plan for public subsidies for Presidential candidates financed
by $1 tax "check-offs" .on persc_nal income tax forms is in-
cluded as a last minute rider to the Foreign Investors Tax-
Credit Act; proposed by Senator Russell Long (D-La.) and
promptly dubbed the "Long Plan'S; becomes public law amidst
much opposil:ion from press and pt_blic.
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1967 "Long Plan" is repealed b,efore becoming operative; Senate
Finance Committee reports Hlonest Elections Act including
tax credits, public subsidies, and other reform provisions;
no action by Senate.

1968 Hard-fought contests in Pre_;idential election year raises total
expenditures in all races to an estimated $300 million.

1971 Common Cause, a nonpartisan citizens' lobby, files classaction
suit enjoining major parties l!'rom violating or conspiring to
violate Corrupt Practices Act.

f971 Public subsidies for Presidential candidates, financed, once
again, by a $1 tax "check-off" were included in the Revenue
Act (these provisions were changed slightly in 1973, placing
the monies accumulated through the check-off in a non-
partisan fund, and placing the check-off on the first page of the
income tax form in order to promote its use).
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